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CLARKE v. FOX.

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Netolande, J. January 9, 1913.

1. Appeal (8 I H—11)—Costs and fees—Taxation of—Right to review
BY IXICAL MASTER.

Application by defendant to review the plaintiff's bill of coats as 
taxed by the local registrar, is in the nature of an appeal and the 
Ixical Master has no authority to entertain it.

[Rule 920, sec. (e) Saskatchewan Rules of Court, 1911, referred to.]

In this case the defendant Edna Anna Fox applied to the 
Master in Chambers to review the taxation by the local registrar 
at Areola of the plaintiff’s bill of costs herein. The Local Mas
ter, being in doubt whether he had the power to entertain this 
appeal, referred the question to a Judge of the Supreme Court 
sitting in Chambers. The powers of a Local Master are defined 
in sec. 620 of the rules of Court which provides in part as fol
lows

A Local Master, in regard to all actions brought or proposed to be 
brought in the Supreme Court in his judicial district, including pro
ceedings in the nature of a quo warranto under the Municipal Act, 
may transfer all such business and exercise all such authority and 
jurisdiction in respect to the same, as under the Judicature Act, or 
these rules may be transacted or exercised by a Judge at Chambers, 
except to the following proceedings and matters, that is to say—

(c) Appeals and applications in the nature of appeals and appli
cations concerning the hearing of appeals.

MacKenzic, Brown tC* Co., solicitors for defendant Fox. 
Allan, Gordon <f- Bryant, solicitors for plaintiff Clarke.

Newlands, J. :—A review of taxation is an appeal from the 
decision of a taxing officer. It therefore comes under the ex
ceptions (c) to rule 620, “Appeals and applications in the nat
ure of appeals.” As it is not called an appeal by the rules it is 
certainly an application in the nature of an appeal.

Judgment accordingly.

SASK.
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Statement

Ncwlends. J.
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WARD ▼. WRAY.

Ontario Divisional Court, Mulock, CJ.Ex.D., Clute and Sutherland, JJ.
January 3, 1913.

1. Cancellation ok instruments (g I—1 )—Promissory note—Misrepre
sentation AS TO IDENTITY OF ORIGINAL MAKER.

Where the payee of a note agreed to accept a renewal note executed 
by the original makers to replace a note which he held and in which 
the makers were father and son, and the renewal note was executed 
by the son and a woman who the payee honestly believed was the son’s 
mother, while, as a matter of fact, it was executed by the son’s wife, 
of whose existence the payee had no knowledge ; but the payee know
ing that the mother was a responsible party, was content to accept 
her in lieu of her husband ns one of the makers, the payee is entitled 
on discovering the error to have the cancellation of the original note 
set aside, ns made under an honest mistake of fact, and to sue the 
father and son on the original note.

Appeal by the defendant George Wray senior from the judg
ment of the Judge of the County Court of the County of Lamb- 
ton, in favour of the plaintiff, in an action against George Wray 
senior and George Wray junior, father and son, to set aside the 
plaintiff’s cancellation, made by mistake, of a promissory note 
made by the defendants in favour of the plaintiff and discounted 
by him, and to recover the amount owing on the note, viz., $141. 

The appeal was dismissed.
A. Weir, for the appellant. 
li. /. Towers, for the plaintiff.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by Mulock, C.J. : 
—The plaintiff conducts a banking business at the town of Sar
nia, and the defendant George Wray senior resides there. Ilia 
son resides in the United States. The note sued on bears date 
the 21st April, 1910. It was made by the two defendants, pay
able to the plaintiff’s order six months after date. A day or two 
before its maturity, the father called upon the plaintiff and paid 
the interest which had accrued on the note, and told him that he 
had not heard from his son about the matter, but expectel to 
hear shortly. The note became due on the 24th October, 1910, 
and, not having been attended to, the plaintiff on the 11th Nov
ember, 1910, wrote to the father as follows :—

“Sarnia, November 11th, 1910. 
“George Wray, Esq., Senior, Sarnia, Ontario.

“Dear Sir,—The other day when you paid the interest on 
that note of your son and yourself you did not say what you 
wished done with the note. If a renewal is wanted I herewith 
enclose one for six months which please send to your son and 
have him sign it and get it back as quickly as possible signed by 
yourself and son, and oblige,

“Yours truly,
“W. H. Ward."
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In this letter the plaintiff enclosed a renewal note. The 
father received this letter with the intended renewal note, and 
he, or his wife at his instance, mailed it to the son for his signa
ture. The letter, if any, which accompanied it, was not pro
duced. The son and his wife, Laura, signed this renewal note 
and sent it to the father or his wife, and the latter, with the 
knowledge of her husband, mailed it in Sarnia to the plaintiff, 
no letter accompanying it. On receipt of this renewal note, the 
plaintiff called his clerk \> attention to the fact that it was not 
signed by the father, when the clerk informed him that the 
father’s wife had signed it. The plaintiff was under the im
pression that the son was an unmarried man, and was satisfied 
with his clerk’s assurance that the signature was that of the 
father’s wife; and, acting upon this belief, accepted this renewal, 
and shortly thereafter his clerk returned to the father the origi
nal note, marked “cancelled,” accompanied by a letter worded 
as follows:—

“Sarnia, December 3rd, 1910. 
“George Wray, Esq., Sarnia, Ontario.

“Dear Sir,—I herewith enclose you cancelled your note 
$132.50 retired by renewal note yourself and Mrs. Wray just 
received.”

This letter was evidently intended for the father, it Wing 
directed to Sarnia, whilst the son, as the plaintiff knew, at that 
time resided in the United States. By sonic error, the plaintiff 
refers to the renewal note as signed by the father and Mrs. 
Wray. He knew it was not signed by the father, and must have 
intended in dictating the letter in question to have described 
the renewal as made not by “yourself” but “your son” and 
Mrs. Wray, meaning the father’s wife.

Shortly before the maturity of the renewal note the plaintiff’s 
clerk sent a notice to the father’s wife reminding her of the due 
date of the note, to which she sent the following answer:—

“April 19, 1911.
“Mr. W. J. Ward, Banker.

“Dear Sir,—I sent your note to George Wray himself last 
time you sent it here and him and his wife both signed it them
selves so you had better send this notice to George himself and 
ht- will attend to it. Ilis add. is Warroad, Minn., C/o. E. Grevell,

“Yours, Mrs. Wray.”

D. 0. 
101.1

Mulot*. O.J.

Then, for the first time, the plaintiff discovered the mistake 
which had resulted in the cancellation of the original note, and 
from which cancellation he now seeks relief. That the plaintiff 
never intended to accept a note by the son and his wife in ex
oneration of the father’s liability is abundantly clear. He knew 
that the son was not a resident in Canada and supposed him to

■
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l>e on unmarried man, thus readily accepting his clerk’s assur
ance that the signature of Mrs. Laura Wray was that of the 
father’s wife. In his letter of the 11th November, to the father, 
the plaintiff requests the father to have the renewal note signed 
by himself and his son ; hut, when it came hack signed by the son 
and Laura Wray, he, knowing that, the father’s wife was a 
woman of property, was content to accept her in lieu of her 
husband as one of the makers.

It was argued by the defendants that the father was a surety 
for his son. and was relieved by tbe giving of time without his 
consent. There is no evidence that the plaintiff knew him to be a 
surety. It is true that the son first discussed with the plaintiff 
the proposed loan, and that the plaintiff said he would require 
his father's signature; at the same time the plaintiff thought the 
father had some interest as principal debtor in the transaction, 
and the form of the note sustains that view, the father being one 
of the makers. Thus, quoad the plaintiff, the father was one of 
the principals, not a surety. Further, even if he was in fact and 
to the plaintiff’s knowledge a mere surety, lie was a consenting 
party to the renewal.

Thus, in brief, the facts of the ease are that under an honest 
mistake of fact the plaintiff accepted the renewal note signed by 
a woman of whose existence he had no knowledge, inistakingly 
believing her to be the appellant's wife, and in consequence can
celled the note sued upon. Hut for the mistake he would not 
have cancelled it.

Under these circumstances, I think the plaintiff is entitled to 
he relieved from his mistake, and that this appeal should be dis
missed with easts.

Appeal dismissed.

GUISE-BAGELEY v. VIGARS-SHEIR LUMBER CO.
Ontario Divisional Court, Mulock, CJ.F.t.D., Clutc and Sutherland, JJ. 

January 3, 1913.

1. Landlord and tbnant (# II B 1—19)—Lease—Covknant for preemp
tion—Termination upon non-payment of bent.

A lensee’s right of pre-emption, under n lease containing a covenant 
that the lessee may “at any time during the stated term exercise hi» 
right of preemption of the said premises," terminates upon the de
termination of the lease through a failure of the lessee to pay the 
stipulated rent, notwithstanding that the term of years during which 
the lease was to run had not come to an end.

Appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of the Junior 
Judge of the District Court of the District of Thunder Bay dis
missing an action for specific performance of an agreement for 
the sale of certain lands.
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The appeal was dismissed.
C. A. Moss, and F eat hers ion Aylcsworth, for the plaintiff.
N. W. Iiowell, K.C., for the defendants.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by Mui.ock, C.J.s 

—The plaintiff and his father owned the lands in question, sub
ject to a mortgage thereon in favour of one James Bergin. The 
father was also indebted to the defendants in the sum of $800.20, 
for which a judgment had been recovered. Default having been 
made under the Bergin mortgage, the mortgagee was proceed
ing to sell the lands under the power of sale contained in it, 
when the plaintiff and the defendants entered into an agreement 
bearing date the 27th October, 1008, whereby the plaintiff 
granted to the defendants his equity of redemption in the lands, 
and which instrument provided that the defendants should pur
chase the lands when sold under the mortgage, and, upon obtain
ing a conveyance thereof, should lease the same to the plaintiff 
“for a term of five years at the annual rent of,” etc., “the said 
lease to contain all the usual clauses, provisoes, and conditions, 
including a power of re-entry upon non-payment of rent for 
one calendar month after the same becomes due, and a covenant 
by the lessee to pay all taxes and other outgoings and to insure 
the buildings in their full insurable value in the names of the 
lessor and lessee, and also a covenant to keep the buildings on 
the said lands in good and substantial repair, and a proviso that 
in default the lessors may pay the same taxes and insurance and 
do repairs ; and the said lease shall also contain a covenant and 
proviso on the part of the lessors that the lessee may at any 
time during the said term exercise his right of pre-emption of 
the said premises ... at the fixed price of,” etc., “and that 
thereupon the lessors will convey the same respectively to him 
in fee simple free from incumbrances, and also a proviso that 
after the first three years the lessors may sell the said premises 
free from the said lease, on giving one calendar month’s notice 
in writing of their intention so to do, hut that the lessee shall 
have the option of becoming the purchaser at the price and 
terms agreed to be paid by the proposed purchaser, on signify
ing his intention so to do in writing before the expiration of 
the said month and on proceeding without delay to complete 
his purchase.”

The defendants became purchasers of the said lands sold 
under the Bergin mortgage, and on the JOth November, 1908, 
obtained from the mortgagee a conveyance thereof. Thereupon 
it became the duty of the parties, in pursuance of the agreement 
between them, to enter into a written lease of the lands, but 
they did not do so. When the agreement of the 27th October, 
1908, was entered into, the plaintiff was in possession, and so 
remained until March, 1909, when he abandoned possession, re-
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fused to pay rent, and the defendants took possession and leased 
the property to a third party.

It must be assumed that the plaintiff was in possession l>y 
virtue of the agreement, that is, as lessee. The rights of the 
parties must be determined as if a formal written lease, within 
the meaning of the agreement, had been actually entered into; 
and under such a lease the conduct of the plaintiff would have 
operated as a forfeiture; so that, as a matter of law, the term 
provided for by the agreement came to an end in March, 1909.

The question then is, whether the plaintiff’s option to pur
chase the lands also then ceased?

The plaintiff contends that, notwithstanding the determin
ation of the lease, his right of pre-emption continues through
out the period of five years from the time when the defendants 
acquired their conveyance, subject to the qualified right of the 
defendants, after the three years, to sell to a stranger.

The question is, what did the parties mean when by the 
agreement they said that the “lease shall contain a covenant and 
proviso on the part of the lessors that the lessee may at any time 
during the said term exercise his right of pre-emption,” etc.? 
It does not say during five years, but during the said term— 
that is, whilst the said term is still subsisting.

If the plaintiff’s contention is adopted, then at any moment 
during the five years, although the lease had ceased to exist, the 
plaintiff, on exercising his option, would be entitled to a con
veyance of the lands in fee, and, with it, immediate possession.

In the meantime what use could the defendants make of the 
property? They or their tenants could hold it only on suffer
ance, being liable to be ejected at a moment’s notice. It is in
conceivable that the parties contemplated a tenure so precarious 
and destructive of the value of the use of the property. Prac
tically it would mean that during the continuance of the option 
the defendants should not be in a position to make any reason
able use of the property, that is, the plaintiff might abandon its 
user as lessee, and yet the owners could not, either by themselves 
or others, make a reasonable use of it. In the meantime the 
defendants would be obliged to pay the taxes, insurance, and 
upkeep, with no income to meet these charges, and with no 
right under the contract to add interest to the purchase-money. 
This result is wholly inconsistent with the scheme of the parties. 
Practically, though not as a matter of law, the right of re-pur
chase was intended to give to the plaintiff the benefit of redemp
tion, the purehnse'tyriee being the amount of the defendants’ 
judgment, the prior mortgage, and the disbursements which the 
defendants might properly incur for taxes, insurance, and 
upkeep—the rental payable by the plaintiff taking the place of 
interest on the defendants’ claim until the plaintiff purchased.
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If, notwithstanding these consequences, the parties con
tracted to the effect contended for by the plaintiff, then we have 
nothing to do with consequences; but, when an ambiguous set of 
words is used, the circumstances assist in making clear the sense 
in which both parties so expressed themselves.

Then the proviso that “after the first three years the lessor 
may sell the premises free from the said lease,” etc., shews that 
they contemplated the lease as subsisting.

Then further on it is provided that “the lessee shall have 
the option of becoming the purchaser at the price,” etc.—not 
that the plaintiff shall have the option, hut the “lessee.”

Thus, throughout the whole instrument dealing with the op
tion there runs the prevailing idea that the plaintiff qua lessee 
only is to be entitled to exercise the option.

I, therefore, am of opinion that the proper interpretation to 
place upon the instrument in question is, that the plaintiff’s 
right of pre-emption ceased when the lease came to an end; and, 
therefore, this appeal should he dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

Re McGILL.

Ontario ftuprrmr Court, Kelly, •/. January 7, 1913.

1. Wills (8 IIIH—170)—Legacy — Enjoyment — Time for payment 
of coarus.

A direction in a will that the executors “shall exercise control over 
the bequest in favour of my said daughter ami shall invest the same 
as to them seems best and pay the income thereof to my said daugh
ter until such time as they consider that she can control the corpus 
of the said Itequcst providentially and well” is inoperative to restrict 
the right of the legatee to payment of the corpus of the bequest, et» 
peeially where she is also the residuary legatee.

[Ur Johnston. |1894| 3 Ch. 204, specially referred to; Re Uispin, 2 
D.L.R. 044, 25 O.L.R. 633, affirmed sub nom. Rr Rispin, Canada 
Trust Co. v. Paris, 46 Van. S.V.R. 649. applied; Rr Hamilton, 8 D.L. 
R. MO. 4 O.W.X. 441. applied. 1

Motion by Margaret McGill, upon originating notice, for an 
order determining a question arising upon the construction of 
the will of Jane McGill, deceased.

W. It. Meredith, for the applicant.
//. R. Elliott, K.C., for the executors.
Kelly, J. :—.Jane McGill by her will dated the 21st August, 

1901$, bequeathed to her daughter Margaret McGill $645; she 
also made bequests to each of five other daughters, and directed 
that, in the event of the death of any of her daughters during 
the lifetime of the testatrix, her share should be divided amongst 
the others in proportion to the bequests specifically made. Fol-
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lowing this, there is this provision : “I hereby direct that my 
executors herein named shall exercise control over the bequest 
herein contained in favour of my said daughter Margaret McGill 
and shall invest the same as to them seems best and pay the in
come thereof to my said daughter Margaret McGill until such 
time ns they consider that she can control the corpus of the said 
bequest providently and well.”

The residue of the estate (amounting to between $200 and 
$250, without deducting the executors’ compensation) is given 
to the daughter Margaret. She is over twenty-one years of age.

The testatrix died on the 25th January, 1012; the only pay
ment made to the daughter Margaret from the corpus of her 
bequest is $25.

The question raised on this application is, whether Margaret 
McGill has a present right to payment of the corpus of the be
quest, notwithstanding the control and discretionary powers at
tempted to be given to the executors by the provision quoted 
above.

The executors, relying on that provision, have refused to pay 
over that corpus.

My view' is, that they have not that right. The bequest is not 
made dependent on the discretion of the executors; it is an ab
solute bequest, followed by an indication of the mode in which it 
should he enjoyed. There is no gift over to any other person, 
nothing to shew that any one hut Margaret McGill is entitled in 
any way to the bequest ; and, moreover, she is the residuary 
legatee.

In He Johnston, [1894] 3 Ch. 204—a case much resembling 
the present one—Stirling, J., at p. 208, said: “Does the law per
mit the testator to vest such a discretion in his tnistee or execu
tor! I have no doubt that the discretion was intended to be con
ferred by the testator for most excellent reasons, which, indeed, 
seem to be justified by the events, and I should be very glad to 
uphold it if I could ; hut it does seem to me that it is really an 
attempt by the testator to fetter the enjoyment by a person of a 
benefit to which he has become absolutely entitled under the will. 
The testator might (if he had been well advised) have effectu
ally provided for the same object by making the gifts entirely 
dependent upon the discretion of the trustee. For example, he 
might have given to the legatees such sums only as the tnistee, 
in the absolute exercise of his discretion, thought ought to be 
given to them. That would be one way. Another mode of effect
ually doing it would have beeij to make in some shape or form a 
gift over, so as to benefit other persons beside the sons, and in 
such a way that the legatees in question could not be deemed to 
be the sole persons interested in the funds. lie has not chosen 
to take advantage of any such mode of gift, but has in each case
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made the son in question the sole person to take the benefit of the 
fund which he has directed to be set apart. Under these circum
stances, the case seems to me to fall within the class of cases 
which have been referred to, in which the law has been laid 
down that a testator is not to be allowed to fetter the mode of 
enjoyment of persons absolutely entitled to a fund. . . . When 
the words of the will arc looked at, the testator is simply point
ing out the mode in which these sums, which he had actually 
given to his sons, should bo enjoyed by them. In that class of 
cases, of which Re Skinner's Trusts, 1 J. & II. 102, is an ex
ample. the Court has said that it will not insist on the benefit 
intended for the legatee being taken by him modo et forma as 
the testator prc8cribes.,,

This view of the law has been followed in our own Courts in 
recent caeee, such as /<’- Ritpin, 2 D.L.B. 644, 25 O.L.B. 688,* 
and Re Hamilton, 8 D.L.R. 529, 4 O.W.N. 4 M. In the latter, the 
Chancellor points out the methods by which only a bequest such 
as this can be made subject to the discretion of the trustees as to 
the time and mode of payment. Neither of these methods was 
adopted by the testatrix in this instance.

The restriction attempted to be put on the bequests to Mar
garet McGill, by virtue of which the executors seek to defer or 
withhold from her payment of the corpus of these l>equests, is, 
in my opinion, inoperative.

The costs of the application will be paid out of the estate.
Judgment accordingly.

WEST et vir v. CITY OF MONTREAL and RECTOR AND CHURCH 
WARDENS OF ST. MARTIN1 S CHURCH (defendants in war 
ranty).

Quebec Court of Review. Tellur, DcLorimicr, and Grccnshieldn, JJ.
December 13, 1912.

L Municipal corporations ($ II (15—260)—Liability pur damages— 
Nonce condition precedent to mabii.ity—Irregularity liber
ally CONSTRUED, WHEN.

VNhere by statute notin' of claim must lie served on n municipal 
corporation within a fixed delay from the date of the accident which 
notice should contain particulars as to time, place and date, and a 
notice is served, the corporation cannot escape liability by pleading 
an irregularity in the notice which has not caused it any prejudice, 
more particularly where the plaintiff gave notice of his having fallen 
opposite a public building fronting on two stropts and the name of 
one street is added after the designation of the building, and after 
the expiry of the delays for serving the notice the plaintiff amends the 
notice by stating he fell opposite the same building, hut on the other

*Re Rinpin, 2 D.L.R. 644. 25 O.L.R. 633, was affirmed by the Supreme 
Court of Canada nub nom. Re Rinpin, Canada 7'runt Co. v. Davis 46 
Can. 8.O.R. 649.
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street, hi» action will not he dismissed for want of notice, especially 
where the corporation has obtained full possession of the facts and 
proceeded in warranty for indemnity against the owners of the building 
opposite which the plaintiff fell.

2. Municipal corporations ($1105—260)—Liability for damages— 
Notice of claim, purpose of.

The statute requiring notice of action against a municipal corporation 
was not enacted to allow corporations to escape liability on technical 
grounds, but to enable them by investigation to come into possession 
of all facts, so as to either compromise or properly prepare its defence.

Appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of the Superior 
Court, Dunlop. J., rendered on April 10th. 1911, dismissing with 
costs her action in damages against the city of Montreal for 
injuries received by falling on a slippery sidewalk.

The appeal was allowed.
C. II. Stephens, K.C., for plaintiff, appellant.
./. A. Jarry, for the city of Montreal, respondent.
Campbell Lane, for the Rector and Churchwardens of St. Mar

tin's Church, respondents.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Greenshieldk, J. :—This case is before the Court for revision 

of a judgment by which the plaintiff’s action was dismissed.
The action is one in damages resulting from a fall on the 

sidewalk, the plaintiff alleging the defective and dangerous con
dition of the sidewalk at the time. The accident happened on 
the 12th of January. On the 14th of January the plaintiff’s 
husband, acting for his wife, to comply with the charter require
ments, gave notice to the city of Montreal. The notice is in the 
following words :—

To the City of Montreal :
Take notice that the undersigned, whose ofliee is in the Canada Life 

Building, 189 8t. James street, have been instructed by David Hodge, 
residing at 51 Guilbuult street, to claim from the city the sum of 
$1,999.99, for damages suffered by him through an accident to his 
wife, who fell on the sidewalk opposite St. Martin’s Church, St. Urbain 
street, about half-past five in the afternoon of the 12th of January 
instant, thereby breaking her leg and suffering other severe injuries; 
the said accident having occurred in consequence of the condition of 
the sidewalk where she fell.

(Signed) Stephens & Harvey,
Attorneys for David llodfit’.

Subsequently, «ml more than fifteen days after the 12th of 
January, it appears that Mr. Stephens, one of the attorneys for 
the plaintiff, havftig been informed that the plaintiff fell on 
Prince Arthur street, went to the city hall ; saw the clerk of 
the city who had the care and custody of notices of this kind ; 
notified him that a mistake had been made, and asked to tie 
allowed to amend the notice by erasing the words “St. Urbain” 
and inserting “Prince Arthur.” The clerk consented to the
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amendment ; the notice -was amended, and the amendment ini
tialled by the clerk. This amendment was made before the action 
was taken.

The defendant pleads to the merits, denying responsibility, 
and in answer to par. 7 of plaintiff's declaration, wherein it is 
alleged “That on the 14th of January the plaintiff caused to he 
served on defendant a notice of the present action, in accordance 
with the requirements of the city charter,” the defendant con
tents itself with a denial.

The learned trial Judge dismissed the plaintiff's action on 
the ground that the notice was insutlieient and not a compliance 
with the statute. The judgment a quo in part is as follows:—

t'onHiilering that it npppurs from the notice given by the |i|»intiff, 
and served on the 14th of January, 1910, on the defendant, at a time 
«hen the plaintiff should haxe known where the accident occurred, that 
the place where plaintiff's wifi* fell is stated to be on the sidewalk 
opposite Ht. Martin’s Church on Ht. Urbain street;

Considering that it appears from the evidence, including principally 
that of the female plaintiff herself, that she fell on the sidewalk oppo
site St. Martin's Church on Prince Arthur street;

Considering that afterwards, to wit, on the 31st of January. 1910, 
at the suggestion of Mr. Stephens, one of the plaintiff's attorneys, a 
clerk in the employ of the defendant, attempted to amend the said 
notice by striking out the words “St. Urbain street" and inserting 
in lieu thereof “Prince Arthur street," initialling and dating the same 
the 31st of January, 1910;

Considering that such amendment cannot bind the city of Montreal, 
having been made long after the expiration of the fifteen days 
after the «late of the accident, ami by a clerk who hail no authority 
to make such amendment ;

Considering that the right of aid ion in all cases such as the present 
is Imseil primarily on the sufficiency of the notice as to the place where 
the acciilent occurred.

QUE.

C R
1912
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If in the notice originally given by the plaintiff, no street 
had been mentioned, hut a simple statement that the accident 
happened on the sidewalk opposite St. Martin’s Church, I have 
not the least doubt it would have been a sufficient notice. Now, 
the notice says, “opposite St. Martin’s Church, St. Urbain 
street.” On the 31st of January that was changed by erasing 
the words “St. Urbain” and inserting the words “Prince 
Arthur.” St. Martin's Church is on the corner of St. Urbain 
and Prince Arthur streets. Now. the proof is, that the accident 
hap|>ened at least very near the corner of St. Urbain and Prince 
Arthur streets, almost opposite St. Martin's Church. The very 
next day the sexton of St. Martin's Church was notified of the 
accident, and the city, after receiving the notice of the 14th of 
January, made enquiries; notified the sexton of the church, and 
one of its constables, Fa fard, made a report to the city as to the 
sidewalk, after having notified, as above stated, the sexton of 
the church.
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All this whs done before the plaintiffs action was taken, and 
immediately upon it being taken the city took an action in war
ranty against St. Martin’s Church, and St. Martin’s Church re
fused to take up the city’s defence, but joined issue in the action 
in warranty.

Notwithstanding the pretensions insistently urged by the 
learned counsel for the city, that on a question of the sufficiency 
or insufficiency of a notice required to be given, the matter of 
prejudice should not be considered, I am of opinion that we 
should distinguish between this case and a case where no notice 
had been given.

If no notice whatever was given, and no valid reason shewn, 
1 should think the question or prejudice should not be considered ; 
but where a notice has been given, which notice is slightly at 
variance with a fact, as in the present case, I am of opinion that 
the Court is hound to consider the question of prejudice. In the 
case under consideration, no possible prejudice was suffered by 
the city. Full investigation was made by the city ; an action in 
warranty was taken by the city against the parties responsible, 
and the fullest opportunity was given the city to make its defence.

1 concur fully with the remarks recently made by one of the 
honourable Judges of this Court, when he stated that the statute 
requiring a notice was not enacted to enable the city of Montreal 
on technical grounds to escape liability, but to enable the city to 
become, by investigation, in full possession of the facts, in order 
that it might, to save litigation, either compromise with a claimant 
or properly prepare its defence.

A careful examination of the proof convinces me that this 
accident was due to gross neglect in the care of the sidewalk upon 
which the plaintiff fell. It convinces me that the plaintiff has a 
just claim against the city, and this Court is unanimous in de
claring that the city cannot repudiate its liability for such neglect 
owing to a slight irregularity in the notice, when no prejudice 
was suffered. The judgment under revision must be reversed.

The plaintiff’s thigh was broken as a result of the full ; she 
was confined to her bed for three months, and was unable to 
walk without crutches for at least six months. Fortunately, the 
record does not shew any permanent injuries; her out-of-pocket 
expenses have been proved to amount to some $‘-90. We assess 
the damages at $500. Personally, 1 would have awarded a larger 
amount, but accept the figure decided upon by the majority of 
the Court, and judgment will go in favour of the plaintiff for 
$500, with interest and all costs.

By the judgment in warranty, now rendered, the city will Ik* 
indemnified by St. Martin’s Church.

Appeal allowed.

9 D.L.
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COPELAND v. WAGSTAFF.

Ontario Supreme Court, Middleton, ./. January 8, 1913.

ONT.

S. C. 
19131. Brokers (8 II 111—13a)—Ural estate bbokebb—Right to compensa- 11 1,1 

Tioif—Sale affected by purchaser's misrepresentations as to
KNOWLEDGE OF AGENT. '

Whore a reil estate broker i* engaged by the owner to sell an un
divided lot of bind and he succeeds in selling half of the lot and is 
paid his commissions for that sale, and later, with the knowledge of 
the owner, engages with a prospective purchaser for the sale of the 
other half, but the parties cannot agree as to the price, and several 
months later the prospective purchaser goes to the owner and oilers 
him a price which oiler he tells the owner is made independently of 
the agent, and the owner believing he would have no commissions to 
pay. accepts the offer, the owner is liable for commissions at the 
ordinary rate, where it appears that the instructions of the agent had 
never l-een countermanded and all that the agent did was consistent 
with a contract of agency lietween himself and the owner.

[ Iturchcll v. (loicrir and Blorl.houne Collin ir*. /,#</„ 119101 A.C. til 4 ;
Stratton v. ] action. 44 Can. S.C.R. 395, followed ; see also Annota
tion. 4 D.L.R. 531.]

Action by land agents to recover a commission upon a sale statement 
of the defendant’s land.

Judgment was given for the plaintiffs.
I. F. Hcllmuth, K.C., for the plaintiffs.
If. II. Greer, for the defendant.
Middleton, J. :—The plaintiffs arc real estate agents in To- M|*neton' j. 

ronto. Pyor to the circumstances giving rise to this action, 
the defendant owned a parcel of land fronting upon Queen 
street, Toronto. In the negotiations the plaintiffs were repre
sented by Mr. Maclaren.

During the summer of 1910, Mr. Maclaren was employed in 
the office of the Assessment Department of the City of Toronto, 
and saw Mr. Wagstaff with a view to arrange, if possible, for 
the purchase of part of his property to add to a city park im
mediately adjoining it. Nothing came of this negotiation.
Shortly thereafter, Mr. Maclaren left the service of the city cor
poration and joined the plaintiffs’ firm. Being acquainted with 
Mr. Wagstaff and his property, Mr. Maclaren saw him with a 
view of obtaining authority to offer the property for sale. The 
accounts of this interview given by Wagstaff and Maclaren 
differ widely. Maclaren says that he then received authority to 
list the whole property for sale at the price of $45,000. This is 
denied by Wagstaff, who says that Maclaren asked only for 
authority to sell the east half of the holding, and that he in
structed Maclaren to offer only the east half for sale, as he did 
not desire nor intend to sell the whole parcel.

Maclaren placed the property before Mr. Charles Millar, 
and the result was that in January Millar purchased the east 
half for $24,000. Upon this Wagstaff paid the plaintiffs com-
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mission, $600. Millar subdivided this parcel of land, and, it 
may be assumed, made some profit.

Wagstaff had his residence on the west half of the land, 
fronting upon Queen street. The land in the rear was not level, 
and there was some doubt as to the possibility of subdividing it 
with advantage, owing to the difficulty in securing fall for the 
sewers. Maclaren assumed that he had some right to sell this 
remaining property. He says that Wagstaff authorised him to 
sell it at $35,000. This is denied by Wagstaff.

Maclaren says that he tried to interest Millar, but that Mil
lar would have nothing to do with the property at that price. 
Some time later, Maclaren desired to obtain a survey, so as to 
indicate how the land might be subdivided. He says that he 
saw Wagstaff and asked him if he had a survey or plan, was 
told that he had not, and then offered to have a survey made 
at his own expense, to which Wagstaff assented. Wagstaff 
denies all this; hut the fact is that Maclaren had a survey made 
and a sketch prepared, which he submitted to Mr. Millar.

Millar subsequently went to the property with Maclaren for 
the purpose of purchasing, if a price could be arranged. Some 
doubt and uncertainty exist as to whether there was more than 
one interview. Maclaren says that there was. Millar and Wag
staff agree that there was one interview only. There is also 
some doubt as to the date, but I do not think it material. The 
one thing that is clear is, that Millar offered to buy at $36,000, 
and Wagstaff refused to sell at that price. "

Maclaren was present on that occasion; and, as far as I can 
see, Wagstaff must have understood that he was present because 
he supposed himself to lie acting as agent in the negotiation. I 
cannot understand how Wagstaff could have any other impres
sion. The agent who had sold the east half to Mr. Millar, and 
who had received a commission, brought Millar again to make 
an offer for the west half; and I do not think Wagstaff could 
have failed to suppose that Maclaren was contemplating the pay
ment of further commission.

Shortly after this, Millar left Ontario for a trip, and did not 
return for several months. On his return, the matter came 
again to his mind. He went out and saw Wagstaff, went with 
him over the property, and satisfied himself that there was no 
real difficulty connected with the drainage. He then attempted 
to buy, and ultimately did buy at $45,000. No doubt as an 
inducement to Wagstaff to sell, Millar pointed out to him that 
this sale was being made quite independently of any agent, and 
that there would be no commission to pay.

I have no doubt that Mr. Millar believed this; but neither 
side asked him the foundation for his belief. I assume from 
what he did say that his belief rested upon the fact that he had
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gone to WagstafT on this occasion, and made this offer, entirely ONT. 
apart from any real estate agent. s c

1 have come to the conclusion that I must accept Mr. Mac- 1913 
laren’s statement as to this employment ns agent. All that he 
did is consistent with this. The statements he made to Millar, r' 
as testified to by Millar, agree with this. The preparation of Waostaff. 
the plan and the endeavours to induce Millar to buy woidd .../m . 
never have been undertaken if Maclaren had not believed him
self to be authorised.

Maclaren is an intelligent and experienced agent. I do not 
think he would have undertaken to deal with the property with
out first satisfying himself as to his position.

I believe Wagstaff honestly thought when he sold to Millar 
that because the sale was being made without an agent being 
present there would he no commission to pay ; and he now keenly 
resents a claim which he believes to be unjust. Yet I fear that 
he is liable for a commission.

In some respects Mr. Wagstaff’s memory has proved itself 
treacherous. I think the original instructions applied to the 
whole lot. I have no doubt that at different times he thought of 
subdividing the property and selling it himself; hut 1 do not 
think that he ever went so far as to countermand the instruc
tions given to Maclaren. He had given somewhat similar in
structions to McLaughlin; he had given him a price upon the 
whole lot; and he never countermanded these instructions.

I do not think anything would be gained by a discussion 
of the cases. The law is plain enough; it is authoritatively ex
pounded for me in Burchcll v. Gowric and Blockhouse Collieries 
Limited, [1910] A.C. 614, and in S'(ration v. Vachon, 44 Can.
S.C.R. 395; with which must be read the equally important and 
authoritative judgment in Toulmin v. Millar, 58 L.T. 96.

I think there was here a contracted relationship, and that 
Maclaren was instrumental in bringing about the sale by Wag
staff to Millar, although he had nothing to do with the actual 
making of the particular contract by which Millar purchased.

There will, therefore, be judgment for the plaintiff for com
mission at the ordinary rate of two and a half per cent.—$1,125 
—and interest from the date of the writ, 11th May, 1912, with 
costs.

Judgment for plaintiff.
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QUE. FORTIN v. PERRAS.

C. R. Quebec Court of Review, Saint-Pierre. (irecnshiclds, ami Chauvin, «/./.
1912 December 31, 1912.

)P(, 3i 1. Goodwill (§ III—10)—Sale of.
When- h trader sells his route in which he had previously sup

plied goods (o.g., milk) and binds himself not to sell to any 
of these customers under a forfeiture of $25 each, and he does 
#ulisei|uently sell, the pen il clause can Is- immediately invoked by the 
purchaser and the vendor's plea to the effect that such customers had 
left the purchaser and solicited him to supply them again will lie of 
no avail.

I l ea v. W hitaker, 8 L.R.C.P. 70; W allace V. Smith, 25 LJ. Ch. 145, 
applied.]

2. Contracts (gill E 2—283)—Covenant not to knoaoi. in business— 
Penalty for—Forfeiture of.

A penal clause becomes operative the moment proof of violation of 
the contract is made, and the entire jx-nulty In-come* exigible without 
any proof of wrongful intention or damages suffered being required. 
This is different from the “concurrence déloyale?' where the vendor of 
a stock-in-trade and goodwill proceeds to solicit his old customers.

This was an appeal from the judgment of the Superior 
Court, Martineau, J., rendered on April 9, 1910, dismissing the 
plaintiff’s action for $950, amount of damages claimed in virtue 
of a penal clause in a contract for the sale of milk customers. 

The appeal was allowed.
J. A. Bonin, K.C., for plaintiff, appellant.
A. Duranleau, for defendant, respondent.

The opinion of the Court was delivered by
Grkenshields, J. ;—The plaintiff seeks the reversal of a 

judgment rendered on the 9th day of April, 1910, dismissing 
his action, with costs.

The plaintiff alleges, in brief, that by a writing, sous seing 
privé, dated the 24th of March, 1908, the defendant sold to him 
among other things a list of customers to whom the defendant 
had previously supplied milk, to the extent of from eighty to 
one hundred gallons per day; and also sold sixty to sixty-five 
milk cans, and bound and obliged himself by said agreement 
not to sell to any of the customers transferred or ceded to the 
plaintiff, under the penalty or forfeit of $25 for each customer 
to whom he should sell any milk; and, moreover, engaged to go 
with the plaintiff to indicate the residences and domiciles of 
the customers transferred ; that about the first of May, the de
fendant went with the plaintiff and indicated the persons to 
whom he had supplied milk previously, and whose custom he 
had sold to the plaintiff : that the plaintiff delivered during the 
first days of May from eighty to one hundred gallons of milk 
to the different persons mentioned and indicated by the defen
dant, a list of which the plaintiff produces as exhibit No. 2; that
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a short time afterwards the plaintiff perceived that the quantity 
of milk taken by the customers which he had bought from the 
defendant decreased, and that the defendant continued to sell 
milk to the customers transferred to the plaintiff; that, as a 
matter of fact, the defendant did sell to thirty-eight of the cus
tomers so transferred to the plaintiff, and thereby incurred a 
penalty of $25 for each, amounting in all to $950; that seven
teen of the milk cans sold by the defendant to the plaintiff were 
the property of others, and the defendant was unable to give to 

' the plaintiff a title to the same; that the consideration of the 
sale was the sum of $500. which tin* plaintiff paid in cash: that 
the value of the seventeen cans not delivered is $35, which, 
added to $950, makes a total sum of $985, for which the plain
tiff prays judgment.

The defendant pleads, confessing judgment for $21.25, re
presenting the value of the cans not delivered; anil further 
pleads in effect: that it is false that he continued to sell milk to 
the customers transferred to tlie plaintiff, or that he was the 
cause of certain customers ceasing to take milk from the plain
tiff; that verbal agreements between the parties at the time the 
exhibit No. 1 was signed were to the effeet that if the defendant 
took a customer from the plaintiff among those transferred, he 
engaged to pay the sum of $25 for each customer taken; that 
exhibit No. 1, although lacking in certainty of expression ac
cording to usage in the milk trade, can be interpreted only in 
the manner interpreted by the defendant, as stated in paragraph 
six of his plea. The defendant then denies that he sold to eer- 
tain speeific customers mentioned in the list filed by the plain
tiff; that, if he did sell to any customers mentioned in the list 
transferred to the plaintiff, he commenced to serve such cus
tomers only long after they had abandoned the plaintiff and had 
refused to take milk from him.

By an inscription in law, paragraph six of the defendant’s 
plea, alleging a custom, was struck out.

The judgment of the learned trial Judge maintained the 
defendant’s plea, and declared the confession of judgment 
sufficient, and dismissed the plaintiff’s action.

It will at once be seen that the serious defence of the defen
dant to the action is, that he did not solicit the customers which 
he had transferred to the plaintiff, hut that because the service 
by the plaintiff to the customers which he had acquired from the 
defendant, was unsatisfactory, and the milk supplied was of an 
inferior quality, the customers abandoned the plaintiff and 
solicited the defendant to renew his supply of milk to them. 
The learned trial Judge found that this was proven, and that, 
under the agreement, no responsibility was created as against 
the defendant.

QUE.
C.R
1912

QrwnehiiMv 1.

2—» Ü.L.K.
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Greenshtrtds, J,

I am of opinion that there is error in the judgment, the error 
arising from a misinterpretation of the law applicable to an 
agreement such as the one under consideration.

The agreement itself, in ray opinion, is perfectly clear; is a 
perfectly legal agreement, and is a law between the parties, 
and must be enforced.

By the agreement the defendant cedes and transfers for all 
time the customers included in the agreement, and by the de
fendant indicated to the plaintiff. In clear terms the defen
dant says: ‘ T transfer for the consideration of $500, these 
customers to you, and 1 bind and oblige myself, under the for
feiture of $25 each, not to sell to any of the customers for 
whose custom you have paid me the sum of $500.” Nothing 
can be clearer.

Article 1013 of our Code provides: ‘‘Where the meaning of 
the parties in a contract is doubtful their common intention must 
be determined by interpretation rather than by an adherence to 
the literal meaning of the words of the contract.” It cannot in 
any sense be said that the intention of the parties in the contract 
under consideration is doubtful. The plaintiff intended to buy; 
the defendant intended to sell, and the defendant Inrand himself, 
under the forfeiture of $25 for each customer, not to sell 
to them or any of them.

The contract itself is in no way in restraint of trade; in no 
way creates a monopoly; is in no sense against public order or 
good morals, and, as above stated, is the law between the par
ties. If the old customers of the defendant wished to buy from 
him after the date of the contract, and he wished to sell to them 
because they asked him, he was at liberty to do so, but he did it 
subject to the payment of the stipulated penalty.

If the contract was interpreted in the manner in which the 
defendant seeks to interpret it, it would simply mean that all 
the defendant had to do was to find out a customer, who, for 
one reason or another, well founded or whimsical, wished to 
leave the plaintiff, commence delivering milk to him, and there
by avoid the payment of the penalty or forfeit, ?nd substanti
ally and effectively defeat the whole purpose and intention of 
the contract.

The judgment a quo seems to confound what is known in the 
French law as the “concurrence déloyalewith the enforce
ment of a penal clause. The difference between the two is so 
manifest that it requires merely a simple statement. If a per
son sell his stock-in-trade and goodwill of his business to an
other, and then proceeds to solicit the old customers, it is a 
“concurrence déloyalewhich might give rise to a restraining 
order or injunction, and to an action in damages. The proof 
would rest upon the plaintiff to shew that the seller had sought
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to induce his old customers to leave the purchaser; but where a 
person sells his business and his goodwill and there is a clause 
in the contract that for a fixed period of time, or in a certain 
locality, he will not engage in a similar business, under the 
penalty of paying a certain amount of money if he does, all the 
plaintiff, in such a case, has to prove, is the contract and its 
violation, by the carrying on of business during the specified 
time and in the prohibited locality by the seller. That proof 
being made, the penalty is due in its entirety. No proof is re
quired of damages to enable the seller to recover it, and the 
Court cannot increase or lessen the amount. (C.C. 11 15).

The English law is tlie same upon the subject: Lia v. Whiti- 
ker, 8 L.R.C.P. 70. In this case the defendant sold to the 
plaintiff, trade fixtures, etc., of a public house, with certain 
stipulations and conditions, among others in the contract was 
the following clause: “By way of making this agreement bind
ing, each of the above contracting parties have deposited in the 
hands of ‘II.’ the sum of £40; each and either party failing to 
complete this agreement, shall forfeit to the other his deposit 
money as and for liquidated damages.” The defendant failed 
in his contract. The plaintiff sued for damages over and above 
the £40, which had been deposited. The Court held, that his 
claim was limited to the £40, and that no greater sum could be 
recovered.

QUE.

C. R. 
1012

Oiwnihlelde. J.

Wallin v. Smith, 52 L.J. i'll. 145. In this case, in a con
tract betx.cen the parties it was stipulated that failure to ful
fil or carry out the contract entailed the payment of £5,000, as 
liquidated damages. The English Court of Appeal held that 
upon proof of the breach, the sum of £5,000 was due without 
any proof of the quantum of damages suffered, and tin* learned 
Master of the Rolls, stating the English law at great length, 
practically stated the provisions as contained in our (’ode.

A careful consideration of the evidence convinces me that 
the proof is clear that the defendant after the first of May sold 
to at least twenty-three of the customers which he had ceded to 
the plaintiff, thereby rendering himself liable to the payment of 
$25 for each customer, amounting in all to the sum of $575. The 
defendant confesses judgment for $21.25—short delivered cans.

The judgment a quo must lie reversed, and the defendant 
condemned to pay to the plaintiff the sum of $596.25.

Appeal allowed.
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MITCHELL ». HEINTZMAN.
Ontario Supreme Court, Clutr, Sutherland, and Kelly, JJ.

January 13, 1913.

1. Evidence (§ XI G—800)—Damaged—Personal injury—Employee's
LIABILITY INSURANCE—RELEVANCY.

The rule that in an action for damages against an employer for 
personal injuries there must Is* no intimation to the jury that an 
insurance company with which the employer has an employers' lia
bility insurance against such claims is the real defendant in interest, 
is not violated where the only reference on this point that was brought 
to the jury's attention was (a) plaintill"s testimony that he thought 
that a certain doctor who examined him told him that an insurance 
company sent him there, (h) the testimony of defendant's doctor 
brought out, upon cross examination by plaintiff's counsel, that he 
was sent to examine plaintiff by a certain insurance company, (c) 
reference by plaintiff's counsel, in the examination of another witness, 
to the effect that this doctor was the doctor who examined the plain
tiff “on behalf of the insurance company;” and where no reference to 
such insurance was made by plaintiff's counsel in his address to the

\Ijouyliead v. Collingicood Shipbuilding Co., hi O.L.R. 04, distin
guished.]

2. New trial (8 11—7)—Admission ok evidence—Damages—Employers’
LIABILITY INSURANCE—EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE.

Where nothing was brought out during the course of the trial of 
an employee's personal injury action from which the jury could rea
sonably infer that an insurance company was the real defendant in 
interest, a new trial will not Is* granted because of references made 
during the course of the trial that a physician called for the defence 
had examined the plaintiff on Is-half of a certain casualty insurance 
company if hi« cross-examination bv the plaintiff's counsel in this re
spect went no further than to attempt to shew that the physician was 
not. disinterested by reason of his employment by the insurance com
pany and his possible bias on account thereof.

fl.ougheail v. Collingirood Shipbuilding Co., Ill O.L.R. Ill, distin
guished.)

Appeal by the defendant from the judgment of Boyd, C., in 
favour of the plaintiff, on a general verdict of a jury for $1,000, 
in an action for damages for personal injuries sustained by the 
plaintiff by being struck, upon a "e street in the city of To
ronto, by a motor vehicle owned by the defendant.

T. N. Phelan, for the defendant.
P. Marflreyor, for the plaintiff.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by Cl.L'TE, J. :— 
On the 15th January, 1912, at about 11 o’clock at night, the 

and one Simpson were returning home from a social 
club, walking up the west side of Yonge street, and crossed the 
street to take the car near the intersection of Shuter street with 
Yonge.

The plaintiff states in his evidence that, while he and his 
friend were standing looking down Yonge street, the Yonge 
street car came first and then the College car, and he (the plain
tiff) stepped out as the ear was eoming to a stop and was

5
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knocked down by the defendant’s automobile. The witness °NT 
Simpson, who was with the plaintiff, says that they crossed over s 77
to get a car at Shuter street, and were scarcely come to a stand-
still, just enough to see that then1 was a car, and the plaintiff ----
said, “There is a Yonge street ear,” which he was to take, “and MiTrnm. 
a College car, which was suitable for me;” that a motor car Hkim/mw

came up Yonge street just when the plaintiff stepped out on ----
Yonge street, and knocked him down. Simpson says he saw it 
just when it was opposite the College ear, and shouted “Look 
out!” hut by that time the plaintiff was knocked down. The 
College car was immediately behind the Yonge car. It woe 
just hack far enough to be safe. As to speed, he says that the 
motor car came all of a sudden, so fast that he hud just time to 
shout “Look out !”

The plaintiff was hit on the left thigh and knocked over, his 
left shoulder hitting the pavement, lie was laid up for some 
five weeks, and then returned to his work, and received the same 
pay as lie had received before the accident. For some days he 
spat blood. He complains that he still suffers from the effect 
of the injury, being unable to lift any heavy weight, and his 
doctor confirms this, and says that he is uncertain as to how 
long this weakness of the arm may continue. A doctor called 
for the defence states that, as far as he could see, the plaintiff 
has fully recovered. The question is one for the jury.

Section 7 of the Motor Vehicles Act declares that any person 
who drives recklessly or negligently or at a speed or in a manner 
dangerous to the public, having regard to all the circumstances 
of the case, including the nature, condition, and use of the high
ways, is guilty of an offence under the Act, irrespective of the 
clause regulating speed. Upon a careful reading of the evi
dence, it is quite clear that the case is not one which could have 
been withdrawn from the consideration of the jury, notwith
standing the question of the onus of proof, which in this case, 
under sec. 7 of the Act, was upon the defendant. Upon this 
point the charge was in favour of the defendant, as no special 
reference was made thereto. 1 sec no objection to the charge 
read in connection with the evidence.

The principal objection argued was. that, under the author
ity of Louflhrad v. Collingwood Shipbuilding Co., 1(1 O.L.K. fi-L 
there should be a new trial, upon the ground that evidence was 
submitted to the jury in proof of insurance carried by the de
fendant against accident; and that counsel in his address to the 
jury was allowed to emphasise the fact that the action was not 
being defended by the defendant, hut by a certain insurance 
company. Affidavits were offered on both sides by counsel who 
attended the trial as to what took place. These were not re
ceived, hut the usual practice was followed, permitting counsel
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ONT. to state what had occurred, and reference was also made to the 
s ç Chancellor as to what took place.
11)13 As to the admission of evidence, there is nothing appearing
---- upon the notes which would warrant a new trial, under the

Mitchell authority relied on. All that we can find as to the admission of 
Heintzman. evidence is at pp. 4, 4ti, and 71. On p. 4, during the examina- 

---- tion of the plaintiff, he was asked :—
“Q. Did you ever have any other doctor examine you ? A. 

1 had. Dr. Wallace Scott came over and examined me.
“Q. Did you send for him? A. No, sir.
“Q. Do you know how he came to come? A. I think he told 

me that the insurance company had sent him there.
“Q. You don’t know that for a fact? A. I don’t know that 

for a fact.
“Mr. Phelan : 1 object to that evidence
“Ilis Lordship : No, that is not evidence.”
On the cross-examination of Dr. Wallace Scott, called by the 

defence, he was asked :—
“Q. When did Mitchell send for you ? A. He did not send 

for me.
“Q. How did you come to go there? What was your author

ity for going there? On what representation did you make this 
examination ? A. Am I to be spoken to in this way, my Lord?

“His Lordship: Q. You are asked how you came to be there ?
“Mr. Phelan : We will take the consequences of telling him, 

my Lord.
“Ilis Lordship: And I take the consequence of telling him to 

answer.
“Mr. Macfïregor: Q. lie did not send for you ? A. No.
“Q. Who sent for you ? A. I went in response to a telephone 

or a letter from Mr. Hull. Mr. Hull is connected with the 
Travelers Insurance Company.

“Ilis Lordship: Q. You were sent on behalf of the Travelers 
Insurance Company ? A. Yes.

“Mr. Phelan : I now take the objection that your Lordship 
should dispense with the jury, under the authorities.

“His Lordship : We will get the authorities later. The jury 
is dealing with it now, and they want the facts of the case.

“Mr. MacGregor: Q. Doctor, it was in answer to those direc
tions that you were permitted to examine Mitchell? A. It was.”

At p. 71, Dr. Cook was recalled by the plaintiff in reply, 
and Mr. MacGregor in his question used this expression : “Q. 
Dr. Scott, who was called a moment ago by the defence, and who 
examined Mr. Mitchell on behalf of the insurance company,” 
etc., etc.

This is all that appears on the notes with reference to the 
evidence. There is no statement that any insurance company
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was the real defendant, or that I)r. Scott made the examination 
at the installée of the defence ; for all that appears, the plaintiff 
may have been examined with reference to his own insurance. 
The jury could not, 1 think, from this infer that the Travelers 
Insurance Company was the real defendant.

Mr. MacGregor argued that his questions were put in order 
to shew that Dr. Wallace Scott was not a disinterested witness, 
but was sent by an insurance company to examine as to the ex
tent of the injuries the plaintiff had received, and so might be 
biassed in favour of his employer. I think he had the right to do 
this, carrying the questions no further than was necessary for 
that purpose, and without intimation to the jury that the in
surance company was the real defendant.

Then as to what occurred in the address of Mr. MacGregor to 
the jury, the note is this : “Mr. MacGregor then addressed the 
jury. During the course of his address. Mr. Phelan protested 
against Mr. MacGregor saying anything to the jury about Mr. 
Heintzman not being the defendant, but the insurance company, 
and asked that the reporter make a note of his objections. 11 is 
Lordship: Mr. MacGregor, you had hotter not place much 
emphasis upon that. Mr. MacGregor: I accept your Lordship's 
ruling.” And nothing further was said with reference to it.

On reference to the Chancellor, we find that he does not 
recollect distinctly what Mr. MacGregor said to the jury; and 
counsel do not agree. The Chancellor, however, was not of 
opinion that any substantial wrong or miscarriage had been 
occasioned by the reception of the evidence relating to the in
surance company, or, as far as he heard, by what counsel said. 
We think this ease distinguishable upon the facts from Loug- 
head v. Collingirood Shipbuilding Co., 16 O.L.K. 64, and that a 
new trial should not be granted upon this ground.

A further question is that of the damages, w'hich, the defend
ant contends, arc excessive. Upon a careful reading of the evi
dence, we think this ground is well taken ; and, unless the plain
tiff will consent to have the damages reduced to $800, there 
should be a new trial. If he consents to such reduction, the 
appeal will in other respects be dismissed without costs. If the 
plaintiff does not consent, the costs of the former trial and of 
this appeal should be costs in the cause.

ONT.

S.C.
191»

Mitchell

Heintzman.

Judgment varied.
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BUSHBY v. TOWN OF NORTH SYDNEY.

.Vomi Saut in Sujiramc Court, Sir Chart, a Tou-n.h, nd, C.J., tira haul, K.J., 
m q and K\uutcll, Drysdale and Kitchie, January 14, 1913.

1913 1. l'OOR AND POOR LAWS ($1—1)—PAUPERS—POOR RELIEF ACT, NOVA
------ Scotia—Incorporated town—Liability after notice.

^an- I1*. An incorporated town being a poor district under the provisions of
the Poor Relief Act. R.S.N.S. 1900, eh. 50, sees. 22, 23, 29, on receipt 
of notice requiring provision to be made for the support of a pauper 
within the limits of the town, is bound to take steps under sees. 22 
mul 23 of the Act to ascertain the place of settlement of the pauper, 
and, in the event of failure to do so, will be required to recoup the 
person by whom the notice is given and who has furnished the pauper 
with necessary support.

statement Action under the Poor Relief Law of Nova Scotia.
Argument W. F. O’Connor, K.C.. for appellant:—There is no statutory 

right to recover where the pauper has no settlement in the dis
trict: The Poor Relief Act, R.S.N.S. 1900. eh. 50, secs. 2 (b), 11, 
22: the Towns Incorporation Act, R.S.N.S. 1900, ch. 71, sec. 
107. Under the former Act, see. 29. there can he no recovery 
unless the pauper is entitled to relief. The statement of claim 
is defective, disclosing no cause of action and the defendant 
therefore should not he made to pay costs.

11. Mcllish, K.C., for the respondent, was not called on.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Sir Charles Townsheno, C.J. :—We are all of opinion that 

this appeal must he dismissed with costs. By see. 29, ch. 50, any 
person who provides for the relief of a pauper, who is not liable 
for his support, is entitled, after notice to the overseers, to re
cover any expenses necessarily incurred. If the person relieved 
had not a settlement in North Sydney, then under sees. 22 and 22. 
the overseers, who were the town council, should after notice have 
taken the proper steps to find out the pauper’s proper place of 
settlement and have him removed. The council did not do so. it 
did nothing except to tell the plaintiff to turn the pauper out 
of doors. She was not obliged to do so and the liability of the 
town continued until it took the proper legal proceedings to 
have the pauper removed or provided for him elsewhere.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

ONT. MacDONELL v. DAVIES.
~ Ontario Supreme Court (Appellate DivisUm), <!arrow, Maclaren, Meredith 

s (- and Ifsff, JJJL, January 14, 1913.
1913
____  1. Landlord and tenant (8 II B—10)—Leases—('«venants in.

Jan. 15. In interpreting ambiguous terms of n lease, as to the right to renew,
the extraordinary and one-sided character of the agreement under one 
interpretation, is a feature which may be taken into consideration by 
the court in favour of the other interpretation more consistent with 
the usage in such transactions and with the conduct of the parties prior 
to the dispute which led to the litigation.
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Appeal by the defendant from the judgment of Latchford,
J., at the trial, in favour of the plaintiff’s claim and dismissing 
the defendant’s counterclaim.

The plaintiff claimed to recover possession of certain lands 
and $4,600 damages for the defendant’s use and occupation 
thereof after the 3rd September, 1910, and also damages for de
privation of possession.

The defendant claimed the right to a renewal of his lease, and, 
if necessary, reformation thereof.

K. I). Armour, K.C., and .1/. II. Liu l in'fj, K.C., for the de
fendant.

’.foison, K.C., for the plaintiff.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by Meredith, Meredith, j.a. 

J.A.:—However one-sided the writing may he, if the right of 
renewal appertained to the lessor only, it cannot be extended to 
the lessee also; it is not now the time for making, hut is the 
time for interpreting only, the agreement between the parties evi
denced by the lease in <|uestion ; but, if the writing be ambiguous, 
the extraordinary one-sided character of the agreement, as con
tended for by the respondent, may well lie taken into considera
tion and easily turn the scale against that contention.

The term of 21 years certain, and the provision for re-entry 
at its expiration, and the other provisions of the lease, are all 
subject to the agreement, contained in it, for the renewal of it 
“forever,” in like terms of 21 years.

For the plaintiff it is contended that this right of renewal per
tains to him only; and that, although he can have a renewal only 
in the event of his declining to pay to the lessee the value of the 
building on the demised property, yet the lessee has no right of 
renewal whatever, but must yield up possession of everything 
without compensation if the lessor so chooses at the end of any 
of the terms of 21 years; in other words, that, if the lessor give 
the notice which the lease provides for giving, he must renew or 
pay compensation ; but that, if he do not give such notice, he may 
have the property back again without payment of anything for 
any buildings or improvements, though the lessee had been bound 
to expend, and had expended, thousands of dollars in such 
improvements.

Of course, the parties were legally competent to make such an 
extraordinary one-sided bargain; but one can hardly imagine a 
lessee in his solx-r senses doing so; and I cannot think the words 
which the parties used to evidence their bargain by any means 
compel us to consider that they did.

There is much, no doubt, in the writing that looks that way. 
but the governing words seem to me to he “renewable forever;” 
it is true that they are preceded by the words “which said lease 
shall be;” but it seems to me that these words may be as well

ONT.
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applied to tlie lease itself ns to renewal leases; I can imagine no 
reason why they should not !>e made hy the parties so applicable, 
and cogent reasons why they should he are obvious; and it will he 
observed that, where a renewal lease is plainly meant, it is de-

MacDonell as tj|p “said renewal lease.” ‘‘the further lease.” and
renewal term,” and also that in these clauses of the lease “this

present demise” is mentioned, to which the words “which said 
lease” might have literal reference; and I can have no doubt 
that they were meant to have actual reference to the lease in 
which they appeared, ns well as to every renewal of it. It seems 
impossible to believe that the parties meant that, if the landlord 
required a valuation, he must pay for the buildings ami improve
ments; but that, if he did not, he could take them without giving 
any kind of compensation.

The conduct of the parties was quite in accord with the view 
I have taken, and entirely inconsistent with the present conten
tion of the landlord, until the matter came into the hands of the 
landlord’s solicitors, with a view to an arbitration under the 
lease, when the uncertain words of the lease were seized upon to 
gain for the landlord the extraordinary advantage sought in 
this action and given effect to at the trial.

The result is, that the effect of this loosely drawn lease is, 
that it was a demise for 21 years renewable forever in like terms, 
but determinable by the lessor only at the end of any of these 
terms, in manner provided for in the lease, including payment 
for improvements as therein provided; also subject, at the option 
of the lessor only, to a reconsideration of the question of the 
amount of the rent, in the same manner and at the same time as 
the valuation of the improvements; the parties to be bound by 
the amount of the new rent if the lessor did not elect to pay for 
the improvements and take back the land.

There is. as I have said, a good deal that literally favours the 
interpretation of the trial Judge; hut there is. T think, more to 
support the interpretation I have considered right, which is also 
favoured hy the fact that the rent is described as a ground rent.

Appeal allowed.

Re GOLD and ROWE.ONT.
Ontario Supreme (V>urt, Sutherland. ./. January 17, 1913.

1. Deeds (| II El—45)—Real property—Estates created by deed —
s.c.

1913
Construction.

A deed of land by a person having an relate tail purporting to con
vey the fee «impie and aided by an habemlum clause in the following 
form, “to have and to hold unto the said party of the second part, 
her heir* and assigne, t-i ami fur her and their aole and only nee f<>r 
ever,” i- snfleient l<< bar the entail.



ONT.2. Deeds (811 El—15)—Estate created — “lx fee simple" without
USE OF WORD “HEIRS," EFFECT OF.

The mere use of the words "in fee simple" without the use of the 
word “heirs" in some part of the deed by a tenant in tail is ineffective 
to bar the entail and puss the fee.

3. Deeds (§1IE3—55)—Estates tail—Use of words “in fee simple” Cold
READ WITH HABENDUM CLAUSE—CONSTRUCTION—BAB OF ENTAIL. AND

The use of the words “in fee simple" in a deed by a tenant in tail I’owk.
though ineffective to convey a fee absolute under ll.S.O. 1HH7, eh. 122. 
sec. 20, is, however, suggestive of the estate intended to Is- conveyed, 
and where the hahcmluin clause contains sullieicnt words to satisfy 
the statute shews that the intention of the grantor was to grant 
an estate in fee simple absolute, the two together will be held to bar 
the entail.

(See Norton on Deeds, 100(1, p. 220, 200.]

Application by Mary T. Gold, the vendor, under the Vendors statement 
and Purchasers Act, 10 Edw. VII. eh. 58, for a declaration that 
a deed of the 8th December, 1000, from W. S. Gold to his wife, 
the applicant, was sufficient to bar the entail created by the 
will of David L. Reed.

J. A. McEvoy, for the vendor.
Eric N. Armour, for the purchaser, Frederick T. Rowe.

Sutherland, J. :—One David L. Reed was the owner of the Sutherland, j. 
property in question, and died on the 27th September, 1887, 
having previously made his last will and testament, dated the 
30th September, 1885, wherein he devised and bequeathed the 
said lands to his grandson “William Scott Gold and the heirs 
of his body.” Letters probate were duly issued on the 7th 
October, 1887.

On the 8th December, 1906, the said devisee, W. S. Gold, 
by deed under the Act respecting Short Forms of Conveyances, 
did grant unto the said party of the second part (in fee simple) 
the said lands. The grantee was his wife, Mary T. Gold. The 
habendum in the said deed is as follows : “To have and to hold 
unto the said party of the second part, her heirs and assigns, 
to and for her and their sole and only use forever.”

The vendor contends that the said deed was a sufficient 
one to bar the entail.

The contention of the purchaser, on the other hand, is, 
that R.S.O. 1897 eh. 122, an Act respecting Assurances of 
Estates Tail, sec. 29, applies, and that the disposition of the 
lands under this Act by a tenant in tail could only be effected 
by some one of the assurances (not being a will) by which 
such tenant in tail could, before the Ontario Judicature Act,
1881, have made the disposition, if his estate were an estate at 
law in fee simple absolute. lie argues that the words “in fee 
simple,” following the grant in the deed as indicated, before 
1881, would be ineffective without the use of the word “heirs”

r.jM
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to pass the fee; and, consequently, the deed in question cannot 
be said properly to bar the entail.

It seems to me that, apart from the possible effect of the 
habendum in the deed, this contention would be correct; but I 
think the habendum clearly aids in so construing the deed as to 
give effect to the contention of the vendor that the entail has 
been effectively barred.

If we treat the words “in fee simple” as entirely ineffective, 
and so as though eliminated from the deed, then we have a 
simple grant by the tenant in tail to his wife, the party of the 
second part in the deed.

lu Norton oil Deeds, 190(1, p. 290. it. is said that the meve 
mention of the grantee’s name in the premises does not. give 
him any estate inconsistent with the estate limited by the 
habendum, whatever that estate may be. And at p. 229: “The 
office of the habendum is properly to determine what estate or 
interest is granted by the deed, though this may be performed 
and sometimes is performed in the premises. In which cases the 
habendum may lessen, enlarge, explain, or qualify, but not 
totally contradict or be repugnant to, the estate granted in the 
premises.”

I think, therefore, it is clear that the habendum explains the 
estate the grantor intended to convey, and it shews that the 
intention of the grantor was to grant an estate at law in fee 
simple absolute.

On the other hand, the very use of the words “in fee simple,” 
though ineffective to carry such an estate under the statute 
applicable to it, is suggestive of the estate intended by the 
grantor to be conveyed, and the habendum is consistent there
with and explanatory thereof.

The purchaser must, I think, therefore, accept the deed as 
sufficient to bar the entail.

No costs are asked, and there will be no order as to costs.

Judgment accordingly.

QUE CITY OF HULL v. BERGERON.
ZTT Quebec Court of King’» Bench, Archambcault, C.J.. Trcnholmc, Lavergne, 

Carroll, and Gervain, JJ. January 23, 1913.
1913
------  1. Municipal corporations ($ II Cl 1—195)—Liability poi: damages—

Jan. 23. Raising street and sidewalks to injury ok adjoining owner.
A municipal corporation is liable in «lamage* to owners, where 

property abuts on streets or sidewalks, the level of which is raised, 
thereby" causing «leprcciation to their property, such change of level 
in effect constituting a sort of expropriation entitling interested parties 
to indemnity.
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2. Action ($ I B1—5)—Prbmaturfz—Vonihtions precedent—Arbitration

BEFORE ACTION, EFFECT ON RIO HT OF ACTION —STATUTE—COMMON

Where a statute provides for indemnity to ho fixed hv arbitration, 
such recourse does not deprive the injured party of his common law 
recourse, if he has any, and thus he may sue in damages without any 
reference to arbitration.

[ Williams v. Tou of Iinhiflh, 21 Can. S.C.R. 103, 131, referred
to* J
Appeal from a judgment of the Superior Court for the dis

trict of Ottawa, Weir, J., rendered on January 19th, 1912. main
taining the rep " s action in damages for $350 as a result
of a change of level in the.....................ring on his property.

The appeal was dismissed.
,/. IV. Ste. Marie, for appellant.
If. A. Fortier, for re>
The opinion of the Court was delivered by 
Archambeavlt, C.J. (translated) : -This is an action in dam

ages for *$">00. The respondent obtained judgment against the 
appellant for $350.

The respondent is the owner of his residence on Laurier 
avenue, in the city of Hull.

In 1910 the city replaced the wooden sidewalk in front of 
respondent’s residence by a concrete sidewalk; and in so doing 
raised the level of the sidewalk by two feet, as well as the level 
of the street itself.

The respondent claims that such change of level of the street, 
and of the sidewalk, diminished the value of his property, and 
such diminution of value he now claims by way of damages.

The appellant’s plea admits the construction of the new side
walk, but adds that this was only done at the request of the 
property owners, including the respondent himself; that the work 
was done according to all the recognized scientific rules, and that 
far from diminishing the value of the property of the respondent, 
it has increased the same. The appellant also that the
respondent should have had his damages established by arbitra
tion before taking the present action.

I shall first of all dispose of this last contention. The charter 
of the city of Hull, 56 Viet. eh. 52, says that the council may by 
resolution regulate and alter the level of any street, provided 
that if any person suffer thereby any real damages he he indemni
fied à dire d'arbitre (art. 149). The same provision is enacted 
as regards sidewalks by art. 157. These dispositions of the char
ter of the city of Hull do not deprive interested parties of their 
common law recourse.

As was stated by Patterson, J., in the Supreme Court case of 
Williams v. Township of Kalciyh, 21 Can. S.C.R. 103, 131, “the 
provision of a statute which enables disputes to be settled by arhi-

HERO KRON.
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trution does not of itself cut off the remedy by action wli n, as in 
this ease, the right infringed is a common law right and not one 
created by the statute.” The same principle was sanctioned by 
this Court in 1906, in the case of Leclerc v. Dufault, 16 Que. 
K.B. 138. In the present case, even though arts. 140 and 157 
of the charter of the city of Hull did not exist, the corporation 
would lx* none the less responsible for any damages caused to 
private parties by a change in the level of the sidewalks or streets. 
It would be responsible in virtue of art. 1053 C.C. The act of 
the appellant may also be considered as a partial expropriation 
of the respondent’s rights, who, under art. 407 C.C. would have 
his recourse in indemnity.

I have, therefore, only the question of fact left for examina
tion.

The learned Judge then reviewed the evidence, concluded that 
the i 's property had suffered by such change, and that
the appreciation of the trial Judge as to the quantum should not 
be disturbed.

The appeal is, therefore, dismissed, with costs.

Appeal (lismisstd.

REX v. Fred GRAVES, Alfred GRAVES, and Harry GRAVES.
(Decision No. 2 )

Xura Scotia Supreme Court, Graham, E.J., and Meagher, liunncll, Dryndalc, 
and Ritchie, JJ. December 14, 1912.

1. Appeal ($XI—721)—Granting leave to appeal—Misdirection in
CRIMINAL CASE.

Leave to appeal will lie granted the accused in a homicide trial 
involving the responsibility for the accidental discharge of a gun in 
the hands of the deceased if the appellate Court considers that the 
jury has not been properly instructed on the question of the causal 
connection between the acts of the accused and the discharge of the 
gun.

(The conviction «as subsequently nflirmed on an equal division of 
the Court differently constituted: Rem v. (/raven (No. 3), 9 D.L.R. 175.]

2. Appeal ($ XI—721)—Granting leave to appeal—Instructing jury
on MALict—Criminal cask.

Leave to uppeal will lie granted the accused where the general effect 
of the instruction to the jury in a murder charge is, in the opiflion 
of the ap|M‘llate Court, to deal with the question of malice as if it 
were sufficiently proved by shewing ill-feeling on the part of the 
accused towards the deceased, where the circumstances were such as 
to make such definition prejudicial to the accused by reason of the 
meagreness of any evidence of unlawful intent in respect of the crime 
charged as distinguished from mere ill will.

| The conviction was subsequently affirmed on an equal division of 
the Court differently constituted: Rex v. (/raven (No. 3), 9 D.L.R. 175.]

831
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3. Appeal ($ XI—731)—Leave to appeal—Jvry instruction on provoca
TION AND ITS MITIGATION—G BUDGE.

Leave to appeal should lie granted the accused on a conviction for 
murder if the appellate Court thinks that the instruction given to the 
jury as to the possible mitigation of the offence by provocation was. 
in effect, limited so as to exclude acts done by the accused in carrying 
out a grudge.

| The conviction was subsequently affirmed on an equal division of 
the Court differently constituted: Itcx v. (haves (No. 3). U D.L.R. 175.]

4. Homicide ($ III B—38)—Self-defence—Danger—Placing in feak of
violence—Counter attack.

Where the deceased took a gun to drive nwav several persons who 
had unlawfully congregated and were causing a disturbance in front 
of his house, and in handling the gun, took it by the barrel and used 
it as a club, its accidental discharge upon himself « hen so used, 
although resulting in his death, is not sufficient, where it does not 
appear that the deceased had been placed in any fear of violence from 
the accused, to charge the disturbers with murder, even if their acts 
prior thereto technically constituted an assault. (Dictum per Graham. 
EJ.)

5. Appeal ($ XI—731 )—Granting leave to appeal—Criminal cases—
Fairly arguable grounds.

The appellate Court on an application for leave to appeal in a 
criminal case should grant the leave if the questions raised are fairly 
arguable. (Dictum per Ritchie, .1.)

<5. Homicide ($ II—17)—Murder—Manslaughter—Provocation.
If the defendants had no intention, when they assembled in front 

of the residence of the deceased, beyond that of annoying him and 
his family, against whom they had some ill-feeling, and if, being drunk, 
their passions were inflamed by the production by the deceased of a 
loaded gun, and the deceased used the gun as a club and was mortally 
wounded by its accidental discharge, and if the death was hastened by 
the subsequent battery of the deceased by defendants in sudden and 
uncontrollable passion on seeing the gun and hearing its discharge, 
which caused them to think they had been shot at and that one of them 
had been wounded by the shooting, although in fact he had only been 
hit with the stock of the gun, the crime of the defendants, if any, was 
manslaughter, and not murder. (Dictum per Russell, J.)

7. Trial (8 II A—40)—Criminal case—Instructions to jury—Slight
ING OF PRISONER’S DEFENCE IN SUMMING UP.

It is a serious flaw in a criminal case if the directions to the jury 
are not as carefully put in regard to the prisoner’s case as is the case 
of the prosecution. (Dictum per Ritchie, J.)

[Hex v. Walton, 1 Cr. App. R. 237, approved.|

The defendants were indicted, tried and convicted for the 
murder of H. Kenneth Lea at Town Plot, in the county of 
Kings.

Roscoc, K.C., for the prisoners, at the conclusion of the trial 
asked for a reserved case, and in order to give an opportunity 
to consider the questions to be reserved, further time was allowed 
to present them formally for the consideration of the Court.

Sir Charles Townsiiend. C.J. After considering the 
points submitted, the Court declined to grant a reserved case on 
the ground that none of the points submitted raised any ques
tion of law respecting which there could he any reasonable doubt, 
and most of them raised no question of law unless it were some

N. S.

8.C.
1912
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^Statement

Sir Charles 
Townahcnd, C.J.
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N-s objection to the general character of the charge in commenting
sTc on the facta in evidence to the jury.
1012 From this decision the present appeal was taken.
Hex Leave to appeal was granted, Meaoiier and Dbybdale, JJ.,
r- dissenting.

Craves.
W. E. Roscoe, K.C., in support of application :—Misstate- 

Argument ment of the facts in the charge to the jury is ground for setting
aside the verdict and granting a new trial : Hawkins v. Snow.
29 N.S.R. 444; Taylo?v. Ashton, 11 M. & W. 401, 417; Solartc 
v. Melville, 7 H. &C. 435; Smith v. Part. 14 Q.H.D. 105. 108 ; 
Rex v. DeMarco, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 497; Bridges v. Directors of 
The North London R. Co., 7 E. & I. App. 213, 234; Common- 
wealth v. Poisson, 157 Mass. 510; Cunningham v. People, 195 
111. 550, 507. If the Judge’s charge did not amount to misdi
rect ibn, it was at least undue advocacy in favour of the Crown ; 
llurdman v. Putman, Cameron’s Sup. Ct. 115; Linn v. Common
wealth, 96 l*a. 280. The facts were not put before the jury 
that were pertinent to the case of the accused: Dupuis v. Chi
cago <(• JV.tr. R, Co., 115 111. 97; Rex v. Nicholls, 1 Cr. App. R. 
107.

Inferences should not be drawn unless there is some sub
stantial theory upon which to base them. They cannot be drawn 
from circumstantial evidence : C.S. Fidelity Co. v. Des Moines 
Bank, 145 Fed. Rep. 273, 279 ; Ruppert v. Brooklyn Heights R. 
Co., 145 N.Y. 90; Dunn v. State, 100 1ml. 097 ; Manning v. In
surant! Co., UK) C.S. 693; People v. Van Zile, 143 N.Y. 308.

The jury should not be directed to return a verdict of mur
der or manslaughter according as they find the facts.

Mere trespass upon a person*s property is not an excuse for 
the ns»* of a deadly weapon : R. v. Sullivan, Carr. & Marsh. 209; 
Wilil's Case, 1 Lewin 214 ; Roberts v. State, 55 Am. Dec. 97, 101; 
State v. Morgan, 38 Am. Dec. 714.

'Vile burden is on the Crown of proving that the death of 
Lea was caused sooner than it otherwise would have l>een, had 
the kicking by the prisoners not taken place. This proof is want
ing. Evidence of experts as to what may happen in the future 
should not Ik* admitted as conclusive when it is merely specu
lative : Briggs v. N. Y. Central and Hudson R. R. Co., 177 N.Y. 
59; Atkins v. Manhattan R. Co., 57 llun 102; Johnson v. Man
hattan R. Co., 52 linn 111 ; Wharton on Criminal Evidence (cd. 
1912), 620.

The burden of proving the proximate cause of death is on the 
Crown : Commonwealth v. Costley, 118 Mass. 1; R. v. Long- 
hot ham, 3 Cox C.C. 439 ; Miller v. State, 37 Iml. 432-439 ; R. 
v. Price, 8 Cox C.C. 96; R. v. McIntyre, 2 Cox C.C. 379; Epps 
v. State, 102 Ind. 539 ; Commonwealth v. Hackett, 2 Allen 136, 
141. Subsequent acts must be the efficient cause of death : John-
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son’s Vast, 2 Lewin 164; R. v. Martin, 5 C. ft]*. 128 Cunning
ham v. People, 195 111. 550, 572; R. v. Martin, 11 Cox C.C. 
136; R. v. Pgm, 1 Cox C.C. 339. The Criminal Code, sees. 256, 
258, win wrongly interpreted to the jury. As to the grounds 
upon which inferences may be drawn: Hazel v. People\ Pass. 
R. Co., 132 Pa. 96, 101 ; Taylor v. Yonkers, 105 N.Y. 202, 209; 
Seales v. Manhattan R. Co., 101 N.Y. 661 ; Leonard v. Miami 
Min. Co., 148 Fed. Rep. 827 ; Whitehouse v. Roister, 95 Maine 
458 ; Montreal Rolling Mills v. Corcoran, 26 Can. K.C.C. 595, 600; 
II akelm v. />. if" »S\ IV. R. Co., 12 App. Cas. 41 at p. 45.

It is not sufficient to say that it was the unlawful act of the 
accused which caused deceased to handle the gun in the way he 
did. There must, have been something in the way of necessity 
or compulsion or well-grounded apprehension ; R. v. Donovan. 
•1 Cox C.C. 399 ; R. v. Pitts, Carr. & Marsh. 284 : R. v. Hickman, 
;> C. & 1*. 151 : R. v. Evans, 1 Russell on Crimes 666.

The direction as to Lea having died as the result of the orig
inal injuries was calculated to mislead. Nothing was left to the 
jury. If the prisoners did not go to Lea with the intention of 
doing him bodily injury likely to eau-e death, but with the 
intention merely to annoy him. that is not malice which would 
make the offence murder within the Code, sees. 259, 260.

The jury were misdirected as to “shock.” The preponder
ance of the medical evidence was to the effect that the wound 
was one that would have been mortal in any case. The facts 
should have been put to the jury and it should have been left 
to them to draw a deduction.

The comment on the fact that formerly prisoners were not 
permitted to give evidence, was unfair to the prisoners. The 
reference to former convictions and character as affecting their 
evidence was unfair. The criterion of the value of a man's evi
dence is the probability of his speaking the truth, and this is not 
affected by a conviction for the non-support of his wife or for 
an assault committed while drunk.

I he evidence shewed that the deceased had not the symptoms 
indicating shock. Evidence was improperly received as to the 
effect of kicking in producing shock.

The jury should have been asked whether the prisoners knew 
or were likely to have known the consequences of their acts. The 
law was not stated to them : Code, sec. 260.

There was no sufficient instruction in view of the intoxicated 
condition of the prisoners as shewn by the evidence. What the 
deceased did in striking with the gun is an element that should 
be considered in dealing with drunken men : People v. Rogers, 
72 Am. Dec. 484; R. v. Thomas, 7 C. & P. 817, 820; R. v. 
Savage. 76 J.P. 32.

The charge introduced irrelevant matters, such as blackening
3—0 D.L.B.
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N S. the good mime of the province, and was calculated to inflame the
"R c minds of the jury against the prisoners.
191» Misdirection and non-direction are one and the same in erim-
---- inal cases: It. v. Gibson, 18 Q.B.D. 537; It. v. Brooks, 11 O.L.R.
RrKX 525; It. v. Farrell, 20 O.L.R. 182, 187; It. v. Blythe, 15 Can.

(ibavkr. Cr. Cas. 224; It. v. Theriault, 2 Can. Cr. Cas. 444; Prudential
— Ins. Co. v. Edmunds, 2 A.C. 507; Hawkins v. Snow, 29 N.S.R.

Argument 444. Biabing v. Third Sationol Hank, 03 Pa. 79.
II. Wickwirc, K.C., and S. Jcnks, K.C., Deputy Attorney- 

General, contra :—The evidence shews ill-feeling and threats on 
the part of the prisoners towards deceased. There is evidence 
from which an inference can he drawn of an assault upon Lea 
before the discharge of the gun, such as the finding of a hole in 
the door, which was not there before, and a bottle inside.

There is no evidence that the prisoners were too drunk to 
know what they were doing. There is an inference that they 
were not telling the truth from their denial that they kicked 
Mrs. Ijca, and their failure to make such denial when they were 
tried for the assault committed upon her. The effect of the evi
dence is to shew that Lea died from shock. No conviction will 
l>e set aside or a new7 trial ordered simply because some evidence 
has been improperly admitted or because something not accord
ing to law was done on the trial, unless some m iterial miscar
riage of justice has resulted : (1907) L. R. Statutes 101, sec. 4 ; 
Allen v. Hex, 18 Can. Cr. (’as. 1, 44 Can. S.C.R. 331.

The rule for granting a new trial where there has been mis
direction, although there may have been sufficient evidence to 
warrant the jury in convicting, is not the same as where evidence 
has been improperly admitted, thus usurping the functions of 
the jury.

Unfair summing up is not a sufficient ground for granting a 
new trial : Hepworth’s Case, 4 Cr. App. R. 128; Beeby’s Case, ti 
Cr. App. R. 138; Cohen’s Case, 2 Cr. App. R. 197.

The question is not whether the jury might, but whether they 
would have given a different verdict: Donoghuc’s Case, 3 Cr. 
App. R. 187; Edward Hay’s Case, 2 Cr. App. R. 70; Smith’s 
Case, 2 Cr. App. R. 214.

If issues in substance are put to the jury in the summing up 
the omission of the defence is no ground for a new trial : Brad
shaw’s Case, 4 Cr. App. R. 280.

The question is, Did the error influence the jury ? StoeUIart's 
Case, 2 Cr. App. It. 217, 245; Norton’s Case, 5 Cr. App. R. 65, 
76; Atherton’s Case, 5 Cr. App. It. 233; It. v. Swyryda, 15 Can. 
Cr. (’as. 138; It. v. Collins, 12 Can. Cr. Cas. 402; H. v. Lew, 
1 D.L.R. 99; It. v. Higgins, 36 N.B.lt. 18; K. v. Craig, 7 U.C.C.P. 
239; It. v. Sylvester, 1 D.L.R. 186, 45 N.S.R. 525, and on appeal 
in the Supreme Court of Canada (not yet reported) ; H. v. 
Michaud, 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 86; R. v. Paul, 18 Can. Cr. Cas. 219.
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The accidental discharge of the gun was the result of the 
assault committed by the accused: Fenton's Case, 2 Le win 17!) ; 
Cvrlty't Can. 2 (îr. App. R. lui».

As to causation, Wharton on Homicide, see. 22; Adams v. 
The People, 50 Am. Reps. (i!7; Bishop’s Criminal Law, vol. 2, 
7th ed., sec. 658 ; Code, see. 61; Pockctt v. Pool, 11 Man. L.R. 
275.

The defence was properly put as regards every matter in 
favour of the accused. As to the definition of murder : Tasch
ereau *s Crim. Code 207. Questions that could not he put to an 
expert witness a year ago may be permitted to-day through the 
advance in scientific knowledge. There is no such thing as legal 
relevancy in English law.

Evidence of rough treatment and abuse of deceased was 
properly received. There is no evidence that death was acceler
ated by removal to Halifax, that will not apply to the accelera
tion of the death by kicking. There is evidence that the death 
of deceased was accelerated by his treatment by accused subse
quent to the gunshot wound.

Koscoc, K.C., in reply.

N S.

sTc.
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Argument

Graham, E.J. :—The three defendants have been convicted omham. k.j. 
of the murder at Town Plot, in King’s County, of II. Kenneth 
Lea.

Misdirection mainly is complained of. There was a refusal 
to reserve or state a case and there is an appeal.

It is difficult to discuss the question of misdirection without 
referring to the provisions of the Criminal Code applicable to 
homicide, murder and manslaughter.

By sec. 252
Homicido in culpable when it consistn in tin* killing of nny person 

either by nn unlawful net or by nn omission without lawful excuse to 
perform or observe nny legal duty, or by both combined ; or by causing 
a person by threats or fear of violence (or by deception) to do nn act 
which causes that person’s death, or by wilfully threatening a chill 
or sick person.

Sec. 259. Culpable homicide is murder
(a) If the offender means to cause the death of the person 

killed.
(b) If the offender means to cause to the person killed any 

bodily injury which is known to the offender to 1m* likely to 
cause death and is reckless whether death ensues or not.

See. 260 has an application to this case, but exists in lieu of 
the old formula as to murder by killing without intent in the 
course of committing a felony, but now differing materially from 
that formula.

These two sections Crankshaw (page 279) has condensed as
follows :—
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The effect of the above sections is to «livi«lv murder into two classes. 
Ouo elnss includes cases in which the offender means either to enuso 
death or to cause bodily injury to his knowledge likely to réunit in 
deuth.

And the other class includes canes in which in order to facilitate tbo 
(•onmiissiun of any of the offences specified in sec. 260, the offender, 
whether meaning or not meaning to cause death, and whether knowing 
or not knowing that death is likely to ensue, inflicts (n) grievous liodily 
injury upon. (b) administers drugs to. or (r) stops by any means the 
breath of anyone and thereby causes death.
2ti2. homicide not mnnunting to murder is man-

slaughter.
The deceased died within two days after the casualty from 

shock produced by a gunshot wound in the groin, plus, according 
to the theory of the Crown, bodily injuries alleged to have been 
committed by the defendants after the discharge of the gun and 
the shot wound had taken place.

1 will refer to these more specifically afterwards.
Mrs. Lea says (I quote nearly all of her examination-in- 

chief) :—
(j. Did you see these people! A. Yes, they were on the lawn.
(j. What were they dningf A. Darn ing and singing.
(j. Were they within the lawn shewn on 0/21 A. Yes. they were, 
tj. What were they doing f A. Hinging, dancing, swearing, and

making a great noise.
y. What did you «loi A. After I saw one of them come near the 

house I went to fetch my husbaml.
Q. Which one was thatf A. Harry.
(j. Dili you find your husbaml 1 A. I fourni him in the lane behind 

the barn.
(j. What «liil ho «lof A. He came with mo to the house.
(j. What di«l he <lo then! A.-He stayed in the house for some 

minutes.
Q. During tlii« time what Was going on outside! A. Still the same

(/. Then what «lid Mr. I.ea «lot A. He went out an«l asked them 
to go away.

<j. Did you see him go outf A. Yes.
<j. Di«l you h«‘nr what he saiilf A. Yes, I heard him ask them to go. 
<J. What ili«l they say! A. They saiil they were as goo«l as he was 

ami that they were not on his land.
(j. Where were they then, having regaril to the photograph! A. They 

were at the point markeil X on <$/2. 
q. What ili«l Mr. Lea «lo then! A. He come back into the house.
(j. Di«l you see the prisoners after ho came backf A. Yea, they 

were pretty much in the same place.
(j. How long did Mr. Lea remain in the house! A. Five or ten 

minutes, (icrhaps. •
(j. Then what did he «lot A. He went out again an«i ordered them 

to go off.
y. Di«l you see him go outf A. Yes.

96
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Q. Did you hear what he said? A. Yea.
Q. Tell us ns near as possible what he saidf A. I think he said, 

“You fellows must be off.“
(j. What did they do? A. They swore at him.
tj. Where were they then? A. They were nearer the house.
Q. What did Mr. Lea do then? A. He eanie bark into the house.
Q. How long was ho there? A. Home minutes.
Q. What did he do then? A. He took his gun ami loaded it.
Q. What sort of a gun was it? A. A double-liar reled one; one bar

rel for shot and one for ball.
Q. What «lid he put in it? A. He put in a rartrhlge.
Q. Did you see him? A. Yes.
<2- What did he do then? A. He went out again.
(j. Where did he go; through what door? A. Through the front

<2- The front door shewn on G/2Î A. Yes. that is the door.
(j. Where from there did he go? A. To the head of the steps.
Q. You saw him? A. Yes.
(j. Di«l you see the prisoners then? A. Yes, i did.
(j. Where were you? A. By the dining room door.
(J. That is the <loor on the east of (i/2? A. Yes.
<2- Where were the prisoners then? A. They were about three yards 

from the steps.
(2- What «lid you see or hear then? A. I heard Mr. Lea say, “[ 

will give you one more chanee to go or 1 will lire."
<2- What «liil they say? A. Fred sai«l, “Fire away, I am not afraid

(2- Ha,l they anything on the lawnf A. They had a bottle.
(2- What were they doing with it? A. They were «Irinking out of it. 
Q. What oeeurreil after you heard Fml say “Fire away"? A. I 

heard a rush of feet anil loud talking.
<2* What is there at the bottom of lh«*se steps? A. Thi're is a plank 

walk.
<2. Where <li«l you hear the rush of feet? A. On the wood.
(2- Anything more? A. Then I heard the report of the gun.
(j. How many reports i|i<| you hear? A. Only the on«\
(j. What <li<| you «lof A. I rushed out on the ternmhih through the 

din.,.groom door.
<2. Where was Mr. I*ea ? A. On his bnek on the verandah.
<2- Where were the Graves? A. They were all round him kieking

<2- What else oeeurreil there? A. They trie«l to pull him up and let 
him fall back. Then they «Iragged him to the verandah railing.

(2- Look at G/l ami tell me which railing it was? A. That is the 
one at the point marked X.

<2- Who dragged him to the railing? A. I think all three.
(2- What did you <lo? A. I trieil to defeml him.
(2- What oeeurreil? A. They trieil to stop me.
Q. Who? A. I cannot say who; one or more of them.
(2- What diil they do? A. They pulled me and kicked me and tried 

to pull me away; they tried to put him over the rail.
<2- Where was his head? A. It was outside the railing.
<2- What occurred after that? A. I don’t know anything else until 

I saw him on the grass.
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N. S. Q. Did you see Florence Wright and Edith Horne T A. I saw Flor
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ence. Edith was there ; I can’t say when.
Q. What was the next that you know of Mr. Leaf A. He was lying 

on the grass.
Rex Q. Look at 0/1 and tell us where he wnst A. Ho was about where 

the plank is on 0/1 south of the house.
Q. Where were the prisoners? A. They were all round him.

Graham, K.J. Q. What were they doing? A. They were still kicking him.
Q. What did you do? A. I knelt by my husband and tried to stop 

the bleeding.
Q. Did they do anything more! A. One of them kicked me and 

tried to pull mo away.
Q. Were they saying anything on any of these occasions? A. They 

were still making a noise, a confused shouting and swearing.
Q. When you first went out did you hear Mr. Lea say anything? 

A. Yes, he said, “I clubbed the gun; I clubbed the gun.”
Q. When you were on the ground, trying to staunch the blood, they 

kicked you again? (Objection to repenting evidence.)
The Court hero adjourned until 2 p.m.
On resuming:—
Q. You had a maid at the house? A. Yes.
Q. What was her name? A. Florence Wright.
Q. Was she there at this time? A. Yes, she had just got back.
Q. Did you see her shortly after you went out on the verandah? 

A. Yes.
Q. What did she do? A. She went to the neighbours for help.
Q. Did anyone come? A. Yes. Mr. Tobin and Mr. Starr.
Q. Who came first? A. Mr. William Tobin.
Q. What Mr. Starr came next? A. Mr. Richard Starr.
Q. Did anyone else arrive after that? A. Yes, old Mr. Tobin—Mr. 

John Tobin and Mr. Merritt.
Q. What became of Mr. Lea after they came? A. He was carried 

into the house.
Q. Through what door was he taken in? A. The front door.
Q. That is the door facing east? A. Yes.
Q. To what part of the house was he taken? A. To the parlour.
Q. Who carried him in? A. Richard Starr and Fred Graves.
Q. Did you see the prisoners in the house after Mr. Lea was taken 

in? A. Yes, I saw them all.
Q. Did anything occur there as far as they were concerned ? A. They 

would not go out when they were asked to.
(j. From the time you came out the front door at first until Mr. Lea 

was removed from where he lay on the grass, did you hear the prisoners 
say anything? A. Yes, I heard Harry Graves say that he had had a 
lot against Mr. Lea for a long time, that he had got him now, and 
would have him straightened out before to night.

Q. What doctor first arrived? A. Dr. Morse, from Port Williams.
Q. Do you know how he came? A. No.
Q. What became of the prisoners after they went out of the house? 

A. They were in the yard making a noise.
Q. What doing? A. Shouting and generally making a noise.
Q. Did Mr. I*ea say anything about the occurrence shortly after he 

was taken into the house? About how this occurred?
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(Mr. Roscoe, K.C., objects to evidence unless made in view of ap
proaching death.)

Q. (By Mr. Roscoe) How long after the shooting or the report of 
the gun did this intended conversation take place? A. Î cannot tell 
you how long it was after the report of the gun, but I can tell how 
long it was after he was taken into the house. I think it was Vet ween 
five and ten minutes after he was taken into the house. It was ns soon 
as the men had gone out.

Q. What men? A. The Graves.
Mr. Roscoe, K.C.:—What the deceased said at the time the thing 

was going on is part of the thing itself and is admissible, but a 
narration after the thing occurred is not part of the res gestae.

Mr. Wickwire, K.C.:—I tender the evidence as part of the res 
gestae-. Gilbert v. The King, 38 Can. 8.C.R. 288.

The Court:—Do you press the question!
Mr. Wickwire, K.C.:—I do not consider it of sufficient importance to 

take any risk.
The Court:—My impression is that it is a continuous matter, and 

that being my impression, I will allow you to ask the question if you 
run the risk.

Mr. Wickwire:—I will not press it.
Q. Did you see them again! A. I saw Fred.
Q. Where? A. lie tried to get in the front door.'
Q. What did he do! A. He rang the boll. The door was locked.
Q. Were there other medical men there! A. Yes, Dr. Moore of 

Wolfville. and later Dr. Moore of Kentvillc.
Q. Did you see anything on the verandah! A. I saw two things. 

I saw the gun broken and I saw a bottle lying there.
Q. What sort of a door was on the dining-room! A. A wire screen.
Q. In what condition was it when you came out? A. It had a hole 

in it.
(j. Before that how was it! A. It was intact—there was no hole.
Q. What else did you notice then! A. Fred Groves was streaming 

with blood. I did not see Mr. Lea bleeding then.
Q. Did you see any blood subsequently! A. Later in the evening.

N.S.
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yes.
Q. Looking at 0/1, what is on the south side of the veranduh! 

A. A flower bed.
Q. How is it kept up! A. There is a piece of wood holding the bed 

and stakes in that.
Q. On 0/1 you indicated by an X wher- you saw Mr. Lea on the 

rail; directly under that was there a stake! A. Yes, there was one.
Q. Did you examine the board there and the stake!
(Mr. Roscoe, K.C., objects to leading.)
Q. I asked if you examined that board anil stake? A. I did that 

evening.
Q. What was the result of your examination! A. There were blood 

stains on it.
Q. Who were in your house that night! A. Mr. and Mrs. Harry 

Brown, Richard Brown, and Dr. Moore of Wolfville.
Q. What was done the next morning? A. They took my husbuml 

to Halifax by the early train.
Q. Where to! A. To the infirmary.
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(j. How long did he livet A. Twenty-four hours from the time we 
took him to Halifax.

(j. What have you to say of his previous physical condition! A. He 
was a man in excellent health.

Q. Previous to the time you have referred to, had you seen the pri
soners the Sunday liefore! A. No.

Cross-examined:—Q. I said there was a discussion about their being 
on his property and you said no! A. I misunderstood you.

(j. There was such a discussion! A. Yea.
Q. Was that the 'first or the second time ho went out 1 A. 1 think 

it was the first time.
Q. How long after that was it before Mr. Lea went out with his 

gun! After tho discussion about their being on his land? A. It may 
have been twenty minutes or a quarter of an hour.

Q. Where were you then, when he went out with the gun! A. In 
the dining-room.

Q. Where was the gun kept! A. In the hall.
Q. Could you see the Craves when he went out with the gun! 

A. Yes.
Q. From where you were sitting in the dining-room! A. From 

whero I stood in the dining-room.
Q. Did you remain where you were until you heard the report of 

tho gun! A. Yea.
(j. How far was that, whero you were standing, from the cast ver

andah! A. I was close to the door leading to the east verandah.
Q. Were you looking out! A. Yes.
(j. The next you saw of Mr. Lea, after he went out with the gun, 

ho was lying on the verandah! A. I saw him on the verandah with 
the gun.

(j. Where were you when you screamed! A. I was on the verandah, 
(j. Did you call for any person! A. I called for Florence Wright, 
(j. Harry said to Lea, You have killed Fred! A. Yes.

Edith Horne, who was in the house visiting the maid, as to the bottle 
and the hole in the door, says she went on the verandah when she 
heard the report of the gun.

(j. Which way did you go out! A. Through the front door, 
y. Did you notice the door! A. Yes.
<j. What about it! A. There was a hole in it.
tj. Was there anything there! A. There was a glass bottle.
(J. Where! A. Inside the dining-room door.
<J. Was it there before that! A. I don’t think, 
tj. What did you see after you got out! A. I saw Mrs. Lea and 

Fred (5raves on tho verandah.
Florence Wright, the maid, as to the bottle and the hole in the door,

(J. What sort of a door goes on the verandah from the dining room! 
A. A wire screen door.

t^. In what condition was it before this! A. It was quite intact.
(j. Were there any holes in it! A. No.
<j. Did you noti<e it then! A. Yes.
<j. In what condition was it! A. There was a great hole in it.
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Q. Did you rcp anything else? A. I raw a bottle inside tho door.
y. Having regard to the hole in the door, where was the bottle!

A. It was just inside.
Q. What condition were the men inf A. They were very drunk.
Q. All of them f A. Yes.

The hole in the sereen door spoken of by the witnesses whs 
caused, according to the theory of the Crown, by the throwing 
of a bottle, out of which the defendants had been drinking eider 
in front of the house. It is not shewn at what time the hole 
was caused by the bottle, if it was caused in that way. It may 
have been after the discharge of the gun or before; that was 
all for the jury. In the summing up the incident Is sometimes 
referred to as if the bottle had been thrown at Lea and some
times as if it had been used to strike at him with. Hut there 
is no evidence other than the existence of the hole in the screen 
door and a bottle on the verandah to support the theory of an 
assault before the discharge of the gun, and there was no battery 
or it would be unlikely that the bottle caused the hole.

In the summing up none of these provisions of the Code which 
I have quoted, or their effect, were mentioned or explained to 
the jury. Some of the other provisions were read. Instead the 
old definition for the distinction between murder and manslaugh
ter were used. Thus :—

N. S.
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The crime of murder is defined by our best legal authorities 
ns the killing of a human being with malice aforethought express 
or implied. The crime of manslaughter is defined as the unlawful 
killing of another without malice aforethought either express or implied. 
You will observe that the distinguishing feature between the two 
crimes is the existence or non existence of malice on the part of the 
accused towards his victim.

I will now call your attention to another rule of law which is of 
importance in connexion with this case. It is that where one is 
killed by another in doing some unlawful act not amounting to felony 
or naturally tending to cause death or great bodily harm, without 
malice, or unintentionally, it is manslaughter.

The prisoners were unlawfully on Mr. Lea's property and were cre
ating a disturbance there by their disorderly conduct, and that is in 
itself an offence in law. Although they could not have contemplated 
that the gun would l*o discharged ns the result of their action, yet 
as in the result it did they would lie responsible for it and it would 
constitute the crime of mansbiughter, provided there was no malice on 
their part in doing what they did. On the other hand, if a party 
while engaged in the commission of a felony kills another, it becomes 
murder and not manslaughter. What is meant by that is this: Sup
pose these men hail come there at night for the purpose of lominitting 
burglary, and in the course of the commission of that act Mr. Lea 
had been killed, that would lie murder because they then would have 
been there committing a felony. If a man breaks into your house at 
night and you are killed n the defence of your house, whether by the 
discharge of a gun in your own hands or not, the burglars are respon-
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Bible us for murder, because they are there at the time engaged in 
the commission of a felony. In the case of a mere trespass, as this 
might be, it would amount to manslaughter. Now, if one commits an 
assault upon another not likely to cause death, but death ensues, it is 
manslaughter. I hope that I am impressing the law upon you, because 
this case is a difficult one. It is difficult for the Judge to make clear 
to the jury these nice distinctions, and perhaps, for that reason, I had 
better repeat what I have said. If a man goes on the property of 
another as a mere trespasser and in the < ourse of such trespass com
mits an assault or anything of that kind upon the owner of the prop
erty and death results, although ho may have had no malice, if he is 
there unlawfully he is guilty of manslaughter. If, on the other hand, 
he went there with some wicked purpose, or with the intention of com
mitting a felony, it would be murder. That is the distinction that 
the law draws between the two offences. The rule that will reduce 
the crime of killing another from murder to manslaughter is the ab 
sence of malice or ill-feeling towards the deceased. If there was no 
malice or ill-will the crime would be manslaughter. If the evidence 
satisfies you that the accused, although not intending to kill the de
ceased, in what they did, were actuated by malice and ill-will, and that 
his death resulted as a consequence of their unlawful conduct, it will be 
murder and not manslaughter.

I am not now urging an objection to the use of the old defini
tions in a summing up if it can be carried out successfully.

The common law is pretty much the same as the ('ode in this 
part.

But the formulas of the Code are just the formulas which 
have been used in England by the Judges, although they have 
no Code. The word “malice” had to be avoided because of its 
meaning. This is what happened here. The word “malice” was 
defined to the jury in its popular sense of ill-will, spite, or 
grudge ; in fact, the words “malice or ill-will” is a common ex
pression throughout, while the citations of or references to the 
common law of course contained that word in its legal sense in 
connection with homicide.

I quote from the instruction in the summing up:—
The jury here retired, but later requested directions on the subject 

of malice. Having returned :—
The Court :—I thought I had defined that fully. “ Malice” is 

where a man has ill-will towards another—any kind of wicked feeling 
towards his neighbour. If you come to the conclusion that what these 
men did resulted from hatred or dislike, or ill-will, that would make it 
murder. If there is evidence to satisfy you that these men were influ
enced by spite or ill-will, that with the other facts would constitute 
murder. Hut you must not find them guilty of murder unless you arc 
satisfied from the evidence that they had a grudge, or spite or ill-will 
against Mr. Iica.

A Juryman naked for further directions as to premeditated murder 
and malice.

Tub Court:—Premeditated murder would be an agreement to com 
mit murder before they went there. There is not the slightest evidence
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of that, tint if the grudge was there and they went there without any 
premeditated intention, if their act* were indueed through ill-feeling, 
that would constitute murder. If you are satisfied that what they did 
was not done through ill-will, that would he manslaughter.

A Juryman:—Then we do not need premeditation; all we need is 
malice!

The Court :—All you need is malice.
A Juryman asked for further instructions as to the distinction Ik*- 

tween murder and manslaughter.
The Court:—It is enough if they did the acts with malicious intent. 

If in carrying out the acts that they did after they got there there 
was malice, that would be malice sufficient to constitute murder. There 
is no evidence of premeditation here. I think that when they went 
there they had no intention of doing anything of the kind, but it nro*e 
front what occurred afterwards.

The jury then retired.
Roscor, K.C.:—I think your Ixtrdship should shv to the jury that 

if the final acts causing the death of Mr. Lea, so far as d« fendants 
were concerned, were committed in the heat of provocation by acts of 
Mr. Iiea, the killing of Mr. Lea would not be murder.

The Court :—I eipinined to them altout provocation. However, I 
will recall them.

The jury having bee recalled :—
The Court:—After you were here. Mr. Itoseoc called my attention 

to something that he would like me to say to you in refereiv e to pro
vocation. I think I went fully into that question, as to when provoca
tion would reduce the crime from murder to manslaughter. However, 
Mr. Roscoe wants me to draw your attention to the fact that if you 
think that at the time when they assaulted Mr. lam there was such 
provocation on the part of Mr. Lea to them as took away their judg 
ment, then it would reduce the crime from murder to manslaughter. 
That is correct. But if after they got there they were carrying out 
a grudge, if they had it, it constitutes murder.

A Juryman:—If they had malice it is as had as if they hud pre
meditation!

The Court:—Yes.
A Juryman:—Would they have to have that malice at the time he

was shot!
The Court:—Yes, they would have to have the malice at the time. 

If they had these malicious feelings or this antipathy towards the 
deceased, it must have existed at the time they did what caused his 
death, even though they had no intention of doing it liefore they went 
there. You must gather the existence or non existence of malice from 
what they did at the time. You must take into consideration the 
threats made beforehand, although I do not know what value you will 
put on them, to show bad feeling towards Mr. l<ea.

A Juryman:—la it necessary to prove that just before the crime 
was committed—a few minutes before—they had malice!

The Court:—What 1 have told you is that if there was malice you 
can gather it from the facts of the whole transaction. If you think 
from the facts proved that they had this ill-feeling during the time 
that they were doing the injuries, then it is malice.

The jury then retired.
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The meaning of “malice aforethought” in its legal sense may 
be learned from the report of the eminent commissioners who 
prepared the Draft Code of England, from which the Canadian 
Criminal Code is copied, viz., Lord Blackburn, and Barry, Lush, 
and Fitzjames Stephen, JJ.

Page 23:—“The present law may, we think, be stated with 
sufficient exactness for our present purpose somewhat as follows: 
Murder is culpable homicide by any act done with malice afore
thought. Malice aforethought is a common name for all the 
following states of mind :—

“(a) An intent preceding the act to kill or to do serious 
bodily injury to the person killed, or to any other person.

“ffc) Knowledge that the act done is likely to produce such 
consequences, whether coupled with an intention to produce them 
or not.

“(c) An intent to commit any felony.
“ (d) An intent to resist an officer of justice in the execution 

of his duty.”
At page 15 of their report they said: “We have avoided the 

use of the word ‘malice’ throughout the Draft Code, because 
there is a considerable difference between its popular and its 
legal meaning. For example, the expression ‘malice afore
thought’ in reference to murder has received judicial interpre
tation which makes its use positively misleading.”

In this case the use of the word “malice” not only led to 
what I think is confusion, but in the circumstances here was 
prejudicial to the prisoners, as I shall presently shew.

Then the word “felony” is a dangerous word to use as it was 
used unless it is explained to a jury, and in this ease its intro
duction was unnecessary because the acts were not committed in 
the course of committing a felony, and sec. 2f>0 of the Code, 
which specifies those crimes in lieu of felony did not apply at 
all to the ease.

But to associate it thus:—
If, on the other haml, he went there with some wieke«l purpose or

with the intention of committing a felony, it would ht» murder, 
is very misleading to the lay mind.

I shall deal with the subject of the gunshot wound first.
It was caused by the demised striking one of the defendants, 

Fred Craves, a severe blow on the head with a gun which the 
deceased had clubbed and which was loaded and cocked, the con
cussion causing the gun to be discharged into his own body. The 
gun was broken in two pieces by the blow. Mrs. Lea says: “Fred 
Graves was streaming with blood.”

In the ordinary way of speaking one would say that the 
gunshot wound was caused by the discharge of a gun produced, 
controlled and discharged by the deceased, a free agent, rather 
than by the defendants, one of them supplying only the head
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against which the concussion was produced ; that the voluntary 
act of the deceased supervened upon a condition, not a cause.

Hut it is contended in effect that the defendants caused the 
deceased to strike Fred Graves on the head with the gun, or at 
least caused the discharge of the gun.

The only provision of the Code at all applicable to such a 
case is the last part of sec. 252. already quoted, namely, causing 
a person by threats or fear of violence to do an act which caused 
that person’s death. That provision covers an indirect killing.

In respect to this branch of the case, the learned Chief Jus- 
tice who tried the cause said, in part, to the jury. The passage 
follows the last extract which I have quoted :—

I will next ilraw your attention to the law bearing upon one of the 
most important features of the ease. There is a common idea, or I 
have heard it said, that lievause Mr. Lea held in his own hand the 
gun the discharge of which inflicted the wound which proxi mutely 
contributed to his death, the accused are not responsible for that part 
of the affray. I have heard that—and probably you have—that they 
did not shoot him. It would be a sorry business if that were the law. 
It would lie absurd if such were the law. They arc responsible if they 
caused Mr. Lea to do the act which resulted in the discharge of the 
gun ns much as if they seized the gun and discharged it into him. 
Did they rush at him with the intention of assaulting him. and did 
Mr. Lea then use the gunÎ If so they are as responsible as if they 
seized the gun and discharged it into him.
“A person may be responsible for the death of another either as 

murder or manslaughter, provided it was caused by his unlawful act 
resulting in corporal injury. ’ '

The unlawful act there, as I have pointed out, would be the men 
assembling in a disorderly way and trespassing on Mr. Ix*n's property 
and refusing to go away when asked. They would not be responsible 
unless their unlawful act contributed to his death, but the unlawful 
act need not lie the sole cause of his death. It is not necessary that 
the shooting alone should lie the cause of his death, but if it resulted 
in his death the prisoners are responsible for either murder or man
slaughter according as you find the circumstances. In a legal work 
of great authority it is laid down as follows: —

"If the direct cause of his death is an act of the deceased himself, 
reasonably due to the accused's unlawful conduct, as in the case where 
n person by actual assault or threat of violence causes another to do 
an act resulting in death, then the accused is responsible.”

Was Mr. Lea's act in taking hold of the barrel of the gun due to 
the attempt of the accused to assault him ? That is for you under 
the evidence. The lest way of conveying to you the meaning of this 
rule is to apply it to what occurred here. If it was the unlawful act 
and conduct of the deceased which caused Mr. I<ea to handle the gun 
in the way he did, taking the barrel in his hands and using the stock 
to defend himself against their assault, they are responsible for the 
consequences. That that is the law is clear as day. There are two 
or three cases in the English reports which will illustrate the point,, 
and 1 have taken the precaution to get every authority which I thought
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would illustrate the point or help you to reach a conclusion. Tn one 
of these cases the deceased was assaulted and forced to jump into a 
river, whereby he was drowned. There the accused was held respon
sible for his death. Although the accused did not force the deceased 
into the river, yet his unlawful act caused him to jump into the river, 
and so he was drowned. Here the unlawful act of these parties in 
assaulting Mr. Lea, if you find that they did so, caused him to use 
the gun in the way he did, and the gun going off caused his death.

I will read you another case from the English reports, and you must 
remember to the English authorities we look. In this case the deceased 
was riding on horseback when he was assaulted by the accused. The 
deceased put spurs to his horse in order to escape, which caused the 
horse to wince, and he threw the deceased and killed him. The pris
oner in that case was held responsible for the death of the deceased.

In another case threats of violence against his wife caused her to 
get out of a window in order to escape, when she fell to the ground 
and was killed. In that case the accused was held responsible for the 
death of his wife. He did not make her get out of the window or 
cause her to fall, but he did an unlawful act which resulted in her 
jumping out of the window and being killed.

Now I should think with these illustrations and what I have said 
on this part of the case you should be clear in your own minds as 
to what the law is.

And in dealing with another matter lie said: “What T mean 
is that although one of them only may have struck a blow, or 
caused the gun to go off, they are one and all responsible, etc.”

The three eases mentioned in the summing up are: It v. 
Pitts, Carr & Marsh. 284 (jumping into the river) ; If. v. Evans, 
1 Russell Cr. Law 666 (jumping out of the window), and It. 
v. Hickman, 5 C. &P. 151 (thrown from a horse on fleeing, hav
ing been assaulted and struck with a stick). They have found 
a place in the provision of the Code just mentioned and are all 
founded upon the condition of a deceased being put in a state 
of fear by the violence of the defendant, namely, that the de
ceased, in doing the act which caused his death, was moved 
by a well-grounded apprehension of immediate violence. Under 
such circumstances the theory is that the act of the deceased 
cannot be regarded as voluntary, but is merely the exercise of 
a choice between two evils, and so is directly dependent upon 
the act creating the condition which required the election. Al
though a defendant’s act was not the immediate cause of the 
homicide, and the act of the deceased was, yet the later inter- 
•ening cause is neutralized because the preceding act took away 
tbe power of volition from the deceased.

Tn respect to the two quotations in this passage from vol. 21 
Cyclopedia of Law and Procedure 694, 697, in the first 
one th> writer of the article is not, as the context shews, dealing 
with the cause of a cause at all, but any direct cause.

In the second quotation the writer is dealing with the subject 
which is provided for in the provision of the Code just men-
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tioned, and for it he cites in the note a note of the three English 
cases to which I have already referred and some American cases. 
But all of these, as far as I can gather, like the English cases, 
proceed on the ground of fear, causing in the one instance a 
person to jump from a railway train, or directly causing the 
person’s death by forcing him to take a course directly tending 
to his death. With us the law is all in this provision of the 
Code. I prefer it and I think it is fairly easy to construe 
There must, I should think, be a well-grounded fear and appre
hension of immediate danger. The eases insisted on that. The 
expressions “causing” and “cause” mean. I think, “directly 
causing” or “cause,” not remotely “causing” or “cause.” I 
refer to Reg. v. Tower, 12 Cox C.C. 530; Reg. v. Bennett, 1 Bell 
C.C. 1.

I notice that the word “forcing” is used in respect to this 
class of cases in more than one text-book ; also the word “com
pelling.”

I think also that this provision as to causing a person through 
fear of violence was a necessary addition to sec. 252 and is not 
already included in the earlier part of the section.

In this summing up the question of a state of fear from vio 
lence was not put before the jury at all. The evidence, indeed, 
does not shew that kind of a case. It was put forward as law 
that if it was some unlawful act, as an assault on the part of a 
defendant which resulted in the deceased’s act causing the gun 
to lie discharged into his body, then the defendant would be 
responsible; that the intervening voluntary act of the deceased 
was not to be taken as the direct cause of his death, but the 
earlier act was the cause. Take this extract, for example :—

Here the unlawful act of these parties in assaulting Mr. I.ea, if you 
find that they did so, caused him to use the gun in the way ho «lid 
and the gun going off causeil his death.
I think with deference that without the element of fear called 

for by the provision of the Code, there is no sufficient causal 
connection.

If the attempt of the learned counsel for the Crown to estab
lish an assault from the bottle and door matter was due to the 
desire to make the case fit the passage in 21 Cyc. 698, namely :— 

If the direct cause is an net of the deceased himself reasonably duo 
to defendants’ unlawful conduct as in the case where a person by 
actual assault or threat of violence causes another to do an act result
ing in death.

I think the law fails as well as the facts.
The provision of the Code does not contain that expression 

either “unlawful conduct” or “actual assault.” There must be 
produced a “fear of violence.” Of course it may be produced 
by an assault. But unlawful conduct or assault without that is 
not there.
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We are not to have two laws on this subject, 1 suppose, the 
provision of the Code and the passage in the Cyclopedia. An 
actual assault, apart from fear of violence, may be good Amer
ican law, hut it is neither the English common law nor the Code 
law.

The learned counsel for the Crown sought to uphold this view, 
namely, that irrespective of the question of fear and of the pro
vision quoted, there was in this case a chain of causation from 
the defendants' illegal act. For this lie urged and seemed to 
require the fact of an assault. I suppose on the strength of the 
bottle and the door incident down to the shot wound. I do n it 
agree. Whether it is to he regarded as caused by the final ad 
voluntary on the part of the deceased or as an accidental dis
charge of the gun, any chain of causation was severed by that 
final act of the deceased.

In Rex v. 1 Valus, (> C. & l*. 328, a charge of manslaughter, 
the first witnew for the prosecution swore that the deceased*s 
boat being alongside the schooner, the prisoner pushed it with 
his foot and the deceased stretched out over the bow of the boat 
to lay hold of a barge to prevent the boat from drifting away, 
and, losing bis balance, fell over and was drowned. Un that day 
the prisoner and the devra-cd had some dispute about paying for 
spirits, and, both being intoxicated, a good deal of rough joking 
had taken place between them.

Park, J.. after consulting with Mr. Justice Patterson, said 
that his learned brother and himself were

of opinion that if the case hail rested on the evidence of the first wit
ness it would not haxe amounted to a case of manslaughter. 

Campbell, C.J., in I'cople v. Rockwell, 39 Mich. 503, where 
there bad been a conviction of manslaughter, said :—

The death occurred during a dispute concerning the possession of a 
horse. Rockwell was «hewn to have struck Wilber with his list and 
knocked him down. It was not shewn directly how he was killed, but 
it appeared distinctly this blow did not kill him. The facts indicated 
either that Rockwell kicked him after he fell or else that he was killed 
by the horse trampling ou him.

The jury came in and asked the Court to instruct them 
whether the respondent would lie guilty if he knocked WUber down 
and the horse jumped on him ( Willier) or kicked him and thus killed 
him.
The Judge» reiterated what he had already instructed them, 

namely :—
That if the blow was not justifiable and Wilber so fell that the horse 

jumped and struck Wilber and killed him with his feet or kicked him, 
respondent was guilty.

The Court reviewing the conviction said :—
It is impossible to maintain such a charge without making everyone 

liable, not only for natural and probable consequences, but for nil pos-
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siblo consequences and circunistun<«8 which immediately follow a 
wrongful act. There was no necessary connection between the net of 
respondent and the conduct of the horse, which he cannot bo said 
from the record to have been responsible for.
And the prosecution was carried no further by direction of 

the Court. I also refer to Reg. v. Ledger, 2 F. & F. 8f>7 ; Kelly's 
O'- 2 Lew in 193; Thompson's Case, 2 Lewin 194 ; and to Whar
ton u Homicide, 3rd ed., p. 30:—

As a general principle we may hold that to create criminal respon
sibility for homicide, the death must have resulted from the malicious 
or negligent conduct of the defendant through the ordinary agency of 
physical laws, and must not have la-en caused by the interposition of 
an independent human will, not acting in concert with the defendant, 
or by extraordinary casualties.
I think that the contention of the learned counsel for the 

Crown carries responsibility for an illegal act too far. The I toys 
in that part of the country who visit orchards by night for apples 
run great risks. The proprietor may produce a gun to frighten 
them away, and if it becomes discharged the discharge may kill 
them, but if with a boomerang or petard effect he is killed, and 
there has been any ill-will, howsoever old, they are apparently 
liable to be hanged for murder.

1 do not believe that is in accordance with the law.
Surely, too, the jury should be asked whether the defendants, 

when they did the act, whatever it was, contemplated as reason
able and responsible men that death or grievous bodily harm was 
likely to result to the deceased.

And the learned Chief Justice himself had said in another 
part of his summing up:—

Although they cotihl not have contemplntvd that the gun would be 
discharged as the result of their action, yet as in the result it did 
they would lie responsible for it and it would constitute the crime of 
manslaughter, provided there was no malice on their part in doing 
what they did.
(Of course the implication was that if there was malice then 

it was murder.)
There was no battery shewn or to be inferred before the shoot

ing took place. The inference from the bottle and the hole in 
the screen door amounted to nothing unless that hole was shewn 
to have been produced before instead of after the discharge of 
the gun, when the other injuries were effected.

And there is nothing but a technical assault at most. And 
in the jury’s mind the trespass to the land, the noise and pro
fanity, owing to the summing up, would l>e considered as illegal 
acts.

This brings me to the law on the question of intent on this 
branch of the case.

Sec. 260, as I said, does not apply. Further, it cannot be 
4—0 !>.!..».
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successfully contended, I think, that they “meant to cause the 
death of the deceased.” 1 think that was conceded.

The Crown is driven to this provision :—
Culpable homicide is murder . . .
(6) If the offender means to cause the person killed any bodily

injury which is known to the offender to be likely to cause death and
is reckless whether death ensues or not.
Now, even supposing there was a chain of causes and that the 

defendants were to be held responsible for a constructive kill
ing. I think that in a ease like this, when this shooting is the 
reverse of what would ordinarily result, and no doubt a great 
surprise to both parties, and the alleged assault if any was so 
remote, and a similar casualty so seldom happens, it is difficult 
to see in what way the defendants are brought within that pro
vision as to intent. Their minds could not have gone along with 
an action which was so completely beyond their wills and was 
so unintended.

As to the effect of the misdirection upon the verdict, it is 
very clear that the jury by their questions evinced concern about 
one point only, namely, “malice or ill-feeling.”

They seemed, in consequence of the summing up, to have 
taken it for granted that the defendants were responsible in law 
for the shooting.

I think they were also misled by not having placed before 
them the matter necessary to deal with the question of intent 
as defined in the provision (6) just quoted, instead of having 
their attention turned only to malice, an unfortunate word, used 
so many times and never occurring in these provisions.

With great deference, I think that the use of the word malice 
in the summing up was prejudicial. It may be more favourable 
to the prisoners in some cases to define it as ill-will or spite or 
grudge than to use the Code definition of intent, but I think in 
this case it was not. The jury asked for instructions as to 
malice.

Now in the legal sense of malice there was, in my opinion, on 
this branch of the ease nothing worth submitting to a jury.

But in the popular sense of the word the Crown would have 
more of a case.

It had happened that one of the Craves had married a ser
vant of Mrs. I>ea s, and the maid had left her for the Graves 
without notice and both the deceased and she had warned their 
maids against the Graves, which fact, of course, had reached the 
Graves’ ears.

Then there were two separate witnesses who detailed some
thing which one of the Graves had said eight or nine months 
before the casualty and another something that another Graves 
had said seven or eight months before, each remark evincing a 
dislike of the deceased, and these things were no doubt con-
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spicuously before the minds of the jury. And the jury thus had 
the way made easy. First, that in law the defendants were 
responsible for a killing. Then all the jury had to do was to 
add to that the ill-feeling above indicated and there would be 
a crime of murder.

TJie second branch of this case is founded upon the pro
vision as to the acceleration of death, namely, section 256 :—

Kveryone who by any act or omission i anses thi* «loath of another, 
kills that person, although the effect of the bodily injury caused to 
such person lie merely to accelerate his «loath while labo.iring under 
some disonler or «litease arising from some other cause.
And the evidence tends to shew a battery committed by the 

defendants or some of them after the discharge of the gun into 
the body of the deceased took place.

It consisted of kicking and, as it is alleged, putting him over 
the verandah railing, when he fell to the ground, and pressing 
their knees into him on the ground. No weapon was used. The 
doctor found four or five bruises and an injury probably from 
falling on the stake of the flower-lied. The defendants deny put
ting the deceased over the railing and say that he fell over. Mrs. 
Lea said that she knew of her husband being wounded aliout two 
minutes after she got to him on the verandah; also that she went 
on the verandah when she heard the discharge of the gun, p. 37.

It was on the verandah he told Mrs. Lea “I clubbed the gun” 
and afterwards, on the lawn, that In* was bleeding to death.

Apparently the defendants or one of them, Fred, closed in 
towards the deceased when he produced the gun. The Crown 
contends that they all rushed towards him when lie produced the 
gun and defendants contend that there was no closing in until 
the gun was discharged. In any case they would not likely know 
that the other barrel was not loaded.

As I have said Fred received a serious blow on the head and 
it was bleeding and they claim the blow knocked him down. At 
any rate the defendants claim that at first they thought it was 
Fred who was shot and that the deceased was knocked down by 
the recoil of the gun. Whether this is so or not the fact that 
they at first claimed that Lea had shot him was a circumstance 
that lends some probability to their version, because if false its 
falsity would appear then and there. But whether they thought 
he was shot or only had his head injured by the stock of the gun 
it was bleeding profusely and it seems to have attracted more 
attention at first than the wound of the unfortunate deeease«l. 
Mrs. Lea bound it up on the lawn and then or later told him 
to go to a doctor. At any rate, as 1 said, they closed in on the 
deceased and kicked his body and they did it apparently on 
account of the injury Fred had received.

Expert opinions of doctors were given tending to shew in 
effect that death was accelerated.
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Then if the terms of the Code had been used, 259 (6), the 
question would have been whether this bodily injury, succeeding 
the shooting, was known to the defendants to be likely to cause 
death and were they reckless whether death ensued or not.

Did they know of his condition when even his wife appar
ently did not know of it until afterwards on the lawn when he 
told her he was bleeding to death, although in fact he was not! 
And did they know, or should they contemplate what the expert 
doctors now say in their opinions that their acts would tend to 
increase shock and so ont

Assuming, as I have contended, that there was not respon
sibility for the gunshot wound, or whether there was or not, this 
part of the case required very careful submission to the jury. 
The question of the acceleration, that is the apportionment of 
what was due to the gunshot wound and what if any to the sub
sequent battery, the opinions of the doctors being largely specu
lative, and so on, were matters to be carefully weighed by the 
jury.

The following is a statement which conveys a decided opin
ion on the facts to the jury, and the last sentence might be taken 
for a direction in law:—

It is known that shock, even in operations, will cause death, and 
there can be no doubt that nil the doctors testified that Mr. I^ea died 
as the result of the shock to his system resulting from what transpired 
at his home on that Sunday afternoon. Now, as I understand it, but 
for this brutal treatment, there was a fair chance of his recovery from 
the gunshot wound, but it is of little consequence whether he would 
or not. The unfortunate man died and it was the result of the conduct 
of the accused.

These injuries, the gunshot wound and the battery, should 
have been separated in case there was no responsibility for the 
former.

The use of the word malice in connection with this branch 
of the cast, and I have already mentioned it in connection with 
the other, was, I think, prejudicial to the prisoners. I have 
already quoted one passage at the ' utset, namely :—

If tho evidence satisfies you that the accused—although not intending 
to kill tho deceased—in what they did were actuated by malice and 
ill-will in what they did, and that his death resulted as a consequence 
of their unlawful conduct, it will bo murder and not manslaughter.

There are three other passages :—
Now as I said before, you must judge their motives from their con

duct, whether they were actuated by malice, spite and ill-will in this 
inhuman treatment of Mr. Lea. Does the evidence satisfy you that in 
acting and Iwhaving there as they did they were gratifying an old 
grudge that they bore towards Mr. T^enf If you find that they were 
actuated by malice and ill-will in going there and behaving as they 
did, even though they did not intend to injure him, the crime is murder, 
but it depends entirely upon what you as honest men under the evidence
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believe as to the facts, whether you should find the prisoners guilty 
of murder or tho lesser crime of manslaughter. Was it revengeful 
feelings that led them to maul him as they did after he had received 
the gunshot wound? If so, they are guilty of murder.

Now, just a few words in conclusion. I have explained to you as 
fully as I could the difference between murder and manslaughter, I 
have told you that if you believe these men were actuated by ill-will 
or malice towards Mr. Lea, and did what has been detailed here, that 
would be murder, and that all of them should le found guilty. On 
the other hand, if you think that there was no such ill- 
feeling, that it was a mere fracas, without previous ill-feeling, then 
your verdict should be manslaughter. I haxc called your attention to 
tho various witnesses who have come here and testified to different 
expressions of ill-will towanls Mr. Leo, ami you have heard the ex
pressions that they used on this occasion. You must weigh these. 
If you believe them it is evidence of malice and it is for you to con
sider them.

If you think that the expressions which the prisoners are proved to 
have used from time to time were mere talk and nothing else—that 
they did not amount to anything real, ami that there was no real malice 
or ill-will, in that case your verdict should he manslaughter. I have 
explained the circumstances under which you should act in either 
case, ami I need not go over them again. I leave the matter in your 
hands without another word.
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I think that this ease is too serions a one to leave it to a jury 
to find for murder or manslaughter according as they find 
whether there was or was not malice in the sense of ill-feeling. 
That is the direction to them. I cannot see that the jury applied 
their minds to anything else, and there were very important 
questions to determine outside of that.

Moreover, I think that this case should not have been sub
mitted to the jury as if there was no alternative but one of either 
murder or manslaughter. I have dealt with the gunshot wound. 
If there was no acceleration there was an alternative of acquittal. 
Because in the summing up this appears:—

Before further commenting on the facte I will draw your attention 
to tho law on tho subject of murder and manslaughter, because your 
verdict should be one or the other according us you find the facts.

I think it would Ik* difficult for the jury to deal with the 
question of “the heat of passion caused by sudden provocation” 
without a reference in the summing up from first to last, to this 
blow on the head which the deceased gave to Fred. Indeed it 
might have called for mention in connection with the cause of 
the gun being discharged.

But at any rate, the learned Chief Justice in the summing 
up. dealing with the subject of provocation, after quoting the 
provision of the Code, sec. 261, says:—

'I hese arc the circumstances under which you may find the crime to 
be manslaughter und not murder; that is, assuming always that malice 
and ill-will are not present. Now these clauses require some cxpluna

-
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ensues from sudden transport of passion or heat of blood, if there is 
a reasonable provocation by the deceased and no malice, it will be 
manslaughter only. Where, however, the provocation is sought by the

Crnlinm, E..I. prisoner, it is no answer to the charge of murder.
It will be for you to say whether these men had any provocation 

to do these acts on the part of Lea. If they had it would bo man
slaughter and not murder. Now what were the acts, or what did Lea 
do to put them into a transport of passion so that they had no control 
over themselves. That is for you. 1 should bo sorry if in any way 1 
mis-stated the law to you, because it would lx» lamentable if this trial 
should be made abortive through any misdirection of mine. I have 
therefore presented to you the authorities that are binding upon us 
shewing «hat is murder and what manslaughter. You see, therefore, 
that if there was any provocation on the part of Leo, the crime can 
be reduced. Hut the provocation must be something that a man feels 
and resents on the instant. If he had time to cool or there is evidence 
of malice, it would be murder. I take that from a legal work. Apply
ing these rules of law to the facts of this case, where «as the provo
cation on the part of Lea that caused the accused to act as they did5 
That is for you. If you think that the crime can be reduced from 
murder to manslaughter, you will ask yourselves what did Leu do to 
cause these men to do what they did i What provocation did he offer 
to them 1 They were unlawfully on his premises, behaving in a pro
voking manner; the deceased had twice requested them to depart and 
they not only refused to do so, but continued their conduct. Lea then 
got his gun, thinking to frighten them. They jeered at him and it is 
for you to infer whether one of them did or did not attempt to strike 
him with a bottle, when Lea raised the gun and injured himself. Who 
then was the provoker of tho assault! Did Lea do anything to palliate 
their conductf Remember that he was acting in defence of his home 
and his wife and children against these men, who, without right or 
justification, were assailing him in it, just as if you were defending 
your home from a gang of rowdies who surrounded it.

As to the facts, I suggest that before any battery on the part 
of the defendants, there was the production of the gun and 
cocking it (and putting it to his shoulder, if it was put to his 
shoulder) and the striking Fred Graves on the head with it, even 
assuming that preliminary to this there was a closing up by the 
defendants and the 1 Kittle and the door incident (call it an 
assault) had occurred. There then was a case of provocation 
to be submitted to a jury.

I think the jury would be required to pass on this also to say 
whether the use of the gun and the blow struck with it, even in 
defence of his house (if it was used for that, or merely to drive 
them away because they were annoying him and his household) 
was or was not excessive.

In licyina v. Brennan, 27 O.lt. 659, there was evidence that
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just before the killing the prisoner had called at the house of 
the deceased to see the latter, who ordered him out and imme
diately laid hands on him and put him out of the house, when 
the prisoner drew a revolver and shot the deceased. The Judge 
at the trial directed the jury that deeeased

• ‘ when he ordered him out and then took hold of him to put him out. 
wan doing that whivh he had a legal right to do,” and that therefore 
there was no provocation.
Held misdirection, for whether or not the deceased 
at the time he was shot was doing what he had a legal right 
to do depended upon whether if the jury accepted as true the state
ment of the defendant given in evidence as to the ri feu instances attend
ing the shouting the deceased had Itefore laying hands upon him 
ordered him to leave his house, and whether, if he had done so, the 
prisoner had refused to leave, and whether if violence was used in 
putting him out, it was greater than was necessary; and the deceased 
was clearly not doing what he had a legal right to do if the facts 
were found in favour of the prisoner’s contention on these points.

As to the defendants seeking the provocation, I think the 
proviso refers to a case of a defendant inciting a deceased into 
an act of provocation just for the purpose of providing the de
fendant with an excuse for killing or hurting him, a merely col
ourable provocation, and it does not apply to a case of a defend
ant who because he struck the first blow or is wrong in the 
quarrel is to he barred of the reduction of the offence.

There is apparently some confusion in this part of the sum
ming up owing to the unfortunate use of the word malice 
throughout all of the summing up and 1 do not know that 1 fol
low it. It would appear as if the learned Chief Justice laid 
down the law, malice is essential to murder; if that is not pres
ent the homicide is hut manslaughter; provocation will reduce 
murder to manslaughter, hut only when there is no malice. If 
he meant that, provocation would play rather a useless role in 
all such eases. But I think (he says “I take that from a legal 
work”) that the writer meant that in dealing with facts the 
provocation which was manifested on a given occasion and the 
passion evinced, would not probably he depended on to reduce 
the homicide to manslaughter if there was evidence of the exist
ence of “malice” previous to the incident, i.e., malice in the 
sense of a premeditated design to kill the person. The killing 
would be due to the design rather than to the passion or seem
ing passion produced hv an net of provocation.

But the learned Chief Justice also said:—
There is no evidence of any premeditation here. I think that when 

they went there they had no intention of doing anything of the kind 
(i.e., the acts they «lid after they got there), hut it arose from what 
o« eurred afterwanls.
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Also:—
'I here is nothing in th«* e\i<lenee to intimate that these men—per-
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hups I am stating it too favourably to them—went to the residence of 
Mr. Lea with the formed intention of killing him, or even of doing 
him bodily harm. I may safely say that, except for the evidence which 
I will point out to you, shewing that they bore him malice or ill-will.

That shews it was a case where passion from provocation 
was a most important clement for consideration. And handi
capping it with a proviso “provided there is no malice” was 
not giving effect to the provision of the Code. The jury would 
be misled to a wrong conclusion because when wras there ever 
a battery or an affray without ill-will being present?

I think Stedman'» Case, 1 East’s P.C. 234, is helpful :—
The prisoner who was a soldier, was indicted for the murder of one 

Macdonel, a woman. It appeared that a friend of the deceased, being 
fighting with another in Covent Garden, and the prisoner running 
towards them, tho woman said to him, “You will not murder the man, 
will you!” Stedman replied, “What is that to you, you bitch?” 
Upon which the woman gave him a box on the ear, and then Stedman 
struck her with the pommel of his sword on her breast. Thereupon 
she fled and he pursued and stubbed her in the back with the sword. 
It seemed to llolt, C.J., that this was murder, the box on the ear by 
the woman not being a suflicient provocation for the killing her in 
that manner, and after he had given her the blow in return for the box 
on tho ear. Ami it was agreed to have this found specially by the 
opinion of all the Judges there. But it afterwards appearing in the 
progress of tho trial that the woman had struck tho soldier with a 
patten on the face with great force, so that the blood flowed, it was 
holden clearly to bo only manslaughter. The smart of the wound, says 
Mr. Justice Foster, and tho effusion of blood might possibly keep his 
indignation boiling to the moment of the fiu t.

This case is used aa an illustration in Stephen’s Digest of 
Criminal Law, p. 187.

• Then in connection with this subject of provocation I think 
several witnesses for the Crown speak of the defendants being 
drunk. The defendants themselves, on cross-examination, deny 
it. It only shews that being “drunk” is a relative term. But 
if there was any degree of intoxication it ought to be mentioned 
to the jury in that connection because a person in liquor may 
more readily give way to passion on receiving provocation : Hex 
v. Thomas, 7 C. & I*. 817.

Of course the summing up must be looked at as a whole. It 
is fallacious to pick out a small passage and look at it apart from 
its context. And it is also fallacious in dealing with one passage 
to pick out another one not germane to the matter and not cura
tive at all in its effect and argue that this other passage is cor
rect or this other matter was submitted to the jury. At this 
argument we had perhaps a little of this. I append to this opin
ion the whole summing up, that it may be referred to as a whole.

A point was raised as to the regularity of the hypothetical 
questions which were submitted to some of the doctors, inasmuch
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as they did not contain precise statements of fact that could Ns- 
afterwards, there being a dispute, be put to the jury, but eon- s. C.
tained such vague terms as (1) “and afterwards kicked and igv>
abused”; (2) “kicking and brutal treatment”; (3) “rough ----
handled and pounded about”; (4) “kicked and pulled about,” 
when there was a dispute in the eviden e as to the pulling of the Grax>*. 
deceased over the verandah and dragging on the lawn, which „ ,— 
these vague terms might cover and might not cover. I think 
they were irregular.

In my opinion there was within the meaning of the 1019th 
section of the Code a substantial wrong or miscarriage occa
sioned on the trial by the misdirection and matters which I have 
dealt with. There were other questions raised at the hearing 
which in my opinion were very arguable, and the prisoners 
should have a full opportunity of lieing heard upon them, if 
they may have to appeal.

In my opinion the leave to appeal applied for should be 
granted and a case should be stated which will enable the pris
oners to raise the questions involved in their application to the 
learned Chief Justice upon the ground therein mentioned, that 
is to say from ground 4 to 3fi inclusive but omitting 35, which 
is hardly a question of law. There are many repetitions but it 
is not easy to recast them into a few points covering the whole 
matter complained of.

Russell, J. :—The three defendants, who arc brothers, met nmwiu. 
near the residence of the late Mr. Lea, at Port Williams, on 
Sunday afternoon, the 23rd of June. It is not proved that they 
met by appointment,—at least it is not so proved beyond a rea
sonable doubt, although it was put to the jury somewhat em
phatically that they had come from different quarters by 
appointment for the execution of some common purpose. There 
is no evidence as to the purpose», if any, for which they came 
to the premises of the deceased except such as is afforded by 
their conduct when they were there. They all had been drink
ing and their conduct was such as greatly to annoy and exas
perate the deceased and his family. Mrs. Lea says that they 
were upon the lawm in front of the house, while the evidence 
for the defendants is that they were upon the roadway. There 
can be little if any doubt that the statement of Mrs. Lea is 
correct. The deceased requested them to leave, but they re
mained and continued their annoying conduct. He retired into 
the house, or, as the trial Judge informs us, to the barn, “to 
avoid them in the hope that the men would depart when no 
notice was taken of their outrageous conduct.” From his retire
ment in the house or bam. ns the case may lie, he soon after 
returned to the verandah, and this time he ordered the defend
ants to leave. They did not go away and the deceased again 
retired into the house, from which lie shortly afterwards reap-
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pea ml upon the verandah with a loaded gun into whieh he had 
inserted a cartridge while in the house. We have no means of 
knowing whether he aimed the gun at the prisoners or not, hut 
it seems probable that the gun was eoeked. The learned Judge 
assumes that it was the purpose of the deceased merely to 
frighten the defendants. If this had lieen his object there was 
no necessity for his loading the gun and it is extremely prob
able that if the gun had not been loaded the unfortunate victim 
of the tragedy would still be living. It is in proof that he 
threatened to shoot, when one of the defendants in effect chal
lenged him to do so, saying that he was ready to die. Imme
diately after this there occurred what the learned Judge de
scribes as a “dash at the house” of whieh the defendants’ coun
sel, however, contends there is no evidence, but which would be 
the most natural thing in the world to happen if the two defend
ants who were not so “ready to die” as their brother, assumed 
that the latter was about to be shot by the deceased. There is 
positively no evidence whatever of any assault at this stage of 
the proceeding nor any evidence whatever to warrant a finding 
that the defendants had any intention beyond that of disarming 
the deceased. Of course there was no evidence of that inten
tion either. All that we know about the matter is that one of 
the defendants received a blow on the head which inflicted a 
serious wound and that the deceased was shot in the groin by 
the accidental discharge of the gun which he was using as a 
club with the muzzle in his hands. The wound was one which, 
in the opinion of the doctors, or one or more of them, would 
not necessarily have resulted fatally ; but the prisoners, accord
ing to the evidence of the witnesses for the Crown, at once pro
ceeded to kick the deceased in a brutal manner, to throw him 
over the railing of the verandah and drag him some feet or 
yards along the ground to a place where they continued or 
renewed their brutal and inhuman treatment. After some neigh- 
Ifours who had been sent for arrived upon the scene, the deceased 
was carried into the house with the assistance of the prisoners 
or one or more of them and his wounds were attended to by Drs. 
Morse and Moore. The next morning he was taken for treat
ment to Halifax and placed in the Infirmary, where he died of 
shock resulting from his injuries or his removal or both on 
Tuesday morning.

The prisoners have l>ecn found guilty of murder and if there 
has been no error in the trial, I imagine there will not be many 
persons found to shed tears over their fate. But it is more than 
possible that they were not guilty of murder at all. It is alto
gether possible, and 1 should judge it highly probable, that the 
deceased inflicted a mortal wound upon himseif by his manner 
of using the gun whieh resulted in its accidental discharge. It 
is also possible, though it will jicrhaps lie considered improbable,.
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that the fatality resulting from the wound was not accelerated 
by the conduct of the defendant* any more than it was by the 
removal of the patient to Halifax,—a removal which of course 
was nevertheless entirely justified by the circumstances of the 
case.

If the defendants had no intention when they went to the 
residence of the deceased, or when they stopped at his place on 
their way to the river for a swim, beyond that of annoying the 
deceased and his family, against whom they certainly had ill- 
feelings, arising out of circumstances which need not 1m* enlarged 
upon at this point, if, being in a state of intoxication their angry 
passions were inflamed by the production of a loaded gun, if 
apprehending an assault by the defendants who according to 
the construction put upon the evidence hy the learned Judge, 
made a rush towards or upon the verandah, the deceased made 
use of the loaded gun as a club, and was fatally wounded by its 
accidental discharge, if the subsequent conduct of the defend
ants, however brutal and inhuman, and however justly it aroused 
the indignation of the learned Judge, did not cause the unfor
tunate victim to die any sooner than he would have died from 
the gun shot wound and the long and tedious railway journey 
to Halifax, or even if their conduct accelerated the fatal issue, 
hut was caused by the sudden and uncontrollable gust of pas
sion aroused in them by the discharge of the gun which seems 
to have led the prisoners to suppose that they had been shot at 
and to have the impression upon the mind of one of them that 
his brother had been wounded, then the crime of the prisoners, 
if my reading of the law can be relied on, was not murder, but 
manslaughter at the most.

If these considerations had been placed before the jury and 
they had been invited to weigh them fairly and dispassionately, 
and if, after giving them deliberate consideration, they had come 
to the conclusion that the defendants were guilty of murder as 
charged in the indictment, although 1 do not myself understand 
how these hypotheses could have been rejected by the jury with
out more than a merely reasonable doubt, I should nevertheless, 
in all probability, have felt that it was impossible to disturb 
their verdict. Rut I have read the charge of the learned Chief 
Justice without being able to discover that the hypotheses I have 
suggested in favour of the defendants or any of the obvious pos
sibilities that might Ik* urged as reducing the crime from mur
der to manslaughter were ever presented for their consideration. 
The jury might very well have understood from the language of 
the learned Judge that if the defendants, without any intention 
whatever of killing the deceased, had made an assault upon him 
and the deceased in using his loaded gun as a club had been 
killed by the accidental discharge of it in his own hands, the
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accused would be guilty of murder. He says 
in the following words :—

Did they rush at him with the intention of assaulting him and did
Mr. Lea then use the gunf If so they were as responsible as if they
had seized the gun and discharged it into him.
If they had seized the gun and discharged it into him they 

would undoubtedly have been guilty of murder and I cannot 
find that the learned Judge has anywhere in connection with 
this branch of the case instructed the jury in such a way as to 
make it clear to them that they could not find the prisoners 
guilty of murder simply because of the accidental wounding of 
the deceased by the discharge of the gun, without reference to 
any subsequent ill-treatment of their victim. lie did, it is true, 
indicate to them that there was a, distinction between murder 
and manslaughter, but it is not clear from the charge by what 
criteria he instructed them to make the distinction in the present 
ease. In one part of the charge it seems to be made to depend
upon the question whether the act of the defendants which led
to the result was a felony or a misdemeanour, although the lat
ter word is not explicitly used. But the distinction between 
these two things was not explained to them ; they were not
informed that the distinction had been abolished by the Crim
inal Code, nor was any explanation given them as to the manner 
of applying this distinction under the changed conditions 
brought about by our amendment of the common law. In an
other paragraph his Lordship seems to make the question depend 
upon the existence or non-existence of malice, but there is no 
clear explanation to them of what was to be understood in this 
connection by this exceedingly slippery expression which has 
been purposely omitted from the definition of murder in the 
Criminal Code liecause of the difficulty of explaining it to a 
jury and the moral certainty of its being misunderstood, as it 
almost certainly was by the jury in this very case. If the jury 
may have gathered from the expressions of the learned Chief 
Justice that it was open to them to find the defendants guilty 
of murder liecause of the gunshot wound received from the gun 
in his own hands, I have little doubt that this was an error 
which vitiates the result of the trial.

I also think the defendants were entitled to have the benefit 
of an instruction as to the possible mitigation of their offence 
in their treatment of the deceased after he fell upon the veran
dah wounded by the discharge of the gun. They were intoxi
cated, beyond doubt, and of course the fact of their intoxication 
does not furnish an excuse for their crime. But there is good 
authority for the proposition that a smaller degree of provoca
tion in the case of a drunken man than in the case of a sober 
mail, will produce that state of sudden and uncontrollable pas
sion the existence of which will reduce to manslaughter the
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crime that would otherwise be murder. No considerations of 
this kind were ever put before the jury. On the contrary, when 
the jury were recalled for the purpose of having their minds 
directed to this aspect of the enquiry, they were instructed in 
the following terms:—

Mr. Roscoe wants me to draw your attention to the fact that if you 
think that nt the time when they assaulted Mr. Lea there was such 
provocation on the part of Mr. Lea to them as took away their judg
ment, then it would reduce the crime from murder to manslaughter. 
That is correct. But if after they got there they were carrying out 
a grudge, if they had it, it constitutes murder.
I think the jury must have been led to understand from 

these expressions that no matter what was the effect of any 
provocation received from Mr. Lea, no matter if these defend
ants, without any premeditation of murder on their part, were 
thrown into such transports of rage by the presentment of a 
loaded gun and the belief that one of their number had been 
shot, that they last all control of their passions for the moment, 
their crime could not be reduced from murder to manslaughter 
if they had a grudge against Mr. Lea when they assembled on 
his lawn as they undoubtedly had. This view of the law is so 
clearly erroneous that if then» were no other reasons for com
plaining of the charge the ends of justice would require that 
the prisoners should have another trial.

While I have thus dealt with what seems to me to be the 
cardinal objections to the charge of the learned trial Judge, I 
ought to add that having carefully read the opinion of Mr. 
Justice Graham I agree with everything therein contained except 
the conclusion. I do not think that there should be or need be 
any further argument of the matter. The counsel for the Crown 
and the prisoners have been fully heard on every possible point 
in the case and both consent and desire that judgment should 
be given on the points argued as if a case had been reserved by 
the trial Judge, and there is a good precedent for this course. 
Why there should be any suggestion under these circumstances 
to depart from this common sense disposition of the cause is 
beyond my comprehension.

Ritchie, J. :—This is an application for leave to appeal from 
the learned Chief Justice’s refusal to reserve a case upon cer
tain questions submitted to him by Mr. Roscoe, K.C., on behalf 
of the defendants. The defendants were convicted of murder. 

Question 28 is as follows:—
Whether the law applicable to the cane was stated aufliciently to 

enable the jury to determine whether if the defendants were guilty of 
homicide such homicide was murder and the facts applicable to such 
law pointed out.
Section 259 of the Code provides as follows:—

Culpable homicide is murder:
(fl) If the offender means to cause the death of the person killed.
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injury which is known to the offender to lie likely to cause death, 
and is reckless whether death ensues or not.
Section 255 is ns follows:—

Rex Homicide may be either culpable or not culpable. Homicide is
fiimu*. culpable when it consists in the killing of any person, cither by an 

unlawful act, or by an omission without lawful excuse to perform or
observe any legal duty, or by both combined, or by causing a person 
by threats or fear of violence, or by deception, to do an act which 
causes that person’s death, or by wilfully frightening a child or sick 
person. Culpable homicide is either murder or manslaughter.
I think that in this ease in order to state the law sufficiently 

it was necessary to charge the jury not in respect to malice, ill- 
will or spite, but in regard to the matters set out in sub-sections 
(a) and (/>) of section 25!). Did the defendants mean to cause 
the death of Mr. Lea? Did the defendants mean to cause 
Mr. Lea bodily injury knowing it to be likely to cause death 
and were they reckless as to whether death ensued or not?

These questions were not put to the jury. Of course in 
investigating the thing which makes the crime murder, namely, 
the intention to kill and the intention to cause bodily injury 
knowing it to lie likely to cause death and being reckless as to 
whether death ensued or not, malice, spite, ill-will, etc., are most 
important factors for the jury in arriving at the intention. The 
learned Chief Justice was charging under the Code, lie put 
to the jury tin* different sections dealing with homicide except 
that he did not put to them or in any way refer to section 259, 
which defines the crime of murder and lays down what con
stitutes the crime. Therefore I think the law was not sufficiently 
stated.

(Question 12 is as follows:—
Whether the law read and «fated to Iho jury in the cane of the man 

forced to jump into the river, or the man thrown by hi* horse or the 
woman getting out of the window, and stated to be applicable were, so 
applicable and the direction in that la-half correct.

The three eases referred to I take to be Regina v. Pitts, Carr. 
& Marsh. 284 ; Rex v. Hickman, 5 C. & P. 151 ; It. v. Evans, 1 
Russell on Crimes 6ti6.

The rule laid down in Regina v. Pitts was that in order to 
make the prisoner liable there must have been on the part of 
the deceased apprehension of immediate violence well founded 
from the circumstances by which the deceased was surrounded, 
and that the jumping into the river was a step which a reason
able man might take under the circumstances.

The principle of Rex v. llickman, 5 C. & 1*. 151, is that the 
prisoner was liable because the deceased from a well-grounded 
apprehension of a further attack upon him which would have 
endangered his life spurred on his horse. 1 think this ease
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is distinguishable from the ease at bar. Where a man on horse
back is assaulted, if he does not want to fight, the very obvious, 
reasonable, natural thing to do is to give his horse the whip or 
the spur. Therefore if the horse excited by the spur throws 
♦he rider and kills him the assault is in law the proximate cause 
ul death. I think it cannot be said that it is a reasonable or 
natural thing for a man to point the barrel of a gun which 
he knows to he eoeked and loaded at his own laxly and strike 
at another with the stock.

The rule laid down in A', v. Kraus, 1 Russell mi Crimes 
(Mi, was that if the woman was constrained to jump from the 
window by her husband's threats id' further violence and had a 
well-grounded apprehension of his doing such further violence 
as would endanger her life the accused was responsible.

Whether these canes are applicable or of any assistance 
depends upon two things:—

(a) Was what Mr. Isni did a reasonable step for a man to 
take under the circumstances!

(b) Was fear of violence the cause of Mr. Lea handling the 
gun as he did!

Fear on the part of Lea, caused by the defendants, is the 
thing which would make the defendants responsible and the 
«(notion of fear was not put before the jury at all. They were 
given the facts and that the accused were held responsible but 
not. the grounds or principles upon which that responsibility 
rested, and this 1 think was dangerous and likely to mislead. 
If the principle of these eases had been given to the jury their 
minds would at once have been brought to the vital questions, 
was Mr. Lea’s action with the loaded cocked gun reasonable! 
Did he think his life was in danger or was he in fear of violence 
if lie did not do as he did ! A jury might answer these ques
tions in the negative and in that event the eases would In* clearly 
distinguishable and have no ion whatever.

Question 9:—
Whether the direction that the ilefemlanlH were responsible if they 

rushed ut I ami with the intention of assaulting him, ami I ami then used 
the gun, a* much a» if they hail seized the gun ami discharged it into 
him is correct.
The learned Chief Justice, in another part of the charge, 

puts the same view before the jury in the following words :— 
If It was the unlawful act ami conduct of the accused which canned 

Mr. I«ea to handle the gun in the way he did, taking the barrel in his 
hand and using the stock to defend himself against their assault, tney 
are ren|K>m«ihle for the consequences. That that is the law is as clear 
as day.
1 understand this to In? the law. provided that what Mr. U*a 

did was done under a well-founded apprehension of immediate 
serious violence.
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Apart from this under the eases which the learned Chief 
Justice referred to at the trial I do not understand it to be the 
law. The qualifications I have mentioned and which are men
tioned in the cases were not put to the jury and therefore I 
think there was error in the direction.

Question 3 :—
Whether the facts pertinent to the defendants’ case were put before

the jury in the trial Judge’s charge.
Assuming that the treatment by the defendants after the 

gun went off was the cause of or accelerated death the case is 
one of murder or manslaughter. In my opinion the case of the 
defendants as to provocation reducing murder to manslaughter 
was not put to the jury in the way that they were entitled to 
have it put. There is very strong evidence that the defendants 
were under the bona fide belief that one of their number had 
been shot. They saw him bleeding. As a matter of fact he hud 
been struck on the head with the stock of the gun and Mr. Lea 
had threatened to shoot if they did not go away and they had 
heard the gun go off. I think these facts were very pertinent 
to be put before the jury. They were not put, but, on the con
trary the trend of the learned Chief Justice’s remarks rather 
pointed towards there being no evidence of provocation.

I agree with the remark made by Mr. Justice Walton in licx 
v. Warner, 1 Crim. App. R. 227, which was as follows:—

I think it is » M-rious flaw in » summing up if it »loes not put the
cuhc for the prisoner ns carefully as the < use for the prosecution.

I uni nf opinion that a case should be stated in reaped to 
the questions which I have dealt with.

I think these questions are all arguable and when questions 
are fairly arguable I understand that it is proper to have them 
stated for the opinion of the Court.

I also agree that the questions referred to by my brother 
Graham at the conclusion of his opinion are questions which 
should be stated.

Dkvsdalk, J. (dissenting) :—This is a motion for leave to 
appeal from a refusal of the learned Chief Justice to reserve 
questions of law that arose on or in connection with the trial of 
the three defendants on a charge of murder. As 1 understand 
our procedure it is only a question of law that can lie considered 
on this motion, and that question must be one arising either on 
the trial or on the proceedings preliminary, subsequent or inci
dental thereto or arising out of the direction of the trial Judge. 
If such Judge refuses to reserve for the Court of Appeal any such 
question then this Court is empowered to hear the appeal from 
such refusal and if leave to appeal is granted in respect to any 
such question of law a ease shall be stated for the opinion of 
the Court of Appeal as if the trial Judge had at first reserved 
such question.
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The alleged questions of law herein that were submitted to 
the learned trial Judge after the trial, with a request for a 
reserved case are 36 in number, some of these containing a 
number of sub-paragraphs. All of these the trial Judge refused 
to reserve on the ground that none of them raise any question 
of law respecting which there can be any reasonable doubt, and 
that most of them raise no questions of law unless it be some 
objection to the general character of his charge in commenting 
on the facts.

The question, then, I take it, and the only question before 
us is as to the correctness of the learned trial Judge’s refusal 
to reserve any of the 36 points so submitted. Was the refusal 
right as to all of them? If not, in respect to which one or more 
was he wrong? Should we decide his refusal was wrong in 
respect to any of these points submitted to him for reservation, 
then the case can be stated as to such points and the points or 
questions of law so stated, and such points only, can be con
sidered.

There was a disposition on the part of counsel on both sides 
in the case to dispose of it in its present shape on the footing 
of a case stated, and an Ontario authority was cited for such 
a course of procedure. Such a method of dealing with a case 
that only involved, say, one serious question I ean understand 
—even then I doubt the jurisdiction—but to attempt a disposi
tion of this case where 36 different and specific questions are 
brought forward for reservation, all of which have received the 
considered refusal of the learned Chief Justice, and many of 
which, on their face, are not in my opinion questions of law at 
all within the meaning of “questions reserved” in the Code, 
would, I think, only lead to confusion in subsequent proceed
ings if any there be. For myself I must decline to consider 
any disposition of the motion before us except in regular order, 
and this leads me to a consideration of the learned trial Judge’s 
refusal to reserve any of the questions submitted on the ground 
that none of them was proper for reservation. In this connec
tion 1 may say that in criminal trials, if a serious point of law 
is mooted or urged on behalf of a prisoner, and raised bona 
fide, 1 think the correct practice for the trial Judge to adopt is 
to reserve such a question, even although he has a strong opin
ion against the contention, provided in his judgment it raises 
an arguable question.

Applying this rule, which I myself have invariably tried 
to follow, to the case in hand, I would be disposed to have a 
case stated in respect to question 28 and hear argument thereon, 
simply on the ground that it may fairly, perhaps, be said to be 
arguable. This question, to my mind, raises the only one of 
any moment and really covers the lengthy argument made 
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thing properly before us.

This means the question of misdirection, and if misdirection
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there was, was there in the opinion of the Court of Appeal some 
substantial wrong or miscarriage thereby occasioned on the 
trial.

Dryedslf. J. 
(dissenting) As intimated, I would be disposed to have a case stated on 

this one point and such point regularly brought before us. We 
sit here as a Court of Appeal with statutory powers only and a

• regular procedure is laid down which, if followed, permits of 
the proper disposition of any question of law raised on behalf 
of a prisoner. Disputed questions of fact and the proper infer
ences to be drawn from proved circumstances are not before 
us, except in so far as we examine the facts in proof to ascer
tain whether or not there was misdirection in law.

1 emphasize this regularity in procedure because of the 
apparent disposition of counsel in argument to treat the facts 
in dispute as wide open and as if this were an application for a 
new trial on any and every ground that could be suggested. 
In this proceeding before us disputed questions of fact and 
every inference that could properly be drawn from proved cir
cumstances are forever closed by the finding of the jury against 
the prisoners unless there was misdirection in law. As the 
merits on the only question of law that 1 would have properly 
here, viz., the question as to misdirection, arc being considered, 
I feel bound to examine the charge and consider the same.

The charge was one of murder against the three prisoners. 
It seems the prisoners, one Sunday afternoon in June, invaded 
the home of a peaceable citizen in Port Williams, one Mr. Lea. 
They were in a state of intoxication, more or less, and in a most 
offensive manner entered upon Mr. Idea’s private grounds sur
rounding his house, and were guilty, without a doubt, of the 
most offensive conduct towards Mr. Lea and his household that 
could by any possibility be imagined. After being requested 
and ordered to leave the premises, their insulting and insolent 
conduct became worse, if possible, and so outrageous were their 
proceedings that I^ea finally brought out a loaded gun, no doubt 
with a view to intimidate them. By this time Lea was on his 
verandah, with his wife, children and maids inside. The pris
oners were each carrying bottles from which they were drink
ing. The ease for the Crown is that when Lea was on his 
verandah with his gun the three prisoners determined to assault 
and beat him and with bottles, that the three of them rushed on 
his verandah and attacked him; that on this unlawful and 
unprovoked assault he clubbed his gun rather than fire and 
attempted to defend himself ; that in so doing the gun which 
he was using as a club was discharged into his body ; that there-
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upon the prisoners continued to beat, kick and abuse Lea in 
his injured condition, dragged and pulled him over the rail 
and off the verandah on to the lawn, and for some time con
tinued to beat, kick and ill-use him in his wounded condition. 
Lea died from shock within 40 hours. The Crown charges 
murder on two broad grounds. First, that in the assault on 
Lea, with intent to do him serious injury they are responsible 
for his death even if the direct cause of death was an act- of 
the deceased himself, because it was reasonably due to the pris
oners’ unlawful conduct. And, secondly, because if not respon
sible for the discharge of the gun their conduct in the brutal 
treatment of Lea, wilfully administered by prisoners after the 
gun’s discharge, accelerated or hastened death.

These two broad propositions were for the jury, and if the 
facts and circumstances in proof were such, under proper 
directions as to support either of these contentions on the part 
of the Crown, the verdict of guilty would be warranted.

These main features of the Crown’s case were supported by 
a very respectable body of evidence and the only controversy 
over questions of fact arose from the prisoners taking the wit
ness-stand in their own behalf and in some particulars con
troverting statements relied upon by the Crown.

In the light of this 1 turn to the charge and examine it and 
ask myself where if at all the learned Chief Justice was guilty 
of error in law. I may first remark in pursuing this enquiry 
that it is obviously necessary to rend and re-read the charge 
as a whole in order to ascertain how he guided the jury on 
the principles of law applicable to the facts in hand. It is 
and would be manifestly unfair to pick out isolated passages 
taken from a charge and read and consider them apart from 
the context. The test, I take it, is, can the charge, when taken 
in its entirety, lx? considered on the whole as sound and not 
calculated to mislead on any matter of substance. It was argued 
here that the learned Chief Justice expressed his own views 
strongly as to men and matters. The answer to this is, he had a 
right to, provided always he let the jury clearly understand 
that their views on questions of fact were to prevail, not his. 
The importance of reading this charge as a whole, and not 
isolated passages, is so apparent that I annex the whole charge 
hereto. The leading attack on the charge is that the trial Judge 
did not properly instruct the jury, inasmuch as he did not read 
to them the Code definition of murder.

The first thing I would say about such a contention is that, 
in my view, it would lie a very poor way for any Judge to 
attempt to explain the law to a jury by reading the Code. In 
practice it is not usually done and for the very sound reason 
that except to the mind of a trained lawyer the reading of the 
Code would only create confusion and almost certainly in the
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N.S. mind of an ordinary juryman. On this point the learned Chief
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Justice took, 1 think, the wiser course of propounding in pop
ular and easily understood language the principles of the com
mon law as handed down to us by expressions unmistakable of

Rex
r. eminent English Judges and of assuming that the Code is 

declaratory only of such principles. 1 am not aware that the
Dry «dale, J.
( dissent ingi

English decisions applicable to such a state of facts as wc have 
here are not authoritative and binding and 1 am clearly of 
opinion that our Code does not alter the law in this respect. 
Under this head of attack it was said the trial Judge referred 
to the English decisions based on the distinction between felony 
and misdemeanour, a distinction abolished by our Code. Even 
so, this was only by way of illustration and a fair reading of 
the whole charge, I think, will at once di-pel any question of 
doubt that might arise by a reference to such cases. In the 
final result the learned Chief Justice was el nr and unmistak
able on what should guide them in the matter of considering 
the death of Lea if attributable directly to the gunshot wound ; 
and when he took from a standard work of authority the state
ment I will quote as the law for their guidance 1 am of opinion 
he was on absolutely sound ground. It will be observed that 
the learned trial Judge, on this branch of the case, gave them 
a certain and definite direction in the following words :—

It is not nowfwtry that the shooting alone should he the euiiKC of 
his death, hut if it resulted in his death the priHoncrs are responsible 
for either inurdef or manslaughter according as you find the circum
stances. In a legal work of great authority it is laid down us follows: 
“If the direct cause of his death is an act of the deceased himself, 
due to the accused's unlawful conduct, us in the case where a person 
by actual assault or threat of violence, causes another to do an a< t 
resulting in death, then the accused is responsible. ’ '

This was, 1 think, on this branch of the case, the guiding 
principle inculcated by the Chief Justice and apparent on his 
whole charge. His illustrations were apt and the English cases 
he referred to in detail simply emphasized this rule. I think 
this statement is a correct exposition of the law as administered 
in England and 1 accept it without hesitation or qualification 
as the law in Canada. The act* of the deceased in directly 
causing his death must, in order to make the accused respon
sible, be reasonably due to the accused’s unlawful conduct. 
Whether it is so reasonably due or not is a question of fact for 
the jury. If the act of Lea in discharging the gun into himself 
was reasonably due to the unlawful acts of the prisoners in 
brutally assaulting him then they are responsible. This was 
wholly for the jury and I have no intention of usurping the 
functions of the jury in this respect or of expre. Jng myself 
in favour of or against such a finding.

The charge plainly shews that the question whether or not
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there was a serious assault on Leu by the prisoners was properly 
left wholly open for the jury’s consideration. They may very 
properly have taken the view that the evidence established such 
circumstances as wholly warranted the finding of a deliberate 
and brutal assault. The inference would be very obvious that 
one could fairly ask a jury to draw from undoubted facts. 
Mrs. Lea heard a rush on the verandah ; then the gun report ; 
she goes out at once; the three prisoners are on the verandah 
in the attack on Lea and continue it not only on Lea but oil 
herself ; a bottle has been driven through the screen door and 
one on the verandah floor ; Lea was down, his glasses broken, 
even the gold or metal rims. If Mrs. Lea's statement were 
accepted by the jury then the only question for the jury to 
consider to bring the prisoners within the rule quoted was 
whether the clubbing of the gun, obviously in self-defence, was 
a reasonable thing to do under the circumstances, and was it 
reasonably due to their unlawful attack. They could very 
properly say it was, and more than that I do not feel called 
upon to say.

If the jury so found acting on this instruction and were 
properly instructed as to the governing rules that distinguish 
murder from manslaughter then I would unhesitatingly say that 
on this branch of the case there was no misdirection and that 
the verdict was warranted.

On the other branch of the case, viz., that even if the pris
oners were not responsible for the discharge of the gun still 
they caused or hastened his death by brutally assaulting and 
mauling him in his wounded condition, the evidence for the 
Crown was that death was due to shock and the allegation was 
that there was a fair chance of recovery from the wound had 
it not been for the mauling and heating subsequently. The 
charge in this respect smns unobjectionable and under the evi
dence it was quite open to the jury to take the view that death 
was hastened if not directly caused by the subsequent unlawful 
proceedings on the part of the prisoners. That Lea was kicked 
and beaten on the verandah subsequent to the wound is obvious. 
That he was dragged and pulled around the verandah in his 
wounded state and ultimately thrown or pulled over the rail 
and fell on a stake receiving serious injury, is reasonably clear. 
And that he was then dragged along the grass and further 
brutally treated is supported by a body of evidence that the 
jury could do nothing but properly accept. If this conduct 
accelerated the death of Lea the prisoners are liable. In this 
connection the learned trial Judge quoted to the jury section 
256 of the Code and properly stated, I think, that it covered 
this branch of the case and when he further added the instruc
tion to the effect
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N.S. that although the prisoner* may not have been responsible for the
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infliction of the gunshot wound, if they hastened his death by their 
rough treatment and ill-usage of him subsequently, they arc responsible 
for murder or manslaughter, according as you find that mulieo «as or

Hex was not present.

I think he made his meaning clear beyond a question and in 
my view stated a sound proposition of law whether considered

UrvscUle, J. 
(diesentlng) either from the standpoint of the common law or the Code.

Under these circumstances it seems to me that it was quite 
open to the jury to find that the prisoners were responsible 
criminally for the death of Lea on either branch of the Crown’s
case.

Then it is obvious the question would arise, should the ver
dict be one of murder or manslaughter, and in this connection 
I have to examine the charge to determine whether the rules 
that may reduce murder to manslaughter were clearly and rea
sonably stated to the jury. I find the learned trial Judge in 
the charge in this respect dealt exhaustively with the rules that 
must be in view in determining murder or manslaughter as 
applied to the circumstances here, and after the best considera
tion I am enabled to give to the case I fail to find any error in 
this respect in the charge. The question of provocation, if any, 
by Lea was fairly discussed and I think fairly left for the 
jury’s consideration. One complaint was urged by counsel for 
the prisoners against#the charge in this connection. it was 
said that if the prisoners were dnink—that is, very drunk— 
the jury should have been instructed that on the question of 
provocation the prisoners were entitled to say that because they 
were dnink ordinary niles should not apply to them. That is, 
the jury should have been instructed that if they were under 
the influence less would be considered as provocation in their 
case than in that of a sober man. In other words, that a person 
in liquor may more readily give way to passion on receiving 
provocation and that the jury should give a person in liquor 
this special consideration that would not apply to a sober man. 
A case of Rex v. Thomas, 7 C. & P. 817, was relied upon for 
this doctrine. I must decline to subscribe to any such doctrine, 
and I must also say that in my view there is no English author
ity for any such proposition. The question of what immunity 
a person who voluntarily makes himself drunk is entitled to 
has been recently carefully and fully considered by the Court 
of Criminal Appeal in England in Rr.r v. Mitulc, [ 11)0111 1 K.B. 
895. This case is instructive. On the facts it was one of heating. 
There the prisoner whilst drunk ill-used a woman by heating her 
with his fist. A blow by the prisoner ultimately caused death. The 
Court stated broadly that if he did do this (strike such a blow) 
and she died of the injury, and he intended to inflict serious 
bodily injury on her he was guilty of murder. It was con-
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tended on the trial that the presumption that the prisoner had NS- 
this intent was rebutted because by reason of drunkenness he s q"
had no such intent. Under these circumstances it became neces- 1912
sary to consider the cases, ancient and modern, on the subject, ----
and the Appeal Court, after expressly guarding themselves 1 
against being considered as saying anything that will confer craves. 
any greater immunity on persons who voluntarily get drunk -— 
than they now enjoy, explicitly limited the immunity to a stated «uswuine)
rule in words as follows :—

We desire to state the rule in the following terms : A man is taken 
to intend the natural consequences of his acts. This presumption may 
he rebutted in the case of a man who is drunk by shewing his mind 
to have been so affected by the drink he had taken that ho was incap
able of knowing that what he was doing was dangerous, i.e., likely to 
inflict serious injury.

This I take to be the English law to-day and should be fol
lowed here.

I have examined the directions of the Chief Justice on this 
point and am of opinion the charge in this respect wits unob
jectionable. It is hard to appreciate an argument in this case 
from the prisoners’ counsel to the effect that the prisoners were 
drunk, and by reason thereof were entitled to some special 
instructions in their favour on that account, and because it was 
not given they should have a ease reserved on the point, espe
cially as the trial below was conducted on their part on the 
theory that they were all sober at the time in question. Indeed 
the prisoners took the stand and swore to their sobriety on the 
occasion. Nevertheless, I suppose that if they lied and the jury 
so thought, they were entitled to have the correct rule of the 
immunity as to drunken persons correctly stated, and this I find 
the learned trial Judge did in express terms.

The question of malice had to he dealt with and in my opin
ion was clearly, fully and correctly explained.

It is one of the leading rules found in all text-books that 
provocation will not avail to reduce murder to manslaughter 
where express malice is proved, and I think the question of 
malice under a full and correct explanation of its meaning in 
law was left for the consideration of the jury and found against 
the prisoners.

In connection with the attack on the charge herein, made by 
picking out isolated passages thereof, and, apart from the con
text, subjecting the same to criticism. I would call attention to 
what has often been said in the English Courts in that regard, 
and lately repeated by the English Court of Criminal Appeal 
in words as follows :—

But it is necessary to repent what has often been Haiti before in this 
Court, vie., that when a Judge sums up to a jury he must not be 
taken to be inditing a treatise on the law. lie addresses himself to
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the particular recta of the ease then before the jury, and no Judge 
can affect in those circumstances to give an exhaustive definition or one 
which applies to every conceivable case. It is enough if he gives a 
sufficient definition and rightly directs the attention of the jury to the 
facta of the case before them.

I would deny the motion.

Mnciier. 4. Meaoiier, J., delivered a short opinion in which he said :— 
Miwntingi j entirely with my brother Dryadale’s well-reasoned

opinion. My opinion is that leave should lie refused.

Leave to appeal (ptintnl, Meagher, and 
Drysdale, JJ., dissenting.

SASK. HEBTLBIN v. HERTLEIN

^ Saskatchewan Supreme Court. Trial before Johnstone, J. January 7, 1913.
1913 I. 1.1 MCI. AMI HLANUKB (5 UK—51)—PkIVII.KCK — RELATIONSHIP — Rl-
—~ PETITION OK IIKAKHAY WITHOUT INVESTIGATION—Ext'KSH OK PB1V-

•lail. 7. ILKUU.

A plea of privilege is not sustained by reason of relationship where 
the defendant wrote his brother an anonymous letter repeating alle
gations of adultery which he had heard concerning the latter's wife 
without making any inquiries about the credibility of his informers 
or to ascertain whether or not they had any sinister motives in formu
lating or circulating such a report.

Statement ACTION for libel.
Judgment was given for the plaintiff.
II. V. Bigelow, for plaintiff.
J. A. M. Patrick, for defendant.

Johnstone,j. Johnstone, J.:—The plaintiff is the wife of James Ilertlein, 
a brother of the defendant.

The defendant wrote an anonymous letter to his brother, 
charging the brother’s wife with having committed adultery with 
one Adolph Becker.

This action, one of libel, is the outcome of the letter re
ferred to.

The defendant in his defence denied publication of the 
alleged libel and defamatory meaning and pleaded privilege and 
justification.

I had little or no doubt in my mind at the trial that the de
fendant had failed in all his defences except as to that of priv
ilege, as to which I had some doubt.

Upon further consideration I have arrived at the conclusion 
that the defendant failed in making good his defences, and the 
plaintiff must succeed.

The evidence adduced in support of the defendant by way
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nf justification, in so far ns it supported such defence, and whicli 
proved very disappointing to the defendant, was wholly unre
liable.

I think the course pursued by the defendant in sending the 
letter to his brother, the husband of the plaintiff, a most extra
ordinary one. On hearing the charge against his sister-in-law, 
one would expect from the defendant a wholly different course. 
In the first place, he should have informed himself of the prob
able truth of the charge through inquiries as to the friendly or 
unfriendly relations between Becker and his accusers and as to 
the reputation of the accusers for truthfulness. Ilad he done 
this, it is very likely he would have discovered that little or no 
credence could be given hi their statements. And moreover, the 
defendant was anything hut straightforward in writing the letter 
in the way in which he did. 11 is brotherly love (which should 
have suggested different action on his part) did not dictate an 
anonymous letter impugning the plaintiff s character as proper. 
This letter fortunately failed in its mission.

There will be judgment for the plaintiff for $250, together 
with costs of the action on the Supreme Court scale.

Judgment for plaintiff.

Annotation—Libel and slander (8 I—9)—Repetition—Lack of investigation
as affecting malice and privilege.

In what cases will a defendant I*1 privileged in going of his own accord 
to the person concerned, and giving him information for which he has not 
asked? Odgers (Libel and Slander. 6th ed., 260) says: “In one class of 
canes it is clear that it is not only excusable, hut that it is imperative on 
the defendant so to do; and that is where there exists between the de
fendant and the person to whom he makes the communication such a con
fidential relation ns to throw on the defendant the duty of protecting the 
interests of the person concerned."

Such a confidential relationship exists between husband and wife, father 
and son, brother and sister, guardian and ward, master and servant, prin
cipal and agent, solicitor and client, partners, or even intimate friends: 
in short, wherever any trust or confidence is repotted by the one in the 
other. In other words it will lie the duty of A. to volunteer information to 
B., whenever B. could justly reproach A. for his silence if he did not 
volunteer such information.

Thus it is clearly the duty of my steward, bail iff, foreman, or house
keeper to whom I have entrusted the management of my land, business, 
or house, to come and tell me if they think anything is going wrong, and 
not to wait till my own suspicions are aroused, and 1 myself begin asking 
questions. So my family solicitor may voluntarily write and inform me of 
anything which he thinks it is to my advantage to know, without waiting 
for me to come down to his office and inquire. But it would lie dangerous 
for another solicitor, whom I have never employed, to volunteer the same 
information; for there is no confidential relation existing between us. So 
a father, guardian, or an intimate friend may warn a young man against
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Annotation(continual|—Libel and slander (§ I—9)—Repetition—Lack of 
investigation as affecting malice and privilege, 

associating with a particular individual ; or may warn a lady not to marry 
a particular suitor; though in the same circumstances it might be con
sidered oflicious and meddlesome, if a mere stranger gave such a warn
ing: Odgers, Libel and Slander, 5th ed., 200.

If the statement complained of as libel is a privileged communication, 
then, to make it libellous, there must be actual as distinguished from legal 
malice: Winnipeg Htccl, etc., Co. v. Canada Ingot, etc., Co., 7 D.L.R. 707.

Malice as applied to the use of defamatory words may be described as 
any improper motive which induces the defendant to defame the plaintiff; 
any direct motive other than a sense of duty; any corrupt motive, any 
wrong motive, any departure from duty. It is not necessary that the de
fendant should be actuated 1-y any special feeling against the plaintiff in 
particular: Latta V. Far gey ( 1006), 9 O.WjR. 231, affirmed, 9 O.W.R. 001.

Evidence of malice may be either extrinsic—as of previous ill-feeling or 
personal hostility between plaintiff and defendant, threats, rivalry, 
squabbles, other actions, former libels or slanders, etc., or intrinsic—the 
violence of defendant’s language, the mode and extent of its publication, 
etc. Rut in either case, if the evidence adduced is equally consistent with 
either the existence or non-existence of malice, the Judge should stop the 
case; for there is nothing to rebut the presumption which has arisen in 
favour of the defendant from the privileged occasion : Somerville v. Hawk
ins, 10 C.ti. 590, 20 L.C.J.1*. 131, 15 Jur. 450 ; Harris V. Thompson, 13 
C.B. 333; Taylor v. Hawkins, 16 Q.U. 308, 20 L.J.Q.B. 313, 15 Jur. 746. 
Mere inadvertence or forgetfulness or careless blundering, is no evidence 
of malice: Brett v. R’u/son, 20 YV.R. 723; Kershaw v. Bailey, 1 Exch. 743, 
17 LJ. Ex. rj!• ; p*tm X 8e*w, S « B Ml, 16 UjOP. ut Noi i- legll- 
gcncc or want of sound judgment : Hcsketh v. Brindie (1888), 4 Times L. 
R. 109; or honest indignation: Shipley v. Todhuntcr, 7 C. & V. 690. That 
the words are strong is no evidence of malice, if on defendant's view of 
the facts strong words were justified : Spill v. Maulc, L.R. 4 Ex. 232, 38 
L.J. Ex. 138, 17 W.R. 805, 20 L.T. 675. That the statement was volun
teered, if it was defendant’s duty to volunteer it, is no evidence of malice: 
Oardncr v. Slade, 13 Q.B. 796, 18 L.J.Q.B. 336. That the statement is now 
admitted or proved to be untrue, is no evidence that it was made mali
ciously : Caulfield v. Whitworth, 16 W.R. 936, 18 L.T. 527 ; though proof 
that defendant knew it was untrue when he made it would be conclusive 
evidence of malice: Fountain v. Boodle, 3 Q.B. 5; Clark v. Molyneux, 3 
Q.B.D. 237, 47 L.J.Q.B. 230; Odgers, Libel and Slander, 5th ed., 345.

A niece wrote to her aunt, with whom she was on terms of great in
timacy and whom she was in the habit of staying with, a letter making, on 
the authority of a correspondent, statements derogatory to the character of 
a clergyman well known to niece and aunt, who was a frequent visitor 
at the aunt's house, and it was alleged on one side and denied on the other 
that in the letter, which had been destroyed, the niece told the aunt "to 
spread this about the town at once.” It was held that such a moral and 
social duty existed as made the communication a privileged one; and that 
though a direction to spread the statement about would be some evidence 
of malice, it should have been left to the jury to say whether the direc
tion had been in fact given : Fenton v. Macdonald, 1 O.L.R. 422 (C.A.).

In an action for libel, where the occasion is privileged, malice in fact
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Annotation (continued)—Libel and slander (§ I—9)—Repetition—Lack of
investigation as affecting malice and privilege, 

may be proved in two ways: (1) by inference to be drawn from the ex
cessive language of the document itself; and (2) by recklessly stating 
what was untrue or stating that which defendant knew to be untrue: Win
nipeg Steel, etc., Co. v. Canada Ingot, etc., Co., 7 D.L.R. 707.

The question of wilful blindness or of an obstinate adherence to an 
opinion, may be tests by which a jury may lie led to consider whether the 
defendant did or did not really lielievc the statements he made: per Itram- 
well, L.J., in Clark v. Mulyncux, 3 Q.B.D. 237, at 248.

In the same case however, it is pointed out by Bramwell, L.J., that “the 
conduct of the defendant on the whole is not to be complained of on the 
ground of rashness, improvidence, or credulity, but in his letter he cer
tainly made use of expressions in excess of the communication he had re
ceived" (3 Q.B.D., at 244). The preliminary statement of facts, in the 
same report, summarizing the result of the niai prias hearing, mentions 
that the defendant bund fide believed what be had been told "on the respect
ability of his informant."

Lord Justice Cotton said in the same case:—
"In order to shew that the defendant was acting with malice, it is not 

enough to shew a want of reasoning power or stupidity, for those things 
of themselves do not constitute malice: a man may be wanting in reason
ing power, or he may be very stupid, still he may be acting bond fide, 
honestly intending to discharge a duty. The question is not whether the 
defendant has done that which other men as men of the world would not 
have done, or whether the defendant acted in the belief that the statements 
he made were true, but whether he acted as he did from a desire to dis
charge his duty": Clark v. Mulyncux, 3 Q.B.D. 237, at 240. A new trial 
was directed in that case on the ground of a misdirection of the jury 
whereby it was left to them to understand that, although the defendant 
did believe the statements, yet if his belief was founded on wrong reason
ing, he was not within the protection of the privilege (3 Q.B.D. 248).

Where the occasion is privileged upon which the defamatory infor
mation was repeated in good faith by the defendant concerning a person 
whom he did not know, and where no motive could be suggested why the 
defendant should have a vindictive feeling against such person, a want of 
care in instituting inquiries will not justify asking the jury in a defama
tion action whether the defendant was actuated by indirect motives in 
making the statements: Clark v. Mulyncux, 3 Q.B.D. 237; Brotcn v. Mc
Curdy, 21 N.S.R. 201.

When words actionable per sc arc spoken of a married woman, she may 
either sue alone, or she may join her husband as co-plaintiff; in the latter 
case, he will be entitled to recover in the same action for any special dam
age that may have occurred to him. When the words are not actionable 
per sc, she may sue, provided she can shew that some special damage has 
followed from the words to her. That special damage has accrued to her 
husband in consequence of such words will not avail her ; he alone can sue 
for such damage, although it is her reputation that has been assailed.

Hence, if words not actionable per se be spoken of a married woman and 
damage ensue to the husband, none to her, she cannot sue, but he can. The 
damage to him is in fact the sole cause of action: Odgers, Libel and 
Slander. 5tlyi., 568.
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Annotation(continued)—Libel and slander (8 I—9)—Repetition—Lack of 
investigation as afiecting malice and privilege.

Slander is a cause of action for damages under Quebec law only when 
uttered with Intent to injure or through malice. The presumption of 
malice, arising from the slander itself, disappears in the face of evidence 
establishing good faith or ju tiflcation. When a person is visited at his 
house by one who comes to ask a favour he has a qualified privilege in 
respect to his response and when he proves that though it was injurious it 
was inspired by a sentiment of his duty in the matter, or by an interest 
serious, urgent and legitimate, which barred any other idea from his mind, 
he is discharged from all liability for the consequences: lielley V. Lab- 
recque, Q.R. 20 K.B. 79.

Whether an alleged libellous article is to such an extent excessive that 
it might be held by the jury to be in excess of the privilege is a question 
for the trial Court: Winnipeg Steel, etc., Co. v. Canada Ingot, etc., Co., 7 
D.L.lt. 707; McQuire v. Wextern, [19031 2 K.B. 100.

if it can lie shewn that the mode and extent of publication on a privi
leged occasion was purposely and deliberately made more injurious to the 
plaintiff than necessary, this is evidence of malice in the publisher. The 
defendant should do all in his power to secure that his words reach only 
those who are concerned to hear then Words of admonition or of confi
dential advice should lie given priv. ely , not shouted across the street 
for all the world to hear: Wilton v. Collinw. 5 C. & P. 373.

Odgers (Libel and Slander, 5th ed., 304) says:—In deciding the ques 
lion of malice or no malice the jury must not ask themselves merely, 
“Should we have acted as the defendant has done in such circumstances?*' 
for different people act differently in similar perplexities. Moreover the 
matter has lieen thoroughly investigated by the time it comes before the 
jury, and what to the defendant at the time seemed matter of serious 
suspicion has all been explained away in Court. The jury must place 
themselves in the position of the defendant at the time these suspicious 
circumstances were brought to his knowledge, when first the question arose 
in his mind. "Ought I not to inform A.?" It may well lie that another 
man would have said, “It is no concern of mine,'* ami would have done 
nothing (which is always the safer course). Rut that does not prove 
that defendant was wrong in acting as he did. The jury should find for 
the defendant if they are satisfied that he honestly felt that he could 
not conscientiously allow A. to continue in secure ignorance, but that he 
must communicate to him that which he was so much concerned to know. 
It is not necessary that before making such statement the defendant should 
himself have thoroughly investigated the reports which had reached him. 
The fact that he acted on hearsay, is no evidence of malice: Maitland v. 
B ram well, 2 F. & F. 623; Coxheo4l v. Richard*, 2 C.B. 569, 15 L.J.C.P. 
27R; Lister v. Perryman, L.R. 4 H.L. 521, 39 L.J. Ex. 177, 23 L.T. 269. 
But the total absence of all inquiry may lie some evidence of malice: 
Elliott v. Barrett, [1902] 1 K.B. 870, 71 L.J.K.B. 415, 50 W.R. 504, 86 LT. 
441. “And it is obvious that, if the information upon which he acted 
was procured from a person or persons who could not possibly know any
thing about the matters in question, and lie nevertheless published the 
statements complained of as if they were based on sufficient information, 
that might be cogent evidence of malice*': per Collins, M.R., in White «6 
Co. v. Credit Refonn Association, etc., I.td., [1905| 1 K.B. 05ft.
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BANCROFT v. RICHARDS. B.C.
Hntish Columbia Court of Appeal. Inina, Marlin, anti Gallihcr, JJ.A. 

January 17, 1913. C. A. 
1913

1. Landlord axd tenant (§ 111 1)3—110)—Distress fob bknt—Costs
OF DISTRESS—VolXllAUE CHARGES. Jan. 17.

A sheriff acting as the landlord's huiliff in a distress for rent is not 
entitled to |>ou»dage or voinmission under the Distress Act, R.8.11.0.
1911, ch. 6ô, where all that he does after distraining the goods is to 
hold possession of them for a day ; his lawful charges are in such case 
the fee for levying and for a man in possession.

2. Siikriff ( 8 1—3)—Bailiff—Dismiss for hkxt—Charges—Schedule
A. R.S.B.C.

Where a she rill", acting as a haililF. distrains for rent, he is en
titled to charge only the same fees as a bailiff or otlier person would 
lie entitled to under schedule A of Hi. i).r>. ll.S.lt.C. 1911, and not to 
the usual sheriff's fees in a proceeding to collect money.

3. Landlord and tenant (81111)3—110)—Distress for rent—Settle
ment NOT EQUIVALENT TO HALE.

Where the tenant distrained upon for rent settles the claim and 
costs by payment before the expiration of the limited time for which 
the goods must lie held liefore the landlord can leg illy proceed to a 
sale thereof, such payment by the tenant is not equivalent to a re
sale by the landlord or his bailiff to the tenant so as to entitle the 
landlord’s bailiff to a commission in the nature of poundage upon their

The plaintiff (respondent) is a shopkeeper in the city of Statement 
Victoria, and the defendant (appellant) is the sheriff for the 
countv of Victoria : Orccnu'ood v. Bancroft (1912), 2 D.L.R.
417, i7 B.C.R. 151.

The defendant was handed a warrant to distrain on the 
goods and ehattels of the plaintiff for rent due, $9,000, and pro
ceeded, as bailiff, to execute the same in due course of law. He 
distrained after having demanded payment, which was refused, 
and was proceeding to make the necessary inventory of the goods 
and chattels distrained. On the request of the plaintiff not to 
continue making the inventory until he had seen his solicitor 
with a view to settlement, defendant refrained from continuing 
to take the inventory. After having been in possession for the 
day, during which time negotiations for payment took place, the 
amount of rent due was paid to the landlord hv plaintiff's 
solicitor, and the sum of $2 for levying distress, and $2 for the 
man left in possession was tendered to defendant. Defendant 
refused to accept said amount, or to withdraw from possession 
unless paid poundage or commission according to the statute in 
that behalf. Plaintiff’s solicitor, under protest, thereupon paid 
the amount claimed for poundage or commission. Delivery of 
the goods and chattels was then made by defendant to the plain
tiff, who commenced proceedings for its repayment. Bancroft 
gave a receipt for the delivery up of the gisais distrained.

The action came on for hearing at Victoria on September 
11, 1912, before Lampman, Co.J., who gave judgment for the 
plaintiff with costs.
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From this judgment defendant appealed, and the appeal was 
argued at Victoria.

Bait, for appellant:—We submit that there was only one of 
two courses open to the tenant to recover possession. lie must 
either (1) replevy (sec. 7 of the Distress Act, ch. 65, R.S.B.C. 
1911), within five days, or (2) the sale must proceed, lie can
not replevy unless the distress is wrongful, or that he does not 
owe the money. He admitted the debt, and he did not object to 
the distress. The bailiff cannot proceed to take the necessary 
steps to make a sale until the five days have elapsed. The tenant 
at once entered into negotiations for a settlement, and settled by 
paying the full amount due the same day. We therefore submit 
that a sale has been effected to him of the goods distrained, and 
lie has thereby contracted himself out of the statute so as to pre
vent his setting up that we have been wrongfully paid.

Aikman, for respondent, was not called upon.
Irving, J.A. :—1 think this appeal must be dismissed. The 

sheriff, the defendant in this action, seems to have lieen impressed 
with the idea that he and the bailiff were entitled to similar sort 
of poundage, just as he would be if he were sheriff. That is a 
misunderstanding of his position. His rights here, as bailiff, are 
governed entirely by the Act we have had before us, ch. 65. That 
statute prescribed certain things, on which he shall be entitled 
to make certain charges. Sec. 21 of that statute declares that 
he shall not be paid for anything mentioned in the schedule 
unless actual performance shall have been made. What he wants 
to do Is this, he wants to contend that he made a sale of the 
property liecause he was withdrawn. Now that is not a sale, in 
my opinion, within the meaning of the schedule, and he is not 
entitled to charge it ; and the only things that he is entitled to 
charge are these two items, the fee for levying varying with 
the amount, and the man in possession. I do not think there is 
any fee provided for his going out of possession. That is all he 
is entitled to.

Martin, J.A. :—I concur. It does seem somewhat strange 
that all this large sum of money could l>e recovered for three 
or four dollars. I think he would have a very strong case to 
have that schedule revised, to meet this sort of thing, or else 
he should have a distinct understanding on every seizure that he 
should receive something more, because that is surely not a 
proper remuneration, $2 for possession, w’here a corporation 
labourer gets $3. However, that is aside the question. I only 
mention that to shew that I am not leaving it out of consid
eration.

OAiiLiHKR, J.A. :—I agree that the appeal mast be dismissed.
Irving, J.A. :—I would add a note to what I have already 

said, namely, that it is a matter for the Legislature to remedy.

A ppcal <l\sm isscd.
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Re PHILLIPPS & WHITLA.
(Decision No. 3.)

Manitoba Kina’s Bench, Metcalfe. J. January 28, 1913.
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1. Solicitors (g II C—33)—Settlement negotiation* — Remuneration. jan, 28. 
A “f«H> on settlemput” Is a proper item in a solicitor's bill in respect 

of negotiations out of court to settle pending litigation, and while 
the remuneration of the solicitor is not to lie regulated by a percentage 
or commission apart from contracts made under see. (15 of the Ix'gal 
Profession Act. R.S.M. 1902. eh. 93. n lump sum may lie allowed for 
the settlement negotiations upon a quantum meruit basis and an allow
ance by the taxing officer of a fee approximating $8.000 will not lie 
disturb'd in a proper case involving large financial interests.

|//c Pkillipps <( Whit la. 1 D.h.R. «47. 22 Man. L.R. 154, and Re 
Johnson. 3 O.L.R. 1. specially referred to.]

Appeal by client from the certificate of the taxing officer on Statement 
the taxation of a second hill of costs delivered suW<|uent to 
the judgment in Re Phillipps and W'hitla (No. 2), 1 D.L.R. 847.

The appeal was dismissed.
A. R. Hudson, for solicitors.
G. IV. Jameson, for the client.

Metcalfe, J. :—The solicitors having rendered to their client Metcel,e’ J« 
a hill of costs, the hill was taxed, and coming before Robson. J., 
by way of appeal from the certificate of the taxing officer, the 
learned Judge allowed the appeal : Re Phillipps and W'hitla, 1 
D.L.R. 847, 22 Man. L.R. 154.

The solicitors again rendered a hill, and the same being taxed, 
now comes liefore me by way of appeal upon the following 
grounds :—

(а) The hill of costs is not a hill of costs within the meaning 
of the King’s Bench Act.

(б) The said hill of costs is not an itemized hill of costs de
livered in pursuance of the said order of Mr. Justice Robson.

(c) That the item, “fee on settlement as per negotiations,
October 18th to October 24th, $8.480.11,” charged in the said 
hill taxed, is not a proper charge and is not taxable under the 
rules of this Court.

(d) That the said hill of costs is not taxable in that it does 
not contain details of services rendered for which the charges 
contained therein are made.

Counsel for the solicitors objected that counsel for the client 
had not taken before the taxing officer any objection to the want 
of items or details in the bill. Counsel for the client stated that 
he did take such objection before the taxing officer. I have been 
referred to no record of any such objection having been made.
The material does not shew any such objection.

During the argument counsel for the client stated that he 
objected only to the items $225 on p. 5, and $8,480 on p. 11.
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He mlmittcd that the other items were taxable and properly 
taxed.

I have very little to add to the judgment of Robson, J., upon 
the prior bill. Counsel for the client contends that the fee on 
settlement charge must lie itemized. I do not so understand the 
judgment of Robson, J. That judgment proceeds upon the 
ground that the taxing officer had exercised a wrong principle 
in assessing the eosts on a commission basis. The learned Judge 
points out that he thinks the remuneration should be substantial.

The taxing officer took evidence and read the correspondence. 
He has now taxed a fee not upon a commission basis, but appar
ently upon a quantum nuruit for the work done, and which he 
justifies upon the clause of the tariff relating to general fee.

I think in doing so he followed the law as laid down in the 
judgment of Robson, J.

Without expressing an opinion as to the quantum of remun
eration which ought to be allowed in this ease, I would say that 
1 think in this country, where a barrister is usually a solicitor 
or in partnership with a firm of solicitors, and practises, there
fore, in both capacities, the client generally obtains the services 
of counsel without any special retainer or special arrangement. 
This matter was of great importance, received much careful 
attention, and was, through the efforts of the solicitors, acting 
both as counsel and solicitors, brought to a most satisfactory con
clusion.

In the words of Mr. Justice Robson :—
There can lie no doubt that the solicitors exercised skill and diligence, 

in fact pertinacity, in their employment, and that their efforts brought 
about advantageous results for their client.

After the litigation had been brought to a satisfactory con
clusion, and after the client knew that the solicitors had in their 
hands $8,875 of his money, he wrote to Mr. Hugh I’hillipps the 
following letter:—

I have yours of the 13th inst. Surely your charge is away beyond 
what are liberal charges in such mutters, but I don’t want to discuss 
that now, us I never intended to confine you to your regular legal fees. 
If I get the amount mentioned in your letter, $3,500 per foot or 
thereabouts, I could afford to lie liberal. I never expected to have to 
take the property back, and having hail to do so, it has taken all my 
ready cash to finance it.

I expect within a few months to realize on some of my properties, 
when I will see you in respect to the matter.

From that letter I would gather that because of the nature 
of the litigation it was not intended that the solicitors should be 
confined to the ordinary tariff. I would further gather that 
when he says:—

I never expected to have to take the property back, and having had 
to do so, it has taken all my ready cash to finance it,

'
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he puts that forward by way of exc use for not paying some
thing further upon account. 1 would further gather that when 
ho says :—

I expect within 11 few months to realize upon some of my properties,
when I will see you in respect to the matter,

lie convey to tin* mind of Mr. IMiillipps, that when lie
has sold some properties and has some money in his pocket. In* 
will see Mr. IMiillipps about a compromise of a balance owing 
to his firm over and hImivc the moneys then in the possession 
of that firm.

I have no doubt that the client intended to pay Messrs. IMiil
lipps and Whitla, whom In* employed not only as solicitors, hut 
as counsel, a more than liberal foe for services rendered, and 
somewhat in excess of the #3,870 then in their hands.

It is true that this intention of the client, even if communi
cated to the solicitors...... uld not lie made the basis of a new
contract: but I think it may lie evidence as to the value of the 
services upon a quantum meruit basis.

While Mr. Justice Robson distinguished /.\ Johnston, 3 
O.L.R. 1, I take it that he accepted the principle there laid down. 
A lump «urn had there lieen charged, and. as Mr. Justice Robson 
says, a quantum meruit was alloAved.

The Ontario tariff in this respect is similar to ours: see 
Cameron on the Law of Costs in Canada. 392.

I think that, under the Canadian authorities, the hill is suffi
cient.

After examining the evidence and correspondence filed, and 
in view of lie Johnston, 3 O.L.R. 1, and the authorities there 
cited, 1 cannot find that the sum allowed is either exorbitant or 
so excessive as to justify my interference.

If I am correct in this view, it is not necessary that I should 
deal with the disputed question as to whether a sufficient objec
tion was taken before the taxing officer or not.

The appeal will he dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

Re WADDINGTON and TORONTO AND YORK RADIAL R CO.

Ontario Supreme Court (Appellate Oirision). t! arrow, Mariana, Meredith, 
and Magee, JJ.A., and Middleton, January 15, 1013.

1. Street railways ( § I—3)—Franchises — Construction — Agree
ment BETWEEN RAILWAY AND COUNTY—JURISDICTION OF I'ROVIN- 
CIAL BOARD—Use of highways.

It is with in the jurisdiction of the chairman of the Ontario Railway 
and Municipal Hoard to construe an agreement between a county cor
poration and a railway company granting power to enlarge the num
ber of switches operated by the railway company upon a highway.
6—0 D.L.B.
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Strekt haii.ways ( § I—3)—Franchises — Construction — Agree
ment WITH MUNICIPALITY—SWITCHES—VsE OF HIGHWAYS.

A stipulation in an agreement between a county corporation and 
the railway company which deals in several respects with the entire 
line of an electric railway, that the company, may construct, put in, 
and maintain such switches, and turn-outs, ns may from time to 
time be found necessary for the operating of the company's line of rail
way on a named street, is to be construed as of general application to 
the whole of the line upon the street named and not merely to the 
line of extension of the railway on that street which the agreement 
authorized.

Appeal by the Corporation of the Town of North Toronto 
Statement and the City of Toronto from paragraphs 1 and 2 of an order 

of the Ontario Hailway and Municipal Board of the 2nd Octo
ber, 1911, declaring that the railway company had the right, 
under the agreement of the 6th April, 1894, between the Cor
poration of the County of York and the Metropolitan Railway 
Company, to construct and put in and maintain such switches 
and turn-outs as might be necessary for operating their line, 
carrying freight, etc., and that the Board had the right to 
make such an order.

The appeal was dismissed.
/. F. Uellmuth, K.C., and T. A. <libson, for the appellants.
C. A. Moss, for the railway company.
R, McKay, K.(\, for Waddington and Winter.

Meredith. j.A. The judgment of the Court was delivered by Meredith, 
J.A. :—The substantial, and the only substantial, questions in
volved in this appeal are: (1) whether there is any power in 
the Railway Board to permit the railway company to enlarge 
their switches and increase them against the will of the appel
lants; and (2) whether the railway company has a general right 
to carry freight.

The first question was dealt with by the Chairman of the 
Board as if depending upon a proper interpretation of the 
several agreements made between the company and the Cor
poration of the County of York; and I purpose so' dealing with 
it in the first place, because, if his interpretation was right, as 
1 think it was, it will be unnecessary to discuss other questions.

Then, as to the first point. In the earliest agreement there 
was a plain restriction as to the number and length of switches; 
but afterwards, from time to time, there were extensions of the 
railways so that it has become quite a different and more ex
tensive undertaking than that originally provided for; and so 
one is not surprised to find in a subsequent agreement—that 
of the 28th June, 1889—an enlargement of the company's rights 
respecting switches; it is there provided that “the company 
may alter the location of or extend culverts, switches, and turn
outs as may be found necessary from time to time for the
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efficient and economical working of their said railway or tram
way. *9

The agreement of the 17th December, 1889, in no way re
stricts these additional rights, but relates to switches of another 
character—branching into other highways and to the company's 
power-house.

It is true that under the agreement of the 20th October, 1890, 
the restriction as to number and length of the switches was 
again imposed, but only as to the addition to the railway pro
vided for in that agreement.

But again in the last of the agreements—dated the 6th 
April, 1894—general power was again conferred upon the com
pany in these words: “The company for the purpose of operat
ing its railway may . . . construct, put in, and maintain 
such culverts, switches, and turn-outs as may from time to time 
be found necessary for the operating of the company’s line of 
railway on Yonge street . . . and the company may from 
time to time alter the location of such culverts, switches, or 
turn-outs.”

These words seem to extend again the company’s right so 
as to overcome the restriction contained in the agreement of the 
20th October, 1890, and to put the company on the same foot
ing in regard to all switches throughout the whole length of 
the line; but it is contended that that is not so—that these 
words ought to be held to apply only to the addition to the 
road provided for in that agreement.

But why so? The words are general: “for the operation of 
the company’s line on Yonge street;” not only a part of that 
line, the part provided for in the agreement of the 6th April, 
1894. And no reason has been suggested why the same right 
should not apply to all parts of the railway; why there should 
be any difference in regard to the portion provided for by that 
agreement. The agreement of the Cth April, 1894, dealt with 
the whole road, not only in that respect, but also several 
respects; there can be no reasonable contention that it is alto
gether restricted to the part of the railway provided for in it.

I have no doubt the Chairman was quite right in his inter
pretation of the agreements in this respect; and the question 
was one within his jurisdiction.

On the other point, the appellants’ contention is, that these 
agreements deprive the company of the right to carry freight.

But there is really no substantial weight in that contention. 
On the contrary, the agreements fully recognise that right, the 
first of them, that of the 25th June, 1884, reciting that the com
pany was empowered by legislation “to take, transport, and 
carry passengers and freight.”

The agreement of the 28th June, 1889, and that of the 6th
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April, 1894, each, contain a provision that the company shall 
carry certain freight at certain rates to be fixed as therein pro
vided; thus not only recognising the power of the company to 
carry freight, but requiring them, in certain events, to do so.

To imply from these provisions an obligation on the part of 
the company to carry no other freights, or an abandonment of 
their legislative rights in that respect, or an attempt to trans
fer the power in that respect to the municipal corporation, 
would be entirely unwarranted; they, obviously I would have 
thought, gave, as far as the company had power to give, a right 
to compel them, as therein provided, to exercise the right to 
carry freight.

And so I find nothing in the agreements purporting to re
strict the right which the Hoard has expressed its intention to 
exercise regarding switches or freight; and so 1 agree with the 
Chairman of the Hoard in his interpretation of the agreements 
in this respect; and, that being so, it is unnecessary to con
sider any other question of law which was, or might have been 
raised, before the Hoard; merely finding nothing in the agree
ments staying the hands of the Hoard; without considering what 
would be the effect of such an agreement if it in fact existed.

The Hoard properly constituted can now go on and deal 
with the questions of fact properly arising upon the ion
before them; as, from the Chairman’s certificate, it now appears 
it was intended to do.

Appeal dismissed.

Re McCOUBREY and CITY OF TORONTO.
Ontario Supreme Coin I, Kelly, J. January 10. 1013.

1. Municipal corporations (g 1IC 4—1121—By-laws—{'losing hours
FOR SHOPS—REQUIREMENT OF SIUXATURKH OF THREE-FOURTHS OK
occupa nth—Validity.

The provisions of siili-sec. 3 of him*. 44 of the Ontario Shops Re
gulation Act. R.S.O. 1807, ch. 237. giving the council of a muni
cipality the right to pass a by-law regulating the closing hours of 
certain classes of shops within the municipality where the council is 
satisfied that an application therefor is signed by not less than three- 
fourths in number of the occupiers of shops within the municipality 
Is-longing to the class to which the application relates, must lie strictly 
complied with and. if it appears that the three-fourths requirement 
has not lieen complied with, the bv-laxv is invalid.

2. Municipal corporations igllCN—112)—By-laws or—<îlosing hour
OF HARIIKR SHOPS—VALIDITY OF IIY-I.AW DEPENDENT UPON NUMBER
OK SIGNATURES—SIGNATURE BY AGENT.

Where one of the names to a jietition. praying for the passing of a 
hv-lnw regulating the closing hours of burlier shops, in pursuance of 
sub-sec. 3 of see. 41 tin- Ontario Shops Regulation Act. R.6.O. 1897, 
ch. 237, providing for the passing of such a by-law by tfie local 
council of a municipality if it is satisfied that the petition is signed 
by mit less than three fourths of the occupiers of shops within the 
municipility ladonging to the class to which the application relates,

14
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that <>f a person who did not sign the petition hut whose name was 
affixed thereto bv his employee without the employer’s authority, the 
name is not properly attached to the |x*lition and* should lx* rejected 
from the count of signatures.

3. Municipal cxmpokatioxh (g 11 C 4—11*2)—By-laws—Closing hours
ok shop —Validity ok iiy-i.aw dependent ox xt miier ok SIGNA
TURES—KeKEUT OK RATIKH ATIOX OK HIOXATUKK. OK AGENT AFTER 
MOTION TO (JUASII.

Where one of the name- to a petition, praying for the passing of a 
by-law regulating the closing <>f certain shops in pursuance of sub- 
sec. 3 of see. 44 the Ontario Shops Regulation Act, R.S.O. 1897, eh. 
2.‘>7, to the effect that a local council may pass such a by law if it is 
satisfied the jietition is signed by not less than three fourths «if the* oc
cupiers of shops within the municipality belonging to the «-lass to which 
the application relates, was affixed to the |ietition without authority, a 
subsequent ratification by the person whose name was thus affixed, 
made after a motion to quash tin- by-law in «picstion. is inoperative.

[/» re tlloucenter Municipal Election» Petition, 11901] 1 K.B. 083, 
referred to; ami see 31 Cyc. 1284. note 41.J

4. Municipal corporatioxn (§11 1*4—112)—By-laws—Closing hours
kor shops—Validity ok by-law dkpkxiikxt upon xumiikr ok
HHIX.XTUHKS—-EFFECT OK OIIT.XIXIXG SltiXATURK IIY FRAUD.

If the name of one of the signer* to a petition, praying for the 
passing of a by-law regulating the closing of certain shops pur
suant to sub-sec. 3 of -ec. 4 4 the Ontario Shop* Regulation Act, 
R.S.O. 1897. eh. 257. giving the local municipal council the right to 
pass such a by-law if it is sati-tied that the |ietition is signe«l by not 
less than three-fourths «if tin* oct-upicr* of -Imps within the muni 
cipality Is'louging to the class to which the application relates, is 
«ihtaincd by deception it should Is- rejected in the count of sign itures. 

fi. Constitution ai. i.aw ($11)4—loi) — Dki.kuatiox ok power to muni
cipality—Regulation of closing hours ok shops.

The legislature has the right to give power to a municipality to 
pass a by-law regulating the dosing hours of certain shops within 
the municipality.

[City of Montreal v. Hennrain, 42 Can. N.C.R. 2ll. and A Hubert- 
son anil Tonnnhip of Xorth East hope. |ti A.R. 214, referri t • ». |

b. Municipal corporations (8II C4— 112i—By i.xxvs—-( i -i\o hours 
kor shops—Validity ok iiy-i.axv dependent up, m miii r ok
SIGNATURES—TAKING NAMES FROM III RECTORY I- COMPLIANCE 
WITH ORDINANCE.

Cnilcr sub-sec. 3 of see. 44 of tin- Ontario Slum- Kvgulation Act, 
R.S.O. 1897. ch. 2.17, giving a local municipal cruneil the right to pas* 
a by-law regulating the closing hours of cert iin classes of mp- if 
the council is satisfied that the application therefor is signed by at 
least three-fourths in numlier of the occupiers «if shops of the class to 
which such applicati«m relates, it is not an accurite method to rely 
merely on the taking of name* from the city directory in order to 
ascertain the number of jx-rsons who eomluct shops of the cla-s in 
question. (Dictum per Kelly. .1.)

Motion to quash by-law 6167 passed by the Council of the 
City of Toronto on the 8th August, 1912, under the provision* of 
the Ontario Shops Regulation Act, R.S.O. 1897 ch. 257. as 
amended by 4 Kdw. VII. eh. 10. hoc. 61. Tin» by-law provided as 
follows: “From and after the 19th day of August, 1912. nil bar
ber shops in the city of Toronto shall be closed and remain closed 
on each and every day of each week throughout the year except 
Saturday and the day immediately preceding a public holiday
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. . . from the hour of eight o’clock in the afternoon of one day 
to the hour of six o’clock in the forenoon of the next day.”

Sub-section 3 of see. 44 of the Shops Regulation Act provides 
that if any application is received by or presented to a local 
council, praying for the passing of a by-law requiring the clos
ing of any class or classes of shops situate within the munici
pality, and the council is satisfied that such application is signed 
by not less than three-fourths in number of the occupiers of 
shops within the municipality and belonging to the class or each 
of the classes to which such application relates, the council 
shall pass a by-law giving effect to the application, etc. ; and 
by 4 Kdw. VII. eh. 10, sec. 61, this sub-section was expressly 
made to apply to barber shops.

The council acted upon a petition which was duly presented 
and found by the city clerk to contain 273 names, that is, three- 
fourths of the names of all the barbers having shops in the city.

The application to quash was on the grounds: (1) that the 
petition was insufficiently signed ; (2) that certain of the signa
tures appearing on the petition were obtained by misrepresen
tation ; (3) that certain persons whose names appeared on the 
petition did not in fact sign it; (4) that the city clerk and the 
city council erred in the method adopted to ascertain the num
ber of shops and the numlier of occupiers thereof.

The application was granted and the by-law quashed.
T. J. W. O’Connor, for the applicant.
Irving 8. Fairly, for the city corporation.

KbUjY, J. :—Under the provisions of the Ontario Shops Re
gulation Act, R.S.O. 1897, ch. 257, as amended by 4 Edw. VII. 
ch. 10, sec. til, the eity council of Toronto, on August 8th, 1912, 
passed a by-law (No. til67), enacting that:—

From and after the 19th of August, 1912, all barber shops in the 
city of Toronto shall be closed and remain closed on each and every 
day of each week throughout the year except Saturday and the day 
immediately preceding a public holiday . . . from the hour of 
eight o’clock in the afternoon of one day to the hour of six o’clock in 
the forenoon of the next day.
Sub-section 3 of see. 44 of ch. 257, under which the proceed

ings were taken, is:—
(3) If any application is received by or presented to a local coun

cil, praying for the passing of a by-law requiring the closing of any 
class or classes of shops situate within the municipality, and the 
council is satisfied that such application is signed by not less than 
three-fourths in numlier of the occupier* of shops within the muni
cipality and belonging to the class or each of the classes to which 
such application relates, the council shall, within one month after 
the receipt or presentation of such application, pass a by-law giving 
effect to the said application and requiring all shops within the muni-
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cipality. In-longing to the class or classes specified in the application, 
to lie closed during the |>erind of the year, and at the time and hours 
mentioned in that hehalf in the application.
By 4 E(hv. VII. ch. 10, sec. 61, this sub-section was expressly 

made to apply to barber shops. A petition was presented ask
ing the city council to enact a by-law to have barber shops closed 
during the hours mentioned therein. The affidavits of execution 
of the original petition indicate that it was signed not later than 
June 6th, 1912. From a letter of the city clerk to the president 
and members of the Board of Control, dated 4th July, 1912, I 
learn that on June 10th the Board requested the city clerk 

to examine a petition signed by the barters of the city asking that a 
by law be passed to provide for the early closing of barber shops. 
The letter then explains the procedure adopted in cheeking over the 
signatures to the petition, and concludes by stating that the statute 
provides that-the council shall pass the by-law if satisfied that the 
petition in favour is signed by not less than three-fourths of the pro
prietors of barber shops in the municipality.

The city clerk, having communicated with those in favour 
of the petition and those opposed to it, was called upon by 
Leon Worthall, the representative of the Barbers’ Union, and 
on the clerk explaining that he had no accurate list of the bar
bers doing business in Toronto, it was agreed between him and 
Worthall that the best method of checking the petition would 
be by using the list of barber shops as appearing in the last city 
directory, making any amendments thereto necessary by reason 
of changes of occupancy, etc. This method was adopted, and 
on it appearing to the clerk that the petition was probably not 
sufficiently signed, at Worthall’s suggestion further time was 
obtained from the Board of Control to secure additional signa
tures. Plaintiff, who had represented the opponents of the by
law wrote the clerk on June 12th, in reply to a request for a 
conference, that he had decided not to attend any further meet
ings on the subject, and stating that he had the names of 105 
master barbers, who had decided not to recognize any by-law 
that might be passed. A supplementary petition was afterwards 
received by the city clerk, who, on examination of it, found 
the petition to be still not signed by the necessary three- 
fourths, his finding then being that the number of these shops 
named in the directory was 339, the number of proprietors of 
barber shops signing the petition, not in the directory, 21 ; in 
all 360, and that the number who had signed the petition was 
254. A still further supplementary petition was sent in; the 
city clerk made a further examination, and on July 19th, 1912, 
wrote as follows:—

T. L. Church, Est], (Acting Mayor) President, 
and members of the Board of Control.

Gentlemen,—In compliance with the order of the Board, I beg to 
say that I have received and examined supplementary petition sub-
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mitted by Mr. I jeon Worthall, representative of the Barbers' Union, 
in favour of the early closing of bar Iter shops.

1 now find the number of barbera to be, as per the city directory, 
33H. the number signing the jtetition not in the directory, 24; making
in all, 303.

Three-fourths of this number is........................................... 273
Number of names counted on the petitions....... ................. 273
It appears to me that the petitions are signed by three-fourths of 

the proprietors of the barber shops doing business in the city.
I may add that there are a number of names on the |M>titions which 

have not Iteen counted, as it has not yet lieen made clear to me that 
they had a right to sign. In several cases this could not be done owing 
to the absence of the parties from the city. If any of these names 
were counted, it would, of course, add to the number in favour of 
early closing.

1 return herewith the petitions.
Your obedient servant,

W. A. Littlejohn,
City Clerk.

The city council passed the by-law on August 8th.
The present application is to quash the by-law on the fol

lowing grounds :—
(1) That the petition was insufficiently signed;
(2) That certain of the signatures appearing on the petition were 

obtained by misrepresentation;
(3) That certain persona whose names apjicar on the petition did 

not in fact sign it;
(4) That the city clerk and the city council erred in the method 

adopted to ascertain the number of shops and the number of occupiers 
thereof, in determining whether three-fourths in number of the occu
piers of such shops had signed the petition.

On the application there was tiled an affidavit of the solicitor 
who represented the opponents of the petition, to the effect 
that on the day on which the by-law was passed, he requested 
the council to defer for two weeks the passing of the by-law in 
order that those opposing it might have an opportunity of shew
ing that the petition was not properly and fully signed, within 
the meaning of the statute; that no reply was given his re
quest, and that later on the same day the by-law was passed. 
The council may have been, and very probably was, influenced 
by the advice which one of the members thereof stated he had 
received from the city solicitor, namely, that the council had no 
option in the matter if the petition were sufficiently signed. 
Referring to the statement of the city clerk in his letter of the 
19th July, that there were a number of names on the petition 
which were not counted, as it had not been made clear to him 
that they had a right to be signed, a number of instances oc
curred where the same person signed twice, and the duplicates 
of these signatures were properly rejected. Two names were
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signed, not by the proprietors themselves, but by others for 
them, and it was not shewn that the parties who signed had 
any authority to sign. These signatures also were properly re
jected. The city clerk also rejected the signatures of two whose 
names do not appear among the names of barbers in the city 
directory ; evidently he was not satisfied that they had any 
right to sign. In still another instance, the foreman of the 
shop, in the absence and without the knowledge or authority of 
the proprietor, signed his own name as foreman of the shop, 
but without even mentioning the name of the proprietor. In 
this ease it was contended on the argument that the signing 
should have been allowed. The only evidence, however, to sup
port the contention is an affidavit made by the proprietor, Beam
ish, on November 21st, 1912—months after the passing of the by
law, and about two weeks after these proceedings were begun — 
that he was absent at the time the petition was signed by his 
foreman, and that he is in favour of the objects asked for in the 
petition and ratifies the action of the foreman in signing the 
petition. This signature was properly rejected in the count 
made by the city clerk.

My view is, that none of the signatures rejected in the count 
were entitled to tie allowed. This leaves to he dealt with the 
273 names counted by the city elerk as being of persons en
titled to sign.

The propriety of the method resorted to of arriving at the 
number of proprietors of harliers’ shops in the city—that is, 
by the use of the city directory—may well Ik* questioned. While 
I do not now pass upon the question, I am not to Ik* taken as 
approving of that procedure. The actual number might have 
been ascertained by some more accurate method.

But. assuming the correct number to Ik* 363, as stated by the 
city clerk’s report (and it is not shewn affirmatively that there 
were not then more than 363), it was necessary that at least 273 
should sign in order to give authority to pass the by-law ; if even 
one of the 273 was improperly allowed, then the petition fell 
short of having the required number of signatures.

One of the 273 signatures purported to Ik* that of Thomas 
Raekstraw. an occupier or owner of a barber shop at 43 Jarvis 
street. His signature was not affixed by himself, but by his 
employee in his absence and without his instructions, authority, 
or sanction. Raekstraw was examined vivo voce on the 14th 
November, 1912, and his evidence is part of the material used on 
the motion. I quote the following from his examination :—

7. Q. Do you rememlier signing a petition to the council of the cor
poration of the city of Toronto? A. No, 1 didn't sign it. I can ex
plain that.

8. Q. You know a by-law has been passed by the city of Toronto re-
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cently for the closing of barber shops at the hour of eight o'clock on 
certain evenings during certain hours? A. Yes.

9. Q. Then I ask you if you signed a petition to the council of the 
corporation of the city of Toronto, and you said no. I am referring 
to a petition in the following words (reads the heading of petition). 
Now I see on that petition appears the name Thomas Itackstruw, 43 
Jarvis street. It is spelled “Tomas Rackstraw." Did you sign any 
such petition, Mr. Rackstraxv? A. No, 1 didn't sign any such petition, 
but I would like to explain that.

10. Q. I will allow you, in a moment. I produce the original peti
tion, handed me by counsel for the city of Toronto, and I ask you if 
the signature appearing there as being yours is your signature? A. 
Oh, no, I know it is not by looking at it, and I know it is not as well.

10a. Q. Do you know who signed that petition? A. Oh, yes, I know 
who signed it.

11. Q. Who did it? A. It was my man.
12. Q. Did you tell him to do it? A. Oh, no.

Then in answer to counsel for the city he goes on to speak 
of his own practice of closing at 8 o’clock, and that the man who 
signed his name thought that he (Rackstraw) would be willing 
to sign the petition He adds that he was not in the shop at 
the time; that he was not in favour of the petition, and that he 
told his man he would not have signed. Then he was asked:—

16. Q. However, you were not there yourself? A. No, I was not 
in the shop, myself. I wouldn't have been in favour of it at all, but, 
of course, he signed the petition thinking it was all right, on account 
of my closing at 8 o’clock. We never had a word on the subject at all ; 
never spoke about it. Of course, he belongs to the Union, and nat
urally he would sign it on account of being there.

27. Q. You still are opposed to it? A. I am opposed to shutting 
anybody else up. I believe in a man running his own business. And 
then he says the man signed honestly, and not thinking there was 
anything wrong.

On the 20th November, 1912, Rackstraw made an affidavit 
which was filed by the respondents, in which, after referring to 
his having been examined, he says that since the examination he 
has been more fully apprised of the facts in relation to the peti
tion and its effect upon the outlying barber shops, and he states 
that he is now in favour of the petition, and he attempts to 
ratify the action of his foreman in signing it.

It is urged, for the respondents, that the attempted ratifi
cation by Beamish and Rackstraw entitled them to be counted 
amongst the signers of the petition. In my opinion, this at
tempted ratification was inoperative. Rackstraw, at the time 
the by-law was passed and as late as the 14th November, 1912, 
was not in favour of the petition ; he did not authorise any one 
to sign it for him, and not only did he not approve of it, but he 
expressly disapproved. His name is not properly attached to
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It seems to me that the nets of ratification relied on by the 
respondents were too late.

A further authority against ratification relating back, where 
persons other than the contracting party have acquired inter
ests prior to ratification, is found in Be Gloucester Municipal 
Elections Petition, [1901] 1 K.B. 683. The same view of the 
law is also found in Lord Ilalshury’s Laws of England, vol. 1, 
p. 181 (sec. 389). And in 31 Cyc. 1284, we find it stated that if a 
third person has a complete cause of action or defence when a 
suit is commenced, he cannot he deprived thereof by the sub
sequent ratification of an act without binding force without 
such ratification.

Following these authorities, the acts of ratification relied 
upon here are ineffectual.

The circumstances under which the names of Edward Harper 
and William Batte appear on the petition—they being two of the 
273—make their allowance open to objection.

It is evident from Harper’s affidavit and his cross-examina
tion thereon that he at no time intended to sign the petition,

the petition, and should not have been counted among the 273 
signers.

As was said by Ilagarty, C.J., in Taylor v. AimsVe, 19 U.C. 
C.P. 78, at 85, “the doctrine of ratification is not without im
portant qualifications.” One such qualification is in respect of 
the time of the attempted ratification. In Bird v. Itrown (1850), 
4 Ex. 786, Rolfe, B., at 798, says:—•

But the authorities shew that in some cases where an act which, if 
unauthorized, would amount to a trespass has been done in the name 
and on behalf of another hut without previous authority, the subse
quent ratification may enable the party on whose behalf the act was 
done to take advantage of it and to treat it as having been done by 
his direction. But this doctrine must lie taken with the qualification 
that the act of ratification must take place at a time and under cir
cumstances when the ratifying party might himself have lawfully 
done the act which he ratifies. Thus in Lord Audley's case (Audley 
v. Pollard, Cro. Eliz. 5fll), a fine with proclamation was levied of cer
tain land, and a stranger within five years afterwards, in the name 
of him who had right, entered to avoid the fine. After the five years, 
and not before, the party who had the right to the land ratified and 
confirmed the act of the stranger. This was held to be inoperative, 
though such ratification within the five years would probably have 
been good. The principle of this case appears to us to govern the 
present. There, the entry to be good must have been made within the 
five years; it was made within that time, but till ratified it was 
merely the act of a stranger and so had no operation against the fine. 
By the ratification it became the act of the party in whose name it 
was made, but that was not till after the five years. He could not be 
deemed to have made an entry till he ratified the previous entry, and 
he did not ratify until it was too late to do so.
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and that he absolutely refused to sign it. After this refusal, he 
was approached about signing a memorandum relating to an 
increase in prices, which was submitted to him ; this he agreed to 
sign ; and his evidence is, that what he read over before signing 
referred only to prices and not to early closing; and that, if it 
turns out that his name appears as having been signed to the 
petition for early closing, it is improperly there.

Worthall, an active promoter of the petition, who presented 
it to Harper for signature, admitted that, at the time Harper 
signed, he (Worthall) had with him another petition relating to 
an increased scale of prices; that the two petitions were handed 
by him to Harper, one lying above the other, but not attached 
to it, and that, on examination, after Harper had signed, he found 
Harper’s signature to the petition for early closing. He admits, 
too, that it is possible, though not probable, that Harper signed 
the petition which he did sign, in error ; and he repudiates the 
suggestion in Harper’s evidence that any deceit was employed 
in obtaining the signature.

I find it difficult to escape the conclusion that Worthall did 
not act candidly towards Harper, and that as a result Harper 
was misled as to what he was signing; for I have no doubt that 
Harper never intended to sign the petition for early closing, and 
lie signed in the belief that he was signing for quite a different 
object. In the circumstances, his signature should Ik* rejected.

In the ease of William Batte, there is such doubt as to the 
means by which his signature was obtained that I would hesitate 
to allow his name to be counted amongst the necessary 273.

It is apparent that there was difficulty in obtaining the signa
tures of the requisite number.

The by-law, if passed, would not only restrict the rights of 
the minority opposed to it, who, in many instances, would suffer 
financial loss in being deprived of the right to keep open after 
8 p in., but also would cause inconvenience to those who have but 
little opportunity of patronising barlier shops during the hours 
permitted by the by-law. Others than barbers would be ef
fected by it. By this I do not mean that such a by-law should 
not be upheld if the proper and necessary means were adopted 
of bringing it into effect.

The right of the Legislature to give power tc municipalities to 
pass such a by-law is not questioned : City of Montreal v. Beau
vais, 42 Can. S.C.R. 211. But the necessary formalities should 
be strictly complied with.

In Be Bobertson and North Bust hope, 16 A.R. 214, an appeal 
from the judgment of Street, J., refusing to quash a by-law 
where the condition precedent necessary to give the council 
jurisdiction was that a petition be presented signed by a major
ity of those entitled to sign, Hagarty, C.J., at p. 216, said : “We
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cannot be too careful and we think the council should be equally 
careful in requiring that this essential foundation should al
ways exist before such very serious interference with the rights 
of owners of property should be undertaken. The majority is 
allowed the right of binding the minority, hut there should be 
no reasonable doubt allowed to exist as well of the existence of 
such majority and of its being signified in the manner required 
by law,” and, again, at p. 219: ‘‘In all cases of this kind— 
largely invading the rights of private property—it should, 1 
think, be incumbent upon the council to be certain beyond specu
lation or guess-work that a majority of those interested had 
clearly sanctioned the proposed work so as legally to found jur
isdiction to hind a dissentient minority.”

The passage of a by-law such as is now under consideration 
is a somewhat violent interference with the rights of a consider
able body of persons engaged in a legitimate business. The pro
moters of the by-law and tin» city council have no cause for com
plaint if they are held to the strictest compliance with each and 
every of the conditions and terms imposed upon them hv the 
statute; the rights of the minority should not he curtailed, and 
inconvenience he imposed upon the public by such curtailment, if 
any reasonable doubt exists that the necessary three-fourths of the 
proprietors signed the petition, or that those who did sign sig
nified their wishes as required by law.

I have no difficulty in arriving at the conclusion that the peti
tion was not signed by the necessary three-fourths in number of 
the proprietors, and that the by-law cannot he upheld.

Ilad I not reached this conclusion on the grounds Ï have 
stated, I would still feel bound to quash the by-law for the rea
sons on which the Divisional Court based its judgment in lie 
llalladay and City of Ottawa. V> O.L.R. 6i>—a case where the 
Judge of first instance quashed a by-law passed under the On
tario Shops Regulation Act, by which it was sought to provide for 
early closing of retail grocery stores in the city of Ottawa : llalla- 
day v. The City of Ottawa, 14 O.L.R. 458. The procedure there 
adopted to ascertain if the petition was properly and sufficiently 
signed was much the same as in the present case, and what is 
said in that judgment may well be applied here.

The by-law is quashed with costs.
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Manitoba King's Itcnch, Galt, J. January 10, 1913.

1. Partnership (§ III—14)—Same owners ok two partnerships—
l REDIT0R8.

In the distribution of assets by the assignee of two partnership firms 
composed of the same individuals, where it appears that although two 
businesses were carried on under separate names and with separate 
books of account, separate bank books and separate letterheads, they 
were really one firm, a délit due from one business to the other need 
not be considered in the distribution.

[Hanco de Portugal v. Waddell, 5 A.C. 161, applied.]
2. Assignments for creditors (§ V—11)—Partnership—Individual as

sets—What passes to assignee.
Where an assignment is made by two partners and each of the part

ners transfers individual property “in accordance with rights of the 
joint or separate creditors as the case might lie,” the separate credi
tors of etch partner individually are entitled to payment out of the 
separate property which that partner contributed to the estate, the 
remainder going into the estate and forming part of the partnership 
property to be wound up.

Application by the assignee for advice in respect of certain 
facts which were set forth in a statement of facts agreed upon 
by counsel.

J. Galloway, appeared for the assignee.
A. B. Hudson, for Winnipeg Supply Company.
J. W. K. Armstrong, for St. Paul & Western Coal Company. 
P. J. Montague, for Sootless Coal Company.
A. C. Ferguson, for Union Lumber Company.
C. Isbister, for Hanbury Manufacturing Company, Vulcan 

Iron Works and Brown and Mitchell.
E. Frith, for Manitoba Bridge & Iron Works.

Galt, J. :—It appears that Malcolm Gillespie and Joseph 
Hugh Ross Gillespie, both of the city of Brandon in Manitoba, 
commenced business as contractors in the said city of Brandon, 
under the firm name of “The Gillespie Elevator Construction 
Company” on or about the 18th day of May, 1909, and con
tinued to carry on the said business under the said name up 
to the 5th day of March, 1912. A declaration of partnership 
relating to the said business was duly filed under the statute. 
Then one John R. Brodie commenced business as a coal dealer 
and coal çierchant in the said city of Brandon on or about the 
1st day of August, 1909, under the name of “The Standard 
Coal Company,” and a declaration thereof was filed in the 
office of the deputy clerk of the Crown and Pleas on August 17, 
1909. On or about the 1st day of October, 1910, the said Brodie 
sold the said business to the said Malcolm Gillespie and Joseph 
Hugh Ross Gillespie by an indenture hearing that date.

Upon the said 5th day of March, 1912, each of said businesses 
and the said partners being insolvent, the said partners made
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two separate assignments, one in each of said firm names, for 
the benefit of their creditors under the Assignments Act, to 
James William Gordon Watson, of all the assets of the said 
partners, excepting their property exempt from sale or seizure 
under execution. And it is said that the two separate assign
ments were made as a result of some discussion between 
creditors.

The said businesses were carried on by the said partners 
under the said two firm names respectively and the several tran
sactions of each business were recorded in separate sets of books 
of account and bank books, and the said partners used separate 
letterheads for each business. Roth of said businesses were alike 
owned and conducted by the said partners and separate books 
were kept as aforesaid to enable them to record and ascertain 
the progress and results of each of the two lines of business in 
which they were engaged.

It appears from the auditor’s statement of the affairs of the 
insolvents prepared from the said books, there is an indebted
ness of $1,566.31 of the Gillespie Elevator Construction Com
pany to the Standard Coal Company, of which the items are 
given.

Resides the partnership assets «as shewn in said books of 
account transferred to the said assignee the said partners have 
each transferred to the said assignee by separate transfers abso
lute in form, certain individual properties of each consisting of 
real estate in Rrandon and Ninette. This was done with the 
intention that those properties should be applied in accordance 
with the rights of the joint or separate creditors as the ease 
might be.

The questions on the above statement of facts on which the 
assignee desires the advice of this Court are as follows:—

1. Does the fact that the said two partners carried on busi
ness under two separate firm names under the circumstances 
above recited make them in fact and law members of two dif
ferent co-partnerships within the meaning of sec. 27 of the 
Assignments Act, and must partnership assets be treated as two 
partnership estates and wound up accordingly Î

I think that nearly all the questions which arise in this 
application are covered by the case referred to by Mr. Ferguson 
on the argument, viz., Banco dc Portugal v. Waddell, 5 A.C. 161, 
and cases cited therein. In that case two persons of the name 
of H. carried on trade in Portugal as wine exporters, under 
the style of IÏ. Rrothers, and the same two persons carried on 
trade in London as wine merchants, under the style of H. & 
Sons. The practice of the business was for H. Rrothers to draw 
bills on H. & Sons, etc. It appeared in that case that bankruptcy 
proceedings were taken in England against H. & Sons, and 
almost simultaneously proceedings were taken in Oporto, Por-
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tugal, against II. Brothers, and the creditors in Portugal had 
all the assets of the firm there and had received divi

dends therefrom. Afterwards they in England for
liberty to rank for the balance due to them on the assets in 
England. In delivering judgment Earl Cairns, Lord Chancellor, 
points out that in such a case as that the foreign creditors have 
a perfect right to retain all the dividends or assets which they 
managed to lay hold upon in the foreign country ; but if they 
came to England to rank there they would have to bring into 
account all the that they had received liefore they
would In- entitled to rank in England. Then he quotes the 
statute relating to the matter: “If any bankrupt is at the date 
of the order of adjudication liable in respect of distinct con
tracts as member of two or more distinct firms, or as a sole con
tractor, and also as member of a firm, the circumstance that such 
firms are in whole or in part composed of the same individuals, 
or that the sole contractor is also one of the joint contractors, 
shall not prevent proof in respect of such contracts against the 
properties respectively liable upon such contracts” and proceeds 
to say, “That supposes a case which it seems to me is perfectly 
foreign to the present. This is simply the case of one bankrupt 
firm, it happens to be two persons trading together in Portugal 
and in England, but it is just the same case as if it were one 
person trading in Portugal, and the same person trading in 
England; the two persons do not constitute different firms be
cause they trade in Portugal and also in England ; and there is 
not that diversity which is necessary to bring tile section of the 
Act of Parliament which I have just read into operation.” Con
sequently he finds that II. & Sons and II. Brothers constituted 
a single partnership, but, owing to the circumstance that some 
of its business was being conducted in Portugal, he pointed out 
the peculiarity of the rights of the foreign creditors there to get 
all they could out of the assets in Portugal.

In the present case the partners had just one place of busi
ness. They were the sole owners of both branches of the busi
ness; they occupied the same building apparently and the same 
rooms. They had different Isioks; but that circumstance does 
not alter their position. The same circumstance existed in the 
Waddell case. It seems to me, therefore, that the two businesses 
carried on by the two Gillespies under separate names were just 
branches of the same firm, and that all the creditors of each of 
those businesses, so to speak, are simply creditors of the one firm. 
Consequently the partnership assets should lie, to use the lan
guage of the statement of facts here, “pooled and wound up as 
a single partnership estate.”

That sufficiently disposes of the next question as to the sum 
of $1,566.31, which is expressed this way ; “If there are two dis
tinct partnership estates, should the sum of $1,566.31 be paid
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bv the Gillespie Elevator Construction Company estate to the man. 
Standard Coal Company estate before distribution?*’ As I have K r
found that there is only one partnership, the money will belong una
to the firm. -----

The next question is. in what order should the following cjuj^hi-ik 
classes of creditors, namely, creditors of the business of the 
Gillespie Elevator Construction Company; creditors of the busi- 
ness of the Standard Coal Company, and creditors of Joseph 
Hugh Ross Gillespie, individually, share in tin* following classes 
of assets respectively, etc.

The creditors of either or both of the bas incases are entitled 
to share in the partnership assets of the partnership. The sep
arate creditors of Joseph Hugh Roes Gillespie are entitled to 
payment out of the separate property of Joseph Hugh Ross 
Gillespie.

There do not appear to be any separate creditors of Malcolm 
Gillespie, so that the property assigned by him will simply go 
into the estate and form part of the partnership estate to be 
wound up.

I think that the questions submitted have h en reasonable to 
be asked, and that the costs of all parties should be paid out of 
the estate.

Judgment accordingly.

ALSIP v. MONKMAN. MAN.

Manitoba Kina’* Bench. Trial before Metcalfe, •/. December 10. 1912. K. B.
1. Mechanics' liens ($11—9)—Rights of lienor’s assignee oh svbsti-

tut* Creditors’ representative vomi n ‘
tractor’s default. Uec- 10

The representative of the creditors of a building contractor who con 
tracts with the owner to take over, as the nominee of the contractor, 
the work of completing the contract, anil obtains from the owner a 
stipulation whereby all moneys earned or to he earned under the con 
tract were to become payable to such representative in the place of 
the original contractor, is entitled to file a mechanic’s lien for the 
amount due on completion of the work in like manner as would the 
original contractor, notwithstanding that there was no express assign
ment in writing of the right to such lien from the latter.

[As to parties entitled to file mechanics’ liens, sec Annotation at end 
of this ease; ns to liens of sub-contractors, see Rice Lewie Co. v. Harvey, 
next following in this volume.]

2. Mechanics’ liens ($ II—9)—Completion of work by contractor’s
creditors—Furnishing proof that no other liens are charge-

The nominee of the contractor’s creditors who by agreement with 
the owner takes over the unfinished contract and completes the same 
on the contractor’s default, with a stipulation that he shall be entitled 
to the same amount as would be coming to such contractor had he him 
self completed the work, will not Is* held, in an action brought by him 
to enforce a lien, to a strict compliance with a clause of the original 
contract requiring the contractor, before action brought, to supply

7—0 D.L.R.
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Statement

evidence that no other umliaehHrgeil liens than his own remain a elm rye 
on the property, if in fao.t there were no such liens ami the owner 
raising such objection hnd knowledge that the creditors other than the 
plaintiff hail agreed with the latter not to file mechanics’ liens.

[Brown v. Bannatyne, 2 D.L.R. 264, and û D.L.R. 626, referred to. |
3. (,'ontr; rs ($ IV D—363)—Buii.dinii contract—Certificate as to

EXTRAS.
Where a stipulation in a building contract leaves it to the architect 

to settle what extras should be allowed and the value thereof by his 
final certificate, such certificate is binding upon the parties as an 
award, until set aside for cause.

4. Contracts ($IV1)—364)—Application to architect for certificate

It is no defence to an action for the balance due for the erection of 
a building that no notice was given the owners of the contractor's 
application to the architect for a final certificate where the contract 
was silent in that regard and required the architect upon notice from 
the contractor that the latter considers the work complete, to issue a 
final certificate and to make deductions from the price for unfinished

{Brown v. ltannatync. 2 D.L.R. 264, T> D.L.R. 623, followed.]

The plaintiffs William 1*. Alsip and John I). Sinclair claim 
as assignees of the right to a mechanics’ lien of the contractors 
Gibbons & Harris, for balance due under a contract in writing, 
made between Ernest Gibbons, as contractor, and the defendant 
Martha A. Monk man, as owner, whereby it was contracted that 
the contractor, under the direction and to the satisfaction of 
James Chisholm &. Son, architects, would provide all the mater
ials and perform all the work mentioned in the specifications and 
shewn on the drawings and details prepared by the architect, 
and in accordance therewith, for the excavations, sewer and 
drains, concrete, stone-work, brick-work, tile-work, carpentering, 
painting and glazing, electrical work, plastering, iron-work, and 
bricking-in of lioiler, and furnish all materials required therefor, 
being all the work and materials necessary to complete the build
ing for the owner at the corner of Langside and Ellice streets, 
excepting the plumbing and heating and galvanized iron work 
and roofing. The drawings and specifications were identified by 
the signatures of the parties. The plaintiffs also claim a lien as 
against Clements, a mortgagee.

The action was dismissed as to one defendant (Clements) 
and a reference ordered as to defendant Monkman.

T. U. Ferguson, K.C., and E. K. Williams, for plaintiffs.
J. B. Cogne and F. K. Hamilton, for defendant Monkman.
C. J. II. Locke, for defendant Clements.

Metcalfe, J. :—Under the contract it was, amongst other 
things, provided: That alterations might be made only on the 
written order of the architect, who was to compute the value; the 
amount so computed to he added to or deducted from the con
tract price. See art. 3.
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That upon certain specified dt faults of the contractor the 
owner might terminate the contract and employ others to finish 
the work. See art. 5.

That the contract would he completed before June 1st. 1909. 
and for any delay occasioned solely by the contractor's default, 
the contractor was to pay to the owner as liquidated damages, 
eight per cent, per annum on the total contract price. See art. fi.

That should the contractor he delayed through the fault of 
the own**-, « lie time for completion might he extended. The dur
ation of such extension was to be certified to by the architect.

I think in order to avail himself of this provision the con
tractor should, under the provisions of the contract, and under 
the circumstances, have made a definite claim therefor. S«»e 
art. 7.

That the owner agreed to provide all materials not included 
in the contract, so as not to delay the material progress of the 
work, and in the event of unreasonable failure so to do, thereby 
causing loss to the contractor, that she would reimburse the con
tractor for such loss, the amount of which was in every ease to be 
fixed and determined by the architect. See art. 8.

That eighty per cent, of the value of the work was to he paid 
on progressive estimates of the architect. See art. 9.

It was further provided in art. 9 as follows :—
The final payment shall Ih» made within twenty day* after the con- 

tractor ha* substantially fulfilled thin contract, if the contractor shall 
have given satisfactory evidence that no mechanics* lien other than 
hit* own or lien* of which he holds discharge* exi*t in respect of the 
•«aid work*; otherwise the final payment shall lie made within two 
day* after the time for filing mechanic»' lien ha* elapsed. The con
tractor may, if he consider* he ha* completed the work*, notify the 
architect in writing to that effect, and the architect shall, within 
seventy-two hour* thereafter, issue a final certificate that the works 
are completed and the last payment due under thin contract and indi
cating the amount thereof, or state in writing in what respect* the 
works are incomplete and hi* decision should 1m» final. If the portion 
of the said work then remaining incomplete may he then readily com
pleted hy the contractor the same shall Is* done la-fore he is entitled 
to a*k for hi* final certificate, hut if for reasons not within the con
tractor's control, he cannot then complete the same, the architect 
shall forthwith deduct the actual value of the incomplete (airtions 
together with fifty per cent, thereon (of the propriety of which de
duction and the amount thereof the architect shall lie the judge) from 
the contract price and issue a final certificate that the work* are 
completed and the last payment due and indicating the amount 
thereof. Any such final certificate shall Ik* conclusive evidence of the 
fulfilment of this contract hy the contractor within the meaning 
hereof. . . . All payment* shall lie made only ii|Min the written cer
tificate* of the architect to the effect that such payments are due 
unless the architect is in default in issuing the same.

MAN
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Article 12 of the contract is as follows :—
In the event of Dallaire, diuretic and Daoust withdrawing from 

contract to do the plumbing, heating and galvanized iron work and 
roofing at required by said plans and specifications at the contract 
price of $2,715, the contractor will perform the said plumbing, heat
ing and galvanized iron work and roofing at the same price and the 
said price shall he deemed added to the contract price mentioned in 
art. 0.

The printed form of contract used contained originally the 
provisions for arbitration usually found in such contracts. These 
provisions were struck out and the contract as executed contains 
no provision for arbitration.

In the fall of 1908 Gibbons built the foundation of the build
ing. It would seem that the plumbers had only put in the base
ment trap and such under-connections as were necessary therefor.

Nothing more was done under the contract until the spring 
of 1909, when Harris became the partner of Gibbons, and there
after was recognized as such by the architect and the owner.

In the spring 1909, the architect and the owner told Gibbons 
& Harris that they did not think the building covered the whole 
lot. Accordingly a new survey was made and it was found that 
the measurements originally intended did not cover the whole 
lot. The building was subsequently enlarged by a few inches. 
Apparently the side walls of the basement were not changed, but 
some front pier-work bad to be taken down and rebuilt, and 
thereafter the building was built a few inches larger than called 
for by the specifications. There were some other alterations and 
some additions, none of which were authorized by the owner or 
architect in writing.

After the survey Gibbons & Harris went on with the brick
work. The owner was z the steel. There was some de
lay in the steel arriving and Gibbons & Harris, who were con
tractors in a large way, removed their men from this contract, 
but never notified the architect or owner in writing that they 
would claim damage by reason of such delay, although the owner 
in a letter of July 14th, 1909, by her agent, A. Monkman, 
wrote :—

You intimated you had a claim and would furnish it without delay 
to the architect; he tells me you have not donc so. I want to get my 
account with the western iron people adjusted without delay, and 
would like you to present your elnini if you have one, so that the 
architecte may consider same and report.
At this time Gibbons & Harris knew that the contractors who 

furnished the iron had really caused the delay and that the owner 
might have a claim over against them for breach of contract, yet 
the said Gibbons & Harris replied to the letter of the 14th by 
theirs of July ltith, making no reference whatever to their claims 
for delay.

1

5605
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On the 28th of August the architect wrote to Gibbons, say- man.
in*:“ kTb.

I am instructed by Mr. A. Monkmnn, agent for M. A. Monkman, to ]g 12 
notify you that on the expiration of three days as j»or terms of con- -----
tract, that he will proceed to complete your contract for completing Ai.sii* 
the building for him on the corner of Ellice and Langside streets, and Moxkmxn 
charge the cost of same to you. * ___ _
On October 1, 1909, the architect wrote to the owner as M,,ralfe J- 

follows :—
After repented and continued efforts the past two or three months 

with the contractor Mr. E. Gibbons, who is erecting the block on the 
corner of Ellice and I»angside, under contract with you ns agent for 
the same, to get the said work completed, I find from the spasmodic 
efforts, and delays, that, should you wish the building rushed on to 
completion there is apparently no other course to he pursued hut to 
proceed under clause, or article 5, of the contract, and complete the 
work, retaining any moneys due or accruing to the said contractor 
and applying it on the completing of the building.

And on the same day, A. Monkman, as agent for the owner, 
wrote to Gibbons as follows :—

The architect of the building on corner Ellice and Langside covered 
by contract between you and myself having certified that you have 
made repeated and continuous default in proceeding with the contract, 
and 1 icing duly notified under art. 5 have still unreasonably defaulted 
and delayed furnishing materials and proceeding with the work and 
that such refusal, neglect and delay is sufficient ground for terminat
ing such contract.

I hereby give you notice that such contract is terminated and that 
I intend to proceed under its terms to complete the work and demand 
possession forthwith.

On the 2nd of October, Ferguson & Richardson, solicitors for 
the contractors, wrote to A. L. Monkman, the agent of the owner, 
as follows :—

Your letter of Oct. 1st to Mr. Ernest Ciblions, contractor, has been 
handed to us with the request that we reply thereto.

Mr. Gibbons has men working on the contract referred to in your 
letter, and has continuously ahd properly carried on the contract, and 
if tliere have been any delays, it has lieen through your or the owner's 
default and neglect and not through any fault of Mr. Gibbons, and he 
declines to be dismissed from the contract or to give it up. It is his 
intention to proceed and properly carry out the contract to completion, 
and he denies your right, as set out in the letter, to dismiss him.

If you persist in this, we are instructed to take an action for dam
ages against you. Please let us know what you propose to do by 
return mail.
About this time Gibbons & Harris got into trouble with their 

creditors, and were apparently unable to proceed with any of 
their contracts. After sonic negotiation with their creditors, the 
Alsip Brick, Tile & Lumber Co., Ltd., who were then creditors of
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Gibbons & Harris, entered into an agreement with the owner as 
follows :—

Winnipeg, Oct. 4th, 1009.
The undersigned agree that the whole of the works yet to lie done 

on the building mentioned in the contract between Ernest Gibbons, 
contractor, and Martha A. Monkinan. owner, will Ik* fully and finally 
completed on or liefore the 25th day of the present month and that 
that portion of the works required to complete the west store in said 
building wfll lie fully and finally completed on or before the 14th 
day of the present month. All such work to lie done and completed 
as required by and to the satisfaction of Jes. Chisholm & Son, archi
tects. In the event of Gihlions & Harris completing the agreements 
now verbally agreed upon by them with their creditors within two 
days we will take charge of the said building and the work to lie 
done in the interests of the creditors having furnished materials and 
done work on said building and of those furnishing materials and 
tloing the work necessary for the completion thereof and indemnify 
the owner against any liability for any work or materials as per 
schedule endorsed hereon in respect of the Gibbons contract beyond her 
liability under such contract. In the event of said agreement not 
being signed and delivered within two days we will take charge of 
and complete the works for the owner within the time above mentioned 
on her behalf, the owner agreeing to repay us for material to lie 
supplied and work to lie done and completed anil ten per cent, of the 
net value of material supplied and placed and work done on and from 
this date for su|ierintondcnco and that from the present time a com
petent man shall lie put in charge and the said works proceeded with 
all possible dispatch. It is understood that the employment of the 
contractor is terminated and is only to lie reinstated when the agree
ment above referred to with the creditors has been duly executed by 
(iihlions Si Harris ami delivered. The owner. Mrs. Martha A. Monk- 
man. agrees that in tlie event of the contract lieing finished by or 
through Gihlmns & Harris that the entire balance including extras, if 
any, payable to them in respect of the said contract will, upon the 
written order of Gilliams & Harris, lie paid to W. P. Alsip and John 
1). Sinclair as the committee representing the creditors of Giblions & 
Harris, after deducting any moneys the owners may lie justly qualified 
to deduct for damages or delay and for liens for materials or wages, 
the intention living that she will pay the same amount as if Gibbons 
had duly completed his contract and as provided in such contract. 
Witness: Alhip Bhick, Tile and Lumber Co., Ltd.

A. Monkman. per W. I*. Alsip. Yire-Prenident.
M. A. Moxkman.

Schedule referred to within contract.
Li ihility assumed, those undertaken liy owner for wages to Morley 

& Son, for swing scaffold. W. G. F. Stephens, for paints, etc., to Rat 
Portage Lumls-r Co. and Consolidated Plate Glass Co. for materials 
and Menzies & McIntyre Co., for stone to Ik* delivered since Sept. 29th, 
*09.
Witness: A. B. T. & L. Co., Ltd.

A. Monkman. per W. P. Alsip, Vice-Prenidi'nt.
M. A. Monk max.
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Gibbons & Harris did complete this agreement with their 
creditors and it was duly executed and delivered. By virtue of 
this agreement, hearing date October 5th, 1909, the creditors :—

(a) agreed with Gihlions & Harris to assist them in carrying 
out various building contracts, including the contract with the 
defendant Monkman ;

(h) waived their right of lien;
(<*) agreed to supply such material as was necessary to com

plete ;
(d) agreed to allow from proceeds sums sufficient to pay the 

workmen ; and
(e) appointed Alsip and Sinclair as a committee to represent 

them.
By a further provision Gibbons & Harris, for the purposes 

of the agreement assigned, transferred and set over unto the said 
committee all their right, title and interest in all the moneys 
then earned or thereafter to be earned by them in respect of the 
said building contracts.

The work afterwards progressed with Gibbons & Harris in 
charge, but subject to the supervision of Alsip and Sinclair. 
All payments were afterwards made by Monkman to the com
mittee upon the written order of Gibbons & Harris.

The owner occupied the building before completion. After 
many interviews between Sinclair and Monkman and letters, the 
architect, in March. 1910, indicated some work yet to be done 
and such work was done on or about the 28th March, 1910. I 
think that the building was then substantially completed.

It is objected by the defendants that the plaintiffs have no 
assignment in writing of the right to a 111001180108’ lien. I think 
it was clearly the intention of the parties that the committee 
should guarantee the fulfilment of the original contract in writ
ing, and for that purpose» that they should stand in the shoes of 
the original contractors Gibbons & Harris. While the agreement 
of October 5, 1909, does not in terms assign the right to a mech
anics’ lien, it does assign all the moneys then earned or there
after to lie earned. I think it was clearly intended that the com
mittee should have all the rights of the contractors under the 
contract. I think the intention of the parties may lie looked at, 
and that the assignment, under the circumstances, is sufficient to 
entitle the committee to a lien.

The defendants further object on various grounds, that the 
action is premature. It is true the plaintiffs have not shewn that 
they produced any evidence that there were no mechanics’ liens 
filed other than their own. No such liens were in fact filed. The 
agreement with the creditors, to the knowledge of Monkman, 
provided that the creditors would not file liens. As was said by 
Mathers, C.J.K.B., in Brown v. Bannatyw, 2 D.L.R. 284, ô
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__ ' D.L.R. 023, 21 W.L.R. SO, 827, this defence at best is technical,
K. B. an<l under the circumstances I will not give it effect.
1912 The architect, on the 4th day of June, 1010, gave the plaiti-

Msn» *'nal certificate. This fact was not communicated to the
r defendants until after action was commenced. For that reason

Moxkman. the defendants urge there was in reality no certificate. I think
M.t.aifo, j. the defendants’ contention cannot be upheld : see Brown v. Ban-

natyne, 2 D.L.R. 204, 5 D.L.R. 623, 21 W.L.R. 80, 827.
There has been a great deal of evidence and much discussion 

concerning extras. Unless the owner waived the provision as to 
writing or unless the plaintiffs prove a new contract they cannot 
recover for such work. But in any event I think the contract 
provides that the value of such items must lie settled by the 
architect. He has given his certificate and has dealt with extras. 
Gibbons & Harris made the contract with their eyes open. I see 
no real hardship in the contract. It is not to l»e expected that 
the owner should be familiar with all the details and specifica
tions of a building. Neither is it to be expected that he desires 
to get into a legal tangle over disputes concerning matters of 
which he knows nothing. Where, therefore, he says that these 
are matters which must be left to the architect, the contractor 
may take such a contract at the price, or he may leave it. The 
name of the architect is specified. He knows the architect. He 
must take his chances. If, under these circumstances, he makes 
the contract, I think he is bound by the findings of the architect. 
The architect has here certified not only as to the extras, but as 
to their value. The subsequent negotiations and agreement with 
their creditors contemplates that in the event of the creditors 
taking over the works, they shall continue the contracts as they 
stood and to the satisfaction of the architect in charge. I do 
not think the subsequent dealings amount to a waiver as claimed 
by the plaintiffs. So long as the certificate stands, I think it is 
a bar to the plaintiffs’ recovery for extras.

The owner says she has a counterclaim against the amount 
found to be due by the architect. This she deducts and pays 
the balance into Court. I think she has a claim against the con
tractor by reason of his breach regarding the plumbing contract, 
and it may be for the item of heating. There will be a reference 
to ascertain the amount for which the owner should receive 
credit.

There will lie a verdict for the defendant Clements with 
costs.

Reference ordered.

N.B.—See Annotation following, on page 105.
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Annotation-r-Mechanics’ liens (811—5)—What persons have a right to file
a mechanic’s lien.

By R. L. Reid, K.C., of Vancouver, B.C.
This note is written with respect chiefly to the Mechanics' Lien Acts in 

force in the provinces west of the Great Lakes, and especially the Mech
anics’ Lien Act of the province of British Columbia, but the writer trusts 
that it may be of use in construing the statutes in the eastern provinces

The statute alone must be looked to when it is desired to know the 
rights of persons to a mechanics' lien against land. These rights being 
purely statutory, the Courts will not travel outside the statute to assist 
persons not clearly entitled to a lien under its express provisions. When 
mechanics' lien legislation first came in force, the Courts were extremely 
technical in construing the Acts, holding that they were in derogation of 
the common law: Edmonds v. Tier nun (1892), 21 Can. S.C.R. 400 ; llnq- 
gar t y v. Grant (18921, 2 B.C.R. 173; Smith v. McIntosh (1893), 3 B.C.R. 
26.

Later decisions, however, while confining the rights of parties to the 
provisions of the statutes, do not construe them so strictly. With few 
exceptions the Courts treat them as remedial statutes and endeavour to 
sustain the liens, if the provisions of the Acts will by a fair reading permit 
and will not allow the protection given by the Act to be frittered away 
by technicalities: Craig v. Cromwell (1900). 27 A.R. (Ont.) 585. In 
this case, Osler, J.A., at page 588, says of a notice of intention to claim 
a lien: “It may be thought if the notice were to be read ns pleadings, 
civil and criminal, were rend fifty years ago, fatal defects might be picked 
out in it. But it is not intended to be the subject of subtle criticisms and 
trifling objections. If it is such a notice ns, reasonably read, ought to 
convey to a reasonably intelligent man the information which I have 
shewn that this notice does convey, it conveys all that the statute re
quires.” See also, Harrington v. Martin ( 1998), 10 O.L.R. 035, at 039; 
Cough/an V. Xational Construction Co. ( 1909), 14 B.C.R. 339.

The lien created by the Mechanics’ Lien Acts, while it is an interest 
in land, Stcicart V. (lesner (1881), 29 Gr. 329, is not analogous to a 
vendor’s lien, but is merely a charge as created by the statute against the 
land which it affects : King v. Alford ( 1884). 9 O.R. 043; and creates no 
personal liability where independently of the statute there would be no 
liability. It does not interfere with, or deprive a person of, any other 
remedy, but is cumulative and under most Acts a personal judgment may 
be taken in the lien actions against the parties personally liable.

Liens fob Labour.
The wording of the provisions of the Mechanics’ Lien Acts of the pro- 

vinces as to what entitles a person to file a lien for labour are very ne irlv 
alike. Most of them give the right to any one “doing or causing work to 
be done upon” or “performs any work or service upon.” There seems to 
be little difference in the construction of Acts using the word “work” 
alone, and those using the words “work or service,” as it was held in 
Ontario when the Act used only the word “work” that services rendered 
by an architect as such were within the meaning of the Act and entitled 
him to file and enforce a mechanic's lien: Amoldi v. Gouin ( 1876), 22 
Gr. 314.
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Annotation (continued)—Mechanics' liens (fill—5)—What persons have a 
right to file a mechanic’s lien.

Ill this case, Proud foot, V.-C., says that “the man who designs the 
building and superintends its erection, as actually does work upon it. as 
if he had carried a hod.” The wages of a labourer may be by time or 
piece work and the British <'olumbia Act specifically provides that a 
person doing manual or mental work for wages cannot be included under 
the term “sub-contractor.” In order to have a lien for labour, while 
such labour need not lie performed on the site of the building or on the 
land on which the lien is claimed, but may be performed elsewhere, as 
in the shop of the contractor, it must lie directly connected with the im
provement and lie such as to forward its construction. If the work is 
merely a step in making tin materials which are afterwards used in the 
construction of the building or is a provision for the health or comfort 
of the men engaged in construction, no lien arises. For example, making 
cement for use in making the concrete in a building would give no lien on 
the building to the workman who made the cement ; while mixing the 
concrete and pouring it into the building in the course of construction 
would. A blacksmith engaged in sharpening tools for drilling in a 
mine is entitled to a lien, but a cook employed to feed the men, is not : 
Dari9 v. Croitn Point M. Co. ( 1901 ), 3 O.L.R. 69. followed in Bradshaw v. 
Hauccrman (1012), 4 D.L.R. 476. And where a person was employed to 
shar|M>u picks to get <>»t stone to build a lime kiln while lie might have a 
lien on the quarry it was held that he had no lien on the lime kiln. .1 lien 
v. Ha triton ( 10(H), o VV.L.R. 108.

The term “person" extends to and includes both natural and artificial 
persons—see Interpretation Act of B.C., R.S.Î1.C. 1011, ch. 1, sec. 26, sub
sec. 10. In the province of British Columbia, if the company claiming a 
lien is a foreign corporation, it would lie necessary for it to be registered 
in the province under the provisions of the Companies Act relating to the 
registration of foreign companies and, so far as this provision is con
cerned, all companies not incorporated under the provisions of the British 
Columbia Act are included in the term “foreign companies:" Xorthirestern 
Construction Co. V. Young ( 1907), 13 B.O.R. 297; Watcrous Engine Co. v. 
t Ho notion h. Co. (1008), 14 B.C.R. 238 ; John Deere Plow Co. V. Agneto 
(1912). 8 D.L.R. 65; Komi nick v. B.C. Pressed Brick Co. (1912), 8 D.L.R. 
85».

A person clearing land for the purpose of cultivation would probably 
tie entitled to a lien under most of the Mechanics’ Lien Acts, notwithstand
ing the case of Black v. Hughes ( 19(hZ), 22 C.L.T. 220. When this case 
was decided the statute in force in British Volumhia. did not include 
“land" in the general part of the section (R.S.B.C. 1807, ch. 132, sec. 4, 
amended 1900, ch. 20, sec. 7)', and afterwards in the said section the 
words used were “or doing or causing work to lie done upon or in con
nection with the clearing, excavating, filling, grading, draining or irrigat
ing any land in respect of a railway, mine, sewer, drain, ditch, tin me or 
other work," thus narrowing the right to u lien for clearing land to 
clearing for the particular purposes mentioned. However, in the Act 
as now in force ( R.8.BA’. 1911. ch. 154, sec. 6), the limitation is cut 
away and the right to a lien in such a case is absolute. A person claiming 
a lien other than as a contractor is not bound to produce an architect's 
certificate, even if the original contract for the construction of the work 
requires it: l.undg V. Henderson (1908), 9 W.L.R. 327.
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Wages to labourers for not more than six weeks are subject to no 
limitation, hut the owner is responsible therefor, notwithstanding any 
limitation contained in the Act. The provisions is the same in the other 
western Acts, except Saskatchewan ami Manitoba, where the unlimited 
liability extends only to wages for thirty days. Under the British Colum
bia Act. where a wage earner does not earn wages at a rate exceeding five 
dollars jier day. he can not contract out. and in Saskatchewan no agree
ment by a wage earner contracting out of the Act is of any force. In 
Manitoba and Alberta all persons have a right to agree that the Act 
shall not apply to cover the amount due them in respect of any work or 
improvement.

The question of the rights of persons hauling materials for a build
ing seems not to have lieen decided in Canada. The cases in the United 
States are hopelessly conflicting. It would seem that the materialman 
would he entitled to include it in his lien as part of the costs of the 
material, but it would 1m> doubtful if the teamster would have a lien. If 
the hauling were done by order of the contractor or the owner, the teamster 
would probably have a lien. Persons carrying materials upon the build
ing or from one portion of the building to another in the course of con
struction would, without doubt. Is- entitled to a lien. An architect is 
entitled to a lien and so also is a superintendent of construction : Arnoldi
V. (Iou in (ISTtl). 22 fir. 314; Hiekler v. S/nnrer (1912), 17 B.C.R. 41. 19
W. L.R. 857.

Matkriala.
All moveable property is included under the term materials. Persons 

supplying materials have a lien by virtue of the statute. This provision 
was excluded from the British Columbia Act, of 1891, hut was restored iu 
1900. The lien extends only to persons “placing or furnishing." Such 
persons have a lien U|hhi tile laud “upon which such material is placed or 
furnished to lie used." In order, therefore, that there should he a valid 
lien for materials, such materials must Ik* actually placed upon the land 
on which the lien is claimed and it is not sufficient that they have been 
ordered by the contractor or are actually in course of conveyance to the 
site where construction is taking place: S. Morgan Smith Co. v. Si uni boo 
P. <(• P. Co. (1904), .35 Can. S.C.R. 9.3; Ludlam-.iinelie Lumber Co. v. FaUitt 
(1908), 19 O.L.R. 419.

To give the supplier a lien, the material must be supplied for the con
struction of a particular building. It is not sufficient that it is supplied 
on a general debtor and creditor account and is afterwards used in the 
construction of a building: Sprague v. Itrsant (1885). .3 Man. L.R. 519.

Where the supplier received an order stating that “we have secured 
contract for hotel which requires als>ve goods," it was held that building 
was sufficiently identified to give lien: Dominion Radiator Co. v. Conn 
(1904), .37 X.S.R. 237.

In the United States, it has been held that when» the materials were 
sold on the representation of the buyer that they were to he used by him in 
a particular building, hut were actually used in the construction of an
other. the supplier had a lien on the building in which they were actually 
used: Taggard v. Ruck more, 42 Maine 77.
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“Del credere” agents supplying goods have such an interest therein ns 
will entitle them to take advantage of the provisions of the Mechanics' 
Lien Act and to file and enforce a lien for the price thereof: Dorman et al. 
v. Archibald (1008). 1 A.L.R. 524, 8 W.L.R. 016.

In the British Columbia Act, protection is given to the owner by the 
provision that a person supplying material, relying on his lien to ensure 
payment of his account, must notify tlie owner, either before delivery or 
within ten days thereafter, of his intention to claim a lien therefor. Such 
notice may Ik- given either in respect of any specific delivery or of all 
deliveries inade within ten days liefore the notice is given and all de
liveries subsequent thereto. Under this section, it was held by tirant, 
County Judge, that where the material was supplied by the contractor 
under a lump contract for lalnmr and material, no notice was required: 
Oidncy v. Morgan (1010), 16 B.C.R. 18. Mc Innés, County Judge, how
ever, in a case decided January 7th. 101.1. not yet reported, North Pacific 
Lumber Co. v. McKay, held that unless notice was given pursuant to the 
Act there would lie no lien for material even when it was supplied on 
the order of the owner himself . His decision is as follows: —

A supplier of material, in order to avail himself of the unusual 
remedy provided by the Mechanics' Lien Act. must comply strictly 
with the provisions of the said Act. Proviso to sec. 0 of the said Act 
states that “no lien for material supplied shall attach or lie enforced 
unless the person placing or furnishing the same shall, before delivery 
or within ten days thereafter, give notice in writing of his intention 
to claim such lien, etc.” In this case the plaintiffs' claim is entirely 
for material ami it is admitted that the plaintiffs give no such notice 
as required by said section six. Under these circumstances, I am of 
the opinion that the plaintiffs are not entitled to a lien, notwithstand
ing the fact that the material was ordered by and supplied to the 
owner. I therefore order that the lien lie cancelled with costs of 
the lien application to the defendants.

Rut contra. Duncan v. Brunellc, 10 Que. P.R. 268, under a somewhat 
similar provision. Notice of a somewhat similar nature is required under 
see. 12, sub-see. 4. of the Ontario Act ami an informal letter apprising the 
owner of the intention to claim a lien was held sufficient: Craig v. Crom- 
icell (1900), 27 A.R. (Ont.) 685.

Where a materialman supplies lumber to a contractor for the erection 
of several distinct buildings owned by different persons the onus is on him 
to shew what material for which he had not been paid has gone into each 
particular building, and if he cannot do this lie cannot enforce a lien 
against any of such buildings: Dunn v. McCallum (1907), 14 O.L-R. 249; 
Barr rf Anderson v. Percy d Co. (1912), 7 D.L.R. 831, 21 W.L.R. 236; 
Fairclouyh v. Smith (1901), 13 Man. L.R. 509.

But where one owner enters into an entire contract for the supply of 
material to be used upon several buildings all of which are his property, 
the lien may follow the form of the contraA and be for an entire sum 
upon all the buildings. In such case if the owner desires to have the lien 
upon any building confined to the indebtedness incurred for the material 
going into that building, the onus is on him to shew the facts and not on
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the contractor. If the owner has sold one or more of the buildings the 
equities which have arisen by reason of the mechanics’ lien on all may be 
worked out on the principles which are applicable in cases where a part 
of a property, subject to a mortgage, is sold and the mortgagee seeks to 
enforce his remedy against all parcels: Ontario Lime Association v. (I rim- 

trood (1910), 22 O.L.R. 17. but see A. Lee Co. v. Hill (1909). 2 A.L.R. 368, 
11 W.L.R. 611.

Although a materialman has a lien under the Act. he may waive it 
or may by his actions estop himself from claiming it. Thus, when the 
owner’s architect rang up the plaintiff and asked him about his account 
and was told that the contractor’s liability was good enough for him, it 
was held that the lien was waived: •/. .1 rhuthnot Co. v. Winnipeg Mfg. 
Co. (1906). 16 Man. L.R. 401. 4 W.L.R. 48.

And where receipts were signed by the claimant shewing payments as 
made, which were not ’in fact made, in order that the contractor might 
obtain from the owner further payments on account, it was held an es
toppel pro tantôt Coughlan v. Xat. Construction Co. ( 1909), 14 R.O.R. 
339; Ringland V. Ed,raids (1911). 19 W.L.R. 219.

Sub-contractors.

The definition of a “sub-contractor” is set out in the Acts in terms sub
stantially the same and is defined to be a iier-ton not contracting with or 
employed by the owner or his agent, but contracting with or employed by 
the contractor or under him by another sub-contractor to do the whole or 
a certain portion of the work. The B.C. and Manitoba Acts go further 
and say specifically that a person doing manual or mental work for 
wages shall not be deemed to lie a sub-contractor.

The sub-contractor in some particulars may have larger rights to a 
lien than the original contractor and will not lie bound to shew that all the 
terms and conditions set out in the contractor’s contract with the owner 
have been fulfilled. For instance, where the original contract has a pro
vision requiring production of an architect’s certificate before a payment 
is due he need not shew that the contractor has procured such a certifi
cate: Lundy v. IJendcrson (1908). 9 W.L.R. 327, but he must, however, in 
order to have a lien shew ft substantial performance of his own contract 
with the contractor unless such performance is waived or prevented in 
some way by the owner or principal contractor : Mallrtt v. Komr ( 1910), 
14 W.L.R. 327. Under the Ontario. Saskatchewan and Manitoba Acts the 
lien of a sub-contractor is a charge only upon the money due the con
tractor and when, by reason of the contractor’s default, no money ever be
comes payable, those claiming under him and having this statutory charge 
upon this fund, if and when payable, have no greater right than he him
self had. and their lien fails: Farrell v. Uallagher (1911), 23 O.L.R. 130.

In this section the words used are “limited to the amount owing.” The 
Acts of British Columbia, Allierta and Saskatchewan have a section pro
viding that save as in the Act set out the lien shall not attach so as to 
make the owner liable for a greater sum than the sum payable by the owner 
to the contractor. This would, in any case, be the fact as far as the 
original contractor is concerned, but the question has often arisen as to
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how far this provision limits the amount to be recovered by the sub
contractor or other lien holders whose claim is other than directly from 
the owner. In II. C. Mills timber and Trading Co. v. II or robin (1906), 
12 B.L'.R. 426. a lien was allowed to the materialman although the owner 
had paid the contractor already milch more than the contract price. The 
Court, however, does not discuss in the judgment the effect of the limita
tion contained in what is now section 8 of the It.C. Act and set-ms to have 
totally disregarded it. So also in Lemon v. Dunsmuir (1907), 5 W.LR. 
505, the Court speaks of the hardship on the owner, so that, evidently, he 
was made to pay more than was owing to the contractor, but, again, no 
specific reference was made to this section. A similar provision has also 
been thoroughly discussed in a numls-r of cases in the Supreme Court of 
Alberta, and it has been held there that, on the true construction of sec
tion 19 and 92 of the Alls-rta Act, when the lien attached by the furnishing 
of material or the doing of work, the amount then unpaid, which then, or 
later, the owner may legally lie required to pay, is the limit of the amount 
for which the lien-holder may have recourse against the owner, but that, 
so far as that amount is concerned and to the extent of the sum owing 
to flio lien-holder, no subsequent payment to the contractor will relieve the 
owner. See the full discussion of this question in the elaborate judg
ment of Mr. .lustice Harvey in Hoss Brothers, Ltd. v. (lortnan ( 1998), 1 
A.L.R. 516, 8 W.LR. 413. In that case the learned .fudge admits that 
this may involve the taking of accounts, in many cases at different periods, 
because, of course, the lien is limited to the amount owing to the lien
holders and that amount may change from time to time. So also the 
amount due from the contractor will change from time to time. This case 
follows a decision given by Mr. Justice Stuart in the previous year: 
Hiranson v. MoHison (1997), 6 W.LR. 678. and is concurred in in a num
ber of cases in the same Court, and upheld in the full Court of Appeal: 
(S or man v. Henderson ( 1998), 8 W.L.R. 422; I'nion Lumber Company v. 
Porter (1908), 8 W.L.R. 423, (1998). 9 W.L.R. 325; Ross Bros. Ltd. v. 
(lortnan (1998», 1 Alta. LR. 199, 516, 9 W.LR. 319; Lundy v. 
Henderson (1908). 9 W.LR. 3*27: McCauley v. Powell (1998), 7 W.LR. 443. 
The case of Tracis v. Brcckcnridge Land, Lumber and Coal Co. (1910), 
43 Can. S.C.R. 59. in no way overrules or weakens the authority of these 
cases as the lien was disallowed by the Supreme Court of Canada in 
that case on the express finding that t lie re was no “sum owing and pay
able to the contractor by the owner at the time trhen delivery of the mat• 
erials iras made by the plaintiffs."

The Court of Appeal in British Columbia in a case of Turner v. Fuller, 
not yet reported, has lately given a decision which it is necessary to con
sider on this point. In this case one Reach contracted to erect a house 
for the defendant (appellant ). Turner, plaintiff (respondent ) ; Fuller was 
a sub-contractor for the plastering. In each ease the contracts covered 
both labour and mateVial and were for lump sums. Reach's contract was 
for $8.599, and, after payment of $1.090, the defendant, under a provision 
in the contract took it over from Beach, who had assigned for the lie ne fit 
of creditors, and completed it at a cost of more than $2,499. At the time 
that the contract was taken over by the defendant the plaintiff had almost
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completed his contract. The Court held that, as there was no amount 
due by Turner to Beach when he took over the contract, the limitation in 
section 8 applied, and the lien failed. It is to lie regretted that no refer
ence was made to the earlier British Columbia decisions or to the Alberta 
cases, and the right of the owner to bar the sub-contractors lien after the 
work had been wholly or in part done by some act without the consent of 
the sub-contractor, more fully discussed. Hither the law of B.C. must he 
taken to he changed by this decision or the case must stand on its own 
peculiar facts.

In Saskatchewan, however, it has lieen held that unless there was 
something due the contractor from the owner when the lien of the sub
contractor was filed, the sub-contractor cannot recover : Nwith v. Hernhart 
(1009). 11 W.L.R. 623.

In Ontario (Meeh. Lien Act. sec. 12), the owner may pay up to 80 
per cent. (85 per cent, where the amount of the contract exceeds $10,000) 
to the contractor and so discharge himself, pro tanto, of liens unless the 
sub-contractor serves him with a notice that he claims a lien for the 
amount due him. This notice may be informal so long as it is sufficient 
to give the owner warning that he cannot safely make any further pay
ments to the contractor on account of the contract price even within the 
margin prescrilied by the statute owing to the fact that a lien is claimed 
and which, without the notice, he would not he concerned with: Craig v. 
Cromieell (190(1), 27 A.R. (Ont.) 585.

A similar provision exists in the Saskatchewan Act (sec. 11. sub-sec. 
2). and the Manitoba Act (sec. 9. sub-sec. (<•)), but not in the B.C. Act. 
The Alberta Act (sec. 32) has a provision peculiar to itself ns to notice, 
but as seen nliove is construed in accordance with the older decisions un
der the B.C. Act.

Where the owner under a clause permitting such procedure, dismisses 
the contractor and arranges wiih the sub-contractor to complete the work, 
such arrangement makes a new and independent contract, whereby the sub
contractors become contractors and thereby become entitled to a lien for 
the amounts falling due under such new and independent contracts : 
Pétrir v. Hunter (1884), 10 A.R. (Ont.) 127.

In an action by a sub contractor to enforce his lien the contractor and 
any sub-contractor through which the plaintiff claims must lie made par
ties to the action as well as the owner: Dunn v. Holbrook (1900), 7 B.C. 
R. 503.

Vnder section 15 of the B.C. Act. and section 17 of the Alberta Act 
the sub-contractor is under the same obligation as the contractor, where 
the price exceeds $500, to post a copy of receipted pay roll on the works 
from noon to one p.m. on the first legal day after pay day and to deliver 
to the owner the original pay roll receipted in full by all the labourers 
(and in British Columbia the materialmen also), and in default of so 
doing he cannot succeed in enforcing his lien. Under the Alberta Act 
this is not necessarily fatal to the lien and the Judge may relieve against 
the omission, but there is no such power given to the Judge under the 
B.C. Act. It has been held in Alberta that this section is intended solely 
to protect the labourers and to afford the owner the means of securing
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himself from liability to the labourers and non-compliance by the con
tractor or sub-contractor with the provisions of this section will not pre
vent his lien from coming into existence or nullify a lien already existing 
or prevent a lien-holder from keeping it alive by commencing proceedings 
in accordance with the Act: Spears v. Bannerman (1907), 1 Alta. L.R. 
98.

The provisions as to posting the pay rolls do not appear in the Mani
toba and Saskatchewan Acts. An attempt was made in Bickler v. Spencer 
(1911), 17 B.C.U. 41. to deprive an architect of his lien owing to pay 
rolls not having been posted but as the point was not raised in the plead
ings the Judge refused to consider the point. It would seem, however, 
especially under the B.C. Act that the obligation was not tenable as an 
architect is a person doing mental work for wages as wages are defined 
in the Act and, therefore, not within the definition of “sub-oontraetor’’ as 
therein defined.

The case of Turner v. Fuller (B.C. Court of Appeal, not yet reported) 
above referred to. also refers to this section. That case holds that, while 
this section protects labourers and materialmen, it does not protect a person 
supplying both. Macdonald, C.J.A., says: “1 do not think this section helps 
the plaintiff : fie is not within it. The section protects only labourers and 
materialmen. For some time I was puzzled by the peculiar wording of 
the first part of the section above quoted, particularly the words, ‘Persons 
placing or furnishing materials who have done work.’ It seemed to me at 
first sight that three classes were included in the first part of the section 
and two classes only in the second part al>ove quoted, but on examining 
the original section, lieing see. 12 of the Revised Statutes of 1897, which 
extended only to labourers, it now seems plain that the words ‘who have 
done work’ must relate to labourers, not to persons placing or furnishing 
materials. The manner in which the original section was amended gave 
rise to the apparent difficulty in construing it.” It will be interesting to see 
if. and how fur. this will be hereafter held to apply to section 0 and if 
the Courts will hold that a person entering into a lump contract for labour 
and material is entitled or not to any lien whatever.

In British Columbia and All»erta. a sub-contractor's lien is subsequent 
to all other liens except other subcontractor’s lien, all of which rank 
pari pansu, ami is preferred to the* sub-contractor’s lien ( B.C. see. 30 
and Alta. s«*c. .'101. In Saskatchewan and Manitoba the labourer is pre
ferred to the extent of thirty days’ wages—other lien-holders rank pari 
passu, except where contractors or sub-contractors make default ( Sask. 
sees. 13 and 14; Man. secs. 11 and 12). Where part of the contract 
price was to be paid in lots the sub-contractors doing the work and prov
ing a lien were held to be entitled to have such lots sold and the proceeds 
of such sale applied in payment of their claims. William lleatl Company 
V. Coffin (1910). 13 W.L.R. «63.

A stipulation in a contract that there shall be no right to a lien 
against the property will not affect the liens of sub contractors or other 
persons doing work or furnishing materials unless it can lie shewn that 
they expressly assented to such arrangement : An!y v. Holy Trinity Church 
(1883). 2 Man. L.R. 248.

And even then in B.C. it would not affect wage earners earning less
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than $5 per day (see. 4. sub-see. 2) and in Saskatchewan any (H-rson 
performing manual lalaiur (sec 3). In Alberta (see. 31 and in Manitoba 
(sec. 0) anyone can contract out but cannot be deprived of a lien by any 
agreement to which he is not a party.

Contractors.

This term is defined in the Acts and includes any person cont acting 
directly with the owner whether for labour or material or both. He has 
a right to a personal judgment against the owner for the amount of his 
claim as well as a lien against the land on which the work or improvement 
is done. It is, however, incumbent on him to prove that his contract is 
fully complied with and if such contract prescribes any condition pre
cedent to recovery, such ns the procurement of a certificate from an en
gineer. architect or surveyor, such certificate must Is* produced or his 
claim, incltnling his lien, will fail entirely: Walkley V. ('Hi/ of Victoria 
(1900), 7 B.C.R. 481 ; l.rroy v. Smith (1000), 8 B.C.R. 293; Whiting v. 
Blond in (1904), 34 Cnn. N.C.R. 453.

lie will only be excused from complying with such condition precedent 
by shewing that the owner has, by his own act, prevented such com
pliance: McDonald v. Manor of 11 ‘orkington (1892); Hudson on Building, 
Contracts, 2nd ed„ vol. 2, p. 222; Canty v. Clarke ( 1879), 44 I’.C.Q.B. 505.

Where the final arbiter under a contract was described as the chief 
engineer of a company not a party to the contract and he turned out to lie 
the engineer of the employer, the contractor was held not to lx* bound by 
the condition : Dominion Construction Co. v. Hood (1899). 30 Can. S.C.R. 
Ill

And where an agreement provides for the certificate of an architect 
and no architect is appointed, the provision is inoperative: Dcgagne v. 
Chare (1895), 2 Terr. bR. 210.

The duty of a contractor to post receipted pay rolls and the elleet of 
non-compliance with the statute has been discussed under the head of 
sub-contractors.

The lien of a contractor under the B.C. and Alberta Acts by the ex
press terms of the statute ranks after all other liens and probably the 
same rule holds good in the other provinces.

In British Columbia, if the general contractor supplies materials and 
desires to claim a lien for the same he must notify the owner to that effect 
in accordance with the terms of see. ft of the Act as any other material- 
man. See Xorth Pacific h. Co. v. McKay, supra.

Where a municipal by-law passed two days after the signing of a 
building contract rendered the carrying out of the contract illegal, the 
contractor could not recover : Spears v. Walker ( 1884). 11 Can. S.C.R. 
113.

And if a contractor is prevented by an Act of Parliament from carry
ing out his contract he has no recourse against the owner: Samson V. The 
Queen (1888), 2 Can. Ex. R. 30.

Assignees of Claims.
The Acts of all the Western Provinces provide that the right of a lien

holder may be assigned in writing. Before this right was given when a
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mocliunic assigned hi* claim to the plaintiff and the plaintiff, in order to 
enable the mechanic to register hi* claim re-assigned it, it was held that 
the registration was good. Currier v. Friedrich (187ft). 22 <ir. 243, ami 
in (Irani v. Dunn < 1 HM:i ). 3 O.K. 378. an assignment was held good. As to 
an assigned claim under the HA*. Act. see Hick 1er v. Spencer (1911), 17 
B.C.R. 41. which held that the lien being assignable every remedy for its 
enforcement went with it.

ONT. RICE LEWIS A SON, Ltd. v. HARVEY et al.

sia
191.1

Ontario Ha/mine Court 1 \ppcllatr Oieittion), (larroir. Uaclaren. Meredith, 
and Mat/ee, ,/•/..t. Janaari/ 15. 1911.

Jan. 15.
1. MmuMc»' i.ikxs i § V1 —17)—Ok hi im oxtractorh and material men

-KxTKXT ok UKX ON (•uXTKACTOH'h KAIM'MK to oomplktk.
Tlic pnqierty owner is entitled under the iMechanics* Lien Act, 10 

Kdw. N il. (Out.) ch. fill, to deduct from the sums for which he is liable 
to his contractor on progress certificates while the work is going on, 
twenty |H*r cent, thereof (or fifteen per cent, where the contract price 
exceeds $15,(MHi) for the protection of persons entitled to liens ns sub
contractors; and the owner is not entitled as against the sub contractor 
to apply such percentage to answer the cost of completing the work on 
the contractor’s default.

11> a ssi II v. French. 2S O.R. 215. approved ; Farrell v. On liai/her, 23 
O.LR. 1 to. and McManus v. KothmkHd, 25 O.LIt. 13H. doubted.]

2. Mkuianivr' I.IKXS i§ VI—471—Mtati toky I’KRvkntauk to hk rktainkd
TO I'ROTKVT NVH-CONTRACTORH—TrV8TKK.RHIP.

By virtue of the Mechanics' Lien Act. HI Kdw. VII. (Out.) ch. (19, 
the properly owner is. as regards lien-holders bidding claims against 
the principal contractor, a trustee of the twenty |ier cent, of payments 
which bei-oine due to the latter under the contract during the progress 
of the work; and the owner will lie liable for such percentage, so far 
ns may lie required to satisfy the unpaid lien claims, although by his 
contract he was to pay and did pay the contractor only HO per cent, of 
the value of work as certified by progress certificates of the architect, 
where the contractor afterwards abandoned the work and the 20 per 
cent, retained of the value so eertified by the architect was insufficient 
to pay the cost of completing the contract.

[As to parties entitled to file mechanics' liens, see the next preceding 
case and Annotation to same.]

3. MECHANIC'S* I.IKXS (§ VI—47)—SUB-OOXTRACTORH AND MATKRIAI.MKN—
Waok-karnkrn.

The special provision for priority of wage earners introdueed into the 
Mechanics’ Lien Act (Ont.) whereby it is declared that ns against wage- 
corners the percentage required to lie retained by the owner to answer 
liens shall not lie applied by the owner to the completion of the contract 
on the contractor’s default nor to the payment of damages for non
completion (III Kdw. VII. (Ont.) ch. fit), "sec. 15) does not affect the 
other provisions of the Act regarding mechanics' liens generally ; and 
it is not to lie implied from such prohibition that the owner may in 
cases other than for wages so apply the statutory percentage towards 
the cost of completion as against the liens of materialmen or sub-con
tractors in the event of the contractor’s default.

1 Farrell v. (lallaphcr, 23 O.L..R 130, and McManus v. Rothschild, 25 
O.L.R. 13H. doubted.]
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Appeal taken to the Court of Appeal for Ontario from the 
judgment of *1. A. ('. Cameron, Official Referee, in a mechanics' 
lien action.

The appeal was
Mr. Cameron’s decision was as follows :—

The contract prive in thi* case wan $12,000. The extra* allowed 
by the architect in < of the work to the contractors amount to 
$329.50, making a total of $12.320.50. At the time the contract was 
abandoned by the contractor the owner had paid the sum of $9,- 
5:10.52 on account. I find that the owner had properly paid out to 
complete the contract according to the plan* and specifications the 
sum of $3.-119.08—this amount is subject to variation on the final 
settlement of judgment. As the amount paid direct to the contrite 
tors added to the coat* of completion exceed the amount of the con
tract price and extra*. 1 must find, following the judgment of the 
Divisional Court in Farrell v. Unlhnjhn-, 23 130, that there is
no money in the hand* of the owner available for distribution among 
the lien-holder* who have proved their liens.

In addition to the item* oisive referred to a* to the co*t of com 
plction, viz., $3.419, there is a further amount to be added under the 
contract in the nature of damage* for non-completion which 1 fix 
at the sum «if $200. This amount i* properly recoverable in this case. 
S»*e UcManu* V. Itulhsrliilil. 25 O.l*.It 138. The lien-ladders are entitled 
to personal judgment under secthm 19 of the Act against tin1 contractor* 
for the amount of their claim with <-«i*t*. which I will fix when formal 
judgment i* taken out. Tin1 owner i* entitled to jndgmmit against the 
contractor for the dificrenn» lietween the amount of tIn» contract price 
and extras ami the amount paid to the contractor prior to the aban
donment of the contract, plus cost «if complet ion ami damages above 
referred to with eost*.

There will be no further order for cost*.

ONT.

S.C.
1913

Ihl K I.KWIH 

* Sox. Ltu.

Statement

F. K. Hod (fins, K.(\, for the appellant lienholders.
/. F. Hcllmuth, K.C., ami F. J. Dunbar, for Mrs. Harvey, 

defendant, respondent.

Meredith, J.A.:—When rightly understood, the ease of Iius- Meredith, j.a. 
if// v. French. 28 O.R. 215, seems to me to have been well de
cided; and when the facts of this ease are rightly understood, 
the question involved in it is easily solved, even without the aid 
of that ease.

Under the Act “twenty per cent.” is to be deducted from 
“any payment to he made” on the contract; see 12; and the 
amount of such * ions is to be n d for the benefit of 
the lien-holders.

Under the contract in question, eighty per cent, of the value 
of the work done, to he estimated at contract-prices, was to 
be paid, from time to time, on progress certificates, by the owner 
to the contractor; and a very considerable sum became thus pay
able to him; which, if it hail not been paid, lie could have re-
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covered in an action, except as to “twenty per cent.” of it, 
which the Act required the owner to retain for the benefit of 
others who were putting their labour and building materials 
into his building, and might have liens for them.

To the extent, then, of twenty per cent, on these payments, 
at least, 1 would have thought it obvious that the owner is liable 
to lien-holders ; and, if, over and above the amount of these pro
gress certificates, any sum ever became payable by the owner 
to the contractor, twenty per cent, of that also is available to 
lien-holders.

IIow is there any way of escape from that conclusion? And 
why should there be? If the Act opens such a way—if the 
owner’s contentions be right—it would not be an Act for the 
benefit of lien-holders, but would be an Act for the relief of 
owners against their contracts to pay. In this the Act puts no 
additional liability on the owner ; it accepts his own obligation, 
contracted by himself, to pay, as the basis of lieu-holders’ rights, 
and provides merely that out of the amounts he has bound him
self, and has become liable, to pay, unconditionally, to his con
tractor, he shall retain twenty per cent, for lien-holders.

There is nothing harsh or unjust to him in that ; it would be 
harsh and unjust if the Act enabled him, for his own benefit 
only, to disregard his own contract to pay. Nor is it unreason
able that he should be made a trustee of a reasonable portion of 
the money he ought otherwise to pay to the contractor, retain
ed for the one purpose of preventing sub contractors and others 
putting work and material into the building, which is his, from 
being “done out” of their pay for it by the contractor.

All this accords with every one of the provisions of the Act 
respecting lien holders; such twenty per cent, is to be deducted 
and retained from “payments to be made by him in respect of 
the contract”: sec. 12 is “limited to the amount owing to the 
contractor”: sec. 11 is not out of any “greater sum than the 
sum payable by the owner to the contractor”: sec. 10; and is 
“limited, however, in amount to the sum justly due to the person 
entitled to the lien and to the sum justly owing . . .by the 
owner : sec. 6.

Different considerations would apply if there had been no 
contract to pay except on fulfilment of the contract on the con
tractor’s part.

The Act, thus understood, creates no hardship on the owner ; 
if he choose to pay when he is under no obligation to pay, he 
pays at his own risk as to the ultimate result; if he retain 
twenty per cent, out of every payment he has made himself 
liable for by his contract, he does that which the Act requires 
and is as well off as if the Act had never been passed ; whilst, 
if he fail to do as the Act requires, if he do not retain the twenty
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per cent, for lien-holders, he runs the risk of having to pay over 
again—a.very reasonable penalty for defiance of the plain law 
of the land.

As it is, the Referee has given to the owner, to secure him 
against the default of his contractor, not only the twenty per 
cent, which, by his contract, in agreeing to pay eighty per cent, 
only, he had retained for that purpose; but also the twenty per 
cent, of which the Act made him trustee for lien-holders; an 
obviously (I would have thought) erroneous result; reached, 
perhaps by reason of not quite grasping all the facts and cir
cumstances of the case.

Rut, driven to the last ditch, the respondent contends that 
the provisions of sec. 15 of the Act, respecting liens for wages, 
are inconsistent with this view, and ought to prevent effect 
being given to it; because there express provision is made that 
the twenty per cent, shall apply to contract not completely ful
filled, and shall be calculated on the value of the work and mat
erials, having regard to the contract price, if any; and shall not 
be applied, in ease of default in completing the contract, to the 
completion of the contract, or to damage for non-completion, 
“as against a wage-earner claiming a lien”: a contention, how
ever, in my opinion, of no sort of conclusive effect when ap
plied to an enactment made up of different provisions enacted 
at different times, and as to this particular section an enact
ment prepared doubtless with the mind much more intently set 
on making a sure and most favourable provision for the earners 
of wages—whose liens would generally be comparatively very 
small—than upon just how this provision might fit in with the 
rest of the Act, or affect it. It seems to me quite certain, how
ever that may be, that there was no intention, in adding that 
section, to affect the other provision of the Act respecting liens 
for things other than wages.

Rut the contention loses entirely any weight which it might 
otherwise have, when it is observed that this section covers cases 
in which there are no progress certificates, in which there may 
be nothing ever payable by the owner to the contractor except 
the ultimate balance, if any, and so it goes far beyond any of 
the provisions of the Act in favour of other lien-holders.

The judgment of Rose, J„ in the case of liussdl v. French, 
28 O.R. 215, shews plainly that tin- ruling in that ease was based 
upon the same grounds as those upon which I have based my 
opinion in this case; and, if there be anything decided or said 
to the contrary in the eases of Farrell v. Gallauhcr, 23 O.L.R. 
130, and McManus v. Ifntlischild, 25 O.L.R. 138, it ought, I 
think, for reasons which seem to me to be obvious, to be over
ruled.

I would allow the appeal ; and refer the matter back to the 
Official Referee.
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(iarrow, and Maclaren, JJ.A., agreed with Meredith, J.A.
Magee, J.A. :—The growth of the provisions of the Mechan

ics’ and Wage Earners’ Liens Act as to the relative rights of 
owner, contractor, suppliers of material, wage earners, and 
sub-contractors, has been gradual. By R.S.O. 1877, ch. 120, 
secs. 3-10, and section G (as amended by 47 Viet. ch. 18, sec. 5, 
to accord with the original Act, 38 Viet. ch. 20, sec. 3), a lien 
was given unless there was an agreement to the contrary, but 
all payments made in good faith by the owner to the contractors 
before written notice of the lien, operated as a discharge to the 
owner, and the lien-holder could not recover more than the 
owner was liable to pay to the contractor, and was limited to the 
amount payable to the contractor.

In 1878, by the amending Act, 41 Viet. ch. 17, it was declared 
in sec. 1 that payments so made up to 90 per cent, of the price 
to In- paid for the work operated as a discharge to the owner, 
and by sec. 2, that the lien should, in addition to all other rights 
or remedies given by the Act, also operate as a charge to the ex
tent of ten per cent, to be paid by the owner.

The section did not expressly state upon what the lien should 
be a charge, and there was no provision enabling or rerpiiring 
the owner to withhold any percentage from the contractor. 
It was at this stage of the enactment that the transactions in
volved in (Jnddard v. Coulson, 10 A.R. 1, took place.

In 1882, the Mechanics’ Lien Act, 1882, 40 Viet. sec. 15, was 
passed to make further provision for the lien of mechanics 
and labourers. By section 2, they were given a lien for wages 
up to 30 days’ wages and such lien was not to prejudice any 
lien under the Mechanics’ Lien Act, R.S.O. 1877, and by sections 
7-12, was to be enforced under the latter Act. By section 3, 
this lien for wage* was to operate notwithstanding any agree
ment between owner and contractor excluding a lien, and by 
see. 4 it was to the extent of 10 per cent, of the price to he paid, 
to have priority over all other liens under the Act of 1877, and 
over any claim by the owner against the contractor for failure 
to complete his contract. Sec. 5 provides that if any person other 
than the contractor has performed lalnnir or supplied materials, 
the owner should, in the absence of a stipulation to the contrary, 
be entitled to retain for a period of 30 days after the completion 
of the contract the ten per cent, of the price to be paid the con
tractor. This was the first provision for retention. So far 
then* was no clause postponing claims by the owner to any lien 
except liens for wages. By 47 Viet. ch. 18 (1884), sec. 1, no 
agreement to which he was not a party and not signed by him 
should deprive anyone of a lien, and by sec. 8 the priority of 
liens for wages was declared not to he affected.

It was in May, 1884, that Uoddard v. Coulson, 10 A.R. 1,
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came before the Court of Appeal. The contractor, one Critten- 0NT-
den, had failed in 1879 to complete his contract, and had been s t.
paid as much as the value of the work done, and it had cost the 1913
owner more than the balance of the contract price to complete ----
the work. It was held that the plaintiff’s sub-contractors had 
no lien as against the defendants, the owners. The contract r. 
was not put in evidence, and it was not shewn that anything IKkvkt. 
had, in fact, become payable by tin* owner till completion. Hag- MmWi j.a. 
arty, C.J.O., points out that under the Act the owner was not 
to he liable to pay any greater sum than what was payable by 
him to the contractor, and did not consider that the Act of 
1878 affected that principle, or that the Court could extend ten 
per cent, of the price to be paid to mean ten per cent, on a price 
for work which had never been done. Patterson, J.A., said the 
lien was to operate as a charge to the extent of ten per cent, of 
the price to be paid by the owner, but he thought that could not 
fairly do more than charge ten per cent, of the money which 
becomes payable by the owner to the principal contractor, and 
that so far as the evidence shewed the contract price never be
came the price to Ik* paid because the contractor failed to do 
what was necessary to earn it or to earn more than In* was paid, 
which was under 90 per cent. lie considered that view to be in 
accordance with what might be inferred from 45 Viet. ch. 15, 
see. 4, to be the understanding of the law of the Legislature in 
giving a lien for wages priority over a claim by the owner, but 
he was not prepared to say that even under that Act the owner 
could l>e compelled to pay the workmen money for which he 
never became indebted to the contractor, and he suggested that 
possibly it only ixwtponed a cross-demand of the owner. It 
will thus be seen that the ease turned upon the fact that no 
money became payable to the contractor so far as appeared.

In Nears v. Woods, 2d O.R. 474 (1893), the Queen’s Bench 
Division came to a like conclusion, and apparently so also in 
Truas v. Dixon (1889), 17 O.R. 366. I11 Rc Cornish (June,
1884), 6 O.R. 259, the Chancery Division allowed the charge of 
the lien-holders upon the ten per cent, of the work done as 
against the owner, no reference being made to Goddard v.
Coulson, 10 A.R. 1, decided shortly before.

In R.S.O. 1887, ch. 121», these various enactments were con
solidated. In see. 10, the words “save as herein provided1* 
wen* prefixes to the declaration that the owner was not to lie 
liable to a greater sum than the sum payable by him to the con
tractor. For the insertion of those words the reference is to 
45 Viet. ch. 15, sec. 4, shewing that they referred to the lien 
for 30 days’ wages. In that consolidating Act there was im
pliedly a distinction between the two classes of liens, and from 
the express postponement of the claims of the owner to the lien
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of the wage earner, it might be inferred that the Legislature 
did not consider the owner’s claims postponed to other liens.

By 53 Viet. eh. 38, the amount of the percentage was changed 
—56 Viet. eh. 24, made provision for deducting from pay
ments to contractors in cities the amount due wage earners, 
which was repealed by 59 Viet. ch. 35, but it may be referred to 
as shewing the policy aimed at. In sec. 2, the percentage which 
the owner was entitled to retain was referred to as the percent
age “to be retained.” Sec. 4 declared that the lien for 30 days’ 
wages would not. be defeated by attachments, garnishments or 
executions, or by reason of the work contracted for being un
finished or of the price for that or any other reason not being 
payable by the contractor, but by see. 5, ih case of the con
tract not having been completely fulfilled when the lien was 
claimed by wage earners the percentage was to lie calculated on 
the work done or materials furnished by the eontractor, and 
every wage earner was to be entitled to enforce a lien in re
spect of an unfinished building to the some extent as if 
finished, and the percentage was not as against wage earners to 
be applied to the completion of the work, nor to the payment of 
damages for the non-completion thereof by the contractor.

Here, again, in an Act intended, according to its title, to 
facilitate the enforcement of the just rights of wage earners 
and sub-contractors, we find the Legislature abstaining from 
expressly extending to other liens the advantages it was giving 
to liens for wages as against the owners.

In 1896, 59 Viet. ch. 35 was passed, repealing the existing 
Acts and consolidating and remodelling the provisions. The 
sections as to deducting from payments to contractors in cities 
were dropped. By sec. 5, the lien was limited to the sum “just
ly owing by the owner” with the addition of the words “ex
cepting as herein provided,” thus according with the previous 
enactment, R.S.O. 1887, ch. 126, sec. 10, already mentioned. 
Section 9 likewise limited the lien to the amount “owing to 
the eontractor save as herein provided”; and sec. 9 declared 
that the “lien shall not attach so as to make the owner liable 
for a greater sum than the sum payable by owner to the con
tractor,” but “save as herein provided.”

’ But the chief change was made by sec. 10, which directed 
that “in all cases an owner shall as any contract progresses de
duct from any payments to be made and retain for a period 
of 30 days after the completion or abandonment of the contract 
“twenty per cent, (or in some cases 15 per cent.) of the value 
of the work, service and materials actually done, placed or 
furnished, such values to be calculated on the basis of the price 
to be paid for the whole contract,” and declared that “the 
lions created by this Act shall be a charge upon the amounts
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directed to be retained by this section.” Sub-section 2, of sec. 
10 again declared that all payments up to 80 per cent, (or 
85 per cent.) of such value made in good faith by an owner to 
a contractor before notice in writing of such lien should operate 
as a discharge pro tanto of the lien created by the Act.

Here, then, the lien created against the land by sec. 5 was 
made a charge not to the extent of a percentage of the price to 
be paid as before, but a charge for the whole amount of the lien 
upon a specified fund which the owner was now required, and 
not merely entitled, to retain. Hut, when we look to see what 
the fund is, we find it consists of sums deducted from ‘‘ pay
ments to be made.” If there are no payments made or to he 
made, there would be no deductions and hence no fund to be 
charged, but the lien would still hold its position under section 
5 against the property, and he limited as therein to the sum 
justly owing (excepting as the Act provided) by the owner.

Instead of the priority given by 56 Viet. eh. 24, sub-secs. 4 
and 5, only to liens for wages over attachments, garnishments 
and executions and claims of the owner, we now find in sec. 12 
all liens given priority over attachments, garnishments and 
executions, assignments, judgments, etc., and nothing said 
about priority over claims of the owner. Rut under see. 13, 
mechanics’ and labourers’ liens for wages up to 30 days’ wages 
have priority over other liens “to the extent of and on the 20 
per cent, or 15 per cent., as the case may be, of the contract 
price (sic) directed to be retained by sec. 10 to which the con
tractor or sub-contractor through whom such lien is derived is 
entitled”; and (sub-sec. 2) every wage earner was to be entitled 
to enforce a lien in respect of the contract not completely ful
filled ; when the lien was claimed by a wage earner the percentage 
was to be calculated on the work done or materials furnished 
by the contractor (or sub-contractor) employing him, and fsub- 
sec. 4) where the contractor made default in completing his 
contract, the percentage aforesaid was not as against a wage 
earner to be applied to the completion of the contract, or for 
any other^purpose, by the owner, or damages for non-com
pletion, nor to satisfaction of any claim against the contractor.

In thus giving special rights to wage earners side by side 
with provisions for lien-holders generally and in taking away 
from the owner in favour of the wage earner the ordinary legal 
right which the owner would otherwise have of resisting pay
ment beyond what he had agreed to, it must, I think, be taken 
that the Legislature had no intention of conferring such special 
rights upon other lien-holders dealt with in the same statute, 
and that the latter are confined to whatever rights the language 
giving the lien upon the land and the charge upon the “pay
ments to be made” by the owner confer upon them.
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not pay a,” I do not sec that the statute has ad
vanced the rights of the general lien-holders not being wage

---- earners, beyond the position of the plaintiff in Goddard v. Coul-
1 Sox^Ivrir sun' A.R. 1, and they are still limited to the amount owing 

r. from the owner. No doubt under sec. 4 of the Act of 1890, now
Habvky. sec. 5 of the Act of 1910, the lien-holder is not to be deprived

of his lien by an agreement between the owner and the con
tractor to which he is not a party, but if the lien does not arise 
he cannot he said to be deprived of it. On the other hand, if 
the owner chooses to agree to make payments to the contractor 
before completion, he cannot complain that a portion of that 
which he is willing to part with should lie set aside, not for his 
security but for the security of others whose labour or materials 
have gone to benefit his property. If the owner agrees to pay 
75 per cent, of the progress certificate as the work progresses, 
he is retaining 25 per cent, of his own accord for his security, 
and when the statute says, you shall keep back only 20 per cent, 
of those progress certificates and the lien-holders shall have a 
charge thereon, it does not do so to increase his security or to 
enable him to say it never was payable. As put by Rose, J., in 
Ruttell v. AY. nch < 1897), 28 O.R. 215:—

The owner lieing willing that the contractor should receive the 
stipulated percentage and that no part of the same should be re
tained as security, the statute takes from such percentage twenty 
jier cent, of the value of the work and sets it apart as a fund for the 
lien-holder, and thereafter it is available for them only, and "not 
as a fund to which the owner can resort as security against or to 
make good any loss occasioned by the non-completion of the contract.

No change affecting the appeal has l>een made since 1896, by 
60 Viet. ch. 24 (by sec. 2 of which payment over of the retained 
percentage was allowed after the expiration of the thirty days, 
and the liens were made a charge in favour of “sub-contrac
tors”), nor on the revision of the statutes in 1897, and the pre
sent Act of 1910, 10 Kdw. 7, ch. 69, in secs. 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 14 
and 15, in so far as regards the question here involved is sub
stantially the same as that of 1896.

In Farrell v. Gallagher (1911), 28 O.L.R. 180, a Divisional 
Court and in h’othschild v. McManus (1911), 25 O.L.R. 180, 
Riddell, J., came to a conclusion different from that in Hassell 
v. French, 28 O.R. 215. The statutes and decisions were in 
Farrell v. Gallagher very fully dealt with by Middleton, J., 
who said:—

The action «till recognizes that the charge is a charge upon money 
to liecome payable to the contractor.

In these words lies, I think, the reason of the failure to agree 
with l{usscll v. French.

66552^73
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With respect, i would point out that the charge is not 
upon money to become payable but upon money which has ac
tually become payable, a payment which is to be made and is 
directed to be retained. One may well agree, at least with re
gard to non-wage earners, with the next sentence of Middleton, 
J., that :—

When, by reason of the contractor's ilvfault the money never be
come* payable, those claiming under him and having this statutory 
charge upon this fund, if ami when payable, have no greater right 
than he himself had, and their lien fails.
In my opinion, the true meaning of the statute is that, if the 

owner has agreed to pay moneys before * of the con
tract, whether fixed amounts or sums arrived at by an archi
tect s progress certificate, or otherwise, and they actually be
come payable, he must retain the same to the extent of twenty 
(or fifteen) per cent, of the value of the work and materials 
to the date for payment, calculated as prescribed in the Act, 
and upon this percentage the liens will he a charge, lint ex
cept in so far as moneys become actually payable there is no 
percentage upon which liens other than wage earners’ liens 
can become a charge.

In the present case the owners had agreed to pay 80 per 
cent, as the work progressed. It does not appear that any evid
ence was given as to what amounts actually became payable, or 
what value is to be placed on the work and materials up to the 
date of the last amount payable. The matter should, therefore, 
go hack to the Referee, who followed Farrell v. Gallagher, to 
be dealt with in accordance with the statute, and the appellants 
should have their costs of the appeal.

Appeal allowed.

Re BELL and REGISTRAR OF TITLES.
Albrrln Nu prenne Court, Scott. ./., in t'lianibnn. Januari/ 14. 1913.

I. Land titi.kh (Tokrkxh hymtkm) ($111—30)—Transfer—Time of de
posit FOK HKCORII.

When « registrable transfer in due form from the registered owner 
of land* is handed in to the registrar «if titles tfigetlier with the dup- 
lieate certificate of title of such owner pursuant to tin- provisions 
of sec. 20 of the Land Titles Act. 0 Kdw. VII. (Alta.) eh. 24. such 
transfer take* priority from tin* time of such «Icposjt as recorded in 
the official “day book.” although the entry upon the official record or 
certificate of title is not made concurrently by the registrar because 
of pressure «if work in his office; ami the registrar is not entitled to 
endorse upon the new certificate «if title issue«l to such transferee 
any ivemoramlum of executions received against the transferor in 
the interim.

On 11th May, 1912, one Bell was the owner and held a cer
tificate of title for the lands referred to in the reference. On
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that day one Sinclair handed in for registration a registerable 
transfer of the lands from Bell to him accompanied by the dup
licate certificate of title. On 21st May, 1912, an execution 
against Bell at the suit of one Griffin was received by the re
gistrar who endorsed same on Bell’s certificate of title. On 
27th May, 1912, the registrar issued a new certificate of title to 
Sinclair subject to the Griffin execution. Sinclair thereupon 
applied to the registrar to have the execution removed from his 
certificate of title and the latter, being in doubt as to the duty 
imposed upon him, has made this reference under sec. 113 of 
the Land Titles Act, G Edw. VII. (Alta.) ch. 24.

Judgment was given for the removal of the execution from 
the certificate of title.

D. McLeod, for applicant.
/•’. S. McCormack, for respondent.

Scott, J. :—When the question was argued before me 1 ex
pressed the view that it was the duty of the registrar to issue the 
certificate of title subject to the execution, that it was not his 
duty to adjudicate upon the question whether the execution 
creditor was entitled to a lien upon the property as against 
the purchaser and that if the former was not so entitled the 
latter would have to take some other proceeding to have the 
execution removed from his title. Further consideration of the 
matter has led me to a different conclusion.

Section 20 of the Act provides that the registrar shall enter 
into his day book the particulars of each instrument handed 
in for registration and the date of its receipt, and that, for 
the purpose of priority between mortgagees, transferees, and 
others, the date so entered shall be taken as the time of registra
tion.

The effect of this provision must be to give Sinclair, the 
purchaser, priority over the execution creditor. When the for
mer handed in his transfer for registration he was entitled to 
the immediate issue to him of a certificate of title subject only 
to the incumbrances then appearing on the register, and had it 
been then issued to him it could not have been subject to the 
Griffin execution. The fact that, probably, owing to the re
gistrar being behind in the work in his office, it was not issued 
until some sixteen days after, should not prejudice the pur
chaser. The effect of any other construction of the provision 
referred to would be that a purchaser would not be safe in 
paying over his purchase money until a certificate of title had 
actually issued to him.

I, therefore, hold that it is the duty of the registrar to re
move the execution from the certificate of title issued to Sin
clair.

Execution removed.
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HOWELL v ARMOUR & CO.

Sashateheiran Supreme Court. Trial before Broien, •/. January 22. 1913.

1. Landlord and tenant (8 III A—II )—Agreement to supply water

A condition in n lea so for hu-inc-ts purposes of promises connected 
for water supply from the city main and furnished with a sink and 
lavatory equipment, that the water is to be free to the tenant, is not 
a warranty by the lessor that under nil circumstances water shall 
lie supplant to the tenant, but it does obligate the landlord not to 
lessen the supply which the tenant, ordinarily received and needed for 
the purpose of his business, either by the landlord's own act or by 
the act of other lessees claiming under him.

[Blatchford v. Cl y mouth. .1 Ring. X.C. 691, distinguished ; .1 ndemon 
v. Oppenheimer, .! Q.R.l). 602. and Markham v. Bayet, [1008] 1 Ch. 
607, referred to.]

2. I ) v m au km ( g III S—3Ô8 )—Mm<; vriuN or reduction of damages—Mint-
miri no iosh of pRoms.

A tenant sustaining damage by the landlord's failure to give him 
the water supply needed for his business as a photographer in accord
ance with the len-o. inu-t do whatever he reasonably can to minimize 
the damages, as by installing a tank system at slight expense to keep 
his business going, and so claiming the expense of such installation 
instead of the much larger loss of profits through the practical sus
pension of the business.

SASK.

< C 
1013

•Tan. 22.

Action for damages for broach of covenant contained in statement 
a lease.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff.
E. L. Elwood, for plaintiff.
V\ .1/. Anderson, for defendants.

Brown, J. :—On the 25th November, 1909, the defendants Brown.j. 
executed in favour of the plaintiff a lease of certain premises 
in the city of Regina described as “the premises situate above 
butcher store at 1809 South Railway street, and being composed 
of five rooms, comprising the whole of the first floor of the said 
premises.” The lease was to run for a period of seven years,
“to be computed from the date of completion of alterations in 
the year 1909.” The lease is the usual form of lease given in 
such cases, and at the end thereof there are the following pro
visions:—

The alteration* to consist. of:—
(1) One sky-light, ten feet by ten feet in roof.
(2) Door between rooms to be made eight feet wide.
(3) Door to be cut between cupboards.
(4) Partition across middle room to be made.
(5) Sink and water to be placed inside dark room, the sink not 

to be less than 18 inches by 10 inches, and the wash basin, now in lav
atory. to bo placed in middle room.

(6) Show cases to be allowed on entrance wall and staircase way.
(7) Rooms in front to be papered and painted. Lessee to have 

choice of paper.
(8) Water to be free.
(9) Light to be paid ’by lessee.
(10) Steam heat not guaranteed, but to be given when possible.
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SASK. The plaintiff is a photographer by profession, ami leased
S. C. 
1013

the premises, as the defendants knew, to be used partly for the 
purposes of his business and partly for residential purposes.

Armovb &
( 0.

The dark room which is referred to in the lease under item No. 
5 of the alterations given above was the room specially used 
by the plaintiff in perfecting his plates and prints in connec
tion with his business, and the sink and water which it is agreed

Brown, J, should be put in this room were necessary for the proper carry
ing on of the business. Without water the plaintiff’s business 
could not. be carried on at all, and having it supplied through a 
pipe to the sink in the manner provided for by the lease was 
the most convenient and satisfactory way of securing it. At the 
time of the matters complained of, the ground floor of the build
ing was occupied by Hugh Armour & Co., Ltd., in connection 
with their butcher business. Hugh Armour & Co., Ltd., were a 
different concern from the defendant company, although all the 
members of the defendant company, with at least one other 
person, constituted the Hugh Armour & Co., Ltd. This latter 
company had the ground floor under a lease from the defend
ants, hut the evidence does not shew whether or not their lease 
and occupation were prior to the lease of the plaintiff. In any 
event, at the time of the execution of the plaintiff's lease the 
ground floor was used for a butcher business either by Hugh 
Armour & Co., Ltd., or the defendants, who at one time carried 
on a business in the same premises. In connection with such 
butcher business a considerable quantity of water was neces
sarily used, and the water was supplied to the building generally 
through a pipe leading from the city main. This pipe first en
tered the ground floor of the building, where it was tapped for 
such uses as the water might be put to on that floor in connec
tion with the butcher business, and extended upwards to the flat 
occupied by the plaintiff. ITp to the 1st July, 1912, the plaintiff, 
except on very rare occasions, got in this way sufficient water 
for the purpose of efficiently conducting Ins business; but at that 
time, and for the next two weeks more particularly, there was 
practically no water available on the plaintiff’s flat. The plain
tiff complained of the shortage to Hugh Armour, who was man
ager for the defendant company and also for the lessees of the 
ground floor, and urged upon him the great inconvenience and 
loss that the plaintiff was being put to by virtue of the shortage 
of water supply. It was suggested by Mr. Armour that the 
shortage was due to lack of city pressure, and he did nothing 
during the time complained of to try to remedy the trouble. 
As a matter of fact the evidence shews clearly that there was 
ample city pressure during those days, and that the shortage 
could not have been due to that cause. It was suggested by 
the plaintiff that the defendants or their lessees had deliberately
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cut off the water supply from the plaintiff’s flat, hut the evid
ence does not support that contention, and 1 do not so find. It 
appears that towards the end of .June, 1912, Hugh Armour & 
Co., Ltd., installed a motor on the ground floor in connection 
with their butcher business for refrigerator purposes. In op
erating this refrigerator plant the taps connected with the water 
pipe were opened and the water allowed to circulate freely, 
and I am satisfied from the evidence, more particularly that of 
Mr. Bull, the city electrician, that if this plant were operated 
to its full extent very little water could be expected to reach 
the plaintiff’s flat at all. The time complained of was very 
warm weather, and I find as a fact that the cause of the short
age of the water on tin* plaintiff’s flat was din* to II. Armour & 
Co., Ltd., using so much water in connection with their refriger
ator plant, more than they had hitherto been in the habit of 
using in their business. It is contended, however, that there is 
no guarantee of water supply in the plaintiff’s lease, that the 
covenant is simply that the defendants shall pay the water 
rates. With that contention I agree only in part. There is no 
guarantee that under all circumstances water shall be supplied 
to the plaintiff, but there is, as I interpret the provision, under 
the circumstances an undertaking on the part of the defen
dants that neither they themselves nor anyone claiming under 
them shall in any way lessen the supply of water which the 
plaintiff ordinarily received and needed for the purpose of his 
business. Or, to put it in another way. there is so far as the 
supply of water is concerned a covenant for quiet enjoyment. 
That being so. the defendants under such covenant would be 
liable whether they or their lessees, Hugh Armour & Co. Ltd., 
wen* responsible for the shortage, and equally so whether Hugh 
Armour & Co., Ltd., were lessees before or after the execution 
of the lease under which the plaintiff claims. See Amhrson v. 
Oppenheimer (1880), 5 Q.B.I). 002; Markham v. Paget, 11908] 
1 Ch. 697; Blatchford v. Plymouth Corporation (1807), 3 Bing. 
N.C. 691, 18 Hals. 529. The case of /Hatchford v. Plymouth 
Corporation, 3 Bing. N.C. 691, above referred to was cited by 
counsel for the défendants to shew that the defendants could 
not be held responsible for the action of Hugh Armour & Co., 
Ltd. A perusal of that case, however, shews that because of 
the nature of the pleadings therein the liability of the defend
ants for the acts of third parties claiming under them was not 
dealt with, and consequently I do not find that that case in any 
way assists the defendants herein.

In considering the amount of damages to which the plaintiff 
is entitled, I might point out that the plaintiff, in my judgment, 
was most extravagant in his estimate of the damages which he 
claims he incurred. He also seems to have been of the opinion

SASK

S. C.
Ill 1.1

Abmoi k &
Co.

Brown. J.
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SASK. that it was his privilege to sit with his arms folded, as it were,
s. c.
mis

and incur all the damage possible. I am of opinion that the 
plaintiff was not justified in taking any such position. He was

Armour & 
Co.

bound to act as a reasonable man, and to do whatever he reason
ably could to minimise his damages. There ean be no recovery 
for damages which might have been prevented by reasonable 
efforts on his part. Other photographers gave evidence shew
ing that in the event of shortage in water supply they used a 
tank, and that the work could be done very satisfactorily in 
that way. During the early days of July the plaintiff had a 
special opportunity of doing a large business owing to the great 
demand for cyclone pictures, and there was no reason why the 
plaintiff should not have used the tank system instead of prac
tically doing nothing. Even with the tank system, however, the 
work, 1 find under the evidence, could not have been done 
quite as satisfactorily or with the same expedition as with a 
flowing stream from the tap. There would also be some loss 
of time in getting the tank system installed, all of which would 
necessarily mean a loss of profits to the plaintiff. There would 
further be some expense in connection with installing the tank 
system and some extra expense incurred in using it, as well as 
some inconvenience. For such loss of profits, and expense and 
inconvenience the plaintiff is entitled to recover, and 1 assess 
the damages at $325.00. The plaintiff is therefore entitled 
to judgment for $325.00 and his costs of action.

Judgment for plaintiff.

ONT. RICKERT v. BRITTON.

D.C.
1912

Ontario Dirinional Court, ltoi(d, hatch ford and Middirt on, ,/./.
birr hi be r 17, 1912.

[Rickert v. Britton, ti D.L.R. 887. affirmed.]
!>w. 17. Stay ok proceedings f § I—Iff)—l'n/mol Vont*—Vexotiout 

Ai liait lUmrilion of Courl.\—Appeal by the plaintiff's from the 
order of Riddell, J.. li D.L.R. 887, 4 O.W.N. 2-78. Judgment was 
given by Royd, 0., at the close of the argument, as follows: We 
cannot disturb the order appealed from. 1 would put this decision 
on the ground that there is jurisdiction in the Court to stay pro
ceedings in default of payment of interlocutory costs, especially 
if the action is vexatious, or if the plaintiff in the course of it 
nets vexatiously towards the defendant. The learned Judge ap
pealed from has exercised this discretion, holding that the plain
tiffs in the course of the act ion acted vexatiously towards the de
fendant, and thus imposed the payment of the prior costs as a 
test of the Inna tides of the litigation. The judgment will lie 
affirmed with costs. ,1. 0. O’Donoghlle, for the plaintiffs. V. Q. 
Jarvis, for the defendants.
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SHARPE v. de PEDRO. QUE.
Quebiv Court of Review, TelUer, VeLorimier, and GrernuhieUlu, ,1,1. (• |{t

November 22, 1912.
1. Arrest ($ II—21)—Repairing building belonging to wikk on CREDIT

OK HUSBAND—SALE OK PROPERTY BY WIKK—<jU ASHING TAPIAS.
Where u builder or contractor does work on or repairs to a building 

standing registered in tin* name of the wife, but giving credit to the 
husband and charging him therewith, such builder or contractor cannot 
afterwards charge the husband with secretion of property by the fact 
of the sale of the house by the wife at a low ligure, and a ni/iiiw 
issued under such circumstances will be quashed.

2. Akkest ($ II—20)—When capias available—Giving reckless credit.
Where merchants give credit recklessly on mere promises to pay to 

persons with no possible means of making good such promises, they 
are not entitled to relief by writ of rapiuh if their debtors are unable 
to meet their payments ns they fall due. although the debtors make 
payments to other creditors in preference or priority to them, par lieu 
liirly where the goods supplied are for personal use.

This was an appeal hy the plaintiff from the decision of I lie Statement 
Superior Court rendered hy Charlionneau, .1., on June -ôth,
1912. maintaining with costs the defendant's petition to quash 
a writ of capias under which lie was arrested at the plaintiff's 
instance and quashing such writ.

The appeal was dismissed.
/•’. 8. Maclcnnan, lx.('.. and IV. .1. linker, K.C., for plaintiff, 

appellant.
(i. A. Morrison, for defendant. re>

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
(iKKKNHiiiKLDN, J. :—Previous to the 14th day of May, 1912, nm«shields, J. 

the plaintiff had obtained a judgment against the defendant for 
some $1,000 for work and labour done upon a house, which stood 
in the name of Madame de Pedro.

Being unable to collect lii.s judgment, lie caused to be U-ucd 
a writ of capias ad respondendum against the defendant, under 
which the defendant was arrested, and gave hail. The capias 
issued on an atlidavit charging that the defendant has secreted 
and made away with, and is secreting and making away with his 
property with intent to defraud his creditors generally and the 
plaintiff in particular; that the defendant Iiils been insolvent for 
several months, and has, since he contracted the indebtedness to 
the plaintiff, l>ecii selling and disposing of his property, which 
is the common pledge of all his creditors, and the plaintiff in 
particular, and has been applying the proceeds to the payment 
of claims of certain creditors who knew the defendant was in- 
si ‘ , which payments were preferential, and were made in
fraud of the rights of his creditors in general and of the plain
tiff in particular.

The defendant petitions to quash the capias, and denies the
0—» d.i.r.

8834
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QUE. allegations of fact contained in the affidavit. The learned trial 
Judge found that the plaintiff had failed to prove the al lega

lly 12 lions of the affidavit and quashed the capias.
A careful consideration of the evidence convinces me that 

Shakpk tlu» judgment a quo cannot he reversed.
de Pedro. The defendant seems to be a young man who was fortunate

---- in, or afflicted with, the possession of a rich father and a more
e or less rich mother-in-law. He came from Cuba and established 

a house in Westmount. He has no business, or, so far as the 
record shews, any visible means of support, except what he gets 
from his father or his mother-in-law, or what his wife may get 
from either or both. Immediately on arriving in Westmount 
he proceeded to contract debts and was aided in this enterprise 
in a startling manner by all sorts of tradesmen.

A well-known modiste saw fit to trust him. or his wife, with 
some $7.000 worth of gowns ; a well-known jewellery firm did 
not hesitate to give him, on credit, some $2,000 worth of jew
ellery. Other bills were contracted by him, ranging from $500 
to $1,000, amounting in the aggregate to many thousands. He 
ran an establishment with five or six servants, and at one period 
had horses and carriages, and lived, he says, at the rate of alsmt 
$800 a month. Judging from the traces left by way of liabili
ties. 1 should say it was more like $800 a week.

Complaint is made by the plaintiff, in the first place, that 
the In,use which was bought on the 20th of April, 1011, and 
which is the very house upon which the plaintiffs work was 
done, stood in his wife’s name ; that there is no declaration that 
his wife is separate as to property, and she is, therefore, says 
the plaintiff’s counsel, presumed to In* common as to property, 
and the house in question was an asset of the community and 
liable for its debts. The plaintiff says that after buying this 
house it was sold at an absurdly low figure and the proceeds 
were secreted. Now, whether or not the statement of law made 
by the plaintiff's counsel l>e correct, the fact is that at the time 
this work was done by the plaintiff that property stood in the 
name of the defendant s wife. There has been no action taken to 
have the property declared the property of the community, and, 
therefore, no judgment of any Court so declaring it. The title 
of the defendant’s wife to the property was registered. The 
plaintiff was hound to know in whose name the property stood, 
and how can this Court say that when the property stood unat
tacked in the name of the defendant’s wife that her dealing with 
it by way of sale was a secretion of the defendant’s property 
in fraud of the defendant’s creditors.

But the facts are hardly as stated by the plaintiff. On the 
24th day of April, 1912, the defendant’s wife wished to borrow 
money on the property, but there being a mortgage of some 
$7,000, it would appear that she failed to get the loan. It was
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then decided to make a deed of sal»* to one Tremblay for $12.000, 
and this was done. The $12.000 was used, first, in payment of 
the mortgage due to the Grand Trunk Benefit Association, 
amounting to some $7.000, and the balance, so swears the de
fendant, was used by bis wife in the payment of bills and the 
upkeep of his home—the defendant’s source of supplies having 
been eut off, at least temporarily, if not permanently. At the 
same time there was given to the defendant's wife the right of 
redemption during a period of three years, of the said property, 
and a lease was given to her by Tremblay. I have no doubt 
whatever that it was really ft loan that Tremblay made, biff for 
one reason or another it was put in the shape of a sale and lease, 
with the right of redemption. This would explain the fact that 
the purchase price mentioned in the deed was less than the value 
of the property. In reality, the transaction between Tremblay 
and the defendant’s wife watt an advance by Tremblay of $12.001) 
to pay off the first mortgage, leaving the balance, viz.. $5,000, 
at the disposition of the Indy. Now, I can find in this transac
tion no trace of a fraudulent secretion by the defendant in the 
sense provided for in law.

The other ground of capias is. that while the defendant was 
insolvent, he made preferential payments. To what extent does 
the proof bear this out ? As I have pointed out, the greatest 
facilities were offered the defendant and his wife to contract 
debts, and they rose to the occasion with laudable alacrity, but. 
disappointed in their source of revenue, they were unable to 
meet their liabilities promptly, but paid from time to time as 
they had money, different creditors, probably those who were 
most pressing. I have no doubt that if the supplies had n<vt been 
shut off, the defendant following the lour du rôle would some
time have reached the plaintiff. At the time the capias was 
issued, unfortunately for the plaintiff, his turn had not been 
reached.

The proof shews that his mother-in-law was living with him, 
and the proof also shews that he had Inirrowed $23.000 from 
her previous to his marriage. If this fact calls for any remark, 
it would indicate a more kindly spirit on the part of a future 
mother-in-law than is usually exhibited.

Complaint is made that the defendant paid back some of 
this to the plaintiff’s prejudice. However, living with him at 
West mount, there is no doubt he did, at one time, pay her some 
money. I think the proof would fairly justify the statement 
that this money, paid to his mother-in-law, found its way back 
to his creditors, or to the upkeep of his extravagant establish
ment. Complaint is made by the plaintiff of the defendant’s 
dealings with the horses and carriages. I refrain from entering 
into details, but I find nothing to justify a charge of fraudulent 
secretion. The defendant states, under oath, that these horses
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QUE. and carriages were iMiught for his wife. He is uncontradicted
V. It.
1912

on that. Rut even if he could personally he held liable for these,
I do not think the manner in which they were dealt with would

<n MOT
support a charge of secretion.

So long as people will insist on giving credit to persons on
UK I’KDIIO. a mere promise to pay, with no possible means to'make good

that promise, they cannot expect to find relief by 11 is Majesty’s 
writ of capias. If this young man could 1m; called indiscreet in
contracting these extravagant liabilities, there was not lacking 
ample encouragement and assistance in his indiscreet course.

On the whole 1 am in entire accord with the judgment of 
the learned trial Judge, and it is confirmed with costs.

. 1 pin al dism iss< d.

QUE
VIAU v. SAUVE.

Quebec Court of Kina'» Keneh, Archamhcault, C.J., Lanrgne, Cron», 
Carroll, and üervain, JJ. November 30, 1912.

K. B. 
1912 1. Encroachment ($ 1—ô)—Necessity ok strict description ok land—

“HBCVNDVM Al.LI.OATA KT PROBATA.”

Nov. 30. A |>lninti IT emi only Nuccec'l men ml um alb gala it probata, uml 
where » plaintiff Mikes n jiossessory nvtion against his iicighliour, 
'•burning him with eneronehmeut on » specific part of his property 
(e.g.. lot No. (1) nml the neighbour 'lenies this charge ‘‘us drawn” ami 
the |ilnintiir persists, the action will Ik* 'lismisseil if the eviilenee shews 

' the encroachment to have been on nnother part of the plaintiff's
property (e.g., lot No. 7).

Statement The respondent brought a possessory action against the ap
pellant, alleging that the appellant had dispossessed him of a 
certain part of his property. On June 5th, 1911, the Superior 
Court for the district of Terrebonne, Robidoux, J., dismissed the 
action on the ground that the dispossession had not been of the 
particular piece of ground described by the plaintiff in his de
claration. On February 28th. 1912. the Court of Review. Tellier. 
DcLorimier, ami Dunlop, JJ.. unanimously reversed the judg
ment of the trial .fudge and found that the defendant had inter
fered with the plaintiff’s enjoyment as alleged.

The defendant now appealed to the Court of King’s Reneh 
and his appeal was unanimously sustained.

./. A. C. Kthicr, for the appellant.
./. L. St. JanpttSf for the respondent.

Arrhsmbeeult,
<\J.

The opinion of the Court was delivered by
Archambkault, C.J. (translated):—This is a possessory 

action.
As is well known, possessory actions lie in favour of those 

persons wlm have been in possession, as owners, of an immov
able or real right, and who have been forcibly dispossessed
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thereof by « third party or whose possession is disturbed : 1064 
C.P. In the first alternative the law grants the possessory action 
called réintégra tide; in the second that known as en complainte. 
To lie entitled to a possessory action, the complainant must have 
had possession at least for one year and a day. and such posses
sion must have been peaceful, public, continuous, and not under 
a precarious or equivocal title, but animo domini: in a word, 
such possession must have the characteristics required to allow 
of prescription operating.

In.the present <yise it is established beyond doubt that the 
respondent possessed, by himself and his predecessors in title, a 
certain lot of land for over 30 years, and that in 1900 the appel
lant seized a portion thereof by cutting and removing the hay 
that had grown thereon.

The respondent is the owner of a piece of ground known as 
official lot No. 6 on the official cadastre of the parish of St. Her
nias. and the appellant is tin* owner of a piece of ground which 
has been detached from this No. 6, and now bears the designa
tion No. 7 on the same cadastre.

The respondent claims that the piece of ground of which he 
has been dispossessed by the appellant forms part of lot No. 6, 
whereas the appellant contends that it belongs to him as forming 
part of lot No. 7. But as I have already stated, it is not a ques
tion of ownership, but one of possession, which we have to decide; 
and if I have alluded to the pretensions of the parties as to the 
ownership of the piece of ground in dispute, it is merely to 
characterize the respondent’s possession and to explain his dis
possession.

The difficulty which confronts us is not relative to the ques
tion of possession and dispossession, as this is abundantly proven 
through more than thirty years' occupation. The respondent 
was therefore entitled to bring against the appellant an action 
en réintégrande. The question at issue is whether the respond
ent has so drafted his declaration as to be entitled to judgment 
against the appellant.

A plaintiff can only succeed secundum allegata ft probata. 
When you claim that 1 have dispossessed you from an immov
able which you possessed, you must prove that I really dis
possessed you of the immovable in question ; and you will not be 
able to obtain the conclusions of your demand by proving that 
I dispossessed you of another immovable. Now in this case the 
respondent claims that lie has been dispossessed by the appellant 
of part of official lot No. 6 and the appellant answers that he 
has never seized any part of No. 6.

The respondent says : I am in possession as owner of lot No. 
6. and the defendant, who is the owner of lot No. 7, has illegally 
dispossessed me of part of lot No. 6; and the respondent answers :

QUE.
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this allocation of the declaration as drawn Is untrue ; I never 
dispossessed you of port of No. 6.

The whole case therefore resolves itself into this question of 
fact: Did the appellant encroach or not the official lot No. (i?

(The learned Judge then reviewed the evidence from which 
it appeared that the encroachment had been committed not on 
lot No. (». but on a strip of lot No. 7 belonging to the respondent, 
and continued) :—

It appears then from the evidence that the appellant did not 
encroach on lot No. (i. lie seized a portion of lot No. 7 which 
had been in the respondent’s possession for over a year'and a 
day ; but he did not seize any part of lot No. (>. The respon lent 
can only succeed secundum allcyata ct probata. He alleged that 
the appellant dispossessed him of part of lot No. 5, and the 
evidence shews that he was dispossessed of part of lot No. 7. 
The Court cannot grant the conclusions of the declaration pray
ing that the respondent be declared the owner of No. 6. and that 
it be declared that the appellant has disturbed him in his en
joyment of part of this lot.

The plaintiff’s action was dismissed by the first Court for 
the reasons just given. This judgment was reversed by the Court 
of Review, which declared that the respondent was in possession 
as owner of a piece of ground three arpents wide, known as lot 
No. 6, and extending, for one-half, in depth to a line of trees 
and shrubs forming the dividing line between it and the next 
lot bearing No. 7 on the cadastre.

Were the plaintiff's declaration drawn in the same terms as 
those of the Court of Review, that is to say, if it alleged that the 
land in the respondent’s possession extended to the line of trees 
and streets, 1 should have been disposed to confirm the judg
ment of the Court of Review. But. I say it once more, the re
spondent contented himself with alleging that he was in posses
sion of lot No. ti. and that the appellant had dispossessed him 
of part of this lot No. 6, and he has not proven this allegation. 
There is a proverb that says : As one makes his bed, so mtist he 
lie in it.

This maxim is applicable to the respondent. He was not 
taken by surprise: the appellant answered squarely that this 
allegation was untrue “as drawn” and that he had never en
croached on any part of lot No. 6. The respondent could, there
upon have amended his declaration. He did not do so.

I am of opinion that the judgment of the trial Judge was 
well founded and must be restored, and that of the Court of 
Review set aside.

Appeal allowed.
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Re CORKETT.
(Decision No. 2.) S.0.

Ontario Supreme Court, Britton, ./., anil Kuthrrland, J. January 11. 1913.

1. Appeal (8 I B—21)—Appeal fiom pbobatb decrees—Subbooate allow- -I»»- 11.
ANCE UNDER WILL.

An appeal lie* to the Ontario Supreme Court from an order of a 
Surrogate Court judge adjusting an a I Iowa nee for maintenance under 
a will, which adjustment was referred to the Surrogate judge by the 
court on disposing of an application made by the executors under 
Con. Rule 938 (Ont.) for the construction of the will.

[Kc Corkrtt (No. 1), 4 D.L.R. Ml, 3 O.W.N. 1134, referred to.]
2. Appeal (8 IB—21)—Prohate decrees—Surrogate discretion under

Where a Surrogate Court judge has exercised reasonable discretion 
in fixing a sum for support and maintenance of a legatee under the 
provisions of a will, where the question of amount was referred to 
him by an otiler of the High Court, his decision will not be inter- 
fried with on an appeal therefrom.

An appeal by William George Corkett from an order of the statement 
Judge of the Surrogate Court of the County of Peel.

The ap e J was (by consent) heard by a Divisional Court 
composed t ' Britton and Sutherland, JJ.

II. F. Justin, K.C., for William George Corkett.
It. 0. Atjncw, for Margaret J. Kee.
E. C. Cattanach, for the infant.
Feathcrston Aylcsworth, for the executors.

Sutherland, J. :—One George Corkett made his will dated Sutherland, j. 
the 24th February, 1902, and codicil thereto on the same date, 
and died on the 4th March, 1902. Letters probate were issued 
on the 4th April, 1902. There is a provision in the will with 
respect to the support and maintenance of certain devisees and 
legatees. One of these, William George Corkett, on the 1st May,
1911, launched a motion for an order declaring him entitled to 
such support and maintenance, and in his notice of motion asked 
that the executors and trustees be authorised and directed to 
pay to him out of the estate from time to time such sums as 
might be necessary for bis support and maintenance from the 
1st July, 1910, until he arrived at the age of twenty-five years.

The application came on for hearing before Falconbridge,
C.J., on the 5th October, 1911, and an order was made that out 
of the income of the estate in the hands of the executors there 
should be paid to the applicant $600 forthwith and $100 per 
month until the 17th February, 1912, for his support and main
tenance. On this latter day this maintenance was to cease, on 
his then attaining the age of twenty-five years.

In the year 1912, the executors, under Con. Hide 918, made 
an application for an order “declaring the construction and in-
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terpretat ion of certain c..iUHes of the will.” The motion was heard 
by Clute, J.t and on the 28th February, 1912, he gave judgment 
(3 Ü.W.X. 761), from which I quote in part as follows : “I am 
also of opinion that the children Margaret and William George 
are entitled to what is a fair allowance for their maintenance, 
whether that maintenance, support, and education he upon the 

Sutherland, j. premises or not. in ease the parties differ as to what a reason
able sum would 1m», the Surrogate Court may adjust that matter 
in settling the accounts of the executors.”

An appeal was taken from that judgment to a Divisional 
Court, and on the 22nd April, 1912, a judgment, lie 
Corkctt, 4 D.L.R. 561, 3 Ü.W.N. 1134, was delivered 
by it, varying in some respects the judgment of Clute, 
•1., but substantially, in paragraph 4, repeating and af
firming that part thereof just quoted as to maintenance.

The executors petitioned the Judge of the Surrogate Court 
of the County of Peel to audit, take, and pass their accounts, 
and fix their compensation. A hearing followed before the Sur
rogate Court Judge, in which evidence was taken at some con
siderable length with respect to the question of maintenance. 
On the 3rd July, 1912, the Surrogate Court Judge made an order 
which, besides dealing with the question of the audit and the fix
ing of the compensation of the executors, contained the follow
ing clauses :—

‘‘And 1 find and declare that William George Corkett ap
plied to the Court for an allowance for maintenance, and that on 
the 5th day of October, A.I). 1911, an order was made by the 
Chief Justice of the King’s Bench, allowing him $600 to he paid 
forthwith and $100 a month for four months. And 1 find that 
the said amounts were duly paid to him or on his behalf as and 
for his maintenance.

44And I find that the said sums so paid were and are a 
reasonable amount to be allowed to the said William George 
Corkett for his maintenance, and that he is not entitled to Ik» 
allowed any further amount for such maintenance.

‘‘I further find that Margaret Jennie Kee consented before 
me to waive any further claim for maintenance in the event of 
no further amount being allowed to the said William George 
Corkett ; and I, therefore, find that the said Margaret Jennie 
Kee is not entitled to any further allowance for such mainten
ance.”

From this order William George Corkett appeals, and in his 
• notice of motion, after setting out that he had previously received 

various sums on account of maintenance, prior to the order of 
the 15th October, 1911, already referred to, and that at the time 
of the making of such order it was understood ‘‘that an applica
tion would be made on behalf of the executors for construction

ONT.
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1013
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of the will of the said George Corkett, deceased, on the <|iies- 0NT 
tion of maintenance, upon the said William George Corkett, ^7
attaining the age of twenty-five years, in the event of his living to mia
attain that age,” he goes on further to allege that the “learned ----
Judge of the Surrogate Court erred in refusing to admit evi- Gdskktt 
dence as to the facts in connection with the application on which 
the order of the 15th October, 1911, was made,” and also “in 8oUwr,“nd- 
holding that the amount of the maintenance to which the said 
William George Corkett was entitled was in any way fixed or 
intended by the parties or by the Court to be fixed by said 
order.” And, further, that the order of the Divisional Court is 
binding “apart from whether the said order of the 15th October,
1911, assumes to fix such maintenance or otherwise ;” and that, 
upon the evidence, the amounts as fixed by the order of the 15th 
October, 1911, were not reasonably sufficient to pay his neces
sary expenses of maintenance; and a reasonable sum should now 
be allowed.

Upon the application it was contended on the part of those 
opposing that no appeal could lie, as the Surrogate Court Judge 
was persona désignât a ; and, further, that the order of Falcon- 
bridge, C.J., was a consent order and intended to cover all past 
unpaid maintenance and all future maintenance. Contradict
ory affidavits and statements were filed and made. When the 
motion came on for hearing before a Divisional Court, over 
which Falconbridge, C.J., was presiding, it appeared to him, 
after some discussion, that it was inadvisable for him to take 
part, under the circumstances, and he accordingly withdrew.
By consent of all parties, it was agreed to go on with the appeal 
before the two remaining members of the Court.

When it is considered that allowances for maintenance had 
previously been made to the applicant before the launching of 
his motion in 1911, and that in the notice of that motion he 
asked for support and maintenance from the 1st July, 1910, 
until he arrived at the age of twenty-five years, colour is lent to 
the contention that the order made by Falconbridge. C.J.. was 
intended to cover all claims for maintenance which had not thus 
far been paid, and in addition future maintenance. On the 
other hand, one must suppose that the parties now opposing 
this application must have had in mind the said order when the 
motion was made before Clute, J„ for a construction of the will, 
and when his judgment was formally drawn, including that por
tion hereinbefore quoted, which suggests that in case the parties 
cannot agree on the question of maintenance it might be ad
justed in the Surrogate Court, when the accounts of the execu
tors were being dealt with. The same applies to the order of the 
Divisional Court.

These orders seem clearly to leave that question open to
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accounts. All parties seem to have gone before him in that way 
and under these orders. I think, therefore, that the matter is
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properly before us by way of appeal from the order of the Sur
rogate Court Judge. In the light of the previous allowances for 
maintenance and of the sums allowed under the order of Fal-

Sutherland, J. eonbridge, C.J., and of the evidence taken before him at con
siderable length, the Surrogate Court Judge has come to the con
clusion that the sums so paid were and are a reasonable amount 
to be allowed to the applicant for his maintenance, and that he 
should not be allowed any further amount for that purpose.

I am unable to see that he has not exercised a reasonable dis
cretion in the matter and was not warranted in so disposing of 
the matter.

I think his order should be affirmed and the appeal dis
missed; but, under the circumstances, without costs so far as 
the appellant is concerned. Those resisting the appeal will have 
their costs out of the estate; the executors as between solicitor 
and client.

Britton, J. Britton, J. :—I agree that the appeal of William George 
Corkett should be dismissed. In my opinion, he accepted such 
sums as were paid on account of maintenance, so that, at the 
time of his application to the Chief Justice of the King’s Bench, 
he intended—or must be considered as having intended—to 
accept the sum allowed for maintenance from the 1st July, 1910, 
until he arrived at the age of twenty-five years, as in full for 
all maintenance.

The appeal should be dismissed without costs as to the appel
lant. The respondents should get their costs out of the estate.

Appeal dismissed.

QUE. REX v. BATTISTA.

K. B.
1912

Quebec Court of King’s Bench, Archambeault, CJ., hal'crgne. Cross, 
Carroll, and (lervais, JJ. November 39. 1912.

1. Juby (9IIH—55) —Qualification of jubob—Riuiit to question af-
Xov. 30. TEB VERDICT.

After verdict rendered anil sentence passed it is too late to urge 
that one of the jurors who sat ou the case mus not qualified and that 
his name was not on the sheriff's list of jurors as sec. 1010 O. Code 
(190(1) establishes the legal presumption that all those who ren
dered a verdict were competent to have served on the jury where no 
objection uas taken at the trial of an indictment.

[Rex v. McCrae, 12 fan. Cr. Cas. 863, lti Que. K.B. 103, dis 
tinguished; Brisebuis v. Regina, 16 Can. S.C.R. 421, referred to.]

2 Appeal (8 If—25)—Qualification of ji bob—Criminal law—Ob
jection not taken till afteb verdict.

The question of qualification of a juror in a criminal case is a 
question of fact which cannot l>c raised after verdict rendered and 
the Court of Ap|H-nl has no jurisdiction to entertain a reserved case 
thereon.
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3. Cbimisal law (§ II A—+8)—Procedure — Waiver or uiss ok rioiit QUE.
—Ci. i bw. 1006, b i. . 1010. -----

Section 1(110 of the Criminal Code 1006, forbidding the revers il of K. H.
a verdict for certain irrégularités not objected to In-fore verdict in 1912
criminal cases, is taken from the Imperial statute 7 (leo. IV. eh. 64. -----
and not from 21 James I. eh. 13. Rex

[It rain a v. Feore, 3 (J.L.lt. 210. corrected.] r-
Battista.

4. Statutes (8 II A—107) —-Construction — Effect of marginal iiead-

The marginal headings to the sections of a statute are not to be 
looked at to limit the plain meaning of the text.

[Compare It. v. Slut ml, 8 Can. Cr. Cas. 45, 51.]

This was a demand for a reserved ease upon a question of Statement 
law l>y the prisoner convicted of murder at the November assizes 
by the jury and upon whom sentence had been passed by Tren- 
holme, J.

The demand was rejected.
Alban Germain, for the prisoner.
J. C. Walsh, K.C., for the Crown.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Abciiambeavlt, C.J. (translated).—This is a demand for a un

reserved case on a question of law.
On September 26th last the petitioner was convicted of 

murder and condemned to be hanged.
After sentence had been passed he moved to quash the ver

dict and obtain a new trial ; or at least for a reserved case on a 
question of law to the Court of Appeal. The motion was not 
granted and the prisoner prays that he be allowed to appeal 
from this judgment.

The petition alleges that the verdict is null because one of 
the members of the jury, Vincent Ray, was not qualified to act 
as a petty juryman, and acted in lieu and stead of William 
Ray, his father, whose name had been inscribed on the jury list 
prepared by the sheriff.

The petition, which is supported by affidavits, alleges that 
Vincent Ray was not recused during the trial because the 
prisoner and his attorney only became aware of his incapacity 
after the verdict and sentence.

The prisoner’s motion was rejected for the reason that article 
1,010 of the Criminal Code states that no judgment may be 
reversed, after verdict rendered, by reason of the fact that a 
person served on the jury whose name did not appear on the 
jury list prepared by the sheriff.

The petitioner in appeal contends that this section of the 
Criminal Code applies only in the case of informalities and does 
not apply where a person who served on the jury and whose 
name did not appear on the jury list is not even qualified to act 
as juryman. In this case, says the appellant, the prisoner was
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judged by only eleven of his peers and the verdict is therefore 
tainted with a radical nullity which may be invoked at any time 
and even after verdict and sentence.

This question is not a new one and has already been raised 
before our Courts. The appellant relies especially on the judg
ment rendered by this Court in the McCrac case, R. v. McCrac or 
McCraic, 12 Can. Cr. ('as. 253, lb Que. K.B. 193.

I do not think that this judgment can apply in the pre
sent case and this for two reasons. In the first place I find from 
the remarks of Lemieux, J., who sat in this case that McCrac 
complained before verdict was rendered that one of the jury, 
Montplaisir, was not qualified to sit on the jury (p. 204). The 
case contemplated by see. 1010 did not arise therefore in the 
McCrac case, and there is no analogy between it and the present 
one.

The second reason for which the McCrac judgment is in
applicable in the present ease is this : We cannot tell whether 
the verdict was (plashed because sir, the juryman, was
not qualified to serve, or because admissions were illegally ob
tained from the prisoner.

Two Judges (Lacoste, C.J., and Lemieux, J.), were against 
the verdict for the two reasons I have just mentioned. Two other 
members of the Court ( Bossé and Blanchet, JJ.), were of opinion 
to sustain the verdict. The fifth Judge, my brother Lavergne, 
personally expressed no opinion. But evidently he was of the 
opinion that the verdict was null since it was quashed. But we 
do not know whether this was on account of the fact that .Mont
plaisir served on the jury or whether it was due to the allowing 
to be put in evidence of admissions illegally obtained.

This question was discussed in the case of Regina v. Brise- 
bois (1888), 15 Can. S.Ü.R. 421. The decision in this case does 
not hinge on the question now raised, but the Judges expressed 
their opinion on the subject. Taschereau, J., and OWynne, J„ 
stated their opinion as being that an objection similar to the 
one raised in this case could not be urged after verdict ren
dered because of the statutory provision then existing and in 
force, which is similar to our section 1010. Strong, J., and 
Fournier, J., were of contrary opinion. The fifth Judge, 
Ritchie, C.J., said it was not necessary to decide this point, but 
added :—

Without expressing a positive opinion. I may sav 1 am inclined very 
Htrongly to the view, that if this ease does not come within the very 
words of the Act it is within the spirit and scope of the enactment, 
and within the intent, policy and object of the Legislature, or, as Lord 
Coke expressed it, to suppress the mischief and advance the remedy. 

From what precedes, it may be concluded that no jurispru
dence has yet been established on this point and that we are

1461
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free to interpret section 1010 of the Criminal Code according 
to our personal opinion.

In my opinion, and in that of all the members of this Court, 
this enactment applies to the present ease and the verdict can
not be " ' on the ground raised by the appellant.

The appellant contends that section 1010 deals with infor
malities only, and that absence of qualification in a juryman is 
not a mere informality but a matter of jurisprudence. The jury 
as formed, says he, only contained eleven competent members 
and its verdict is radically null.

I cannot agree with this interpretation of see. 1010. Its 
dispositions are absolute. It does not state that the verdict 
cannot be quashed where a person, qualified to act as a juror, 
has served upon the jury although not appearing on the sheriff’s 
list. It declares that judgment after verdict shall not be re
versed because a person has served upon the jury without being 
returned as a juror by the sheriff.

The section deals here with any person, whomsoever. Once 
the verdict has been rendered all those who served on the jury 
without objection are deemed to have been competent to serve.

It is true that the marginal note opposite section 1010 seems 
to imply that the section deals only with informalities: but 
this is evidently an error which has no significance. The enact
ment itself should be read and not the sense or meaning given 
to it by the clerk or employee who saw to the publication of the 
statute.

By tracing back the origin of this enactment (see. 1010) 
we find that the marginal note is different. This enactment 
comes from the Imperial Statute, 7 Geo. IV. eh. 04, see. 21, and 
not from the statute 21 James 1. eh. 13, as was erroneously 
stated by Ramsay, J., in Htgina v. Ft ore, 3 Q.L.R. 219.

And sec. 21 of 7 Geo. IV. ch. G4 reads as follows:—
And lie it further enacted that no judgment after verdict upon any 

indiet merit or information for any felony or misdemeanour shall ho 
stayed or reversed for want of a ai.nilitcr, nor by reason that the 
jury process has been awarded to a u <mg olliecr, upon an insutlicient 
suggestion, nor for any misnomer or misdescription of the otficer re
turning such process, or of any of the jurors, nor because any person 
has served upon the jury who has not been returned as a juror by 
the sheriff or other officer.
It will be seen, therefore, that this enactment is precisely 

the same ns that contained in section 1010, save only that 1010, 
does not speak of felony and misdemeanour inasmuch as the 
criminal law nowadays no longer divides offerees into felonies 
and misdemeanours.

This enactment of sec. 21 of 7 Geo. IV. ch. 64 was first re
produced in the Canadian statute 4 and 5 Viet. eh. 24, see. 47. 
then in the Revised Statutes of Canada of 1859, ch. 99, sec.
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85, and thence into the dilièrent statutes which have revised 
the Criminal Code.

The marginal note to sec. 21 of 7 Geo. IV. eh. f>4 does not, 
like that of section 1010 C.C., refer to informalities, but reads 
as follows : “What shall not be sufficient to stay or reverse judg
ment after the verdict.”

Besides, if we were to agree with the appellant that section 
1010 should apply only where a juryman, really qualified to 
serve upon the jury, was not inscribed on the list prepared by 
the sheriff, we should he faced not with a mere informality but 
with a question of competence. A person whose name does not 
appear on the list prepared by the sheriff is absolutely incap
able of serving on the jury, even though such person is quali
fied otherwise to act as a petty juryman.

The effect of the enactment contained in section 1010, is, I 
repeat, that after verdict rendered all those who sat in the 
jury an* deemed competent to have served. Moreover, this 
disposition of sec. 1010 is in accord with that of sec. 1014, which 
allows of reserved cases only on questions of law. And whether 
or not a person is qualified or competent to serve on a jury is 
a question of fact and not a question of law.

And so the appellant was obliged to support his petition by 
affidavits to establish that Vincent Ray was not qualified to act 
on a petty jury.

This question of fact should have been raised before verdict 
was rendered. It is now too late as section 1010 of the Criminal 
Code allows us no jurisdiction in the matter.

Application refused.

NS. BERRY v MACKENZIE.

S.O. frove Scotia Supreme Court, Ritchie, J. Xovcmber 4, 1912.

!• Vendor a.nu plbchahkr (11—1)—Rioiith ok parties—Action for dam*
Kov ^ AUKS FOR URKACII OK CONTRACT.

The alleged purchaser cannot support an action for damages for 
breach of an oral contract for the sale of land to which the Statute of 
Frauds applies, by setting up part performance, since that doctrine 
is an equitable one and is applicable only where specific performance* 
of the agreement is sought.

I Fry on Specific Performance, .'ith ed., 2UO, specially referred to.J
2. Vknikir a no purchases (§ I—11 —Rioiith ok partikh—Equitable doc

trine WHERE FRAUD VITIATEH VERBAL CONTRACT.
The only ground upon which t'ourts of Equity compel the specific 

performance of a verbal contract to which the Statute of Frauds ap
plies it where the refusal to |ierform the contract amount o a fraud. 
(Dictum per Ritchie, J.)

Statement Action to recover dnniHges for breach of a verbal contract for 
the sale and purchase of real estate. The action was dismissed.
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The defendants pleaded that the action was not enforceable 
by reason of there being no memorandum in writing as required 
by the Statute of Frauds and also that there had been no part 
performance by taking possession and also that the defendant 
had gone out of possession before action brought and tin» plain
tiff replied that there had been part performance of tin- agree
ment.

The property in question consisted of about ten acres of land, 
mill, and a dwelling-house, in which one of the defendants re
sided. After the contract for the sale and purchase of the 
premises had been completed the defendants permitted the plain
tiff to take charge of the mill and operate it for several months. 
During this time tin* plaintiff was endeavouring to raise the pur
chase money, hut was unsuccessful and eventually the defen-a 
liants told him they would not bother with him any longer ami 
he gave up possession of the mill and removed from the neigh
bourhood. Several months afterwards he brought this action. 

/. S. Ralston, for the plaintiff.
/•’. />. Milner, for the defendants.

Ritchie, J. :—This action is brought to recover damages for 
the breach of a verbal agreement to sell real estate. Among 
other defences the Statute of Frauds is set up, and to this de
fence part performance is replied on behalf of the plaintiff. 
Part performance Is an equitable doctrine and 1 think is not ap
plicable to a case where the legal remedy of damages is sought 
and not specific performance. In Fry on Specific Performance, 
5th ed., p. 290, it is said :—

The part performance of a contract by one of the partie* to it may 
in the contemplation of equity preclude the other party from netting 
up the Statute of Fraud* and thu* render it although resting in parol 
capable of being enforced by way of *peciflc performance though not 
by way of damages even since the Judicature Act.

Ah intimated by Mr. Justice ('bitty in Laverij v. PurscU, 119 
Ch.D. 508, the equitable'doctrine of part performance cannot be 
made use of for the purpose of obtaining damages at law. The 
only ground upon which Courts of equity compel tin* specific 
execution of a verbal contract to which the provisions of the 
Statute of Frauds apply is where the refusal to execute the 
contract amounts to a fraud. As 1 understand the facts there 
is nothing of that kind established against the defendants and if 
this was an action for specific performance I think it would 
probably fail. However it is not necessary for me to decide this 
and therefore I do not do so but place my decision upon the short 
ground that part performance does not help out the verbal con
tract where only damages and not specific performance Is claim
ed. If the doctrine of part performance was applicable to this
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case 1 think the facto do not establish a case for the plaintiff. 
He never was in the exclusive possession of the property. The 
defendant Porteous allowed him to start work at the mill sup
posing that he would be able to produce the money. The plain
tiff never bad the money to pay for the property and although 
lie says be bad found a man willing to lend it to him i doubt it. 
It is a very difficult task for a man without a dollar to put in 
himself to borrow the whole of the purchase money. It is some
what significant that the name of the man who was going to 
advance tin* whole of the purchase money is not given. If the 
idea was that the plaintiff was to get #1,200 on first mortgage 
and the defendant McKenzie take a second mortgage for #800, 
1 do not believe that McKenzie would have done anything of the 
kind.

The action will lie dismissed with costs.
Action dismiss)<1.

HALL v. LOCKWELL

Qucbtc Court of Hu it ir, I hi rid non, CJ., Archibald, and Saint Pierre, JJ. 
Iheember 14, 1912.

1. Novation I—A)—What amounts to—Payment or note past in
CASH AND Kl XKXVAL NOTE KOR BALANCE.

'the | >n vin vu t of ii note partly liy cush an.I partly by a renewal note 
for the balance does not operate novation of the original note, and, in 
the event of non-payment of the renewal note, nuit in projiorly brought 
on the original note.

Statement Appeal by tbe defendant from tile .judgment of the Superior 
Court for the district of Montreal, Weir. J.. rendered on Novem- 
lier 17th. 11110, maintaining the plaintiff's action for $150, bal
ance of a promissory note.

The appeal was dismissed.
C. Bruch* si, for defendant, appellant.
Waltir S. Johnson, for f, re»

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Dstidsun, cj. Davidson, C.J. :—The judgment under revision condemned 

defendant Ixivkwell, in tbe sum of $150, as being the balance due 
on a note of #200 signed by him, bearing date October 11th. 19011, 
and made payable, two months after date, to the order of Hub
ert Raymond, tbe other defendant, who could not lie found, and 
so was not served with the writ.

Lockwcll pleads that the note was discounted at the Sterling 
Bank; and that at maturity it was paid and novated by the 
acceptance on the part of the bank of #50 in cash, and of a 
note for #150 made by Isiekwell to the <‘~der of and indorsed 
by Huliert.

The original transaction represented the obtaining by
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Hubert of a discount of his own note for $1,500. To secure this 
discount several other notes were lodged with the bank, purely 
us collaterals. Among these was the note sued on. Although not 
under discount it had. of necessity, to be protected at maturity.

The payment of $50 on account, which went to the credit of 
Lock well and the acceptance by the bank of a renewal for the 
balance, did not operate payment or novation of the original note 
for $200, which the bank retained. The jurisprudence in this 
respect is so firmly established that citation of cases is needless.

Another fact emphasizes the prudence of the retention of the 
original note and in a marked degree shatters the defence of 
Lock well. When called on to meet the note of $150 he asserted 
that it was a forgery, and so it seems to Ik*. Had he been sued 
for its recovery, such would have been his pretension.

We are to confirm the judgment.
iAppeal dismissed.

C LA I ROUX v. BLOUIN. QUE.

Quebec Court of Review. Archibald, Saint-Pierre, and Chauvin. JJ.
December 14, 1912.

1. Evidence ($ VI A—615)—Parol evidence as to writings—Statute or 
Frauds—Quebec C.C. 12.10.

Where there is no writing signed by the purchnser. the vendor of 
goods, in the absence of delivery, either vomplvic or imrtinl, and in 
the absence of earnest money, cannot establish his claim by the evidence 
of the buyer ; i.e., the writing required under the Statute of Frauds 
(C.C. 1235) cannot lie supplied by the examination of the purchaser.

[See Annotation on the Statute of Frauda, 2 D.L.R. ILIA.|

Tills was an appeal by the defendant from the judgment ren- Statement 
dered by the Superior Court at Montreal, Archer, J., on October 
lltli, 1910, maintaining the plaintiff’s action for goods sold and 
dismissing the defendant’s plea of compensation also for goods 
alleged to have been sold.

The appeal was dismissed.
L. K. Beaulieu, for plaintiff, respondent.
Paul St. Germain, for defendant, appellant.

The opinion of the Court was handed down by
Archibald, J. :—This is a review of a judgment of Mr. Justice awmms, j. 

Archer, maintaining the action of the plaintiffs against the de
fendants for goods sold and delivered, and rejecting the plea that 
the plaintiff’s action was premature owing to a delay having been 
given for the payment of the debt, which had not expired when 
action was brought, and also a second plea cf compensation for 
the price of other goods alleged to have been sold by defendants 
to plaintiffs for a price exceeding the amount of plaintiff’s claim 
against the defendants.
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The judgment of the Court below held that the plaintiffs had 
proved their account against the defendants in the amount sued 
for; that the defendants had failed to prove that delay of pay
ment had been given to them, and dismissed defendants’ plea 
that the action was premature. The Judge also held that the 
defendants had failed to prove a debt for merchandise existing on 
the part of the plaintiffs in favour of the defendants, and so 
rejected the plea of compensation.

The order given by the defendants to the plaintiffs for the 
goods, the price of which is sued for by plaintiffs, contained the 
condition that the goods were payable only in three months, but 
that condition was changed by the plaintiffs liefore delivery of 
the goods, by inserting “ten days” in place of “three months.” 
Defendants admit that then» were pour-fHirh rs between the par
ties and that they consented to that change, but only on condition 
that difficulties between the parties as to the other goods were to 
he settled.

The plea of compensation is based upon these circumstances, 
and it seems clear that the defendant consented to accept the 
goods with a delay of ten days instead of three months, for pay
ment. The judgment was, therefore, right in dismissing the plea 
that the action was premature. The other plea was founded on 
the following facts:—

The defendant Blouin, being in the premises of plaintiffs, 
made a list of certain articles and wrote them down. These 
articles were such as the defendants sold, and the plaintiffs would 
have occasion to use in their business. Resides this list, upon 
the paper in question was written terms of payment, which indi
cated that they were to be paid in three equal portions at varying 
dates. Although there is some hesitation on the part of the 
plaintiffs to admit the fact, the defendants allege that a copy of 
that writing was left with the plaintiff's. This happened about 
the 14th of October, 1908. On the 16th of October, 1908, the 
plaintiff's wrote to the defendants in the following terms:—

“We have spoken of the arrangements that you wish to make 
with us concerning renforts and pulp, but we have decided not to 
take those goods all at once, hut in accordance with our needs, 
so that you may count upon our order such as specified on the 
note that you gave us, but deliver upon demand. Do not forget 
to send the assortment for your order and your labels.”

Notwithstanding this letter, the defendants did not wait to 
get an order requesting the delivery of any part of these goods, 
but, about the 22nd October, they forwarded a portion of tin* 
goods, somewhat about one-third of them, accompanied with the 
invoice, and as the defendants alleged, a letter was also sent at 
the same time, the original of which, plaintiff's declare, they either 
did not receive or cannot find, in which defendants insisted upon 
the order as given. Afterwards the defendants sent to Montreal
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the balance of the goods as specified in the writing above referred 
to. But plaintiffs refused to accept them, and they were put in 
a warehouse by defendants. The plaintiffs accepted the goods, 
which were first sent, although pointing out that they had not 
ordered them specially, as referred to in their letter of 16th Oc
tober, and plaintiffs paid for those goods. It is only the re
mainder of the goods the price of which is now offered in com
pensation. The Judge has held that these facts did not consti
tute an indebtedness on the part of the plaintiffs towards the 
defendants for those goods, which were sent by the defendants 
to plaintiff, refused acceptance and put in the warehouse.

The defendants appear to suppose that inferences as to the 
intentions of the parties can be drawn from the facts in regard 
to the sale of goods, although the articles of the (’ode which refer 
to the matter may not have been entirely complied with. Art. 
1235 of the Code says that, in commercial matters, where the 
sum or value exceeds $50, no action or exception can In* main
tained against a person or his representatives without a writing 
signed by him in the following cases: “On any contract for the 
sale of goods, unless the buyer has accepted or received a part, or 
given earnest.”

Now, the recent decisions of the Courts have established the 
jurisprudence that, where there is no writing signed by the 
purchaser as in this case, the vendor of the goods, in the absence 
of delivery, either complete or partial, and in the absence of 
earnest, cannot establish his claim by means of the evidence of 
the buyer; that is to say, that this is not one of those cases where 
the writing can be supplied by the examination of the purchaser. 
This is in accordance with the English decisions upon that matter.

There was. then, at the date of the 14th October, no complete 
contract between the plaintiffs and the defendants in reference 
to the goods which defendants alleged they had sold to the plain
tiffs. The defendants, in their factum, make a great deal of the 
fact that they had left a copy of the writing, which they called 
an order or goods (hut which was not signed), with the plain
tiffs. But that adds nothing whatever to their defence. The 
document was wholly useless for the purpose of constituting a 
writing signed by the party obliging him to take these goods, and 
if there were two copies in place of one, it made no difference.

The only acceptation which was ever made by the plaintiffs 
of the contract to sell goods to them by the defendants, was the 
letter of the 16th October, in which they said they would take 
the goods mentioned in the writing in question, but only as they 
had need of them and upon their orders from time to time. 
These orders defendants never received, in respect of any of the 
goods. Plaintiff did, it is true, accept part of the gisais, hut 
under his letter of the 16th October, and not under conditions 
to make the fact of acceptance a ground of admission of verbal
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QUE. evidence. The letter of 16th October in question prevents, as

('. R. 
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the Judge below held, the acceptation of n portion of these goods 
from being dealt with as a reception of part of the goods in such

Vl.AIRUlTX
a way as to admit verbal proof of the contract as a whole.

I think there is no doubt that the judgment of the Court 
below was right in holding that; and the judgment is sound and 
ought to he confirmed, and is confirmed with costs.

Appeal <lismissc<1.

N.S. BALL v. SYDNEY & LOUISBURG R. CO

M.C.
1012

Soi'ii Sml hi Sup mm Cniirt, (Irtiham, E.J., and Mnighir, Dryndalc, and 
RummiII, JJ. Dcccmbt r 20, 1912.

Dec. 20.
1. Railways ($IIC—25)—Right to fence right-of-way-—Interfeeence

WITH ACCESS TO SPRING.
A railway company which in constructing It* line and fencing in 

its right-of-way pursuant to its statutory right so to do, thereby 
interfered with plaintiff's access to a spring on the premises of another 
railway which he was permitted to use as a mere licensee, is not liable 
to him for damages for such interference.

2. New trial (fHIR—17)—Verdict—Excessive damages.
A new trial may lie granted by an appellate Court where the jury 

in assessing damages for pollution of a stream on plaintiff's land by 
reason of material used in the construction of defendant's railway 
fixed such damages at a sum which in the opinion of such appellate 
Court had not been satisfactorily proved.

Statement Tins was an appeal from the order of Mr. Justice Ritchie, 
whereby judgment was entered for the plaintiff against the de
fendant for the sum of $*250 and costs to be taxed. The action 
was one claiming damages in respect of the pollution of a spring 
on land of the Intercolonial Railway to which plaintiff was per 
m it ted to have access, and interference with plaintiff’s access to 
such spring by the building of defendant’s line of railway be
tween the spring and plaintiff’s house, and also damages in r - 
spect of the pollution of the waters of a brook flowing through 
plaintiff’s land. The pollution was alleged in each ease to have 
been eaused by the use of slag and other refuse in connection 
with the construction of defendants’ line of railway. The find
ings of the jury were in favour of plaintiff and judgment was 
ordered accordingly.

Appeal allowed and a new trial ordered.
Argument 11. Mrllish, K.C., for appellant :—By deed to the defendants 

plaintiff deprived himself of his right to the spring. The evi
dence shews that the brook was not used and that the pasture 
through which it flowed was full of other springs. There is no 
evidence that plaintiff suffered damage through the pollution of 
the spring. In any case the amount awarded is excessive. The 
defendants were entitled to ballast their road with slag, and if
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the stream was polluted thereby plaintiff has no cause of action. 
There is no evidence of negligence on the part of defendants: 
Caledonia Rail lean v. Walker's Trustas, 7 A.C. 259, 276, at 293; 
Hammersmith 11. Co. v. Brand, L.R. 4 ILL. 171.

. /. L. liais ton and Colin McKenzie. for respondent :—The 
award made in favour of plaintiff only covered the land taken 
and not damages caused hv improper construction and ballasting. 
Plaintiff has a title to the spring by virtue of R.S.X.S. eh. 1G7, 
sec. 31. We claim title to the spring by virtue of an easement: 
Race v. Ward, 4 E. & 1$. 702, 14 Beav. 530. As to what is cov
ered by the award: N.S. Acts 1910, eh. 171. sec. 19. Defendants 
must shew that they have a statutory right, to establish a nuis
ance: Rapin’ v. London Tram n aps Co., [18931 2 Ch. 588; Slid- 
fer v. City of London Electric Co.. |1895| 1 (’ll. 287, 292; Can
adian Pacific R. Co. v. Parke, |1899] A.C. 535; Jones v. Fcstiniog 
R. Co.. L.R. 3 Q.B. 733; llilliard v. Thurston, 9 A.R. (Out.) 
514: Reg. v. Bradford Navigation Co., G B. & S. (131, 34 L.J.Q.B. 
191, 13 W.R. 892: Metropolitan Asylum v. Hill. 11 A.C. 193 ; ILS. 
N.S. 1900, ch. 99. see. 279 : N.S. Statutes of 1910, eh. 171, see. 
2; Faulkner v. City of Ottawa, 41 Can. S.C.R. 190, 214.

Mellisli, K.C., replied.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Russell, J. :—The plaintiff’s action is for damages for injury 

caused to him by the building of their railway ; and he has 
recovered against the defendant company on three distinct 
grounds. First, as to a spring on the line of the Intercolonial 
Railway, or within the limits of the land expropriated for the 
purposes of the Intercolonial Railway, to which he had access; 
secondly, because of the pollution of the spring, and thirdly, 
because of the pollution of a brook running through the plain
tiff's land by water discharged into the brook from tin- defend
ant’s railway, the ballast on which consisted, as the plaintiff 
claims, of unsuitable material.

As to the first and second elements of damage, the case is 
that there was a spring on the land of the plaintiff expropriated 
for the Intercolonial Railway which was destroyed by the track 
of the railway running over it and filling it up. There was 
another spring discovered or developed later within the lands 
of the Intercolonial, to which the plaintiff was allowed to have 
access. But he was a mere licensee as to this, and I do not un
derstand how he can have any grievance in respect to it. The 
defendant company did nothing that they had not a perfect 
right to do in building their road and fencing in their right-of- 
way. 1 cannot make out from the evidence that they did any
thing whatever on unexpropriated land as claimed.

As to the other element of damage, I think that the damages 
awarded, if any were suffered, were excessive. The brook had
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been diverted and is now running on the southern side of the 
defendant’s railway. For this diversion plaintiff has received

1012 compensation. The pollution of the water can only occur, if at
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all, during rain storms, 1 suppose, when the water conies over the 
ballast on the road and enters the brook. The inconvenience 
from this cause must therefore have been occasional and tem
porary, and. in fact, I cannot find in the evidence of the wit
nesses any material on which, if I were a juryman. 1 could satis-

Russell, J. faetorily appraise the damage suffered, if any. I am not even 
certain that there was any evidence of any injury at all.

It is enough for the purpose of the present enquiry to say 
that damage to the amount awarded by the jury has not been 
satisfactorily proved, and then* must therefore Ik* a new trial, 
the appeal being allowed for that purpose with costs.

New trial ordered.

N.S. DOREY V. DOREY.

s. c.
1013

Nova Scotia Supreme Court, Graham, E.J., and Meagher, Kumiell, und 
Dryndalv, Jj. December 20, 1912.

Dec. 20. 1 (’oners ($ I A—2)—Jurisdiction—Statutory power to grant alimony 
—Extension—N.8. Law, 1903, cm. 64, 1904. ch. 35.

Chapter 04 of the Nova Scotia Laws. 1903, mh anivmieil by oh. 35 of 
the N.8. Laws. 1904. confer ring upon the (Supreme Court of Nova 
Scotia the right to grant alimony in certain eases and upon the hap
pening of certain circumstance*, cannot be extended to the granting 
of alimony pendente tite, the jurisdiction conferred being a statutory 
one and the latter power not being specifically mentioned.

2. Divorce and separation ($ V A—16)—Applicability or Divorce Court
PROCEDURE, N.H., TO ACTION POR ALIMONY.

The provision and procedure of the Divorce < ourt in Nova Scotia 
are not applicable to actions for alimony in the Supreme Court of 
Nova Scotia.

Statement Appeal from the judgment of Ritchie. J., refusing un appli
cation on the part of plaintiff for alimony pendente lite. The 
judgment appealed from proceeded on the ground that the action 
was one of a purely statutory character, and the statute (ch. 64 
of the provincial Acts of 1903 as amended by eh. 35 of the Acts 
of 1904) made no provision for such an order as that applied 
for.

The appeal was dismissed.
Argument IV. K. Kotcoe, K.C., and H. Ruttsell, in support of appeal : 

The statute as amended provides for alimony pendente lite : Acts 
1903, eh. 04; Acts 1904, eh. 35; Eversley on Domestic Relations. 
3rd ed., 168; Schouler on Husband and Wife, 5th ed., see. 551. 
Temporary support is an incident to proceedings at law in an 
action for alimony, and it will be granted: Head v. Head, 3 Atk. 
295; Yco v. Yen, 2 Dick. 498; Ball v. Montgomery, 2 Ven. Jr. 
191; Duncan v. Duncan, 19 Vcs. Jr. 394; Storey’s Eq. Jur., see.
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1476; Soules v. Soules, 3 (ir. (’ll. 113; Johnson v. Johnson, 20 111. 
496 ; Van Arsdalen v. Van Arsdalcn, 30 N.J. Eq. 359: Paterson 
v. Paterson, 5 N.J. Eq. 389; Ain. & Kng. Encyc. vol. 2. p. 99; 
Holmested & Langton ’a Jud. Act. p. 28; Com plu II v. Campbell,
6 P.R. (Ont.) 128; Wilson v. U’«7xon. 6 P.R. (Ont.) 129; A'estA 
v. Keith, 7 P.R. (Out.) 41. The merits cannot he gone into until 
the preliminary question is settled : D*Oy1ey v. D'Oyley, 4 tiw. & 
Tr. 226 ; McCulloch v. McCulloch, 10 (ir. Ch. 320.

II. Mellish, K.C., contra :—In the eases cited by counsel for 
appellant the suit was for something else than alimony and ali
mony pendente lite was in the nature of a declaration of dis
tribution of property in favour of the plaintiff. As to the stat
utes in relation to divorce: Pritchard on Divorce 21. For the 
definition of alimony: L----- v. L-------, 27 Times L.R. 316. Ali
mony was formerly and is now only an ancillary remedy in 
another action and where alimony pendente lite is granted in a 
suit for permanent alimony it is only by statute. The Ontario 
practice is shewn in Holmested & Langton. pp. 575, 577. 1370, 
1371. Plaintiff is in a position to support herself and is not 
entitled in any case: George v. George, L.R. 1 P. & D. 554, 37 
L.J. Mat. 17; Burrows v. Burrows, L.R. 1 P. & I). 554.

Balston, replied.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
Drysdale, J.:—An appeal from the order or judgment of 

Mr. Justice Ritchie, dismissing an application for alimony pen
dente lite.

By eh. 64 of the Acts of 1903 passed by the Legislature of 
Nova Scotia a new right of action is given to a married woman 
and the right to grant alimony is conferred on the Supreme 
Court upon the happening of a certain set of circumstances.

This is a new jurisdiction conferred on this Court for the 
first time by said enactment, and confers power to grant alimony 
to any wife who would Ik» entitled to alimony by the law of 
England or to a wife who would be entitled by the law of Eng
land to a divorce and to alimony as an incident thereto, or to 
a wife whose huslwind lives separate from her without any suf
ficient cause and under circumstances which would entitle her 
by the law of England to a decree for restitution of conjugal 
rights, and alimony when so granted by the Court by the Act 
shall continue until the further order of the Court.

The plaintiff has brought an action in which she alleges cir
cumstances entitling her to recover under one or the other pro
visions of this Act. Her statements are denied and the cause 
is at issue. If she fails on the trial of the issues there can. of 
course, be no recovery.

This alimony means support for a wife authorized under cer
tain circumstances, and there the Act stops. There is no provi
sion for a recovery by the wife of any money pending the action,
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N.S. and yet because of this Act and an action pending thereunder
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1012

the plaintiff asserts on this motion (interlocutory) her right to 
have allowed her alimony or support pending the action. 1 could

Douer.

understand, of course, such an in the Divorce Court,
but in this Court the procedure and provisions of the Divorce 
Court are not applicable and if there is any right to money or

Drysdale, J. support to a wife who brings this statutory action in this Court 
it must be in the enactment itself or under some statute confer
ring such right. It is not argued that there is any such enact
ment, but the plaintiff's right to an award of money called ali
mony pendente lite, is insisted upon because this Court is given 
the power to ultimately award money or alimony to plaintiff for 
her support.

It is obvious that the right of the Court to grant relief in 
the action under the statute depends upon proof of her allega
tions in the claim. Only upon satisfactory proof of such allega
tions can any relief lie granted, and 1 do not think 1>eeause the 
statute calls the money to be ultimately awarded her on proof 
of her statement alimony that it was ever intended by the Legis
lature she should be awarded any money prior to proving her 
claim, whether you choose to call such money alimony pcndi nte 
litc or by any other name.

If plaintiff’s contention were to prevail, a wife could bring 
an action under the statute alleging circumstances entitling her 
to relief and on an interlocutory motion be awarded an allow
ance without the merits being considered and without any means 
of ascertaining her true position, and then on trial utterly fail in 
her action. This was not, I think, the intention of the Legis
lature as expressed in the Act.

I agree with Mr. Justice Kitehie below and would dismiss the 
appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

QUE. BOILARD v. CITY OF MONTREAL

C.R.
1912

Quebec Court of Review, Tellier, DeLorimicr, and Grccnshields, JJ. 
December 24, 1912.

Dec. 24.
1. Evidence ($XI1B—927)—SurrieiENCY or—Personal injuries—IN

FECTED VACCINE.
In a trial by jury the verdict must be baaed on actual proven facta 

ami not on mere opinion; therefore, in an action in damages for in
juries resulting from vaccination alleged to have been ]>erformed 
negligently with infected vaccine, positive proof ns to the quality 
of the vaccine must lie adduced to justify a condemnation ; the maxim 
res ipsa loquitur cannot apply especially where it is proven that the 
illness following upon the vaccination might be due to one of several 
causes.

2. Trial ($ri(!4—85)—Questions or fact—Whether medical practi
tioner A MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEE.

The question as to whether a medical practitioner is an employee 
of a municipality is a question of fact and may properly be submitted 
to a jury for answer.

7575
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3. Evidence ($XIK—830)—Similar acts or facts—Admissibility. QUE.
Proof of vaccination of other persons than the plaintiff and evil 

results following is admissible, although far from conclusive, to con- C. K.
tradict an averment of a plea stating that a large number of persons 1912
had been vaccinated by the same doctor with the same vaccine without -----
evil results. Hoilakd

This was an action in damages for $10,000 against the city City of 
of Montreal, as the result of an alleged negligent vaccination, as Montreal. 
a result of which plaintiff's child lost the use of his arm. The statement 
jury brought in n verdict for $0.000 on February 8th, 1912, but 
Demers, J., reserved the case for decision by the Court of 
Review.

The action was dismissed with costs.
T. li inf ret, K.C., for the plaintiff.
J. A. Jarry, for the defendant.
The opinion of the Court was delivered by
Greenshields, J.:—The plaintiff, the mother of, and tutrix nr"'"lllvl11"1Ji 

to her son, Ernest Poirier, aged seven and one-half years, claims 
personally from the defendant the hiiiii of $2,000, and in her 
quality of tutrix, $8,000, and alleges in effect : That, on the 28th 
of August, 1909, at the city of Montreal, compelled by a by-law 
of the city defendant to do so, she caused her minor son, Ernest 
Poirier, to be vaccinated, and lie was vaccinated by Dr. Lesage, 
one of the employees of the city defendant, and with vaccine 
belonging to and supplied by the city; that as a result of the 
vaccination, and as a result of the bad quality of the vaccine 
furnished by the defendant, the minor child of the plaintiff was 
seriously afflicted with a nervous affection, and he completely 
lost the use of his left arm. and his health and physical force are 
considerably diminished ; that the said minor child of the plain
tiff is now in a state of debility, and by the fault of the defendant 
and its employees, and the defective vaccine furnished by the 
defendant, the said minor son of the plaintiff is permanently 
ineapacitated from earning his livelihood as he otherwise could 
have. The plaintiff alleges the united damages suffered by her
self and her minor son. and places the amount at $10,000. She 
alleges that on the 24th of January, 1910. she gave a notice to the 
defendant setting forth the facts above mentioned, and notifying 
the defendant of her intention to bring the present action, de
claring, however, that such notice was given only with a view of 
avoiding, if possible, costs of an action, and without recognizing 
any obligation to give such notice, and that, moreover, the said 
notice was not sooner given because the plaintiff became finally • 
and definitely aware of the gravity of the injuries and their 
permanency only a short time previous to the giving of the notice.

The defendant pleads ignorance of the relationship between 
the plaintiff and Ernest Poirier, and also pleads ignorance of her 
appointment as his tutrix. As to par. 2 of plaintiff's déclara-
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QÜE. lion, the defendant relies on the terms of the by-law, and admits
JTJ that Ernest Poirier was vaccinated by Dr. Lesage at the corner
1912 Mount Royal avenue and Delorimier street, in the city of
---- Montreal, with vaccine furnished by the defendant. The de-

Hoii.aki) fendant denies pars. 3 and 4 of the plaintiff’s declaration, which 
City ok paragraphs allege injuries resulting to the said Ernest Poirier 

Moxtrkai.. by reason of improper vaccination and defective or improper 
oiwnëiâôd*.j. vaccine; and the defendant denies the damages as alleged. Then 

follows the affirmative allegation, that the defendant is guilty of 
no fault, negligence or imprudence in connection with the mat
ters and things alleged by the plaintiff; that tin* vaccination of 
the plaintiff’s minor son was done carefully and according to 
all the rules governing such matters; that the vaccine used was 
the best in existence; that at the same time as young Poirier was 
vaccinated, a large number of children were vaccinated by Dr. 
Lesage, and none of them suffered any injuries therefrom : that 
the sickness or nervous affection from which the said Ernest 
Poirier is alleged to have suffered, resulted in no way from the 
vaccination itself, nor from the vaccine used; that the sickness or 
nervous affection was due to an infection brought about by lack 
of care on the part of those who had the care of the child, or by 
its clothes, or by the hands of the child himself; that the by-law 
referred to by the plaintiff is a by-law passed in the public in
terest and for the safety of the public generally.

The defendant pleads a defect in the notice given, and then 
reiterates the allegation that it, the defendant, is in no way 
responsible, and is guilty of no fault, but tlmt the fault lies 
wholly upon the plaintiff herself, or those for whom she is 
responsible.

The issues were joined by plaintiff's answer, praying acte of 
the admiwions contained in par. 2 of the defendant’s plea.

The plaintiff made an option for trial by jury, and the fol
lowing, among other questions, were submitted to the jury for 
answer ;—

2. Was the plaintiff compelled to cause her minor son, Krnest Poirier, 
to be vaccinated on or about the ‘28th day of August, 1909, in virtue 
of the by-laws of the city of Montreal f

2a. Did the plaintiff cause her minor son, Krnest Poirier, to be 
vaccinated by one of the employees of the defendant, with vaccine 
furnished by the defendant, or by its employées!

3. Was Krnest Poirier, the minor son of the plaintiff, attacked with 
n serious illness; has he lost completely the use of the vaccinated arm, 
and is he permanently incapacitated from earning his livelihood!

4. Was the state of permanent incapacity, debility and sickness of 
Krnest Poirier caused by the sole fault and negligence or imprudence 
of the defendant or persons for whom it is responsible! If you answer 
in the affirmative, state in what consisted such fault.
All the foregoing questions were answered in the affirmative 

with unanimity, and to the last was added; “cause, infected
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Then folloxvH (|ii(‘stioii 5:—
5. Was the comlition of Kruewt Poirier canned by the fault of the

plaintiff or of Krneat Poirier, and if no. in what did the fault vonsintf

To which the jury answered “No.”
A like answer was given to the question ns to whether the 

condition of Ernest Poirier was brought about by the joint fault 
of the plaintiff and Ernest Poirier and the defendant.

The jury then proceeded to assess the damages, and awarded 
to the plaintiff personally $2.000. and to Ernest Poirier $4,000.

During the course of the trial objection was made by the 
plaintiff to certain questions put by the defendant ’s counsel, and 
which objections were maintained.

Thereupon the defendant moved to be allowed to amend par. 
2 of its defence, by adding the following: “And the defendant 
denies all of the said par. 2 except that which is not mentioned 
in the admission already stated”; that, moreover, it In* permitted 
to sulwtitute for the words “nervous infection” mentioned in 
pars. 11, 12, 15 and ll>, the words “inertia” or “paralysis”; 
that, moreover, it In* permitted to amend further its plea, by 
adding after pars. 12, 12a. as follows: “That this inertia or 
paralysis of the arm of Ernest Poirier can Is* attributed to a 
large number of other causes, notably ‘infantile paralysis.’ ”

Notwithstanding objections made by the plaintiff’s counsel, 
th mendment was permitted and the defendant’s plea stands 
as ided.

After the verdict of the jury was rendered the plaintiff moved 
for a judgment according to the verdict. The defendant moved 
for judgment non obstanttr veredicto, dismissing the action.

The learned trial Judge, exercising the powers conferred 
upon him by the Code of Civil Procedure, reserved the case for 
the Court of Review.

The defendant by its motion before this Court again asks 
for a judgment dismissing the action, or alternatively for a new 
trial, and urges in support:— ,

1st. That the facts submitted to the jury are insufiieicnt ami 
defective, inasmuch as questions 2 and 2a are questions of law 
and not of fact.

First, dealing with this, I cannot agree with the defendant’s 
view. I should probably have suggested a different form of 
question, and possibly the question may be unnecessary. If the 
object of the question is to obtain a statement from the jury of 
the existence of a by-law, of course that would be a question of 
fact, but of no importance since the by-laws of the city by its 
charter are public law. If the question sought to obtain an in
terpretation of the by-law, it would probably l>e a question of 
law, but I do not think the question meant either the one or the 
other—probably all the question meant was, whether in the
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opinion of the jury the plaint ill' knew of the existence of this 
by-law, and whether she caused her son to he vaccinated by Dr. 
Lesage because she knew of that by-law. If this he correct, there 
is no possible objection to the question. In any event, the answer 
given by the jury cannot possibly prejudice the defendant in 
the slightest way.

Now, question 2a calls for an answer, as to whether the 
plaintiff did cause her son to be vaccinated hv the employee of 
the defendant, with vaccine furnished by the defendant. That 
is not a pure question of law, there is a question of fact involved; 
so much did the parties realize it to he a question of fact, that 
considerable evidence was offered as to what the duties of Dr. 
Lesage were, and as to what his remuneration was and how it 
was paid. As to whether the vaccine was furnished by the de
fendant is a quation of fact. Employment is a question of 
fact, which can In- determined by a jury, and as to whether 
or not the vaccine used by Dr. Lesage was furnished by the de
fendant or its employees, is clearly a question of fact, and is 
properly submitted to the jury.

The second ground urged hv the defendant is, that the 
learned trial Judge illegally admitted proof of facts, irrelevant 
to the case, particularly the questions put to Dr. .1. Edmond 
Lesage, with respect to the vaccination of a hoy Richard, ami of 
a young girl, Lanoie. The apparent object of those questions to 
Dr. Lesage was to prove that about that time, with vaccine ob
tained from the city, he had vaccinated these two persons, and 
that serious results had followed. I should have probably in
structed the jury that proof of such facts, if they existed, was 
far from conclusive, but I do not believe the learned trial Judge 
erred in admitting the evidence, particularly when the defend
ant. by one of the paragraphs of its plea alii relatively alleges 
that about that time Dr. Lesage vaccinated a large number of 
children with vaccine obtained from the city, and no serious or 
disastrous results followed. It was the defendant who first 
opened the door for such proof, by its plea, and I think the ob
jection is unfounded.

I pass for a moment over grounds J and 4. as they are the 
most serious, and will take up the fifth ground urged by the 
defendant, and that is, that acts of misconduct were committed 
by the jury, preventing them from giving a just and impartial 
decision, and cites ils an example, the question asked by one of 
the jurors to Dr. J. A. Leduc. The most that this question 
would shew would Ik- perhaps a hasty hut withal laudable 
desire on the part of the juror to get some information ils to 
the real cause of the accident. The juror had been listening for 
a long while to a most general statement by Dr. Leduc alsiut 
the manufacture or preparation of vaccine. Apparently this
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whs not very interestiiur, and then lie made the statement : “I 
would like to know how it came iilsnit. that the young hoy lost 
his arm—may I lie permitted to ask this questionT” He prob
ably should not have asked it then, and he probably never got a 
satisfactory answer to it till the end of the trial. A careful, 
lengthy and exhaustive study of the records has not furnished 
me with a satisfactory answer to his question.

But it is not possible to order a new trial upon that ground.
The sixth ground states that the names of the jurors were 

not inserted, as required by law. Apparently the learned 1*01111- 
sel for the defendant interprets the law to mean, that if nine 
jurors answered a question in the aflirniative, and three had a 
different opinion, the names of the nine so answering aflirma- 
tivcly should In* inscribed, and the names of the three answering 
negatively should in like manner Is* inserihed. I know of no 
law to that effect, and such has never been the practice.

Now, to return to the fourth ground : The defendant alleges 
that the verdict rendered by the jury is contrary to law and 
manifestly against the weight of proof. This is the most im
portant ground raised, and owing to the amount involved in the 
present case, and possibly its future effect in this city, it is 
worthy of the greatest attention.

By-law IVJ4. passed in 1!MI4. reads in part as follows:
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No |»nmit. giiiiriliim or tutor "liait permit 11 child of wIniim it tin* 
tin* va re or tin* direction, to uttcn<l any wvliool, college, convent or 
other educational institution in the city, unies* such child *hall tie 
provided with a certificate of effective vaccination.

The 1 tower of the city to pass such a by-law is not questioned. 
It must lie observed that the by-law does not make vaeeiuation 
compulsory albeit the result obtained might. All the by-law 
enacts is that children will Is- excluded from the public schools 
unless effectively vaccinated.

It has been put in question in other countries, and it has 
I wen declared constitutional, and within the powers of the state 
or of the municipality to enact such a by-law. Not only has it 
lieen held to be within its power, but it has been held to In* the 
duty of the state to enact such a provision.

It is pre-eminently a by-law enacted for the protection of 
the public health, and in the best interest of the citizens.

In order to see to the enforcement and carrying out of that 
by-law, the city appointed, among others. Dr. J. Kdmond Lesage, 
a physician of eighteen years' experience, and apparently of 
reputable standing, as an inspector of schools, among others, a 
school known as “St. Francois Xavier.” lie was employed at a 
yearly salary, and a part of his duty was to see that each child 
attending that school should Imhl the certificate referred to in 
the by-law. For that purpose the city supplied him with blank 
certificates printed by the city, and furnished him with vaccine,
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and the city invited the parent* and guardians whose children 
C.R. proposed to attend (I confine myself to one school only) St. 
1012 Francois Xavier school, to bring their children to be vaccinated
----- by Dr. Lesage fret* of charge.

ItmLABD On the Sunday previous to the 28th or 29th of August, 1909, 
City or it was announced at the church in the neighbourhood of St.

Montrkai.. Francois Xavier school that Dr. lisage would vaccinate the 
Oraeiwhieida, j. children who proposed to attend, or were attending that school.

On the afternoon of the 28th or 29th of August (the date is 
not clear, nor is it of particular importance) Madame Poirier, 
the plaintiff, accompanied by her sister, Madame Régnier, went, 
each with two children, to the office of Dr. Ijesage, for the pur
pose of having them vaccinated. The four were vaccinated, the 
first being a boy. Ernest Poirier, who was then about seven or 
seven and a half years of age. His vaccination was followed by 
that of the other three. The time occupied is not clearly defined. 
The plaintiff and her sister put the time at from ten to fifteen 
minutes. Too much reliance shonld not be placed upon their 
testimony, or the testimony of others, as to the time occupied. 
No record was kept of it, and it would Ik* impossible for these 
ladies to accurately state the exact time the operation occupied, 
but I am satisfied that the case will not turn, or the Court be 
greatly influenced in its decision, upon that point.

Now' the plaintiff says in effect, and this is the whole basis of 
her action : “The vaccination which was performed upon my 
minor son on that date was negligently, carelessly and impru
dently performed.” That is the operation itself, and it is sug
gested that in the operation strict cleanliness and sterilization 
was not observed, and that infection resulted ; and then is added 
“that the vaccine used by Dr. Lesage was itself infected and im
proper and unfit for use, and.” says the plaintiff, “all the dis
astrous results which happened to my son were due to the one 
or other, or both.” The jury found only one, viz., that infected 
vaccine had Iwen used.

Let us first consider the proof as to the operation itself. 
Probably the best qualified witness to testify upon that subject is 
the oiterator himself. Dr. Ijesage, and he has minutely described 
the operation as invariably followed by him. The patient’s arm 
is bared, it is washed with soap and water, or even with boracic 
acid, where necessary, that depending upon the condition of 
cleanliness in which he may find the patient’s arm ; alcohol is 
rubbed on it, and then an instrument to cut the skin is used; 
this instrument, says the witness, is kept in a bowl of alcohol, 
and before being used on each patient is heated in a spirit lamp ; 
the incision s made ; the vaccine is taken from its receptacle by 
a little instrument provided for that purpose, only one being 
used on a patient, and then destroyed. The vaccine point is 
placed upon the incision, and absorlsmt cotton is placed upon
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it, which is sometimes, but perhaps not always, fastened or kept 
in place by means of a little sticking plaster.

Now this is the manner in which this operation, Dr. Ijesage 
says, was invariably performed by him. It is true that he says 
he could not recall in detail the operation on this particular 
patient, and, seeing the large numlier he vaccinated, it certainly 
would be most surprising if he did : but he reiterates again and 
again that, realizing the gravity of any neglect in a matter of 
this kind, he invariably takes these, and all of these, precautions.

Now against that there is the testimony, if it Is» against it, of 
Madame Poirier the plaintiff, ami her sister. In the first place, 
both said they paid no particular attention to what the doctor 
was doing, and again it would lie surprising if they did. While 
this Isiy was being vaccinated, the others were being prepared, 
with the assistance of Madame Lesage, and both the plaintiff and 
her sister frankly admit that little, if any, attention was paid 
by them. The young child says he did not see any alcohol lamp 
burning; but I cannot accept thus statement to contradict the 
clear statement of Dr. Lesage and his wife. And here it may 
he mentioned that the fact that within the year, or that summer, 
Dr. Ix'sage had probably vaccinated several hundred children, 
that this was the only case that led to anything approaching a 
complication such as the present one.

Now it is quite clear from the evidence that if it be the fact 
that Dr. Lesage followed this course in operating upon young 
Poirier, he followed as safe a course as is known to modern 
science of vaccination. All the doctors examined agree on this 
point.

Now. can it be said that upon that ground of complaint the 
plaintiff has succeeded in making any proof of any lack of care 
or fault on the part of Dr. Ix*sage? I fail to find any. The 
jury, apparently, had no fault to find with the manner in which 
the operation was performed, because they found no fault with 
it. but found fault only with the vaccine. It is urged that the 
result speaks for itself. It might Ik» true, anil it might speak 
strongly, if the proof did not shew that the lamentable condi
tion which developed in this young boy could be due to any 
number of other causes.
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Among the physicians examined, one of the most eminent says 
that he is satisfied that the vaccination had nothing to do with 
the condition, but that it was a mere coincidence.

The jury, however, found that the vaccine was infected. It 
certainly did not obtain this finding of fact from any direct 
proof. From the wry nature of the ease it was impossible to 
make this proof directly.

In 1904 or 1905 Dr. .1. A. Ix*due founded what is called the 
“Institute of Vaccination,” where vaccine is prepared. He
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recounts in detail the manner of its preparation; states that 
each time a. quantity is ready it is submitted to the Provincial 
Board of Health ; is microscopically examined, and a certificate 
is obtained of its good and proper condition before it is placed 
upon the market. It is then placed in tubes or bottles of dif
ferent kinds hermetically sealed, and is sold to the public.

I fail to see a possibility of greater care being exercised, and 
there is absolutely no proof in the record to justify a statement 
that the vaccine used on the boy, Ernest Poirier, was tainted or 
infected. It is difficult to find anything to justify a statement 
that the city was negligent in any way in connection with the 
vaccine used.

In my opinion the verdict cannot stand ; it is unsupported 
by proof. and the verdict is the substitution of the opinion of a 
jury in the place of proof.

Upon the whole. I think the defendant is entitled to judg
ment. notwithstanding the verdict, and the action should be dis
missed.

Appeal allowed.

QUE. CODERRE V. CITY OF SHERBROOKE

C n Quebec (Hurt of Review, Tellirr, DeLorimier, and Grecnthields, JJ.
December 27, 1012.

-----  1. Electricity ($ III B—32)—Contributory negligence — Employer
27. TOUCHING LIVE WIRE—COURSK OR EMPLOYMENT.

The Workmen *n Compensation Art (Que.) rovers only claims for 
injuries received in the course of or hy reason of the work done by the 
injured employee, and «here a workman before working hours goes 
into the power house of his employer where he had absolutely no busi
ness and impelled by sheer curiosity touches a live wire and is killed, 
his employer is not liable in damages for such accident.

statement Appeal from the judgment of the Superior Court for the 
district of St. Francis, Hutchinson, J., rendered March 25, 1912, 
dismissing the plaintiff’s action for damages resulting from the 
death of her husband.

The appeal was dismissed.
V. A. Juneau, for the plaintiff.
L. E. Panneton, for the defendant.
The opinion of the Court was delivered by 

DeLorimirr, j. DeLorimier, J. (translated) :—The plaintiff inscribes in re
view from the judgment of the Superior Court for the district 
of St. Francis (Hutchinson, J.), rendered on March 25th, 1912, 
dismissing the action with costs.

This was an action instituted in virtue of the Workmen’s 
Compensation Act of 1909, whereby the plaintiff claimed the sum 
of $3,025 as indemnity and funeral expenses mulling from the 
death of her husband, Pierre Gosselin, in the electric power house 
of the defendant in whose employ he was. The corporation de-
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fendant pleaded denying all liability, averring that the wvident 
had not happened by reason of or in the course of the work of 
the deceased, but solely on account of the groxs and inexcusable 
faidt of the said Pierre (losselin.

The Superior Court dismissed the action.
From tile evidence it appeared that the deceased, a blacksmith 

by trade, arrived at the smithy of the corporation defendant, 
where he used to work, some minutes ahead of time on the morn
ing of the accident. The foreman of the nearby power-house told 
some of the men at this moment that owing to a storm the evening 
before something had gone wrong in the power-house and that lie 
would have to telephone to Sherbrooke to get some one to come 
and repair. Whilst this foreman was absent Gosselin, out of 
pure curiosity, before starting on his day’s work, loft the smithy 
where he usually worked, went to the power-house some 75 feet 
away, crossed it in its entirety over to where the switchboard was, 
noticed a wire the covering of which was partly burned, laid his 
linger on it ami received a shock and died.

The trial Judge held that the accident had not occurred by 
reason of nor in the course of Gosselin’s work. We concur. The 
accident happened before Gosselin had begun working, at a place 
where he had no need to go. He had no business in this power
house. lie had never been there during the two he had
been in the defendant’s employ, lie was impelled to enter this 
power-house by sheer curiosity, and it was reckless imprudence 
on his part to touch this live wire. No doubt an employer is 
bound to see to the protection of his employees in the buildings 
wherein they work. And statutory enactments regulate the extent 
of these obligations as regards the safeguarding of the workmen, 
the hygiene and salubrity of the establishments, etc. : R.S.Q. 2924 
it seq., 3929 it seq. Hut this duty of protection cannot be ex
tended so as to compel the employer to protect the wot" 
against his own free and voluntary and deliberate actions, which 
actions would be the imm< cause of an accident to such work
ingman. The employer cannot be * " * to protect a working
man against his own curiosity, which needlessly and of his own 
deliberate movement brings him into danger and which happens 
neither by reason of nor in course of the work: U.8.Q. 7325, 9 
Edw. VII. eh. 66, sec. 5; Beauchamp Civil Code on art. 1053, 
No. 25.

The jurisprudence on cases of this kind is reported in Foran 
“Workmen’s Compensation Act,*’ see. 1, No. 100:—

Thus a carter sent by his employer for a load, leaves his horse and 
inadvertently puts his hand on an electric coil which he had approached 
out of curiosity anil is killed; it was held that tho accident did not 
arise out of tho employment.
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Below this decision a great number of French eases are re
ferred to. No. 125;—
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Statement

A man working in a quarry, while resting and drinking, dr.ring a 
suspension of the work, made a bet that he eould touch the electric 
wires connected with the motor power of the quarry, and was killed in 
so doing: Held, that the accident did not arise in the course of his 
employment.
NO. 110:—

The authority and control of the employer are the primary elements 
of his liability, and he is not responsible if the accident happens after 
the work is done and the workman is no longer within the premises 
where he was employed. So, if the employee leaves the work of his 
own free will and goes out of the shop into an outbuilding where no 
duty called him and where the accident happens, it cannot be said to 
have nriann in the course of his employment.
Other flim.iar eases arc reported at Nos. 115, 123 and 144. 
Dean Walton in his treatise on this Act says at page 75: 

“It is otherwise when the workman goes to a part of the works 
where he has no business and there meets with an accident”: 
Dijon, 11th May, 1903, D. 1904-2-292. I would refer finally to 
the remarks of Archambeanlt, C.J., in the case of Dominion 
Quarry Co. v. Morin, 21 Que. K.B. 147.

For these reasons we are of opinion that the judgment a quo 
is well founded and must lie confirmed.

Appeal dismissed.

ALLARD v TOWN OF BEAUHARNOIS.
Quebec Court of Review, Tellier, DeLorimier, and Crcctwhiclda, JJ.

Montreal, November 29, 1912.

1. Limitation ok actions ($IIIF—130)— Statutory conditions preck-
DINT TO ACTION FOR PERSONAL INJURIES—NOTICE OK ACTION.

Where u provincial statute enacts that in cases of claims for bodily 
injuries the claimant must give notice to the corporation of the acci
dent within sixty days therefrom, failing which such corporation is to 
he relieved of all liability, ami further provides that suit cannot lie 
instituted before the expiry of fifteen days from the service of such 
notice, but that no action shall lie unless instituted within six months 
“after the day the accident happened, or right of action accrued," then 
the prescriptive period of six months begins to run from the day of the 
accident and not from the expiry of the fifteen days following the ser 
vice of the notice, where the plaintiff’s pleading shews only a single 
right of action and a single claim for damages resulting therefrom.

2. Dismissal and discontinuance ($ I—5)—Statutory denial or bight
ok action—Supplying dbkknce.

Where the law denies a right of action, the Court must of its own 
motion supply this defence and dismiss the action, although the defend
ants have not raised it.

[City of Montreal v. Mcdcc, 30 Can. 8.C.R. 582, applied.]

This was an appeal from the judgment of the Superior Court 
for the district of Beauharnois, Mercier. J., rendered on Novem
ber ltitk, 1911, dismissing the plaintiff's action without costs.

The plaintiff had sued the town of Beauharnois for $1,999, 
damages alleged to have been suffered by bis wife on Septemlier 
21st, 1910, as a result of a fall on a sidewalk within the town.
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Notice of this accident was given to the defendant on October 
26th, 1910. The action was instituted on April 15th, 1911.

The trial Judge dismissed the action on the ground that the 
right of action was prescribed at the time of the institution of 
the action, but dismissed it without costs for the reason that the 
defendant had not raised this question of prescription in its plea. 

J. A. Dcscarrics, K.C.. for plaintiff, appellant.
J. G. Laurendeau, K.C., for defendant, respondent.

The following opinions were handed down :—
DkLorimier, J. (translated):—The only question to be de

cided on this appeal is as to whether the plaintiff's right of 
action was prescri!>ed at the time the present suit was instituted.

The plaintiff admits, in his factum, that where the right of 
action is denied the Judge must, of his own motion, pronounce 
the denial of the right even when such a ground of defence has 
not been invoked (C.C. 2188), but lie contends that, in this ease, 
the delay for prescription had not expired when he instituted his 
action. . . . Says the plaintiff, as I gave the notice in writ
ing, required by art. 5864 H.S.Q., to advise the defendant of this 
accident and to warn it of my intention to claim damages there
for. my action only became prescribed six months after the expiry 
of fifteen days from the date at which the notice in question was 
served. The notice was given to the defendant on October 25th, 
1910. that is to say, within the sixty days from tin* date of the 
accident according to the requirements of art. 5864. And there
after I had. under this article 5864, to wait ten days before bring
ing suit. This delayed me until November 11th, 1910. Only on 
that date, November 11th, 1910, did my right of action accrue. 
Therefore, concludes the plaintiff, I had six months from Novem
ber lltli, 1910, within which to bring suit, to wit, until May 11th, 
1911 ; and I took action on April 1st. 1911, and served it on April 
15th; in useful time therefore before the delay for prescription 
was expired. . . .

To decide the merits of this claim ils regards the proper inter
pretation to be given to art. 5864 R.S.(j. 1909, it is necessary 
to reproduce the text of this article :—

5864. If any person elnima or pretemls to have suffered bodily injury 
by any accident, for which he intends to claim damage* from the cor
poration, he shall, within sixty <lavs from the «late of such accident, 
give or cause to lie given in writing to the clerk of the corporation, 
notice of such intention, containing the particulars of his claim, ami 
stating the place of his resbhmce. failing which the corporation shall lie 
relieved from any liability for any «lamages caused by acciilent, not
withstanding any provision of law to the contrary; an«l in case of any 
claim for damages to property, moveable or immoveable, a similar notice 
shall also lie given to the clerk of the corporation, within thirty «lavs, 
failing which the corporation shall not be liable for any damages, not
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withstanding any provision of law; hut no action for such damages 
shall lie unless such action has been instituted within six months after 
the day the accident happened or right of action accrued.

No such action shall bo instituted before tho expiration of fifteen 
day» from the date of the serving of such notice.

The default of such notice shall not, however, deprive the victims of 
such accident of their rights of action, if they prove that they were 
prevented from giving such notice by irresistible force, or for any 
other reason detuned valid by the Court or Judge.

The corporation shall have its recourse in warranty against any per
son whose fault or negligence occasioned the accident and damages 
arising therefrom: 3 Edw. VI1. ch. 38, sec. ($0(1.

As will ht* seen, therefore, the law enacts that where a person 
wishes to claim (lainages for hodilv injuries, such person: (1) 
must give to the clerk of the municipality within sixty days from 
the date of the accident the special notice in writing mentioned 
therein, failing which such municipality will not be liable for 
any damages resulting from the accident, any disposition of the 
law to the contrary, notwithstanding: (2) cannot institute such 
action liefore the expiry of fifteen days from the giving of such 
notice; (3) must bring such action within six months from the 
day of the accident or from tin* day on which the right of action 
accrued. For the law says:—

Hut. no action for such damages shall lie unless such action has been 
instituted within six months after the day the accident happened or 
right of action accrued.
The plaintiff admits these provisions of the law, but con

tends that the forfeiture or prescription of his right of action 
only began to run from the expiry of the fifteen days following 
the date of the service upon the defendant of the notice required 
by law, within which delay he could not sue the town. . . . 
llis calculations are, therefore, as follows: Date of accident, Sep
tember 21st, 1910; date of the notice, October 26th, 1910 (within 
the sixty days required by law) ; date of the expiry of the fifteen 
days after service of the notice, November 11th, 1910, and it is 
from this date that, according to him, the six months’ prescrip
tion of bis right of action began to run, and not from Septem
ber 21st. 1910, the date of the accident. These six months ex
pired, always according to the plaintiff, on May lltli. 1911. And 
as his action was instituted on April 1st and served on April 
15th, 1911, he contends that his right of action waa not prescribed 
at the time suit was taken.

Now, if the plaintiff's claim is admitted on the basis of his 
calculations, it will be seen that the prescription of his right of 
action, instead of operating by the expiry of six months from 
the date of the accident, only operated after seven months and 
twenty days, to wit, on May lltli, 1911.

The plaintiff's claim in the present case is, in our opinion, 
ill founded. It is evident that we have in hand a claim for
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bodily injuries resulting from am accident which occurred at a 
precise date, September 21st, 1910. Neither is his declaration 
nor in his factum does the plaintiff allege the accruing in his 
favour of any other right of action than that resulting from the 
accident of September 21st. lie does not even allege continuing 
damages resulting from a persistent cause productive of dam
ages. Plaintiff’s contention is purely and simply this: that art. 
5864 must, in every ease, he interpreted so as to have the pre
scriptive period of six months run, not from the date of the 
accident, but from the expiry of fifteen days after service of 
the notice of the accident; that he could give notice of the acci
dent on the fifty-ninth day after the accident, wait fifteen days— 
therefore seventy-five days after the accident—and then bring 
his action at any time within the six months following. This 
would give him 254 days and the prescription of the right of 
action would not operate before some eight months and fourteen 
days from the date of the accident.

We cannot accept this proposition in the present case. The 
plaintiff has one single claim for damages resulting from a sole 
cause : the accident of September 21st. 1910. Under these cir
cumstances only one right of action accrued, and this right of 
action accrued on the very day of the accident : 5 Laromhière on 
C.N. 1382-3, Nos. 37 rt scq. and 47.

In City of Montreal v. McGee, 30 Can. S.C.K. 582. the Su
preme Court held :—

The proscription of notions for personal injuries established by art. 
2262 C.C. of Lower Canada, is not waived by failure of the defendant 
to plead the limitation, but the Court must take judicial notice of such 
prescription as absolutely extinguishing the right of action. When in 
an action of this nature there is but one cause of action, damages must 
be assessed once for all.
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In the same case (p. 585) Taschereau. .1., said :—
La prescription annale contre 1 ’intimée a commencé à courir i/>*o jure 

concurrcment aven la cause de son action. Or. la cause de son action, 
c’est la faute de 1 ’apjielante. la cause des souffrances et des blessures 
dont elle réclame compensation. C’est cette faute qui, sous l’article 
10r>3 du code, lui a donné son droit h une réparation le lendemain même 
de l’accident.

At page 589 the learned Judge referred to the case of Scrrao 
v. Noel, 15 Q.B.D. 549, wherein Bowen, L.J.. said :—

The principle is that where there is but one cause of action, damages 
must be assessed once for all.

We have arrived at the conclusion that the plaintiff’s right 
of action herein became absolutely prescribed by the fact that 
he did not bring suit within six months from the date of the 
accident.

As to the interpretation to la* given to art. 5864, “or from 
the day on which the right of action accrued.’’ this Court is not
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palled upon in the present ease to give such interpretation. Wc 
have not to examine whether these words should be read : “from 
the date of the accident, or ( that is to say) from the day on 
which the right of action accrued”; or whether, on the other 
hand, the law wished to recognize that, particular cases may arise 
where, for some reason or other, the right of action might arise 
on another day than that of the accident. This is unnecessary 
for the purposes of this case.

For these reasons the judgment appealed from is affirmed 
with costs.

(ini.ENHHiKi.DS, J. :—By his action the plaintiff claims from 
the defendant the sum of $1.999 damages, and alleges: that he 
is the husband, common as to property, of Dame Sarah Le
febvre; that while walking on the sidewalk on Ellis street, in 
the town of Beauhamois, at that part between the residences of 
one Elder and one Madame Ceceyre, on the 21st of September, 
1911, about eight o’clock in the evening, she fell in an opening 
in the sidewalk, caused by the fact that a plank was removed ; 
that in falling she seriously injured the ankle of her right foot ; 
that upon continuing her way a short distance she fell again in 
another opening in the sidewalk, also due to the fact that a plank 
had been removed ; that the second fall of the plaintiff's wife 
was so violent that her garments were torn, and she suffered a 
lesion of the right knee, torn ligaments and a twisted ankle ; that 
since said date the wounds or injuries became more serious, 
although she was placed at once under the care of doctors, and 
has since been under their care; that she walks with difficulty 
and suffers great pain : that she is not able to attend to her 
household duties; that the plaintiff was obliged to engage a ser
vant after the accident ; that the plaintiff has reason to believe 
that his wife will continue to be helpless ; that the plaintiff has 
suffered the damages as alleged ; that the plaintiff gave written 
notice to the defendant of the accident in question on the 26th 
day of October, 1911. The defendant pleads, denying the essen
tial allegations of plaintiff’s declaration, and also complains of 
the lack of formality in the notice given by the plaintiff.

The plaintiff answers that the defendant is without right in 
complaining of the insufficiency of the notice, inasmuch as after 
the notice was received the defendant sent a doctor to the plain
tiff in order to establish the extent of her injuries, and to arrive 
at an understanding as to the damages, if possible, which dam
ages could not then he established.

By a replication this is denied.
The learned trial Judge, although it had not been pleaded, 

dismissed the plaintiff's action by the following considérant
Considering that the present action was in virtue of sec. f>804 of the 

Revised Statutes of tjueber, presented at the time of the service
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The learned trial .1 udge held that although the defendant 
had not pleaded prescription, the Court of its own motion was 
1 found to apply the law. The plaintiff seeks a revision of this 
judgment, chiefly, if not solely, upon this ground.

The corporation defendant is governed by the City and 
Towns Act, and see. 5864 of the Revised Statutes of Quebec, 
1909, is applicable in the present case.

By this article it is in part provided, that any one intending 
to claim damages for Isidily injuries sustained ns a result of an 
aecident, such person must within sixty days from the date of 
the accident give, or cause to l»e given, a notice in writing to 
the clerk of the municipality, of his intention to sue, indicating 
the details of his claim, the locality in which the accident hap
pened ; ami in default of such notice the municipality will not 
be held liable for damages, notwithstanding any law to the con
trary ; but in any case, no action for damages will lie unless 
such action shall have l»cen taken within six months from the 
date of the accident, or from the day on which the right of 
action accmed.

Then follows the provision, that no action shall be taken or 
instituted before the expiration of fifteen days from the date 
of the signification of such notice. Then follows the provision, 
that the want of notice will not deprive a person of his right of 
action if it is established that he was prevented from giving 
notice by force majeure, or other reasons considered sufficient 
by the Judge.

Three dates are important in the consideration of the present 
case: The accident happened on the 21st day of September, 
1910; the notice was given on the 2fith day of October, 1910, 
and the action was served on the 15th day of April, 1911.

It will Is* seen that the plaintiff, if the notice was sufficient, 
and I consider it was, served it within sixty days from the date 
of the accident, as by the statute is compulsory ; he was pre
vented from taking his action for fifteen days from the date 
of the service of his notice, which would bring it to the 11th of 
November, 1910; he served his action on the 15th of April, 1911, 
more than six months after the happening of the accident, but 
less than six months after the lapse of the fifteen days imme
diately following his giving notice.

The argument submitted to this Court by the learned counsel 
for the plaintiff in effect is this: The plaintiff had sixty days 
within which to give notice after the accident ; he was not bound 
to give that notice until the last of the sixty days had arrived ; 
he was prevented from taking his action, by law, for fifteen 
days after he gave that notice, therefore the prescription—if 
prescription it can In* called—of six months, commenced to run 
as against the plaintiff only from and after the lapse of fifteen 
days from the date of the service of the notice.
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It will ho at once soon, that if this pretension bo uphold, the 
plaintiff would have approximately eight months and a half 
from the date of the accident within which to bring his action.

The learned counsel for the plaintiff seeks support for his 
pretension from the wording of the article itself. The words 
used in the statute are :—

But no notion for such damages shall lie unless such action has 
been instituted within six months after the day the accident happened, 
or right of action accrued.

And, urges the plaintiff’s learned counsel, the right of action 
accrued only when, and not until, the fifteen days had elapsed 
after service of notice.

It would seem that the decision of the present case involves 
the answer to the question, When did the right of action accrueÎ 
I must say, that the choice of the words “right of action” is 
not fortunate, and the choice seems more unfortunate if we 
question the meaning of the words “right of action.”

A right of action is not the power of bringing an action. Anybody 
can bring an action, though he has no right at all. The meaning of 
the phrase is, that a person has a right or claim before the action, 
which is determined by the action to be a valid right or claim. The 
action or suit does not confer a right which did not exist before it; 
it only declares that a right did exist before it. An action or suit is, 
therefore, mere procedure.

Per Esher, M.R., Attorney-General v. SudcUy, [1896] 1 Q.B. 
354.

It is clear that the cause of action, and the whole cause of 
action, arose when the accident happened, resulting in damages, 
and in the absence of a statutory prohibition, an action could 
be taken one hour after the accident. If, on the other hand, 
the statute means, that the procedure to have an action or claim 
declared valid by the Court, must be commenced within six 
months from the date, not when the cause of claim had its 
origin, but when the right to institute the proceedings neces
sary to have that claim or action declared valid accrued, then 
force would be given to the statement that that delay ran only 
from the first day that claim or cause of action could be asserted 
by the institution of an action.

The question raised by the learned counsel for the plaintiff 
does not seem to have received judicial consideration in our 
Province.

I find in an English case the Court of Appeals has given an 
interpretation upon a statute somewhat similar in its terms. I 
refer to the case of Coburn et al. v. Colledye, [1897] 1 Q.B. 
702, 66 L.J.Q.B. 462.

By statute 21 James I. ch. 16, sec. 3, a solicitor’s bill was 
prescribed by the lapse of six years.

In 1843 the statute 6 & 7 Viet. ch. 73, sec. 37, was enacted,
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by which no action would lie for the recovery of a solicitor’s bill 
until after the lapse of one month from the delivery to the 
debtor of a signed copy of the bill. In that ease the unanimous 
judgment of the Court of Appeal was. that the six years com
menced to run from the completion of the solicitor’s work, and 
not from tin1 date of the delivery of the signed bill. The firm 
holding of the Court was as follows:—

The cause of action in respect of work done by a solicitor arises 
upon the completion of the work, and not at the expiration of one 
month from the delivery of n hill of costs, ami therefore the Statute 
of Limitations runs from the completion of the work.

In that case the action was taken within six yea is from the 
lapse of one month after the delivery of the signed bill, but was 
more than six years from the date of the completion of the work, 
and it was held, as above stated, that the action was prescribed.

The learned counsel for the plaintiffs in that case, in his 
submission, used the word found in our statute, viz., “accrued." 
He said that the cause of action on a solicitor’s bill of costs 
does not “accrue” until one month after the delivery of tin 
signed bill, and he relies on sec. 87 of the Act of 1848, which 
reads as follows:—

No attorney or solicitor shall commence or maintain any action or 
suit for the recovery of any fees, charges or disbursements until the 
expiration of one month after the delivery of a signed bill.

After that statute, says the learned counsel, the delivery of 
the signed bill became part of the cause of action.

The Court refused to adopt the i’ view. Lord Esher,
Master of the Rolls, in delivering his judgment, said in part:

Now the Statute of Limitations clearly does not in any way affect 
a cause of action; it merely relates to procedure; it provides that 
actions of debt shall lie commenced within six years next after the 
cause of action. Has the Solicitors Act of 1843 dealt with the cause 
of action, or does it only affect the procedure as to commencing actions? 
Sec. 37 provides that no attorney or solicitor shall commence or main
tain any action or suit for the recovery of any fees, charges or dis
bursements for any business «lone by any such attorney or solicitor 
until the expiration of one month after delivery of a duly signe«l bill 
of such fees, charges ami «lisbursements. The section assumes the 
solicitor's right to his fees, charges ami «lisbursements, but says that 
he is not to enforce that right by an action until certain preliminary 
steps have been taken. . . .

Therefore, it seems to me that the section (37) only touches the 
remedy for enforcing the cause of action, ami <loes not touch the 
cause of action.
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In the same case, Lopes, L.J., said:—
That enactment (referring to sec. 37) seems to me to assume that 

the cause of action is in existence, and merely postpones the reme«ly 
by action for a certain time. It assumes the right to postpone the 
remeily by action for a certain time. It seems to me that there is

4026
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nothing in the section which in any way militates against the view that 
the cause of action arises the moment the work is completed. It is 
said that if this view he adopted, a solicitor will have a shorter time 
within which to bring his action than the rest of Her Majesty’s sub
jects. That, no doubt, is so, but, on the other hand, if the other con
tention were adopted, a solicitor might wait for twenty years before 
delivering his bill of costs, and r ight commence his action within 
six years from the time of the deli ery of the bill.
Chitty, L.J., said:—

Upon the other hand, if the view of the plaintiffs were correct, the 
solicitor might postpone the delivery of his bill and then sue within 
six years after its delivery. The plaintiffs’ counsel felt the force of 
that objection, and said that the bill must be delivered within ft 
reasonable time. It seems to me that the plaintiffs’ contention is 
contrary to the whole principle of the Statute of Limitations, which 
is to allow a fixed time within which an action may be brought.
I am disposed to adopt this view, and I believe our statute 

once mid for all fixed the time within which an action of this 
kind should be brought, viz., within six months from the date 
when the plaintiff suffered the damages which was the date when 
the cause of action accrued.

I am of opinion that although the defendant did not plead 
this short prescription, the Court of its own motion was bound 
to apply it.

I am in favour of confirming the judgment.
Appeal dismissed.

QUE. MATHIEU v. MORIN.
P n Quebec Courf of Revinr, Malouin, Tourigny, and Dorion. JJ.
•. September 30, 1912.

1912
___  1. Costs (8 1—19)—Of useless contestation.

Sept. 30. Where u boundary line has been drawn between neighbours and one
of them refuses to accept the same and brings action to have such line 
declared incorrect and another drawn, and the other contests the action 
on the ground that the line was correctly found, that he is ready to 
tlx the boundary and prays for the dismissal of the action, the court 
will, on finding the plaintiff’s claim unfounded, dismiss the action, but 
the costs of contestation should fall on the defendant, seeing hi* con
testation was useless.

Statement This was an appeal from the judgment of the Superior 
Court, Pelletier, J., rendered on May 30th, 1912, on a question 
of costs in an action in boundary.

The appeal was dismissed.
M. ltousseau, K.C., for defendant, appellant.
Berube d* Qendron, for plaintiff, respondent.

The opinion of the Court was delivered by 
Dorion.i. Dorion, J. (translated) :—This is an action in boundary.

The plaintiff alleges that the defendant, his neighbour, asked
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him to draw the boundary line between their properties: that 
he, the plaintiff, consented thereto; that a surveyor, appointed 
by both parties, drew a line which he, the plaintiff, refused 
to accept; that such line is not correct; and that it is the de
fendant’s refusal to draw the line according to his claims that 
forces him to take action; and he prays for costs against the de
fendant.

The defendant pleads that the line drawn by the surveyor is the 
correct line, that he has always been ready and willing to bound 
in accordance therewith, and is still ready to do so and prays 
acte thereof and also prays for the dismissal of the action with 
costs.

The trial Judge held that the line claimed by the defendant 
is the correct one and ordered the boundary to be fixed accord
ing to such line; and, inasmuch as the defendant had asked for 
the dismissal of the action, ordered that all the costs of the action 
and of the boundary should be divided and borne equally by 
the parties.

The defendant has appealed from this judgment in order to 
have the plaintiff condemned to bear all the costs for his having 
instituted action uselessly inasmuch as he, the defendant, was 
willing to have the boundary fixed along this line which was 
found, eventually, to be correct.

The question of costs in boundary actions has often been de
bated. It was once contended that the costs should always be 
divided; but to-day this jurisprudence no longer obtains. It 
is admitted that the costs of a contestation should be borne 
by him who has incurred them by his ill-founded pretensions. 
(504a, C.C.)

It has also been contested that the costs of an uucontested 
demand should be divided; but the contrary has been held in 
several cases: Belanger v. Giroux, 9 Q.L.R. 249; Dauphin v. 
Beaugrand, 10 Que. S.C. 338. It is admitted that the costs of a 
demand, rendered useless by the defendant’s consent, should be 
borne by the plaintiff but the costs of the bounding itself should 
always be borne in common.

In the present instance the plaintiff should not have sued; 
he would have obtained the same result by signing the “process 
virbal” of the surveyor and by allowing him to place the bound
ary pickets in the line accepted by the defendant. On the other 
hand the defendant could have said : I consent to the fixing 
of the boundary but without costs; I consent to judgment hut 
without costs. Perhaps, should he, in such a case, have offered 
this as a confession to judgment before making the costs of a 
contestation; hut here the defendant asked for the dismissal of 
the action, that is to say he said, “I am ready to fix the bound
ary, but I contend that the Court has no right to order it, see
ing that I do not refuse to do so.”
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Hut the Court lias always the right to order the doing of a 
thing that should be done, if it is requested to this effect. The 
Court must adjudicate on the merits of every demand. Now, to 
incur costs of a contestation merely to prevent this is to ask that 
the Court should refrain from adjudicating; therefore it is 
an unfounded contestation.

As the plaintiff asked for the fixing of the boundary accord
ing to the titles and the possession of the parties the defendant 
should have consented even though the parties had not agreed 
on the line, because such line should he established before a land 
surveyor when the conclusions of the action do not pay for any 
line in particular.

Where the suit is for a sum of money if there have been a 
tender and the tender is renewed and deposit made, dismissal 
of suit may be prayed for; but this is because the Civil Code 
states that such offers constitute payment; they therefore extin
guish the obligation. But the offer to fix a boundary is not the 
fixing thereof; hence even where the defendant has, before suit, 
consented to bound such boundary still remains to be fixed and 
the Court must order the same with costs against the plaintiff 
if the action is useless. The case of Dauphin V. lit a it grand, 
10 Que. S.C. 1138, does not affect the present case; it does not ap
pear there that the defendant concluded for a nonsuit. The 
plaintiff is responsible for the costs of action, the defendant for 
the costs of contestation. The trial Judge divided the whole; the 
defendant is far from unlucky. The judgment is confirmed with 
costs.

Appeal dismissed.

BROSEEAU v. BENARD

(Jilt bec Court of Review, Archibald. Saint-Pierre, and Mercier, JJ.
December 14, 1912.

1. Contracts (8 11—123)—Constriction or—Commercial contract—
Que. C.U. 10(19.

A contract between a lumber company and a trader, owner of land, 
for the cutting down of a certain quantity of wood each year for a 
number of years (coupe de bois) on the trader's land for the purpose 
of gradually clearing the land, is a commercial contract, ami where a 
delay is fixed for the accomplishment of an obligation, the party under 
such obligation is in default by the lapse of time alone.

2. Contracts ()I1 A—128)—Construction of—Intention ok parties—
Que. C.C. 1068.

Where large trees are to be cut down and conveyed to the mill, it 
must be done in the autumn and winter, so as to allow of the logs 
being hauled out of the woods Itefore the snow disappears, and failure 
so to do also puts the party who agreed to do the work in default 
without any formal notice being necessary.

This was an appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of 
the Superior Court for the district of Terrebonne, Robidoux, J.,

7
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rendered on March 20th. 1908, dismissing his action in damages 
for the non-fulfilment by the defendant of his obligations under 
a contract for the cutting of wood.

The appeal was allowed.
G. Rochon, for the plaintiff, appellant.
K. Patenaude, for the defendant, respondent.
The opinion of the Court was handed down by
Archibald, J. I’ll is is a review of a judgment dismissing 

an action of damages for non-performance of contract by the 
defendant.

The plaintiff contracted by notarial Act passed before Bar
rette, notary, on the 22ml August, 1898, with the Northern Lum
ber Company, which was a commercial company having mills 
and a place of business in St. Faustin in the district of Terre
bonne, to sell to the said company the coupc <lc hois upon lot 
No. 12 of the ninth range of the township of Wolfe; by said 
deed of sale it was stipulated that the wood was to be cut and 
carried away in ten years, to count from the date of the deed, 
and that the purchaser would not be obliged to cut more than 
ten acres of wood each year, and he was to follow the clearings 
of the seller, if the latter exacted it.

The Northern Lumber Company too!; possession and for two 
years, in 1899 and 1900, eut the wood as contracted for. Plain
tiff alleges that the sale of the wood was made by him in order 
to facilitate the clearing up of the land ; that the Northern 
Lumber Company sold all their rights in 1901 to the present 
defendant, in the wood in question, and that the defendant, 
during the three years of 1901, 1902 and 1903, had not cut the 
wood as required by the contract, anil plaintiff sues for damages 
in the sum of $200.

The plea sets out Jbhat there was no putting in default, and 
that the plaintiff could not sue for damages if the defendant 
was not in default ; and in the second place, denies that the 
plaintiff suffered the damages in question.

The judgment maintained that point of view and dismissed 
the action. I am of opinion that the proof sufficiently shews 
the damage which the plaintiff alleges, provided that the defend
ant is responsible therefor.

There is no sufficient proof of a mis-en-dc meure in useful 
time. It is proved that both the Northern Lumber Company 
and the present defendant were traders, and that the trees in 
question were bought for the purpose of their trade. I think 
that a contract between a trader and a non-trader, with respect 
to the subject-matter of the trader’s affairs, is a commercial 
contract, and particularly so as respects the obligations of the 
trader. Art. 1069 sa vs :—
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In every contract of a commercial nature, where a delay is fixed for 
tlio accomplishment of the obligation, the debtor is in default by the 
lapse of time alone.
It is true, in this instance, that no particular date is fixed 

for the accomplishment of the obligation other than that a cer
tain portion is to be accomplished each year. One must then 
take into account the custom in such matters. Where large trees 
are to be cut down and conveyed to the mill, it is usual—it is, in 
fact, a universal custom—that the cutting must be done in the 
autumn and winter, so as to enable the logs to be hauled out of 
the goods before the snow disappears. There is no possibility of 
hauling logs through a wood road on wheels. Adding these con
siderations to the terms of the contract, it might be said that 
clearing of the logs from the lot under the contract would have 
to be made each year, while the roads of snow existed, which 
also would enable the farmer to clear up that land during the 
spring and get it burned and have a first crop upon it during 
that year.

If, then, the contract was commercial, and if, as I am of 
opinion, there was no necessity for a special mis-cn-dcmeure, the 
defendant would be in default in case he had not cut and re
moved the logs from the ten acres in question at the latest before 
it became impossible to remove them by the melting of the snow.

There is another consideration which may. perhaps, be ap
plicable to this case: art. 1068 provides that the debtor is also 
in default when a thing which he has obliged himself to give or 
to do ean only lie given or done within a time which he has 
allowed to elapse. Commentators of the corresponding article 
of the Code Napoleon give as an instance of this the case of a 
man who undertakes to furnish certain articles for exhibition at 
a fair, the date of which has been fixed, and has not furnished 
them until the fair is over. In this case it has been held that 
the defendant was in default without any special act on the 
plaintiff’s part.

The question arises whether, as in this case, where it appears 
that the intention of the parties was that this cutting of ten 
acres should be done each year in order to facilitate the clearing 
of the land for agricultural purposes, the mere failure to do 
the cutting and removing of the logs, within a delay which would 
enable the farmer to clear his land that year, did not furnish 
a case where the thing could only be done within the delay which 
the debtor had allowed to elapse. It is true that the thing could 
be done the next year, but so also the goods in the case above 
mentioned could be exhibited at the fair which might take place 
the next year. It serins to me that, if the contract had clearly 
stipulated that its object was that the ten acres which were to 
be cut each year were so to be cut and the logs hauled away in 
time to allow the cultivation of the land that year, this case
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would certainly fall under art. 1068. The contract is not specific 
as to the object of the plaintiff in making it, but it docs refer to 
the clearing up of the land; it does oblige the defendant to fol
low the clearings of the plaintiff if a demand is made for that 
purpose. I think it does indicate that there was an intention in 
the mind of both parties that the logs were being cut so as to 
enable the plaintiff to clear up the land : that that was an interest 
which the plaintiff had in the contract and one of the consid
erations of the sale which he made of the logs.

Now, the theory of default is this: that the delay given for 
the performance of the contract is a delay on behalf of the debtor 
of the contract, and it is not presumed that the creditor has an 
unless he expressly says so. Thus, in a case where a penalty is 
attached to the non-performance of the contract within the delay 
interest in the performance of the contract within the delay 
stipulated, there is no necessity of putting in default because the 
creditor has already sufficiently declared his interest in the per 
formauce within the delay. So, where a creditor expressly stipu
lates that the contract shall be performed within that delay and 
the debtor shall be in default—that is, liable to pay damages— 
if not so performed, then there is no necessity of putting in 
default.

It would seem, then, that, where a creditor had taken the 
trouble to express that the contract was to be performed within 
a certain delay in order to enable him to take advantage of the 
contract for a specific purpose, that would be a sufficient declara
tion of the interest of the creditor in the performance of the 
contract at the time to compel the debtor to pay damages in the 
event of his not performing the contract within the time spe
cified.

I am of opinion that no special putting in default was neces
sary and that the judgment is erroneous and should be reversed, 
and that plaintiff should have judgment in accordance with the 
demand for $200, with costs of both Courts.

QUE.

(’. It. 
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Arc hibald. J.

Appeal allowed.

REX v. GRAVES. N.S.
(Decision No. 3.) -----

8.C.
Nova Scotia Supreme Court, Sir Charles Toicnshcnd, C.J., Graham. K.J., inin 

and Meagher, Russell, Drysdale, and Ritchie, JJ. December 21, 1912.
1. New trial ($11—8)—Criminal case—Substantial wrong—Instruc- 1)<‘‘

A new trial in a criminal case will not be granted on the ground 
of misdirection if the general outlines and principles of law which 
should guide the jury in the particular case have been stated in tin- 
charge, although all possible qualifications or differences as regards the 
nature of the crime generally may not have been explained, it being 
essential for the granting of a new trial by an appellate Court under
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Cr. Code sec. 1019 that some substantial wrong or miscarriage should 
appear to have been occasioned on the trial. (Per Townsheml, C.J., 
Meagher, and Drysdnle, .1.1,, on an equal division of the Court.)

11112 (The majority opinion in Pcx v. (leaven (No. 2), 9 D.L.R. 30, not 
followed. |

Hex 2. Courts ($ V H—295)—Stark decisis—Previous opinion on the merits
uy SAME « "I kt.

The rule of stare decisis docs not apply to bind a Court of criminal 
appeal, hearing a stated case sent up by its direction under Cr. Code 
(19(H)), secs. 1015 and 1016 from the trial Court after a conviction 
for murder, by the opinions on the merits expressed by the majority of 
the Court as constituted when the stated ease was ordered on a motion 
for leave to appeal, although full argument had been then heard on 
the merits and a majority opinion expressed in expectation that tho 
case might be dealt with pro forma in accordance with such opinion 
ami without re argument on the tiling of the formal stated case; par
ticularly where the Court on such motion for leave entertained doubt 
of its jurisdiction to determine the case on the merits without a formal 
ease stated, and its formal order then made was accordingly limited 
to the granting of leave to appeal and a direction to the trial .fudge 
to send up a stated ease and did not purport to order a new trial or 
to «plash the conviction, or otherwise to «lispose of the case on the 
merits. (Per Townsheml, C.J., Meagher, and Drysdale, ,1.1., on an 
eipinl division of the Court.)

[Itex v. (hares (No. 2), 9 D.L.R. 30. not followed; Hex v. lili/tli, 15 
Can. Cr. Cits. 224, referreil to.J

Statement Hv direction of the majority of the Court of Appeal the 
learned Chief Justice stated for the opinion of the Court the 
questions of law asked to he reserved, viz., 4 to 36 inclusive, 
omitting 35, with his reasons for refusing to reserve the same, 
lie also appended as part of the ease the evidence, and his 
charge to the jury, all contained in the appeal l>ook. The 
grounds asked to be reserved, and from the refusal to reserve 
which the appeal was taken, the grounds for refusal and the 
charge to the jury to which exception was taken are set out in 
full in The King v. Graves (No. 2), 0 D.L.R. 30.

An application was made on behalf of the accused for a 
change of venue and the judgment on return of the motion is 
found. The King v. Graves, 5 D.L.R. 474.

Argument W. E. Iioscoe, K.C.:—The principles of law applicable to 
the case having been argued and decided I do not propose to 
argue what is res judicata so far as the matters that should 
enter into the consideration of the Court are concerned. I there
fore content myself by making a formal motion to quash the 
conviction. On the judgments as delivered there is nothing 
further left for me to say, as the Court has disposed of the 
questions.

Sir Charles Townsiiend, C. J. :—In the report of my charge 
there is an omission that I did not notice until my brother 
Ritchie called my attention to it in his reference to one section 
of the Code that he said I did not mention to the jury. That is 
see. 259 of the Code. I have here the original notes which I 
used on the trial shewing that I did mention that section.
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Mr. Roscoe:—All I can say is that if it was mentioned I did 
not hear it.

Sir Charles Townshend, C.J.:—It was not mentioned in 
your points.

Ritchie, J. :—I understand it to have been taken.
Sir Charles Townshend, C.J. :—I have here the notes that 

I was using on the trial.
Mr. Roscoe :—I did not hear anything about it and on that 

alone I based the ground that 1 have stated.
Sir Charles Townshend, C.J. :—I direct it to be noted that 

I point out the omission in the report which is as follows :—
Then Lx hw. -."ill it is proxiileil. “<'ul|talile honiiciile is manier (M

if the offender means to cause to the person killed any bodily injury,
which is known to the offender to lie likely to cause death, and is
reckless whether death ensues or not.M

In another place the charge should read, “If there is reason
able provocation and no malice” instead of “or no malice.”

Mr. Jenks, K.C.:—I think the case reserved might be 
amended by reducing the number of questions. The case would 
be simplified and it would attain the same result. There are 
really only* two questions : (1) Did the learned Chief Justice
on the trial charge the jury properly ; and (2) is there any evi
dence upon which a verdict of guilty of murder might be 
brought in. I think that sec. 28 covers the whole case.

Meagiier, J. :—In my opinion we cannot amend the case 
either as to the questions or as to the matter of the charge.

Mr. Jenks:—I am only suggesting that it might he sent back 
to have the number of questions reduced.

Meagher, J. :—We have no power over it.
Sir Charles Townshend, C.J. :—1 do not like the way in 

which they are stated because they are so general.
Mr. Jenks:—So far as the case is concerned we argued the 

matter before and it is for the Court to say whether they wish 
to hear me further. I think that I said everything that I could 
before and unless the Court desires it I have nothing further 
to add now.

Graham, E.J. :—I will have to consider whether the major
ity judgment is not a precedent that should be followed.

Sib Charles Townshend, C.J. :—In my opinion it is in no 
sense res judicata. I think the Court went very far in discuss
ing the whole thing. The case came up on appeal from my 
refusal to reserve a case and it was sent back to me to return 
questions, which I did. These are now before the Court to be 
discussed entirely apart from anything that may have been said 
in the opinions read. Of course I may change my opinion.

N.S.
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Graham, E.J. :—I am speaking of the question of a pre
cedent of this Court—the opinion of a majority of this Court 
that I am bound by. I do not see that there has to be any re
argument of a matter that has been decided by a majority of 
the Court.

Meagher, J. :—I do not admit by my silence that I am 
assenting to any such view. My opinion is that this Court had 
no jurisdiction to give an opinion on the merits, beyond giving 
leave to appeal, until the case comes here in the form of a 
stated case.

Russell, J. :—I think we had jurisdiction through the con
sent of counsel By such consent we heard the ease as if it had 
actually been reserved. It was a mere courtesy to refer it back 
to the trial Judge for a statement of the case and it was done 
merely to put in regular shape the judgment of the Court.

Drysdale, J.:—I have already given my opinion that there 
can l>e no expression of opinion on the merits without a stated 
case.

Graham, E.J. :—When the application to appeal came before 
the Court composed of Meagher, Russell, Drysdale, and Ritchie, 
JJ.. and myself, the learned counsel for the prisoners and the 
Deputy Attorney-General were heard at great length, the hearing 
extending over two days. My notes shew that at least 85 eases 
or authorities were cited, and while I do not profess to have 
examined them all, I did, in the preparation of my opinion, 
examine as many. Many things were argued which were not in 
the opinions ultimately delivered.

At the close of the hearing the learned Deputy Attorney-Gen
eral proposed and the counsel for the prisoners agreed in open 
Court that the judgment on that application could be given as if 
a ea- id been stated, and without further argument, as was 
don the ease of Hex v. Blyth, 15 Can. Cr. Cas. 224, to which
ret. i uce was "iade. My opinion and the opinion of the other 
Judges apparently were prepared on that footing. But the min
ority objected to that course being taken, claiming in effect that 
a statement of a ease could not be waived.

While holding the view that it was a proper course to take. I 
thought it expedient to proceed formally as the Court was sitting 
again within a week and the matter could lie disposed of pro 
forma. So I changed the closing words of my opinion in favour 
of a new trial, so that it reads as it now appeal's in favour of 
having a ease stated.

The opinions were accordingly delivered adversely to the 
Crown by Russell and Ritchie, JJ., and myself, Meagher and 
Drysdale, JJ., dissenting.

A ease was stated by the learned Chief Justice.
Whatever opinion the Judges had as to whether or not the
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Court could dispose* of the matter without a stated case, the 
Deputy Attorney-General at least was hound to his agreement 
that in effect there would not be further argument, and he 
appears to have? been loyal to it, and neither he nor the* counsel 
for the prisoners made further argument. And the prisoners 
an* entitled to the benefit of that agreement made in open Court.

It cannot lie said that they have not had the opportunity to 
present their case to the Court with the personnel changed. They 
could not be prejudiced anyway: Attorney-General New South 
Wales v. Bertrand, L.R. 1 P.C. 520. It is a sound principle in 
the administration of criminal law that prisoners should he fully 
heard. Audi alteram partem is a maxim peculiarly applicable.

There is another consideration. I do not say that in the ord
inary ease the judgment on an application for leave to appeal 
shuts out argument when the ease stated comes on for a hearing. 
Rut when a ease has been debated and opinions given as in this 
case, really with a view of disposing of it. there is much to be 
said in favour of that judgment constituting a precedent on the 
law of the case.

In 26 American and English Encyc. 160 it is said:—
An expression of opinion upon n point involved in n cane argued by 

counsel and deliberately passed upon by the Court, although not cssen 
tial to the disposition of the case, if a dictum, should be considered 
a “judicial dictum” as distinguished from a mere obiter dictum, 
which is an expression originating alone with the Judge writing the 
opinion ns nn argument or illustration.

I incorporate herewith the opinion I delivered upon the appli
cation to grant leave to appeal.

For the reasons therein contained I think that there was error 
in the summing up, misdirection occasioning on the trial substan
tial wrong or miscarriage.

I rely upon the grounds in the ease stated numbered as fol
lows* 8, 10, il. V-1. 18, 15, 17. 22, 31, 24, 28, 34 end 6, end
answer them in a sense favourable to the prisoners.

I express no opinion on the other grounds, as it is unnecessary 
to do so.

The conviction in my opinion should be quashed and a new 
trial granted and the prisoners remanded.

Russell, J. :—I do not consider that the questions now before 
the Court are res adjudicata, but I did assume that after the 
Attorney-General and the counsel for the defendants had both 
agreed that the whole matter should be dealt with on the appeal 
from the refusal of the learned trial Judge to reserve a case, as 
if a case had been reserved and that a final judgment should 
be pronounced and the opinions prepared and read were so pre
pared and read by a majority of the Judges who heard the 
argument in pursuance of that agreement, and with that under-
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standing the proceeding now before the Court was to be a mere 
formality. I can understand that if the hearing on the appeal 
had resulted in affirming the conviction, it might have been desir
able that a larger Court should be assembled to give the prisoners 
another chance for their lives, but inasmuch as the result of the 
former argument was to grant them another trial, it might well 
have been accepted as the final decision of this Court in the cause. 
As, however, this result has not been accepted as a finality and we 
arc to deal with the matter again, I can only say that, having 
had an opportunity to rend the comments of the learned trial 
Judge on the decision of the Court that heard the argument, I 
cannot see any reason to change my views.

I do not think the learned trial Judge correctly descriltes my 
opinion as having been constructed on the lines of an application 
for a new trial in a civil ease. The argument was made by coun
sel that the case had not been fairly presented to the jury on the 
evidence, and I do not understand how the merits of that conten
tion could well l)c adjudged without some reference to the facts 
of the case, to which I certainly had no intention to refer, except 
in so far as the reference was relevant to the complaint of mis
direction. I may have lieen mistaken in assuming that it would 
be an error in law to instruct the jury to find as a fact that for 
which there was no evidence, or to put to the jury a proposition 
of law as bearing upon the issue if it necessarily assumed a con
dition of fact that did not exist. Beyond that I certainly had no 
intention to refer to the- evidence, and certainly I should not 
have thought of reviewing the verdict of the jury. 1 thought 
I had made this very clear.

Ritchie, J. :—On the application for leave to appeal it was 
agreed in open Court by the Deputy Attorney-General for the 
Crown and Mr. Roscoe, K.C., for the prisoners, that the judg
ment of the Court on the application for leave to appeal should 
dispose of the case and thus save the necessity of a re-argument 
of the points involved, and attention was drawn to Hex v. Blythe, 
15 Can. Cr. Cas. 224, as an authority for this course. It was not 
then suggested either from the bench or at the bar that there was 
any objection to the course agreed on.

I accordingly wrote my judgment on the application for leave 
upon this understanding, and directed that the conviction be 
quashed and a new trial hail. But before handing down the 
judgment two memliers of the Court expressed the opinion that 
the course agreed on was without jurisdiction. To avoid what 
then seemed to me an unnecessary difference of opinion, I 
changed that part of my judgment which quashed the convic
tion and ordered a new trial. I thought that when the stated 
case came on to be disposed of it would lx? a purely formal mat
ter. As the learned Chief Justice had delivered a considered
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opinion that there was no point worthy of being reserved, it N.s.
did not occur to ine that he would sit in the case on appeal. I JTc
am, of course, not expressing any doubt as to his right to sit. i91o

For the reasons stated in my judgment on the application for — 
leave to appeal (which 1 make part of this judgment), I am of Rkx 
opinion that the conviction against the three prisoners should be gravkh.
tpiashed and a new trial ordered. ----

I also desire to add that I entirely agree with the judgment Rilcl,le J- 
of my brother Graham, delivered on the application for leave to 
appeal.

Dkysdale, J.:—On the questions of law reserved in this case Diy«uie.j. 
and stated by the Chief Justice, in obedience to the order of the 
Court, coming on for hearing, it was urged by counsel for the 
prisoners that, inasmuch as the merits of certain questions had 
been considered by the Court that heard the appeal from the re
fusal of the Chief Justice to reserve the said questions, it was 
not open to this Court to again hear and determine such questions 
and accordingly that the motion to quash the conviction herein 
or to order a new trial should be considered as merely a pro forma 
motion.

1 cannot understand this position. The only motion before 
this Court heretofore was whether or not a case should be stated 
in respect to certain questions of law raised on or incidental to 
the trial. A majority of this Court was of opinion that certain 
questions should lie reserved and stated, and directed the learned 
trial Judge to state a case in respect to such questions.

This order has been obeyed and a case stated, and the ques
tions of law so reserved and stated come now before us on the 
stated case for consideration.

1 cannot understand the doctrine of ns ad judicata suggested.
Surely the only question before the Court on the former occasion 
was whether or not the trial Judge should reserve and state a case 
on points of law raised before him. The Court (by a majority in 
opinion) decided that he should and that is all that was decided.
The opinions as a whole and the rule granted thereon will shew 
this.

Many points were urged on the appeal from the trial Judge’s 
refusal to state a case that were not given effect to. and the result 
is that we have a case stated on certain points of law by the trial 
Judge now before us for consideration.

It is, I think, a somewhat startling doctrine that because cer
tain members of this Court in their opinions directing a case to 
he reserved and stated, expressed themselves on certain questions 
in the case as it then appeared to them on the appeal from the 
trial Judge’s refusal to reserve a. case on questions of law should 
preclude the Court of Appeal from considering the questions so 
reserved and stated. The absurdity of such a position only

t.'
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requires to be stated. To my mind no further comment is neces
sary. If the Court of Appeal for Crown Cases Reserved is to 
be bound by the decision of a majority of the Court of Appeal 
that sat only to hear whether a case should be reserved and stated 
in respect to a point of law raised on the trial, then it is obvious 
that the Court of Appeal sitting to hear such points is useless, 
and a mere formality, and that the members of the Court that 
had only one question before them, viz., whether a case should be 
stated or not (even if a Court of three) could for all purposes 
bind the Court of Appeal specially sitting to hear the questions 
directed to be stated and reserved, even if the latter Court were 
differently constituted, and much larger in its component parts. 
If this were so, why state a case or direct a question or questions 
to be reserved?

I will not pursue the subject further, and would not have 
dealt with a matter so obvious, except for the fact that the pri
soners’ counsel’s suggestions on this point and to this effect 
seemed to find some favour.

On the questions reserved and stated in obedience to the 
order of this Court by the trial Judge, I desire to say that al
though tliis Court by a majority directed that questions printed 
in the case as numbers 4 to 36 inclusive, excepting 3i>, be reserved, 
the only real question involved is whether or not there was mis
direction on the part of the trial Judge, that is to say, misdirec
tion in law. When the case was formerly before us on the ques
tion whether the trial Judge should reserve and state a case or 
not, I discussed this point as fully as I deem necessary.

With all respect to my learned brothers, whose opinions I 
have heard and also read, I am bound to say I have not changed 
my opinion, and incorporate it herewith. I think there was not 
error in law on the part of the learned trial Judge, and I am 
of opinion that the conviction herein was warranted and ought 
to be affirmed, and I have only to repeat here my former opinion 
on the merits of this case.

Meagher, J.:—When the application for leave to appeal was 
heard I wits strongly of opinion that we should not express any 
opinion upon the merits unless one reached the conclusion to 
refuse the application. I was quite persuaded we had not the 
material called for by the statute before us, nor in the form 
prescribed by it, nor stated by the trial Judge, and for that 
reason we had no jurisdiction to go beyond granting or refusing 
the leave sought; and that consent could not dispense with the 
requirements of the statute. I have been unable to find any case 
where the Privy Council, except perhajw* where refusing leave 
to appeal, has disposed of the case upon the merits on the appli
cation for leave to appeal, and I feel fully convinced it never 
adopted such a course. With all becoming deference I submit
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that there is neither force nor merit in the ground urged, that 
the matter was res adjudieata because of the opinions expressed 
when the motion for leave to appeal was disposed of. My 
learned brothers Graham and Ritchie were ‘ that leave
to appeal should be granted, while my learned brother Russell 
was of opinion, because of the alleged consent, that the convic
tions should be quashed at that stage. My learned brother Drys- 
dale and myself were of opinion that the motion should be 
refused.

Upon this record the most that can be said is that the leave 
was granted, and in the result the situation is the same ns if a 
Judge in granting an order for a certiorari, or a writ of hnt>ens 
corpus, expressed an opinion upon the merits. In such a case 
it would be altogether impossible to say, as a matter of law. that 
there had been an effective adjudication which would control 
the parties or any Judge or Court hearing it at a later stage. 
If the consent and the decision upon the motion were so effec
tive as to Ik* binding upon the Court and the parties, why direct 
a ease to be stated for the purpose of a hearing on the merits Î 
A more idle proceeding, in view of the point now urged, could 
hardly be ordered.

In lie Abraltam Mallorif Dillct (1887), 12 A.C. 459, it was 
held :—

that Her Majesty will not review criminal proceedings unless it be 
shewn that by a disregard of the forms of legal process, or by some 
violation of the principles of natural justice or otherwise, substantial 
and grave injustice has been done,

approving in that connection of Falkland Islands Co. v. The 
Queen, 1 Moo. P.C.NJB. 312.

lie Abraham Mallorif Dillct, 12 A.C. 459, was followed in 
Ex parte Deeming, [18921 A.C. 422, and again in Ex parte 
Hops, Kops v. li.f [1894] A.C. 650.

The principle thus enunciated is, I venture to think, binding 
upon this Court as well ns upon the Supreme Court of Canada 
under its constitution and its relation to the Privy Council ; but 
if not actually binding, it furnishes a guide we should follow 
without hesitation. My opinion upon the merits is that the con
victions should be affirmed.

N.S.
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Sir Charles Townshend, C.J. :—Before the argument was Tow^he^aj, 
commenced on the stated case I informed the Court there had 
been an omission in the report of my charge only noticed by me 
on reading the opinion of one of the Judges given on the appeal 
from my refusal to reserve the question asked for. I directed 
the case to be amended accordingly. The omission was ils fol
lows :—

Then by sec. 259 it is provided, culpable homicide is murder (6) 
if the offender means to cause to the person killed any bodily injury

4536
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which is known to the offender to he likely to cause death and is reck
less whether death ensues or not.

Also a further error in reporting the word “or” when it 
should have been “and” in u citation given.

Counsel were then called on to proceed with their argument. 
Mr. Roscoe claimed that the opinion of the three Judges on the 
appeal from my refusal was binding, or. as he expressed it. was 
ns adjudicata, and said nothing further. After pointing to the 
statute which made that hearing merely a preliminary hearing, as 
to whether a case should be stated or not. which could have no 
binding effect on the Court now hearing the points reserved, the 
argument proceeded. One of the Judges intimated that counsel 
had consented that the arguments then made should deal with 
the whole matter, and that there would lie no further argument. 
The Deputy Attorney-General, Mr. Jenks, agreed to that so far 
as it would not be necessary to repeat the argument, but said he 
had not waived any right to be heard in case a reserved ease was 
stated—'that at the time such consent was given the majority of 
the Judges had intimated that they could dispose of the whole 
matter at that hearing, but that afterwards all the Judges but 
one had decided that a case must be regularly stated for the opin
ion of the Court—and that for both reasons he claimed the 
right to make any further argument he wished, to which the 
majority of the Court agreed. At the conclusion of Mr. Jenks’ 
argument for tin- Crown the Court adjourned until the next day 
for further consideration and on that day delivered judgment, 
dismissing the prisoners’ contentions and affirming the conviction.

1 have had the advantage in this case not only of hearing the 
arguments of the counsel for the defence as well as for the Crown, 
but am necessarily familiar with all the facts and circumstances 
of the ease. I have also had the advantage of reading and care
fully studying the opinions of my brethren who have taken dif
ferent views of the questions before the Court.

After giving the best consideration to the whole matter I 
have come to the conclusion that the opinion of Mr. Justice 
Drysdale, concurred in by Mr. Justice Meagher, is a correct and 
a full exposition of the law which must govern us on the ques
tions reserved for the Court in this case.

Before dealing with any of these questions in detail, I would 
call attention to the fact that this is not an appeal to the Court 
under sec. 1021 of the Code, in which it is provided that leave 
to appeal may be given to the person convicted, for a new trial 
on the ground that the verdict was against the weight of evi
dence. We have no such question before us. The proceedings 
now are exclusively under secs. 1014, 1015, 1016, 1018 and 1019 
of the Code. Under these sections nothing can be considered, 
except such questions of law as the Judge may be asked to 
reserve, either on the trial or subsequent thereto, arising out
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of the direction of the Judge. The questions asked to be NS-
reserved in this case number 36, all of which I refused to reserve ^ ^7
because, as I have stated in my reasons, none of them raised any 1912

question of law respecting which there could be any reasonable —
doubt and most of them raised no questions of law, unless it was 
some objection to the general character of my charge in com- Gbavks. 
menting on facts in evidence to the jury. The majority of the 
Court on appeal, however, have thought proper to direct the to^r.j. 
reservation of the questions asked for, from questions 4 to 36 
inclusive, excepting No. 35.

I need hardly repeat here that those questions were not in 
my opinion of a sufficiently definite character as to what the 
questions of law were. As, however, they are now before us I 
will express my opinion as briefly as possible on them.

I would submit generally that the fundamental error, going 
through the opinions of my brothers, Graham, Russell and 
Ritchie, is that they undertake to deal more or less with ques
tions of fact which were for the jury and not for them, under 
this procedure. My brother Russell deals with the whole mat
ter as if it were a motion for a new trial in a civil case, appar
ently overlooking the fact that, on such an appeal he could only 
consider questions of law which have been asked to be reserved 
and refused. He discusses and decides questions of evidence 
and weight of evidence which clearly cannot be done on such 
an application as this. Take for instance this passage:—

There is positively no evidence whatever of any assault at this stage 
of the proceedings, nor any evidence whatever to warrant finding that 
the defendants had any intention beyond that of disarming the de
ceased. Of course there was no evidence of that intention either.

Now the learned Judge ,• s I have said had no right to deal 
with such a question whatever, even if he were correct, but he 
is obviously incorrect, and such evidence as there was was duly 
submitted to the jury for their decision as a matter of fact.
Here is the way in which it was placed in the charge before 
the jury:—

Was Mr. Lea’s act in taking hold of the barrel of the gun due to 
the attempt of the accused to assault him ? That is for you under 
the evidence. The beat way of conveying to you the meaning of this 
rule is to apply it to what occurred here. If it was the unlawful act 
and conduct of the accused which caused Mr. Lea to handle the gun 
in the way he did, taking the barrel in his hand and using the stock 
to defend himself against their assault, they arc responsible for the 
consequences.

Now, I respectfully submit that this was a correct statement 
of the law. I do not discuss the evidence, ns I haVe already 
indicated, that does not properly come up here.

Take again this passage:—
It is altogether possible, and 1 should judge highly probable, that the 

deceased inflicted a mortal wound upon himself by his manner of using
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the gun, which resulted in its accidental discharge. It is possible also, 
though it will perhaps be considered improbable, that the fatality 
resulting from the wound was not accelerated by the conduct of the 
defendants any more than it was by the removal of the patient to 
Halifax.
Here let me call attention to the fact that the learned Judge 

is considering a question not before him and is usurping the 
iwnshend'” j. funeti°ns of the jury who had all the evidence before them and 

decided the other way.
Then the learned Judge puts a number of hypotheses on the 

facte which, he thinks, if they had been put before the jury fairly 
and dispassionately, they might, after consideration, have come 
to a different conclusion and he does not see how they could 
have been rejected by the jury without more than a reasonable 
doubt and that they might have reduced the crime from mur
der to manslaughter. He seems to think that these were never 
presented to the jury for their consideration. I think the best 
answer to such an observation is to refer to the charge itself and 
to that portion which he himself has quoted to shew that all 
such considerations as were proper were fully presented for the 
consideration of the jury. He further finds fault with the 
charge for not explaining that the word “felony” had been 
abolished from the Code and that it does not explain the change 
which has been brought about by our amendment to the com
mon law, but it is sufficient to point out that such an explana
tion was unnecessary and would have had no connection with 
the responsibility of the defendants in this case. They were 
instructed over and over again that if these defendants were 
engaged in an unlawful act, and that act was acting in a dis
orderly manner and trespassing on Mr. Lea’s property with the 
result of what occurred, then they were responsible for it. Vide 
Code, sec. 252, sub-sec. (2).

It is unnecessary further to- comment on the reasons given 
by my brother Itussell in his opinion, as I think they are based 
throughout on an erroneous view of the statute under which the 
Court were hearing the matter.

With respect to the grounds on which Mr. Justice Ritchie 
decides, he seems to be under the impression that the statute 
defining murder or culpable homicide (sec. 259 of the Code) 
must necessarily have been read to the jury and they should 
have been asked to find these questions:—

Did the defendants mean to cause the death of Mr. Leaf Did the 
defendants mean to cause Mr. Lea bodily injury, known to be likely 
to cause death, and were they reckless as to whether death ensued or 
notf
And for this reason he thinks the law was not properly 

stated.
I might point out that it would be hardly useful to submit 

such questions to the jury when I had instructed them that
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there was nut the slightest evidence of premeditated murder 
and that I thought they had no intention of doing anything of 
the kind, not even a bodily injury, but that what occurred 
arose after they came there.

I may further add that provided the Judge properly explains 
the difference between murder and manslaughter and what 
would constitute murder there is no necessity for reading the 
statute, in fact it would, in my opinion, convey nothing that Townshend. <u. 
the jury could properly understand. But whatever force there 
might be in such an objection it is now clear under the amended 
report that sec. 259 was read to the jury.

Then again my brother Ritchie says:—
I think it could not In* wtiil thiit it i# n rciiKonuldc or nntunil thing 

for » nmn to point the barrel of n gun which he known to In* cocked 
mid loaded at bin own laxly and strike at another with the stock.

Now with all respect I submit that whether such a thing was 
reasonable is a question for the jury and not for the Judge 
and more than that it is not one of the grounds asked to he 
reserved in this case. I would call attention further to ques
tion 9 numbered in his opinion, viz.:—

Whether the direction that the defendant* were re*|ionsilde if he did 
not do a* he did, and provided that what he did was reasonable under 
the circumstances.

I can find no such question reserved under question 9 or any 
other question.

Now the opinion of my brother Graham is of great length 
and shews marks of great industry' and study and deals in a 
more detailed manner with the questions reserved and it would 
Ik- undesirable in such a brief opinion as this to go over it in 
detail and point out what I consider the mistaken views therein 
expressed. As in the ease of the other opinions, he undertakes 
to deal with questions of fact to some extent which, as I have 
said before, were clearly not before him. Both he and Mr. Jus
tice Ritchie comment on the three cases from the English reports 
which were mentioned to the jury as illustrations, that a man 
might be guilty of murder or manslaughter even though he 
does not strike the blow whieh caused the death of the deceased, 
hut if he was the direct cause of the deceased inflicting the blow 
or doing the act which resulted in his death, that he would be 
responsible for it. A simple reading of the charge will shew 
anyone that these cases were not put before the jury for the 
purpose of shewing the difference between murder and man
slaughter but merely for the purpose of clearing up a common 
idea that because Mr. Lea held in his own hands the gun the 
discharge of which inflicted the wound which approximately 
contributed to his death the accused were not responsible for 
that part of the affray. Therefore it was unnecessary to give the
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explanations referred to in Mr. Justice Ritchie’s opinion as to 
s c their effect further than that.
1912 Again it is said that the jury should have been instructed

that Mr. Lea must have been in fear of violence or assault. Now 
„ I think that that view of the situation was over and over again 

Graves. submitted to the jury. The word “fear,” it is true, was not
sirChTric* u*cd, but if language can convey anything, it is sufficiently

Townehcnd, c.j. before them. The part of the charge referring to that is as 
follows :—

Was Mr. Lea's act in taking hold of the barrel of the gun due to 
the attempt of the accused to assault him? That is for you under the 
evidence. The best way to convey to you the meaning of this rule is 
to apply it to what occurred here. If it was the unlawful net and 
conduct of the accused which caused Mr. Lea to handle the gun in 
the way he did. taking the barrel in his hands ami using the stock 
to defend himself against their assault, they are responsible for the 
consequences.
As very well stated in the learned Judge’s opinion referring 

to the case put for illustration :—
These cases have found a place in the Code first mentioned and are 

all founded upon the conditions of deceased being put in a state of 
fear by the violence of the defendants, namely, that the deceased in 
doing the act which caused his death, was moved by a well-grounded 
apprehension of immediate violence; under these circumstances the 
theory is that the act of the deceased cannot be regarded as voluntary, 
but is merely the exercise of a choice between two evils and so is 
directly dependent upon the act creating the condition which required 
the election.
We know what occurred here. The circumstances of what 

occurred were given in evidence before the jury. The evidence 
shewed the defendants in a drunken and disorderly condition 
on Mr. Lea’s private grounds in front of his house, refusing to 
depart when requested, swearing at him and abusing him and 
frightening his family. It shewed a bottle either thrown at 
him or that he was struck at with it. It shewed a rush towards 
Mr. Lea on the plank sidewalk. It shewed Mr. Lea had reversed 
the gun. It shewed that he had struck one of the defendants. 
It showed that he fell to the verandah wounded and these men 
were around him, kicking him. Would not the jury be justified 
in inferring from that that there was fear on the part of Mr. 
Lea when he reversed the gun and when he struck at them? 
Must they not have come towards him, or rather could not the 
jury’ have believed that they rushed towards him with intent 
of assaulting him or had assaulted him and that Lea in fear of 
that used his gun as he did? Was not that sufficient to justify 
the jury in finding that there was well-grounded fear of assault 
or violence on the part of Lea when he struck at them? Again 
it is said that the question of provocation was not properly 
stated. I think it unnecessary' to say more on that subject than
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to point to the language twice over in the charge. It was not 
for the Judge to suggest what might be a possible cause of 
provocation but to do as he has done, tell the jury that from all 
that has transpired, they can judge whether there was provoca
tion or not, and if there was, that would reduce the crime from 
murder to manslaughter. The learned Judge seems to think 
that the word “malice” was not sufficiently explained to the 
jury and that it was apt to confuse them. I can only point out Towmiiend. c.j. 
that malice, and what constituted it, was over and over again, 
in as clear terms as possible, explained to the jury and I think 
that, notwithstanding my learned brother’s opinion, such ex
planations were more easily understood by the jury than if I 
had read them a clause from the Code, as he thinks I ought to 
have done, and which I did read. Rut when we are told by the 
learned Judge as follows :—

Now in Iho lcgnl sense of malice there was in my opinion in this 
branch of the case nothing worth submitting to a jury.

Such a statement as that, in the face of the evidence of 
three or four witnesses as to the malicious feelings which these 
defendants bore to Lea, I think requires no comment from me.
Again the learned Judge says:—

I think this case is too serious a one to leave it to a jury to fiml for 
murder or manslaughter areonling as they find whether there was or 
was not malico in the sense of ill-feeling, etc.
I confess that I had always thought and will continue to 

think until I am corrected by a higher Court that whether there 
was malice was peculiarly a question for the jury and no one 
else.

Another statement in his opinion requires some observation 
as follows:—

Moreover, I think that this ea«e should not have been submitted to 
the jury, ns if there was no alternative, but one of either murder or 
manslaughter. I have dealt with gunshot wound. If there was no 
acceleration there was an alternative of acquittal.

I really am unable to appreciate such an observation when 
I am told that I ought to have charged the jury that they could 
acquit these defendants under the facts of the evidence, that is 
to say, the jury were to be told that in face of the riotous, dis
orderly conduct of these men, in the face of their assault upon 
Mr. Lea, in the face of their maltreating, abusing him, kicking 
and finally doing the acts which led to his death, that the jury 
should have been instructed that they might be acquitted. It is 
unnecessary to say more.

Now on the question of acceleration of death, so far as I 
can form any opinion, my learned brethren have not shewn any 
sound legal reason why the verdict should be set aside on that 
finding. The evidence as to the acceleration of death is com
plete. It was for the jury and not for the Court to say whether
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Mr. Lea’s death was accelerated by these defendants or not. 
They have said that it did accelerate it and that is the end of 
the matter.

If it were necessary for the Judge in summing up to go into 
all the minuta* and shades of difference in the crime for which 
the prisoners have been indicted, with all the detail of a text
book, in my view it would be almost impossible to give direc
tions which might not afterwards, when examined under a legal 
microscope, be found faulty in some minor and immaterial par
ticular. It was for this reason that sec. 1019 was placed in the 
Code, which provides that:—

No conviction shall he set aside nor any new trial directed, although 
it appeared ... or some misdirection given, unless it appears 
that some substantial wrong or miscarriage was thereby occasioned on 
the trial.

Now it seems to me if I succeed in placing before the jury 
the broad, general outlines and principles of law which should 
guide them without material error their verdict should not be 
disturbed.

Assuming for the moment there was error in the direction on 
some point, I venture to assert that in regard to the acceleration 
of Lea’s death by defendants, there can be no doubt either as to 
the direction or the evidence on which the jury founded their 
verdict. The charge on that subject is as follows :—

Even if the man was wounded and would have died anyway, yet if 
his assailants committed acts which made him die sooner, it amounts 
to murder, assuming that malice was present. If the medical testimony 
satisfies you that Lea’s death was hastened by the subsequent treat
ment which he received at the hands of the accused, you are justified on 
that ground in finding them guilty of murder or manslaughter. The 
Code (sec. 25(5) is very clear about that. It says : “Everyone who, 
by any act or omission, causes the death of another, kills that person, 
although the effect of the bodily injury caused to such other person be 
merely to accelerate his death while labouring under some disorder or 
disease arising from some other cause.” That is this case. Although 
the prisoners may not have been responsible for inflicting the gunshot 
wound, if they hastened his death by their rough treatment and ill- 
usage of him, subsequently, they are responsible for murder or man
slaughter according ns you find that malice was or was not present.

Now I have made these observations as I deem it necessary 
and right to put my views properly before the Court of Appeal 
in the event of this case going further. I feel that what I have 
said is very imperfect, but in view of the opinion of my brother 
Drysdale, which so completely and fairly disposes of all the 
questions reserved, I think it unnecessary to say more.
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The Court bring evenly divided, appeal 
dismissed and convict ion stands.
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ATTORNEY OENERAL FOR ONTARIO v CANADIAN NIAGARA 
POWER CO.

Judicial Committee af the Privy Council. Present : Viscount Haldane. L.C.,
Lord Macnaghtcn, Lord Atkinson, and Sir Charles Fitzpatrick.
July 82, 1912.

3. Kldctricity ($ IV—41)—Compensation fob water power used to
OPERATE ELECTRIC POWER PLANT.

Under an agreement between the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park 
Commissioners and a power company, licensing the latter to exercise 
certain rights in the park ami in the water of the Niagara river for 
the purpose of generating t’ rtricitv ami pneumatic power to be trans
mitted to places beyond the park and requiring payment therefor at a 
specified annual rental and “in addition thereto, payment at the rate 
of the sum of one dollar per annum (with sliding scale) for each elec
trical horse-power generated and used and sold or disposed of over 
10,000 electrical horse-power.” the extra payments are to In* made as 
the electricity is generated at a rate greater than 10,000 horse power 
as shewn by the meters, and so continue e\en when the generation falls 
below such rate, the proper basis of calculation, according to the true 
construction of the clause relating to additional rentals, being the 
highest amount or quantity of electrical horse power generated and u*vd 
and sold or disposed of at any one time, and so remaining (regardless 
of a drop in actual use or sale) until a higher point of generation 
and uso or sale is reached.

| Attorney-Central for Ontario v. Canadian Niagara Power Company,
2 D.L.R. 425, varied.]

2. Electricity ($IV—11)—Generation of light and power—Contract.
The extra price provided for in an agreement between the Queen 

Victoria Falls 1'ark Commissioners and a power company, licensing 
the company to operate an electric power plant in the park ami in 
the water of the Niagara river, for which the Park Commissioners, a 
public body, was to be paid “for each electrical horse power generated 
and used and sold or disposed of over 10,000 electrical horse power.” 
includes power used by the power company for its own purposes as 
well as that sold to others.

| Attorney (lent ral for Ontario v. Canadian S'in y am Power Company, 
2 D.L.B. 425, affirmed on this point.]

3. Electricity ($ IV—41)—Sale of electric power—Lease of land and
WATER FOR GENERATING ELECTRICITY—RENTAL VARYING WITH
AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL HORSE POWER GENERATED AND USED AND SOLD
—Method of calculating—Construction.

Where by an agreement in H99, supplemental to an agreement in 
1892, a power company stipulated to pay a specified fixed rental for 
a strip of land lying by the water's edge in a public park, together 
with tne use of a portion of the flow of the river as it passes, which 
had been placed at its disposal for the purpose of constructing works 
and generating electricity ; and also stipulated to pay additional rentals 
varying in amount by reference to the electrical horse power gener
ated and used and sold or disposed of by the company, “such addi
tional rentals as shall be payable for and from such generation and 
sale or other disposition ” to lie payable half yearly; the proper basis 
of calculation, according to the true construction of the clause relating 
to additional rentals, is the highest amount or quantity of electrical 
horse power at any one time generated and used or sold, and such 
amount remains the true basis, regardless of a drop in actual use or 
sale until a higher point of generation ami use or sale is reached.

[Attorney-General for Ontario v. Canadian Niagara Power Company, 
2 D.L.R. 425, varied on this point.]
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Appeal from a judgment of the Court of Appeal (January 
17, 1912), Attorney-General for Ontario v. Canadian Niagara 
Power Co., 2 D.L.R. 425, 3 O.W.N. 545, 20 O.W.R. 941, affirming 
with a variation in favour of the appellants, a judgment of Rid
dell. J. (May 16, 1910), 1 O.W.N. 127.

The question decided was as to the true construction and 
effect of paragraph 2 of an agreement dated July 15, 1899. be
tween the Commissioners for the Queen Victoria Niag
ara Falls Park and the respondents, and set out in their Lord- 
ships’ judgment.

The action was brought by the appellants to recover certain 
moneys alleged to he due from the respondents over and above 
those which had already been paid. The payments claimed were 
in addition to a fixed stipulated rental and were based upon and 
fluctuated with certain contingencies. The material words in the 
aime paragraph which defined the measure of those payments 
are as follows:—

In luklition thereto payment at the rate of the sum of one dollar 
per annum for each electrical horse power generated and used and 
sold or disposed of over ten thousand electrical horse power up to 
twenty thousand electrical horse-power, and the further payment of the 
sum of seventy-five cents for each electrical horse-power generated and 
used and sold or disposed of over twenty thousand electrical horse
power up to thirty thousand electrical horse-power, and the further 
payment of the sum of fifty cents for each electrical horse power gen
erated and v.sed and sold or disposed of oxer thirty thousand electrical 
horse-power.

In the words above cited “horse-power” as a term of mea-iire
nient indicates the rate of generation of electrical energy at a 
given instant. In dealing with power commercially its duration 
as well as its force is considered, and sale of horse-power means 
a sale of so many horse-power hours or days or years. Contracts 
for its supply, where payment is based upon actual user, are 
known as peak contracts and meter contracts. Under the former 
payment is based upon the greatest number of horse-power re
corded as taken at any one time, representing the horse-power 
actually used, as measured and shewn by indicating meters, and 
is computed on each horse-power of such record from the date 
thereof until a subsequent higher record, and so on. Under the 
latter payment is based either upon the number of “horse-power 
hours” ascertained from meters which compound hor-e-power and 
time and give the result in horse-power hours, or upon the 
“average horse-power” arrived at by averaging the records of 
horse-power from indicating meters.

The figures of the horse-power involved in this controversy 
were not in dispute. Both parties took them from the indicating 
meters in the respondents’ power-house, the half-hourly readings 
of which furnished records in horse-power of the horse-pow'er gen-

30
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prated and used. The issue was as to the method of dealing with 
those figures. The appellants contended that, on the true con
struction of the paragraph, payment was to he based thereon ac
cording to the practice under what were termed peak contracts, 
that is. on the greatest number of horse-power recorded at any 
one time until a subsequent higher record. The respondents con
tended that payment should Ik* calculated according to the prac
tice under meter contracts, that is, on average horse power, ar
rived at by taking the figures of horse-power and then averaging 
or compounding them with time.

Mr. Justice Riddell's judgment was in accordance with the 
contentions of the respondents, and ruled that the additional 
rental should be calculated on the following basis: “For each 
day of twenty-four hours the number of horse-power hours gener
ated as measured at the terminals of the generators in the dé
tendants’ power-house, is to be ascertained, and from this number 
is to be deducted the number of horse-power hours used by the 
defendants for the purposes of their own plant as measured in 
the said power-house and elsewhere where used"; the remainder 
tn form the basis on which the rent should he calculated.

The Court of Appeal was equally divided in opinion, and so 
the ruling of Riddell, J., was affirmed with a variation, from 
which the respondents did not appeal, to the effect that the power 
used by the respondents for their own purposes should bo included 
in the power to Ik* paid for by them.

Sir F. Finlay, K.C., Marinins, K.C., and (I coffre y Lawrence, 
for the appellants, contended that clause 2 of the agreement of 
July 15, 1899, provides for an additional rental for and from 
the generation by the respondents of each horse-power over 10,000 
horse-power, and does not provide for the taking of an average 
of the readings of the meters or for the ascertaining of the num
ber of horse-power hours. The agreement deals with the unit of 
horse-power and not with the unit of horse-power hour; and if 
the parties had intended to deal with average horse-power, they 
would have done so in express terms. In this case the ligures 
of the horse-power involved are not in dispute. Both parties have 
taken them from indicating meters in the respondents’ power
house, the half-hourly readings of which furnish records in horse
power of the horse-power generated and used. The issue is as to 
the mode of dealing with those figures. It was contended that 
the clause directed payment to be based thereon according to the 
practice in contracts known as peak contracts. Payment should 
be baaed upon the greatest number of horse-power recorded as 
taken at any one time as actually used. Payment at a stipulated 
rate is to be computed on each horse-power of such record from 
the date thereof until a subsequent higher record, and so on. 
'flic last highest record will govern the payment from its date
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for the remainder of the term. In this way any point of increase 
in development is to lie taken as the starting-point for computa
tion thenceforth, and the words “on generation ... of 
30,000 electrical horse power the gross rental shall be $32,500 per 
annum, payable half-yearly, and so on in ease of further develop
ment,” indicate the intention that the rental should not revert at 
the beginning of each half-year to the minimum of $15,000, but 
should continue at the figure fixed by the highest previous devel
opment until a higher development should l>e attained. More
over, the appellants’ construction is supported by the provisions 
that payment is to run “from the day” and that half-yearly pay
ments are to be made at certain annual rates “for each horse
power generated,” not “generated for any period.” The express 
controlling idea of this clause is that of development, and it was 
contended that that pointed to payment being made on the records 
of “horse-power” and not upon the average of half-yearly or 
other readings of the indicating meters. There Ls no difficulty 
alfout the figures of horse-power generated and used. The maxi
mum horse power generated is an actual quantity ; average horse
power is a hypothetical quantity, being the minimum horse-power 
which will produce a given number of horse-power hours in a 
specified time. The basis of payment contended for by the appel
lants is the actual horse-power demonstrated by the respondents 
themselves to Ik» required for their obligations to their customers, 
which obligations could not have been fulfilled by average horse
power, or by anything else than the full amount of such actual 
horse-power as the appellants have always delivered the means 
of producing, which after their contract they could not dispose 
of elsewhere.

Wallace Xesbitt, K.C., and A. Monro Grier, K.C., for the 
respondents, contended that the covenant for additional payment 
had been rightly construed by Riddell, J., in accordance with the 
contention of the respondents. Those contentions were that the 
covenant was clear in its terms, namely, that the additional pay
ment was to lie calculated on the basis of power 41 generated and 
used and sold or disposed of.” The word “generated” referred 
to the actual output of power. The word “used” limited this 
by eliminating the element of waste. The words “sold or dis
posed of” further limited this by eliminating power made use of 
by the company for its own purposes. The result is that the pay
ment is to Ik* ascertained on the basis of what is generated, leas 
what is wasted and less what is used by the company itself, or in 
other words, on the commercial output. The rate of payment 
covenanted for is equally clear. The horse power l»eing generated 
at any particular time must be measured, leas waste and the re
spondents' user. Then calculate the rental for the time or period 
in question, ascertained by the average of meter readings, taken 
by day. hour, or other interval according to reasonable eon veil i-
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ence “at the rate of” one dollar per annum, that is to say, by 
applying the appropriate fraction thereof. The words of the cov
enant being clear, its effect was not varied by the illustration or 
example contained therein, which is governed by the words “as 
above provided.” It was contended that the remaining portion 
of clause 2 of the agreement supported the respondents’ con
struction of the covenant and were inconsistent with the conten
tion of the appellants. The words of the covenant could not be 
reasonably construed as requiring that the rental is to depend 
on the highest point previously reached, even for an instant, and 
not upon the actual quantities generated during the half-year in 
question. Such a construction is inequitable and contrary to the 
intention of the parties as gathered from the agreement and the 
surrounding circumstances. The appellants in effect contend that 
the rental in question depends upon the capacity or state of de
velopment of the respondents’ power plant. On the other band, 
the covenant bases the rental, not on development nor on capacity, 
but on output, not on each electrical horse-power which the plant 
had the capacity to generate, but on the total electrical energy 
actually and in fact generated, or, which comes to the same thing, 
on the average electrical horse-power developed. In order that 
the appellants’ contention should prevail they must shew that 
the covenant contains express words apt to give effect to such 
intention, and in this they have failed.

Sir /»*. Finley, K.C., in reply.
July 22. 1912.—The judgment of their Lordships was deliv

ered by
Lord Macnaghten :—The question in this ease lies in a nar

row compass. Hut it is one of considerable difliculty. The trial 
Judge, Riddell. J., decided the question in favour of the respond
ents. The four learned Judges who constituted the Court of 
Appeal for Ontario were equally divided in opinion. Moss. C.J.. 
and 0arrow, J., were in favour of affirming the decision of the 
trial Judge. Meredith, and Magee. JJ., were in favour of re
versing that decision. And so the judgment of the trial Judge 
with a slight variation was upheld.

The result is that this Hoard is now called upon to determine 
the meaning and effect of one paragraph in an agreement dated 
July 15, 1899. made between the Commissioners for the Queen 
Victoria Niagara Falls Park, acting therein on their own behalf 
and with the approval of the Government of the Province of 
Ontario, who are therein and hereinafter called “the Commis
sioners,” of the first part, and the Canadian Niagara Power Com
pany, of the second part. This agreement was made in pursuance 
of statutory authority. It modified and varied an agreement 
dated April 7, 1892, made between the Commissioners and the 
promoters of the then intended company, afterwards ineorpor-
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atcd as the Canadian Niagara Power Company. The statute 
which incorporated the company ratified and continued the agree
ment of April, 1892, and made it binding upon the company.

There is no clause or provision in the agreement of 1892 sim
ilar to the paragraph in the agreement of July, 1899. which is now 
under consideration. But it is convenient, if not necessary, to 
consider the provisions of the earlier agreement in order to under
stand the position of the parties when the agreement of 1899 was 
made.

By the agreement of April 7, 1892. it was among other things 
declared :—

(1) That for the purpose of yvneriiting electricity ami pneumatic 
power to In* transmitted to places Iteyoinl the park, the Commissionerfl 
grant to the company n license irrevocably to take water from the 
Niagara River between the head of Cedar Island and the mainland, 
and to lead the water by means of that natural channel and an exten
sion of it to supply works to Ik» constructed by the company in build
ings and power-houses on the mainland within the park upon a location 
therein described, which was to occupy a tract of land of not more 
than 1,200 feet in length by not more than Phi' feet in width; and

(2) That the company was to have the further right to excavate 
tunnels to discharge the water led from the Niagara river to the said 
buildings and power-houses, so that such water should emerge below 
the Horse Shoe Fall at or near the water's edge.
The license was subject to three specified agreements which 

were already in existence and operative.
By paragraph 4 of the agreement it was declared that the 

license was granted for the term of twenty years at the rental of 
$25,000, and that during the second ten years of that term the 
rental was to be increased by the sum of $1,000 each year, so that 
in the twentieth year the rental would be $95,000.

At the end of the period of twenty years the company was 
to be entitled at their option to a further period of twenty years 
and similarly at their option to three further renewals at the like 
rental. So the effect was in substance that the company lweame 
entitled to a license, or lease, as it is sometimes called, for the 
period of 100 years, terminable at their option at the end of each 
successive period of twenty years. There was a further provi
sion entitling the company during the first period of twenty years 
to terminate the license or lease at any time on giving three 
months' notice in writing.

There were further powers granted to the company which it 
is not necessary to specify.

The company undertook to liegin the work on or before May 
1, 1897, and to proceed so far with their works on or before 
November 1, 1898, as to have completed water connections for 
the development of 25,000 horse-power, and have actually ready 
for use, supply and transmission 10,000 developed horse-power 
by the said last-mentioned day.
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By the agreement of July, 1899, the time for the const ruc
tion of the proposed works was extended, and the terms of pay
ment by the company for the accommodation and facilities 
placed at their disposal were varied. Paragraph *2 is expressed 
in the following words:—

The said agreement of the 7th April, 1892, in respect of the amount 
of rentals and period for which the same is payable, is hereby amended 
by providing that from and after the first day of May, 1899, the rent 
puyablo under the said agreement in lieu of that specified paragraph 4 
thereof shall be up to the first day of May, 1949, the sum of fifteen 
thousand dollars per annum, payable half-yearly on the same «lays ami 
times as specifieil in said paragraph 4 of said agreement, and in addi
tion thereto payment at the rate of the sum of one dollar per annum 
for each electrical horse-power generateil ami used and sold or ilisposeil 
of over ten thousaml electrical horsepower up to twenty thousaml 
electrical horse-power, ami the further payment of the sum of seventy- 
five cents for each electrical horse-power generateil ami used and sol«l 
or ilisposeil of over twenty thousand electrical horse power up to thirty 
thousand electrical horse-power, and the further pu, ment of the sum 
of fifty cents for each electrical horse power generated and used and 
sold or disposed of over thirty thousand electrical horsepower; that 
is to say, by way of example, that on generation and use and sale or 
disposal of thirty thousaml electrical horse power the gross rental shall 
1» #.'12,5(10 per annum, payable half-yearly, and so on in case of further 
development ns above provided, and that such rates shall apply to 
power supplied or used either in Canada or the United States. Such 
additional rentals as shall lie payable for and from such generation 
and sale or other disposition as aforesaid to the Commissioners shall 
be payable half-yearly at the rate above specified on the first days of 
November and May in each year for all power sold in the said sev
eral half-yearly periods from the day of sale; and within ten days 
after said first days of November and May in each year on which 
such additional rentals shall le payable respectively, the treasurer, or if 
no treasurer, the head officer of the company shall deliver to the Com
missioners a verified statement of the electrical horse-power generated 
and used and sold or disposed of «luring the preceding half-year, and 
the books of the company shall ho open to inspection and examination 
by the Commissioners or their agent for the purpose of verifying or 
testing the correctness of such statement; and if any question or dis
pute arises in respect of such return or of any statement delivered at 
any time by the company to the Commissioners of the quantity or 
amount of the electrical horse power generated and used and sold or 
disposed of, or of the amount payable for such additional rentals, the 
High Court of Justice of Ontario shall have jurisdiction to hear and 
determine the same and to enforce the giving of the information 
required.
The whole question turns on the meaning and effect of that 

paragraph. In lieu of a fixed rental mounting up by annual 
increments to $35,000 a year, the Commissioners agreed to ac
cept. and the company agreed to pay, a fixed rental of $15.000 
a year and an additional rental varying in amount by reference
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to the electricity generated and used and sold or disposed of by 
the company. So far the parties are agreed. The dispute is as 
to the method of computing this additional rental. To assist the 
Court in coming to a right conclusion, the parties agreed on 
admissions as to the methods according to which electricity is 
disposed of in ordinary commercial practice.

These methods are conveniently summarized in the respond
ents’ case as follows:—

(1) A contract whereby the customer has the right to receive con- 
tbiliously a certain amount of power and pays for it on the basis of 
the amount he is entitled to receive. He has the right to call for 
it, niid he paya for it, whether in fact he calls for it or not, and 
whether in fact the power is ever generated or not.
This method is known as the flat rate contract.

(2) A coutract whereby the cuatomer takes what power he wants, 
as and when he wants it, and paya on the basis of the exact number 
of kilowatt hours, or the horse-power hours taken.
This method is known as the meter contract.

(3) A contract whereby the customer takes what power he wants ns 
and w hen he wants it, but pays on the basis of what is called 1 * the 
j*enk, ” that is to say, on the basis of the number of watts or of horse
power made use of by him at the instant of maximum use.
This method is known as the peak contract.
The flat rate contract may be left out of consideration. Much 

argument was expended on the comparative advantages of the 
meter contract and the peak contract. It may, however, be 
doubted (if it is permissible to express a doubt on the subject 
after the able and elaborate arguments addressed to this Board 
by the learned counsel on both sides), whether the solution of 
the rpiestion at issue is more advanced or more embarrassed by 
a discussion as to the merits or the applicability of these two 
methods of contract.

One thing is plain. This contract is neither a meter contract 
nor a peak contract, for the simple reason that the Commissioners 
do not create or produce any vendible commodity. The part of 
the Commissioners is to place at the disposal of the company 
( whether you call the instrument of disposition a license or a 
lease) a strip of the park lying by the water’s edge, just above 
the Horse Shoe Fall, together with the use of a portion of the 
flow of the river, as it passes, for the purpose of constructing 
electrical works and generating there electricity for transmission 
beyond the limits of the park. They neither generate nor dis
pose of electricity themselves. The result is that, when the con
tract speaks of an additional rental for electrical power gen
erated and used and sold or disposed of over and above a certain 
quantity or amount, it cannot mean that the additional payment 
is “in consideration of’’ or “remuneration for” the power gen
erated and disposed of. It must mean that the rental is to lie 
calculated by reference to the amount or quantity of power
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generated and disposed of by the company, that is. that when 
the amount or quantity generated and disposed of by the com
pany is so much, the rental to be paid to the Commissioners is 
to be calculated by reference to it.

The view of the respondents is stated very clearly in their 
printed ease, to which Mr. Nesbitt referred. Their Lordships 
are glad to have had the opportunity of reading in print and 
considering the argument so presented in addition to listening 
to the oral address of counsel. They say:—

The payment is stilted to be “at the rate of the sum of one dollar 
per annum for each electrical horsepower.” The words “at the rate 
of” mean that the payment is to be calculated for all periods on the 
basis of one dollar for a full period of a year. The method of working 
out the clause is simple. Take each day of the year, or each hour 
of the year, or each instant, according to reasonable possibility or 
convenience. Ascertain, that is to say, measure, the horse power being 
generated at that time, less waste and the respondents’ own user. In 
the case of an instant this is absolute. In the case of an hour or a 
day a reasonably correct result is obtained by averaging a number 
of readings, for instance, taken at regular intervals. Find the rental 
for the period in question, whether it is u day or an hour or an instant, 
“at the rate of” one dollar per annum, that is to say, by applying 
the appropriate fraction of one dollar. These various results, whether 
of days, hours, or instants, may then be added together, and the total 
arrived at for tho year. Where the power runs above 20,000 horse 
power a different rate will become applicable to the portion above 
20,000, and so with 30,000, but this does not affect the principle, and 
introduces no inconvenience into the calculation.
Sir Robert Finlay, on the other hand, said that that was 

an impossible task, or a task so difficult as to be practically 
impossible. No doubt the method proposed by the respondents is 
not so simple as that proposed by the appellants; and it seems 
far more troublesome. But their Lordships are not satisfied 
that the difficulty is insurmountable or so formidable as to turn 
the scale in favour of the appellants. It was contended by the 
appellants that the true standard was the highest amount or 
quantity of electricity generated and used and sold or disposed 
of which the accommodation and facilities furnished by the Com
missioners enabled the company to attain and that that point 
once attained remained the standard until a higher point was 
reached. It seems to their Lordships that the two methods are 
equally fair and equally reasonable. The fairness, of course, 
depends on the rate adopted. But there is no complaint by cither 
party on that score.

The fact that the rate is lowered as the amount or quantity 
of electricity developed becomes larger, so that ultimately for 
additional development the rate is reduced to 50 cents, seems 
rather to tell against the view presented by the respondents. 
But that is only a slight indication of the meaning of the par-
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ties. The exemple given by way of illustration points more 
strongly in the same direction. Hut after all the example is not 
conclusive. The question must depend upon the fair meaning of 
the language used. The case is not susceptible of much argu
ment. It rather lends itself to minute criticism which would lie 
out of place in this judgment.

On the whole, not without some doubt and hesitation, their 
Ivordships have come to the conclusion that the view of the 
appellants is to be preferred mainly on the ground that there are 
some expressions which it seems impossible to reconcile with 
the contention of the respondents, as, for instance, the direction 
that increased rental is to be payable not simply “for”—a word 
which has already been criticized—but “from” the development 
of higher power.

It was urged on behalf of the respondents that if in conse
quence of some sudden emergency the demand on their re
sources should raise the standard abnormally, it would be a very 
serious thing and a very harsh thing, and tie them down to that 
standard for the whole remainder of the period of a hundred 
years. There is, no doubt, force in that objection. But the 
appellants replied : “You can relieve yourselves from the bur
den of the contract if it is really oppressive at the end of each 
period of twenty years until you come to the last period, and 
the omission of a precaution to guard against a contingency 
which was either overlooked at the time by your inadvertence, 
or disregarded then as unimportant, is no reason for putting a 
strained const met ion on the words of the second edition of 
a solemn contract. If you want the contract reformed you must 
come to tenns with us. And we are quite willing to remove your 
objection by consenting to treat each yearly or half-yearly period 
as distinct and self-contained.” That seems a reasonable offer, 
embodying a provision which apparently would obviate the dan
ger apprehended by the respondents, but which their Lordships 
are unable to find in the contract as it stands.

Their Lordships will humbly advise Ilis Majesty that the 
appeal ought to be allowed and a decree made in favour of the 
appellants. The costs paid under the order of the High Court 
must lie refunded. There will be no order as to costs.

Appeal allowed.
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DESAULN1ERS v. DESAULNIERS.

Quebec Court of King's Bench (Appeal Bide), Archambeault, fLac- 
ergne, Cross, Carroll, and (Servais, •/•/. December *23, 11)1*2.

1. Schools (§111 A—65)—Commissioner of — Regularity of avvoint- 
mknt—Ability to read and white.

In order to exercise tlie olliee of school commissioner two conditions 
are required; regular n|i|mintment to olliee and priqicr qualifications 
to exercise it. amongst which is the ability to read and write.

*2. Schools (§ III A—55)—Com mission eu of — Inability to read and
WRITE AS DISQUALIFICATION HiR OFFICE—INCAPACITY NOT CURED 
BY FAILURE TO CONTEST ELECTION.

Failure to know how to read and write in a school commissioner 
constitutes an incapacity rendering his exercise of olliee unlawful and 
is not a mere defect of eligibility covered by the failure of the voters 
to contest his election within fifteen days before the Circuit Court.

[Bonin v. Page, 9 Que. I\R. 177, discussed and overruled.)
3. Quo WARRANTO (j 1C—30)—OUSTING SCHOOL COMMISSIONER FROM OF

FICE—Inability to read or write. •
Not only voters or ratepayers, hut any interested party, may have 

a school commissioner, who is disqualified by reason of not 1 icing able 
to read or write, ousted from olliee by writ of quo muranto whether 
within or after the delays for contestation of election.

4. Quo WARRANTO (§!<.*—30)—OUSTING FROM OFFICE—INCAPABILITY TO
HOLD OFFICE AS INELIGIBILITY—INCAPACITY NOT WAIVED BY FAIL
URE TO CONTEST.

Where a statute enacts that certain persons only are eligible for 
office it also means that persons who are not capable are not eligible 
of holding such office, ami the fact that their election has not been 
contested does not deprive interested parties from taking quo irarranto 
proceedings and this whether such incapacity la* a statutory or com
mon law incapacity.

5. Elections <§ IV—DO)—Contests of—Remedies of contestation and
QUO WARRANTO—JURISDICTION OF COURTS.

The remedies of contestation of election and of quo irarranto are 
not exclusive the one of the other ; but contestation proceedings must 
lie brought within a fixed delay before the circuit or district magis
trate's court, whereas quo icarranto is of the jurisdiction of the Su
perior Court.

QUE

K.B.
191*2

Dev. 23

This was a petition by the appellant to have the respondent, statement 
a school commissioner, dispossessed of his office on the ground 
that he could neither read nor write. The writ was maintained 
by the Superior Court, Tourigny, J., on March 16th, 1911. But 
the Court of Review, at Quebec, Lemieux, Pelletier, and Letellier,
JJ., on May 31, 1911, quashed the writ. The appellant in
scribed in appeal and the appeal was maintained, Carroll, J., 
dissenting.

J. A. Désy, and L. St. Laurent, K.C., for appellant.
J. A. Tcssicr, for respondent.

The opinion of the majority of the Court was delivered by 
Archambeavlt, C.J. (translated) :—The appellant, plain- Anh.mbesuit. 

tiff, in the Superior Court, obtained the issue of a writ °'J* 
of quo warranto against the respondent to have him excluded
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from the charge of school commissioner for the parish of St. 
Jean des Piles.

The petition alleges that the respondent can neither read nor 
write, and is therefore incapable of filling the charge of school 
commissioner.

The trial Judge maintained the conclusions of the petition. 
This judgment was carried to review where it was set aside and 
the writ of quo warranto was quashed.

The appellant now appeals to us to restore the judgment of 
the trial Judge.

The question arising in this case is as to whether the appel
lant could proceed as he has done, by quo warranto before the 
Superior Court, or whether he should have proceeded by way of 
contestation of election before the Circuit Court or the District 
Magistrate’s Court.

And the question is not without interest as it has often 
arisen before our Courts who have solved it in different ways.

1. The oldest case to be found in our judicial reports is that 
of Fisct v. Fournier, 3 Q.L.R. 334, decided in 1877, at Mont- 
magny. That was a quo warranto against a municipal council
lor not on the ground of incapacity, but for informalities in the 
election. Mr. Justice Maguire held that the procedure should 
have been by ordinary contestation of election and not by quo 
warranto.

2. The next ease is that of Paris v. Couture, 10 Q.L.R. 1, de
cided by the Court of Review at Quebec in 1883, Meredith, 
Casault, and Caron, JJ. Here, two municipal councillors had 
been elected by the council and one of them was subsequently 
chosen as mayor.

The plaintiff took a writ of quo warranto against them, but 
his petition was dismissed and the defendants maintained in 
their charge, and Mr. Justice Meredith, and Mr. Justice Cas
ault expressed it as their opinion that the jurisdiction conferred 
on the Circuit Court and the District Magistrate’s Court by 
art. 348 of the Municipal Code regarding the contestation of the 
election of mayor and councillors was an exclusive one and that 
in the cases provided for, the quo warranto procedure could 
not avail in lieu of that of contestation of election.

3. The next case we find is that of Métras v. Trudeau (1885), 
M.L.R. 1 Q.B. 347, decided by the Court of King’s Bench in 
1885, Dorion, C.J., Monk, Tessier, Cross, and Baby, JJ.

In that case school commissioners had been elected by ac
clamation; but it was not established that they had ever acted 
or claimed to act as school commissioners since their election.

The Court held, under the circumstances, that a quo war
ranto did not lie. The report of the case does not disclose 
the reasons invoked for a quo warranto. But Mr. Justice
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Baby examined, in the course of his remarks, the question as to 0UE 
whether a quo warranto lay as a means of contesting the elec- K 
tion of school commissioners and he stated that the Court was of 1012 
the opinion that only the Circuit Court and the District Magis
trate’s Court had jurisdiction in the matter and that it endorsed 
the opinion of Meredith, J„ in Paris v. Couture, 10 Q.L.R. 1. r.

4. We then come to Delâgt \. Oermain, 12 Q.L.R. 149, <1'-- De8AUI 
eided by the Court of Review at Quebec in 188G (Stuart. Cas-
ault, and Caron, JJ.). In this case it was alleged that the mayor Anhembemit.
had no domicile in the parish and kept therein a common bawdy
house.

Mr. Justice Andrews, the trial Judge, quashed the writ of 
quo warranto on the ground that it had not been proven that the 
alleged incapacity had arisen only subsequently to the delay 
fixed by law for contesting the election and that it had not been 
possible to proceed by contestation of election before the Circuit 
Court or District Magistrate’s Court. In his opinion the Sup
erior Court had no jurisdiction.

In review, Mr. Justice Casault was of the opinion that the 
grounds of incapacity alleged had arisen subsequently to the 
election and hence that it would have been impossible to pro
ceed by contestation. He was. therefore, for reversing.

Mr. Justice Stuart, and Mr. Justice Caron were to confirm 
the judgment hut on the ground that the plaintiff had failed 
to prove the allegations of his declaration.

Nevertheless Mr. Justice Stuart stated that the reasons 
given by Mr. Justice Andrews were well-founded in law.

5. The fifth case mentioned by our reports is that of Lajcun- 
cssc v. Nadeau (1896), 10 Que. S.C. 61, Andrews, J. Here, where 
the election of a mayor, named by the council, was being at
tacked by reason of informality, Mr. Justice Andrews held that 
the Superior Court had no jurisdiction and that the proper 
proceeding was by contestation of election before the Circuit 
Court or District Magistrate’s Court.

6. Sixthly, there is the case of UinuUau v. Dudcvoir, 12 Que.
S.C. 273, decided in 1897 at Montreal by the Court of Review,
Jette, Gill, and Archibald, JJ. This was a quo warranto against 
a municipal councillor of the town of Maisonneuve who had 
made an abandonment of his property after having been elected, 
whose scat had been declared vacant by the council and who 
had been re-elected.

Mr. Justice Pagneulo in the first Court had dismissed the 
petition on the ground that contestation of election was the pro
per method to follow.

The Court of Review reversed this judgment holding that 
the writ of quo warranto is subject to no restrictions and lies 
absolutely against any person illegally holding a charge in a 
public corporation.
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This case differed from the previous ones in that a town 
councillor was concerned, and therefore the Superior Court, and 
not the Circuit or District Magistrate’s Court, is called upon to 
decide the contestation of elections. There could be no question 
of competency or jurisdiction in that case.

7. The next case is that of Chalifoux v. Goya-, 14 Que. S.C. 
170, decided by Pagnuelo, J., in 1898. This case was not de
cided on the point at issue in the present action; but here also 
it was a quo warranto proceeding ami the trial Judge expressed 
the opinion that where a permanent qualification is required and 
the incapacity arises after the expiry of the delays for contest
ing the election, there is no other method of proceeding than by 
quo warranto.

8. The eighth case is that of Allard v. Charlebois, 15 Que. 
SX'. 517, decided at Montreal in 1898. by the Court of Review, 
Tait, Taschereau, and DeLorimier, JJ.

This was the case of a municipal councillor who, at the time 
of his election was not a municipal elector inasmuch as his name 
did not appear on the valuation roll.

The Court of Review held, Taschereau, J., dissenting, con
firming the judgment of Loranger, J., that the question was one 
of eligibility and not one of permanent incapacity. Provided a 
candidate is an elector at the time of his election this suffices; 
it is not necessary that he should remain a qualified voter during 
the whole period of his incumbency. Ilence, said the Court, 
the proceeding should have been that of contestation of election 
instituted within 90 days of the election and not that of quo 
warranto eight months thereafter. At the time of the issue of 
the writ tin* incapacity had ceased and the councillor was no 
longer occupying his position illegally.

9. We next find the case of Lemire v. .Vfault, 15 Que. S.C. 
93, decided at Three-Rivers in 1898. In this case Bourgeois, 
J., squarely held that a quo warranto lay to oust a municipal 
councillor not qualified by law to act even where the cau.se of 
incapacity existed at the time of the election and where pro
ceedings, by way of contestation of election, would have been in 
order. For, said the Judge, proceedings in contestation are not 
exclusive of proceedings by quo warranto.

10. Then comes the case of Sigouin v. Viau, 16 Que. S.C. 149, 
decided at Montreal by the Court of Review, Mathieu, DeLori
mier, and Lynch, JJ.

The Court, reversing Choquette, J., held, as did Mr. Justice 
Bourgeois in the previous case, that quo warranto lies at any 
time to oust a municipal councillor who is not qualified and 
even if such incapacity existed at the time of the election.

“Considérant,” soy* the judgment, “qu’un membre du conseil qui n'a
pan la qualification voulue, ne |ieut agir comme tel concilier, peu
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importe qu'il ait en cette qualification nu moment de non élection ou QUE.
non; que s'il agit ainsi comme conseiller, sans avoir la qualification
requise on peut procéder sous les dispositions des arts. 1)87 et suivants ' '
qju

11. 1 now come to a case quite different in aspect from the '^krk 
above, that of Martel v. Prévost, (i Que. P.R. 244, decided by r. 
tins Court in 1902, Lacoste, (Rossé, Rlanchet, Wurtelc, and Oknavi.
Ouimet, JJ. This was the ease of a trustee for the building ___
of a church who was accused of conniving with the contractors, am.«mu-mitt, 
sharing in their profits from the contract, selling them materials
and receiving bribes from them. A writ of quo warranto issued 
against him.

The Court held, confirming Lynch, J., that where, according 
to common law, a person is incapable of holding a public office 
the right to quo warranto lies even in the absence of any statu
tory enactment declaring such incapacity and the quo warranto 
lies whether as regards an incapacity accruing after the elec
tion of the incumbent or as regards an incapacity existing at 
the time of the election.

Lacoste, C.J., and IManchet, J., dissented on the ground that 
the defendant having been regularly elected, it could not be held 
that lie was holding his office illegally so long as his destitution 
had not been pronounced by a judgment.

12. Another case in 1904 is that of Bedard v. Vcrret, 25 
Que. S.C. 527, decided by ('inum, J. (25 Que. S.C. 527), where 
a quo warranto was taken against a mayor who could neither 
read nor write after the expiry of the delays for contesting his 
election. Motion was made to reject the petition on the ground 
that the petitioner should have proceeded before the Circuit 
Court by contestation of election. The motion was dismissed 
and the Judge declared it his opinion that the right to proceed 
by quo warranto could not be doubted.

13.1 now arrive at the case of Ma rois v. Lafontaine, 27 Que.
S.C. 174, decided in 1905 by Langelier, J. In these last years 
Sir Francis Langelier has made himself the champion of the doc
trine that proceedings by quo warranto will not lie where it 
would have been possible to proceed by way of contestation of 
election before the Circuit or district magistrate’s Court. With 
him it is a question of jurisdiction and the Superior Court is 
incompetent on account of art. 24s of the Municipal Code, which 
declares that the trial and decision of this question belongs to 
the Circuit Court or to the district magistrate’s Court to the 
exclusion of all other Courts.

In this case of Marois v. Lafontaine, 27 Que. S.C. 174, a writ 
of quo warranto was issued in May against a mayor of a rural 
municipality elected on January 30th, 1905, on the ground that 
he could neither read nor write. The petition for a writ was
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dismissed on motion for the reason above mentioned. But the 
Judge recognizes, in his notes, that a quo warranto would lie 
where the incapacity occurred subsequent to the election.

14. The next ease is that of Dural v. Marchand, 28 Que. S.C. 
184, decided in Quebec in 1905, by the Court of Review, Rou- 
thier, Langelier, and Sir A. P. Pelletier, JJ. This case was 
absolutely analogous to the present action : a quo warranto taken 
against a school commissioner who could neither read nor write. 
The petition was dismissed because the Court was of opinion 
that the petitioner had failed to prove that the defendant could 
not read nor write. But Sir A. P. Pelletier, in rendering judg
ment for the Court added that even had the petitioner proven 
his allegations a quo warranto did not lie inasmuch as he should 
have taken action in the Circuit Court or in the district magis
trate’s Court. And he cites the cases of Paris v. Couture, 10 
Q.L.R. 1, and of Deluge v. Germain, 12 Q.L.R. 140.

15. The next case is that of Bonin v. Page, 9 Que. P.R. 177, 
decided at Joliette, in 1907 by DeLorimier, J. This was also a 
quo warranto against a school commissioner who could neither 
read nor write. Mr. Justice DeLorimier expressed the opinion 
that a quo warranto lay in eases of permanent incapacity even 
where such incapacity existed at the time of the election. The 
petition was dismissed nevertheless because, said the Judge, it 
was not a case of permanent incapacity, but only a case of in
eligibility.

I shall revert to this case when expressing the opinion of the 
Court on the present action.

16. The case of Thibault v. Lévesque, 34 Que. S.C. 476, de
cided by my learned brother Carroll in 1908, dealt with a school 
commissioner who could neither read nor write and who had 
been elected, not by the voters, but by the school commissioners. 
11 is nomination could not be attacked by a contestation of elec
tion ; there was no remedy other than quo warranto. And so 
the declinatory exception produced by the defendant was dis
missed.

17. Then comes the case of Page v. Génois, 34 Que. S.C. 541, 
38 Que. S.C. 1, decided in 1908 by the Court of Review at Que
bec presided over by Langelier, Gagné and Tessier, JJ., involv
ing the mini illation by the council of a mayor who could neither 
read nor write. This nomination might have been attacked by 
contestation of election in virtue of art. 347 M.C.

Nevertheless the Court of Review, Sir Francis Langelier dis
senting, confirmed the judgment of McCorkill, J., dismissing a 
motion to quash the writ of quo warranto. The judgment is 
based on art. 335 M.C. which decrees that a person who can 
neither read nor write, not only cannot be elected mayor, but 
cannot act as mayor.
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18 and 19. The last two eases on the question mentioned in 
our reports are those of Laroehcllc v. Pouliot, 37 Que. S.C. 359, 
decided by McCorkill, J., in 1910, that of Leggg v. Jewell, 17 
Rev. de Jur. 244. decided by Weir, J., in 1910. In both these 
cases it was held that a quo warranta lies in the cas»1 of incapa
city even where such incapacity existed at the time of the elec
tion.

We come, at last, to the present case in which the trial 
Judge maintained the quo warranto, but which judgment was 
reversed by the Court of Review. The judgment of the latter 
Court is based as follows:—

QUE.
kTr.
1912

Archsmbreult.

Considérant qu’Elie Désaulniers a été élu commissaire d'écoles pour 
la muninipalité de St. Jean des Piles, le cinq juillet 1909, et que, 1 rs 
de son élection, il ne savait ni lire ni écrire;

Considérant que la dite élection n'a pas été contestée dans le délai 
voulu par la loi;

Considérant que l'incapacité résultant du fait de ne pas savoir lire 
et écrire, chez un commissaire d'écoles, ne repose pas sur un motif de 
droit public ou de droit commun;

Considérant que le fait de ne pas se plaindre de la dite incapacité 
par voie de contestation, et devant les tribunaux compétents, constitue 
une déchéance de ce faire;

Considérant qu'aprés le délai accordé pour la contestation de telle 
élection, on ne peut se prévaloir, par bref de “quo warranto,’1 du 
défaut de capacité légale résultant du fait de ne pas savoir lire et

Considérant que le bref de “quo warranto," au lieu d'étre maintenu, 
aurait dû être cassé, etc."

As will be seen by the foregoing examination of our juris
prudence on this question which we arc called upon to decide 
this jurisprudence is verily kaleidoscopic, and it is surely to the 
interest of the public and of members of the legal profession 
that such jurisprudence be moulded into a fixed form of single 
colouring.

Everybody is agreed as to one point, and it is this: when 
the ineapaeity occurs after the election, the proper pro
ceeding is the quo warranto because, in such cast», no other 
remedy exists to prevent a person from occupying an office to 
which he is no longer "to hold according to law.

But there remain two other questions to lie decided: 1. Does 
a quo warranto lie when the cause of incapacity alleged existed 
at the time of the election of the person whom it is sought to 
oust from office? 2. Does the necessity of knowing how to read 
and write for a school commissioner exist only as a condition of 
eligibility or also as a condition requisite to the exercise of such 
office.

As to the first question, we are of opinion that where a per
son occupies the office of school commissioner without being

0781
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qualified so to do, he may be dispossessed thereof by quo war
rant o, even though the cause of incapacity should have existed 
at the time of his election as school commissioner.

The contrary opinion held to by the Court of Review is 
based on arts. 2072, 2073, and 2(577 of the Revised Statutes of 
Quebec.

Articles 2072 and 2073 read as follows: —
*2072. The election of any school commissioner or trustee may he 

contested by any candidate or by live electors, when it has been 
carried by violence, corruption or fraud, or by the votes of persons 
who have voted without being <pialilied as.electors, on the ground of 
disability, or on the ground of the non-observance of the formalities 
required.

2tl7d. Contestations of elections of school commissioners or trus
tees shall be tried ami decided by the Circuit Court of the district 
or county, or by the magistrate's Court of the county in which the 
municipality is situated, to the exclusion of every other Court.

Article 2(577 adds that a copy of the petition in contestation 
must be served on the commissioner whose election is contested 
within fifteen days from the date of his election “otherwise the 
right of contesting shall lapse.”

It is contended that the words “to the exclusion of every 
otlu-r Court,” at the end of article 21573 deprive the Superior 
Court of any jurisdiction in the matter and that the words 
“otherwise the right of contesting shall lapse” at the end of 
art. 2(57.7 do away with all right of action and remove all the 
incapacities decreed by law.

There is no doubt that these two dispositions of the law con
fer an exclusive jurisdiction on the Circuit Court and on the 
district magistrate’s Court as regards the contestation of a 
school commissioner’s or syndic’s election and demand that 
notice of such contestation should be served within the required 
delay.

Hut these provisions of the law do not do away with another 
provision of law on public instruction nor with a provision con
tained in the Code of Civil Procedure.

The section of the law on public instruction to which I refer 
is art. 2(539 R.S.Q. which reads as follows:—

Every Roman Catholic curt and every minister of any other reli
gious faith ministering in the school municipality, although not 
qualified with respect to property, every male resident rate-payer, 
to every resident husband of a rate payer, able to read and write quali
fied to vote under article 2042, is eligible as school commissioner or 
trustee.

Art. 2(542 which enumerates the necessary qualifications to 
be entitled to vote at an election of school commissioners or 
trustees says that it is necessary to be of the age of majority, 
to be entered on the valuation-roll as proprietor or husband
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of the proprietor of real properly and to have paid all school 
contributions.

Therefore, in order to hold the office of school commissioner 
one must be eligible, that is to sav have the qualifications men
tioned in art. 2639 and have been elected.

If an unqualified person is elected, then his election may be 
contested. But, if. in such a case, the election is not contested 
within the delay fixed by law, and if the incapacity continues 
to exist, then of course a contestation of the election is no 
longer possible but another remedy exists and this we find in 
art. 987 C.P. This remedy is the quo warranto. For art. 987 
enacts that any person interested may bring a complaint when
ever another person usurps, intrudes into or unlawfully holds 
or exercises any public office in the province.

There is no doubt that where a person holds a public office 
when the law declares him incapable of so holding it, he is hold
ing it unlawfully. It cannot be said that such person has 
usurped the charge if he has been elected to it but he certainly 
is holding it unlawfully.

Consequently the remedy granted by law lies.
The holding of a public office by an incapable person can

not depend on the will of the voters. Even though all the 
electors but one should agree to elect as school commissioner 
a person who could neither read nor write and should agree in 
refusing to contest his election, they could not deprive this sole 
remaining elector of the right given him by art. 987 of obtain
ing a writ of quo warranto against this school commissioner if 
he persisted in remaining in office.

Nay, more, art. 987 does not require the petitioner to be a 
voter. It suffices according to the article that he be an interested 
person.

There is no contradiction between art. 2673 R.S.Q. and art. 
987 C.P. The first gives exclusive jurisdiction to the Circuit 
Court and to the district magistrate’s Court as regards contes
tation of elect ions of school commissioners; the second gives the 
Superior Court exclusive jurisdiction as regards quo warranto.

There are cases when* it is impossible to have recourse to 
quo uHirranto and where the only possible procedure is that of 
contestation of election. Such for instance would be the case 
of an election carried by violence, by fraud, by corruption, or 
by the votes of persons not qualified as voters, or for failure to 
observe the necessary formalities, that is to say, all the cases 
foreseen by law as justifying the contestation of an election with 
the exception of the incapacity of the person elected. In such 
cases quo warranto to the Superior Court would not be possible. 
Of necessity recourse must be had to contestation of election be
fore the circuit or district magistrate’s Court.

14—0 ox.*.
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And even in cases of incapacity if the incapacity disappears 
after the election there will he no recourse to oust the elected 
party other than the contestation of election and if the delay for 
contestation has expired, then there will be no other remedy ; 
as stated by art. 2675 the right will lapse.

Let us take, for example, the ease of the election of a minor 
who becomes of age after his election. His election can cer
tainly be contested, even after he has attained the age of 
majority, provided such contestation is instituted within fifteen 
days of the election, because he was not eligible. Hut after the 
fifteen days are expired he can no longer be attacked by quo 
warranto and ousted from office inasmuch as he, having attained 
the age of majority, can no longer be accused of occupying and 
holding office unlawfully.

A contestation of election require* to be made by five voters, 
whereas any interested person may take a quo warranto.

There are other differences between a contestation of election 
and a writ of quo warranto. For instance, the voters exercise 
the power of contesting an election as a matter of right whereas 
a writ of quo warranto can only issue under the authorization 
of a Judge of the Superior Court (980 and 988 C.P.). Where 
an election is annulled after contestation a new election must 
be held, i.c., electors must elect a new commissioner (2687 R. 
S.Q.), where, on the other hand, the office of school commis
sioner is declared vacant on a writ of quo warranto the vacancy 
is filled by the other commissioners within the thirty days fol
lowing, or by the Lieutenant-Governor-in-council, should they 
fail so to do within such delay.

As will be seen therefore, there are marked differences be
tween the contestation of election and proceedings by quo war
ranto and I cannot see how the provisions of the law regarding 
one of these methods of procedure can have any effect or influ
ence as regards the other mode of action.

I now come to the second question.
Is the knowledge of reading and writing required of a school 

commissioner only as a condition of eligibility or as a condition 
precedent to the exercising of the office T

In other words doe* the incapacity resulting from a failure 
to be able to read and write constitute a ground of ineligibility 
or a permanent incapacity T

This question has been examined with great care by Mr. 
Justice DeLorimier in the case of Bonin v. Page, 9 Que. P.R. 
177, to which I have referred. Ilia notes are quite elaborate.

It was held in this case that the incapacity of a school com
missioner resulting from his failure to be able to read and write 
is not based on a ground of public or common law, and that 
failure to complain of the same by contestation of election within
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the stipulated delays and before the competent Courts deprives 
the interested parties of any right of action in the matter. They 
cannot later avail themselves of this lack of legal capacity 
by quo warranto.

I have read with great care the notes of the learned Judge 
but it is impossible for me to arrive at the conclusion lie has 
reached.

When a person is not eligible for an office, he is incapable of 
holding and exercising it.

Art. 26119 R.S.Q. enumerates the persons eligible as school 
commissioners or school trustees. They are, as we have seen, 
priests and ministers, ratepayers of the male sex, and husbands 
of ratepayers, who can read and write, and are entitled to vote.

This article is the first of a paragraph of the law on public 
instruction intituled: “Qualifications required to lie a school com
missioner or trustee.” This title clearly shews that he who is 
not eligible to the office of school commissioner is incapable of 
holding or exercising such office1.

Mr. Justice DeLorimier draws a distinction between incapa
cities at common law and incapacities under statutory law. The 
first, says he, appertain to public order and may be permanent 
or temporary. The others are but relative incapacities which 
constitute grounds of ineligibility only which i" ipear if the 
interested parties do not avail themselves thereof by contesta
tion in useful time before the proper Courts. And the learned 
Judge mentions insane persons, minors, aliens, and women as 
being incapable, at common law and at public law, from exer
cising any public office. Statutory law may, he adds, confirm 
the common law. Such is, for instance, art. 2689 R.S.Q. which 
enacts that to lie eligible to charge of school commissioner a per
son must be of the male sex. And as this is a common law in
capacity it is permanent and may be taken advantage of by quo 
warranto as long as the incapable person holds and exercises 
this office.

Rut, adds Mr. Justice DeLorimier, when the law on public 
instruction requires that, in order to be eligible as a school com
missioner, a person should he able to read and write, it docs not 
confirm a common law incapacity; it creates itself an incapa
city; and like all restrictive laws it should be restrictively 
interpreted. Now the provisions of the law deal solely with 
the capability of being elected and not with the capability of 
exercising the office once the person is elected. Hence, if the in
terested parties do not avail themselves of contestation of elec
tion they will be denied the right to complain later of this 
want of legal capacity liecause no text of the law on public in
struction allows of it.

The answer to this reasoning, which I consider more subtle
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than logical, is that the provisions of the law declaring that per
sons who cannot read or write are ineligible have not been 
decreed in the interest of the voters so as to deprive them of 
their right to complain thereof, if they do not proceed by con
testation of election; these are dispositions of public order and 
mean that illiterate persons arc not only incapable of being 
elected, but are also incapable of holding the office of school 
commissioner. Every interested party may complain of this 
incapacity by quo warranto if the ratepayers or voters do not 
wish to avail themselves of their right to contest the election in 
the manner or within the delay fixed by law.

It is contended that the legislature has used different expres
sions when it desired to create a permanent incapacity and not a 
mere ineligibility or relative and temporary incapacity ; and 
articles of the municipal code are cited wherein it is not only 
enacted that certain persons'may not be appointed to municipal 
offices but wherein it is further stated that such persons can
not hold or exercise such offices if they have been elected thereto.

This comparison of texts is not, in my opinion, conclusive 
because these are two totally distinct laws.

Moreover, I believe that if the municipal code was content 
to state that the persons in question could not be appointed or 
elected to municipal offices, that such provisions would suffice to 
render them incapable of holding or exercising such office. As 
already stated 1 hold that where a person is not eligible for a 
certain office he is not capable of holding it. Two conditions 
are necessary for holding a public office: qualification to exercise 
it and proper appointment thereto. If one of the two conditions 
he lacking the incumbent holds office illegally.

For these reasons, I am of opinion that the judgment of the 
Court of Review is erroneous and must be set aside.

We cannot, however, restore the judgment of the trial Judge 
ordering the defendant to be ousted from the office to which he 
was elected as his term of office has long since expired. Only 
the question of costs remains. This must go in favour of the 
appellant and the respondent will pay the costs in the three 
Courts.

Carroll, J., dissented.
Appeal alloutcd, 

Carroll, J., dissenting.
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CORDINER v. ANCIENT ORDER OF UNITED WORKMEN OF THE 
PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

(Decision No. 2.)
Ontario Divinional Court. Unlock. CJ.Cx.lt., Clutc, and Sutherland, JJ.

December 31. 1912.
1. Benevolent societies (§111—11)—Amendment baisinu assessments 

—Notice of.
An injunction will lx* granted to restrain the defendant (a fraternal 

lienevolent society ) from taking any proceedings under a certain 
amendment to the constitution of the defendant society, where it 
appeared that the amendment in question greatly increased the assess
ments (or premiums) on the insurance of the plaintiffs, as aged mem- 
lM>rs of the society ; and where its constitution required that a copy 
of all proposed amendments should In- forwarded to the Grand Re
corder on or before a certain fixed date each year, in order that the
Grand Recorder, in turn, might send a copy to each suliordinate 1<*dge 
in time for a full discussion of the proposed amendment before selec
tion of a Grand Lodge representative ; and where the constitution also 
provides that in all important matters the representative in Grand 
Lodge of a subordinate lodge has as many votes ns his lodge has
members; and where the Grand Ixidge had assumed to pass such con
stitutional amendment, without such notice being given to the Grand 
Recorder, as provided by the constitution of the society.

[Corditier v. A. O. U. 1»'., 0 D.I*R. 491, 4 O.W.X, 102, affirmed on 
appeal.]

ONT.

D. C.
1912

Dec. 31.

Appeal from the judgment of Riddell, J., restraining the 
defendants by interim injunction from taking any proceed
ings under an alleged amendment of see. 63, sub-sec. 1. of the 
“Constitution” of the Order, which was by consent changed 
into a motion for final judgment. The judgment of Riddell,
J., is reported, Cordinrr v. Ancient Ordtr of United Workmen 
(No. 1), 6 D.L.R. 491, 4 O.W.N. 102, where the facts are stated.

The appeal was dismissed.
E. F. li. Johnston, K.C., and A. G. F. Lawrence, for the 

defendants.
/. F. Ilcllmuth, K.C., and /'. Kerwin, for the plaintiff.
Mitlock, C.J. ;—The defendants are a fraternal association, Mui«x*. c.j. 

one of its objects being to provide for the payment of stipulated 
sums of money to the beneficiaries of deceased members, the 
moneys for such purpose being derived from monthly assess
ments upon the members, each member being required to con
tribute according to a certain table of rates which is set forth in 
section 63 of the “Constitution.”

Recently the Grand Lodge purported to make material 
changes and increases in this table of rates, whereupon the plain
tiffs brought this action, complaining that the procedure neces
sary in order to entitle the Grand Lodge to make such changes 
and increases had not been complied with, and that therefore 
they were invalid. The learned trial Judge sustained the plain
tiffs’ contention, and granted the interim injunction appealed 
from.

Part of the material used on the motion is a book marked 
Exhibit “A,” which purports to declare the objects of the
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Order, and to shew the “Constitution” of the Grand Lodge and 
its rules of order.

As set forth in this “Constitution,” the Order consists of 
Grand Lodge and subordinate lodges. The Grand Lodge con
sists of certain grand officers and one representative from each 
subordinate lodge (sections 2 and 5), and is to meet regularly 
on the third Wednesday of March in each year (section 11), 
and may hold special meetings (section 12), and when on any 
question before Grand Lodge the yeas and nays are called for, 
each representative shall be entitled to as many votes as there 
are members of the lodge represented by him at the date of the 
last annual report made by his lodge to Grand Lodge.

Section 6.3 enacts as follows :
“63. (1) Each and every present member of this Order, from 

and after the first day of May, A.D. 1905, and each and every 
new member of this Order, without notice, commencing with 
the month following the receiving of the Workman Degree, shall 
pay to the financier of the lodge a monthly assessment of the 
amount designated opposite the age of the member at the date 
of admission to the order, according to the following graded 
plan.” (Then follows the graded plan, shewing the table of 
rates payable by a member in respect of his beneficiary certifi
cate, and then the section concludes as follows) :

“To be due and payable on the first day of each month, or 
within thirty days thereafter, as prescribed by statute in that 
behalf, and in addition to said regular monthly assessments, 
such extra assessments as may be required to pay and discharge 
all death claims upon the Order.

“(2). The date of such payment shall be kept by the fin
ancier, who shall credit the member with and give him a receipt 
for the amount so paid.

“(3). A member may pay his assessments in advance quart
erly or otherwise.”

Section 169 of the “Constitution” is as follows :
“169. Alterations and amendments to this Constitution 

may be made at any annual meeting of Grand Lodge by vote 
of two-thirds of the entire number to which members present 
at such meeting arc entitled, provided that all such alterations 
and amendments are forwarded to the Grand Recorder on or be
fore the 31st day of October, in order that a copy thereof may be 
sent to each subordinate lodge and to all members of the execu
tive lodge and to all members of the executive committee and 
officers of Grand Lodge, before the 15th day of November follow
ing.”

Section 76 declares that the representative of each subordin
ate lodge to Grand Lodge “shall be elected annually at a regu
lar meeting in December,” etc.

Thus the scheme of the Order provided by the “Constitu-
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lion,” whereby any alterations or amendments may be made 
to the “Constitution” is as follows: The proposed alteration or 
amendment must he forwarded to the Grand Recorder on or 
before the 31st October, in order to enable that officer to trans
mit a copy to each subordinate lodge before the 15th Novem
ber thereafter. Thus each subordinate lodge before electing at 
its December meeting its representative to Grand Lodge will 
have before it the proposed alteration or amendment, and be in 
a position to consider the same, and to elect a suitable repre
sentative for the purpose of voicing the views of its members 
at the meeting of Grand Lodge to be held on the third Wed
nesday of March, thereafter.

On the 21st of June, 1912, at its adjourned annual meeting, 
Grand Lodge purported to pass an amendment to the “Con
stitution” making material changes in the graded plan of table 
of rates established and set forth in section 63 of the “Con
stitution” as above referred to, and one contention of the plain
tiffs is that no notice of this change was given to the subordinate 
lodges as required by section 169 of the “Constitution.” and 
that therefore Grand Lodge had no power to pass such amend
ment.

It is admitted that no notice of the amendment complained 
of (called the Mills Amendment) was given to the subordinate 
lodges, but it is contended that notice having been given to them 
of another proposed amendment (called the Executive Com
mittee’s Amendment), it was competent for Grand Lodge to 
pass the Mills Amendment as an amendment of the executive 
committee’s proposal, and in support of this view the defendants 
refer to section 171, subsection 16, of the “Constitution” which 
is as follows: “When not otherwise provided for, Bourinot’s 
Manual shall govern all parliamentary questions in Grand Lodge 
and subordinate lodges.”

This section does not, in my opinion, qualify the plain mean
ing of section 169, that before Grand Lodge shall have jurisdic
tion to adopt any amendment to the “Constitution,” notice of 
that particular amendment must have been given to the sub
ordinate lodges. Parliamentary practice permits an amend
ment to a main motion substantially differing therefrom, while 
even a proposed amendment may, as a matter of parliamentary 
practice, be in order and he the subject of debate, and may 
be advanced through various stages, still Grand Lodge has no 
jurisdiction to finally pass it and thereby amend the “Con
stitution,” until the requirement of section 169 as to previous 
notice to the subordinate lodges, shall have been complied with. 
Were it otherwise the plain object of section 169 as to notice 
could be defeated. That section in substance creates a contract 
with the subordinate lodges, and with those who were members 
on the 1st of May, 1905, when the graded plan of rates came
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into force, and with all new members, that the graded plan 
fixed by section 63 should not be changed until notice of the 
proposed change was given to the subordinate lodges, and until 
they had an opportunity of passing upon it, and electing repre
sentatives to Grand Lodge to vote thereon. By that graded plan 
rates of assessment increased each year until the member 
attained the age of 49 years, but no longer ; whilst the Mills 
Amendment proposed to increase the rate each year until the 
member attained the age of 65 years.

No notice of such proposed amendment was given to the 
subordinate lodges, and, in my opinion, it is no answer to say 
that although no such notice was given, yet notice of some other 
proposed change was given which, as a matter of parliamentary 
practice, might be amended to the effect set forth in the Mills 
Amendment.

As to the contention that under the provisions of section 14, 
above quoted, Grand Lodge could of its own motion enact, alter, 
and amend the “Constitution” laws, rules, and regulations of 
the Order, without notice of the proposed amendments to the 
sulkordinate lodges ; if Grand Lodge has such unrestricted right 
to alter its “Constitution,” then the provision of section 169 as 
to notice would be meaningless. The two sections must be read 
together, and then full effect can be given to both of them ; that 
is, Grand Lodge may alter and amend the “Constitution,” pro
vided notice as required by section 169 has been given to the 
subordinate lodges.

Mr. Johnston further contended that the question of rates 
was a mere matter of detail, and that a change therein was not, 
in a parliamentary sense, a constitutional change. A perusal 
of book “A” shews that the word “Constitution” there used 
is not used in its strict technical sense. The title of the docu
ment is “Constitution of the Grand Lodge of the Ancient Order 
of United Workmen of the Province of Ontario,” and it deals 
with a variety of matters, such as the powers of Grand Lodge 
and of the subordinate lodges, the methods of carrying on busi
ness by the different branches of the Order, the powers and 
duties of their various officers, the rights and liabilities of the 
members, the creation and maintenance of a reserve fund and a 
beneficiary system, and other matters. No distinction, in this 
document, is drawn between what might be considered consti
tutional principles, and what, mere details ; but all are dealt 
with in the one instrument in consecutive sections from 1 to 
section 172, and together represent the nature of the compact 
between the Order and its members, and the rights of its mem
bers between themselves.

The change proposed by the Mills Amendment is a most 
material change. In fact, it is difficult to imagine any alter
ation of this compact which might have more serious results than
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would one affecting the assessment rates, and I cannot assent to 
Mr. Johnston’s contention that they may be changed at the mere 
will of Grand Lodge, without previous notice to the subordinate 
lodges as required by section 169.

For these reasons I think the judgment appealed from should 
be affirmed with costs here and below, and that the injunction 
should remain perpetually. Having reached the foregoing con
clusion, it is not necessary to deal with other objections ad
vanced by the plaintiffs.

Clute, J.:—Section 169 of the constitution upon which, in 
my opinion, the whole question turns, is as follows:—

Alterations and amendments to this constitution may lie made at 
any umiual meeting of (Irand Ixnlgv liy a vote of two-thirds of the 
number to which the members present at such meeting are entitled, 
provided that all such alterations and amendments are forwarded to 
the (irand Recorder on or before the 31at day of Octolier in order 
that a copy thereof may In» sent to each subordinate bulge, and to 
all members of the executive committee and officers of (irand Ixxlge 
before the 15th day of November following.

The executive committee hud made a report recommending 
a change in the rate. Notice of this report had been sent down 
to the subordinate lodges. At the meeting of Grand Lodge 
this report, recommending that see. 63 of the Constitution, 
which contained the tariff indicating the amount to be paid 
monthly, be amended in the way there suggested. This report 
was not adopted. A motion was brought in proposing to amend 
sec. 63, and this motion was declared carried. As to whether it 
was in fact ever properly voted upon or not, 1 will deal with 
later. The motion had not in fact been forwarded to the Grand 
Recorder on or before the 31st of October preceding the meet
ing of the Grand Lodge, nor was a copy thereof sent to each sub
ordinate lodge as required by sec. 169. This, in my opinion, was 
a prerequisite to the proposed amendment being passed by the 
Grand Lodge.

It was urged by Mr. Johnston that the amendment in ques
tion was not in fact an amendment of the Constitution. 1 can
not accede to this view.

The section in question which it is proposed to amend pro
vides for the rate which each member has to pay. This formed 
the basis of the contract entered into with the defendant society. 
The proposed amendment in regard to those whom it affected, 
about doubled the rate, and was a most material change from 
that which existed at the date of membership. The section in 
question falls within the class of subjects dealt with under the 
head of “Constitution of the Grand Lodge of the Ancient Order 
of United Workmen,” and sec. 169 expressly provides how this 
constitution may be amended.

From the numerous amendments heretofore made, it is clear 
that the society always treated matters of equal or less import-
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tract can be changed, it is a condition precedent to such change 
that such requirements should be complied with.

Clute, J. The case of Bartram v. Supreme Council of the Loyal Ar
canum, 6 O.W.R. 404, referred to by Mr. Johnston, supports, I 
think, the plaintiff’s contention. It was there held that the 
Grand Lodge had power to make changes in the by-law govern
ing the plaintiff’s contract, but it also expressly states that those 
changes had been made according to the rules governing the 
plaintiff and defendants. In the present case, the proposed 
change has not. been made in accordance with the rules of the 
society in such case. Even in the case of a company it is very 
doubtful whether the amendment would have been in order. 
As pointed out the amendment was a proposal to increase the 
rate by nearly doubling the amount of that mentioned in the 
report which had l>een sent out to the local lodges. Had there 
been a general notice that a change would have been made in 
the rate, leaving it entirely open, the delegates then might have 
been instructed what to do, but where the proposed increase was 
definitely stated and the amendment greatly enlarges the lia
bility of the class affected, this was to spring a question upon 
the delegates for which they might be wholly unprepared and 
uninstructed, and as is said by the learned author, Palmer’s 
Company Law, 9th ed., 174:—

For it is not fair to call the members together for an apparently 
limited and small object, and then to spring on them a much larger 
proposal. Those who arc absent may have stayed away because they 
arc content with what is proposed in the notice, and those who are 
present by proxy, are presumed to have given proxy on the basis of 
the notice,

citing Tcedc and Bishop, Limited, [1901] W.N. 52, and Clind 
v. Financial Corporation, 5 Eq. 461 ; Wall v. London and Nor
thern Assets Corporation (No. 1), [1898] 2 Ch. 469, 484; 
Stroud v. Loyal Aquarium Society, 89 L.T. 243.

I, therefore, think that the amendment was not legally passed 
by the Grand Lodge. But there is another ground which I think 
equally fatal to the defendants’ contention. The representative 
from each lodge represented a number of voters, and upon any 
question for decision by the Grand Lodge it was the number of 
voters as represented by the delegates from the local lodges that 
decided all questions there submitted. It is quite clear that no 
attempt was made to ascertain how the actual vote stood. When 
the amendment wms put, 94 of the members present stood up as 
against the amendment and 212 voted in favour of the amend
ment. There was no attempt to ascertain how many votes each 
of these individuals represented.
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It appears that in some cases the delegates of a single lodge 
represented 400 or more ; in other eases it might he a score or 
less. So that the number of individual delegates who voted for 
or against the motion formed no criterion whatever as to the 
number of votes that should be cast for or against it. There was 
a dispute as to whether it was carried or not. It was contended 
by Mr. Johnston that upon this point the action of the chairman 
in declaring it carried is conclusive and that in any case there 
was no call for a ballot, or if there was there should have been 
an appeal upon this question to the lodge. 1 think upon the 
admitted facts that no vote was taken shewing or intending to 
shew or providing means of shewing what the real vote was for 
or against the amendment, and that while the chairman was em
powered to give a decision as to vote, that applies only where a 
vote has in fact been cast. But in the present ease as no such 
vote was cast there could be no such decision as to what it was, 
and that the amendment never was in fact passed by the (irand 
Lodge.

The ease of Arnot v. United African Lands Co., Limited, 
11901] 1 Cli. 518, relied on by Mr. Johnston, does not, I think, 
govern the present case. In that ease it was expressly provided 
by the company’s articles that the vote might be taken, as it 
there was taken, by a show of hands, and that a declaration by 
the chairman that a resolution has been carried, and an entry 
to that effect in the hooks of the company should be sufficient 
evidence of its having been carried. The Companies Act under 
which incorporation was made, see. 51, also expressly provides 
that a declaration of the chairman that a resolution has been 
carried is made conclusive evidence of the fact unless a poll 
is demanded. That ease and He Iladlcigh Castle Coal Mines 
Limited, 11000] 2 Ch. 419, are commented upon and distin
guished in He Caratel {New) Mines Limited, [1902] 2 Ch. 498, 
where it was held that notwithstanding see. 52 of the Companies 
Act, a declaration of the chairman of a meeting is not 
conclusive where the declaration shews on the face of it 
that the statutory majority has not voted in favour of the re
solution. There is no clause governing the present case as in 
the Companies Act and in the charters referred to, and there 
was no attempt to ascertain the actual vote taken, having re
gard to the number of votes which each representative had the 
right to give. There was, in truth, no vote in fact taken as re
quired by the rules of the association, and there was no an
nouncement, therefore, that could be made by the chairman. 
What took place was wholly nugatory, in my judgment, as to 
deciding the question one way or the other. The injunction 
should, therefore, be made absolute with costs of action, in
cluding the costs here and below.

Sutherland, J., agreed with the judgment of Mulock, C.J.
Appeal dismissed.
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Nova Scotia Supreme Court, Graham, E.J., and Meagher, Vrysdalr, and 
Ritchie, JJ. February 6, 1913.

Feb. 6. 1. Health ($ TI—5)—Epidemics—Contagious ok infectious disease—
Primary and secondary liability.

The municipality is primarily liable for obligations incurred by a 
local board of health under N.S. Acts 1910, eh. «>, sees. 25 and 29. in 
connection with fhe suppression of contagious or infectious disease with 
a remedy over against the patient or other person or persons liable 
for his support if able to repay. (Per Graham, K.J., and Ritchie, 
J., on an equal division of the Court.)

(Cameron v. Dauphin, 14 Man. L.B. 573, followed.]
2. Pleadings ($ 1 M—95)—Failure to plead—Admission by.

Failure to deny an allegation in the statement of claim that plain
tiff is a physician “duly registered ’ ’ is equivalent to an admission.

Statement An appeal by the defendant from the judgment at trial in an 
action brought by plaintiff, “a physician duly registered under 
the provisions of ell. 103 of the Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia,” 
to recover the sum of $108, for services as a physician and for 
medicines and disinfectants supplied at the instance and request 
of the board of health for the district of Tangier, in the muni
cipality of the county of Halifax, in connection with the sup
pression of infectious or contagious diseases within said muni
cipality. The defence denied the various allegations contained 
in the statement of claim, including the authority of the board of 
health of the district, to engage the plaintiff to perform the ser
vices and supply the drugs, etc., sued for. The cause was tried 
lie fore Russell, J., who gave judgment in favour of plaintiff for 
the amount claimed. The learned trial Judge held that the ser
vices rendered by plaintiff were rendered in good faith and their 
value was not disputed. They were necessary in order to the 
preventing the spread of infectious diseases (diphtheria and 
small-pox) in the district in which they were rendered. The pro
cedure was irregular in some respects, but he thought the sub
stantial had been complied with. It was objected that the 
plaintiff did not prove the fact of his registration, but this was 
alleged in the statement of claim and was not denied and must 
lie taken as admitted. The judgment concluded :—

The contention is made by the defendant that there is nothing in the 
Health Act to authorize the board to employ a physician to attend such 
cases. 1 agree that there is no specific provision to that effect. But 
there is a provision making all the necessary expenses incurred by a 
local board in suppressing any infectious or contagious disease a muni
cipal charge, and I think the suppression of such diseases .nvolves the 
curing of the person affected.

The appeal was dismissed, Dryfdale, and Meagher, JJ., dis
senting.
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Drysdalb, J. (dissenting) :—The plaintiff’s claim is for ser
vices and for medicines supplied to patients at the instance and 
request of the hoard of health for the district of Tangier, in the 
defendant municipality.

The charges arc reasonable and the learned trial Judge, 
being of opinion that all necessary expenses incurred by a local 
hoard in suppressing infectious diseases, were by the Public 
Health Act made a municipal charge, directed recovery in the 
action. The question turns wholly upon a proper construction of 
the Consolidated Public Health Act, eh. ti, of the local Acts of 
1910. On a consideration of the provisions of this Act 1 am of 
opinion that the scheme of the Act is to make first such atten
dances and services as provided in this ease primarily a charge 
on the patient or the patients or others liable for the support 
of such patient, and in the event of such patient or others liable 
for his support being unable to pay for such services, then that 
the same should be a charge on the municipality. See. 25 of 
the Act deals with the subject in express terms in the order 
named. It was argued that see. 29 has a broader effect and that 
such section in itself makes all charges for necessary expenses 
incurred by a local board in suppressing any infectious disease 
a charge on the municipality, but 1 think this section must be 
read subject to sec. 25, and as contemplating the expenses dealt 
with in such sec. 25. When examined, 1 think sec. 29, including 
its sub-sections, is intended as an apportionment section and is 
not intended as a direct charging section. In otla r words, it 
apportions the moneys made a charge by the prior sec. 25 amongst 
certain sections of the municipality. So read, you have a con
sistent scheme of legislation and all sections given full scope 
without inconsistency.

It would thus appear to me that in order to fix liability hero 
one must look for some evidence of inability to pay on the part 
of the patients or those liable for their support before the muni
cipality can be charged. An examination of the case discloses 
that no evidence of this kind was given, and 1 am constrained 
to hold that in the absence of any such proof the defendant 
municipality cannot be charged.

I think the appeal must be allowed and a new trial ordered.
Since writing this opinion, my attention has been called to a 

case decided by the Manitoba Court which I cannot follow. It is 
on a statute very similar to ours. The reasoning in that ease is 
based on the argument of convenience—an argument not to be 
resorted to when the statute is not ambiguous. To follow that 
case would, in my opinion, necessitate entirely re-casting our 
statute, making a primary liability where it seems to me the 
Legislature intended only an alternate liability after proof of 
inability on the part of the patient.
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part of the cause of action, mid must lie proved in due fi rm. 
To make the municipality liable in the first instance was to thrust 
aside the primary liability created by the statute and to read 
out of it the word “otherwise” in see. 25. There was no ambi
guity in the statute and the argument of convenience did not 
arise and should not lie applied. If the legislature intended to 
impose a direct liability upon the municipality, one would look 
for a different reading, imposing such liability upon the muni
cipality in the first instance, with a remedy over ; but for some 
good reason—such as that the patient should discharge the lia
bility if able—that course had not been pursued. If the ques
tion were to be decided according to considerations of con
venience or inconvenience, ever)' one who furnished a day’s work, 
etc., might lie given an action directly against the municipality. 
He could not appreciate the point that difficulty would arise in 
procuring assistance for patients if the statute were read as he 
thought it ought to be, because the party furnishing the assist
ance would know that he had the municipality to fall back upon 
eventually, and for that reason there need not lx* any thought as 
to who ought to lie charged. The statute now was different from 
the statute when the cases of McKay v. Cape Breton, 21 N.K.R. 
492, affirmed on appeal, Cape Itrcton v. McKay, 18 Can. S.C.K 
639. and McKay v. Moore, 4 Russ. & Old. (Hi N.K.R.) 326, were 
decided.

There should lie a new trial, and, he thought, with co>ts.

(1 rah am, K.J. :—This in an action by a medical doctor to 
recover for his services and for medicines and disinfectants 
under the Public Health Act, 1910, eh. ti, in connection with the 
suppression of infectious diseases, two eases of small-pox and 
one of diphtheria, rendered at the instance of the board of health 
for the district of Tangier, in the municipality of Halifax. The 
amount, which is not in question, is the sum of $168.

By sec. 11 (3) it is provided that in every municipality one 
btiard of health for each |Milling district shall 1m* appointed by 
the municipal council at the annual meeting. The councillor for 
the district shall be the chairman. There is a provision for a 
union of districts and a provision for the councillors being mem
bers and u selection of one for chairman. And in case of n*si- 
dence out of, or absence of a chairman from, the district, the 
warden and two councillors may appoint a chairman. By sec. 
19 the board may, if there is a contagious or infectious disease, 
make regulations and appoint persons to enforce them. By sec. 
21 a local board may order a person suffering from a contagious 
or infectious disease to be removed from any house or other 
place to a suitable house or place, and if he cannot In* removed, 
to In* shewn by a certificate of a medical practitioner, the board 
may cause the house to lie vacated by the other occupants. By 
sec. 25 (1) :—
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(1) If any jH-nnni coming from nliroml, or n-aiiling within the Pror- 
inee, is infected or lately before has been infected with or exposed to 
smallpox, diphtheria, etc., the local board of the district, in which 
such person is, may make effective provision, in the manner which to it 
seems best, for the public safety by removing such person to a separate 
house, or by otherwise isolating him if it can lie done without danger 
to his health, and by providing nurses and other assistants and neces
saries for him at his own cost or charge, or the cost of his parents or 
other person or persons liable for his support, if able to pay the same; 
otherwise at the cost and charge of the municipality.

(8) The cost and charges of providing nurses, assistants or neces
saries aforesaid may lie recovered from such person or from his parents 
or other person liable for his support as aforesaid by an action by the 
local board, or by any person who provides such nurses, assistants or 
necessaries in like manner as if the same were a private debt.

-if. (1) In every municipality, and in every incorporated town within 
the territorial limits of the county or district of which such munici
pality is formed, all necessary expenses incurred by a local board in 
suppressing any infections or contagious «liseuse shall Ik* a charge upon 
the municipality.

(2) Kx penses so incurred and for which the municipality is liable 
shall l>e a municipal expemliture for the joint benefit of the munici
pality ami the incorporated towns which before incorporation formed 
part of the county or (municipal) «listrict.
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Then there is u health officer appointed as an executive officer 
of the local hoard of health. By see. .'W the health oftieer for the 
municipality or town, if lie finds that an infectious or contagious 
disease exists, may, as seems to him best, send the person so dis
eased to a pest house, or hospital, or make provision for isolation. 
Then in the Municipal Act, It.S. eh. 70. see. 124. the municipal 
council has power to vote, rate, collect, receive, appropriate and 
pay all sums of money required by the municipality for the fol
lowing purposes:—

(/) The payment of any judgment* recovered, or cost* awarded 
against the municipality, with interest.

(//) The payment of all expense* properly incurred by the health olfi- 
cer, boards of health, and their officers.

I think the scheme of this legislation is comparatively simple. 
If small-pox breaks out in a community, the people infected do 
not. as a general rule, make a request to lie isolated; they do not 
request nurses to nurse them, servants to take care of them, drug
gists to send disinfectants and medicines and so on, and therefore 
there will not In» a promise in law from them to pay for these 
things. Of course 1 am aware of extreme eases where a request 
may Ik* made, but that is not always a sure thing. And all the 
while the other members of the community are, for obvious rea
sons, deeply concerned in the suppression of the disease. So the 
Legislature has created a statutory liability to pay. In the first 
place, there is to Ik? a local board of health appointed in each
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NS- district by the municipal council, with the councillor himself at 
s C. Ihc head of it, and this hoard of health is given sufficiently dras- 
1013 tif powers to do compulsorily what the small-pox patients should
---- do, whether they are willing or not. It is this l»oard that makes

Johnston the requests. They engage the temporary hospital, the cabman, 
County of the whitewash man, the nurses and servants, and they order the 
Halifax, disinfectants, medicines, food and so on. But the board is unin- 

nruhTmTiu. corporated and the members are the officials and agents of the 
municipality, and they have no funds of their own and they 
cannot levy rates. But the municipality has funds and can levy 
rates. The expenditure so incurred is to he met by the munici
pality. It is expressly made payable by the municipality. And 
as I shall presently shew, there is to be a recovery over against 
the patients, or the parents, or other persons liable for their 
support, if they are able to pay, because the expenditure is at 
their vest and charge, and ultimately to lie paid by them.

The sole question in this case is whether the owner of the 
building for the temporary hospital, the cabman, the whitewash 
man, the nurses and servants, the druggist, grocer, and so on, 
must each in the first instance proceed against the patients or 
their parents or other persons liable for their support for the 
amount of their accounts, or must look to the authority which 
has made the request. I should think that the argument from 
convenience is all one way. Fancy each one of these worthy 
people, on getting a request or order from the chairman of the 
board, the councillor of the district, being told in response to an 
inquiry to charge it to the patients or their parents or other 
persons liable for their support. It must come up in that prac
tical form.

Suppose it is a crew of infected sailors just arrived, or a 
mixed lot in a community. The worthy people are told to charge 
it to them and then sue them, and if the execution is returned 
nulla bona (for you cannot tell by looking at patients or their 
parents or others liable for their support whether they are able 
to pay or not), then by-and-by you may proceed against the 
municipality. With a community feeling unsafe and in a hurry, 
and more concerned in suppressing the spread of the malady 
than the patients, etc., are, I think that would In» rather in
effective. There is economy, too, in the procedure I suggest, for 
there may lie several patients with no relation between them.

1 think there cannot be any question of the primary liability 
of the municipality and in a simple action of assumpsit. Its offi
cials have made the request and it is given statutory authority to 
pay the amount and include it in the general rates. I know that 
if the whitewash man proceeds in this simple way there will 
always lie a lawyer left to contend (it was not so contended here, 
however) that he should have proceeded by the prerogative writ 
of mandamus to compel the municipality to raise by assessment
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the amount of his account. And that if he proceeded by pre- NS. 
rogative writ the same lawyer would contend there is no remedy s c
by prerogative writ because there is another remedy, a > a jq|3
action of assumpsit. I think that the proper remedy is the simple ----
action of assumpsit and a judgment of recover)' thereon. And 
my reason is that the statutes already quoted contemplate that Covnty or 
remedy. Halifax.

There is a precedent in this Court, decided at a time when oreham. r.j. 

the legislation was in a more crude condition than it is now, and 
not as favourable to a recovery, in my opinion, as it is now. The 
difficulty there was that the doctor was suing in a case of small
pox patients for damages for an alleged wrongful dismissal, and 
the Supreme Court of Canada was equally divided as to whether 
the expression “reasonable expenses” covered such a case. And 
two of the six Judges, under the legislation as it then existed, 
thought that mandamus was the doctor's proper remedy, but 
four held that an action would lie under the old Act, R.S. (4th 
series), eh. 29, see. 12, by which the reasonable expenses incurred 
by any board of health in carrying out the provisions of the 
chapter should be a county, district or city charge. This is still 
to be found embodied in 1910, eh. (i, sec. 29. It was held in this 
Court in McKay v. Moore, 4 Run*. & Held. (l(i N.8.R.) 326, that 
the board of health was not liable to a doctor who sued the 
nu mbers of it under a contract for a rescission of that contract.
It was held that primarily the remedy of the plaintiff’ was against 
the municipality. Then when the doctor brought his action 
against the municipality he recovered: McKay v. The Munici
pality uf Cape Breton, 21 X.S.R. 492. The headnote is in part:
“The municipality is liable for the expense of a medical prac
titioner engaged by a duly constituted board of health to attend 
cases of small-pox

On appeal to 1 Supreme Court of Canada, that Court, as 
I said, was equu /ided : Municipality of Cape Breton v.
McKay, 18 Can. » .v.lt. 639. Hut Patterson, J., who thought 
with Ritchie, C.J., and Strong. J., that damages for wrongful 
disnn al was not a county charge, was not reasonable expenses, 
held as opposed to Ritchie, C.J., and Strong, J., that expenses 
might be recovered in an action rather than by a mandamus to 
compel the municipality to make an assessment.

And the provision at that time, R.S. (4th series) eh. 29, sec.
12, had express words after “charge” as already quoted, “and 
shall be assessed, etc., as the ordinary county rates.”

Hut Ritchie, C.J., said :—
Tho only funds those who supply medical attendance and necessaries 

can look to is that provided by the statute, namely, the county charge 
to be assessed as provided.
There has been an important change in the legislation. At 
16—0 D.L.B.
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that time the board of health was appointed by the provincial 
governor; not as now by the municipal council. And Strong, 
J., said with much force :—

Tho latter body (i.e., the board of health) are not appointed by the 
county and are not in any sense its officers or agents.

So that there is really nothing in the opinions of the learned 
Judges in the Supreme Court of Canada, who wrere for reversing 
the judgment in this Court, in conflict with any view, it is neces
sary to take in the support of this case. And I rely on what 
G Wynne, J., said at p. 661.

This brings me to the contention which is made in this case, 
namely, that the provision in sec. 25 (1) “if able to pay the 
same, requires proof by the evidence in the case that the in
fected persons were not able to pay the same. Now that section, 
or rather sub-sec. (1), has been taken from a similar section in 
force in Ontario and Manitoba. It is R.S. Man. eh. 138, sec. 67. 
And I really cannot profitably add anything to the reasoning of 
the learned Judges in the case of Cameron v. The Town of 
Dauphin, 14 Man. L.R. 573, a case Mr. Justice Ritchie has cour
teously called my attention to. I follow it. There a doctor was 
suing as here, and there was no proof of inability of the patients 
to pay. Perdue, J., at 580, says:—

The matters dealt with in the portions of the Act referred to are of 
pressing necessity and require prompt action in the interest of the per
sons affected and of the health of the whole community. It was 
argued that the municipality was not compellable to pay the expenses 
incurred under the Act until proceedings had been taken against the 
persons liable to pay and until it was shewn that the expenses could 
not be recovered from such persons. To give effect to this would be 
to compel all persons furnishing food, medicine and other necessaries 
for patients, and all nurses and other assistants giving their services, to 
wait for payment until the remedies against the persons ultimately 
liable should be exhausted. This might involve a delay of many 
months, during which the persons furnishing necessaries or services 
would receive no remuneration. I cannot believe that this was the 
intention of the Act. The provisions of the Act to which reference 
is above made appear to me to contemplate the incurring of the expense 
by the officials on behalf of the municipality in the general public 
interest, and that the municipality should lie primarily liable for and 
should pay those expenses, recovering them, when possible, from the 
persons who may be proved liable to pay them. It is not intended that 
the officials should purchase supplies for a smallpox hospital and then 
tell the persons furnishing them to collect payment from the patients; 
nor is it intended that a nurse acting on the request of the health 
officer and Reeve, is a matter of great emergency, and taking charge 
of smallpox patients, should be ordered to wait for her pay until legal 
remedies were exhausted against the patients or the persons liable for 
their support.

I wish to add that in the argument of that ease the dietum 
of Burton, J.A., in the case of Township of Logan v. Hurlburt,
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23 A.It. (Ont.) 628, 657. was cited and was not followed. This 
dictum was followed by the trial Judge in Ross v. Township of 
London, 20 O.L.It. 578, but in the Court of Appeal but one Judge 
mentioned the matter, Ross v. Township of London, 23 O.L.R. 
74, 80, and it was not necessary in either case to the decision. 
The board had not given the order on the treasury of the muni
cipality, as that statute required; therefore the municipality was 
not yet in default.

But here in Nova Scotia we have a provision, suly-see. 2 of see. 
25 already quoted and first passed by way of an amendment in 
1906, eh. 21, see. 3, which really confirms the reasoning in the 
case from Manitoba.

The cast and charges of providing nurses, assistants or neces
saries aforesaid, may be recovered from the patients or their 
parents or persons liable for their support in an action by the 
local hoard or by any person who provides such nurses, assistants 
or necessaries in like manner as if the same were a private debt.

Now, why is this action legislatively given to the local board 
against the patients, etc., if the nurses amt so on must first sue 
the patients, etc., in order to recover the costs and chargest If 
the recovery against the patients is not really a recovery over, 
surely that sub-section points to an action to recover over against 
the patients, etc., the cost of providing nurses, etc. Why the cost 
and charges of “providing nurses”? That does not point to the 
nurse bringing an action against the patients, etc. I suppose the 
additional words “or by any person who provides such nurses, 
etc.,” refer to the health officers or persons empowered to put in 
nurses, etc.

Upon a proper construction of sec. 25 there is nothing which 
provides that the persons concerned in providing assistance to 
suppress an infectious or contagious disease, as well as benefiting 
at the same time the infected patients, must first seek a remedy 
against the patients, their parents or other persons liable to 
their support, before proceeding against the municipality. The 
Legislature is simply saying that although the local board 
makes the requests and incurs all these» expenses, they are to be 
ultimately borne by the patients, and if they are not able to 
bear them they have to be borne by the municipality. That 
seems to me to be a reasonable construction of the provision. 
There can hardly lie any doubt that the local lxiard employing 
a doctor would be providing necessaries within the meaning of 
the statute. No one. in a case of small-pox at least, is fit to 
take a step in its suppression except a doctor or someone on the 
advice of a doctor.

In the Manitoba case just cited the doctor recovered and the 
words of the provision were the same.

There is another defence, or, rather, a contention, because 
there was no issue on the pleadings to admit it. By the Medical
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Act, eh. 103, see. 22, it is provided that no person shall practise 
medicine, surgery, etc., unless his name is registered in the 
medical registry. Sec. 25: No person shall he entitled to recover 
in any Court of law any charge for medical or surgical advice 
or attendance or—for medicines—unless he proves upon the trial 
that he is registered under this chapter.

The plaintiff in his statement of claim alleged, “The plaintiff 
is a physician duly registered under the provisions of eh. 103, 
R.S.N.S. and amendments thereto,” and it was not denied in 
the statements of defence. Now the plaintiff in his evidence said : 
“Am a physician duly qualified under the law of Nova Scotia.” 
And this was not objected to. Perjury could be assigned upon 
such a statement. Perhaps the best evidence, at least competent 
evidence, would have been a copy of the Royal Gazette, which an
nually publishes the register, hanging up in the office of the 
officer of the Court down stairs. But 1 think this sworn oral 
statement without objection quite sufficient to satisfy the interest 
of the public. It is not a matter for the party ; he has not 
pleaded it. It was not one of the issues joined and therefore 
would not be submitted to a jury on a jury trial. It is for the 
Judge, and as a Judge in questions of fact of that kind which 
are for him, even on a jury trial, he has a latitude in respect to 
the nature of the proof, whether primary or secondary evidence. 
Suppose there was no trial, as there is not in all eases where a 
patient makes default in an action brought against him by his 
doctor, and the patient does not attend at all. In such a case, 
surely, there is not required formal proof by the best evidence. 
I cannot seriously consider this contention, when, before us, the 
officer of the Court could have been directed to hand up the Royal 
Gazette, and as, under O. 57, rule 5, further evidence may be 
given on an appeal, and 1 have known it to be given on appeals 
in the Supreme Court of Canada, and in England even in the 
House of Lords. I would lie very much ashamed, and I think 
it would merit strong language, if for want of putting in such 
further evidence, merely formal, a party should lose his ease and 
lose a reasonable remuneration for valuable services, the justice 
and reasonableness of which arc not even qmwtioned. It is many, 
many years since I have heard of a party losing a case on any 
such ground, with a remedy so near by. I think, however, the 
qualification was quite sufficiently proved, no objection to ad
missibility having been taken.

The appeal should be dismissed and with costs.

Ritchie, J. :—I agree with my brother Drysdale that the 
scheme of the Act is that the expenses shall lie borne by the 
patient, or his parents or other persons liable if they are able 
to pay. and failing that, by the municipality. But this does not 
lead me to the conclusion that the plaintiff' cannot recover in this
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Section 25 is as follows :—
If any person coming from abroad, or residing within the Province, 

is infected, or lately before has been infected with, or exposed to, 
smallpox, diphtheria, scarlet fever, cholera or any infectious malady, the 
local board of the district in which such person is, may make effective 
provision in the manner which to it seems best for the public safety, 
by removing such person to a separate house or by otherwise isolating 
him, if it can be done without danger to his health, and by providing 
nurses and other assistants and necessaries for him at his own cost and 
charge, or the cost of his parents or other person or persons liable for 
his support if able to pay the same, otherwise at the cost and charge 
of the municipality.

Sub-sec. (2) goes on to provide that the local board or any 
person who provides such nurses, assistants or necessaries may 
recover for the same in an action against the patient or his 
parents or other persons liable.

But who is to provide the necessaries, etc., in the first in
stance ‘I 1 think the local board. It is charged with this duty. 
Under the statute it is created for the purpose of dealing 
promptly with emergency when it arises and safeguarding the 
public health by making, in the words of the statute, “effective 
provision” among other things “by providing nurses and other 
assistants and necessaries.”

This “effective provision” is to he made by the local board. 
It would not, in my opinion, be “effective provision,” for the 
local board to say to a doctor : “Here is a patient stricken with 
small-pox ; go and attend him ; he is bound under the statute 
to pay you, or his parents or someone else is; if he or they do 
not pay you, you can recover in an action against the munici
pality. You must assume the burden of proving by legal evi
dence at the trial their inability to pay. If you succeed in doing 
this then the municipality is liable.” The doctor might well 
decline to accept this burden, and say: “If the Itoard directs me 
to attend, the municipality must be liable to me; otherwise I 
will not undertake the case.”

See. 25, which I have quoted, is the same as see. 67 of the 
Manitoba Public Health Act, and Cameron v. Dauphin, 14 Man. 
L.R. 573, is in point. At 575, Richards, J., said:—

In any case it should not be held, I think, that the municipality is 
not liable in the first instance, unless the statute clearly so states, 
otherwise there would be great difficulty in procuring skilled nurses, if 
they knew that, after doing their work, they would have to enquire into 
the ability of the patient, or his parents, or others liable for him, to 
pay them, and to take the risk of having to prove that inability before 
becoming entitled to bo paid by the municipality. From the nature of 
such cases the health officer must act promptly, or endanger the life 
of the patient and the public safety. A construction of the Act which 
would make it extremely difficult to get nurses and assistants, as that 
argued for the defence, should, I think, be only arrived at if the Act 
were clearly open to no other.
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It is, I think, clear that the municipality must bear the 
expense in the first instance, in order to make reasonably “effec
tive provision” in the interests of the public health, the safe
guarding of which is the object and purpose of the statute. My 
view of the statute is that the local board Is authorized to do what 
was done here, namely, make a contract with a doctor to attend 
the patient and furnish the necessary medicine, and that, having 
made that contract, the municipality is bound to pay. But by 
virtue of the words “at his own cost and charge or the cost of 
his parents or other person or persons liable for his support,” 
the municipality has a remedy over and a right of action against 
the patient or his parents, etc., to recover for “the nurses and 
other assistants and necessaries” provided by the municipality.

By sub-sec. (2) of sec. 25, this right of action is recognized, 
and the intention of the Legislature in this rega-d is, 1 think, 
made clear. And this is in accord with the scheme and purpose 
of the statute. It is, of course, of the greatest importance that 
an emergency dangerous to the public health be dealt with 
promptly, and, bearing this in mind, it is, I think, a reasonable 
construction to hold that the local board had authority to pledge 
the credit of the municipality in the first instance, in order to 
secure prompt assistance, leaving the municipality to its remedy 
over under the statute against the patient or others liable.

Objection is taken that the plaintiff cannot recover because 
proof was not given at the trial, as required by sec. 25 of the 
Medical Act, that the plaintiff was registered. I think the an
swer to this is that there was such proof. The plaintiff in his 
direct examination said: “Am a physician duly qualified under 
the law of Nova Scotia.” He could not be duly qualified under 
the law of Nova Scotia unless he was registered under the 
Medical Act. Of course it may be said that this was not the 
way to prove it, the Royal Gazette containing the list of reg
istered names should have been produced. But this objection, if 
intended to be relied on, should have been taken at the trial. 
The evidence which would have been insufficient if objected to on 
the trial has, I think, for want of such objection, become cogent 
proof. If the objection had been raised, no doubt the counsel 
for the plaintiff would have put in the Royal Gazette. This 
evidence at the trial distinguishes this case from Sherwood v. 
Hay and the other east's cited on this point by Mr. O’Connor.

Registration is alleged in the statement of claim and not 
denied in the defence. Under our system of pleading, material 
facts alleged and not denied are admitted. It is exactly the same 
in legal effect as though the defendants in their defence said: 
“We admit that the plaintiff was duly registered under the 
Medical Act.” In this state of the pleadings the action is tried. 
Counsel for the municipality made no suggestion at the trial that
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he was relying upon non-registry. If he had done so, nothing 
could have been easier than to put in the copy of the Royal 
Gezette. Counsel trying the cause refrained from raising the 
objection. It would have been a useless one then, because it 
would have been so easily remedied. Rut, on the argument, 
counsel for the municipality raises the objection. I am glad that 
I do not feel obliged under the law to defeat an honest claim by 
permitting this course to be successful.

I am of the opinion that the appeal should be dismissed with 
costs.

Appeal dismissed, on an equal division.

KLINE v. DOMINION FIRE INSURANCE CO.
(Decision No. 2.)

Supreme Court of < 'nada, Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, C.J., and Davies, 
Idington, Pu//', and Brodeur, JJ. December 20, 1912.

1. Insurance ($ II E l--91)—Fire insurance on goods — Change ok 
location.

Antedating a consent to a transfer, of n fire insurance policy cover 
ing a stock of goods on their removal from one warehouse to another, 
will not operate to hind the insurance company, when obtained after the 
fire, but without disclosing the fact, in the knowledge of the insured 
but not known to the insurance company, that the fire had already 
occurred.

[Aline v. Dominion Fire Ins. Co., 1 D.L.R. 733, 23 O.L.R. 534. 
affirmed.]

Appeal from a decision of the Court of Appeal for Ontario. 
1 D.L.R. 733, 25 O.L.R. 534, affirming the judgment at the trial 
in favour of the defendants.

The appeal was dismissed.
The defendants pleaded several defences to the action on the 

policy insuring plaintiffs’ tobacco in Quincy, Fla., but the only 
one dealt with on the appeal was that at the time of the loss the 
policy only covered goods in another building.

D. L. McCarthy, K.C., for the appellants:—The defendants 
are estopped from denying that the New York firm were their 
agents: Montreal Assurance Co. v. McGillivray, 13 Moo. P.C. 87. 
at 121. Being agents, they had authority to issue the binder : East
ern Counties Bailway Co. v. Broom, 6 Ex. 314. The issue of the 
binder was ratified : Lewis v. Bead, 13 M. & W. 234; Williams v. 
North China Ins. Co., 1 C.P.D. 757. Even if the New York firm 
were agents of respondents, they could not license a removal of 
the stock insured without express authority in writing. The 
policy so provides, and sec Western Assurance Co. v. Doull, 12 
Can. S.C.R. 446. The indorsement on the policy after the loss
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would not have ratified if the respondents had knowledge of the 
fire: Grover v. Mathews, [1910] 2 K.B. 401.

Hamilton Casscls, K.C., for respondents.

Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, C.J.:—I would dismiss this appeal 
with costs. The action is brought on a policy of fire insurance 
issued by the respondents through their agents in New York, to 
cover a stock of tobacco in a warehouse described as situated on 
the southeast corner of Love and Washington streets, in the town 
of Quincy. The policy is dated 3rd September. 1908, and the 
fire occurred on the night of the 18th March, 1909; the amount 
claimed is $2,000.

There are several defences, the substantial one being, that, by 
reason of changes in the contract of insurance previously made 
at the request of the insured, the goods were not, at the time of 
the fire, within the protection of the policy. In December, 1908, 
it was found necessary by the insured to transfer the tobacco 
from the warehouse, at the corner of Love and Washington 
streets, to the Owl warehouse in the suburbs of Quincy, and this 
was done with the consent of the company, evidenced by the 
memorandum attached to the policy and dated 14th October. 1909. 
So that at the moment of the fire the subject of insurance was 
tobacco stored in the Owl warehouse, whereas the goods actually 
destroyed and for the value of which this claim was made, had 
been removed from that location several weeks before. There 
can be no doubt as to the fate of this claim if there was nothing 
else on this record. And I must confess my inability to under
stand how the liability of the respondents has been affected by 
the subsequent happenings upon which the appellants rely. It 
is useless to insist upon the many reasons which may be urged to 
support the company’s contention, that the location of the goods 
insured materially affect the risk; they are so obvious as not to 
require mention. For the better understanding of the appellants’ 
case I will briefly state all the facts. As I said before, the policy 
was issued by the company’s agents in New York, and the 
indorsement consenting to the change in the location was given 
through the same agency. When, however, the appellants were 
prepared to transfer the tobacco to the corner of Love and Wash
ington streets, the New York agency was closed, a fact which 
came to the knowledge of the appellants’ insurance broker cither 
at the time, or immediately after the application for the consent 
of the company to the change was made at the office in New York 
occupied by their former agents. In my view, however, the 
broker’s knowledge of the closing of the agency is not of major 
importance because of the other facts of this ease. Whatever 
may be the tmth as to this, the brokers, when they applied for 
the consent of the company to the re-transfer, were content to 
accept from a clerk in the office of the company’s former agents,
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instead of the document which they had prepared, a document 
known amongst insurance brokers as a “binder,” and which it 
is alleged operates according to the custom of insurance brokers 
in New York, to bind the company until such time as a more 
formal agreement is issued. Whatever may be in some circum
stances the effect of a “binder” issued by a qualified agent, when 
the policy is first applied for, I entertain no doubt that it was 
of no value in the circumstances of this case.

Excluding from consideration those cases where the agent is 
clothed with all the powers of the company itself, and has auth
ority to issue and cancel policies of insurance generally without 
reference to the head office, I agree fully with the respondents’ 
counsel who. in his very able factum, makes the distinction 
between the powers to be implied in the ease of insurance agents 
when taking new risks, and their powers when assuming to deal 
with risks already in existence. In the former case a person 
dealing with the agent is entitled to assume that he has the 
general powers of an insurance agent, and within the scope of 
his ostensible authority, has power to bind the company to the 
extent of the risk accepted by the agent, even though, as a matter 
of fact, in accepting such risk, the agent is exceeding his auth
ority. But where, after a risk has been accepted, and the terms 
of the contract are emliodied in a policy, the agent is applied to 
for permission to change the location of the goods insured, or 
any of the conditions of that policy, the applicant deals with that 
agent at his peril, and if in fact the agent has no authority, the 
assent given by him is of no avail, even although the person 
obtaining the assent has no knowledge of the lack of authority. 
Here, of course, it cannot lie successfully pretended that the agent 
had any authority to issue the “binder” in view of this condition 
of the policy which the insured or their agents had at the time 
in their possession :—

In any matter relating to thin intmrunve no |>erson, unless duly auth
orized in writing, ahull bo deemed the agent of the company, 

and admittedly there was no such writing. It is also provided 
that the entire policy shall lie void if the hazard lie increased by 
any means within the control or knowledge of the insured, or 
if any change takes place in the subject of insurance, unless 
otherwise provided by agreement indorsed on the policy or added 
thereto, and there is no such agreement here. As I have already 
said, a change of location in the subject of insurance would, as 
materially affecting the risk, come within that provision. It 
may almost be accepted as an axiom in insurance law “that the 
locality and surroundings of insured property are always con
sidered material by insurers in accepting and rejecting applica
tions for insurance, is a matter of common information to which 
the Courts cannot be indifferent in the decision of questions of 
this character”: Beach on Insurance, vol. 2, sec. 623. But it is
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said that on application to the company at its head office in 
Toronto the action of the clerk who issued the “binder” was 
ratified, and the consent of the company then given operated 
retroactively to validate the action of the clerk (14th January, 
1909). It is impossible to accept this contention. At the time 
the assent of the company was given—March 26th, 1909—the 
fire had actually occurred and the subject-matter of the insurance 
had been destroyed. The company could not insure with the 
knowledge of the loss, and, of course, there can be no ratification 
if the principal could not make the contract at the time he is 
asked to ratify it.

Here we have this additional fact, which certainly does not 
help the appellant. At the time the assent of the company was 
given the insured’s agents knew that the goods were destroyed, 
and, notwithstanding, they carefully kept that fact concealed 
from the company. It is unnecessary to comment on such lack 
of candour. The assent could not in any case be referred back 
to the date of the binder, because it was given without any 
reference to it; the company appears to have been kept in ignor
ance of the fact that such a document ever existed. I also agree 
with Mr. Justice Garrow when he says that in any event the 
application to the company for its consent to a re-transfer of 
the goods should not have been delayed from the 14th January 
to the 26th March. For the neglect which caused the loss the 
appellant must now bear the consequences; the respondent com
pany is not in any way responsible.

Davies, J., concurred with the Chief Justice.
Idinoton, J. :—I think this appeal must be dismissed with 

costs.
Duff, J. :—I concur in dismissing this appeal with costs.
Brodeur, J.:—I concur with the Chief Justice.

Appeal dismissed.

Re HOLMAN and REA.
(Decision No. 2.)

Ontario Divisional Court. Middleton, Lennox, and Leitch, JJ.
December 6, 1912.

1. Prohibition (8IV—17)—Justice of the peace—Proceedings after
DISMISSAL OF CASE.

Prohibition to an inferior court will not be refused on the ground 
that the proceedings in that court arc at nn end by the dismissal of 
the case therein, so long as anything remains to be done to complete 
the proceedings sought to lie prohibited, ex. nr., the granting of a 
l.itutorv certificate of dismissal so as to enable the dismissal to 

lx- pleaded in bar to any future proceeding.
1 Bra till v. Johns, 24 O.R. 209, and Mayor of London v. Cox, L.R. 

2 H.L. 239. followed.]
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2. PROHIBITION (6 III—10)—PARTIES OR STRANGER MAY APPLY.
It is not vsHcntiuI that the party applying for a prohibition to an 

inferior court which is exceeding its jurisdiction shall lie a party 
to the cause; the motion will lie at the instance of a stranger.

3. Prohibition (§ V—33)—Interim proceedings in—Procedure.
The court has no power, pending an application for prohibition, to 

make an interim order staying the proceedings in the inferior court 
as to which the prohibition is sought. (Per Middleton, J.)

[Myron v. McCabe, 4 P.R. (Ont.) 171, referred to.]
4. Justice of the peace (8 III—10)—Preliminary enquiry — When

EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION ACQUIRED BY JUSTICE TAKING INFORMA-

The provision of sub-sec. 3 of sec. 708 of the Criminal Code 1906, 
which declares that it shall not Is* necessary for the justice who acts 
before the hearing, er. gr„ in issuing the summons or warrant, to be 
the justice by whom the case is to be heard, applies only to summary 
conviction proceedings under part XV. of the Criminal Code 1906, anJ 
not to preliminary enquiries for indictable offences.

[He Holman and Rea, 7 D.L.R. 481, 4 O.W.N. 207, reversed.]
5. Justice of the peace (8 HI—12)—Preliminary enquiry—Transfer

OF CARE TO ANOTHER JUSTICE.

When a magistrate has become seized of a case by taking the inform
ation for an indictable offence no other magistrate having general 
concurrent jurisdiction with him can acquire jurisdiction to intervene 
and preside at a preliminary enquiry, even with the consent of the 
first magistrate, except in so far as such course is authorized by stat
ute in special circumstances such as illness or absence of the first 
magistrate.

I Ite Holman and Rea. 7 D.L.R. 481, 4 O.W.X. 207, reversed ; R. v. 
McRae, 28 O.R. 569, referred to.]

6. Justice of : ic peace (8 III—10)—Preliminary enquiry—Jurisdic
tion—Defendants rightly before the justice.

Criminal Code sec. 668 directing the justice to proceed to inquire 
into the matters charged when a person is More a justice and is ac
cused of an indictable offence is to tie limited to cases in which the 
accused is rightly before such justice. (Per Middleton, J.)

Appeal by N. J. Ilolman from the judgment of Sutherland, 
J., Re IJolman and Rea, 7 D.L.R. 481, 4 O.W.N. 207, dismissing 
a motion for prohibition.

The appeal was allowed.
C. A. Moss, for N. J. Ilolman.
R. C. //. Casscls, for the respondent.

Middleton, J. An information was laid by Holman 
before the Police Magistrate at Stratford, charging Rea with the 
theft of a horse. A warrant was issued, and Rea was brought 
before the Police Magistrate at Stratford, when he was admitted 
to bail and directed to appear for trial before the Police 
Magistrate at St. Mary’s.

The accused thereupon went before the Police Magistrate at 
St. Mary’s, surrendered himself into custody on the charge, 
pleaded not guilty, and elected to lie summarily tried by that 
magistrate. The complainant objected to the trial proceeding 
before the Police Magistrate at St. Mary’s, and his counsel at-
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tended and protested against the assumption of jurisdiction ; 
whereupon the magistrate proceeded with the trial, and the in
formant not appearing, the magistrate—although served with the 
notice of motion for prohibition—acquitted the accused The 
informant had been served with a suhpuma to attend, but failed 
to do so.

Upon the motion for prohibition the learned Judge took the 
view that the course adopted was justified by section 70S of the 
Code ; his attention not having been drawn to the fact that this 
section is one of the group of sections, 705 to 770, relating en
tirely to summary convictions, and that the ease in hand was a 
summary trial of the accused by his consent for an indictable 
offence.

The learned Judge also relied upon section 668 of the Code, 
which provides that “when any person accused of an indictable 
offence, is before a justice, whether voluntarily or upon a sum
mons . . . the justice shall proceed to enquire into the matters 
charged against such person in the manner hereinafter directed.” 
This section, then, does not purport to confer jurisdiction, and 
must, I think, he confined to eases in which the accused is 
rightly before the justices; in which case the procedure to l»e 
followed is pointed out.

Upon the argument counsel failed to point out any section 
authorising the adoption of the course pursued in this ease. The 
case, therefore, falls to lie determined upon general principles.

Regina v. McRae (1897), 28 O.R. 569, determines that where 
an information is laid before a magistrate lie becomes seized of 
the case and that no other magistrate has any right to take part 
in the trial unless at the request of the magistrate before whom 
proceedings arc taken. All the magistrates in the county have 
jurisdiction; but so soon as proceedings are taken before any 
one of these officers having concurrent jurisdiction lie becomes 
solely seized of the case. The magistrate has under the statute, 
and possibly apart from the statute, the right to ask other magis
trates to sit with him ; and, if he does so, the whole Bench becomes 
seized of the complaint: Regina v. Milne, 15 U.C.C.P. 94.

The statute relating to Police Magistrates, 10 Kdw. VII. eh. 
36, sec. 18, recognizes this principle. So also do sections 10 
and 34, which provide that the Deputy Police Magistrate, or, 
if there is no Deputy, any other Police Magistrate appointed for 
the county, may proceed for the Police Magistrate in the ease 
of his illness or absence. Neither of these sections gives to the 
magistrate any power, once he has undertaken the case, to dis
charge himself, save in the cast* of illness or absence. He has 
no power to request another magistrate to sit for him. Contrast 
the provisions of the two sections with section 18, which provides 
that in the case falling within it, the magistrate may so request.
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By section 31, where the case arises out of the limits of the city, 
the Police Magistrate is not hound to net; but if once he does 
act it appears that he must continue to the end.

This view' of the statute is quite consistent with the view 
taken in licgina v. Gordon, 16 O.R. 64.

It is argued on behalf of the respondent that prohibition 
ought not now to he awarded, because nothing remains to be 
dr before the magistrate. The magistrate has acquitted. He 
hn> io jurisdiction. All that lie has done is a nullity, and it 
may lx* that a more proper motion would have been for a cer
tiorari. so that the proceeding* taken before the magistrate might 
be (plashed. But I think there is yet one thing that the magis
trate may assume to do, and that is to grant a certificate of 
acquittal; therefore, prohibition may yet lie awarded.

As was said in Hrazill v. John*, 24 O.R. 209. a prohibition 
may lie granted at the very latest stage, so long as there is any
thing to prohibit. From the very earliest times this has been 
recognized as the guiding principle. In the historic answers of 
the Judges to the urticuli eleri, resulting in the statute 9 Kdw. 
II. eh. 1—found in 2 Inst. 602 it is said; “Prohibitions by law 
are to lie granted at any time to restrain a Court to intermeddle 
with or execute anything which by law they ought not to hold 
plea of. and they are much mistaken that maintained the con
trary ... for their proceedings in such ease are coram non 
judice; and the King's Courts that may award prohibitions, 
being informed either by the parties themselves or by any 
stranger that any, temporal or ecclesiastical, doth hold plea of 
that whereof they have not jurisdiction, may lawfully prohibit 
the same as well after judgment and execution as before.** A 
statement which is referred to with approval by Willes, J., in 
Mayor of London v. Cox, L.R. 2 II.L. 239.

I have the less hesitation in awarding prohibition, where the 
magistrate proceeds with the hearing of the ease having know
ledge that his jurisdiction is disputed. It would In* more seemly 
for all tribunals charged with the administration of justice to 
act in such a way as to avoid any suspicion that the course 
adopted is in any way the result of temper.

Here, the magistrate, knowing that his jurisdiction was dis
puted, and after having been served with a notice of motion for 
prohibition, dismissed the charge without having heard the in
formant’s evidence, and apparently sought to put the informant 
in the position of either attorning to his jurisdiction by appear
ing in obedience to his summons, or risking everything upon the 
result of the motion. It would have been more consistent with 
judicial dignity to have enlarged the hearing until the question 
of jurisdiction had been determined.

There is no power in the Court to stay proceedings in an in-
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ferior Court pending tile hearing of the motion : Myron v. Mc
Cabe, 4 P.R. 171; and this should make all inferior tribunals 
reluctant to act in a way that will afford any foundation for 
the argument here presented, that the motion is rendered nuga
tory by what has been done after the motion was on foot.

The citation from Coke also answers another objection made 
to this motion, that the informant had no locus standi to apply.

I think it my duty to draw attention to another matter appear
ing upon the material. In Livingston v. Livingston, 13 O.L.R. 
604, the Court has spoken with no uncertain sound concerning 
the position occupied by local masters who are by law allowed to 
practise. What is there said does not apply to the full extent to 
the conduct of Crown Attorneys; who are, unfortunately, I 
think, allowed to practise generally. But what has taken place 
in this case serves to indicate the difficulties that all too fre
quently arise from this mischievious state of affairs.

Holman purchased a horse from Edgcrton Rea, and paid him. 
William J. Rea, the father of Edgcrton, brought an action of 
replevin to recover the horse. In that action he swore that his 
son had no authority to sell the horse. If his evidence is true, 
the son is guilty of larceny. The Crown Attorney appears in the 
replevin action as counsel for the father. When the information 
is laid, the son is taken before the magistrate, the Crown Attor
ney is notified, appears, and consents to the case being trans
ferred to the other magistrate, without in any way communicat
ing with the informant. When the informant goes before the 
other magistrate to protest against his jurisdiction, the Crown 
Attorney appears to conduct the prosecution, and apparently 
assents to the course adopted by the magistrate in acquitting the 
prisoner pending the motion. When this motion is made, the 
Crown Attorney appears for the magistrate and argues that the 
Court has no jurisdiction because the prosecution is ended, and 
is then awarded costs against the informant. One who thinks 
that this indicates something wrong in the administration of jus
tice is not necessarily an unreasonable man.

The appeal should be allowed, and the prohibition granted, 
with costs against the respondent and the magistrate.

Lennox and Leitch, JJ., agreed in the result.
Lejtra. J.

Appeal allowed.
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EADIE-DOUGLAS v. HITCH A CO.
Ontario Divisional Court, Falronbridge, CJ.K B., Riddell, and 

Sutherland, JJ. October 21, 1912.
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1. Mechanics’ liens (f VIII—66)—Time or heoistkbino lien—Judo- - n.
MENT IN ACTION OK OTHER LIENHOLDER, EFFECT OF—MECHANICS -l"
and Wage-earners’ Lien Act (Ont.).

Where a lienholder had re^iMi-red n claim of lien under the 
Mechanics and Wage earnerV Lien Act. 10 Edw. VII. (Ont.) ch. 69, 
and judgment in the action had l»een delivered, hut not signed, a 
lienholder who registered his lien after the judgment was delivered 
may be let in to prove his claim on payment of hi* own coats of the 
application.

2. Mechanics’ liens ( f VIII—66) —Process by other lienholder.
Any proceeding taken during the existence of a lien, is within the 

meaning of the word* “unies* in the meantime an action is commenced” 
in sec. 24 (1) of the Mechanic* and Wage-earners’ Lien Act, 10 Edw.
VII. (Ont.) ch. 60. the words “in the meantime” being held to mean 
any time before the lien ceases to exist.

Appeal by the plaintiffs from an order of the Local Master stal.ni.at 
at Ottawa, in a proceeding for the enforcement of a mechanics’ 
lien.

The following statement of the facts is taken from the judg
ment of Riddell, J.:—

In August, 1909, the Rideau Club of Ottawa employed H.
C. Hitch & Co. to erect a building and make some additions to a 
building already erected on the land of the club, for $98,000.
Hitch & Co., in 1910, employed the plaintiffs to furnish part of 
the materials for $15,250, and have paid all but $4,125 of that 
amount.

On the 30th June, 1911, the plaintiffs registered a claim for 
a lien under the Mechanics and Wage-Earners' Lien Act, 10 
Edw. VII. ch. 69, sec. 17 ; and on the 31st July, 1911, framed, 
and on or about the 2nd August, 1911, filed and served a state
ment of claim under sec. 31 (2), (3), of that Act.

The matter came on for trial before the Master at Ottawa, 
under sec. 33, in October, 1911; and he gave judgment in 
August, 1912; but the judgment has not yet been signed.

King, a master painter carrying on business at Ottawa, had, 
in July, 1910, entered into a contract with Hitch & Co. for the 
painting and glazing of the work for $3,800. Computing extras, 
payments on account, etc., there was due at the completion of 
the work, in November, 1911, according tc King’s affidavit, the 
sum of $1,830. King did not come in in the proeeedings before 
the Master; but on the 15th December, 1911, he registered his 
claim for a lien.

After some fruitless negotiations for a settlement, King ap
plied, under sec. 37 (6) of the Act, to he let in to prove his 
claim. The Master made an order on the 14th September, 1912, 
allowing him in; he to pay the costs of the application.
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Argument

The plaintiff’s now appeal, under sec. 40 (3) ; but, for the 
greater caution, have obtained leave in ease Con. Rule 777 
should be considered to apply.

The appeal was dismissed with costs.
J. E. Caldwell, for the plaintiff's. The question for decision 

arises under see. 24 of the Mechanics and Wage-Earners’ Lien 
Act of 1910, under which it is contended by the appellants that 
the respondent’s lien has “ceased to exist.” It is submitted 
that the words “in the meantime” in sub-sec. 1 of sec. 24, as 
interpreted by the Standard Dictionaries bear out this ccn- 
tention. McPherson v. Hedge (1883), 4 O.R. 24fi, supports this 
view, and is the nearest in application to the ease at bar.

F. A. Magee, for the respondent, King, argued that the re
spondent’s claim was valid, not merely under sec. 24 of the Act, 
but also under see. 23. The statute does not fix any tenninus 
â quo from which “in the meantime” is to begin, and was cor
rectly interpreted by the Local Master.

Caldwell, in reply, argued that the respondent had only one 
lien, which he had alternative modes of realising. Having 
chosen his remedy under sec. 24. thee provisions of which are 
absolute, and have no relation to the provisions of see. 23, his 
lien became extinguished, as he had not complied with the con
ditions necessary to its continuance in force.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by Riddell, J. 
(after setting out the facts as above) :—The main contention is 
based upon the provisions of sec. 24 of the Act, and it may be 
thus stated:—

Liens are, for the purposes of the Act, divided into two 
classes : (1) liens for which a claim is not registered ; and (2) 
liens for which a claim is registered.

The lien is given by sec. 6, and exists independently of the 
registration of a claim ; and, when the lien is in that condition, 
t.e., before registration of a claim, there ere two courses open 
to the lienor: (a) omit to register a claim, in which case his 
lien will either (1) lapse or (2) 1 enforced by action at his 
own instance or that of others ; or \b) make up his mind to take 
the other course, and register his claim, in which case his lien 
will (1) lapse on the expiration of ninety days thereafter, or 
(2) he must take an action within a certain time or some one 
else must. In this view, the lienor who registers his claim must 
be taken to have abandoned all relief but what he can obtain 
under sec. 24.

I find no crevice in this logic—the words of sec. 24 are plain 
and unambiguous, that “every lien for which a claim has been 
registered shall absolutely cease to exist on the expiration of 
ninety days . . . unless . . .” something is done. It is
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not that the claim for a lien shall become ineffective, etc. ; but 
that the lien itself, which exists independently of the claim, 
absolutely ceases to exist.

What is it then that will keep alive the lien after “the ex
piration of ninety days after the work or service has been com
pleted or materials have been furnished or placed, or after the 
expiry of the period of credit . .

It is “in the meantime an action is commenced to realise the 
claim or in which the claim may be realised under the provi
sions of this Act. . .

The words “in the meantime,” it is contended, must mean 
“between the time of registering the claim and the expiry of the 
time limited.” No doubt, the words would bear that interpre
tation—but with that interpretation what, would be the result?

A lienor has. without registering, already commenced an 
action: for the sake of ordinary business caution lie registers his 
claim—he must discontinue his action and begin dc novo, other
wise the action is not “commenced ... in the meantime.”

Or, without registering, he is proceeding with the proof of 
his claim under proceedings instituted by another—he registers: 
he must stop; his proceedings in the pending action will be of 
no avail—he must bring another action or get some one else to 
do so.
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This is manifest absurdity—still the Legislature may pass 
absurd legislation if so inclined. But, before we decide that 
that is the meaning of the language employed, we should see 
if there is no other interpretation possible which will not re
sult in an absurdity.

“In the meantime,” no doubt, has the primary signification 
“during or within the time which intervenes between one speci
fied period or event and another:” Murray’s New English Dic
tionary, sub voce “meantime,” vol. 6, p. 276. col. 2, A.l. The 
original of “mean” is the same as that of “mesne,” i.e., “mrrfi- 
anus” late Latin for “in the middle,” from “medius." In 
strictness there is in contemplation a terminus â quo as well as 
a terminus ad quern, a date or event with which the period be
gins as well as a date or event with which it ends. But in no 
few instances the terminus â quo is not in mind at all, it is 
the terminus ad quern which is the only date, etc., in contempla
tion (most frequently, perhaps, it is the present time, actual or 
supposed, which is the /rrminiv» a quo). In such a case, the 
words are equivalent to “before such and such an event, a date, 
a period.”

In the inquiry whether this be not the real meaning of the 
expression, I think the history of the legislation is all important. 
It is true that counsel for the respondent repudiated the idea 
that he could receive any assistance from the consideration of

10—0 Ü.L.R.
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former statutes: hut we are bound to use every means of doing 
justice between the parties, irrespective of what their represen
tatives may say.

The first Ontario Act was (1873) 36 Viet. ch. 27. That, by 
sec. 1, gave a lien in words not dissimilar t«. those in sec. 6 of the 
present Act (1910), 10 Edw. VII. ch. 69; but in sec. 2 it was 
provided: “No lien under this Act shall exist unless and until 
a statement of claim, in the form, or to the effect in Schedule 
A. ... is filed in the registry office . . .” Section 4 pro
vides: “Such lien shall absolutely cease to exist within (sic) 
ninety days after such work shall have been completed, or mat
erials or machinery furnished or the expiry of the period of 
credit, unless in the meantime proceedings shall have been in
stituted to realise such a claim. . . .”

Under this state of the law the lien did not exist until the 
filing of the claim—no proceedings by way of action, bill in 
Chancery or otherwise could be taken without that indispen
sable prerequisite; but the time of filing was wholly immaterial. 
When, then, it is said in sec. 4 that the lien shall cease unless 
“in the meantime proceedings” are instituted, there is no re
ference to, no contemplation of, the date of the tiling. There is 
no intention to provide that proceedings shall not be had before 
the filing—no lien then existed. What is meant is simply that 
a lien which has come into existence “shall . . . cease to 
exist” unless proceedings are instituted before the expiration 
of certain days which have no relation to the filing at all.

That this is the real meaning is made, perhaps, more clear 
by the first amendment, the following year (1874), 38 Viet, 
ch. 20. In this Act a lien is given by sec. 2; and it is, as now, 
not the filing but the doing of work, supply of materials, etc., 
which gives the lien: McCormick v. Bullivant (1877), 25 Gr. 
273.

There is often misunderstanding—as there was upon the 
argument before us—from not sufficiently distinguishing be
tween the lien given by the statute and the claim for lien which 
may be filed. Linder the previous legislation, every lienor had 
to take proceedings himself (or his assignee, Grant v. Dunn 
(1883), 3 O.R. 376) : by this Act, sec. 13, any number of lienors 
may join in one suit.

There is in this Act no provision for filing a claim, but the 
Act of 1873 is not repealed—the only provision being sec. 20, 
“All Acts inconsistent with the provisions of this Act are here
by repealed.”

It is obvious that the two Acts are not wholly inconsistent; 
they went on side by side, so far as they did not clash : e g., in 
Walker v. Walton (1876), 24 Gr. 209, it was held by the Court 
of Chancery that a claim for a lien registered before the com-
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ing into force of the Act of 1874, followed by a bill in Chancery 
within ninety days from the expiry of the period of credit, was 
insufficient to get over the express words of the Act of 1874, 
sec. 14: “Every lieu shall absolutely cease to exist after the 
expiration of thirty days after the work shall have been com
pleted . . . unless in the meantime proceedings have been 
instituted to realise the claim under . . . this Act . . Hitcii & Co. 
But the Court of Appeal, Walker v. Walton (1877), 1 A.R. 579, Rldd,„ , 
reversed this, holding that the Interpretation Act, sec. 7 (34), 
preserved the right of the plaintiff. Rut neither Court sug
gested that both Acts were not in force, that of 1874 as a whole, 
and that of 1873 so far as it was not inconsistent with the later 
Act.

It is sec. 14 of the Act of 1874 which most requires consi
deration. As we have seen, it reads: ‘‘Every lien shall abso
lutely cease to exist after the expiration of thirty days after 
the work shall have been completed . . . unless in the mean 
time proceedings have been instituted to realise the claim under 
the provisions of this Act . . . ,M The same terminology 
“in the meantime” is used here as in the Act of 1873—and it 
is apparent that no terminus à quo was in contemplation of the 
legislators. 1 think this helps us to infer that in the Act of 
1873 the meaning was, as in this Act—“A lien having attached, 
it becomes absolutely void unless, before the expiry of a certain 
period, proceedings are taken to realise it.”

That the former Act continued may also be seen. In Hunt
ing v. Bell (1876), 23 Or. 584, after the Act of 1874, a claim 
was filed in the registry office on the 2nd July, and bill filed in 
Chancery on the 15th July: the lien was sustained.

Accordingly, when the revision was made in 1877, the two 
Acts were consolidated (R.S.O. 1877, ch 120). The lien was, 
as in the Act of 1874, given by the doing of the work, etc., and 
not, as in the Act of 1873, by the tiling of a claim. Provision 
was made by sec. 4 that “a statement of claim . . . may be 
filed in the registry office . . . by sec. 15, any number of 
lienors may join in one suit.

Then comes sec. 20, which purports to be a consolidation of 
38 Viet. ch. 20, sec. 14, and 36 Viet. ch. 27, sec. 4: “Every lien 
which has not been duly registered . . . shall absolutely
cease to exist after the expiration of thirty days after the work 
has been completed . . . unless in the meantime proceedings 
are instituted . . .” This, it is plain, is a continuation of the 
practice under the Act of 1874.

Section 21 provides: “Every lien which has been duly re
gistered . . . shall absolutely cease to exist after the ex
piration of ninety days after the work has been completed 
. . . unless in the meantime proceedings are instituted to
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0NT- realise the claim . . .” This is plainly, as indeed it purports
D. c. to be, a transcript of the provisions of the 4th section of the Act
191» of 1873. It is made to apply only to liens claims for which have
----- been registered, because such liens only are provided for by the

Duvolas ^ct °* 1873. The same words “in the meantime” are used as
r. in that Act, and I do not think that they have any application to

Hitch a Co. the date of filing at all. AVhat is meant in this section by these
niddeii. j. words is what was meant in the Act of 1873, in the Act of 1874,

and in sec. 20 of R.S.O. 1877, ch. 120—before the expiration of 
the period named. And no more than in the Act of 1873 was 
the time of filing taken into consideration, or was it intended to 
be provided that proceedings to be effective must be taken after 
the filing.

The same terminology is carried on through R.S.O. 1887, 
ch. 126, sees. 22, 23; (1896) 59 Viet. ch. 35, sees. 22, 23; R.S.O. 
1897, ch. 153, secs. 23, 24; 10 Edw. VII ch. 69, sees. 23, 24— 
and the same meaning must be attached to the words in the pre
sent Act as in its predecessors.

The result is, that any proceeding taken during the exist
ence of the lien (at all events) is taken “in the meantime,” 
within the meaning of sec. 24, if taken before the expiration of 
the periods mentioned in sec. 24. The proceedings taken by the 
plaintiffs were such proceedings in point of time. Section 32 
provides that “an action brought by a lien-holder shall be taken 
to be brought on behalf of the other lien-holders.” Therefore, 
these are proceedings “in which the claim may be realised un
der the provisions of this Act.”

The order appealed from is right ; and this appeal should be 
dismissed, and with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

GOWER V. GLEN WOOLLEN MILLS, Ltd.

Ontario High Court. Trial before Lalehford, J. December 13, 1912.

1. Mastics am» sa vast (811 BS—144)—Use ok haxokbuvh machinery
—'Recovery vxiikr Factory Act, R.S.O. 1897. ch. 266. sec. 19.

When the employer neglected to guard a *1 aft. and such want of a 
guard wa- a d reet and proximate cause of the accident, the employee 
who in not himself negligent, is entitled to rvc« ver under the Factories 
Act. R.S.O. 1897. ch. 266. sec. 19.

| It ebnter v. Foley, 21 Van. S.C.R. 580, referred to.]
2. Master and servant (8 11 B 3—144 )—Defective system—Recovery

UNDER COMMON LAW.
Where personal injury is occasioned to a factory employee by reason 

of defects generally in the system and equipment of the factory, the 
employee is entitled to recover at common law. although an action 
under the employers' liability statutes has become barred by the 
lapse of the statutory limitation of time.

Action by Arthur Edward Gower, an infant, aged 19, against
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the defendants for injuries sustained by him while in the de
fendants’ employment, on the 15th December, 1911.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff.
T. J. lilain, for the plaintiff.
E. E. A. DuVcrnct, K.(\, and /* If. Ardagh, for the de

fendants.

Latciiford, J. : -This is an action brought by the next friend 
of the plaintiff, an infant, against the defendants, an incorpor
ated company, carrying on business as woollen manufacturers in 
their factory at Glen William, in the county of Halton. Dam
ages are claimed at common law. and under the Workmen’s 
Compensation for Injuries Act and the Ontario Factories Act, 
for injuries sustained by the plaintiff on the 15th of December, 
1911, when he was in the defendants’ employ.

In opening the case to the jury, counsel for the plaintiff men
tioned that the defendants' liability was covered by insurance; 
and I thereupon—following Longhead v. Collingwood Ship
building Company, If» O.L.R. 04—required him to elect between 
a postponement of the trial or the dismissal of the jury. He 
chose the latter. 1 then dismissed the jury and proceeded with 
the trial.

The plaintiff, who was nineteen years of age at the time of the 
accident, had had five years’ experience in England in the same 
kind of work that lie was doing for the defendants in their 
spinning room on the tliinl story of their factory.

An elevator ran lietween the weaving room on the ground 
floor of the faetorv and the room in which the plaintiff was em
ployed. Until a few weeks before the accident the elevator was 
operated by a belt which ran from the main shaft, suspended 
from the ceiling of the centre of the weaving room, to a pulley 
connected with the elevator. Some inconvenience resulted from 
this, and a jack shaft was installed lietween the main shaft and 
the pulley which actuated the elevator. The main shaft was con
nected to this sub-shaft by a belt. From the suh-shaft to the 
elevator pulley was a five-inch belt, with a twist in it, so as to 
give the elevator pulley a reverse motion. The pulley actuating 
the belt to the elevator pulley was a fixed pulley; and the belt, 
either because of the twist or—mainly as I find—because the 
shaft was not properly hung, frequently came off.

The employees with few exceptions were women and children. 
The evidence of one of the women in the weaving room is that 
this belt often came off, and that then “anybody put it on again.’’ 
When the belt was off, the elevator would not run, and the skips 
containing the yarn from the spinning room could not lie brought 
down to the weaving floor, nor could the skips containing the 
emptied spools or carded wool he taken up from the ground 
floor or the second story to the third.
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Small boys were employed, one of them under fourteen, to 
take the spools, rolls and yarn from one story to another by 
means of the elevator.

The plaintiff had no experience in putting on belts; but on 
one occasion had been told by the foreman, Schofield, to take a 
pole and move the belt off the elevator pulley. Gower reported 
to Schofield what he had done, and Schofield then sent him back 
to put the belt on. Schofield denies this; but, having regard to 
the manner in which he gave his evidence, I think his denial and 
his testimony generally, entitled to no consideration, save when 
he admits that the belt came off the pulley frequently.

The only method of placing the belt on the elevator pulley 
was to rest a twelve-foot ladder on the greasy floor of the weav
ing room, and ascending the ladder until a suitable position was 
obtained, pull the belt over the pulley.

On the fifteenth of December the plaintiff was engaged as 
usual in the spinning room. He required empty spools for his 
mules. The spools were in the weaving room, and could be got 
up only by means of the elevator. At the moment a boy named 
Beaman came up the stairs for yarn. The elevator—the only- 
means of taking the yarn down and the spools up—was not run
ning. Bearman asked the plaintiff to put the belt on the elevator 
pulley. Bearman says that he had previously asked Preston, 
the only man on the weaving floor, to put on the belt, and that 
Preston told him he had no time and to ask another man, Eddie 
Hill. Bearman then asked Hill—who was cleaning cards on 
the second floor—and Hill also said he had no time. Neither 
Preston nor Hill was called to deny these statements. It was 
after Preston and Hill had refused to put on the belt that the 
request of Bearman to the plaintiff was made.

Gower and Bearman both needed, in the defendants’ interest, 
to use the elevator ; Gower to get his spools up and Bearman to 
bring the yarn down. Without the yarn the weaving could not 
proceed; nor could the spinning proceed without the spools. 
While the primary duty of the plaintiff was to attend to his 
spinning, he could at times leave his machine to do other work in 
his employers’ interest. The foreman having once ordered him 
to put on the elevator belt, the urgency of this particular occa
sion led him to think it was also his duty to connect up the eleva
tor in the only way practised in the factory. With that inten
tion he went with Bearman down the stairs to the weaving room 
floor.

There is a conflict of evidence as to whether the Wider should 
have l»een rested against the wall or against the projecting end 
of the shaft in replacing the belt. The shaft, which was ten feet 
from the floor, was nineteen inches from the wall ; and the face 
of the thirteen-inch pulley would be about a foot from the wall.
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1 find that it would have been so difficult as to be almost 
impossible for a person using the ladder—the only ladder avail
able—with one end upon the tloor and the other end against the 
wall—to place the belt upon the pulley. With the ladder against 
the wall in a position of stability to sustain the plaintiff—that is, 
with its base three or four feet from the wall—there would re
main, as a simple calculation will shew, a distance of not more 
than six inches between the face of the pulley and the upper 
part of the ladder; a space into which neither man nor boy could 
squeeze himself for the purpose of putting on the belt.

The proper and safe position would be breast-high to the 
pulley. If the distance between the ladder in a stable position 
and the shaft itself is considered, the available space is not more 
than a foot—a space also inconsistent with safety.

The system adopted in putting on the belt was to rest the 
ladder against the end of the shaft, which projected eighteen 
inches beyond the pulley. This position was also dangerous, but 
was the least dangerous of the only positions available. The 
ladder was without spikes at its finit to prevent it from slipping 
on the greasy Moor; and Bearinan attempted to hold it while 
Gower ascended.

While standing upon the ladder Gower succeeded in placing 
the belt upon the pulley. The belt, however, ran off between the 
pulley and the hanger on the other side. Gower then reached 
over for the belt, and while he was doing so the ladder slipped 
upon the floor. Gower fell against the projecting end of the 
shaft, which, engaging in his clothing, whirled him around be
tween the shaft and the wall, tore off his left arm at the shoulder, 
and inflicted other serious injuries.

The foreman, the manager, and one of the directors of the 
defendant company gave Gower immediate attention, and had 
him conveyed to a hospital. There the torn shoulder was 
dressed, and all possible care given to the boy, who made a fairly 
rapid recovery.

The defendants had full knowledge of the accident as soon 
as it occurred; but no formal notice as required by the Work
men’s Compensation for Injuries Act was given to them. Nego
tiations regarding a settlement were entered into, and pro
tracted—deliberately, I think—until six months had expired, 
and an action under the Workmen’s Compensation for Injuries 
Act was barred.

In ordinary circumstances it would not be necessary to guard 
the projecting end of the shaft, far aliove the heads of the opera
tors in the spinning room; but where, as in this case, it was 
necessary constantly to replace the belt, the projecting end of 
the shaft was a source of great danger. Mr. Maekell, a tool- 
maker and machinist of great experience and high intelligence,
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testified that it was practicable to guard the pulley and shaft; 
and 1 accept his evidence. If the shaft had been so guarded, 
the accident would not have happened. Want of a guard was 
the direct and proximate cause of the accident; and the plaintiff 
is accordingly, in my judgment, entitled to recover under the 
Paetories Act.

I think the plaintiff is also entitled to recover at common law. 
The system was defective. The shaft undoubtedly was not 
properly hung. The pulley was set eighteen inches out from 
a hanger, and no hanger was placed at the other end of the shaft, 
which was but two and three-eighths inches in diameter. There 
was consequently nothing to resist the pull which the belt ex
erted upon the shaft, except the hanger already mentioned. The 
shaft was. therefore, constantly sprung towards the driving 
pulley, and the belt necessarily ran off and had to he frequently 
replaced.

Then, the ladder used for replacing the belt was wholly unfit 
for the purpose. The ladder, as well as the floor, was greasy. 
There were no spikes in the bottom of the ladder to prevent it 
from slipping. Some employee had from time to time to mount 
the ladder for the purpose of replacing the belt. Mr. Schofield, 
the overseer, says that he was there to do that work. Rut I do 
not credit his evidence. He himself had lost an arm, and could 
put on a five-inch belt, only with considerable difficulty.

The practice in the factory was for “anyone" to put the belt 
on ; not the little boys or the women, who formed the majority 
of the employees, but any of the few men who were capable, like 
the plaintiff, of doing so. The plaintiff had been once ordered 
to put on the belt, and had not been forbidden at any time to do

The plaintiff was not a mere volunteer. His very work in 
the weaving room itself made spools necessary, and the elevator 
was the only means of bringing them up. In putting on the belt 
lie was doing work identical with that which tin- foreman had. at 
least upon one occasion, ordered him to do, and was doing it in 
the only way the system of the defendants rendered possible, 
and without knowledge of the risk he was running.

The system of the defendants was defective in the respect I 
have mentioned. The plaintiff was not himself negligent, and, 
apart from his rights under any statute, is entitled to damages: 
Smith v. Bakt r <(• Sons, [1891] A.C. 325; Webster v. Foley 
(1802), 21 Can. S.C.R. 580.

I assess the damages at two thousand dollars, and direct that 
judgment be entered against the defendants for that amount 
with costs.

Judgment for plaintiff.
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Ontario Diriuiunnl Court. Caloouhritliir, C.th 11 am I Iti'l'trtl, amt ILL'.
Lennox, .A/. Y «mabvr 20, 1912. ]<»|-.

1. Taxer (8 III F—14.'»)—Tax sa 1.1. of Ixihax lands—Limitation of —
TIMK FOB ATTACKING—INDIAN ACT (VAN.).

The limitation a* to time. contained in tlie* Indian Aft, ll.S.V.
1000. oil. 81, hoc. 59, during which the original purchaser of In
dian lands may claim the assistant..... . the courts in having a tax sale
of his lands declared invalid, is applicable only to a case where the 
Superintendent-Cleneral lias actively intervened between the tax pur
chaser and the original purchaser, by taking under consideration the 
tax deed, and approving it as a valid transfer by endorsement there
on; but there is no such limit of time in attacking an illegal tax sale 
and deed, if no action in respect of the tax deed by way of approval 
lias Ihs-ii taken by the Superintendent-(ieneral.

2. Taxes 16 III F—145)—Tax hai> Legal impost of taxkh ehbkxtial
—Assessment Act (Ont.).

The statutory protection afforded by sec. 209. Assessment Act 
(Ont.), to the effect that where lands are sold for arrears of taxes, 
and the treasurer has given a deed for the same, that deed shall lie 
to all intents and purposes valid and binding, if the same has not 
been questioned lieforc some court of competent jurisdiction by some per
son interested, within two years from the time of sale, does not apply if 
there has l>ccn no legal ini|»ost of taxes.

I See. 209. Assessment Art. lt.S.t I. 1897, ell. 224. consolidated by 
4 Kdw. VII. (Ont.) eh. 23, referred to.)

3. Taxkh (8 III F—145)—Tax half.—Tiibkk teams' arrkabs pbkcemno
FURNISHING OF LIST UNDER SEC. 152, ASSESSMENT ACT (ONT.).

The provision of sec. 209, Assessment Act (Ont.), to the effect that 
where lands are sold for arrears of taxes, and the treasurer has 
given a deed for the same, the deed shall Ik* to all intents and purposes 
valid ami binding, if the same has not I wen questioned before some 
court of competent jurisdiction by some person interested, within two 
years from the time of sale, does not apply where the tax has not 
Inch in arrear for three years next preceding the furnishing of the 
list of lands liable to tie sold under sec. 152 of the Act or where no 
such list was furnished.

[Secs. 152 and 299, Assessment Act. R.S.O. 1897, ch. 224, consoli
dated by 4 Edw. VII. (Ont.) eh. 23, referred to.)

4. Statutes (fill 1)—123)—Retroactive, when—Substantive rights
DISTINGUISHED FROM PROCEDURE, AH To RETROACTIVE EFFECT.

In a matter of substantive rights, as distinguished from mere mat
ters of procedure or practice, a statute is not presumed to lie retro-
aetive. ( Pli r Mddell, J. »

[Assessment Act, 4 Edw. VII. (Out.) ch. 23, sec. 176 (1), con
sidered.]

5. Equity (8 HI A—59)—Equity principles—"He who seeks equity
MUST DO EQUITY.”

Where the court is called upon under equitable pleas to set aside 
a tax sale which is equally void at law and in equity, the court does 
so, only on such terms as are equitable, upon the principle of equity,
"lie who seeks equity must do equity," -o that where the plaintiffs 
might have brought a simple action in ejectment, but, instead, asked 
and received equitable relief, they come under the obligation to 
do equity. iPer Riddell, J.i

| Paul v. Ferguton, 14 (lr. 230, 232, referred to.)

Appeal by the defendant and erow. appeal by the plaintiff, 
from the following judgment of Boyd, C. (3 O.W.N. 1479). Sla,“menl
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ONT. The appeal was dismissed.
I). ('. Boyd, C. :—An objection not on the pleadings was raised
lets ore tenus, that, by reason of some provisions of the Dominion 

, Indian Act, this action was not well-founded.tICII AHIIH *

r. The Indian Act, as found in R.S.C. 188ti eh. 43, see. 43,
'ou.in*. wag amended in 1888 by T>1 Viet. eh. 22, see. 2, now found in 
Boyd. c. the revision of 1906, as eh. 81, sees. 58, 59, and 60, and brings 

in an entirely new provision as to dealing with Indian lands 
which have been sold for taxes. The substance of this new 
legislation appears to be, that, when a conveyance has been 
made by the proper municipal officer of the Province, purport
ing to be based upon a sale for taxes, the Superintendent-Gen
eral may “approve of such conveyance and act upon it and 
treat it as a valid transfer” of the interest of the original pur
chaser: see. 58 (1).

When the Superintendent-General has “signified his ap
proval of such conveyance by endorsement thereon,” the grantee 
shall be substituted (in all respects in relation to the land) for 
the original purchaser: sec. 58 (2).

The Superintendent-General may cause a patent to be issued 
to the grantee named in such conveyance, on the completion of 
the original conditions of sale, unless such conveyance is de
clared invalid by a Court of competent jurisdiction, in a suit 
by some person interested in such land, within two years after 
the date of the sale for taxes, and unless, within such delay, 
notice of such contestation has been given to the Superinten
dent-General: sec. 59.

These provisions are, I think, to be read as applicable to a 
case where the Superintendent-General has actively intervened 
as between the tax purchaser and the original purchaser : where 
the Superintendent-General has taken under consideration the 
tax deed, and has approved of it as a valid transfer, by endorse
ment thereon. This prima facie ruling of his may be brought 
into question and disputed in the Court by suit brought within 
two years after the date of the tax deed. But, in my view of 
these sections, there is no such limit of time in attacking an 
illegal tax sale and deed, if (as in this ease) no action in re
spect of the tax deed by way of approval has been taken by 
the Superintendent-General. If the Superintendent-General 
remains silent and inactive, there is no restriction as to time 
placed upon the right of the original purchaser to claim the 
assistance of the Courts so far as the Indian Act is concerned, 
lie may otherwise lose his legal status by delay and adverse 
possession, but in this case no such barrier exists.

This case rests under the general law as to tax sales then in 
force, namely, that where lands are sold for arrears of taxes, and 
the treasurer has given a deed for the same, that deed shall be,
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to all intents and purposes, valid and binding, if the same has ONT 
not been questioned before some Court of competent juris- j,"(7
diction by some person interested, within two years from the HI|J
time of sale: see. 209, R.8.O. 1897 eh. 224.

This statutory protection does not avail if there has been no ' " ,l.xl‘ 
legal impost of taxes, and if these, though legally imposed, Cmm.ins. 
have not been in arrear for three years next preceding the fur- ^, r 
nishing of the list of lauds liable to be sold under sec. 152 of 
the Assessment Act, and if there has been no such list furnished 
at all. Each one of these necessary preliminaries appears to be 
absent in the ease in hand, as may now he briefly noted.

The action relates to certain conflicting claims made to the 
possession of an interest in land situate in the district of Mani- 
toulin, part of an Indian reserve, and as such subject to the 
control of the Department of Indian Affairs for the Dominion 
of Canada. Lot 21 in the 12th concession of the township of 
Howland, in that district, containing 147 acres, was sold in 
June, 1869, to Thomas F. Richards, and a certificate of sale 
was duly issued. This land was so dealt with that a patent 
from the Crown was issued for the westerly 100 acres in 1879 
to Jane Mackie, and that part is not in controversy. The east
erly 47 acres was assigned in 1876 to David Richards by his 
son Thomas, and that was duly registered in the Indian Depart
ment, and that part still stands in the name of David Richards, 
and has not been patented.

David Richards died in February, 1890, leaving a will by 
which he left all of his belongings to his wife to hold for her 
life. lie gave her power to sell a part or all of the real estate 
and personal, and declared that, at her death, what remained 
was to be equally divided between his sons Thomas and Luther.
These two are the plaintiffs; and 1 see no reason to question 
that they take directly through their father. I do not give 
effect, therefore, to the contention that the widow made a valid 
disposition of the 47 acres by will so as to give a life estate to 
her second husband, Moore, and a remainder to the plaintiffs.

The disability of the original purchaser to hold or to trans
fer, on the ground of infancy, is raised by the pleadings. It 
appears that he was born in 1854, and he was of age in 1875, 
when he tssigned to his father, and that assignment has been 
recognised and acted on by the Indian Department; and I 
think any controversy as to his status will have to be decided 
by that Department, if and when he applies for a patent. He 
has sufficient locus standi, with his brother, to seek the interven
tion of this Court.

The intervention is sought in respect of a tax sale held in 
1901, and a certificate of purchase obtained by tbe defendant.
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That certificate sets out that a sale was had on the 4th Septem
ber, 1901, of the right, title, and interest of the owner in the 
patented lot, being lot 21 in the 12th concession of Ilowland, 
containing 48 acres, more or less, and that Collins became the 
purchaser, for the sum of $8.65.

That sum was directed to be levied by warrant of the reeve, 
dated the 27th May, 1901, of which $7.85 was for arrears of 
taxes alleged to ue due up to the 31st December, 1900.

On this state of facts, the tax deed was executed by the 
proper officer of the township on the 17th September, 1902, 
which has been duly registered upon the land and in the Indian 
Department. 13y this deed the defendant claims that he has 
cut out any right of the plaintiffs to the land, and is alone en
titled to claim a patent from the Indian Department. The 
validity of the tax sale is, therefore, the main issue in this liti
gation. ,

Evidence is given as to the taxes for the years 1897, 1898, 
and 1899, and which appear to form the aggregate of the ar
rears alleged to In? sufficient to support the sale. But I have 
seldom seen a case where the evidence was so limping and un
satisfactory, and where so many flagrant mistakes and omissions 
are manifest in all the proceedings.

The radical error appears to be this, that the 100 acres 
patented, being the westerly part of the whole lot, was treated as 
being lot 21 in the 12th concession of Howland, and all the taxes 
on that part have been duly paid. The officers appear to have 
assessed the easterly 47 acres as lot 21 in the 13th concession 
of Howland—as an entirely different lot in another concession, 
which concession has no existence. Among other mishaps, the 
assessment rolls of 1898 have been lost; but, on production of 
the assessment rolls of 1897 and 1899, it clearly appears that 
lot 21 in the 13th concession is assessed as belonging to Richards 
and as containing 48 acres. 1 cannot suppose that this mistake 
was remedied in the missing roll of 1898, though some reliance 
is placed upon the collector’s roll of 1898, as shewing taxes of 
$2.47 on 48 acres, concession 12, lot 21, owned by Thomas 
Richards; yet it does not seem to be clear that this is not the 
roll of 1899. But, even in the roll of 1898, Richards was not 
notified of the tax till the 10th October, 1898, which would be 
less than three years before the sale in September, 1901. Be
sides, by the tax deed the sale purports to be for arrears alleged 
to be due up to the 31st December, 1900. Upon the evidence, I 
can find no valid assessment of the land intended to be sold for 
the years 1897 or 1899; and I much doubt the validity of that 
in 1898.

The lands were assessed as “resident,” and no list of lands 
containing these as liable to be sold for taxes was prepared by
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the treasurer; this statutory warning, which is an indispensable 
prerequisite to a valid sale, was not in this case given : see. 152.

What was substituted is frankly told by the treasurer: “The 
clerk and I found that this lot had been missed in being as
sessed, and we went back three years and computed the taxes; 
1 do not remember notifying anybody ; they would see it when 
it was advertised. I had no authority to fix the amount in 
this way.”

This summary ascertainment of what ought to have been 
assessed from year to year appears to be the only foundation 
upon which this land was confiscated by enforced sale for taxes. 
Apart from all other objections (which need not he further dis
cussed ), those I have mentioned are fatal to the validity of the 
tax sale, which has to lie vacated upon proper terms.

The defendant has counterclaimed for his outlay in taxes, 
statute labour, and improvements by way of clearing and fenc
ing in the lands. These should be ascertained and declared to 
be a lien on the land, and against this should be set off any 
profit derived from the land, or which could reasonably have 
been derived from it, by the purchaser.

The plaintiffs should get the costs of action, and the de
fendant the costs of counterclaim, to lx? set off. The amount 
of the lien to be ascertained by the Master, if the parties can
not agree ; and he will say how the costs should go in his office 
of the reference.

A. (1. Murray, for the defendant.
F. E. Titus, for the plaintiffs.
Riddkll. J. :—This is an appeal from the judgment of 

Boyd. ('., 3 O.W.X. 1479: the plaintiffs also cross-appealing.
I’pon the argument, we dismissed the defendant s 

entirely agreeing with the Chancellor’s view of the law. The 
plaintiffs’ cross-appeal is as follows:—

The defendant counterclaimed for $400 for improvements 
and for money expended for taxes and statute laliour, for an 
account to take the same, and for an order declaring a lien on 
the lands for such amount. The formal judgment declared that 
tlie defendant ‘‘is entitled to ... a lien upon the lands 
. . . for the amount of the purchase money paid by him 
. . . and interest . . . and for taxes and statute laliour 
paid or performed by him, and for the value of any improve
ments made by the defendant upon the said lands ... be
fore this action wia commenced and for the costs of his counter
claim . . . after deducting . . . the rents ami profits re
ceived ... or which might have liecn received . . . .” 
and it is referred to the Master at North Bay to determine the 
amount, leaving the costs of the reference in the discretion of the 
Master. The plaintiffs contend that this is not justified by the 
law'.
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The judgment is said to tie based on the Aet of 1904, 4 Edw. 
VII. eh. 2d, see. 17ti (1), considered in Sutherland v. Suther
land, 22 O.W.N. 299 : but this Act did not come into force till 1st 
January, 1905—see sec. 229. And this is not a mere matter of 
procedure or practice, hut of substantive rights. I therefore 
think the statute is not retroactive.

We must see how the law stood when the rights of the plain
tiffs accrued, which may for the purposes of this action he con
sidered as 1901 or 1902, at any rate before January, 1905. The 
statute then in force was R.S.O. (1897), ch. 224, sec. 212, but 
that applies only when tin* sale “is invalid by reason of uncertain 
ami insufficient designation or description”'—which is not the 
case here. We may, however, apply the statute R.S.O. 1897 
eh. 119, sec. 90, if necessary. This comes from (1873), 30 Viet, 
ch. 22. sec. 1.

“ In every case in which any person has made or may make 
lasting improvements on any land under the belief that the 
land was his own, he or his assigns shall be entitled to a lien 
upon the same to the extent of the amount by which the value 
of such land is enhanced by such improvements. . . .”

This statute very much extends the application of the prin
ciple of remuneration by the true owner of the land to one who 
under a mistake of title has made permanent improvements 
upon it—the former Act going as far hack as 1819, 59 Geo. III. 
ch. 14, by sec. 3 providing for the ease of mistake in boundaries 
occasioned by unskilful surveys, which were by no means un
common in those days of dense forest, deep morasses, and cheap 
whiskey. This statute is in substance repeated as R.S.O. 1897 
ch. 119, sec. 31.

The relief granted by sec. 30 however is much more restricted 
than that given by the Act of 1904. Rut I think in the present 
instance we are entitled to go beyond sec. 30 in aid of the de
fendant.

It is a well recognised principle of equity: “lie who seeks 
equity must do equity.” In many instances this contains a pun 
on the word “equity,” and means nothing more than: “He who 
seeks the assistance of a Court of Equity must, in the matter in 
which he so asks assistance, do what is just as a term of receiv
ing such assistance.” “Equity” means “Chancery” in one 
instants, and “Right” or “Fair Dealing” in the other.

Accordingly while a phi inti IV asserting a legal right in a com
mon law Court would receive justice according to the common 
law, however harsh or unjust the law might lie—yet if he re
quired the assistance of the Court of Chancery to obtain his 
rights according to the common law, he would—or might—not be 
assisted unless he did what was just in the matter toward the 
defendant.
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This cue was represented, on the argument, as a simple case 
of ejectment—and it might well In* a simple action in ejectment. 
Had it been such, 1 think we would have had great, if not in
superable, difficulty in giving the defendant any relief beyond 
what the statute, sec. .‘10, gives him—and that is why one of us 
said on the argument that had he been solicitor for the plain
tiff, he would have brought the action in that way. There 
could on the facts have been no defence at law, the deed under 
which the defendant claims being void at law as well as in 
equity. The action however is not a simple ejectment, as it 
might have been. The statement of claim sets out the facts us in 
ejectment, indeed, but in the prayer, in addition to |Hissession. 
etc., a claim is made for “5. Such further relief as the nature of 
the case may require.” This is ambiguous, and might mean 
only relief as at the common law, or it might mean equitable re
lief. We accordingly look at the judgment the plaintiffs have 
taken out and are insisting upon holding. Clause 2 of the judg
ment declares “that the sale for taxes . . . and the deed 
. . . made to the said defendant . . . are and each of them 
is invalid, and that the same should be set aside and vacated and 
doth order and adjudge the same according?y.M No appeal is 
taken by the plaintiffs against this clause, but on the contrary 
they attend to support it in this Court. This relief the plain
tiffs asked for and received could not have 1hm‘u granted by a 
Common Law Court, but the plaintiffs must have come into 
equity for it.

They cannot now be allowed to change their position : and 
they have come into a Court of Equity for equitable relief not 
grantable in a Common Law Court.

They must therefore do equity. Paul v. Fmjimon (1868), 
14 Ur. 220. is directly in point. The head note reads : “Where 
the Court is ealled upon to set aside a tax sale which is equally 
void at law and in equity the Court does so, if at all, only on 
such terms as are equitable.” At p. 232 the Chancellor (Van 
Koughnet) speaking of putting the machinery of the Court in 
motion to aid a harsh legal right, says that in certain cases 
this will not lie done, and continues thus: “and when the Court 
in its discretion does interfere, it does so only on such terms as 
it deems equitable .... The Court says ‘You need not have 
come here at all. The deed is void at law and hen*, and cannot 
be enforced against you in any tribunal ; but if you wish for 
your own purposes to have your title cleared of the cloud which 
this deed casts upon it, we will aid von only on terms. ’ ” It 
is not at all necessary to cite other cases to establish the prin
ciple, but if desired the many cases may he looked at referred to 
in Story’s Equity Jurisprudence, 2nd Eng. ed. sec. f»4(e); Snell, 
16th ed. p. 14 (6) ; Josiah W. Smith’s Manual of Equity Juris
prudence. 14th ed., p. 30 IX; and notes in the several works.
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ONT. What is equitable in this ease; fair play! justice ! I can
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find nothing inequitable, but on the contrary what is wholly 
equitable, in the statutory rule laid down in 1904. The Legis

Kicii a run
lature in definite and unmistakable terms have said what they 
thought was fair—with that commendable tenderness for vested 
rights which characterizes a responsible and representative
Parliament, they have refrained from making the statute retro
spective, hut there is no reason why the Court, untrammelled by 
authority, should not adopt the statutory rule as its own. 1 
think, therefore, this ground of appeal without merit.

It is also complained of by the plaintiffs that the judgment 
contains no order for possession—that is the fault of the plain
tiffs tliemselves so far as appears—they take out an order and 
judgment which should 1m* such as satisfies them. If there be 
any omission, e.g. if the trial Judge has not passed upon any 
mutter which it is thought should he passed upon, the matter 
should be brought to his attention before being made a ground of 
appeal. There can be no objection to the judgment containing 
an order for possession, not however to be made effective “until 
the expiration of one month thereafter, nor until the plaintiff 
has paid into the Court for the defendant the amount ” for 
which the defendant is declared to have a lien : 4 Edw. VII. 
eh. 21, see. 17(i(2) first clause. It is eted that the judg
ment should not have left the costs of the reference in the dis- 
cret km of the Master, and R.8.0 1897 eh. 224, sec. 217 1 1 . 
(2), is cited in support of that proposition.

This section was repealed as of 1st January, 1905, by 4 Edw. 
VII. eh. 23, see. 228, Schedule M. first item. What is provided 
for in this see. 217 (1), (2), is practice and procedure, and nrt 
subst ntive right—and accordingly the section must go; but it 
is found repeated in the new Act, see. 181. Sub-sec. 2 provides 
that “if on the trial it is found that such notice (i.e. a notice 
which the defendant is by sub-sec. 1 authorised to give at the 
time of appearing”) or (adding other eases) the Judge shall 
not certify, and the defendant shall not be entitled to the costs 
of the defence, hut shall pay costs to the plaintiff . . . .”

The prerequisite for the application of this section is that, 
on the trial, it must 1m* found that such notice was not given. 
The Chancellor did not so find; he was not asked to so find: 
there was no scrap of evidence offered upon which he could so 
find—tin* plaintiffs claiming some right following such a find
ing, the onus was upon them to establish the fact and they failed 
to do so. De non apparentihus et de non existentibus eadem est 
ratio. It is of no avail for counsel to tell us on the argument 
that no such notice was served- that is not evidence, and we 
do not even have an affidavit of the fact, if it is one.

05
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In any event, the plaintiffs havr been awarded the costs of 
the action—the statute does not compel the Court to award all 
costs of reference, etc. to the plaintiff—the word used is “costs.” 
The defendant is literally ordered to (I use the words of the 
statute) “pay costs to the plaintiffs”—and in my view, award
ing the costs of the action to the plaintiffs as has been done, 
sufficiently complies with the statute, without awarding also the 
costs of a reference which, it is possible, may be caused or 
rendered necessary by the unreasonable demands or conduct of 
the plaintiffs themselves.

Both appeal and (with the trifling modification spoken of) 
the cross-appeal fail; both must Im* dismissed. And as success 
has l)eeii divided, there should he no costs of the appeal or 
cross-appeal.

Of course we express no opinion as to the effect (if any) of 
any action by the Superintendent General under the provisions 
of the Indian Act, R.S.C. (1906), ch. 81.

Falconbridge, C.J.K.B. :—I agree in the result.

Lennox, J. :—1 agree in the result.

Appeal dismiss* d.

D.C.
MM j

TEMISCOUATA DOMINION ELECTION
PI.OURDE (petitioner, appellant i v. GAUVREAU (respondent, respon

dent. i
Rupremc Court nf Canada, Kir Charles Fitzpatrick. CJ.. and Davies. 

Idini/ton. Duff, Amjlin. and Brodeur. .1.1. Xoecmber 11. MM2.

1. Appeal (ft II A—33)—-Svpremk rover (Can.)— Dominion elections

An order made by an election court constituted under the Dominion 
Controverted Elections Act, RAO. 1006, ch. 7. refusing sn enlarge 
ment of the time for commencement of the trial, which would expire 
on the next day. or to fix n day for hearing of preliminary objections 
remaining undisposed of. i«* not an order of a final and conclusive 
nature within sec. fit of that statute, so as to |iermit of an appeal 
being taken therefrom to the Supreme Court of Canada.

[1/Assomption Election Case, 14 Can. S.C.IL 429. and llalifaw Elec
tion Case, 39 Can. S.C.R. 401, followed.)

Appeal from the judgment of Mr. Justice Cimon. in the 
Controverted Elections Court (Que.), in the matter of the con
troverted election of a member for the electoral district of 
Temiseouata in the House of Commons of Canada, dismissing 
motions by the petitioner (a) for enlargement of the time for the 
commencement of the trial, and (b) to fix a day for the hear
ing of certain preliminary objections remaining undisposed of. 

The motions were made on the day before the expiration of 
17—9 D.L.B.

CAN.

9.C.
1912

Nov. 11.
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CAN.

S.C.
ISIS

PlOUlDE
Gavvbeau.

Sir Charles 
Fitzpatrick. C.J.

the six months, limited for the commencement of the trial by 
sec. 39 of the Dominion Controverted Elections Act, R.S.C. 
1906, eh. 7.

E. J. Flynn, K.C., for the appellant.
E. Lapointe, K.C., for the respondent.

Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, C.J. :—This is an appeal from a 
judgment of the Superior Court, at Fraserville, district of Kam- 
ouraska. dismissing two motions made on behalf of the peti
tioner ; (a) to obtain an enlargement of the delay for the com
mencement of the trial, (b) to «fix a day for proof and hearing 
on certain preliminary objections then undisposed of.

We were asked by the appellant’s counsel to decide in limine 
the question of jurisdiction raised in the respondent’s factum 
so as to avoid, if that point was decided against him, the neces
sity of a lengthy argument on the merits of the motions. I was 
of opinion at the hearing that we were without jurisdiction and 
in this opinion I am confirmed by subsequent examination of 
the authorities. Among a host of others I refer to the L*Assomp
tion Election Cane, 14 Can. S.C.R. 429, in which Strong, J., 
said, at 432 :—

Nothing can be clearer than that appeals in controverted elections 
are limited to two matters only, viz.: First, an appeal from any de
cision, rule or order on preliminary objections to an election |M*ti- 
tfon the allowing of which is final and conclusive and puts an end to 
the petition, or which objection, if it had been allowed, would have 
lieen final and conclusive and have put an end to the petition; and, 
secondly, an appeal from the judgment or decision on any question 
of law or of fact of the Judge who has tried the petition. As the 
appeal is now presented, it is quite clear that it does not fill under 
either of these heads, and. consequently, this Court has no jurisdiction. 

See to the same effect the King*» County (N.8.) Election 
Case, 8 Can. S.C.R. 192, and the Gloucester Election Case, 8 
Can. S.C.R. 204. In the Halifax Election Case, 39 Can. S.C.R. 
401, Sir Louis Davies, speaking for the Court, said at 404 :—

I do not think it is open to serious argument that every decision 
given by the trial Judges, either before or during the progress of the 
trial, is at once and Wore the end of the trial appealable. Such a 
conclusion would defeat the object of the statute absolutely and 
make election trials a farce.
We may, therefore, safely say that it is now well settled by 

authority that this Court is not competent to hear this appeal. 
If we were to hold that we are competent to hear an appeal in 
an intermediate proceeding like this, appeals would be repeated 
in all election trials to the great oppression of the parties and to 
the injury of the public which demands that election trials 
should be speedily disposed of. Of course we express no opinion 
on the merits.
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The appeal is quashed for want of jurisdiction, costs to he 
taxed by the registrar as if motion made in accordance with 
rule.

Davies, J., concurred with the Chief Justice.
Idington, J. :—Unless we reverse the view taken of this 

statute in a long line of decisions in this Court, this appeal 
must he dismissed with costs for the reason that we have no 
jurisdiction to interfere with the order appealed from.

CAN.

8.C.
11112

PLOVBDr' 

fi Al'VRK.W.

Duff, J. :—It has been pointed out time and again that the Dufr.j. 
jurisdiction of the Courts in respect of controverted elections 
is a very special jurisdiction and is strictly limited by the terms 
of the Controverted Elections Act. Section (>4 of that Act de
fines the jurisdiction of this Court. There is obviously no juris
diction under sub-section (6). Under sub-section (a) an ap
peal lies only from a

judgment, rule, order or decision un any preliminary objection to an 
election petition, the allowance of which objection has been final and 
conclusive and has put an end to such petition, or which objection, if 
it has been allowed,

would have that effect. The order sought to be impugned in the 
present proceedings is expressed in these terms:—

Met de coté pour le moment la présenté motion sauf A la reprendre 
si le delai pour le commencement du procès venait d'être prolongé.

This is clearly not a “judgment, rule, order or decision” 
on a preliminary objection within the meaning of the provision 
quoted ubove. Consequently no appeal lies from it.

Anglin, and Brodf.vr, JJ., concurred with the Chief Jus
tice.

Appeal quashed with costs.

SALTER v. McCaffrey.

Ontario High Court, Cartwright, M.C, December 1(1, 11)12.

1. Lie pendens (8 11—U))—Sktti.no aside.
A certificate of lie prmten* will not be vacated before trial, unless 

the applicant can shew that under no po-sible circumstances can the 
facts us set out in the endorsement on the writ or the pin inti tfo plead
ing give him any right in respect of the land in question.

ONT.

H C.J. 
1912

Dec. 16.

Motion by the defendant for an order vacating certificate of Statement 
lis pendens on the ground that the filing of same is an abuse of 
the process of the Court, and embarrasses the winding up of the 
estate, as its chief asset is the house in question, which must be 
sold in order to pay off liabilities as well as for distribution.
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The action is an outcome of the death on 28th September last of 
William McCaffrey with his wife and children, unseen by any 
human eye. The plaintiff is the administratrix of Mrs. Mc
Caffrey, and as such has brought an action against the adminis
trator of Mr. McCaffrey. Her claim as endorsed on the writ is 

McCakkhkt. “for a declaration that the plaintiff is entitled to share as an
---- heir at law of the late Win. McCaffrey, deceased, and for a de-

* *111111 elaration that the said plaintiff is joint owner of the land here
inafter described” (setting it out by metes and bounds), “and 
for a lis pendens.”

The motion was refused.
N. F. Davidson, K.C., for the defendant.
O. B. Balfour, for the plaintiff.

Cartwright, The Master (after setting out the facts as above) :—The 
M,c* whole doctrine of lis pendens was examined and explained in 

Brock v. Crawford, 11 O.W.R. 143. There, at p. 147, it is said : 
“To remove (the certificate) the defendant must, I think, shew 
clearly that there is and can be no valid claim in respect of the 
land, and that the proceedings—not alone the registration of the 
certificate—are an abuse of the process of the Court. That can 
only be done by proving that under no possible circumstances 
can the facts as set out in the pleading give any right to the 
plaintiff in respect of the land in question.” No statement of 
claim has as yet been delivered, though an appearance to the 
writ was entered on the same day it was served—25th November. 
There can, therefore, be nothing to consider here except the en
dorsement on the writ. In a similar case it was said in Sheppard 
v. Kennedy, 10 P.R. 242. 245, “that where a plaintiff seeks to 
register a lis pendens he should be more precise than in ordinary 
cases, and by his endorsement he should define generally the 
grounds of his claiming an interest in the lands.” Here it is 
not made clear whether the first clause of the endorsement is a 
personal claim by Mrs. Salter or whether it is made by her as 
administratrix. Probably the latter is intended, and the plain
tiff is only to be taken as speaking in behalf of the deceased 
whom she represents. There were affidavits filed in support of 
the motion, and these were answered by two affidavits of the 
plaintiff herself and a lady friend of Mrs. McCaffrey. On cross- 
examination they receded very materially from the statements in 
their affidavits—so much so that, if no stronger evidence could 
he had, the plaintiff could not hope to succeed.—But, of course, 
the action cannot Ik* tried in that way or at this stage. Counsel 
on the argument stated that he was prepared to rely on the en
dorsement of the writ as being sufficient within the decision above 
cited in Sheppard v. Kennedy, 10 P.R. 242. He relies especially 
on what was said in that case, at p. 244: “It may well be that 
nothing more happened than is detailed in their affidavits, but

260

ONT.

IT. C. J. 
101*2
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no suitor is obliged to submit to a preliminary trial of bis case 0NT 
on affidavit.” H.cTj

While I feel very strongly the unfortunate and perhaps dis- iopj 
astrous consequences to the estate that may ensue if this certifi
cate is allowed to stand, yet I cannot say that I am warranted by *■ AJ;TI 
the two authorities above cited in ordering it to be discharged, w.-cah 
unless on such terms, if any, as plaintiff is willing to accept. curtail 

Failing this, however, the trial should be expedited in every m.<\ 
way. For that purpose the statement of claim should be de
livered this week, and reply, if any, should be delivered in two 
day* after statement of defence is delivered.—The case should be 
set done forthwith as soon as it is at issue—so as to he heard, if 
possible, in the first or second week of the January sittings.
This is to be done, notwithstanding Con. Unie Ô52.

The costs of this motion will be in the cause.
1 regret that my decision is not subject to appeal. See Hodge 

v. Ilallamorc, 18 P.R. 447. While this consideration has made 
me consider the application very carefully, yet I am not thereby 
absolved from doing what seems to be a duty, by refusing to 
decide the question raised, to adopt the language of the judg
ment in lirock v. Crawford, 11 O.W.R. 143, 148.

Motion refused.

ONT.Re STANTON.
Ontario High Court, l.alclifnni, ,/. /)<■<■« mbrr 21, 1012. If. C. J. 

10121. Wills (| III G 2—127)—Rkducimi abholutb gift—Rbmaindkb oveb.
Where a testator after devising and lie<|ueiithing nil hit real and jjtK. .>j_ 

jier-onul estate to his widow made a emlieil which stated that it was 
now his desire that such provision lie also subject to the condition 
and proviso that upon her death sixty per centum of his projierty or 
estate remaining at the time of her death should lie divided lietween 
certain named persons, the balance or forty per centum to he dis
posed of as his wife should please, and further stated that the codicil 
was not intended to restrict his wife's reasonable enjoyment of the 
provision made for her in the will, the widow is entitled to the whole 
of the property till her death, but if any of it remained at her death, 
three-fifths would pass as directed in the codicil.

2. Wills (8 HI A—75)—Coxstrittion—Reading codicil with will.
The intention of the testator with reference to the cutting down of 

an absolute gift in the original will by the terms of a codicil must In- 
gat hered from a consideration of the whole will and the codicil read 
together as one document.

Motion by executors for mi order under Con. Rule 9.18 eon- stitrmvnt 
aiming the will and three eodieila of the late Edmund Cat rick 
Stanton.

E. P. Oleeton, for the executors.
.1/. ,/. Gorman, K.C., for the widow. 
/>. O’Brien, for other legatees.
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ONT. Latchford, J. :—The opinion of the Court is sought on the
H. C. J.
mu

following points: “1. As to whether the interest granted the 
widow under the original will of the deceased is restricted to a

R K
Stanton.

life interest by the codicils to said will.
“2. As to whether the widow is entitled, after payment of the

Latchford, J.
debts and legacy of $140 referred to in the codicil dated June 
4th, 1903, to have an absolute transfer to her from the execu
tors, of the corpus of the estate.

“3. In the event of it being decided that said entire corpus 
is not to be transferred to the said widow, what part of the 
said corpus, if any, are the executors and trustees authorised 
to transfer?”

Mr. Stanton died May 24th, 1912, and probate of his will 
and three codicils was granted October 17th, 1912.

By his will, dated May 12th, 1897, the deceased devised and 
bequeathed all the real and personal estate to which he should be 
entitled at the time of his decease to his wife Sabina, whom he 
appointed his sole executrix.

The first codicil—June 8th, 1901—modified the will only to 
the extent of substituting as executor, in the place of his wife, 
the Trusts & Guarantee Company; and the second—June 4th, 
1902—merely bequeathed a legacy of $140 to a sister of the 
testator.

By the third codicil, dated November 16th, 1911, the testa
tor ratified his will, save in so far as any part of the will is 
inconsistent with the last codicil or with either of the two pre
ceding codicils.

The codicil proceeds :
“Whereas by my said will I have made my wife sole devisee 

and legatee thereunder, I now desire that this provision be also 
subject to the condition and proviso that upon her death sixty 
per centum of my property or estate remaining at the time of 
her death be divided, share and share alike, as follows:”

Then come the names of a brother and two sisters, and a 
provision that in the event of the death of any such legatees the 
legacies are to inure to their heirs.

The codicil proceeds :
“The balance or forty per centum of my remaining pro

perty or estate to be disposed of as my dear wife may please 
(this devise or bequest to be in lieu of her dower, should the 
latter not have been satisfied previously in the provisions of my 
will itself). Be it remembered, however, that it is not my in
tention by the present codicil to restrict in any way ray dear 
wife’s reasonable enjoyment of the provision made for her in 
my last will and testament which, of course, is subject to the 
three codicils now existing thereto, but only to secure that upon
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her death any real or personal estate remaining and traceable 
to said provision to her may he disposed of as directed in tin- 
present codicil. In the carrying out of this wish I rely wholly 
on the sense of justice, as well as on the kindliness of heart, of 
my beloved wife.”

The estate is sworn at a little over $25,000 ; all realty, except 
about $300. The debts are about $1,000. To pay them it will be 
necessary to sell the real property.

It was stated upon the argument that Mrs. Stanton would 
elect to take the benefits under the will in lieu of her dower.

From the language of the codicil and the intention of the 
testator thereby manifested, I think that he clearly limits the 
absolute gift to his wife conferred by the will itself.

That devise is to be ‘‘subject to the condition and proviso” 
that upon her death sixty per cent, of the property of the de
ceased then remaining and traceable to the devise in her favour 
shall pass to the testator’s brother and sisters. In impressive 
words he reiterates his intention that his wife’s reasonable 
enjoyment of the provision made for her in the will—that is. 
the devise to her of all absolutely, less the $140 to a sister—is 
not to be restricted by the last codicil except to the extent that 
a fixed proportion of what, if any, of his estate may be in her 
hands at her death shall pass to his relatives, and not be in her 
power to dispose of. During her life all is hers. Upon her 
death, forty per cent, of the testator’s property remaining ‘‘at 
the time of her death” may be disposed of as Mrs. Stanton may 
direct; or, failing any testamentary disposition, will pass to her 
personal representatives.

That the estate shall be reasonably used and enjoyed, so that 
a substantial part may pass to his relatives, is manifested by the 
testator’s words expressing that for the carrying out of his 
wishes he relies wholly on his wife’s sense of justice and her 
kindliness of heart. The words, however, fall far short of im
posing an obligation, and create no precatory trust.

After the executors shall have paid the debts of the deceased 
and the legacy of $140, and, if it should be necessary for such 
purpose, shall have sold the realty, Mrs. Stanton is entitled 
to the whole estate, provided she shall previously have elected 
to take under the will as against her right to dower. The pro
perty of her husband is hers to use as she may deem proper; 
but of any that may remain at her death, not consumed by 
use, three-fifths is not to be at her disposal, but will pass as 
directed by the codicil.

As has been often said, cases are of little use where the 
intention of the testator may be gathered from the will itself. 
The following, however, cited upon the argument, are to some

ONT.

H. C. J. 
1913

Kk

Latvhford, J.
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ONT extent in'point: lie Tuck, 10 O.L.R. 309; lie Davcy, 2 O.W.N.
H. C. .1. 

191*2
467.

I would also refer to lie Iiowland, Jones v. Howland, 86 L.T.R.

Rk
78; He Willatts, [1905] 1 Ch. 378, as reversed, [1905] 2 Ch. 
135; and especially FitzGibbon v. McNeill, [1908] 1 I.R. 1.

Costs of all parties out of the estate.

Order accordingly.

ONT. Re CHISHOLM and CITY OF BERLIN.

Il C.J 
1012

Ontario Biyh Court. Muhllcton, ,/., in Chambers. December 5, 191 J.

1. .It'IKIKS (8 111—23)—DISQUALIFICATION IIY IMKBKST—PlOCEDUlK IN
Dec. 5. NAMING 8LH8TITUTK.

W lie tea county judge is disqualified by interest from hearing and 
determining i;n assessment appeal to which he is a party, the dis
qualification is absolute, preventing the county judge from even nom
inating the judge of another county to act for him, where there is a 
statutory provision under which the selection of a disinterested ]H*r- 
son to try the appeal may lie made by a High Court judge in Cliam-

[Eckersley V. Mersey, [1894] 2 Q.B. 667, 671, referred to.]

Statement Motion by the city of Berlin for an order prohibiting the 
Judge of the County of Waterloo, or any Deputy or Acting 
Judge thereof, from hearing or disposing of an appeal of Ilia 
Honour Judge Chisholm from the Court of Revision of the city 
of Berlin with respect to an assessment of his judicial salary.

IV. Davidson, K.C., for the city of Berlin.
H. McKay, K.C., for Chisholm.

Middleton. J. Middleton, J. :—Ilis Honour Judge Chisholm, being of 
opinion that his salary is not subject to municipal assessment, 
appealed from his assessment to the Court of Revision. This 
Court confirmed the assessment. Under the Assessment Act an 
appeal lies from the Court of Revision to the County Judge; and 
on the 16th November His Honour appealed from the Court of 
Revision, “to the County Judge of the County of Waterloo, or 
any Deputy or Acting Judge thereof, or any Judge who may 
be sitting for and in the stead of the said County Judge”; and 
pursuant to this notice His Honour has served an appointment 
for the hearing of the appeal. “Take notice that I hereby ap
point Tuesday, the third day of December proximo, at the 
Judge’s Chambers in the Court House Square, Berlin, at the 
hour of 11.30 a.m., to hear the above appeal. Dated at the City 
of Berlin this 23rd day of November, A.D. 1912. D. Chisholm, 
County Judge.”
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The motion for prohibition is then launched, and an alterna
tive application is made under the provision of 10 Kdw. VII. ch. 
26, see. 16, which provides that where any person or the occu
pant of any office is empowered to do or perform an act, and 
such person is disqualified by interest from acting, and no other 
person is empowered to do >r perform such aet, then he or any 
interested person may apply upon summary motion to a Judge 
of the High Court in Chambers, who shall have power to 
appoint some disinterested person to do or perform the act in 
question.

On the return of the motion it is not contended on behalf 
of the County Judge that he hail tin* right to hear the appeal 
himself; and it was not his intention, when he issued the 
appointment, to attempt himself to deal with his own ease; but 
the position is taken that the Judge, although disqualified, 
should have the privilege of requesting some other County 
Judge to sit for him and hear the ease. The learned Judge 
desires to aet under 9 Kdw. VII. (Ont.) eh. 29, sec. 15; and he 
proposes to request the Judge of some other county to sit for 
him upon the hearing of this appeal.

This course is objected to by the city, upon the ground that 
the Judge proposed to be asked to sit is himself interested in 
the very question; one of the Judges named having already 
successfully appealed from the assessment of his salary, and 
another name suggested being that of a Judge who now has an 
appeal pending. It is also objected that in selecting any other 
Judge to act for him, the Judge is really performing a judicial 
aet in connection with his ov n case.

The appeal authorised by the Assessment Act is to the County 
Judge at Waterloo; and it is manifest that the County Judge is 
disqualified by reason of interest. 1 think that the jurisdiction 
of a Judge in Chambers immediately arises, and that I have 
the power to appoint some person under 10 Kdw. VII. (Ont.) ch. 
26, sec. 16. Moreover, I think the contention of the city is well 
founded, that the disqualification by reason of interest is ab
solute, and that the learned Judge has no power to do anything 
in connection with his own appeal.

I do not go so far as to say that if there was no other pro
vision, he might not upon the ground of necessity request 
another Judge to act; but when the statute has pointed out a 
way in which some disinterested person may be named, then I 
think that course should be followed.

The power given by the statute to a Judge of the High Court 
is much wider than the power conferred upon the County Court 
Judge by the Act of 1909. A County Court Judge can only 
request the Judge of another County Court to act: the High 
Court Judge can name a disinterested person. While it is quite

ONT.

H. 0. .1.
1012
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Middleton. J.
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true that the Judge of an adjoining county would not be inter
ested in the assessment of the Judge of Waterloo upon his 
income, yet he is interested in a wider sense; as it is entirely 
likely that the assessment of judicial incomes in one county will 
he found to govern the action of the municipal authorities in 
the adjoining county.

Hearing this in mind, and seeking to apply the principle laid 
down in many cases, that it is important not only that the foun
tain of justice should he preserved from all impurity, but also 
that it should be protected against any semblance of impurity— 
or, as put in Eckcrslcy v. Mersey, [1894) 2 Q.B. 667, 671 : “Not 
only must Judges be not biassed, but even though it be demon
strated that they would not be biassed, they ought not to act in a 
matter where the circumstances are such that people, not neces
sarily reasonable people, would expect them to be biassed”—it 
appears to be my duty to appoint some entirely disinterested 
person. 1 do not in any way reflect upon the learned Judge or 
upon those whom he contemplated asking to act for him; hut it 
seems to me clear that the interests of justice will best lie served 
by taking this course.

I, therefore, appoint the Chairman of the Ontario Railway 
and Municipal Hoard, under the statute, to hear the appeal. 1 
select him, as that Hoard has jurisdiction over many matters 
of assessment.

There will be no costs of the application.

Order accordingly.

R£X v. CHEW DEB.

British Columbia Supreme Court, Sireaory, Jin Chambers.
J* unary 20, 1913.

1. Summary convictions ($ 111—30)—Leave to withdraw cask—Pkoce-

On a summary l ini, where all the v\iiiencc nlfereil by the prosecu
tion has I teen henni ami the ease Hosed, the prosecutor cannot, upon 
objection taken that material proof is lucking, withdraw the charge 
and lay a new information charging the identical oHence.

| Et parte H yman, 5 Can. O. Caa. 58, disapproved ; Bradshaw v. 
V aught on, 30 L.J.C.P. 93, followed. |

2. Summary convictions ($11—20)—Trial—Certificate or dismissal—
Duty or magistrate.

Where on the trial of nummary conviction proceedings the evidence 
produced is insufficient to prove the charge, the duty of the magistrate 
is to dismiss it and grant a certificate of the dismissal as provided by 
the Criminal Code. 1906.

(Criminal Code, 1906, secs. 720, 726, referred to.)
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3. Criminal law ($ II fi2—82)—Former jkopabdy—Identity or om'xcBfl.
Prohibition will 1h> grantol ngniiHt a nvigiwtrate enforcing a summary 

conviction where the iiccnml hml been tried summarily under a previous 
information and. after all the evidence f<ir the promut ion hod l»een 
taken and the case closed, the magistrate improperly allowed the pro
secutor to withdraw the charge and lay a new information for the same 
offence, on the hearing of which he convicted the accused of the offence 
charged upon new evidence.

Application for writ of prohibition directed to a magistrate, 
it g him from signing a warrant of commitment against 

the defendant, convicted on the charge of selling lit|nor to an 
Indian.

The writ of prohibition was granted.
Aikman, for accused.
Lowe, for the magistrate.

Gregory, J. :—This is an application for a writ of prohibi
tion to lie issued against the named magistrate, prohibit
ing li'm from signing a warrant of commitment against the said 
Chew Deb. The ground of the ion is that the said Chew
Del» has already been tried on the said charge. It appears that 
an information was laid against the accused for supplying 
liquor to an Indian, and on the return thereof tIn* prosecution 
offered all the evidence it had to offer, and closed its ease. It 
was then objected by counsel on behalf of the accused that lie 
could not he convicted, a> no evidence lmd been offered to shew 
that the person receiving the liquor was an Indian. The magis
trate thereupon reserved his decision, and remanded the ease to 
the 20th December, 1912. On the 20th December the complain
ant asked permission to withdraw the charge. It was accordingly 
done, the accused man consenting. A new information was then 
laid for the ' ‘ offence, evidence taken and a conviction
secured, and it is to prevent the signing of the warrant for such 
conviction that the present proceedings are taken. I have no 
hesitation in saying that I think the magistrate’s action was 
wrong. If the evidence for the prosecution was not sufficient at 
the close of the ease, it was his clear duty then to dismiss the 
charge and grant a certificate of such dismissal, as provided for 
hv the Criminal Code ; or if in his opinion it was sufficient, lie 
should have convicted. Counsel for ('hew Deb contended that 
there is no provision whatever for withdrawing summary pro
ceedings once started, and that secs. 720 and 726 of the Code 
shew that the magistrate must hear and determine the matter, 
subject, of course, to the right of adjournment. This conten
tion is, in my opinion, sound. The magistrate, I consider, has 
no more jurisdiction to permit the proceedings to be withdrawn 
at the close of the ease for the prosecution than has a Judge 
at the assizes to permit the Grown to discontinue at the end of 
its ease with the intention of starting afresh.
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The mail has been put upon his trial ; he has been in .jeop
ardy. and it is one of the best, most sacred and well-established 
rules of English jurisprudence that he shall not Ik* put in this 
position twice for the same offence. In the present ease, the pro
secution had closed its case, counsel for the defence insisted upon 
a decision, ns he had a right to do, and the magistrate should not 
afterwards, in the absence of counsel, have asked the accused to 
consent to what his counsel would certainly have refused.

Although it appears that the accused has some understanding 
of English, I do not think it at all likely that he understood that 
fresh proceedings would be immediately started for the same 
offence, and in the circumstances I do not think that such fresh 
proceedings can lie carried any further.

With great respect 1 cannot follow the decision in Ex parte 
Wyman, 5 Can. Cr. Cas. 58. It is to lie noted that Mr. Justice 
Landry gave a dissenting judgment in that case, and it does n >t 
appear whether see. 42 of eh. 178, R.8. 1886, which is identical 
with see. 720 of the Criminal Code, Can. 1906, was drawn to 
the attention of the Con t. That section enacts that the parties 
being present, the “justice shall proceed to hear and deter
mine,” etc.

As Karl, C.J., says in Bradshaw v. Vauyh.on, 30 L.J.C.l*. 
93:—

The informant cannot withdraw, and the defendant has a right to 
a decision ; and if the informant says he withdraws, the case is heard 
and the information is dismissed.

In the circumstances of this case I do not think the defend
ant should lie in any way prejudiced by his consent to the with
drawal ; it was given in the absence of his counsel, lie is a 
Chinaman, and might easily have misunderstood it—in fact, it 
docs not appear that he was told that fresh proceedings were to 
lie started.

There will be an order absolute as asked for, but there will 
be no order as to costs. The magistrate beyond doubt acted hon
estly and he has facilitated the present application.

Prohibition granted.
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POIRIER v. LEGRAND es-qual. OUE.

Quebec Court of Kino’m Bench, Archambcault, ('J.. Trenholmc, JMreryne, 
Carroll, and Gerrain. J.l. January 2.1. 11*11.

1. Master and servant ($ V—140)—Workmen’s common law tort cm:mi^ •*,,n -•*
LAT1VE TO STATUTORY RIGHT, WHEN—“INEXCUSABLE FAULT, ”
EFFECT OF.

The indemnity allowed to injured workmen under tlie Workmen’s 
Compensation Act may l e greater than the sum of #2,000 where such 
injury results from the “inexcusable fault” of the employer ; that is 
to say, in cases of “inexcusable fault” the injured party is not de 
priced of his common law action in tort although suing in virtue of 
the statute itself.

2. Master and servant ($11 A—35)—Kmployer’h liability—“Inexcus
able FAULT,” DEFINITION OF—ELEMENTS CONSTITUTING.

Three elements go to make “inexcusable fault”: (<t) the will to do 
or not to do, (b) knowledge of the danger which may result from 
the act or omission, (r) the absence of any justifying or explanatory

3. Master and servant (8 II A—36)—Employer's liability—“Inexcus
able FAULT,” EXAMPLES OF.

An employer is guilty of “ inexcusable fault” in causing an ine\ 
perienced workman to work at a round-saw unprotected by any guard, 
contrary to the factory law regulations, with the help of a mere lad 
also inexperienced, especially when the inexperience of these employees 
has been reported to him by his foreman.

4. Master and servant ($ II A—30)—Liability of employer when
GUILTY OF "INEXCUSABLE FAULT*'- PARTICIPATION BY EMPLOYER.

As a rule the “inexcusable fault” of the eo employee is as regards 
the employee an excusable fault, except where the employer has partici
pated therein (e.g., by engaging an employee of immature years to do 
dangerous work), but the inexcusable fault of a foreman is the inex
cusable fault of the employer.

Appeal from the judgment of the Superior Court, for the Statement 
district of Bedford, Lynch, J., rendered on June 20, 1912, con
demning the appellant to pay to the respondent $2,650 as dam
ages for the death of her husband in appellant’s factory.

The appeal was dismissed.
Oct. Mousseau, K.C.. for appellant.
F. X. A. Giroux (F. Fabre Surveycr, K.C., counsel), for 

respondent.

The opinion of the Court was delivered by

Oebvais, J. (translated) :—The appellant seeks by the present omsie, j. 
appeal the reversal of the judgment rendered by the Superior 
Court for the district of Bedford on June 20th, 1912, condemn
ing him to pay to the respondent personally a sum of $1,511.55; 
a bd in hrr quality of tutrix to her five minor children another 
sum $1,138.50, ns a result of the death of her husband. Alfred
Bisaillon, on April 4th, 1911, at Roxton Falls, due to the fault
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«m 1 inexcusable» negligence of the appellant in compelling the 
sa el Bisail Ion to work in his saw-mill at Koxton Falls on an 
unprotected round-saw with the help of an inexperienced lad of 
14 named Brin.

The action was instituted on November 21, 1911. The ap
pellant, although denying all liability, confessed judgment for 
$1,280, alleging that the said Bisaillon, aged 41, was at the time 
of his death earning only $1 per day. The respondent refused 
to accept this confession of judgment and the parties went to 
trial.

The evidence as regards the amount of damages suffered by 
the respondent appears clearly conclusive in the respondent's 
favour . . . and we therefore need not dwell any longer on
the fact that this accident caused damages which the respondent 
could assess at the sum of $5,000.

Is the respondent entitled to recover from the appellant the 
full amount claimed? We must answer in the negative under 
art. 7225, R.K.Q., if the respondent has failed to prove that this 
accident was the result of the appellant’s inexcusable fault ; in 
the affirmative under the same article, if the respondent has 
proved such inexcusable fault.

What are the constituents of a fault of such nature which 
would allow the respondent to avoid the denial of action laid 
down in this article as regards any sum exceeding $2,000; and 
therefore would entitle her to recover the full amount of the 
compensation in case of such inexcusable fault. . . . The 
whole controversy, therefore, resolves itself into whether the re
spondent has proven the following facts against the appellant :—

1. Absence of any guard over the round-saw in question ;
2. Failure to properly balance the said saw ;
3. Abnormal vibration of the said saw ;
4. Inexperience of Bisaillon s helper as regards the manipula

tion thereof.
(The learned Judge then quoted at length the evidence on 

these points, shewing the allegations of the plaintiff to be well 
grounded. )

What conclusions are we to draw from the facts as proven ? 
These conclusions arc three :—

(а) What is meant by inexcusable fault under the Work
men’s Compensation Act, 9 Kdw. VII. eh. (Hi?

(б) Was the appellant guilty of inexcusable fault in this 
case?

(c) Is the inexcusable fault of the co-employee the inexcus
able fault of the employer ?

First question: What is meant by inexcusable fault? Our 
1909 law has been taken almost entirely from the French law
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on accidents to workingmen (accidents du travail) of April !)th. 
1898. It resembles, in its essential theories, the English law. the 
German law, and the Austrian law. Art. 5 of our 1909 law is 
taken almost word for word from art. 20 of the 1898 French 
law. In order to ascertain what is meant by “inexcusable fault” 
we must refer to the teachings of the authors and to the juris
prudence under the French Civil Code, as well as to our own.

Three elements are necessary to the existence of “inexcusable 
fault,” 1 m>th under art. f> of our law and under art. 20 of the 
French law.

The restriction in the amount of indemnity under the French 
law, even in the case of inexcusable fault, did not find its way 
into art. 5 of our law. Our article reads as follows:—

No compensation shall be granted if the accident was brought inten
tionally by the person injured. The Court may reduce the compensa
tion if the accident was due to the inexcusable fault of the workman.
or increase it if it is duo to the inexcusable fault of the employer.

As will lie seen, therefore, the whole interest of the case 
turns on the definition to be given to the expression “inexcusable 
fault.” The law on ion to workmen, which legislators
introduced after they had realized that “le moule du contrat de 
louage d'ouvragi avait cté à jamais brisé par Vétablisse ment du 
machinisme dans Vindustrie du payswent to establish a com
pensation not complete, but ; that is to say. fixed, in
favour of the workman who has been the victim of an accident 
causing him damage due to the excusable fault of his employer ; 
but the new law did not and could not deprive the workman 
of the full and complete compensation to which he is entitled in 
virtue of the natural law from ' r guilty of inexcusable
fault. In order that there be inexcusable fault of the employer 
we must find the three elements following:—

1. The will to do or not to do.
2. Knowledge of the danger which may result from the act 

or omission.
•1. Absence of any justifying or explanatory cause.
1 shall explain each one of these by an example:—
A scaffolding breaks down owing to a worn-out cable; the 

employer is ignorant of the fact that this cable is worn out ; there 
is no will to do or not to do.

In the second place, the heir of a manufacturer, who, before 
his father’s death was not er in the factory and was ignor
ant of all the risks attendant upon the operation therefrom, can
not be deemed to know the dangers which may result therefrom.

In the third place, the guard designed for the protection of 
round-saws or other machinery may wpiire a form of construe-
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__ " tion not trop i mm danger, provided always that the necessity of
K. It. « lilting or sawing tlie wood with this piece of machinery requires
HH3 it l • be thus specially built in such fashion and form.

Voikikr H1' M tile usetillness of the act or mission attenuates the
lm<\\M ,<iult lt" ?,l< <*ml,,0*ver’ ,ls we*1 ,,H that of the workman, so as to

* 1 <‘i|<l,‘|' it e\<’ii.sal)le. I bus where an employer omits knowingly
Umraii,j. to have a, dangerous machine protected with some covering, 

which covering or protection would in no way interfere with the 
proper running of the machine, he is inexcusably guilty: Gren
oble. 25th May. 19(11; Revue Minière, Comm. No. 3. p. S3S; 
Douai. December 24th, 1900; S. 1901-2-221. The Com de Cas’- 
sation has laid (8th July, 1903, Gazette du Palais, 30 Septem
ber, 1903) that it is inexcusable fault for a mining company to 
knowingly make use of a worn-out cable; for an employer to have 
a workman under age. 18, clean a machine whilst in motion; for 
a quarry proprietor or lessee to omit, with a view to increased 
pniit.s. tin- most elementary precautions to prevent cavings-in or 
siblings. And many more judgments to this effect could be cited, 
both from French jurisprudence and our own.

Second question : Was the appellant guilty of inexcusable 
I milt in this case.' 'file respondent charges the appellant with 
having ordered Alfred Bisaillon to work on a round-saw abso
lutely unprotected, with the help of Brin, a lad of only 14.

I he appellant knew that Alfred Bisaillon did not have the 
required experience to work this saw. since his foreman hud 
informed him of this fact a year before, when the deceased had 
met with a first accident. And then he paid Bisaillon $1 a day 
only, whereas he paid the others who worked on this saw $1.50 
a day. Besides, tile appellant had Is-en told by his foreman that 
Bisaillon had not the required experience to work at this saw. 
Similarly the appellant knew of young Brin’s inexperience, for 
Brin had arrived from Labelle, where he tloated logs, only two 
days previous.

Third question: Is the inexcusable fault of the co-employee 
the inexcusable fault of the employer!

The law of 1909 gives no answer to this question, nor as re
gards that of persons under his control, a judicial condition 
which is clearly defined by the French law. The fault of per
sons under his control, that is to say, the fault of a foreman, 
is, under the French law. the fault of the employer; the fault 
of the ordinary co-employee in the discharge of his duties re
maining subject to the rules regarding excusable or inexcusable 
fault.

What are we to conclude on this subject in the present case! 
The appellant is certainly responsible lor the inexcusable fault
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of young Brin in negligently passing over the saw in motion 
large and heavy pieees of hard wood ; for the appellant knew of 
Brin’s tender age. of his inexperience and of the consequences 
that might follow. It may he. therefore, that Brin, under the 
circumstances, was a person under the appellant's control 
(préposé). And according to French law the inexcusable fault 
of a préposé is the inexcusable fault of the employer.

But what of the inexcusable fault of the co-employee.' In 
our law, I repeat, there is no text which speaks of this as expli
citly as the French law as regards préposés. Here we must, as 
a general rule, hold that the inexcusable fault of the co-em
ployee is only excusable fault as regards the employer if the latter 
have not participated therein as did the employer in the present 
case, by engaging a young lad of 14 without any experience to 
help Bisaillon, and this after the foreman’s warning. The en
gagement of this hoy under the circumstances bears all the ear
marks of inexcusable fault.

Lastly, we come to the dangers attendant upon this round- 
saw. Did the appellant know that it was without any protective 
guard, that is to say. without a guard placed over the saw and 
crosswise, to prevent the pieces of wood which had to be passed 
over the same, from being caught by the teeth of the saw and 
hurled against the workmen manipulating these?

The appellant knew the necessity of having such a guard 
for three reasons :—

1st. On account of the rules passed by provincial order-in- 
council u i « 1er the Factory Inspection Law of this Province, which 
obliged him to place such a guard. 2nd. Then, in the second 
place,’ s own experience must have warned him that it was neces
sary protect this saw. And 3rd, his foremen had called his 
ati .on to danger which threatened the workmen working
on an unprotected round-saw. Finally, the requirements of the 
sawing in question did not demand the absence of a guard.

The appellant was, therefore, guilty of inexcusable fault, 
knowingly, without any useful reason, unless it lie that of gain, 
in making Bisaillon work on this dangerous and defective round- 
saw, and this is our unanimous opinion.

The judgment is confirmed.
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Re KETCHOM and CITY OF OTTAWA.

Ontario Supreme Court, Kelly, J. February 14, 1913.

1. Aitkal ( g III F—97)—Time — From taking up of award—Notice. 
Even if notice of the taking up of an award is to lx? taken as im

pliedly required under the Municipal Arbitrations Act, R.S.O. 1897. 
ch. 227, an apjieal by the municipality is too late of which notice is 
given more than one month after the receipt of a letter by the muni
cipality from the claimant’s solicitor demanding payment of the 
amount of the award and costs ; such demand is in effect a notice of 
the taking up of the award.

Motion by Ketchum ct al, claimants, for an order quashing 
the appeal of the Municipal Corporation of the City of Ottawa 
from an award made by the Official Arbitrator for that city, 
under the Municipal Arbitrations Act, R.S.O. 1897 ch. 227, upon 
the ground that the appeal was not, as required by sec. 7 of the 
Act, launched within one month after the taking up of the 
award.

T. A. Bcament, for the applicants.
Taylor McVeity, for the city corporation.

Keiiy. j. Kelly, J. :—On the 21st December, 1912, the solicitor for the 
city corporation received from the claimants’ solicitors a written 
communication asking for payment of the amount found due by 
the arbitrator and their costs of the arbitration. It has been sug
gested by the city corporation that notice of the taking up of 
the award should have been served on them, and that the time 
allowed for the appeal should run only from the giving of such 
notice. Section 7 says that “the award of the Official Arbitrator 
. . . shall he binding and conclusive upon all parties thereto 
unless appealed from within one month after the taking up of 
the same.”

Notice of the filing of the award was given to the appellants’ 
solicitor on the 29th November. On the argument it was admitted 
by counsel that the award was taken up not later than the 4th 
December; and the appellants’ solicitor states in his affidavit that 
the letter which he received on the 21st December was the first 
notice or intimation which he received that the award had been 
taken up; so that, even if notice of the taking up were necessary 
—and that is not expressly required by the Act—he had such 
notice on the 21st December; and the appeal, therefore, was not 
taken within the time required.

The application is granted with costs.

Appeal quashed.
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CORNING et al v. TOWN OF YARMOUTH. N.S.
(Decision No. 1.) g ç

Nova Scotia Supreme Court, RumkcII, J., i'h Chamberh. December 21. 1912. 1912

1. Officers ($ II A—70)—Power or mayor—Right to instruct solicitor Dec. 21.
TO DEFEND ACTION—ABSENCE OF INTEREST.

The nmvor of an incorporate!I town cannot of liis owrn motion anil 
in opposition to a resolution of the town council, instruct a solicitor 
to enter an appearance in an action brought against the town, where 
the solicitor is not defending on ls-half of the mayor, ami the mayor 
has no interest in the subject matter otherwise than in common with 
the other ratepayers of the town.

2. Courts (6 II A—150)—.Jurisdiction to set aside appearance—Action
COMMENCED IN ANOTHER COUNTY—CAUSE OF ACTION ARISING IN
STILL ANOTHER COUNTY.

A Judge of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia has jurisdiction as a 
Judge in Chambers to determine an application made to him in one 
county to set aside an appearance to an action commenced in another 
county for a cause of action which arose in still another county.

This was an action brought by plaintiffs, a firm of solicitors, Statement 
to recover an amount claimed to be due them for professional 
services rendered to the defendant town in connection with pro
secutions for violations of the Canada Temperance Act. The 
town council, by a majority vote, directed payment of the ac
count, but the mayor, on the ground that the majority of the 
council, who were the temperance committee, had acted illegally 
and collusively with the inspector under the Act, that the account 
included moneys paid out for illegal purposes and that neither 
the inspector nor the committee had authority to contract such 
an account, refused to sign a cheque for payment. The action 
was thereu(>on brought and one of the members of the plaintiff 
firm 1 icing the solicitor for the town, the mayor in writing auth
orized Mr. R. W. E. Landry to defend on behalf of the town.
A motion was made to set aside the appearance entered under 
such authorization.

The application was granted.
W. E. Boscoe, K.C., in support of motion.

Rvkskll, J. :—A motion was made before me at Bridgewater e**u, j. 
on November 5th to set aside an appearanee in this cause entered 
by Mr. Landry, a barrister and solicitor of the Supreme Court.
The action is one of account for services rendered to the town by 
the plaintiff firm, one of the mendiera of which is the town soli
citor. A preliminary objection was taken that I could not as a 
Judge at Chandlers discharge the functions of such a Judge in 
this ease at Bridgewater, the writ having lieen issued in Kent- 
ville and the cause of action having arisen in Yarmouth, where
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the solicitor who entered the appearnnee resides and practices. 
Inasmuch as motions of this kind have frequently been made 
before a Judge at Chambers, no matter where he has happened 
to be, or where the cause of action has arisen, I think I shall 
be justified in pursuing what I understand to have been the con
stant practice of the Judges of the Court, until it has been dis
covered that the practice is erroneous.

The difficulty has arisen apparently from a conflict between 
the mayor and a majority of the town council over a question of 
policy, and it is apparent that a fair question may also be raised 
as to the power of the council to pay the plaintiff’s claim, in part 
at least, if not in its entirety. Rut I think that these questions 
cannot conveniently or properly be tried out in the manner pro
posed. I do not think that the mayor could of his own motion 
instruct a solicitor to defend the action on behalf of the town 
in opposition to a resolution of the town council that the claim 
should be paid and that the suit should not be defended.

If the council had considered the claim unfair or unfounded 
it could have defended the suit and in that case it would have 
power under the statute to appoint a solicitor to defend the 
action, the town solicitor being disqualified because of his interest 
in the cause. Rut the mayor could not instruct a solicitor to 
defend on behalf of the town.

It is contended that the mayor could be authorized to defend 
as a person interested in resisting the claim. To this there are 
two answers, I think: first, that he is not, or rather his solicitor is 
not, defending the suit on behalf of the mayor, and, secondly, 
that the mayor has no interest in the matter otherwise than in 
common with the other ratepayers of the town. There is a pro
cedure well known to the counsel on both sides, by which to 
institute such a defence, and 1 know of no other in which their 
rights can be vindicated, if such they have.

I therefore think that the appearance must be set aside, but 
I shall defer making the order until the parties interested shall 
have had an opportunity to prevent judgment for default of 
appearance from being entered, if they arc willing to take the 
risk of the proper proceedings to contest the plaintiffs’ claim. 
In any case the appearance will be set aside with costs.

Appearance set aside.
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CORNING et al. v. TOWN OF YARMOUTH 
(Decision No. 2.)

Nova Scotia Supreme Court, Russell, J.. in Chambers. January 23, 1913. 

1 Parties ($ TIT—12a)—Action by town solicitor—Right of mayor to
INTERVENU—CONDITION AS TO COSTS.

In an action brought against an incorporated town by n firm of soli
citors, of which the town solicitor is a member, in respect of a claim 
which a majority of the town council are in favour of paying, but 
which is resisted by the mayor as illegal and unauthorized, the fact 
that the town is inops consilii, by reason of the interest of the town 
solicitor, is a reason for admitting the mayor to intervene and defend 
the action on behalf of himself and other dissenting ratepayers, if 
any, subject to the penalty of payment of costs.

2. Parties ($ III—120a)—Intervention of mayor—Locus standi of a
RATEPAYER.

The liability as a ratepayer to pay a proportion of the amount in
volved in a claim against a municipal corporation, is such a special 
interest as to give the mayor a locus standi on the hearing of the 
application for leave to intervene and defend.

[Hart v. Macilreith, 39 Can. 8.C.R. ($37, followed. |

This was nn application mode by S. C. Ilood as mayor of 
the town of Yarmouth, for leave to intervene and defend the 
action either in the name of the defendant or in his own name 
on behalf of himself as n ratepayer of the town, or in his own 
name on behalf of himself and all other ratepayers of the town.

The nature of the action and the reasons for defending the 
same were as stated in the previous ease, Corning ct al. v. Town 
of Yarmouth (No. 1), 9 D.L.R. 111.

IV. E. Iioscoc, K.C., for plaint ill's, and J. L. Ralston, for the 
town council, contra.

Russell, J. :—When I dismissed the application of the mayor 
to lw* permitted to defend this action, I felt that the situation was 
a hnrd one for the ratepayers, if any. who were objecting to the 
proceedings of the majority of the council. The legal adviser of 
the town is interested adversely to the defendant in the action, 
and is driven to the position, for which, of course, no blame at
taches to him, that he is obliged to advise on both su.es of the 
case. The town, as a party to the suit, is in fact without counsel. 
If a judgment by default had been entered up. it seems pretty 
clear to me that I could entertain a motion properly launched to 
set aside the default at the instance of any ratepayer shewing 
himself to be aggrieved. Hawkins, J., in Jacques v. Harrison, 
12 Q.B.D. 141, said that “the rule giving power to set aside a 
judgment by default, had no limitation as to the person who 
might apply to set it aside.” The obligation to pay a proportion 
of the amount involved is, under the case of Hart v. Macilreith,
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39 Can. S.C.R. 657, such a special interest ns would give him 
a locus standi without the intervention of the Attorney-General.

It seems to me to follow from this, that if after a judgment 
by default I could open it up sind allow the present appellant to 
intervene, it must be a regular procedure to allow him to inter
vene now and not wait till the horse is stolen before locking the 
stable door. It must certainly be better for the interests of all 
concerned to contest the questions at issue in the present suit 
than to drive the parties to an inquisition and involve them all in 
unnecessary expenses.

There are some items in the account sued for that are fairly 
open to the challenge that they are ultra vires.

I understand it to be conceded that if those items are ultra 
vires they do not come within the principle that the direction of 
the town council must Ik* a finality. This, in fact, had to he con
ceded, but it was suggested that if necessary the plaintiff would 
abandon those items rather than have the whole account delayed. 
But the difficulty here is that they have not been abandoned and 
the onus is thrown upon me of deciding whether they are ultra 
vires or not. Mr. Ralston, for the town counsel, contends that 
they may fairly, under the circumstances, be considered infra 
vins as expenditures properly incurred in the enforcement of 
the Act. And 1 am not prepared to say that they may not be. 
Nor do I wish to pronounce any opinion adverse to any part of 
the plaintiff’s claim.

In view of the fact that the town as a town is in this parti
cular case inops consilii from the circumstances already referred 
to, I think that the mayor should have leave to intervene as pro
posed on behalf of himself and the dissenting ratepayers, if any, 
of course at the peril of costs. The costs of the application will 
be for the present reserved, and I assume that they can be best 
dealt with after the trial.

Application granted.

LAURENTIDE PAPER CO. v. CANADA IRON FURNACE CO. Ltd.
Quebec Court of Kina’s Bench, Archambcault, C.J., Trrnholmc, Lavcrgne, 

Carroll, and Gcrvais, JJ. January 23, 1913.

]. Public lands ($ IC—17)—Cancellation of patent—Scire facias.
In an action in annulment of letters patent (scire facias) which 

requires, for its institution, the consent of the Attorney-General on 
cause being shewn, no ground can be alleged in the action unless it has 
been disclosed to the Attorney-General.

This is an appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of the 
Superior Court, Charbouneau, J., rendered on December 5, 1910, 
dismissing its action to have the letters patent of the company 
defendant annulled.

The appeal was dismissed.
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A. C. Casgrain, for appellant.
J. L. Perron, K.C., and A. W, P. Buchanan, K.C., for re

spondent.

The opinion of the Court was delivered by
Archambeault, C.J. (translated):—This is an action in an

nulment of letters patent to cancel the sale of four lots of land 
situated in the des Piles concession, in the parish of Ste. Flore.

The reasons invoked by the plaintiff appellant in support of 
its demand are: first, that the sale is illegal ; second, that the 
letters patent were obtained on the strength of fraudulent rep
resentations.

The company appellant has possessed since 1852 by itself and 
its predecessors in title diverse timber limits in the district of 
Three Hivers. In 1890 four lots of land were detached from 
these limits and conceded for colonization purposes. They are 
lots 42, 43, 44 and 45, and are the lots in issue in this case. L>ts 
42 and 43 were conceded to Severe Hamel : lots 44 and 45 to 
Arthur Oenest. Later, in 1893, Hamel and Uenest sold these 
four lots to one Sylvestre, who, in turn, transferred them in 1903 
to the company respondent.

In 1906 the appellant company asked the district forest war
den, named Trépanier, to inspect the work done thereon and also 
on other lots detached from their timber concessions; and on 
August 18th the forest warden reported that he had made such 
inspection and had found no improvements of a homestead na
ture on such lots, and he added that these lots must have been 
acquired for timber purposes rather than agricultural lands, as 
they were not adapted to cultivation.

On the same day, August 18. 1906, the company appellant 
applied to the department for the revocation of the sale of these 
lots in order to have them returned to their own limits. On Sep
tember 15th notice was given according to law that thirty days 
after the giving of such notice the sale of the lots would l>c re
voked. On the other hand, the respondent company did not 
remain inactive during this period. On September 8th the local 
land and forest agent, one Lord, wrote to the minister that, at 
the request of the manager of the company respondent, he had 
visited the place in question on September 3rd and had found 
this land unsuitable for cultivation ; that there was but little com
mercial timber thereon, the predominant wood being hard wood. 
Lord’s letter added that the respondent company desired to ob
tain these lots as timl>er limits for the purposes of its industry, 
that the company employed three hundred men, and that sev
enty-five per cent, of its disbursements went into the pockets of 
the neighlKMiring population. At the end of this letter is to be 
found a note of the Quebec superintendent for the sale of Crown 
lands, Mr. Lavoie, stating that the petition of the company re
spondent could be granted if it obtained the consent in writing of
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the company appellant. On September 17th the deputy minister 
of Crown lands wrote Mr. Lord a letter to the same effect as the 
note of Mr. Lavoie.

On September 28th the general manager of the company re
spondent, Mr. Geo. E. Drummond, wrote to the Prime Minister, 
asking him to interest himself personally in this matter. In this 
letter he represented that his company had acquired those lots in 
good faith in 1903 for the purposes of its industry, that the com
pany appellant was seeking to take these lots away, that these 
lots were unsuited to cultivation and should he conceded as tim
ber land. The letter adds that the company has been advised to 
obtain the consent of the proprietors of the limits, but that this 
is impossible, inasmuch as these proprietors are precisely the 
other company which wanted to get the lots. Another note of 
Mr. Lavoie is to be found at the end of this letter, stating that, 
owing to the dispositions of the new law, it was impossible to 
recommend the sale of these1 lots as timber land because they were 
unsuited to cultivation. Nevertheless, adds the note, in order 
not to prejudice acquired rights, the proceedings in cancellation 
of sale might be suspended and the question referred to the law 
officials to see whether in the circumstances it might not lie pos
sible to accede to Mr. Drummond’s demand by order-in-council.

On October 7th the company respondent sent a petition in 
proper form to the Minister of Crown Lands, requesting for the 
issue, in its favour, of letters patent for the four lots in question. 
At the bottom of this petition the minister wrote the following 
note authorizing the sale:—

Vente autorisée pour fins industrielles.
Prix fixé pur M. Lu voie.

A. T.
Vnder this note the sale price was fixed by Lavoie in the fol

lowing terms:—
Recommandé que le prix des lots soit fixé à #2.00 l’acre, l’argent déjà 

payé devant être déduit du montant à payer.

This price of $2 was subsequently changed to .$1.50 by the 
minister himself on certain representations made by the com
pany. Finally on July 6th, 1907, these lots were sold to the 
company respondent for the aforementioned price of $1.50 per 
acre. The deed of sale has the following mention :—

“This deed of sale is made in accordance with the official 
order, Letter*3039-06, dated May 2nd, 1907.’’ This official order 
is a letter from the deputy minister to the lands agent at Three 
Rivers, informing him that the minister had fixed the price to 
be paid by the company respondent for these farm lots at $1.50 
per acre; and telling him to inform Messrs. Caron and Bourgeois, 
advocates, of Three Rivers, of the amount to be paid for the 
obtention of letters patent. This is the deed of sale which the
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company appellant seeks to have annulled by reason of illegality 
and fraudulent representations.

The causes of illegality invoked by the appellant are: 1) 
that the sale was made by the deputy minister on the ipse dixit 
ot the minister, and on the conditions and for the price fixed by 
the latter, whereas it .should have been made by the Lieutenani- 
(iovernor-in-Couneil under the conditions and for the prices fixed 
by such order-in-council; (2) that the minister had no right to 
sell for industrial purposes lots which virtually formed part of 
the s timber limits. The first ground seems to have
been raised for the first time before this Court. The trial Judge 
does not mention it in his judgment and there is nothing to shew 
that it was spoken of in the Court below. In any event this 
ground is certainly not invoked in the appellant's declaration.

I'ntil 1908 a demand in annulment of letters patent could 
only be brought by tile Attorney-General or some other officer 
duly authorized to this purpose: art. 1008 C.P. In 1908 the 
statute 8 Edw. VII. eh. 78, amended the law so as to allow any 
interested person to bring suit in his own name; but. in such 
case, the writ can only issue under the written authorization of 
the Attorney-!Iencrai. Naturally the required authorization is 
only granted with full knowledge «if facts. The petition must 
indicate to the Attorney-General the reasons on which lie bases 
his demand in annulment of letters patent. It necessarily fol
lows that the demand cannot be made for other reasons than-those 
mentioned to the Attorney-General. And so the statute requires 
that the authorization should be annexed to the fiat or praccipi. 
Besides, this is the way in which the appellant understood tin- 
law and its proceedings were made in accord therewith. In its 
petition to the Attorney-General to In* authorized to bring tin- 
present action the appellant said :—

Your petitioner hns a good right of action against the Canada Iron 
Furnace Company, Limited, for the reasons stated in the annexed «iecla- 
ration ami in the affidavit fyled in support thereof.
The Attorney-General granted the authorization prayed for to 

have the letters patent issued on July 6th. 1907. annulled “con
formément aux conclusions de la dite déclaration, et pour les 
cause» et raisons y énoncées.” Now, as I have already stated, 
the declaration in no way alleges that the sale should be made 
by the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council and not by tin- deputy 
minister. This ground must, therefore, be set aside.

The second ground of illegality raised by the appellant is 
that the Government or the Minister of Lands and Forests had 
no right to sell for industrial purposes lots which virtually 
formed part of its timber limits. This ground is also ill founded.

It presupposes that these lots formed part of the appellant's 
timber limits. As a matter of fact, these lots had been detached 
from these limits in 1890, and never returned therein. The
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Minister can revoke sales or leases of land in the ease of fraud 
or abuse or in the event of non-performance of the conditions of 
sale or of lease. Art. 1574 gives him this power, but does not 
compel him to exercise it. lie “may” cancel, says the article, 
and in such ease the land reverts to the department, which may 
dispose thereof as if such sale or lease had never been made.

The appellant invokes art. 1633, which declares that where 
a sale of lots is cancelled, these lots are to be restored to the 
licensee holding the license to cut timber. This article cannot 
have any application in the present case, because, as a matter 
of fact, the revoeation of the location tickets granted in 1890 
never happened. The appellant is, therefore, without interest 
in demanding the annulment of the letters patent of 1907, for 
were such annulment to In* granted, the lots would not be com
prised in its timber limits, but would revert to the Crown by 
virtue of the location tickets of 1890. The appellant has, there
fore. no interest, within the meaning of 8 Edw. VII. eh. 78, in 
demanding the annulment of the 1907 letters patent.

I have now only to examine the question of the fraudulent 
representations. There is certainly no proof of record that false 
representations were made. The contrary is established. . . . 
All the facts were laid before the department, which acted with 
full knowledge when it decided to sell these lots to the ra 
as timber lands. The appellant contends that the land agent de
ceived the department by reporting that this ground Imre but 
little commercial timber. Surely this cannot be claimed to be a 
fraudulent representation on the part of the respondent. The 
Government agent's error cannot constitute a fraudulent repre
sentation on the part of the company.

Besides, as stated by Mr. Justice Charbonneau in his judg
ment. the letters patent in question were not issued solely because 
there was little commercial timber on the lots in question, but 
also because these lots were not suited to cultivation, because they 
were useful for the purposes of the respondent’s industry, and 
Imcause the respondent had Imught and used them for years 
for the purposes of this industry.

For all these reasons the judgment of the Court below is con
tinued.

Appeal dismissed.

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA v. CITY OF SYDNEY.

Nova Scotia Supreme Court, Meapher, Bussell, and Bitchie, JJ.
February 5, 1913.

J. Militia ($ I—3)—Strike—Calling militia to quell—Statutory lia
BILITY OK MUNICIPALITY, REQUIREMENT AS TO COMPLIANCE.

Where a liability imposed upon a municipality is purely statutory 
a substantial compliance with the requirement of the statute which 
alone creates the liability is essential to the existence of the lia
bility.

83
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2. MILITIA ($1—1)—OFFICERS OK—“SENIOR OKK1CEK PRESENT AT ANY
LOCALITY," MEANING OK.

The olHcer in command of a military district, who pursuant to a re
quisition addressed to him for that purpose, calls out the militia in aid 
of the civil authorities in connection with matters arising from a labour 
strike, is not the ‘‘senior officer of the active militia present at any 
locality" as designated by R.8.C. 1886, eh. 41, sec. 114. so as to make 
the municipality where the force has served liable for the pay of the 
members ; the term “senior officer of the active militia present at any 
locality" is to be construed as meaning the senior officer at or nearest 
the place where the riot has occurred or is anticipated, and not the 
senior officer of the district.

|The Militia Act, K.N.C. 1886, eh. 41, see. 114. referred to; see also 
R.S.C. 1906, eh. 41, sec. 80.]

3. Statutes ($11 A—96)—Construction of—Reference to subsequent
act—Legislative intent.

A subsequent statute dealing with the same subject matter may be 
looked at and referred to in aid of the construction of the former Act.

( drill v. General Iron Screw Colliery Co., L.R. 1 C.P. 600 ; Her v. 
LojtUile, 1 Burr. 445, specially referred to.]

Appeal by the defendant from judgment of Graham, E.J., 
in favour of the plaintiff in an action brought against the de
fendant for the sum of $5,309.09, money advanced out of the 
consolidated fund of Canada by the plaintiff under the statutes 
relating to the militia and defence of Canada, being pay for 
subsistence, etc., incurred by reason of the calling out of the 
active militia in connection with a strike in the city of Sydney 
during the months of August. Keptemlier, October and November, 
1904, and the months of January and February, 1905. The de
fence admitted the calling out of the militia by Lieutenant-Colonel 
Irving on the requisitions referred to. and that Lieutenant-Col
onel Irving was at the time district officer in command of military 
district No. 9, of which the county of (’ape Breton and the city 
of Sydney were a part, but relied among other things upon 
irregularities in connection with the requisitions.

The appeal was allowed.
F. Mc/hmald, K.C., for appellant. 
li. F. Macilrcith, K.C., for respondent.
Ritchie, J. ;—This is an action brought by the Attorney-Gen

eral of Canada to recover from the city of Sydney $5,309.09 in 
connection with the calling out of the militia in consequence of 
a strike in the defendant city in 1904 and 1905. The action was 
tried before Mr. Justice Graham without a jury, and judgment 
was given in favour of the Crown for $5,289.00 with costs. An 
appeal was taken which came on for hearing at the March term, 
1911. On the hearing, counsel for the defendant city attacked 
the requisitions calling out the militia, chiefly on the ground 
that they were not addressed to the proper authority designated 
by the statute. This point was not pleaded and was not taken 
at the trial, and therefore was not at all considered by Mr. Justice 
Graham, whose judgment was based upon other grounds. Coun-
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sol for the Crown objected to the point being raised on the appeal 
mid an order passed granting the necessary amendment of the 
defence, and giving either party leave to adduce further evidence. 
The appeal now comes hack for rehearing without any further 
evidence having been taken. The statute in force when the militia 
were called out in connection with this strike is eh. 41 of the 
Revised Statutes of Canada, 188fi.

Sec. 34 provides (among other things) as follows : —
The active militia or any corps thereof shall he liable to he called 

out l’or active service with their arms and ammunition, in aid of the 
civil power in any case in which a riot, disturbance of the peace, or 
other emergency requiring such service occurs, or is. in the opinion of 
the civil authorities hereinafter mentioned, anticipated as likely to 
occur, and in either case to he lievond the powers of the civil authori
ties to suppress or to prevent, or deal with, whether such riot, disturb
ance or other emergency occurs or is so anticipated within or without 
the municipality in which such corps is raised or organized. The senior 
ofiicer of the active militia present at any locality shall call out the 
same or such portion thereof as he considers necessary for the purpose 
of preventing or suppressing any such actual or anticipated riot or 
disturbance, or for the purpose of meeting and dealing with any such 
emergency as aforesaid, when thereunto required in writing by the 
chairman or custos of the quarter sessions of the peace, or by any three 
justices of the peace, of whom the warden, mayor or other head of 
the municipality or county in which such riot or disturbance or other 
emergency occurs or is anticipated as aforesaid may lie one; and he 
shall obey such instructions as are lawfully given to him by any jus
tice of the peace in regard to the suppression of any such actual riot 
or disturbance, or in regard to the anticipation of such riot, disturb
ance or other emergency, or to the suppression of the same, or to the 
aid to be given to the civil power in case of any such riot, disturb
ance or other emergency.
The statute further provides that :—

When the active militia or any corps thereof is so called out in aid 
of the civil power, the municipality in which their sen ices are required 
shall pay them when so employed, etc.
And it is further provided :—

Such pay and allowances of the force called out, together with the 
reasonable cost of transport, may, pending payment by the municipality, 
be advanced in the first instance out of the consolidated revenue fund 
of Canada by authority of the Governor-in-council, but such advance 
shall not interfere with the liability of the municipality.
'l'lie money has been so advanced and this action is brought to 

recover it. The whole proceeding is statutory and the basis of 
the proceedings is the requisition. The militia are to be called 
out :—

When thereunto requested in writing by the chairman, custos of the 
quarter sessions of the pence or by any three justices of the peace, etc. 
In this ease there were three requisitions: the first addressed 

to Major Crowe, commanding the 17th Field Battery at Sydney ;
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the second addressed to Col. Irving at Halifax; and the third 
addressed to Col. McKae at Baddeek. The expenses incident to 
the calling out of the militia by Major Crowe have been settled, 
and it is in regard to the expenses incident to the calling out of 
the militia by Col. Irving and C l. McRae that this action is 
brought.

The point is taken for the defendants that neither Col. Irving 
or Col. McRae come within the words of the statute, “The senior 
officer of the active militia present at any locality.” The Prov
ince of Nova Scotia is by the statute created one of the military 
districts of Canada. In tin* same statute we have the words 
“present at any locality.” Counsel for the Crown contends that 
“locality” means “military district.” I cannot come to this con
clusion. I think the words in the statute, “the senior officer of 
the active militia present at any locality,” mean the senior officer 
at or nearest the place where the riot has occurred or is antici
pated. This construction, 1 think, gives to the words (in the 
connection in which they are used) their ordinary and natural 
meaning. For some reason, probably because the man on the spot 
is better able than one in a different locality to exercise the dis
cretion which the statute gives him to call out such portion of 
the militia as he considers necessary for the preventing or sup
pression of a riot, I think Parliament had in view the local man 
when using the words, “tin* senior officer present at any locality.” 
The word “district” is used in secs. lt> and 41. I think that if 
the word “locality” had been used in those sections it would have 
been very unsuitable. I do not think the words mean the same 
thing at all. “District” means the Province. “Locality” means 
the place where the tiling is happening. If I accept the conten
tion of the counsel for the Crown. I must come to the conclusion 
that two distinct words are used in the same statute meaning the 
same thing. But this would lie to impute very had drafting. A 
properly drawn statute or document always calls the same thing 
by the same name, and this is necessary where precision is re- 
quired. To give the same thing two names is to create entirely 
unnecessary confusion, and I see no reason for assuming that 
this has been done in the statute under consideration.

“It is a sound rule of construction.” said Cleasby, B., in 
Courtauld v. Lcgh, L.R. 4 Ex. 12b, 130, “to give the same mean
ing to the same words occurring in different parts of an Act of 
Parliament.”

This, I think, is a safe general rule, not an inflexible one, 
because sufficient reason might be assigned for construing a word 
in one part of an Act in a different sense from that which it bears 
in another part. But I see no such reason here. Sec. 78 is, 1 
think, opposed to the contention made on behalf of the Crown. 
It is as follows:—

The officer commanding any military district or division, or the
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officer commanding any corps of active militia, may upon any sudden 
emergency of invasion or inaurrection or imminent danger, either call 
out the whole or any part of the militia within his command, etc.
To my mind it is obvious that the officer commanding any 

military district referred to in sec. 78 is not the same man as the 
“senior officer of the active militia present at any locality.” The 
present Militia Act, which is eh. 41 of the Revised ^...«tutes of 
Canada, 1906, is of assistance in construing the earlier Act upon 
which this action is brought. I refer to see. 81 of the present 
Act, where it is provided:—

The district officer commanding in any locality, if he is present in 
the locality ami aide to act, or, if he is not so present, or from sickness 
or other cause is unalde to act, the senior militia officer of the active 
militia in any locality, not from sickness or other cause unalde to act, 
shall collect the active militia or such portion thereof as he considers 
necessary, etc.
The district officer is commanding throughout the whole dis

trict. He is therefore commanding in every locality, if he is pres
ent in the locality, as, for instance, if the riot occurred in Halifax, 
where he resides, he is the man to call out the militia. If not so 
present, then it is the senior officer of the active militia in any 
locality who calls out the militia, shewing conclusively that when 
the words “senior officer of the active militia in any locality” 
are used, the district officer is not referred to. They are different 
men. One is to act under one set of circumstances; the other 
under different circumstances. It is a well-known rule of con
struction that a subsequent Act dealing with the same subject 
matter as the former Act may properly be referred to as an aid 
in determining the meaning of the former Act. In this connec
tion 1 refer to Grill v. General Iron Screw Colliery Co., L.R. 1 
C.P. 6(H). Lord Mansfield in Hex v. Loxdale, 1 Burr. 445, 447,

Where there are different statutes in pari materia, though made at 
different times, or even expired and not referring to each other, they 
shall lie taken ami construed together as one system, and as explanatory 
of each other. So in the laws concerning church leases and those con
cerning bankrupts. And so also I consider all the statutes providing 
for the poor as one system relative to that subject.
In my opinion neither Col. Irving or Col. McRae were the 

officers designated by the statute to call out the militia, because 
neither of them was the senior officer of the active militia present 
in the locality within the meaning of the statute. The munici
pality has received the benefit of the calling out of the militia; 
the required aid has been given. I think the requisitions should 
receive a fair, reasonable construction, and I would not permit 
the claim of the Crown to be defeated by any narrow construc
tion or mere technical informality. But the liability of the muni
cipality is purely statutory, and a substantial compliance with 
the requirements of the statute, which alone creates the liability,
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is essential to the existence of the liability. The statute desig
nates the officer who is to call out the militia (no other person 
has any jurisdiction or authority to do so), and provides that 
the municipality shall pay when tin* militia or any corps thereof 
“is so called out in aid of the civil power.”

Giving the statute as favourable a construction for the Crown 
as I reasonably can, and with a disposition to make the muni
cipality pay for the aid received, I cannot come to the conclusion 
that the militia was “so called out in aid of the civil power.” 
because, as I have said, neither Col. Irving or Col. McRae had. 
in my opinion, any authority or jurisdiction in the premises. 
This objection, I think, goes to the root of the matter. The cor
ner-stone of this statutory liability is that the requisition shall 
be addressed to and the militia called out by the man who by 
virtue of the statute is clothed with the authority and juris
diction to act. Holding this view, it is not necessary to con
sider the questions raised before Mr. Justice Graham or the other 
questions raised at the argument. I would allow the appeal and 
hear counsel in respect to costs when the order is moved for.

Meaoiier, J. :—I agree with some fairly strong doubts. The 
question is a difficult one.

Russell, J., concurred.
Appeal allowed.

COOPER v. ANDERSON.

Manitoba King> Itench. Trial before Macdonald, J. February 5. 1013.

1. Evidence (6 XII A—021a)—Weioiit and effect—Stale demands.
The fact that the claim made is old and stale forms an additional 

reason why incomplete and unsatisfactory parol evidence in its sup
port should not be credited.

Triai, of action for a money demand.
W. M. Crichton, and E. A. Cohen, for plaintiff.
7. Pitblado, and P. J. Montague, for Anderson.
C. 8. Tupper, for Trusts & Guarantee Co.
M. J. Finkelstein, for Trusts Investment Co.
Macdonald, J. :—In the year 1901 the plaintiff and defen

dant Anderson formed a partnership in certain special business 
transactions, the plaintiff to advance the moneys necessary for 
the expenses, and such advances to he deducted from the profits 
made and then the profits equally divided. Afterwards they 
entered into a general partnership until 1903, when W. A. 
Anderson, a brother of the defendant Anderson, came into the 
firm, and a new partnership formed, and this partnership con-
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MAN. tinuvd until December 31, 1006, under the firm name of Hunter,
K. n. 
1913

Cooper & Co., in Winnipeg, and Anderson, Cooper & Ander
son. in the United States of America.

Coo roi For some time prior to December, 1002, the defendant An
derson was a tenant of one Joseph Fisher, of the property on

Anderson. Edmonton street, in the statement of claim described, with an
Mardonald. J. option of purchase at $8,200, and being unable, by reason of 

financial troubles, to comply with the terms of the lease by 
which such option could be exercised, be approached bis then 
warm personal friend, the plaintiff, to lend him a helping hand, 
resulting in the latter securing title to the land, paying oil* the 
purchase price by mortgaging the property, which fell short, 
however, by $635, for which latter amount the plaintiff gave 
his personal notes to the vendor, Fisher. The plaintiff was not 
called upon to advance any moneys other than the moneys sec
ured on mortgages on the property.

This $635 the plaintiff claims as part of the defendant An
derson's indebtedness to him, but I find that these notes were 
paid by the firm of Hunter, Cooper & Co., and not by the plain- 
titV.

There is no denial of the fact that the plaintiff took over 
the property to assist bis friend, and not as beneficial owner, but 
he now claims that the property was to be held by him, not only 
in trust for the defendant Anderson, but also as security for 
any indebtedness of Anderson to him and for any future ad
vances which might be made.

At the time of the taking over of tin* property from Fisher,
I am satisfied that there was nothing in the minds of the parties 
in connection with the matter other than securing the property 
for the defendant Anderson and preserving it as a home for bis 
parents. There certainly was not any thought of any indebted
ness from Anderson to the plaintiff for which the property was 
to stand as security, unless it might be for any liability incurred 
in connection with the property. In 1902 the plaintiff says, 
“Lac du Bonnet deal fell through but we took up other deals 
and things looked rosy.” In 1903, they opened up offices in 
New York and London. They had three large matters on hand, 
and the plaintiff says, “Things looked well for our partner
ship.” Their banking facilities were evidently very easy and 
all partners drew heavily from that source.

On 1904 the plaintiff made arrangements to go to London 
to give his attention to the business of the firm there, and before 
going, the defendant Anderson suggested his executing a trust 
agreement pursuant to the arrangement under which he secured 
the title to the property in question, and an agreement and 
declaration of trust (ex. 74) was made and executed by the 
plaintiff. It was suggested by the defendant Anderson that the
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plaintiff should go to Mr. Creighton, whom he had previously MAN. 
seen and presumably to whom he gave instructions to have the jç r
papers drawn. The plaintiff went to Mr. Creighton and certain 1013
changes were made, to which this defendant asserts he never ——
assented and did not know of them; the portion objected to by 
the defendant being the words, “and subject also to the ad* Andbbhos. 
just ment of certain accounts between the party of the first part Me(XloneM , 
and John Herbert Anderson, the son of the party of the second 
part.” These words being now attempted by the plaintiff' to be 
interpreted to mean that the lands were held by him as security 
for any indebtedness that might be at any time owing by the 
defendant Anderson to him.

This agreement and declaration of trust was de|K>sited by 
the plaintiff with Mr. Creighton, as the latter says, in escrow, 
pending final adjustnients of accounts between the plaintiff' and 
this defendant, this also without the knowledge of this defen
dant, and it seems to me a curious circumstance that the declara
tion of trust, the very object of which was to make clear the 
position of the parties, should In* so vague on the subject-matter 
of which the plaintiff now seeks advantage.

I could understand the property being held by the plain
tiff as security for any then present indebtedness and to re
imburse him for any moneys paid out by him in connection with 
the property. He had given his notes, and if he had to pay 
them it would be reasonable that lie should be entitled to look 
to the property ns well as to the defendant for reimbursement, 
but I cannot understand it as intended to be held as a security 
for any other indebtedness that might be in the future in
curred, as such a condition was not in the contemplation of the 
parties under the anticipated success of their business ventures.

At the time the plaintiff was about to leave for Kngland he 
executed a power of attorney in favour of this defendant which, 
on April 28, 1905, was followed by executing a further and 
more enabling general power of attorney in favour of the de
fendant and under this latter power of attorney the defendant 
disposed of the lands in question to the defendant Wickson.
The latter in turn disposed of the property by transfer to the 
defendants, the Trusts and Guarantee Company, Limited. This 
company took the property over from Wickson, advancing the 
moneys necessary, and this was done at the request of the de
fendant Anderson. The property was to Ik* the company’s sec
urity and subject to such security they were to hold the pro
perty in trust for the parents of the defendant Anderson.

This company did not. and does not, claim to be the owners 
of the land other than as above stated. They took the property 
over without any knowledge of the conditions set forth by the 
plaintiff, and they acted innocently and with the object of as
sisting Anderson in protecting the property for him.

Ill—U D.L.R.
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expectations leading the company to feel secure that the moneys 
so advanced by them would be repaid within a very short time, 
but the expectations did not materialize and not for over a year

Andkrson.

did this company realize their money, and that was done by way 
of a sale of the property made by the defendant Anderson to the 
defendants the Trusts Investment Company for the sum of

Macdonald, J. $55,000. This transaction was a bom fide one and this com
pany cannot be charged with any knowledge of conditions set 
forth by the plaintiff.

In June, 1911, the Trusts and Guarantee Company executed 
a transfer of the lands in question to the defendant Orpen. as 
security for an advance of twenty-five thousand dollars. After 
the commencement of this action this defendant transferred the 
property back to the defendants the Trusts and Guarantee Com
pany, and notified the plaintiff that he had done so. There was, 
therefore, no possible object in further pursuing this defendant.

The object of making the defendants, the Trusts and Guar
antee Company, Limited, Annie Anderson, Agnes Anderson, 
the Trust Investment Company. Limited, and A. Orpen, defen
dants, can only be for the purpose of following the property 
and reinstating it, and the parties in their original position. 
This, however, by reason of the various changes and disposition 
of the property, is impossible.

The defendant Anderson, having secured a release by the 
cestui que trust of their interests under the declaration of trust 
with the Trusts and Guarantee Company, caused an agreement 
(ex. 150) to be entered into, under the terms of which the de
fendants the Trusts and Guarantee Company were to hold cer
tain of the moneys received by them from the sale of the pro
perty referred to, and to invest the same as the defendant An
derson might direct, and it was further agreed that a portion 
of the said moneys not exceeding $7,000 should be invested in 
acquiring a lot and building a house thereon in the city of Win
nipeg for the use and benefit of the mother and sister of the de
fendant Anderson, and that such property should be held by 
the said company in trust as in said agreement recited.

In pursuance of such agreement, a lot was purchased and R 
dwelling erected thereon, and in the event of the plaintiff being 
entitled to a judgment, this property and the funds in the hands 
of the defendants the Trusts and Guarantee Company should 
be bound by it, providing it could be held that the property 
originally transferred to the plaintiff was transferred as a 
security as claimed by him.

During the absence of the plaintiff in England, conducting 
a losing business, greater disaster followed the business ventures 
at all points conducted by the defendant Anderson and his
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brother, resulting in the firm of Hunter, Cooper & Co. being 
hopelessly insolvent, and on the return of the plaintiff to Winni
peg in 1908, he found that the defendant Anderson lmd de
camped, having first disposed of the property in question, as 
already stated. The partnership between the plaintiff and the 
Andersons had ceased in 1906, and the defendant Anderson 
communicated with the plaintiff in London, stating that the 
situation was an impossible one, and that after the end of that 
year no new business would be undertaken.

Some time after the return of the plaintiff he got in com
munication with the defendant Anderson, and by arrangement, 
met in St. Paul, where a settlement of their partnership deal
ings was discussed, and finally carried to a conclusion in Winni
peg on August 22, 1908, by agreement (ex. 98). At that time 
the plaintiff had knowledge of the transfer of the property in 
question to the defendant Wickson under the power of attorney. 
He seeks to avoid this settlement by reason of the fraud and 
conspiracy set out in his statement of claim; but, to my mind, 
suspicious as the transactions between the defendants Ander
son and Wickson may appear, he has failed in bringing such 
fraud and conspiracy satisfactorily home to the defendant 
Wickson.

The plaintiff charges that the defendant Anderson, during 
the years 1901 and 1902, became largely indebted to him. Now 
this indebtedness must be the basis of the claim he asserts to 
the lands in question. After his return from England, with 
such books, vouchers and cheques as he could resurrect after 
years of burial, he makes out a statement (ex. 62), shewing the 
defendant Anderson’s indebtedness to him to be $2,694.08. The 
evidence of this indebtedness is far from complete and satisfac
tory; the claim is old and stale, and if it ever was a reality, at 
this late date it would be difficult to prove; but, because it is 
so old and stale, is the greater reason why it should he proved 
beyond a question, and that has not, to my mind, been (lone.

The defendant also pleads the Statute of Limitations, and 
unless it can be held that the simple contract indebtedness be
came merged in the security of the property, this would be a 
complete answer.

Now, the contention of the plaintiff is that the property was 
to be his security, and that the declarations of trust, together 
with the inexplicable delivery in escrow, is evidence of that 
fact. The land is not made chargeable with any indebtedness; 
putting the best and most favourable construction upon these 
documents, they could only mean that the parties would adjust 
their accounts, and then make the land liable as security for the 
indebtedness arrived at, but that adjusting must, to my mind,
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lip gone into and a settlement made before the Statute of Limi
tations has run its course.

In my opinion, on all grounds, the plaintiff has failed, and 
the action must be dismissed as against all parties with costs.

Action (lismisst <i.

RAE v. PARR
Manitoba King’s Itcnch, George Patti non, K.C., lirfcrec. January <1. 1913.

Costs (§ I—14)—Security — Tnnporan/ residence within 
jurisdiction.]

Application by the defendant for an order requiring the 
plaintiff to give security for costs on the ground that lie was a 
non-resident of the province. The statement of claim gave his 
residence as Winnipeg, hut on his examination for discovery 
he stated that he came to the province before the action was 
commenced and that he was a temporary resident at the time 
of the accrual of the cause of action sued for, and intended to 
remain in the province until the conclusion of the action, hut that 
otherwise he was not a resident of the province.

The application was dismissed.
/'. J. Montague, for defendant.
li. It. (Srakam, for plaintiff.

Mr. Patterson, Referee:—I find no rule in the King's Bench 
Act providing for an order for security for costs in such a case 
as the present. Rule 978 applies only “where it appears by the 
statement of claim, notice, petition or other proceeding, etc., 
that the plaintiff resides out of Manitoba.” Rules 979, 980 
and 981 provide for other special cases in which security for 
costs may he ordered upon application based upon affidavits, but 
we do not appear to have any rule similar to rule 1198 of the 
Ontario rules, which provides, among other things, that security 
for costs may he ordered where the plaintiff is ordinarily resi
dent out of Ontario, though he may he then resident tempor
arily within Ontario, and before that rule was enacted in Ontario 
it would seem from the cases that security for costs would not 
have been ordered in a ease like the present: Wilder v. Hopkins, 
4 P.R. (Ont.) 350; Ridondo v. Chaptor, 4 Q.B.D. 453; Robert
son v. Cowan, 10 P.R. (Ont.) 5G8, and Dupont v. Crook, 80 L.T. 
Jour. 31.

I therefore feel constrained to dismiss the application with 
costs.

.1 pplication dismissed.
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McIntyre v. stockdale. ont.
Ontario High Court. Trial before Chile, ./. Deeember 17. 1912.

1. Specific performance (g II—42)—Damages in lieu ok—Enforcement
PREVENTED BY DEFENDANT’S WRONG.

A court possessing the former jurisdiction both of the common law 
courts and of the courts of equity may, in an action brought by the 
purchaser for specific performance, award in lieu thereof damages for 
non-performance in addition to the return of purchase money paid, 
where there had been a part jierformance by admitting the purchaser 
into posssession and the vendor was the owner aide to give title but 
re-sold to another in fraud of the plaint ill", notwithstanding that there 
was no contract in writing under the Statute of Frauds.

[Lavery V. Purnell, 39 Ch.l). .IDS. and He Xorthumberlaml l venue 
Hotel Co., 23 Oh. I). 16, distinguished; Elmore V. Pirric, 57 L.T. 333, 
applied.]

H.C. J. 
1912

Dec. 17.

Action for specific performance of an agreement for the sale statement 
of a house and lot in North Bay by the defendant to the plaintiff.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff for damages.
./. C. W. Bill, for the plaintiff.
R. McKay, K.C., and G. A. McGaughey, for the defendant.

Clute, J. :—This action was brought for specific perform- cime. j. 
ance for the sale of a house and lot in North Bay by the defen
dant to the plaintiff. There was no memorandum in writing, 
but 1 found as a fact that plaintiff went in possession under the 
agreement, and is still in occupation of the house and premises.

The purchase price was $2,800, $500 was paid down and 
monthly payments were made for sixteen months at the rate of 
$20 a month.

The deed and mortgage were prepared, but the plaintiff 
having attended several times and the solicitors not being in, he 
neglected afterwards to attend and sign the papers. They never 
were in fact executed. There was some question raised as to 
whether the title was in the defendant or not, hut the evidence 
clearly disposed of this point, and 1 found as a fact at the close of 
the evidence, that the defendant before he re-sold the property 
was in a position to convey to the plaintiff, and that he was the 
real owner at the time of the agreement for sale, although he had 
agreed to give a portion of the purchase money to his son as a 
gift, and the property stood in the son’s name for a time.

The defence relied upon the case of Lavcry v. Pur sell, 39 
Ch. I). 508, where it was held that the jurisdiction to give dam
ages in substitution for, or in addition to specific performance, 
has not been extended to cases where specific performance could 
not possibly have been directed, and accordingly the contract 
having from lapse of time become at the hearing incapable of 
specific performance, the equitable doctrine of part performance 
did not enable the plaintiff to obtain relief and damages. The
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only point reserved at the trial was whether this ease applied, 
and would preclude the plaintiff from recovering damages from 
the defendant for re-sale of the property at an advanced price, 
subsequent to the sale to the plaintiff.

A reference to the facts in the Lavery case shews that at the 
time the action was tried the time for specific performance had 
passed, and it was there held that as it would have been impos
sible to grant specific performance the plaintiff could not recover 
damages in lieu thereof.

In lie Northumberland Avenue Hotel Co., 33 Cli.D. 16, the 
case was affirmed by the Court of Appeal, but not upon the 
ground that damages could not be given in lieu of specific per
formance. That question does not seem to have been referred to, 
either in the argument, or in any of the judgments in the Court 
of Appeal. It is true that Chitty, J., as a second ground in his 
judgment states, that if there had been an agreement on which 
specific performance could have been originally decreed on the 
ground of part performance, there would not be any jur
isdiction to give damages after specific performance had 
become impossible, but this was not necessary for the decision 
of the case and is in no way confirmed by the Court of Appeal.

The argument upon which this view proceeds is, to my mind, 
wholly unsatisfactory, and at all events does not, I think, apply 
to the facts in the present case.

Here was a binding contract, made so by admitting the pur
chaser into possession of the property, where he resided for some 
sixteen months and made payments upon the principal of the 
purchase money and was so credited by the defendant in a book 
kept by himself. The transaction was repeatedly confirmed by 
these payments, and the defendant did not deny in the box that 
it was an absolute sale by him, and it was merely an accident 
that the plaintiff did not sign the documents which were pre
pared. lie subsequently found an opportunity to re-sell the 
property at an advance and actually offered to the plaintiff $100 
for Ills loss. I cannot understand upon what principle the man 
should be relieved from the effect of his contract, which is binding 
upon him, simply because by his own wrong he places himself 
in a position where he cannot carry it out. Since the Judicature 
Act there was a binding contract in law ns well as in equity. 
There is a breach of that contract by refusal to complete, and I 
am of opinion that the plaintiff is entitled to recover damages 
for the breach, as well as a return of the purchase money paid 
by him, with interest from the dates of payment.

The Lavery case was decided apparently having exclusive re
ference to Lord Cairns’ Act, which corresponds to our Judica
ture Aet, sec. 58, sub-see. 10, but the Judicature Act vested in 
the High Court all the jurisdiction which prior to the 22nd of
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August, 1881, was vested in the Common Law Courts and the 
Court of Chancery. While Chitty,.)., in the La very case incident
ally refers to the Judicature Act, he does not point out the effect 
of the added jurisdiction to the High Court to that possessed 
formerly hy the Court of Chancery. The effect of this enlarged 
jurisdiction is clearly set forth in the case of Ehnnrc v. l’lrric, 
57 L.T. 333. It was there held that under the Judicature Act 
of 1873, the Court had complete jurisdiction both in law and in 
equity, so that whether the Court could in a particular case, 
grant specific performance or not, it could give damages for 
breach of the agreement. This ease does not appear to have been 
referred to in the Lavery case, \ La very v. Pursell, 39 Ch.D. 
508] although decided the year before.

Kay, J., in the Elmore case points out that Lord Cairns’ Act 
somewhat enlarged the jurisdiction of the Chancery Court to 
grant specific performance of to give damages in lieu thereof to 
the extent pointed out by Lord Cairns himself in Ferguson v. 
Wilson, 15 L.T. (X.S.) 230, 2 Ch. 77.

Lord Cairns there said, L.R. 2 Ch., at 88:—
There were ninny eases where n court of equity would decline to 

grant specific performance, and yet the plaintiff might lie entitled to 
damages at law; and great complaints were constantly made by the 
public that when plaintiffs came into a court of equity for spmflc 
performance, the court of equity sent them to a court of law in order 
to recover damages, so that parties were bandied about, as it was 
said, from one court to the other. The object, therefore, of that Act 
of Parliament was to prevent parties being so sent from one court 
to the other, and accordingly the Act provides that the court may, 
either in addition to or in substitution for the relief which is prayed, 
grant that relief which would otherwise be projier to lie granted by 
another court. But that Act never was intended, as I conceive, to 
transfer the jurisdiction of a court of law to a court of equity.

And again at p. 91 :—
“In all eases in which the Court of Chancery has jurisdiction to 

entertain an application for the specific performance of any covenant, 
contract, or agreement." That, of course, means where there are. at 
least, at the time of bill filed, all those ingredients which would 
enable the court, if it thought fit. to exercise its power and decree 
specific performance, among other things, where there is the subject- 
matter whereon the decree of the Court can act : Soamrn v. Edge, 
John. 600.
Chitty, J., in giving judgment in the Lavery case, put the 

argument in this way :—
Part performance was an equitable doctrine, and. putting it shortly, 

where there was performance under the contract it took the case out 
of the statute, but it was an equitable doctrine applied by the courts 
of equity, and it was applied in those cases where the court would 
grant specific performance; for instance, the case of a sale of land. 
But if. before the Judicature Act. the court dismissed the bill because
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it was not a ease for specific performance, the court of law when asked 
to give damages, the contract not being within the fourth section, had 
no alternative but to refuse, and to give judgment for the defendant in 
the action.

He then proceeds:—
But since the various amendments which have taken place in the 

law with regard to equitable doctrine», it has never been decided, so 
far us I am aware, that the equitable doctrine of part performance 
can lie made use of for the purpose of obtaining damages on a con
tract at law. I considered the question carefully in Re Sorthumber• 
land Avenue Hotel Company, and that went to the Court of Appeal, 
33 Ch. D. 16. 18, 2 Times L.H. 210. There it was impossible to give 
specific performance because the subject-matter of the contract had 
come to an end. The Metropolitan Board of Works hud entered, and 
the claimant (it was in a winding up) could not claim specific per
formance. It was in that case argued strenuously on behalf of the 
claimant, that he was still entitled to obtain damages, and I held that 
he was not, although there had been part performance by entry, and 
my decision was, as I understand, affirmed by the Court of Appeal. 
The result is that I adhere to that, and I point out that in this case, 
when the writ was issued, it was impossible to give specific perform
ance. It was suggested that after Lord Cairns' Act, the Court of 
equity could give damages in lieu of specific performance. Yes, but 
it must be in a case where specific performance could have been 
given. It was a substitute for specific performance.

Kay, J., after referring to the cases, points out that the Judi
cature Act of 187;t gave the Court a power which it did not 
possess before, “that is to say, it gave the Court complete juris
diction both in law and equity; so that, whether the Court could 
in a particular case grant specific performance or not, it could 
give damages for breach of the agreement; a fortiori, if the con
tract was one as to which the Court had the right to exercise 
its jurisdiction to grant specific performance of it, the Court 
could grant damages for breach of it ; so that the Court had now 
a much larger power than it had under Lord Cairns’ Act, for 
under that Act the plaintiff had first to make out that he was 
entitled to an equitable remedy before he could get damages at 
all. Now, however, the plaintiff might come to the Oourt and 
say: ‘If you think I am not entitled to specific performance 
of the whole or any part of the agreement, then give me dam
ages.’ That was the jurisdiction of the Court when the Judica
ture Act was passed."

This is, in my opinion, the true effect of the changes in the 
law. It is not by virtue of sec. 58, sub-sec. 10, of the Judicature 
Act, that the jurisdiction covering the present case was deter
mined, but sec. 41, which gives to the High Court the jurisdic
tion possessed by the former Courts both of law and of equity. 
This is the view I expressed at the close of the plaintiff’s case, 
and it is confirmed by a further consideration of the effect of
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the changes of the law bearing upon the question. See also Fry 
on Specific Performance, 5th ed., 637, 644a.

I think there is a distinction where the plaintiff by his own 
act disentitles himself to specific performance, as in Hargreaves 
v. Case, 26 Ch.D. 356, and where, as here, the defendant commits 
the wrongful act which deprives the plaintiff of the rights 
arising under his contract.

The plaintiff is, therefore, entitled to a return of his purchase 
money and interest thereon from the date of payment, and also 
damages for the breach of contract.

As to the amount of damages, the evidence was not very clear 
or satisfactory; the plaintiff claiming too much, and the defen
dant, I think, conceding too little. 1 assess the damages at $2<)<i. 
with a right to either party to take a reference, at his peril as to 
costs, to either increase or reduce this amount before the Master 
at North Bay. The plaintiff is entitled to full costs of action.
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Judgment for plaintiff.

INTERNATIONAL HOME PURCHASING CONTRACT CO., Limited v ALTA. 
REGISTRAR OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES.

9.C.
Alberta Nupremc Court, flarvi'ii, C.J. Xoveniher 22. 1012. 1912

1, Corporations and companies (g VII B—370)—Foreign and exthx-pbo- yov .j»
VINCIAL COM VAN 1ER—LICENSE.

A mandamus will not lie grunted to compel the registrar of joint 
stock companies to register under the Foreign Companies Ordin
ance, Alta. Ord., 1911, ch. 63, a company having only a provincial in- 
corjKiration in another province, though it had as one of its ex
pressed objects of incorporation that of carrying on business through
out the entire Dominion, as the duty to register is not so clear that 
the court should exercise its discretion to grant a mandamus to 
compel him to do so. the object of incorporation so indicated being 
one for which a Dominion and not a provincial charter should hav- 
been obtained.

2. Constitutional law (§ I C.—141 )—Creation ok corporations—Extra
TERRITORIAL CORPORATE OBJECTS OR FUNCTIONS.

The British North America Act gives the provinces the right to 
incorporate companies with provincial objects only, qnd the c\e. 
of such objects is necessarily limited to the geographical boundaries 
of the province granting the privilege. (Dictum per Harvey C.J.).

I Hex v. Masse;/ Harris Co., 0 Terr. L.R. 126, approved; a referem-e 
by the Governor-in-Council is pending before the Supreme Court of 
Canada upon this point.!

This is an application for a mandamus to compel the régis- statement 
trar to register the company under the Foreign Companies Ord
inance.

The application was refused.
8. W. Field, for plaintiff.
L. F. Clarry, Deputy Attorney-General, for defendant.
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Harvey, C.J. :—The company is incorporated under the 
laws of the Province of British Columbia. The memorandum is 
subscribed by five members, each of whom subscribe for one 
share of the par value of ten dollars, the nominal capital be
ing *100,000.

The alphabet is employed one and one-half times in the 
enumeration of the objects for which the company is incorpor
ated. Objection is taken to many of the objects. The first ob
ject is:—

l«) To carry on in the Province of llritish Columbia, throughout 
the Dominion of Canada, and in any other country that may seem de
sirable. the business of a general loan and investment company, etc.
A foreign company within the meaning of the said Ordinance 

is one incorporated otherwise than by the laws of the Terri
tories (and now, of the Province), for the purpose of carrying 
on a business to which the legislative authority of the Legisla
ture extends. Such a company having gain for its object 
is prohibited from carrying on its business within the province 
unless registered. Section 3 provides that “any foreign com
pany may become registered on compliance with the provisions 
of the Ordinance.” By section 12 a foreign company when re* 
gistcred is given the rights and powers of companies incorpor
ated under the Companies Ordinance.

In Hex v. Massey Harris Co. (1905), ti Terr. L.R. 12(i, 1 W. 
L.R. 45, the Territorial Court en banc held that a company in
corporated under the Dominion Companies Act, for manufac
turing and selling agricultural implements throughout Canada, 
was a foreign company and required to be registered. But it 
was pointed out in that case that the Dominion alone could in
corporate a company to do business throughout Canada. That 
view appears to me to be incontrovertible. The British North 
America Act gives the provinces the right to incorporate com
panies with provincial objects. Whatever other limitations 
that may involve, it appears clear that it involves the limitations 
of the provincial boundaries. If the province could incorporate 
a company with power to carry on its business, outside the pro
vince, it could incorporate it for that purpose only and I can
not see how the business of mining in Mexico, for instance, could 
be said to be a provincial object, though the business of mining 
in Alberta would undoubtedly be so.

The first object of the company in question is, therefore, 
clearly objectionable. What effect that would have on its in
corporation, it is not necessary to consider. The registration 
would, under sec. 12, amount, in some respects, at best, to the 
same thing as incorporation.

It is not necessary to determine whether the registrar might 
properly register the company and whether such registration
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would give it the right to carry ou its business in Alberta. The 
question is whether the duty of the registrar to register it is so 
clear that the Court should exercise its discretion to grant a 
mandamus to compel him to do so. If the parties applied for 
incorporation with these objects the registrar might, in my 
opinion, quite properly refuse the certificate of incorporation. 
I am unable, therefore, to say that he was wrong in refusing to 
register the company with these objects it having only a pro
vincial incorporation. The application is, therefore, refused 
with costs.

ALTA.

8. C.
1912

Application refus< <1.

LEBLANC v. CITY OF FRASERVILLE.
Quebec Court of Ifcrinr, Vnlouin, Tuuriyny ami Dorian,

October 31, 1912.

1. Highways (8 IV A5—154 )- Liability ok municipal corporation fur 
INJURIES BY SNOW AND ICE ON SIDEWALKS.

Municipal corporation* arc bound to maintain their roads, streets 
ami sidewalks in a safe condition so us to allow peel. ‘rails to walk 
thereon without danger, and a city municipality which allows in winter 
time a dangerous piece of glare ice to remain without ashes or sand 
on it, or other protection or warning to pedestrians on a sloping street 
in a central locality, is liable in damages to a person who falls thereon 
and suffers injury.

QUE.

C.R
1912

Oct. 31

This was an appeal from the judgment of the Superior Court, Statement 
Cimon, J., rendered on April 29, 1912, condemning the defen
dant to pay $300 damages as the result of a fall on an icy side
walk.

The appeal was dismissed.
Potvin if* Lauglais, for plaintiff.
Lapointe if- Stein, for defendant.

The opinion of the Court was delivered by
Malouin, J. (translated) :—This is an action fur $400 dam- M*kwtai '■ 

ages resulting from a tort. The trial Judge awarded $300.
Hence the inscription in Review.

At the end of November, 1911, the plaintiff fell on the side
walk of Lafontaine street at Frascrville and injured seriously 
her leg and left hip. She alleges that the accident was due to 
the defective condition of the sidewalk at this spot; that at the 
time of the accident and for many days previous thereto it 
offered a sloping surface of glare ice; and that the defendant’s 
employees neglected to keep the sidewalk in good order and to 
place sand or ashes thereon to prevent accidents.

The defendant repudiates any fault or negligence and alleges 
that the accident is due to the plaintiff’s fault or, at all events, 
to a fortuitous event, owing to the inclemency of the weather.
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The question submitted to us is not free from difficulty, far 
from it. And what renders these cases even more difficult is 
that we have no definite rules of law to apply, we have to rely 
on the common law.

In Ontario there is 57 Viet. ch. 30, sec. 13, which enacts:—
No municipal corporation shall lie liable for accidents arising from

persons falling, owing to snow or ice upon the sidewalks, unless in
case of gross negligence by the corporation.
We have no such law in Quebec that I know of. Our judicial 

reports contain a large number of decisions on this matter, hut 
no very definite rule appears in any of them. Each case must 
be decided according to the circumstances and facts proven.

Article 1053 says that every person capable of discerning 
right from wrong Is responsible for the damages caused to 
another by his fault, either by bis own act or as a result of his 
imprudence, neglect or want of skill.

The question is, therefore, one of fact and appreciation. Has 
the plaintiff proven that the defendant was at fault?

The accident occurred quite close to the town hall. On the 
day of the accident a light snow was falling, but so light that the 
plaintiff, who was carrying an umbrella lists! it as a eane. The 
snow that fell during the day was not even sufficient to com
pletely hide the ice covering the sidewalk. The plaintiff was 
going towards the station and walking carefully along when she 
slipped, fell, ami suffered serious injuries.

At this spot the sidewalk slopes, and on the day of the acci
dent was covered with glare ice. It was evidently a dangerous 
spot, all the more so as the ice was slightly coated with snow.

The defendant does not deny there was ice. but states that 
it had caused sand to be placed thereon. The defendant, be it 
noted, does not plead that this spot was not dangerous, nor that 
it was not bound to put ashes or sand there, but it claims that 
it did so.

The evidence in support of this is not satisfactory. The evi
dence of the plaintiff is far more convincing and precise.

The trial Judge found that the plaintiff had proven negli
gence on the part of the defendant. 1 am not ready to state 
that he has not correctly appreciated the evidence.

The judgment is confirmed.

Appeal dismissed.
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Re GREEN. SASK.
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Brown, ,/., in Chambers. November 6, 1912. s. C.
1. Land titles (Tubmens system) (g IV—40)—Caveats — Land pub- 1 !> 1 ~

CHASE CONTBACT—•STIPULATION AGAINST THAN SEEK WITHOUT CON
SENT —l’BlOKITY BETWEEN ASSIGNEES.

An order continuing » caveat registered under the Land Title* Act 
against one lot of a tract of land will not Ik* made, where the appli
cant merely holds a sub-contract for the sale of that one lot and 
where it apjiears that the applicant's vendor purchased the entire 
tract under an agreement for the sale thereof from the registered 
owner, which agreement contained a provision prohibiting an as
signment of the agreement of sale unless such assignment should be 
for the entire interest of the original purchaser and should !*• ap
proved and countersigned by the original vendor, and the applicant 
claimed as to a part interest only and never received such approval 
from the original vendor, and the entire tract of land subsequently by 
intermediate assignment*, but More the tiling of the applicant's 
caveat, came without notice into the hands of one who did secure Un- 
approval of the registered owner to the sale to him and also his ap
proval to the various mesne assignment*; and this notwithstanding 
that such final purchaser of tin* entire block did not himself record 
a caveat until after the caveat, had been tiled by the applicant.

| Me hit lop v. Alexander, 1 D.L.R. 580, 45 Can. S.C'.lt. 551, 20 W.L.lt. 
850, referred to.]

An application for on order continuing a caveat.
The ion was dismissed.
A. R. Thigh y, for (ïreen.
F. L. Bastedo, for Slater and Blake.

Brown, J.:—This is an application on the part of one 
Thomas P. Green for an order continuing a caveat. The facts 
are briefly as follows :—

James A. Blake became the registered owner of lots 1 to 10 
inclusive, block 9, C.P.R. addition, Regina, on June 11, 1908, 
and the certificate of title therefor duly issued and still continues 
in his name. On July 21. 1911, Blake sold these lots to one 
Store under agreement for sale, and this agreement contained 
the. following provisions : “No assignment of this agreement shall 
be valid unless the same shall be for the entire interest of the 
purchaser and shall be approved and countersigned by the 
vendor.” On July 20, 1911, Store sold lot 10 to the applicant 
Green under an agreement of sale for $450, of which lie (Green) 
has paid $115. This agreement is still subsisting and valid as 
against Store. On July 29, 1911. Store sold all the lots, includ
ing lot 10, to one Richardson, and executed in his favour an 
assignment of all his (Store’s) interest in the lots in question. 
On August 14, 1911, Richardson sold the lots hi Frank W. 11. 
Davis and Harry Croft, and executed in their favour an assign
ment of all his interest in the lots in question. On August 21, 
1911, Davis an 1 Croft registered a caveat against the lots under 
their assignment. On February 15, 1912, Davis and Croft sold

58
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the lots to <i. li. Slater, assigning nil their interest in tile Inis to 
him. On the date of this sale to Slater, and Indore any money 
was paid under it. Slater, with Davis and Croft, attended upon 
one K. Jaekson. who acted for Make under power of attorney, 
and he (Jackson) on behalf of Itlake approved of the various 
assignments from Store to Richardson, from Richardson to Da
vis and Croft, and from Davis and Croft to Slater. Slater then 
on the same day made a search of the title in the land titles 
office and found that Itlake appeared as the registered owner 
and that the only instrument registered against the title was the 
caveat of Davis and Croft. Neither Slater nor Itlake was at 
that time aware of Green having any interest or claim to any 
of the lots in question. Slater then paid his purchase money and 
received the original agreement from Itlake to Store, and also 
the various assignments to which Jaekson had given his approval. 
On April 13, 1912, Green registered a caveat under his agree
ment against lot 10, and on June 4, 1912, Slater registered a 
caveat under his assignment against all the lots. The caveat 
which had previously been registered by Davis and Croft was 

to lapse some time after the registration of Slater's 
caveat. Roth Slater and Itlake appear by counsel and oppose 
this application. Itlake does so on the ground that lie has recog
nized and approved of the assignments under which Slater claims 
and is desirous of giving effect to such approval, and that in 
any event Green's claim is only as to one lot. Slater contends 
that under all the circumstances Green has no claim whatever 
to the pro|Hirty. and his (Slater's) claim must prevail.

In view of what has ls*en laid down in the recent ease of 
McKillop anti lltnjafitltl v. Alt lander, 1 D.L.R. 586, 45 Can. 
8.G.R. 551, 20 W.L.R., 850, a mere statement of the facts as 
above related shews clearly that tile -ant cannot succeed 
and that Slater's claim must prevail. The application will there
fore l>e ined with costs.

. 1 pplication tlism ixitt tl.

41
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Samuel E. DUNN and THE EASTERN TRUST COMPANY (defendants, 
appellants) v. Frederick R EATON et al. (plaintiff, respondent).

Suprrmr Court of Canada, Sir Chariot Fitzpatrirk. owl Darir*,
hlington, huff, Anglin, moi It rodai r, October ‘29. 1912.

1. Aim'kal (8 11 A—86) —Jviuhiihtion or Canada Svcheme Court —
EQUITY AND COMMON LAW IT. KADI NO—COMMON 1.AXV THIAL—REFER
ENCE—AllHENCB or FINAL JUDGMENT OR ORDER.

Although the plaint ill" sued fur equitable relief, by way "f rescis
sion of agreements, repayment of moneys paid on account, a re
ceiver, and an injunction, and in the alternative common laxv relief 
hv way of damages for deceit, if it appears that the cause of action 
which was really tried and for which relief was given was that of 
deceit as a common law action, in which the trial judge, although 
determining generally on tile ouest ion of fraudulent misrepresent a 
tion as between the parties, did not attempt to assess the damages, 
but referred these and other matters to a referee, and reserved to
the court tin- final judgment which should '»• given aftei tht referee 
had made his report, an appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada will 
In* dismissed for want of jurisdiction.

| Wenger v. I,amont, 41 Can. S.O.R. 003 ; (’mini Lift- In*. Co. v. 
Skinner, II Can. SC.It. 010: Clatk v. tioodall. 41 Can. S.CIt. 2*4. 
followed ; Eaton V. Dunn, à D.L.R. 604. 11 East. L.R. 52, considered oil 
appeal.)

Appeal by defendants from a decision of the Supreme Court 
of Nova Scotia : Eaton v. I hum, 5 D.L.R. 004. 11 Hast. 
L.R. 52, maintaining the judgment at the trial in fav
our of the plaint ill's in the principal action, and dismissing the 
defendants’ counterclaim.

The appeal in the principal action was and the ap
peal upon the counterclaim was dismissed.

The action claimed relief in equity and in law. The trial 
Judge held that the plaintiffs were not entitled to equitable 
relief and dealing with the case as an action in damages for de
ceit gave judgment for the plaintiffs with a reference for in
quiry as to the action and counterclaim and reserved further 
consideration of the cause. 11 is judgment was aflirmed by the 
full Court and the defendants took an appeal to the Supreme 
Court of Canada.

L. A. Currty, K.C., for the appellants.
T. S. Itoytrs, K.C., for the respondents.
Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, C.J.:—The statement of claim in 

this action sets out certain agreements for the sale of timber 
lands and asks as relief rescission of the agreements, re payment 
of moneys paid on account, a receiver and an injunction, and. 
in the alternative, damages for deceit. It is, therefore, framed 
both as an action in equity and an action at common law. The 
defence, besides denying the allegations as to misrepresentation, 
is united with a counterclaim in which the defendant asks for

CAN.
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damages for breaches of the agreement with respect to the time 
within which the lumber was to be cut, and for an injunction re
straining the plaintiffs from continuing their wrongful acts. 
The counterclaim contained the usual common law counts to 
recover the price of goods sold and delivered, for work and 
labour done and for the values of a steam saw-mill, engine and 
boiler.

At the trial Mr. Justice Meagher gave reasons for judgment 
in which he generally found in favour of the plaintiffs, but 
decided that it was not a case for rescission, but for damages, 
and the formal judgment of the Court ordered, declared and 
decreed that the agreements in question had been obtained 
through fraudulent misrepresentations. He refused the remedy 
of rescission, but declared that the plaintiffs were entitled to 
damages, the amount thereof being reserved pending the re
port of the referee, and referred to the referee a number of mat
ters referred to in the counterclaim above-mentioned, and dir
ected the referee to take an account of all moneys paid by the 
plaintiffs, an inquiry as to liens and incumbrances, an inquiry 
as to the quantity of timber standing upon the purchased pre
mises within the meaning of the first agreement, such other ac
counts as the referee might deem proper, and also finally re
served further consideration of the cause.

It would appear, therefore, that the action which was tried, 
and for which relief was given, was the action for deceit, and 
it was. therefore, a common law action in which the Judge, al
though determining generally on the question of fraudulent 
misrepresentation as between the parties did not attempt to 
assess the damages, but referred these and other matters to a 
referee and reserved to the Court the final judgment which 
should be given after the referee had made his report.

The case, therefore, would seem to be entirely on all fours 
with Wenger v. La mont, 41 Can. S.C.R. 603 ; Crown Life Ins. 
Co. v. Skinner, 44 Can. S.C.R. GIG, and Clark v. Goodall, 44 
Can. S.C.R. 284, and we arc without jurisdiction on this branch 
of the case.

We are also of opinion that the appellant failed completely 
to maintain his counterclaim and the appeal is dismissed as to 
that claim with costs, for the reasons given by the trial Judge.

Davies, Anglin, and Brodeur, JJ., concurred.

Idington, J. :—The individual respondents and the appel
lant Dunn entered into an agreement, dated May 10, 1909. Then 
the corporation, named the S. E. Dunn Company, was created, 
apparently for the purpose of executing the purposes which the 
individual respondents had in effecting the first agreement.
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On January 18, 1010, an agreement was entered into between 
Dunn and the said corporation based upon what the first ag
reement had in view. This action was launched by the indivi
dual respondents and said corporation seeking to rescind said 
first agreement on the ground that it bad been induced by fraud 
of Dunn, but, alternatively, asking for damages if rescission 
could not be had.

The appellant Dunn, by way of counterclaim, amongst other 
things asked for a declaration that the agreement of January 
18, 1910, was not his deed, was never delivered, and to have it 
set aside.

The learned trial Judge could not see his way to rescind the 
first agreement, but found there bad been fraud practised, and, 
with a view to giving relief in respect thereof, directed a refer
ence embracing numerous inquiries.

By the same judgment he dismissed that part of the coun
terclaim which sought to have the agreement of January, 18, 
1910, set aside.

An appeal was had by appellants herein to the full Court, 
and a cross-appeal was taken by the present individual respon
dents, and that Court dismissed these appeals.

Therefrom the appellant brought this appeal seeking to 
have said judgment of reference set aside and to have the judg
ment reversed so far as it dismissed the counterclaim as to the 
part of it seeking to set aside the agreement of January 18, 1910.

No objection was taken by respondents to the jurisdiction 
of this Court, but, upon its being observed in course of the ar
gument, that it was an appeal involving chiefly the judgment 
of reference, attention of counsel was called thereto. Nothing 
urged in support of the jurisdiction save as to one part of the 
counterclaim can maintain it.

The cases of the Union Hank of Halifax v. Dickie, 41 Can. 
S.C.R. 13; Crown Life Ins. Co. v. Skinner, 44 Can. 8.C.R. 616, 
and other cases rendered it hopeless to maintain that the judg
ment of reference was a final judgment within the meaning of 
the Supreme Court Act.

That part of the appeal should, therefore, be dismissed for 
want of jurisdiction with such costs as might have been given 
on a motion by the respondent at the proper time to quash the 
appeal.

That part of the judgment dismissing the part of the coun
terclaim impeaching the agreement of January 18, 1910, is, of 
course, final and properly appealable, but the evidence given on 
the trial of the issues raised thereby renders the appeal there
from apparently hopeless and it should be dismissed with such 
costs of and incidental to the appeal as would be properly tax-
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able had the appeal been confined to that part of the counter
claim alone.

Duff, J. :—The trial Judge held that the first of the two 
agreements was procured by means of representations which 
were false and which were fraudulent in the sense that they 
were made recklessly and without care whether they were true 
or untrue. This finding was affirmed by the full Court and it 
cannot he said that there is not evidence to support it. On 
this ground I should dismiss the appeal with costs. I express 
no opinion on the question of jurisdiction because it was not 
argued and I am by no means satisfied that the facts of the 
case bring it within the principles upon which this Court acted 
in 1 Venger v. Lamont, 41 Can. S.C.R. 603; Crown Lift Ins. Co. 
v. Skinner, 44 Can. S.C.R. 616. and Clark v. Good all, 44 Can. 
S.C.R. 284.

Principal appud quashed with costs; appi al 
upon the countirclaim dismiss! d with costs.

0NT “MY VALET.” LIMITED v. WINTERS.

H. C. J Ontario Iti;lh Court. Trial before Miiidb ton. J. November IS, 1912.
1912
------ 1. Trade name ($ 1—2)—What may be—“Valet”—Descriptive term.

Nov. 18. i Hu» who carries on the I Mini now of denning, pressing ami repairing
clothing cannot acquire any proprietary right to the use of the won I 
“valet” in connection therewith, since that word is merely descriptive 
of the kind of business that is carried on.

2. Trade name (4 I—0)—Peotection or—Unfair competition—Rival
HOLDING OUT—PURELY DESCRIPTIVE NAME.

Where a trader uses a word to desertin' his business, another may 
not use that word in such a way as to hold out his business to the 
public as iM'ing that of his rival, even though the word is one which, 
I>eing purely descriptive, cannot lie the subject of proprietary rights.

3. Injunction (MM—121)—Protection or trade name by injunction

The use of the words “My New Valet” constitute an attempt to 
pass off the business of the user as the business of one who has for 
many years used the words “My Valet,” and will lie rest rained by 
injunction at the instance of the latter.

| Hritath I'aruum Cleaner v. The New Vacuum Cleaner, 11907] 2 t'h. 
312, distinguished. |

Action to obtain an injunction restraining the defendant 
from carrying on business under the name, “My New Valet,” 
or any other similar name, or any name so closely resembling 
that of the plaintiffs, as to be likely to deceive, and for dam
ages.

The plaintiffs were awarded an injunction.
E. F. B. Johnston, K.C., and D. I. Grant, for the plaintiffs.
J. II. Cooke, for the defendant.
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Middleton, J. :—In the year 1800 William Fountain, a 
tailor, carrying on business in Toronto, conceived the idea that 
a business could he profitably conducted by an establishment 
which would undertake to look after the customers’ clothing, 
establishing a system of collecting, cleaning, pressing, and re
turning garments, and of making minor repairs; in short, of per
forming for each customer the services which would he ren
dered by a gentleman’s valet, save the personal attendance. 
This business was established, and was extensively advertised 
under the name of “My Valet,” coupled in many instances with 
the words “Fountain, the Cleaner.”

This business was very successful, and for a considerable 
time Fountain enjoyed what was practically a monopoly, llis 
success induced rivals to establish opposition businesses; and 
this they undoubtedly had a right to do. In the ease of some of 
these businesses the rivals have used the word “valet,” and this 
I also think they have a right to do, as the word is descriptive 
of the kind of business which is being carried on. I do not 
think that Fountain could acquire a proprietary interest in this 
word which would entitle him to monopolize it. As said by 
Cozens-Hardy. M.R., in /•'< Crosfii/</, |1910] 1 Cli. 118, at page 
141 : “Wealthy traders are habitually eager to enclose a part 
of the great common of the English language and to exclude the 
general public of the present day and of the future from access 
to the inclosure,”—a statement even more true of the successful 
trader than the wealthy trader.

While,this is so, it is equally well-established that a trader 
may not so use a word which another has attempted to appro
priate, as to hold out to the public his business as being that of 
his rival.

Reference may be made to the judgment of James, L.J., in 
Levy v. Walker, 10 Ch. 1). 4J(i, 447 ; and to Standard Paint Co. 
v. Trinidad Asphalt Manufacturing Co. (1010). 220 V.S. 44b.

In the present case the facts developed at the trial, I think, 
would shew a deliberate attempt on the part of the defendant to 
trade unfairly in the sense indicated. I think he intended to 
represent his business as being the plaintitf's business, and to 
unfairly divert to his own pocket that which was lawfully the 
plaintiff’s; and that what he did was not merely calculated to 
deceive, but did actually deceive, and bring about, at least in 
some cases, the result intended. Had he used some such name as 
“Winters, the Valet,” his course would have l>een objectionable. 
I do not think that the use of the word “New” in the title which 
he did adopt—“My New Valet”—is sufficiently distinctive.

It is not without significance, in considering this aspect of 
the case, that the word “My” is common to both names. It is 
not a ease where the defendant is merely using the descriptive
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word ; it is a ease in which he is also using another word which 
forms an integral part of the plaintiff’s title.

The Ilriti.sk Vacuum CUaner v. The Sew Vacuum Cleaner, 
[1907] 2 Ch. 312, comes very close to this case, but it is, 1 think, 
distinguishable. There could be no monopoly of the words, 
“Vacuum Cleaner” or “Vacuum Cleaner Company”; and the 
holding was that the word “New” sufficiently distinguished the 
defendant company from the plaintiff company, which had 
chosen ns its descriptive word “British.” 1 think the result 
would have been otherwise if the defendant company had called 
itself “The New British Vacuum Cleaner Company.”

For these reasons 1 think it proper to award the plaintiff an 
injunction to restrain the defendant from the use of the name 
“My New Valet” or any other similar name only colourably 
different from the plaintiff’s name.

The plaintiff company has sustained some damage ; I have 
not satisfactory evidence as to how much, and therefore award 
fifty dollars, with the liberty to either party to have a reference 
at its risk as to costs ; and I think the defendant should pay the 
costs of the action, including the costs of the motion for an in
terim injunction. If there is a reference, costs of the reference 
will be reserved.

Judgment for plaintiff.

N s McGIBBON V. McGIBBON. ,

.Voiti Scotia Supreme Court. Graham, E.J., amt Meagher, Russell, ami 
8-0- Orysdale. ././. February ft, 1913.
lftll

1. Adverse possession (8 II—04) — time retired against Crown.
Fell. 5. Adverse possession extending over n |s>riod of sixty years is suffi

cient to give the holder title us against the Crown or uny one claiming 
under the Crown.

2. Adverse possession (5 11—02)—Tacking.
In making up the period of sixty years' adverse possession, the pos

sessions of two or more parties who have been in possession continu
ously and without any break may be tacked.

[Sec Robinson v. Osborne, 8 D.L.R. 1014, and Annotation to same, 8 
D.L.R. 1021, on the subject of Successive Trespassers.]

Statement Appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of Ritchie, J., 
at trial dismissing an action claiming damages for breaking 
and entering upon the plaintiff’s premises and cutting and 
carrying away hay. Plaintiff’s title to the land in question 
depended upon a grant from the Crown issued on May 16, 1906.

The defence was that defendant and his predccesors in 
title had been in exclusive, continuous and uninterrupted pos
session of the lot of land referred to for sixty years and upwards 
prior to action brought and that plaintiff’s claim or right of
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action was barred by the Statute of Limitations, being ch. 167 
of the Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia 1000.

The judgment appealed from was as follows:—
Ritchie, J. :—This is an action of trespass to real estate 

brought to try title. The lot in dispute is described in para
graph (3) of the defence and is the lot marked “A” on the 
plan which is exhibit M/2.

(a) The lot in question was part of lands which Dugald Mc
Gibbon took possession of without title 93 years ago. lie built 
a house on the lands and was in occupation until his death. 
Dugald was the father of the plaintiff and defendant and he 
verbally gave the lot in question to the defendant, so far as 
he could so give it. This was about fifty years ago and the de
fendant then built a house on the lot and since that time he has 
been in exclusive, continuous and notorious possession of the 
lot, claiming it as his own.

(b) During the last fifty years or thereabouts a line fence 
has been kept up by the plaintiff and defendant between the lot 
in dispute and adjoining lands belonging to the plaintifl\ Dug
ald McGibbon was in possession of this lot for a term of forty 
years prior to the building of tin» defendant’s house.

(c) The order-in-council for the granting to the plaintiff of 
lands which included this lot, was made on the 16th day of 
July, 1905, and the grant was issued on the 16th day of May, 
1906. The defendant knew that the plaintiff was applying for 
a grant of lands but did not know that the lands so applied for 
included this lot. This case is clearly within Smyth v. McDon
ald, 5 N.S.R. 274. cited by Mr. Ross, but Smyth v. McDonald 
is no longer law. having been overruled by Emmcrson v. Mad til- 
son, [1906| A.C. 569.

It certainly seems extraordinary that the Crown should 
grant land of which the defendant had been for such a long 
period of time in open, notorious and undisturbed possession, 
hut since the decision of the Privy Council in Emmcrsonv. Maddi- 
son, [1906] A.C. 569, the legal right of the Crown to make the 
grant is not open to question.

The second point made by Mr. Ross was, that tacking the 
possession of the defendant to that of Dugald McGibbon there 
is a possession of more than sixty years, which gives defendant 
absolute title. The question is, can the two possessions he tack
ed? The general rule is that the possession of successive dis
seisors can be tacked together so as to make a continuous pos
session, unless there is a privity of estate or title which will re
fer the second possession to the original entry so as to make 
a continuous possession. In this case there was no conveyance 
from Dugald McGibbon, but he handed all the possession of 
this lot to the defendant, with the intention of giving him the
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lot. By virtue of living thus put in possession the defendant 
has liven holding and claiming the land as his own for fifty 
years. The question is not, did defendant get a good title from 
Dugald McGiblxin but, was this possession continuous with that 
of Dugald McQibbon without any break ?

I am of opinion that the two possessions can be tacked, and I 
find on the evidence that there has been a continuous possession 
adverse to the Crown for more than sixty years. I refer to 
Weber v. Audi mon, 7.3 111. 439; Cunningham v. Patton, <> Pa. 
State 355, and to Warvelle on Ejectment 472.

The right of action to recover the lot accrued to the Crown 
more than sixty years before the grant was made to the plain
tiff. At that time the right of the Crown was barred by sec. 20 
of the Statutes of Limitations. The plaintiff cannot lie in any 
better position than the Crown was when the grant was made.

Mr. Langille contended that the defendant could not set up 
adverse possession or the lapse of time against the grant, hut 
that his only remedy was to apply to the Commissioner of Crown 
Lands to have the grant vacated under secs. 21, 22 and 23 of 
the Crown Lands Act. To hold this would be to decide that a 
man who has an absolute title by sixty years or as in this case, 
ninety years adverse possession when sued in ejectment, can
not avail himself of his undoubted defence to the action, but 
must go to the Commissioner. I do not think this is what the 
statute means.

This action will lie dismissed with costs.
Subsequently : On the defendant’s motion for order for 

judgment, Mr. Meagher puts in agreement between Sarah Mc- 
Gihlion and Hector McQibbon. This was inadvertently not 
handed to me at the trial and I did not have it before me 
when writing the judgment in this case. Mr. Meagher con
tends that, in the light of this agreement, judgment should be 
for the plaintiff, but 1 cannot agree with this contention, and 
adhere to the judgment handed down. I expressed surprise, in 
my judgment, that the Crown should have made the grant; in 
the light of Mr. Meagher’s argument this expression of sur
prise is probably not called for by the circumstances.

The plaintiff appealed.
II. Meltish, K.C., for defendant (respondent).

Graham. K.j. Gbaham, E.J.t—In this case in which a defendant is relying 
upon possession by himself and his father lx1 fore him for up
wards of 60 years before the grant from the Crown passed to the 
plaintiff, it is contended that the occupation for 60 years which 
bars the right of the Crown must lie an occupation by one per
son. that an earlier occupation cannot lie added to a later occu
pation the occupants being in privity and there being no inter-
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vening period. Inasmuch as the normal period of a life is hut 
three score and ten, and one cannot very well occupy land before 
he is 10 or 15 years old, a Nullum Tempus Act passed, as the title 
indicates, “for the general quiet- of the subject,” would hardly 
merit that implication. Perhaps it would he only fair to require 
some authority for such a contention, but I think that it can he 
disproved and I assume that burden.

I have no doubt that the first Nullum Tempus Act, 21 James, 
eh. 2, was brought to this country by the first settlers under 
the doctrine of Uniackc v. Dickson, 1 James’ Nova Scotia Re
ports 287; see Attorney-General for Xnv South Wales v. Love, 
[1898] A.C. 679. But as there has been legislation on the sub
ject passed in Nova Scotia since, although not inconsistent with 
it and thus of a repealing nature, still, 1 shall not rely upon that 
Act. We had a Nullum Tempus Act passed in Nova Scotia in 
1837. Statutes of 1837, eh. 93, which was continued until 1841, 
when it was repealed by the first series of the revised statutes. 
At that time a simple provision was included in the Statute of 
Limitations, eh. 154, sec. 14;—

No claims for lands or rent shall be made by Her Majesty but 
within sixty years after the right of action to recover such lands 
shall have accrued.

N.S.

<C.
191.1

MeC.iimox
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That provision has been continued in that Statute of Limi
tations in those terms ever since, and is now see. 20, R.S.N.S. 
eh. 167.

It is not saying too much that when the eminent lawyers 
who revised the statutes in 1841, recommended the repeal of 
the very long provincial Nullum Tempus Act, they thought, at 
least, they had sufficient for our purposes in the section just 
quoted. In these revisions a statute is not prima facie to be 
construed as changing the previous statute.

Then in the Crown Land Act, R.S.N.S. 190, eh. 24, see. 58, 
there is a recognition of the rights of a person in possession or 
Crown lands for 60 years, the inference there is that the Crown 
then has no rights. It is quite clear that under the provisions 
of this Statute of Limitations, relating to others than the Crown 
that the whole period, say of twenty years, that is, a complete 
statutory title may be made up by adding together periods of 
wrongful possession of a series of persons being successive 
holders transmitted from one to the other by descent, devise, 
conveyance or even agreement. The whole is taken as the con
tinuous possession of one person and bars the true owner. 
Handley v. Archibald, 30 Can. S.C.R. 130, Strong, J., says at 
137 :—

Whatever doubts there may have lieen with regard to the language 
of the Act when the statute 3 & 4 Wm, IV. was first passed, it is 
now elementary law that the statute dm-s not run against a party out 
of possession unless there is a person in possession: Smith v. Uoyd,
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N.S. 0 Ex. 562; McDonnell V. McKinty, 10 Ir. L.R. 614, and further, if
there lias heel a series of persona in ]H>*»e*sion for the statutory term, 
between some of whom and their predecessors there has been no 
privity, in such case the bar of the statute is complete.

Mdiiimox
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A slur v. Whitlock, L.R. 1 Q.13. 1 ; Caldcr v. Alexander, 16 
Times L.R. 294.

In Simmons v. Shipman, 15 O.R. 301 at 304, Boyd, C., says :—
To bur the true owner and give a possessory title under the statute 

the fact of actual possession is the material thing, and this possession 
must be of u continuous character by successive occupants claiming 
in some sulllcient way under each other. As pointed out by the Lord 
Chancellor in Burroughs v. McCreight, 1 Jo. A I*at. 290, at 303, it is 
not necessary that this possession should be strengthened or corro
borated by intermediate conveyances. The Act sjieuks of possession 
without reference to conveyances.
And it will be noticed that Strong, J., has stated the same 

view.
It is also clear that under the different Nullum Tempus Acts 

a party could rely upon the occupation of his ancestor as well 
as his own to make up the sixty years period. There is no 
direct authority. It has always been taken for granted.

In Goodtitlc v. Baldwin, 11 East. 488, the 60 years had not 
run and a grant could not be presumed because an old statute, 20 
Car. 2, prevented the land in that locality from being the sub
ject of a grant. There had been a possession of the Crown laud 
55 years before, by encroachment by the plaintiff's father, con
tinued until his death 19 years before, after which his widow 
continued in possession for two years, and the plaintiff, the eldest 
son, being out of the way, she gave up the premises to the defend
ant for two or three guineas 17 years before, who had held pos
session for 17 years. Lord Ellenborough said :—

The statute of 0 Ueo. 111. doc* not give a title; it doe* not alfevt to 
re|Kial the statute 20 Cur. 11. It only take* away the right of »uit 
of the Crown or those claiming from the Crown against such as have 
held an adverse possession against it for 00 year». But here the de
fendant who had been in possession for the last 17 years was a 
stranger both to the lessor (of the plaintiff) and his father.

In Attorney-General for British Honduras v. Bristowe, 6 
A.C. 143, the note is in part as follows :—

Held, in un information of intrusion relating to land in British 
Honduras that the defendants having shewn sixty years' adverse pos
session there from before 1817, by themselves and their predecessors 
in title, without disturbance or effective claim by the Crown, such 
information must be dismissed.
The note is borne out by the judgment, page 155;—

Assuming then the conclusion of fact to be established . . . full 
possession of the land had been taken by the devisees and that such 
possession had been continued by them and their assignees down to 
the filing of the information, etc.
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In Attorney-General for New South Wales v. Love, [1898] 
A.G. 679, the defendant’s plea on the Crown’s demurrer was 
upheld by the Judicial Committee and it was alleged that one 
Keith, more than 60 years before the filing of the information, 
entered on and thenceforth held possession of the land as his 
own property, that he conveyed his interest therein to William 
Love, who settled same in trust for himself, and his wife 
Susannah Love and the survivors of them for life and after the 
decease of the survivor on the respondent (the defendant) abso
lutely ; that the foregoing persons had from the entry of Keith 
to the present time held continuous possession of the lands 
adversely to Her Majesty and without payment of rent to her, 
etc., etc.

Moreover in that case it was held that the Act applied to 
waste lands which had never been granted out or dealt with by 
the Crown.

In New Brunswick the Consolidated Statutes, ch. 14, sec. 1, 
enacted that adverse possession for 60 years barred an action by 
the Crown.

In Emmerson v. Maddison, 11906] A.C. 569, the Judicial 
Committee, 575, says :—

The moment that it appeared that the land belonged to the Crown 
and had not l>een occupied adversely to the Crown for (10 years the 
presumption of ownership wo* gone. And as occupation for n period 
of less than GO years can avail nothing against the Crown it would 
have been shewn that the possession ns well as the right had always 
been in the Crown notwithstanding the occupation of the plaintiff 
and his predecessors in title.

Now one naturally asks if the period of twenty years under 
this Act can be made up by the addition of an earlier to a later 
occupation or possession, why cannot the period of 60 years be 
so made up? Also, if the period of sixty years can be so made 
up under the Nullum Teinpus Act, why not under sec. 20 of 
the Statute of Limitations?

It is contended, while the words may be much the same, 
that the Crown is different from a subject ; for instance, the 
Crown is never disseised. But that common law axiom is irrele
vant. That contention would displace the dicta I have cited 
under the English Nullum Tempus Act. There are no special 
words in it to enable two successive periods of occupation to be 
added together.

A case is cited from the Court of Wards, mentioned in Dyer, 
and probably 2 Bacon’s Abridgment, and mentioned by Halli
burton, C.J., in Scott v. Henderson, 2 Thomson (3 N.S.R.) at 
115, 119, and 121, and by Bliss, J„ at page 143.

The first reference is a mere reiteration of the axiom that 
the King cannot be disseised. On the later reference it is thus 
explained by Halliburton, C.J. :—

N.S.

a. c.
1913

McCiimiox

Mefiiimox.

Graham, R.J.
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N.S. The King wa» seized of the manor of Beverly. A stranger erected
a shop in a vacant plot and took the profits without paying any rent 
to the Crown. Then the Crown granted the manor to the Earl of 
Leicester and lie made no entry on the shop or received any rent for
it. Ami afterwards the occupant of the shop died and his son en
tered. The question was whether the son was in by descent or not.

Mcfinipnx

Mod iiino v Four of the tribunal thought there was no descent and two ser
geants thought otherwise.Graham. K.J.

Halliburton, C.J., says:—
It is very probable that this question may have arisen in an action 

of ejectment brought by the Karl of Leicester against the son al
though the reporter does not tell us so. Be that as it may, it does 
not appear that the right of the Crown to make the grant was mooted 
as the son seems to have rested his defence upon the descent cast 
which would have barred the entry.
In respect to the doctrine of “descent cast,” while the death 

of the ancestor in possession and its deseent to his heir tolled 
the entry of the true owner, the latter could bring his action of 
ejectment. It is not shewn that even a twenty year period had 
run against the Crown. As liliss, J., points out, it was be
fore the statute of 21 James I. While the King may not be dis
seised of land aceording to the common law, the 60 years’ period 
of the Nullum Teinpus Act may he running against him in con
sequence of a subject being in possession.

In the note to the Nullum Tempus Act, 3 Chitty on Statutes, 
title “Crown,” p. 9, it is said:—

Although the King can never lie put out of possession in point of 
law by the wrongful entry of a subject yet there may be an adverse 
possession in fact against the Crown.

I do not think that this Statute of Limitations requires any 
Acta to work a disseisin in the case of the Crown more marked 
than in the case of a subject.

In Disliarres v. Shcy, 29 L.T.N.S. 592, 595, the Judicial 
Committee said in the case of a subject :—

Mr. Field, indeed contended that the possession could not be adverse 
unless there had been a disseisin. This contention is certainly not 
correct if disseisin in its technical and confined sense is meant. This 
question is elaborately discussed and numerous authorities collected 
in the notes to Doe d. "Nepean v. Knii/ht, 2 M. & XV. 894. and Taylor 
dent .1 Ikinn v. Horde, in Smith's leading Cases, titli ed., vol. 2, notes, 
pp. 595, 613, 614. The result appears to be that possession ia 
adverse for the purpose of limitation when an actual possession is 
found to exist under circumstances which evince its incompatibility 
with a freehold in the claimant.

I also refer to Nepean v. Knight, 2 M. & W. 894. In the case 
of the Crown, 1 notice that the question of the acts of possession 
put to the jury was put in much the same way as in the case of 
a subject. That is isolated trespasses for instance would not 
suffice: Doe dan King Wiliam IV. v. Huberts, 13 M. & W. 520.
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Thon the defendant’s counsel eontends that if the Crown 
may not by this provision bring an information to recover the 
possession after the 60 years’ period has elapsed it may still 
make a grant of the land after that period, and of course, that 
the grantee may then bring an action. Now, I think that the 
expression “no claim for land shall be made by Her Majesty” 
is as strong to bar the right to grant as it is to bar a remedy. 
In New Brunswick, the provision in the Statute of Limitations 
in respect to real property is much the same in the case of the 
Crown as it is in Nova Scotia. It is mentioned in the report of 
the case of Emmerson v. Maddison, 11906 ) A.C. 569 and could 
hardly have been overlooked in the Supreme Court of Canada, 
34 Can. S.C.R. 567. And at that page Nesbitt, J., delivering the 
judgment of the majority, more than once uses language imply
ing that the effect of the statute is to extinguish the Crown's 
title after the lapse of 60 years.

In our Statute of Limitations the very next section to the 
one in question, namely, section 21, provides:—

That at the determination of the jieriod limited by this chapter to 
any person for making an entry or bringing an action the right and 
title of such person to the land . . . for the recovery whereof such 
entry ... or action respectively might have been made or brought 
shall be extinguished.
1 see no objection whatever to holding that “person” in 

that section includes Her Majesty who is mentioned in the next 
preceding section. It is odd that the very object of the first 
Nullum Tempus Act was to prevent grants being made when 
the land was in the quiet possession of a subject. Bliss, J., 
points this out in Scott v. Henderson, 2 Thomson (3 N.S.R.) 
115, at 145:—

Now, from this statute and the commentary (Coke, 4 Institute 
188) upon it. we learn most clearly that it had been prevalent to 
pry into and seek out the ancient titles of the Crown to manor lands, 
etc., which had been of long time in the quiet possession of the sub
ject, and the title of the Crown being thus unlimited they obtained 
grants and letters patent of such lands under a pretence that they 
had been concealed or wrongfully withheld from the Crown, and this 
was the mischief which the statute professed to remedy. The Crown 
then was in the constant habit of granting lands which were, so to 
speak, in the adverse possession of its subjects and these grants were 
never considered illegal or they would have been checked by a very 
different kind of statute.
Take the early grants in this province of vast areas of wilder

ness land with very many grantees in one grant and granted by 
shares or numbers instead of individual descriptions and very 
vague descriptions if any. Suppose tin* officials of the Crown 
would grant those lands to others now, what hope would the old 
occupants have if they could not rely upon the 60 years’ pos-

N.S.

s. c.
in l.'t

Mcdnmox 

MHimnoN. 

Graham, E.J.
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N.S. session? I refer to Attorney-General for New South Wales v.
S. C.
1013

Love, [1898] A.C. 679. I think this provision would be a very 
poor statute if it should receive a construction which could be

McGibbon
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evaded by such officials. Such a construction is always to be 
avoided. The learned counsel for the defendant contends that 
the 60 years’ period was interrupted by an application to the

Graham, E..I.
Crown for a grant made in the lifetime of the ancestor. It is in 
the cases and it is dated May 20th, 1873, an offer to purchase 
from the Crown 290 acres, which includes this seven acres. Now 
an offer to purchase of which nothing comes does not ordinarily 
prevent the running of the statute. There is no time during 
which the true owner could not have brought the action to re
cover the land : Doe v. Curzon, 6 M. & XV. 295, 302; Doc d. 
Mayor, Aldermen and ('ommonally of Saint John V. Hasson, 8 
N.B.R. 451 ; Jackson v. Newton, 18 Johns. 355; Warren v. Ilow- 
dran, 156 Mass. 280: McAllister v. Hartzell, 60 Ohio St. 69, 94.

I think that under this Statute of Limitations, see. 16, an 
acknowledgment to prevent the running of the statute must be 
in writing and must be signed by the party. The application 
was never signed by the father, Dugald McGibbon. It was 
signed by Hector, this plaintiff, and in his own name although 
it purported to be the father’s petition. Signing is essential: 
Ley v. Peler, 3 II. & N. 101 ; Doe d. Mayor, Aldermen and Com- 
monalty of Saint John v. Hasson, 8 N.B.R. 451.

The father then had been for two years insane and continued 
so up to the time of his death in 1883. Hector himself says :—

Q. IIoxv long was your father’s memory deranged? Up until the 
time he died? A. Yes.

Q. How long before? A. Aliout 12 years.
(Re-examined) : Q. Al nuit 12 years his memory was incapacitated? 

A. Nes.
(Re-examined) : Q. How long was he with you? A. He was two 

years in the hospital and ten years with me.
(Re-examined) : (). This original petition of Dugald McClibhon of 

that grant, that is your signature, “Hector Alctiibbon"? A. Yes, that 
is my writing.

In the Crown Land Surveyor’s report of September, 1874, 
this appears : “He is an old man and has been deranged for 
two years.” Therefore, in my opinion, there was no acknow
ledgment in writing or otherwise. This is so whether the 16th 
section applies to the Crown or not. 1 think it does.

There was a payment of $5 made, but this by reason of the 
insanity w is not at all binding on the father Dugald. It was 
in fact paid by the plaintiff as his witnessed writing of Decem
ber 4th, 1903, addressed to the department shews, and it was 
not at all in the interest or on behalf of Dugald or the defend
ant. In the defendant’s letter to the department of lands, Sept. 
6th, 1905, which appears to have been obtained from him at 
the instance of the plaintiff, he says, p. 24 :—
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I hereby relinquish any claim that 1 have to the $5 paid by my de- N.S.
ceased father DugiId MvCliblmn on an application for a grant of 200 s~c"
acres lot of land, etc., as the money was not mine and I have no 
claim to any part of it. It should be credited to Hector McOibbon. ___

It appears that the officials of the department in 1873-1874 *h c.iimnx 
in consequence of the insanity of Dugald, conceived the idea of MvOmnox. 
granting to the two sons, the parties in this action, the area 0rt)“~KJ
which had been occupied by Dugald on an obligation from
one of them providing for the support of Dugald and his 
wife and of dividing the land between them. A surveyor 
ran a line, hut put this 7 acres now in on which the
defendant had commenced in 18f>8 to build a house and which 
land his father then gave to him for that purpose and on which 
he had been living since 1870, when the house was finished.
That was a binding gift : Pmjlnj v. Daglry, 38 N.S.R. 313. I 
think that the evidence does not connect this defendant with 
that, no doubt, well meant idea of the officials of the department.
It was practically never carried out until long afterwards, be
cause the plaintiff’s fresh start in December 4th. 1903, thirty 
odd years afterwards, to obtain a grant of 150 acres which ulti
mately passed 16th May, 1906, was after the 60 years’ period 
had run.

All the while the defendant had possession of the 7 acres 
since 1865, and any proceedings taken by the plaintiff as be
tween him and the department are not shewn to have been known 
by the defendant. The defendant would take by descent on the 
father’s death in 1883, as well as by the previous gift. The 
plaintiff cannot claim under the father, for the plaintiff’s 
interest when this action was brought was extinguished as 
against Alexander by the limitation of twenty years : Asher v.
Whitlock, L.R. 1 Q.H. 1. Nor under the grant from the Crown 
because its title was barred by the limitation of 60 years before 
the grant passed.

It is also contended that the Crown made an entry which 
prevented the running of the statute. This alleged entry was 
the running of a line in 1873, midway through the 290 acres 
which Dugald had occupied (not through the 7 acres) by W.
H. Mackenzie, who, it appears, was a deputy Crown land sur
veyor. The Crown has such well recognized remedies against 
a person in occupation of its lands (see the Crown Land Act 
statute—Wrongful occupation of Crown lands, trespasses to 
Crown lands), besides the information of intrusion that one 
would hardly expect it to proceed by an entry or guess that it 
intended to make an entry when Mr. Mackenzie went there to 
make that survey. Intent counts for something in making an 
entry and also the manifestation of that intention to the in
truder.

C.D
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N.S. At that time Dugald had been in occupation since 1833
S. C.
1013

(40 years) of the whole area and cultivating it. This plaintiff 
alleges that over his signature. In respect to the seven acres,

McGibhon

McCibbon.

that was in the occupation of this defendant For the purpose 
of limitation the gift to him would be recognized and as 1 said 
there is descent on the father’s death. I think that neither to

Orahsm, E.J.
the one nor to the other was there any indication that this 
surveyor was there intending to regain possession or challenging 
the right of the oceupant. Then this was a very temporary 
occupancy. There was no remaining in possession. Deputy 
Crown land surveyors make surveys for private parties as well 
as for the Crown and the official capacity in which this one was 
present was not made known to the occupants.

One test of an entry is, could the occupants bring an action 
of trespass against the person for making the entry. And in this 
case they could not do so: U.S.X.S. ch. 24, sec. 9. 1 think that
if the officials of the Crown proceed by an entry to regain pos
session it would not be different from a subject making an entry. 
And I think that such a survey on the part of a private indi
vidual would be entirely inadequate to be considered such an 
entry: DcsBarres v. Shey, 8 X.S.R. 327, on appeal 29 L.T.X.S, 
592; Doe d. Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of Saint John v. 
Hasson, 8 X.B.R. 451 ; Doc d. Baki r v. Coombcs, 9 C.B. 715; Cres- 
well, J., iii 718; Marshall \. Taylor, [1895] l Hi. nil ; Lynet v, 
Snaith, 11899] 1 Q.B. 48G.

The appeal ought to be dismissed with costs and the judg
ment appealed from affirmed.

Drysdale. J. Drysdale, J. :—I think under the Statutes of Limitations 
the question of possession in respect to the Crown must be 
treated in the same manner as possession in respect to indi
viduals; in other words, that tacking of possession can take 
place as against the Crown just as against individuals. These 
statutes are in my opinion given effect to quite apart from the 
doctrine of seisin. I agree that the appeal should be dismissed.

Meagher, J. Meaoiier, J., expressed doubt, but did not dissent.
Bussell, J. Russell, J., concurred in the judgment appealed from.

Appeal dismissed with costs.
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McMENEMY v. GRANT.
Ontario Supreme ('our/ < Ap/trllalr Division), Muhtek. C.J.E.r„ Itithlrll, 

Nulhrvlaiul, ami l.rilrh, .1.1. February 14, 1013.

1. Damaokh (8 HI K 1—200a)—Trkspans to i.am»—Entry "vxiikr claim 
or BMSIIT*—Qi axtvm.

If R trp*pn-*Hor ruter* on another's land “umler a duim of right*’ 
tin* damage* should 1m* moderato, especially where coupled with an 
injunction and where the actual damages are trilling, and this, although 
the entry was made with a high hand.
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Appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of Winchester, 
Senior Judge of the County Court of the County of York, in 
favour of the defendants, in an action brought in that Court to 
establish a boundary line between the properties of the plaintiff 
and defendant, and for damages for trespass.

The appeal was allowed with damages and an injunction.
Shirley Denison, K.C., for the plaintiff.
F. IV. Carey, for the defendant.

Statement

The judgment of the Court was delivered by Riddell, J. :
In 1876. Adam Wilson laid out part of lots 1 and 2 in the 1st 
and broken front concessions of the township of York, and filed 
a plan, No. 400. On the plan, the course of Pine avenue 
is given definitely as X. 74° E., while that of Beech avenue is 
given as X. 16° W., in quotation marks thus, “X. 16° W„” in
dicating. it is said, that the line of Beech avenue has not been 
in fact run, but taken for granted. But there is no dispute or 
question that the line of Beech avenue is the well known X. Ifi9 
W. It follows that, on the plan. Pine and Beech avenues run at 
right angles. There is no dispute as to the correct, position of 
the north-west corner of Beech and Pine avenues or of the south
east corner of lot 99—these points are all fixed and agreed upon.

The plaintiff bought a part of the south-west portion of lot 
99 from her brother Frankland Terry in 1909, having hod an 
agreement for purchase from the spring or summer of 1905, her 
husband having built a pair of bouses on the western portion of 
the lot, one for a neighbour who owned the land north of hers, 
and one for Terry on his land.

The land had been theretofore vacant, but a feilee of posts 
and wires ran along what was taken for the south line of lot 99— 
an old fence which, the plaintiff says, ran from a stake on Bal
sam avenue through to Beech avenue. Edward Heffcrnan says 
that in 1902, a surveyor, Mr. Browne, planted a stake on Balsam 
avenue, and that he ( Heffcrnan 1 built the post and wire fence 
in 1904 to this stake and one (undisputed) on Beech avenue, 
which indicated the north line of lot 98.

In 1910, Ileffernan, who owned that part of lot 98 now the 
property of the defendant, and the plaintiff, agreed to put up a

Riddell, J.
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board fence ns the boundary of their lots; and they did so on 
practically the line of the former post and wire fence.

The defendant bought the north part of lot 98 from Ileffernan 
in 1911. The owner to the south of him “moved him up” about 
four feet; and he then claimed four feet from the plaintiff. 
She refused to give this up; he tore down the fence; and she 
brought this action.

The whole case of the defendant is based upon two assump
tions: (1) the north line of Pine avenue is not at right angles 
to Beech avenue; and (2) the boundary line between 98 and 99 
is necessarily parallel to this north line.

I am not at all satisfied that Pine avenue, as originally laid 
out, was not run on the course laid down definitely, and not with 
quotation marks—that is, N. 74° E. Much assumption must be 
made before that can be accepted.

But, supposing that Pine avenue was not made at right 
angles to Beech, it by no means follows that the other lines are 
not at right angles to Beech. The course that would be followed 
if a blunder had been made at the junction of the two avenues, 
is to measure along the course N. 16° W. the proper number of 
feet, and then, turning the instrument through 90° from this 
course, run the course to the westerly—then, giving another dis
tance, pursue the same course.

No original stakes have been found on Balsam avenue, and 
there is absolutely nothing to indicate that this course was not 
followed in the original laying out. We have no radii for the 
curves on Balsam avenue, and the scale 100 feet to an inch makes 
it impossible to determine accurately a small distance like four 
feet (which would take up only 1-25 of an inch on the plan).

If Pine avenue were at right angles to Beech, the assumption 
of the surveyors that all the lot-lines were parallel to Pine avenue 
would be sound ; but only so because they, as well as Pine avenue, 
were at right angles to Beech avenue.

Quite irrespective of the evidence of Ileffernan that the board 
fence ran from surveyor’s stake to surveyor’s stake, T think the 
defendant has wholly failed to prove that his land goes beyond 
the fence.

He went on land of which the plaintiff was in quiet possession, 
and which he has not proved to be his: he was a trespasser, and 
he should pay damages. The “cash amount” of such damages is 
about $16. I think, as he acted under claim of right, though 
with a high hand, the damages should be moderate. The plaintiff 
should have a verdict for $25 damages, an injunction, and costs 
on the County Court scale, here and below.

Appeal allowed.
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CANADA LAW BOOK CO, LIMITED ». BUTTERWORTH & CO. and 
BUTTER WORTH & CO. (Canada), Ltd.

Manitoba t'uurl of Kiiih'h Beach. Trial before Metcalfe. J. March 1(1.1(113.

1. Injunction «SI It—24)—Contract riuutn—( ompktinu iiuhinksh.
An injunction innv In» granted against a publisher and a company 

controlled Iiy him. jointly «.lied for infringing his contract which con
ferred exclusive rights of sale of a copyrighted Imok upon another 
company in consideration of the hitter’s purchase of a speeilied mini- 
her of copie* of the work, to restrain the future sidling or oilering 
for sale of such work by either of defendants in contravention of the 
contract, and damages may Is* awarded for the past infringement.

[See rill. Min v. dcorge tt I'o., ( 181)6] 2 C’h. Slid; Wnlsli \. W hit 
comb. 2 Ksp. fit 15; Holm v. Hogue, 10 dur. 421 ; He llirlh, [18901 1 
Q.B. 018, 625.1

2. EvlOKNVK (5 XI—1—820)—<^'0 NTH ACT#—SlliUKHTlVK FACT#.

In an action for infringement of exclusive territorial rights of 
sale conferred by contract, the court may give weight to the circum
stance that the defendant had, prior to the expiry date for which 
lie himself contended, and which was in dispute, made extensive pre
parations to invade the business territory in question in competition 
with the party holding such contractual rights, and had not com 
munirated the fact to the latter.

[Set* Hank of \cir ’/.calami V. Sim/mon, |1900| A.V. 182; Wulcipark 
v. Fennell, 7 11.1*1’. 650. 678; The ••Vurfnr.” [ 18911 1*. 1.11.|

.1. Contract# <§ 1 EG—lilt—Part performance—Statut# of Frauiih.
Where an exclusive agency for a copyright publication has lieeu 

granted within a defined territory in consideration of a guaranteed 
purchase by the agent of a large quantity for re-sale and where tbi
parties for a long |ieriod thereafter have acted as though there were 
an enforceable contract and goods have lieen supplied and accepted in 
pursuance thereof, a plea of the Statute of Frauds (sec. 4 i is not a 
bar in equity to the enforcement of the contract so acted upon, even 
if there were no sutlieieiit memorandum to answer the statute.

1/‘rented v. darner, 11910] 2 K.ll. 776, and in appeal, [MM 11 I 
K.ll. 425, distinguished.)

4. Contract# <fi 11A—128)—Construction—Intention of i-artikm.
A letter setting forth in detail what the writer claimed had been 

agreed upon and purporting to continu an unsigned cablegram sent 
by him a short time previously must be regarded in ascertaining the 
terms of a contract informally made and not theretofore completely 
shewn by a writing signed by the party to In* charged; and where 
the party receiving the letter did not repudiate (although through 
inadvertence) and the contract in other respects was acted upon and 
partially performed, lie must Ik* taken to have accepted any variation 
of ternis expressed in the letter.

6. Contract# ($ I E5—97)—Statut# of Kbauii#—Several papers.
Where documents can be connected bv a reasonable inference, al

though there is no express reference from one document to the other, 
they may lie read together so as to constitute a complete memorandum 
under the Statute of Frauds (see. 4).

| lliislol. etc.. Aerated Hi cad Co. v. Matjtjx. 44 Ch. 1). 020. applied ; 
and see Tread gold v. Host, 7 D.L.R. 741. 749. |

6. Ehtoppri. (# III—41)—Equitable estoppel by conduct.
A company may lie estopped from setting up that the alleged stipu

lation relied u|mjii by the other contracting party and set forth in a

K. R. 

1913

21—9 D.L.B.
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letter purporting to confirm the contract was in fact a variation from 
the terms already agreed upon, if the company without notifying the 
other party of its repudiation of the variance proceeds with the ful
filment of the contract in other respects; and this although such 
letter when received by the company was not brought to the attention 
of any of its officers or employees having authority to deal with the 
matter, of which circumstance the sender had no knowledge.

7. Contracts (8Vit—3A0)—Continuation—Exercising option.
Where the contract provides that an extension of the original term 

for which exclusive selling rights of a copyright book are granted 
•‘shall he obtained” for another period by taking a specified quantity 
from year to year thereafter, the court may give effect to the renewal 
rights, although no notice was given during the original term of an 
intention to exercise the renewal option, where the election to renew 
was made within the first renewal year, and the other party has not 
been prejuu. ed by the delay.

[See Dainty v. Vidât, 13 A.R. 47: Harlow v. Williams. 11$ Man. L.R. 
1(14 : Farley V. Hanson, 5 O.L.R. 10.1. )

Action by the plaintiffs to restrain defendants from selling 
Halsburv’s Laws of England in Canada, as being in contraven
tion of an agreement set up by plaintiffs.

A. It. Tludson and II. E. Swift, for plaintiffs.
C. 1\ Fullerton, K.C., and C. S. Tripper, f< : lefcndants.

Metcalfe, J. :—The plaintiff does business as a dealer in 
law books, throughout the Dominion of Canada, the United States 
and elsewhere. One S. S. Bond is the sole proprietor of the 
defendant Butterworth & Co., law book publisher, of London, 
England. The other defendant, Butterworth & Co. (Canada), 
Limited, is a joint stock company, incorporated in England, 
having its head office for Canada at Winnipeg. Of the 1,000 
shares issued by the company, Mr. Bond owns 999. The remain
ing share is owned by Mr. Bond’s solicitor.

Prior tc the year 1907, the defendants Butterworth & Co. 
were about to publish a work known as “Ilalsbury’s Laws of 
England. ” This work is copyrighted and the copyright is owned 
by Butterworth & Co. That firm sent out circulars of advertise
ment by which the work is described as “The Laws of England, 
being a complete statement of the whole law of England, by the 
Right Honourable The Earl of Halsbury . . . in 18 to 20 
volumes.”

Some of these circulars were sent to Canada, with order 
forms attached, and inviting orders at the reduced rate of 21 
shillings net, delivered. The Canada Law Book Co., having 
already had similar dealings with Butterworth & Co., opened a
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correspondence with a view to obtaining the exclusive right to 
sell this work in Canada and the United States.

On the 7th of March, 1907, the Canada Law Book Co. wrote 
Mr. Bond. The material parts of the letter are as follows:—

6. S. Bond, Esq.,
Messrs. But ter worth & Co.,

12 Bell Yard. Temple Bar.
London, England.

Dear Sirs,—When I was in England in July last you stated that 
you would communicate with me early after the first of the year in 
regard to Halsbury's Laws, as to the sole agency for this country and 
the United States.

MAN.
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Metcalfe. J.

On receipt of this letter please advise me by cable if you will accept 
our offer, which we now make, and which is on exactly the same terms 
and arrangements which I made with Green in regard to the Encyclo
pedia, second edition. We will undertake to purchase 300 sets within 
two years, paying you the sum of 7s. per volume, we to have the sole 
agency in Canada and the United States, and you to agree not to sell 
any copies in this country, and to notify the trade in London that 
they are not to sell in this territory.

Trusting to hear from you by cable on receipt of this letter. I am.
Yours very truly,

Canada Law Book Company. Limited.
R. R. Cromarty.

Afterwards one Robinson, noting on behalf of the plaintiffs, 
called on Mr. Bond in London, who thereupon made a proposal 
to Mr. Robinson, embodied in a memorandum reduced to writ
ing, but not signed, which he handed to Mr. Robinson, and 
which memorandum is as follows :—

Given to Mr. Robinson.
1. Order to be accepted by the Company.
2. Sets not to be returned to England.
3. We to do our best to prevent sale to Canada.
4. Sole agency to Canada and U.S.A. for five years from publication 

of volume I. or for one year after publication of the last volume of 
the set, whichever shall he the longest period.

5. Sole agency after the above-mentioned period shall be obtained by 
their taking fifty sets for the first year and forty sets for the next 
year, and so by a sliding scale to ten sets for the fifth year.

6. Five hundred sets at 7s. 6d. in quires to he taken within two years, 
ordinary account.

7. We to hand over the orders from above territory received before 
this date, and to receive a bonus of 3s. 0d. per volume for the same; 
also to refer future orders and enquiries while this agreement lasts to 
the Canada Law Book Co.

8. B. & Co. to take hack up to 100 sets at same price as charged, at 
completion of the expiry of the sole agency.
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After Robinson’s return to Canada, the Canada Law Book 
Co., having that memorandum before it, wrote to Mr. Bond its 
letter of May 21st, 1907, the material parts of which are as 
follows :—

Referring further to Halsbury’s Laws of England, Mr. Robinson 
lias just handed me the proposition you made to him. ... As to 
the guarantee of fourteen volumes, the additional volumes, of course, 
will lie free. We were to take 300 sets inside of five years from Sep
tember last. It seems to me your proposition is a pretty stiff one.

We should like very much to handle the sale of Halsbury's Laws, 
and would be able to give you much better satisfaction than you could 
get through any other channel, but the terms are too stiff. If you 
want the assurance of an annual sale of this work, you may rest 
assured that if the sale can bo made, we can do it, ami if the agency 
is handi-d over to us, it will receive projicr attention from us. If you 
wish, we will meet you half way, and pay 7s. 6d. per volume. We 
to agree to take 400 sots within two years, for the sole agency for 
Canada and the United States for flx'e years, from the date of pub
lication. We will waive the right to return any copies, all of which 
will lie purchased outright. You will hand over to us any orders you 
have in Canada and the United States, without any cost to us. We 
will agree to supply them at the special price. . . .

On receipt of this letter, you might wire me acceptance or refusal. 
We. of course, have the right to purchase additional sets at the price.

Yours very truly,
Canada Law Rook Company. Limited. 

Upon receipt of that letter, Mr. Bond, on the 13th of June, 
1907, cabled as follows:—

Cromarty, Toronto.
Halsbury's Laws. Agree your modified terms. Writing.

This cablegram was unsigned. It is explained that in busi
ness dealings, it is quite usual to omit the signature to such 
cables. The cable was followed by a letter, dictated by Mr. 
Bond, and signed by Butterworth & C'o., dated June 141 h, the 
material parts of which are as follows:—

THE LAWS OF BNOIAND.
By the Earl of Halsbury and a Distinguished Roily of Lawyers.

We arc in receipt of your letter of May 21st with reference to the 
above. Although we think that you should not have had any difficulty 
in falling in with our proposal, yet we will agree to accept your modi
fication of our terms. The terms between us are now as set out over
leaf.

We cabled as requested as follows:—
Cromarty, Toronto. Halsbury's Laws. Agree your modified terms.
Writing.
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The terms “overleaf” were set forth on a separate sheet 
accompanying the letter. The following is a copy:—

Arrangements with The Canada Law lWmk Company, Ltd., for 
"Halabury’a Law* of England."

. 1. This arrangement to lie between the Company, if we decide to
make one for till* undertaking.

2. Set* not to lie returned to England.
3. Dutterworth Sl Co. to do their lie*t to prevent sale to Canada.
4. Canada Law Rook Company to take four hundred (400) aeta 

within two year* in return for the sole agency to Canada and the 
V.S.A. for five year* from date of publication of Volume I. During 
the said sole agency they to have the right of purchasing additional 
net* at the same price.

5. Butterworth & Co. to hand over any order* from above territory 
that they have received.
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Mr. Cromarty, who appears to be the governing power of 
the Canada Law Hook Co., says that he did not see that letter, 
nor the “overleaf” memorandum until the spring of the year 
1912. While at first glance this might appear unlikely, I have 
given weight to the explanation of Mr. Cromarty, who says that, 
after the receipt of the cablegram, he was absent from home be
cause of bad health, and that the letter, arriving in his absence* 
instead of being filed with the cablegram and the other letters 
in a file under the heading of “contracts” was filed by his filing 
clerk in the general correspondence. I believe Mr. Cromarty’s 
testimony on this point, and 1 find as a fact that this letter was 
not brought to his personal attention, nor to the attention of 
anyone in authority in the employ of the plaintiff company 
until some time in the spring of 1912.

Mr. Bond, who is really Butterworth & Co., evidently de
cided, prior to the 13th November, 1912, that, thereafter he 
would, by his one-man company to be formed for that and other 
purposes, sell the said publication practically direct in what 
had been the previously admitted territory' of the Canada Law 
Book Co.

On the 13th of November, 1912, and as soon thereafter as 
physical conditions and the capacity of the Winnipeg post office 
would allow, for the purpose of procuring orders within the 
territory previously granted to the Canada Law Book Co., 
Butterworth & Co. (Canada), Ltd., acting under instructions 
of Bond and the English house, mailed from Winnipeg many
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circulars offering an India paper edition, “For a short time 
only,” of the said work, at a price less than that at which 
the thick paper edition was being sold, and afterwards mailed 
many other “follow up” and other circulars, all for the 
purpose of soliciting orders. Such circulars did result in many 
orders for Halsbury coming to Butterworth & Co. (Canada), 
Ltd. If the contract is alive, I think Butterworth & Co., which 
is really Butterworth & Co. (Canada), Ltd., has committed a 
breach thereof, and I do not think that Butterworth & Co. 
(Canada), Ltd., if the contract is alive, can escape liability.

The plaintiff laid its claim contending that its contract 
with the defendant Butterworth & Co. is a contract extending 
for a period of five years from the date of publication ; that the 
work is a complete work, subscribed for and sold only in sets, 
and that it is not “published” until the last volume is issued. 
In the alternative, it is said that if it has not such contract, 
it has a contract for at least one year from the date of the 
publication of the final volume. The plaintiff claims an in
junction to restrain the defendants from soliciting orders within 
its territory, and damages for breach of the contract.

With great reason, he says it never was intended that his 
sole right to sell would cease before the completion of the work. 
Were it not for the “overleaf” accompanying the letter of 
June 14th, I could easily follow the plaintiff’s contention. 
Certainly prior to the date of that letter Mr. Bond recognized 
that the contract should continue until a period after the pub
lication of the last volume. While his memorandum “over
leaf” may seem at variance with that conclusion, still, I fail 
to understand how he could expect any offer to be accepted or 
considered reasonable where the term would expire before the 
final completion of the work.

The defendant denies the contract.
At the trial I allowed an amendment setting up the fourth 

section of the Statute of Frauds. During the progress of the 
trial various applications for amendment were made, some of 
which 1 refused. As the trial proceeded, however, it became 
apparent that all the material evidence was at hand, and I 
intimated to counsel that if, upon consideration, I considered 
any amendments to either the statement of claim or defence 
were necessary to grant proper relief, I would allow the neces
sary amendments.

'
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I allow the plaintiff such amendments as are necessary to 
set up in the alternative, the contract as one for five years, with 
a right of renewal, the plaintiff by his counsel having offered 
to take the required number of sets. I also allow the plaintiff 
to set up waiver and claim for equitable relief.

I allow both the plaintiff and defendants to set up pleas 
of estoppel.

I allow all the amendments both of the plaintiff and de
fendants attached to the record.

The defendants say that the contract is a contract for the 
sale of goods and is not to be performed within a year; that 
there is no sufficient memorandum ; that part performance does 
not take the case out of the statute, citing for this proposition, 
Prested v. Garner, [1910] 2 K.B. 776. It was there held that 
the 4th section of the Statute of Frauds was not repealed by 
the Sales of Goods Act, and therefore, that in such case part 
performance as set forth in section 6 of our Sales of Goods Act 
does not avail. This principle was recognized without discus
sion on appeal: Prested v. Garner, [1911] 1 K.B. 425. The de
fendants also say that there was no consensus ad idem; that if 
there is a sufficient memorandum it docs not embody the mutual 
understanding; and that there is consequently no contract.

Of course, were the facts and circumstances similar, I would 
have no hesitation in applying the principle laid down in 
Prested v. Garner, but, while expressing no opinion on the ap
plication of that case here, I think there are many circum
stances in this case which would tend a Court of Equity to
wards a different conclusion. It is true that in Prested v. 
Garner there was part performance; but how? By a shipment 
of a certain portion of a lot of carburetors. Each of these 
carburetors is a complete article in itself. The balance of the 
lot of carburetors, I think I may safely assume, were for sale 
upon the open market and the deficiency would be easily re
placed, while here the work is copyrighted and cannot be pro
cured elsewhere. Then Butterworth & Co. knew the plaintiff’s 
would, in the ordinary course of business, incur obligations with 
its customers to provide them with the complete sets, and that 
the remaining volumes could be procured only from Butterworth 
& Co. Not only with the knowledge, but with the consent and 
assistance of Butterworth & Co., the plaintiffs did proceed as
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though there was a contract, sold more than the 400 sets before 
the expiration of two years and many hundred sets since, 
all of which sets were supplied by Rutterworth & Co. at the 
price per volume mentioned in the correspondence. The con
tract was treated by both parties as a eontract for the agency of 
a copyrighted publication.

Would a Court of Equity now hear the defendants say, 
“There is no memorandum”! Having regard to the portions 
of the correspondence already set forth, the mass of correspond
ence following during the next five years, the circumstances of 
the case and the conduct of the parties, who at all times acted 
during the whole five years as though there were an enforceable 
contract, I think I must find there was a contract.

It is true Mr. Cromarty did not see the letter of June 14th, 
1907, nor its accompanying “overleaf” until the spring of 1912. 
Rut, had he seen those writings when they arrived, and if they 
contained a variation, could he have sat quietly by and now 
be heard to say that any variation therein expressed did not be
come a part of the contract. Surely after five years, if any 
variation were set forth in a way a reasonable man should un
derstand, he could not now say, such is not a part of the con
tract. Is he in any better position because he did not see those 
writings? I do not think so. It was through no fault of Rutter- 
worth & Co. that Mr. Cromarty did not see either this letter or 
the “overleaf.” I think that now the plaintiff may not be heard 
to deny that the variations, if any, mentioned in the “overleaf” 
became a part of the contract, and that the plaintiff must, by 
its conduct, be precluded from denying that it accepted any vari
ation therein expressed.

It is not shewn on what date the first volume was published. 
Mr. Rond said some time in November, 1907. In the defence it 
is stated as November 14, 1907. As against the defendants, I 
think this may be taken as correct.

It appears that the sets supplied at 7s. 6d. per volume were 
unbound and printed on thick paper. Rutterworth & Co. had 
issued an apparently limited number of sets printed on India 
paper. These sets were more attractive. The plaintiff kept 
continually asking for such sets, and some were from time to 
time supplied, bound and at a higher price. Mr. Cromarty from 
time to time unsuccessfully urged Rutterworth & Co. to print
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a further edition on India paper. Some Canadians wrote direct 
to London to the defendant Butterworth & Co. for India paper 
sets, and Butterworth & Co. replied stating that they could not 
supply them, and referring such applicants to the plaintiffs, 
whom Butterworth & Co. said were their sole agents. Butter
worth & Co. sent copies of such correspondence to the plain
tiffs. Evidently there became an increasing demand for the 
India paper sets. On January 6th, 1911, Butterworth & Co. 
wrote, “but it would be too expensive to reprint from moulds 
specially for the purpose of making up the stock of India paper 
editions. Under the circumstances there is no other course than 
to wait until a later date when we may be able to reprint a thick 
paper edition.” On January 18th, the plaintiffs wrote want
ing a price on 100 sets India paper edition, and later got 2 
sets. Butterworth & Co., on February 10th wrote saying they 
could not spare more, and saying further: “If we are so for
tunate as to be able to reprint tin* India paper edition in a few 
years, then it will serve us an extra attraction to those few be
nighted people who have not taken up the work, supposing there 
are any such.”

Before November 12th, 1912, Mr. Bond appears to have 
made up his mind to go into business in Canada himself, not 
only to sell Ilalsbury, hut to sell other goods in competition 
with the plaintiff. It is true he formed a one-man company; 
hut can I come to any conclusion other than that Bond ami 
Butterworth & Co. and Butterworth & Co. (Canada), Ltd. arc 
one and the same thing, and that the limited company was 
thought by Bond either better for business reasons or perhaps 
safer in case of litigation with the Canada Law Book Co.?

Notwithstanding his repeated assertions to Cromarty that 
there would be no India paper edition for years, in the face of 
those assertions, and under the circumstances, I think, while he 
was making those assertions, lie was preparing such an edition 
and preparing ' j advertise and sell these at reduced rates “For 
a short time only” on what he says he thought was the very 
eve of the contract with the plaintiff.

Who came to Winnipeg and arranged for the lease in his 
name, bearing date November 1st, 1912? That is not shewn, but 
T think I may assume someone was here on his behalf. When 
did he install his one-man company in those premises? It is
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not shewn, but surely it was before November 13th, 1912. When 
did he prepare those circulars? Surely long before November 
13th, because, having been previously printed in England, they 
were then here ; cart-loads of them, so many cart-loads that the 
Post Office could not, apparently, receive them all on one day. 
When did he commence to get ready his India paper edition? 
If I exercise any common sense, I would say long before Novem
ber, 1912.

But it is not until he sends a letter bearing date November 
6th, by way of mail, to the plaintiff at Toronto, that he says a 
word about his intention to himself come into the territory. 
Then he writes : “We are writing to say that on the 14th of this 
month, we open an office in Canada,” giving the Winnipeg 
address. Still no word of the India paper edition. Let us see 
what happened. 1 cannot do better than copy a portion of the 
letter of November 16th from the Winnipeg office to the Lon
don office of Butterworth & Co.

better of Notification.
We have by this mail pouted to London several copies of the above. 

On Wednesday, the 13th, we posted to the profession as many ns the 
Post Office would allow. The balance were despatched on the 14th. 
If we have time we will explain our reference to the Post Office. The 
(iovernment organization here is certainly the hardest case that we 
have ever had to deal with.

Book of the bate» of England.
Having regard to the possibility of activity in certain directions, we 

had decided, prior to the receipt of the personal letter to Mr. Hellew, 
to expedite the posting of the above. You will recollect that the 
original arrangement was for them to be posted on Saturday, the 16th. 
We. however, arranged to post the packets for Winnipeg on the night 
of the 14th, and the balance were taken away in four cart loads on 
the 15th.

In passing, we think it well that you should become acquainted with 
what we have had to go through in connection with this matter. In 
the first place, the staff here had to paste on the title page and the 
order form (two operations). Secondly, they had to insert the red 
special offer slip, and an envelope; thirdly, the pamphlet had to lie 
inserted in the envelope ; fourthly, each packet had to be stauifted 
“Butterworth k Co.’’; fifthly, a special number of “cancelled" stamps 
had to lie procured in order to expedite the delivery of the packets. 
In the next place, ns the Post Office decided it wee too large a quantity 
for ♦ hem to handle immediately, our staff here had to sort the packets 
into arioue postal districts, tie them up in special bundles, and make 
four journeys with the cart, to which we have already referred, to the 
O.P.IL mailing depot, where arrangements were made for them to 
lie put on the respective trains. We may say that one of the clerks
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was so amazed by such n quantity of stuff Iwing delivered to them 
at onre that he lia* asked for a copy of the pamphlet in order to keep 
it a* a memento.

We have not set out thi* information merely to *hew von that we 
have had some trouble in connection with the matter here. We include 
it in this letter because it i* an iin|mrtant fact to take into con
sideration in the future. The Vont Office here i« not equipped to 
handle expeditiously in any event large quantities of either circular* 
or advertising matter sent to them from one firm. Thi* doe* not, 
of course, raise an in*u|>eraldc barrier in the way of future advertising, 
but it does put upon the oflice here a good deal of tlie burden that i« 
borne by the Post Office in every reasonable country. From our 
experience of the country it is better for matter to lie posted in Win
nipeg lather than in London ; but when arranging advertising cam
paigns you must lie good enough to take all the facts set out in this 
section of the letter into consideration. Vnlesa we had actually lieen 
through the experience of tlie last week we should not have Isdievcd 
it possible that such an organization, going under the name of the 
Post Office, could hive existed in any modern country.

Now that tlie /fooA of the Entra of England is on it* way over the 
country, we feel that we have got rid of one of the most inqiortant 
of our early tasks. We expect, within a few day*, to have quite a fair 
correspondence as a result of the prospectuses lieing sent out. A* « 
matter of fact, we have had two or three enquiring caller* at the office 
today. We have also received our first letter In connection with the 
matter. When we write our next letter we hope we shall lie able to 
*ay we have secured our first batch of orders. Some time must elapse, 
however, before it i* possible for letters to reach u* from the pro
fession. either in the east or the west. There is. apparently, no 
standardized time for tlie transit of letters from one place to anotlier. 
In any event, however, at tlie end of next week our letter box should

Loirs Pntaptvluaea .Vo. 2.
Having regard to the possible activity already referred to in the 

previous section, we hove also decided to expedite the despatching of 
tlie “follow" pamphlet, a atock of which Ins safely arrived. Another 
reason that we have decided upon this course is that it strikes us 
there may lie a good chance of it lieing c.en more impre**ivc than that 
beautiful production. The Book of thr l.aira of England. In our opin
ion it I* one of the best advertising prospectuses that has *o far been 
issued by the hindou house. It give* fresh glory to the premier 
legal work; it emphasises its utility, and shews that the turn over 
edition gives the work a value which up to the present has not existed. 
If our letter box does not commence to he put to good use. *av a week 
after the despatch of this "/o/foir," we are not at all sure that there 
will not be some grounds for our coming to the conclusion that some
thing has gone awry with tlie Dominion.

Our R rp> mm ta livra.
We met Messrs. Wood. Dalziel and Light foot at the depot at 1.15 

Thursday morning. They did not seem surprised, even at that early
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hour, to lie met by nomeone from London. They nil struck us as being 
depressed, mid they certainly had not many pleasant recollections with 
regard to the journey. They apparently wished to stay here a few 
days in order to get some washing done, and to settle down to the 
country, or some such nonsense. We, however, despatched them ns 
follows by the 10.40 train to the west, leaving the night they arrived.

Mr. Dnlziel has gone to Regina, and we hope he was able to com
mence work there yesterday.

Mr. Light foot starts—if he carries out our instructions—in Calgary 
on Saturday morning; and Mr. Wood should lie fit and ready on 
Monday morning.

We have arranged for them to telegraph us a “night letter," ns we 
mean to keep in close touch with them.

The Laws of England, '‘Turn Over*’ Edition.

We were glad to learn that you have ship|ied 100 sets of the first 
ten volumes of the above. We expect these will arrive in Montreal 
about the end of the month. As we informed you in our previous 
communication, we will see that Mills has very explicit instructions 
with regard to the disposal of these. We hope you give special in
structions to the packers with regard to the wrapping and packing of 
the cases containing the ten volumes. Our reason for specially men
tioning this is that a number of the volumes in the representatives' 
specimen cases appear to have got rather damp, and, ns a result, the 
leather is somewhat marked. We cannot say very badly marked, hut 
the examination of the travellers' sets already referred to revealed 
the necessity for special care to hi* taken in the matter of packing. If 
Messrs. Wingate & Johnston have attended to this matter with the 
corresponding care with which they packed the ordinary stock, we 
have no doubt the volumes will arrive at Montreal in quite good con
dition. The sets you are now sending out from England will, more
over, have greater protection than the travellers' sets referred to. ns 
they arc to lie enclosed in a strong outer case. . . .

The defendants knew that the plaintiff was active in secur
ing subscriptions and had the right to be active in doing so 
until the last moment. It is true that Bond did not know of 
Cromarty’s oversight of his “overleaf” letter, for Cromarty 
had said nothing of it. Must I therefore assume that Bond 
thought his contract expired on the 13th of November, or was 
it a ease in which he himself was uncertain? What was the “pos
sible activity in certain directions” referred to in the letter 
of the Kith November from the Winnipeg office to the head 
office, not once, but twice, and in such a way that I can have 
no doubt but that both Bond and his Winnipeg representatives 
expected there would be activity? Was it that they did expect 
that the Canada Law Book Co. would not tffmely submit to 
the termination of its contract on the 13th of November? Did
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they expect that, unless they could get their circulars out by the 
cart-load and at once, they might he stopped? Why is it that 
the Winnipeg office finds so much fault with the Winnipeg post 
office accommodation? Surely it is because the circulars which 
they attempted to send out were so numerous and bulky as to 
be extremely unusual. I say again, why was there necessity 
for such haste?

The Canada Law Book Co. had been active in securing sub
scriptions. Butterworth & Co. had a register upon which was 
entered the subscriptions, and the date of entry, at London. 
During this very month of November the Canada Law Book 
Co. had ordered, in the usual way, apparently, KM) sets. Did 
Mr. Bond think that his circulars would have any effect upon 
these 100 subscribers, and upon the many other various recent 
subscribers? Did he think that those who were getting the 
thick paper edition would cast longing eyes upon the India 
paper edition? Did lie think that lie was dealing fairly with 
his Canadian customer, the Canada Law Book Co., when, know
ing the price at which, during the whole five years, “Ilalsbury” 
had been sold in the thick paper edition, he, at the crack of 
dawn, floods the market with cart-loads of circulars, advertis
ing for sale, at a less price, “For a short time only,” the far 
more attractive India paper edition, by a rival Law Book Com
pany formed to sell this and other law books.

Mr. Bond may consider that good business. He may con
sider it honourable business; but to my mind it is not com
mendable.

The contract was made before the publication of the first 
volume. Let us see what was in the minds of the parties, or in 
the mind of Cromarty on the one hand, and Bond on the other. 
Bond intended to give, and Cromarty to take, the sole agency 
for a term of years. Both Bond and Cromarty thought the 
work would be finally completed before five years. Having re
gard to the nature of the work and the consequent contracts 
that the plaintiff would make with its customers I must find that 
Bond intended (when he made the contract) that the plaintiff 
would have the sole agency, at any ra e until the final com
pletion of the work. I do not think an> other thought was 
then in the mind of either party. During the subsequent cor
respondence the plaintiff urged haste, suggesting two years.
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On the strength of the circular before mentioned (complete 
in 18 to 20 volumes) the plaintiff opened correspondence for the 
exclusive agency. For what? Surely for the complete sets. 
Then followed Robinson’s interview and the memorandum given 
to him by Bond to deliver to his principal, the plaintiff. Does 
the subsequent correspondence change the conditions set forth in 
that memorandum ? In some respects its conditions are expressly 
varied. But in some respects not. In view of the common in
tention as to the plaintiff’s right to an exclusive agency until 
completion of the publication, does the term in the “overleaf” 
so vary the contract that Bond may now say, “Although I have 
taken longer to complete the sets than either of us contemplated, 
and although that is my fault, now, because five years have ex
pired, you have no contract.”

When we look at the original memorandum we see, “For five 
years from the publication of Volume 1, or for one year after 
publication of the last volume of the set, whichever shall be the 
longest period.”

After working for five years under the contract, the defen
dants now say the term as to time means one thing and the plain
tiff says it means another. I think, in so far as the defendants 
are concerned, it looks as though they are trying to take ad
vantage of the wording of the “overleaf” to work out an after
thought and something not in the mind of Mr. Bond when he 
sent the cable and wrote the letter following. Parties may well 
be fairly agreed upon the terms of a contract when it is made 
and get wide apart as the years go on as to the interpretation 
of its terms.

While I am not prepared to follow the plaintiff’s contention 
as at first laid, I think there is strong ground to support it.

As the parties cannot now agree, let us look at the correspond
ence and see if we cannot find a contract.

It is strongly urged by the defendants that I must not look 
at the Robinson memorandum. I cannot support this con
tention.

Where one document refera to another, the two may be read together 
so aa to oonatitute a complete memorandum. . . . The aarne rule
appliea if the documenta can lie connected together by a reasonable 
inference, although there be no express reference from one document 
to the other: Halabury. Vol. 7. ?S9.

The law is fully reviewed on this point in Bristol, etc., 
Aerated Bread Co. v. Maggs, 44 Ch. D. 620.
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When I look at the whole correapondonee to gather the terms 
of the contract, I am deeply impressed with the fact that the 
memorandum given to Mr. Robinson, which was the first writing 
of any moment, is an essential part of the contract. It is true 
that Cromarty makes certain propositions in his letter of the 
21st of May, 1907; hut he has the written proposition before him 
when he writes that letter and refers to it in that lutter. When 
I look at the cable of the 13th of June and the letter of the 14th 
of June, and also the “overleaf.” ami compare this with the 
letter and with the original memorandum, I think I may safely 
say that, except wherein that original memorandum handed to 
Mr. Robinson is varied, its contents become and are a part of 
the contract.

Let us assume for the moment that the defendants are right 
in their contention that the term was varied hv the “overleaf.” 
Even so, the renewal clause remains a part of the contract.

But if the defendants are right in their contention that the 
contract expired in five years, whether they completed their 
publication or not, then it may In- urged that the plaintiffs not 
having elected to renew within the term, may have lost that 
right. I have been referred to no authority on this point. I 
think I may refer to the law regarding leases:—

A lease which creates a tenancy fur a term of year* may confer on 
the le**ee an option to take a lease for a further time . . . and
its exercise is not necessarily restricted to the duration of the original 
tarai Wilabwy, VoL 18, 845.

Where a lessee for a term of years has the option to renew his 
lease, it seems to be the better doctrine that he must notify his lessor 
before the term expires whether he elects to renew, as the lessor should 
know at the moment wheq the lease expires whether he has or has 
not a tenant. ... A court of equity will not relieve the lessee 
against a failure to give the required notice if such failure was caused 
by wilful ignorance or accident not unavoidable. If, however, the 
failure to give the notice wa« -aused by unavoidable accident, fraud of 
the lessor, surprise or ignor. nee not wilful, a i-ourt of equity should 
grant relief and compel renewal. . . . The lessor may ilso be bound 
by a waiver. ... i 18 Am. & Eng. Encyc., 2nd ed., 692.

Courts of equity will relieve a lessee if he has lost his right to renew 
by fraud on the part of the lessor or by unavoidable accident on his 
own part. They will not assist him where his failure to renew is on 
account of his own gross laches or negligence. On the other hand, 
it is held that on the question of the right to relief against a forfeiture 
for failure to renew time is not essential where there is mere neglect, 
but that in the case of gross or wilful negligence relief will not be 
granted: 24 Cye. 1006.
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A provision in n lease Riving to the lessee the privilege of extending 
tlie term is to lie distinguished from a provision giving to the lessee the 
option to renew. In the former case no notice of the lessee's election to 
extend the term is required, in the absence of a stipulation therefor in 
the lease, his mere remaining in possession licing sufficient notice: 18 
Am. & Eng. Encye.. 2nd ed., (193.

The provisions of a lease requiring notice from the lessee of an 
election or intention to renew or extend the term are for the benefit 
of the lessor and, therefore, the notice itself or any other matter 
going to the sufficiency thereof may be waived: 24 Cye. 1003.

It may be said that the case is not analogous; hut I think 
the Court here should adopt a similar principle. It is true that 
a tenant remaining in possession gives an evidence of some 
intention. Here, considering the conduct of Bond and his 
Winnipeg office, and especially in view of the contemplated 
“activity in certain directions,” I have no doubt that the defen
dants were fully aware of the stand the plaintiff would take as 
to the contract.

I think the defendants made all their preparations well know
ing they would surprise the plaintiff. I think they succeeded 
in springing a surprise. Under the circumstances I fail to 
see in what better position the defendants are to complain of 
lack of election than would a lessor in any of the casas cited 
above. I think here the defendants had no right at all to invade 
the territory as they did.

I think the plaintiff is entitled to a renewal of his contract 
upon the terms mentioned in that memorandum. I do not think 
the defendants may offer for sale the India paper edition in the 
territory granted.

It was agreed at the trial that if I found the defendants had 
no right to invar1» the territory, I might assume damage, and 
that in such case there would be a reference by consent to an 
arbitrator to be agreed upon or to he appointed by me under the 
law in that behalf.

I reserve the matter of the appointment. If the parties 
cannot agree I will appoint the arbitrator.

There will be an injunction as prayed.
Having regard to the amendments. I allow no costs.

Judgment for plaintiff ; injunction ordered.
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ROYAL BANK OF CANADA et al. v. THE KING IMP
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. Present: lisrount Haldane p c 

(Lord Chancellor), Lord Macnaghten, Lord Atkinson and Lord Moulton.
January 31. 1913. 1013

1. Contracts (8 VI A—411)—Money had and received—Failure of ‘*an- PI
CONS i deration.

When money lias I teen received by one person which in justice and 
equity belongs to another, under circumstances which render the re
ceipt of it a receipt by the defendant to the use of the plaintiff, the 
latter may recover as for money had and received to his use ; and 
this principle extends to cases where the money has been paid for a 
consideration that has failed.

2. Contracts (8 VI A—til)—Recovering hack money—Loan under
ABORTIVE SCHEME—LENDER’S RIGHTS.

Where money has been paid to borrowers in consideration of the 
undertaking of a scheme to lie carried into effect and the scheme be
comes abortive, the lender has a right to claim the return of the 
money in the hands of the borrowers as being held to his use.

[ Wilson V. Church, 13 Cli.I). 1. in appcil sub nom. National Itoli- 
vian Navigation Co. v. Wilson, ô A.C. 1741. referred to.]

3. Constitutional law (8 1G—140)—Functions and powers or pro
vince—Act altering conditions of loan—Non-resident bond
holders—Situs of remedy on failure of consideration.

Where the purchase price of bonds was remitted by the lenders in 
London to a branch of a Canadian bank in New York, to be applied in 
carrying out the proposed construction of a railway u|xm a guarantee 
of the bonds by the Provincial Government of Alberta, and in pur
suance thereof the bank through its head office in Montreal author
ized the ojiening of a credit for the amount in a branch of the same 
bank in Alberta subject to lie drawn upon only upon the term- of 
the scheme which the province had approved by statute and order- 
in-council. the province cannot, by declaring a forfeiture of the con
cession and enacting a statute purporting to alter the conditions of 
the scheme previously approved, acquire jurisdiction to legislate over 
the civil right which nrnsc in favour of the Imndholders in London to 
claim from the bank in Montreal, outside of the jurisdiction of the 
Alberta legislature, a return of the money which they had advanced 
for a purpose which had ceased to exist.

\The, King V. Lovitt. [1912] A.C. 212, distinguished.]
4. Constitutional law' < § I <•—14ft)—Functions and powers of pro

ving®—Act affecting extra-territorial rights.
As the effect of the Allierta statute. 1910. eh. 9. the A’lierta and 

Great Waterways Railway Ronds Act. if validly enacted, would have 
lieen to preclude the bank, through which the money of the land
holders was I icing advanced under the terms of a government con
cession. from fuitiIIing its legal obligation accruing and remaining en
forceable at a place outside of the Province of Alberta, the statute 
is ultra vires.

Appeal by the Royal Bank of Canada ct al., the defendants Statement 
in an action brought in the name of the Crown and of the Pro
vincial Treasurer of Alberta from the judgment of the Supreme 
Court of Alberta in favour of the plaintiffs for $0,042.083.20 and 
interest as the proceeds of certain bonds which the provincial 
statute known as the Allierta and Great Waterways Railway 
Bond Act (Alta. Statutes, 1910, ch. 9) had declared to form part 

22—9 d.l.h.
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Provincial Treasurer v. The, Royal Rank of Canada. 2 D.L.R. 
762, 20 W.L.R. 929.

----- The appeal was allowed and the action dismissed.
Royal Hank
of Canada 

r.
Tiif. Kino.

Sir R. Finlay, K.C.. and William Finlay, for all the appel
lants, and J. II. Moss, K.C. (of the Canadian Bar), for the ap
pellants the Alberta and Great Waterways Railway Company 
and the Canada West Construction Company, Limited.

S. 0. Ruckmastcr, K.C., C. A. Hasten, K.C. (of the Can
adian Bar), and Geoffrey Lawrence, for the rcsjiondents.

Counsel referred to the following cases : The King v. Lovitt,
11912] A.C. 212; Dobic v. Temporalities Board, 7 A.C. 136; 
Attorney-Gnu ral of Ontario v. Mercer, 8 A.C. 767 ; Citizens Ins. 
Co. v. Parsons, 7 A.C. 96; Blackwood v. Reg. (1882), 8 A.C. 82; 
Commissioner of Stamps v. TIope, [1891] A.C. 476; Prince v. 
Oriental Bank Corp., 3 A.C., Pt. 1, 325; Woodland v. Fear, 7 
E. & B. 519 ; ('lode v. Bayley, 12 M. & W. 51; The Attorney- 
General v. Alexander, L.R. 10 Ex. 20; De Beers Consolidated 
Mines, Ltd. v. Howe, [1906] A.C. 455; McGregor v. The Esqui
mau and Xanaimo Ry. Co., [1907] A.C. 462; Woodruff v. At
torney-General for Ontario, [1908] A.C. 462; Bank of Toronto 
v. Lambe, 12 A.C. 575; Attorney-General (Que.) v. Reed, 10 A. 
C. 31: Tennant v. The Union Bank, [1894] A.C. 31; Grand 
Trunk R. Co. v. Attorney-General, Can., [1907] A.C. 67; Mad
den v. Nelson and Fort Sheppard R. Co., [1899] A.C. 626 ; Tor
onto City v. Bell Telephone Co., [1905] A.C. 52; Crown Grain 
Co. v. Day, [1908] A.C. 504 ; Jones v. Can. Central R. Co., 46 
U.C.R. 250 ; City of Montreal v. Montreal St. R., [1912] A.C. 
333; Wilson v. Church, 13 Ch.D. 1; National Bolivian Naviga
tion Co. v. Wilson ct al., 5 A.C. 176; Colquhoun v. Brooks, 14 
A.C. 493; Wentworth v. Smith, 15 Ont. P.R. 372.

The Lord 
Chancellor.

The judgment of the Board was delivered by
The Lord Chancelier :—This is an appeal from a judg

ment of the Supreme Court of Alberta. It raises questions of 
much importance, which their Lordships have taken time to con
sider. The main controversy is as to the validity of a statute of 
the legislature of Alberta, passed in 1910, and dealing with the 
proceeds of sale of certain bonds. These proceeds had been de
posited with certain banks, one of them being the appellant bank. 
The judgment under appeal was given in an action brought by 
the Government of Alberta against the Royal Rank of Canada, 
the Alberta and Great Waterways Railway Co. and the Canada 
West Construction Co., to recover $6,042,083.26, with interest, 
being the amount of the deposit held by the appellant bank. The
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Court of first instance and the Court of Appeal for the province 
have given judgment for the Government. (2 D.L.R. 762.)

it is contended hy the appellants that the statute in question 
was not validly enacted, it is said to have been ultra vires of 
the legislature of the province, as attempting to interfere with 
property and civil rights outside the province, and also as trench
ing on the field of legislation as to banking, which, by section 91 
of the British North America Act, is reserved to the Parliament 
of Canada. Tt is further said that, inasmuch as the statute pur
ported to make the deposits part of the general revenue fund of 
the province, it was inoperative, as being an attempt to raise 
revenue for provincial purposes in a manner not authorized hy 
section 92 of that Act.

In order to determine the points thus raised, it is necessary to 
examine the transactions to which the legislative action of the 
Alberta Government was directed. The appellant railway com
pany was incorporated hy an Act of the legislature of the pro
vince, being chapter 4(i of 1909, for the purpose of constructing 
and operating a railway, to extend from Edmonton in a north
easterly direction, and to he wholly within the province. The 
capital was to he $7,000,000, and the company was empowered 
to issue bonds. By another Act of the same session, being chapter 
16, which received the Royal assent on the same day, the 25th 
February, the Government of Alberta was authorized to guar
antee the principal and interest of the bonds to he issued hy the 
railway company to the extent of $20,000 a mile up to 050 miles, 
with a further amount in respect of the cost of terminals. The 
bonds were to be repayable in fifty years, and were to hear in
terest at the rate of five per cent. By section 2 it was provided 
that the bonds so guaranteed were to be secured by a mortgage 
to be made to trustees, which was to cover the railway, its 
rolling stock and equipment, and its revenues, rights and powers. 
By section 3, the form and terms of the bonds, mortgage, and 
guarantees were to be approved by the Lieutenant-Governor-in- 
council. By section 4. when the guarantees were signed on 
behalf of the Government, the province was to he liable for pay
ment of principal and interest, and no person entitled to the 
bonds was to be under the necessity of inquiry in respect of com
pliance with the terms of the Act. By section 5, all moneys 
realized hy sale, pledge, or otherwise of the bonds, were to be 
paid by the purchaser, subscriber, pledgee, or lender, into a bank 
or hanks approved by the Lieutenant-Governor-in-council. to the 
credit of a special account in the name of the treasurer of the pro
vince, or such other credit as the Lieutenant-Govemor-in-eouneil 
should direct. The balance at the credit of the special account 
or accounts was to be credited with interest at such times and 
at such rate as might be agreed on between the company and
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the hank holding the same, and such balance was from time to 
time to be paid out to the company or its nominee, in monthly 
payments so far as practicable, as the construction of the lines 
of railway and the terminals was proceeded with to the satisfac
tion of the Lieutenant-Governor-in-council, according to specifi
cations to be fixed by contract between the Government and the 
company, and in such sums as an engineer appointed by the 
Lieutenant-Governor-in-council should certify as justified ; pro
vided that, at the option of the company, the moneys so paid 
into the bank should, instead of being so paid out, Ik* paid to 
the company on the completion, as certified by the en
gineer, to the satisfaction of the Lieutenant-Governor-in-coun- 
eil. of sections and terminals specified. The balance of the pro
ceeds of the bonds which might remain after completion of the 
railway was to be paid over to the company or its nominees. 
Section ô concluded with a provision, which appears to have been 
inaccurately printed, but which their Lordships interpret as 
bearing the meaning put on it in an order-in-council subsequently 
made by the Lieutenant-Governor, on the 7th October, 1000, tliat 
the balance at the credit of the special account remaining until 
paid out, as above arranged for, was to be deemed part of the 
mortgaged premises under the mortgage, and not public moneys 
received by the province.

On the 7th October, two orders-in-council were made by the 
Lieutenant-Governor. The first of these, after reciting the in
corporating Act and the Guarantee Act, above referred to, ap
proved forms of mortgage and a guarantee, authorized the 
proper officials to execute them, and designated the Standard 
Trusts Co. as the trustee under the mortgage-deed. This order, 
also, pending the preparation of engraved bonds, authorized the 
guarantee of a single printed bond without coupons for the 
entire sum to Ik* covered by the bonds, $7,400,000, to be ex
changed for the engraved bonds in due course. By the second 
of these orders, after reciting that the company had elected to 
receive the money on completion of sections and of terminals on 
a progress basis, certain banks, including the appellant bank, 
were designated as the banks into which the proceeds of the 
bonds were to lie paid in accordance with the Guarantee Act.

By an order made on the 9th November, the lists of banks 
was varied, but the appellant bank remained included, and the 
deposit out of the proceeds of the bonds of $6,000,000, being the 
principal included in the amount sued for, was assigned to it. 
This order recited that it was the understanding of the Govern
ment that, on the proper interpretation of the last-mentioned 
Act, the moneys in question, when paid into the banks, not 
being public moneys received by the province, could only lie 
withdrawn on the terms stated in the Act.
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The second order of the 7th October had approved the terms 
of the preliminary bond, in a form which made the principal and 
interest payable in London at the counting-house of Messrs. 
Morgan, Grenfell & Co. The terms of the bond provided that 
it should be secured by a mortgage from the railway company 
to the Standard Trusts Co. and for the guarantee of principal 
and interest, by the province. The lsuid was to he registered in 
the books of the company in London, and transfers were to be 
made in these books. Shortly after the making of the two orders- 
in-council of the 7th October, arrangements were made in London 
with Messrs. Morgan, Grenfell & Co., for the raising of the 
money authorized to be borrowed.

To enable the transaction to be carried out, the railway com
pany, on the 28th October, entered into a formal contract with 
the provincial Government for the construction of at least 350 
miles of the line. The contract recited the right of the com
pany to issue bonds in proportion to mileage and terminals and 
the authority of the Government to guarantee principal and in
terest to the extent of $20.000 a mile and further sums in respect 
of terminals, and provided, in accordance with the Guarantee 
Act, that the proceeds arising from the bonds so issued should 
be paid into the banks approved by the Lieutenant-Governor-in- 
council, to the credit of the treasurer of the province in a special 
account, and that such proceeds should from time to time hi* 
paid out to the railway company on engineers’ certificates. The 
balance of the proceeds, after completion of the railway and ter
minals. was to be paid over to the railway company. By a deed 
of the same date made between the railway company, the pro
vincial Government, and the Standard Trusts Co., a company in
corporated under the law of Manitoba, ami having its head 
office outside the province, tin» railway company mortgaged its 
property to the trusts company to secure the bonds for the sum 
of $7,400,000 and interest at 5 per cent., repayable on the 1st 
January, 1959; and the Government guaranteed payment of 
principal and interest. The security expressly included, not 
only the railway and its rolling stock and equipment, but all 
retd and personal property then or thereafter held or acquired 
for the purposes of the railway. Later on. on the 22nd Novem
ber, the railway company entered into a contract with the appel
lant construction company, which had been incorporated under 
Dominion statutes, and had its head office outside the province, 
for the construction of the railway, and the r ilway company 
agreed to pay to the construction company the net proceeds of 
the bond issue, an agreement which was afterwards supplemented 
by a formal assignment of the 8th March, 1910.

Under the arrangements with Messrs. Morgan, Grenfell & 
Co., the preliminary ltond for $7,400,000, already referred to,
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was taken up by them. A letter of the 11th October, 1909, from 
the deputy provincial treasurer of the province to Messrs. J. P. 
Morgan & Co., of New York, shews the method adopted by the 
Government in carrying out the transaction. The preliminary 
bond was to be handed to Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. as agents 
for the Government. That firm was to transfer to or hold this 
iHuid for Messrs. Morgan, Grenfell & Co., the immediate takers-up 
of the bond issue in London. The purchase-money was to be 
deposited to the credit of the provincial treasurer in the Edmon
ton branches of the designated hanks. These arrangements were 
carried out in this fashion. As the proceeds of the bond issue 
in London came over to New York, the money which was to be 
applied and secured in accordance with the statutes, orders* 
in-eouncil, and contracts, already referred to, was paid in instill
ments in New York, the part with which the appellant bank is 
concerned being received by its house in New York, and credited 
to the provincial treasurer in the railway special account. The 
bank had its head-offices in Montreal, and was incorporated 
under Dominion law. The account at Edmonton, in Alberta, was 
opened there in accordance with the arrangements already 
referred to.

No money in specie was sent to ti ~anch office which the 
bank possessed there, but the general i ager in Montreal ar
ranged for the proper credit of the special account. It is plain 
that all these transactions were carried out for the purpose's and 
on the faith of the statutes, orders-in-council, contracts, and 
mortgage-deed referred to, and were effected for the p irpose of 
providing for the construction of the railway with the security 
and guarantees which had been given. It is not in dispute that 
the Government at this period meant the appellants to under
stand that it would adhere strictly to the terms of its guarantee.

The construction company commenced the works preliminary 
to the construction of the line. No part of the sum at the credit 
of the special account was paid out for this purpose*, but the 
bank made advances, and the construction company assigned to 
the bank as security its interest in the proceeds of the bond issue.

The second chapter of the history of the events which resulted 
in tin* appeal before their Lordships opened in March. 1910. 
There appears to have been public uneasiness about the action 
of the Government in entering into the arrangements above de
scribed; and, in the event, a Royal Commission of inquiry was 

While it was sitting, there was a change of Govern
ment.

The new administration introduced and passed two statutes, 
ami on the validity of the first of these the question to he de
cided in the appeal turns. This statute, which became law on 
the lfith December, 1910, after setting out in its preamble that
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the railway company had made default in payment of interest 
on the bonds and in the construction of the line, and then ratify
ing and confirming the guarantee by the province of the bonds, 
enacted that the whole of the proceeds of sale of the bonds, and 
all interest thereon, including such part of the proceeds of sale 
as was then standing in the banks in the name of the treasurer 
of the province or otherwise, and comprising, inter alia, the 
$6,000,000 and accrued interest in the appellant bank, should 
form part of the general revenue fund of the province, free 
from all claim of the railway company or their assigns, and 
should be paid over to the treasurer without deduction. It was 
also provided that, notwithstanding the form of the lKinds and 
guarantee, the province should, as between itself and the rail
way company, be primarily liable on the Imnds. and should 
indemnify the company against claims under them.

By another statute passed at the same time, any person *or 
corporation claiming to have suffered loss or damage in conse
quence of the passing of the Act just referred to, might submit 
a claim to the Government, to be reported on to the legislature.

On the day of the passing of these Acts, a notice was served 
on behalf of the treasurer of the province on the appellant bank, 
claiming payment of $6,042,083.26 and interest, and a cheque 
was presented to and refused by the bank. A claim against the 
bank as from this date for interest at the rate of 5 per cent, was 
then made. The action out of which the appeal arises was 
immediately launched, claiming, on behalf of the Crown and 
the provincial treasurer, the sum aliove mentioned from the 
appellant bank, and the railway company and the const ruction 
company were subsequently joined as defendants. The main 
defence pleaded was the invalidity of the first of the two statutes 
of 1910, and the bank also claimed a lien for advances to the 
construction company.

The case was tried before Stuart, J., who held that the pro
ceeds of the bonds were within the province, and that the matter 
was one of a local nature in the province. lie, therefore, de
cided that it fell within class 16 of section 92 of the British 
North America Act, and not within section 91 ; and that, accord
ingly, the statute having been validly passed, there should be 
judgment for the plaintiffs.

The appellants appealed to the Court of Appeal, which 
unanimously dismissed the appeal. The Chief Justice held that 
the statute was probably authorized by classes 10 and 16 of sec
tion 92, and certainly by class 13. relating to property and civil 
rights. He also decided against the appellants on the further 
points they made, that the Act trenched on the subject of bank
ing legislation in section 91, and that it was invalid as being 
confiscatory, and not an authorized way of raising a provincial
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revenue. Heck, J., Scott, J.. and Simmons, J., decided against 
the appeal on substantially the same grounds, though the two 
latter learned Judges differed from the rest of the Court on a 
minor question as to interest.

Their Lordships are not concerned with the merits of Un
political controversy which gave rise to the statute the validity 
of which is impeached. What they have to decide is the ques
tion whether it was within the power of the legislature of tin- 
province to pass the Act of 1910. They agree with the contention 
of the respondents that, in a case such as this, it was in Un- 
power of that legislature subsequently to repeal any Act which 
it had passed. If this were the only question which arose, tin- 
appeal could be disposed of without difficulty. lint tin- Act 
under consideration does more than modify existing legislation. 
It purports to appropriate to the province the balance standing 
at the special accounts in the banks, and so to change its posi
tion under the scheme to carry out which the bondholders bad 
snliscrihed their money. Elaborately as tin- case was argued in 
tin-judgments of the learned Judges in tin- Courts below, tlu-ir 
liordships are not satisfied tlint what appears to them to In- tin- 
fundamental question at issue has been adequately considered.

It is a well-established principle of the English common 
law that, when money has been received by one person which in 
justice and equity belongs to another, under circumstances which 
render the receipt of it a receipt by tin- defendant to tin- use of 
the plaintiff, the latter may recover as for money had and re
ceived to his use. The principle extends to cases where tin- 
money has been paid for a consideration that has failed. It 
applies, as was pointed out by Brett, L.J., in Wilson v. Church, 
13 Oh. I). 1. at 49, when money lias been paid to borrowers in 
consideration of tin- undertaking of a scheme to lu- carried into 
effect subsequently to the payment and which has become abor
tive. The lender has in this ease a right to claim the return of 
the money in the bands of tin- borrowers, as being held to his use. 
Wilson v. Church, which was affirmed in tin- House of Lords, 
under the name of National Bolivian Navigation Co. v. Wilson, 
5 App. ('as. 17(1, is an excellent illustration of the principle. A 
loan bad lu-en raised to make a foreign railway, on a prospectus 
which set out a concession by the foreign Government in virtue 
of which the bondholders were to have the lu-nefit of certain 
custom duties. The foreign Government, finding that the rail
way had not been made, revoked the concessions. The trustees, 
to whom the money had been paid to be expended on the 
gradual construction of the railway, contended that it was not 
apparent that they could not. with certain variations, sub
stantially carry out the scheme. It was held that, while the 
Government had a right to revoke the concession which could
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not h<« questioned. the effect of its so doing was to materially 
vary tin- prospects and terms of security of the bondholders, 
and that the question whether the scheme had become so abor
tive that the consideration for tin* advances had failed, must be 
determined, not merely by a survey of physical or financial con
siderations, but by reference to the conditions originally stipu
lated for. The bondholders were declared to In* entitled to re
cover their money.

The present ease appears to their Lordships to fall within 
the broad principle on which the judgments in that ease pro
ceeded. The lenders in London remitted their money to New 
York to be applied in carrying out the particular scheme which 
was established by the statutes of 1909 and the ordcrs-in-coiilicil. 
and by the contracts and mortgage of that year. The money 
claimed in the action was paid to the appellant bank as one of 
those designated to act in carrying out the scheme. The bank 
received the money at its branch in New York, and its general 
manager then gave instructions from the head office in Montreal 
to the manager of one of its local branches, that at Edmonton, 
in the Province of Alberta, for the opening of the credit for the 
special account. The local manager was told that he was to 
act on instructions from the head office, which retained control.

It appears to their Lordships that the special account was 
opened solely for the purposes of the scheme, and that, when the 
action of the flovernment in 1910 altered its conditions, the 
lenders in liondon were entitled to claim from the bank, at its 
bead office in Montreal, the money which they had advanced 
solely for a purpose which had ceased to exist. Their right was 
a civil right outside the province; and the legislature of the pro
vince could not legislate validly in derogation of that right. 
These circumstances distinguish the ease from that of Tin Kiiui 
v. Lot 'ill, 11912) AC. 212, where the point decided was in reality 
quite a different one.

In the opinion of their Lordships, the effect of the statute of 
1910, if validly enacted, would have been to preclude the bank 
from fulfilling its legal obligation to return their money to tin- 
bondholders, whose right to this return was a civil right which 
luul arisen and remained enforceable outside the province.

The statute was, on this ground, beyond the powers of the 
legislature of Alberta, inasmuch as what was sought to be enacted 
was neither confined to property and civil rights within the pro
vince nor directed solely to matters of merely local or private 
nature within it.

Other questions have, as already stated, lieen raised in this 
appeal as to whether the statute of 1910 infringed the provisions 
of section 91 of the British North America Act. by attempting 
to deal with a question relating to banking, and by trenching
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on the field already occupied by the Dominion Hunk Act. It 
was also contended that the appropriation of the deposits to the 
general revenue fund of the province was outside the powers 
assigned to the provincial legislature for raising a revenue for 
provincial purposes. The conclusion already arrived at makes 
it unnecessary for their Lordships to enter on the consideration 
of these questions and of other points which were made during 
the arguments of counsel.

Their Lordships will humbly advise Ilis Majesty that the 
appeal should Ik* allowed, and the action dismissed. The re
spondents must pay the costs here and in the Courts below.

Appeal allowed and action dismissed.

Annotation Annotation—Constitutional law (8 II A 8—175)—Property and civil rights 
-----  —Non-residents in province.

tjonal law_ It la not out of place to record here that this was the last great con-
Property and stitutional case in which Lord Macnaghtcn took part—a master of consti- 
civil rights tutional law, a great and revered Judge.

There were three constitutional question* of importance for decision in 
this apjieal. in regard to a statute of tlie Alberta Legislature: —

(1) Did the statute infringe banking law?
(2) Was the statute a measure of taxation, and if so, was that taxa

tion within the competence of a Provincial legislature?
(.3) Did the statute affect property and civil rights within tlie Province?
The last question only was decided.
The main facts appear in the judgment; of these it i* important tb 

bear in mind (1) that the plaintiffs had arranged that the account relating 
to the money, tlie proceed* «if the l>on«l*. should lie iqieneil in Alberta. (2) 
That the money did not go to Alberta. (I «lo n«it assert that the decision 
wouhl have been different ha«l the money gone there in specie.) (.1) That 
the statute (held to be ultra rires) recited that the railway company had 
maile default. This default was the fact on which a right exi*ting outside 
the Province arose, viz., the right of the Imndlmlders to re«piire payment 
to them of the money in the hamls «if the liank to tin* amount it hehl, 
by reason of the failure of the purpose for which it had been subscribed.

Tlie ilccision is not creative in the sense of introducing a new canon or 
principle of construction, but it is interesting as illustrative of tlie limita- 
tioiis «if legislative power, especially as our habit of thought is to regard 
a legislature as omnipotent.

It is impossible to deal aileipiately in a note with the varie«! and im
portant questions at issue and it is intende«l to deal in the first place 
and mainly with the question that was «Icrhled. and to refer to u few of the

The provishms «if the British North America Act that need lie referred

Section 92 enacting that in each province the legislature may exclusively 
make laws in relation to matter* c«uning within the classes of subjects 
enumerated in sub-sections:—
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Annotstion(continued)—Constitutional law (8 II A 2—175)—Property and 
civil rights—Non-residents in province.

(2) Direct taxation within the province in order to the raising of 
a revenue for provincial purposes.

(3) The borrowing of money on the sole credit of the province.
(5) The management and sale of the public lands belonging to the 

province, and of the timber and wood thereon.
(10) Local works and undertakings (with certain exceptions such 

as lines of ships, railways, etc., extending beyond the province).
(13) Property and civil rights in the province.
(10) flcnerally all matters of a merely local or private nature in 

the province.
Section 01 vesting in the Dominion Parliament the power to legislate 

in regard to:—
(3) The raising of money by any mode or system of taxation.
(15) Hanking, incorporation of banks, and the issue of pa|M*r money.
(18) Hills of exchange and promissory notes.

The legislature of the province is sovereign while acting within tlie 
powers given by section 92, except that where a subject of legislation is 
already dealt with by the Dominion Parliament, enacted within it* (lowers, 
provincial legislation must give way to that of the Dominion Parliament. 
No while a provincial legislature may not pass legislation alfecting civil 
rights outside the province, the Dominion Parliament may pass legislation 
alfecting civil rights in any province. For example, among the enumer
ated classes of subjects in section 91 are patents and copyright. It would 
be practically impossible for the Dominion Parliament to legislate upon 
either of these subjects without affecting the property and civil rights of 
individuals in the province ( Lord Watson in Tennant v. Union Bank of 
Canada, [1894] A.C. p. 31, at p. 45; see also Vaulting v. Dupuy, 5 A.C. 409).

Owing in part to the tendency to regard all legislative liodies as omni
potent, there is a decided inclination to regard decisions like that in the 
Royal Bank v. Alberta, as an undue restriction on legislative liodies. pecu
liar to bodies created as the Canadian Provincial Legislature» have lieen. 
I submit that this is a wrong view to take.

So far as regards property or rights to property such as were in question 
in this action, the limitation of the powers of the Provincial legislature 
to property and rights within the province is no more than that imposed on 
any sovereign state by the comity of nations. A Canadian Provincial 
Legislature, ns regard» such property and civil rights, has legislative 
powers co-ex tensive with those of an independent sovereign state—except 
only where it meets Dominion legislation, properly enacted, when it must 
give way. Heing co-extensive. a Provincial legislature cannot exercise (and 
there cm lie no ground to claim ) power exceeding the power that a 
sovereign state can exercise. The (lower of legislation of a sovereign state 
in general is limited to its territory and it' subjects: Hr parte Blain, 12 Ch. 
D. 522; approved in Re Rent non. [18921 2 Q.R., p. 208 .where the then 
Master of the Rolls said, at p. 528 :—

"The governing principle is that all legislation is primA faeie terri
torial, that is to say, that the legislation of any country hinds its
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Annotation(continued) —Constitutional law (6 II A 2—175)—Property and 
civil rights—Non-residents in province.

own subject*, and the subjects of other count ies who for the time 
bring themselves within the allegiance of the legislating power."

And—
“The right of municipal legislation of a sovereign state extends to 

everything affecting the state ami eapaeity of its own subjects, with 
respect to their persona! rights within its own territory. 
Continental jurists ynerally agree that, properly speaking, there are 
three places of jurisdiction: ttr*t, the forum domicilii, or place of 
domicile of the party defendant; second, the forum rci sit O’, or the 
place where the thing in controversy is situate; ami third, the forum 
cunlrucluH or forum ni yestv, or the place where the contract Is made 
or the act is done. These distinctions in jurisdiction rwult from the 
distinctions of the Homan civil laxv. Considered in an international 
point of view, either the thing, or the person made the subject of the 
jurisdiction must lie within ttie territory, for no sovereignty van 
extend its process lieyond its own territorial limits so as to subject 
either persons or property to its judicial decision*.”

(The last two are quotations from International Law—Sherstonv Baker.)
By the law of nations ami by the British North America Act. therefore, 

the Provincial legislature could not properly pass this legislation.
The right that came to lie considered in this case, may lie defined as an 

interest duly acquired under the law of a civilized country which may lie 
enforced in the Courts of law of that or any other country having juris
diction. The right, which was the deciding factor, was that of the bond
holders to recover the money held by the bank to the use of the bond
holder*. This right existed outside the province (ami. therefore, outside 
the powers of the Provincial Legislature) since the bondholder*, who were 
not resident in the province, could sue the bank at Montreal where it* 
head office is situated.

The revenue laws of certain provinces apparently formed a difficulty 
facing the appellant hank; for example, such legislation as was under con
sideration in The Kiny v. I.oritt, (101*21 A.C. 212. In this cose a depositor 
domieiled outside New Brunswick deposited moneys in a bank in New 
Brunswick, and died. PrimA facie the rule mobilia set/uuntur personam 
applied, but it was held that the Legislature of New Brunswick could levy 
succession duty thereon. The subject-matter of the taxation was held to 
lie. not the right of succession which was outside the province and *o out
side the |mwer of the Provincial Legislature, but the simple contract délit 
which the bank owed to the deceased’s estate. The situs of a simple con
tract debt is the residence of the debtor; the debtor in the l,ovitt Case was 
the branch of the bank where the deposit was made; the property taxed 
was. therefore, in the province and within the legislative power of the 
Provincial legislature.

In the Alberts ease the statute purported to create a debt due to the 
Government—a debt within the province—assuming (and this is not clear) 
that the bank had a domicile in Albrrta for the purjiose of lieing sued, 
through its branch office t;>ere. This legislation was ineffective because per
sons outside the province had rights in the fund, which itself was outside 
the province and the bondholder* were not hound to go to the Courts of
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Alberta to recover it. A sharp distinction must be drawn between the 
legislation passed by Alberta and the decision of the Alberta Courts. For 
the Courts of a country, in some circumstances, have (or at any rate, 
claim) jurisdiction over persons and moveable property, greater than the 
legislature of that country has, even though it Ik* an independent sovereign 
legislature. For example, the Courts of a country, generally speaking, 
assume jurisdiction over the defendant in an action in peruanam where 
the defendant is, at the service of the writ, in that country, in respect of any 
cause of action, in whatever country such cause of action arises, but not 
over immoveables not situate in that country. ( Dicey, Conflict of Laws. ) 

Supposing the hank had accepted the decision of the Allwrta Courts, 
would that decision have been nn answer to an action by tlie bondholder 
against the hank, say in the Quebec Courts? And supposing the hank had 
obeyed the direction given by the Allwrta Act and paid the money to the 
Government, could it successfully plead the Act as a defence to an action 
by the bondholders in the Quebec Court.

The judgment of the competent Courts of a civilized country is accepted 
in the Courts of another civilized country, provided it is not plainly 
against the principles of natural justhc. There is one exception suggested 
in SiwpHon v. Fngo, 20 L..Î. Ch. flf>7, where a decision of the Courts of 
Louisiana was disregarded hv an Knglish Court on the ground that it was 
against the comity of nations. (Mr. l/illeur terms the expression 
“comity of nations" as an unfortunate one ( Isifleur. Conflict of Liws) and 
I apologize for its use. In a case like the Alberta case, however, it s«s*ms 
a peculiarly apt one—even on the basis of lurua a nan lurcmla.)

“If a foreign Court exercises a jurisdiction which, according to 
the law of nations, its sovereign could not confer upon it, its sentence 
or judgment is not available in the Courts of any other State, and 
the Courts in which such judgment is brought in controversy will 
determine the question of jurisdiction for themselves, and the same 
may be said where suflicient notice has not been given to the 
defendant.” International Law—Sherstone linker.)

I think this is too broad a statement and some doubt has I wen thrown 
on the division of tlie English Court in Himpaon v. Fogo. It is sub
mitted that (apart from the special rules of a local Court, eg . Quebec 
Civil Code quoted below) the decision of the Courts of Alberta, assuming 
they were competent would have lieen recognized 'in the Courts of any 
other civilized country. The Queliee Civil CihIo distinguishes between 
judgments rendered out of Canada, and those rendered in Canada. In 
regard to the former, any defence may lie pleaded in answer to an action 
for enforcing it that might have been pleaded in the original action. In 
regard to the latter, the same rule applies, if the defendant was not per
sonally served in the province where the action was brought—or did not 
appear to the action, otherwise the judgment is binding.

If there had been no judgment of the Alberta Court, tlie statute of the 
Legislature of the Province of Alberta, attempting to deal us it does, with 
rights outside the province In-longing to |iersons not subject to its legisla
ture, would not be binding in the Courts of another country. On these
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grounds. I submit, with respect, that had the legislation passed by 
Alberta been passed bv the Herman or French legislative bodies, it would 
have lieen equally ineffective to achieve the object for which it was passed. 
The principle contended for may be supported on another ground. Again, 
taking the supposed action in Montreal by a bondholder against the bank, 
the hank (ns mentioned) would not have been protected by the statute pur
porting to take away the bondholder's rights. The Alberta Legislature 
could not have protected the bank in the action brought in Quebec. This 
“te°t or criterion of effectiveness" is more often spoken of in connection 
with the judgment of a Court of law, but the principle of which is equally 
sound ns a test of legislation. For no legislature ought to pass legislation 
which it cannot carry out. The Allierta statute purported to free the 
money in the bank from claims. It could not enforce this, say, against 
persons resident in Quebec—or domiciled in C.ermany or England—therefore, 
the legislation was had by the ordinary rule of international law. quite 
apart from the operation of the Britisl North America Act.

The legitimate use of decisions is to ascertain principles. I submit that 
the two basic principles involved in this theory are ‘‘territorial jurisdic
tion,” and “mobilia sequuntur persona hi.” The points where the first does 
not hold absolute sway are where Dominion and Provincial legislation meet 
—necessitated by the existence of a federal authority in whose jurisdiction 
certain wide spread powers are vested—and the second principle fails in re
gard to revenue laws, which are always difficult to square to any rule; they 
ere referable in some measure to the claim that statutes make for payment 
for recovery or protection of anything within their power, either physically 
or passing to their resident subjects.

II. Banking.
It is thought that the legislation affected a hanking transaction on the 

following authority. In Tennant v. Union Bank of Canada, [1894] A.C. 
31, an Ontario statute (the Mercantile Amendment Act, ch. 122, of the 
Rev. Statutes) contained certain provisions as to warehouse receipts, which 
were at variance with provisions in the Bank Act of the Dominion (46 
Viet. ch. 120) then in force. The Ontario statute dealt with property and 
civil rights in the province. The Dominion Act deals with such rights 
generally, being matters of banking. It was said in the judgment (after 
referring to Cushing v. Dupuy, 5 A.C. 409), p. 46:—

“The law living so far settled by precedent, it only remains for con
sideration whether warehouse receipts, taken in security by a bank in 
the course of the business of banking, arc matters coming within the 
class of subjects deserilied in section 91, sub-section 15, as “Banking, in
corporation of banks, and the issue of paper money.” If they are, the 
provisions made by the Bank Act with respect to such receipts are 
infra vires. Upon that point their Lordships do not entertain any 
doubt. The legislative authority conferred by these words is not con
fined to the mere constitution of corporate bodies with the privilege 
of carrying on the business of bankers. It extends to the issue of 
paper currency, which necessarily means the creation of a species of 
personal property carrying with it rights and privileges which the
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law of the province doe# not and cannot attach to it. It alto com
prehends ‘banking,’ an expression which is wide enough to embrace every 
transaction coming within the legitimate business of a banker. . . . 
These (i.e., the legislative powers of the Dominion Parliament) de- 
|K‘iid upon section 01 and the power to legislate conferred by that 
clause may be fully exercised, although with the effect of modifying 
civil rights within the province. And it appear# to their Lordships 
that the plenary authority given to the Parliament of Canada by section 
91, sub-section 15, to legislate in regard to banking transactions is 
sufficient to sustain the provisions of the Hank Act which the appellant 
impugns.”

In the Alberta case the proceeds of the bond were received by the 
Royal Bank in the course of a banking transaction, an incident of the 
business it was authorized to carry on, by the Rank Act of Canada. The 
money was to be paid out in certain amounts as the construction of the 
railway proceeded and proportionately thereto. Construction would neces 
sarilv proceed for a length of time, so in effect the deposit was a time 
deposit, and the bank agreed to pay interest on that basis. Some discus
sion occurred in the Alberta Courts as to whether the deposit was a true 
time deposit. It is submitted that it was a deposit for a period of time 
ascertainable by progress of construction. The Act of the Alberta Legis
lature directed immediate payment of the money held by the bank, and so 
altered a time deposit into a deposit payable on demand. It was argued 
that this was an interference by a Provincial Legislature with a banking 
transaction entered into by a corporation created for that purpose (among 
others) by a Dominion Act. It may be contended with some force that 
the interference was incidental to a transfer by the Provincial Legislature 
of property within the province—that the object of the legislation was a 
right that the province had, and the mere incidents following could not lie 
a trespass on the Dominion field. Rut the Act and its consequences come 
within the words quoted above from Tennant v. Union Dank: “It also 
comprehends ‘banking,’ an expression which is wide enough to embrace 
every transaction within the legitimate business of a hanker.”

This particular aspect of the Alberta case was perhaps the most inter
esting of the various questions arising in that case, and it is disappointing 
that the finding that there was a right outside the province made it un
necessary to decide the question.

III. Wa* the measure one of taxation, and if so was such taxation within 
the competence of the Provincial Legislaturef 

The Alberta statute directing payment of the money directed it to lie 
paid into the public revenue fund. It thus became available for public 
revenue. A fund raised for building a railway was made ax-ailable for the 
public revenue, presumably in relief of taxation. Was this “direct taxa
tion within the province in order to the raising of a revenue for provincial 
purposes” (sec. 9*2, sub-sec. (2)) T It was not direct taxation—it was not 
taxation at all—it seemed to come within the dictum of Lord Watson in 
Dobie v. Temporalities Board, a ease much relied on by the appellants:—
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“When funds belonging to a vor|Hiration in Ontario are mo situated 
or invested in the Province of Quebec, the legislature of Quebec may 
impose direct taxes upon them for provincial purposes, as authorized 
by section 1)2 (2) (B.N.A. Act) or may impose conditions upon the 
transfer or realization of such funds; but that the Quebec legislature 
shall have power also to confiscate these funds, or any part of them, 
for provincial purposes, is a proposition for which no warrant is to 
be found in the Act of 1867.”

The powers of the province to levy anything in the nature of indirect 
taxation received a narrow interpretation in Attorney-fleneral of Quebec 
v. Head, 10 A.C. 141, where the province attempted to levy a tax of ten 
cents on every affidavit filed in Court. The point was not decided in 
the case.

At the end of this note will be found a list of the principal cases 
which may be consulted, principally constitutional cases. The case may 
lie summed up as suggesting (as the point was not decided) the strict 
limitation for Provincial Legislatures to prevent their trespassing on 
Dominion powers such as banking. It is, indeed, but reasonable and pru
dent—considering that banks have played so vital a part in the growth 
of Canadian commerce, and must lie such an integral part of the financial 
solidity of the Dominion—to limit interference with hanks and hanking in 
the strictest manner. If the case suggests this, it affirms that a Provincial 
Legislature has not powers over rights outside its jurisdiction which a 
sovereign state would not claim to have.

Memoraniivm ok Cases.
Attorney (ieneral of Quebec v. Queen lunuranee Co., 3 A.C. 1000.

legislation of the Province of Quebec requiring a stamp to lie affixed 
to each policy of insurance held ultra vire*. It was not direct taxation 
within the provisions of section 02 of the B.X.A. Act.

Cuthing v. Uupuy, 5 A.C. 400.
Sections of the Insolvent Act ( passed by Dominion Parliament ) limited 

the right of appeal, held iitfro vire* (p. 415).
“It is therefore to he presumed, indeed it is a necessary implica

tion, that the Imperial Statute, in assigning to the Dominion Parlia
ment the subjects of bankruptcy and insolvency, intended to confer on 
it legislative power to interfere with property, civil rights, and pro
cedure within the Provinces, so far as a general law relating to those 
subjects might affect them."

Citizen* ln*uranec Company v. Partout, 7 A.C. 06.
A statute passed by the Legislature of the Province of Ontario impoa- • 

ing statutory conditions on each policy of fire insurance issued by any 
company doing business in the Province by whatever power incorporated, 
held intra tiret and did not constitute such an interference with trade and 
commerce as to make it ultra ttiret, 

ffuttell v. The Queen. 7 A.C. 829.
The “Scott Act" passed by the Parliament of Canada and which was 

temperance legislation dependent for its application u|ion its acceptance by
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n majority vote «if parliamentary counties held infra vires as being legis 
lation dealing with the jieace. order and good government of Canada, al
though it did interfere with property and civil rights.

Dobie v. The Temporalities Board, 7 A.C. 130.
The old Parliament of Canada created a corporation having its cor 

porate existence and rights in the Provinces of Ontario and Qucliee. The 
Legislature of the Province of Quebec assumed to repeal and amend the 
Act of incorporation and to destroy the same and substitute a new cor 
poration, and also to materially alter the class of persons interested in 
the corporate funds, and not merely to impose conditions upon the transac
tion of business by the corporation within the Province of Quebec.

The statute was held ultra rires (p. 148).

"Hut upon an examination of these two statutes it becomes at once 
apparent that there is a marked différence in the character of their 
respective enactments. The Ontario Act merely prescribed that cer
tain conditions shouhl attach to every policy entered into or in force 
for insuring property situate within the province against the risk of 
fire. It dealt with all corporations, companies, and individuals alike 
who might choose to insure property in Ontario—it did not interfere 
with their constitution or status, but required that certain reasonable 
conditions should lie held as inserted in every contract made by them. 
The Quebec Act, 38 Viet. eh. 114, on the contrary deals with a single 
statutory trust and interferes directly with the constitution and privil 
egos of a corporation created by an Act of the Dominion of Canada 
and having its corporate existence and corporate rights in the Pro 
vinee of Ontario as well as in the Province of Quebec. The professed 
object of the Act and the effect of its provisions is not to impose con
ditions on the dealings of the corporation with its funds within the 
Province of Quebec, but to destroy, in the first place, the old corpora 
tion and create a new one, and, in the second place, to alter materi
ally the class of persons interested in the funds of the corporation.”

“The domicile of the corporation is merely forensic, and cannot alter 
its statutory constitution as a board in and for the Provinces of 
I'ppcr Canada ami Lower Canada. Neither can the accident of the 
funds being invested in Quebec give the legislature of that Province 
authority to change the constitution of a corporation with which it 
would otherwise have no right to interfere. When funds belonging 
to a corporation in Ontario are so situated or invested in the Pro
vince of Quebec, the legislature of Quebec may impose direct taxes upon 
them for provincial purposes, as authorised by sec. 02 (2). or may 
impose conditions upon the transfer or realization of such funds; hut 
that the Quebec legislature shall have power also to confiscate these 
funds, or any part of them, for provincial purposes, is a proposition 
for which no warrant is to be found in the Act of 18(17.”
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Attorney (icncral of Ontario v. Jfetter, 8 A.C. 767.
Land» in Canada escheated to the Crown for defect of heirs Mong to 

the Province in which they are situated, and not to the Dominion.

Colonial HuUdiny Invent meat Ann. v. Attorney-General of Quebec, !i A.C. 
157.

Held it was competent for the Federal Authority to incorporate a com
pany carrying on its principal business in one province only (p. 166).

“What the Act of Incorporation has done is to create a legal and ar
tificial person with capacity to carry on certain kind' of business, 
which are defined, within a defined area, viz., throughout the Do
minion. Among other things, it has given to the association power 
to deal in land and buildings, but the capacity so given only enables 
it to acquire and hold land in any Province consistently with the laws 
of that Province relating to the aequi-ition and tenure of land. If 
the company can so acquire and hold it, the Act of Incorporation gives 
it capacity to do so.”

Ilodge v. The Quern, 0 A.C. 117.
The Liquor License Act of Ontario which made regulations in the na

ture of by-laws or municipal regulations for the good government of 
taverns, etc., held to lie infra rire».

Attorney-General of Quebec v. Head, 10 A.C. 141.
A Quebec statute imposed a duty of ten cents on every exhibit filed in 

Court. It was contended that it was direct taxation under the provisions 
of sub-sec. 2 of see. 92 of the R.X.A. Act. The Karl of Selborne in deliver
ing the judgment of the committee (p. 142-3) referred to the various 
definitions of direct and indirect taxation (p. 145).

“The fund to be raised by that taxation is carried to the purposes 
mentioned in the ‘2nd sub-sec.; it is made part of the general consoli
dated revenue of the province. It, therefore, is precisely within the 
words ‘taxation in order to the raising of a revenue for provincial pur
poses.' If it should greatly exceed the cost of the administration of 
justice, still it is to lie raised and applied to general provincial pur
poses, and it is not more specially applicable for the administration 
of justice than any other part of the general provincial revenue.

“Their Lordships therefore think that it cannot lie justified under 
the 14th aub-eection."

Ilank of Toronto v. La tube, 12 A.C. 573.
A statute passed by the legislature of the Province of Queliec imposed 

direct taxes upon all banks doing business within the province, the amount 
of such taxes lieing dependent upon the amount of paid up capital and the 
number of branches which the bank might maintain in the province. The 
t ix was also applicable to insurance and other commercial corporations held 
to lw intra rire».

Tennant v. I'nion Bank of Canada, (1894] A.C. 31.
Is specific j lower given under the Dominion Hank Act to all chartered
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bank* in Cnnada to take security for advances and assert their effective
ness within a province without registration, a* provided by the laws of the 
province, valid? (p. 4fl).

“The law being ho far settled by precedent, it only remains for con
sideration whether warehouse receipts, taken in security by a hank in 
the course of the business of banking, are matters coming within the 
class of subjects described in see. 91, sub-sec. 15, as ‘Banking. Incor
poration of Banks, anil the Issue of Paper Money.' If they are, the 
provisions made by the Bank Act with respect to such receipts are 
infra vires. Upon tint point their Lordships do not entertain any 
doubt. The legislative authority conferred by these words is not 
confined to the mere constitution of corporate bodies with the privil 
egn of carrying on the business of bankers. It extend* to the issue 
of paper currency, which necessarily menus the creation of a specie* 
of personal property carrying with it right* and privileges which the 
law of the province docs not. and cannot, attach to it. It also com 
prebends ‘Banking* an expression which is wide enough to embrace 
every transaction coming within the legitimate business of a banker.

“The appellant's counsel hardly ventured to dispute that the lend 
ing of money on the security of goods, or of documents representing 
the property of goods, was a proper banking transaction. Their chief 
contention was that, whilst the legislature < f Canada had power to 
deprive it* own creature, the bank, of privilege* enjoyed by other 
lenders under the provincial law. it had no power to confer upon the 
bank any privilege as a lender which the provincial law dm** not recog 
nise. It might enact that the security, valid in the ea*e of another 
lender, should lie invalid in the hand* of the bank, but could not 
enact tliat a security should lie available to the bank which would not 
have been effectual in the hands of another lender. It wa* said in sup
port of the argument, that the first of these things did. and the 
second did not, constitute an interference with property and civil 
rights in the province. It i* not easy to follow the distinction thus 
suggested. There must Is- two partie* to a transaction of loan; and, 
if a security, valid according to provincial law. was made invalid in 
the hands of the lender by a Dominion statute, the civil rights of the 
borrower would lie affected, because he could not avail himself of his 
property in his dealings with a bank.

“But the argument, even if well founded, can afford no test of the 
legislative powers of the Parliament of Canada. These depend upon 
see. 91. and the power to legislate conferred by tliat clause may lie 
fully exercised, although with the effect of modifying civil right* in 
the province. And it nppear* to their Lordship* that the plenary 
authority given to the Parliament of Canada by sec. 91. *uh-%cc. 15. to 
legislate in relation to banking transactions i* sufficient to sustain the 
provisions of the Bank Act which the appellant impugns."

Attorney Ornerai of Ontario v. Attorney Ornerai of Vanaila, 11894) AX'. 189.
The Act passed by the Legislature of Ontario de iling with assignment* 

and preferences by insolvent persons was intra rim, as it related to purely
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voluntary assignments merely ancillary to bankruptcy law, and not in 
conflict with any existing bankruptcy legislation of the Dominion.
Brewers and Maltsters Assn. v. Attorney General of Ontario. [1807] A.C. 

231.
The Liquor License Act of Ontario, which requires every brewer and 

distiller to obtain a license thereunder to sell wholesale within the pro
vince, held valid, (a) as being direct taxation, and (b) as comprised 
within the term “other licenses." It was argued that the provincial 
legislature might impose its tux in such a way as to make it practically 
indirect taxation. This argument was answered by Lord Herschell in de
livering judgment of the committee, as follows (p. 237):—

"Such a case is conceivable. Rut if the Legislature were thus, under 
the guise of direct taxation, to seek to impose indirect taxation, noth
ing that their Lordships have decided or said in the present case would 
fetter any tribunal that might have to deal with such a case if it 
should ever arise.”

C.P.R. v. Bonsccours Market, [ 1890] A.C. 367.
Is the Railway Company as a creature of the Dominion Parliament sub

ject to provincial regulations, so as to be compelled to clean a ditch beside 
its right of way? Held, that the provincial legislation was in ira vires, 
and that while the Provincial Legislature could not order any change in 
the structure of the ditch it might compel the Railway Company to keep 
it clean and free from obstructions.

Union Colliery Co. of B.C. v. Bryden, [1899] A.C. 680.
The British Columbian Coal Mines Regulation Act prohibited China

men from I wing employed in underground workings. Held ultra vires.

Madden v. Xclson d Fort Sheppard Uly. Co., [ 1899] A.C. 626.
The British Columbian Cattle Protection Act, 1891, as amended in 1895, 

enacting that a Dominion railway company, unless it erected proper 
fences on its railway, shall be responsible for cattle injured or killed 
thereon, held ultra vires.

Attorney-General of Manitoba v. License Holders, [ 1002] A.C. 73.
The Manitoba Liquor Act. 1900, held infra rires, as being of a purely 

local nature within the meaning of the B.N.A. Act, sec. 92, sub-sec. 16, not
withstanding that in its practical working it interfered with Dominion 
revenue and indirectly with extra provincial trade and commerce.

By sec. 119 of the Act it was specifically provided that it should not 
affect bonft fide transactions between a person in the province of Manitoba 
and a person in another province or in a foreign country, and that the 
provisions of the Act should be construed accordingly.

City of Toronto v. Bell Telephone Co., [1905] A.C. 62.
A Dominion statute which authorised and empowered the Telephone 

Com pah y to carry on its business throughout Canada and erect poles in 
the streets and towns of the various provinces held intra vires, and was 
not such an interference with property and civil rights within the pro
vinces to render it invalid (p. 67).
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“It would seem to follow that the Bell Telephone Company acquired 
from the Legislature of Canada all that was necessary to enable it 
to carry on its business in every province of the Dominion, and that no 
provincial legislature was or is competent to interfere with its opera
tions. as authorised by the Parliament of Canada."

Grand Trunk Railway Co. v. Attorney General of Canada. [1907] A.C. 65.
A statute of the Dominion Parliament prohibiting “contracting out" by 

employees held to lie infra rires of the Dominion, as being a law ancil
lary to through railway legislation, notwithstanding that it affected civil 
rights within the several provinces.

Woodruff v. Attorney General for Ontario, [1908] AX?. fi08.
The Legislature of Ontario had no power to tax property not within the 

province under its Successions Duty Act (p. .513).
“The pith of the matter seems to lie that, the powers of the Pro- 

vincivl Legislature being strictly limited to ‘direct taxation within 
the province’ (British North America Act 30 & 31 Viet. eh. 3 sec. 
92. sub-sec. 2), any attempt to levy a tax on property locally situate 
outside the province is beyond their competence."
(Note:—Compare with It. v. I.ovitt, [1912] A.C. 21*2.

Crown Grain Co. v. Day, [1908] A.C. 504.
The Manitoban Mechanics’ and Wage Earners' Lien Act, which limited 

the right of appeal in actions arising thereunder and declared that the 
judgment of the Court of King's Bench should lie final, was ultra vires, 
inasmuch as sec. 101 of the B.N.A. Act authorised Parliament to estah 
lish the Supreme Court of Canada, and secs. 35 and 3(1 of eh. 139. R.S.C., 
1909 had actually defined the appellate jurisdiction of that Court.

Hydraulic Co. of fit. Francois v. Continental Heat and f.iyht Company, 
[1909] A.C. 194.

The Continental Heat and Light Company had a Dominion charter which 
empowered it to supply, sell ami dispose of gas and electricity. The St. 
François Co. had an exclusive franchise to produce ami sell electricity as 
power, heat and light in the village of Disraeli under a provincial statute 
passed subsequent to the date of the Dominion Act. The local company 
contended that the only effect of the Canadian Act was to authorise the 
respondent company to carry out its operations in the sense that its so 
doing would not lie ultra vires of the company, but that the legality of 
the company's actions in any province must be dependent upon the law 
of that province. The judicial committee refused to give effect to that 
contention (p. 198).

“This contention seems to their Lordships to lie in conflict with 
several decisions of this board. Those decisions have established that 
where, as here, a given field of legislation is within the competence 
both of the Parliament of Canada and the Provincial Legislature, and 
both have legislated, the enactment of the Dominion Parliament must 
prevail over that of the province if the two are in conflict, as they 
clearly are in the present case."
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The King v. Lnvitt, 11912] A.C. 212.
A deposit receipt was given to Ixivitt at St. John in the Province of 

New Brunswick, with resjMjct to moneys deposited by hiir in the Hank 
of British North America there. Was this property situate in the pro
vince liable to succession duty on Lovitt'a death ? Lovitt was domiciled 
in Nova Scotia. His personal representatives took out probate in New 
Hrunswiek and obtained payment of the money there:—Held, that the ob
ligation to pay was primarily confined to the New Brunswick branch of 
the hank and governed by the law of New Brunswick where tin- property 
was locally situated :—Hehl. subject to duty ini|M>sed by New Brunswick 
Act.

CUg of U on Inal v. I/o ulniil Sired Ituilinn/. 11912] A.C. 333.
As to the validity of sub-sec. (h) of sec. 8 of the Itailway Act of 

Canada i Iîhni. R.S.V.. eh. 37 >. which purjairts to «abject any provincial 
railway (although not declared by parliament to lie a work for the general 
advantage of Canada) to the provisions of the Act relating to through 
trafic. The Act was held to lie ultra rire« (p. 343).

“It has. no doubt, been many times decided by this board that the 
two sect ions 91 and 92 are not mutually exclusive, that the pro
visions may overlap, and that where the legislation of the Dominion 
Parliament comes into eonllict with that of a Provincial Legislature 
over a field of jurisdiction common to both, the former must prevail ; 
but. on the other hand, it was laid down in .{Ilomeg-fleurrai of On
tario v. Atlftrueg-tinmal of the Dominion. 11899] A.C. 348. ill that 
the exception contained in sis1. 91. near its end. was not meant to dero
gate from the legislative authority given to Provincial legislatures by 
the lfitli suit-see. of sis1. 92. save to the extent of enabling the Parlia
ment of Canada to deal with matters, locil or private, in those cases 
where such legislation is necessarily incidental to the exercise of the 
power conferred upon that Parliament under the heads enumerated in 
«ce. 91; (2) that to those matters which are not specified amongst the 
enumerated subjects of legislation in sec. 91 the exception at its end 
has no application, and that in legislating with respect to matters 
not so enumerated the Dominion Parliament has no auth
ority to encroach U|m>ii any class of subjects which is exclu
sively assigned to the Provincial legislature by section 92; (3)
that these enactments, sections 91 and 92. indicate Dint the exer
cise of legislative power by the Parliament of Canada in regard to all 
matters not enumerated in see. 91 ought to lie strictly confined to such 
matters as are unquestionably of Canadian interest and importance, 
and ought not to trench upon provincial legislation with respect to 
any classes of subjects enumerated in sec. 92; (4) that to attach any 
other construction to the general powers which, in supplement of its 
enumerated powers. are conferred upon the parliament of Canada by 
sec. 91 would not only be contrary to the intendment of the Act. but 
would practically destroy the autonomy of the provinces; and. lastly, 
that if the Parliament of Canada had authority to make laws applic
able to the whole Dominion in relation to matters which in each pro-
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might not legislate to the exclusion of provincial legislation. The
same considerations appear to their Lordships to apply to two of the 
matters enumerated in see. 01, viz., the regulation of trade and com
merce. Taken in their widest sense these words would authori«e legis
lation by the Parliament of Canada in respect of several of the matters 
specifically enumerated in sec. 92 and would seriously encroach upon 
the local autonomy of the province. In their Lordships’ opinion these 
pronouncements have an important bearing on the question of decision 
in the present case, though the case itself in which they were made 
was wholly different from the present case, and the decision given in 
it has little if any application to the present case. They apparently 
established this, that the invasion of the rights of the province which 
the Ha il way Act and the Order of the Commissioners necessarily in
volve in respect of one of the matters enumerated in see. 02, namely, 
legislation touching local railways, cannot be justified on the ground 
that this Act and Order concerned the |>eace, order, and good govern
ment of Canada nor upon the ground that they deal with the regula
tion of trade and commerce.

“It follows, therefore, that the Act and Order, if justified at all. 
must In* justified on the ground that they are necessarily incidental to 
the exercise by the Dominion Parliament of the powers conferred upon 
it by the enumerated heads of see. 01. Well, the only one of the heads 
enumerated in see. 01 dealing expressly or impliedly with railways is 
that which is interpolated by the transfer into it of sub-heads (a), 
(b). and (c) of sub-see. Ill of see. 02. Lines siteh as the Street 
Railway are not amongst these.”

Wilson v. C/iim/i, 13 Ch. Div. 1 (1870).
The facts of this case (which are very fully reported) are. shortly, as

follows; —
A concession was granted by the Bolivian (lovernmcnt for opening 

a communication lictween Bolivia and the Atlantic by the Amazon, a 
part of which scheme involvi-d making a railway on Brazilian terri
tory, for which a concession was obtained from the (iovernment of 
Brazil, the X. Company was formed in America for eHeetuating the 
general scheme, ami a limited company was formed in lxindon for 
making the railway. In January. 187*2, a prospectus was issued in 
England by the Bolivian Government and the two companies, inviting 
subscriptions to a loan for which bonds were to lie given, the payment 
of which was to lie secured by the general liability of the Bolivian 
(Iovernment and by the hypothecation of the customs duties on im
ports by the new route, and of the entire net profits of the company. 
It was furtlier stated in the prospectus that the C. Company, who had 
had the line examined, had entered into a contract for making the 
railway, which was to lie made within two years. It was alsi -fated 
that out of the proceeds of the loan certain persons who were to act
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«« trustees for the liondholdera would retain a sum equal to the con
tract price of the railway, and apply it from time to lime in payment 
for the works as they proceeded. The public took up the loan to a 
large amount. The C. Company had contracted to make the line for 
£U(M),(MtO, and that amount was set apart out of the proceeds of the 
loan in pursuance of the prospectus. The rest of the money was paid 
partly to the Bolivian Government and partly to the N. Company, by 
whom it was expended. The C. Company commenced the works, hut 
shortly afterwards repudiated the contract on the ground that they 
had been deceived. In September, 1873, a fresh contract was entered 
into with other persons for making the railway at a higher price. 
Nothing was done under this contract, and in August, 1875, it was 
transferred to another contractor. A dispute having occurred the X. 
Company in October, 1877. entered into another contract with other 
persons to make the railway, on terms which would make the cost 
greatly exceed £000,000, and which in some important particulars (as 
the Court of Appeal considered) were prejudicial to the rights of the 
bondholders. The Bolivian Government in the meantime revoked the 
concession. In March, 1878, a bondholder commenced an action on 
behalf of himself and all the bondholders except one, who was a de
fendant, the Bolivian Government being a co-plaint iff, to have the 
fund in the hands of the trustees divided amongst the bondholders, 
on the ground that the scheme had become abortive. It was admitted 
that the cost of making the railway would exceed the sum in the hands 
of the trustees. The shares in the N. Company had for the most part 
been allotted as fully paid-up shares, and nothing could be obtained 
from calls. The shares in the railway company had, by arrangements 
between the two companies, become the property of the N. Company, 
and there were no shareholders in the railway company liable to calls. 
It did not appear that there were any engineering difficulties making 
it impossible to construct the railway.

Held, by Fry, J.:—
‘'That as there were no insuperable engineering difficulties, the scheme 

could not be pronounced impracticable; that the revocation of the 
concession by the Bolivian Government was unjustifiable, and one to 
which the Court ought not to give effect, and that the action must bo 
dismissed.”

The plaintiff having appealed to the Court of Appeal (p. 35) : —
"Held, by that Court, reversing the judgment of Fry. J.. that us the 

funds in the hands of the trustees were admittedly insullicient to com
plete the railway, and the company had no means of raising further 
funds it had become, in a business sense, impracticable to carry into 
effect the scheme, and to give the bondholders the security on the 
faith ot which they advanced their money, and that they were entitled 
to have the fund, which was still in medio, in the hands of the trustees, 
returned to them: —

“Held, further, that assuming the revocation by the Bolivian Govern
ment of their concession to be unjustifiable ( which in the opinion of
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the Court of Appeal it was not) still it was the ait of a noveleign 
power with which the Court could not interfere, and made it impossible 
for the liondholders to have the security on the faith of which their 
money was advanced.”

Brett. L.J., in his judgment, said ( p. 41)) :—
“Now, where the money is to he loan I upon such an understanding 

ns that, it seems to me that if the scheme wholly fails, the most ordin
ary principles of law determine that the money must be given hack 
to the bondholders. The money has never lieen paid to the Bolivian 
Government, or to the navigation company, or to the railway com
pany. The money is in the hands of trustees, and of trustees for the 
bondholders. The bondholder* have found the money, but it has never 
gone effectively from them to the borrowers. It has stopped in medio 
in the hands of trustees; but the principle of law seems to me to be 
identical with what it would be if the money were paid to the Imr 
rowers for a consideration which is to lie a ceo after the pay
ment of the money, and by the most ordinary principle of law, where 
money is paid for a consideration which is to lie performed after the 
payment, if that consideration wholly fails, the money becomes money 
in the hands of the borrowers held to the use and for the benefit of the 
lenders, and must be returned. That would Is* the case at common law 
under such circumstances. But here you do not want to carry it so 
f ir. because, the money being in medio, if the consideration for which 
the money was to be handed over fails, the money must lie given hack 
by these trustees to the bondholders. That *eems to me a plain prin
ciple of law, and indecision in any of the suits which have hitherto 
taken place lietween these parties has determined anything to the 
contrary.”

Appeal was taken to the House of Lord* under the title of Xationat 
Bolivian .Vavigalion Co. v. Wilson (1880), ê App. Cas. 170. Their Lord
ships maintained the judgment of the Court of Appeal, holding that the 
bondholders were entitled to recover from the trustees.

The head-note is ns follows:—
“Where money has been subscribed by bondholders for a particular 

purpose (such ns the construction of a railroad) and part of that 
money has been plneèd in the hands of the trustees fur the bondholder*, 
the duty of such trustees lieing to pay portions of the money ns por
tions of the intended railroad are constructed, if no such railroad nor 
any portion of it is constructed, and its construction becomes im
practicable. the bondholders are entitled to demand from the trustee* 
repayment of what remains in their hands.

“Where there is a right dependent upon the practicability of doing 
a certain work, the question of its practicability is not to lie deter- 
minded solely by physical or financial reasons, but conditions previously 
stipulated (especially where the interests and the right* of third 
parties are concerned) must, be considered.

“Thus, where a loan was raised to make a railroad in a foreign 
country, such loan lieing raised on the fiith of a prospectus which sot 
forth, as a security to the bondholders, the grant of a concession by the
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foreign Government, in virtue of which the bondholders would have 
the lienefit of the customs duties imposed by that Government on goods 
passing along that railroad, and the foreign Government, finding the 
railroad not made, revoked its concession, the loss of the security 
which the concession had afforded to the landholders, entitled them to 
treat the scheme as a failure, and to demand the return of their 
subscript ions.

“A foreign Government granted a concession, on the terms of which 
a company was formed and a loan raised, and Inmdholders constituted. 
The Government afterwards revoked the concession :—
“//r/#Z. that its right to do so could not la* questioned in any legal 

proceedings in this country.”
In his judgment Karl Cairns (Txiril Chancellor) said (p. 184):— 

. . I think it is established by tlie evidence that the State of 
Bolivia, acting, as it ap|iears to me. not arbitrarily or capriciously, 
but in tlie exercise of rights which the |iersons constituting that Govern
ment considered that under the circumstances they possessed, and which 
1 do not think it can lie said they did mit possess, have revoked that 
concession to the navigation company, which, as it appears to me. was 
the principal security for the loan and the principal inducement held 
out to the liondholders to make it.

“If under these circumstances the bondholders were helpless; if they 
were obliged to leave their money unreclaimed in the hands of the 
trustees, if they were unable to come to the Court and to assert that 
the terms on which they advanced their money were departed from, 
that tlie consideration for the loan hail failed, that the security for 
the loan had disappeared, and that in this state of things the money 
which had lieen placed in the hands of trustees should lie returned 
to them—if, 1 say. they were unable to do this, I should have to 
arrive at the conclusion that the whole trust arrangement, so care
fully constructed for the protection of tlie landholders, was a simple 
mockery. In my opinion, however, the bondholders are entitled to this 
relief, and I think the decision of the Court of Appeal, which gave 
them this relief, was correct and in accordance with the first prin
ciples of equity.”

Prinrc v. Oriental Hank Corporation ( 1878), 3 App. Cas. 325:—
“Tlie defendant bank, an English corporation had branches at Syd

ney. Muminiliurrah. and Young, in New South Wales—Sydney lieing 
the head branch. Appellants held a promissory note made by Messrs. 
H. & G. at Young for £426. The note was dated 1st December. 1874, 
and fell due on 3rd April. 1875. H. & G. had an account with re
spondent’» branch bank at Young, but had no account at Murrumhiirrah 
or Sydney branche»; the note was made payable at Murrumburrah at 
the request of the respondent'» manager at the Young branch, in order 
that respondent might got certain commission on the collection of the 
note. Just before the note became due the ap]iellants lodged it with 
their own bankers, the Bank of New South Wales, for collection, which 
bank lieenme the appellants’ agent in order to collect the amount. The
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Hunk uf New South Wales then huiuleil over the note to ro-pondent's 
hank at Sydney to collect for them for the purpose of «ending it on 
to Murrumhiirrnh. where it was made payable. The respondent hank 
transmitted the note to their Murrumhurrah branch and the manager 
there sent a draft transfer to the Sydney branch in favour of the 
Hank of New South Wales. In respondent’s books at Murrumhurrah 
there was an account current between the Young agency and the Mur
rumhurrah agency, and in that account under date .'Ird April the Young 
agency, where H. & (». hanked, was debited with their note, and under 
the same date credit was given for the draft. On Sunday, the 4th 
April, H. & G.’s store at Young was entirely destroyed by lire. On 
Monday. r»th April, the Murrumhurrah manager requested the re
spondents’ Sydney branch to cancel the transfer draft in favour 
of the Hank of New South Wales and return the promissory 
note dishonoured, on receipt of which respondent’s Sydney manager 
returned the note to the Hank of New South Wales. Thereupon that 
hank gave notice of dishonour to the plaint ill's, who brought action 
to recover money alleged to have lieen received by defendant bank 
for the use of the plaint ills.

“Held, that where a promissory note is returned dishonoured to the 
plaintiffs, the amount thereof having lieen transmitted by transfer 
drafts and entries in the bank's hook*, from the branch where the 
same was made payable to the branch where the plaintiffs paid the same 
in, such transfer and entries not lieing communicated to the plaintiffs, 
the bank could not lie i with the receipt of the money."

In dismissing the appeal. Sir Montague Smith, for the Judicial Com
mittee, stated that the case really turned upon the position or status of 
these branch hanks, and laid down the proposition that

“the |Misition of branch hanks is. that in principle and in fact they 
are agencies of one principal hanking corporation or Arm. notwithstand
ing that they may In» regarded as distinct for -pedal purposes, e.i/.. 
that of estimating the time at which notice of dishonour should In» 
given; or of entitling a hanker to refuse- payment of a customer's 
cheques except at that branch where he keeps his account.”
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CAN Re DEAN.

S.C.
1913

Supreme Court of Canada, Duff, ./.. in Chambers. February 25, 1913.

1. Theft (§ I—11)—With iireaki.no ami entering—Ch. Code 1900, secs. 
11. 400.

Fell. 23. The offence of breaking into a counting-house ami stealing money 
therefrom as declared by the English statute 7 8 <2e«i. IV. ch. 29. 
se<\ 15, was a part of the criminal law of British Columbia prior to 
its admission into Confederation, and remains in force under Cr. Code 
see. 11. subject to the change made by the Criminal Code as to the 
nature of the punishment.

[See Cr. Code, sec. 400.]
2. Courts (§11111—241 )—Supreme Court (Can.)—Habeas corpus jur

isdiction.
A judge of the Supreme Court of Canada has concurrent jurisdic

tion with provincial courts to grant a writ of habeas corpus under 
the Supreme Court Act, R.S.C. (1906) ch. 139. see. 62, in respect of 
a commitment in a criminal case where the commitment is in re
spect of some act which is made a criminal offence solely by virtue of a 
statute of the Dominion Parliament, and not where it was already 
a crime at common law or under the statute law in force in the pro
vince on its admission into the Canadian Confederation and which 
had not lieen repealed by the Federal Parliament.

rHe Bproule, 12 Can. S.C.R. 140. applied.]

Statement Application for writ of habeas corpus.
The application was refused.
J. Travers Lnris, K.C., for the applicant.
E. V. It. Johnston, K.C., for the Attorney-General for Brit

ish Columbia.

Duff. J. Duff, J. :—I think I have no jurisdiction to entertain this 
application. It will not l>c necessary, in view of my opinion as 
to the construction of sec. 62 of the Supreme Court Act, to de
cide the point raised by the contention of Mr. Johnston, on 
behalf of the Attorney-General of British Columbia, that that 
enactment is beyond the competence of the Parliament of 
Canada.

Sec. 62 is as follows :—
62. Every Judge of the Court shall, except in matters arising out 

of any claim for extradition under any treaty, have concurrent juris
diction with the Courts or Judges of the several provinces, to issue 
the writ of habeas corpus ad subjiciendum, for the purpose of an in
quiry into the cause of commitment in any criminal case under any 
Act of the Parliament of Canada.

2. If the Judge refuses the writ or remands the prisoner, an ap
peal shall lie to the Court.
The language indicates an intention on the part of Parlia

ment to confer only a strictly limited jurisdiction. Anything 
like frequent interposition in the administration of the criminal 
law in the provinces by the Judges of the Supreme Court of 
Canada, through the instrumentality of the writ of habeas cor-
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pus, would obviously lead to the most undesirable results ; and 
before exercising the authority in a given case, 1 think it is my 
duty to scrutinize most carefully the terms in which that auth
ority is given, to ascertain whether or not the case is one of those 
in which it was intended to be exercised.

The jurisdiction extends only, I think, to those cases in 
which the “commitment” lias followed upon a charge of a crim
inal offence, which is a criminal offence by virtue of some statu
tory enactment of the Parliament of Canada; it does not, in 
my opinion, extend to eases in which the “commitment” is for 
an offence which was an offence at common law, or under a 
statute which was passed prior to Confederation and is still in 
force. That, I think, is the effect of previous decisions by 
Judges of this Court. See lie Sproule, 12 Can. S.C.R. 140. 
The offence for which the applicant was committed to stand 
his trial is described in the warrant of commitment in these 
words :—

He, the said Charles Dean, at the city of New Westminster, in the 
county of Westminster, on the 15th day of September, A.l). 1011, did 
unlawfully break and enter the counting-house of the Bank of Mon
treal, situated on the corner of Columbia and Church streets, in the 
city of New Westminster aforesaid, and the sum of $271.000, the 
property of the said Bank of Montreal then there being found therein 
did then and there steal contrary to the form of the statute in such 
ease made and provided.

This language aptly describes an offence under sec. 15 of 
7-8 Geo. IV. ch. 29, which became part of the law of British 
Columbia under the Ordinance of the 19th November, 1858, 
introducing the civil and criminal law of England into that 
colony. This enactment continued to be a part of the criminal 
law of British Columbia down to the time of the Union with 
Canada, and by sec. 11 of the Criminal Code it is now the law 
of the province in so far as it has not been repealed, “altered, 
varied, modified or affeeted” by competent legislative author
ity. The only change which has been made in the law as de
clared by sec. 15, relates to the nature of the punishment to 
which an offender is liable. Sec. 62 has consequently no appli
cation.

CAN

S.C.
1913

It»:
Dean.

Puff, J.

Application refused.
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B. C. GARVEY v. MASSEY.

0. A.
< 11113 '

ItriUsh Columbia Court of Appeal. Macdonald. CM.A.. Irving, Martin, and 
flallihcr, JJ.A. January 7, 1913.

.Tu ii. 7. 1. Estoppel igTIC—39)—By judgment on inconsistent pleading.
When* in nn action for breach of contract the defendants set up n 

counterclaim asking for (1) rescission and (2) recovery of a cer
tain Mini of money as damages for alleged false representations upon 
which tin* claim for rescission is based, without asking for alternative 
relief, and then defendants’ counsel elects to rely upon the claim for 
damages and the trial judge gives judgment both in the action and on 
the counterclaim, and formal judgment is duly entered thereon, the 
defendants, if they accept the judgment so far as it is in their favour, 
are precluded from taking a limited appeal from that portion of the 
judgment which is against them upon their other claim inconsistent 
therewith, particularly where no cross-appeal has been launched. 
(Dictum per Martin. J.A.)

Statement Appeal by plaintiff from judgment of Murphy, J.
The appeal was dismissed.
Bird, for appellant.
Craig, for respondent.

Macdonald, Macdonald, ('.J.A. :—In my opinion the learned trial Judge 
eaine to the right conclusion ns regards both the judgment in 
the action and on the counterclaim. I have come to my con
clusion entirely upon the merits of the case, and without decid
ing one way or the other the contention of Mr. Craig that defen
dant. having accepted the judgment on the counterclaim, was 
precluded by that from attacking the judgment in the action, 
the two being in this case interdependent, as he contended.

Irviiif, J.A. Irving, J.A. :—1 concur with judgment of Macdonald. ('.J.A.
Martin, J.A. Martin, J.A. :—So far as tin nd:ngs, and judgment there

on, of the learned trial Judge iatc to the original action, they 
are not. I think, open to serious objection.

With respect to the judgment on the counterclaim, the posi
tion is somewhat unusual, because the plaintiffs therein ask for 
two distinct things, viz. : (1) rescission, and (2) recovery of the 
$1,000 which is ground and amount of the false representation 
upon which the claim for rescission is based. On the facts of this 
case these claims are inconsistent and both cannot be given effect 
to because they are mutually destructive. They are not pleaded 
in the alternative, and the second one (which was set up by 
way of amendment), counsel hod expressly “decided” (i.c., 
elected) at the request of the learned Judge, to rely upon. (See 
A.R., pp. 64, 68 and 70). It was therefore open to the Judge to 
give judgment upon either of these claims in favour of the 
plaintiff’s counterclaim, and lie did so upon the second and the 
formal judgment was duly entered thereon : p. 162.
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Now the said plaintiffs have launched a limited appeal from 
that portion of the judgment which is in favour of the original 
plaintiff, but not from that part which still stands in their own 
favour, and there is no cross-appeal. I am unable to see how 
they can both approbate and reprobate the judgment which they 
have accepted in their favour. No case has been cited to us in 
support of such a contention. The matter, when clearly under
stood, comes before us. not in the position of the appellants be
ing entitled to rely on two alternative claims, but as having for
mally accepted a judgment in their favour on one branch, which 
prevents the Court giving them relief on the other. They have 
raised their own barrier to success in this Court.

C. A. 
la 1.1

M \HHKX. 

Martin. J.A.

Gau,hier, J.A.:—I would dismiss the appeal.
There can be no rescission, as the parties cannot be put hack 

substantially in their original position, and it becomes then a 
question of what damage the appellants are entitled to by reason 
of misrepresentations on the part of Garvey.

Mr. Bird contends that they have been damaged to the ex
tent of a one-third interest in the property, but 1 cannot agree 
with that.

Assuming that appellants were justified in believing and did 
believe and understand that there was $1,000 of the purchase 
money that they would not be called upon to pay on account of 
Garvey’s representations to them at the time the dissolution 
agreement was signed, that $1,000 would be an asset of the part
nership and they purchased that asset as well as Garvey’s one- 
third interest in the land for $5,500.

As it turned out this $1,000 asset proved valueless or rather, 
as the learned trial Judge had found as a fact, it never existed, 
but the remaining assets they had received, and it seems to me 
it cannot be said that they have been damaged to any greater 
extent than the $1,000 which has been allowed by the learned 
trial Judge.

The respondents have not appealed from these findings, and 
it becomes unnecessary for me to consider them further.

Appt al <lism issi (l.
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ONT. COOPER v. LONDON STREET R. CO.

S. C.
1913

Ontario Supreme Court ( Appellate Division), (1arrow, Maclarcn, Meredith, 
Magee, and Rodginn, JJ.A, January 16, 1913.

.Tan. 16.
1. street railways dill It—26)—Duty or railway company—Usual

STOPPING PLACE—NEGLIGENTLY RUNNING PAST STATIONARY CAR.
A passenger who had just alighted from a street ear which was be

ing met on a parallel track by another, at a point where cars usually 
stopped to discharge and receive passengers, and where, to the know
ledge of the railway company, it was the custom or habit of persons 
alighting from ears to cross a parallel track in order to reach an
other street, is not necessarily guilty of contributory negligence, where 
the fact that another passenger warned the plaintrlT, a woman, to look 
out for the car, might well have flurried and perturbed her, as wit
nesses said, and led her to lower her head in the face of a strong wind, 
ns «he went around the rear of the ear from which she had just alight
ed, and attempted to cross the parallel track, where she was struck by 
a ear which was negligently run past the stationary car at an un
usually high rate of speed.

[Cooper v. I.ondon Street R. Co,, 5 D.L.K. 19H, affirmed. |
2. Triai, (fi IIUfl—137)—Submission or questions to a jury—Lack or

CARE IN RUNNING CAR—CAR STATIONARY DISCHARGING PASSENGER*.
The negligence of the defendant street railway company was suffi

ciently shewn so as to prevent the withdrawal of such question from 
the jury, where the evidence disclosed that sufficient caution was not 
observed in running a street car towards a car standing on a parallel 
track discharging passengers at a street crossing where they were 
regularly discharged and received, and where, to the knowledge of the 
company, it was the habit or custom of passengers to cross a parallel 
track iii order to reach another street, and that the car struck and 
injured tin* plaint ill', who had just alighted from the stationary car, 
and without noticing the car approaching from the iqqmsite direction, 
passed around the rear of the standing car and stepped upon the 
parallel track.

[Cooper v. London Street R. Co., 5 D.L.R. 198, affirmed.]
3. Trial (| 11 D3—186)—Taking care from jury—Negligence— Per

sonal injuries.
Where there is no reasonable evidence upon the whole case whether 

adduced by the plaintiff or the defendant upon which the jury could 
find in the plaintiffs favour in an action of negligence, the case should 
l>e withdrawn from them and the action dismissed; it is not necessary 
to go through the form of directing the jury to find a verdict for the 
defendant and of having such verdict recorded. ( Dictum per Mere
dith, .TA.)

Statement Appeal by the defendants from the judgment of a Divisional 
Court dismissing the defendants’ appeal from the judgment of 
the trial Judge, upon the findings of a jury, in favour of the 
plaintiff, for the rceovery of $1,000 and eosts, in an action for 
damages for personal injuries alleged to have been sustained by 
the plaintiff owing to the negligence of the defendants’ servant*.

The plaintiff, an elderly woman, 11 ed from a street-car
of the defendants, and, in attempting to cross the road behind 
that ear, was struck by another car travelling in the opposite 
direction, and, as she alleged, at an excessive speed.

The appeal was dismissed.

64
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/. F. Hellmuth, K.C., for the defendants.
Sir Ocorge C. Gibbons, K.C., and G. S. Gibbons, for the 

plaintiff.

ONT.

S.C.
1918

Meredith, J.A. :—The appellants’ one contention here is, that 
the plaintiff should have been nonsuited at the trial; a new trial 
is not sought.

There are just two questions raised: whether there was any 
evidence adduced at the trial upon which reasonable men could 
find, as the jury did find, (1) that the defendants were guilty of 
negligence, and (2) that the plaintiff was not also so guilty.

In my opinion, there was evidence, upon each point, which 
precluded a nonsuit ; that is, that each finding is supported by 
reasonable evidence, or, as before put, evidence upon which rea
sonable men might find, as the jury did, in the plaintiff’s favour 
on each of these questions.

It was contended for the plaintiff that, although there might 
be a nonsuit for want of reasonable evidence of negligence on 
the defendants’ part in a case where there is such a want of 
evidence, there never can be a nonsuit, or dismissal of the action 
without a verdict, on a question of contributory negligence, be
cause the onus of proof in such a ease is upon the defendants; 
but that contention must, in my opinion, be held, in these days, 
to be erroneous ; and that in all cases in which there is no reason
able evidence upon which the jury could find in the plaintiff’s 
favour the case should be withdrawn from them and the action 
dismissed. Why not ? Why make any difference? It is just 
as much no legal evidence whether the onus is the one or the 
other way ; a verdict must, be supported by some legal evidence, 
no matter upon whom the onus of proof may lie or which way 
the finding may be; and, if there be no legal evidence on one 
side, no matter which, there is nothing upon which a jury can 
pass, and so the ease should be withdrawn from them. It is not 
necessary, in my opinion, in these days, to go through the form 
of directing them to find a verdict : and it has always seemed 
to me to be illogical, from all points of view, that they should he 
so ; if there be any evidence, the verdict should la» theirs;
if there be no evidence, the judgment should be the Court's as a 
matter of law. But. if the technical ground upon which the 
respondent relies were applicable in any case now, why should 
such a nonsuit not be applicable to this case; the proof of more 
than negligence only is essential to the plaintiff’s success; proof 
that such negligence was the cause of the injury ; then the 
plaintiff gives no reasonable evidence of that, but proves that 
negligence contributed by her together with negligence contri
buted by the defendants was the cause, and that without both 
the accident would not have happened?

Loninin

r.%:

Meredith. J.A.

24—9 D.L.B.
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On the question of negligence the extremity of each conten
tion is erroneous; a railway company is not free from all re
tro int in regard to the rate of speed of its ears; nor is it at all 
within the power of any jury to lay down the law in that re
spect.

A railway company operating on a publie highway, must— 
apart from legislative rights or restrictions—run its cars with 
reasonable care for the rights of others using the highway.

Meredith,j.A. What is such care is not to Is* measured by what the company 
may say it should Ik»; nor is it to be measured by the length of 
the jury’s foot, it is a thing quite capable of proof, and is to be 
determined—just as any other question of fact is to be deter
mined—upon competent evidence adduced at the trial.

Then was there any competent evidence adduced at the trial 
upon which the jury could find that the plaintiffs injury was 
caused by the defendants imprudently running the car by which 
the plaintiff was struck at too great a speed at the place of the 
accident and under the eirciimstnnees existing there at the time 
of it?

I think there was. It is not disputed that a moving car ap
proaching a car stopped to let down passengers ought to ap
proach and pass it with more care than would be needed if both 
were moving, in order to avoid especially just such accidents 
as that which is the subject-matter of this action. And that is 
proved by the conduct of the driver of the ear with which the 
plaintiff came in collision; he said that on approaching the car 
which had stopped he cut off the power from his own ear. Then 
the evidence of the shopkeeper, extracted in cross-examination, 
was, that this car was running at an unusually high rate of 
speed, under the circumstances existing at the time, so much so 
as to attract his attention, ami that in all the long time he had 
seen ears so passing his shop only in a very few instances had 
they gone as fast. There was in this, I think, enough evidence 
to go to the jury ; that is, there was evidence upon which reason
able men might find that the rate of speed was excessive, and be
yond what even the defendants deemed proper; and there was 
also evidence upon which they might find that, if the speed had 
been less, the collision would not have occurred, or, if it had 
occurred, it would have lx?en harmless—merely brushing the 
plaintiff aside; this was sworn to by one of the witnesses. I do 
not take into consideration the evidence as to the rules or prac
tice of another railway company; that was not. in my opinion, 
evidence; the question is not what any one individual or com
pany may do; but what prudent individuals or companies gen
erally do.

So. too, on the question of contributory negligence; the cir
cumstances were peculiar. The plaintiff, a very old woman, was
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deaf ; the weather was unpropitious—a storm in lier face ; an
other car was following up that from which she alighted ; and 
the jury might well, upon the evidence, have found that her 
attention was absorbed in it, and in her desire to cross before 
it could come down upon her ; all of which a jury might find to 
be quite natural, and such as would apply to an ordinarily 
prudent person under the same circumstances. Cars were not 
constantly passing in the opposite direction on the other track ; 
indeed, one might cross hundreds of times in the same manner 
without meeting one. I would not have been able to find as the 
jury have found on this question ; but, equally, I am unable to 
say that there was no evidence upon which reasonable men 
could find as they found. On this ground, also, the contentions 
on each side went quite too far; it is not, on the one side, the 
actual state of mind of the plaintiff at the time that is essential : 
nor. on the other, that circumstances not thought about by the 
defendants are not to be taken into account ; all the circum
stances, however brought about, may be taken into considera
tion ; and the question is, what would persons of ordinary pru
dence do in such circumstances.

Accidents such as this are likely to happen unless perhaps 
considerably more care than the ordinary person takes is taken. 
Not only should the passenger be more than ordinarily careful 
in crossing the other track after alighting from a car and passing 
close behind it ; but also conductors, as well as motormen, should 
be more than usually alert to prevent accidents so happening. 
The companies should remember that, when they use the public 
highway as discharging and receiving stations for their passen
gers. they, as well as the passenger, should have some care that 
the alighting and discharge and hoarding are made with some 
reasonable regard to saving the passenger from the danger inci
dent to one on foot in a horse road traversed by a railway as well 
• s ordinary traffic.

I would dismiss the appeal.

ONT.
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0 arrow, M ACL A REX. Magee. and Hudgins, JJ.A., agreed in 
the result.

Appeal dismissed with costs.
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SASK. CREAMER v. GOODERHAM.

S. c.
1913

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Retelands, J. February 12, 1913.

1. Limitation or actions f§ 11 B—42)—Mortgage — Vacant lands —

F**b. 12.
Constructive possession—When statute begins against mort-

Where a right of entry or to sue for possession lias accrued to a 
mortgagee by the mortgagor's default in payment, and the mortgaged 
lands are left unfenced and without actual occupation by anvone, the 
Statute of Limitations does not run against the mortgagee so as to 
extinguish his title to the lands.

[Bueknani v. Stal'dt, 11 Man. L.R. 62.), followed; Delaney v. C.P.R., 
21 O.R. 11. applied ; see also M'Miekiny V. Ciblons, 24 A.R. (Ont.) 
586, reviewing and partially disapproving of Delaney v. C.B.B., 21 
O.R. 11.]

Statement Hearing of a stated case.
E. R. Jonah, for plaintiff.
W. M. Martin, for defendant.

Nrw lends, J. Newlands, J. :—The plaintiff is the administratrix of James 
Charles Findlay, who on the 21st October, 1885, was the owner 
of the north-cast quarter of section thirty-six, township eighteen, 
range twenty-one, west of the second meridian, and who on 
that date mortgaged said land to George Gooderhara, now 
deceased, for the sum of $250 with interest at 12%. This mort
gage was made under the ordinance respecting short forms of 
indentures and contained a provision that in default the mort
gagee shall have quiet possession of the said land and provided 
that until default of payment the mortgagor shall have quiet 
possession of the said land, and it further provided that the 
mortgagee on default of payment for one month may, on giving 
ten days’ notice, enter on and lease or sell the said land.

This matter comes before me by way of a stated ease in which 
it is set out that no part of the principal or interest secured 
by the mortgage was ever paid, that default was made on the 
21st October, 1886, that said Findlay left the jurisdiction of 
the Court before that date and that from the time of the happen
ing of the default no person has been in occupation of the land 
and it has never been fenced.

Upon these facts the following questions are submitted for 
the opinion of the Court :—

(1) Have the defendants (who are the executors of the last 
will and testament of George Gooderham, deceased) any legal 
right against the estate of the said James Charles Findlay under 
the said mortgage for payment of the whole or any portion of 
the moneys secured by the said mortgage?

(2) If the defendants have not any right to payment of any 
portion of the principal or interest secured by said mortgage
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have the rights of defendants been extinguished and is the regis
tration of the said mortgage against the said land a cloud upon 
the plaintiffs title to the said land which she is entitled to have 
cancelled and removed therefrom?

The mortgagee had two remedies, one against the mortgagor 
and the other against the land. By the Statute of Limitations 
the first remedy is barred hut not extinguished: Kibble v. Fair- 
thorne, [1895] 1 Ch. 219.

The second remedy is quite distinct from the first and the 
defendant’s right of entry would only be barred under the stat
ute by the actual possession of someone else for twelve years; 
Agency Company v. Short, 13 A.C. 793. There never having 
been anyone in actual possession of the property, the statute did 
not commence to run against the defendants and th ir right of 
entry or to bring an action to recover possession still continues: 
Bucknam v. Stewart, 11 Man. L.R. G25; Delaney v. C.F.B., 21 
O.R. 11. This latter case is also an authority for the proposition 
that the defendants would be entitled to retain out of moneys 
derived from the sale of said land interest at 12% from the 
date of the mortgage until October 21, 1890, and at 5% since 
that date.

Judgment accordingly.

Re UPTON.
Ontario Supreme Court. MuWeton, J. Februar. 11. 1018.

1. Charities and ciiürches (fi TT B—15)— Cy-pres—Request to charity
NOT AT ONCE APPIJCARLE, HOW CONSTRUED.

Where there U n general declaration of intention by n testator in 
favour of charity, the fact that the fund cannot lie applied at once 
to a spécifié charity does not render the gift void.

Motion by the executors of the will of Johanna Upton, de- statement 
ceased, for an order, under Con. Rule 938, determining a ques
tion arising upon the construction of the will.

.7. Cowan, K.C., for the executors.
T. L. Monahan, for the Roman Catholic Church.
Frank McCarthy, for the next of kin and heirs at law.

Middleton. J. :—Johanna TTpton. in her lifetime a member of Middleton, j. 
the Roman Catholic Church, by her last will, after some spécifié 
legacies, gave all the residue of her estate, real and personal,
“unto and for the use and benefit of foreign missions in connec
tion with the Roman Catholic Church in Canada.” and further 
directed her executors “to use and apply all such rest an«l resi
due of my estate in and towards the support of such foreign 
missioners as aforesaid.”

ONT.
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ONT. The Roman Catholic Church is a world-wide body, and has
110 separate organisation for Canada. The Church in Canada is 

1013 part of the parent body, having its headquarters at Rome.
----  There are not at the present time any foreign missions carried

l>mx 0,1 ky that portion of the Roman Catholic Church which is in
__  Canada. Contributions for the purpose of foreign missions are

Middleton, j. r(.mitted to the principal officers of the Church ; and the missions
in all countries are carried on, as the Church in Canada itself 
is carried on, under the directions of the authorities at Rome.

From this it is clear that the devise in question is not aptly 
expressed. I think, however, that there is a sufficiently clear 
expression of the general charitable intention to prevent the 
failure of the gift.

Upon the argument, both counsel seemed to assume that it 
was necessary that there should be foreign missions at present 
in existence. I do not at all agree with this. It may well be 
sufficient if such missions are hereafter established in connec
tion with the Roman Catholic Church in Canada. Counsel for 
the Roman Catholic Church intimated a readiness to do every
thing necessary to carry the intention of the testatrix into effect, 
but desired that the money should lie paid to the Catholic Church 
Extension Society of Canada, incorporated by 8 & 9 Edw. VII. 
eh. 7i)(l). i

I do not see my way clear to assent to this. As I read the 
will, the desire of the testatrix was. that the money should be 
spent on foreign missions, that is to say, missions presumably 
to heathen lands: certainly outside of Canada; and the Church 
Extension Society is incorporated for the purpose of supporting 
Christian missions and missionary schools throughout Canada.

I see no reason why the executors should not pay the moneys 
over to the proper authorities of the Roman Catholic Church— 
the Church undertaking on its part to apply the moneys in and 
towards the support of foreign missions in connection with that 
branch of the Roman Catholic Church which is in Canada.

It may have been the desire of the testatrix to induce the 
Church to connect some particular mission with the membership 
in Canada, and so encourage and quicken missionary zeal. No 
doubt, that end can tie brought about by the action of the 
Church authorities, which their counsel has said they are ready 
to take.

Costs of all parties may come out of the fund.

Declaration accord iugly.
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WATTS v. ROBERTSON.

Manitoba Kiny's Bench. Trial before Macdonald, J. February 1913.

1. Brokers (§ IIA—7)—Real estate brokers—Fiduciary relationship 
—Duty to disclose identity.

Where real estate agents, employed by the owner of lands to negoti
ate a sale, plan to purchase the property for themselves in the name 
of a third party, a fiduciary duty devolves upon the agents to disclose 
their personal interest to the owner.

•2. Brokers (| IIA—7)—Real estate brokers—Fiduciary relationship 
—Broker buying clandestinely from his principal, effect.

Where real estate agents enter into an agreement as agents with tin- 
owner of lands to negotiate a sale of the property, and where in such 
capacity they induce the owner to sell at a reduced price to a third 
party, who is merely a pretended purchaser and who has no interest in 
the transaction except to lend his name to the agents, who themselves 
are the real purchasers, the pretended contract of sale may lie re
pudiated by the vendor on discovering the true facts, by reason of the 
fraud of the agents for whose benefit the pretended contract was made.

The defendant was the owner of a half-section and a 
quarter-section of farm lands and plaintiff the owner of No. 225 
Atlantic avenue, Winnipeg. In September, 1912, they agreed to 
exchange these properties. Plaintiff was to construct a store 
front addition to the property on Atlantic avenue and In* was 
to pay the sum of $1,500 into a chartered bank upon which 
cheques could be issued for the erection of the addition.

Plaintiff did construct the addition and brought this suit 
for specific performance of the contract as the defendant had 
refused to perform his part.

The defence raised was that defendant, in July, 1912, listed 
his farm with M. A. Davis and R. B. MeQreevy, real estate 
agents, for sale at $30 an acre ; that in the month of September, 
1912, Davis and McGreevv as such agents of defendant repre
sented to him that they had found a purchaser for the lands and 
that Watts would purchase the property upon certain terms, 
which terms were never agreed to. Defendant alleged that the 
representations were false to the knowledge of Davis and Mc- 
Greevy and that the plaintiff never agreed to purchase the lands; 
that the sale referred to was only a pretended sale and that the 
real purchasers of the lands were Davis and McGreevv, or one 
of them, which fact was concealed from the defendant ; that 
plaintiff is not really the owner of the lands he asserted he was, 
but simply held the same in trust for Davis and McGreevy, and 
that he was not in a position to make a transfer of the same.

Defendant, therefore, asked that the plaintiff's action he dis
missed. and that the caveats filed by him be vacated and dis
charged.

The action was dismissed.
J. B. Coyne, and J. Galloway, for the plaintiff.
J. P. Foley, and .V. A. McMillan, for the defendant.
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Macdonald, J.

Macdonald, J. :—The defendant being the owner of a farm 
near Baldur in Manitoba, placed it for sale in the hands of 
Davis and McGreevy, a real estate firm doing business in Winni
peg. This firm deny that they had the farm for sale, and say 
that they were the owners of the city property which they were 
exchanging with the defendant for his farm, and were acting 
as principals and not as agents for the sale of the farm. They 
further state that they never represented the plaintiff as the 
owner and cannot account for the defendant’s knowledge of 
the plaintiff’s connection with the city property.

I find, without hesitation, that Davis & McGreevy were the 
selling agents of the defendant and, as such, were under a duty 
to disclose their identity as actual principals. This they did not 
do. On the contrary, they resorted to every possible artifice 
to conceal that fact.

They were not at arm’s length. The defendant was induced 
to reduce the price of his farm from $28 per acre to $27 per 
acre because of the misrepresentation of his agents that the 
plaintiff on looking over the farm discovered that it was dirty 
and the buildings in bad repair and that he would not enter 
into the contract unless the price was reduced, whereas the 
plaintiff was never on the farm and, as he himself admits, had 
no interest in the transaction. The city property was in his 
name for the convenience of Davis and McGreevy.

The defendant is a poor business man, a very slow thinker, 
and I would judge, very confiding. It is reasonable to sup
pose that had he known that the plaintiff was not the principal 
and that his own agents were the principals he would have 
entertained a different feeling toward the business being nego
tiated. Thinking that Davis and McGreevy were his agents, 
he would naturally feel some protection by way of straight
forward, honest treatment, as there would be no incentive to 
them to act otherwise.

The conduct of these men, under all the circumstances, 
seems to me inexcusable and cannot be too severely condemned.

They were the agents of the defendant and were charging 
him a commission and were in duty bound to protect him in 
every way possible, instead of which they resort to deceit and 
falsehood of the most reprehensible character.

Specific performance will be refused, and the action dis
missed will costs. Such costs to be taxed without the statutory 
limitation, and failing payment of such costs by the plaintiff 
the same to be paid by Davis and McGreevy.

All transfers, deeds and agreements executed by the defend
ant to be delivered up and cancelled.

Action dismissed.
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ST. CLAIR v. STAIR. ONT.

Ontario Huprnne Court. Latch ford, ./. February 10, 1913.

1. CONTEMPT (§ I—1 )—BbKACII OF COUNSEL’S UNDERTAKING ON CLIENl’s
behalf—Client’s liability.

An undertaking given by counsel on behalf of bis client, ami with
the knowledge of the client may be enforced against the client bv pro
cess of contempt, and in the case of a company by sequestration.

[/>. v. A. <f Co., f 1900] 1 Ch. 4SI. and Milburn v. S'acton Collie,
(1H98), 52 Sol. J. 317, referred tu.l

Motions by the plaintiff to commit the defendant Rogers and statement 
for the issue of a writ of sequestration against the defendants 
the “Jack Canuck” Publishing Company for contempt of Court 
in publishing in a newspaper called “Jack Canuck,” pending 
this action, articles containing injurious references to the mat
ters in question in this action, in breach of undertakings con
tained in former orders.

IV. E. Raney, K.C., for the plaintiff.
A. R. Hansard, for the defendant company.
The defendant Rogers in person.

Latciiford, J. :—The defendants Rogers and the publishing Latchiord. i. 
company formally undertook by their counsel, as is stated in the 
orders of the 19th December, that until the trial of this action 
nothing would be published in their newspaper “in any way 
defamatory of the plaintiff or tending to prejudice the minds of 
the public against him.”

The undertaking was given with the knowledge of Rogers, 
and may, therefore, be enforced against him by process of con
tempt, and against the publishing company by sequestration ; 
the remedies invoked upon this motion : Cozens-Hardy, J., in 
D. v. A. & Co., [1900] 1 Ch. 484 : Milburn v. Newton Colliery 
(1898), 52 Sol. J. 317.

The statements made by counsel for the accused at the trial 
of the case of Rex v. Stair, as published in the newspaper of the 
defendants, now before me, are grossly defamatory of the 
plaintiff. I express no opinion as to whether the counsel who 
made such statements are or are not protected by the rule ex
pressed in Munster v. Lamb (1883), 11 Q.B.D. 588. What is 
material is, that the defendants published the language used 
by counsel, with other defamatory statements regarding the 
plaintiff, and at least one reference to the present action, which 
could not but tend to his prejudice at the trial.

In The King v. Parke, [1903] 2 K.B. 432. Mr. Justice Wills, 
in delivering the judgment of the Court, says : “The reason why 
the publication of articles like those with which we have to deal 
is treated as a contempt of Court is because their tendency, and

s. c.
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La tcliford, J.

sometimes their object, is to deprive the Court of the power of 
doing that which is the end for which it exists—namely, to ad
minister justice duly, impartially, and with reference solely to 
the facts judicially brought before it. Their tendency is to re
duce the Court which is to try the case to impotence, so far as 
the effectual elimination of prejudice and prepossession is con
cerned.”

There can be no doubt upon the facts, unquestioned before 
me, that the defendants have acted in breach of their undertak
ing and in contempt of Court. Mr. Rogers is liable to committal, 
and the publishing company to a writ or order of sequestration.

On behalf of the defendants, affidavits are filed disclaiming 
any intentions of acting in contempt of Court or in breach of the 
orders of the 19th December. I should be the more readily 
disposed to credit these asseverations but for the conduct of Mr. 
Rogers in giving out for publication, after the hearing of these 
motions on the 8th instant, a summary of that part of his 
argument before me devoted to the denunciation of the plaintiff 
and his counsel.

As Mr. Rogers was a layman, I allowed him the widest lati
tude in opposing the motion, and did not interfere with him 
when his language exceeded the bounds of propriety, as it fre
quently did. Had I imagined that he would, upon leaving my 
Chambers, have published any part of his intemperate argu
ment, I should have restricted him closely to the issue, and not 
have afforded him any opportunity, under cover of a report of 
the proceedings, to repeat with addenda the defamatory state
ments he had published in his newspaper.

lie has, however, expressed once more his regret, and apolo
gised for what lie considers his inadvertence.

1 am a- little sceptical as to his good faith; but, giving him 
and the defendant company credit for their professions, I do not 
at present make any order further than that the defendants 
Rogers and the publishing company pay forthwith to the plain
tiff the costs of and incidental to these motions.

It is perhaps needless to express the hope that no occasion 
will be given for a renewal of the present applications.

Order 'for payment of costs.
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WILES ». GRAND TRUNK K. CO. ONT.
Ontario Supreme Court, Kelly, ./. February 12, 19111. ^ p

1. Limitation of actions (g II (i—06)—When statute begins to bi n- -
Injury to lands by diverting surface water. ___

The flooding of nn adjoining owner's land by a railway company I'vh. 12. 
by interference with the natural How of surface water may result in 
such continuing damage as to extend the time for bringing an action 
for damages sustained by reason of the construction or operation of 
the railway.

2. Waters i 8 11(1—128)—Surface water—Deflec inu and diverting—
Injury to adjoining lands.

A defendant railway company N liable for damage caused to the 
plaintilf. an adjoining owner, by deflecting and diverting the euum- 
of the surface water »o as to make it flow over the plaintiff’s land, 
and for bringing water on the defendant's own lands and then dis 
charging it on to the plaint ill's land, to his injury; and the statutory 
powers, in furtherance of the objects for which the defendant company 
was incorporated, do not, by implication or otherwise, empower it so 
to carry on its operations as to cause damage to adjoining owners by 
deflecting or diverting *u» h surface waters to the injury of adjoining

[It y la ml* v. Fletcher, Lit. :i ILL 3.10, applied.]

Action for damages for flooding the plaintiff’s lands in the statement 
township of Thurlow.

E. 0. Porter, K.C., and IV. Carncw, for the plaintiff.
/>. L. McCarthy, K.C., and IV. E. Foster, for the defendants.

Kelly, J.. after reviewing the evidence, said that the flooding Keiiy. j. 
had seriously interfered with the use of the plaintiff’s lands 
as a market garden and orchard? that many fruit trees had been 
killed or injured ; and water had found its way into the cellar 
of the plaintiff’s dwelling-house. The condition of which the 
plaintiff complained and the damage were continuing; and he 
was not debarred by lapse of time, as contended by the defend
ants, from bringing action. The law as to liability for interfer
ing with tbe natural flow of surface water and causing it to 
overflow on other lands is to be found in Angell on Water
courses. 7th ed.. p. 133; Gould on Waters, 3rd ed.. pp. 539, 540,
545. 551 ; Addison on Torts. 5th Eng. ed., p. 247.

The defendants contended that, not only as to the surface 
water which was directed towards the ditch in the plaintiff’s 
land, hut also as to the water which they brought on their own 
premises and then discharged in the same direction, they were 
not liable; that, hv the terms of their Act of incorporation and 
by the provisions of the Railway Act, they were within their 
rights in disposing of the water as they did in carrying on the 
operations of their business.

The learned Judge said that he was unable to accept the 
broad proposition that. Iiecause the defendants had been given 
certain powers in furtherance of the objects for which they were
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incorporated, they had the right so to carry on these operations 
as, in such circumstances as appeared in this ease, to cause dam
age to others.

The learned Judge was of opinion that the law as laid down 
in liylands v. Fletcher, L.R. 3 II.L. 330, applied to this case; and 
he referred also to Baird v. Williamson, 13 C.B.N.S. 317, and 
Whalley v. Lancashire and Yorkshire R. Co., 13 Q.B.D. 131 ; 
saying that the circumstances in the present ease were much the 
same as those in Hylands v. Fhtchvr, with the added fact that 
the defendants not only brought upon their premises this large 
quantity of water, and discharged it therefrom, to the injury of 
the plaintiff, but, by widening and deepening the ditch on Herki
mer avenue, they turned it more directly and in larger quantities 
on the plaintiff’s lands.

The learned Judge did not agree with the defendant’s further 
contention that the plaintiff's remedy was against the munici
pality. and that his proceedings should be under the Municipal 
Drainage Act.

Then, as to the damages. The plaintiff said that the value of 
his property had decreased in value from $1*2,000 to $2,000; but 
that was an extravagant estimate. The main elements of dam
age were the injury to and destruction of his fruit trees, the 
almost total loss of bis vegetable crop in 1012, as well as a loss 
in 1011, and the loss of some of his hay crop. Taking all the 
facts into consideration, the learned Judge estimated the dam
ages sustained by the plaintiff at $1,525.

Judgment for the plaintiff for $1,525 and for an injunction 
restraining the defendants from permitting the water, other than 
surface water by natural flow, from their premises and works, 
to come upon and overflow the plaintiff’s lands, with costs of the 
action. The injunction part of the judgment not to be opera
tive for four months, so as to give the defendants ample time 
to make provision for properly taking care of the water and 
removing the cause of the trouble; this to lie without prejudice 
to any proceedings by the plaintiff for the recovery of any 
damage that he may in the meantime suffer.

Judgment for plaintiff.
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HERRON v. COMO.

Alberta Supreme Court. Trial before Simmons, «/. January 31, 1913.

1. Brokers (SIIB 1—12)—Real estate agents—Sale of part ratified
BY PRINCIPAL.

A rval estate ngvnt authorized to sell acreage land in one lot at 
a price not less than a fixed minimum |H-r acre will be entitled, unless 
the contract of agency provides to the contrary, to recover commission 
at the stipulated rate upon a sale of a part of the land at a higher 
acreage rate made through him and accepted by his principal.

[As to commission of real estate agents generally, see llaffncr v. 
Grundy, 4 D.L.R. 520, and Annotation to same.]

Action for the recovery of broker’s commissions.
Judgment was given for the plaintiff.
G. II. Boss, and J. T. Shaw, for the plaintiff, 
j. B. Boberts, for the defendant.

ALTA.

8. C.
1913

Simmons, .1. (oral):—I think this action is quite distin- aimmom,j. 
gtiishahle from the one that is now pending in the full 
Court, namely, George v. Howard (No. 2), on appeal from 
George v. Howard, 4 D.L.R. 257, as the memorandum here is 
quite definite in its terms. The memorandum clearly recites,
“That in the event of your selling the property described on 
the opposite side of this card, 1 agree to pay a commission of 
five per cent, and so on . . . .” and “In consideration of 
your advertising and pushing sale I agree to list exclusively 
with you for a period of one month.” There is no doubt in my 
mind that that is a general agency to sell the property at a 
commission of five per cent. There is no limitation as to price 
in the wording of that agreement. It does not even say “upon 
the terms set out upon the opposite side” so I am bound to hold 
that the terms as set out on the opposite side were merely limit
ing the agent’s authority so that he could not sell for less than 
thirty-five dollars per acre without the consent of the owner 
and the same remark would apply to the terms of payment.

The only other question that it seems necessary to decide in 
this case is whether or not the plaintiff is not entitled to succeed 
in view of the fact that the property as described is a section 
and a half, whereas only one section was sold. I cannot find 
anything in the wording of the agreement that will so limit the 
meaning as to give effect to that view that he must sell the sec
tion and a half in order to make this contract apply to the sale.
The description, it is true, is on the first page here, but it is not 
connected with these words in particular and it seems to me that 
it is in the same class with the reservation as to price and as 
to the terms of payment which was a general agency for tin
selling of these lands, and that the owner might consent to a sale 
being made of a part only of the lands by the agents and still 
the agency contract would apply. That is what happened in

I
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ALTA. this ease. There is no doubt that Mr. Ilerron, the plaintiit',
s.c.
im:i

brought about the sale, that is. he brought the purchaser V) the 
owner and even assisted in the negotiations, assisted in shew

IIkkhon
ing the purchaser the land as he had lived in that vicinity for 
some years being at the time a farmer and was able to conduct 
business of that kind apparently successfully. lie was the direct

Hlmmoni, J. cause of the sale. The plaintiff brought the parties together 
and took part in the negotiations until the completed sale was 
effected. There is no dispute as to that. The defendant on his 
part consented to the sale going through for the section, leaving 
out the half section, and the purchaser in consideration of that 
agreed that the terms should 1m* raised from thirty-five dollars 
per acre to forty dollars per acre. It is true that the money 
was not paid in cash but was paid in money's value by taking 
in payment the house and lot in the city of Calgary which, ac
cording to the plaintiff, was valued at fifteen thousand dollars.

There was a mortgage on that of five thousand dollars leav
ing ten thousand dollars that would apply upon the purchase 
price of the farm lands. I am further convinced of the view 
that the second page here which describes the land and the 
terms was for the purposes 1 have held, 1 say I am further con
firmed in that view from the fact that it leaves certain matters 
to be determined such as the balance, which says, “balance ar
ranged.” That means that the balance was to be arranged and 
the evidence is that the balance was arranged satisfactorily to 
both parties inasmuch as the side was made. It seems to me to 
hold that the statute would defeat a claim of this kind, would 
be to make the statute an instrument the reverse of safety, 
whereas the statute is intended to prevent fraud. The inten
tion of the statute is to prevent a man from coming in and say
ing he had an agreement with another whereby he was auth
orized to sell his land for a consideration and the plaintiff has 
brought forward the memorandum in writing whereby the de
fendant did agree to pay him five per cent, commission for sell
ing his land, and to go as far as to say that the statute implies 
that every term of the contract of sale must be included in the 
memorandum or in the alternative that every item or condi
tion as to terms, description and price which are set out in the 
memorandum must ho complied with would go very far in de
feating the very object of the statute and would enable the man 
who had obtained the services of another in selling his lands, to 
defeat the very legitimate claim for services. The result is 
that there will be judgment for the amount claimed, twelve 
hundred and eighty dollars, and interest at five per cent, from 
the 28th day of May, and the costs of the action.

Judgment for plaintiff.
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LECKIE v. MARSHALL. 0NT
Ontario Suprnnr Court. It rill on. l'vbrunry 13. 1013. S.

1. JviuciAi. sai.k ( 8 I A 11 - Mins ami uiimixti- Mkshix i n mu o.\ si:i ii.nii 101:!

I'pon a judicial sale pursuant to a judgment that certain mining '***• 
properties -lioulil In* forthwith sold with tin» approbation of the Ma
ter-in-Ord inn ry. subject t" i‘oiitirmation by the court, to answer the 
plaintitP- lien for unpaid purchase money, where a publie auction 
has liei'ii held ami the bidding did not reach the reserved bid but 
appioximatcs the original price, the court may, on the application of 
the plaintiff, direct that a second -ah- at auction shall lie held without 
reserve, particularly where all the parties to the litigation have 
leave to hid.
Motion by lit»» plaintiffs by wnv of appeal from the interim Statement 

certificate of the Master in Ordinary, dated the 14tb January,
1913, of his ruling that the mining properties in question in 
this action should be a second time offered for sale by publie 
auction, on the Ifilli June, 1913, and that such sale should 
be subject to a reserved bid, to be fixed by him, and for an order 
directing the Master to proceed to sell the properties forthwith, 
pursuant to the judgment of the Court of Appeal dated the 28th 
June, 1912 (3 O.W.N. 1527), and without reserve.

James Kick h ell, K.C., for the plaint ill*.
(Irorfir Kill. K.C.. for the defendants William Marshall and 

Gray’s Siding Development Limited.
Britton, J. :—The formal judgment of the Court of Appeal, Britten, j. 

in so far as material to the matters now under consideration, is 
as follows: “2 (a). And this Court doth further order and ad
judge that, in default of payment into Court on or before tin*
12th October, 1912, by the said defendants William Marshall 
and Gray’s Siding Development Limited, or either of them, of 
the moneys aforesaid, the mining properties in question in this 
action be forthwith sold, with the approbation of the Master in 
Ordinary of this Court, to answer the lien of the plaintiffs as 
unpaid vendors for purchase-money.”

These mining properties were offered for sale on the 23rd 
December last. That attempted sale, although held only a little 
over two months from the date on which the money was to be 
paid into Court, was not abortive by reason of an entire absence 
of bidders, but because the bidding did not reach the reserved 
bid. The properties must again be offered, but when, and 
whether subject to another or any reserved bid, are the ques
tions.

The sale is to be with the approbation of the Master, and 
must, therefore, be conducted as a judicial sale; and, so far 
as reasonably possible, the sale must he conducted in such a 
way as to protect the interests of all parties—but all this is sub
ject to the fact that the sale is necessary to enable the plaintiffs 
to get the money to which they are entitled, and which the de
fendants did not pay into Court—money for the plaintiffs’ pro-
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perties—which properties are in a way being held up by the 
s. c. defendants. To enable the plaintiffs to get their money, they
1013 «re entitled to a sale of the properties forthwith, which at least
---- means without unnecessary or unreasonable delay.
.EcKiE The reserved bid on the 23rd December has already pre- 

Marshai.i.. vented the plaintiffs for a considerable time from getting their 
BrittoTj. monp.v- That reserved bid is not now complained of.

The learned Master, in my opinion, wisely exercised the wide 
discretion vested in him by then fixing a reserved bid—but, con
sidering what took place at the attempted sale, and upon all the 
facts, there is no reason why there should be any further reserve.

Another may block the way again; and, if a second reserved 
bid is named, why not a third? Further reserved bids are not 
consistent with a sale to be made forthwith to realise a vendor’s 
lien—a sale that the plaintiffs are, ex debito justifia?, entitled to 
have carried out.

I have not been able to find any cases upon the question of 
repeated reserved bids. It must be dealt with upon the facts 
of each ease. In this case, the terms and limitations of the 
judgment are important. It is also important that the bidding 
on the 23rd December last was only $2."),000 less than the original 
purchase-price of $2.10,000. That seems to me not a large de
ficiency on mining properties, not being worked at the time of 
the attempted sale. The defendants were and are unwilling to 
take the properties at the purchase-price. A fair inference from 
the facts is, that there are persons possessed of or who command 
large means, who have an eye on the properties, and who may 
hid if they know there will be a sale to the highest bidder. All 
the parties are allowed to bid. Again, as this is a judicial sale, 
the Master will report, and the report must be confirmed. If 
there is any fraud or collusion or improper practice on the part 
of the purchaser, the sale will not be confirmed.

For these reasons, I am, with great respect, of opinion that 
the sale should be without reserve.

It is suggested by the plaintiffs that thirty days will be suffi
cient to give intending purchasers time to make necessary in
quiries. I do not agree; but, on the other hand, the delay should 
not be so long as the 16th June. In fixing the time, the judg
ment must be looked at, and the fact of the former offering 
should he considered. Men likely to buy—or bid—arc those 
who will get information from persons already more or less 
aequainted with the properties. If, however, personal inspec
tion is required, it can be made in two months. The time of sale 
should be Monday the 5th May, 1913. If there is any objection 
to that day, the Master should name a day not later than the 
12th May nor earlier than the 30th April next.

Appeal allowed as above and order accordingly, (’osts of 
the plaintiffs of this appeal to be added to the plaintiffs’ claim.

Appeal allowed.
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MADER v. HARRISON.
HARRISON v. MADER.

Nora Scotia Supreme Court, tlraham, and Meagher and Drysdulc, ,/./.
February 5, 1913.

1. Partnership (51—3)—Creation—What constitutes — Agreement
BETWEEN PHYSICIANS—EMPLOYMENT FOLLOWED BY PARTNERSHIP.

Where an agreement between two physicians provided for tlie em
ployment of one by the other for two years and that thereupon a 
partnership would lie entered into upon a fixed basis for division of 
profits, and where, after the expiration of the two years, they con
tinued to work together for six months, hut without having agreed 
upon the partnership articles contemplated by the original agreement, 
in default of which there was to Ik* a division of the practice and an 
arbitration to settle differences, it will be presumed that a partner
ship. at least at the will of the parties, existed for the |>eriod which 
had elapsed following the employment up to the time when the par
ties ceased to practise together.

[Sycra v. Syers, 1 App. Cas. 174, referred to.]
2. Contracts (§ II I)—145>—Parthtlar words or phrases—Agreement

BETWEEN PHYSICIANS — “PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL NET RECEIPTS,”
CONSTRUED.

Where, in an agreement between two physicians, one is employed 
by the other for a fixed sum for each of two years, for the first year 
at a percentage of the net proceeds of business for that year and* for 
the next at an increased percentage on the same basis, the percentage 
on the business for the year is not necessarily based upon the amount 
of money actually received during any of the years in question, but 
payments made subsequently for services rendered during such year, 
whether paid for during each of such years or at a subsequent period, 
are to be taken into consideration.

N.S.

S.G
1913

Feb. ft.

Appeal from the judgment of Russell, J., at the trial. ' statement
The plaintiff and defendant carried on a medical praetiA* in 

the city of Halifax, under an agreement in writing whereby the 
defendant Harrison became assistant to the plaintiff Mailer and 
was to receive for his services during the first year a fixed sum 
in money and a percentage of the total net receipts, and during 
the second year a like sum in money with a larger percentage of 
the receipts and after the expiration of the second year was to 
become a partner of the plaintiff Mailer and was to receive for 
his services as such, one-third of the total net receipts.

In the event of a mutually satisfactory arrangement for a 
partnership not being arrived at there was a provision for a dis
tribution of business and a reference to arbitration. The pro
posed partnership did not go into effect and there was an arbi
tration and an award.

An action was brought by the plaintiff Mailer alleging viola
tion of the terms of the award and claiming discovery and an ac
counting and an injunction. The defence was that the formation 
of a partnership was prevented by the action of the plaintiff, 
who refused to become a party to any partnership agreement as 

25—9 D.L.R.
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Graham, E.J.

contemplated by the agreement in writing entered into be
tween the parties, and by such refusal defendant was dis
charged from nny obligation to enter upon the arbitration; 
that the submission and the award were indefinite and uncertain 
and that the terms of the award were not authorized by the sub
mission.

In the suit, Harrison v. Madcr, the plaintiff claimed a de
claration as to the true meaning of the agreements entered into 
between the parties, an accounting and payment of such sums 
as might be found to be due. He further claimed that on the 
30th December, 1010, on the expiration of the then agreement, 
he became a partner of Mader’s and he claimed payment on 
that basis. This was the real difference or dispute between the 
parties, the previous agreement in writing being admitted by 
both. In his defence to the action by Harrison, Mader denied 
the partnership alleged and claimed repayment of the amount 
to which he might be found to be entitled on an accounting.

W. E. Roscoe, K.C., for Mader.
• T. S. Iiofjcrs, K.C., for Harrison.

Graham, E.J. :—Dr. Mader under a verbal contract had 
agreed that Dr. Harrison should be his assistant from 30th De
cember, 1905, for a period of five years. On the 23rd Septem
ber, 1000, a written agreement was made covering the balance of 
the period. The remuneration was provided for, a salary and 
percentage of the profits.

They agreed in part as follows:—
And tin1 said Mader on his part hereby covenants and agrees with 

the said Harrison that for the year ending 30th December, 1000, he 
will pay to the said Harrison, he performing the said duties as such 
assistant as aforesaid, the sum of six hundred dollars, and also nine 
per cent, of the net proceeds earned and received by the said Mader 
for the professional services of himself and the said Harrison, during 
the said year. Net proceeds is hereby defined to mean the money 
derived from the said year's practice after first deducting all ex
penses connected therewith of every kind and description. The said 
Mader hereby further agrees that for the year ending the 30th Decem
ber. 1010. he will pay and remunerate the said Harrison as is here
inbefore provided for the year ending the 30th Decenilier. 1000, except 
that the said Harrison for the year ending the 30th December, 1010, 
is to receive twelve and one-half per cent, of the said net proceeds in
stead of nine per cent. And the said parties hereto hereby covenant and 
agree to and with each other that at the end of the term hereby 
created, to wit, on the 30th December, 1010, they will enter into a co
partnership, the one with the other, for the practice of medicine and 
surgery at Halifax aforesaid, to continue for a period of five years 
from the 30th Decenilier, 1010, upon the terms that the said Mader 
is to receive and have two-thirds of the net proceeds of the earnings 
of the said partnership, and the said Harrison is to receive and have 
one-third of such net proceeds.
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A formal partnership agreement mutually satisfactory to both N.S.
parties to be hereafter entered into. In the event of the terms of the ~-----
partnership agreement not being mutually satisfactory and the part- 
nership not going into effect, the respective rights of the parties hereto 
in regard to patients and as to who shall retain them, the same shall Maukb 
be referred to the arbitration of three medical doctors, one to be ap- r. 
pointed by each party, and the said two arbitrators so appointed to Hakkihox. 
appoint a third medieal doctor, as arbitrator, before entering upon || xitnisox 
the arbitration, and the award and determination of such arbitrators, r>
or any two of them, to be final, binding and conclusive upon the Mad hr,
parties hereto.
This agreement was no doubt entered into upon the eve of 

the going abroad of Dr. Mader.
The formal partnership articles were never agreed on.
Dr. Mader on his return from abroad, about May, 1910, sub

mitted a draft of an agreement which was not for a partnership 
at all, but was rather an amplification of the agreement then in 
force and had mostly to do with the question of patients and 
it was quite unreasonable.

The parties drifted on after the termination of the period 
30th of December, 1910, until July, 1911, when there was a 
breach between the parties which terminated all relations.

Dr. Harrison took up other offices in the city.
This is the award :—

We. the undersigned being chosen to arbitrate ns regards the dis
tribution of patients between Drs. A. I. Mader and L. L. Harrison. , 
at the close of their business relations, do hereby award and determine 
as follows:—

1. That all patients who have never consulted Dr. Mader and had 
been attended by Dr. Harrison, are and shall Is* regarded as Dr. Har
rison’s patients.

2. The remainder of the patients, whether attended by Dr. Mader 
or Dr. Harrison, are and shall In* regarded a- the patients of Dr. 
Mader, including patients assigned by Dr. Mader to Dr. Harrison, 
irrespective of previous attendance.

.1. New patients who employed Dr. Harrison during Dr. Mailer's 
absence, are and shall be considered as the patients of Dr. Mader.

I must confess this hardly identifies or earmarks patients. 
How is Dr. Harrison to find out whether a person had been con
sulted formerly by Dr. Mader. and refuse him, and how is Dr. 
Mader to find out and refuse a person whom Dr. Harrison had 
attended? The books might shew ami they might not. I am of 
opinion that the arbitrators went outside of the scope of the 
submission. I think it provided only for an apportionment of 
the patients in charge at the close of the five years’ term then 
under treatment of one or the other of the doctors. Either that 
or it is uncertain. What patients? The patients attended dur
ing the five years’ term or during the years 1909 and 1910, the 
period of the written agreement, or as I said, the patients in 
charge!
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The relation of client and solicitor may be of a more contin
uous character.

I think it is only in respect to patients in charge that a 
doctor may be said to have “rights” or to which the expression 
“retain” is correctly applicable. Former patients could hardly 
have been intended. It was no doubt a stipulation which would 
help the doctors to finish out the existing relation of physician 
and patient on the eve of their separation to different establish
ments. Even doctors cannot transfer as if they were chattels 
healthy persons who had been out of their hands for years.

But the arbitrators have proceeded on that basis and at
tempted to distribute those who were patients of either at any 
time during the five years. That is evident from the terms of 
the award.

The persons who had been attended by Dr. Harrison were to 
be his patients provided they had never consulted Dr. Mader 
(and he says he has been in practice for 20 years) or provided 
they called in Dr. Harrison, while Dr. Mader was absent be
tween 23rd September, 1900, and May, 1910. All of the other 
former patients whether attended by one or the other of the 
doctors or even if assigned to Dr. Harrison by Dr. Mader, were 
to be regarded as Dr. Mader’s patients forever.

In my opinion that is an unreasonable construction to put 
on the terms of the submission.

The arbitrators having gone beyond the scope of the sub
mission their award is void and cannot be enforced. Here the 
excess is not separated from what might have been legitimately 
determined. In my opinion, there is another view why the 
relief by way of injunction cannot be granted to Dr. Mader.

Take the terms of the agreement as to retaining patients and 
the terms of the award—that certain patients shall be regarded 
as patients of the one or the other, I am of opinion that there 
arc no effective provisions in the one or the other to bind cither 
of the parties in respect to the future which the Court could 
enforce by specific performance or by injunction.

I shall be obliged to refer to some cases more particularly of 
solicitors whose business is similar in some respects to medical 
men to shew what clauses are usual and may be enforced by a 
Court in dealing with such a business: In Austen v. Boys, 2 De 
G. & J. 626, the Lord Chancellor at page 636 said: “But the 
term ‘goodwill’ seems wholly inapplicable to the business of a 
solicitor which has no local existence, but is entirely personal 
depending upon the trust and confidence persons may repose in 
his integrity and ability to conduct their legal affairs. 1 can 
perfectly understand a solicitor agreeing to relinquish his busi
ness in favour of another, and to use his best endeavours to 
recommend his clients, and engaging not to interfere with his
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successor by a stipulation not to carry on business within a 
certain distance, but to sell the goodwill without anything 
more and without arranging any price would be an agreement 
incapable of being enforced by specific performance.”

Bozon v. Farlow, 1 Mer. 459, 472, was not the case of a co
partnership but the sale of the business of one attorney to an
other. And there was a suit for specific performance. The 
stipulations just mentioned were not in the agreement, but the 
final agreement was to have the “usual clauses.” The Master 
of the Rolls, Sir William Grant, p. 472. says, dealing with the 
nature of an attorney’s business: ‘‘Now the business of an attor
ney consists in his being employed by others from the confidence 
which they repose in his skill and integrity. In what way then 
is the Court to decree the transfer of such a business? What 
is it that I am to direct Mr. Bozon to do towards the fulfilment 
of his part of the contract? The Court must he able to prescribe 
to both parties what it is that they are reciprocally to perform. 
The very ground on which the jurisdiction of a Court of equity 
in decreeing a specific performance is founded is that it is able 
to give possession of the very thing which is the subject of the 
agreement, and which a Court of law cannot do. But when I 
order Mr. Farlow to pay his £3,075, in what way am I to pro
ceed to put him in possession of Mr. Bozon’s business?” Then 
he refers to a case of Bunn v. Guy, 4 Hast 190, where the agree
ment also between attorneys contained stipulations such as were 
mentioned by the Lord Chancellor in Austen v. Boy, 2 DeG. & 
J. 62f>, just cited. The Master of the Rolls thought he could 
not decree a performance of any such acts as were stipulated for 
in the earlier ease of Bunn v. Guy, 4 Hast 190, as if they were 
included in the agreement and that the reference to the “usual 
clauses” did not enable him to read such clauses into the agree
ment. And he asks, “Is Mr. Bozon to be bound for instance not 
to carry on his business of an attorney within 150 miles of 
Plymouth, when no such point ever came into discussion be
tween the parties; and when it has been decided in the case of 
Cruttwcll v. Lye, 17 Ves. 335, that unless restrained by positive 
contract a man may, after selling the goodwill of a trade, set up 
a business of the same kind at. the same place whenever he 
pleases?” In Whittaker v. Ilowe, 3 Beav. 383, a solicitor had 
sold out to an incoming partner in a firm his interest which was 
to cease in two years, but meanwhile it was to continue so that 
the firm would have the benefit of his name and assistance. In 
that agreement there was a covenant that the outgoing partner 
was to use his utmost endeavours to retain the then present 
clients and secure the possession of the business as the same had 
been carried on to the incoming partner during the term of two 
years and after the expiration thereof and also covenanted that 
he should not afterwards practise in Great Britain for 20 years.

N.S.

S. C. 
1913

Harrison.
Harrison

Orehim, K.J.
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In that case, tile two years had elapsed, there was an in
junction to restrain the outgoing solicitor from practising for 
20 years in Great Britain and from endeavouring to induce 
any persons who were clients of the old or the new firm to cease 
or abstain from employing.

This it will be seen was all provided for by the covenant. 
In May v. Thomson, 20 Ch.D. 705, there had been the sale of a 
medical practice, but the formal agreement though drawn up, 
had not been executed. Sir George Jessel, M.R., on the argu
ment of the appeal, 715, said : “I cannot see my way to make a 
decree for specific performance of an agreement to purchase a 
medical practice. What can the Court order the seller to do?” 

And in giving judgment, he says :—
I pause there to consider what there was to sell. The main sub

ject of the sale was as I have said a medical practice. What is the 
mean of selling a medical practice? It is the selling of the intro
duction of the patients of the doctor who sells to the doctor who 
buys, lie has nothing else to sell, except the introduction. He can 
persuade his patients probably who have confidence in him to employ 
the gentleman he introduces ns lieing a qualified man, and fit to 
undertake the cure of their maladies, but that is all he can do. There
fore, when you talk of the sale of a non-dispensing medical practice— 
of course, when a man keeps what is called a doctor's shop, there is a 
diHerein thing entirely to sell—you are really talking of the sale of 
the introduction to the patients, and the length, the character and 
duration of the introduction. The terms of the introductions are 
everything. And there is something more according to my experi
ence in cases of the sale of medical practices—I do not know how 
the evidence is with regard to it in this case—there is always a 
stipulation that the selling doctor shall retire from practice, either 
altogether or within a given distance. It is so always, and there is 
also sometimes a stipulation that he shall not solicit the patients 
or shall not solicit them for a given time. They are both very im
portant stipulations as regards keeping together the practice for the 
purchasing doctor.

Well, when you do not find any of those things stipulated for, can 
you suppose that Dr. Thomson intended to buy without something 
being stipulated for as to what he was to buy—the length of the 
introduction, the retirement from business of I)r. May or something? 
It is impossible.

Ill niy opinion, there is not in the agreement a stipulation, 
nor in the award a provision sufficient for a foundation for any 
relief which this Court can afford.

It is not suggested that Dr. Harrison since the breach of re
lationship solicited any patients. He has not stipulated that he 
will try to induce any person calling him up, but who is to be 
“considered” Dr. Mader’s patient to call Dr. Mader in instead 
of him. There might he an action for damages for breach of
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such a stipulation if it was there. Ami he lias not stipulated, 
and it is not provided in the award that although certain persons 
are to be “considered” I)r. Mader's patients that he shall not 
attend them, if they call him in.

It would have been (piite simple to have included in the in
strument. a stipulation which might have been enforced by 
the Court.

In Lumley v. Wagner, 1 DeG. M. & G. 605, 610, Lord St. 
Leonards during the hearing said :—

This Court interferes by injunction in the ease of articled clerks, 
surgeons, apprentices, etc., who have covenanted after they leave their 
masters not to practise within certain limits, although no <|iipstjon of 
specific performance is involved.
And at. page 617 :—

At an early stage of the argument. 1 adverted to the familiar case 
of attorneys' clerks, and surgeons and apothecaries’ apprentices and 
the like, in which this Court lias constantly interfered, simply to pre
vent the violation of negative covenants.
Morlcy v. Newman, 5 Dow. & R. 317, was cited for Dr. 

Mader. in that case the arbitrator had by the submission a 
very large power given to him, namely, “the terms and condi
tions on which the partnership should be dissolved and it. pro
vided also that Morlcy should carry on the business for his own 
sole benefit.” The arbitrator awarded that it should not be law
ful for Newman during the lifetime of Morlcy to carry on the 
profession or practice of surgeon and apothecary in Horncastle, 
or within thirteen miles thereof. The award was upheld. But 
in this case even the arbitrators could have inserted such a 
provision. They have not done so.

I have come to the conclusion that there is no case l'or an 
injunction, and therefore there will be no inquiry directed with 
that end in view. There is nothing of that kind to enforce.

In respect to the period of the six months after the term 
mentioned in the agreement, I am disposed to agree with the 
learned Judge who heard the ease that during that period there 
was a partnership rather than an employment on the previous 
terms—a partnership at the will of the parties. I refer to Syers 
v. Sycrs, 1 App. Cas. 174. I think, though, that the order does 
not perhaps include all the expenses properly chargeable against 
Dr. Harrison as, for instance, teams.

1 also agree with the learned Judge in respect to the remun
eration by way of a commission on the proceeds, viz., that the 
money must be received as well as earned before a commission 
is payable therism and that it need not be received in the same 
calendar year in wdtich it is earned. It means services rendered 
during the year. 1 suppose the draftsman was providing 
against the alternative of paying a commission on earnings from

N.S.
8.C.
161.1

Ha kk ikon 

IIabrison
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the .joint services rendered during the year which might never 
be received and also on previous earnings of Dr. Mader, re
ceived, hut not until after this relation had commenced.

The appeals should be dismissed with costs.

Drysdale, J., concurred.

Meaoiier, J., concurred in the result.

Appeals dismissed.

McCORMICK v. KELLIHER.

(Decision No. 3.)

British Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, C.J.A., Irving, and 
Oalliher, JJ.A. January 7, 1913.

1. Master and servant (8 V—340)—Workmen's compensation lav —
Unsuccessful nbolmench action.

Where a plaintiir sue» her son’s employers for negligence charged as 
having caused the soil's death in the course of the enip oyment and a 
judgment in her favour in the negligence action is reversed on appeal, 
the plaintiir may still apply to a Judge of the Supreme Court ( li.C.) 
to tlx and allow compensation apart from negligence to which she may 
le entitled by reason of the fatal injury having been received in the 
course of the son’s employment with the defendant, although, if the 
trial court had originally decided against the plaintiir, the assessment 
under the Act ought to have been applied for then and there.

[McCormick v. Kelliher, 7 D.L.R. 732, applying McCormick v. Kelli- 
her, 4 D.L.R. rt57. affirmed. See sub-secs. .{ and 4 of sec. 6 of Work
men’s Compensation Act, R.S.B.C. 1011, ch. 244.]

2. Master and servant (g V—340)—Workmen’s compensation law—
Unsuccessful negligence action.

The rule that where an action for personal injuries which has been 
brought under the common law has been disposed of. the plaintiff lias 
no right to ask for an assessment under the Workmen s Compensa- 
1 ion Act (B.C.). unless he does so immediately after trial of the action 
at common law, is applicable only where the judgment was rendered 
against the plaintiff, but where the plaintiff had obtained a verdict 
under the common law and the verdict was set aside on appeal and he 
subsequently applied to the trial judge for an assessment of damages 
under the Workmen's Compensation Act, such application is allow
able.

[McCormick v. Kelliher, 7 D.L.R. 732, applying McCormick v. Kelli- 
her, 4 D.L.R. 057, affirmed ; Cribb v. Kynoeh ( 1908), 2 K.li. 551 ; 
Ed wants v. (lodfrcy (1899), 2 Q.B. 333, distinguished. See Work
men’s Comiiensation Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, ch. 244, sub-secs. 3 and 4 
of sec. 0.]

3. Master and servant (8 V—340)—“In course or employment," con
strued—Workmen's Compensation Act (B.C.) — Adjusting
belt, as motor in servant's work, in adjuster's absence.

The act of a workman employed as a fireman tending a furnace, 
in adjusting a belt attached to a carrier which fed the furnace with 
fuel, in the absence of the chief engineer, whose duty it was to ad
just the belt, is an act done in the course of the workman's employ
ment, so as to entitle the workman to compensation under the Work-
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men's Compensation Act (B.C.) for injuries incurred during the pro- B.C.
gross of the work. ------

[McCormick v. Kellihcr, 7 D.L.R. 732, applying McCormick v. Kelli■ C. A.
her, 4 D.L.R. 657, alii ruled ; Harnett v. X uimcry Colliery Co. ( 1912). 1913
81 L.J.Q.B. 213. distinguished. See sec. ti, Workmen’s Compensation -----
Act, R.S.B.C. ch. 244.] MvI’ormick

4. Appeal (§ VIII It—070)—Assessment of compensation by appellate Kn-uiim
court—B.C. Workmen's Compensation Act, sec. U, sub-sec. 4.

The Court of Appeal, upon reversing, because no negligence on the 
part of the defendant was shewn, a judgment in favour of the plain 
till" for negligently causing the death of her son, based on Lord Camp
bell's Act and the Employers' Liability Act as well, cannot assess 
compensation under sec. li. of sub-see. 4, of the Workmen's Condensa
tion Act ( B.C.) ; the trial court is the only tribunal with jurisdiction 
to do so.

[McCormick v. Kellihcr, 7 D.L.R. 732, applying McCormick v. Kelli
hcr, 4 D.L.lt. 657, afiirmed.

5. Damages (8 III J3—188)—Death of plaintiff's son—Power of ap
pellate COURT TO ASSESS DAMAGES.

There is no reason why an application should not lie made to the 
trial court to assess damages for negligently causing death, under 
sec. 6 of sub-sec. 4 of the Workmen's Compensât ion Act (B.C.). after 
the Court of Apjeal has reversed a judgment in favour of the plaintiff 
bused upon Lord Campls-ll's Act and the Employers' Liability Act 
as well, on the ground that the negligence of the employer had not 
been shewn. ,

[McCormick v. Kellihcr, 7 D.L.R. 732, applying McCormick v. Kelli- 
her. 4 D.L.R. 057, a dinned.

Appeal by defendant from judgment of Clement, J., McCor- statement
mick v. Kellihcr, 7 D.L.R. 732.

The appeal was dismissed.
E. A. Lucas, for appellant.
L. G. Mc Phillips, K.C., for respondent.

Macdonald, C.J.A. and Irving, J.A. concurred with judg
ment of Galliher, J.A.

Galliukr, J.A. :—This ease comes before us by way of appeal oauiuer, j.a. 
from the judgment of Clement, J., awarding the respondent 
$1,500 under the Workmen’s Compensation Act The action was 
tried at common law, and a verdict for $1,500 rendered in 
favour of the respondents by the learned trial Judge.

On appeal, this verdict was set aside by a majority of this 
Court. An application was then made to us to assess damages 
under the Workmen’s Compensation Act, but the Court held that 
they had no jurisdiction to do so and dismissed the application, 
at the same time stating that they saw no reason why an appli
cation might not be made to the trial Judge. Thus application 
was subsequently made, with the result above first stated.

Two objections were urged before us by Mr. Lucas for the 
appellants. First, that after the action at common law had 
been disposed of, the plaintiff, not having then and there asked 
for assessment under the Workmen’s Compensation Act, could
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not come in at a later date and do so, and cites Cribb v. Kynoch,
11908 | 2 K.B. 531; Edwards v. Godfrey, [1899] 2 Q.B. 333. 
Both of these were cases where the judgment at common law 
was against the plaintiffs, and they had the opportunity then 
and there to make the application to the trial Judge, which they 
neglected to do, and subsequently tried to recover under the 
Workmen’s Compensation Act ; and it was held that plaintiffs 
could not succeed, as to entitle them to do so the procedure laid 
down in the Act must be strictly followed.

In my opinion this case does not stand on the same footing.
Here, the judgment at common law at the trial was in favour 

of the plaintiff, and although that judgment was reversed by this 
Court, the effect of that, as I view it, would be to place the 
parties hack in the position they would have been in at the trial 
if the trial Judge had given the judgment which this Court held 
should have been given when the plaintiffs would be entitled to 
ask for assessment under the Act.

What was subsequently done by this Court on the applica
tion to us to assess the damages does not alter the above position, 
as we made no order dealing with the matter other than to hold 
that we had no jurisdiction.

I think this objection must fail.
Secondly, it was urged that the respondents could not recover 

in any event as the accident which caused the death of the de
ceased was not an accident in the course of and arising out of his 
employment, and the judgment of Irving, J.A. (appeal book p. 
136) in which I concurred, is referred to.

As I understood that judgment, and as I still understand it, 
it is to the effect that the plaintiffs in the action could not re
cover at common law on the ground of contributory negligence 
of the deceased. But what would disentitle plaintiffs to recover 
at common law might in no way affect their rights to recover un
der the Workmen’s Compensation Act.

In the case of Harding v. Brynddu Colliery Co. (1911;, 80 
L.J.K.B. 1052, it was held by a majority of the Court, Cozens- 
Ilardy, Master of the Rolls, and Kennedy, L.J., Buckley, L.J., 
dissenting, that the accident arose out of and in the course of 
the employment, and that the defendants were entitled to com
pensation under the Act.

The facts there were, shortly, that a collier was employed to 
drill a hole from above into a stall below to allow gas to escape 
from the stall : that in the process of drilling he asked leave to 
go into the stall which was blocked with hoards in order to as
certain the direction the drill was taking, and was forbidden to 
do so. but went in notwithstanding, and was overcome with gas 
and died.
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Buckley, L.J., in his dissenting judgment, says at p. 1055:— B.C.
Now, I want to add something lest this judgment be misunderstood, T~7 

To my mind the test is not whether the man in the course of his em- 
ployment went to a forbidden place. If that were all, then no doubt __ 1
that would be simply serious and wilful misconduct and the applicant M<( oiemk k 
might Ik; entitled to recover, but the subject-matter in which you want 
to find the distinction is this: Has the man by an act outside the scope KM.i mm. 
of his employment or lias he in doing an act within the scope of his >- j.a.
employment, been guilty of serious and wilful misconductÎ

If it be the former, he is not entitled to recover, if it be the latter, 
he is.

The learned Lord Justice lu-ld in the case before him that it 
fell within the former, disagreeing in that respect with the ma
jority of the Court.

It seems to me on the evidence the case before us is clearly 
within the latter proposition. The deceased was employed as n 
fireman; the fuel was conveyed to the furnace by means of car
riers operated by a belt, revolving on a pulley attached to the 
main driving shaft of the engine. Occasionally these carriers 
would clog, causing the belt to he thrown off, thus stopping the 
passage of the fuel for the purpose of keeping up steam.

The chief engineer, whose duty it was to adjust this belt, and 
put it on under such circumstances, was temporarily absent on 
the day in question, and returned in time to see the deceased 
attempting to put on the belt in the doing of which he met with 
the accident.

Under these cireumatrices the deceased, whose duty it was to 
keep up steam, finding his supply shut off, and the belt thrown 
off by the clogging of the earners in the absence of the chief 
engineer, went to put on the licit.

Surely the putting on of tlie licit for the purpose of starting 
the carriers to convey the fuel to the point where it would he 
utilized for the purpose of keeping up steam, the very purpose 
for which he was employed, was an act within the scope of his 
employment in the sense that it was incidental to it, and although 
his defined duty may not have included the adjusting of this 
belt, it was an act done in the interest of the master and in the 
furtherance of the work lie was employed to do. In this respect 
it is distinguishable from the very recent ease of Barnes v. Vi ni
nny Collin')/ Co. (1012). SI L.J.(j.l$. 213.

This objection, I think, also fails.
The appeal should lie dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.
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Satkatchewan Supreme Court. Trial before Drown, J. January 9. 1913.

1. Contracts (8 VC 2—396)—Rescission—Promptness — Stallion —

Jan. 0. Mutual mistake— Retaining possession after discovery.
Rescission of n contract for the sale of a stallion on the ground 

that the wrong animal was delivered will not he allowed where it ap
pears that the delivery of the wrong stallion on the part of the seller 
was an honest mistake, and where after the mistake was discovered 
and the selling price had been paid, instead of rejecting the horse the 
buyer retained possession of him and hired him out frequently for 
breeding purposes.

Statement Action to rescind contract for the sale of a stallion and for 
damages, the wrong horse having lieen delivered.

The action was dismissed.
E. J. Ii rook smith, for plaintiff.
0. F. Bluir, for defendant.

Drown, .1.:—In the month of April. 1911, the plaintiff pur
chased from the defendant a Clydesdale stallion railed Chaplet, 
represented at the time to In* in the possession of the defendant 
at Dalgonie. The plaintiff did not see the horse at the time of 
purchase, hut bought him on the strength of his pedigree, which 
was produced at that time, and on the representations of the 
defendant. The plaintiff paid the full amount of the purchase 
price. On .May 1», 1911. the defendant delivered to the plaintiff 
at Dalgonie a horse which at the time Imth parties thought was 
the horse Chaplet, hut which. 1 have no hesitation in finding 
under the evidence, was not the hone Chaplet, hut a horse very 
similar in appearance, so similar, in fact, that had it not been 
for the information imparted hy Dr. Kyffe to the plaintiff, all 
parties might have continued in ignorance of any mistake being 
made. It was only a few days after the delivery that the plain
tiff became aware of the mistake through Dr. Fyffc, and very 
shortly after that, again, the plaintiff called the defendant's 
attention to the mistake, and the defendant admitted that a mis
take had been made, but it was to him a mystery, and seems 
still to be a mystery, how the horse so delivered could have lieen 
substituted for the horse ( t. It is not necessary that 1
should express any opinion on that point. It is sufficient that 
I should find, as I do find, that the horse delivered to the plain
tiff was not the horse to which lie was entitled under the con
tract. The plaintiff, as I have already indieated, became fully 
aware shortly after the delivery of the mistake having been 
made, and yet he did not return the horse so deliveml to the 
defendant or notify the defendant that he rejected the same, 
lie seems to have lieen content with simply calling the defend
ant's attention to the fact that the honte delivered was not the

3
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horse that was sold. Instead of rejecting him, as one
would have expected him to do under the circumstances, the 
plaintif!' retained the horse in his possession and still retains 
him. Moreover, during the season of 1912 he travelled him as 
a stallion, serving some forty-five mares at a fee of $12.i>0 per 
mare for such service. Under such eir -umstances the plaintiff 
cannot now reject this horse and cannot get rescission of the 
contract. 11 is only remedy, if any, is by way of damages. But 
here, again, he must fail, because he has not proved any damages. 
So far as I know, or the evidence discloses, the horse which has 
been delivered and which he has seen fit to retain may he a 
better and more valuable horse than the horse Chaplet which he 
was supposed to get. Under the circumstances there must be 
judgment for the defendant on the claim and judgment for the 
plaintifT on the counterclaim.

The defendant by his pleadings and during the trial con
tended that the horse which he delivered to the plaintiff was 
the horse Chaplet, although admitting that the horse which he 
afterwards saw in the s possession was not the horse
Chaplet, and asserted his belief that the substitution bad been 
made some time after delivery. Practically all the time of the 
trial was occupied with reference to this point, and on this issue 
the defendant has failed. I am of opinion, therefore, that under 
all the circumstances of this case it is one in which no costs 
should he ordered.

Action nuit counterclaim dismissed.

SASK.

s.C.
1013

XfoACHON

BALFOUR & BROADFOOT v. CALDERWOOD.

Sasha tehciran Supreme Court, Johnstone, J. January 7, 1013.

1. Brokers ($ II B 1—12)—Real estate—Comcenkation — Sufficiency
OK IlKoKMt'H SERVICES—-SPECIAL AGENCY CONTRACT —■ QUANTUM
\n in i r. win s.

Whole tin* defendant purchase* <»ort ain land* through tin» plaintiiT* 
for tin» di*elo*«>d purpose of re-selling at u profit, listing the property 
for re-sale with the plaintiff* a* hi* exclusive real estate agents for 
a fixed period at a fixed minimum price on a special eontraet for 
commission and expense*; and where the plaintiff-, pursuant to and 
during the period of the ugeiiey eontraet, expend time and money in 
efforts to make a sale, including tl»e transportation charges in taking 
a proposed purchaser on a trip of inspection to the land*; and where 
later, while the agency contract i- -till in force, the owner, through 
another agent, effects a -ale at the minimum price, the plaintiff* are 
entitled to recover upon a quantum meruit for their services, and are 
not limited to the actual value of the time given or the money* ex- 
pended. hut are entitled to a substantial sum to lie fixed by regard 
being hail to the defendant's profit from the transaction.

\Ahlous v. 8trannun. It NV.L.II. ISA. and Ahlous v. flrumty, 17 
W.LR. ‘23(i. 20 W.L.R. 330. applied.]

Action to recover compensation for the sale of land, alleged 
to be due under a certain contract or upon a quantum meruit.

SASK.

S.C.
1913

Jan. 7.

Statement
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SASK. G. F. Blair, for plaintiff.
E. B. Jonah, for defendant.

191.1
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Johnstone, J.

Johnstone, J. :—The defendant purchased the lands in ques
tion through the plaintiffs for the purpose of re-selling the same 
at a profit. With this purpose in view, the lands were listed by 
him with the plaintiffs for sale.

After the lapse of about a year, correspondence took place 
between the plaintiff's and the defendant, the result of which 
was the raising of the price of the lands to $11 per acre.

The relationship of principal and agent was established at 
the trial by the following document :—

No.
Land List.

I. Ituliert ('aldcrwood, of Florence, Province of Ont., hereby appoint 
.lohn llalfour ami David D. Ilroadfoot. trading under the firm name of 
Hal four & ilroadfoot, of Regina. Sask., my exclusive agent* subject 
to the condition* noted below, for the sale of the following described 
lands situated in the Province of Sask., Dominion of Canada, to wit:— 

All of section 10, township 31, range 10, west of the 3rd meridian,
at #11.00 per acre. Total $..............

(1) Terms of sale: The said land to net me no less than the price 
above named ; John llalfour and David D. Ilroadfoot, aforesaid, to 
retain all over that amount received in full for expenses and com
mission in the sale of the said land. $30.00 to be paid down a* soon 
as the sale is made, #1.50 per acre when deed or contract properly
executed, shewing good title, is delivered at the...................... llank of
Canada in Regina, Sask.; balance as follows:.....................  Seven
equal annual payments. Int. at 0 per cent, per annum.

(2) I am the owner of the above described land. My title is

(3) Encumbrances: Will give a clear deed when sold.
(4) This list will expire 1st Dec., 1910.

Give full description of Riibt. Calokbwooii,
land and improvements on Florence.
back of this sheet. Ont.

In June following, in addition to other attempts made by 
the plaintiffs to sell, the plaintiff R road foot and one Webster, a 
proposed purehaser, made a trip to the lands (sec. 19, tp. 31, 
rg. 19 W. 3rd mer.). The land was inspected by Webster at a 
cost to the plaintiffs by actual disbursement of $30.

The defendant, through another agent in Ontario, effected 
a sale of the land at $11. The plaintiffs, learning of the sale 
made in Ontario, claimed compensation from the defendant, 
who refused to pay the plaintiffs either under the said special 
contract creating the plaintiffs agents or by way of quantum 
meruit. The plaintiffs thereupon sued, claiming $640, resorting 
to both forms of action.

I think the plaintiffs should not recover from the defendant
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the amount claimed, namely 4»G40, because were they to do so SASK.
the defendant would derive no profit from the transaction as S'"^T
to this section; the plaintiffs would be reaping the whole benefit.
I think the plaintiffs should be paid for their services and re- ----
imbursed the expenses of the plaintiff Broadfoot, adopting the BAUroV8
course taken in Aidons v. Swanson, 14 W.L.R. 186, and in Broadfoot

Aidons v. Grundy, 17 W.L.It. 230, affirmed on appeal, 20 W L.
R. 550; and I therefore allow the plaintiffs 50 cents per acre, or 1 XI I,KKW<W,I> 
$320, and the $30 expended by Broadfoot—in all, $350. for Johnstone.j. 

which the plaintiffs will have judgment together with costs.

Judgment accordingly.

WINNIPEG v. WINNIPEG ELECTRIC R CO. MAN.
Manitoba Kind's Bench. Mathers, C.J.K.B. January 18, 1913. r"~B

1. Costs (g II—21)—Costs or depositions—Vxnecessary examination 1913 
FOB DISCOVERY. _____

A11 application by defendants fur 11 fiat to tax tin* coat* of examining ^an- 
for discovery a jierson nut of tin- jurisdiction will he refused «here 
it appears that by the examination of that person the defendants 
obtained no material discovery that they had not already obtained 
from other witnesses, that no part of the examination was used at 
the trial nor did defendants apply for leave to use it. hut instead they 
brought- in that person as a witness on the trial, although the ex
amination may have been -ought, to disclose and did disclose that 
the witness in question could give material evidence for the defendants.

Application by the defendants for n fiat to tax the costs of statement 
examining for discovery S. II. Reynolds, a past officer of the 
plaintiff, out of the jurisdiction.

The application was refused.
J. Prcudhommc, for plaintiff.
Z). II. Laird, for defendants.

Matiierr, O.J.K.B. :—By the examination of the officer Mathers, as. 
named the defendants obtained no material discovery that they 
had not already obtained by the examination for the same pur
pose of the city engineer and by the plaintiffs’ affidavit on pro
duction. No part of the examination was used at the trial, 
nor did the defendants apply for leave to use it. On the other 
hand they brought Mr. Reynolds here and called him as a wit
ness at the trial. It is said that by the examination the defen
dants discovered that he could give material evidence in their 
favour, but there is nothing to shew that they could not have 
ascertained this fact without the expense of an examination on 
oath. In taking this proceeding the defendants appear to have 
acted cx abundanti cautda. Prima facie they are not entitled to 
tax these costs against the plaintiff and in my opinion they have 
not satisfied the onus upon them of making a case for a fiat.
The application is refused.

Application refused.
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B.C. BROWNLEE v. MACINTOSH.

(TL
1913

lirituth Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, CJ.A., Irviny, and 
Martin, J J.A. January 7, 1913.

1. llROKKKK (SUBI—12)—RKAI. ESTATE—COMPENSATION—SUFFICIENCY
Jan. 7. «F llKoKKIt'.S SERVICES—QUANTUM MEBUIT—COMMISSION PAIO AN

OTHER AGENT.
Neither a commission nor, in the alternative, a quantum meruit for 

services rendered cun be awarded a real estate broker where he fails 
to shew that he procured the purchaser, or even introduced or sent 
him to the defendant or that there was any agreement, express or 
implied, on which quantum meruit could 1m? based, although he was 
authorized to obtain a purchaser; and where another ugetit intro
duced the purchaser to the vendor ami got a commission on the 
resulting sale although the plaintiff real estate agent had (without 
the knowledge of the defendant owner for whom he had negotiated 
the latter's original purchase) promoted the negotiations of the 
broker who made the .-ale by giving to him and to his prospective 
buyer the information he had relating to the property.

Statement Appeal by the defendant from judgment of Grant, Co.J., in 
an action for the commission of the sale of certain land, or for 
a quantum meruit.

The appeal was allowed, Irving, J.A., dissenting.
St. John, for the appellant.
Baird, for respondent.

MaeâoniM.
CJ.A. Macdonald, C.J.A. ;—The plaintiff sues to recover a com

mission on the sale of a tract of land, or in the alternative for 
a quantum meruit for services rendered at the request of the 
defendant.

It is important to keep separate the different transactions 
between these parties. The land above referred to was acquired 
from the Crown by the defendant and one Gornham with the 
assistance of the plaintiff. For this assistance the plaintiff was 
paid 25 cents per acre. That transaction was closed before the
beginning of 1911. Thereafter plaintiff alleges that the defend
ant asked him to help to sell the said land and he would be 
paid a commission, the amount of which was not stated. De
fendant denies this, but I am going to assume that the plaintiff 
was authorized by defendant to obtain a purchaser, and thus 
earn a commission. One Elmer Jones, another agent for defend
ant, found a customer named Coote, whom he brought to defend
ant’s office, and who was given such information as the defend
ant and Gamham had, which included a report on the property 
made by the plaintiff for defendant in the earlier transaction. 
It appears that while negotiations were pending, Jones and 
Coote went to see the plaintiff and were shewn certain maps 
or blue prints and given information respecting the property. 
It also appears that Coote almost immediately resold or entered 
into negotiations to resell the property to one Armstrong, repre
sented by one McMillan, and that Coote and McMillan obtained
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considerable assistance from the plaintiff. This is what the 
plaintiff relies upon as entitling him to either a commission or 
to a quantum meruit. It is quite dear that the plaintiff did 
not find the customer Cootc. It is also sworn to positively by 
the defendant and fiarnham that they had not sent Coote to 
the plaintiff or suggested in any way that he should go to the 
plaintiff for information or assistance. This evidence is uncon
tradicted. The plaintiff does not pretend that he was requested 
by the defendant or Garnham to give information to Coote or 
to .1 mes. What took place between Jones, Coote, McMillan and 
the plaintiff was entirely behind the defendant’s back and with
out his knowledge. In these circumstances, assuming that the 
plaintiff was authorized to obtain a purchaser, or was promised 
a commission for assisting in a sale, I think he has failed to 
make out a case for commission or for a quantum meruit. When 
Coote and Jones came to him for information he ought to have 
ascertained in what capacity they came, and whether any assist
ance or information which was asked of him was at the request 
of the defendant or Garnham.

The plaintiff’* case therefore fails. The appeal should be 
allowed and the action dismissed.

Irving, J.A. (dissenting) :—Defendant and one Garnham 
bought in the autumn of 1910 some 7,152 acres of land situate 
near Babine lake, through or on the recommendation of the 
plaintiff, who had made a survey of the land. Brownlee, for his 
services in getting the land grant, was to receive 25 cents per 
acre. On 22nd April, 1911, the defendants sold to Coote at $6 
per acre, who at once entered into negotiations with one Arm
strong, at Winnipeg, for the resale to him—these negotiations 
culminated on 10th of June. Coote was not able to pay down 
more than $500, and as the balance depended upon his making 
a sale of the property, the defendant and Garnham were inter
ested in the sale to Armstrong going through.

Brownlee undoubtedly gave to Coote and Armstrong’s agent 
a great deal of information. The defence set up that Brownlee 
was engaged to do all this, in consideration of his being paid 
25 cents per acre, or in the alternative that he did it volun
tarily. Brownlee explained to the Judge that this 25 cents per 
acre contract was exhausted when the Crown grants were ob
tained in 1910. That afterwards he was employed by them in 
1911 to make maps and furnish notes of the property to enable 
them to resell it; that they paid him for these maps and notes. 
Then he says they asked him to assist them in selling the lands 
and that he saw Coote and Coote bought. Immediately after 
the sale to Coote, Brownlee * for his commission, and
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was not told at once that he had nothing to do with the sale, or 
that he was to assist in consideration of the 25 cents per acre 
agreement.

If the defendant expected Brownlee to assist in the sale he 
would naturally refer Coote to Brownlee. Coote we know went 
to see Brownlee, and got the information, and that the sale was 
afterwards made. I think the fair inference is that Brownlee 
brought about the sale.

The Judge has found against the contentions put forward 
by the defence and I do not see how we can interfere.

stum, j.a. Martin, J.A. :—This appeal should, in my opinion, be 
allowed, because even on those facts which are not in dispute 
the plaintiff has not shewn either that he earned a commission 
by having procured a purchaser, or even introduced or sent the 
purchaser, Coote, to the defendant ; or that there was any agree
ment. express or implied, on which a claim quantum meruit 
could l>e based. The plaintiff admits that Jones was Coote’s 
agent (p. 29), and it was Jones who introduced Coote to the 
defendant (p. 32) and got a commission.

Appeal allowed, Irving, J.A., dissenting.

ALTA. DAVIS v WENATCHEE VALLEY FRUIT GROWERS ASSOCIATION.
g q Alberta Supreme Court, Stuart, ./. January 31, 1913.

1913 1. Writ and process (8 If A—16)—Service on non-resident.
' <>n an application for leave to serve a writ of summons out of the

^a11, jurisdiction, it is essential to prove a primd facie cause of action
against the defendant upon whom it is proposed to servo the writ 
ej juris.

Statement Application to set aside an order made for service of writ of 
summons out of the jurisdiction.

The order was granted.
Ilobert Urc, for the plaintiff.
C. F. Adams, for the defendants.

stuart. j. Sti;.\rt, J. :—I regret that 1 paid so much attention on the 
argument of this application to questions of law and so little at
tention to the facts and the affidavits. If I had looked at the 
affidavits a little more carefully I would not have reserved my 
decision. The application will have to be allowed and the 
order for service out of the jurisdiction and all proceedings fol
lowing thereon will have to be set aside.

The original affidavit, on which the order ot' service out of 
the jurisdiction was granted, was extremely defective. It was
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mad»* by a student-at-law who did not know anything about tin* 
matter at all. All he said was that he verily believed that the 
plaintiff’s claim was for wages for a certain amount, and that 
he verily believed that the defendants on a certain date dis- 
missed the plaintiff without reasonable cause. He did not give 
the grounds of his belief or the source of his information. 1 
warned him at the time that his material was very defective 
and that even if I gave the order it would be liable to be s»*t 
aside.

Now, upon the nation to set it aside a further affidavit 
is presented to me which is also made by a student-at-law. I 
have read this affidavit carefully and the three letters which are 
exhibited and 1 am unable to discover therefrom even a prima 
facie case of liability. The letter of May 13th, 1912, does, in
deed, shew an engagement of the plaintiff for a certain time at 
a certain salary. But there is absolutely no evidence in the affi
davit or in any other letter that any salary is due the plaintiff 
or that he was wrongfully dismissed. The letter of November 
19th does indicate that there was some disagreement between 
the parties about the amount of money that the plaintiff should 
receive, and it also indicates that the defendant/» considered 
that the plaintiff’s .services terminated on October lôth, which 
was considerably earlier than the date stated in the first letter 
of employment; hut so far as the letter goes it is quite possible 
that the engagement may have been ended by mutual arrange
ment and that all that was in dispute was the exact date on 
which it should be considered as having terminated.

Whatever may be the law upon the points so strenuously 
argued before me, there is certainly no doubt upon the law on 
this point ; that on an application for leave to serve a writ out of 
the jurisdiction a prima facie cause of action must In* shewn 
against the proposed defendant. Nothing of tin- kind has been 
shewn here, and the will have to be allowed with
costs.

Order vacated.

ALTA

s.r.
lain
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BEAVIS v TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY, and STEWART.
Hnti*h Columbia Court of Appeal, MaalnnaUl. C.J..!.. Irvinn, Marlin, 

and Gallihr, JJ.A. January In, lain.
1. PLEADING (111—o.ll—KmTAULISHIXU ALLEGATION * OK CLAIMS—Bl K- 

DE.X OE ratio»'—ORDER Kilt PASTIVI I.ARS. WHEN REFUSED.
In nn action by plaintilT claiming that hi# |u<»|*«*rty hud been sold 

for taxe# wrongfully claimed a# duo and unpaid, and that such sale 
was made without any power or authority in the township making 
the sale, an order for particular* giving the defects in the authority 
of the township to sell will not lie made on defendant*# application.

[Turner V. Muniripality of Surrey, 111 B.V.R. 79. followed.]

BC.

C. A.
1913

44
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2. Pleading (g IQ—1 351—Establishing allegations cm claims—Hub- 
|ir\ OK 1-ROOK—-SUBl-Ll'HAUK IN Pl.EADINU.

II

C. A.
101»

Township

Stewart.

It is not necessary in nn action to recover property alleged to liave 
lieen sold under an invalid tax sale, for the plnintilF in his pleadings 
to set up the tax sale and allege it was made without authority; 
the proper course is to set out his title and allege the wrongful jms- 
session of the person who purchased under the tax sale.

3. Taxer <8 I F—145)—Sale — Deed — Pilots of purchaser—Burden
AS to REGULARITY.

In an action to recover property alleged to have lieen sold under 
an invalid tax sale, though the person in possession of the land has 
a certificate of title, if it appears that the defendant's certificate of 
title under the Land Registry Act (B.C.) was obtained by him as 
purchaser at a tax sale, the burden is on him to establish the rc- 
purchaser at a tax sale, the burden is on him to establish the regu
larity of the tax sale.

I A'irA- v. Kirkland, 7 B.C.R. 12. in appeal sub nom. Johnson v. Kirk, 
30 Con. S.C.R. 344, followed.]

1 Statement

i

Plaintiff's statement of claim alleges that Thomas Nelson 
is the registered owner of the property in question, subject to 
mortgage to defendant Jenny Stewart and Eliza Coffey, and 
that Nelson has executed conveyance of the property to plain
tiff, and that prior to such conveyance the defendant, the cor
poration of the township of Langley, without any power or auth
ority it thereunto enabling, purported to convey the property 
to the defendant Jenny Stewart for taxes wrongfully alleged 
to he due and unpaid, and that the reeve and clerk of the cor
poration of the township of Langley had executed a conveyance 
to defendant Jenny Stewart of the said property, same purport
ing to be made under and by virtue of said alleged sale, such 
conveyance being executed by said reeve and clerk without any 
power or authority. Plaintiff claimed an injunction restraining 
the defendants from dealing with the property, and a declara
tion that the alleged tax sale was null and void, and that plain
tiff is entitled to have his conveyance from Thomas Nelson reg
istered, and to redeem the mortgage. The statement of defence 
of the defendant Jenny Stewart alleges that the sale to her of 
the property in question, was duly made for taxes lawfully due 
and payable, and duly charged against the property, and that 
such sale was made by virtue of authority vested in the corpora
tion of the of Langley, and that conveyance to the
defendant Jenny Stewart from the corporation of the township 
of Langley was duly registered in the land registry office, and 
that she holds a certilicate of title to the property. The defend
ant Jenny Stewart subsequent to putting in defence obtained an 
order from the Honourable Mr. Justice AMorrison, that plaintiff 
furnish her with particulars of the defeats in the authority of 
the township of Langley to sell and convey the property in 
question.

Ritchie, K.C., for appellant, referred to Turner v. Munici
pality of Surrey (1911), 16 B.C.R. 79, 349, and Kirk v. Kirkland

Argument

0507
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(1809), 7 B.C.R. 12. and sub nom. Johnson v. Kirk, 30 Can. 
S.C.R. 344.

Mailers, for respondent: -Turner v. Municipality of Surrey, 
Ifi B.C.R. 79, 349, is distinguishable beeause there the only party 
defendant was the municipality, and the facts in relation to the 
tax sale were peculiarly within their knowledge. The fact that 
defendant Stewart has a certificate of title which is prima facie 
evidence of title, puts the burden of shewing defects in such 
title upon plaintiff. Convenience is greatly in favour of requir
ing particulars of the defect upon which plaintiff really relies. 
The furnishing of such may obviate the necessity for an adjourn
ment of the trial.

Macdonald. C.J.A.:—It was bad pleading for plaintiff 
to set up the tax sale and allege that it was made without 
authority; he should have simply set out his title and alleged 
that the defendant Stewart had taken possession of his property, 
but the authority of Kirk v. Kirkland, 7 B.C.R. 12, and Johnson 
v. Kirk, 30 Can. S.C.R. 344, is clear, that although defendant 
Stewart has a certificate of title, when it is made to appear that 
such certificate was obtained upon a tax sale this put the burden 
upon her of establishing the regularity of the tax sale. The 
case is not distinguishable from Turner v. Municipality of Sur
rey, lfi B.C.R. 79, 349. The appeal will he allowed and the 
order for particulars set aside.

Irving, Martin, and Galliiikr, JJ.A., concurred.

A ppeal allowed.

Re CRABBE and TOWN OF SWAN RIVER

Manitoba Court of Appeal, Penlur, Canin on ami llaugurt, J.I.A.
February ‘24, 1913.

1. Municipal cori-oratioxh ( § 11 C 3—105)—Revocation of pool-
room license—Right ok town council to revoke.

A town council has the right to revoke u pool-room license, for an 
infraction of a bv-lnw of the town by the licensee, where such by-law 
existed at the time of the application for the license, and where the 
infruetion was expressly made ground for such revocation at the time 
of such application.

[See Annotation at end of this case.)
2. Municipal corporations (fi IIC 3—106)— Revocation of pool-room

license—Right of licensee to he heard before town council.
Where a town council, having the right to revoke a pool room license 

for certain infractions of a by-law of the town, revokes the license, 
without giving the licensee a chance to lie heard at a judicial hearing, 
such action is not illegal, where it appears that the town in question 
is a small place, and the pool-room one of the principal loiteiing 
places and one that may very quickly become notoriously objectionable, 
and the court is satisfied that, even if the members of th» council 
did not have a knowledge from personal observation, there were suffi
cient grounds to justify their action, especially where there is no 
suggestion that the council acted arbitrarily or in bad faith.

BC.

cTI.
1913

Township

Langley,

Stewart.

Argument

Merdonald,
O.J.A.

MAN.

C. A.
1911

Feb. 24.
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MAN. Appeal from decision of Macdonald, J.
0. A.
1913

The appeal was dismissed.

The decision appealed from refused a motion made under
lie

RlV! K.

see. 427 of the Municipal Act to quash the resolution of the coun
cil of the town of Swan River, cancelling the poolroom license 
of George A. Crabbe.

The opinion of Macdonald, J., which stands affirmed, was as 
follows :—

Macdonald, J. Macdonald, J. :—The applicant George A. Crabbe was on the 
12th day of duly, 1912, granted a license to run a pool-room until 
the 31st day of May, 1913, subject to being suspended or for
feited, and the license was also subject from time to time during 
its continuance to any and all by-laws, rules and regulations in 
force or that may be in force in the said corporation.

By-law No. 6 of the corporation provides that in cases where 
a license shall have been granted and where in the opinion of 
the council the licensee has allowed profanity or gambling or 
Ifoistcrous conduct in the licensed premises, or has kept them in 
a neglected or unsanitary condition, then, and in any such case, 
such licensee shall be liable to have his license revoked upon a 
motion of the council carried with a three-fourths majority and 
such licensee shall have no claim for any unexpired portion of 
the said license so revoked.

On the twenty-first October, 1912, at a regular meeting of the 
council, a resolution was carried cancelling the license and this 
motion is made by the licensee for an order that the resolution 
so passed lie quashed on the following grounds :—

1. The resolution is illegal.
2. The resolution is ultra vires of the town council.
3. The resolution does not refer to any by-law of the town 

council conferring on them the power of cancellation, nor any 
statutory authority, authorizing them to cancel the license.

Under sec. 10 of an Act to amend the Municipal Act, 1907, 
it is provided that the council may pass a by-law for limiting the 
duration of and revoking any such license on grounds to be fixed 
by by-law.

Pursuant to this the council passed a by-law (No. 6) which 
provides that in cases where a license shall have been granted to 
any person or persons in respect of any billiard-room, pool-room, 
etc., and where in the opinion of the council the licensee has 
allowed profanity or gambling or boisterous conduct in the 
licensed premises or has kept them in a neglected or unsanitary 
condition, or has liecn convicted more than three times of an 
infraction of this or any other by-law which may in future be 
in force in the town of Swan River, then in all such cases and 
in any such case such licensee of such billiard-room, pool-room,
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etc., shall lie liable to have his license revoked upon n motion of 
the couneil carried with a three-fourths majority in that behalf.

The license granted the applicant, was issued subject to any 
and all by-laws then or thereafter to lie in force in the said cor
poration respecting the same.

By-law No. 0 was then in force, and in his application for 
license such application is made subject to such by-law.

From the material before me it is evident that, tin- council 
at its meeting of the 21st October, 1912, fully discussed the 
license in question and were unanimously of the opinion that 
the licensee violated the by-law under which his license had been 
granted by allowing profanity and boisterous conduct in the 
premises licensed by such pool-room license.

There is nothing to suggest that the council acted arbitrarily 
or otherwise than with a bond fide desire for the pence and good 
government of the corporation, and. in my opinion, they acted 
strictly within their legal rights.

It is urged that the applicant, was condemned unheard and 
that the opinion of the Council can lie formed only after a judi
cial hearing where the applicant has a right to be heard. I do 
not consider this objection seriously. Swan River is a small 
town and a pool-room one of the principal loitering places and 
one that may very quickly become notoriously objectionable, and 
the members of the council, 1 am satisfied, if they did not have 
a knowledge from personal observation, acted on sufficient 
grounds to justify their action.

The further objection is that there was not a three-fourths 
majority in favour of the resolution, but. from the affidavits 
filed they were unanimously in favour of it, but through a mis
taken idea that the majority voting must not exceed three- 
fourths, one member of the council, who favoured the resolution, 
voted against it.

The motion must lie dismissed with costs.
//. IV. Whitla, K.C., and II. S. Searth, for plaintiff.
8. J. Roth well, for town of Swan River.

Perdue, J.A., concurred with judgment of llaggart. J.A.

Cameron, J.A.:—The license in question was issued sub
ject to by-laws of the council then or thereafter in force. The 
by-law of the council (No. (i) set out in the judgment appealed 
from, had already been passed.

The resolution of the council, cancelling the license, was 
passed October 21, 1912. The original motion was to quash 
this resolution on the grounds that it was illegal and ultra vires. 
This Mr. Justice Macdonald refused to do, and dismissed the 
motion. This appeal is taken against his judgment, both on 
the original ami additional grounds of objection to the resolu-

MAN.
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Macdonald, J.
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Cameron, J.A.

tion, and ou the ground that the by-law docs not comply with 
the provisions of sub-sec. (a) of sec. 10, ch. 27, statutes of Mani
toba, 1907. On the argument the appellant took further 
grounds of objection not strictly indicated in his notice of ap
peal.

The principles on which such by-laws should be construed 
by the Courts are set forth in numerous cases. Lord Russell 
of Killoweu said, in Kruse v. Johnson, [1898] 2 Q.B. 91, that 
such a by-law

should not be set aside as unreasonable merely because particular 
Judges may think that it goes further than is necessary or convenient, 
or because it is not accompanied by qualifications or exceptions 
which some Judges think ought to have been there. In matters which 
directly or mainly concern the people . . . who have the right 
to choose those whom they think best fitted to represent them in 
their local government bodies, such representatives may be trusted to 
understand their own requirements better than Judges.

See the cases collected in Biggar, Municipal Manual, at p. 
337. 1 refer also to the judgment of Mr. Justice Teetzel in 
lie Dinmck v. McCollum, 5 D.L.R. 843, 26 O.L.R. 560, 22 O. 
W.B. 546, •'! O.W.N. 1463. It is clear that such a 
by-law as that before us should be supported if possible. 
And on consideration of its terms, and on giving its words 
a fair construction, it appears to me that it cannot be disre
garded or set aside, either as unreasonable or as discriminating 
in its application. And even if the by-law were objectionable 
on these or similar grounds, it is by no means clear that it can 
he attacked in this proceeding; indeed the authorities point the 
other way. Nor does it seem to me that it can be effectively 
impeached as going beyond the authority conferred by statute. 
The words “in the opinion of the council” really add no new 
or unauthorized term. The whole text of the by-law simply 
means that the members of the council are to have an opinion 
in the matter, which opinion has legal effect only when ex
pressed in the terms of a resolution or order by three-fourths of 
its members.

We were referred to* the eases of Scott v. Piltiner, [1904] 2 
K.B. 855, and Stnckland v. Hayes, [1896] 1 Q.B. 290, and the 
argument is based thereon that the profanity or boisterous 
conduct, mentioned in the by-law cannot be an offence unless 
such is, and is expressed to be, to the annoyance of others, and 
that therefore the by-law is too wide. But the offences in the 
cases referred to were such as might he committed in the streets 
and public places. Here they are confined to the premises. The 
Courts must not be too astute in finding grounds for holding 
by-laws invalid on such refined grounds. 1 would say that the 
by-law in question, on its face, necessarily involves the idea of 
profanity and boisterous conduct in presence of, and, there
fore, objectionable to, others.
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It is argued that the licensee was entitled to be heard before 
the council could act, on the resolution to cancel the license. 
But the licensee, as I have stated, took his license subject to the 
provisions of the statute and of the by-law, and one of the con
ditions of the latter was that it might he revoked on the occur
rence of certain events, “upon a motion of the council carried 
with a three-fourths majority.” The licensee1 therefore accept
ed the license on the distinct agreement, that it was revocable 
by the council acting upon tin* grounds set out in the by-law. 
The presumption would be. in the absence of any evidence shew
ing the contrary, that the council acted in good faith, on due 
consideration and on grounds appearing to it to he sufficiently 
established. The evidence is that tin* council had facts before 
it and acted upon them after discussion. I cannot see, there
fore, that it is open to the licensee to object to tin- action of the 
council by which he. in effect, agreed to be bound, merely be
cause he was not given a formal notice of the time when the 
matter of revocation would be up for discussion. Tin- council 
is given, by the statute, wide powers, both in fixing the grounds 
of revocation and in acting upon them, and it cannot be said 
that those powers have been exceeded or abused, either in the 
by-law or the resolution here in question.

I cannot take seriously the objection that the resolution was 
not carried by the prescribed majority. Giving the words their 
plain and ordinary meaning, it was carried by a three-fourths 
majority, that is to say. by a majority consisting of three-fourths 
of the members of the Council.

I think the appeal must be dismissed.

MAN.

a A. 
101.»

f'BAIIIlR

IIaggart, J.A.:—I agree with the reasons of Mr. Justice tumrt.j.A. 
Macdonald, who refused the applicant’s motion to quash a reso
lution of the 'respondent’s council, cancelling a pool-room 
license.

Sec. 640, sub-sec. (a) of the Municipal Act, as amended by 
eh. 27. sec. 10, statutes of Manitoba. 1907. is the legislative 
authority for the passing of by-law No. 6, which provides for 
the regulation of certain businesses and the granting of licenses.

The municipality is expressly empowered to pass by-laws 
for licensing, regulating ami governing pool-rooms anil revoking any 
such license on grounds to lie fixed by by-law. 

and pursuant to this authority the council enacts (sec. 25 of by
law No. 6) that where

in the opinion of the council the licensee has allowed profanity, 
gambling or boisterous conduct in the licensed premises, or has kept 
them in a neglected or unsanitary condition ... the licensee 
. . shall be liable to have his license revoked upon a motion of the 
council carried with b three-fourths majority in that behalf.
This by-law is wide enough to cover the resolution im

peached, which is as follows:—
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Moved Iiy Councillor Huy. uwondetl liy Councillor Owens. Hint the 
I mol room liccniu' grunted to (leorgc A. Oahbe. expiring on May Slut, 
A.I). 1913. In* cancelled forthwith, nml the clerk notify (îeorge A. 

<*rnhlie of the cancellation of the license.
An to tin* objection that there wiin no formal trial or inves

tigation. 1 assume that the personnel of the council is fairly 
representative of the intelligent citizenship of the town or vil
lage. and that on taking any executive or legislative action they 
would, as a council or as individuals, inform themselves of the 
existing conditions. In a small town or village the councillors 
would necessarily know the facts.

I do not agree with the applicant’s construction as to the 
“ majority.M There is some ambiguity, hut it is plain the in
tention was that the motion for rex...................he supported by
three-fourths of the members of the council.

I think the words of Lord Russell of Killowen, C.J.. in 
Walker v. Sin lion (1906), 12 Times L.K. 363. are applicable 
to the present case, where he lays it down as a general rule that 

the Court ought a* fur a* possible to support by-laws made by local 
authorities unless it ran Im* clearly seen that the by-law was made 
without jurisdiction and was unreasonable,

and that Judges
should not willingly pick holes in rules which deal with local matters 
and local requirements which the local authorities an* often better 
able to judge of than the Courts.

And in the later ease, Kruse v. Johnson, 118981 2 Q.B. 91. the 
same learned Judge, after pointing out that the majority of 
tlu* Knglish cases in which the validity of by-laws had liecn 
discussed, related to the by-laws of railway companies, dock 
companies and other commercial corporations, expresses the 
opinion that a much more littéral rule should he applied to the 
by-laws of representative public bodies entrusted by Parlia
ment with legislative powers for the general good, and that such 
a by-law

should not lie net mode a* unreasonable merely Iavalise certain 
Judge- may think that it goes farther than I» netvssary or convenient, or 
lava use it is not accompanied by <pia I ideations or exceptions which 
some Judges think ought to have been there. In matters which 
directly or mainly concern the people . . . who have the right 
to choose those whom they think best fitted to represent them in their 
local governing I ashes, such representatives may la* trusted to un
derstand their own requirements better than (some) Judges.

If these olwervations were pertinent in the old land, they 
apply with much stronger force in this new country where our 
municipal institutions are in the moulding and where legal and 
professional assistance is not always available.

'I'he appeal should Is* dismissed with costs.

.1 p/nal 11 is mi ssi </

54713
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Annotation Municipal corporations i§ IIC3 1051 License Power to
revoke license to carry on business.

( Ieneral STATEMENT.

(Lier n sen for talc of intoxicating liquor* arc excluded from consideration 
in this note.)

The power to revoke n license once issued is less comprehensive even 
than is the power to require it. as the power to license may la* based upon 
the power to tax. But this delegation by the Legislature to a municipality 
of the power to license occupations lawful in themselves, vests in a munici
pality no corresponding power of revocation, unless necessarily implied 
from the power to regulate or control. Kven where the power of revoca
tion is expressly conferred as applied to licenses to engage in occupations 
lawful in themselves, it should be construed to confer the right only where 
necessary to the comfort, welfare or safety of society and then not in an 
arbitrary or unreasonable manner. Such authority carries with it no power 
arbitrarily to prohibit citizens from engaging in occupations lawful in them 
selves or unduly to interfere therewith. The power of a municipality to 
revoke a license issued by it to engage in a lawful occupation, therefore, 
depends upon either express legislative authority or general |tower to regulate 
and control, and will not be implied from a mere delegation of the power 
to license: People ex rel. Lodes v. De/tartinent of l/calth. ISO N.Y. 1*7. d.*t 
L.R.A. (N.8.) Till.

A hv-law of a municipal council cannot lie altered by a mere resolution 
pa»*ed by the council : Vit g of Victoria v. Menton. II "|t.< Ml. INI.

Necessity ok Kxphens Power where Vested Knurrs are Involved.

Some eases apparently limit the authority of a municipality to revoke 
such a license. Thus in City of Toronto v. Wheeler, -I D.L.R. .152, where an 
applicant for a permit for a garage to be located upon a certain street was 
granted permission to build and maintain the same, it wiut held that the city 
could not after the building was erected in pursuance of such |iermit. pass 
an ordinance prohibiting the erection and maintenance of such buildings 
on the said street. In-cause by the cx|M-iiditurc of money in the purehnse*ol 
land and erection of garage building, tin- applicant had obtained a vested 
right, which could not In- destroyed by sueh an ordinance.

In the last case cited Middleton, .L. said: “With reference to legislation 
of this kind it is, I think, a sound principle that the Legislature eould not 
have contemplated an interference with vested rights, unless the language 
used clearly required some other construction to be given to the enactment. 
The language here used is by no means free from difficulty and ambiguity. 
What is prohibited is not as in siiIhr-c. (b) the “location, erection and use 
of buildings," for the objectionable puqiose, but the location only; and. 
I think, it may fairly lie said that what had lieen done previous to the enact
ment of the by-law in question constituted a complete location of the garage. 
The eoutext indicates that ‘location* is used in some sense differing from 
‘erection and use.' It would lie manifestly most unfair so to construe 
the statute as to leave the defendant in the (sisition in whieli he would find 
himself if, on the faith of the municipal assent indicated by the building- 
permit, lie had purchased the lands and entered into contracts for the erec
tion of this building, and was then enjoined from the completion of the work 
already entered into upon the ground."

MAN
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Annotation (continued)— Municipal corporations (§11 C 3 105)—License - 
Power to revoke license to carry on business.

Vested rights cannot be interfered with by municipal by-laws, except 
where the language of legislation conferring power to enact them clearly 
discloses such intent: City of Toronto v. Wheeler, 4 D.L.R. 352.

The completion of a building on a certain street which was begun under 
a permit from the city for use as a garage for hire and gain cannot be pre
vented by a municipal by-law prohibiting the “location" of structures of 
that character on such street which was adopted subsequent to the grunting 
of such permit: City of Toronto v. Wheeler, 4 D.L.R. 352.

And in t'nited Stolen ex rel. Daley v. McFarhme, 28 App. D.C. 552, it is 
held that in the absence of authorization from Congress, the District of 
Columbia or the representatives themselves of the District, have no author
ity to revoke a plumbers’ or gas-fitters’ license for failure to comply with 
the provisions of an ordinance relating to the license of such occupation. 
The Court said: “The constitutional guaranties of the liberty and property 
of the individual undoubtedly include and protect him in the exercise of his 
right to earn his living by following a lawful calling, and this right is subject 
only to reasonable control. That such a license as was revoked in this case 
is a s|>eeic8 of pro|»erty goes without saying. The right to forfeit this prop
erty by the revocation of the license must clearly ap|s*ar or it must be held 
not to exist."

And in Greater New York Athletie Club v. Wureter, 10 Mise. (N.Y.) 443. 
42 N.Y. Supp. 703, the Court said: “The general law of the state is freedom 
of the individual to carry on any kind of lawful business. His amenability 
to the criminal law has been found to suffice for the maintenance of social 
order. If he conducts a circus or a theatre or a store, and so on, he must 
take heed not to violate the criminal law against immorality, nuisances 
and the like." The Court also said: "A legislative grant of power to regu
late such a trade or business and, to that end, to require it to lie licensed, 
does not carry with it power to prohibit everyone or any person from engaging 
in it." jf In this case it was held that an ordinance requiring a mayor of a 
city to issue licenses to operate places of amusement did not thereby vest 
him with authority to revoke a license after it was issued.

A license granted by a city hoard of health to permit one to erect a build
ing and use it for a stable, which license contained no limit of time for it* 
exercise, and was not subject to any existing regulations prescribed by the 
board, cannot be revoked by the board, merely because citizens in the 
vicinity objected to the building, though the license may have been improv
ident ly’issued in the first instance: Loire// v. .4rrA Inn, 180 Mass. 70, 75 
X.K. 65.

POWKR TO RkOVLATE AND CONTROL AH CONFERRING VoWKIt TO REVOKE.

While it is the general rule that the (tower of a municipality to revoke 
licenses to carry on business arises either from express grant or from the 
(tower to regulate and control, it is also a rule that this (tower must be exer
cised in a reasonable manner and for a legitimate purjtosc.

In Wiggins v. Chicago, 68 III. 372, the Court said: “That power conferred 
by the charter to tax, license and regulate auctioneers, authorized the city 
to adopt any reasonable ordinance for the purpose. The charter point* 
out no particular mode. The city may tax, may license and may regulate 
the business of auctioneers. The city may not directly prohibit the business, 
nor can it adopt such an unreasonable regulation as would produce such
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results, or even be oppressive anil highly injurious to the business. All 
means employed for the taxation, licensing and regulation of the business 
must be reasonable. And this is true of nil ordinances of a city. The ques
tion then recurs, is this a reasonable ordinance? The sum charged, the 
length of time the license is to continue, and the required bond and security 
for the faithful observance of the ordinance regulating the business are not 
unreasonable requirements, nor do we see that in regulating the business 
a forfeiture of the license should follow a violation of the ordinance, anil that 
the mayor should have the power of revoking the license when he should 
become satisfied of the fact, is unreasonable or oppressive. Such provisions 
may be the only effectual mode of regulating the business; and whether it 
be so or not we regard the ordinance as reasonable. The power must reside 
somewhere to revoke the license, and if it could only be done by the Courts 
the delays that woidd be produced in litigation would render such a provision 
entirely unavailing, ns the license would expire before a final determination 
could be had."

A municipality may require a license ns a condition precedent to engaging 
in a business the manner of o|>ernting which is important to the public 
health, and may make rules for its efficacious regulation and may revoke 
the license even though the power to revoke is not conferred by express 
terms. The power to regulate in such a case is sufficient. As for instance, 
in 1‘eople ex rel. Lode* v. Health De/iartment 1st) N.Y. 1ST, S2 N.E. 1ST, a case 
arising under the sanitary code the pow of the members of the board 
of health being administrative merely, nl igh without express authority 
therefor, they were held to have powct ue or revoke |>ermits to sell
milk in the exercise of their In-st judgm. <t, with or without notice, and 
based upon such information as they might have obtained through their 
own agents; and the licensee had no redress, it not appearing that the board 
acted in an arbitrary, tyrannical or unreasonable manner, or upon false 
information.

And iwwer conferred by the legislature upon a board of health, to protect 
the health of the inhabitants and to prevent the sale of deleterious articles 
of food, is sufficient to authorize the boanl to require permits in order to 
engage in a sale of milk in a municipality, and to incorporate in the |M*rmits 
a condition that they should lie revocable at the pleasure of the board. 
Under such a permit tin licensee has no redress for the revocation of his 
permit after he has Iwen found guilty of supplying impure, unwholesome 
and adulterated milk: Metropolitan Milk and Cream Co. v. A'eic York, 113 
N.Y. App. Div. 377,98 N.Y. 8upp. 894, affirmed without opinion in ISO N.Y. 
533. 78 N.E. 1107.

A ci y authorised to license and regulate pawnbrokers, junk dealers and 
dealers in second-hand goods, though not expressly authorised to revoke 
licenses, may provide ns a condition precedent to the issuing of a license 
that the applicant shall agree that his license may be revoked at the will 
of the council : Grand Rapid* v. Jirandy, 105 Mich. 070, 32 L.R.A. 110, 35 
Am. Si. Rep. I7ii.

A city council has no authority to provide for revocation of licenses, 
where the charter gives no such power, hut authorises the enforcement of 
license ordinances by penalties provided therein: Greater New York Athletic 
Club v. H’ura/rr, 19 Mise. (N.Y.) 443, 43 N.Y. Supp. 703.
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The power to enforce the observance of all rules, ordinances, by-laws 
and police and other regulations of cities by penalties not exceeding 1100 
for any offence against the same does not necessarily confine the city to that 
mode nor to suit upon the bond of a grocery keeper for violations by him, 
but the city in the exercise of the |Kilicc powers conferred, may provide for 
the revocation of his license: Schwuchow v. Chicago, 68 III. 444.

Where Doty to Protect Pi'hmc Morals is Involved.

The right to revoke a license may be exercised where necessary to the 
protection of public morals or safety. Thus in Crand Rapid* v. Ilrandy, 105 
Mich. 070. 32 Lit.A. 116, 55 Am. St. Rep. 472, in sustaining the power of the 
common council of city to insist, as a condition precedent to the issuance of a 
license to run a pawn-shop, that the applicant agree that his license might 
be revoked at the will of the council, the Court said: “The necessity of a 
rigid control over this business in our large cities is clear. Convictions are 
difficult, though the public authorities may be well convinced that stolen 
goods are bought and sold at these places. The business is not necessary 
to the welfare of society or the public. The common council with the know
ledge of all the facts before them to a greater extent than Courts ran jmssihly 
have, have determined that it is well, in their judgment, to require these 
conditions. While the exercise of any arbitrary power may seem harsh, 
.«till we are of the opinion that this requirement is not so unreasonable as 
to require the Courts to declare it void.”

The legislature has power in the interest of public morals cither to abso
lutely prohibit or regulate the keeping of pool tables for hire, and the common 
form of regulation is by requiring a license. If a license is required, the 
licensee takes it subject to such conditions as are imposed by the legislature, 
and where one of the conditions im|»oscd is that it may be revoked by the 
■electmen of the town at their pleasure, the license is not a contract and a 
revocation of it does not deprive the defendant of any property, immunity 
or privilege within the meaning of these words in the Massachusetts Declara
tion of Rights, art. 12, oven though no notice of the intention to revoke is 
served tt|K>n the licensee before revocation: Commonwealth v. Kinsley, 133 
\! 178

In William Fox Amusement Co. v. McClellan, 02 Mise. (N.Y.) 100, 114 
N.Y. Supp. 504, it is held that a municipality has the power to revoke a 
license to carry on a business affecting the public health, morals, etc., 
although such authority is not conferred in express terms, there being 
authority to regulate or control. This power must, however, be reasonably 
exercised, and the revocation of the licenses of all moving picture shows in 
the city of New York, including those operating according to law, as well 
as those violating the law, is an arbitrary and unreasonable exercise of the 
power, and, therefore, cannot he sustained.

Wiieiie Municipality has Kx press Power to Revoke.

Where authority is conferred U|hui a municipality to revoke a license for 
cause after a hearing, a licensee, licensed to conduct an employment bureau 
or agency, has no such vested right in conducting the business as to prevent 
the revocation of his license by the municipality issuing it : Feople ex rel. 
Fechtold v. ttogart, 122 N.Y. App. Div. H72, 107 N.Y. Supp. 831.
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In Re Ilammcrstcin, 52 Mise. (N.Y.) 606, 102 N.Y. Supp. 950, it is held a 
license to operate a music hall might he revoked for improper performances 
on Sunday where the right to revoke for cause was reserved.

limier a statute requiring a city hoard of health to enforce the city's 
sanitary code, a license to sell milk may be revoked by the board on it finding 
after a hearing that the licensee sold adulterated milk, especially where the 
license stipulated that it was revocable at the pleasure of the board: Metro- 
jtolitan Milk and Cream Co. v. New York, 113 N.Y. App. Div. 377, affirmed 
ISO N.Y. 533.

Where an auctioneer accepts a license under an ordinance empowering 
the mayor to revoke the same for cause, and the license recites that the 
mayor may in his discretion revoke the same at any time, the licensee 
cannot claim that the license can only be revoked by judicial sentence: 
Wiggins v. Chicago, 08 111. 372.

In Commonwealth v. Kinsley, 133 Mass. 578, where it appeared that under 
the statute conferring the power to grant a license to keep a pool table for 
hire, it could be revoked at the pleasure of the selectmen granting the same, 
it was held that the licensee took it subject to this condition, and the select
men could revoke the same without giving the licensee any notice of their 
intention to revoke it or any opportunity to be heard.

While in Spicgler v. Chicago, 216 III. 114, 74 X.E. 718, it was held that an 
ordinance providing that a license granted by a city to dealers in oil handling 
the same from tank waggons, shall be revocable by the mayor at any time 
on proof of violation of any of the provisions of the ordinances of the city 
by the licensee, will be construed as conferring the right of revocation to 
a violation of the ordinance in which the provision is found.

Where License is to Use Pviilic Street.

The proprietor of a hack has no legal right to conduct his business in a 
public street, unless under a lawful license to do so, as the Legislature has 
the supreme control of the streets and public highways and has the right 
to regulate and restrict their use.

This power to regulate may be delegated to a municipality, and where a 
hackman accepts from a municipality a license to carry on his business, 
subject to certain conditions, he has no redress if, upon the violation by him 
of such conditions, his license is revoked : /'< ople ex rcl. V an N order v. Sewer, 
Water and Street Commission, !N) N.Y. App. Div. 555, 86 N.Y. Sup| . 445.

Reasonableness ok Exercise or Power.

A license to maintain a moving picture show is revocable, but the exercise 
of the power to revoke must be reasonable. Xnd so the fact t hat many places 
of that sort had inadequate fire protection, and many of the pictures were 
vulgar and licentious, and representations of lawlessness and crime, did not 
warrant a general order revoking all licenses granted to moving picture 
shows: Williams Fox Amusement Co. v. McClellan, 62 Mise. (N.Y.) 100, 
114 N.Y. Supp. 504.

After a license has been granted, paid for and acted upon, a revocation 
without cause is unreasonable and arbitrary: Williams Fox Amusement Co. 
v. VeCUUm, 63 Ml*. N ï i'*' 111 N N flupp.

In the case last cited, the Court says: "Where a vocation duly licensed 
is lawful, it cannot be made unlawful by executive decree, unless a sufficient
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cause exists to revoke the license, for a revocation without such cause is 
arbitrary and not within the scope of executive powers. Within certain 
limits the discretion of the mayor to determine when a license shall be 
revoked will not be controlled; within those limits, the Court will not 
substitute its judgment for that vested in the chief executive of the city, 
but a general order of revocation which is conccdedly based upon abuse of 
the privilege by a part only of the licenses is not a valid exercise of the

The holder of a permit to sell milk has a remedy by mandamus where the 
action of the board of health in revoking the same is arbitrary, tyrannical 
and unreasonable, or is based upon false information: People ex rel. Lodes v. 
Health Department, 180 N.Y. 187, 82 N.E. 187.

The revocation by the board of health of the city of New York of a permit 
to sell milk without according the holder of the permit a notice, or oppor
tunity to be heard, is not a violation of due process of law: People ex rel. 
Lodes v Health Department, 189 N.Y. is7, 83 N.E. is7.

B.C. R0SI0 v. BEECH.

C.A.
1913

Itiitish Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, C.J.A., Irving, Martin and 
Oalliher, JJ.A. January 30, 1013.

1. Mechanics* liens (8 VI—51)—Sub.contractor — Effect of vayi.no

Jen. 3t>. PRINCIPAL CONTRACTOR.
A sub-contractor tiling a mechanics’ lien in that capacity in re

spect of his contract with the principal contractor for painting a 
house and furnishing both labour and materials, who admits payment 
for all material and that the balance owing to him was for work 
done only, has no lien as against the owner who has paid the princi
pal contractor in full, even where the owner has made payment with
out receiving the receipted pay-roll under act*. 15 of the Mechanics’ 
Lien Act. R.S.B.C. 1911. ch. 154.

|For Annotation on Mechanics' Liens, see 9 D.L.R. 105.]
2. Mechanics’ liens (8 VI—10)—Materialmen—Work including mat

erials AT LUMP SUM.
A sub contractor at a lump sum for painting work, including the 

supply of the necessary materials for that purpose, is not a “labourer” 
nor “person placing or furnishing materials” within sec. 15 of the 
Mechanics’ Lien Act. R.8.B.O. 1911. ch. 154. so as to preserve to him 
a lien under that section, where the owner has made payment in full 
to the principal contractor Indore the lien was filed by the subcon
tractor. (l‘cr Oalliher, J.A.)

Statement Appeal by plaintiffs from judgment of Mclnnes, County 
Court Judge.

The * was dismissed.
Findlay, for the appellants.
It ray, for the respondents.

Macdonald,
C.J.A. Macdonald, C.J.A., agreed with Oalliher, J.A.

1 rilng, J.A. Irving, J.A., concurred in dismissing the appeal.
Martin. J.A. Martin, J.A. :—Though the lien as filed for a balance of 

$390 was based on an entire contract, made by the plaintiffs

7
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ns sub-contractors, to paint the house, furnishing botli labour 
and materials, yet the lien states, sec. 6, and it is formally ad
mitted (No. 9 of admissions) that the whole of the said balance 
claimed as a lien was for work done only. In such case, the 
proviso in sec. G (to which we were referred), as to notice relat
ing to materials, has, in any event, no application to the ques
tion in hand, and consequently I do not express any other 
opinion on it.

Nothing was due by the owner to the contractor when the 
lien was filed, and on the face of the matter he is protected by 
sec. 8, but it is contended that the owner cannot set up his pay
ments, amounting to $6,100, to said contractor, because the pro
visions of sec. 15 as to pay-rolls have not been complied with, 
and the plaintiffs claim the benefit of the prohibition at the end 
of that section. To obtain this they must bring themselves with
in the words “any such labourer or person placing or furnish
ing materials,” as specified in the proviso, because the somewhat 
drastic consequences of failure to deliver the pay-roll are clearly 
limited thereby in favour of two classes of persons only, and 
the appropriate use of the word “such” is not in my opinion at 
all sufficient to expand the language to include another class of 
persons mentioned in the prior portion of the section. Plain
tiffs clearly, as sub-contractors, are not within the definition of 
“laliourer,” and therefore their names could not even have 
been placed upon the pay-roll in form B (which should l>e no
ticed). Nor on the facts has the payment made by the defen
dant owner without the delivery of the pay-roll had the effect 

of defeating or diminishing liny lien ... in favour of any . 
. . person placing or furnishing material,

lwcause the plaintiffs in this action admit they have been paid 
in full for all their material, and consequently can have no such 
lien. I think, therefore, that the learned Judge below rightly 
held that sec. 8 is a bar to the lien.

Galmher, J.A.:—Certain admissions were made for the 
purposes of appeal, and among these it is admitted that at the 
time Beech was taken off tin» contract by the owner, Turner, the 
$fi,100 which had been paid to him up to that time, December 
18, 1911, was in full of all work done by Beech under the con
tract with Turner. Such being the case, under the provisions 
of sec. 8 of the Mechanics’ Lien Act, no lien could attach to 
make the owner, Turner, responsible to the plaintiffs unless they 
could bring themselves within the provision in the last clause 
of sec. 15 of the Act, which is as follows:—

Nu payment made by the owner without the delivery <-f Mich piy- 
roll «hall lie valid for the purposes of defeating or diminishing any 
lien upon such property, asset or interest in favour of any such 
labourer or person placing or furnishing material.

B. C.

C. A. 
11113

OaUlher, J.A.
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Statement

The plaintiffs were sub-contractors for the purpose of supply
ing eertain materials and doing certain work (namely, painting) 
for a lump sum. In my view they are not within the meaning 
of the words “labourer,” or “person placing or furnishing ma
terial.” I think the materialman is in a different position to 
a sub-contractor.

It follows therefore that the appeal must be dismissed.

Appeal dismissed.

ALLISON v. ALLISON.
Alberta Supreme Court, Seott, ./. .1/<irrh 10. 191.1.

1 Divorce and separation (| V B—."ill—Interim alimony—When re- 
h hkii—Iniiepenhent means of support.

The court will refill* to grunt an order for interim alimony pendente 
tile, when h wife is in receipt of rents from the real estate owned by 
her siiflirient, after providing for the costs of carrying the property, to 
produce an adequate income for her maintenance until the trial of the

fCoomb* V. Coomb*, lj.lt. 1 V. & I). 218. followed.]

This is an application for alimony pendente life.
The application was refused.
A. If. Gibson, for plaintiff.
F. S. Cormack, for defendant.
Scott, «T. :—Plaintiff, in her affidavit filed, states that she 

was married to the defendant in September, 1908, that the de
fendant refuses to allow her to live with him or to contribute 
to her support, that she has no private income available for her 
support and is unable to support herself, that she is at present 
in need of money to pay for her board and lodging, that she has 
endeavoured to obtain work and was unable to do so, and that 
the defendant, is a railway engineer, and, as such, earns about 
$200 per month.

The defendant, in his affidavit filed, states that the plaintiff 
is the owner of a house in Kdmonton, worth at least $15,000, 
subject to the payment of the balance of the purchase money 
thereon amounting to about $1,200 and that the rental value 
of the house is at least $75 per month.

The plaintiff does not dispute this statement of the defen
dant, beyond stating that she applies the rents in payment of 
the balance of the purchase money of the property and that it 
will be approximately two years before they will discharge tin- 
balance due thereon.

In Coombs v. Coombs, L.R. 1 P. & D. 218, it was held that 
alimony pendente life should be allowed only on the ground of 
necessity and it was refused in that ease as it was shewn that
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there was a fund in tin* wife’s hands from which she could he ALTA, 
alimented pending the suit.

In this case the wife is shewn to he possessed of considerable
property and is in receipt of an income of at least $900 per ----
year therefrom, it is not shewn that she is obliged to apply Allinin

the rents in payment of the balance of the purchase price, but am.i'scn. 

even if such were the case, she could, without difficulty and 
without impairing her interest in the property, arrange for the 
payment of the balance of the purchase money in such manner 
as would yield her a sufficient sum for her maintenance until 
the trial of the action.

The application is dismissed, costs reserved until the trial.
A pplicalion n f use d.

REX v. EAVE >

(Decision No. ?.)

Qtichiv Court of Kina's lteiirh (Appeal Sitle,. A relutinlieolilt. C.J., Tern- 
holme, I,a re rp ne. Cross mid (lerrnis, Fekruarif 22. 1013.

QUE

K.R
1913

Feb. 22.

1. Usury (|IR—10)—By discoi nts—“Lkxiiixo."
The offence of “lending" money at a greater interest than is auth

orized by the Money lenders Act, R.S.C. 19<KI. eh. 122. for which n 
money-lender may be indicted under see. 11 of that statute, includes 
discounts made contrary to see. II thereof which in term* prohibit* n 
money-lender from stipulating for, allowing or exacting on any negoti
able instrument, contractor agreement, concerning a loan of money the 
principal of which is under #500, "a rate «if interest or discount greater 
than 12 per cent, per annum."

2. Vsvby (8 IB—10)—Money Lenders Act, R.S.C. 1000, m. 122—Who
is a “money-lender.”

A person i* shewn to lie a “money-lender'' within the Money Lender* 
Act, R.S.C. 1000. eh. 122. if it lx- proved that he discounted promissory 
notes at a prnhihit«sl rate at various times each of less than $500 and 
so within the statute, although all for the same customer.

3. Vhvry (8 IB—10)—Criminal offence—Limit of rate fob small
LOANS—AGGREGATE DISCOUNTS FOB LARGER AMOUNT.

A person who is a money-lender within the terms of the Money 
lender* Act. R.S.C. 1000. eh. 122, is guilty of a criminal offence 
under sec. 11 of that Act if he discounts for the customer at one time 
several notes made by various other persons maturing at various «late* 
for less than #500 each, although the notes aggregate more than $500 
and the net amount of the advance after dislucting the discount was 
also more than #500, where the discount charge was separately com- 
puted and retained oil each note at a rate of more than 12 per cent, 
per annum, if there was no contract of open credit ami tin- discount was 
made directly upon such notes without the eu-tomer himself giving 
hi* own note for the gross amount exceeding #500 as the subject of 
discount with the smaller notes as collateral only to the advance, so 
ns thereby to make the transaction a single one for more than #500, to 
which the statute would not apply.

Appeal by the Crown upon questions of law, brought up statement
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upon n stated ease pursuant to leave to appeal, R. v. Eaves (No. 
1), 8 D.L.R. 1020, granted under Cr. Code of Canada 1006, 
see. 1014, after an acquittal of defendant at his trial for an 
offence under the Money Lenders Act, R.S.C. 1906, eh. 122, re
lating to criminal usury.

The trial Judge had held that, as the total discounts made at 
any time of the various promissory notes exceeded $500, the 
statute did not apply, and had, therefore, dismissed the charge 
at the close of the prosecutor’s ease.

The appeal was allowed and the ease remitted for trial. 
Mr. Justice Cross, dissented.

N. K. La flamme, K.C., for the Crown.
J. P. Whelan, for the respondent.

The opinion of the majority of the Court was rendered by
Gervais, J. (translated) :—This is an appeal by His Majesty 

the King, under leave granted by this Court on November 30, 
1012, from the judgment of the Court of Special Sessions 
(August 13, 1012) dismissing the appellant’s demand for a 
reserved case on certain questions of law to this Court after the 
said Court of Sessions had decided these questions in favour of 
the respondent and rendered a judgment of nonsuit on August 
1, 1012, thereby dismissing the complaint against the respondent 
laid by Moses Greenberg on April 12, 1012, wherein he charged 
that the respondent had, at divers times between September, 
1911, and February, 1012, made loans of less than $500 at an 
interest of 60 per cent, per year, contrary to the terms of chapter 
122 of the Revised Statutes of Canada.

The appellant has moved this appeal under section 1014 of 
the Criminal (’ode as amended in 1910.

Preliminary observations.
To properly appreciate the questions raised in this appeal 

it may not be amiss to review briefly the history and the com
parative legislation regarding loans upon interest.

Loan upon interest, as well as loan for use and loan for con
sumption is governed by the ninth title of the second book of 
the Civil Code (Que.) : to wit, 1762 to 1786 C.C.

Loan upon interest is a kind of loan for consumption, where
in the lender gives the borrower a certain quantity of things 
which are consumed by the use made of them, under the obliga
tion by the latter to return a like quantity of things of the same 
kind and quality, and, furthermore, under the obligation to pay 
a certain sum as rent.

Loans for consumption have never been the object of re
strictive legislation ; on the other hand, loans upon interest have 
been the object of numerous laws at all periods, including the
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present age, for the purpose of determining and fixing the 
amount of the rent or interest to be paid. From the enactment 
of the Mosaic law :—

Thou «halt not lend upon usury to thy brother, usury of money, 
usury of victuals, usury of anything that is lent upon usury; unto a 
stranger thou mayst lend upon usury, but unto thy brother thou shalt 
not lend upon usury; that the I»rd thy God may bless thee in all that 
thou settest thine hand to in the land whither thou goest to possess it. 
Deut. 23, vv. 19 and 20;
down to the statute passed by the Dominion of Canada in 1906, 
6 Edw. Vli. ch. 32, intituled: “An Act respecting money 
lenders” (ch. 122 R.S.C.) nearly all of the great lawmakers 
and moralists and theologians have bewailed the evils resulting 
from loan upon interest.

Tacitus in his Annals testifies to the fact that usury is with
out doubt one of the most ancient evils of the republic. The 
Church forbade loan upon interest, invoking Deuteronomy against 
it; it forbade the Christians from committing usury even against 
pagans. St. Jerome, St. Augustine, St. Gregory, St. Cyprian. 
Lactantius, Eusebius of Cæsarea, St. Anastasius, St. Hilaire. 
St. Basil, St. Chrysostom, one after the other, condemned loan 
upon interest, even at legal rates. St. Bernard declares usury 
to be theft. The kings of France, by numerous edicts, attempt
ed to repress it. Yet the Constituent Assembly recognized it on 
October 2, 1789; and the French Civil Code fixed the legal rate 
thereon at six per cent. (1907 C.N.). Where this article of the 
French code is violated the law allows the Courts to set aside 
the stipulation of an excessive rate of interest; furthermore, in 
eases of usury the lender may he sent before the police court 
(corrcctionnrllc) which may condemn him to a fine equivalent 
to one-half of the capital loaned usuriouslv or even send him to 
jail for a term not exceeding two years in cases of fraud. 
Nearly all the legislations to which I shall refer oscillate between 
the annulment of the loan made at usurious rate—or rather 
the modification thereof by reducing the rate of interest, and 
the committing of the offending lender to the criminal Courts. 
Since the Code Napoleon nearly all the states have made a 
criminal offence of loan at usurious interest. The Belgian 
Criminal Code of 1867, art. 494. subjects the habitual usurious 
money-lender to a fine of from 1.000 to 10.000 francs and also to 
imprisonment of not less than a month nor more than one year. 
But the law of May 14, 1886, has abolished these penal disposi
tions as regards loans upon interest in commercial matters. 
Holland, by an old statute of Charles V. in lf>40. forbade loans 
at more than 12 per cent, per annum, under pain of annulment 
of any stipulations of interest exceeding such rate; but these 
old prohibitions disappeared through the introduction of the 
Code Napoleon, in 1811. The German Empire, by a law of May
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24. 1880. amending tin* 1871 Criminal Code, punishes usurers 
by fine or imprisonment. But we must go to Austria to find 
the law known as Baden law against lenders at usurious rates. 
This is a sort of > law on which the English y
Lenders Act of 1900 (revised in 1911) was probably modelled. 
Under the Austrian law. the civil Courts have the right to en
quire, without following the rules of evidence, into the way in 
which a contract of usurious loan has been made, to annul such 
contract and then to condemn the offending lender to imprison
ment of not less than one nor more than three months and to 
a fine of 100 to 500 florins. The Russian. Norwegian, Swiss and 
other laws are drawn more or less completely from this Baden 
law. In England it was found possible, owing to the survival 
before the civil Courts of the canon law rule allowing of the an
nulment of contracts vitiated by lesion, to do without any law 
on this subject until 1900: Money Lenders Act. 1900. fid-64 Viet, 
eh. 51 ; ibid, 1911. 1-2 fieo. V. ch. 38.

It is clear that our 1906 statute was taken from the English 
Act of 1900. It is a rather curious thing that ever since the 
introduction of responsible government in Ca in 1850, our 
Parliaments have been eager, no doubt in order to avoid violently 
conflicting legislation, to adopt many of the more important 
English statutes shortly after their at Westminster. A
few differences between the English statute and ours should be 
noted. The En Act does not apply to pawn-brokers, 
bankers, insurers, benevolent societies, building societies, nor to 
several societies which enjoy a privilege of exemption. On the 
other hand, the Canadian Act does not apply to the pawn
brokers and is inoperative in the Yukon. The English Act com
pels the money-lender to obtain a license under pain of fine or 
imprisonm -lit. The Canadian Act recognizes as a money
lender whoever loans money or holds himself out as money
lender and habitually charges an interest exceeding 10 per cent, 
a year. It i • evident that our definition of money-lender is 
drawn from the English law requires a complainant to
prove that tin* person lie is charging with the offence loaned 
money “with some degree of system and continuity.” It may 
be said in a general way that the Ell law has made lending 
upon interest a criminal offence; it may also be said that it has 
done nothing of tin* kind since it allows the civil Courts to annul 
any stipulation of interest which from the risk and attendant 
circumstances of each case is considered exorbitant, and since 
it has allowed the Court r> grant a 60 per cent, interest in the 
case of Mirhartsnn v. A'ichol, [1910] 2fi T.L.R. 227: 20 per cent, 
in Carrington's, Ltd. v. Smith. 11906) 1 K.B. 79; 60 per cent, in 
King v. Barnrtt. [1908] 25 T.L.R. 52; and 50 per cent, in Fnr- 
tescue, Ltd. 1. Bradshaw, [1911] 27 T.L.R. 251. The English
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Money Lenders Act has therefore taken into account the old rule QUE 
alwve referred to, whereby any contract may ho annulled hy tin- K 1{ 
Courts on the ground of lesion.

Vnderour law, lesion, as between persons of the age of major
ity, does not exist (C.C. 1001, 1012). Therefore, our Canadian Rkx 
law on the subject of money-lenders had to depart more or less KwVh. 
from foreign and English legislation, and it has regulated loan 
upon interest in rather simple fashion. Let us now examine it. ' M*'*' 
Loans upon interest of sums exceeding $500 remain subject to 
the entire freedom of contracts as regulated hy our Civil Code; 
saving only the restrictions contained in the chapter of tin* Re
vised Statutes of Canada, 1000, concerning interest; eh. 121. 
respecting pawn-brokers; and lastly, eh. 122, respecting money
lenders. The object of the Canadian law is evidently to come 
to the help of small borrowers, of those who require sums of less 
than $000. To attain this object it authorizes the civil Courts 
to set aside any stipulation of interest exceeding 12 per cent, 
per annum, and it further authorizes the criminal prosecution 
of the offending lender, who may he condemned to a maximum 
of one year’s imprisonment or a fine of $1,000. Sections 11 and 
fi define the incriminating circumstances of a loan of less than 
$500 as follows:—

11. Every monvy-lemler h guilty of an indictable offence and liable to 
imprisonment for a term not exceeding «me year, or to u penalty not ex- 
reeding one tlion-and dollars, who lend* money at a rate of intercut greater 
than that authorized hy this Act.

tl. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Interest Act, no money
lender shall stipulate for, allow or exavl on any negotiable instrument, 
contract or agreement, concerning a loan of money, the principal of w'hicli 
i* under five hundred dollars, a rate of interest or discount greater than 
12 |mt centum per annum. . . .

Let us now examine the facts:

The farts.
The loans made hy the respondent to Greenberg happened 

between September, 1911, and March, 1912. Greenberg swears 
to this and the notes discounted by the respondent and his 
cheques to Greenberg’s order, seized under a search warrant, 
establish the fact. The amount discounted totals from $25,000 
to $40,000. At least thirty-five of respondent’s cheques are filed 
of record as well as about one hundred rotes signed or endorsed 
hy Greenberg. The trial Judge found that most of these notes 
had been discounted in bunches, the total amount of which in 
every case exceeded $500. and held, in consequence, that secs.
11 and 6 of eh. 122 could not apply to the respondent. The 
evidence shews that these notes were always signed or endorsed 
by different persons for various amounts and fell due at differ
ent periods. There is no evidence of record that there was any
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i.e., of any contract by virtue of which the respondent l»ound 
himself to advance to Greenberg a fixed sum of money. More

Rex
over the respondent never required Greenberg to give his own 
note to cover the amount or sum total of paper which the latter

Eavrb. brought to the respondent for discount. According to the evi
dence the respondent appreciated each note according to its 
value, weighed the risks of discounting and in each case charged 
a discount or interest of GO per cent, per year.

As already stated the appellant in the Court below moved for 
a reserved ease to this Court on the question of law which had 
arisen upon the order of nonsuit or discharge of August 1, 
1012, and the trial Judge dismissed this motion on August 13.

The questions of law which this Court is now called upon to 
decide in accordance with its judgment of November 30, 1012, 
are the following:—

1. Were the transactions had bet ween Louis Fredenherg, represented 
by the prosecutor Mo*w Greenlierg on one hand, and the accused on the 
other, from the month of October, 1011, inclusive, up to the month of 
February, 1012, inclusive, subject to the application of sees. 2, 4, 6, and
11 vf t!w statutef

IT. Did the agreement made lietween the said Moses Greenberg and 
the accused concerning the said loans of money or the discount of promis
sory notes in this ease, take out, in law, the loans of money made by the 
accused to the said Moses Greenlierg or the discount of the said notes by 
the accused for the said Moses Greenlierg, from the application of secs. 
2, 4, 0 and 11 of ch. 122 of the revised statutes of Canada, 1906!

III. Was it sufficient, in law, to support a conviction under sec. 11 
of the said statute, to allege and to prove that the accused was carrying 
on the business of a money-lender, that he was not a registered pawn
broker, and that lie did on frequent occasions, stipulate for the discount 
of certain negotiable pa|wr, notes, drafts or cheques eieh for an amount 
less than $.'i«Hl, a rate of interest exceeding 12 per cent, per year!

IV. Was the fact of the accused having, on any one occasion, even on 
the aime day, discounted at a rate of interest exceeding 12 per cent, per 
annum several promissory notes signed by different persons and payable 
to the order of Moses Greenberg * Co., and endorsed by the latter, but 
the aggregate amount of which exceeded $500 sufficient, all things being 
equal, to take the discounting of these notes out of the application of 
ace. 11 of cli. 122 of the revised statutes of Canada, 1006!

V. Assuming that at the inception of these transactions between the 
complainant and the accused, it had been agreed between them that the 
accused would receive from the complainant a rate of interest equivalent to 
60 per cent, per year for the discount of certain promissory notes which 
the complainant might offer for discount to the accused, without, however, 
indicating the «ggregate amount of such discount and the accused also 
reserving his right to refuse to discount those promissory notes 
which he would deem proper to refuse, would such an agreement be sufficient 
to take the operations had between the complainant and the accused from 
the application of aec 11 of the said statute, it being assumed that each 
of the said notes discounted from the month of October, 1011, to the month 
of February, 1812, wa'. for an amount less than $500!
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The law.

What answer is to be given to cavil of these questions! Did 
the respondent act as a money-lenderf To be in a position to 
answer in the affirmative we must find that the respondent did 
make loans of mo< ■ that is to say, that he discounted notes and 
exacted an interest greater than 10 per cent, per year. Now, 
it is in evidence that the respondent discounted over eighty 
notes, each of them of less than $.">00, on each of which he charged 
an interest of fit) per cent, a year. The Court, therefore, answers 
the first question in the affirmative.

In the second place what answer should this Court give to 
questions 2, 4 and 5! In other words, did the respondent become 
free of the application of sec. 11 of eh. 122, owing to the fact 
that he discounted at one and the same time several notes, tin* 
aggregate amount of which exceeded $5<H1? As already said, 
the evidence does not disclose any contract of open credit be
tween the parties, nor any loan made by the respondent to 
Greenlierg on his personal credit guaranteed by the notes of 
prior endorsers. The evidence clearly reveals that the discount 
of each note gave rise to a distinct and independent appreciation 
of a commercial document regarding each one of which the re
spondent had a separate action.

What answer should be made to question 2, which is the 
counterpart of questions 3, 4 and f»T In order to sum up the 
answer to these it is better to state that it is implicitly contained 
in the answer to In* given to questions 2 and 5. An affirmative 
answer should In* given to see. 3; a negative one to questions 
2, 4 and f>.

Should these sees., 6 and 11 of eh. 122, be rigorously or only 
favourably interpreted as regards the respondent ! I may state 
at once that the interpretation should lie favourable rather than 
rigorous. True, loan upon interest at usurious rates is made, by 
exception, a criminal offence under our laws, but, curiously 
enough, only when made of a rather small amount, an amount 
less than $500. The loan of a sum of $501 at nil interest of 10u 
per cent, per annum does not render the lender liable to any 
penalty under our laws; but if the lender lie unfortunate enough 
to lend $400 at more than 12 per cent, per annum lie becomes 
liable to prosecution. We are not called upon here to discuss the 
motive of the legislature in enacting such differentiating regula
tions. It was perhaps under the impression that lsirrowers of 
more than $500. usually under the obligation of finding solvent 
persons, jealous of their credit, to go surety for them, could not 
lie exposed to the usurious exactings of a lender; whereas the 
small borrower, who frequently is unable to find any surety, is 
ready to promise any rate of interest and required legislative 
protection against too greedy lenders. In any event we have
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only to apply tin* law as we find it in cli. 122. IIow ahould a 
new penal law. as the present one, lie construedf—a law which 
apparently derogates from all the prior and foreign legislation to 
which I have referred, in that it inflicts punishment only on the 
lender of small sums, and allows absolute impunity to the lender 
of a large amount.

Maxwell, on Interpretation of Statutes, 4th ed., 39f> ct *(-</.. 
sums up the doctrine in this subject in excellent fashion :—

It is unquestionably a reasonable expectation that when the former in
tends the inllielion of suffering, or an encroachment on natural liberty or 
right*, or the grant of exceptional exemptions, (towers, and privileges, it 
will not leave its intention to lie gathered by mere doubtful inference, or 
convey it in “cloudy and dark words" only, but will manifest it with 
reasonable clearness. The rule of strict construction does not, indeed, 
require or sanction that suspicious scrutiny of the words, or those hostile 
conclusions from their ambiguity or from what is left unexpressed, which 
characterize the judicial interpretation of affidavits in support of ex parle 
applications, or of magistrates' convictions, where the ambiguity goes to 
the jurisdiction. Nor does it allow the imposition of a restricted mean
ing on the words, wherever any doubt can Is» suggested, for the purpose 
of withdrawing from the operation of the statute a case which falls both 
within its scope and the fair sense of its language. This would lie to 
defeat, not to promote, the object of the legislature, to misread the statute 
and misunderstand its purpose. A Court is not at liberty to put limi
tations on general words which are not called for by the sense, or the ob

jects, or the mischiefs of the enactment ; and no construction is admis
sible which would sanction an evasion of an Act. But the rule of strict 
construction requires that the language shall lie so construed that no 
cases shall lie held to fall within it which do not fall both within the 
reasonable meaning of its terms and within the spirit and scope of the 
enactment.

The degree of strictness applied to the construction of a (Minai statute 
depended in great measure on the severity of the statute. When it 
merely imposed a pecuniary penalty. It was construed less strictly than 
where the rule was invoked in fannrni rihr.

The Bankrupt Act of 1S4!». which disentitled a bankrupt to his certi 
fiente, if he had. within a year of his bankruptcy, lost £200 by “any con
tract" for the purchase or sale of Government or other “stock," was held 
to apply to one who had lost that amount in the purchase of railway 
“shares." and by several contracts.

The effect of the rule of strict construction might almost be summed 
up in the remark, that where an equivocal word or ambiguous sentence 
leaves a reasonable doubt of its meaning which the canons of interpretation 
fail to solve, the benefit of the doubt sliould be given to the subject, and 
against the legislature which has failed to ex (da in itself. But it yields 
to the paramount rule that every statute is to lie expounded according to 
the intent of them that made it: and that all cases within the mischiefs 
aimed at are to In* held to fall within its remedial influences.

HiniI. on Cardinal Hull-» of U-gal Interprétation, 44:1, «eye:
A penal statute is to lie interpreted, like any other Instrument, ac

cording to the fair common sense meaning of the language used.
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Penal statute-* shuiild lie construed strictly so that no cases shall Is- OUE.
held to 1w reached by them hut such as are within both the spirit and ~—
letter of such laws. **"

If there are two jmssible interpretations of a penal clause in a 1 

statute, one which would mitigate and the other which would aggravate the qKX 
penalty, we ought to adopt that which will impose the smaller sum. »\

If there is a reasonable interpretation which will avoid the penalty 
in any particular ease, it must lie adopted.

If the words are merely e v capable of an interpretation that 
would, and one that would not, iullict the |tenuity, the latter must pie 
vail.

In the i>resent east* the Court Inis entile to the conclusion 
that in the absence of any contract of open credit, and in the 
absence of any discount made by the respondent directly to 
Greenberg with the risks in question accepted as collateral se
curity, the respondent has discounted tin* notes in question and 
each one of them for an amount less than $r>00, but at a rate 
of interest or discount of 00 per cent, per annum. Now this is 
precisely what is forbidden by sections 0 and 11. Section 0 de
clares that no money-lender shall stipulate for, allow or exact 
on any negotiable instrument, contract or agreement concerning 
a loan of money a rate of interest or discount greater than 12 
per cent, per annum. Evidently, in the French version, the verb 
“allouer” which in its transitive form means “to grant.” has 
really its passive form meaning. Sec. l> means, no doubt, that 
the lender cannot “s'allouer/* i.c., allow unto himself. In the 
text as it stands it is rather curious to say that it is the lender 
who “allows” the interest which the borrower is called upon 
to pay. The word “allouer” or “allow” as used here means 
that the lender cannot, in order to avoid stipulating or exacting, 
that is to say, in order not to speak, take interest of more than 
12 per cent, per annum. The criminal circumstances of this 
ease lies in the fact that the respondent stipulated on each note 
discounted a rate of interest exceeding 12 per cent, a year, as 
stated in the complaint. The respondent Inis therefore violated 
see. 11. The word “lend” as used in this section does not liear 
the ordinary meaning of the word as argued by the respondent, 
but the special meaning given to it by see. (>.

The question as to whether discounting is lending has lieen 
discussed and controverted between Hart, on Hanking. 2nd cd., 
p. (>1(>, and Falconbridge. Hanking, at p. 110. The former says 
that it is a loan ; the other that it is the purchase of a negotiable 
instrument. Tin hair ifnarh rli/ /unur, shares Hart's opinion. 
Hut in any event this controversy is unnecessary here because 
the statute declares it to be a loan. What our law prohibits, in

11, is not the lending of money—which in itself is quite 
proper and useful—what our law prohibits is the “stipulating, 
allowing or exacting” an interest exceeding 12 per cent, per

2
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annum on any loan of less than $500; whether such loan be in 
the shape of a discount, or of ordinary contract of loan or of 
any other contract or agreement whatsoever. Sec. 6 uses the 
plural to clearly indicate that any contract, covenant or agree
ment gives rise to the application of see. 11. A study of secs. 
6 and 11 leads to the conclusion that he who discounts a note of 
leas than $500, exacting therefore an interest exceeding 12 per 
cent, per annum, lends in violation of sec. 11. Besides, see. 11 
refers us hack to sec. ti by stating that it is forbidden to lend 
contrary to the provisions of the Act. Now, to lend contrary to 
the terms of the law is to lend contrary to the terms of sec. ti; 
i.e., to lend by way of discount, contract or agreement. Now in 
this case the respondent lias loaned to the complainant by means 
of the discounting of about one hundred notes of different par
ties, of different amounts, falling due on different dates, each of 
them giving rise to a different action. In each case the accused 
entered into a distinct juridical transaction. The fact of the re- 
t " paying to Greenberg in one single cheque the proceeds of 
the discount of several notes, does not constitute so much the for
bidden loan as the offence of stipulating or exacting an in
terest on each of these notes exceeding 12 per cent, a year. For 
the offence does not lie in the payment for a bunch of discounted 
notes, after deduction of the interest. The offence lies in 
“exacting, stipulating or allowing” an interest exceeding 12 per 
cent, on the discount of a note of leas than $500. Now, in the 
present instance, the re> when discounting each note
deducted the amount of the exorbitant interest charged and 
handed over the balance. But when the respondent turned over 
to Greenberg the difference between the face value of the notes 
and the discount charged he had already committed the offence 
of exacting, stipulating or allowing a forbidden rate of interest 
on a note of less than $500. The negotiation by Greenberg of 
a note of less than $500, the calculation of interest by the re
spondent, the keeping of the note by the latter, an ; then the 
confirmation of the payment of usurious interest even before 
the cheque representing the proceeds was handed over, consti
tuted the “exacting” or “stipulating” a prohibited interest, of 
an interest forbidden by sec. ti, .hence punishable under sec. 
11. The handing over of the cheque to Greenberg was hut the 
uncontrovertible evidence of the consummation of this offence 
of exacting a prohibited interest. And that is tantamount to 
stating that the respondent has violated see. 11 as well as sec. 
ti even after allowing him the benefit of the most favourable in
terpretation of the statute, a statute which speaks quite clearly, 
without being obscure, and which, having been enacted evidently 
in the public interest, must be applied in the same spirit.

Every one bears in mind the evils caused in this country by

83
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usury. Press campaigns followed, and then a parliamentary QUE.
agitation, and the Act was finally adopted. And the object of K ^
this Act—when we remember the circumstances under which it ini.j 
saw the light—was to extirpate from Canada usurious loans of 
small amounts, i.e., loans of less than $500 upon interest exceed- R|KX
ing 12 per cent, per annum. Is Parliament to attain its object Î Haves.

It is for the Courts to declare this. And these cannot forget ,
that, owing to the absence of sound laws against usury, many 
millions of men and women had to leave Central Europe during 
the first part of the nineteenth century and exile themselves to 
America. In my opinion eh. 122 has both an economic and so
cial hearing of great importance. The terms are clear, precise 
and unequivocal, if only secs. 6 and 11 are read together. In 
stating that the respondent committed the offence punishable 
under see. 11. that he loaned contrary to the provisions of the 
Act and incurred the penalties which it provides, we are not 
stepping beyond the text of the law nor of the allegations of the 
complaint, nor of the evidence of record.

The question of want of proof of guilty intent, which was 
raised at the hearing, cannot be taken into consideration upon 
this appeal, for the reason that neither the appellant nor the ac
cused proposed to have it reserved by the Court below, for the 
decision of this Court. Moreover, had such a question been re
served, the Court would answer it in the negative, inasmuch as 
the absence of guilty intent upon violation of a mere penal 
statute, as the one in question, docs not relieve the infractor 
from being punished for the mere infraction of such statute.

Any other interpretation of the 1900 statute would result in 
indirectly annulling the Act by an evasive interpretation con
demned alike by authors and jurisprudence.

We arc of opinion that questions 1 and must be answered in 
the affirmative and 2, 4 and 5 in the negative.

We therefore come to the conclusion that the judgment of 
August 1, 1912, is erroneous and that the order of discharge or 
nonsuit must he annulled. The record shall be returned to the 
Court of Sessions and order made to it to call upon the respon
dent to declare whether be lias any evidence to offer in bis de
fence and to continue the ease according to law.

Arciiambeault, C.J., stated that lie had been somewhat cm- tr.hsmhrenit 
bamissed as to whether the act of discounting constituted a 
loan or a purchase of a negotiable instrument. Hut finally the 
study of sees, fi and 11 had convineed him that diseounting 
under the statute did constitute a loan.

Trenholme, J. :—1 concur with the remarks of the Chief rrmhoim*.j. 
Justice and would add that if discounting is not a form of loan, 
the Act is perfectly useless.

Crow. J.
Cross, J. (dissenting) :—If a person were charged under renting)
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secs. 6 and 11 of eh. 122, R.S.C., as being a money-lender with 
having lent a sum less than $.">00 at a rate of interest greater 
than that authorized hy the Act by stipulating for a rate of in
terest or discount, on one or more negotiable instruments, 
greater than 12 per centum per annum, it would be no defence 
to prove that the loan had been made in furtherance of a con
tract by which he had agreed to discount acceptable paper at a 
stated rate (exceeding 12 per cent, per year), to the extent a 
total of $10,000 or of a larger sum. The offence created by the 
Act is not the making of such an agreement, but the making of 
a loan at the forbidden rate. The loan might have been made in 
the prohibited way either in pursuance of such an agreement or 
not.

The agreement relied upon by the defendant contemplated 
not one but many loans. The Act would strike at those, if any, 
which were of sums less than $500. The object of the Act was 
to protect needy borrowers, persons who would need less than 
$500 at a time.

I would, therefore, answer questions Nos. 2 and 5 in the 
negative, and add that there is no offence against the Act, if 
the amount of the loan is not under $500 even if the rate exceeds 
12 per cent, per annum. Sec. G must be read as controlling 
sec. 11, because without sec. G there is no way of ascertaining 
what rate is meant by the words “rate of interest greater than 
that authorised by this Act.”

In relation to questions 3 and 4, 1 would sav that a money
lender does not violate sec. 6 by stipulating for a rate of interest 
or of discount greater than 12 per cent, per year in respect of a 
loan of $500 or more made on two or more negotiable instru
ments, the amount of each of which is less than $500. The word 
‘‘principal” in see. G finds its natural meaning in relation to the 
word “loan” in the preceding clause, but it does not have its 
natural meaning when made to relate, as contended for by the 
prosecutor, to the words “negotiable instrument,” “contract,” 
or “agreement.”

Further, the words “interest” or “discount,” in the next 
line find their natural meaning in relation to the word “prin
cipal.”

It is true that by the wording of the section interest or dis
count is made to run, not on “principal” but on a “negotiable 
instrument, contract or agreement,” and in that respect there is 
a departure from the natural meaning of the words “interest 
or discount”—at least of the former—but it is to 1m* observed 
that the “negotiable instrument, contract or agreement” must 
concern a loan of money so that in practical effect the interest 
or discount stipulated for comes to mean interest on the loan.

This will 1m* the more readily realized when it is considered 
that, though the negotiable instrument may in terms promise to
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pay a rate of interest lews than 12 per cent., the lender might 
violate the prohibition by stipulating for or exacting “on the 
instrument” within the meaning of the section, a rate greater 
than 12 per cent.

1 would say, in answer to question No. .1, that in order to sup
port a conviction under sec. 11 the accused party must have been 
charged with having lent money, and that whether the amounts 
of the note, cheques, or negotiable paper did or did not exceed 
$500 the loan, in respect of which interest at the excessive rate 
was stipulated on the note, cheque or negotiable instrument, 
must be proved to have been a loan of less than $500.

I would say, in answer to question No. 4, that the fact that 
the aggregate amount of the notes discounted in the circum
stances set forth exceeded $500, would not take the discounting 
of them out of the application of see. 11 if the amount advanced 
upon discounting was less than $500.

It seems opportune to refer to the fact that counsel for the 
prosecutor argued at the hearing that the proof did not shew 
that on each day of discounting the advance or loan exceeded 
$500, but the opposite. Looking at the interest referred to in 
that connection it would appear that, on one of the dates shewn, 
namely, the 9th of November, the aggregate of the amounts of 
the notes discounted is exactly $500.

As the operations were carried on by way of discounting, I 
would infer that the advance or loan on that day would be less 
than $500. On the other hand, in the stated case sent up by 
direction of this Court, it is specifically found by the Judge of 
Sessions that : “La preuve démontre encore que le principal de 
chaque prêt était de $500 au moins, bien que chacun des billets 
escomptés à l’occasion du prêt fut moindre que $500.” The ap
pellant has not asked to have the stated ease amended or supple
mented.

This is an appeal upon questions of law, not of fact. It is 
true that in the order for the stated case it was directed that a 
copy of the evidence should be sent up. and it bas been sent up 
and we can read it. 1. however, consider that it is not open to 
us to find a fact to be the opposite of what it is stated to be by 
the Judge of Sessions.

Speaking for myself, I would say that the order of dismissal 
should be affirmed. Independently of the considerations above 
set out, and in view of the fact that there has been an acquittal. 
I would hesitate to order a reopening of the trial, because, from 
what the prosecutor says of the wording of the indictment, it 
appears to be defective in that it fails to recite that the defen
dant was a money-lender of the particular kind defined in the 
Act.

That would lie ordering a new trial on an indictment which 
could not stand unless amended.

QUE.

K. ». 
191.1

llrx

•ll«wntiii«ii

Appeal allowed. Cross, J., dissenting.
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B.C. REX v HARVIE.

C.A.
1013

British Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, C.J.A., Irving, and 
Martin, JJ.A. January 7, 1913.

Jan. 7.
1. Appeal i $ I 0—23)—Rk.iit of appeal — Criminal casks — Estreat

Whether <ir not the process in execution thereof is civil ami not 
criminal process, the order of estreat made by a county judge pre
siding in a criminal court on the forfeiture of bail given for the ap
pearance of the accused before a magistrate in proceedings under the 
Fugitive Offenders Act, R.8.C. 1906, cli. 164, is in itself a pro
ceeding in a criminal matter, and no ap|>eu! lies therefrom to the 
Court of Appeal (B.C.)

[Be Talbot's Bail, 23 O.R. 65; H. v. Crcelman, 25 N.8.R. 404, and 
It. \. Starkey, 7 Man. L.R. 4SO, distinguished.]

Statement Appeal by tin* bail from order of Mc Innés, Co.J., estreating 
the bail bond of the appellants.

The appeal was
A. J. Knppclc, for the bail.
,/. S. MacKay, for the Crown.

Macdonald. Macdonald, C.J.A. :—This is an appeal from the order of 
Mel nues, Co.J., intituled in the County Court Judges’ Criminal 
Court estreating the bail bond of the appellants which had been 
certified by a police magistrate to be forfeited by the non-ap- 
pearunee before him of one Captain Graham H"vvie at the time 
fixed for the hearing in proceedings then pending against the 
said Harvie.

The preliminary objection was taken that there is no appeal 
from such an order to the Court of Appeal. 1 am of opinion 
that this objection must be sustained. All the proceedings down 
to and including the order of estreat, were in a criminal cause 
or matter, and were taken and had in criminal Courts, namely, 
the Magistrate's Court'and the County Court Judges’ Criminal 
Court. Neither the Criminal Code nor the Fugitive Offenders* 
Act, nor other federal legislation, gives a right of appeal in cases 
like the present. The Court of Appeal Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, eh. 
51, does not extend to criminal causes. That extradition is a 
criminal cause or matter has already been decided by this Court 
in lie Tiderington, 5 D.L.R. 138, 17 B.C.R. 81.

lie Talbot's Hail, 23 O.R. 65, decides only that the process 
of execution after estreat is not invalid because issued out of a 
civil Court. Reading the sections of the Code relating to the 
estreat ment of bail and execution thereunder, which in the event 
of nulld bona authorizes the taking of the body of the debtor, 
I should hold that it would not be irregular to let even the pro
cess in execution iwuc out of a criminal Court. It is, however, 
only necessary here to say that it is nothing in connection with 
the process of execution that is complained of, but the pro-

06
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ecedings lending up to and including tic order of est rent ment, 
all of which were in n eriminal Court That being m), I think 
an appeal does not lie to this Court in virtue of the provisions 
of statutes which authorize appeals in civil eases.

The Queen v. Creel-man, 25 N.S.fi. 4(14, was relied on by Mr. 
Kappele as an instance of an appeal to the Court en banc in a 
case like the present, but that was not an appeal at all. but a 
review by the Court of its own prove»» it was a ease like 
Reg. v. Sproulc (1886), 12 Can. S.CMt 140 The same remark 
applies to the Manitoba ease of /.'< </ \ Sfarktg,7 Man. L.R. 489.

1 would quash the appeal.

BC.

a a.
1913

Kkx

Mnrdonild,
O.J.A.

Irving, J.A.:—This is an appeal from the order of His irom,j.a.
Honour Judge Mclnnes, estreating a hail bond given to secure 
the appearance of one Ilarvie. a fugitive arrested under the 
Fugitive Offenders Act, R.K.C. 1906, eh 154, after an adjourn
ment of the extradition proceedings, which were had before the 
Vancouver police magistrate.

By see. 11 of the Act it is provided 
A fugitive, when apprehended, shall b< brought he fore » magistrate, 

who, subject to the provisions ot" this Act. shall hear the ease in the 
same manner and have the same jurisdiction ami powers, as nerrlv as 
may be, including the power to remand ami admit to bail, a< if the 
fugitive was charged with an offence committed svithin his jurisdiction.
On the 25th February, 1912. Ilarvie. with two sureties, .Tone* 

and Richardson, entered into a recognizance in large sums to 
he levied of their several goods and chattels if he, the said 
Ilarvie, failed in the condition following The condition recited 
the fact that the accused was charged, and that, the examination 
of the witnesses lmd been adjourned until the 4th of March, and 
then went on to provide that Ilarvie should “appear on the 4th 
March,n “and on each adjournment thereof until the final dis
position of this ease ... to answer further to the charge 
and to he dealt with according to law.1* %

After these recognizances had ltecii entered into, numerous 
remands were made, sometimes on the application of the Crown, 
sometimes on the prisoner's application and on one occasion at 
any rate he was remanded by the police magistrate for a period 
longer than seven days. As to remanding beyond statutory 
period when on hail, see note H, on p. 319 of vol. 9 of Halshury’s 
Taws of England. This remand, we an* informed, was made 
with the consent, of prisoner's counsel The prisoner’s counsel 
denies that he ever gave any consent. It seems to me we must 
accept the magistrate's statement: R<r v Rail, 9 Can. t'r. Cas.
509. The proceedings seem to have hecn conducted in a happy- 
go-lucky way, the prisoner not appearing in Court, oil the various 
remands, and finally it was learned that he had gone to Eng
land.

2S— 0 D.L.R.
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On the 25th June, 1912, the police magistrate endorsed the 
following certificate on the recognizance:—

I hereby certify that the said Captain Graham Ilarvie has not 
appeared at the time and place in the within condition mentioned, but 
therein has made default, by reason whereof the within written recog
nizance is forfeited.

H. C. Shaw,
June 25th, 1912. Police Magistrate.

Mr. Kappele appeared and opposed the action of the magis
trate, who at that time appeared to think that he had the power 
to estreat the bail. Later on application was made to the clerk 
of the County Court Judges’ Criminal Court, who signed the 
list of forfeited recognizances, and afterwards application was 
made to 1 lis Honour Judge Mclnnes, who made the order now 
appealed from. The sureties had no notice of the application 
to the County Court Judge.

The grounds of appeal are:—
(«) That no notice of application to the said County Court Judge 

was given to cither F. M. Richardson or Walter Jones, the bondmen 
above mentioned, or to their solicitor. •

(6) The said recognizance should not have been declared forfeited 
and estreated, ns the said Graham Ilarvle was released from Ilia recog
nizance by the action of Magistrate Shaw, before whom the said 
Graham Ilarvie appeared, in adjourning the action against the said 
Graham Harvie for a period longer than that permitted by the pro
visions of the Fugitive Offenders Act under which the said Graham 
Ilarvie was apprehended.
In this case the recognizance is for something to be dune 

in the Magistrate’s Court. His certificate shews that this some
thing was not done. By sec. 1097 (2) this certificate is prima 
facie evidence of non-compliance with the condition. If that 
certificate is to be reviewed, such review, in my opinion, must 
be brought about by certiorari.

Sec. 1097 provides for tin? transmission of the recognizance 
to the proper officer. In this province the proper officer is the 
clerk of the County Court having jurisdiction at the place where 
the recognizance was taken. After that has been done the mat
ter becomes the collection of a délit due to the Crown. It is to 
be enforced and collected in the same manner and subject to the 
same conditions as any fines, forfeitures or amercements imposed 
by or forfeited by such Court: sec. 1099.

The roll having been made out by the clerk, is by him (sec. 
1105) transmitted to the sheriff with a writ of fi. fa. and capia 
form 74, a conditional writ, if one may use that expression. The 
form contemplates a day being named as return day, whereon 
the person named therein can appear and raise any point he 
likes. By sec. 1109 provision is made for hearing the case on 
the return day by the Judge, and by see. 1110 the Judge is 
authorized to relieve in the case of hardship. The procedure is
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very much the same as that laid down in 1822 by 3 Geo. IV. B-c- 
idi. 40. sees. 1109 and 1110. being reproductions of secs. 7» and 0 x
respectively. In the present case the officer in charge of the p>i:i
collection of this recognizance was not with the clerk’s
list, hut applied to the dudge for an order. The same course l{#hx 
was followed in Iicg. v. Justices of West Riding (1837). 7 A. & Narvik.
B. 583, a certiorari case, and although it was there contended — 
that the making of this order was mere surplusage in that it only r""v 
confirmed what the clerk was hound to do, the Court set it aside.
The order in this case declares the .... ognizanees estreated, and
directs that an unconditional writ of ft. fa. and capias lie issued 
instead of a writ in the form No. 74.

On the question of jurisdiction. I think the statutory provi
sion in sub-sec. 2 of see. 1099, directing the County Court to 
enforce and correct the recognizance in the same manner as any 
other fines in the same Court, would give the person aggrieved 
an appeal to this Court under the Provincial Court of Appeal 
Act from any order made by a Judge of the County Court ; but 
as the order of the 20th of July, 1912, was made in the County 
Court Judges’ Criminal Court, the 's proper course is
cither to apply to the County Court Judge himself to discharge 
the order ns improvidently made, or to have it quashed on cer
tiorari proceedings. No jurisdiction has been given to this Court 
to deal with an order by a Judge of the Criminal Court.

Martin, J.A.:—I concur with Macdonald, C.J.A. Martin, j. a.

Appeal quashed.

Re MARA and WOLFE ONT.
Ontario Supreme Court, Mithllcton. ,1. February 25. 191:1.

1. Wills (5 III O 2-—127)—Enlarging life estate—Power of appoint-

When* it general power of appointment is given to a daughter 
under a will, to lie exercised by the daughter either bv deed or will, 
she is substantially the one wiio is solely and benefleially interested 
and entitled, and when she transfers or conveys the life estate also 
given to her under the will and executes a deed of appointment she 
may demand that the executors shall convey to her appointes» in pur
suance of the appointment, and this irrespective of a provision in 
the will that the executors shall convey at the death of the daughter.

S.C.
im

Keb. 25.

Motion by the vendors, under tile Vendors and Purchasers Statement 
Act, for an order determining n question arising on the will of 
the late Ann Mara, as to the ability of Charlotte S. Mara, with 
the concurrence of the surviving trustee under the will, to make 
title to land.

IV. A. Proud foot, for the vendors.
L. M. Singer, for the purchaser.

3066

1744
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Jan. 8.

Middleton, J. :—The estate is given to trustees, and the 
daughter Charlotte S. Mara is given a life estate and a general 
power of appointment, by deed or by will, and the executors are 
directed to convey in accordance with the appointment “in 
the event of my daughter C.S. dying.” If she has made no 
appointment either by will or deed and dies unmarried, there 
is a gift over; and, if she dies married and leaving children or 
their issue, there is a gift to them.

The power of appointment being general and exercisable 
either by will or deed, the daughter is in substance the sole 
person beneficially entitled ; and, when she conveys her life 
estate and executes a deed of appointment, she is entitled to 
call upon the trustees to convey in pursuance of her appoint
ment. They hold in trust for her and her appointee.

The only difficulty arises from the direction in the will that 
the executors shall convey at her death. There is nothing to 
prevent the appointment being made at any time, and I think 
nothing to prevent a conveyance of the legal estate at any time 
to the appointee, who is solely beneficially entitled. What was 
really in the testator’s mind was the fixing of the death of 
Charlotte as a time when a new duty would arise in the execu
tors, if she had not made an appointment cither by deed or will.

I think a good title can be made by a properly drawn con-

Judf/inent for vendors.

Re MANITOBA COMMISSION COMPANY, Ltd.

Manitoba King's Heneh. Macdonald. J. January H. 1013.

1. JviNiMKXT 18 11 A—03)—Res judicata—Coxclusiveness of order
—Am.K Aimx fus wixdixu-up <ikiikb— Diffkbkxt material axh
VAST IKS, HIT HIMII.AR PURPOHK.

The objection tlmt » second application fur a winding-up order 
under the Winding-up Act, R.S.C. 1000. ch. 144, cannot lie made 
after the first application hat failed, on the ground that tin- matter 
is rm judicata, doe* mit apply where on the second application it 
appear* that the partie* are not the *ame and the material urged 
in favour of the second application it different, although the pur
pose of till* application i* similar to that of the former.

[He Manitoba Commission Co., Lid., 2 D.L.R. 1, 22 Man. L.R. 
20S, referred to.]

2. Corpusatioxb axh uompaxikb (8 VI FI—345 j—Wixtuxo up—I'rkdi
tor’s StUIIT TO WIXUIXO-UP order, 1IOW LIMITED.

The general rule that an unpaid creditor of a company it entitled 
to a winding-up order under the Winding-up Act, R.S.C. 1900. ch. 144. 
at a matter of right, is subject to the exception (amongothers) that it 
will not be granted where there are no assets ami the petitioning cre
ditor would get nothing by the order; if, however, there is any
thing. though it is impossible to say whether it is of any value, the 
order should lie granted.

[He Georgian Hag Shi g Canal, Ktc.. Co.. •29 O.R. 368; in re Chapel 
House C. Co., 24 Cli.D. 259. applied; Hr Manitoba Commission 
Co., I.td., 2 D L.lt. 1. 22 Man. L.R. 20H. referred to.]
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Tins is an application by the National Elevator Company, 
Limited, and the Atlas Elevator Company, Limited, to wind up 
the Manitoba Commission Company, Limited, on the ground that 
the company is insolvent.

The winding-up order applied for was granted.
IV. If. Curie, for applicant.
K. Anderson, K.C., for the company.
Macdonald, J. :—The history of the company and the facts 

relating to it arc fully recited in the judgment of the learned 
Chief Justice, I It Tin Manitoba Commission Co. [Ad., - D.L.K. 
1. 22 Man. L.R. 268.

A similar application was made before the Chief Justice and 
dismissed on the ground that the material submitted did not 
justify a winding-up order.

Objection is taken on behalf of the company that this being a 
second application, it cannot be considered, as the matter is res 
judicata.

Although the petition is for a similar purpose as the one dis- 
missed, the applicants are not the same, nor yet is the material.

As a general rule an unpaid creditor of a company is entitled 
to a winding-lip order ex dt bito justifia, but that rule is subject 
to exceptions. It will not be granted where there are no assets 
and the petitioning creditor would get nothing by the order. If. 
however, there is anything, and it is impossible to sav if of any 
value, the order should be granted: AV Georgian Bay Shi/) Canal 
<f* Potter Aqueduct Company, 20 O.R. 358.

The order is the means of having the assets of a company 
applied in payment of its debts, and therefore a creditor gener
ally. where the company is insolvent, is entitled to the order as a 
matter of right : In re Chapel 11 oust C. Co., 24 Cli.D. 259.

Under the T Act. It.S.C. 1006. eh. 144. a company
is deemed insolvent,—

(fl) If it is unable to pay its debts as they become due;
(b) If it calls a meeting of its creditors for the purpose of 

compounding with them ;
(c) If it exhibits a statement shewing its inability to meet its 

liabilities;
(d) If it has otherwise acknowledged its insolvency.
For the purpose of this application these are sufficient 

grounds for consideration.
(o) The company was indebted to the petitioners the Na

tional Elevator Company and were unable to pay them, and 
action was brought and judgment recovered against the said 
Manitoba Commission Company in the County Court of Winni
peg to the amount of $499.85. on October 3, 1912. Upon the 
judgment execution issued, under which the bailiff of the said

man
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County Court did seize and levy upon and take in execution some 
of the goods, chattels and property of the said company.

II. S. Paterson, the manager of the company, in opposing 
the application for a winding-up order, tiles an affidavit in which 
he deposes that this judgment was paid, and the execution issued 
thereon satisfied. The truth of this statement is denied by Jacob 
Hall Holman, the bailiff of the County Court of Winnipeg, who, 
by affidavit, sworn to herein, says that it is not true the judg
ment referred to has been paid and the execution issued thereon 
satisfied, that certain moneys were realized under the said exe
cution, but that at the time a writ of attachment was in his hands 
against the gisais of the said Manitoba Commission Company at 
the suit of the Atlas Elevator Company, Ltd., and the moneys 
realized under the execution of the National Elevator Company, 
Ltd., were held for distribution under the provisions of the 
County Courts Act respirting executions against traders.

It appears plain to me, therefore, that the company is deemed 
to be insolvent in being unable to pay its debts as they become 
due.

It also appears that on or about the 2nd November. 1911, 
the company called a meeting of its creditors for that day at 

p.m. in the Council Chamber, and a notice was sent to the 
petitioners, the Atlas Elevator Company, requesting them to have 
representatives meet with creditors at that meeting. Mr. Douglas 
Laird, secretary-treasurer of the Atlas Elevator Company, at
tended on behalf of that company and at that meeting Mr. Pater
son, manager of the Mantioba Commission Company, stated that 
his company was unable to pay its debts and he offered, to com
pound with its creditors at sixty-five cents on the dollar. This, I 
take it, is a sufficient acknowledgment of the company’s insol
vency and of the object of the meeting being for the purpose of 
compounding with its creditors.

From the evidence before me, it is plain that the petition for 
winding-up is amply verified, and grounds sufficiently established 
to entitle the petitioners to a declaration in conformity with the 
prayer of their petition, and to a winding-up order, and there 
will he an order accordingly.

Wintlinif-uft order mode.
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BRADSHAW v. SAUCERMAN
(Decision No. 2.)

British Columbia Court of .1 Macdonald, C.J.A., Irrinti, mol
Marlin, JJ..I. January 7, 1913.

1. Minks and minerals (8 MI H—H5)—Minkbh' liens—Prior mortuaork—
Pbiobities—Notice.

I nder sec. 7 of tin* Miners' Lien Ordinance, 1900 (Y.T.), requiring 
that ii claim of lien shall state the name and ail dress of the owner 
of the property to lie charged, and also of the person for whom and 
upon whose credit the work was done, a mortgagee of the property, 
whose mortgage was registered prior to the work done and mat
erial supplied and who was not in possession when the work was done 
and material supplied and who had not contracted for or lieen in 
any way privy to the hiring of the workmen, need not he named 
in the claim of lien.

[Itradshaic V. Saucerman, 1 U.L.K. 47fi. affirmed. 1
2. MlNKH AND MINERA1.H (8 HI F 103)—Mi.NKKH' I.IKNM—PROCEDURE —

PARTICULARS OP WORK DONE. REQUIREMENTS.
A statement in the claim for a lien under the Miners’ Lien Ord

inance, 1900 (Y.T.). that it is “for wages for work and labour done 
and performed on and in res|iect to certain mining claims," followed 
by the amounts set out in their respective time checks for wages and 
giving the dates of employment, is a sufficient statement of the work 
done within the meaning of sub-see. (6) of sec. 7 of that Act.

[Ilratlxhaw v. Saucerman, 4 D.L.R. 476. allirmcd; Barrington v. Mar
tin ( ltlDS), lti O.L.R. distinguished.)

3. MlNKH AND MINKRAI.8 ( 8 111 V—9(1)—MlNKHS’ l.lKNb—Fob WIIAT WORK
OB MATERIAIS—WooD CUT FOR MINK. DIX HI I ED.

A claim of lien by workmen for wood cut for a mine properly includes 
all the wood cut by the workmen which was intended for use in 
the mine, though part of the wood was diverted to other pur
poses by the owner, such diversion not being under the control of the 
workmen.

[Miner»' Lieu Ordinance 19iNi tY.T.). referred to.)
4. Minks and minerals (8111—78)—Minkbh’ i.ienh.

The Miners' Lien Ordinance, 1906 i Y.T. I, must lie read and mi 
strued in the light of the history of the lien laws in the several pro
vinces and their progenitors, the lien laws of the I'nited Stai.-s. 
(Dictum per Macdonald, C.J.A.)

!i. Minks and minerals f| III A—801 Miners' liens — Mm hash s'
lien laws—Potential riiiiit to lien, until launched.

The underlying principle of the mechanics' lieu laws in the several 
provinces is that the lien attaches by reason of a contract with the 
owner of the premises, qualified by the provision that the statute does 
not give a lien, hut only a potential right of creating it. (Dictum p* i 
Macdonald, C.J.A.)

\Kdmonils v. Tierin', 21 Can. S.f.lt. 497, per Ntrong. ,1.. referred 
to; Miners’ Lien Ordinance, 19od ( Y.T.), referred to. |

«. Appeal (1 II C—80)—Questions ok title—Miners' liknb.
A claim for a miner's lien die» not involve “title to real estate" 

nor any “interest therein" within the me tiling of -ss* 2 of the Act 
to amend the Yukon Amendment Act, 2 tien. V. (Can.) ch. M, so as 
to (NTinit an appeal from the Yukon Territorial Court to the lliitiv, 
Columbia Court of Appeal, notwithstanding that the amount in eon 
troveray was less than $300. (Prr Irving. J.A.)
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7. Minks and minkbai.s (Sill E—100)—Miners’ liens—How waived or 
DEFEATED—KXVEMHIVK CLAIM, EFFECT OF.

A claim for a miner’* lien «Imuld not I*» rejected merely liecaiHe 
th«* «um c1aime<l i* more than the claimant i* entitled to. hut the 
claimant should In* allowed to establish that he is entitled to a 
lien for some part of the claim. (Dictum per Irving. J.A.)

Appeal by the defendant from the judgment of Macaulay, 
J., of 1 lie Yukon Territorial Court. Bradshaw v. Saucirman, 4 
D.L.R. 476.

Th»* appeal wan dismissed.
I'attidlo, for appellant 
Chas. Macdonald, for respondent.

Majfcnn. Macdonald, fl.J.A The grounds of appeal relied on by 
the “ t’s eouiiM‘1 were : (1) that the claim of lien did 
not name the mortgagees, Lilly & Co., as owners ; (2) that it 
did not sufficiently deneribe the work done, and (3) that all the 
wood cut by the workmen was not used on the mining claims.

Before dealing with tin* first objection, which is that upon 
which most of the argument turned, I shall deal shortly with 
the other two.

I entirely agree with the learned Judge’s conclusion on the 
third ground mentioned above. 1 do not think workmen are to 
lie deprived of their rights lieeatise of circumstances beyond 
their control. At the time the wood was cut or manufactured, it 
was, or appeared to them to he intended for use on the mining 
claims in question here, and a subsequent diversion of part of it 
by the owner could not hi my opinion divest them of their rights.

On the second ground 1 entertain grave doubt. As to the 
sufficiency of the description of the work done, it may Is* that 
the inferences to Is* drawn from tlu* whole document (the claim 
of lien) sustain the learned Judge’s finding, and as my learned 
brothers are agreed that, they do. I do not dissent. I would like 
to add, however, that a better statement of the work done was 
practicable and desirable. It is only reasonable that the claim
ant should state the general character of the work he claims to 
have done so as to shew that it was such as falls within the 
purview of the ordinance. This case very well illustrates the 
desirability of this, since one of the claimants was a cook and 
joined in the claim of lien without the character of his claim 
lieing disclosed. It was disallowed, and rightlv so: Davis v. 
Crown Point M. Co. (1901), 3 O.L.R. 69.

There remains, then, the first ground of appeal which Mr. 
I'attullo, appellant h counsel, frankly stated was the substantial 
one. Stated shortly, it is this: Is a mortgagee whose mortgage 
was registered prior to the work done and wood supplied, and 
who was not in possession when the same was done and supplied 
and who lmd not contracted for or liven in any way privy to the 
hiring of the men, an “owner” within the meaning of that
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expression ns lined in the said ordinance? As defined in the 
interpretation clause the expression ‘4includes a person having 
any estate or interest in the mine." etc. The ordinance was 
apparently framed ns a rough and ready measure designed to 
meet conditions in a new mining district. It was not prepared 
with that, care and elaborateness displayed in the framing of the 
lien laws in the several provinces, hut I think it ought to be read 
and construed in the light of the history of those laws and their 
progenitors, the lien laws of some of the Vnited States. The 
underlying principle of those laws is that the lien attached by 
reason of a contract with the “owner.” “The statute does not 
give a lien, hut only a potential riirht «if creating it": per Strong, 
.1., in Edmonds v. Titrni, ‘21 Can. S.('.|{. 407. A claimant may 
not himself have had such a contract, hut if not lie must base 
his right to a lien upon that of some «-ontractor. There may he 
several owners, each of whom may subject his interest in tin- 
property to liens, hut in no ease, so far as I know, has one owner 
been given the right to subject tin- interest of another to such 
liability without his concurrence. Tin- nearest approach to such 
a thing is when, as, for example, in Ontario, and several other 
provinces, lien-holders are given priority over prior encum
brancers for the increased value accruing through the work done 
or material furnished, and in the ordinance now under review, 
by which the lien-holder is given priority over prior encum
brancers to the extent of a moiety of tin- property irrespective 
of whether it has or has not been increased in value by tin- work 
done or material furnished. Itut these examples are in reality 
only a postponement in part of one- encumbrancer to another.

By the several provincial lien Acts tin- definitions of ‘‘owner” 
are adopted in conformity to what was considered in Hunk of 
Montnal v. Haffner (188i), 29 ('an. K.C.K. -IIP. to be tin- mean
ing attached to the expression “owner" by tin- I’nited States 
Courts under lien Acts in which there was no definition of owner. 
I am not sure that Proudfoot, .1.. conveys altogether a correct 
impression of those decisions, lieeause while in some «if the state 
enactments owner was not defined, yet the owner was indicated 
ils the person with whom the contract was made. The Miners’ 
Lien Ordinance does not expressly indicati- the owner in this 
way, and therefore Hank of Monhual v. Haffner, 29 Can. S.C.K. 
319, and the United States eases referred to, are not of much 
assistance in the interpretation of this ordinance. I rely more 
upon the fundamental principle underlying all mechanics’ lien 
laws which seems to have been borne in mind by the legislatures 
which enacted them, that it is only the party who procures the 
work to be done, or the material to he supplied, or someone who 
concurs with him, whose estate or interest is to be charged. 
Having said this, it is important to look at the whole ordinance 
in question to see whether or not the mortgagee was intended
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to he invltided in the expression “owner.” Sec. 6 shews th it as 
between mortgagee and lien-holder it is a matter of priority. 
See. 14 dire, 's the Judge to determine and fix the “liability of 1 
the owner of layman for wages due to the claimant,” and the 
sections under the caption “encumbered mines,” secs. 20 to the 
end, referring, it is true, to mortgagees who were such before 
the passing of the ordinance, yet using the term “owner,” as 1 
must assume, in the sense defined in the interpretation clause, 
repeatedly employ the expression “owner” in contradistinction 
to “mortgagee.”

To impose upon the miner the obligation before filing a claim 
to ascertain the names and addresses of all encumbrancers would 
benefit no one. It is sufficient that he make the encumbrancers 
parties to the proceedings before the Judge or lose his right of 
priority. Nor is there any reason to suppose that a departure 
from other like enactments was intended: that unusual obstacles 
were to be placed in the way of miners in that distant part of 
the country, namely, that they must ascertain and insert in their 
claims the names and addresses of any encumbrancers before 
filing them. The rights of such encumbrancers are amply pro
tected without requiring such to In; done. They must be made 
parties to the proceedings before the Judge and thus they will 
retain all their priorities.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

mint. j.a. Ikvino, J.A.:—See. 2, eh. 56, of the Yukon Amendment Act 
of 1912. passed 1st April, 1912, in conferring jurisdiction on this 
Court, authorizes an appeal where I he matter in controversy 
amounts to #500 or upwards, or where the title to real estate 
or some interest therein is in question.

Lilly & Co. (mortgagees of certain creek claims), being dis
satisfied with the judgment by which the plaintiffs were declared 
entitled—under the Miners’ Lien Ordinance, 1900—to a miners' 
lien for work on the said claims, has brought this appeal. The 
respective amounts found due to three men, namely, Bradshaw. 
Veale and Robertson, are less than #500. The first question is: 
Does an appeal lie from the judgments given in their favourT 

(labriillc v. Jackson ( 1906), 15 B.C.R. 373, and Gillis Suppl/i 
Co. v. Allan 11910), 15 B.C.It. 375, turn on the wording of U.O. 
statutes, but the principle established that a lien-holder, or claim
ant. does not by joining in one summons (as required by the 
ordinance, see. 15) lose any advantage given to him by another 
section, or another Act, seems in point.

I would hold that as to these three men there is no appeal, 
under the second section of the Yukon Amendment Act, 1912, 
the matter in controversy being less than #500, unless, of course, 
tie use collies within the words “where the title to real estate 
or some interest therein is in question.” There is no “title"
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to real estate in question, but it is said the title to an interest in BC 
real estate is involved. c A

1 have read the sections in the Yukon Placer Mining Act to mi:» 
which Mr. Pattullo has referred us. and 1 am not satisfied that 
the plaintiff’s proceedings to make the appellants’ interest under l,ltu^llxw 
their mortgages responsible for the wages, can be regarded as sahkkm \n. 
bringing an “interest in land” into question. -—

Our B.C. Mining Act contains a provision that the interest 
in a claim shall l»c deemed u chattel interest equivalent to a lease 
for a year. There is no similar section in the Yukon Placer 
Mining Act, eh. f>4.

I would, therefore, dismiss the appeal as against Bradshaw,
Veale and Robertson.

As to the other six plaintiffs who are respondents to this 
appeal, in my opinion the objection taken to their claim of lien, 
namely, that by omitting the name of Lilly & Co. as “owners” 
they had failed to satisfy the requirements of see. 7 of the 
Miners’ Lien Ordinance, 190b, cannot prevail. Sec. 7 requires 
that the claim of lien shall state: (a) the name and address of 
(X) the owner of the property to lie charged, and (Y) also of 
the person for whom and upon whose credit the work was done, 
etc. For convenience I have labelled these two persons with the 
letters X and Y. In the interpretation clause “owner” is made 
to include X and Y, and all persons claiming under either X 
or Y if such rights are acquired after the work has been begun.

Now the appellant's case rests on this: “Owner” in sec. 7 
means everybody falling within the définition given in the inter
pretation clause. If that contention is sound, why did nob the 
draftsman say: “You shall mention in your claim every owner.”
That would bring in every person included in the definition.
For some reason or other sub-sec. la) was made to read this 
way : “You shall state name and address of (X) the owner and 
also (Y) of the person upon whose credit the work is done. It 
ltH)ks as if the latter person (Y) would not be mentioned as 
owner. Or, in other words, as if “owner” in sub-sec. (a) was 
not to receive the full meaning attributed to it in sec. 2. There 
is a canon of interpretation that all words, if they be general 
and not express and precise, are to lie restricted to the fitness of 
the matter. They are to be construed too as particular if the 
intention lie particular, that is. they must lie understood as used 
in reference to the subject matter in the mind of the Legislature, 
and strictly limited to it: Maxwell, 189Ü ed., p. 85.

The object in requiring the name of the owner (X) and the 
person (Y) for whom and upon whose credit the work was done, 
and a description of the property, was to give notice in the reg
istry office. It would be sufficient for ordinary purposes if the 
names of persons primarily responsible were given. To require 
a complété list of names and addresses of every person interested
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in any way, shape or form in the property, would make the Act 
unworkable. Again, the provisions of sees. 4, 5 and 6, dealing 
with a mortgagee’s liability, seem to shew that mortgagees are 
distinguished from “owners.” On the whole I think the require
ments of the Act were satisfied by inserting the names of Saueer- 
man, Duggan and Davin as the owners.

The lien claimants claim “in respect of and for wages for 
work and labour done and performed in respect of the said 
claims by ... . Royston (for example) between 10th July 
and 28th August, amounting to $ . . . .” That seems to me 
to be a sufficient way of putting forward the claim. 1 arrive at 
that conclusion without regard to Barrington v. Martin (1908), 
10 O.L.tt. 635. which is a decision on a very different statute. 
In that Act there is an express provision that substantial com
pliance shall be sufficient, if the sum claimed is larger than 
the claimant is truly entitled to I do not think his claim should 
be rejected on that account. Compare Scarf v. Morgan (1838), 
4 M. & W. 270, 7 L.J. Ex. 324; Dirks v. Richardson (1842), 4 
M. & (i. 574; but it would be open for the claimant to establish 
at the time that he was entitled to a lien for some part of it. I 
quite agree with the opinion of Davie, C.J., in Weilcr v. Shape 
(1897), 0 B.C.R. 58. The headnotc to that case goes beyond the 
judgment. Drake, J., and McColl, J., gave their views based on 
the affidavit. There is no authority in the judgment for the 
statement put forward in the headnotc that a claim of lien is 
had because it embraces lalamr for which a lien can la* had, as 
well as material as to which there is no lien. The result is that 
although Walkem, J., in Knott v. Cline, 5 B.C.R. 120, took a view 
different to that held by Davie, C.J., in Writer v. Shape (1897), 
C B.C.R. 58, there is no binding authority one way or the other.

It appears that 230,000 feet of lumber were cut for the mine, 
but it was afterwards sold or removed. It is conceded that for 
the cutting of this the men are entitled to a lien, but the claim 
for a lien for removing it to the mouth of the creek, after it 
had been determined not to use it in the mine, is objected to. 
That objection was not raised by notice of appeal and therefore 
cannot Ik* dealt with.

1 would dismiss the appeal.

Martin, J.A.:—I am of the opinion that:—
(1) A mortgagee is not by virtue of interpretation,sec. 2 (o), 

an owner in the sense that he is required to be named as such 
in the claim of lieu: see. 7 (o).

(2) The statement in the claim for lien that it is “for wages 
for work and lalxmr done and performed on and in respect of 
said (i.t. mining) claims,” followed by the amounts set out in 
their respective time checks for wages and giving the dates of 
employment, is a sufficient “statement” of “the work done”
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under said see. 7, sub-see. (/>). No one living in a mining 
country could, in my opinion, entertain any real doubt that tin* 
claimants were working as labourers on the mining claims speci
fied, or “in respect to” them, ns sec. 3 has it. No “particulars 
of the kind of work done” are required to Is* set out as e.g. in 
Smith v. McIntosh (1893), 3 B.C.R. 28, a decision under the 
Mechanics’ Lien Act, 1888, eh. 19, see. f> (b). The language 
of the ordinance as to the lien is similar to that statute upon 
which Anderson v. ('Jodsal (1900), 1 M.M.C.416, 7 B.C.R. 404, 
was decided, wherein also it was held that a cook could not have 
a lien.

(3) The ruling of the learned trial Judge as to the lumber 
(at p. Ill, A.B.) is the correct one, in view of Saucerman's evid
ence at p. 31.

(4) Not necessary to consider other points in view of the 
above.

.Appeal should be dismissed.
. 1 ppcal it ism i ssi d.
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EDMONTON VINEGAR CO, LIMITED v. FRIEDRICHS. AI.TA
Alberta Supreme Court. Trial lu-fuie Stuart. ,/. March 1.1. lull.

1. Masts* and servant (8 III A 2—201)—Liability of employe*—Act
OF EMPLOYEE BEYOND SCOPE OF EMPLOYMENT.

A teamster who is hired with his team and waggon by a wood- 
dealer at a fixed rate per day to deliver wood, is not the servant of 
the wood dealer so as to render him liable for damage- when- in 
making delivery of a load, the teamster, under the special direetion of 
the buyer of the wood, took the load down an excavation into a base
ment under a building which was being moved, and after unloading 
it, ami with assistance getting his teams and waggon turned around, 
on going out from the basement caught and knocked out one of the 
supports, and caused the floor above, which was heavily weighted with 
merchandise and machinery to collajise.

I Jones v. Mayor, etc., of Liverpool, 14 Q.B.D. S1I0. applied.!

S.C.
I !» I :»

Mar. II.

Action for damages for negligence. Statement
The action was dismissed.
J. Cannot h, for plaintiff.
G. It. O'Connor, for defendant.

Stuart, J. :—The plaintiff company bad a small vinegar fac
tory on Sutherland street in Edmonton. They were extending 
their premises and had shifted their old factory, which was 2<1 
feet by 30 feet in size, upon the new foundation, intending to 
make it part of their new building. The length of the old build
ing was to become the width of the new one. The old building 
was resting on the new cement foundation on three sides. Ex
cavation for a cellar bad been made under the old building in 
its new position and was just, approaching completion. The 
excavators with their teams were, however, still at work.

Then the plaintiff’s manager ordered a load of wood from
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the defendant, who was a wood-dealer. The defendant was 
hiring teams and waggons, with teamsters, at the time from an
other company, the Kdmonton Ice Company. He paid that 
company $6 a day for the use of each outfit, consisting of team
ster, waggon and team. The Ice Company paid the teamster’s 
wages at $2.75 a day. They sent their men to the defendant's 
woodyard each morning and the defendant did not know what 
particular man and team would he sent. They came, however, 
and proceeded to haul wood for the defendant as he instructed 
them. One Brown, one of these teamsters, was given the order 
of the plaintiff company by the defendant to deliver. He got 
the load of wood and took it to the plaintiff’s premises, and was 
about to unload it in a vacant yard when the plaintiffs’ man
ager directed him to take the load around by a lane and to 
drive down the slope of the excavation and into the basement be
low the building which had been moved. This building, it will 
be remembered, was 20 feet from end to end. or according to 
the new plan, from side to side. It was 20 feet in depth back
ward. It was supported in addition to the cement foundation 
on three sides by sills, one along the front of it and another 10 
feet back. These, of course, would be 30 feet long. In the 
centre, from the outer to the inner sill, a beam was placed which 
supported the two sills and this beam rested on two posts, one 
at the outer edge ami tin* other beneath the inner sill ten feet to 
the rear.

The teamster Brown drove down on the left hand side of the 
basement and delivered bis wood on the ground. With the 
assistance of some of the excavators he got his team and waggon, 
which had a united length of 26 feet, turned around in this 20 
X 30 feet space with two posts in the centre of it. but in going 
out. by some means or other jhe bub of one of bis wheels, either 
the front or rear right-hand huh. caught the outer post and 
knocked it nut. The whole beam resting on the two posts of 
course collapsed: and. as there was a weight of from 40 to 50 
tons on the floor of the building, consisting of 1.500 gallons of 
vinegar and some machinery, the sills and the floor broke down 
and all the vinegar was spilled ami lost, as well as considerable 
damage done to the other articles.

Th. rdaintiffs sue the defendant for tin* damage done on the 
ground that it was due to Brown’s negligence and that Brown 
was at the time the servant of the defendant.

I think the plaintiff’s action fails on the ground taken bv de
fendant’s counsel that Brown was not the servant of the defen
dant. Î can see no distinction in principle between the present 
case and tin* two cases cited on behalf of defendant Lanoher v. 
Pointer, 5 B. & C. 547. and Quantum v. linrnetl. 6 M. & W. 403. 
which were both followed ami applied in Jones v. Tin Mayor, 
etc., of tht City of TAverpool, 14 Q.B.D. 890.

In the latter case the defendants, an urban authority, owned
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a watering cart used to water streets. They contracted with 
one Margaret Dean at nine shillings a day, who agreed to supply 
them with a horse and driver tor their cart. One Frederick 
Dean was the driver supplied, but he was paid by Margaret 
Dean. I3y Frederick Dean’s negligence injury was done to the 
plaintiff's carriage, drove and Manisty, JJ., held that Dean 
was not the servant of the defendant, although their inspector 
who superintended the street-watering gave him directions as 
to what streets to water.

The present ease is stronger in favour of the defendant, lie 
did not own even the waggon. And in so far as a special control 
was exercised this was done rather by the plaintiffs themselves 
in ordering the man Brown to go into a very unusual spot to 
unload the wood. It is a grave question in my mind whether 
Brown could he held to have been at that moment acting within 
the scope of his employment. Certainly the defendant knew 
nothing about the proposed delivery in such a place.

In Joins v. Mayor, itr., of TAvcrpool, 14 Q.B.D. 800. drove, 
J., referring to the inspector, said. “If he had interfered when 
the accident happened by directing the driver of the cart what 
to do, the ease would be different.” And a similar suggestion 
will he found in Quantum v. Burnett, fi M. & W. 490. In the 
present ease so far from the defendant interfering, it was the 
interference of the plaintiffs in directing unloading in a very 
difficult place that led up to the accident.

I do not think the fact that the plaintiffs had a contract 
with the defendant can make any difference. The contract to 
deliver the wood was fulfilled. It was after it was fulfilled that 
the accident happened. In any ease I do not think there was 
a contract to deliver anywhere except at a reasonably convenient 
place and I do not think the basement was such a place.

Neither do I think that the fact that Brown collected the 
price of the wood from the plaintiffs for the defendant is suffi
cient to alter the position. lie was collecting agent, but it was 
not in connection with the collection that the accident happened.

I can see no distinction between the present case and the 
ease of a wholesale importer of goods who orders a carload of 
goods from a manufacturer. The manufacturer hires a ear 
from the railway company to deliver them and the ear is taken 
to the importer’s siding beside his warehous" to be delivered. 
The engineer or brakeman in charge of the car by their negli
gence, injure property of the importer at the siding. Is the 
engineer or the brakeman to he called the servant of the manu
facturer who has hired the car for delivery of the goods? No 
one would suggest such a thing.

It is not necessary to discuss the question of actual negli
gence. and indeed I think it would be inadvisable for me to 
do so.

The action will be dismissed with costs.
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SASK 8TRACHAN v. McOINN.

S. c.
1913

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Newlands, J. January 14, 1913.

1. Estoppel <5111 K—135)—Vendee of land—Estoppel by cropping—

Jan. 14.
Rescission—Damages—False representations.

A vendee of land loses his right to rescission of the agreement o! 
s-île. on the ground of false representations by the vendr»r. where, 
after lie learns that the representations are untrue, he remains on 
the land and puts in a crop; but he is entitled to a set-oiï foi any 
damages he may have sustained by reason of such false representations.

Statement Action for rescission of agreement for the sale of land 
because of vendor’s misrepresentations.

Judgment was given for plaintiff for damages to Im* set-off 
against purchase price and rescission denied.

M. Anderson, for plaintiff.
•/. A. Allan, for defendant.

Newlands, J. Newlands, J. ;—The plaintiff bought a section of land from 
the defendant, relying upon certain representations made by the 
defendant, the plaintiff not having seen the land in question. 
When the plaintiff went upon the land he found some of these 
representations to he untrue, and they were untrue to the 
knowledge of the defendant. The plaintiff, however, remained 
upon the land and put in a crop after he knew the representa
tions to he untrue. By this action he acquiesced in the agree
ment and accepted the land, and is. therefore, not entitled to 
have the agreement set aside, hut he is entitled to damages. The 
representations were untrue to the knowledge of the defendant 
as to the weeds and stones on the land, as to its distance from 
Glenavon, and as to the condition it was in as to being ready for 
crop, and I fix the plaintiffs damages at $1,280, being at the 
rate of $2 per acre, for which amount the plaintiff is to have 
judgment with costs with leave to set the same off against the 
defendant’s claim for instalments due on the agreement for 
sale. The defendant will have judgment for the balance of his 
claim after giving th plaintiff credit for the above set-off. the 
defendant to have the ordinary costs of action on his claim up 
to but not including the trial and the costs of entering up judg-

Judgment accordingly•
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McNALLY » ANDERSON. ONT.

Ontario Supreme Court. Latchford, J. March 5, 1013.

1. Dow kb (g C—18)—Bar by mortgage—Limited kffkct.
Where the wife joins in n mortgige under the Short Form* «>f 

Mortgages Act (Ont.) for the purpose of barring her inchoate right 
of dower, uml her hu-hand is at such time seized in fee of the lands, 
her bar of dower will operate only to the extent necessary to give 
effect to the rights of the mortgagee; so where the mortgage had 
l»eeu paid off prior to the husband's assignment for creditors wherebx 
his interest in the lands was conveyed to the assignee, but without 
any bar of dower by the wife, the wife's dower will accrue on her 
husband's death, although a statutory discharge of the mortgage was 
not registered until after the making of such assignment for credi
tors and although the husband died seiz.ed of no estate either legal or 
equitable in the lands.

[Itr Auger. 20 O.L.Il. 402, referred to.]

The plaint ill", the widow of James McNally, deceased, statement 
brought this action for a declaration that she was entitled to 
dower in certain lands in the town of Aylmer.

W. /»'. Meredith, for the plaintiff.
W\ If. liar mini, for the defendant.

Latchford, J. :—The lands were purchased by the deceased i.nphtord. j. 
in 1895, and about the same time mortgaged for $350. The 
plaintiff joined in the mortgage to bar her dower. In 1899, the 
husband of the plaintiff assigned to one Pierce for the benefit of 
his creditors, conveying to the assignee his right of redemption.
Such title as Pierce obtained under the assignment was trans
ferred by various mesne conveyances—all duly registered—to 
the defendant, who asserts that he acquired an absolute title to 
the lands freed from the plaintiff’s right to dower.

The mortgage in which the plaintiff had joined to bar her 
dower was given when her husband was seized in fee of the 
lands. It was paid off, and a discharge thereof executed be
fore the assignment was made ; but the discharge was not regis
tered until after the assignee had conveyed to one of the defend
ant’s predecessors in title. The plaintiff’s husband died in
testate after the conveyance to the defendant had been made 
and registered.

The lands at the date of the assignment were apparently 
subject to the mortgage. The discharge, as stated, had not been 
registered. If the mortgage was paid off before maturity, and 
therefore void, the fact was not established in the admissions 
on which the trial proceeded. In the view I take, the point is 
not material.

The plaintiff is, on other grounds, entitled to succeed. As 
soon as her husband acquired the land in fee, her right to «lower 
arose. Her bar of dower in the mortgage did not operate to 

20—0 D.Ï..B.
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401». When the mortgage was paid off. her suretyship was at an 
end. It is quite true that the husband died seized of no estate,

AXDKKSON. legal or equitable, in the lands. But he was the owner of an
f.Mti-hford. J. estate in fee during coverture. The plaintiff’s right of dower 

then arose. It was not barred except for the purpose of the 
mortgage; and, when the mortgage was paid off, her right was 
as complete as if the mortgage had not been given.

She is entitled to dower as claimed, and to the costs of this 
action.

There will be a reference to the Master at St. Thomas, if 
the parties cannot agree upon the amount payable. Costs of 
reference to the plaintiff.

Judgment for plaintiff.

ONT. SMITH v. BOOTHMAN

s .C.
1111.1

Ontario Supreme Court (Appellate Division), Mulock, CJ. Ex.. Riddell, 
Sutherland and Leitch. JJ. February 14. 1913.

Fol». 14. I. \KW TRIAL ( # II—.11—Kim KKROH OF COV1T—FaII.VKK TO TAKf DOWN 
KVIDE.XCK IX WMITIXO—-DIVISION CoVBTN Act (Ont. 1.

Whore, in a Division Court notion for the recovery of n sum ex- 
-ooilinjr $100, tho Division Court judge has not complied with the stat
ute (10 Filw \ II. i Ont. I ch. 32. see. 106), by taking down the evid
ence in writing, a letter from the judge setting out the facts which, 
in his view, were proved at the trial, will not be looked at by an ap 
peltate court, and a defendant appealing is entitled to a new trial, ne 
not being responsible for the irregularity.

Statement Appeal by the defendant from the .judgment of the Junior 
Judge of the County Court of the County of Wentworth upon a 
Division Court plaint to recover $176.70. made up of the amount 
of a promissory note signed by the defendant. $175. and $1.70 
for interest thereon.

The learned Judge in the Division Court gave .judgment for 
the plaintiff for the amount claimed with costs.

The appeal was allowed and a new trial directed.
L. R. Airrry, for the defendant.
If. S. White, for the plaintiff.

Muto-t. C.J. The judgment of the Court was delivered by Mitxick, C.J. :— 
On the appeal first coming before us for argument, it was found 
that the appeal ease was incomplete, the evidence not having 
Wen certified to this Court. Accordingly, it was impossible to 
hear the appeal, which stood over in order, as provided by sub-
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see. 2 of see. 128 of the Division Courts Art. to enable the rlerk 
of the Division Court to amend the appeal east* by certifying 
the evidence. On the appeal again coming on for argument, the 
Registrar of this Court produced a letter from the Judge who 
tried the ease, wherein it was stated that “the Division Court* 
here are not supplied with a stenographer, and. therefore, the 
evidence was reduced to writing only on a memorandum which, 
probably, no one but myself would understand:*' and the letter 
then proceeded to add the facts which, the learned trial Judge 
says, were proved at the trial.

The Division Courts Act. in Kdw. VII. eh. 82. see. inti. <le 
dares that in all actions in which the sum sought to be recovered 
exceeds .+ inu. unless the parties agree not to appeal, “the Judge 
shall . . . take down the evidence in writing and leave the 
same with the clerk:’* and. in the event of an appeal, see. 127 
of the Act enacts that, at the request of the appellant, the clerk 
shall “certify to the clerk of the central office at Osgoode Hall. 
Toronto, the summons with all notices endorsed thereon : the claim 
and any notice of defence; the evidence and all objections and 
exceptions thereto,’* etc.

Thus it was the defendant’s right, under the statute, to have 
the evidence at the trial taken down in writing by the trial Judge, 
and certified to this Court. This has not been done: and. in the 
absence of the evidence, we are unable to have any opinion as to 
the correctness or otherwise of the judgment appealed from. 
Without questioning the view of the learned trial Judge as to 
what facts were, in his opinion, proved at the trial, we think 
that the statement embraced in bis letter as to what was proved 
is not admissible as evidence on this appeal nothing less than 
the complete evidence itself meeting the requirements of the 
statute.

The defendant cannot be held responsible for the evidence 
not being forthcoming: and. the Court being unable, in its ab
sence. to determine the rights of the parties in connection with 
the issue involved in the ease, the only way out of the impasse is 
to direct a new trial, which we accordingly order. The costs of 
the former trial and of this appeal to be costs in the cause.

Order for new trial.
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YOLLES v. COHEN.

Ihiturio Supicmr Court, Middleton, ./.. i< C hum inn. Fthruary 12, 1013.

I. Attv’liMKM *8 III A—4.11—Akhhav.ih mu ohdeb. wiikx conimtiox 
IWI KHIM Aiiscoxihmi IIfutokk Avt (Uxt. ).

Soot ion 4 of t ho Abscomling U'litorn Act. U Edw. VII (Ont.) oh. 40. 
r«H|iiiriug tlint ;in n|»|ilimti<>ii for an attaching order «•hall bo *upimrted 
by oorrolmmllve nll'nlaxit^ of two por«onn other than the applicant. 
i«i an imperaiive provision, and an order made in the absence of «uieli 
allidavitt will ne net a*ide.

i. Costs i 8 11—20)—Vbactm h—Hh.iir to hfcovkh — Non compliance 
with Cox. Rule 302 (Oxt.).

I pon an application to M*t n-ide an order irregularly made, the 
applicant will get no costs if his notice of motion does not compl.x 
with Con. Unie .1(12. and does not set out the irregularity complained 
of and the several objections intended to be insisted on.

statement Motion by the defendant to set aside nil attachment order 
issued on the 5th February. 191:$. by the Master in Chambers.

A. Cohen, for the defendant.
J. P. MacGrctjor, for the plaintiff.

MUdwon. j. Middleton, .1 : I’pon the argumei.t of this motion it clearly 
appeared that the plaintiff's proceedings were very faulty. The 
defendant is not in a position to avail himself of the defects 
appearing, as Ins own practice is not a 1 Hive reproach. IIis notice 
of motion does not comply with Con. Rule :ifi2. in that it does 
not point out or mention any of the irregularities complained of.

I deal with the motion upon one ground only. The Abscond
ing Debtors Act. 9 Edw. VII. eh. 49. se«. 4. provides that the 
order may be made upon an affidavit by the plaintiff and upon 
the further affidavit of two other persons that they are well ac
quainted with the defendant and have good reason to believe, 
and do believe, that he has departed from Ontario with intent 
to defraud, etc.

The application was here granted by the Master upon the 
plaintiff's own affidavit, without the necessary corroborative affi
davits. These are. 1 think, made by the statute a condition pre
cedent to the making of the order. The plaintiff now files affi
davits. but I do not think this can help him.

As the applicant is himself irregular, and has made no affi
davit of merits. I think this affords justification for setting aside 
the order, as I do. without costs. This will be without prejudice 
to any ion that the plaintiff may make for a similar
order: but, as counsel for the defendant stated that his client 
was returning to the city to-day, the order should not be made 
upon stale material.

Attachment vacated.

51
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He GRAND TRUNK R. CO. and ASH.

Re GRAND TRUNK R CO. and ANDERSON
Ontario S nine in r four I. Ilriltnn. in riiinnbrnt. I'ubi nam 11. UH.l.

ONT

1 if M

' t

1. Costs ({SI—si—Kmixfnt humain—Kxi’roviuatiox hy iiaii.way—Costs Keb. 11
OF ARIIITHATIOX.

The fact that a land owner lui» nut a|i|H*alvil from or iimvvil to net 
aside an award made in arbitration nroepedin»- to ascertain the com 
pen-ation to he paid for the taking of hi» lands l»y a railway, does not 
preclude him from objecting to the payment of the company's eo»,» <.i 
arbitration with which the arbitrators assumed t.. de il althm-fh 
without jurisdiction to do si..

-• t'OKTS I 8 I—Ml — I % !•:«/1 I IC I Ml \ I s OF SI ATI TORY Mill! I, ,\s «oNOITlOV
I’RHrKliF.vr to fonts—Kxvhofriai m\.

A railway company expropriating la mis must give the notice eon 
templated by the statute, i.r., oflvring to pay "a certain »um or rent, 
as eoni|iensntion." in order to be entitled to <n»t» in the event i the 
arbitrators finding that the oiler of the company was for sufficient 
compensation.

Applications hy the railway company for orders directing Statement 
the taxation and payment of their costs of arbitration proceed
ings to ascertain the compensât ion to be paid to two land-owners 
for lands taken for the purposes of the railway, under the Dom
inion Railway Act.

Hit knell, Haiti cl* Co., for the railway company.
Grayson Smith, for the land-owners.

Britton, J. :—The oiTer of the railway company, pursuant to Bruton, j. 
which the arbitration was held, was not a mere declaration of 
willingness to pay a certain sum of money as compensation for 
the land which the company wanted, hut it was an offer to pay 
$40 in cash to Ash and $20 to Anderson together with something 
else in each ease. The notice is set out in the award, as follows :
“The railway company offered to pay the owner of said land 
the sum of $ and to dedicate to and permit the use of by 
the land-owners owning lands abutting upon the lane shewn 
upon plan No. 135, the use of and right of way over those parts 
of 10 and 11 coloured green, as shewn upon a plan of said lands 
prepared by J. XV. Fitzgerald, O.L.S., dated the 22nd March.
1012 . . .in addition to the use of and the right of way over 
said lane on plan 135 by the adjacent land-owners, and in addi
tion to all other rights enjoyed by them, the said adjacent land- 
owners, in respect to the said lane, and for all purposes for which 
and to the same extent ns the said lane may he used by the said 
adjacent land-owners from time to time, as full compensai ion 
for all damages.” etc.

This notice was accompanied hy the certificate of J. XV. Fitz
gerald. O.L.S.. that the said sum of $ and the aforesaid 
dedication of the land coloured green was a fair compensation, 
ete.
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The offer was, in substance, the same, except the amount, in 
each ease, and was refused by each land-owner. Apart from 
agreeing to give crossings under or over railway lands, or to 
make culverts and work of that kind. I know of no authority 
to permit a railway company or its surveyor or engineer to 
compel or bind a land-owner to accept some other land, or the 
use of some other land, by way of compensation for land taken 
for or injured by the railway.

Arbitration followed, and an award was made by two of the 
arbitrators—one dissenting and declining to sign.

The award recites that the railway company have agreed, and 
by their counsel undertaken, to dedicate the said lands coloured 
green on the plan of the 22nd March, 1912, and to register the 
said plan, and, if necessary, further sufficiently to assure to the 
owners of tl e land abutting on the lane shewn on the said regis
tered plan No. 135, and their assigns, the use of the said land 
coloured green as a lane or right of way for the intents and pur
poses and to the full extent and in the manner set forth in their 
partly-recited offer of compensation.

Then in the award itself the arbitrators say in part as fol
lows: “And the said railway company having agreed and under
taken with regard to the lands coloured green as is herein!>efore 
more fully set out, we have in making our award fully con
sidered and given weight to such undertaking and agreement.” 
Then the award concludes that the sum of ($40and $20), under 
the circumstances set forth in the notice of offer, is sufficient 
compensation.

I am of opinion that the present application must be refused, 
upon two grounds.

(1) The first ground is, that the offer itself is not such an 
otter as contemplated by the statute. It embraces things which 
the land-owner may not want, and which may or may not reduce 
the compensation which the owner of the land is entitled to. 
Such an offer introduces into an arbitration things in the future 
which may never be carried out. Section 198 of the Railway 
Act, R.S.C. 1906 ch. 37, compels the arbitrators to “take into 
consideration the increased value, beyond the increased value 
common to all lands in the locality, that will be given to any 
lands of the opposite party through or over which the radway 
will pass, by reason of the passage of the railway ... or by 
reason of the construction of the railway, and shall set off such 
increased value . . .” See Fisher v. Great Western R.W. 
To., (1910] 2 K.B. 252.

(2) Then, I think, the agreement of counsel to do something 
not in the original offer—which agreement the arbitrators speci
ally considered and on which they relied-—brings this case
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within the authority of Ontario ami (Jr bee II. Co. v. Phil- °NT 
brick, 5 O.R. 874. affirmed by tin* Supreme Court of Canada, s r
12 Can. S.C.R. 288. jit,

The arbitrators assumed to deal with the costs—that was in 
excess of their jurisdiction.

I am of opinion iat the fact that the land-owners have not Tim \k 
appealed or moved to set aside the award does not preclude them ' "
from objecting to the payment of the company’s costs of arbitra- ^ 
tion.

The motion will be dismissed, but without costs. untiun. j.

Motion dismiss/ il.

PLAYFAIR v. CORMACK.
Ontario Supreme Court. Middleton, •/.. in Chambers. February 12. IRIS. 

1. Discovery and inspection i 8 IV—20) - Relevancy of ixtkbrooatioxs
UNDER I’LEADINOS.

The right to discovery i# limited to matters relevant to the case set 
up in the pleading#.

\Hennessy v. Wright, 24 Q.H.D. 41.'». followed.]

ONT.

8.0.

1013

Feb. 12.

Appeal by the defendant Steele from an order of the Master statement 
in Chambers, 4 O.W.N. (>47. requiring the appellant to attend 
and he further examined for discovery.

IV. I). McPherson, K.C., for the appellant.
Harcourt Ferguson, for the plaintiff.

Middleton, J. : -It is a cardinal rule that discovery is limited Midditum. j. 
by the pleadings. Discovery must he relevant to the issues as 
they appear on the record. The party examining has no right 
to go beyond the case as pleaded and to interrogate for the pur
pose “of finding out something of which he knows nothing now 
which might enable him to make a case of which he has no 
knowledge at present:” Henncssy v. Wright, 24 Q.B.D. 445.
Much less is it the function of discovery to extract from the 
opponent admissions concerning a case which he has not at
tempted to make by his pleadings.

Upon the record here the issues are simple. The plaintiffs 
say they sold to the defendants Cormaek and Steele certain 
stocks, and that there is a balance of the purchase-price due to 
them. Cormaek sets up as a defence that the purchase of stock, if 
made at all, was made by him upon the faith of some promise 
made by the plaintiffs by which they agreed to carry the stock 
for him without any liability on bis part, and that tin* stock pur
chased was sold by the plaintiffs without authority.

Steele confines his defence within narrow limits. He was 
not the purchaser, and was a mere go-between, carrying certain 
communications from the plaintiffs to Cormaek and from Cor-
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and known to the plaintiffs as agent only, and credit was given 
to Cormack alone. lie further alleges that tin* suit was origin

Playfair

Cor mack.

ally brought against Cormack alone, and that in that suit the 
plaintiff*, on a motion for judgment, swore that the indebted new 
was the indebtedness of Cormaek. lie further says that he had

Mlddlpton, J. some transactions with the plaintiffs other than those giving rise 
to this action, and that for these he settled ami received a full 
discharge.

rpon the examination it appears that Steele was an officer of 
the mining company whose shares form the subject-matter of 
the action. Counsel seeks to interrogate him as to his agreements 
with the mining company and his transactions with stock in that 
company. This. I think, is irrelevant.

The appeal should be allowed, with costs to the appellant in 
any event.

Appeal allowed.

ONT. HOODLESS v. SMITH.
S. C.
1013

Ontario Suprrmr Court. Falvonbridjic. C.J.K.Il. February 11. 1913.

1. Covenants and conditions (8IV—55)—Covenants running with

Feb. 11. THE LAND—ASSIGNEE OF COVENANTOR.
Where two adjoining parcels of land were bought by the same pur

chaser and similar building restrictions were imposed by the separate 
deeds of conveyance under the purchaser's covenant for himself and 
his assigns, a sub-purchaser of one of the parcels from such covenantor 
has no status to enforce against the sub-purchaser of the adjoining 
parcel the covenant entered into hv their common grantor in favour 
of a prior owner and his assigns, particularly where the defendant 
had bought without knowledge of tin* covenant.

K ompare Itoturn \. Ht mepood. |19001 2 Ch. 3SS. (ill L..I. ( h. 1152, 
and Form hi/ v. Hot for. [19031 2 Cli. 539. |

Statement Action for a mandatory injunction requiring the defendants 
to convert a building containing a shop and flats into a dwelling- 
house. or to pull down the building, and for damages and other 
relief.

The plaintiff purchased lands from M., covenanting for 
himself, his heirs, executors, administrators and assigns with 
his vendor, her heirs, executors, administrators and assigns, not 
to erect any building on the said lands, of which the front or 
any wall should be within less than (> feet of the street, and not 
to erect any building on the said lands other than dwelling- 
houses of brick, stone or cement, etc. The defendant purchased 
lands immediately adjoining the plaintiff’s lands on the south 
from M., and covenanted with her. her heirs, executors, adminis
trators and assigns on behalf of himself, his heirs, executors, 
administrators and assigns not to erect any building on the said
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lands of which the front or wall should l»c within less than ti 
feet of the street. M. had purchased both these parcels from the 
Cumberland Laud Co., giving in each ease a covenant similar to 
that which she exacted from the plaintiff.

M. Malone, for the plaintiffs.
M. J. O’Reilly, K.C.. and .1. II. Gibson, for the defendants.

Falconbridgk, C.d.: At tin* hearing I dismissed that part of 
the plaintiffs’ claim which alleged that their building or pro
perty had been injured by reason of the defendants’ excavation 
for their cellar.

As to the claim for breach of an alleged covenant running 
with the land in erecting a shop and tlats. I fail to see how the 
defendants’ position is at all improved by Mrs. Markle procuring 
the conveyance to her of the 25th April. 1912. from the Cumber
land Land Company, which had no longer any interest in the 
lands in question.

But 1 also am unable to find that there is here any covenant 
running with the land in favour of the plaintiffs. They are not 
purchasers from the Cumberland Land Company, to whom the 
covenant was given, but they and the defendants are purchasers 
from Mrs. Markle. who gave the covenant.

No case cited seems to me to have any application to the 
point. Pearson v. Adams, 7 D.L.li. 139. 27 O.L.R. H7, cited by 
the plaintiffs, has just been reversed by the Court of Appeal (4 
O.W.N. 779).

The merits are with the defendants. The district is not resi
dential, and they bought without knowledge of the alleged 
covenant.

Action dismissed with costs.

JOCELYN v. SUTHERLAND.

Uanitoba King's Bench, (Salt. in Chamber*. February 27, 1013.

1. .Titby (§ T B 1—10>—Triai, by—Pkrsoxai. ixjvky action.
Where the injury is serious and the damage in case of success 

would be substantial, in a negligence action for damages for personal 
injuries, an order for n jury trial is properly made under the Manitoba 
King’s Bench Act, R.S.M. i902. sec. 59.

[Navarro v. Had ford-Wright Co., 8 D.L.R. 253, followed. |

Appeal from an order of the referee for trial by a jury.
The appeal was dismissed.
W. II. Curie, for plaintiff.

.7. B. Coyni, for defendants.

ONT.

S.C.
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Statement

Galt, J. :—I regret that, owing to the press of other mat-
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man tens. I have not the time to consider more fully the authorities 
K. it

1 fi I :i Hut whatever my own views on this matter may be, I am
i i ii yv hound by and ought loyally to follow what I find laid down hv

’ " the Court of Appeal in Savarro v. Hadford-W right Co., 8 1).
<i i m hi and. L.R. 253, 22 W.L.R. titiô. Chief Justice Howell there says

j TIh* learned Judge informed m<‘ llint he thought it was « ea*e which
might well lie tried hv a jury, if the plaititilT had satisfied him that 
the injury which lie *ustained was of a *eriuu» character. . . . The 
only leason fur his refusing the order was that lie was not s.itislied 
that the plaintiff had set forth such fact» that if he succeeded the 
damages would In* substantial.

I regard that as a practical decision that if the damages are 
substantial, that is a proper ease for trial by a jury and the 
plaintiff is entitled to obtain it. The plaintiff says here that his 
physician told him he would suffer from disabilities for the rest 
of his life, lie was in the hospital 21 weeks. In Savarro v. 
Had ford- W right Co., 8 D.L.R. 253, 22 W.L.R. 6H5, the plaintiff 
was there only 20 days. In that ease it is true, as Mr. Coyne 
points out. there was semi-paralysis affecting his arm and leg. 
I cannot help feeling it would he idle to say that when- a man is 
run into by an automobile and confined for 21 weeks in the hos
pital and there is a continuance of weakness, he is not primo 
facie entitled to substantial damages if the defendant is in the 
wrong.

Savarro v. liadford-W right Co., 8 D.L.R. 253, practically 
makes it a rule of law in this province that where the injury is 
serious and the damages in ease of success would he substantial, 
the plaintiff is entitled to a trial by a jury. For this reason, 
the appeal is dismissed with costs.

A pprai dism isard.

ONT.

8. C.
1013
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REX v. BROUSE.

Ontario Nuprrmr Court, It ri It on, ./.. in t'hatnhrrn. January lit. 1013.

1. Si mmary vonvivtionh (I VIII—Hô)—Ditmitty ami i m kktainty.
Aii information for an infraction of the Inspection and Sale Act, 

U.K.V. eli. HA, charging that the ami-ed did unlawfully "offer, expose 
or have in hi* pouenaion for sale" ten barrel* of apple-, packed in con
travention of that statute, disclose* an offence; and an objection by 
reason of setting forth the alternative method* by which the offence 
may have lieen committed must he taken before entering a plea of 
guilty, and cannot effectively In- raised for the first time in certiorari 
priNs-eding* in respect of a summary conviction similarly worded made 
upon melt plea.

*2. Simm ASY CVXVirTIOXN (|VIII—s.t I—DvmvlTY AMI VMKKTAINTY.
Section 7*25 of the Criminal Code 11MMI (former aec. 1*i»7 of Cr. Co<le 

1 St)*21 applies to validate a nummary conviction stating the offence
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to have Ih‘<>ii (iiinmittvd in miv »v oi'iri «if tli«> ilill"vr«‘iil mmlv- kjiw 
fied in the statute whereby a r*ingl<* nllviiee is deeluml. ex. »/r„ uni m 
the ]»ts|ieetion and Sale Act (Cin.i th«' offering for wile. n - , x|h»~i.• ■ 
f ir sale or the having in pus*«-*ôoii for sale.

| If. v. McDonald, <1 Can. Vv. l a*. 1, followed. |

Motion to quash a conviction of the defendant, John A. 
Brouse, made by Oeorge O'KccIc, Police Magistrate for the 1 * i t y 
of Ottawa, on the Ititli December, 1912, for the offence of violat
ing the inspection and Sale Act.

The motion was dismissed.
(iordon S. Henderson, for the defendant.
IV. J. (’ode, for the Department of Agriculture.
J. A. Ritchie, for the Crown.

ONT.

H. C. 
191.1
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I tin H m

Statement

Britton, J.:—On the 11th December. 1912. one Charles M. iwtton.j. 
Snow, fruit inspector, laid an information against the defendant 
for that he did, at the city of Ottawa, on or about the :tOth day 
of October, 1912, unlawfully offer, exjHise. or have in his posses
sion for sale, ten barrels of apples packed contrary to the pro
visions of see. 221 of the Inspection and Sale Act. Ü.S.C. 190b 
eh. 85.

Upon this information, the accused appeared before llic 
Colice Magistrate on the Kith December. The information was 
before the Police Magistrate; and the accused, upon being 
charged, pleaded “guilty.” whereupon the Police Magistrate 
imposed a fine of $20 and costs, fixing the costs at $2. ordering 
payment forthwith, and. in default, one week in gaol. 'I lie 
formal conviction, made on the same day, followed the informa 
tion, and is. “that John A. Brouse, on or about the 90th day of 
October, 1912. at the city of Ottawa, did unlawfully offer, ex
pose. or have in his possession for sale, ten barrels of apples 
packed contrary to the provisions of section 221 of the Inspection 
and Sale Act.”

The objections to the conviction are: (1) that neither the 
information nor the conviction discloses any offence mentioned 
in sec. 221 of said Act; (2) or. as that section, taken as a whole, 
creates several offences, then the information and conviction in 
this ease are bad, as they contain more offences than one; and 
(9) that the information did not conform to the provisions of 
sec. 921. and was not sufficiently definite to enable the accused 
to plead thereto; ami, therefore, the plea of “guilty” entered by 
the accused was inoperative and of no effect.

Upon the construction I am l>ound to put upon sec. 921. the 
information does state an offence.

The offence charged is that of offering for sale, or exposing 
for sale, or having in his possession for sale, fruit (apples) 
packed contrary to the provisions of sec. 221 of the Inspection 
and Sale Act. After the prohibition contained in sec. 921, the

!" ;. v

■y

V

V,
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Brttton, J.

rest ul that section states the circumstances under which the 
offence may he committed. It mentions the acts which, if com
mitted. will he proof of the offence.

With a statement such as there is—alleging an offence—it is 
too late, alter a plea of guilty, to object. If the objection had 
been taken before the Police Magistrate, and l»efore the plea of 
’■guilty * was recorded, the information could, if necessary, have 
been amended. Section 821 creates at most three offences: (1 
to sell, offer to sell, expose for sale, or have in possession for sale, 
packed Imit in closed packages, unless the packages are packed 
as provided in the Act: < 2 ' if marked “ Fancy Quality.” it is an 
offence, unless the fruit is as described in the sub-section : if 
marked No. 1 Quality.” it is an offence unless the fruit is as 
described in the sub-section: if marked “No. 2 Quality.” it is an 
offence unless the fruit is as described in the sub-section; (8) it 
is an offence il the faced or shewn surface of fruit packed gives 
a false representation of the contents of the package.

The information, according to this division of the section, dis
closes the first offence named if it can be said that the section 
creates more than one and I think the information discloses 
only one offence, and so is not open to the objection taken.

This falls within the decision in Rex v. McDonald, 6 Can. 
('rim. ('as. 1. where the offence is only one, but which may be 
committed in one of several ways.

I have considered in disposing of this case the following, 
which I cite without further comment: Criminal Code, secs. 724. 
852: Rex v. ./ urn, fi Can. Crim. Cas. 159; Regina v. Dozen, 20 
A.R. 688; h' i nn v. Aliened. 25 O.R. 519.

The moi u will be dismissed with costs.

Motion dismissed.

H

ONT PALLANDT v. FLYNN.
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tin hi rin Nil print • l'null. \t nlilltou. •/.. in I'liamberu. Fc.hruni ii 13, 101.'!.
I ml Appellate Itiriniun. Frliruarp 20. 1013.

1. IXTEKCU Aia.K I 8 1 —10)—Bv Sill-Kil l SEPARATE CLAIMANTS.
Where there in a conte*! in interpleader proceeding* lietween an 

execution creditor and ttevoial person* who set up alleged assignments 
a« prior to the execution, there should lie only one issue directed lie 
1 ween them for the guidance of the sheriff mid for the adjustment of 
the rights of the several claimants.

[Meirhanlu Itank V. lleraon. la P.R. 117. applied.]
2. Intekpleaiieii i $ 1—lo i—By sheriff—Stock certificates not hklh

IIY MIFRIFP—Ai.LEQEO PKlolt ASSIGNMENT—RIGHT TO INTERPLEAD.
A sheriff, on making seizure of share* of a company in the statutoix 

manner by service of notice upon the company, is entitled to inter- 
plead, though he has not actual po**e**ion « f the share vert Pirate-, 
where a claim i* made under an alleged prior assignment of the shares 
which is denied by the execution creditor.
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3. Evidence (gll—95)—Burden of proof—Shifting--Assignment ou ONT.
STOCK—PLEDGEE'S RIGHTS IN INTERIM FADER.

Where in interpleader proceedings an issue is directed between .1 s‘ < -
bank, claiming ns assignee of mining shares alleged to lie transferred 1!>1
to it as security for advances, as plaintiIT. and an execution creditor 
as defendant, if the plnintilt' proves a valid transfer prior in date to I’xi.i.wht 
the execution, the onus is shifted to the defendant. r.

[Kinncc v. Bryce, H P.R, .109. referred to.] l-'ivw.
4. Execution (gl—3)—Against whai — Execution creditor I'iuoi:

MOBTOAGKE OR PLEDGEE—S.XI.K OF COMPANY SH ARES—ENGLISH I’ll V
TICE, WHEN GUIDE.

Where the sheriff seizes under an execution certain stock of a min
ing company, and certain other claimants set up alleged prior as
signments of such stock securing loans, the right of the execution 
creditor to press an immediate sale of the stock, at the risk of sacrifie 
ing it, should Ik* determined upon all the circumstances of the ease, 
keeping in view the rights of the prior assignees in the event of their 
establishing in due course the validity of their alleged alignments; 
and in this respect the determining principle of the Engli-.li practice, 
as to the forced sale of property under an execution where there i- a 
prior mortgage against it. ought to he the guide in Ontario so far as 
consistent.

Motion by the Canadian Bank of Commerce, claimants, for statement 
leave to appeal to the Appellate Division of the Supremo Court 
of Ontario from the order of Britton, J.. 4 O.W.N. 681.

R. C. II. Casscls, for the applicants.
J. Jennings, for the execution creditor.
R. J. Maclennnn, for the Sheriff.

Middleton, J. :—The execution creditor caused a seizure to Middleton.j. 
he made of some .'$,000 shares in a mining company, standing in 
the books of the company in the name of the execution debtor.
Before the stock was brought to a sale, the hank served notice 
upon the Sheriff, claiming that the stock had been transferred to 
the hank as security for advances, and that there was some 
$2,000 due thereon.

Subsequently, one Albert Freeman claimed the sfoek. on the 
ground that it had been assigned to him as security for advances 
to the extent of over .$8,000.

Vpon an application being made for interpleader, the Master 
in Chambers made an order directing the trial of an issue, in 
which the Canadian Bank of Commerce are to he plaint ill's and 
the execution creditor defendant; reserving directions with 
reference to any claim between the defendant Freeman and the 
execution creditor until after the trial of this issue.

The execution creditor does not admit either the making of 
the transfer of the stock to the hank or that there is anything 
due to the hank; and, moreover, contends that the assignment, 
even if executed, was inoperative, because the stock was trans
ferable only upon the books of tin* company, and the alleged 
transaction was by an endorsement upon a stock certificate,
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not recorded : the contention being that until rei orded the title 
does not pass.

The merits of this contention are not ripe for discussion upon 
the present motion. The bank contend, first, that an inter
pleader issue ought not to have been directed, because the 
Sheriff is not in possession. I agree with the learned Judge 
that this objection is not well taken, and that, a claim having 
been made to property which has been seized in a manner author
ised by statute, the Sheriff is entitled to interpleader.

A more substantial question will arise upon the trial of the 
issue, as to which 1 express no opinion. It may be that the only 
matter which will be open upon the trial of the issue will be the 
existence of the assignment and the ascertaining of the amount 
due the bank. See 0’Donohor v. Hull, 24 Can. S.C.R. 683, and 
Keenan v. Osborne, 7 O.L.R. 134.

The second complaint by the hank is, that the bank are made 
plaintiffs in the issue. As pointed out in Kinnce v. Bryce, 14 
P.R. 509. if the bank have a transfer of stock as alleged, on prov
ing the document and the date, the onus will be shifted: so this 
point is not of importance.

The third point urged is this: by the order it is provided that 
the bank do within 14 days pay into Court $8,000, or give secur
ity in the sum of $15,000. for the payment of $8,000 according 
to any direction that may hereafter be made ; and, upon such 
payment or security, the Sheriff do withdraw his seizure; hut, in 
default of such payment or security, the Sheriff do sell the stock. 
'I’llis. the bank contend, compels them to purchase this stock at 
$8.000. a sum which is said to he ascertained from a newspaper 
report of the market quotations, or to submit to the stock being 
sold by the Sheriff.

This provision appears to me to be entirely unauthorised and 
unfair. I can see no reason why the bank should he compelled 
to submit to a sale of the stock at the present time. It would 
seem more reasonable to require the execution creditor to put 
up enough to answer the bank’s claim, if any, and take the stock 
if lie desires to sell it. or to provide that the stock should not In* 
sold for less than enough to pay the bank in full if they succeed.

The bank are ready to submit to either of these alternatives, 
but the execution creditor refuses his assent. Of course, if the 
stock can be sold for any such sum as $8,000, the bank are not 
concerned; but the bank fear that the placing of as much stock 
as this upon the market, for a sale without any reserve, may 
result in the stock bringing much less than the amount necessary 
to satisfy the bank’s claim.

Thi* principle which, it seems to me, ought to guide is that 
laid down in England with respect to the sale of property under 
an execution where there is a mortgage. The sale of an equity
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of redemption is not provided for there, ns here. The property 0NT
must he sold free from the charge, and the execution creditor is 7*"^T
required to give security to the mortgagee against any loss.

As ! think the order ought to be reviewed with respect to ----
this matter, and as the matter is obviously one of importance, I l>x, >XX|,T 
give leave to appeal ; and, as the matter is to he reviewed. I think Ki.vns.
it better not to handicap the parties by restricting the leave in ----
any way. The appellants may confine their appeal as advised.

There is another matter, not argued, hut outstanding on tin- 
face of the papers. The course pursued by the Master with 
reference to the claim of Freeman seems to me inexplicable. If 
the assignment to Freeman is good, then the execution creditor 
has no right to the stock. No matter what the form of issue, 
the real test is, whether this stock shall he taken to satisfy the 
execution. In Merchants llank v. Tlcrson, 10 P.R. 117, Sir 
Adam Wilson thought that there should he one issue, in which 
all the execution creditors should he on one side and all the 
claimants on the other.

The proceedings are for the guidance of the Sheriff, and not 
for the adjustment of the rights of the claimants as between 
themselves. If the appellants desire to argue this question 
also, leave is granted to introduce it.

Proceedings may he stayed meantime.

February 20. 1913. The Appellate Division (Mi i.ovk. < ' .f 
Ex.. Cu te. Riddell. Sutherland, and Leiti ii, JJ.).

Tin* Appellate Division, hy consent of all parties, varied the 
order below by directing that, on the appellants failing to give 
security hy their undertaking, within fifteen days, a sale of the 
shares seized may be made by the Sheriff, through brokers, hut 
not for less than $2.000 net: the proceeds of sale to be paid into 
Court to abide the result of the interpleader issue. Costs re- 
served.

GUIMOND et al . plaintiffs, appellants, v FIDELITY PHENIX FIRE 
INSURANCE CO. 'defendants, respondents'.

Nupreme Court of Canada. Sir CharIr» Fitzpatrick. and Darien.
hlinpton. Duff. .1 a fit in, and Rrndrur. Dm in her 111, Iff 12,

1. Insurance (8 UN)—6A)—Fink ixii.icy—Mkaninu of "railway."
The word "railway" ns u«ed in n warranty hy tin- insured in n 

policy of lln- insurance* covering lumber, that no railway run within 
a Npccitiwl distance of tin* insured projierty. is not limited to rail 
ways opened and used for general public trallie but ul»o embrace-» 
railwuys in cour-e of construction upon whose track* construction 
trains and occasional freight train* are l**ing operated to the know
ledge of the insured.

[Cuimoad v. Fidel i Ip. 2 D.L.II. tl.ff. alllrmed.|

CAN

S.C.
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2. PkiN( il’xi. ami agent (Ç I--1 )—Fire ixni it\\< i. Kxowi.kdgk or agent.
The relationship of principal and agent i* not established between 

•in in su ranee company uml a person not in its employ who upon being 
requested to procure insurance on certain property by the owner mmiI 
the application to a general agent in another place who placed a por
tion nf the insurance applied for with the said company and there
fore the company could not he charged with any information acquired 
by such person a< to the nature of the risk or value of the projierty in

[tJuiinund v. Fidelity, 2 D.L.R. 654, atlirmed.]
( IIATTEI. MORTGAGE IJ I — 1 ) —WllAT IS WAREHOUSE RECEIPT UXTIEIt

Bank Act (Can.).
A statutory receipt in the nature of a warehouse receipt given un

der sec. KS of the Bank Act, R.S.C. 1006. eh. 20. as security to a char
tered hank is not a “chattel mortgage” within a warranty condition of 
a lire insurance policy that the insurance -hall lie void if the insured 
property “he or become encumbered by a chattel mortgage." (Dictum 
per Duir. ,f. )

Appeal from a decision of the Supreme Court of New Bruns
wick, Guimond v. FideHty-Phrnix Co., 2 D.L.R. 654, setting 
aside a verdict for the plaintiff at the trial and dismissing the 
action.

The appeal was dismissed.
In an action on a policy insuring sawn lumlier on the north

west of the Tobique rond in Campbellton, N.B., several de
fences were raised, namely, fraud and misrepresentation as 
to quantity and value of lumber; nou-eompliance with a con
dition requiring statement ns to origin of lire and other mat
ters; that the fire was wilfully set by plaintiffs; defective proofs 
of loss ; non-compliance with arbitration condition ; breach of 
condition against encumbrance on lumber; and breach of war
ranty that no railway passed near it. The plaintiffs recovered 
at the trial, the jury’s findings being all in their favour, among 
them being findings that the breaches as to encumbrance and 
the railway were waived. On the trial the defendants aban
doned the charge of arson and failed to prove fraud and mis
representation. The verdict against them was set aside by the 
full Court on grounds of defective proofs, failure to arbitrate 
before action, breach of warranty ns to the railway and breach 
of condition against encumbrances on the lumber. The plain
tiffs appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada.

Jlazcn, K.C., and F. I!. Taylor, for the appellants :—The 
Court below was wrong in holding that there was a breach of 
the arbitration clause. As defendants denied all liability there 
was nothing to arbitrate : Marge non v. Guardian Fire and Life 
Assurance Co., 31 N.S.R. 359 ; Morrow v. Lancashire Ins. Co., 
26 A.R. (Ont.) 173.

The defendants are estopped by their actions from objecting 
to the proofs of loss as informal : Wtstern Assurance Co. v. 
Doull, 12 Can. S.C.R. 446. • The International Railway, being
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only in course of construction, was not a railway within the 
meaning of the policy. See McGillivray on Insurance, 295; 
Wing v. Harvey, 5 DeG. M. & G. 265, at 270. If it were, the 
company, through their agents, hail full knowledge of its ex
istence and location when they issued the policy and the find
ing of the jury must stand. Sec Crosier v. Phoenix Ins. Co., 
13 N.B.R. 200. The security given to the hank was not a chat
tel mortgage, and, therefore, not within the conditions as to 
encumbrances. See Hazzard v. Canada Agricultural Ins. Co., 
39 ÏT.C.Q.B. 419.

Teed, K.C., and J. II. A. L. Fairwcather, for the respond
ents:—The insurance brokers who examined the property were 
not our agents and the knowledge they obtained as to the rail
way cannot be imputed to the defendants. The finding of the 
jury as to waiver was based on such knowledge and cannot 
stand : McLachlan v. Aetna Ins. Co., 9 N.B.R. 173. The security 
to the bank avoided the policy: Hunt v. Springfield Fire and 
Marine Ins. Co., 196 U.S.R. 47. The policy calls for arbitra
tion before action: See Guerin v. Manchester Fire Assurance 
Co., 29 Can. S.C.R. 139. at 151 ; Spurrier v. La Cloche, [1902] 
A C. 446.

CAN.
S. C.
11)1*2

Argument

Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, C.J. :—I would dismiss this ap- rui^ScY.'c.j. 
peal.

Davies, J. :—This is an appeal from the unanimous judg- i>«riei. j. 
ment of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick setting aside 
a verdict entered for the plaintiffs, appellants, and directing 
a verdict to be entered for the defendant company, respondent.
The action was one brought to recover the amount insured by 
the respondents upon a quantity of sawn lumber of the appel
lants piled in their lumber yard in or near the town of Camp- 
bellton, N.B.

A great many questions were submitted by the trial Judge 
to the jury and nearly all were answered by them in the plain
tiffs’ favour resulting in a verdict being entered by the trial 
Judge for them for $3,875, the full amount claimed. The rea
sons given by the Supreme Court for setting aside the verdict 
and directing judgment to be entered for the defendants are 
set forth by Chief Justice Barker with great clearness ami full
ness, and were rested upon four distinct grounds:—

1. That there was a breach of warranty aa to railway track.
2. Non-compliance with the arbitration or appraisement clause.
3. Non-compliance with several conditions precedent in the proofs

4. That the policy was voided by the security given to the buik on
August 15th. *

Mr. Justice White, who concurred in the judgment appealed 
30—9 D.L.B.
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sufficiency of the proofs of loss or as to the questions of waiver 
and estoppel in respect to the same.
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As I have reached the conclusion that the appeal must be 
dismissed upon the ground that there was a breach of warranty 
as to the railway track, it will not be necessary for me to touch 
upon or express any opinion upon any of the other points re
lied upon by the Court below for its judgment. They were ar

Derlre. j.
gued before us at great length and the respective contentions 
of the contesting parties as to non-t lance with the con
ditions of the policy and the waiver by the insurance company 
of compliance with such conditions and as to estoppel and al
leged over-insurance and as to the effect of the statutory sec
urity given to the bank on the lumber, were presented to us 
very fully.

The property insured, the amount, and certain special con
ditions of the risk are described in the following passage, which 
was typewritten, taken from the face of the policy:—

Four Thousand Dollars.
On sawn lumber, piled and lying on northwest of Tohique road, in 

the town of Cnmpbellton, N.B.
Other concurrent insurance permitted without notice until requested.
loss, if any, payable to Lu Banque Nationale.
Subject to condition of average hereto annexed.
It is warranted by the assured in accepting this policy that a clear 

space of 300 feet shall be maintained between the lumber hereby in
sured and any standing wood, brush or forest, any steam or water
power saw-mill, planing mill or other special hazard, and that no 
railway passes through the lot on which said lumber is piled, or 
within 200 feet.
It was admitted at the argument that the track of the In

ternational Railway was within the prohibited distance when 
the policy was issued and when the loss occurred, in fact that 
the jury so found in one of their answers. The jury also found 
that the insurance company

had either by itself or its duly authorized agent waived performance 
of the conditions of the policy (e) in regard to there being a railway 
running through the yard where the lumber was piled; that an agent 
of the company had inspected the plaintiff»' lumber yard immediately 
before and as a preliminary to the placing of the insurance upon the 
lumber piled therein; that the company or its agents were aware at 
the time of insuring the lumber that" it was within one hundred feet 
of the railway,

and that the railway was not open for “general business*’ be
fore the lumber was destroyed by the fire. The contention put 
forward by the plaintiffs in their pleadings and at the trial 
was that the word “railway” in the warranty necessarily means 
only a completed railway authorized to be operated for general

9
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public traffic, and docs not include such a railway as the In
ternational Railway here in question which was at the time of 
the issuance of the policy and also when the tire occurred a 
railway in course of construction only, and not open for general 
public traffic. I cannot accept this contention.

Although the International Railway Company only began to 
operate with respect to general public traffic a short time after 
the fire, it had been in operation for all construction purposes 
and for freight traffic for some length of time before the policy 
issued. The evidence is clear and was not questioned that this 
International Railway was so far completed and operated past 
this lumber yard as to carry freight and that as a fact all the 
lumber in the plaintiffs* lumber yard covered by the policy 
sued on had been hauled over this railway from plaintiffs’ 
mills to the yard, a distance of some 12 or If) miles. It also ap
peared that large quantities of lumber sold by the plaintiffs to 
their customers were carried by this railway from the plain
tiffs* mill past the lumber yard to Campbellton and to the wharf 
for shipment and elsewhere, and that this had been going on. 
if not after the policy issued, at any rate up to within a very 
short time before it issued. The issues submitted for trial and 
actually tried did not render necessary any proof of the actual 
running of trains along the railway past the luml>cr yard dur
ing the time the policy was in existence and neither party of
fered any evidence on that point. The only inference to he 
drawn from the evidence is that ; he operation of the railway 
for the purposes of freight traffic was under legal authority. 
It was not suggested by any one that the railway had been 
illegally operated as regards freight traffic, and we cannot as
sume that to have been the case. Mr. Ilazen’s further submis
sion, however, on this branch of the ease was first, that there 
was sufficient evidence to justify the findings by the jury above 
referred to as to the waiver by the defendants of the condition 
or warranty in the policy that “no railway passed through the 
lot on which the lumber was piled, or within 200 feet,” and as 
to their knowledge when issuing the policy of the existence of 
this railway; and secondly, that no specific evidence of the ac
tual running of trains along this railway from the time of the 
issuance of the policy had been given.

On the question of the alleged knowledge of the company of 
the existence of this railway and of their waiver of the war
ranty in the policy, I am of the opinion that there was no evid
ence whatever to justify the findings of the jury. These could 
only be upheld on the ground that Frink and Shannon were 
the agents of the company when the policy issued and that the 
knowledge they may have obtained from such an inspection of 
the premises as they made must lie imputed to the defendants,
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their principals, or if only one of them should be held to bo 
such agent, that his knowledge should be so imputed.

I agree with Chief Justice Barker in his conclusion after 
reviewing the evidence on this point, that there was nothing to 
sustain the contention that “Frink acted or was in fact the de
fendants’ agent.” As he says, “the evidence was all the other 
way. Neither lie nor Shannon had any connection direct or 
indirect that 1 can see with the defendants. To attempt, under 
such circumstances to fix the defendants with knowledge of 
facts which they had as in any way affecting this insurance 
seems to me altogether useless.” Moreover, there is no evid
ence that either of them had any knowledge that the railway 
had been operated for ar.y purpose. But, even if the findings of 
the jury could he sustained of the company’s agents having 
knowledge of the existence of this rail wav within the lumber 
yard, I cannot see how such knowledge on their part could avail 
to overcome, either on the ground of estoppel or waiver, the ex
press warranty which the company chose to require from plain
tiffs as a condition of their insurance contract attaching. There 
is nothing whatever to indicate that either Frink or Shannon 
had communicated any information respecting the existence 
of this railway or its relation to the lumber yard to the defen
dant company.

I see no essential element of estoppel present in the facts as 
proved, and 1 cannot see how the doctrine of waiver can be ap
plied to an express warranty written in the body of the policy 
and forming part of the contract. The plaintiffs must he assum
ed to have read their policy and if they did not read it cannot 
plead their ignorance of the existence of the warranties on which 
it is expressly issued as an answer to evidence of their breach. 
I understand waiver to mean something said or done, some ag
reement made or assumed to have been made, subsequent to 
the condition or warranty, whereby the performance or observ
ance of the condition or warranty need not be carried out, made 
nor proved. But that is not the case here. Nothing of the kind 
is alleged respecting this warranty and if there was any ques
tion of its waiver there is nothing to shew that the waiver was 
in writing and attached to the policy as required by its con
ditions.

As to the suggestion or argument not presented in the plead
ing nor in the appellants’ factum, but advanced here by Mr. 
Ilazeti, that because evidence was not given of the actual run
ning of trains over the railway past the lumber yard during 
the period covered by the policy, therefore there was no breach 
of the warranty proved, I am unable to accept it. The war
ranty was that no railway passed through the lot on which the 
lumber was piled. The company pleaded this warranty and
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alleged that the Internatioual Railway ran through the lot. 
The plaintiffs rejoined that when the policy was written and 
the loss occurred, the said railway was not completed and waa 
not a railway within the meaning of the policy. That was the 
issue and the evidence admittedly shewed that such a railway 
did de facto exist, and had carried all the lumber insured from 
the plaintiff's* mills to the lumber yard, and other lumber of 
the plaintiff's from the mills and the lumber yard to Campbell- 
ton, and to the wharf and other places. If the plaintiffs had 
shewn that neither construction nor freight trains had been 
run past the lumber yard during the currency of the policy, 
they might have been in a position at least to argue that the 
railway had ceased to continue as such within the meaning of 
the policy. The warranty was not that no train would pass 
along the railway during the continuance of the policy, but that 
no railway passed through the lumber yard. When it was 
proved that a railway did di facto so pass, and that construc
tion and freight trains were in the habit of passing over it and 
that the very lumber insured had been then recently carried by 
such trains to the lumber yard, and other lumber of plaintiffs 
to their purchasers past the yard, it seems to me the fact of a 
railway being there was sufficiently shewn.

It could hardly be said to be arguable that a railway in 
process of construction, over which construction trains were 
passing, and which had authority to carry freight and had 
exercised for a long time that authority, was not a railway with
in the meaning of such a warranty as that contained in this 
policy. If the plaintiff's in this case under the issues of fact 
joined desired to shew that although it had been a railway it 
had ceased to be one, either because it had been abandoned, 
or because the company had stopped running trains over this 
part of the tracks either for construction purposes or for carry
ing freight or for any other purpose, it was their duty to have 
given some evidence of the facts. A railway running trains for 
construction purposes or for carrying freight was as much a 
railway within the meaning of the term used in the warranty 
as one having statutory authority to operate for all purposes. 
The risks against which the warranty was obviously inserted 
to guard existed as much in the one case as the other.

Idinoton, J.:—The appellants sued on a fire insurance 
policy wherein appeared in the typewritten particulars thereof, 
amongst other things, the following:—

It i- warranted by the assured in accepting this policy that a 
clear space of three hundred feet shall lie maintained between the 
lumber hereby insured and any standing wood, brush or forest, any 
steam or waterpower Haw-mill, planing mill or other special hazard; 
and that no railway passes through the lot on which said lumber is 
piled, or within 200 feet.

4ti!t
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hlington, J.

The verdict obtained was set aside on appeal to the Supreme 
Court of New Brunswick on the ground, amongst others, that 
there was a breach of this warranty (which was not observed 
by the assured, and indeed, was broken as soon as made), and 
thus the right of recovery defeated. The lumber in fact was 
piled on a lot within the prohibited two hundred feet from a 
railway. This railway had been constructed for twenty miles 
or more and ran past the place where the lumber in question 
was piled, but the railway company had not been given the auth
ority of the Railway Commission to run passenger cars and do 
general business. It was contended we must, therefore, hold 
that it was not a railway within the meaning of the words in 
said warranty. It had been in use not only for construction 
purposes, but also for carrying freight, and amongst other 
freight had carried for appellants this very lumber now in 
question, and a great deal more. Having regard to the mani
fest purpose of such a condition as this warranty in an insur
ance policy, it seems impossible to read it in the restricted sense 
asked by the appellants. The contention that the respondent 
knew all this has no evidence to support it. The brokers who 
induced appellants to apply to the respondent for insurance 
were neither in fact its agents nor held out in any way by it to 
give them the appearance of agents for it and thus to lead people 
to believe them such. The objection thus raised, therefore, seems 
fatal to recovery herein. No good purpose can be served so far 
as I can sec by deciding here the validity or invalidity of the 
several other objections taken.

I may, however, be permitted to observe that some, if not all, 
of them might by according due weight to some cases cited by 
appellants, have been overcome had there been in force in New 
Brunswick legislation dealing with conditions in or upon in
surance policies similar to what has existed in Ontario for a 
great many years and also for some time past in some, if not 
all, of the Western provinces. The appeal should be dismissed 
with costs.

Duff. -i. Dvff, J. :—On the ground stated in the judgment of my
brother Idington 1 think this appeal should be dismissed. It 
is strictly unnecessary to discuss any of the other grounds upon 
which the respondent company supported the judgment of tin? 
Court below, hut one point is relied upon to which, I think, it 
is right to refer. The policy contained the following clause:— 

This entire policy, unless otherwise provided by agreement in
dorsed hereon, or added hereto, shall be void if the insured ... or 
if the subject of insurance lie personal property and lie or liecoino 
encumbered by a chattel mortgige . . . or if any change other 
than by the death of an insured take place in the interest, title, or 
possession of the subject of insurance.
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1

On the 15th August, 1910, after the risk attached, the ap
pellants gave La Banque Nationale security for loans amount
ing to $29,133.15 upon part of the personal property which was 
the subject of the risk under section 88 of the Bank Act. It 
is argued that in consequence of giving this security “the sub
ject of insurance” became “encumbered by a chattel mort
gage.” The proposition upon which the contention rests is. 
of course, that a security taken by a bank under section 88 of 
the Bank Act is a chattel mortgage within the clause above 
quoted. I cannot agree with this contention. It is not neces
sary to say whether or not a security taken under section 88 
of the Bank Act has such legal effect and such legal incidents 
as would technically justify one in describing it as a mortgage. 
The term “chattel mortgage” is a term of common use in those 
provinces in which the legal system is based upon the law of 
England. In most, if not all. of those provinces the class of 
instruments understood to be designated by that term is co 
nomine the subject of legislation ; and that legislation has, of 
course, nothing whatever to do with securities of the descrip
tion in question. In the Bank Act itself such securities are no
where alluded to as “chattel mortgages,” and in common 
speech, whether of lawyers or laymen, that term would not he 
taken to comprehend such securities and I do not think any 
legal draftsman would regard “chattel mortgage” as an apt 
term for the purpose of designating them. As the phrase does 
not necessarily include such a security it seems to follow in 
accordance with the general rule governing the construction of 
insurance policies that the insurance company must submit 
to that construction which accords with the common under
standing of the words employed and which is most favourable 
to the insured. There is here, of course, no suggestion of a con
trolling context.

Anglin, J.:—I concur in the judgment of Mr. Justice Davies 
in so far as it is based on the ground that the proximity of the 
International Railway to the plaintiffs’ lumber yard constituted 
a breach of warranty and on the absence of any evidence that 
either Mr. Frink or Mr. Shannon was an agent of the defen
dant company. Beyond this 1 wish not to express an opinion, 
which is unnecessary to the decision of this appeal, on the ques
tions of waiver and estoppel discussed in my learned brother's 
notes.

Brodeur, J. :—This appeal should he dismissed. It was the 
duty of the appellants when they received their policy to ex
amine it and see whether the contract as expressed therein was 
acceptable or not. There was. in the main body of the policy, a 
typewritten clause to the effect that the insured warranted that
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CAN. no railway was passing within 200 foot of the lumber insured.

1912

As it lias been decided by this (’ourt in the ease of The Provi
dent Savings Life Assurance Society of New York v. Mowat, 
32 Can. S.C.R. 147, the insured or his agent had opportunity 
to examine the policy and he cannot now be heard to say that it 
did not contain the terms of the contract agreed upon and that 
the warranty stipulated was of no effect.

Appeal dismissed with eosls.

IMP KELLY v. ENDERTON.

P. c.
ISIS

Judicial Commilhc of tin privy Council. Present -. The /tight Honourable
1 iseount Haldane i Lord Chancellor i. Lords Dunedin. Atkinson, and 
Moulton. December 17, 1912.

l*<\ 17. 1. Brokers ( 8 11 A—(1)—Real estate huokers—Option to purchase -
Com m ission.

The fact that llio payment of a commission, if a sale was made, was 
provided for in an agreement giving a person an option to purchase 
property does not constitute him the vendor's agent.

[ Kelly v. Enderton, 5 D.L.R. 613, affirmed.]
2. Brokers (§11 A—0)—Real estate brokers—Option to purchase.

An option contract for the purchase of land made in favour of a 
firm of real estate brokers who were under no fiduciary relationship 
to the owner who gives the option, may also provide for payment by 
the owner to the firm of brokers of a stated commission whether 
they become the buyers themselves or procure another to carry out 
the terms of the option as the purchaser in substitution for the 
brokers ; and such stipulation for payment of commission v/ill not 
alone constitute the brokers the agents of the owner so as to create 
the fiduciary relationship of principal and agent between them.

1 Livingstone v. /toss. flOOl] AX'. 327. 85 L.T. 382, distinguished.]
3. Contracts (§ Y (' 3—*02) — Rescission — Agency—Fiduciary rela

tionship—Deali.no AT ARM’S LENGTH.
A communication from a person representing a real estate agent 

made to an owner of land from whom he was trying to get a con
tract of option for the purchase of his property, that there were no 
other property transactions going on in the neighbourhood in which 
this property was situated, although the person making the communi
cation may have known that his principal had liecn buying other 
piece* of property in that neighlmurhood, is not a misrepresentation 
Jans causant coni raclai which would lie ground for rescission, where 
the parties were dealing at arm’s length and there was no duty of 
disclosure.

| A icily v. Enderton, ft D.UR. 613, 2*2 Man. L.R. 277. affirmed.]

Statement Appeal from a judgment of the Court of Appeal for Mani
toba. Kelly v. Kndtrton, 5 I).L.R. 613,22 Man. L.R. 277, affirm
ing a judgment of Mathers, C.J., at the trial before him without 
a jury, in favour of the respondents, the defendants below.

The action was brought to set aside a side of land to the re
spondents under circumstances which appear fully in the judg
ment of their Lordships.
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Sir H. Finlay, K.C., O'Connor, K.I-. (of tin* Manitoba Bar), 
.•nid /«'. 0. ft. appeared for the appellants, and argued that 
the appellants were induced to enter into a contract by false 
and fraudulent misrepresentations, and the concealment of 
material facts, and in any ease it was a contract of agency un
der which the agent could not bind his principal to sell to him. 
They referred to Livinyslom v. /loss, 119011 A.C. .127, 85 L.T.R. 
d82: I a ids y. I fill man, 8 ILL. Cas. (IH7 : (Jordon v Street 
118991 2 QB. 041, 81 L.T.R. 827.

It nek mast t r. K.C., Andrurs, K.< . (of the Manitoba Bar), 
and (hoffny Lawrmci, ared for the respondents, were
not called on to address their Lordships.

Their Lordships’ judgment was delivered by
Loan Dunedin :—The appellants in this case, Messrs. Kelly, 

were proprietors of some ground in the city of Winnipeg. They 
were approached by a person of the name of Russell, one of the 
defendants to the action, with a view to procuring an option of 
the purchase of the property. Russell at first made a proposal 
for an option in favour of a person called Bell on certain terms. 
The negotiations were abortive. He subsequently procured 
from the Kellys a document which lias been called exhibit 2, 
and was in these terms :—

\\f*. Martin mnl Michael Kelly, of tin* <ity of Wi uni peg, gentlemen, 
in consideration of one dollar, for which we hereby acknowledge re
ceipt, agree to give C. H. Emlcrton 4 Co. the option to purchase lot 
eight hundred and eighty nine (8$9). Mock :t, according to a map or 
plan of part of lot one (1) of the parish of Saint John, being in 
the city of \\ innipeg. in the Province of Manitoba, registered in the 
Winnipeg land titles office as plan No. 121», for the suin' of seventy 
thousand four hundred ( 70,400.001 dollars on the following terms : 
Twenty-five thousand dollars cash on completion of title papers, and 
the balance, forty-five thousand four hundred ( 45,4001 dollars, a# 
follows: Thirteen thousand two hundred dollars ( 13,200 dollars) in 
two consecutive payments on the fifteenth da\ of March, 11)12, and 
1013, and the balance the purchaser to assume in a mortgage which 
is now on the property, dated on or about the first of October, 1910. 
which is payable twice yearly ; one thousand dollars of principal and 
interest at 6 per cent. (0 ' i |*er annum. This mortgage expires on the 
first day of Octolier, 1915. Deferred payments to bear interest at 0 
per vent, per annum. Taxes and rents to lie adjusted to date 
of purchase. We hereby agree to pay one thousand dollars commis
sion to C. H. Knderton 4 Co., on sale of above-described property on 
the above-described terms. This option is to expire at six o’clock in 
the afternoon of Wednesday, the fifteenth day of March. 1911. We 
hereby agree to close Ibis sale by deed and mortgage.

This was signed hv the Kellys ou the 11th March. On the 
loth March, the day of the expiration of the option. Messrs. 
Kelly received a letter from Messrs. Andrews. » firm of solicitors 
in Winnipeg, in the following terms :—.
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We iK'g to advise you that Messrs. C. H. Enderton & Co. have 
placed in our hands 24.000.00 dollars cash in order to carry out the 
terms of the option given by you to them expiring at six o'clock p.m. 
this day. for the sale to that firm of lot 889, block 3. according to a 
map or plan of part of lot one (1) of the parish of St. John, being 
in tlm city of Winnipeg in the Province of Manitoba, registered in 
the land titles oiliee as plan No. 129; said firm of C. H. Enderton & 
Co. bave also placed in our hands the necessary funds to make 
the adjustments of taxes and rents as provided in the option, ami 
we now notify you on behalf of the said firm of C. H. Enderton Sc Co. 
that they are now ready and willing to make the purchase of the 
said property on the terms set out in the said option, and that they 
are ready to close the matter out with you at any time to-day that 
you may lie ready. We are now preparing the mortgages from the 
purchaser, and will have same ready for delivery over in exchange 
for deed of transfer. If you have any solicitor acting for you in the 
matter kindly advise us, so that no delay may occur in having the 
matter closed out.

Following upon this, the money, so far as due, was duly 
paid, and the name of one Simpson was given as the person in 
whose favour the conveyance was to be made. The conveyance 
was executed and the mortgage by the purchaser was executed.

The plaintiffs allege that they subsequently discovered that 
Simpson was a clerk in Enderton’s office, and that the true pur
chasers were the Kndertons themselves. They bring this action 
to set aside the conveyance and recover the property upon the 
ground, first, of false representations by Russell, and second, 
upon the ground that the sale being to Kndertons, which fact 
was concealed from them, was had, in respect that no agent to 
sell can bind his principal to sell to himself, the agent.

As regards the lirst ground of action, the false representa
tion is said to consist in this, that in the course of the negotia
tions the plaintiffs asked Russell whether there was anything 
doing in Portage avenue, meaning thereby whether there were 
any other property transactions going on in the neighbourhood 
in which this property was situated, and that he said, “No,” 
whereas in point of fact, he knew that the Kndertons, for whom 
he was really acting, had been buying other pieces of property 
there. It is enough as to this to say that the trial Judge came 
to the conclusion that the false representation, which was denied 
by Russell, was not in fact made; and that, as this depends 
solely on the credibility of Kelly on the one hand and Russell 
on the other, their Lordships be slow to come to a differ
ent conclusion. Even if the rpiestion had been so asked and so 
answered, they think that a general communication of this sort 
between parties at arm’s length, where there was no duty of 
disclosure, would fall short of that specific misrepresentation 
(Jans causam contractui which would be ground for rescission. 
They say “between parties at arm’s length” because, be it ob-
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served, in this branch of the case, the plaintiffs must treat Rus
sell as the agent of Enderton & Co. to obtain the contract con
tained in exhibit No. *2.

As regards the second ground of rescission, the defendants 
deny that Simpson was a mere /oilr-nom for Enderton ,V Co,, 
but tile inquiry whether that is so is needless unless the eon 
tract contained in exhibit 2 is a mere contract of agency and 
not a contract under which Enderton & Co. had a right to pur
chase for themselves. It therefore becomes necessary to consider 
first of all what is the true import of the document, exhibit 2. 
Priimi /«rie, the undertaking is exceedingly clear. The Kellys 
hind themselves to give Enderton & Co. the option of purchasing 
on certain terms. The only argument which can he found in 
favour of this being anything hut an option is the clause near 
the end: “We hereby agree to pay one thousand dollars com
mission to C. II. Enderton & Co. on sale of the above-described 
property on the above-described terms.’* It is said that this 
shews that the agreement is not an agreement for sale on option, 
hut is a mere agency agreement. Their lordships are unable 
to accede to this contention. The option of buying is given to 
Enderton in plain and unequivocal terms, and it would require 
to he shewn that the sllliseqlient clause ns to commission was 
necessarily inconsistent with an option of buying to induce them 
to construe the clause in other than its natural way. Hut where 
is the inconsistency? It seems quite a natural thing to say: 
“You are to have an allowance of commission of one thousand 
dollars for finding a purchaser who is able to pay the twenty- 
five thousand dollars cash and come under the further obliga
tions, and that whether you are yourselves the purchasers or 
you give the benefit of the option to another purchaser.”

Their Lordships are referred to the case of Livint/shint v. 
I!oss, 119011 A.C. 227, 85 L.T. Rep. 982, when1 an agreement 
was held to be a mere agreement of agency and to give no right 
to the agent to introduce himself as purchaser. Obviously each 
agreement must la- judged of according to its own terms, and 
they think that the distinction between the agreements in that 
ease and in this is obvious and vital. In that case no option in 
favour of Livingstone was expressed; and the opinion of the 
hoard is expressly rested on the fact that, if side on option 
anil not agency had been intended, such option would have 
been expressed by the insertion of the words, “to you" after 
the words. “We offer to sell." The expression “to you" was 
indeed employed in an ancillary clause dealing with timber on 
the ground: hut it was held that this could not supply the 
crucial omission just mentioned. In this case, as already"men
tioned, the offer to sell to Endertons by name stands in the 
forefront of the contract. Further, in that ease, the moment
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that Livingstone assumed to accept, Hoss at once repudiated 
that view of the agreement. Here, there is neither challenge 
nor repudiation of the letter of the loth March, and the convey
ance for which the only warranty was the offer contained in 
exhibit 2. and the acceptance in the letter of the 15th March, 
was duly executed in favour of Kndcrton & Co.’s nominee.

This being their Lordships* view of the construction of the 
contract contained in exhibit 2. it becomes unnecessary to con
sider whether Simpson is really an independent assignee of 
Kndcrton & Co., or whether he truly holds as a trustee for them. 
Their Lordships are therefore of opinion that the result to 
which the trial Judge and the Court of Appeal came was eor 
reet, and they will humbly advise His Majesty that this appeal 
ought to be dismissed.

The respondents, Kndcrton & Co. ami Russell, will have their 
separate costs of the appeal, and the respondent Simpson will 
have such costs as he may be entitled to.

A ppral (Iism isst */.

PARSONS et al. (defendants, appellantsi v. SOVEREIGN BANK OF 
CANADA (plaintiff, respondent!

•Inilieinl l‘oui in it h i' of the Print i'ouneil. Pretest: Fwcounf Haldane 
(Lord Vhn nor I lor). Lord Maerutghten, Lord .1 this ton, ami Lout Shan' 
of Ihinfrrinline. October 13. 1012.

1. RM'KIVKKH (8 11—IS)—POWKRM AM) l.l AUII.ITIKH.

The authority of a receiver appointed in a dulienture holder»' lo
tion in r«H|ieet of a vompniiy’» iiiaiiiifiivtiiring liusinc»* i» limited b> 
the term» of the order appointing him. mid Im i» neither un agent of 
the debenture-holder* to pledge their credit, nor the company'» agent 
mi tin to Iw under the company'* control.

2. Rmkivkrs i8M—16)—Dkhkntvbkiiouikkh’ action I*owkb to CON
TINT* Til* III SINKS*.

Where the po»»e»»ion of o maiiilfiieturing undertaking and it* 
BNnet» are given by order of the court in a delN-nture holder»’ net ion 
to receiver» and manager» appointed by the court for the expre»» pur 
|hi»c of emit inning ami carrying on the hu*inc»». *uh»i»ting conti.yt» 
with customer* for the manufacture and supply of merehandi»e by 
the eoinpany to »uch customer* are not thereby terminated.

[SurrnigH Itank of Canada v Parson*. 21 <).I*IL 'ts7. reversed: 
Ih ill v. Hrplosirrs Co., /,#«/.. Ill Q.ll.l). 2UÔ. di»tiiigiii»hed. |

.1. Rm kivkiih (8 II—21)—Di:iii:nti iu -houghs' action -I'fino company'»

Where receiver* and manager» have Ik-cii appointed by the court 
in a delimiture holder»’ action brought for sale of the undertaking and 
lilN-rty ha* been given the receiver to continue tin* lamine»» they max 
u»e tiie name and exerci*e the power» of the corporation for the fill 
filment of contract» current at the time of their appointment and 
made ill the ordinary courue of tin- company*» buwines*.

| I/o** Steamship Co. v. U hmnei/, (1912] A.C. 264, distinguished.)
1. Sir OKI AND OOUNTKWT.AIM <8 1 I>—20)—Al AGAIN FT AHFIONKK -Non- 

VVLKII.IIENT OK CONTRACT BUKO VPON.
Where receiver» and manager» of a inaniifacturing company, ap 

pointed in a bondholder»' action with |*ower to continue the hti-i
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nv-< proeeeihsl to viitr\ mit the vnmpaiiy'tt exiwting vont met s for tin* 
supply of viistifiiiws. hut reserving tin* power afterwards to refuse to 
fulfil the same, their subsequent refusal to carry out a current con
tract given rise to an immediate cause of action for damages against 
the company which the customer C entitled to counterclaim in an 
action for the price of goods sold and delivered under the contract, 
even as against assignees of the latter claim to whom it had liven 
pledged as security for advances to the receivers as such, where notice 
of siivii assignment was not given to tin* customer until after tin* 
notice of refusal.

fSovereign llank v. I’amon*, 21 O.L.R. 387, reversed.]
5. ('OBTURATION 8 ANII ( OMIVXXIKS ( g V I \—,100)—DISSOLUTION \ Ml I oil-

fKiritBK—Rkvkivkrsiiit.
Iii the absence of a liquidation the pnHona of a corporation re

mains legally intact notwithstanding the appointment hv the court 
of receivers and manager-, of the company's business made ,u a 
bondholders' action to enforce their security.

Appeal from the judgment of the Court of Appeal for On
tario in Sovereign Hank v. Par sons, 24 O.L.K. 387, whereby the 
majority of that Court affirmed the judgment of Britton, Jm 
at the trial, refusing to the defendants the set-off of damages 
claimed by them.

Mr. Jr stick K. M. Mkrkditii, dissented in the Court of Ap
peal.

The Judicial Committee allowed the appeal with costs.
The Sovereign Hank sued as assignees of the receivers ap

pointed in a landholders’ action for the Imperial Paper Mills 
Co., Limited, claiming the invoice price of goods purchased by 
Parsons et al. defendants.

The paper company had entered into divers contracts with 
the defendants for the ma mi fact tire and supply of paper. In 
an action brought by mortgagees for the bondholders of the 
paper company, receivers and managers of the company’s luisi- 
n«*ss were, in October, lîMHî, and January, 1ÎNI7. appointed by 
the Court, and carried on the manufacture of paper and sup
plied paper to the defendants. The receivers and managers, 
under tin* authority of the Court, liorrowed certain money from 
the bank and assigned to the bank their money claim against 
the defendants for the price of paper supplied. The hank sued 
for the amount of the claim. The defendants alleged that the 
claim of the plaintiffs arose by virtue of certain contracts made 
by the paper company and assumed and adopted by tin* receiv
ers and managers, and by reason ol new contracts witli the de
fendants and the carrying out thereof by the receivers and man
agers. and that the contracts with III..... nnpany had not lieeii
carried out by the receivers and managers, and the defendants 
sought to set off the damages which they had sustained by the 
breach against, the money claim <»l the plnintills.

Buekmêittr, K.C.. and II. •< Vrtnton, and <»*. L. Smith (of 
the Ontario Bar), for the appellants, referred to Young v. A it-
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chin. L.R. 3 Kx. 1). 127; Xewfoundland Government v. .Vcir- 
found/and H. Co., 13 AC. 199, at 212, 213; Mc nr y Steel and 
Iron Co. \. Saylor, L.R. 9, A.V. 434; lie Newdigatc Colliery Co., 
[1912] 1 Ch. 468.

Sir If. Finlay. K.C., Bickntll, K.C. (of the* Ontario Bar), 
and Geoffrey Lawrence, for the respondents, referred to Moss 
Steamship Co. v. Whinney, [1912] A.C. 254; Burt v. Bell, 
11895] 1 Q.B. 276 ; lie id v. Explosives Co., 19 Q.B.D. 264: Mid
land v. A If wood, [1905] 1 Ch. 357 ; Hr Xewdigate Colliery Co., 
11912] 1 eh. 468 : He Thames Ironworks Co., 28 Times L.R. 273; 
Boulton v. Jones, 2 11. & N. 564: Benjamin on Sales, 5th ed., 
94.

'Plie judgment of the Board was delivered by
Viscount IIaldane, L.C. :—The appellants are paper mer

chants, and the respondents are hankers. The Imperial Paper 
Mills Company was incorporated under Ontario law in 1903. 
It has carried on the business of paper manufacture at Stur
geon Kails in Ontario, and has had numerous business con
tracts with the appellants from a date prior to October 27,
1906. A receiver and manager of the Paper Mills Co. was then 
appointed by the Court in a debenture-holders’ action, but the 
business relations with the appellants continued. On September 
14. 1906, the Paper Mills Co. had made an agreement with cer
tain parties who included the respondents, under which the 
respondents and others, being already creditors, were to make 
certain advances for assisting the business of the company on 
the terms that the accounts for goods sold by the company 
should be hypothecated, and a certain supervision of the busi
ness should be established. On October 27, 1906, under the 
order already referred to, John Craig was appointed receiver 
and manager with liberty to continue the business in accord
ance with this agreement. By another order of January ft.
1907, George Edwards was appointed receiver ami manager 
along with Craig, and they were given liberty to continue the 
business, but not to act as managers after June 1. 1907. without 
the leave of the Court.

At the date of the first appointment of the receiver and man
ager there were contracts for the supply of paper which were 
current between the appellants and the Paper Mills Co. These 
contracts were for the supply, periodically, of quantities of 
paper, and the contracts extended over considerable periods. 
The appellants’ practice was from time to time to send direc
tions to the Paper Mills Co. for the delivery of paper under the 
contracts. By notice in writing on June 17. 1907. the receiv
ers and managers declared the contracts cancelled. Prior to
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this date, on June 14, the receivers and managers had as
signed amounts due from the appellants for paper delivered lo 
them to the extent of upwards of $15,000 to the respondents. 
Notice of this assignment was for the first time given to the ap
pellants on July 27. The respondents claimed these sums as 
due to them. The appellants replied that the company had 
broken its contracts, and that the appellants had suffered heavy 
loss, the amount of which they claimed to set against the sums 
due to the respondents. It appears to have been agreed in the 
Courts below that if the appellants were justified in this claim 
the ajnount of their damages exceeded what was due to the ap
pellants. The question in this appeal is whether the claim of 
the appellants to set off the damages they had suffered was a 
good one. The answer to this question depends upon whether 
the appellants are able to establish that the goods delivered to 
them were delivered under the old contracts with the com
pany, and not under new contracts made with the receivers and 
managers: for, on the latter footing, the debt assigned would 
not be a debt due to the company, and it could be assigned 
free from any claim for damages for breach by the company of 
its contracts. The Ontario statute which enables assignment of 
choses in action is in substantially the same terms as is see. 25 
of the English Judicature Act. 1873. and enables such assign
ments to be made, but only subject to equities. No doubt, a 
claim for damages for breach would be such an equity if it 
arose under the same contract, and the point in the ease is there
fore. whether the appellants took the deliveries in respect of 
which the sums assigned were claimed under new and single 
contracts made with the receivers and managers, as to which 
there could be no such question of breach, or under the original 
contracts with the company for delivery over fixed periods, 
contracts which had undoubtedly been repudiated, and for 
breach of which the company was responsible.

In order to answer this question it will be convenient, 
first place, to look at the position in point of law of the receiv
ers and managers. A receiver and manager appointed, as were 
those in the present ease, is the agent neither of the debenture- 
holders. whose credit he cannot pledge, nor of the company, 
which cannot control him. lie is an officer of the Court put in 
to discharge certain duties prescribed by the order appointing 
him ; duties which in the present ease extended to the continua
tion and management of the business. The company remain4 
in existence, but it has lost its title to control its assets and 
a flairs, with the result that some of its contracts, such as those 
in which it stands to an employee in the relation of master fo 
servant, being of a personal nature, may, in certain cases, be 
determined by the mere change in possession, and the company
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may be made liable for a breach. But it does not follow that all 
the contracts of the company are determined even, to put the 
highest case, when a mortgagee acting under a power in his 
mortgage assumes control of the business of the mortgagor. The 
mortgagee may be in a position to say that he has authority to 
carry out in the name of the mortgagor contracts with a third 
person, r q., for the manufacture and delivery of goods ; and 
the third person may have no right to allege a breach on the 
ground of mere change of those who actually manufacture and 
deliver the goods for the company. Such a contract usually in
volves no stipulation as to the identity of those by whom the 
work of the company is to be performed, and the legal persona 
of the company may continue to subsist. In the present case the 
receivers and managers, were, by the terms of the orders of the 
Court, ol vious'y intended to carry on the actual business of the 
company with as little breach of continuity as possible; and 
there was no reason why they should not use the name and 
powers of the company for the purpose of fulfilling existing or
ders. It is. no doubt, true that prima facie, any new contracts 
they made would ordinarily be made by them personally in re
liance on their right of indemnity out of the assets, as hap
pened in the recent case before the House of Lords of Moss 
Steamship Co., Lid. v. Whinney, 11912] A.C. 2Ô4, where a 
new contract made by the receiver was held, as matter of con
struction, to have been entered into by him personally. But in 
the present case the contracts were contracts entered into before 
the receivers and managers were appointed, and had been en
tered into in the ordinary course of the business of the com
pany in manufacturing and delivering paper ; and there is. in 
their Lordships’ opinion, no ground for presuming that the re 
ceivers and managers intended to act otherwise than in the name 
of the company to carry to a conclusion the business which was 
current, or that they meant to repudiate the obligations of the 
company. In the absence of a liquidation the persona of the 
contracting company remained legally ' though controlled 
by the receivers and managers.

When their Lordships turn to the evidence it appears to 
them that the course taken was to carry out the old contracts in 
this fashion. Mr. Craig states, in his cross-examination, the 
course of business:—

Q. Then at the time you were appointed receiver and manager on 
the 27th of October, you found these other contract* (being those 
the subject of the appeal) that you have mentioned here in existence 
there in the books of the company T A. I found them there.

Q. And you continued to ship paper under these as you had don. 
Wore? A. There were certain orders that were there at the time 
which we tilled, and then we received fresh orders from Parsons Br«-

90
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The position of Mr. Craig must In* borne in mind. Hr had 
been tin* managing director of the company, and under the 
financial agreement of September 14. ISM Mi. already referred to 
he had been one of the three members of the committee of sup
ervision and management. By the order appointing the re
ceiver and manager he had been appointed on behalf of the 
debenture-holders, whose security included the entire under
taking and assets, but with liberty to continue the business pur
suant to and in accordance with the agreement of September 
14, and to borrow money for this purpose. It was apparently 
contemplated that the business should be carried on without 
change, and Mr. Craig himself took this view. For. replying to 
an inquiry from one of the appellants, lie wrote on November 
3, 1906:—

The appointment of Mr. Tail ami myself as receivers was made in 
a friendly application, ami was for tlm purpose nf carrying through 
the re-organization scheme. This was done with a view to prevent 
any creditor or bondholder from intervening, and perhaps, upsetting 
the arrangement unless lie were Isinght out. ami was done in the in 
torest of the general body of bondholders and the creditors. There 
is not only no likeliliooil of the mills being shut down, but in this 
appointment every assurance that the mills will Is- run. The agree
ment made with the hanks under which the mills have Is-en running 
since the 15th September was continued by the Court and instruc
tions given me to continue to ae.t under it so long us seemed suitable 
to the receiver.

Mr. Craig’s action was entirely in accordance with this 
view. lie continued to treat the current contracts as in exist
ence and to accept from the appellants a series of orders which 
specifically referred to these contracts and were tiased on the 
conditions as to price and delivery fixed by them. On January 
10, 1907. Mr. Craig wrote a letter in which lie was not 
lioimd to accept or fulfil the contracts of the company. But he 
intimated that lie was unwilling to act on this view. He pro
bably had in mind. that, if In- did so. tin- company might he 
wound up and the business destroyed. In a letter of March 23. 
lie again refers to this power which, as in possession of all tIn* 
assets, he doubtless possessed. On April 1. he defined tin* posi
tion still more precisely. lie wrote that the receivers were not 
Isnind hv any engagement prior to the order of October 27. 
1906, and that they had accepted the appellants’ subsequent 
orders only as single orders, and that the contracts made prior 
to that date were null. He asked for a remittance on account 
and threatened that if it were not made the appellants’ orders 
would not he fulfilled. To save tin- situation the appellants, 
without in terms accepting his view, made a remittance, and the
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placing of orders continued. The receivers wrote again on 
April fi, 1007, that,

regarding the position of contracts with us, we were filling the con
tracts simply and solely as single order# as they came in, and, while 
not legally bound to accept any more we feel equally that we are not 
morally bound to do so in respect of our having filled some parts of 
them during the past few months. We certainly cannot possibly 
agree to confirm them, subject to a four or six months' notice. The 
situation is such that we cannot guarantee to accept another sjiecifi- 
cation. Each specification as it comes in will be accepted or rejected 
as if it were a new order independent of any contract. Further than 
this we cannot go. We may sav that morally we do not feel at all 
bound to continue these contracts, as, had you been acting as agents 
for the mills and studied the mills' interests at the time these con 
tracts were placed, and previous, we should have been in such a posi- 
tion with regard to orders that we should not have been asked by 
you to take them at all. nor would we have taken them had we lieen 
asked. As you are well aware we were forced into these contracts 
against our will. These contracts are now being considered by one 
of my co-receivers with a view to ascertaining what is the exact 
return to the mill. We do not seem to be getting the net return 
which was proposed to us, and on faith of which we, relying on your 
statements, accepted them as a company. If the general run of these 
shew out, by reason of your deductions and debits, to be less to the 
mill than the figures we supposed we were getting when the contracts 
were originally accepted, you may lie perfectly certuin that the bal
ance of the orders will lie cancelled. Your action in sending forward 
claims has had the effect of bringing this question up for considéra-

On May 29, Mr. Craig again wrote, enclosing a formal letter 
in which the receivers asked to know what price the appellants 
would take to relieve the mill of certain of the current contracts, 
and adding that the suggestion was entirely without prejudice 
to the receiver’s rights of cancelling these contracts without pay
ing any compensation whatever. In the covering letter, Mr. 
Craig wrote that he thought it would he good policy on the part 
of the appellants to relieve the mill of these contracts, and that 
he had been advised that it was not incumbent on the com
pany to continue them beyond such time as would suffice to give 
the appellants reasonable notice, and that steps were likely to 
be taken to terminate these contracts not later than August 1.

The construction which their Lordships place on the corre
spondence is that the receivers and managers had intended to 
carry on the existing arrangements as long as possible without 
break in continuity, but to make it clear that they reserved in
tact the power, which they undoubtedly possessed, later on to 
refuse to fulfil the contracts which existed between the company 
and the appellants. That such a breach would give rise to 
claims for damages against the company which might lead to
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its winding-up, or to counterclaims, although the claimants 
could not get at the assets in the hands of the receivers, was suffi
cient reason for tlie receivers and managers not desiring to put 
their powers in forei-. The inference is that as between the com 
pany and the appellants tin- contracts continued to subsist. The 
receivers and managers were exercising tin- poxxers of continu
ing the business given to them under the orders of the Court hv 
taking no actual steps to determine the relations between the 
company and the appellants. The state of matters was one 
totallv different from that in Reid v. Explosirt s Co., Ltd., 19 
Q.B.D. 264, where the appointment by the Court of receivers 
and managers was held, having regard to the character of the 
contract in that case, which was one of personal service, to have 
put an end to it. As Fry, L\J., however, points out in his 
judgment, at p. 269. even in the case of contract of service it 
by no means follows as matter of principle that all such con
tracts are determined when a mortgagee takes possession. It is. 
for example, far from clear that in the absence of a bankruptcy 
the mere appointment, although compulsory, of a manager to 
continue in the name of the mortgagor the existing management 
of an agricultural estate would effeet such a disturbance of tin- 
owner’s possession as to determine the agreements with the farm 
labourers employed on the property. In the case of contracts 
to deliver paper, such as existed in the present case, there ap
pears to be no reason for saying that the possession of the un
dertaking and assets, given by the order of the Court for the 
express purpose of carrying on the business, put an end to 
these contracts. The company remained in legal existence, and 
so did its contracts, until put an end to otherwise.

Their Lordships think that the first repudiation that was 
made by the receivers and managers took place when the letter 
was written to the appellants on June 17. 1907, declaring the 
contracts cancelled. As the result, a right arose to counterclaim 
against the company, damages for breach, and neither the com
pany nor its assignees could sue for the price of the paper de
livered excepting subject to this counterclaim which was in 
existence when the notice of assignment to the respondents was 
given some time later, on July 80. It was agreed that, if this 
view was the true one, there could be nothing due to the respon
dents, by reason of the amount of the damage recoverable against 
the company exceeding the amount of the claim. Their Lord- 
ships will, therefore, humbly advise Ilis Majesty that the appeal 
should be allowed ami the action dismissed. The respondents 
must pay the costs here and in the Courts below.
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Re STEWART, HOWE & MEEK.

Ontario lliqli Court, Middleton, J. December 21, 1912.

1. (Airimikations and compand: s Vil 2—1801—Stock nvimckiptuix»—
Pay MK NT II Y PROMISSORY NOTE.

NVIierc h uromisflovy note was given fur an original subscription tu 
the stock of a company in payment fur the stink, the liquidator, on 
the winding-up of the company, cannot place the name of the maker 
of the note upon the list of contributories, where the note had lieen 
transferred by the company to a bond fide holder.

2. Corporations and companies ( g V F 4—27(1 )—Stock si rscripitons—
Proceedings to enforce—Estoppel as shareholder.

Where it appears that the president of a company subscribed to 
additional shares of stock in the company fur the pur|mse of obtaining 
supplementary letters patent, and the shares were allotted to him ai 
a shareholders' meeting at which he presided and the allotment 
was recognized by the directors, and supplementary letters patent 
were issued on the strength of this subscription, and it further ap
pears that in the annual report to the Government the president was 
treated as a shareholder holding a certain mnnlier of shares of which 
the part allotted in question were unpaid, which report was verified 
by the oath of the president himself, the latter is properly placed 
upon the list of contributories in respect of his subscription, -m the 
winding-up of the company, notwithstanding a subsequent by-law 
for conversion of common stock into preference stock to an amount 
which could not he made up without the shares in question, where the 
preference stock was not in fact issued.

:t. Corporationk and companies (§ 1VG 2—non)—Powers of manager
—Bookkeeping entries.

The manager of a company, who. upon a proposed transfer of as
sets to another company, has himself charged on the company's books 
with various debts of the company, will not be liable as a contri
butory, on its winding-up. as having been guilty of misfeasance, 
where such charging of debts to himself was done merely as a mat
ter of bookkeeping and the company was not thereby prejudiced.

Appeal by tin* liquidator from the decision of Mr. Cameron. 
Official Referee, dismissing the application of the liquidator 
to place Charles K. Meek upon the list of contributories, and to 
make the said Charles S. Meek liable in respect of certain mis
feasance and breach of trust in relation to the company.

The appeal was allowed in part.
W. X. Tilley, for the liquidator.
If. E. Hose, K.C., for Charles S. Meek.

Middleton, A. :—Three distinct questions arise. First, it 
is said that Meek is liable in respect of seventy-five shares, 
parcel of the original suliscription ; secondly, that lie is 
liable in respect of a further subscription of one hundred shares ; 
thirdly, that he is liable in respect of certain moneys charged to 
him in the hooks of the company, of which he was at the time 
general manager.

Dealing with these in order—Meek subscribed for the 75 
shares. He gave his promissory note for this amount, payable
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to the company. The company transferred the note to another 
company, known as the Stewart, Ilowe & May Company, and 
this company claims to be the holder of it.

I think the note is payment for the stock, and that the 
referee was right in refusing to place Meek on the list of con
tributories in respect thereof.

The agreement entered into at the time of the organization 
of the company appeal's to be intelligible, and there is some 
ground for supposing that the facts connected with the organ
ization of the company and the transfer of the note have not 
been adequately investigated. It may be that the officers of the 
company are liable for misfeasance in parting with this note, 
and it may be that the transfer of the note can be attacked. 
The liquidator has not attempted to assert liability on the part 
of Meek for misfeasance, except in respect of the one matter 
hereinafter mentioned; and the order should be modified so as 
to make it clear that the claim made against Meek for misfeas
ance, and which was dismissed by the referee, is the only claim 
for misfeasance as yet adjudicated upon, and that tin- dismissal 
is without prejudice to any other claim open to the liquidator 
to make.

The second claim referred to arises out of a totally different 
set of circumstances. The company was originally incorporated 
with a capital of one hundred thousand dollars. An increase of 
the capital to $150,000 was afterwards desired. The amount of 
stock subscribed was less than ninety per cent, of the original 
capital. By the Companies Act. 7 Edw. VII. eh. .'14, sec. 1.1, 
subsec. fa), it is provided “that the capital of a company shall 
not be increased until ninety per centum thereof has been sub
scribed and ten per centum paid thereon.”

The stock that had already been subscribed in this company, 
except the 75 shares subscribed by Meek—had been paid for 

by the transfer of business assets from the Stewart. Howe & 
May Co., to the Stewart. Howe & Meek Co., and Meek had 
paid for his 75 shares by his note, which had been transferred 
to the Stewart, Howe & May Co.; so that not a dollar of cash 
had been put into the venture.

For the purpose of obtaining the supplementary letters 
patent, Meek subscribed for one hundred shares of stock. On 
the 9th of December, a meeting of the shareholders of the 
company was held, at which all the shareholders were present 
or represented. At this meeting tin- hundred shares were allotted 
to Meek, and it was directed that a stock certificate should issue 
to him. See minutes of the meeting of that date, attested by 
Meek himself as President. This allotment is also recognised 
by the directors—See minutes of directors* meeting of the same 
dav.
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Upon the strength of this subscription, the application was 
made and the supplementary letters patent were issued; Un
necessary affidavit proving the subscription for more than ninety 
per cent, of the stock being made and lodged with the Depart
ment.

Thereafter—on the 23rd of January, 1909, Meek transferred 
n patent for a skirt supporter and waist holder to the company, 
in consideration of the allotment to him of 2G0 shares of the 
stock of the company as paid-up stock.

It does not appear from the minutes that this 260 shares in
cludes the 100 shares for which Meek had subscribed.

In September, 1909, the company determined to increase its 
capital stock from $150,000 to $200,000. It was again neces
sary that ninety per cent, of the capital should have been sub
scribed; that is, 90 per cent, of $150,000. Meek treated himself, 
and his associates treated him, as a stockholder in respect of 
both sums, and application was made for the supplementary 
letters patent upon that basis. The papers deposited shewed 
that Meek was a stockholder in respect of this hundred shares 
upon which nothing had been paid.

In making the annual returns to the Government, as re
quired by the statute, for the year 1908, Meek is shewn as a 
stockholder in respect of 891 shares, on which $10,000 is unpaid ; 
and in the return made in February. 1910, he is shewn as a 
stockholder for 92f> shares, on which $10,000 is unpaid. This 
proves conclusively that the $10,000 stock was not supposed to 
be part of the 260 shares allotted for the patent.

Meek himself verifies these returns, not merely by his signa
ture. but by his oath: and his explanation that the amount was 
carried forward by a mere oversight cannot be accepted, as the 
returns were apparently prepared in typewriting, but a correc
tion is made in ink. shewing the $10,000 as still due.

The learned referee has exonerated Meek in respect of this 
sum, because he says there was no stock which could be issued. 
At the time the stock was allotted and the resolution was passed 
directing its issue, there was stock. XVliat took place subse
quently is what the referee relies upon. 1 do not think it has 
any bearing upon the case. On the same day as the resolution 
allotting 260 shares—23rd January. 1909—more than six 
weeks after the 100 shares had been allotted on the 9th Novem
ber, 1908—by-laws were passed for the purpose of converting 
some of the common stock into preference stock. Four hun
dred and forty shares were directed to be sold, allotted, and 
issued as preference shares.

If Meek was already the holder of the hundred shares and 
also the holder of the 2G0 shares, there were not 440 shares 
capable of being so converted.
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The referee seems to regard this as in some way rescinding 
the previous allouaient of a hundred shares. 1 cannot follow 
this reasoning. The 440 shares never were in fact allotted : the 
whole scheme of flotation of these preference shares seems to 
have been abortive ; and it was after this date that the solemn 
application was made for the increase of stock, in which Meek 
was shewn as the holder of the shares in question, yet unpaid. 
1 think that the referee ought to have placed him upon the 
list of contributories in respect of this subscription.

There then remains the third matter. In the last agonies of 
the company it was proposed to transfer the assets to a new or
ganisation. For the purpose of adjusting the books in connec
tion with this transfer, certain amounts appearing to be due by 
two concerns were as a matter of bookkeeping charged to Meek. 
It is impossible to understand what was in the mind of the insti
gator of this transfer : but the bookkeeping entry does not, I 
think, amount to misfeasance. The company was in no way 
worse off if the transaction were made; and I cannot see any
thing by reason of which it can be said that this amounted to 
misfeasance which would make Meek liable.

The report in review will therefore be amended by holding 
Meek liable in respect of the ten thousand dollars, and will be 
affirmed in respect of the other two matters, and will be modi
fied as above indicated so as to leave the liquidator free to prose
cute any other charge of misfeasance.

As success is divided, I do not give costs.

Appeal allowed in part.

Re SEGUIN and VILLAGE OF HAWKESBURY

Ontario Divisù.nal Court, Falconbridgr, t'.J.Ix.lt.. Britton and lliddtll, ,/«/.
December 20, 11»Hi.

1. Municipal ummw.vnoxs ( 8 II01—50 ) -By-laws—Hum ways.
Where the Ont. Municipal Act, nee. fill- (1) provides for notice of 

proposed by-laws for closing roads, the publishing of an intended by
law to sell the same is not such a notice as is required by the Act, and 
the by-law itself is irregular.

(See annotation to this case.]
2. Municipal corporations (8 IICl—i>0)—By-laws—tjr.xsiiiMi ux necks*

SAKY BY-LAWS.
The fact that a by-law was unnecessary will not prevent the Court 

from (plashing a municipal by-law if it be irregular.
[A’c Seguin and Village of Uawkenburg, t! D.L.lt. 903, varied.]

3. Highways (8 III—113)—Diversion—Municipal by-law.
Where a by-law for closing a street at the instance of a railwac

company in exchange for new streets to be opened by them contained 
no provision for compensation as is required by sec. 029 of the Ontario 
Municipal Act, the Court will ipiash the by-law at the instance of the 
person to be compensated for the closing of the street unless the muni
cipality agrees to pay such damage as may be awarded and to proceed 
in due course to have the amount fixed.

[Re Seguin and Village of Hawkcnbury, 6 D.L.R. 903, varied.]
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Appeal by the applicant Seguin from the order of Middleton, 
•L, b D.L.R. 903. 4 O.W .X. 239. refusing motion to quash bv-lau 
No. 179 of the village corporation.

The appeal was allowed and the order varied.
.1. 1st mieux, K.C., for the appellant.
//. IV. Latvlor, and «1. ./. It fid, for the corporation.

Falconbridge. C.J.K.B. :—I agree in the result.

itritton, j. Britton. J. :—T agree in the result.

Riddell, J. :—In and through the town of llawkesbury runs 
a branch of the Canadian Northern Railway, practically north 
and south. It is carried on trestles at the northern part of the 
town, adjoining the River Ottawa, which it crosses.

Recently the railway company determined to fill in. making 
an embankment, which is, of course, much safer than trestle- 
work. This eminently proper scheme the town was willing to 
assist so far as reasonable, and that willingness, instead of 
being made, as it was on this motion, a matter of reproach to the 
town, should rather receive commendation—tin* railway com
pany instead of desiring to save money were to spend money to 
make their railway safer for passengers, etc.

The railway crossed Union Street near the river, and tin* 
company desired to fill in the street. The town at first intended 
to sell the street (or part of it) to the railway company; and 
gave the notices required by the Municipal Act. sec. 032, for 
that purpose. A change was made in the plan, and the by-law 
that was passed was not to sell the street, but to close it.

Union Street is a narrow and little frequented street near 
the Ottawa ; the applicant Seguin owns certain land north of 
Union Street and west of the railway, and also an island on the 
river. What 1 have called the Main street |on a sketch made by 
the learned Judge] is one of the chief arteries of the town.

The by-law provided that the railway should open two streets 
of equal width with Union Street, the one west and the other 
east of the railway, and running from Union Street to the Main 
street. No provision was contained in the by-law for compensa
tion to those injured. Seguin moved to quash the by-law; my 
brother Middleton refused the application (November 7th. 1912 . 
and this is an appeal from that decision.

In the Municipal Act. sec. 932 (1 > provides for notice of 
proposed by-laws for closing roads it cannot lie successfully 
contended that notice of an “intended by-law’’ to close a road 
is given by publishing a notice of an intended by-law to sell it. 
And alter a great deal of backing and filling, counsel opposing 
the appeal admitted that the by-law was irregular.

The next argument in support of the by-law was that it was
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unnecessary. This argument seems to be based upon a mis- 0NT
understanding of a remark of my learned brother in the course |} ,
of his judgment. Mr. Justice Middleton, of course, did not state mu
that the by-law was or might lie unnecessary, making that fact —
a ground for refusing to quash it.

And my mind is wholly unable to understand why the fact am» 
of a by-law being unnecessary can help to support the by-law. If 'j'iWm 
a by-law is necessary, there might be ground for sustaining it. KV ' 
but not the converse.

The contention that the by-law was unnecessary was pricked 1-11H J‘ 
when, on counsel, (nominally for the town, in fact for the rail
way company), being asked if he would consent to the by-law 
being quashed—he at once answered in the negative.

Then we were told that Seguin was not in fact injured by 
the closing of the road, even if the town did close it. This is the 
usual contention of municipal lawyers and officers—but that is a 
question of fact which a court does not decide either on affidavit 
or on statement of counsel.

The next contention is that any harm that can accrue to the 
applicant, will not be due to the town closing the road, but to the 
railway tilling it in with its embankment. I do not agree. As 
soon as the by-law was passed and became effective, Seguin 
had no right on the closed part of the street ; he might, indeed, 
probably without interruption go along the street if and so long 
as this was physically possible, but it would not be as of right.
If he sued the railway company the company would say that 
they had not interfered with any right he had—and their 
answer might well be considered perfect.

In Canadian Pacific lia il uni/ y. Ilnur a (1008). IS O.L.K. 8f>. 
affirmed sa h nom. H mirai Milling Co. v. Canadian Pacific U.
Co., 42 ('an. S.C.R. 600. I thought that when a person was in 
possession of land belonging to another, and with some kind of 
expectation that a lease formerly held would be renewed, lie 
might claim damages from a railway company who took tin- 
land : but the Court of Appeal did not agree, nor the Supreme 
Court. All the railway company will do here they will do with 
the consent of the municipality, which now may exclude Seguin 
from the street. At all events. Seguin should have the right to 
test the question if so advised.

The town refused to agree that if Seguin should sue them 
for damages, they will not set up or rely upon sec. 468 of the 
Municipal Act—the by-law standing, he could not succeed in an 
action at low. No provision is made for compensation to him. 
as there should have been under see. 629—and it would be grossly 
unjust to deprive him of all relief.

I do not think that the municipality can complain if we 
place them in the position they would have been in had they
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ONT proceeded regularly—had they proceeded regularly, compensa
tion would have been provided for. If this were done, the appli
cant will be in as good a position as if the by-law were quashed 
—his damages would be assessed by arbitration and not by a 
jury, that is all the difference. If then the town will undertake 
to proceed at once to determine the compensation which should 
be paid to Seguin, and to pay 'it when determined, the by
law need not be set aside. In this case, as the applicant has 
been fought on all grounds and at every point, the town should 
pay the costs here and below.

If this undertaking be not given in 14 days, the by-law will 
be quashed with costs here and below.

We give no opinion whatever on the validity of the order of 
the Railway Board. If the by-law is quashed, the applicant 
must take his chances as to any defence based on that order.

Order raried.

Annotation Annotation—Highways (8 I A—8)—Establishment by statutory or munici
pal authority—Irregularities in proceedings for the opening and 

• qs-ning <»f closing of highways and streets.

Scon; Note.
This note excludes the remedies for and the practice and procedure in 

taking advantage of any irregularity in proceedings for the opening and 
closing of highways and streets. It merely states irregularities which 
have occurred in Audi proceedings and the effect of such irregularities 
upon such proceedings, hut the methods by which advantage may be taken 
of such irregularities are omitted.

General Statement.
It is the general principle of law in proceedings of this character that 

the opening or closing of a highway or street must be done according to 
the statute, and all statutory enactments must, as a rule. Is* literally f.d 
lowed and, although a statutory proceeding for the establishment of a 
highway over private land may lie totally defective, yet if the pub
lic used the Iocuh in quo as a highway and the public authorities 
recognized is ns such for tho requisite statutory period it liecome- 
such by prescription, the user and recognition generally being referable to 
a claim of right in the public: Elmira lliylnray Commissiourrs v. Osceola 
Hiyhway Commissiquers, 74 111. App. 1 Sô; Kiehartls v. Bristol County 
Commissioners, 120 Mass. 401.

Where selectmen of several town- arc authorized and empowered by 
statute to lay out ways for t 1m* use of those towns, the act is to lie done 
by them independently and without any direction, and, therefore, a town 
vote directing the selectmen to lay out a particular town way is unau 
thorized and improper: Kean v. Stetson. f> Pick. (Mass.) 402.

I'nder a statute prescribing that where there shall be an occasion for 
a highway, the selectmen are empowered, on application made to them, 
if they see cause, to lay out the «âme, it was held that a road was not
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legally established where a town, at a meeting culled merely fur the |iin 
pose of llmling out if it would Inst tint the selectmen t • lay out the r-»ad. 
voted so to instruct, ami the seleelmen roturn<*d that pursuant to the cut. 
they did lay out the road: Stair \. \rinnarkcl, "JO N.II. 510.

Where u town passes a vote that certain persons have lilierty to make 
a road, hut nothing of importance towards the execution of this vole j* 
afterwards done, the vote is a mere license, and must lw executed and 
the road made in a reasonable time and manner for public travel, or tin- 
vote will cease to have any efiicacy. ami consequently a highway laid mil 
under these conditions will Is- illegally constructed: Curtis v. Unfit, in 
Conn. 154, 4H Am. Dec. 140.

Statutory proceedings to establish highways generally provide that no 
tiee of a proceeding of the commissioners shall In* given to those interested 
therein, or those over whose lands they are about to make the hicatiun; 
and a statute, providing for notice of proceedings to establish a high wax 
which statute provides for Mich notice to those interested therein os the 
Court shall order, leaves to the discretion of the Court only the mode in 
which the notice shall Ik» given and the Court has no right to omit the 
giving of the notice entirely: Shelton v. 7'oirn of Derby, *27 Conn. 4M.

And it has been held that notice of proceedings to establish highway- 
is a matter of right to the owner of land through whose property a public 
toed may pass: Plymouth v. Barrows, 5 Kulp (Vu.) 115.

It is immaterial that the owner knew «if the view if lie was not pro
perly notified thereof: Ur (Sraptrine Hoad. 18 Va. Co. Ct. <137.

The omission in a special Act of any provision for notice of a meeting 
of the commissioners appointed to locate the road does not invalidate the 
Act where the provision of the g«*neral statute relating to highways regu
late* the manner of giving notice: State v. Iloijue, 71 Wis. 384.

Ami under the construction given some of the statutes, the required 
notice of priM-ceilings to establish highways is a condition precedent to 
action on the part of the commissioners and in its nature juris«iielional. 
failure to give notice invalidating the proceedings: Town of Audubon v. 
Hand, 231 III. 334: People v. Smith. 7 Hun. <X.Y.) 17; Greenwood Town
ship Hoad, 23 Va. Co. Ct. 85.

But a notice to one of the occupants of land alTected Is insuniricnl : 
Austin v. Allen, 0 Wis. 134.

However, notice of the proceedings to establish a highway relates not 
mi much to the laying out «if the niute as to the compensation, ami the 
omission to give notice is merely a matter of complaint by the person 
neglected, ami a report of commissioners will not lie set aside upon the 
ground that the nothv to the sehs-tmen and landhohlers, of the hearing 
was insufficient, in the absence of anything to shew that anyone was pre
judiced: The Petition of Ford, 4ô N.H. 400.

Some definite point or locality must Is* given ami stated in the notii-e, 
and the sight of a proposed r«»a«l “one mile long" is not such place or 
locality. Totm of Audubon v. Hand, 231 111. 334.

And a notice of the place of meeting "as the sight of the proposed road
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in said town is too indefinite. ami proceeding* based thereon are void: 
Hammon v. IIiylnraii ComminaionriN. :|S III. App. ‘I'M.

And n notiw iiin-l even descrilH- tin* starting-point of the road to In
laid out; Imt a notin' of the inn-ting to dually determine on tin- laving 
out of the road whivli fails to dcsi-rilic the starling point of the roiul with 
certainty, i» not fatally defective where it refers to the |H-tition in which 
the route is dearly «leserilM-d. and the parti ohjeeting Inis not. been misled, 
it I icing held, however, that the notice mint deserilw the land inclihled in 
the proposed highway: Brhrrna \. \lrhom IIiijhtrail Commissioners. 1(10 
111. .mK.

A notice must liken ise Im- ant lu-nt ieated hy a responsible signature, 
which im-aiis either the clerk, the x iexvcr». a person interested, or some 
other responsible person or persons iSprinqficId Tuirnahip Itoail. ti Del. 
Co. (I’a. 041. and a not in» of hearing signed by the chairman of the
Ininrd is sullicient where the statute does not direct hy whom it shall be 
signed: /V»n// v. Wo!fboroutjh. :I7 X.H. 28tl.

So a notice signed by a majority of the committee and duly served 
upon tin- landholders interested i' sullicient : Hurnlirin v. Weal liera field, 
4.4 Conn. 4:17.

Hut in the ahsems- "f a provision to tin- contrary, notice need not be 
given in writing if the owner i« noli lied |N-rsonally ami atlemls (ho sur- 
vex : lliimholdl Comm/// v. IHnsmoi>. 7-"i Cal. OUI.

A rule requiring written notits- **f a road view to he given to the owner 
or «H-etipier of lands is not complied xxitli by giving xcrlia! notice to the 
tenant: Clinton Toirnaliip Komi. .'I |la. < o. ft. 170.

Personal notice i» necessaix where m|ttire«l by rule of (.'ourt; Be 
Toirer Tuirnahip I load, li Ha. I)i«t. OHO. or In statute: Damon x. Baldwin 
Totrn Board. 101 Minn. 414.

However, where |iersonal notice is required, such notice to owners re
siding tint of the city is unnecessary. notice by mail Is-ing reasonable m- 
lice: Crane v. Camp, 12 Conn. 404.

Hut xxhere notice of proceeding» bx viewers to lay out a road was 
served on one xvho wits the agent of a corporation, it was held not to 
bind the cor|Mirntion where it did not purport to lie not in- served m|m»m 
the mrporation's agent: Brans \. Santana lire Storl,-. rlr.. Co.. Hi Tex.

On the other band, however, under sonic statutes, personal notice is 
not necessary: Murphy x. Braid, 1.48 I ml. .AIM).

And it lias liis-n la-id that notice by posting or hx publication, or by 
advertisement, is sullicient: Frizrll v. Boijera. 82 III. lou. and so publication 
of a notice by highway commissioners of the time and place appointed 
for viewing a proposed road, in a nexv«pa|H*r printed within the county, is 
sufficient • Be Strrirtt Tuirnahip. lit l'a. St. 1127.

One i'oiirl gik-s so far as to hold that the ap|K»inlnient of commissioner» 
and viewers and their visiting the proposed ground to Im- circumstances of 
such validity of the Act as to put all persons on their guard that they 
may know- when to attend Court to be heard: Be Baldirin Toirmahip Road, 
:i tirant (Ha./ 02.
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The return or record of a proceeding must shew that a pro|ier notice 'jV 
of the imsd ing of commissioner* or viewer* ha* heen ilulx *crved, published 
or pouted ; otherwise the proceeding* will la* void : Skinner v. Lnkerieir 
Avenue Co., 57 III. 151.

Thus a committee appointed In the Court to locate a highway mii*l in 
their return state «pceilieilly what notice wa* given person* interested : 
l.oneaster v. Po/ic. I Ma**, su. and this must appear by the return and 
cannot lie proved alintitle : Stale v. Hunter Can llcitton et ni.. 15 N..Î.L. .1.111.

A municipal by-law to clone a public highway, the passage of which i* 
authorized by statute, i* ultra riven, unless passed in compliance with the 
provisions of the statute including *uoh rispiircmcut* a* notice to the 
owner* of the land abutting on the highway in question and public not ice 
by advertisement: Ife Itamuino. 7 D.L.R. tlOl.

In the ca*e last cited Walsh, .1.. %av*:—“When a by-law i* prescribed 
by the statute as the method for exercising the jiowcr thus given to the 
corporation, such power can only lie exercised in that, way and effect can 
not tie given to a mere résolut ion especially when, as in this ease, the 
wording of the resolution i* quite inadequate to effect the closing of the 
streets"; and in that connection the Court further'*aid : “The power of 
a town to close a public highway is conferred by sub-see. 17 of sis1. Jill 
of the I own* Act, which authorize* the pa«*ing of a by law for that pur
pose. This sub-sect ion contains many provisions, which must lie com
plied with Indore the by-law can be passed, for notice to tin* owners of 
land* abutting on the highway and public notice by advertisement."

Ac tk of ( ’ommisHioNKtts, Win x Dkfmtivk.
Proceedings of two of three commissioners who are authorized to view 

a road are erroneous w here < ne of the three does not qualify or act : He 
Hr//* County Howl. 7 Ohio St. III.

Hut a majority of the commissioners may decide and make a report : 
liabeork v. I.a mb, 1 Cow. (X.Y. ) 218, Jonvtt v. Antlorer, 0 Pick. (Ma**.)
1441.

This may not la* done, however, if the statute expressly otherwise pro
vides: Colony v. Ihihliu. 12 N.lf. 412.

Acts of nmmishionfiik; Imckoi’fk Conduct.
Any irregular conduct or impro|ier evidence which appears to have un 

duly prejudiced the determination of the commissioners will furnish 
ground* to set the determination aside: and *o a report of an alias jury 
is set aside where it apjiears that the jury were informed that a previous 
jury had granted a road over the same route and that their rc|mrt had 
lieeii set aside for a technical error and the names of the former juror* 
given : He \\ illixtou n Totrnnhtp Howl. 5 Pa. Co. Vt. 10.1.

Furnishing transportation to a viewer i* no ground for setting a*ide 
the report of viewers appointed for the ojaming and construction of a 
highway : He Sprinyfiehl Toirnxliip Itowl. 24 Pa. Co. Cl. 1125: IIInl.e \. \ o, - 
I oik County Coinmitmitiuern, 114 Mass. 5S1. Lut. if the entertainment i* of 
such a nature as to unduly inllueiiee the commissioners or viewers, it may 
lw ground for wetting aside their proceedings, a* where commissioners
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while engaged in the hearing of a pet il ion for a highway repeatedly drank 
■•piritnous liquors furnished them by petitioners and the commissioners 
reported in their favour: He Xnrport High trail, 4-S N.ÏT. 433.

And so the report will Ik- set aside where the entertainment is in viola
tion of a rule of Court: He 8adsbury Hoad. D pa. Co. Ct. 521.

Hut. although the entertainment of a highway committee may invali
date proceedings by them in laying out a highway, if properly objected to, 
parties who proceed with the hearing without objection, cannot, after a 
decision adverse to them has lieen rendered, raise the objection for the 
first time: Williams v. Town of fttoninyton, 49 ('onn. 229.

When and Where Commissioners Must Meet.
If the commissioners meet to transact business at a time or place differ

ent from that designated by the notice or order of Court, their proceedings 
are void and will lie set aside: flobbs v. Tipton County Commissioners, 103

Laches in Object!*!) axu Waiver of Objection.
An appeal to the supervisors on the merits is a waiver of the irregular

ity in failing to adjourn from day to day: MHson v. Highway Commis- 
Won#rs, 54 111. 170.

And a failure to object in due time to the report of a road commissioner 
upon the route of a proposed highway, because of his failure to comply 
with the provisions of the statute directing him to report whether a yard, 
garden, orchard or pert thereof, will lie taken if the road is established, 
is a waiver of «mdi objection: Jeter v. Hoard. 27 fîratt. (Va.) 010.

Hut where viewers, la-fore they were sworn, viewed a greater portion 
of the road, such irregularity is not a matter which counsel could waive, 
and hence his silence at the time cannot estop the party interested from 
making the objection afterwards: Itc foster Township Hoad, 1 Kulp
(Pa.) 249.

And also the appearance by one claiming to lie the attorney of the land 
owners anil his argument against the necessity of the highway has lieen 
held not to lie a waiver of objection to the failure of the commissioners in 
their report to follow the description of the road as stated in the appli
cation, pursuant to statute: People v. Htcdman, 57 Hun. (N.Y.) 290.

Hut where parties entitled to notice of the time and place of the meet
ing of commissioners or viewers apjienr and make no objection at the time 
to the notice or service, such appearance is a waiver of the right to no
tice: He Byberry Hoad. 92 Phil. (Pa.) .184.

And apjiearing to protest against the report of the jury Is mit a 
waiver of notice: McIntyre v. barker, 77 Texas 259.

Thus it has even lieen held that a land owner appearing at a meeting 
of viewers appointed to lay out a road and assess damages and filing ex
ceptions to their report, does not thereby waive the statutory right to 
notice of the nmeting: Itcrk v. Hiyyers, 0(1 Ark. 292.

And attendance as a witness in oliedicnce to a subpo-na is not deemed 
a waiver of notice: l,roplr v. Osborn, 20 Wend. (N.Y.) 18(1.

So also where a rule of Court required notice of the time and place
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of the meeting of the viewers to he given to the su|iervi*ore of the town hV.oîwav** ** 
ship or townships in which the rond was located, such notice was not 
waived by the casual presence at the meeting of the viewers of one of the 
supervisors, his presence having no reference to the view: He I'pper Fair- 
field Township Hoad. 11 I*a. Co. Ct. MO.

lhit an objection to the proceeding upon some specified ground is a 
waiver of objections upon other grounds: Commonwealth v. Westborough,
3 Mass. 4tNJ.

And although the statutory requirements as to time of notice has not 
lieen complied with, one who having informal notice of a meeting allowed 
the road to 1m* made and expenditures to lie incurred is estopped to deny 
the sufliciency of the notice : lint loud v. Comity Commissioners of Worcester,
:\1 Mass. 71.

Who May Object.
County commissioners entitled to notice of road view where the county 

must pay the damages, have the exclusive right to object to the want of 
such notice : lie Friendsrille. etc.. Hood, 60 l‘a. Co. Ct. 172.

And under a statute directing the committee to give reasonable notice 
to the selectmen of a town in which a highway is to 1m* laid out, failure 
to give notice to the selectmen of one of two towns, both of which were 
parties to the pr<M*eedings. cannot lie taken advantage of by the other :
Windsor v. Field, 1 Conn. *27V.

Thus where a rule requires written notice of a road view to lie given 
to the owners or occupiers of land, and the only notice given was verbal 
notice to n tenant, no objection can In* made thereto, except by the owner :
Hr Clinton Township Hoad. 3 l'a. Co. Ct. 170.

Wiio to Maki Reports.
Where nn order of commissioners of highways, consisting of three 

members, is signed by only two without a meeting of the three or notice 
to the third, it is void unless it appears that the town had only two com
missioners: People v. Williams. :tii VY. 411.

Hut an order is valid, although made by two of three commissioners, in 
the absence of any finding that the third did not meet and deliberate with 
the others : Marble v. Whitney, 28 N.Y. 207.

Com mission ms' Retvrn or Report, Wiiat to Contain.
Proceedings to lay out a highway are defective if the commissioner's 

report to the town clerk does not shew that the hearing upon the applicn 
tion took place: Mortier v. Urosse Pninti lliiilnray Commissioners. .'*,!>
Mich. 726.

However, the report of road viewer- need not ullirmatively -tale that 
the viewers met at the time ami place de-ignated. In the absence of evi
dence to the contrary or of an inference to lie drawn to the contrary from 
-oinething on the face of the report, it will he presumed that the jury did 
their duty: He Grantwood Township Road, 27 Pa. Super. Ct. 640.

And under a statute providing that surveyors appointed to locate a 
highway, or a majority of them when tliex had ua*t. on due proof of the 
performance of certain conditions precedent, shall view the premises, etc..

'V *
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tin* return signed by four of the board composed of %i\. reciting that on 
the appointed day two of them met and on due proof that proper notices 
were given, adjourned, etc., is insufficient, since it shew- the required proof 
to have been made lie fore le— than a majority : Slate v. Hall, 17 X.J.L 
.174.

Vnder a statute providing that the commissioners of highways “shall, 
at the time appointed, proceed to view the premises described in the ap
plication and notice, and to ascertain and to determine the necessity for 
laying out. altering or discontinuing a highway pursuant to such appli
cation. etc., “it i- a jurisdictional prerequisite that the commissioners’ re
turn shall state positively that he lias ascertained ami determined the 
necessity for taking the land for purposes of highway: Truax v. Star- 
liny, 74 Mich. 1(10.

Rut the rule is otherwise in California: Humboldt County v. Diimmon. 
7ft Cal. «04.

And in New Jersey, in laying out a road, tin* requirements of the 
statutes that the surveyors shall so lay out “a- may appear to them will 
be more for tin* private ami public convenience," and “in such manner a- 
to do the least injury to private property," are matters of substance, ami 
the return of the surveyors must shew a compliance with them: State v. 
Lippincott, ‘2ft XJ.T* 435.

So also the report must shew a finding as to the damage which would 
re-ult to property owners from the establishment of the proposed road: 
Comniimtioners v. Coon#, 240 Mass. 240.

And this is *o although the viewers were ignorant of the law: State 
v. R revit t, 23 X..I.L 178.

Thu- where road viewers Ini«l a road through the land of an owner 
whose name did not ap|>cnr upon the draft ami to whom no damages were 
awarded and from whom no release was reported, on the reasonably prompt 

ion of such owner of proof that he had no actual notice of the 
proceedings, confirmation of the report was denied: /<*<■ Kinyuton Tmmship 
Road, 8 Kulp (Pa.) 480.

On the other hand, liowoveç, it has al-o liecn held that proceeding* of 
county commissioners in laying out a highway will not In- quashed because 
no damages are awarded to the owners of the land taken, as it is to In- 
pre-umed that they decided that no damage- were sustained: Drtioit v. 
Somcruet County Connuissioners. 52 Me. 210.

The report of viewers ami the draft accompanying it inu-t specify the 
quantity of land taken, the length ami width, the course* ami distance-, 
etc., -o clearly that the report thereof will define the laying out of the 
street, the grade thereof, ami the boundaries of the property thereon: Ray 
inyton v. Holme*, ft X.R. 74; Hr Yard ley liorouyli, 22 Pa. Vo, Ct. 170.

And under some statute* the report must state the width of the road: 
Ruyinyton v. Ilohneu. ft X.U. 74; Matter of Feeney, 20 Mise. (X.Y. ) 272.

Rut it has liecn held that in laying out a proposed road, an uncei 
tainty in one part of a commissioner's report is not fatal, if from the 
whole may lie gathered a description leaving no difficulty in locating the 
road: Todcmier v. .1 spin mill, 43 III. 401.

51
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COMMISSIONERS* REVORTS, WHEN TO HE Fll,KI>.

Statutes requiring the re|iort of proceedings to Is* made and tiled with
in a specified time have sometimes lieen held to lie merely directory : People 
v. Lake County, 33 Cal. 487.

<hi the Other hand, if the repmi is not so returned before the date speci
fied. the proceeding* have been held to lie irregular and the report may 
In* set aside : Itc Sarvickley Township Hoad, 2ti Pa. Super, ft. 572.

So a report of surveyors presented to Court on September 2nd when the 
time for holding the Court at the term to which it had been returnable ex
pired on August. 27th is too late: He I'pper Mahonoy Township Itoarl. 
12 Pa. Co. Ct 613.

And the failure of viewers to report at the next term of Court without 
a continuance of the order is fatal : He \ antirote Borough, 4 Kulp (Pa.) 
513.

Thu* where the report of a surveyor under .10 (loo. III. eh. I. sec. 3. 
was dated July 3, 1837. and the notice given stated that it would lie laid 
before the Quarter Session* on the 11th and so far a* appeared nothing 
was done at the July Session*, but the report was confirmed at the Octo
ber Session* following, it was held that the highway had not been legally 
established as the power of confirmation had been confined to the Sessions 
next after the report, and the fact of user was immaterial, the presump 
tion of dedication lieing rebutted by the proof of the origin of the road: 
Regina v. Ureal Western Railway Co.. 32 U.C.Q.B.R. 50(1.

Approval nunc pro tune at a subsequent term will not remedy this 
irregularity: Hr Uihsoti, etc., Mill Hoad. 37 Pa. St. 255.

On the other hand, the confirmation of a report may lie entered at a 
subsequent term where objections have delayed a final decision : Hr .Mc
Connell’s Mill Hoad. 32 Pa. St. 285.

Who Mat Take Advantage oe Dekectn.

Only those persons owning land through which the route of the state 
mad is located and who consider themselves aggrieved can object in the 
approval of the commissioners' report : Reniant v. Callaway County. 2' Mo.
37.

When Objkctkixh Mi st hi Made: Estoppel.

Inaction during expenditure works an estoppel : He Woolsry. 95 N Y.
135.

Objection* made or delivered after judgment are invalid : People v.
Mills. 109 N.Y. 69.

On the other hand, a consent to a private road does not e*top a per
son from objecting to a public road: Pagel v. Fergus County Commis 
sioners, 17 Mont. 586.

However, the acceptance of damages estops the owner from objecting: 
Hartshorn v. Potroff. 89 111. 500; Taft v. Commonwealth, 158 Mass. 526.

And so a town may likewise be estopped the same as an individual : 
Frrrtmrn v. Rristol County Commissioners. 9 Pick. (Mass.) 46.
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Vacating a Road.
Practically the same proceedings are required in vacating a road as in 

opening or establishing one, and it is almost universally provided that to 
authorize the local authorities to vacate a public highway, notice must be 
given : Houpt v. Dutton, 170 Tnd. 60.

Sometimes, rarely, however, no notice is required: llayne* v. I.a s.ll. 20 
Vt. 157.

The owner of a parcel of land not fronting upon any highway and 
whose only outlet is a private way two rods wide belonging to him and 
extending therefrom to a public highway, is entitled to notice of proceed
ings to discontinue such public highway as much as if his whole parcel 
aim tied upon it: People v. China fl iyh way Commissioners, 35 Mich. 15.

Rut where a highway is laid out entirely over the lands of one who 
owns the land abutting on the north, the abutting owners on the south 
are not interested in the highway : McCotter v. Town Council. 20 R.Î. 43.

And notice to an adjoining owner is necessary only when his land i* 
affected thereby: Rulliran v. Robbins, 100 Iowa 235.

Vacating a Highway; Report.
Under the provisions of an Act whereby notice must he given to the 

supervisors of the town or towns affected by the roads to be vacated, a 
copy of such notice properly attached must be filed among the records of 
the Court having cognizance, and a failure to do so will 1m- sufficient 
grounds for an application to set aside the proceedings : Re Cut rain Town
ship Road, 33 Pa. Co. Ct. 328.

Vacating a Road; Notice Required.
In the absence of a legislative requirement on the subject, it is sufii 

cient to post copies instead of the original of the notice of the presentation 
of the petition: Vedder v. Marion County, 22 Ore. 261.

And under a statute providing that proceedings for discontinuing a 
highway must be had after ten days’ notice, such proceedings at a hear
ing on June 6th pursuant to notice given June 1st. are irregular and void : 
Price v. Stagray, 68 Mich. 17.

And in a municipal by-law having for its object the closing of a por
tion of a certain road, in which the word “by" was omitted, with the re
sult that by strict grammatical construction of the by-law a former by
law dealing with the same road was declared closed, instead of the rood 
itself, it was held that certain words in an enacting clause should lie re
garded as a parenthetical expression, and as descriptive of the portion 
of the road referred to. thus giving the by-law the meaning it was in
tended to have: KsquimaU Water Works Co. v. City of Victoria, 10 R.C.R.
its.

Vacating a Road; Waiver of Notice.

An appearance of a person entitled to notice operate* as a waiver 
thereof, the same as in opening a road: Chrisman v. H rondes. 137 Iowa 433.
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TOWN OF OUTREMONT v. JOYCE.
Judicial Commit Ire of fhc 1‘ririi Council. I'reacnt: The Itii/ht lions. Th 

Lord Chancellor ( l'i.«count Haldane), /.»»,</* Atkinson, awl Shaw, and 
Sir S. Evans. October 30, 1012.

1. Highways (§111—103)—Imvrovkmfnts — ('omk.xvt nut iai.motion 
WITH IK)NOB OF LANlt—“Cost of openi.no."

I mlvr a grant by the landowner t-> the municipality <>f land for u 
]tuldic street, made upon condition that no special mM^mnont -IioiiM 
be levied upon the remainder of his land to defray the "cost of the 
opening" of the street and further providing that such condition should 
not lie construed as exempting the lands from special assessments for 
drains and macadamising such street, the words “cost of the opening" 
must be hold to include all the work of whatever kind necessary to 
render the contemplated street lit to lie used by the public for the traf
fic usual in that community and the grantor is exempt from assess 
incuts for grading, tilling in. rock cuttings and levelling undertaken by 
the municipality in respect thereof.

| Town of Outremont v. Joitrr. Que. K.ll. 385. affirmed. As to 
irregular proceeding' in compulsory openings of highways and street'. 
m e Scauin r. Ilao-lrsbury, 0 DX.lt. 1ST. and Annotation to same.]

Appeal by special leave from ;i judgment of the Court of 
King's Bench for the Province of Quebec. Outrcmont v. Joint, 
20 Que. K.B. 385, affirming a judgment of the Superior Court. 
Davidson. J., in favour of the respondent, in an action brought 
against him by the appellants for a special assessment tax. An 
attempted appeal t-o the Supreme Court of Canada had failed 
for want of jurisdiction : see Outrcmont v. Joint, 43 Can. S.C.R. 
11.

The present appeal was dismissed.
Sir If. Finlay. K.C., Laflcur, K.C. (of the Quebec Bar), and 

Geoffrey Lawrence, appeared for the appellants.
Davidson, K.C., and MacMastcr, K.C. (both of the Queltee 

Bar), who appeared for the respondent, were not called on to 
address their Lordships.

Their Lordships’ judgment was delivered by
Loan Atkinson :—This is an appeal by special leave from a 

judgment of the Court of King’s Bench (appeal side), for the 
Province of Queliec, dated the 23rd March, 1910. confirming a 
judgment of the Superior Court of the said province dated the 
12th October, 1909.

By this latter judgment the claim of the appellants to re
cover from the respondent a sum of $1,132.53 with in
terest at 4Va per cent, per annum was dismissed. The sum 
claimed was the first of twenty instalments of special assess
ments on land in the town of Outrcmont belonging to the respon
dent. in respect of the cost incurred by the appellants in “mac
adamizing” certain public streets of that town named Ville- 
neuve street, Nelson street, and McXider street, upon which the
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said lands of the respondent abutted. The appellant munici
pality was incorporated in 1895, by an Act of the Legislature of 
tin1 Province of Quebec (58 Viet. eh. 55), under the name of 
“The Town of Outremont.” This statute was amended by 63 
Viet. ch. 55 and 4 Edw. VII. eh. 58.

The facts and circumstances out of which the claim arises 
are, so far, as material, as follows: The appellants were minded 
to make three new streets in their town, to bear the names al
ready mentioned, over land theretofore private property not sub
ject to any public right-of-way. The respondent, who was a 
member of the municipal body, and had theretofore filled the 
office of mayor of the town, by an instrument in writing bearing 
date the 15th May. 1905, generously granted to the appellants, 
free of charge, certain portions of his land which were to form or 
help to form the sites of these new streets. The grant was made 
by the respondent and accepted by the appellants on this express 
condition, amongst others, that as to each of these streets respec
tively the appellants should “form a public street of a uniform 
width of 66 feet to he forthwith opened by the said town for 
use as a public street.”

This instrument contained in addition a provision upon 
which the sole question for decision turns. It ran as follows: 
“That no special assessment shall be levied upon the remainder 
of the said lots Nos. 2!) and 30. to defray the cost of the opening 
of the various streets hereinbefore referred to; but this shall 
not be construed as exempting the lands bordering on said streets 
from special assessments for drains, macadamising such streets 
and sidewalks therein. That the town shall pay the cost of this 
deed and its registration.”

The three new streets have been made. The respondent has 
been specially assessed in respect of this land of his with the cost 
of all the word done upon these streets other than procuring 
the land to form them. The appellants contend that on the pro
per construction of the above-mentioned clause, the cost “of 
opening streets” merely means the cost of obtaining the land to 
form them, and, that as the streets cannot be macadamized till 
they have been prepared for the final operation of placing tin- 
broken road metal upon their surface, the work of all kinds in
volved in this preliminary preparation, such as grading, tilling 
up hollows, cutting through rocks where necessary, ami levelling, 
etc., are covered by the word “macadamising,” and are com
prehended in the work which it describes. The respondent, on 
the other hand, in his case, contends that the term “macadamis
ing,” which has been adopted in the vernacular of lioth the 
French and English languages, is not a term of doubtful mean
ing. but is used to denote the finishing process of covering a 
roml with small broken stones to form a smooth surface. Their
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Lordships have not to decide* on this appeal between these two IMP 
constructions. The only question which they have to decide is |. i 
whether the appellants’ construction of this clause in the agree- mu 
ment is its true construction. If it be the true construction, 
then the only return which the respondent will receive for his < i! tkkmÛn i 
generosity in making a present of his land to the appellants is r. 
probably this, that he will escape being assessed for the prof es ,r°Y'1
sional costs and charges incurred in vesting his own land in the u«i7u7.,,.., 
appellants, and proclaiming to the public that the acquired soil 
was open and free to them to traverse. In all other respects he 
will stand in the same position as any other owner whose lands 
abutted on those new streets.

Their Lordships arc. for several reasons, quite unable to 
adopt the construction of this clause contended for by the ap
pellants. First amongst these reasons is this, that in the con 
ditions contained in the agreement the use of the words “to be 
forthwith opened by the said town for use as a public street," 
evidently imposes upon the appellants the obligation to have 
done on the land granted, all the work of whatever kind, neces 
sary to render the contemplated street fit to be used by the pub
lic for the traffic of the various kinds which, in such commuai 
ties, is carried over public streets. It would be quite irrational 
to suppose that the respondent had contented himself with put 
ting the appellants under terms merely to announce to the pub 
lie that they might traverse the land which he had given to the 
municipality in the state in which it then was. Frontage rights 
on such a highway would be worthless. There is nothing in 
these conditions about grading, levelling, macadamising, or any 
thing of that kind. The duty to do all these things is imposed 
by the words “to be forthwith opened by the said town for use 
as a public street.” and yet, according to the appellants’ con 
tention, this phrase, so wide and comprehensive, is. when it 
comes to dividing the costs of the operations it includes, to be 
narrowed into meaning, little more than a mere proclamation to 
the public that they may traverse the land bestowed upon them 
by the respondent.

Again, the very words of the excepting clause above extract 
ed seem to suggest of themselves that the words "to defray the 
costs of opening,” mean the cost of making the streets lit for 
traffic, else it would be quite unnecessary to provide, as is pro
vided, that these words are not to be construed as exempting 
the lands bordering on the streets from special assessment for 
“drains” and “macadamizing” the streets and sidewalks. The 
natural construction of such a clause would appear to their 
Lordships to he that but for these latter words the respondent’s 
lands were to be exempted from assessment for the costs of all 
kinds of work necessary to make the road into public streets fit
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for such traffic as is usually carried over public streets in this 
town. On the consideration of the agreement itself, therefore, 
it would seem to their Lordships impossible to hold that the par
ties to it intended at the time at which it was entered into to 
give to the word “open” the meaning now contended for. An 
examination of the statute incorporating the appellants, and of 
the by-laws which they have passed supports this conclusion.

In the 20th sub-section of sec. 2d of this statute dealing with 
existing roads the word “macadamising” is used in a restricted 
sense, as opposed to planking—i.e., making the surface of the 
road.

By sub-sec. 20 (/>) the cost of making any of the improve
ments mentioned in the preceding sub-section is thrown on the 
owners of property abutting on any street, alley, boulevard, and, 
on referring to the earlier sub-section, it will be found that these 
improvements are “to open, widen, prolong, alter, grade, level, 
or otherwise make or pave any street, etc.” Much reliance was 
placed on this enumeration. It was contended that it shewed 
that grading, or levelling, or paving a street were not included 
in the word opening. Their Lordships do not think this is a legi
timate deduction from the use of the words relied upon. The 
sub-section deals with existing streets as well as with new streets, 
streets which have already been opened, as well as those about 
to be opened, and consequently naturally uses terms which ap
ply to improvements to be effected on either description of 
street. That, however, does not at all lead to the conclusion that 
these words “grading.” or “levelling,” or “paving,” are not. 
in the case of a new road, intended to he covered by the phrase 
“open for public use.”

Lastly, the fourth of the by-laws passed on the 20th October. 
1905. by the appellants dealing with all streets, all roads or 
sections thereof which may be required for public utility, old or 
new. uses the word “macadamising,” and, this is the vital point, 
draws a distinction between macadamising and grading. There 
seems to be no warrant, therefore, for the contention that the 
word “macadamising” in the exempting clause of this agree
ment bears a meaning, not only inconsistent with the earlier pro
visions of the agreement itself, hut differing altogether from that 
which it bears in the statute which incorporated the 
and in the by-law which they themselves have passed. Their 
Lordships are therefore of opinion that the construction con
tended for by the appellants is not the true construction of 
clause (» of the agreement, and that the appeal fails and must 
he dismissed, and they will humbly advise His Majesty accord
ingly. The appellants must, in accordance with the undertak
ing given by them on the hearing of the petition for special 
leave to appeal, pay the respondent’s costs of the appeal as be
tween solicitor and client.

D86C
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McBride v. mcneil.

Ontario High Court. Trial before Middleton, ./. December 14. Ill II*.

1. Estoppkl (8 111 K—13fi) — IJy io n ivixo hkxkhih I m cm h i m k n th on
I.ANDN INDUVKU BY I'KOXIISI To CHANT.

While a person wlm eXpeinU money on property in which he has 
no interest has. us a rule, no lien therefor against the owner, particu
larly where the expenditure was iiruvml imh-penih-ntly by such per
son for good and sulficient reasons of his own. although resulting in 
direct advantage to the owner ; yet where the latter stands by and 
allows the defendant to spend money <>n certain farm lands in the 
expectation that the owner will receive the heiietit of it. such defen 
liant is entitled to a lien for the increased value resulting from the 
expenditure; and this principle applies where the expenditure is 
made upon the faith of a statement by the owner of his intention 
to give the lands to the defendant who makes the improvement, and 
the defendant is entitled to a lien for the reasonable and just value 
of such improvements in so far as they are permanent.

[Dominion of Canada V. Province of Ontario (Indian 1'reatg Cane), 
[10101 AX'. <117. fill! ; Macclesfield v tin at Central If.. [1011 | 2 K.H. 
528; Unity Joint fl toc I, Haul: v. King, 20 Reav. 72; Plimmer y. 
Mayor. Councillor*, and Citizen* of the City of Wellington. 0 AX'. 
fiOO; Itamsden V. Dyson, L.R. 1 II.L. 120, referred to.]

2. IMI'BOVKMK.MH I 8 1—4 I—(’OMI'I NSATIO.V FOK. XVI!Kill: ItK.VKHT IS TAKKN
ADVANTACK OK—WHAT ARK IMCKOVKM KNTB.

Where the owner of farm lands by stating that lie intends to give 
them to the defendant induces him to spend money thereon, such 
statement being made by the owner in expectation that lie will re
ceive the benefit of any improvements so made, and where the defen
dant is subsequently awarded a lien for the increased value resulting 
from such exjienditure. an allowance will lie made for the value if 
improvements of a permanent nature such as fencing and «Irai.ting, 
but not for mere repairs to the dwelling house which do not proper!/ 
come under the caption of permanent improvements.

ONT.

H.C.X.
1012

Dec. 14.

Action to recover possession of the east half of lot three in statement 
the second concession of Wallace.

G. Bray, for the plaintiff.
,/. C. Makins, K.C., for the defendant.

Middleton, J. :—Catherine McBride was in her lifetime the mkwhw. j. 
owner of the lands in question, by virtue of a Crown patent 
dated the 12th August, 1848. She died on the 26th June, 1912.
The right of the plaintiff as her administrator to possession of 
the land was admitted at the trial, although denied in the plead
ings.

The defendant claims to be entitled to a lien upon the land 
for improvements said to have been made under mistake of title, 
by virtue of the statute, and also claims a lien apart from the 
statute.

The facts giving rise to the present situation are as follows:
The deceased and William McNeil 1 iv«*d together as man and 
wife for many years, but they never intermarried, as they had 
both been theretofore married, and were living separate from
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ONT. their respective spouses. The plaiutiff David McBride was the
If. C. J.

1013

lawful issue of Catherine McBride and her wedded husband. 
The defendant is one of several children, issue of the unlawful

McBkiuk
union. As Catherine died intestate, the plaintiff will take her 
entire estate beneficially.

lloNi il The late William McNeil, and Catherine, settled upon the lot
MiddMon. J. in question many years ago. The patent for the west half was 

taken in the name of one of the sons of William. The patent for 
the east half was taken in the name of Catherine.

In the first place tin- defendant bases his claim upon the fact, 
as he says, that he thought the patent to the east half had been 
taken in his name, lie says he inferred this from the fact that 
the patent for the other half had been taken in his brother's 
name; but he admits that upon his father’s death some 24 years 
ago r claimed to he entitled to the bind in question ; and
although he says he did not believe that she was entitled, he then 
made an agreement- or. rather, a series of agreements - with his 
mother by which he occupied the property with her and main
tained her upon the property, paying the taxes. He says he 
made this arrangement because he thought that bis mother had 
a life interest: a statement which is quite inconsistent with the 
idea that he was the patentee, lie also that he was the
« n of his mother’s papers, and that lie had the patent in
his possession for all these years. He said that he did not read 
the patent until recently.

The defendant had acquired title to the west half by pur 
chase from his brother; and during the 24 years the whole lot 
was worked, as it always had been, as one farm. Tim house was 
upon the east half, and the barn was upon the west half. \ well 
was constructed upon the west half, close to the boundary. Over 
the well a windmill was erected; two of the legs of this wind
mill being planted upon the east side of the boundary. A road 
was laid out upon the centre line, half upon each side of it; and 
considerable money and IuImmii* was expended upon making this 
road of value to both halves of the farm. Some clearing was 
done upon the east half, also some fencing.

I am unable to find that any of the improvements made were 
made under a mistake of title. 1 think it is obvious that for 
many years, _ r since the father’s death, the defend
ant has known the real position of the title. 1 am confirmed in 
this view by the defendant’s own statement that he had arranged 
with his mother to make a will by which she would leave him 
this property, but that it had been put off from time to time and 
had been finally neglected.

1 think that some of the improvements made upon the pro
perly have increased its selling value, and that as a matter of 
fairness the defendant ought to be allowed a lien for this in
creased selling value.

5

050

8056

C2^C
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I do not think that an allowance should ho made for tin* road, 
as the proper inference from tin* evidence is that this road was 
constructed upon an agreement between the defendant and his 
deceased mother which amounted to a dedication of the land 
used for the road, the purpose being to have a common way, 
serving both the east and the west half. This may be so de 
dared.

The fencing is an improvement of a permanent nature; so 
also is the draining.

The repairs to the house I do not think arc in the nature of 
permanent improvements, but were mere repairs.

The replanting of the fruit trees, etc., is a trivial matter, 
and was in the nature of ordinary husbandry.

No claim can be sustained for the pump, well, or windmill, 
these being on the west half. It was arranged at the trial that 
the legs of the windmill which rest upon the east half of the land 
should he allowed to continue as they are.

As to the increased value, the evidence was unsatisfactory. 
The witnesses entirely failed to apprehend the real question ; that 
is, the increase of the value of the land by reason of the improve 
meuts. The defendant goes so far as to claim a sum greatly in 
excess of the cost. Giving the matter the best consideration I 
can, 1 think $IMX) would be a fair sum to allow to cover all im
provements made by the defendant.

There is no concerning the defendant's right as to
the $14.1.0.'), being amounts paid since the death of Catherine 
McBride, for which a ought to have been sent in to the
administrator.

The general rule is well stated in llalsbury, vol. 19, p. 19 : 
“A person who has expended money for the of another,
or on property in which he has no interest, has as a rule no lien 
in respect of such expenditure against such Other person or 
against the owner of the property" a rule which is quite in 
accord with the recent decision of the Brivv Council in the In
dian Treaty cast. Dominion of Panada \. Provint» of Ontario, 
11910] A.C. fi.‘17, at p. 640: wln re it is stated that there is no 
right to recover "expenditure independently incurred by one 
party for good and sufiicient reasons of his own. but which has 
resulted in direct advantage to another.” See also Macclcnfiihi \
(trait Central Railway, 11911] 2 K.K. 52H.

To this general rule there is, 1 think, an exception, based 
upon the principle of estoppel. As stated by llalsbury (p. 21 
"Where the owner of property stands by and allows a person to 
spend money thereon in the expectation that he will receive the 
benefit of it, such person is entitled to a lien for the increased 
value resulting from the expenditure.” This principle was ap 
plied in a case by no means dissimilar from the present one: 
The Unity Joint Stock Hank v. Kimj, 25 Beav. 72. where a

ONI
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McNeil.

Middleton, J.

father owning certain property allowed his sons to have pos
session ot' it and to make lasting improvements thereon. At 
that time he contemplated and intended at some future time to 
make over the lands to them ; but he never did so. They were 
in truth mere licensees. The sons assumed to convey the lands 
to the bank, from which they had borrowed money. It was held 
by Sir John Rom illy, M.R., that the father “could not have 
taken possession of that land again without allowing to his 
sons the amount of money they had laid out upon it.” The 
same principle was acted upon in Plimmir v. Manor, Council
lors, and Citizens of the City of Wellington, 9 A.C. till!*: a ease 
arising upon a statute, which provided that in determining a 
compensation “the Court should not be bound to regard strict 
legal rights, but should do what is reasonable and just.” Itams- 
den v. Dyson, L.R. 1 ILL. 129, recognizes l»oth the rule and the 
exception, which 1 think exists. There the estoppel rested upon 
the fact that the owner stood by and allowed the defendant to 
spend the money, knowing that he did so upon the mistaken be
lief that he owned the land.

I think that Sir John Romilly’s decision justifies me in hold
ing that the same principle applies where the expenditure is 
made upon the faith of a statement by the owner of his intention 
to give the land to the person making the improvement.

In the ease in hand, the defendant says that his mother en
couraged him to improve the place by telling him that he would 
ultimately have the benefit of his labour and expenditure ; and, 
although 1 might not have been disposed to accept the defend
ant’s own statement, because he was manifestly ready to shift 
his ground as he thought would best serve his purpose, yet the 
corroboration of his statements by disinterested witnesses leads 
me to accept them.

I do not think that the defendant is entitled to enforce his 
lien by retaining possession of the land. Judgment will there
fore be for possession, and declaring that the defendant is en
titled to a lien upon the land for the sum of six hundred dollars. 
A time—say three months from the date of the judgment— 
should be fixed for payment, in default of which payment the 
defendant ought to be at liberty to proceed to enforce his lien 
by sale.

The judgment will further declare that the road between the 
east and west halves has been dedicated as a way between both 
half lots. It may also be declared that the defendant is entitled 
to the $143.05 as a creditor.

1 think each party may well be left to pay his own costs.

./udymc.nt an ordinyly.
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CAST v. MOORE.

Onlario Divisional Court, Itnytl, C.. Latcliford, ami Kelly, .hi. 
Deem,her 21$. 11112.

ONT

D. C. 
1912

1. TaXKK I g III K—148(1 >—S.\|.K—4 Iw.M It’s HHillT TO STATUTORY XOTll'l.. |)|V 
tinier statute 4 Kdvv. N il. ell. 2."$. see. ltt.'i (21, requiring a writ

ten notice, as prescrilMnl I>\ mib-nev. il, sis-. 4ti, to Im> -vnt to a non
resident owner of land, which has Ihm-ii sold for arrears of taxes, giv
ing him thirty days' time in which to redeem his property, the notice 
must l*e sent to the last address lodged by the owner in the city 
treasurer’s department; and the fact that the city treasurer had ob
tained outside information that letters addressed to the owner at the 
address on tile in his office did not reach their destination. d«s*s not 
excuse sending the notice to the address given, in the absence of a 
direct revocation of the address tiled by the owner himself, and it is 
immaterial whether lie had in fact a different address in New York 
so long as the prescribed notice under sub-see. 11. sec. 411. stood un
revoked.

Appeal by the plaintif)* from the judgment of Riddell, J.,of statement 
October 21. 1912. in an action t«> set aside a tax sale of certain 
lots by the city of T( into, and for an injunction restraining 
tlie defendant from s< ig or otherwise disjHising of said lands.
At the trial the aetr ' dismissed with costs.

The appeal was a. ..vd.

./. M. Feryuson, for tile plaintiff.
A. J. Anderson, for the defendant.

Sir John Boyd, C.:—The scheme of the Municipal and R°m.c. 
Assessment Acts contemplates and provides for a continuity of 
official life in the finance department. This scheme provides for 
the raising of money for municipal purposes and is administered 
by various officers ; treasurer, collector, assessor and the like ; 
each has his own functions yet all are to work together for one 
and the same end. Pains are taken in the Acts to provide for the 
propCi discharge of the fundamental work of assessment and all 
of its incidents to make sure of the identification of the ratepay
ers by name and address. This is to safeguard him in regard to all 
notices and demands requiring personal service or in the case 
of a non-resident service by post and registered letter. As to 
non-residents they can notify the department of their post office 
address and this is to be the continuing place of address till a 
change is made bv the person himself. The address so com
municated to the department is applicable to and is meant to 
apply to all stages of the proceedings in the imposing and col
lection of taxes even till the ultimate act comes when the lands 
are being disposed of to pay the arream. This preamble is ap
plicable to the case in hand.

This land was sold for taxes under the special power given 
by the statute of 1898, til Viet. eh. 55, sec. 16, by which lands
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ONT. of non-residents in the town of Toronto Junction might be sold 
if the taxes were in arrear for twelve months; as against the 

1012 three years’ grace given by the general Assessment Act.
(~/ The plaintiff had bought the lands in 1892 and had paid

taxes for If) years but made default in 1906 and 1907 and the 
Mooitr. sale took place in November, 1908. Tie did not know of the time
n^d.c. being shortened by statute; as hi* had left Toronto for New

York about 1894. Before leaving he notified the assessment de
partment and the treasurer, of his New York address, “136 Lib
erty street.” and this was never changed by him. although lie 
some time after had the address, “80 John street, N.Y.” The 
situation is correctly summed up by him in a letter addressed 
to tin1 purchaser in March. 1910. when he found out that the 
land had been sold: he says: “Î could hardly believe this as I 
had never been notified that this sale was going to take place, 
although my address had been with the tax collector all these 
years and he had always sent me assessment notices and the 
tax assessment.”

lie puts in as addressed to and received by him at 136 Lib
erty street. New York, assessment notices and demands for pay
ment of taxes in a continuous series from 1906 to 1911, the last 
being in a registered letter postmarked in April, 1911. The 
only exception which appears in the evidence is two friendly 
letters sent by the treasurer after the sale and calling attention 
to it sometime in the year 1909 prior to the expiration of twelve 
months from the sale. These were addressed to Liberty street: 
were. I suppose, not registered and both came back to the treas
urer. Jackson. No copies were kept and no such letters were re
ceived by the plaintiff. But the others, all of official character 
and I suppose registered, were duly received by him up to 1911.

The land was originally situate in the town of Toronto Junc
tion: in 1908. its location was changed to the city of West 
Toronto, and in 1909. that city was annexed to and became a 
part of the city of Toronto. Jackson was the last treasurer who 
conducted the sale and after the absorption he was placed in a 
prominent position in the offiee of the city treasurer. After the 
sale the tax deed had to be given by the city of Toronto, and this 
was the first and only time that the city officials had to do with 
that West Toronto tax sale. The officer charged with the collec
tion of arrears. Mr. Fleming, says he consulted Mr. Jackson the 

former treasurer, “in all these matters.” Mr. Jackson told 
of his experience with the two unofficial letters and as a result 
without further investigation so far as appears the all-important 
notice required by the statute of 1909. 4 Edw. VII. ch. 23. sec. 
165 (2), was posted to the address derived from the land titles 
office which was “T. J. Gast, manufacturer, Toronto.” This 
notice, of course, came back to the treasurer and the last chance 
for redemption disappeared.
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Jackson when asked as to the letters he sent being addressed 
to Liberty St., answered. “The only address I ever knew.’* p. ;I9.

Such is the precise fact : that is the only address he knew and 
that was the address lodged with the department by the plaintiff 
as his address and that direction the plaintiff never revoked.

The learned Judge finally held that the address of the plain
tiff was not known to the treasurer (for the time being). That 
conclusion on this evidence I am unable to follow. Tin* statu
tory notice called for by see. which is an essential pre-requi
site before the right of redemption can lie extinguished by a 
tax deed, says it is to be sent to the owner's address “if known to 
the treasurer.” What is the meaning of that? Not his personal 
knowledge as an individual hut the knowledge which he has or 
is required to have as an official. Here the new treasurer know 
nothing per sc of the address of a West Toronto taxpayer, but 
he was required to possess himself of the knowledge held by 
the department which was taken over by the city. The evidence 
is simply overwhelming that to the municipality of Toronto 
Junction, later West Toronto, and the treasurer, assessors ami 
collectors and clerks of that place the address and the onlv 
address they would regard was that given by the plaintiff and 
known to them all and acted on by them all for nearly 2'» years. 
None of the official notices in all these years had miscarried or 
been returned to the senders. Why was there a break as to this 
most important of all the statutory notices required? A lame 
excuse is given; granting the truth of all said hv Jackson, at 
most it is that two private letters did not get to the address given 
by the plaintiff. That did not import a revocation ; it may have 
given rise to a doubt as to whether tin- address was a right am
end such a doubt may exculpate the officer or the treasurer from 
a charge of culpable mistake, hut it does not exonerate either 
from fulfilling the statutory requirement. They knew the 
address given by the plaintiff and they should have acted as 
theretofore in sending the official notice to that ami no other 
address. It would then have been received by the plaintiff and 
his land would have been redeemed. The mandate of the plain
tiff was to send to that address that was. as contemplated by 
the statute—the then current address and whatever the doubt 
may have been as to its reaching him that did not justify tin- 
ignoring of it and making search after a formal address in tin- 
records of the land titles office which was applicable to the 
whereabouts of the plaintiff in 1892. Had they exercised any 
reflection it would have been obvious that such a manner of pick
ing and choosing could only serve to frustrate the real inten
tion of the law, namely, to bring the exigence of affairs home to 
the person most interested.

The judgment should be reversed; the plaintiff’s right to re-
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ONT. cover the land established on payment of the proper statutory
p q charges claimable by the purchaser and other taxes paid by him.
1912 which may he settled by the registrar if the parties do not agree
— —and then he deducted from the costs of action and appeal to

i.ast paij fov the defendant.
Moose. I agree with my brother Latch ford and take advantage of the

detailed account of the law which he has given and thereby avoid 
repetition.

Latch ford, J. :—The plaintiff purchased the lands in ques
tion in 1892. when he resided in Toronto. They were un
occupied lands; and at the time were comprised within 
the limits of the town of Toronto Junction, which be
came in 190S. by 8 Kdw. VII. eh. 118. the city of West Toronto. 
Alxiut 1894 Oast went to the city of New York where he has 
since resided. The assessor for lmtli municipalities was aware 
that Oast was a “non-resident”: and had notice that his address 
was 136 Liberty Street, New York.

Under the Assessment Act of 1892 (sec. 47) the assessor was 
obliged “before the completion of his roll to transmit by past to 
every non-resident who has required his name to lie entered 
thereon, a notice of the sum at which his property has l»een as
sessed.” A similar provision is contained in sec. 51 of the revi
sion of 1897. In the Assessment Act of 1904, 4 Kdw. VII. eh. 
23. the notice is required—see. 46, sub-sec. 3—to be transmitted 
by post to the non-resident’s address, “if known.” Each of the 
Acts of 1892 and 1897 provides that the owner of unoccupied lain! 
may give the clerk of the municipality notice of his address, and 
require his name to he entered on the assessment roll for the 
land of which he is the owner : 55 Viet. eh. 48, sec. 3; and K.S.O. 
eh. 224. sub-see. 3. See. 46 of the consolidation of 1904 provides 
(sub-sec. 6) that in case any person furnishes the assessment 
commissioner, or if none, the clerk, with a notice in writing giv
ing the address to which the notice of assessment may he trans
mitted to him, and requesting the same to be so transmitted to 
him by registered letter, the notice of assessment shall he so 
transmitted. Then the last cited enactment proceeds, “and any 
notice so giveq to the assessment commissioner or clerk, as the 
case may he, shall stand until revoked by writing.” The pro
vision in sec. 3 and see. 46 of the earlier acts is: “It shall not he 
necessary to renew such notice from year to year, but the notice 
shall stand until revoked or until the ownership of the property 
shall he changed.”

It is in evidence and uneontindicted that the plaintiff notified 
the treasurer of the town of Toronto Junction that his address 
was 136 Liberty Street, New York. Upon the collector’s rolls 
of each of the three municipalities which had in succession the



right to impose nnd collect taxes oil the hinds of the plaintiff, 
that address appears un revoked. To him at that address, as re
quired. “if known,” wore sent the statutory notices of his 
assessment. To him at that address were also transmitted from 
time to time the ‘‘statement and demand of the taxes charged 
against him in the collector’s roll,” necessary to he addressed 
in accordance with the notice given hv such non-resident, if such 
notice has been given: see. 101 of 4 Edw. VII. eh. 2d. Here 1 
venture to express the opinion that the plaintiff was not re
quired by sec. 101 to file a new notice of his address. 11 is ad
dress stood unrevoked upon the assessor's and collector's rolls, 
and the statement and demand called for by the statute were re
quired to be sent to him there. They were in fact so sent. The 
plaintiff produced at the trial statutory notices from the town 
of Toronto Junction for 1906 and 1907; from the city of West 
Toronto for 1908, and from the city of Toronto for 1909. 1910 
and 1911—each and all addressed to him at the address standing 
un revoked upon the assessment and collector’s rolls of the several 
municipalities as the address and the only address of the plain
tiff.

That he had in fact a different address in New York 1 regard 
as wholly immaterial. Ilis address as formally made known to the 
municipalities, and as known and recognised by them—except in 
one instance—was 136 Liberty Street. New York, and all the 
statutory notices there addressed to him were duly received by 
him.

The exception referred to was made when, a year after the 
sale for taxes, the defendant applied to the city of Toronto for 
a deed of the lands which lie had purchased. It then became the 
duty of the treasurer, under sec. 165. before executing the deed, 
to search in the registry office and in the sheriff’s office and 
ascertain whether or not there were mortgages or other incum
brances affecting the lands, and who was the registered owner of 
the land.

The treasurer had the prescribed searches It appears
there were no incumbrances. The plaintiff was registered as 
owner of the lands. Sub-sec. 2 of see. 165 requires the treasurer 
to send to the registered owner by registered letter mailed to the 
address of such owner ... if known to the treasurer, and if 
such address is not known to the treasurer, then to any ad
dress of such . . . owner appearing in the . . . deed, a 
notice stating that the . . owner is at liberty within thirty 
days from the date of the notice to redeem the estate sold. . .”

Mr. Fleming, of the city treasurer’s office. Toronto, has 
charge <>f the collection of all arrears of taxes. lie made in
quiry of James T. Jackson, who had been treasurer of Toronto 
Junction and West Toronto, regarding the plaintiff's address.

5
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0WT- Why he should have so impiim! when the plaintiff's address 
D. o appeared upon the assessment rolls of the city of Toronto at the
1812 time is not elear. Jackson told Fleming that he had written in
— the year following the sale two letters to the plaintiff at 13li 
’'M Liberty Street. New York, and that these letters were returned

Mouse. as undelivered. Jackson did not make copies of the letters, or a
, ,7~Z , record of their dates, nor did he preserve them when returned.

Ills evidence regarding them is accepted as true by the learned 
trial Judge. It is not pretended, however, that these letters were 
more than friendly intimations to the owner that his lands had 
been sold, nor is it suggested that they were sent in conformity 
to the requirements of see. 165.

Fleming’s evidence is. as to his interview with Jackson, brief 
and may he quoted in full.

Ills Lordship: Who is Mr. Jackson ? A. He was treasurer 
ot XX est Toronto, and when we came to search through the lands 
in default the next year we consulted him with reference to them 
to see if he could give us any information and he told me that 
the two years he had sent it to—

“Ills Lordship: Subject to objection.
“XVitness: They had been returned from that address, 136 

Liberty Street, New York, so all we could do was to send them 
according to what information was there.”

His Ijordship in his reasons for judgment summarises the con
versation. “Jackson told Fleming what, was the truth, as I find 
—that he had sent on notices (the letters) himself to Mr. Hast at 
this address, 136 Liberty Street, New X’ork, and that they had 
been returned to the post-office, not having been called for. That 
being so the address of the owner was not known to the trea
surer.”

With great respect. I am of a different opinion. It seems 
clear to me Fleming was informed that, (1) the owner’s address 
was 136 Liberty Street; (2) that letters so addressed to him 
were received hack by the sender.

Mr. Fleming had knowledge that certain letters addressed to 
the plaintiff at 136 Liberty Street. New York, had not reached 
the plaintiff; but he also had knowledge that 136 Liberty Street. 
New York, was the address of the plaintiff. With that knowledge 
in his mind, he chose not to transmit to the plaintiff at that ad
dress the notice required to he sent under see. 165, and addressed 
it instead to Toronto—a course he could properly pursue only 
when the address was not known to him.

The whole salutary purposes of sec. 165—the last opportunity 
for redemption “betwixt the stirrup and the ground,” “inter 
pimtein et fonteni,” would, in my opinion, In* rendered nugatory 
if inunieipal treasurers were permitted in eases like this to disre
gard the un revoked address of a non-resident owner of record
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under the statute upon the books of the municipality—merely 
because they have information that letters or notices so addressed 
have failed to reach their destination.

The notice addressed to the plaintiff at Toronto was not in 
my humhle judgment a compliance with the requirements of 
section 165. The plaintiff should be allowed in to redeem on 
the usual terms.

I would allow his appeal with costs here and below.

Kelly, J. :—I agree with the conclusions arrived at by my 
learned brothers. The failure of the city treasurer to recognize 
the New York address of the plaintiff, as it appeared in the books 
of the assessment, office and in the books of the city of West 
Toronto, in use before its annexation to the city of Toronto, was 
fatal to the completion of a valid tax sale in the defendant.

The Assessment Act meets just such a case as this. The 
material parts of the Acl is well as the facts of this case are 
sufficiently set forth in the reasons for judgment of my brother 
Latehford, and 1 need not repeat them.

The false step made in the treasurer’s department was in 
ignoring the address of the plaintiff—136 Liberty st., New York, 
—as it appeared in the books of the municipality, and in rely
ing on information received from James T. Jackson that two 
letters written by him to plaintiff at that address had been re
turned to the writer undelivered to the plaintiff.

These letters were written within a year after the time the 
tax sale was held. At the time of the sale the lands were within 
the city of West Toronto, of which Jackson was the treasurer. 
He says that 136 Liberty st., New York, was the only address 
of plaintiff' that he knew, and that he received no letter notifying 
him of any change of address.

Subsequent to the sending of the letters by Jackson, statu
tory notices of assessment and demands of taxes were sent by the 
city to this same address, of the plaintiff and none of them wer** 
returned. With this is to be considered the fact that the books 
of the city of West Toronto and of the city of Toronto contained 
this address of the plaintiff, which the city recognised and made 
use of in sending these notices and demands, and that no written 
notice of change of address had been given, as required by 4 
Edw. VII. ch. 23, sec. 46, sub-sec. 6.

The treasurer attaching this importance to the return of the 
letters sent by Jackson and ignoring the address shewn in the 
books, assumed that plaintiff’s address was unknown and pro
ceeded to carry to completion the tax sale on that assumption.

The plaintiff had a right to expect that until he crave the 
notice changing his address in compliance with the requirements 
of the Act, the address appearing on the books would be recog-

33—9 U.L.B.
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l.efrliforil. J.
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ONT. nized, nnd that he would not be put in peril of losing his right
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to redeem his property until the thirty days’ notiee required by 
sub-see. 2 of see. 1fi5 of the Assessment Act would be given to 
him at that address.

M«mh
That the notiee was not so given is, in my opinion, fatal. 
The appeal should be allowed and the plaintiff be given the

K.1I», J. right to redeem the property in the manner and on the terms set 
out by the learned Chancellor.

Appeal allowed.

ONT.

CURRIE v. HOSKIN.

Ontario Divisional Court. Fnlcmibrùlye, CJ.K.B., Britton, ami Bûldcll, 77. 
December 20. 1012.

D. C.
1912 1. Appeal (8 VII L 3—509)—Thial witiioct jury—Fix in.in* of corin' 

—Review—Evidence misapprehended or overlooked, effect.
Dec. 20. While nn appellate court «liouM In* loath to interfere with a finding 

of fact hy a trial judge who ha* tried a ease without a jury, the comt 
will nevcrthele** scrutinize the evidence with great care where it 
appear* that the trial judge has misapprehended the effect of the 
evidence or failed to consider a material part of it. and in this re
spect will not support his finding.

f Beal V. \l i<‘h i ann Central Bail ira y, 19 O.L.R. 502. followed ; V ansae 
v. Equity, 8 D.L.R. 64.1, 4 O.W.X. 310; Kinsman v. Kinsman, 7 D.L.R. 
.11 ; Bateman v. Middlesex, 0 1).1*R. 5.1.1, 27 O.L.R. 122, specially re
ferred to.]

Statement Appeal by the defendant from the judgment of the Senior 
Judge of the County of York, in an action by real estate agents 
for $525, commission for lands alleged to have been sold by them 
for the defendant.

The appeal was allowed.
./. E. Jones, for the defendant.
1{. L. Jloneyford, for the plaintiffs.

Fâl'-on bridge, 
OJ.

FalconBRidoe, C.J.K.B. :—I agree with the judgment of 
Riddell, J.

Britten. J. Britton, J. :—I agree in the result.

Itlddell. J. Riddell, J. ;—The plaintiffs are real estate agents who sue 
for a eommission : the trial Judge, the Senior Judge of the County 
Court of the County of York, has awarded them $525, and the 
defendant appeals.

That the plaintiffs were authorised to sell is admitted; that 
they obtained a purchaser seems not to be disputed—and the 
only question is whether their authoritv had lapsed before they 
proffered the purchaser to the defends »*t.

The plaintiffs say that their employment began on the 27th
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April ; the clefemhmt, the 20th April—that it was to last for 
10 days is agreed upon.

When we find that the plaintiffs advertised in the Toronto 
Star this property for sale on the 20th April, representing that 
they had exclusive sale of it—we re(iuire some very clear ex
planation before coming to the conclusion that they had no 
authority to deal with the property till the next day. To my 
mind the attempted explanations do not explain—and they are 
not consistent. Currie says—“We had a right to because we 
had a similar property running at the same time: that did 
not have any reference to Mr. Hoskin’s property . . . par
ticularly.” Then on being pressed and shewn that this pro
perty must be referred to, he says “Supposing I did: probably 
my partner did on his own accord : we almost thought we had it.” 
His partner says that this property was what was meant, that 
it was advertised “just to draw the people’s attention” before 
the defendant had authorized the plaintiffs to sell or offer the 
property for sale—that when they advertised they did not know 
what the plaintiff was asking for it, “nothing definite about 
prices,” they did not know what the defendant was going to 
ask for the property.

The office diary is produced by the plaintiffs to support their 
story—and, of course, wrongly permitted to be .so used. Evi
dence of a more self-serving character cannot be thought of: 
and there was no pretence that the book was needed to refresh 
the memory of the witnesses. But even with the book we have 
the evidence of the plaintiff Sterry that entries were made by 
him therein when he knew that he meant to go to law—that he 
took the book to his solicitor for that purpose and he adds, 
“When we were going over it, he (i.e. the solicitor) said ‘You 
have got it (i.e. a particular entry) on the Wednesday’ and 1 
said, “That is easy enough; I can strike it out?’ And he did 
strike it out on the Wednesday,” the day which would not suit 
his case, and entered it on the preceding day, which would.

Books kept by a person having such a conception of their 
value, I can place no dependence upon, even if they were evi
dence. Moreover there are throughout circumstances of a most 
suspicious character which have not been explained.

We arc always very loath to interfere with the finding of 
fact by a trial Judge: Ijodyr Holes Collier)/ v. Mayor, etc., of 
Wedncsbury, [1908] A.C. 823, at p. 3211; Bishop v. Bishop 
(1907) 10 O.W.R. 177. But we must reaffirm the principle laid 
down in Beal v. Mit hit/on Cintrai Bn il nmd (1909), 19 O.L.R. 
.102: “Upon an appeal from the findings of a Judge who has 
tried a case without a jury, the Court appealed to does not, and 
cannot, abdicate its right and its duty to consider the evidence.”

Where there is “some unmistakeablc document or something

ONT

D. r
1912

Huskin 

Riddell. J.
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ONT. of that kind” which shows that the Judge has made a mistako,
DC.
1912

or which he has failed to take into consideration, or to which 
he has not given such effect ns it deserves, an appellate Court

Hobkxh.

should scrutinize the whole evidence with great care: Nassar 
v. Equity (1012), 8 D.L.R. 645, 4 O W N. 340. Where the Judge 
has misapprehended the effect of the evidence or failed to con

Riitdcll, J. sider a material part of it, the case falls within the Beal case: lie 
Graham (1011), 25 O.L.R. 5, at p. 0; Leslie v. Hill (1911), 25 
O.L.R. 144 : Kinsman v. Kinsman, 7 D.L.R. 31, and Bateman v. 
Middlesex, 6 D.L.R. 533, 27 O.L.R. 122. are recent cases in which 
the findings of a trial Judge have been reversed.

The County Court Judge in this case has paid no attention 
whatever to the advertisement of the 26th April—to me a most 
cogent piece of evidence—and I think we cannot support his 
finding in this respect.

Nor does the defendant “claim that his memory is not very 
good”—the only time he is asked about his memory he denies 
that it is defective. He does not pretend to have an independent 
recollection of dates without tracing them back and comparing 
them with other dates which he can verify—probably the same 
thing would be said of (and by) ninety-nine per cent, of re
liable witnesses. And such a witness is in most instances to be 
preferred to one who boasts that he has the dates “by heart.”

The period given to the plaintiffs was admittedly 10 days—- 
that would expire 30th April—the time was extended “a few 
days,” “a few more days,” “no particular time mentioned, 
just a few more days,” “You will have to hustle . . . you 
have got a few more days to work in, “three or four days were 
the words he used,” “the words he used ‘a few more days,’ ” 
“Mr. Currie says, ‘we will get it through in three or four 
days,’ ” and he said, “it was all right.”

No offer was obtained by the plaintiffs and tendered to the 
defendant till, at the earliest, the 7th May—I think the 8th May. 
In the diary of the 8th May is an entry, “ Iloskin Sr. refuses to 
sell estate to client : says he sold property yesterday to his son.” 
This is in ink and it is the entry “on the Wednesday” which 
would not suit the plaintiffs’ case—it is scored through, and 
under Tuesday. May 7th, is inserted an entry in peneil “pre
sented offer to Iloskin.”

In any case, 7th or 8th, that was beyond the time for which 
the plaintiffs were authorised to sell— and their agency had 
come to an end.

I t; ink the appeal should be allowed with costs and the 
action dismissed with costs.

Appeal allowed.
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REX v. CLARKE ONT

Ontario Divisional Court. Mulock, CJ.Ex.D., Sutherland, and 
Middleton. JJ. December 28, 1912.

I). C 

191.'

1. Intoxicating liquors (JUIF—S2)—“Diki-osal" m liquor in pro- Dfl<- -S
HiniTKii hours—Previous hale contract.

When? a bottle of whiskey was sold by a licensed tavern keeper, 
during the husine** hours allowed by the Liquor License Act, and was 
“laid away" in the kitchen attached to the licensed premises, for 
the purchaser, who called for it on a Sunday when sales and dis
posals of liquor are prohibited by the Act, the tavern keeper by then 
delivering it to the purchaser is guilty of an illegal “disposal" thereof.

2. Intoxicatino liquors (5 III A—ôflo)—Wiiat in a “disposal."
The word “disposal" in see. f>4, of the Liquor License Act is used 

in a liberal sense and may or may not l>e associated with selling, and 
any transaction respecting the physical change of possession of 
whiskey is included under the term “disposal" and is prohibited by 
the Liquor License Act. if accomplished during forbidden hours, and 
particularly if resorted to for the purpose of defeating the purposes 
of the statute.

Appeal from the judgment of the Judge of the District Court statement 
of Algoma, dismissing an appeal from the decision of the Police 
Magistrate for the district, who acquitted the respondent from 
the charge of selling or disposing of liquor eontrary to the pro
visions of see. f>4 of the Liquor License A et.

The appeal was allowed.
J. II. Cartwright, K.C.. for the Crown.
The respondent was not represented by counsel.

Mulock, C. J. :—The respondent, the keeper of a M«io.k. c.i.
licensed tavern in the village of Ryderback, sold one Morrison 
a bottle of whiskey between the hours of six and seven p.m. on 
Saturday, the 13th day of April. The purchaser then paid for 
it, but did not remove the liquor, which “was laid away” for 
him by the respondent in his kitchen in the hotel. The next day 
(Sunday) the purchaser called for the liquor, when the respond
ent took it from the kitchen and delivered it to him in the hotel 

■ i!i

Section 54 of the Liquor License Act is as follows : “In 
every place where intoxicating liquors are authorised to be sold, 
by wholesale or retail, no sale or other disposal of such liquors 
shall take place therein, or on the premises thereof, or out of 
or from the same to any person or persons whomsoever from or 
after the hour of seven of the clock on Saturday night to six of 
the clock on Monday, thereafter,” etc.

The neat question here to determine is whether the act of 
the respondent in handing to the purchaser the bottle of whiskey 
in question in the hall of the hotel on Sunday was “a sale or 
other disposal” within the meaning of this section.
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The sale was completed on the Saturday, and for the purposes 
of this appeal it may lie conceded that the property in the liquor 
then passed to the purchaser, although he did not obtain actual 
possession until the next day, Sunday. In the meantime the 
hotel keeper had tin* actual custody of the liquor. As said by 
Wills. .1., in rictl* v. Beattie, (18961 1 Q.B. 519, 52:1 : “The 
provisions of the License Act were not framed with regard to 
the niceties which sometimes enter into the consideration of a 
contract for goods sold and delivered.”

The learned .Judge has dealt with this case as if it turned 
upon the question of title to the liquor. The actual sale may 
have given the purchaser title to it, but the Act prohibits more 
than mere selling, and in view of this object a liberal construc
tion should be placed on the words “or other disposal.”

In my opinion, these1 words as here used are intended to 
include transactions respecting liquor whether or not connected 
with its sale. If the words were to lie given the narrow con
struction contended for by the respondent, the object of the Act 
in seeking to suppress the traffic in liquor on Sunday could 
readily Ik* defeated. Any person desiring to obtain liquor on 
Sunday could complete his purchase within lawful hours on 
Saturday, leaving the liquor then purchased in the hotel until 
Sunday and then call and obtain it. The legislation in question 
docs not, I think, contemplate a licensed hotel becoming a base 
for such operations, and I interpret them as covered by tin- 
prohibitory words “or other disposal.” The word “disposal” is 
not here used in a strict technical, but in a liberal sense. Ac 
cording to the dictionaries it has many meanings; some of them 
associated with selling, others with the mere matter of posses 
«ion. The following are some of the meanings given by the 
dictionaries: “An act disposing of something by gift, sale, eon 
vevanee, transfer, or the like; the act of putting away, getting 
rid of. settling or definitely dealing with; bestowing, giving, 
making over, alienation or parting with by sale or the like,” etc.

The handing of the bottle of whiskey to the purchaser was a 
transfer of the actual possession of it and as such was, in my 
opinion, an act of disposal prohibited by the section.

1, therefore, think this appeal should he allowed with costs 
here and below, and the case should be referred back to tin 
magistrate to be dealt with.

iSSaSS'/’ Sutherland and Mioolkton. J.I.. concurred in allowing tin- 
appeal.

.!/>/># al allowed.
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RUFF v McFEE. ONT
Ontario Uii>i*'n>nul Court, FaItiinhriihir. hi.It . Itritton, ami Jtiddell, JJ.

December 21, 1912.
1. I • VIKII AMI IK NAN I 18 II I) Ml I I.KASK HkHCIHNION Xl.THMXi.

IlKMIHKI) PBKMISKS—EFFECT OX RKSV18810N CLAIM. 

lt**Mcis*imi of ii lo»«e will not L- allowed at tin; inutuncc of th,* 
leu MM* bocauM* of tin* refusal of tlx* municipality to jieriiiit tin- n- 
buihling of a woinIpii building in tin- locality under it-* huilding and 
fire limit by-laws, where it appears that, though he accepted the 
lea-a* and entered into possession of the premises relying on the le- 
wir's promise made in gissl faith to se«- I hat the les-**- got a permit 
for the alteration' which lie. the lessee, desired to make, the litter 
had eipial means of knowledge from the outset that it was against n 
local huilding by-law to grant a permit for the rebuilding of or ex
tensive alterations to a “frame building," and. nevertheless, went on 
after refusal of the permit and altered the condition of the premises 
mo that at the time of seeking rescission he was not in a position to 
give up the premises in the «aine condition as when lie received them, 
or in a condition, without the ex|w>nditure of money, to Is* avail
able to the lessor.

Appeal by the defendant from the judgment of the Judge of statement 

the County Court of the County of Lambton. in an action to set 
aside a lease, and for damages for breach of agreement, fraud, 
and misrepresentation.

The appeal was allowed.
li. /. Towers, for the defendant.
F. McCarthy, for the plaintiff.

FALroNiutiiMiE, C.J.K.B.. agreed in the result. F«i«muid**.

DC.
1912

lie,*. 21

Biutton, J. :—The plaintiff, in my opinion, is not entitled to nnuw. j. 
recover in this action. So far as the facta are set out in the 
statement of claim, these were as well known to the plaintiff as 
to the defendant, and there is nothing that would give the plain 
tiff the right of action by reason of fraud. The plaintiff entered 
into possession of the premises and made such alterations in them 
as he thought would suit his purpose; he is not now in a posi
tion to give up these premises in the same condition as when 
the plaintiff received them, or in a condition, without the expen
diture of money, to be available for the defendant ; the plaintiff, 
therefore, is not entitled to a rescission of the lease. As to the 
alleged permit from the town, no doubt both parties acted in 
good faith, but the plaintiff knew as much about the by-law and 
terms under which a permit would be granted, as did the de
fendant, or, if the plaintiff did not know, he ought to have 
known, as he had equal means of knowing as the defendant.
The defendant did nothing to prejudice the plaintiff. The plain
tiff’s other alleged cause of action is upon a collateral agreement.
Apart from the legal difficulty in the plaintiff's way, the agree-
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nient sought to he set up was too vague and indefinite to found 
an action upon. The appeal should he allowed. Tn the un- 
lortunate situation which has arisen, the best disposition which 
ean be made of the case, is to strike out the counterclaim with
out costs, and without prejudice to any action the defendant may 
take to enforce such counterclaim, or any claim he may have 
against the plaintiff* by reason of the lease, and to allow the 
appeal without costs and dismiss the action without costs.

Riddell, J. :—The plaintiff resides in Port Huron, Michigan, 
and is in the creamery business—desiring to establish a plant in 
Sarnia, he came over in April, 1011, to secure a suitable build
ing. Failing in this, he was seen in May by the defendant in 
Port Huron and asked to go over to Sarnia again to look at 
some places there which the defendant had. He went over 
twice, the second time with one Schultz, apparently a builder 
or architect. The defendant shewed them at length a building 
which was almost a total wreck but which it was proposed 
should be fixed up for a creamery. The repairs in contempla
tion were to be frame and the amount was estimated by Schultz 
in the presence of both plaintiff* and defendant at from $500 to 
$600, considerably more than one-third of the value of the build
ing. Both plaintiff* and defendant knew that a permit was 
necessary; the plaintiff asked the defendant, “How about the 
permit?” And the defendant said he would see that the plain
tiff got it. The defendant also said that it was a very easy mat
ter to get a permit, he knew the officer and he knew there would 
be no trouble in getting a permit. Although the plaintiff was at 
the trial not allowed to answer categorically whether he would 
have taken the lease without the permit—the defendant’s coun
sel objecting—all the circumstances shew that he was relying 
on the defendant’s promise to see that he got a permit and be
lieved that the defendant would have no trouble in getting one. 
He relied upon this representation, I think. It turned out that 
it was against the by-law to give a permit for this work—a less 
amount of frame repair might have been allowed but not enough 
for the purposes of a creamery.

The plaintiff went into possession and pulled the building 
to pieces : then, finding that his efforts to get a permit were a 
failure, abandoned the premises and brought this action claim
ing (1) rescission ; (2) damages for breach of agreement and 
general relief—the defendant counterclaims for piping, etc., 
taken from the premises by the plaintiff and also for rent.

The ease came on for trial before Judge McWatt of the 
County Court of the county of Lambton ; and judgment was 
given for rescission with costs.

The defendant now appeals.
I think that rescission cannot be awarded : the plaintiff says
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that after he had applied to the engineer and been refused a 
permit, he had Mr. Grace, his contractor, go on and “tear away 
the rubbish,” that this went on until the town stopped the work 
by an injunction. It is plain that after he found that it was 
no easy matter to get a permit, he went on and altered the con
dition of the premises.

The only thing which the plaintiff can rely upon is the 
express promise of the defendant to get a permit for him. (The 
promise made after the lease was signed is wholly without con
sideration.)

Tin* promise to get a permit is a promise to do something 
forbidden by law—illegal. It is clear that a promise to do an 
illegal act may be repudiated with or without alleging a reason 
and the repudiation may be justified on the ground of illegality: 
Cowan v. Milbourn, L.R. 2 Ex. 230: Leake on Contracts, 6th 
ed., pp. 564, 565. No action lies for damages for breach of such 
a contract.

The plaintiff has himself to blame for his position—had he 
at once abandoned the property when he found that he had been 
misled, though there is no evidence that the defendant did not 
honestly believe all he said, that would not help him against the 
plaintiff: Adam v. Ncwbitjuinrj (1888), 13 A.C. 308. But know
ing he had been misled he saw fit to keep possession of the pre
mises and materially alter them. Such conduct, it is elementary 
law to say, destroyed all right of rescission.

There is no total failure of consideration to justify a re
fusal to enforce the defendant’s counterclaim—but there is no 
evidence upon which we can dispose of it.

The appeal should be allowed but without costs and the 
action dismissed without costs: the counterclaim should be 
struck out. but leave given to the defendant to sue substan
tively for this if so advised.
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Appeal allowed.

HARGRAVE v. HART

Manitoba Kinq's Itrnch. Trial before Mathers. CJ.K.B. 
yovembrr 25. 1012.

1. Negligence (1II H 1—S8)—Injury caused by automobile—Contribu
tory NEGLIGENCE OF CHILDREN.

Contributory negligence may In* attributed to a boy eleven years of 
■§• who, while he la playing on publie street, i* Injured by suddenly 
turning and running in front of an automobile through his" failure to 
look out for approaching vehicles.

[See Annotation to this ease.]
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The plaintiff, Eddie Hargrave, a boy of 11 years of age, 
brought this action by his father as next friend against Hart, 
a chauffeur, for damages.

Statement
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On April 28, 1912, while the boy was running across Mary
land street, he was knocked down and run over by an automo
bile driven by the defendant, in consequence of which his left 
leg was broken above the knee and he was bruised and injured 
on the head and back.

The evidence shewed that the boy, with others, was playing 
tag on the street about 9 pan., and started to run across the 
street to escape being tagged. lie was nearly across the street 
when some of the other boys shouted that an automobile was 
coming, and he then turned and started to run back to the side 
of the street from which he had come, and, in doing so, ran in 
front of the automobile. If he had continued straight on or 
had not run back he would have been all right.

G. Moody, appeared for the plaintif!*.
No one appeared for the defendant.

Mathers, C.J.K.H., dismissed the action, but, under the cir
cumstances, without costs. During the progress of the trial it 
was urged that the plaintiff could not be guilty of contributory 
negligence. His Lordship made some comments on the evidence 
given, and stated he thought the boy was of an age to know that 
it was dangerous to run across a street frequented by motor cars 
without taking care not to run in front of an appioaching car. 
The boy was of an age to appreciate the danger, and he should 
have looked out and taken care where he was going. His Lord- 
ship also stated that parents should take more care of their 
children and not allow them to run and play on the streets in 
the indiscriminate manner in which some parents allow' their 
children to do. It was unfortunate the child had suffered the 
injuries he had, but as a matter of fact, it was his own fault 
and arose through his own recklessness or panic, and was not 
due to any negligence on the part of the defendant.

Action dismissed.

Annotation—Negligence (§118 1—88)—Contributory negligence of children
injured on highways or streets through negligent driving.

Scope Note.

This note does not include cases where children are injured while crossing 
railroad or street railway tracks, or by reason of defects or obstructions 
in highways or public streets.

Inasmuch as we are dealing here with the question of what constitutes 
contributory negligence in a child, the doctrine of imputed negligence max 
be eliminated, since such negligence is not the contributory negligence of 
the child, but is the concurrent negligence of a third person which, by » 
fictitious principle of the law of agency, is in some jurisdictions imputed 
to the infant.

There is a sharp conflict of authority on the question whether the negli
gence of the parent of a child non sui juris ran be imputed to the child so
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of children injured on highways or streets through negligent driving.

as to bar a recovery by the child in an action brought for his benefit The 
doctrine of visiting the transgression# of the parent on an innocent child 
was promulgated by a New York ease in 1839 (liar I field v. Roper, 21 Weml. 
615, 34 Am. Dee. 273), and has been adopted in a number of other stall ' 
in the United States, though the great weight of authority is against im
puting the negligence of the parent or those standing in loro parent in to 
the child, so as to bar a recovery by him. See Cyc. Tit. Negligence, vol. 
29, p. 552 el *cq.

In England it has been held that the negligence of a jierson in the actual 
custody of a child at the time of its injury which contributes to the injury 
may be iiiifMitaide to the child: Waite v. North Eastern Railway Co., El. 
Bl. & El. 719, 96 E.C.L. 719.

In Ontario, however, it is questionable whether the negligence of a 
mother having control of a child will prevent recovery: Sang n ter v. T. 
Eaton Co., 25 Out. 78, aflirtned 21 Out. App. 624, affirmed 24 Can. R.C.lt. 
708.

Applicability or the Law of Contribctohy Negligence to Children in

The rule of law is clear that the doctrine of contributory negligence, 
which precludes a recovery by an injured jierson, is applicable in the case 
of an infant the same as an adult, except where the child is so young as 
to be incapable, as a matter of law, of exercising judgment or discretion. 
However, the degree of care required is different. The cases uniformly 
recognize the rule that, in determining the question of contributory negli
gence of an infant, he is not to lie judged by the standard of intelligence 
or judgment applied to adults, but he is required to exercise such care 
and prudence in the presence of danger as is commensurate with one of his 
age and intelligence: Lynch v. Surd in (1841), 10 L.J.Q.B. 73; Serano v. 
N.Y. Central, etc., 188 N Y. 156, SO N.E. 1025.

The most important elements to Ik* taken into consideration are the 
age of the child and the judgment and prudence which might hi* expected 
from an ordinary child of that age: Bernier v. Généreux, 12 Que. K.B. 24; 
Delage v. Delisle, 10 Que. K.B. 481.

If the child is posscseed of greater natural capacity and intelligence than 
the average boy of his age, he is bound to use a degree of care projiortionately 
greater: A/oria* v. Motor Delivery Co., 146 N.Y. App. Div. 608, 131 N.Y. 
Supp. 357.

The Courts uniformly recognize that what may be contributory negli
gence in an adult may not amount to contributory negligence in the ease 
of a child of tender years: see Lay v. The Midland Railway Co. (1875), 31 
LT. 30.

Age at which Contributory Negligence is Chargeable.
In Gardner v. Grace, (18f8), 1 F. A F. 359 a nui prius decision, the de

fendant was driving when the plaintiff, age 3H years, ran into the road and 
was knocked down and run over. Channel), B., says: “The doctrine of 
contributory negligence does not apply to an infant of tender age. To dis
entitle the plaintiff to recover, it must be shewn that the injury was occa
sioned entirely by his own negligence."

The above quotation is cited with approval by Sir Henry Strong, C.J.
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in Merritt v. Hcpenstal, 25 Cun. S.C.R. 150, affirming the Supreme Court 
of New Brunswick, sustaining a verdict for the plaintiff.

But the law hits laid down no definite age at which it can be said that 
a child has arrived at such a state of maturity so as to be capable of exer
cising judgment and discretion, though practically no cases arc found hold
ing that a child under six years of age can be charged with negligence: 
see 2ft Cyc. 538. The law does not define when a child is sui juris.

For collection of cases holding children of various ages between one 
and seven non sui juris as matter of law, see Am. & Eng. Ency. of Law. Tit. 
Contributory Negligence, 405 cl seq\ and Palermo v. Orleans Ice Mfg. Co. 
(1012), 40 L.R.A. (N.8.) 671.

Degree of Care Required of Children.
Apart from the question whether the child is sui juris, the recovery 

may yet be barred if it be shewn that the child did not exercise such care 
and discretion as might reasonably be expected of a child of his age, in
telligence and experience in a similar situation.

In Ricketts v. Village of Markdalr, 31 Ont. 610, the rule of law is given 
by Ferguson, J., as follows: “Then as to the alleged contributory negli
gence of the unfortunate boy set up by the defence. The boy was under 
seven years old. In the excellent and exhaustive work, the Amer, and Eng. 
Encyc. of Law, 2nd ed., vol. 7, pp. 405 and 406, it is stated that 'children 
so young as to be non sui juris cannot be guilty of contributory negligence, 
And children who have attained an age where they arc not wholly irre
sponsible arc not required to exercise the same care and prudence that 
would he demanded of an adult similarly situated, but only the care of a 
child of equal age and ordinary childish care and prudence. And even when 
a child has reached years of discretion, and become, as a matter of law. 
responsible for his conduct, no higher degree of care will be exacted of 
him than is usually exercised by persons of a similar age, judgment and 
experience.’ And at p. 408, Encyc.: ‘Nor will a child negligently injured 
upon a railroad, or by defects in a public highway, or by dangerous ma
chinery, or by explosives or in any other way, be charged with contributory 
negligence, if, at the time of such injury, he was doing what might have 
been expected of an ordinarily careful and prudent child of the same age, 
making due allowance for the natural instincts of childhood.’ ”

Whether or not the child has complied with these requirements is a ques
tion of fact for the jury to determine under all the facts and circumstances 
of the case.

In Tolib v. Grand Trunk Railway Co. (1004), 8 Ont. R. 203, Garrow, J.A., 
says: "It is for the jury to say whether, upon all the facts, the child had 
displayed on the occasion in question reasonable care, or such reasonable 
care ns was to be expected from one of his tender years.’’

Reciprocal Duties of Drivers of Vehicles and Foot 
Passengers.

The rule of law in regard to the degree of care required of foot passengers 
in crossing a street or highway is well settled. In an early case, Pollock, 
C.J., enunciates the rule as follows: “It is the duty of a foot-passenger 
to use due care and caution in crossing a street, and if the negligence of 
the plaintiff contributed in any way to the accident, he cannot recover:” 
Williams v. Richards (1850), 3 Car. A- K. si.
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As to the degree of rare required of one driving an automobile, see Cam j 
bell v. Pugslcy, 7 D.L.R. 177.

Duty of Driver of Vehicles towards Children on Highway or

In Cork v. Canada Ice Co., 3 O.W.R. 106, a four-year-old child was injured 
by the carelessness of the driver of a waggon. The Court said: ‘‘It was 
the duty of the driver to drive slowly, cautiously and carefully at the 
crossing, keeping a watch on foot passengers and warning them, if necessary." 
See also Thies v. Thomas, 77 N.Y. Supp. 270; Kuebler v. Mayor of City of 
New York, 15 N.Y. Supp. 187.

Requisites for Recovery.
In dealing with the liability of a defendant for negligence resulting in 

injury to a child who is alone on the street or highway, it is, of course, 
fundamental that the negligence of the defendant be established. Then 
the question comes up whether the actions of the child at the time of the 
injury constituted such contributory negligence on its part as would bar 
a recovery. Here we have to determine (1) was the child sui juris that 
is, was the child old enough at the time to exercise judgment or discretion, 
and, if so, (2) did the child exercise that degree of care which can be reason
ably expected of one of his age and condition under the same circumstances. 
If he failed to exercise that care and such failure contributed to his injury, 
a recovery is barred : Atchason v. I'nilrd Traction Co., 90 N.Y. App. Div. 
571, 86 N.Y. Supp. 176.

Right of Children to Play on Street or Highway.
It is immaterial whether the child was injured while rightfully crossing 

the street or highway or playing thereon.
In Ricketts v. Village of Markdale, 31 Ont. 610, the rule is stated, in the 

language of Boyd, C., as follows: ‘‘Children may play on the highway 
when there is no prohibitory local law and where their presence is not 
prejudicial to the ordinary user of the street for traffic and passage.” Citing 
McGarry v. Loomis, 68 N.Y. 108; Tin Omrny Horst , tic.. Co. V. Gnu - , 88 
III. App. 223. Sec also Schaffer v. linker Transfer, 29 N.Y. App. Div. 459. 
51 N.Y. Supp. 1092.

Amur y of Child to Appreciate Danger.
Whether a child should be presumed to know of the existence of a danger 

and be chargeable with a duty to use some degree of care in avoiding it 
is a difficult question to determine. The Courts are loath to lay down, 
as a matter of law, that certain acts on the part of a child constitute on- 
tributory negligence. The language of a recent New York case is very 
instructive on this point. In that case a bright and active girl. 3* years 
old, was sitting on a sidewalk nearly in front of the tenement where her 
parents lived, when defendant’s waggon approached so near as to pass over 
her legs, which were projecting beyond the curb. The question came up 
squarely whether the law would presume that such a child, under the facts 
presented, could use sufficient care, if not exercised, to justify an inference 
of negligence, to detect the waggon, and to appreciate that its continuance 
on its course in close proximity to her feet would cause it to come in con
tact with them and do injur), and that she could intelligently escape it.
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The Court said: "To hold her capable of rare, she must have usable 
capacity (1) for some prudence and inclination therefor, in keeping traffic 
under observation; (2) for measuring in distance the relation of the waggon 
to the curb; (3) for apprehending that the proximity of the waggon to the 
curb was such that her protruding feet would fall within the intervening 
distance; and (4) ability to withdraw herself from the danger. It is not 
a question whether such a child can ever use care, but the facts in this case 
do not permit the inference that she had such ability to a degree that de
manded care on her part.”

The language of the Court in this case on the psvehology of this ques
tion is very instructive; “Whether a child should know a given danger 
and use some care to avoid it de|>end* upon elements that constitute it. 
From no intelligence a child progresses in experience, and thereby, step 
by step, learns what is hurtful and what she should avoid, and she gains 
control of herself for protection, and. making allowance for the known 
intentness of children upon their immediate amusements, the child is judged 
by such experience. She early learns that she should not put her hand 
in fire, and if. unless through uncertainty in controlling her locomotion, 
she place her hand in fire, she would be held to some care, not that of an 
adult, as the child is not expected to have in mind to the same extent sur
rounding dangers, even if she knew them to be such. Hut little by little 
her knowledge of sources of danger progresses. She appreciates, first, the 
danger of the direct act; that is, that if she does a simple thing or omits 
it she will be hurt. But accidents are usually the result of a combination 
of co-operat ing circumstances. To appreciate such result she must have 
gained the synthetic capacity. She must by experience have passed on 
from simple to complex conceptions. She may at quite an early age be 
able, in her little sphere and environment, to combine one known thing 
with another and form an infantile judgment. Such conceptions, however, 
usually relate to the familiar matters of the home, but the activities beyond 
that, for instance, in the street, are as to their causes and effects quite 
unknown and are like mere passing pictures. But even as to these she gains 
in time knowledge, trifling and inaccurate at first, and from which she 
can form no conception as to their safety or danger; but the enlargement 
of her contact with them increases her ability to conceive of their relation 
to themselves and to her. She would learn after related use of the streets, 
and the warnings that are given in her presence, or from observing the 
conduct of others, that moving objects must he avoided, the manner of 
avoiding them, the cure required, and the distances she must keep from them 
to escape. So she goes on maturing in ability to form judgments and to 
act upon them until she reaches sueh ability as belongs to youth, gradually 
passing on into sueh maturity ns brings the full responsibility that attaches 
to persons who are miijuria. The facts in the case at bar do not indicate 
that this little girl, intended to be kept by her mother’s side, or under her 
eye in the house, or in her custody if taken beyond it, could have learned 
that on the sidewalk she should, if her feet projected, watch lest a team 
should drive so near the curb as to encounter them. If she did in fact 
see a team so near as to frighten her, she would know that her feet should 
be drawn out of the way. But she eould not be deemed competent to watch 
for it in anticipation of its coming. But, assume that she did see it ap
proaching, she would not be able to gauge its distance from her, so as to
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conclude that kIip should take measures to avoid There enter into such 
considerations the further element that so you ig a child is, in her nature, 
concerned only with what she is doing and the recognised fact that such on^iighwavs 
abstraction is not disturbed by a sense of watchfulness, and that, even if 
aroused hv finding horses and waggons upon her, she might well err, in 
time or in action, in escaping from them, aujl it is impossible to conclude 
that she would be capable of any appreciable self-protection, such as, in 
quality or quantity, a jury could measure. She may have been capable 
of some care, hut it was negligible:"' Barretto v. Mouquin, etc., 120 N.Y.
Supp. 10W.

Illustrative Cases.
(a) Cuming Street in Front of Approaching Horse or Vehiclt.

While it is not negligence, as a matter of law, for a child to attempt 
to cross the street ahead of a team (Cerber v. Boor stein, 113 N.Y. App. Div.
SOS, 99 N.Y. Supp. 1091; Johnson v. Kcllehtr, 155 Mass. 125, 29 N.E. 200), 
yet the facts and attending circumstances may be such as to warrant no 
other inference than that the child failed to exercise due care and caution, 
in which case the Court will hold the child guilty of contributory negligence 
as a matter of law.

Thus, in I'nitcd Breweries Co. v. Bass, 121 III. App. 299, a boy of ten, 
who was shewn to be of at least average intelligence, experience and capacity 
to know and appreciate the danger in attempting to cross a roadway in 
the face of an approaching team, which he saw when it was fifty or sixty 
feet distant from him. was held as a matter of law to have failed to have 
exercised ordinary care, where it appeared by his own testimony that he 
saw the waggon which caused his injury approaching in ample time either 
to hove crossed the street in front thereof or to have retraced his steps in

In Hayes v. Noterons, 1(12 Mass. 510. 39 N.E. 282, a child, 5*2 years old, 
was injured by darting over the sidewalk and running against a slowly 
trotting horse, before the child had gone six feet, at a place other than 
a crossing. The Court said: "There is no view that can be taken of any 
of the testimony that would warrant a finding that he was ordinarily care
ful. That there may be other boys who carelessly expose themselves on 
the street does not help him in his suit. The standard of care is the con
duct of boys who arc ordinarily careful." The Court quotes from Collins 
v. South Boston Railroad, 142 Mass. 301, at page 315: "It would seem that, 
if children unreasonably and intentionally run into danger, they should 
take the risks, and that children us well as adults should use the prudence 
and discretion which persons of their years ordinarily have, and that they 
cannot be permitted with impunity to indulge in conduct which they know, 
or ought to know, to be careless, because children arc often reckless and 
mischievous."

A boy of seven, of ordinary intelligence ami who is sufficiently com* 
in tent to testify as to carelessness resulting in his being injured by im auto
mobile on a public highway, is not altogether exempt from the exercise 
of care in approaching a known danger, and if he is sui juris and has been 
the heedless instrument of his own injury, he cannot recover: Verdon v.
Crescent Automobile Co., 70 Atl. 3-10 (N.J.).

But in the majority of cases the question of due care is left for the detcr-
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munition of the jury. Thus, in Brown v. Shenr, 155 Maas. S3. 29 N.E. 50, 
a girl of six, on her way home from school, persisted in skipping across 
the street at. a crossing ahead of a carelessly driven vehicle. She did not 
see the vehicle, although she had been warned repeatedly not to cross 
the street in that manner. The question of her negligence was left to the 
jury, the Court saying, “No high degree of caution in guarding against 
careless driving can he expected of such a child, and the doctrine of volun
tary assumption of risk can have but slight application. Skipping across 
the street was not of itself negligence, as a matter of law."

In Slreitfeld v. Shoemaker, 185 Pa. 265, 39 All. 967, a boy of 13 looked 
both ways at a crossing and saw a waggon “some distance away," which 
was being driven at a rapid rate of speed. There was nothing to obstruct 
the view of either thi» driver or the boy after he started to cross the street. 
While upon the crossing and between the tracks of a street railway he was 
run over by the team. The evidence tended to shew that the driver paid 
no attention to hallooing intended to prevent the occurrence, and did not 
cheek the speed of the team at the crossing. A nonsuit was held improper, 
the question of negligence of the driver being held for the jury. The Court 
said that, though there was no obligation on the part of drivers to haul 
up their horses to stop at every crossing, nor an obligation on the part 
of pedestrians to look in every possible direction for vehicles approaching 
and determine how long it will take them to arrive at the crossing, each 
must use reasonable and ordinary care. The obligation is mutual.

In Malley v. Whittier Machine Co., 4 N.E. 575, 140 Mass. 337, a child
years old, while crossing a street in front of an advancing team, which 

she saw about 250 feet away, stopped to pick up a bundle which she had 
dropped. While she was stooping to pick it up, she heard someone cry 
out to the driver to stop. The Court held that it could not be said, as 
matter of law, that the plaintiff, by stopping to pick up the bundle, was 
guilty of contributory negligence, but that it was for the jury to determine 
whether the plaintiff was using such care as is reasonably to be expected 
of one of her years.

In Moebus v. Herrmann, 108 N.Y. 349, 15 N.E. 415, a child of seven was 
attempting to cross a street at a place other than a crossing. The driver 
was sitting on a high scat, with his view unobstructed, and, after hitting 
the child, he drove on, not checking the horses nor heeding the cries of 
the bystanders. The Court said, “The driver was clearly negligent," 
adding that “the rule of vigilance applies to children as well ns to adults, 
but a child of immature years, whilst bound to exercise care, it is held to 
no higher degree of forethought than would be expected of one oi his age. 
If the boy failed to adopt the means known to him to be effective in pro
tecting him against danger and was injured thereby, he cannot recover."

In Dcaley v. Muller, 149 Mass. 432, 21 N.E. 763, a child seven years old 
was struck by a team on the run, while the child was crossing a public 
street diagonally. The question of contributory negligence was held for 
the jury.

In Johnson v. Kelli her, 155 Mass. 125, 29 X.E. 200, a child between ten 
and eleven, of at least the ordinary intelligence and capacity of children 
of her years, attempted to pass between two teams, one following the other 
at a short distance on a bridge. The question whether the child was negli
gent was held for the jury, the Court saying: “She was a child, and was
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required to exercise only that degree of care, prudence and foresight which 
is reasonably to be expected of children of lier age. She committed no Chijdmt" 
unlawful act in leaving the sidewalk and walking across the driveways to 
the side of the bridge, or in standing at the side to look at the boat or in 
attempting to return. Whether her conduct in all that led up to the acci
dent was or was not negligence was for the jury.”

In Wiksberg v. Olson, 138 Cal. 479, 71 Vac. 511, a child of six, with a num
ber of other children who had just been dismissed from school, was running 
across the street on the sidewalk in the immediate vicinity of the place 
where the injury occurred. The driver drove through and among the 
children, the horse trotting rapidly. The child was attempting to cross 
the street and the driver was trying to frighten some boys who were climbing 
on the waggon, and was looking backwards without attempting to stop 
the horse. The child did not sec the w aggon, or, if she did, she apprehended 
no danger. A verdict for the plaintiff was held supported by the evidence.

Iiirnbaum v. Lord, 7 Mise. (N.Y.) 493, 28 N.Y. Supp. 17, is a case where 
a boy, twelve years old, was carrying a load of empty boxes, ami before 
crossing the street he saw a team approaching slowly in the middle of the 
block. While the boy was crossing the street, the driver urged his horses, 
and the boy began to run across in front of the waggon, and the boy was 
struck in running from them. The Court'said: “It was not imprudent 
for the boy to cross at that time. Whether it was prudent on the boy's 
part, when he heard and saw the driver,and the horses commenced to run, 
to cross in front of the horses, or whether he should have stepped back,
•vas a question for the jury; and it is for them to say whether he exercised 
that care which was to be expected of a boy of his. age.”

(h) Failure to Look Both Ways.
The rule is well settled that the mere fact that a child did not look both 

ways before attempting to cross a public street does not constitute con
tributory negligence as a matter of law. See Gerber v. Boorstein 113 N.Y.
App. Div. 808, 99 N.Y. Supp. 1091 (child nine years old).

In Lynch v. Shearer, 75 Atl. Rep. 88 (Conn.), a hoy, eleven years old, 
while attempt ng to cross a street in front of an automobile, running at an 
excessive rate of speed, failed to look either way, and yet the Court held 
that it was for the jury to determine whether the child exercised such care 
as could reasonably be expected from one of his age, judgment and experi-

And so in Rottenbery v. Segelkc, G Mise. (N.Y.) 3, 25 N.Y. Supp. 997, 
affirmed without opinion, 148 N.Y. 725, the plaintiff, a child of eight, on 
her way to school, accompanied by her sister, a child of twelve, was knocked 
flown by a horse attached to defendant's waggon. The Court held that, 
as a matter of law, persons crossing a public street arc not bound to look 
both ways, either at the crossing or elsewhere, and]that the plaintiff had 
a right to assume that the driver would not turn*a sharp corner and run 
over her without warning.

(c) Sudden Peril.
Contributory negligence will not be imputed to a child where he is con

fronted by a sudden peril ami there is no time to form an intelligent and 
deliberate judgment as to the best means of escape: Birnbnum \. Lord,
7 Mise. (N.Y.) 493, 28 N.Y. Supp. 17, citing Ou ill v. Railroad Co., II N.Y.
Supp. 80, affirmed; 126 N.Y. 629, 27 N.E. 410.
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Thus in Thies v. Thomas, 77 X.Y. Supp. 276, where n child of six was 
killed by an automobile, the Court said: “If the automobile in quest ion 
came u|»on the deceased under circumstances calculated to produce fright 
or terror, and such fright or terror was produced thereby, and this caused 
an error of judgment by which the boy ran in front of the automobile, it 
was not contributory negligence.”

01) Child Injured while Playing on Street.
In Jordan v. American Sight-Seeing Coach Co., 129 App. I)iv. 313. 113 

N.Y. Supp. 7H6, a hoy of eleven years stood on the sidewalk on a bright 
day, some boys nearby were playing with a ball and the hull rolled under 
a sight-seeing automobile, proceeding at a moderate rate of speed. The 
boy. seeing the ball, darted from the sidewalk, where he was standing, 
and ran suddenly in front of the automobile and was struck and killed. 
He was held guilty of contributory negligence as a matter of law.

In Zollovski v. (Izella, 159 Mich. 020, 20 Lit. A. (N.S.) 435, a boy, thirteen 
years of age, was playing tag on a well-lighted public street, and run into 
or was struck by an automobile driven by defendant. The Court held that 
it was contributory negligence, as a matter of law, for a boy of that age 
“to become so engrossed in play as to run across a city street and imme
diately in front of an approaching automobile without thought to look to 
see whether such a machine or any other vehicle was approaching.”

Where a boy between eight and nine years of age was engaged in the 
dangerous sport of riding u|mn the runner of a sleigh, and was struck by 
a team coming from behind, after he suddenly left the runner of the sleigh, 
the Court held that a direction for the defendant was pro|»er. The evi
dence tended to shew that the plaintiff saw the defendant's team approach
ing and yet he thoughtlessly and imprudently put himself in a position of 
danger. Messenger v. Dennie, 141 Mass. 335.

In Turner v. Hall, 74 X.J.L. 214, 64 Atl. 1060, the Court said: “That it 
was for the jury to determine whether it was contributory negligence for 
a boy of twelve to throw a ball and run into the middle of the street to 
catch it, where he was struck by an automobile driven by defendant at full 
speed without giving warning by horn, bell, whistle or other sound, and 
when it approached tho boy it suddenly twitched and hit him.”

In Schaffer v. Haker Transfer, 29 N.Y. App. Div. 459, 51 N.Y. Supp. 1092. 
a bright boy, years old, while roller skating on the street, wan run 
over by a truck approaching from behind. There was a direct conflict 
between the witnesses as to the question of negligence on the part of the 
plaintiff. The Court held that this quest ion was properly for the jury 
under the circumstances. In the course of the opinion, the Court says: 
“It was not negligence, ns a matter of law, for the boy to be in the street; 
nor, as matter of law, can it lie said that lie was guilty of contributory 
negligence in failing to note that the truck coming behind him at a rapid 
rate placed him in a position of danger. For, if he had been aware of the 
approach of the truck behind him and of its proximity, upon the evidence 
it was a question for the jury to determine whether he had not a right to 
infer, as there was nothing to prevent the truck from passing upon the 
right side of the street, which at the time was not occupied by other vehicles, 
that the driver would select that passageway in preference to running him
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In Dowd v. Tighe (1911), 209 Mass. 401. the plaintiff, a child of about four 
years, was playing on a public street while a team was backing into a yard 
nearby. The evidence tended to show that before the accident the driver of 
the team had been waiting for an opportunity to drive from the highway into 
the yard; that a number of children had been playing around and near 
the team, some of them having climbed upon the waggon; that, as soon 
as an opportunity to enter the yard occurred, the driver ordered the children 
off the waggon and, without looking behind him, hacked the team and 
ran over the plaintiff, who at the time was crying and calling out for a shovel 
which a playmate hud thrown under the waggon. The question of negli
gence was left to the jury, the Court saying. “If the jury were satisfied 
that the plaintiff, who was three years and eight months old when injured, 
was capable of going upon the street unattended, the degree of care re
quired «if her was that of a reasonably careful and priaient child of her age. 
It could not have been ruled as matter of law that she should have anti
cipated that the team might be backed against her, as she stood in tin- 
street crying for a toy shovel which a playmate had taken from her ami 
thrown under the waggon: Sullivan v. Boston Elevated Raihray, 192 Mass. 
37, 44, and cases there collected. If the jury determined that she was in
capable of properly caring for herself, then the question of her sister's 
negligence, in whose care she had been placed temporarily by their mother, 
also was a question of fact, for reasons so fully stated in Hutler v. New 
York, .Yeip Haven and Hartford Railroad, 177 Mass. 191, and Sullivan v. Boston 
Elevated Railway, 192 Mass. 37, that it is unnecessary to repent them or 
to recite the cviilencc from which they would have been justified in finding 
that her sister had not been unfaithful. See also Ingraham v. Boston and 
Northern fit. Railway, 207 Mass. 451."

(e) Child Injured while Sitting on Curbstone.
The law will not presume that a girl j years old could us<- such care 

that, if not exercised, it would justify an inference of negligence, where 
she failed to detect an approaching waggon ami to appreciate that it would 
come in contact with her, while she sat on a curbstone with her h-gs ex
tended into the street: Barrrtto v. Mouquin, etc., 126 N.Y. Supp. 1009.

In O'Shaughncssy v. Suffolk Brewing Co., 145 Mass. 509, 14 X.E. 779, 
an eight-year-old child, on her way to school, sat down on the curbstone 
of a sidewalk, with one leg under lier, and the other leg projecting in tin- 
gutter. She leaned over to shar|x-n a pencil and the defendant’s waggon 
hit her. The question whether she was exercising such care as was reason
ably cx|*-ctcd of her was held for the jury.

In Kneblcr v. Mayor of City of New York, 00 Hun. (N.Y.) 584, 15 N.Y. 
Supp. 187, a bright boy of 9?dj years, sitting on the edge of a sidewalk, with 
his legs extended outward across the gutter, was struck by a slowly moving 
cart. It was dusk at the time ami the boy was trying to revive a fire which 
ha«l been made in the gutter. He was held guilty of negligence as a matter 
of law. The language of the Court follows: “The driver was umloubtedly 
bound to look out for persons or vehicles, ami, if |>ossiblc, to ax’oid running 
over the one or into the other; but his attention would ordinarily be directeil 
to |>ersons standing upright in or crossing the street, and he could scarcely 
he expei-ted to be equally observant of the surface of the highway or of 
objects almost upon a level therewith. If the occurrence had been in broad
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daylight, and the driver had been proceeding at an unusual rate of speed, 
or if there hud been any direct evidence of actual inattention, a different 
question would be presented. In the entire absence, however, of any such 
direct evidence, we are here left to mere conjecture; and that, certainly, 
will not answer to fix responsibility U|»on the defendant. We think, too, 
that the boy’s own negligence contributed to the accident. He was, as we 
have seen, old enough and bright enough to be able to take care of himself; 
and he was res|w>nsihlc for the exercise of such care as might reasonably 
be expected of one of his years and capacity. In the most liberal view of 
this rule, it cannot, be said that the burden «if shewing freedom from con
tributory negligence has here been met, either by direct evidence or by 
the drift of surrounding circumstances. If boys as old and as bright as 
the deceased sit down in the streets, or upon the curbstones with their legs 
extended into the streets, they must ex|iect to get into trouble. At all 
events, they knowingly run a great risk. The inference here is that the boy 
either saw the cart slowly approaching and paid no attention to it, or that 
his attention was so engrosseil with blowing ujmn the smouldering fire 
that he did not observe the approach of danger. In either case his care
lessness contributed to the accident.”

Susan MrGOWAN, guardian of the persons and estates of Bessie McGowan, 
Andrew McGowan and Bruce McGowan (plaintiff) v. HUNTER 
(defendant).

Suakateheiran Supreme Court, /‘inker, January 24. 1013.

1. Dkfuhitioxh (fl—2)—Right to takk—Rmji'ii» mfxth.
In an application by the plaintiff. un«ler Rule .'Mt.’i (Sank.), for an 

«•nier for the exam in it ion of the plaintiff nml one of her witnesse- 
Is*fore a sjiecial examiner in another province, it must lie shewn, 
among other things, by the applicant: (I) that it is necessary “for 
the piir|siM>4 of justice" that the witnesses lie examineil away from 
the jurisdiction: (2) that there is smile gissl reason why they can
not Is* examined liefore the court in which the venue is laid, or that 
the witnesses cannot lie brought or will not come t«« the place of trial; 
nml mere saving of exjiense would not In» a sufficient ground.

11/aeautuy v. Ulan*. 47 Sol. .lour. 71. referred to.]
2. Dusimitmixh i g I—2)—Ru.iit to takk—Tommimiox at ixhtanc* of

A defendant is prima faeie entitled to have tlie plaintiff and plain 
tiff's witnesses before the court in oriler that they may Is* orally cross- 
examined, ami that their «lemcinniir in giving their evidence may Is* 
observed by the court or jury.

3. Dhnimiioxn i 11—2)—Right to i akf Examination o* vi.aintiif at
his OW N ixhtaxck.

In -SHIM* respects the same general rules as to granting an order 
for the examination .if witnesses outside «if the jurisdiction on the 
applieathm of the plaintiff, under Rule .103 (Sask.l. apply in regard 
I" his own examination on commission, hut such rul«*s will Is* more 
»tnelly applied, where the person to Is* examined is the plaintiff him

\/.turnon V. I iii'ii u in It rake Co.. 27 Ch.D. 137, 143, referred to.]
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Application by the plaintiff under Rule 365 for an order for 
ihe examination of the plaintiff and one of her witnesses, James 
Eserig. before a speeial examiner at Barrie, in the Province of
Ontario.

The motion was dismissed.
A. G. McKinnon, for the applicant (plaintiff).
P. M. Anderson, for tin- defendant.

Parker, M.C. :—On an application of this kind it must he 
shewn among other things by the applicant : (1) that it is neces
sary “for the purposes of justice” that the witness he examined 
away from the jurisdiction; (2) that there is some good reason 
why they cannot he examined before the Court here, or that the 
witnesses cannot he brought here, or will not come here. From 
the material filed, I am of the opinion that none of these condi
tions have been complied with. In the first place the defendant 
is pritnâ facie entitled to have the plaintiff and her witnesses be
fore the Court in order that they may he orally cross-examined, 
and that their demeanour in giving their evidence may he ob
served by the Court or jury. There is absolutely nothing in 
the affidavit filed on behalf of the plaintiff to shew that the “pur
poses of justice” will he better served hv having the witnesses 
examined out of the jurisdiction rather than before the Court, 
and the burden is on the plaintiff to shew this. The affidavit 
is further objectionable in that it is not made by the plaintiff 
herself, and is based almost entirely on information and belief. 
See the judgment of Baggallay, L.J., in Lawson v. Vacuum 
Itraki Co., 27 Ch. I). 137, at Ml and 142, where the circum
stances arc almost exactly similar to the ease at bar. In the 
second place before an order for examination will he made it 
must he shewn that there are very strong reasons for the wit
nesses not coming before the Court, and to quote Cotton, L.J., 
in the same ease at. p. 143, it must be shewn that the witness 
“could not he induced to come here, or that the plaintiff could 
not reasonably he expected to bring him here.” and in such 
a ease he says “a heavy burden lies on the party who wishes to 
examine the witness abroad, to shew that he cannot be reason
ably expected to come here.** Mere saving of expense is not 
a sufficient ground for making the order: Macaulay v. Glass. 
47 Sol. Jour. 71.

The same rules ns to granting the order for examination 
apply in regard to a plaintiff as to any other witnesses, but will 
be more strictly applied. See judgment of Cotton, L.J., in 
Lawson v. Vacuum Brake Co., 27 Ch. I). 137, at p. 143, and 
Cock v. Allcock, 21 Q.B.1X 178 at 181.

As to costs, it was argued by counsel for the plaintiff that if 
his application was dismissed it should be with costs in the

SASK
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contended that he should have applied to have his witnesses ex
amined by commission, instead of going to the expense of

McGowan
bringing them here. 1 do not think 1 should give effect to this 
contention in view of the insufficiency of the plaintiffs material, 
and its failure to shew any reasonable grounds for granting the

Valter, M.C.
order. It seems to me that counsel should be well satisfied on 
these points before making an application. The motion will, 
therefore, be dismissed with costs.

Motion dismissed.

SASK. James DODD iplaintiff) v. J. W. VAIL idefendant), and P. Vail and 
B. Vail i claimants i.

8.C.
1913 Snskatehciran Supreme Court, l.amont, J. January 14, 1913.

Jan. 14.
1. Levy and seizure ( 9 11—30 )—Mode and sufficiency—Extey where

OOOM LUC.
An entry by the sheriff or his bailiff upon the premises of an execu

tion debtor on which goods are situated, together with an intimation 
of af: intention to seize the goods, constitute* a valid seizure.

2. Levy axii seizure (6 III—35)—ltn.nin and liabilities uwiwixo out
of LEVY—Sheriff ahaxdoxixu vonnehhion.

After a valid .seizure ha* been made by the sheriff, the question 
whether or not the sheriff has abandoned possession of the goods 
seized is always a question «if fact.

[Lumoden v. Harnett (1898). 2 Q.B. 177, referred to.]
3. IaKvy and seizure (SIB—25) — Property ix custody of law—Keep-

1X0 sheriff's officer in POSSESSION.
Where n sheriff has made a valid seizure of the gistd* of an execu

tion debtor it is not necessary in order to retnin possess ion. for a 
sheriff to put a person on the premises for the purpose of bidding the 
goods, os against those who have notice of the seizure.

[Di>os v. Mr Kay, 21 M.L.R. 762. referred to.J
4. Estoppel (8 IIIJ—120)—By inconsistency ix acts—Levy and seiz

ure—Boni» for iikmvkry of noons and special stipulation.
Though a mere statement by n sheriff to an execution debtor, made 

in the office of the sheriff, thaï certain good* Iwlonging to the debtor 
were seized by virtue of an execution against him, does not constitutes 
valid seizure, vet where the debtor admits the seizure and gives n 
bond for the delivery of the goods to the sheriff, lie is estopped from 
setting up that the good* are not under seizure.

[It rook v. Hooker, 41 Can. 8.C.R. 331. referred to.]
5. Levy and seizure (§11—30)—Mode and sufficiency—Physical en

try NEAR 0<sms AND INTIMATION <iF INTENTION TO SEIZE.
In oriler for a sheriff to make a valid seizure of the good- of au 

execution debtor, it is necessary for the sheriff or hi* bailiff (1) to 
lie upon the premises where the good* are. or *o dose thereto that if 
his authority to seize 1* disputed by one in actual possession he is in 
a position to lay hands on the gooils; (2) to intimate an intention 
of seizing the goo«l*.

6. Interpleader (11—10)—By sheriff—-Goods under seizure—Claim
BY TIIIRIl PARTY—RltillT TO INTERPLEAD, TESTS.

To entitle the sheriff to interplead where a claim is maile hv third 
person* to good* of an execution debtor seized by the sheriff, it must
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Im» shewn: (1) that the gmMls claimed were taken or intended lu le SASK. 
taken in execution under a process of the court; (2) that the sheriff —
lias no interest in the good* other than for his costs ; (3) that there C.
is no collusion lietween the sheriff and any of the claimants ; (4) 1013
that the sheriff is willing to pay or transfer the goods seized into -----
court. ( Rules A5P and .>(13, Saak.) I hum

Appeal front the decision of the Local Master at Moosomin v Ah 
holding that the sheriff had a right to interplead. statemeni

The appeal was dismissed.
T. S. McMorran, for appellants.
A. I). Carrother», for the execution creditors.

Lamont, J. :—The facts are that on October 2. 1912. the Lemon,‘J-
sheriff, having in his hands two writs of execution against the 
goods of the defendant, instructed James M. Currie, his bailiff, 
to make a seizure of the defendant’s chattels The bailiff went 
to the defendant’s farm and found about one hundred acres 
of wheat standing in stook, and in addition thereto a quantity 
of oats which were not then cut. The defendant was not at 
home. The bailiff made out and handed to the defendant’s 
wife a notice styled in the Court out of which the executions 
had issued, and consisting of the following: “Schedule of goods 
and chattels (save and excepting legal exemptions) of J. W.
Vail, the defendant, seized under and by virtue of the writ of 
execution in this cause, namely, about one hundred acres of 
wheat in stook.’’ The notice was signed, “James M. Currie, 
bailiff.” Currie then left the premises and did nothing fur
ther. On October 8th the defendant went to the sheriff’s office 
and told him that the oats were then cut and in stook. The 
sheriff said he would send out and have them seized, whereupon 
the defendant asked him not to incur the additional expense of 
sending out the bailiff, that he would admit the seizure of the 
said grain. The sheriff then told the defendant that the oats 
were seized under the execution, and he took from the defendant 
and one J. Joli, a l»ond which recited that the wheat and oats 
had been seized and taken into execution, and it was conditioned 
on the said defendant and Joli delivering to the sheriff the goods 
seized whenever he should require the same to be delivered.
This is all that was done to constitute a seizure of tin* grain. On 
the same day, October 8th, the sheriff was notified that the 
claimants claimed an interest in all the crop grown upon the 
defendant’s farm. The execution creditors refused to admit 
the claim of the claimants, and the sheriff made an at ion 
for an interpleader order. After hearing argument, the Local 
Master held that the sheriff was entitled to interplead. From 
this decision the claimants now appeal.

On their behalf it is contended that the sheriff had no right 
to interplead, because what took place did not constitute a valid

4
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seizure either of the wheat or the oats, and further, that if the 
wheat was validly seized, the departure of the bailiff from the 
premises without leaving a man in charge constituted an aban
donment of that seizure. It was also contended that the sheriff 
was not in possession of either the wheat or oats at the time he 
made application for the interpleader order, and therefore was 
not entitled to interplead.

As to the wheat, there can be no question but that it was 
validly seized. An entry upon premises on which goods are 
situated, together with an intimation of an intention to seize 
the goods, will constitute a valid seizure : Halsbury’s Laws of 
England, vol. 14, p. 54; Swann v. Falmouth, 108 E.R. 1112. 
Then, did he abandon that seizure? The question whether or 
not a sheriff abandons possession of goods seized is always a 
question of fact: LinnstUn v. Barnett (1898), 2 Q.B. 177. The 
taking of a bond on October 8th is strong evidence that neither 
the sheriff nor the defendant considered there had been an 
abandonment. On the material filed I am satisfied there was 
not the slightest intention of abandoning the seizure. It is not 
necessary for the sheriff to put a man in possession in order to 
hold goods of which he has made a valid seizure as against those 
who have notice of the seizure: Dixon v. McKay, 21 M.L.R. 762. 
As to the oats, the statement of the sheriff to the defendant that 
they were seized would not constitute a valid seizure. A sheriff 
cannot, sit in his office and by a purely intellectual operation 
make a seizure of goods miles away: Brook v. Booker, 41 Can. S. 
C.R. 331. To make a valid seizure lie must be upon the premises 
where the goods are. or so close thereto that if his authority to 
seize is disputed by one in actual possession he is in a position 
to lay hands on the goods. lie must also intimate an intention 
of seizing the goods. In this ease, however, while as against 
third parties bon A fide acquiring the property in the oats after 
Oetolier 8, they could not be held under the execution, yet as 
against the defendant they can be so held, for the defendant, by 
his conduct in requesting the sheriff not to send the bailiff out. 
and in admitting the seizure of the oats and giving a bond for 
their delivery to the sheriff, has estopped himself from setting 
up that they wen* not under seizure. If. therefore, the oats 
on October 8th were the property of the defendant, they 
are. as against him. in the custody of the law under the execu
tion. If they were not his property, they were, of course, not 
exigible under execution. In this appeal I am not called upon 
to determine the right of the claimants to the grain, but only to 
determine the right of the sheriff to interplead. To be entitled 
to interplead the sheriff must satisfy the Court that the goods 
claimed were taken or intended to he taken in execution under 
a process of the Court ; that he has no interest in the goods other
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than for his costs ; that he dors not collude with any of the SASK.
claimants, and that he is willing to pay or transfer the goods ^To.
seized into Court. Rules 559 and 563. u>l:t

I have held that as against the defendant the grain in ques- — 
tion was taken into possession by the sheriff under the execution.
I am also of opinion that the right to the delivery of the grain Vau.. 
which he has under the bond is sufficient to enable him to comply ----
with the rule requiring him to be willing to transfer the sub
ject-matter of the seizure into Court. The other requisites en
titling him to interpleader were not disputed. 1 am therefore of 
opinion that the decision of the Local Master was right, and 
should be affirmed.

The appeal will be dismissed, with eosts.

Appeal dismissed.

PERIARD v. BERGERON CAN
Supreme Court of Canada, I hi vim. Idintiton. Puff, t ni/lin, and Brodeur, JJ. « n

November M. 1912. ....
1. Contracts (|VA—3701—Repudiation— Si<hk houuiit at rati; ox ------

DOLLAR INVOICE PRICK. Nov. 11.
Where, under the term* of a written oontract a stock of gi*od* had 

lieen bought at “the rate of mu» hundred and ten vent* on the dollar, 
invoice price.'' the failure of the seller to produce invoice1* for all 
of the good* is not sufficient ground to justify the buyer in repudiat
ing the contract, if the buyer-' representative had lieen engaged in the 
store for a month preceding the st«iektaking. and hail been given the 
private coat mark and had every opportunity to acquaint himself with 
the price marking system in force, and if the buyers did not insist 
on the production of the missing invoices at the time of the stock
taking.

[Periard v. Bergeron, 2 P I. R 20.1. reversed.]
2. Eviiiknck (6IVR—IBS)—•Marks Pkivvik • ovr marks.

Private cost marks on merchandise or its containers in the usual 
course of business are admissible as evidence to tlx the cost price of 
goon* as to which the seller is unable to produce invoices under an 
agreement of sale at invoice pri»v pins ten |ier cent.

fPfanA- v. fiari/a, .1 C.B.N.8. NU7. referred to.]

Appeal from the judgment of the t'ourt of Appeal for Brit- statement 
ish Columbia, Periard v. Bergeron, 2 D.L.R. 293, affirming the 
judgment of Morrison, J., at the trial, by which the plaintiff's 
action was dismissed with eosts. The action was to recover 
damages for breach of a contract to purchase a stock of mer
chandise and the trade fixtures in a shop in Vancouver, B.C.
The circumstances of the case are stated in the hcadnote and 
the questions raised on the appeal are fully discussed in the 
judgments now reported.

The appeal was allowed, Dvff, J., dissenting.
Xtuuombc, K.C., appeared for the appellant.
Ewart, K.C., and W. L. Scott, for the respondents.
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Davies, J. :—1 think this appeal must lie allowed. 1 agree 
with the opinion of Chief Justice MacDonald in the Court of 
Appeal and see no ground for imputing any dishonesty in the 
transaction in question to the appellant or to those who acted 
for her.

The appellant was unable, it is true, to produce all the in
voices shewing the prices at which she had bought the goods, 
but she gave the best evidence in her power and the production 
of these missing invoices was not insisted upon at the stocktak
ing by the parties. The custom of the appellants had been to 
mark the boxes containing goods and other packages and par
cels with the selling price and also with a private mark repre
senting the cost price. Bergeron, one of the respondents, had 
been with the appellant in the store for nearly a month before 
the stocktaking, with every opportunity afforded him of acquir
ing a thorough knowledge of the business and merchandise he 
hail contracted to purchase. The inference I draw from the 
evidence, which 1 have carefully read, is, that in the cases where 
disputes arose as to the cost price and the invoices could not lie 
produced, these disputes were practically settled either by re
ference to the private marks on the packages shewing the cost 
price, or by the decisions of Mr. French, who was called in by 
both parties to determine what should be allowed. These dis
putes 1 gather were, considering the quantity of the goods in 
question, comparatively few. The conclusion I reached from a 
perusal of the evidence was that they arose from the fact of 
Periard having paid more for some classes of her goods than a 
dose and good buyer could have purchased them at. But this, 
if true, would not justify the purchasers in repudiating their 
contract, which was that they would pay Periard for her “mer
chandise at the rate of one hundred and ten cents on the dollar 
invoice price.” This was subsequently increased to #1.13 to 
cover freight charges. Whether, therefore, the Periards had 
purchased skilfully and closely or improvidently ami carelessly 
had nothing to do with the question of prices. The one thing 
that had to be determined was what had been bond fidr paid by 
Periard as the purchase price of the goods.

My conclusions were, after considering the whole evidence, 
that the appellant had, on the stocktaking, given the best evid
ence she could of the cost prices of the goods and that though 
there was much wrangling over some of these prices they were 
adjusted and settled more or less satisfactorily with the aid and 
assistance, when he was called in. of Mr. French.

1 think the true secret of the attempted repudiation by the 
respondents of their contract to purchase this stock of goods 
lies in the fact that the total amount of the purchase money was 
found largely to exceed that which was anticipated.
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My conclusion is that the question of the non-production of 
the invoices was only resorted to as an excuse to escape from a 
bargain, the obligations of which were found, after stocktaking, 
to be much heavier than had been anticipated.

1 would allow the appeal and remit the case back for assess
ment of plaintiff’s damages.
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Idington, J. :—Undue importance was attached in the Courts Mington.j. 
below to tin* evidence of Mr. French. In answer to a question 
as to how much of the time of stocktaking he was present at, 
he says:—

Not a great ileal of the time. 1 was busy attending to my own business.
I was sent for. as I say, |H»ssibly four or live times. I think the Hrst day 
I was up there a couple of time*, and I don't think any more. ! was up 
in the morning once, and in the afternoon, and possibly the next day about 
the same. It may have Ihmmi four or live times that I went up altogether.
My man that works with me was up there assisting.

And in answer to a question relative to the substantial quan
tities of goods he had spoken of, he says:—

(Hi. yes—fair quantities—particularly the hosiery, there was a eon- 
siderable quantity of that there, and the shirts 1 cannot recollect how many 
dozens there were of those—and the ties there was a considerable number 
of them.

When wo find that the stocktaking had involved three days 
of preparatory arrangement of said stock, and then parts of 
three days thereafter, making in all two full days’ work for 
the staff employed by both parties checking it over and setting 
down the results in the lists used by each party; that the char
acter of the stock was so varied as to embrace gents’ furnish
ings and l»oots and shoes, and clothing, and other things which, 
in the whole, made a total of nearly $18,000 estimated value; 
that an examination of the stock-lists so made out discloses, when 
roughly estimated, nearly four thousand entries of different 
items; that the witness French was only professing to lx* an 
expert as to classes of the goods involving, according to his own 
estimate, one-half of the total stock, and was called upon only in 
respect of disputed items of such half; that of the half-dozen 
things he was called to give an opinion upon some were satis
factorily explained; and that as to each and every one of such, 
according to the evidence of a number of witnesses, including 
Corderoy, the accountant, called by the respondent, the prices 
reached after hearing him (Mr. French) were set down in the 
list ils settled, it seems impossible1 to rightly give much weight 
to his evidence as a determining factor in support of the judg
ment in the case.

There was not a single item of the thousands in question in 
the stocktaking reserved for future consideration, and no mark
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or note made of remonstrance for want of invoice or objection 
in that regard or otherwise. And when we find these occasional 
appeals to Mr. French resorted to and that coupled with ab
sence of record or note of any sort of objection in other in
stances. surely it must be concluded that these others had all 
been satisfactorily adjusted between those engaged in the work. 
The calling him in to help to settle differences in half-a-dozen 
cases demonstrates how the parties concerned had felt and aeted 
at the time relatively to the other items.

Mr. French denies being a party to any settling or agree
ment in the result, as to the items regarding which he was called 
upon to give his opinion, but he cannot, and doty not swear they 
were not adjusted. 1 pressed respondents’ counsel to explain 
the absence of any record of objectionable items and he frankly 
and properly admitted he could not and that such a record 
would Ik* what one might expect if permanent importance were 
to be attached to the objection relative to the want of invoices.

The erroneous taking of French’s opinion on what the legal 
meaning of so plain and ordinary a phrase as “invoice price” 
implies seems to have misled the Court. This was a purchase 
on a basis of price ascertainable either by the production of the 
original invoice, or such satisfactory evidence as would con
vince- fair-minded business men skilled in such business of the 
truth of what the original invoice had, or of necessity must have, 
exhibited if correctly made out. Neither party could be bound 
by an error in the original or deprived of his bargain because of 
the destruction of the original piece of paper. The price that 
appeared or ought to have appeared therein was the basis to be 
used. If Mr. French had made such a bargain and was deeply 
impressed with the idea that he had made one which should yield 
him a profit of ten thousand dollars, for example, and it was 
found when time arrived for taking stock that a thief had re
moved all original invoices, or other destruction, of which the 
vendor was innocent, had overtaken them, and his vendor had 
been tempted to resell the goods at an advance of five thousand 
dollars and s<-t up the impossibility of producing the invoices as 
a defence or reason excusing himself from observing the con
tract, I must be permitted to think he (Mr. French) would la- 
constrained to see the absurdity of what he so persistently main
tained in his evidence. True, he finally, under preasure, less
ened his pretension, but that pretension and its sorry conse
quences seem, 1 respectfully submit, to have borne fruit.

It is to be observed that the evidence for the appellant shews 
that the invoice prices were discoverable from the private mark
ings on the goods, or boxes holding them, that the respondent 
Rergeron had, ns agreed, been engaged as a clerk in the shop for 
a month preceding the stocktaking, had been given every op-
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portunity for acquainting himself with such marks, inspect
ing the goods, verifying the systems and invoices, and compar
ing the latter with these markings, and that Erisman, a fellow- 
clerk, describes very well how he had availed himself of his op
portunity and ends his account of what had transpired by say
ing:—

Well, really, Mr. JU-rgermi timl 1 took atoek of the whole store before 
the stocktaking took place.

Bergeron was called for the defence after this witness had 
given such evidence, but never ventured a word of either denial 
or explanation of what Erisman says. It seems, l submit, rather 
an impudent thing on his part, after such an opportunity for 
investigation, and that investigation, to impute fraud to the 
appellant and fail so signally, not only to make no proof, hut 
not even to try, and shew in a single instance, that the private 
markings in truth had been deliberately made to appear differ
ent from the original invoice.

It is absurd to suppose any merchant would in ordinary 
practice systematically put upon his goods or cases a false in
stead of the true private marking, which is intended only for the 
use of himself or his servants. It could only deceive himself.

It is conceivable that a systematic fraud of that kind might 
In- resorted to by a man intending to sell his stock, hut incon
ceivable he should invite his purchaser to spend a month in his 
shop and bo given every opportunity to detect it. And there is 
not a word even from Bergeron, who had such opport unity of 
discovery to suggest that a single change had been made in such 
markings. It is sworn by Erisman that Bergeron had, whilst so 
engaged in his own investigation, gone over “those invoices,” 
meaning, no doubt, those invoices to be had relative to what he 
had examined. If he could have shewn a false system hail been 
adopted, or even a few instances suggesting it, no doubt he 
would gladly have done so. He would not then have had to 
set up such a cry as is made about the palpable mistake of a 
few shirts put in the wrong l>ox. If there was an intention to 
commit fraud in the way suggested it was about as easily 
detected as possible to conceive of.

I go further and submit that it was the duty of the respond
ents to have exposed the fraud if it existed. If half the energy 
put by the respondents' solicitors into the fortnight of corres
pondence that ensued had been applied to investigate such a 
charge and to demonstrate its truth they could easily have done 
so if any foundation had existed for it. In the event of failure 
they ought to have submitted another alternative than this Jiti 
gat ion.

I conclude from reading and considering every bit of evi
dence in this case that the defendants never had any reason
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to say that they were lieing unfairly dealt with in tin* matter 
of the invoices. Their own conduct throughout destroys the 
pretension and makes it sound hollow. If they had held over 
any items for ion of invoices, had called for account
books to verify anything, had specified certain items or vari
eties of the stock-in-trade and. where invoices were wanting, 
had insisted on duplicates as means of testing the questions in
volved, or done in short anything that ordinary business men 
anxious to complete a bargain would likely have done under the 
circumstances, then suspicion or surmise as to their motives 
might have been in order.

On the contrary, without, so far as the evidence shews, any
thing of that kind having influenced the action of the defend
ants or been present to the mind of Mr. French, lie called de
fendants aside at the close of the stocktaking and said the deal 
could not go through. It was he who act< ' not they. They 
knew from hour to hour over three days such, if any, difficulties 
as want of invoices had created. It had produced no operative 
effect on their minds. Ile, as I have shewn, knew very little of 
what had transpired. And as to want of any invoice, he had 
called for them twice, he thinks, and failed once to get them 
produced ; whether one item or what is not explained, 
do Mr. French justice, lie says it seemed as if they “eould not 
produce the invoices” asked for and not produced, and he shews 
that he had no proper opportunity of deciding as to the validity 
of such a contention as is raised. Then he says that, at the dose 
of the stocktaking, lie called defendants aside and told them 
“we fmeaning, I take it. the firms lie represented) eould not 
go on.” and then adds:—

I also lind n conversation with Mr. Veriard in which I told him unless 
he eould alter his price* and make the thing a little more satisfactory than 
it was then that I would not have anything to do with it. and I would not 
advise these men to go on with it paying the price they were paying for 
the stock:
lie says also, that Periard and his daughter came to sec- him in 
his office another day and, though he cannot recall the conver
sation exactly, believes he told the man at the time 
that T did not care to go on with the thing as long as he was taking the 
stand he was in regard to prices.

Such was the attitude of French, who had from the inception 
been the directing mind. It was not the want of invoices to 
verify prices, hut the prices and the result of a total which In- 
had not expected. Appellant may have la-en loaded up with 
too much old stock at high prices, compared with what French s 
backers could have supplied such a stock for. And adding 18 
per cent, to these prices when the total reached nearly .^l8,000, 
and a couple of thousand more for fixtures, and thus made the

3451
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total figures rather high for men who had calculated on. and 
only provided for. fifteen or sixteen thousand dollars all told.

It is quite clear that that was the true situation and it was 
a surprise. French had undertaken to acquire for ret <
a business on the unusual terms of invoice price plus PI per 
cent., which might not he an extravagant thing if applied to a 
small stock with the purpose of expanding the business after 
acquisition, but when applied to a large one. probably the safe 
limit to carry in any ease, and not permitting expansion meant, 
using French's own words, “commercial suicide.” He never 
ventured, when shewn the result, to challenge Periard to pro
duce evidence of the actual invoice prices and that then he would 
pay. And when the matter passed into the hands of the re
spondents* solicitors they insisted on “invoices or copies of 
same,” a thing probably ini "*i* in many cases, and waived 
aside appellant’s suggestion of verification “in any reasonable 
way” in cases where invoices could not be produced. This pro
posal ought to have been accepted.

Tin» appeal should be allowed with costs here and in the 
Courts below and judgment hi- directed for appellant and the 
case remitted for assessment of damages with costs thereof to 
the appellant.
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Dvff. J. (dissenting) :—This appeal is from the judgment of Duff, j. 

the Court of Appeal for British Columbia dismissing an appeal <dlwmtln*,
from the judgment of Morrison. .1., by which the appellant’s 
action—for the recovery of damages for breach of contract to 
purchase a stock of goods in Vancouver was dismissed. The 
contract ui»on which the action was brought is contained in three 
letters, set out in the statement of claim as follows:
A. J. Perinrd.

Attorney for S. Perinrd, 
Vancouver.

Vancouver. June lut. 1910.
Dear Sir.—We. the undersigned, l>cg to submit the following proposi

tion for the purchase of your stock of merchandise contained in the 
premises known as 13.» Hastings St. Hast. We will pay you for said 
merchandise at the rate of one hundred and ten cents on the dollar, invoice 
price (91.101. Fixtures to he taken at a valuation. Each party to have 
them valued. Failing to come to an agreement the matter to lie left in 
the hands of a third party l»y mutual consent. Terms of sale to Ik- half 
cash on taking possession of the business, and the balance at the rate of 
one thousand dollars per month (91.000), hearing interest at the rate of 
seven per vent. (7' ) per annum on approved notes, with the option of 
paying all cash at the time of taking possession. The date of said pos
session to lie August 1. *10. or sooner, if so desired, or not later than the 
Ifith of August. You to agree to immediately cancel all goods purchased 
by you for the coming fall, and to reduce the stock in the interval of tak-
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inp possession as much as possible. One of the purchasers to have the 
privilege of working in the store «luring the month of July.

In consideration of this offer, we endow our marked cheque for one 
hundred dollars ($100).

Awaiting your reply by letter, we remain,
Yours truly,

Noah Bergeron.
W. Rickbotv.

Witness:
A. French.

Vancouver, June 1st, 1010.
Messrs. Bergeron & Riekson.

Vancouver.
Dear Sirh,—Replying to your letter of this date, I hereby accept your 

offer for my stock at the rate of $1.10 cents on the dollar, with .‘1 added 
for freight. And I further want the sum of $2,000 deposited in any 
chartered bank as an evidence of good faith on your part. I will also 
deposit a like sum as an evidence of good faith on my part.

The other eonditions of sale mentioned in your letter are quite satis
factory to me.

Yours truly,
S. E. Periard.
A. J. Prriard.

Attorne/i.
Witness;

A. French.

Vancouver, June 2, 1910.
A. J. Periard.

Attorney of S. E. Periard.
Vancouver.

Dear Sir,—In reply to your letter of the 2nd inst. we lieg to say that 
we accept the terms as laid down by you, viz., the 3% for freight, and we 
have deposited the sum of two thousand dollars ($2,000) in the Merchants 
Bank of Canada here to your credit, [tending the taking over of the stock

Yours truly,
Noah Bergeron.
W. Rick.son.

Tin- learned trial Judge held that it was a rendition of the 
eontraet that the appellant should produce reasonably satis- 
faetory evidence of the prices at which the goods comprising her 
stock had been purchased by her in time to enable the pur
chasers to complete the contract and take possession at the date 
fixed in the first letter; and that the appellant had not produced 
such evidence and hod given the purchasers reasonable grounds 
for thinking that her husband, who acted for her, was not act
ing in good faith in the matter of the information furnished by 
him respecting the prices alleged to have been paid for the
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Roods and consequently that tin* respondents were justified in 
terminating the agreement. In the Court of Appeal, Irving. J.f 
agreed with the trial Judge. Galliher, J„ was unable to say 
that the trial Judge was wrong, and MeDonald. C.J.. thought 
the judgment of the trial Judge ought to be reversed on the 
ground that, in the last week of July, the goods were gone over 
by the husband of the appellant and the respondents and that 
an inventory was made in which were entered the prices which 
the parties agreed were to be paid for the goods and that this 
agreement the appellant is entitled to enforce : and the conten
tion in this Court was that the appellant is entitled to succeed 
upon that ground. I think this view cannot he sustained and 
that the appeal ought to be dismissed.

The prices at which the goods, according to the agreement 
of June, were purchased were the “invoice prices” plus 10 per 
cent. Until these prices were ascertained with sufficient pre
cision to fix the amount to be paid by the respondents in figures 
there could, of course, be no completion of the contract; and it 
is quite obvious that the contract contemplated the ascertain
ment of those prices before the time fixed for completion, the 
first, or at latest the 15th, of August. The information, more
over, which would be required for this purpose being presum
ably in the possession of the appellant, the contract further con
templates that it shall be produced by her. It is not neces
sary to say that she was bound in every ease to produce the ori
ginal invoice, but it is clear that the respondents were, in cases 
in which invoices could not Ik* obtained, entitled to some rea
sonable substitute, something which a business man would re
gard as satisfactory evidence of the price paid for the goods. 
The respondents were not bound to accept the appellant’s own 
unverified statement ; the appellant, on the other hand, was 
clearly bound to give, in good faith, every reasonable assistance 
to the respondents to enable them to get at the true facts.

As regards a large portion of the goods (the respondents 
say 50 per cent., anil the appellant admits 25 per cent.), it is 
quite clear that invoices were not produced. Nor is it suggested 
that in such cases there was any satisfactory evidence of what 
the prices paid actually were. The appellant must, therefore, 
succeed, if she can succeed at all, on the ground that the parties 
had agreed upon some other way of fixing the price of the pro
perty sold ; and it is. as I have said, argued that this was done 
by agreement between the parties.

The inventory referred to contained an enumeration of 
goods and prices set opposite them. It was stated by the ap
pellant’s husband, her daughter (and by one or two other wit
nesses who were in her employ at the time) that these prices 
were assigned only after the parties had agreed to them as the
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contradicted by all the witnesses called by the respondents. 
One of these witnesses, a Mr. French, is a partner in one of

Pkriaru
the two well-known firms of manufacturers who were financing 
the respondents, and lie was present during part of the time

ItElKiKRU.V. while the inventory was being compiled. The learned trial

(illwnlliigi
Judge has accepted his evidence as reliable and 1 do not think 
there is the slightest ground for easting a doubt upon his can
dour. IIis evidence is as follows:—

I called on Mr. Peri aril on Saturday, and lie said lie would lie ready to 
take stock on Monday, and on Monday we went up with Mr. Bergeron and 
Mr. Hickson and Mr. Corderoy. and Mr. Periard said lie would not allow 
ns in the store, as he proposed to take stock himself liefore we went in, 
and that, consumed three days. On Thursday we were allowed to go in. 
and we were not there probably more than live minutes before a dispute 
arose about invoices which were not produced, and this continued through 
out the two days, I may sav. I was not there all the time, but 1 was fre
quently sent for and called up to try and settle disputes that arose be
tween them. This lasted up until Friday afternoon, when they were 
through. . . . They claim. 1 believe, that I settled these price* 
and passed them, and 1 certainly did not.

Q. By Mr. Reid: What is the last? A. They claim. I believe, that 1 
agreed to these prices. 1 certainly did not. it would have lieen absurd.

Court: Those are the prices in the stock list?
Witness: Those arc tin* prices put down in the book—taken down.
Court : And you did not agree to that?
A. No. There was so much disputing, ami so much "unpleasant

ness, that if we had not gone down and got the thing put down in some 
shape we would probably have been there now. trying to get it settled. 
I thought when 1 got through that I would have been able to make some 
reasonable settlement with Mr. Periard. but the further matters went 
the worse they were getting, and when they got into other lines that 1 
did not know anything about the same disputes were cropping up. but 
these 1 can only speak of that 1 know of.

Court: And you got them? A. No, 1 only saw the one invoice; that 
was the underwear, that Mr. Pickson insisted on getting.

Q. Now. what was Miss Periurd’s attitude on the question of produc
ing invoices? A. Well, it ap|ieared to me that they just simply could not 
produce them.

(J. Now, do you know whether this stock was ever approved of by Hick
son & Bergeron? A. It certainly was not approved by them. It was not 
approved when we got through becauae 1 said. “We cannot go on.”

Mr. Reid: 1 object. Who «lid you tell?
Court: Just wait.—Was Mr. Periard there when you told something 

to some one?
Witness: No. I called Hickson ami Bergeron to one side, and told 

them we could not go on, and also had a conversation with Mr. Periard 
in which I told him unless he could alter bis prices and make the thing 
a little more satisfactory than it was then that I would not have anything 
to do with it. and 1 would not advise these men to go on with it. paying
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the price they were paying for the stock. And Mr. Periard, I iHdieve, took 
t'ie con*truction from one of my remarks that these men could not linancc 
it. Well, that was not right. We hail $*20,000 in sight, ami could have 
got more, if necessary. Hut I would not have anything to do with 
it, or would not allow either of the firm* I was represi to go into
the thing ami take over the stock at what it was listed down at.
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Q. Then you thought. Mr. French, that Mr. Periard ought to In- com Duff, j. 
pensated in some way? A. Yes ami no. I did not think that Mr. Periard iiliwenting)
acted in good faith with us, !>ecause, as far as damages are concerned, these 
other men purchased gisais to tlie extent of several thousand dollars.

Court: That is the defendants? A. Yes. they advertised that they 
were going into business. We ourselves shipped goods to Vancouver for 
them, and we lost money, because they had to la» sold for the cost less the 
freight. They had made all their arrangements to go into business, and 
they were acting in good faith and I don’t think that Mr. Periard was act
ing in good faith, and as far as damages are concerned, it is horse and 
horse with them. But I did think, ami I do think, as these men were 
leaving the matter pretty much in my hands-----

Court: The defendants? A. Yes.
Court: Well, just refer to them as that. A. Yes. When I took in the 

situation, and saw the trouble we were going to have, I do think that 1 
make a mistake in not stopping right there—at the very commencement, 
when the trouble and disputes arose. In the first place, Mr. Periard had 
no right to close up his store Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday and not 
allow us to go in: it is a thing I never heard of in the mercantile business 
before. 1 never heard of a seller refusing the purchaser the right to go in 
ami take stock with them.

Q. On what ground did you think that an offer should he made to Mr.
Periard for compensation? A. For the two days that they had him closed.
1 said: "(live him what he thinks is reasonable," and I suggested this 
matter of settlement with Mr. Periard, but Mr. Periard had his head full 
of this $2.000 that was in the bank, and he said he was going to have it 
and the matter ended there.

Both Bergeron and Rickson also deny that they agreed upon 
the prices put into the inventory, and this evidence was ac
cepted and acted on by the trial Judge. The evidence on lie- 
half of the appellant on the other hand was not accepted and 
was distinctly discredited by the trial Judge, who took the view 
that the appellant's family (who were really in charge of the 
business) were not acting in good faith. There* are several in
stances given by French of what would appear to have lieen 
rather bold attempts at overcharging in respect of classes of 
goods with which he was familiar and 1 agree with Mr. Justice 
Irving in thinking that the learned Judge's view is supported 
by the evidence as it appeal* in the record.

The learned trial Judge evidently thought that the respon
dents having their arrangements to take over the appel
lant’s business and desiring, if possible, not to withdraw from 
the project (entailing, as such a 00111*80 would necessarily, not
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CAW- a little loss to themselves), went on with the inventory even
s. c. after they became aware that the appellant was not living up
1013 to the contract in the matter of the verification of prices in the

t---- hope that a satisfactory arrangement might ultimately be
Mriari* reached ; and that neither party entertained the idea that the

Bmmikrox. respondents by the part they took in connection with the in-
D— veil tory were irrevocably committing themselves to purchase at

idioMntini) the unverified prices entered in it. That this was so appears to
me to be demonstrated by the subsequent conduct of the parties. 
The appellant’s husband and daughter admit that they were 
informed by French, shortly after the eompletion of the inven
tory, that the respondents would not go on with the purchase 
on account of the absence of invoices. Almost immediately a 
correspondence ensued between the solicitors for the appellants 
and the solicitors foe the respondents.

The respondents’ solicitor at once took the position that the 
agreement had fallen through because of the failure of the ap
pellant to produce evidence of the cost prices of the goods, and 
proceeded to discuss a fresh arrangement. To this position he 
adhered throughout the two weeks during which the correspond
ence lasted. The appellant ’s solicitor insisted that she was un
der no obligation to produce invoices, but nowhere is there a 
suggestion that the parties have agreed upon the inventory 
prices. The whole correspondence, indeed, is inexplicable on 
that assumption. In a letter of August 1st. Mr. Reid, who acted 
for the appellant, proposes to leave the question of “what is 
the invoice price of any goods concerning which the invoice 
cannot be produced to arbitration.” and proceeds to say that 
“she contends” not that the invoice price of such goods has 
been settled by agreement, but that “the exact invoice price has 
in all cases been affixed to the articles in question.”

On the same day he writes :—
We <lcnv the inability to produce invoice* to carry out the agreement 

for sale or that the agreement for sale requires the production of in-

Not a word about prices having been agreed upon.
Again, on August 4th:—
Is it necessary to again point out that the production of invoices is 

not required by the contract ? An inventory has been made out, submitted, 
cheeked over and verified by your clients, and in a great majority of cases 
the prices have liecn verified by invoices. There are some cases where the 
invoices cannot be found. In these cases, if your clients think that the 
prices put by my clients are not the correct invoice prices, the matter 
may be verified in any reasonable way.

Not easily reconcilable with the contention that the inventory 
prices had at that time been accepted by the purchasers.
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Then, on August 9th:—
We find on consultation with our clients that about 7&% of the stock 

can be vouched for by invoices, and that these were passed by your clients 
when stocktaking was done.

This by implication is n distinct admission that the only 
items “passed” by the respondents were those in respect of 
which invoices were produced.

These passages are consistent with the general tenor of the 
letters and they appear to be incompatible with the hypothesis 
on which the contention 1 am considering is based. The at 
titude indicated by these letters was not departed from by the 
appellant down to the trial. The respondents in their defence 
set up the failure of the appellant to produce evidence of “in
voice price.” In reply the appellant dealt specifically with 
this defence by simply denying the facts alleged ; there is no 
suggestion of an agreement to purchase at the inventory prices 
nor of waiver of the production of invoices, or evidence of “in
voice price.” It is impossible to believe (if the appellant’s 
husband had really understood the respondents were binding 
themselves to accept the prices appearing in the inventory), 
that the appellant’s solicitor could have so long remained in 
ignorance of this crucial point.

All these considerations convince me that the appellant's 
contention has no substantial basis and I think the appeal 
should be dismissed.

Anglin, J. :—Although 1 was, at the close of the argument, 
inclined to the view that this appeal should be dismissed, after 
carefully reading the evidence several times I am convinced 
that the conclusion in the defendants’ favour reached by the 
British Columbia Courts was erroneous and that the dissent of 
the learned Chief Justice of the Court of Appeal was well 
founded.

Assuming that the defendants were prima hu u entitled to 
have the prices of the stock which they had purchased vouched 
by the production of invoices, I am satisfied that in eases where 
such invoices were called for on the stocktaking and were not 
forthcoming, production of them was waived and either the 
prices demanded by the plaint ill' were accepted or compromise 
prices were then agreed upon and such prices were thereupon 
inserted in the stock list. When the stocktaking was completed, 
on the Saturday afternoon, the prices of the entire stock had 
been settled and the defendants did not then take the stand that 
they would require the production of such invoices as the plain
tiff had failed to exhibit. Neither did they keep any question 
of prices open by protest or other step taken for that purpose. 
It was not until the following Monday, when the defendants 
and their backer, French, had determined, for an entirely differ-
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ent reason, to escape from their bargain, that they ' for
ward the failure to produce certain invoices as a pretext for re- 

the contract. The real difficulty was that it then appear
ed that the plaintiff’s stock would cost much more than the defen
dants had ant or had provided for and that at the un
usually high figure they were * : for it—41.13 on the dollar 
of invoice prices—the venture was likely to prove unprofitable, 
or much less profitable than they had expected. French, too, 
had then realized that with such a stock on tin* defendants’ 
shelves their orders for his principals, manufacturers and whole
sale dealers, could not he as extensive as he had hoped for and 
he probably began to doubt the wisdom of the latter advancing 
upwards of $12,000 to enable the defendants to carry out their 
purchase.

I have no that these were the true reasons why the
defendants repudiated the contract. They were not warranted 
in doing so. Their attitude from the Monday after the stock
taking and their final letter of repudiation on the Ifitli of Aug
ust, justified the plaintiff in refraining from taking steps to. 
wards ascertaining the value of the fixtures by arbitration. The 
fact that in this letter the failure of the plaintiff to make a de
posit of $2,000— ' it is admitted had been waived at an
early stage of the negotiations—is put forward as one of the 
chief grounds for the defendants' withdrawal confirms me in 
the view that they were looking for excuses and that the ob
jection based upon non-product ion of invoices to verify prices 
and that based upon the plaintiff's failure to deposit $2,000 are 
of the same type—l»otli of them pretexts to escape from an un
satisfactory bargain.

I have had the advantage of reading the judgment of my 
brother Idington. 1 concur in his views upon the effect of the 
evidence as a whole, and in his appreciation of the testimony 
of French, to which 1 fear the learned trial Judge attached quite 
too much importance.

The appeal should lie allowed with costs to the plaintiff 
throughout and the action should be remitted to the Supreme 
Court of British Columbia for the ass«»ssment of the plaintiff’s 
damages according to the practice of that Court.

Brodevr, J. :—In selling her stock at invoice price, it does 
not necessarily follow that the was * to produce
the invoices themselves.

The sale of the stock was made under the conditions which 
have become of a very common practice. No lump sum is stipu
lated. but the price is fixed at so much as the goods cost. In 
the cases where a inert n in business for many years,
it would become absolutely impossible to shew the invoices or 
to establish their relation to the goods that are in the store.
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In this ease, however, if the invoices that would cover all the 
goods that were inventoried were not produced, a large number 
of them were shewn or could he shewn if they had been asked 
for. The parties relied evidently upon the cost prices that had 
been put on the boxes containing the goods.

Some disputes arose as to the value of some of these goods: 
they seem to have been adjusted during the inventory. And 
if there is some doubt as to whether the prices mentioned in 
the inventory were accepted or not. the respondents had the op
portunity as shewn by the correspondence to indicate later on 
the articles against the value of which they objected.

They refused to accept that proposition and preferred to 
stay their case on the ground that the invoices should Is* pro
duced.

That question has already come up before the Courts in ling- 
land and we find a ease of Plank v. (iavila. •$ C.B. (N.S.) 807, 
where the agreement provided that the commission of the plain
tiff was to Is* fixed on the invoice price, it was held 
that it was competent to the plaintiff* to «hew the proximate value of 
the consignment* upon which they claimed commission without produc
ing the invoices.

It is evident to me that the respondents and their indorsers 
did not want to carry out the agreement after they found that 
the stock was larger than what they expected.

They at first claimed that the contract was at an end. But 
later on they saw how weak their position was in that respect 
and they carried on a correspondence which shewed very clear
ly their intention to repudiate their obligations. Because if 
they had been willing to stand by their contract they should 
have accepted the offer made by the appellant to arbitrate on 
the value of the goods in cases where they thought they were 
too high. No, they waited until the date which had been fixed 
for the delivery of the stock, and they formally declared that 
the plaintiffs not having put up a deposit and not having pro
duced the invoices, they had to withdraw from the deal.

That claim as to the deposit is only a pretext, for it had been 
understood that such a deposit would not 1m* made; and their 
request for the production of the invoices was not founded in 
law.

I have come to the conclusion that the action in damages in
stituted by the appellant for breach of contract ought to be 
maintained.

The appeal should be allowed with costs of this Court and 
of the Courts below and the ease sent back to the Supreme 
Court of British Columbia to assess the plaintiff’s damages.

Appeal allouai; Durr, J.. dissenting.
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N.S. FREEMAN v. DE BLOIS.

s. c.
1912

Sii/nrme Court of .Vova Scotia, His Honour Judge Helton, Master and 
Count it Judge. October 18. 1912.

Oct. 1H 1. Limitation ok actions (§IID—60)—Trusts—Fraudulent represen
tation OF AUTHORITY—EXPRESS TRUST.

Where money is handed over to the defendant by the plaintiff to pay 
<<ll the mortgage of the latter to a third person upon defendant’s false 
and fraudulent representation that he. the defendant, is the mortga
gee s agent, and the money is not paid over to the mortgagee, the de
fendant Incomes an express trustee of the money for the plaintiff from 
whom he received it. and the Statute of Limitations applicable to or
dinary claims of debt does not apply.

Statement Hearing of action against an absconding debtor.
Daniel Owen, for plaintiff.
No one, contra.

Judte Priton. Judge Peltox (Master):—In Smith v. Cuff, 3 N.S.R. 12, 
where the claim was on a promissory note and no appearance had 
been entered for defendant the Court held that the Court will 
not allow judgment to be entered up against an absent debtor 
for a debt barred by the Statute of Limitations, and if the claim 
in this action was for an ordinary debt, such as a promissory 
note, money lmd and received, money lent, etc., Ï would have to 
be bound by that decision, and refuse an order for judgment.

The claim proved before me, however, is not for an ordinary 
debt, the facts disclosed by the evidence shew that the money 
sought to he recovered in this action was handed by the plaintiff 
to the defendant for the special purpose of taking up a certain 
mortgage to a third person, and under false and fraudulent re
presentations by defendant, that he was the authorized agent of 
the mortgagee. Under the circumstances the defendant became 
an express trustee for the plaintiff of such money, and the 
statute is no bar: North Amirican Land and Timber Co. v. Wat- 
kins [10041 1 Ch. 243: see also same case on appeal, f 10041 
2 Ch. 233. On this ground the plaintiff is entitled to recover, 
the defendant having failed to pay over the money to the mort
gagee or return it to plaintiff.

Order for judgment.

ALTA. REX v. BECHTEL.

S.C.
1913

(Decision No. 2.)

1 Iberia Supreme Court. Trial before Stuart. J. March .1, 1913.

March 3. 1. Trial (fi III E 6—200)—Criminal care—Instruction as to corro
boration OF ACCOMPLICE.

It in the duty of the trial judge to inform the jury in a criminal 
«•ase. in which the evidence of an accomplice is given on behalf of the 
prosecution, that it i* inadvisable to convict on such evidence unless 
corroborated.



2. Appeal ( fi VII M 4—615)—Inktkk mxs to .i fry—I*hk.i i/iuci ai. error
OX REFUSAL OK APIM.ICATION TO MODIFY—•CRIMINAL CASE.

Where due warning has been given in the judge's charge against 
crediting the uncorrol>orated evidence of an accomplice, the fact that 
further references to the subject in the charge ami the refusal of the 
Crown's request fur a specific direction that they might convict if they 
saw fit, upon such evidence may have led the jury to understand that it 
was not competent for them to find a verdict on such evidence, should 
not l>e made a ground for placing the accused twice in jeopardy by 
ordering a new trial on an appeal by the Crown after his acquittal; 
•oieh circumstances are insufficient to constitute a “substantial wrong 
or miscarriage'* in the terms of Cr. (.'ode. mm*. 1019, limiting the right 
of an appellate court to grant a new trial.

(7lex v. Bechtel (So. It. "> D.LIt. 497, discussed and doubted.]

Motion for judgment after a verdict found against the ac
cused on a charge of attempting to procure an abortion. This 
was a new trial of the ease as directed in /»'. v. lin k tel (No. 1 . 
5 D.L.R. 497. 19 Can. Cr. Cas. 423. 21 W.L.R. fifi-V 

J. Short, K.C., for the Crown.
A. 11. Clarke, K.C.. for the aeeused.

Stuart, J. (oral) : -The accused was convicted by a jury of 
six men of having used an instrument on one Mrs. Cronsberry 
with the intention of procuring an abortion or miscarriage. 
Upon the same facts practically ami upon the same evidence, the 
accused was acquitted last June by a jury of six. Mr. Justice 
Walsh, who tried that case, directed the jury, as it was his duty 
to do, that they should not convict upon the evidence of an ac
complice, unless it was corroborated. lie refused to tell them 
that they might do so legally if they were so inclined. On ac
count of his refusal to do this after the acquittal of the accused 
a reserved case was taken upon the point as to whether lie should 
or should not have told them that they were at liberty to do so 
if they saw fit. and without corroborative evidence. 1 was a 
member of the Court of Appeal who sat on this man’s case on 
that appeal and it is only because 1 was a member of that Court 
of Appeal that I have ventured to say anything about it. If I 
had not been a member of that Court of Appeal it would have 
been exceedingly improper for me to make any observations 
about the matter hut I was a member of that Court of Appeal 
and this man’s ease was then presented to me along with my 
brother Judges and I have a share in the responsibility upon 
my shoulders as to what happened then. Now for the reasons I 
am going to give I am overwhelmed with the conviction that 
that acquittal should never have been set aside as a matter of 
law and I am making this observation because I feel a deep 
sense of personal responsibility that it was partially owing to my 
own slackness of apprehension as a Judge, the slowness of my 
own mind that a certain question was never brought up in the 
hearing of that appeal that should have been brought up and
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.should haw been discussed. I was not alone reanonsihle, but 1 
was partially responsible. Section 1019 of tin- Code says-

No conviction shall In* set aside nor any new trial directed, although it 
appear* that some evidence was improperly admitted or rejected, or that 
something not according to law was done at the trial or some misdirection 
given, unless, in the opinion of the Court of Ap|ieal. some substantial 
wrong or miscarriage was thereby occasioned on the trial.

Now section 1019 was never mentioned before the Court of 
Appeal. The subject was never brought up by me. it never oc
curred to me. It was never spoken of, and if you will look at 
the judgment of the Court of Appeal you will find that sec. 
1010 is not mentioned in it, ami the words “miscarriage of 
justice" are not referred to or uttered there at all. The ac
cused's ease was argued in that Court of Appeal by a counsel 
who was called out of bed about fifteen minutes before the Court 
of Appeal sat to hear his case so it cannot In* said that he was 
very properly represented. In this connection I want to read 
the words of Mr. Justice Osier in the case of Hex v. Karn, 5 
O.L.R. 704:—

Thin cxprc**i«ui of opinion will iblv In* -ullieient un a guide in 
future vane* of a similar kind, a* we are not obliged, nor do I think it 
would la* right even if we had the power to do no, to direct a new trial, 
the defendant having la»en tried and actually acquitted; though, it may lie, 
in consequence of an erroneous direction. The canes ought to la* ex
tremely rare in which the Court would think it right to place the accused 
a second time in jeopard\ tor the same offence contrary to what has hither
to lieen one of the fundamental principles of English law.

They are the words of a Judge than whom there was no more 
distinguished a •• ige in i e Court of Appeal in Ontario. This 
man’s case was s. He was acquitted by a verdict of six men 
and a reserved case was taken and the very point upon which in 
them* cases a new trial may be directed, namely, when there had 
been a substantial miscarriage of justice, was never referred to. 
1 think there was a slight reference to it in one of the factums of 
the accused which was prepared after the argument and *d 
in, but I doubt, in the hurry of that appeal whether these fac
tums were fully read. 1 know I never read them and I doubt if 
anybody else did. Now, that in itself is sufficient to convince 
me that something went wrong, for which I was partially re
sponsible on the hearing of this man’s appeal. But supposing 
the cases had come up before us and 1 had thought of that, where 
would the miscarriage of justice have lain? The law says, when 
you attempt to convict a man on the evidence of an accomplice, 
that the Judge should tell the jury that they ought not to con
vict unless that evidence is corroborated. Mr. Justice Walsh 
told the jury that they ought not to convict, that they should 
not convict unless Mrs. Cronsberry s evidence was corroborated

83
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in some material particular implicating the accused, and that ALTA.
was not objected to. 1 told the jury that last Friday and it was
not objected to and it is admittedly the proper direction, and wi3
yet because the jury were not given a legal opportunity of doing
a thing which it was the duty of the Judge to tell them they
ought not to do, it is said that there was a miscarriage of justice, .
or it might be suggested, I suppose, hut it is not even said, as the - —
subject was never discussed. Sec. 1019 was never referred to 
before the Court of Appeal. Now it is for this reason that 1 
entertain, as I said at the beginning, the most profound convic
tion and belief that this man's first acquittal should never have 
been set aside, and I am partially m “~b for that, as I said, 
because of my slowness of apprehension in the hearing of this 
case when it was brought before me. I do not know what re
medy there is. I do not see that there is any remedy unless pos
sibly an application for a writ of lutin as corpus to the Supreme 
Court of Canada, which I am doubtful about, but that is not for 
me. However, he has been convicted. Ilis earlier was
set aside and now he has been convicted. It may be suggested 
that he is guilty, and why not impose a heavy sentence upon 
him, but I hope I have a somewhat deeper apprehension of my 
legal duty ami to act solely on that, although I do think that 
he is guilty. It is very important that guilty people should be 
convicted, but it is a thousand times more important that they 
should he convicted according to law, which I do not believe 
this man was, and it is for that reason that I propose to impose 
a sentence which I know the laymen will say, and possibly a 
large part of the profession will say. is too lenient, but it is 
because 1 have on tny own conscience the fact that this condition, 
partially owing to my fault, is only due to an which
should never have been set aside. You are, therefore, sentenced 
to three months in the Lethbridge gaol without hard labour.

Sentence accordintfly.

FORSTER V. CITY OF MEDICINE HAT. ALTA
I Hu i ta Supreme Court, Walsh, •/. January 4. 1913.

1. Mixhihal roRPoRATioxH ( § 11 fi—H>5 )—Liability mu m macks 1913
Touts not vxdkr ihwkr or covxvii/—Form ok action. ___

The provision-* of we. lo of title i~ mid see. 2ti of title 3.» of the Jan. 4. 
charter of the city of Medicine Hat. providing for the appointment of 
an arbitrator to lix the compensation uf one whom- lands ha • Im*oii 
"injuriously affected in the exercise of any power of the council." 
in the event of the council not being able to agree with the claimant 
as to the amount «if compensation or damage*, do not apply t«i a claim 
for damages of an owner of lands abutting on a street the grade «if 
which has lieen cut down by the city. sine*- such actum by tin* city is 
in it an "exercise of any power «if the council." hut is a tortious inter
ference by the city with the owner’s right of free- access to the street.
in the absence of any express «ir impliv«l provisions in ......... barter
granting such power to take away from the owner such right of ac
cess. and the correct remedy is by ai-tion against the city.

. V 
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•2. Act lux (8 II—36)—Fob m oi kkmidy—Ixukknh and kcrkns upon abut- 
TI.no STREET.

The right, of an owner of land to have awe** to hi* property from 
the otreet in a private right and any wrongful interference with eueli 
right give-* ri-e to a cause of action against the wrongdoer.

[Chaplin V. West mi utter, [1901] *2 C'h. 334, referred to.]
3. Municipal corporations ( B II 0 f>—‘2fl0)— Prkskntinu claims auaixbt 

—Amuihaiion—Injury to lands iiy oradino street.
On an application for the appointment of an arbitrator to fix com

pensation for altering the grade of a street, under nee. 10 of title 27 of 
the charter of the city of Medicine Hat, the fact that the applicant'» 
property is benefited rather than injured by the change of grade, or 
that the city ha» not yet completed its work U|mn the ntreet, is not 
fatal to wuch application.

Statement An application for the appointment of an arbitrator to fix 
compensation for altering the grade of a street.

The application was refused.
G. II. Itoss, for the plaintiff.
•/. ./. Malta fry, for the defendant.

wsMi.j. Walsh, J. :—The alleging that the city has cut
down the grade of Montreal street, upon which property owned 
by him abuts, asks for the appointment of an arbitrator to fix the 
compensation to which he is entitled by reason of the same. lie 
claims that the grade of this street in front of his property has 
been so lowered that he can neither get to the street from his 
house, which is upon this land, nor get to his house from the 
street, and that access from and to his house can only be had by 
the lane in the rear of the same. This contention seems to be es
tablished by the material filed on this applieation and is not seri
ously disputed by the corporation. If arbitration is the proper 
remedy for the wrongs of which the applicant complains, he has. 
in my opinion, amply established his right to it. The objections 
urged by Mr. Mahaffy, that the applicant's property is benefited 
rather than injured by this change of grade, that the city has not 
yet « its work upon this street, and that no claim can
be asserted because the corporation has not yet published the 
notice called for by sec. 4 of title 27 of the city’s charter are not 
entitled to prevail. The only question which, in my view of the 
matter, is open for discussion is whether the damages, if any. to 
which the applicant is entitled, must lie determined by arbitra
tion, or in an action brought by him against, the city. This 
phase of the question was not discussed before me. Mr.
Mahaffy submitted that the proper remedy was by action, but 
as he did not develop any argument in support, of this conten
tion, I do not know upon what he rested it. When, in my exam
ination of the charter, after the argument, this view impressed 
itself upon me. I asked Mr. Ross to point out to me all of the 
sections of the charter which he could find to support his appli
cation. so that, if necessary. I might have the motion re-argued
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upon this point. He has done this, hut as the opinion which 1 
had already formed against the application remains unchanged,
I am disposing of it without further argument.

The sections of the city charter which are relied upon by the 
applicant in support of his contention that arbitration is his 
proper form of remedy, are sec. 10, of title 27, which title is 
headed “Expropriation,” and section 26, of title 35, which title 
is headed “Public Works.” Section 10 reads as follows:

Where a claim is made for compensation or damages hy the owner, 
or occupier of or other person interested in land# taken hy the council 
or which in alleged to ha re been injuriously affected in the exercise of 
any power of the council, in the event of the council not being able to 
agree with the claimant a# to the amount of compensation or da mages, 
the same shall be settled and determined by the award of a Judge or of 
an advocate to lie appointed by him.
Section 26, above referred to, is as follows :—

The city shall do a# little damage as may be in the execution of the 
powera hy this Act grant'd to them and shall make reasonable and ade 
i/uatc satisfaction to the owners, oi’eupants or other persons interested 
in the land#, water, right# or privilege# entered upon, taken or used by 
the city or injuriously affected hy the exercise of its powers, and in 
ea#e of disagreement, the compensation or damages shall he ascertained 
a# provided in like cases in title 27 hereof.

The applicant’s lands have been neither entered upon, taken 
or used by the city and the case must therefore be brought 
within those portions of either one or other of these sections 
which I have italicised, before the city can be forced into arbi
tration over it. The simple question, therefore, is whether the 
cutting down of this street in the manner complained of was 
done “in the exercise of any power of the council,” or was done 
wrongfully. If the former, the applicant’s damages must “lie 
settled and determined by the award of a Judge or on advocate 
to lie appointed by him; “if the latter, the applicant will he 
driven to his action, for there is no provision of the charter under 
which a tortious interference by the city with such a right as 
the plaintiff alleges can lie otherwise dealt with. As Sir Francis 
Jeune says, in (ioldbrry v. Mayor, etc., of Liverpool. #2 L.T. 
R. 366:—

The whole of this case appear- to me to turn iqnm tbit, whether in 
fact they had that statutory authority or not. If they had not power 
to do the exact thing which they have done, then I agree that there is 
authority in the ease of Aletrttpolitnn Asylums District Hoard \. Ilill, 
0 AX’. 193, for Maying that although Parliament may have authorised 
them in a sense to do what they did. still Parliament must not lie 
taken to have authorized them to do it at the expense of creating a 
nuisance and so invading private right*.

The applicant’s right to have access to this property from the 
street is a private right, wrongful interference with which gives

ALTA.

8. 0.
1913

Forhtkr

Mkiiicink
Hat.
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ALTA. him a right of action against tin* wrongdoer: Fritz v. Hobson, 14
R. C. 
191.3

Ch.l). 54*2; Attorney-General v. Hiver Thames Conservators, 1
Hem. and M. 1 : Lyon v. Fishmongers Company, 1 A.C. 662. As

#Korhti R

Mkiucim:
Hat.

Mr. Justice Buckley puts it in v. Westminster, [1901]
2 Chy. 334 :—

A |H'v*nii wIhi own» premise* abutting on a highway, enjoy* a* a 
private right the right of stepping from hi* own premise* on to the 
highway, anil if any obstruction* be placed in hi* doorway, or gate-way

Wnl*h..!. or. if it Ik* a river, at the edge of hi* wharf, so a* to prevent him from 
obtaining access from hi* own premise* to the highway, that obstruc
tion would In* an interference with a private right.
1 have examined with care the city charter, which is chapter

63 of the provincial statutes of 1906, with a view to determining 
whether or not there is conferred upon the city, either expressly 
or impliedly, the power to take away from an owner of lands 
his right of access to the same from the street on which they 
abut, and I have been quite unable to find anything which 
justifies the conclusion that any such power is hereby given 
to it. Title 29 is headed “Highways and Public Places,’* and 
one would naturally look under that heading for the provision 
conferring such power if it exists. Not one word appears in it, 
however, which is even suggestive of such a power. Jurisdiction 
over its highways is thereby vested in the city and power is given 
to it to close, lease, or sell the whole or any portion of a street 
and to plant trees upon and regulate the width of the travelled 
portion of the streets and the liability of keeping the streets 
(including grades) in repair is imposed upon it. But I cannot 
find in any of these provisions anything which authorizes the 
city to so cut down the grade of a street as to deprive the owner 
of land abutting on it of his right of access to it from the street.
Mr. Ross refers me to section 1 (a) of title 34, headed “Local 
Improvements,” under which the term “local improvement” 
includes the grading of any street. I do not see, however, how 
that helps him. There is no evidence before me that this work 
was undertaken as a local improvement. On the contrary, I 
take it from the examination of the city engineer that it was 
not. But even if it was, I think that this would not advance 
the matter. I do not doubt the power of the city, in the exercise 
of its general jurisdiction over the streets, to grade the same, 
but 1 do not think that the simple power to grade, without more, 
confers the right in the exercise of that power, to do what is here 
complained of. There is nothing in the sections to which I have 
referred which, in my opinion, justifies these acts, and I have 
been unable to find, nor has Mr. Ross referred me, to any others.

It is significant that sec. 10 of title 27 is to be found amongst 
provisions which relate to expropriation and that sec. 26 of title
35 appears under the heading of public works, by which is meant, 
if one may judge from the context, public utilities, such as water-

D-C
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works, telephone systems, street railways, or tramways, etc., and 
that it appears amongst enactments which seem to deal with 
everything hut highways. I am inclined to think from their sur
roundings. that the intention was that these sections should 1m- 
limited to claims arising out of the exercise, by the city, of its 
powers of expropriation, ami to construct public works respec
tively. My impression that these sections do not cover such a 
claim as this is strengthened by the fact that under sub-sec. 1. 
of sec. 3, of title 29. relating to highways and public places, pro
vision is made for awarding compensation by arbitration to per
sons whose lands will lx* injuriously affected hv the closing, 
selling or leasing of a street, an express mention of arbitration as 
a means of adjusting these specified complaints which might be 
fairly said to exclude other highway grievances from the opera
tion of the arbitration clauses of the charter. Another reason 
which "< to me against this application is that see. 15, of 
title 27. provides that

The award «hall not lie binding on the city unie** it i* adopted by 
the city by by-law within one month after the making of the award, 
and if not so adopted, the pro|ierty shall stand a* if no arbitration 
had lieen held ami the city shall pay the cost* of the arbitration.

The award referred to in this section is the award authorized 
by sec. 10. If this claim must be settled by arbitration, the city 
might under section 15 refuse to adopt the award if it was against 
them and then the applicant would be remediless. I think that 
the plain intention of sec. 15 is to give the city an opportunity 
to determine beforehand just what it will cost it to exercise any 
of its powers when the compensation or damages to be awarded 
against it are to lie determined by arbitration, so that if the cost 
is found to be excessive, the project may lie abandoned, and then 

The property shall stand a* if no arbitration had lieen held.

But the section as it stands would plainly apply to an award 
made in this matter, and this emphasizes the correctness of the 
view that arbitration is not the proper remedy for this wrong.

Lord Blackburn, in Metropolitan Asylums Board v. Hill, fi 
A.C. 193, 208, says

It i* clear that the burthen lie* on those who *cck to e*tu!di*h that 
the lj-gi-daturv intended to take away the private right* of individual* 
to shew that by expre** word* or by neces*ary implication. *uch an 
intention appear*.
Lord Watson in the same cast» at p. 213 says:—

Where the term* of the statute are not imperative but permissive, 
when it i* left to the discretion of the persons empowered to determine 
uhether the general power» committed to them *hall I*» put into execu 
tion or not. I think the fair inference i< that the l>>gi*lature intended 
that discretion to he exerci*ed in strict conformity with private right* 
and did not intend to confer licen*e to commit nui*ancc in any place 
which might lie selected for the purpo*c.

8.C.
191.3
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Similar expressions of opinion run through many other eases, 
such ns London and Brighton Railway Company v. Truman, 11 
A.O. 45 ; Stockton tV Darlington Railway Company v. Brown, 
0 IT. & L. Cases 246, and Goldberg v. Liverpool, 82 L.T.R. 366.

Being, for these reasons, of the opinion that what is com
plained of here was done by the city, not in the exercise of any 
of its powers, but wrongfully. I am satisfied that the applicant's 
remedy is not by arbitration, and T. therefore, dismiss the appli
cation with costs. The clerk, however, will not allow any costs in 
connection with the affidavits of M. A. Brown, W. IT. Doty, Nel
son Spencer, or Frederick Russell. These affidavits are all di
rected to the fact that the applicant’s property has been im
proved rather than damaged hv the works complained of. That 
is a question which T could not determine on this application, 
and which, in my opinion, was unnecessarily introduced here.

Application rtf used.

HART v. BROWN

AHurt a Supreme Court, Harvey, CJ. January 2< 1913.

1 Injunction (6 HI—138)—Affidavits—Fai.sk.
A preliminary injunction obtained ejr parte on an affidavit which 

tin* applicant knew was fal»e. or which he stated to he true ns of his 
own personal knowledge, while as a matter of fact it was false, will 
lie dissolved on motion of the defendant.

2. Injunction (8 II—134)—Dissolution and continuants — Ai.iikbta
PRACTICE.

While in England the usual practice in granting an interim injunc
tion on an ex parte application is to grant the injunction for a de
finite jieriod. the practice has become quite common in Alberta to 
grant it “until further order.” since this method avoids the necessity 
of a second application where there are no real grounds of objection 
to the injunction: but where a motion is made to dissolve the in
junction. the burden of sup|iorting the injunction is still on the party 
who applied for it. in the same way and to the same extent as if 
the motion were one by nim to continue the injunction, tDictum fier 
Harvey, O.J.)

3. Contempt <| V—5ft)—Pvivunt, contempt—Injunction—Motion t.»
DISSOLVE, APPLICANT IN CONTEMPT—PRECEDENCE.

Where the defendant moves to dissolve an injunction restraining 
him “until further order from interfering with the plaintiff in his 
use and occupancy of" certain premises, and where upon this motion 
coming up for bearing it appears that a prior motion to commit the 
defendant for breach of the injunction bad lieen instituted, the motion 
i" commit will, under the Alberta practice, take precedence over that to 
dissolve, and. it, appearing that the defendant had been guilty of con
tempt. by disolieying the injunction, such contempt must 1m* purged 
lie fore the application to dissolve will be heard.

Motion by plaintiff to dissolve nn injunction.
The injunction was dissolved.

G. B. O'Connor, for plaintiff.
.1. .V. C. Bury, for defendant.
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Harvey, C.J. :—On January Ifith iust. plaintiff issued a writ alta 
ami mi the same day lie obtained tx parte an injunction from s c
my brother Seott restraining the defendant “until further order |,,j:i
from interfering with the plaintiff in his use and occupancy of -----
the premises No. 114 Jasper avenue west. Edmonton.’' leave ,fAKT
being reserved to either party to apply on two days* notice to hmouv. 

rescind or vary the order. ----
On January 21st the defendant moved before me to dissolve " 1 J"

the injunction. Owing to the defendant’s rifle not being suffi
ciently shewn, the motion was adjourned, leave being given to 
defendant to supplement his material. Later on the same day 
plaintiff mentioned a motion to commit defendant for breach of 
the injunction. As defendant had mit been served personally, 
the motion was enlarged till the same day as the other motion, 
leave being given to serve the defendant substitutionnlly with 
the notice of motion, it appearing that he was evading service.
On January 24th tin* latter motion came on. and it appearim: 
from the evidence that defendant had disobeyed the injunction 
by keeping plaintiff out of the premises, 1 allowed the motion to 
stand till the next day to give the defendant an opportunity to 
purge his contempt. I also refused to hear his application to 
dissolve the injunction while he was in contempt. On the fol 
lowing day defendant’s counsel stated that instructions had been 
given to allow plaintiff to have undisturbed possession of the 
premises, and he offered an apology for the defendant's acts.
Plaintiff’s counsel expressing satisfy lion with what had been 
done. I accepted the apology and imposed no further penalty 
than the coats of the motion.

I then heard defendant's motion to dissolve the injunction.
As a I Hive indicated, the injunction, though granted ex parti, 
was not for a definite period, but simply until further order.
While this is not in accordance with the usual practice in Eng
land, it is a practice which, while not universal, has become quite 
common in this jurisdiction, and has in my opinion certain ad
vantage*. Experience shews that a large percentage of injunc
tions granted ex parte, whether for a definite period or other
wise, are continued on the hearing of both parties. In many 
cases they are continued as a matter of course. The making of 
the order as in the present case avoids the necessity of a second 
application where there is no real ground of objection to the 
injunction. In my opinion, however, though this practice casts 
on the party enjoined the onus of bringing the matter before the 
Court if he wishes to In* freed from the injunction, yet having 
done this, the burden should then he on tin* other party to sup
port his injunction in the same way and to the same extent us if 
the motion were one by him to continue the injunction. In the 
present case this is perhaps of little significance, but in most 
vases it may lie of considerable importance.

36—9 D.L.B.
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ALTA. The evidence shews that one Lev, the owner, leased the prem
s. C.
1918

ises in question for thirteen months from March 1st, 1912. to 
one Macdonald for $80 a month, and subsequently on May 1st,

Hart
1912, demised the premises with other lands to the defendant, 
subject to the lease in question, the benefit of which was assigned 
to defendant. The plaintiff claims possession under the lease
to Macdonald, and produced a purported assignment dated 19th 
December. 1912, which is executed by himself and purports t<> 
be executed by Macdonald, by one (’. V. McDonald, but without 
witness to the execution by either. An affidavit has been filed 
on this application made by one Christina V. McDonald, who 
from the signatures appears to be the person who executed the 
assignment, and she swears that she is stenographer for the C. 
A. McDonald Company, who occupied tin* premises. On Janu
ary lltli the adjoining building was destroyed by fire and the 
premises in question damaged to some extent, in consequence of 
which plaintiff vacated them. The defendant, who had been out 
of Edmonton from December 21st to January 5th. had a few 
days before the fire called on the plaintiff and asked to be shewn 
the authority by which he claimed the right to be there. De
fendant states that he refused to shew it. and the plaintiff admits 
that he did not shew it, and that defendant stated that he would 
not recognize it. After the fire defendant refused to allow plain
tiff possession again, and the action was begun and injunction 
obtained.

The evidence on which the application was made was the 
affidavit of the plaintiff, the second and last paragraph of which 
are as follows: “2. The said lease contains a covenant against 
the assigning or subletting of the said premises without the con
sent of the lessor ; and on the occasion of the assignment thereof 
to me this defendant by the said Christopher A. MacDonald in 
the last paragraph hereof, referred to the consent of both the 
said Robert Lee and the said defendant were duly obtained.

7. Save where otherwise appearing. 1 ilepose to the within facts of 
my own personal knowledge.

On the return of the motion before me affidavits were read by Lee 
and defendant, each swearing that he never gave any consent to the 
assignment to plaintiff. On behalf of the plaintiff the affidavit of 
Christina V. McDonald states that defendant when asked in the office 
on the ‘Jtith of November by McDonald, in the presence of Mr. Wibbons, 
the manager, if ho would consent to the assignment of the lease, 
“verbally consented to such assignment.*’

«

Plaintiff's counsel also read the affidavit of Mr. Gibbous, the 
manager of ('. A. McDonald Co., though with some apparent 
reluctance. This affidavit confirms the preceding affidavit, hut 
Mr. Gibbons apparently had some regard for the sacredness of 
an oath, and did not consider it quite honest to mislead by 
telling only part of the truth, for lie goes on to say that when
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the consent was written out. as was apparently intended to be 
done when it was asked for, the defendant refused to sign it 
unless he received some consideration for it, and offered to do 
so if he received an additional $20 a month rent, and that Mc
Donald, instead of agreeing to this, charged him with not being 
a man of his word and ordered him out of the office. It was 
stated on the argument by plaintiff's counsel that the considera
tion actually paid McDonald for tin* lease which had nearly three 
and a half months to run. was $500. It is apparent from this 
that, not merely was there no consent to the assignment to the 
plaintiff, but that whatever general consent had been given was 
withdrawn almost immediately, and that the sworn statement 
made by the plaintiff in order to obtain the injunction was false, 
and the only justification counsel can offer is that, plaintiff was 
speaking from information and believed the facts to be as stated, 
though, as the last paragraph of the affidavit shews, he swore 
that he was speaking from his own personal knowledge.

Plaintiff’s counsel, however, urges that, the lease containing 
no proviso for re-entry on breach of covenant, the only remedy 
for breach of the covenant not to assign without leave is an action 
for damages. I do not propose to consider whether that is the 
law or not. It will probably require to 1m* determined later in 
the case, but for the present it is enough that it has been clearly 
established that the plaintiff obtained the injunction by a state
ment which was false, and which, if lie did not know to be false, 
he stated that he knew to be true.

It may be taken as a general principle that a party cannot 
be allowed to hold an order which he obtains in such a manner, 
and as to injunctions, it is quite clear that an order will In- set 
aside in a much less flagrant case than this: see Kerr, 4th ed., 
p. 586. Of course, the setting aside of the injunction on this 
ground does not in any way determine the rights of the parties 
to possession, nor does it restore the conditions which existed 
when the injunction was granted. A determination on any oth r 
ground would, however, not have the latter effect. Possibly if 
the defendant, instead of taking the law into his own hands, had 
moved immediately to dissolve the injunction, he might have 
been able to preserve the then status so as to put the burden on 
the plaintiff instead of having to carry it himself, as In* now 
has. However, if so, that may be considered as one of the penal
ties of his disobedience.

I may add that I have consulted my brother Scott, who 
granted the injunction, and he fully concurs with me in the 
view that it should be dissolved for the reasons I have stated.

The order will go, therefore, dissolving the injunction, with 
costs in the cause to the defendant in any event.

ALTA

s.n.
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BC. ARBUTHNOT v. CITY OF VICTORIA

C. A.
1013

British Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, C.J.A., Irving and 
Martin, JJ.A. January 7, 1913.

.hm. 7.
1. Pleading (8 I S—146)—Striking entire pleading—Leave to amend

Action against municipality—Local improvement by-law.
In an action to annul an assessment by-law for local improvements 

on the ground of irregularity and uncertainty but without setting up 
any allegation of fraud against the defendant municipality, the 
statement of claim may be struck out if upon its face it ap|iears 
that the action is brought after the time limitations contained in 
secs. 512 and 513 of the Municipal Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, ch. 170, by vir
tue of Order 25, rule 4. of B.C. Supreme Court Rules, 1906 ; but leave 
may be given to amend by filing a new statement of claim.

2. Appeal (8 VII I)—305)—Presumptions—Stated case based on plead-

Where an appeal is taken to the British Columbia Court of Appeal 
by a submission of a stated ease based upon certain paragraphs of 
plaintiff's statement, of claim, the court may assume for the pur
poses of submission that the facts are as stated in those paragraphs. 
(Per Macdonald. C.J.A.)

3. Limitation of actions (8 111—751—Improvement assessments by
municipal corporations—Action arises, when—Year to year

An action against a municipality by reason of the imposition of 
an assessment alleged to be irregular comes within the purview of 
sits. 512, 513 of the Municipal Act. R.S.B.C. 1911. <h. 170. requiring 
certain actions against a city to lie commenced within a limited time, 
and the period of time begins to run from the time of the making 
of such assessment, notwithstanding that the assessment was to lie 
levied from year to year.

Statement Appeal by the plaintiff from judgment of 11 untar, C.J.B.C.. 
striking out the whole of the plaintiff’s statement of claim and 
allowing the plaintiff to amend.

The appeal was dismissed.
Harold Robertson, for the a
MeDiarmid, for the respondent.

Macdonald,O.J.A. Macdonald, C.J.A. : -This ease comes before the Court in 
the form of what is in effect a stated ease based upon the state
ment of claim and pars. 7, ft, 1). 10 and 11 of the statement of 
defence. We have, therefore, to assume for the purposes of 
this submission that the facts are as therein stated save as 
affected hv Inches, that * excepted from the submission.
Such facts may be summarized briefly to he that “by-law No. 
509 is null and void and ultra vires of the council, in that it 
does not ascertain and determine the said works and improve
ments, and that no plan, description or specification of the 
proposed works was ever prepared, and that the defendant pur
ported to pass the same on an untrue and false statement of 
facts, and that the same is uncertain.”

« The by-law referred to is known as the Richardson Street 
Improvement By-law, and was passed on the 13th May, 1907.

20
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Bar. 11 of tlie statement of claim then recites that “on the BC
l«th day of March, 1908. the defendant purported to pass a by ft a
law to he known as the “ltichardson Street Improvement Assess- idi.j 
ment By-law, 1908, and that this by-law purports to assess the — 
plaintiff’s land in the sum of $536 under the authority of said Akbiithnot 
by-law 509. < n-v or

The defendant contends that the action was not maintainable Victoria. 
because of sees. 512 and 513 of the Municipal Act, which pro Macdonnid, 

vide that all actions against a municipality for the unlawful 
doing of anything purporting t<* have been done by such muni
cipality under the powers conferred by any Act of the Legis
lature. and which might have been lawfully done by such muni
cipality if acting in the manner prescribed by law, shall he com
menced within six months as to one section and one year as to 
the other, from the time the cause of action arose. It is unneces
sary to distinguish in this case because the action was commenced 
more than a year after the cause of action set forth in the said 
paragraphs of the statement of claim arose, if my view of the 
case is the correct one.

The relief prayed for at the end of the statement of claim, 
so far as it affects this ease, is an injunction restraining defend
ant from assessing or charging the plaintiff's lands under said 
assessment by-law. and in the alternative that the defendant be 
ordered to pay to relieve the plaintiff from said assessment.

The order >d from strikes out the plaintiff’s whole 
statement of claim, and gives leave to amend as the plaintiff 
may be advised. There were no reasons for judgment, but I 
take it that the learned Chief Justice came to the conclusion 
that the action was barred by reason of the sections of the Muni
cipal Act above referred to.

While the by-law. No. 509, is to be assumed to be null and 
void as stated, yet it is to be so because of the informalities 
above recited, and the untrue and false statement of facts upon 
which it is alleged to have been based. Subject to the determina
tion of any question of fraud which may be affected by laches,
1 think that said sections of the Act are a bar to the relief 
claimed. It was contended on behalf of the plaintiff, and this 
was the real reason for the submission, that the assessment 
was to be made from year to year, but 1 cannot agree with that.
1 think the assessment was made once and for all by the assess
ment by-law ; the fact that it is to he levied and collected from 
year to year makes no difference in so far as the question sub
mitted to the Court is concerned.

I would therefore dismiss the appeal.
I will only add that I do not understand why the whole 

statement of claim should have been ordered struck out. The 
submission shews that only the paragraphs above mentioned

D3A
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B.C. were to he passed upon by the Court. It is, however, a matter
C. A.
1913

of no great consequence, as the plaintiff was given leave to amend 
as he might he advised.

1 KViNti, J.A.: I would dismiss the appeal on the ground
City ok 

Victokia.
that the assessment was made once and for all when the by-law. 
No. 552, was passed on the Ifith March, 1008. The fact that the

Irving, .1. A. “amount of the rate assessed as aforesaid” was payable in ten 
instalments makes no difference. The imposition of the assess
ment was the “cause of action” and the plaintiff ought to have 
brought his action within the time limited by see. 513.

In my opinion the form of the order appealed from was in 
tlii- discretion of the learned Chief Justice.

Martin. I.A. Martin, J.A.. agreed in dismissing the appeal.

Appeal dismisse d.

B.C. ANDREWS v. CANADIAN PACIFIC R CO.

0. A.
1913

Itiilish Columbia Court ot Apurai, Maiilonald. C.J.A . Irving, ami 
Martin. ././..-I. January 7. 1913.

1. Railways (8 II I> *2—37)—Livknhkks ami vkkmihsivk vkkrk ok bruit-
Iiui. 7

Where a mil way com puny owning n tramway line leading to their 
railway station constantly permits the public to walk on the tracks 
of the tramway line without interference, it owes a duty to exercise 
reasonable v.tre in the operation of the tramway to avoid running down 
a person walking on the track-, to or from tin* station, as such cir
cumstances create a leave and license to him to so use the tracks.

| IS rand Trunk If. Co. v. Aude mon, 2S Cm. S.t'.lt. 451, referred to.]

Statement Appeal by defendants from judgment of Morrison, J.
The appeal was dismissed.
Sir C. 11. Tapper. K.C., and McMullen, for
It if cine, K.C.. for re>

Macdonald. Macdonald, C.J.A.: 1 would dismiss the appeal. There is
evidence that the public were allowed to walk over the portion 
of the defendants’ tramway line in question in going to and 
coming from the company’s station. The plaintiff was, there
fore. where he was by leave and license of the defendants. Even 
if the plaintiff was guilty of negligence, as to which there is no 
finding by the jury, the motorinan could, by exercising reason
able care have avoided running him down. The defendants 
owed a duty to the plaintiff to exercise such care, and are re
sponsible for the non-fulfilment of it.

Irving, J.A.:—By sec. 408 of the Railway Act, ch. 37, walk
ing upon the railway track is forbidden. Notwithstanding that 
section, people do walk on the railway track in the vicinity of

^844
72
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the scene of this accident—scores of people do it—everybody B-C.
does it. On Sundays it is a promenade for young Indies and 
their beaux. un::

In these circumstances I think the railway company ought to 
take care not to run these people down if the company’s ser- Avi,“'"h 
vants are aware of their presence on the track. If people are canahux 
run down when the company could by reasonable care avoid Pacific 
doing so, I can see no reason why those injured should not be at *' f " 
liberty to succeed in an action for damages. ir»in».j.A.

In the ease before us there was evidence from which tile 
jury might infer want of care on the part of the defendants’ 
servants.

(r. T. liailway v. Anderson (1898), 28 Can. S.C.R. 451. was 
relied on by the company. There the man was killed in walking 
through a storm on the railway track, and both the Divisional 
Court and the Court of Appeal for Ontario thought the action 
could be maintained. The Supreme Court of Canada. Tascher- 
eau, and King. JJ.. dissenting, thought the action would not lie. 
In that case it would appear that the storm blinded the engine- 
driver because the whistle was not sounded, nor was the bell rung 
until the engine had struck McKenzie. Then, too, in that case 
the track was completely surrounded and guarded by a fence, 
so that, in Anderson v. (!. T. lin'd way, the plaintiff’s case depend
ed entirely upon proof of the accident having been caused by 
breach of a duty cast upon the defendants by reason of some per
mitted practice on their part involving invitation or permission 
by the company to persons to walk on their track. See the judg 
ment of Osler, J., in 24 O.R. (175.

Here the evidence is very different. In this case the evid
ence was that the user of the track was so general that I think 
knowledge 6f it must be imputed to the company. I quite agree 
that it is not sufficient to shew some servant of the company had 
a knowledge of the practice, to bind the company, but here is 
evidence that tin- track was used as a promenade, and if the 
company neglects to provide fences, or to prosecute offenders, 
they ought to run their trams on Sundays particularly—with 
a due regard to those whom they are encouraging to come on 
their premises: Cooke v. Midland U. of Ireland, |1909] A.C. 
229. turned on leave and license.

In Dryy v. Midland U. (18.171. 1 II. & N. 772. Bramwell. 
B.. in delivering the judgment of the Court, said:-

We desire not to he understood a* laying down a general proposition 
that a wrongdoer never can maintain an action. If a man commits 
a trespass to lurnl the occupier is not justified in shooting him. and 
probably if the occupier were sporting or firing at a mark on his land, 
and saw a trespasser, and fired carelessly and hurt him. an action 
would lie.
This seems very like the principle in Davies v. Martin :— 

Some acts are absolutely and intrinsically wrong, where they dir-

;r
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B.C. .ectly and necessarily do n wrong, a» « blow ; others only .40 from their

0. A.
1913

probable consequences. There is no absolute or intrinsic negligence.
It i- always relative to some circumstances of time, plats* or person.

Hud 1 been giving the verdict, 1 think 1 should have found
Andrews

H. ('».

the plaintiff guilty of contributory negligence, but as was point
ed out in the Exchequer Chamber in Indermaur v. Daims 
(1867), L.R. 2 C.P. 313, that question is for the jury, and the 
Judge would not have been right in nonsuiting.

You require very clear evidence before you can take the 
case away from the jury on the ground of the plaintiff's own 
negligence: King v. Toronto Street U., 11908] A.C. 260. The 
Judicial Committee avoided this question in Grand Trunk v. 
Barnett, 11911] A.C. 366. That ease was decided on the 
ground that Barnett was a trespasser. Whether a person is or 
is not a trespasser is a question of fact—the jury has found in 
this ease that the plaintiff ought not to be treated as a trespasser, 
and so there being no objection to the sufficiency of the charge 
to enable the jury to determine the question of trespasser or no 
trespasser, the verdict and judgment must stand as there was 
evidence from which the jury might infer negligence.

I would dismiss the appeal.

Martin, J.A., agreed with Macdonald, C.J.A.
Appeal dismissed.

CAN. mcarthur et ai. v. the “Johnson."

Ex. C. 
1913

En'heyucr Vouit of Canada i Hrili.sk Columbia Admiralty District), Hon. 
Mr. Justice .Martin. I.ncal Judge in Admiralty. March 11, 1913.

Mar. 11.
1. Costs (SI—2)—Discretion to am si: ox dismissal,—.1oim.no un

warranted DEFENCE.
('o*t* may be refused the ship owners on <li<mii»*al of an action for 

wamen's wage*, if the owners, in addition to the defend* upon which 
they -ouveeded, have pleaded other alleged ground* of defence not 
warranted by the facts, and thereby added to the expense of the trial.

Statement Action for seamen s wages ; the plaintiff McArthur claiming 
the sum of $150 for two months’ wages as engineer on the gaso
line launch “Johnson.” and the plaintiff McKenzie claiming 
$375 for five months’ wages on the same vessel.

The actions were both dismissed.
/>. S. Tait, for plaintiff.
Sydney Child, for ship.

Martin, L.J. :—Owing to the unusual circumstances and the 
prior relationship of the plaintiff McKenzie with the vessel s 
owners as their guest, I have bad not a little difficulty, on the 
largely conflicting evidence, in arriving at a conclusion as to 
the true state of the case, but I am finally of the opinion that
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the said plaintiff has failed to establish an express eontraet of CAN. 
hiring, or one based upon quantum mar nit. Apart from other jjjj^ 
things, it is particularly unfortunate for him in the circuni-
stances that he should not even have made a request for his ----
wages for the whole time of his employment. The inference to Xl< Aln ,M R 
he drawn from such a strange omission was pressed by dcfen- Tick 
dant’s counsel, and is hard to overcome where the witnesses dis- “Johnson." 

agree. On the other hand. T am satisfied that he performed m,7ÏÜTi*j. 
useful and valuable services to the owners over and above his 
board and lodging, ami to such an extent that it was never con
templated by them that he should account for the various small 
sums of money that were given to him occasionally or for the 
bill of goods amounting to $202.50. which he got from David 
Spencer, Limited, on the arrangement that they were to be 
charged to Mrs. Anderson. Therefore the so-called counter
claim for $000 fails, even assuming that it is properly set up 
and that it is of such a nature that this Court could entertain 
it: Bow McLachlan <(• Co. v. “Camosun11909] A.C. 597.
The result of this plaintiff’s action is that it must be dismissed, 
but, as the defendants have set up a largely misleading 
defence against his claim which almost invited further con
troversy, and did considerably prolong the trial. 1 exercise the 
discretion conferred upon me by rule 102, and make no order 
for costs in their favour as against McKenzie.

With respect to the plaintiff McArthur, in view of the posi
tive denials to both the defendants of any authority given to 
McKenzie to engage him, and of their version of the explanation 
given of his presence on the vessel, the evidence is not sufficient 
to support his claim, and it must be dismissed with costs.

A cl in ns #/ism ixsed.

MONRUFET v. B.C. ELECTRIC R. CO. BC
British Columbia Court of \ppral. Macdonald. C.J. 1.. Inina, and ”—

Martin. .hi. I. January 7, 191.1. C. A.
1913

1. Appeal (ft VII L2—170)—Review of verdict on appeal—Kiniunc; as ____
TO OOXTRIII1TORY NEOUfiENCE—PROPRIETY OF KIMONO. TEST. .Tull. 7.

Where the verdict of a jury was not only against tin- weight of 
the evidence, lmt also was one which a jury, reasonably viewing the 
whole «if the evidence, could not properly fln«l. it should ta» set aside.

| Metropolitan v. W'riqfif, I..R. 11 A.C. 1.12. applied; see also Solomon 
v. Ritton, R Q.R.D.

2. A urn mobiles (JJ1IIB—290)—Dvty when approachixo street vroks-
INO—COMINO INTO A MAIN TRAFFIC ARTERY.

It is the special duty of a pcrs«m «lriving a motor vehicle to k«-ep 
a good haikout while approaching a tramway crossing, and it is the 
duty of such person coming out from a cross-road into a main artery 
of traffic to wait and give way to that traffic, and not to throw himself 
headlong into the advancing traffic along the main travelled road.
(Per Irving, ,T.A.)

[Campbell v. Train (1910'. 47 K«'. L.R. 47-1. applied.]
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Appeal by defendants from verdict of jury.
The* appeal was allowed. Martin, J.A., dissenting.
S. S. Taylor, K.C.. for appellant.
A. 0. Mt■Phillips. K.<\. for respondent.

Macdonald, C.J.A. :—At the el ose of the argument 1 had no 
doubt as to what I ought to do in this ease, and further consi- 
deration of it has not ehanged my opinion, that the accident was 
caused by the plaintiff’s own negligence. I might state the 
ease even more strongly against him, and say his own deliberate 
misconduct in continuing on his way against every dictate of 
caution and of duty towards his passengers, after he saw the 
tramesr coming on a down grade, and as he describes it himself, 
at a rate of thirty or forty miles an hour. While he could have 
stopped his own vehicle almost instantly, he continued on and 
ran into the back part of the tramcar as it passed in front of 
him. I do not think that reasonable men could reasonably ac
quit him of contributory negligence in these circumstances.

I would allow the appeal and dismiss the action.

irri.e. j. a. I RM Nu, J.A. :—The was driving in an easterly dir
ection on a cross road, tith avenue, and was about to turn into a 
main travelled road. Mahon avenue, on the westerly side of 
which the defendant had their track, a single line, when a colli
sion took place between the plaintiff's motor and the defendants' 
street car which was travelling at a high rate of speed in a 
southerly direction, down Mahon avenue, the front of the motor 
coming in contact with the right side of the street ear, near the 
forward part of the street ear; later, as the motor ear was 
turned to the right, the back step of the street car struck the left 
rear wheel of the motor. The accident took place in broad day
light and when the converging ears had an uninterrupted view 
of one another. The driver of the street car saw the motor ear 
when about 87 feet away. The driver of the motor car, when 
he was 20 feet from the crossing on Mahon avenue, saw tile 
street car coining along at 30. 40 or .">0 miles an hour. He, the 
driver of the motor ear, was in his second gear going only at 4 
or 5 miles an hour.

The motor car, to get into the travelled portion of Mahon 
avenue had to cross and get clear of the track (p. 24). Re
tween the crossing and the track there was a space, and in that 
space there was a ditch 8 or 10 feet wide (p. 29).

With all respect to the jury who found the plaintiff was not 
guilty of contributory negligence, it seems to me that the plain
tiff overlooked several rules which he ought to have observed. 
In the first place, he should have remembered that as he had to 
get clear of the track before lie could turn to the south, where 
lie was going, he owed a special duty to keep a good look-out as

B.C.

U.A.
inis

B. C. 

R.f'u.

Mwcilomilil,
C. J.A.
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ho approached a tramway crowing. There are two Scotch oases 
cited in the 21st volume of Ilalsbury, at p. 414, to which 1 would 
call attention. Those cases lead me to believe—something 1 have 
always understood was incumbent on a person driving on a 
crow-road—that it is the duty of persons coming out from a 
cross-road into a main artery of trallie to wait and give way to 
that traffic, and not to throw themselves headlong into the ad
vancing traffic along the main travelled road: McAndrcw \. 
Tillard (1008), 4(> Sc. L.R. 111; and Campbell <V Cowan \. 
Train (1910), 47 So. L.R. 475.

If we take the distances stated by the plaintiff* we tind that 
when he was going slowly at 4 or 5 miles an hour, he saw the 
défendants’ car whirling and rocking along, and he (the plain
tiff') «lid not bring his ear to a stop until he had travelled a suffi
cient distance to bring the front of his ear the loft mud guard 
1 take it—right to within a foot or so of the westerly rail—that 
would be 30 feet or more; even then he had not brought his ear 
to a stop, but to avoid the shook of the collision as much as pos
sible, he, when 3 or 4 feet from the track tp. 20) turned his ear 
down to the right into the ditch, when the huh of his left rear 
wheel and the rear step of the street ear fouled each other.

Metropolitan v. 1Vright, L.R. 11 A C. 152, lays down the test 
that it is not enough that the Judge who tried the case might 
have come to a different conclusion on the evidence than the 
jury, that the Judges in the Court where the new trial is moved 
for might have come to a different conclusion, but there must 
he such a preponderance of evidence, assuming there is evid
ence on both sides to go to the jury, as to make it unreasonable, 
and almost perverse that the jury when instructed and assisted 
properly by the Judge should return such a verdict. Having 
that rule before me. I nevertheless cannot uphold the verdict in 
so far «as it acquits the plaintiff* of contributory negligence.

The plaintiff does not appear to have stopped his speed be
fore he reached the crossing. When “very close” to the cross 
ing, say 20 feet, going at six miles an hour, he would only have 
about four seconds before he reached the west rail of the track. 
1 think his negligence was two fold, first, in not looking out at 
a sufficiently early time for the street car before he got too close 
to the track; secondly, when he did see the approaching car in 
not realizing that he could not clear the tracks at the speed he 
was going.

Martin, J.A. (dissenting) :—The verdict of the jury should 
not. in my opinion, be interfered with because, at pp. 15, 1fi, 
25. 26, 33, 38, 39. 49. 50, 55, 61, and 62, there is ample evid
ence to sustain it. The explanation of the accident is clearly to 
be found in the belief expressed by the motormnn. at pp. 55
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B.C. and til, that lie had “the absolute right-of-way.” Eveu if there
C.À.
mis

had been a finding of contributory negligence on the part of the 
plaintiff, the case would still, in my opinion, be one of ultimate

IU\

negligence on the part of the defendants’ servant, therefore, as 
Justice King puts it in Halifax Electric Tramway Co. v. Inglis 
(1900), JO Can. 8.C.R. 250, at 258-9, the plaintiff’s

H. t o.
act of negligence could no longer he considered as a contributing ellieient 
cause, but would lx- reduced merely to a link in the chain of anterior 
circumstances, without which the accident could not have happ«-ne«l.

Appeal allowed, Martin, J.A.. dissentiny.

MAN. PENTLAND v. MACKISSOCK.

K. B. Manitoba Kinff’s Bench. Trial before (Salt, J. January 7, 191.'I.
1. Vkndob and purchaser (g 1 E—28)—Rescission ok contract—Fail-

I KK. TO PAY PVKCHA8E MONEY— EqIITAIILK RIUHT To REDEEM. THREE 
MONTHS.

In an action brought by an assignee of an agreement of sale against 
the purchaser for a declaration that the agreement of sale shall be 
declared to have been cancelled and that the assignee be entitled to 
retain any moneys paid under it and to possession «if the lands, lie- 
cause of the purchaser’s failure to pay pursuant to the terms of the 
agreement, the defendant is entitled to tin- usual three months within 
which to redeem, although liability is admitted and the only relief 
asked for by the «lefemlant on tin- trial is the usual order granting 
time for redemption.

|Canadian Fairbanks Co. v. Johnston, 18 Man. L.K. 589, followed.) 
•J. Pleading (81b—8ti)—Relief under pleadings—Vendor and pur

chase—Asking right to redeem, practice.
It is not necessary to ask expressly in the pleading for the usual 

time in which to retleem, in an action against the purchaser under 
an agreement of sale, for a declaration that the agreement of sale 
shall lie declared cancelled ami that the assignee be entitled t*i retain 
any moneys paid under it ami to possession of the lands.

Statement The defendant, a married woman, bought certain property 
from her husband for $8,250 on an agreement of sale, 
which provided she was to assume a mortgage for $4,250; 
the cash payment was $750; the balance to be paid by instal
ments. .Subsequently the husband assigned his rights under the 
agreement* to the plaintiff.

As the purchaser of the property had not paid two of the in
stalments due, the plaintiff as assignee of the agreement, gave 
her JO days’ notice of cancellation under the clause in the agree
ment. He then brought this suit to have the agreement fore
closed.

The defence set up was that the purchaser had made 2 sub
sequent payments of $225 and $J25 to the original vendor with
out notice of the assignment to the plaintiff, and that, therefore, 
she was not in default under the agreement and the agreement 
could not he foreclosed, being in good standing by reason of such 
payments.



It was shewn on her examination for discovery that a regis
tered notice of the assignment had been actually received by the 
defendant and the proper notice of cancellation had been per
sonally served on her.

Judgment was given for the plaintiffs with right to the 
defendant to redeem within three months.

II. I’hilH/ipa and ('. S. A. Hopirs. for plaintiff.
A. K. Dût8, for defendant.
Galt, J. :—In this case, the plaintiff asks for a declaration 

that the agreement for sale in the pleadings mentioned shall be 
declared to have been cancelled and that he he entitled to re
tain any moneys paid under it and to possession of the lands. 
The purchase money was over #8,000 and the defendant paid 
$700 on account and assumed a mortgage of $4,250 as part of 
the consideration.

A plaintiff seeking such relief has certainly an awkward 
course before him, owing to the conflict of decisions on the sub
ject. In the present instance the plaintiff is further em
barrassed by the fact that the defendant is a married woman, 
not apparently engaged in business and not conversant with 
the particular features of the law applicable to such trans
actions as this.

Under the terms of the agreement, the whole amount of the 
purchase money had become due. The defendant did not make 
payment of the amount within the thirty days stipulated in the 
agreement and notice, and on the 14th November, 1912, this 
action was commenced.

It appears from the examination of the defendant for dis
covery, that she was under the impression at first that she 
had not received the notice of the assignment of the agreement, 
or of the intention of the plaintiff to cancel the agreement, 
but upon being cross-examined on the subject and upon pro
duction of documents, she admitted both. It was argued 
strenuously, by Mr. Phillips, on behalf of the plaintiff, that 
the denials in the statement of defence and the subsequent 
corrections of it in the evidence given by the defendant for 
discovery indicate a lack of bond fides on the part of the de
fendant, and for this reason, among others, it was urged that 
the cancellation of the agreement should be immediate, with
out the usual time limit being granted to the defendant.

By an arrangement made within the last day or two between 
the parties no witnesses were called on either side, so the parties 
have argued this case upon documents verified by affidavit, 
and upon the evidence given by the defendant upon discovery. 
This leaves the Court in ignorance as to several material points 
of the ease, for instance as to whether or not the defendant 
actually paid to Mackissock and Thomas the moneys she says
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MAN slit* paid on account of the agreement. It is quite true that
K K Mackissoek and Thomas were not the vendors, but it might well
1913 have been that Peter Mackissoek, the husband, might have in

structed his wife that a payment to Mackissock and Thomas 
I'tsTi.xM» would be a payment upon the agreement. Then, again, when

MacKis the defendant went to consult Mr. Coopar, her solicitor, we
<orK have no evidence of what took place except what the defendant
o,lt j_ herself says. There are other points also on which some material

evidence might have been produced by the parties, but they 
have thought fit to leave the case as it is; the defendant admit
ting liability and only asking for the usual order granting 
her three months in which to redeem.

I have never been able myself to understand when parties 
sign a definite agreement as to what is to take place on non
payment, or other default by one of them, why, in the absence 
of accident or mistake the Court should paternally interfere in 
order to relieve the party in default.

In many cases a vendor might decline to sell unless he felt 
that his rights in that respect were protected, but the decisions 
of the Courts in Manitoba and the western provinces seem to 
leave the matter at such loose ends that it would be almost im
possible for a lawyer, much less a layman, and especially a 
married woman, to know exactly whether, in any given ease 
the Court would, or would not. grant the usual three months for 
redemption.

It has been decided in Canadian Fairbanks Co. v. Johnston, 
18 Man. L.R. 589, that, under circumstances very similar to 
those in question here, the defendant was entitled to time for 
redemption, notwithstanding a breach of the agreement.

Under these circumstances, I feel that it would be too much 
to expect that the defendant in this case could anticipate that 
her default would meet with any worse result than occurred in 
the Fairbanks case, and in several other cases. I therefore find 
that the plaintiffs are entitled to succeed in the action, but 
that the defendant is entitled to the usual three months within 
which to redeem.

It was argued on behalf of the plaintiff that the defendant 
had not expressly asked for this relief in her defence.

I do not think that was necessary. The plaintiff comes to 
Court a wan* of the law as laid down in the Fairbanks and other 
eases and of the usual judgment giving time for redemption.

Tinder these circumstances. I think that judgment must be 
entered as indicated. Of course, the plaintiffs are entitled to 
their costs of the action, but not costs as between solicitor and 
client for which I sec no special reason in this case.

./udgment accordingly.
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FYSH v. ARMSTRONG.

Saskatehrwan Suprenu- Court. Trial before Johnstone, J. January H, 191.1. 

1. Evidence (8 X (’—69ft) —Party's acts anii declarations—Phuoi ok
SCOPE OP AGENT’S AUTIIOK1TY.

Where it appears that an owner of real estate listed his property 
with an agent, but a dispute arises Inter as to the authority of the 
«gent to sign a contract of sale with the purchaser, the owner claim
ing that the agent had authority only to procure and submit an offer, 
a telegram from the agent to the owner stating that he had sold eer- 
tain lots at the li*t«*d prices, followed by a reply by the owner tli.it la
unders tood that, lie had taken those lots “off tin- market" and declining 
to sell, instead «>f answering that the agent had no authority to sell, 
is evidence tending to shew that the agent did have authority to sell 
and not merely to find and submit an offer from a prospe«*tive pur
chaser.

». Evidence (8 IVy—47ft) —Stenographic memoranda—Admihhiiiii.ity
AH EVIDENCE OK TO RKKKKSII MEMORY.

In an action for specific performance «if an alh-ged contract <-nt«-red 
into by an alleged agent for the sale of defendant's land, where the 
defence is that the agent had no authority to sell the land in qu«-- 
I ion, a monuirandum taken by tin- nll«-g«-d agent’s stenographer of por
tions of a conversation between tin- owner and the alleged agent, when 
instructions of some sort were given, but which memorandum was not 
signed by the defendant, is inadmissible in evidence to prove tin- 
authority of the agent, tint it may lie used by the stenographer for the 
purpose of refreshing her memory on the witness-stand when called 
to prove the «ton versât ion.

3. Contract» (| I Bft—97)—Sufficiency or writing — Statute ok
Fraud»—Several papers.

Several documents may Is- read together in onler to sjh-11 out a 
good and sufficient agreement under the Statute of Frauds.

[Rogers v. Ilewcr (No. 2), S D.L.R. 288; Andrews \ Calori, IS 
Can. 8.C.R. ft&8; Conley v. Paterson, 2 D.L.R. 94, referred t««.|

4. Contracts (8 I Eft—97)—Formal requisites—Statute ok Fraudh
Several papers—Owner, sale or land.

An objection that a contract for the sale of real estate is defective 
under the Statute of Frauds, in that it does not disclose the name of 
the owner of the land, is ineffective if the vendor can be ascertained 
from some other document which is sufficiently connected with the 
contract in question.

[Rogers v. Ilewer (No. 2), H D.L.K. 288; Conley v. Paterson. 2 I). 
L.R. 94, referre«l to.]

This is an action for specific performance of an alleged con
tract entered into by an alleged agent for the sale on behalf 
of the defendant of lands and premises in the city of Moose 
Jaw, known as the Armstrong livery barn.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff.
(i. E. Taylor, for plaintiff.
IV. It. Willoughby, for defendant.

Johnstone, J. :—It is denied by the defence that one I tie, 
the alleged agent of the defendant, had authority to sell, but it 
is averred that he (Itie) was the agent of the defendants solely 
for the purpose of procuring a purchaser. The further defence 
is raised that there was no memorandum or agreement in writ-

8.0.
191.1
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SASK. ing to satisfy the Statute of Frauds. The authority to sell, if
s c.
mi:;

any, was verbally given. The exhibit marked by the clerk as 
exhibit A. put in at the trial, was not admitted to be given in

Fvwt

Armstrong.

evidence hv the plaintiffs, and was improperly marked as an 
exhibit at the trial by the clerk. I refused to admit this docu
ment on the ground that it was not signed by the defendant.

Johnstone, J.
but was merely a memorandum taken bv the agent’s steno
grapher of portions of a conversation between the plaintiff and 
the defendant when instructions were given by the defendant 
to the plaintiff to sell or to procure a purchaser. I permitted, 
however, the writing to be used by tin* stenographer for the 
purpose of refreshing her memory.

The onus, of course, was upon the plaintiff to shew that the 
agent, Bie, had the requisite authority to enter into a contract of 
sale of the lands in question. Bie stated, in giving evidence at 
the trial, that Armstrong listed the property with him and gave 
him instructions to sell, if possible, at the price of $15,000, pay
able $4,000 cash, the balance to be paid in eleven annual in
stalments of $1,000 each, with interest at 7 per cent, per an
num. The stenographer who was present and heard the con
versation is not positive as to what occurred. Armstrong, on 
the contrary, swore positively that he gave the agent no such

<

authority, that all the authority the agent had was to secure a 
purchaser. 1 was not impressed very much with the evidence 
of this witness. He answered without due deliberation; his 
statements were incoherent and otherwise unsatisfactory. 1 
think that if the statements of Armstrong were true, that on 
receipt of the following telegram, exhibit C, from the agent:— 
Rec'd No. Sent by Dute Sent by Time Date

ti C.X.T. Feb. Bill.
Received at Morton’s Drug Store, 54 Dundas St. 

<1ieck 33 Lttr. From Moose .law, Sask. 8th.
To James Armstrong, 1HÔ Argyll* Street.

I have sold lots nine and ten, block forty-three, at fifteen thousand, 
the price and terms exactly ns listed, purchaser want* possession at 
once, when will you be home to sign contracts?

A. R. ItiK.
that Armstrong, instead of answering as he did:—

No. 105 WN RR X 45 Paid N.L.
C.W. Toronto. Ont., Feb. 0.
A. R. Bie, Moose .law, Sask.

1 understood that 1 took that oil' the market before I left, cannot sell 
now as I have bought a cur of horses and will ship on Monday or 
Tuesday. 1 thought you understood that 1 had taken it off. could 
not give immediate possession.

Jamfh Armstrom.,

would have wired the agent, “1 gave you no authority to sell,” 
and further, it would not have been necessary to ‘‘take it off the 
market” if he had never given the agent authority to sell.
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I therefore find as a fact that the agent had the requisite 
authority to sell the lands upon the terms upon which they 
were sold to the plaintiff.

As to the other question, that there was no agreement or 
memorandum in writing to satisfy the Statute of Frauds : on 
February 8th, 1912, the plaintiff, by cheque (exhibit G) paid 
to the agent $100 as part payment on the “Armstrong barn.” 
On the same day the plaintiff received from the agent a receipt 
for this payment of $100, exhibit B, which reads as follows :—

February 8, 11)12.
Received from Reginald Kysli the sum of $100, on account of pur

chase of lots 0-10 in block 43, plan, old No. 96, Moose Jaw.
The price to be $15,000, and the terms as follows: $4,000 upon the 

completion of sale and the balance in equal payments of $1,000 each 
year until paid, with interest at 7 per cent, payable annually.

A. R. Bib,
la Agent.

As stated before, the agent, Hie, by telegram, exhibit C, ad
vised the defendant of the sale, to which the defendant replied 
as in exhibit I).

In ray opinion, reading these documents together, that is 
“B,” “C,” and “D,” they constitute a good and sufficient 
agreement. They contain all the terms necessary to constitute 
a legal and binding contract : Uogers v. Hewer, 1 D.L.R. 747, 
19 W.L.R. 868; see in appeal, Uogcrs v. Hewer (No. 2), 8 D.L. 
R. 288; Andrews v. Valori, -‘18 Cnn. K.C.R. 588; Conley v. Hater- 
son, 2 D.L.R. 94, 20 W.L.R. 722; liosenbaum v. Bilson, 11900] 
2 Ch. 267.

Objection was taken by the defendant’s counsel that the 
contract was defective in not disclosing the name of the owner, 
the defendant Armstrong. 1 cannot give effect to this objec
tion, for if it could be ascertained who was the vendor from some 
document which is sufficiently connected with the memorandum 
by clear reference to such owner, this will cure the defect of 
the omission from the memorandum of the name of the owner. 
I refer to the cases already mentioned, together with Williams 
v. Gordon (1877), 6 Ch. 1). .‘>17, 520; Warner v. Willing ton 
(1856), 3 Drewry 523, 530; Hague v. Senior, 8 M. & W. 834, 
844; Hossiter v. Miller, 3 A.C. 1124; McCarthy v. Cooper 
(1885), 12 A.R. (Out.) 284.

In my opinion the plaintiff is entitled to judgment for the 
specific performance of the contract entered into by the agent.

Then* will, therefore, be a reference to the local registrar to 
inquire as to title, encumbrances, and possession, his report to 
be filed on or lie fore the 1st day of February now next.

Further directions and the question of costs to be reserved.
Judgment for specific performa toe.

SASK.

s. C.
1913

Ahmhtkonii. 

.TnhwtoM. J.

v-

37—9 D.L.R.
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SAS K. MOIR v. O’BRIEN.

8.C.
mu

Saskatchewan Supreme Court. Trial before Jolt nut one, ,/. January 0,1ft 13.

1. Contracts (8 II B—138)—Entirety — Complete performance for
KNOWN PURPOSE—ENTIRE AND INDIVISIBLE, WHEN.

An agreement to clear stones from ami .to steam plough a certain 
iiuiuhcr of acres of land before a specified date is an entire and in
divisible contract, where the surrounding circumstances shew that the 
parties were anxious to get the land in shape for cropping by the 
time set in the agreement ; and lienee no recovery can be had for work 
done under the contract where plaintitl' has not performed the entire 
contract.

| hiny v. Low, 3 O.L.R. 234. applied. |
2. Contracts ( g IV V 1—34.1)—Right of recovery on part perform-

ln an action by way of yuanlum meruit for the partial performance 
of a contract to do certain work on the defendant’s premises, where 
it appears that the plaintiff contracted to do the work for a specific 
sum to lie paid on completion of the whole, the plaintiff is not entitled 
to recover anything until the whole work is completed, unless it is 
shewn that the performance of his contract was prevented by the de
fault of the defendant.

[See Appleby v. Myera, I*|{. 2 (\l\ (1.11. and King v. Low, 3 (I.L.R. 
234.]

Statement Tins is an action by the plaintiff for work done under a writ
ten contract which he had not completed. The defendant dis
putes the plaintiff’s claim, setting up the contract as entire and 
indivisible, and counterclaims for defective workmanship as to 
the work actually done.

Judgment for the defendant as to the plaintiff’s claim and 
for the plaintiff as to the defendant’s counterclaim.

IV. li. Willoughby, for plaintiff.
W. M. Martin, for defendant.

Jnlinstone, J. Johnstone, J. :—On the 22nd of May. 1911, the plaintiff and 
one Douglas and the defendant entered into a written agreement 
on the terms following:—

Moose Jaw, Sask.
1. John Moir. of Moose Jaw. contracts to steam plough 040 acres to 

T. R. O’Brien and Dr. Douglas at $4.50 an acre, 8.W. of 111 ami W. 
half of 15 and north-west quarter of 10. all in 17, 25, W. 2, the same to 
be a first-class job and to lie done by now, and the 10th of July. The 
stone to be all taken of or piled up at this price. $HU0 dollars to lie 
paid when first Dili is broken and the balance $2,080 to be paid on or 
before the first of November, 1011. with interest at 8 per cent, per 
annum from the date the work is finished until paid.

. T. R. O’Brien.
John Moir.

Douglas dropped out, and it was arranged that the plaintiff 
alone might undertake the work, and he entered upon the work 
agreed to he done under the said contract, and on the 28th of
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July. 1911. when lie ceased work, lie had completed 560 acres, 
leaving unfinished or incomplete about 80 acres of the acreage 
undertaken.

Tin* defendant paid to the plaintiff the respective sums of 
$-00 and $600, constituting tin* first payment called for by the 
said contract, and having refused payment of any further sum 
until the plaintiff had completed his contract, the latter sued.

In setting forth his cause of action, the plaintiff does not rely 
upon the written agreement further than to say that he had 
steam ploughed for the defendant 560 acres in all for which the 
defendant had agreed in writing to pay $4.50 per acre, with in
terest at eight per cent, from the date the ploughing was finished 
until paid. The ploughing, the plaintiff further alleged, had 
been finished on the 28th of July.

'I’lie plaintiff, prior to entering into the agreement with the 
defendant, had been engaged in steam ploughing in the immedi
ate neighbourhood of the lands agreed to be ploughed, had been 
across the defendant s lands, and bad every opportunity to inspect 
tbe condition thereof. lie knew the kind of land to lie ploughed, 
and, I find as a fact, entered into the contract to plough relying 
on his own knowledge of the conditions of the subject of the 
contract. He was not induced in any way to undertake the work 
by misrepresentation of tin* defendant, as claimed by him. In 
my judgment the plaintiff failed to perforin bis contract with the 
defendant by reason of having undertaken to do too much. He 
had contracted not only to plough a large area of land for the 
defendant, but for others as well, and the season proved very 
short, too short in fact to enable the performance of the work 
and to make a first-class job for the defendant, as he had agreed.

He went into the arrangement with his eyes open, knowing 
these lands were to be brought under cultivation by the defend
ant ; lie contracted, not only to do the steam ploughing, but also 
to remove all stones off or to pile tbe same on the lands to he 
ploughed. He failed even in doing this in accordance with his 
contract. Even the work done, or most of it, was not performed 
in a workmanlike manner. I have had. very reluctantly I must 
say, to reach the conclusion embodied in the contention of the 
counsel for the defendant, that the contract to clear from stones 
and to plough the 640 acres was one entire and indivisible con 
tract, and that the plaintiff is not entitled to succeed in this ac
tion. All the circumstances surrounding the letting of the con
tract. the doing of the work and the wording of the contract it
self point in this direction.

All the land, as 1 have said, had to be brought under cultiva
tion, and that early in the season of 1911. namely between the 
22nd day of May and the 10th of the following July, sufficiently 
early, in fact, to enable the recently ploughed land to lie backset 
or disced and got into a fit state for cropping for the year 1912.

SASK.
S. C. 
tni.i

O’Bbik.v.

Johnstone, J.
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SASK. On the <| nest ion of an entire contract, see King v. Low,
S.C.
1913

O.L.R. 2'U, *2d8, and cases there cited.
The defendant has counterclaimed for a considerable sum of

Mom
money, firstly because a greater portion of the ploughing done 
was not done according to contract in a first-class manner. In

O'Brikn. view of my judgment as to the plaintiff’s claim, it becomes un-
Johnstone..(. necessary for me to consider the defendant’s right to recover 

under his amended counterclaim, that is to the G40. Neither is 
he, 1 find, entitled to damages under the 10th paragraph of his 
defence and counterclaim, a claim for further damages hv 
reason of breach of contract. He omitted to shew damage in this 
respect.

There will be judgment for the defendant as to the plaintiff’s 
claim with costs and for the plaintiff on the counterclaim, with

Jndgnu nt accordingly.

B C. PICARD V. REVELSTOKE SAW MILL CO. et al.

< C.
1913

British Columbia Supreme Court. Trial before Morrison, ./. 
•January IS, 1913.

Jan. H.
1. Corporations and companiks (JIVG2—110a)—Powkrs of managing

DIRKCTOR.
A managing director of a liiiiilwring company with authority to 

manage and conduct the burinera of the company ha* no implied auth
ority to sell the entire asset* of the com pa in as a going concern, aim*1 
such a sale is not a matter that lias any relation to the carrying on 
of the company’s business.

Statement Action for commission on the sale of certain properties. 
The action was dismissed.
Bodurll, K.C., and D. A. Macdonald, for the plaintiff.
8. S. Taylor. K.C., and 0. S. McCarter, for the defendant.

Morrison, J. :—In this action the plaintiff claims a commis
sion from the defendants upon the sale of certain properties. 
The action was launched against the defendants the Rcvelstoke 
Saw Mill Co., Ltd., Yale Columbia Lumber Vo., Ltd., Charles 
F. Lindmark. William A. Ward, Dominion Saw Mills and Lum
ber, Ltd., and General Agency Corporation, Ltd., but was dis
continued as against all of them except the three first named.

The properties involved consist of saw mills and timber 
limits situate in British Columbia. The instrument in writing 
upon which the plaintiff claims his commission is dated the 29th 
day of November, 1909, and is made between Charles F. Lind
mark, who is described as managing director of the Rcvelstoke 
Sawmill Company, Ltd., of the one part, and the plaintiff of the 
other. Supplemental to this agreement was the following letter 
addressed to the plaintiff and signed by Lindmark to which the 
plaintiff * his name as agreeing to its terms :—D30C
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To Edmond Picard:
Sir,—Regarding the option of purchase of the property of the Revel- 

stnke Saw Mill Co.. Ltd., and tlie property of the Yale Columbia Lumber 
Company, Ltd., at Went ley, given you this day it ia understood and 
agreed that in the event of your bringing about a completed sale and 
purchase of the said properties or either of them you will receive 
and lie paid a commission of nine per cent, upon the purchase price, 
if anil when received by the vendor and not otherwise. In the event 
of a sale being arranged and completed with a customer found or 
introduced by you directly or indirectly although for a less price than 
that mentioned in the option your commission shall nevertheless 1m* 
nine per cent, of the selling price if and when received by the vendor. 
Should it hapiM*n that a sale 1m? made by you for more than $220.1100 
for the Yale Columbia property and for more than $975,000 for the 
Revel stoke Sawmill property you will In? paid in addition to your com
mission of nine per cent, on selling price mentioned in the option the 
whole of the surplus obtained over and above the said option price.

Dated at Revelstoke. B.C., this 20tli November, 1909.
I «give. Chah. F. Li mi mark.

Edmond Picard. Vendor.
Witness to signatures:

W. I. Bruch.
Xolatii jnihlir. (Notary’s seal.i

The plaintiff, who is a broker and lives in France, whilst on 
a voyage across tin* Atlantic fell in with one Andre Weill, an
other gentleman of France, who it seems had an agreement, 
which lias been referred to as an option, from the defendant 
landmark covering substantially the above properties. The 
plaintiff and Weill became friends and upon arrival in New 
York at once began collaboration on this option. In due course 
the plaintiff came in touch with landmark, who apparently was 
not impressed by Mons. Weill, the result being that Weill was as 
far as landmark is concerned eliminated from the negotiations 
and the plaintiff solely remained dealing with landmark, who. 
during the periods relative to this suit, lived in Revelstoke, B.C.. 
to which place tin* plaintiff dune and would remain for con
siderable time, off and on negotiating with landmark. Inter
views and correspondence took place and were maintained be
tween them. The plaintiff gravitated between Ibiris. London. 
New York, Michigan. Chicago, Seattle, Vancouver and Revel 
stoke apparently in search of a buyer under his option hut no 
result followed. The plaintiff impressed me as an exceedingly 
intelligent, person and I am hound to say that very little inform
ation could escape him relating either to the companies in ques
tion or to the persons who were most interested in the disposal 
of their assets, so that it is a matter of comment that of all 
points of negotiation and enquiry in the east frequented and 
canvassed by him, Minneapolis, the home of Mr. Bowman, who 
was a controlling spirit in the companies concerned, was the one

B.C.

S.C.
191::

Rkvki.stoki: 
Saw Mim. 

Co.

Morrison, J.

:
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1913

Rkvki.stokk 
Suv Mii.i. 

Co.

Morrleoh, -1.

place lie seemed to have o' -rlooked or avoided, although fre
quently and for considerable periods in the vicinity and doubt
less always or occasionally passing through that city en route 
east and west. Lindmark more than once during their inter
course referred to the ‘ * Eastern interest” in a manner which 
should have led a less astute person than Mr. Picard to see the 
advisability of communicating with Mr. Bowman at certain 
junctures. For example on the 17th November, 1909, Picard 
wired Lindmark that an option for 00 days with owner's signa
ture was required. This was from Chicago. See exhibits 30 
and 37. But notably the incident of the postscript to the option 
of the 29th November. 1909. Picard admits Lindmark asked him 
to have this clause cancelled in ease the Eastern owners would 
not agree. On the 29th of November, 1909, the very day the 
option was signed, Mr. Bowman wrote Lindmark that an option 
was not wanted. 1 accept the evidence of Bowman. Hess and 
Poole that they did not know of any authority to Lindmark as 
claimed and that as a matter of fact none was given him. I also 
accept their evidence that they did not know of any option from 
Lindmark to Picard at any time during the period material to 
this action and that Mr. Picard was unknown to them even by 
name as they allege.

I find that Mr. Picard had no contractual relationship what
ever with the defendant companies. He neither got in touch 
with them nor attempted to do so.

I cannot, therefore, accede to the contention on behalf of 
the plaintiff that I may infer authority on Lindmark's part to 
sell the assets of the defendant companies. That such authority 
ought to be implied in the circumstances of this ease is. in my 
opinion, even more hopeless. I do not think that the doctrine 
annunciated and alleged as being found in articles 95 and 100 
of the articles of association relied upon by Mr. Bod well on the 
question of authority and paraphrased by him as follows, 
namely :—

Thai tliv director* can do anything which the company can do ex
cept such matter* a* would have to he decided in meeting* and further 
that they cm employ agent* to sell property and delegate to any one 
their authority.

help me on this point of implied authority to wipe the com
panies out of existence. It seems to me that the “sale” of sub
stantially the whole of the company’s assets is not a matter that 
has any relation to the carrying on of the company’s business. 
Such a “sale” was not within the scope of any implied authority 
(assuming any authority existed) given him for the
purpose of managing and conducting their business so that the 
plaintiff must in such a case prove affirmatively that Lindmark, 
who lie contends affected to bind the companies, had been

70
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authorized to do no : Smith v. Hull (Hass Vo., H ('.It. 1177. 
But Lindmark was not at the date of the option, nor for sonic 
months before, managing director. As against the defendant 
companies I therefore dismiss the action.

Alternatively, it is further claimed that there should be, in 
any event, judgment against Lindmark personally. I think 
that the plaintiff fails as against him also.

Lindmark, as far back as April 19, 1909, suggested with
drawing from their then arrangement owing to delay. The 
work being done by the plaintiff all along was purely tentative. 
There was no more reason for Lindmark to suppose that Pic
ard’s efforts would result conclusively at or about the time that 
the letter of cancellation was dispatched, than previously. Co
der all the circumstances of this particular ease 1 think Lind
mark was justified in taking the course lie did. Picard’s efforts 
covered a wide field and he came in contact with many people 
who dealt in the kind of proposition (business) he had in hand. 
Unquestionably it is a work requiring ability of a sort, per
sistence and diplomacy. Picard 1 find entered into the agree
ment in question with his eyes open. I do not think, from his 
ability to appreciate the exact relation which Lindmark bore to 
the properties involved, he could have been in any way misled 
by Lindmark. Had Lindmark chosen to have given notice of 
cancellation at a <y previous juncture (when Picard was dealing 
with Spry for instance) he might, with equal plausibility, have 
contended that it was premature and that he should have had 
time to consummate his dealings. Î do not think the fact that 
he could shew that ultimately Spry had in fact bought would 
affect the notice of cancellation. The giving of this notice of 
cancellation was a contingency never remote during the pend
ancy of Picard’s negotiations. He chose deliberately and vol
untarily to specify a certain particular address to which such 
notice would have to be sent. To that address it was sent and 
I do not think Picard should now be heard to complain of that. 
1 accept Lindmark’s evidence as to his reasons for cancelling 
the option. There are several incidents which, though in my 
opinion of secondary importance, yet, because they have been 
emphasized. I shall deal with. For instance in the recital to 
the option of November 29, 1909, Lindmark is put down as 
being managing director of the Revelstoke Company. This, I 
think, was simply copied from the earlier option to Weill, when 
he was in fact managing director. The solicitor or bis clerk, 
doubtless so described him. Of course, he did not sign the docu
ment as such. Again, when the clause after the signature to 
this option was scored out, doubtless Lindmark was confident 
that he could get his people in the East to confirm his arrange
ment with Picard in the case of a bonâ fide sale, which sale all 
the defendants were willing to effect.

8. C. 
im

i \ H.sroKi,

—

i
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J.v
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H :
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B.C. Then as to the appearance in the negotiations of those people,
K<\
IBia

some of them interested in the sale which ultimately took place, 
it seems to me that it was quite open to Lindmark to anticipate 
Picard’s failure to consummate a sale through them, assuming

|,,<AK" he knew that Picard was negotiating with them (which he says
IU:vm-8toki did not) and to cancel his option with a view of concluding 
Saw Mii.i a sale himself or through someone else. He gave Picard a fair

Co. trial and was not satisfied. 1 cannot find that in the course he
took Lindmark acted fraudulently or with a view to defeat 
Picard’s commission, unless, indeed, I do so by a process of what 
might not even he good guessing. 1 find that the contractual re
lations between the plaintiff and Lindmark were, pursuant to 
their agreement, ended by the letter of cancellation.

This action is, therefore, dismissed with costs.
Action dismissed.

SASIC. CHAPPELL & Charles R. McKEEN doing business as The International 
Realty Company v. PETERS.

KC.
inn

Hanknlrheiran Supreme Court. Trial before l.amont, ./. January 8, IRIS.

1. JiHOKKKR (fill B 1—12)—I'OMI'KNRATION — HUmt’IKNCY OK IIBOKRR’H
SERVICES.

Where the employment of tlie real estate broker by the owner i- a 
general one as distinguished from i -peeial employment ami a mini
mum priee is fixed fur a certain |ieviod with a proviso for notin' there
after of withdrawal from aide or of increase or decrease in price, the 
broker will lie entitled to commission at the stipulated rate per acre 
although the selling price finally agreed upon lietween the owner and 
the purchaser whom the agent procured i-> less than the priee named 
to the agent as the lowest at which lie might sell.

|llurehcll v. ftowrir anil Itlnrkhouse Collirricn. Ltd.. [ 1010J AX', 
(ill, followed.)

2. itllOKEKS (8 II HI —1*2) -SVKKICIEXCY OK BROKER'S SERVICES -Sl'KClAI. 
KMI'I.OYMKNT.

If an agent employed to sell real « •state lias a spécial employment as 
distinguished from a general employment, lie is entitled to commi'- 
sion only when he brings himself within the terms of the special 
employment.

| l/ortio v. Heinchrl. 1 K.L.R. 238, followed.)
:t. iiroki-its (fill B 1—12)—Sufficiency or broker's services.

Where projKwtv is listed with a real estate agent for sale, with a 
stipulation that the sale was to net the owner a certain price per 
acre, and the agent's commission was to be a certain price per acre 
above the net price, the employment is a special one and the sale 
must Is* made above the stipulated net price in order to entitle the 
agent to a commission.

| W'triistuill v. McCammon, .1 D.L.U. itOH. considered; Itoirlands v. 
I.anglry, 17 W.L.R. 443 ; Stratton v. 1urban, 44 Can. S.C.R. 393, dis
tinguished.)

4. Brokers (fill 1M—101—Com i’E\ nation ok real estate agent -Cox- 
tinoknt commission- Net rim k to owner.

Whore land is listed with a real estate agent for sale under a con
tract of special employment whereby he is to negotiate a sale to net
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tin- <»wnt-r tin- lutter’* mininmm juive over mid almve t lie vont mi** ion. SASK. 
it i* the owner'* duty to ask from pro»|>ectivc purchaser* with whom 
he nuiv negotiate, a sullivient prive to cover both the net price and the S.
eominission; but. where the purchaser will not pay more than the net |p|;;
price and there i* no collusion lad ween the owner and the purchaser ___
to deprive the agent of his commission, the owner will not la- liable Cm aitki i. 
for any commission on n sale bum) fide closed at the net price, al * Mi Kn \ 
though the purehawer was introduced by the agent. ( Dictum per ,«
laimont. J.) 1'nnc*

(See Wrcnfthall v. McCammon, ô D.L.U. 60S.]

Action for commission alleged Hue on the sale of certain statement 
lands.

The action was dismissed.

J. P. Murphy, for plaintiffs.

Lamont. J. :—On February filh. 1912, the defendant listed *•
seel ion 26. township 4. range 4. W. 2nd, containing 640 acres of 
land, with the plaintiffs for sale. The terms of listing were as 
follows : price $16,000: cash. $2,000 ; balance, half-crop pay
ments. The listing contained the following clause :—

I hereby agree to place the above do*crilH»d land with the Inter
national Realty Company (plaintiff*) for sale for the next two month*, 
and thereafter to give ten clear day»' notice in writing of withdrawal 
or increase or decrease in price. Their commission to Is* above quoted

It was expressly agreed that the defendant should he at lib
erty to sell the land either by himself or other agents, and the 
commission to the plaintiffs was to be one dollar per acre. The 
plaintiffs communicated the terms of the listing to a Mr. Bur- 
gess. a sub-agent of theirs at Boissevain, Manitoba, who saw one 
<'rummer in reference to the place. Tin* price quoted to ('rum
mer was $26 per acre, that is. the net price to the defendant 
plus one dollar per acre commission. ( 'rummer said he was not 
able to make the $2,000 cash payment, and Burgess wrote to the 
plaintiffs to see if a reduction in this payment could lie made.
The plaintiff Chappell saw the defendant and told him they had 
('rummer in view as a purchaser. Aliout this time, one Hewitt, 
who also had the land for sale, met ('rummer, and Crummer 
told him he had been negotiating with Burgess for the farm, but 
that the cash payment was too high for him. Ilewitt wrote to 
the defendant, who telegraphed him to bring ('rummer up.
Ilewitt and ('rummer came up. The defendant asked $26 per 
acre for the land. Crummer would not give this amount, hut 
offered to give $25 per acre if the defendant would take over 
two houses he had in Boiasevain at $5,000, and no cash payment.
The defendant held out for $26 per acre until he saw that he 
would lose the sale if he did not agree to take $25. which he fin
ally did. on condition that Crummer would throw $5(10 off the
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price at which lie whs putting in the houses. Orummer agreed, 
ami the deal was closed. The defendant paid a commission to 
Hewitt on the sale. The plaintiffs asked the defendant for their 
commission, ami on being refused, brought this action.

There is no question but that it was the plaintiffs' agent, 
Burgess, who introduced (.'rummer to the land, and it was the 
plaintiffs who first told flu* defendant that Crummer was the 
man with whom they were negotiating. The plaintiffs, there
fore, in my opinion, found the purchaser, and were the efficient 
cause of the sale, although the sale was effected by the defen
dant himself, and on terms different from those given to the 
plaintiffs. Where an agent finds a purchaser for an owner, the 
agent's right to a commission or remuneration for his services 
depends upon the terms, either express or implied, upon which 
he was employed. In Touhnin v. Miller, ô8 L.T. 96, Lord Wat
son states the principle of law governing eases of this kind as 
follows :—

In order to found a legal vlaim for commission, there must not only 
lie a causal, there must also be a contractual relation between the 
introduction and the ultimate transaction of sale . . When a
proprietor, with the view of selling his estate, goes to an agent ami 
rei|uest* him to fiml a purchaser, naming at the same time the sum 
which he i* willing to accept, that will constitute a general employ
ment ; and should the estate lie eventually sold to a purchaser intro
duced by the agent, the latter will lie entitled to his commission, al
though tin* prive paid should lie less than the sum named at the time 
tin* employment was given. The mention of a specific sum prevents 
the agent from selling for a lower price without the «-onaent of his 
employer: but it is given merely as the basis of future negotiations, 
leaving the actual price to he settled in the course of these negotia

What is meant by flic term “general employment" used in 
this case by Lord Watson is stated by the Privy Council in 
Burckell v. Gowrir and Blockhouse Collieries. Limited, |1910] 
A.C. 614, as follows:—

This mean*, however, that Itu rebel l\* (agent's) contract was. that 
should the mine Ik* eventually sold to a purchaser introduced by him, 
he would la* entitled to commission at the stipulated rate, although 
the price paid should be less than or different from the price mimed 
to him as a limit.
Where, however, the agent’s employment is not a general 

but a special employment, he is only entitled to commission when 
he brings himself within the terms of that special employment : 
Blockslock v. Bell, 16 W.L.R. 864; Monro v. Btischel, 1 8.L.R. 
238. The question here, then, is, was the employment of the 
plaintiffs a general or a special employmentT In other words: 
can it be said that the agreement between the plaintiffs and the 
defendant was that the plaintiffs were to be paid a commission
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if a sale was effected to a purchaser introduced h.v them, al- SASK. 
though on less advantageous terms than those contained in the s c
listing? Under the terms of the listing, the commission was to uu.-j
he over and above the $16,000 or $20 per acre to the defendant. ----
This means that the defendant was to get the full $20 per acre. 1 
This amount was to be net to him. and to entitle them to a com
mission the plaintiffs must find a purchaser who will give a l‘l|,|t< 
commission in addition to this amount. This is inconsistent 
with the idea that the plaintiffs were to be paid a commission in 
case of a sale at a lower price. The plaintiffs’ employment was, 
therefore, not a general but a special one. This was the view 
taken in Monro v. Hrisclul. where an employment to sell at $28 
per acre net to the vendors was held to be a special employment.
The plaintiffs did not find a purchaser who was willing to give 
a commission in addition to the net price, ('rummer was never, 
so far as the evidence shews, willing to pay more than $21 per 
acre. The cases of Hun lull v. (Snwrir and lilockho use t’ollùriis, 
above referred to, and Stratton v. Vachon, 44 Can. S.C.K., 4! 1.1, 
were cited as authorities shewing that the plaintiffs were entitled 
to recover. In both these eases, however, the agent’s employ
ment was a general one : Howlands v. Langtry, 17 W.L.R. 444. 
was also cited. In that case the net price to the owner was $100,- 
000. The agent’s commission was to be $.1.000, which was to he 
obtained over and above the net price. The agent introduced 
a purchaser who was willing to give $101,000 for the property, 
and the agent told the owner that he had quoted the price at 
$101,000. The purchaser remained at the owner’s place a couple 
of days, and then, having made up his mind to purchase, asked 
the owner his price. The owner said $100.000, at which price a 
sale was effected. It was held that the owner was liable for the 
commission. The owner did not in that case ask a price suffi
cient to allow him his net price and provide for the agent's com
mission besides. The purchaser would have paid $101.000, and 
by not asking that amount the owner deprived the agent of his 
chance of earning his commission. In such a case the owner is 
liable upon the principle approved of in the Harebell case 
mentioned, that “wherever money is to be paid by one man 
to another upon a given event, the party upon whom is east the 
obligation to pay is liable to the party who is to receive the 
money if he does any act which prevents or makes it less prob
able that lie should receive it.” In the present case the owner 
did ask a price sufficient to give him his $16,000 and provide 
for the agent's commission, but the purchaser, as I find, bond 
fide refused to pay more than the $16.000 for the farm, and that 
only on condition that the defendant would take as part pay
ment two houses belonging to the purchaser. I cannot find on 
the evidence that there was any collusion between the defendant 
and Crummer. Although I am not altogether satisfied that, in

5
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writing Hewitt to bring Crummer up, the defendant was not 
endeavouring to get away from the plaintiffs’ commission, there 
is no evidence from which it can be inferred that when Ilewitt 
came, the defendant did not honestly endeavour to get $26 per 
acre, but Cru miner would not pay it. Under these circumstan
ces I do not think the defendant was put in the position of either 
losing the sale or paying commission to the plaintiffs. I adhere 
to what I said in Wrenshall v. McCammon, 5 D.L.R. 608, 21 
W.L.R. 842. that

\\ ln*re an nwnvr lists land for sale with an agvnt at a pricv net to 
him. tliexe is no agreement on his part, either express or implied, that 
he will pay a commission to the agent except out of the excess of pur 
chase-money over and above the stipulated net price.

Of course, if the purchaser was willing to pay more than the 
net price--and it is the duty of the owner to ask sufficient to 
cover both the net price and the commission—or if there was 
any collusion between the owner and the purchaser by which 
the agent was deprived of a commission which otherwise would 
have been 1ns. the owner would lie liable. Hut where the pur
chaser bonâ fidt will not pay more than the net price. I am of 
opinion that the owner is not obliged to lose the sale because the 
purchaser will not pay in addition thereto a sum equivalent to 
the commission. If an agent wishes to protect himself, lie must 
either make sure that his purchaser will buy on the terms stipu
lated by the owner, or else he must secure from the owner a 
general and not a special era . If he accepts special em
ployment he must abide hv the terms of that employment.

As the plaintiffs’ employment in this case was a special one, 
and as they did not produce a purchaser willing to comply with 
the special terms, I am of opinion that they are not entitled to 
recover.

There will, therefore, be judgment for the defendant, with 
costs.

Action dismissal.

1188
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GRAVES v. THE KING CAN.
i Decision No. 4.) S. C.

Supreme Court of Canada, Darien, Id ini/ton, Duff, .1 nglin, and ID »/«.no.././. 1013
February 24, 1913.

Kcb. 2
1. Nkw trial (6 11—8)—Criminal < am. Substantial whom i—Mia-

IURKCTION.

Where a charge of murder is bused upon a fatal gun-shot won in I 
inflicted wliiln the gun was in the hands of the deceased, Isiing used 
hy him as a club to strike one "f the accused with the stock. and upon 
the allegation that the acts of the accused which had led to the de
ceased eluhhing his gun and striking therewith were done with an 
unlawful object, the jury must Ik- instructed that liefore convicting 
of murder they must lind not merely that the conduct of the accused 
had, in fact, led to such act of the deceased, but also that the accused 
knew or ought to have known that their acts were likely to cause 
death ; ami failure to mi Instruct is a substantial wrong or miscar
riage entitling the accused to a new trial after conviction.

|Hex v. UravcH (No. 8), 0 D.L.K. 17/», reversed.]
2. Nlw trim. ($11—H)—Partial mimiurkutiox ah to con ht it uk vis <n

Where a charge of murder is based lirst, upon unlawful acts of the 
accused which the prosecution alleges were tin* cause of the deceased 
doing an act that resulted in his inflicting upon himself a gun-shot 
wound from which he died, and second !... upon alleged brutal treat
ment accelerating the death of the deceased after the gun-shot wound, 
and 1h>Ui aspects of the case were presented to the jury upon the 
evidence, misdirection as to the essential constituents of the crime 
of murder U|k»ii either as|»cet of the «asc will entitle the accused to a 
new trial, although the cum* may have Is-en pro|M‘rly presented upon 
the oilier aspect, as it is impossible to know upon which of the grounds 
the verdict was bused or whether upon both.

[Ucjb v. (irotvf (No. :j), (» D.L.R. 175. reversed.]
3. Homicidk (6 I—U)—Knuaijinci in i ni.xwi ci. act—Conrtrcctivk iiomi-

Wliore defendants are charged with homicide its resulting from the 
physical act of the deceased himself, hut alleged to have ls-en caused 
by the unlawful acts in which the accused were then engaged towards 
the deccase<i, not involving physical force or compulsion on their part 
against him, they are not guilty of culpable homicide unies- the 
act of the deceased from which death resulted (i.e., in this ease using 
ns a club a gun reversed| was imlm-cd hy threats or fear of violence, 
or by deception.

|('r. Code, lflOtl, sec. 252, considered.]

Appeal from the judgment of the Supreme Court of Nova statement 
Scotia, Hex v. Graves (No. 3). 9 D.Ti.R. 175, aflirming, on an 
equal division of the Court, the conviction of the accused on a 
charge of murder The application for leave to appeal is re
ported, Iiex v. Graves (No. 2), !) D.L.R. 30.

A new trial was ordered without costs.
IV. E. Hoscoc, K.C.. for appellants.
E. L. Ncwcjombe, K.C., for the Crown.

'*• 1? 
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Mlngton. J.

Idinoton, j.:—The appellants were convicted of murder as 
result of a trial by the learned Chief Justice of Nova Scotia 
ami a jury. Their counsel took some thirty-nine objections to 
the learned Judge’s charge to the jury, asked for a reserved 
ease thereon, and being refused, appealed to the Court rv bane 
which directed the learned Chief Justice to state a case as to 
thirty-four of the grounds for these objections. The result was 
that in disposing of his statement of ease framed as thus directed 
the Court was equally divided and hence this appeal. Of these 
thirty-four alleged points of law I may say that the great maj
ority of them are in law without foundation. In the result 
reach» 1 by this Court it is needless to shew why 1 have come to 
such exclusion or to say more aliout all of them than this: With 
the one exception I am about to deal with, and a few other in
stances in which the remarks objected to may have a hearing 
more or less direct on that one point, it s»‘ems to me these point.i 
would never lune been directed to lie stated or upheld if due 
regard had been had to the curative provisions governing crimi
nal appeals. I have selected that point on which Mr. Justice 
Drysdale put his finger as containing the pith of all that was ob
jectionable and which 1 find so well found»*»! as to entitle ap
pellants tii a new trial. That objection is No. 28. slated as tol

as. Whether the law applicable to the cam* wan statisi aufllviently 
to enable the jury to determine whether if the defendant** were guilty 
«if homicide such homicide wn- murder, and the facts applicable to 
such law pointed out.
1 think th«* first question xve must ask ourselv«*s in all crim

inal appeals where the ohj»*ctions taken an* well found»*»! or ar
guable. is whether or not we call say that, in our “opinion some 
substantial wrong or miscarriage was occasioned thereby at the 
trial.” I am not disposed to interpret this statutory duty in 
any narrow metaphysical sense, for if w<* »li«l so w<* might frame 
a judgment in every cas»* of mistake no matter how trivial so 
as to »l»*monstrate that there might have been somebody in the 
jury panel that might have taken another view of the matter 
if this suppose»! error lm»l not taken pla»*c. I think this ami 
every other appellate Court acting under our Criminal Code 
must grasp the matter pr»*s«*iit»*»l with a strong hantl ami not al
low the trivial <*rror to l»*a«l them into the land of speculation 
fourni»*»! on some shade of possibility. We must s»*»*. however, 
that tin* trial has been one of tin* legal offence charged.

We must also. I submit, assume that the jurors have brought 
to the subject dealt with that, close attention to what has taken 
place in the course of the trial ami that strong common sense 
that would enable them in the light thereof toappreheml the lan- 
giiHg»* of the learn»*»] trial Judge in charging them, ami in many

—
 ■
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instances mentally, and automatically as it were, correct the in
cidental slips of the tongue the most careful Judge may chance 
to make. In this case we have illustrations in many of the oh 
jeetions made of how this should work out. The learned Chief 
Justice, it appears, used expressions which, isolated and read 
without having regard to the evidence and general scope of his 
charge, might, he held to he misdirection, partly of law ami 
partly relative to fact, hut which ought not to lead astray or 
he supposed to have led astray any intelligent jury acting in the 
spirit which. 1 submit, should he presumed to have governed

The general outline of the evidence herein was so clear and 
simple that properly marshalled there should not have been 
any misapprehension in this regard of the duties such evid
ence had cast upon tin- jury in this case. Simple as the case in 
this regard is there happened to he two phases of tin- problem 
to he solved which were not kept as clearly separated through
out as they might have been, and there is thus the greater diffi
culty in escaping from the conclusion 1 have reached, or of ap
plying the curative provision I have referred to. Briefly put. 
the facts in outline as presented for tin* prosecution were that 
on a Sunday afternoon the appellants, who had been drinking, 
carried one or more lwfftles of li<|uor with them, drank more, 
and when thus in an intoxicated condition in front of deceased’s 
premises stopped and trespassed on his lawn. There they used 
grossly offensive language ami though asked by deceased to 
retire, refused. The deceased and his wife and others who had 
been on the verandah, withdrew into the house or outbuildings.

The appellants remained on tin- lawn, or on the highway, 
continuing their unseemly conduct. The deceased after a time 
loaded his gun and proceeded therewith to the verandah in 
front of his house1. The appellants gave evidence on their own 
behalf, and it was said by one or more of them that deceased 
asked them to go away or he would shoot them. They do not 
pretend that he ever came from his position on the verandah, 
which was fifty-six feet distant from the highway where they 
say they then were. The wife of deceased heard a rush of feet 
on the walk up to the verandah where deceased stood and im
mediately thereafter an explosion of a gun. It seems toler
ably clear that the gun had been used as a club by deceased in 
resisting the onset of one or all of these appellants, and in the 
result an explosion of the loaded gun lodged its contents in tin- 
upper part of the thigh of deceased, from the ultimate effects 
of which, I assume for the present, he died, whether necessarily 
so if not further ill-treated, might form another question. A 
hole was fourni in the screen door of the dwelling and a bottle, 
or remains of one, were, immediately after this, found in the

CAN.
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CAN. hall inside, which facts, coupled with the other facts and es
V P. 
1913

pecially the possession of a bottle or bottles by appellants, left 
ground for inference 1 need not dwell upon. The wife of de

ClJURH
ceased rushed out and found all three appellants on the ver
andah or steps therefrom. Up to this rush from the highway

'I'll K KlXU. or lawn, whichever was the place they are supposed to have
Idington, J. rushed from, there was not anything which took place that in 

law could properly he held as provocation so rousing the pas
sions of appellants as to reduce the gravity of the offence, if 
any. committed by the appellants, or any of them, to man
slaughter.

The charge. 1 respectfully submit, rather confuses thought 
in not restricting this question of manslaughter to be dealt 
with in treating of the later phase of the ease and including 
there the whole. The evidence warrants the inference that the 
appellants had unlawfully come to attack the deceased and 
as the charge puts it, that he. resisting or anticipating it. struck 
the foremost of them violently on the head with the butt end 
of tlm gun and thereby produced the explosion. But there an
other possible inferences as to the exact cause of the explosion 
quite as much within the range of the consideration of the 
struggle and its consequences. It may he possible to consider 
any of these and yet the result of guilt or innocence he open to 
a jury. Now. all the errors, if any. in the learned Judge’s 
charge hearing only upon the evidence or its application so 
far. 1 count as nothing that need concern us.

Let it he assumed, for argument’s sake, that the attack made 
or threatened hv appellants or any of them was intended to he 
only an assault, the question arises whether or not the conse
quence which followed can he made the basis of a charge for 
murder.

The learned Chief Justice charged as follows : - 
Although they could not have contemplated that the gun would lie 

discharged as the result of their action, yet, as in the result it did 
they would tie responsible for it and it would constitute the crime of 
manslaughter, provided there was no malice on their part in doing 
what they did. On the other hand, if a party while engaged in the 
commission of a felony kills another it becomes murder and not man
slaughter. XVhat is meant by that is ties: Suppose these men had 
come there at night for the purpose of committing burglary and in 
the course of the commission of that act Mr. Lea had been killed, 
that would be murder because they then would have been there com
mitting a felony. . . .

1 will next draw your attention to the law bearing upon one of the 
most important features of the ease. There is a common idea, or 
T have heard it said that because Mr. Lea held in Ilia own hand the 
gun the discharge of which indicted the wound which proximately 
contributed to his death, the accused are not responsible for that
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part of tin* affray. I have licanl tliut ami probably you have—that 
they did not *hoot him. It would la* a norry bu^iih*<«h if that «ere the 
law. It would be absurd if siieh were the law. The,\ jire responsible 
if they caused Mr. Lea to do the act which resulted in the discharge 
of the gun as much as if they seized the gun and discharged it into 
him. Did they rush at him with the intention of assaulting him and 
diil Mr. Ijca then use his gun? If so they are as responsible as if 
they seized the gun and discharged it into him. "A person may ho 
responsible lor the death of another either as murder or manslaughter, 
provided it was caused by his unlawful act resulting in corporal in- 
jury. 1 he unlawful act here, as I have pointed out. would be the 
men assembling in a disorderly way. and trespassing on Mr. Lea's 
property and refusing to go away when asked.

Now, ou the facts I have outlined ami hearing in mind the 
law to he applied, 1 think this charge misapprehended that law, 
and consequently misdirected the jury. The foundation of the 
law is in sec. 252 of the Code defining culpable homicide, and 
can be properly referred to as aiding anyone to understand 
and interpret the later sections. When we want to liml th de
finition of the specific offence of murder applied and that ap
plicable to this case, we must look to see. 259 of which sub
sections (/>) and (d) are as follows :

(hi If the offender means lo cause to the perso» killed any bodily 
injury which is known to the offender to In* likely to cause death, 
and is reckless whether death ensues or not. . . .

t'O If the offender, for any unlawful object, docs an not which he 
knows or ought to have known to In- likely to cause death, and there
by kills any person, though lie may have desired that his object should 
In* effected without hurting anyone.

1 refer to sub-see. />) because the learned Chief Justice says 
he read that sub-sec. to flu* jury, but lie does not seem to have 
read or at all referred to and explained sub-sec. id). With the 
greatest respect, I must bold this omission was misdirection. 
1 do not think, as at present advised, the evidence in this case 
warranted much reliance living placed on sub-sec. b). I need 
not elaborate. Let anyone consider the facts and read this snh- 
sei*. and see how ill-fitted they are to that sub-section. I think 
sub-see. (d) was that to which attention should have |H*cii 
called and its meaning, which is not dear to those ignorant of 
the history of the law. should have been expounded to the jurv 
in such dear terms that they would understand the ground 
upon which they ought to have proceeded. If the evidence 
would not warrant a conviction on this section, then it would 
Is* our manifest duty to say so and set the verdict aside on that 
ground alone. I do not, however, so hold, hut, on the contrarv, 
think and hold there was evidence which would warant the jurv 
in finding thereupon a verdict of murder, resting it on this suh- 
see. (d). It is to that sub-section, I submit, the learned Chief

s.c.
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CAN Justice ought to have addressed himself iu all lie said relative
s. c. 
101:1

to death resulting from the pursuit of an unlawful object ami 
the bearing thereof on the charge of murder. There are other

r*""™
specific unlawful purposes as in see. 260 not appropriate to the 
peculiar facts in this ease.

IIis general remarks as to the pursuit of an unlawful ob
Idlngton. J.

ject do not seem to me to exactly fit the case. The unlawful, 
uncalled for and utterly unjustifiable attack on a man with a 
loaded gun in his hands was liable to produce a scuffle resulting 
as this did in the death of someone. The person or persons 
making the attack must according to their evidence for the de
fence, have known the gun was likely to be in a loaded condi
tion and liable to explode as it did and so result. This or some
thing like it was what I conceive was quite competent for the 
jury to have adopted as mode of reasoning to found a verdict 
of murder upon such facts as were presented. 1 am not to 
be taken here as doing more than illustrate a possible line of 
thought and hv no means determining the legal result.

The learned Chief Justice did refer to a number of analog
ous eases. But each case in a matter of this kind must stand 
upon its own bottom In applying these precedents or rather 
as it seems to me this sub-section substituted as codification of
the law touching such like eases the measure of its utility and 
reasonable application in any case must abide the judgment of 
the jury. No one can in all that branch of the law of homi
cide anticipate or do more than see that the jury are so fully 
and accurately instructed that they can intelligently address 
themselves to the task set before them by the law in said sub- 
sec. (d). Theirs is the responsibility when onee so instructed. 
Their understanding of the evidence within the scope of such 
instructions and application thereof is alone the limit of the 
practicable operation of the law that must determine the fate 
of the accused in any such case. In the absence of proper legal 
instructions in regard thereto there was no legal trial of the
real issue of murder. Hence there was no possibility of apply
ing the curative provision I have referred to.

Much wras said of malice which is aside from the true issue 
presented here. The doing an unlawful act or rather the pur
suing an unlawful object carries with it the implication of 
malice in all the consequences thereof so far as the sub-section 
may reach. I am by no means to he understood as implying 
thereby that evidence of hate or ill-will external to that so 
implied or the operation of such other malice upon the mind of 
one pursuing an unlawful object is to be discarded. The ex
istence of such and the possible influence it may have had on 
the conduct of one pursuing any unlawful object may be of 
value in helping those having to reach a conclusion in such a
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complex case. Hut 1 repeat it is not an essential of the wid- CAN.
ence which may otherwise ami independently ther«M)f point ^ ^
to a conclusion of guilt. 1 purposely omitted above all refer- 
enee to evidence of the treatment meted out by the accused -----
to the deceased after the explosion of the gun, for it seems to GRXVKe 
my mind we can by separating the two phases of the ease the *j*iib Kino. 
more clearly reach a proper conception of the law which must ----

, , ... Idington, J.govern the case so far as the charge of murder resting upon 
the explosion of the gun is concerned. I am not to be under
stood, however, as by any means holding that the evidence of 
such later action is to be discarded as not having any proper 
place for consideration in connection therewith. It. may or may 
not shed light, but only, as 1 have suggested regarding evid
ence of hate or ill-will, have a value in enabling a proper es
timate to be made of the whole conduct of the parties and of 
their responsibility in the way of holding they ought to have 
known regarding the reasonably possible result of their conduct 
under the circumstances. It is the basis also herein of the other 
phase of the ease relative to the charge of murder and for that 
should be given separate consideration.

If there is any ground for the charge that thereby the death 
of the wounded man was accelerated, this branch of the evid
ence touches directly upon that, and it is in that connection 
alone that there was ground for referring to provocation rest
ing on the severe wound the blow with the gun had inflicted on 
one of the assailants. I do not see misdirection in what was 
said in that regard and need not dwell thereupon, but simply 
say that it would be better understood by distinct and sep
arate treatment in any charge in such a view of the case.

The questions relative to manslaughter need not be dwelt 
upon but allowed to remain for the future trial and take their 
proper place in any future charge.

I think the appeal must he allowed and a new trial be had.

Di FF. J.. concurred with A noun, J. dus. j.

A noun, J. :—In this ease I am to deliver the judgment of Anglln Je 
my brothers Davies, Duff, and Brodeur, as well as myself.

With very great respect for the learned Chief Justice (of 
Nova Scotia i who tried this case, a close study of his charge, 
which we have read and re-read, has driven us to the conclusion 
that be misdirected the jury in regard to what, under the cir
cumstances of this case, it was essential that they should find in 
order to warrant a verdict of murder. He not only failed to 
bring to their attention at least one inference of fact which it 
was necessary that they should draw, but his charge, read as a 
whole, was tantamount to a direction that they might assume
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CAN. that fact—that they might properly bring in a verdict of mur-
tier without passing upon it.

101:1 The Crown charged the prisoners with murder (a) because
-— they did certain unlawful acts which caused the deceased to do

(•raven an act that resulted in his inflicting upon himself a gun-shot 
Tin Kiwi, wound from which he died; and (b) because by their subse- 

— (pient brutal treatment of him they accelerated his death.
Both aspects of the ease were presented to the jury. IÎ is 

impossible to know whether their verdict of murder was based 
upon both grounds 0/ upon only one of them ; and, if upon one 
only, it is impossible to know upon which. Misdirection as to 
the essential constituents of the crime of murder upon either as
pect of the ease would, therefore, amount to such a substantial 
wrong or miscarriage that it would entitle tin* defendants to a 
new trial, although the ease had been properly presented upon its 
other aspect. Having reached the conclusion that there was 
such misdirection in connection with the degree of respon
sibility of the defendants for the infliction of the gun-shot 
wound which caused the death of Mr. Lea 011 the assumption 
that his death was not accelerated by what was afterwards done 
by them but happened when it did solely as a result of the 
wound, we deal with the ease as if there had been no suîiseqlient 
ill-treatment of the deceased by the accused.

By sec. 252 (2) of the Criminal Code it is provided that
lîomifide is culpable when it consists of the killing of any person 

. . . . by causing a person bv threats or fear of violence or by
deception to do an act which causes that person's death. . . .

There is no evidence upon which it could la* found that the 
acts of the deceased in "clubbing” his gun and striking Fred 
Graves over the head with its stock were the result of physical 
force or compulsion on the part of the defendants. These acts 
were, physically at all events, the acts of the deceased himself.
I'pon the evidence they were the immediate cause of his re
ceiving the gun-shot wound from which he died. I11 order that 
responsibility for that result should rest upon the defendants 
so as to make them guilty of culpable homicide under see. 252, 
it was necessary that the jury should find that such acts of the 
deceased were caused, t.e., induced, "by threats or fear of vio
lence, or by deception.” There was here no suggestion of de
ception ; but there were facts from which a jury might infer, if 
properly instructed, that the deceased acted through fear of 
violence on the part of the accused. Yet, although the learned 
Chief Justice read to the jury other portions of sec. 252. he 
entirely omitted to direct their attention to the vital provisions 
of sub-sec. 2 above quoted. lie neither stated their effect to 
them, nor. as Mr. Justice Graham points out, did he give them 
anv direction from which they should have gathered that they
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must hnd that the “clubbing” of the gun by the deceased and 
striking Fred Graves upon the head with it were acts induced by 
tear of violence. That was in itself a serious non-direction, 
which might amount to such a substantial wrong or miscarriage 
a a would necessitate a new trial. But we do not dwell further 
upon it because there appear to be even more serious objections 
to those portions of the . barge in which the learned Chief Jus
tice directs the jury as to the facts they must Hud and the in 
ferenees which they must draw in order that what may have 
been culpable homicide on the part of the accused should 
amount to the crime of murder.

Without determining that the definition contained in sees. 
259 and 260 of the Criminal Code is exhaustive, under the cir
cumstances of the present case it was. in our opinion, neces
sary for the Crown to establish and for the jury to find, in order 
to warrant a verdict of murder, such facts as would constitute 
that crime under clause (d) of sec. 259. read with sub-sec. 2 
of see. 252.

SM9. Culpable lioiniviile is murder.
I'/1 If I lie offender, for any unlawful object. doc- an act which lie 

know* or ought to have known to lie likely to cause death, and there
by kills any person though he may have desired that his object should 
he effected without hurting anyone.

Km' tin- purpose» of this iippriil I ............ Hint under llii*
provision it was not necessary, in order to bring the charge of 
culpable homicide within it. that the jury should have found 
that the acts of the defendants were such as they knew or 
should have known were likely to cause the very acts to Is* don. 
or the precise situation to arise which in fact resulted in the 
homicide, or to cause the death of the person who was killed, hut 
that it would suffice if the jury had found that the accused 
did an net. which they knew or should have known would lie 
likely to induce the doing of anything or to bring about any 
situation likely to cause the death of some person —the person 
killed or any other person. That construction of see. 259 (2» 
is the least favourable to the accused.

There was no suggestion that the defendants meant to cause 
the death of Mr. Lea or to cause him any bodily injury likelv 
to cause bis death. The evidence would not support such a find
ing. Yet the learned Chief Justice read to the jury clause . /< ; 
of see. 259; hut he neither read clause d) nor stated its effect : 
nor does his charge contain any equivalent statement of the law. 
It was assumed that the acts of the accused, which, it was 
charged, had led to the deceased clubbing his gun and striking 
Fred Graves with the stock, wen done for an unlawful object. 
Rut the jury were not instructed that lie fore convicting of 
murder they must find not merely that the conduct of the ae-

s. c.
191.3

Anglin, J.
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CAN. cuseri had in fact led to the doing of that which resulted in 
, hut also that the accused knew or ought to have known 

nu:t that their acts were likely to cause death—to lead to the de-
;---- ceased so or using the gun that some person would

i.hukh probably be killed—that this was. under the circumstances, 
Tm Kino, such a natural or probable consequence of their conduct that the 

Awgun'j defendants should have anticipated it. On the contrary the 
learned Chief Justice told them and repeatedly that
if in doing vvliat they did the defendants were actuated by spite 
or ill-will towards Mr. Lea they should be found guilty of mur
der. I quote some of the passages in which this view was im
pressed on the jury.

Karly in the charge, after reading section 259 h) to the 
jury, the learned Judge says :—

If h man goes on the property of another as a mere trespasser, 
amt in the course of such trespass commits an assault or anything 
of that kind upon the owner of the property and death results, al
though lie may have had no malice, if he it there unlawfully, he it 
guilty of manslaughter. If. on the other hand, he went there with 
some wicked purpose or with the intention of committing a felony 
it would lie murder. That is the distinction that the law draws 
liet wren the two offences. The rule that will reduce the crime of 
killing another from murder to manslaughter is the absence of malice 
or ill-fi-eling towards the deceased. If there was no malice or ill- 
will the crime would lie manslaughter. If the evidence satisfies you 
that the aeeusisl. although not intending to kill the deceased, were 
actuated by malice and ill will in what they did and that hjs death 
resulted as a consequence of their unlawful conduct it will lie murder 
and not manslaughter.
A few lines lower down lie suys :—

They arc responsible if they caused Mr. Lea to do the act which 
resulted in the discharge of the gun. as much as if they seized the 
gun and discharged it into him.

A little earlier he had said:—
Although they could not have contemplated that the gun would be 

discharged as the result of their action, yet. as in the result it did 
they would In* responsible for it and it would constitute the crime of 
manslaughter, provided there was no malice on their part in doing 
what they did.

Further on lie nays:—
Now, as I said before, you must judge tlieir motives from their 

conduct, whether they were actuated by malice, spite and ill will in 
this inhuman treatment of Mr. Lea. Ibs-s die evidence satisfy you 
that in acting and la-having there as they did they were gratifying 
nu old grudge that they Imre towards Mr. Ia*a. If you IIml that 
they were actuated by malice and ill-will in going there and Miaving 
as they did. even though they did not intend to injure him. the 
crime is murder.

3
2064
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Towards the close of the charge we find the following pass
age:—

Now, just a few word* in «inclusion. I have explained to you an 
fully aw i could, the difference In-tween murder and manslaughter. I 
ha\e told you that if you lielieve these men were actuated h.v ill will 
or malice toward* Mr. I .en mid did what ha* been detailed here, that 
would lie murder, and that all of them should he found guilty. On 
the other ha ml. if you think that there was no ill feeling, that it wa* 
a mere fracas, without previous ill feeling, then your verdict should 
lie manslaughter. I have called your attention to the various wit 
nesses who have come here and testified to different expression* of ill- 
will towards Mr. i«ea and you have heard the expression* that they 
used on this occasion. You must weigh these. If you lielieve them 
it is evidence of malice and it is for you to consider them.

The jury subsequently returned to Court und requested 
directions on the subject of malice. The notes of the ensuing 
proceedings tire in part as follows:—

I thought I had defined that fully, “malice" is where a man has 
ill will towards another any kind of wicked feeling towards hi* 
neighbour. If you come to the conclusion that what these men did 
resulted from hatred or dislike or ill-will, that would nuke it murder. 
If there i* evidence to satisfy you that these men were influenced by 
spite or ill-will, and that with the other facts would constitute mur 
der. Hut you must not liud them guilty of murder unless you are 
satisfied from the evidence that they had a grudge, or spite, or ill 
will against Mr. I<ea.

I juryman a*ked for further directions a* to premeditated murder 
and malice.

Thk Count :—Premeditated murder would In- an agreement to com
mit murder before they went tIn-re. There is not the slightest evidence 
of that. Hut if the grudge was there and they went there without 
any premeditated intention, if tla-ir acts were induced through ill 
feeling that would constitute murder. If you are satisfied that what 
they did was not done through ill will that would lie manslaughter.

.1 juiyintm:—Then we do md need premeditation; all we need is

Tiie Cover:—All you need I* malice.
A juryman a-ked for further instructions a* to the distinction he 

tween murder und manslaughter.
Thk Couirr:—It is enough if they did the acts with malicious in 

tent. If in carrying out the acts that they did after they got there, 
there was malice that would In- malice sullieient to constitute murder.

CAN.

S. C. 
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If. after they |pit there, they were carrying out a grudge, if they 
had it. it constitute* murder.

.4 juryman:—If they had ma I in- it is a* had a* if they had pre
meditation?

Tiie Covet:—Ye*.
.4 juryman:—Would they have to have that malice at the time le

TllK Cuvet:—Ye*, they would have to have the malice at the time. 
If they had tlie-e malicious f«*-ling* or this antipathy toward* the
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<leoeanfd, it must have existed at the time they did what caused his 
death, even they had no intention of doing it before thex went
there. You must gather the existence or non-existence of malice from 
what they did at the time. You must take inio consideration the 
threats made la-forehand, although I do not know what value you 
would put on them to shew had feeling towards Mr. Lea.

1 jurftmaii:—Is it necessary to prove that just la-fore tin- crime was 
committed—a few minutes la-fore—they had malice.

Tuk I'oi'RT:—What I have told you is that if there was malice you 
can gather it from the facts of the whole transaction. If you think 
from the facts proved that they had this ill-feeling during the time 
that they were doing the injuries, then it was malice.

(The jury then retired. I

When tin- jury next returned to the Court-room it wan to 
deliver their verdict of guilty of murder.

The vital distinction—that, while, to Must a in a charge of 
manslaughter, it would suffice that the acta of the accused, 
whatever their character, should in fact have aroused in the 
mind of the deceased a fear of violence which induced him to do 
that which resulted in his death (see. 252, (2)), in order that 
that culpable homicide should amount to murder those acts of 
the accused must have been such that they knew or have
known that the of Nome person would lie likely to la
va used by them <sir. 259 (*/))—was not brought to the atten
tion of the jury.

Whether the acts of the accused were of that character it 
was for the jury to determine; and the inference which they 
should draw would depend to a great extent upon whether in 
their opinion the accused knew or ought to have known that the 
gun in the hands of the deceased was loaded and whether they 
knew or should have known that their acts would lie likely to 
lead to the deceased making some use of it which would lie likely 
to cause death. Upon neither point can it be said that, under 
the circumstances disclosed in the evidence, a conclusion in 
favour of the Crown was so necessary that no reasonable man 
could have found otherwise. Indeed, the learned Chief .lust in- 
appears to have gathered the impression from the evidence that 
the deceased produced his gun not to shoot with it. hut merely 
to frighten the accused. May not they have had the same idea; 
and. if so. may they not have thought that the gun was not 
loaded? Again, there is no evidence whether the deceased 
clubbed the gun before or after the accused are supposed to 
have rushed at him. If before, may not that act have led them 
to think that a gun so handled was not loaded ! Can it be said 
that the use of the gun liv the deceased in a manner likely to 
cause death was under the circumstances so clearly a natural or 
ordinary consequence of the acts done by the prisoners that the 
jury, acting as reasonable men, could not have found other
wise than that they knew or ahould have known that the de-

4
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ceased was likely to so use that gun 1 Upon both these matters 
of faet it was the funetion of the jury to determine what in
ference should lie drawn. Upon neither were they given the 
opportunity of doing so. On the contrary, they were directed 
that if they should “come to the conclusion that what these men 
did resulted from hat ml or dislike or ill-will that would make 
it murder. “

it is not possible to read the charge of the learned Chief 
Justice without realizing that the jury were instructed that, al
though in the absence of personal grudge or ill-will on their part 
towards the deceased the acts done by them and the conse
il lienees which ensued would have rendered them guilty only of 
manslaughter, those same acts and consequences, if accompanied 
by spite or ill-will towards the deceased, would make them 
guilty of murder. The only question really left for the consider
ation of the jury in detent ing whether their verdict should 
lie one of murder or of mam -gliter was whether in doing what 
they did the defendants actuated by ill-will to the de
ceased.

With great respect, this involved ignoring the requirement 
of the ('ode that the acts of the accused must have been such as 
they knew or should have known Would Is» likely, under the 
circumstances, to cause death, or an assumption hv the learned 
Judge himself of the function of the jury in regard to that vital 
question of fact, or a direction that the acts of the accused were 
of such a character that as a matter of law the jury should as
sume that they knew or should have known that they would In- 
likely to cause death.

Under such a direction the jury may have convicted of 
murder without at all considering whether the conduct of the 
accused w is such that it was probable that it would cause the 
deceased I. act in a manner likely to result in some person being 
killed. Indeed, they might return such a verdict although no 
reasonable man could say that such a result from the acts of 
the accused should or even might have lieen reasonably antici
pated. That this was a vital misdirection amounting to a sub
stantial wrong or miscarriage in the trial seems only too plain. 
It is unnecessary to express our views upon any of the numerous 
other points raised in the stated case. It is abundantly clear 
that this is not a case in which we should exercise the |tower con
ferred by section 1018 of the Criminal Code sub-section (d ■ 
to direct that the appellants should be discharged. For the 
foregoing reasons we are of the opinion, however, that their 
conviction must In» quashed and a new trial had.

CAN
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tots

ltKuitF.ru. J., concurred with Anouk. J. Bnxl. ur. J.

Conviction i/iianlud ami 
ticiv trial ordered.
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guE. FLORSHEIM SHOE CO. v. BOSTON SHOE CO., Ltd.
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Quebec Snpciinr Court, Jtcamlin. ./. March 10. 1013.
1. Sale ig 111 II—04)—Htoppauk in thaxhitu.

Mar. Hi.
Aii iinpuiil vemlor of goo<l' Ini' the right uf stoppage -/ t run.si hi 

in the event of the vendee»’ iii*olveiiv\ while the gmnU ure 'till in 
the courne of trmi'it; their retention by the carrier entrusted with 
tin* delivery of the good', or the hiinding of them over to a wliavliiigvi, 
or to the 'elling agent of the vendor, will not defeat thi' right.

| I’hcl/to v. Comber, 2» 1 h.l). <13; hr,ni a II v. Marahall. 11 (J.ll.l). 
3â0, and Suauiriclc v. Sot hern, L.R. 1 1*. & 1). 048. referred to. J

2. Sai>; i g III H—04)—Stoitaok in tbaxkiti—<ioon* in mhthsi*.
ti«mm|h di'|n»ili‘d in a cnatoni' warehouse or held hy a carrier pend

ing the pa"ing of an entry through the euatoiii' may U- 'topped 
in tranaitu hy an unpaid vendor, where the vendit1 ha* lieeoiiH* in- 
'idvent. I Diet uni per Be.mdin. .1.»

| Sc»- \achcr v. tira ml Trunk It. Co., 30 l .(’.It. OOP: Itnrr \. Wilson.
I t 1.4 .11. 478; Maryan Envelope Vo. v. Houatcml, 7 O.ll. 007.)

3. Sai.k (gill It—041—Htoppaok tv tkanhitv—Ixsoi.vkm v or Vkxdeb.
1 nder artiide 1543 yueliev (\L\ a* amended, an unpaid vendor is 

not entitled to the right of stoppage in tranaitu where good' have 
Im-oii «old and 'hipped to a limited liability company more than thirty 
days before the date of the winding-up order if the eompanv h id taken 
delivery of the goods.

4. Salk i § 111 It—04)—Stowai;k in tkanmitc—Ixholvem v m vkxdkk.
t nder article 1 .*>43 of the (Jueliee C.V. as amended, an unpaid 

vendor ha* the right of stoppage in tranaitu where good* have liven 
sold and »hip|ied to a vendee within thirty days of the insolvency «if 
the latter, even where delivery has lieen made.

Statement Hearing of a petition for the possession of thirty eases of 
gooils containing one thousand pairs of boo ta and slim»*.

The petition was dismissed in part and alloweil in part.
A. H. McMaster, K.C., for petitioner.
S. IV. Jacobs, K.C., for Ii<iuidator.

maudiu. J. Bkaudin, J. :—The Boston Shot* Company. Limited, was 
ordered by this Court to hi* wound up on the nineteenth day of 
December, 1912, and on the 23rd December. 1912. the petitioner 
served on the provisional liipiidotor a petition in which it alleges 
that during the month of May, nineteen hundred ami twelve, 
the respondent gave an order to the petitioner for a number of 
articles of footwear, and in the month of October, 1912, a 
second order; that the goods mentioned in the first order wen- 
shipped to tin* n-spondent on or aliout the 2nd of July. 1912, 
and the goods mentioned in the second order were shipped on or 
about the 14th November, 1912; that actual delivery of tin- 
goods in question was never taken by tin* respondent, and tin- 
goods are presently in the bonded warehouse of tile inis-cn-caust : 
that the two shipun-nts consisted in all of one thousand pair of 
boots and shoes, contained in thirty cast’s, and the said goods 
are entire and in the same condition as they were when shipped ;
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“that your petitioner is willing to pay all charges «>t* freight, QUE.
duty and advances made in respect of the sail I goods, to any one ^
entitled thereto.'*

The petitioner alleges also that the said orders were taken 
on the condition that the property and ownership of the said I iokniiiim 
goods so sold were not to pass to the respondent liutd payment 
was made for the same, the contract being of the nature of a Itosmx 
suspensive or conditional sale; hut the petitioner has made no M’*
proof of this last allegation, and the prayer for the return of 
the goods and the resolution of the sale is based on the other i‘v»udin.j. 
allegations of the petition.

Mr. Vincent Lamarre, who has la*en appointed the per
manent liquidator, after having been authorized by the in
spectors ami the Court, has contested- the petition, and lie 
alleges in sulwtanee that the goods sought to la recovered by 
the petitioner herein were duly delivered to the said Boston 
Shoe Company, Limited, in the ordinary course of business, 
and were stored in tin- bonded warehouse of the mi*-t n-niust, 
for ami on account of the said company, and all warehouse and 
other charges for same were debited to and paid by the said 
Boston Shoe Co., Ltd., many months Indore the insolvency of 
the said Boston Slim* Co., Ltd.: delivery of the goods in question 
was made to the Boston Shoe Company as soon as such goods 
were held by the min-cn-vaum, subject to the order of the 
Boston Sins* Company. Limited, ami from the moment that the 
warehouse and other charges were debited to or paid by said 
Boston Shoe Co.; the delay given by law, within which the 
petitioner may have the right to recover the goods in question, 
had lapsed long before the insolvency of the Boston Shoe Co.,
Ltd. ; and n*s|>ondent is entitled to retain such goods for the 
estate of the said company, and tin* general benefit of the credi
tors.

The petitioner denies the allegations of the answer and 
tenders the respondent a promissory note, dated Montreal,
December 14th. 1912. signed by the Boston Shoe Co. for 
$3,069.90, which was not met at maturity.

The facts as they appear by the pleadings and the evidence 
may In* summed up as follows:

The first order, amounting to $2,550.85, was given on the 
2nd July. 1912, to be delivered on the 1st October. Terms:
Net sixty days from this latter date. The second order, amount
ing to $.'>19.05, was given on the 14th November. 1912, the goods 
to be shipped immediately and payable in the same manner.

Although no special mention seems to have been made at the 
time of the order whether the goods were sold f.o.b. Chicago 
or f.o.b. Montreal, it appears that they must have been sold 
f.o.b. Chicago, as the Boston Shoe Company paid the freight
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after the goods had arrived at Montreal, the first lot of twenty - 
tive eases I wing shipped in the beginning of July, by the Grand 
Trunk, and the second lot. containing five cases at the end of 
November, by the C.G.R. There also the freight was paid by 
the Boston Shoe Go.

They took possession of the goods, gave the invoices to the 
mis-m-caitxr. doing business under the name of Blaiklock 
Brothers, as warehousemen : the mis-m-cautu passed the entry 
at the eustoms house, for the Boston Shoe Co.. and in the name 
of the Boston Shoe Go., paid whatever charges there were to 
pass such entry, warehoused the goods in their public bonded 
warehouse, for the Boston Shoe Go. and charged them for the 
storage, and the goods were insured by tile Boston Shoe Go., 
in their name, and the insurance premium paid by the said 
company.

The mis-iu-raiisi declared that the goods were at the dis
posal of the Boston Shoe Company, which could have taken pos
session of one or more cases, or even of the whole of the cases, 
at any time, provided the duties were paid.

tbi tin* 14th December the Boston Slim* Go. gave their 
promissory note to the petitioner for the full amount, pay
able ten days after date. On the 19th December a winding- 
up order was issued against the said Boston Shoe Company, 
Limited, and the «piestion of law which arises is as to whether 
delivery of the goods had been made to tile Boston Shoe Com
pany, and whether the petitioner is entitled to revendicate those

The petitioner wants to exercise what is commonly known 
as the “Stoppage in transitu" under article 154J of the Civil 
Code.

The article originally read as follows:—
In the sale of Movable thing», the right of <li««oliition by reaaon of non- 

|«i\ nient of t lie prive, van only Ik* exerei»ed while the thing sold renin in» 
III the |io«»v»«i'i!i of I lie buyer; without I»r«*j m«I i«*«* to the Heller*» right of 
revendication, a» provided in the title < t privilege» nml hypothec».

Glider that clause, the unpaid vendor could always ask for 
the resolution of the sale, so long as the goods had not passed 
in the hands of a third party, provided they were entire. It 
was found that this article as originally drawn, was working 
injuriously to the creditors in cases of insolvency, and we see 
that this article was amended by the statute of Quebec. 4M Viet, 
cb. 20. sec. 1. and the following paragraph was added to the 
said articles:—

In the v«we ef Insolvency. »nvh right vnn only lie exercised during 
the fifteen day» next after the delivery.

And subsequently, by Ô4 Viet. cb. J9. sec. JO. the wort I
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“thirty” was substituted tor tin* wont “fifteen.” Consequently 
the above paragraph now remis as follows:—

In the oawe of insolvency. such right van only !*• exercised «luring tin* 
thirty days next after the delivery.

In the present ease, the winding-up order having been given 
on the 19th of Deeemher. 1912. the petitioner is well founded 
as to the second lot of five eases, as they were delivered on the 
36th or the 28th of Xo vein Iter, 1912, ami consequently within 
the thirty days of the insolvency of the said Boston Shoe Co. 
But the petitioners pretend that they are entitled to the tirst 
lot as well, because the word "delivery,” in said paragraph, 
means actual delivery, in the actual possession, and in the 
store of the Boston Shoe Co. and not a constructive delivery, 
such as the one that was made in the Inuuled warehouse of the 
mis-cn-causr: and they say that the possession of the customs 
was the possession of the Chicago company, or, at least, the cus
toms had possession for Isitli parties, and they (petitioner) 
could stop those goods “in transitu.”

On the other hand, the liquidator pretends that the fact 
that these goods were taken possession of by the Boston Shoe 
Co. from the carrier, by paying the freight, entering the goods 
at the customs in their name, paying the charges for the storage 
or undertaking to pay them, insuring them in their name and 
paying the insurance, and being able to get these goods without 
the consent or the control of the Chicago company, at any time, 
by simply paying the duty, was a delivery within article 1542.

The articles of our Code regarding delivery are the follow
ing:—

1402. Delivery it the tnm-fer of n tiling Mild into the jiower and jm»-.- 
session of the buyer.

140.1. 'Hie obligation of the Mdlcr t«i deliver is -ntistied when lie put* 
the buyer in actual |Nw*e*»ion of the thing, nr consent* to such pos
session being taken liy him. and all hindrances thereto are removed.

140Ô. The expenses of delivery are at the charge of the seller and 
those removing the thing are at the charge of the buyer. unies* it i* 
otherwise stipulated.

1400. The seller is not obliged to deliver the thing if the buyer doe* 
not pay the price, unie** a term lias been granted for the payment of
it.

QUE.
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Here, as wc have seen, a delay of sixty days for the pay
ment of the goods had been given by the petitioner to the 
Boston Shoe Co.

The petitioner has referred to a number of cases in England, 
where it lias been held that the goods can be stopped “in trans
itu,” if they are in possession of the customs, and sonic de
cisions, cither in Upper Canada or here, where the same prin 
ciple has been held.
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I couie to the conclusion, however, that the present uuhc lias 
to he determined by the principles found in our own Code, par
ticularly in the articles which I have cited, although, 1 think, 
that the principle laid down by the decisions referred to by 
the petitioner do not clash with the conclusion to which I have 
arrived.

A study of those decisions, as well as of the* jurisprudence, 
lias convinced me that each case must be decided according to 
the special circumstances surrounding it. Most of those cases 
that have been cited, refer to the case of a carrier who was in 
possession of the goods, and the goods not delivered to the con
signee. or a wharfinger, or a steamship company, or the selling 
agent of the seller, who had sent those goods to his representative 
in Montreal, and tin- goods Imd been warehoused by that, agent 
until they were delivered to the consignee or buyer. I would 
certainly follow those.decisions if the same circumstances ex
isted in the present case; for instance, if the goods were still in 
the possession of the Brand Trunk Railway or the Canadian 
Pacific Railway, or if the Boston Shoe Co. had refused to accept 
delivery when the goods arrived in Montreal, and those goods 
had been put in the warehouse of the mis-cn-causc by the Chi
cago company or representatives, 1 would not hesitate to say 
that the goods could lie stopped “in transitu.” Or else, it 
might happen that the Chicago Company would have arranged 
with the Boston Shoe Company that tin* goods would have to 
be put in a bonded warehouse until they had been paid for; 
then again the delivery would not have taken place. But tak
ing into consideration the facts as I have related them, it seems 
to me that the Boston Shoe Company had taken delivery of 
those «roods, that they could do whatever they liked with them; 
they could take possession of them without the consent of the 
Chicago company, or anybody else, except the customs; they 
would have been responsible for their loss, if they had been 
destroyed by fire after they had passed the customs and had 
been put in the warehouse of the mis-cn-causc, in their name; 
anil for the lot of twenty-five cases, delivered in «Tilly, I come 
to tin* conclusion that the petition cannot be granted.

The decisions in England on this question are very num
erous. They are collected in Mew’s Digest, vol. 12, title “Sale 
of Bonds,” sub-title “Stoppage in Transitu,” from pp. 598 to 
020. It would be sufficient to refer to the following cases, 
which I think support the view 1 take of the present case: 
PAW/m Comber, 29 Oh l> 813, 54 L.J. Ch. 1017; Foster 
Frampton, 0 B. & C. 107 ; Kendall v. Marshall, 11 Q.B.D. 356, 52 
Ij.J.Q.B 313; Ei parti Whitworth, l Ch.D. 101,
33 L.T. 470; Siranwick v. Sotlirrn, 1 I\ & I). 048. See 
also 20 Am. Encyc., 2nd ed., 1100, title “Stoppage in Transitu.”
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! would dismiss said petition as regards the twenty-five eases QUE 
of goods shipped in July, 191 *2, hut grant said petition as re- 
gards the five eases of goods delivered on or about the 28th 
Noveral>er. 1912, and order the r and the mis-cn-causi
to deliver to the said petitioner the said five cases of goods, upon 
payment of the said sum of $10.48. to the said mia-en-cause; 
with costs of the petition against the said liquidator rg qualité 
as in a ease between five and six hundred dollars, hut without 
costs against the mig-cn-cattai.

Jtidy went accordingly.

BURCHELL CO., LTD v. DILLON. N S.

\ a I'ti Sn,t hi Supreme Court. Sir Charbs Toi rnuhend, CJ.. (ira ha in, EJ„ S. C.
mal EiimhiII. mal l> sdale. ./•/. Februacif 1913

1. It HI IKK*» 11 If B-—16)— KkAL » .ST ATI ViKSTS—(OMMENSATIOX ON PKIX- “ .
t'll'Al/s I A1LVHK ToeoviU.ll. re . . .

Where a real estate broker employed to sell, liae olitalned a con 
tract of purchase and the land owner after accepting tlie deposit of 
tin- purchaser decline* to virry it out and get* the |iiircliu»er to 
take hack the »le|n»-it, the claim of the broker for negotiating a sale 
ha- neivrlhele— accrued for the full cotimii*sion *tipulat«il for. a* 
upon the romplete performnm,e of the broker'* part of the contract, 
and i« not restricted to a claim upon a quantum meruit.

| In*fen v. Canadian Fire Enijim Co.. 42 X.S.U. 77. applied. A* to 
real e-tnte broker'* itunmUelon- generally. *er annotation to llaffnee 
v. Crundu. 4 D.L.R. 531.1

Aitkai. by defendant from the judgment at trial in favour statement 
of plaintitT company, a body corporate, carrying on a real es
tate mid brokerage business at Sydney, C.B., for the sum of 
$">00 as living the amount of commission agreed on between the 
parties for negotiating a sale of property owned by defendant 
at the price of $20,000 After the sale had been arranged, de
fendant repudiated the agreement ami refused to carry out the 
same ami returned to the purchaser a sum of money paid and 
accepted as part payment on account of the sale. Defendant 
pleaded generally in denial.

At the trial the learned Judge left it to the jury to say 
whether they believed the plaintiff’s witnesses in preference to 
those for defendant and directed them that in the former case 
their verdict must be for plaintiff for the amount claimed. He 
declined to instruct the jury on the question of quantum nuruit.

The jury found that plaintiff was entitled to the commis
sion claimed and judgment was ordered accordingly.

Finlay Macdonald, for defendant, appellant.
C. J. Hurchcll, K.C., and .7. L. lialston, for plaintiff, re-

Sir Charles Towkriiexd, C.J. :—This case, to my mind, is To!Ü«h£.d!c.j.

9^80
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fi very simple one. The plaintiff emnpany sued defendant on a 
speeial contract alleged to have been entered into for the pay
ment of a commission of $500 on making a sale of defendant’s 
land. The defendant denies making any such agreement and 
denies that any sale was effected, and further denies that he 
employed plaintiff company at all. The evidence was entirely 
directed to this issue which was the only one presented in the 
pleadings. The learned Judge instructed the jury that it was 
entirely a question for them to he answered in favour of plain
tiff company or defendant according to which set of witnesses 
they believed, and that the plaintiff company were entitled to 
recover the $5(10 or nothing. That, in my opinion, was a perfect
ly correct direction. Only one matter in his directions is com
plained of. that is to say. that he should have left it to tin* 
jury to say whether plaintiff company should only recover on 
a quantum mirait as the sale was not carried out. and not have 
instructed them, as he did, that it must be for $50)1 or nothing.

In my opinion such an instruction would have been wrong. 
There is nothing in the pleadings to justify the Judge in so 
placing the matter before them. There is no claim put forward 
on a quant am mirait, nor were there any so-called common 
counts in the statement of claim, nor was any amendment asked 
for. Not even in the questions submitted by defendant’s coun
sel to he put to the jury was there any suggestion of the kind. 
The Judge declined to grant any questions, but in the general 
verdict taken any one of those suggested must be taken to have 
been answered adversely to the defendant.

This motion slionld be dismissed with costs.

Graham, E.J., and Drykdale, J., concurred.

Russell, J. :—The only objection made to the charge of the 
learned trial Judge in this case is that he told the jury the 
defendant must pay what he agreed to pay and that lie refused 
to instruct them as to a quantum aurait.

The case of Prirkitt v. Itaitqir, 1 C.R.X.S. !Mi, is cited as 
authority for the proposition that the defendant was entitled to 
have the question of a quant am meruit submitted. That was a 
ease where the agent effected a sale which the purchaser de
clined to complete and the point chiefly under discussion was 
that the plaintiff should have sued in a special action against 
his employe* for damages for withdrawing his authority to pro
ceed with the transaction. The Court held that this was not 
necessary and that lie could sue for the value of his services, and 
W il les. J., held that the proper measure of damages would be 
the amount of the compensation agreed for. That is substan
tially the instruction given by the learned trial Judge in this 
case.



I think tin* learned Judge properly refused to put the ques- 
tion of a quantum meruit. If he had done so it is probably a 
fair contention that hr would have been obliged to leave it open 
to the jury to find that the agreed amount was more than the 
services were worth even if those services had been fully per
formed, the agreement being only evidence for the jury as to 
the value of the services. I think, however, that it is conclusively 
settled by the ease of Austin Urns. v. Canadian Fire Ent/im 
Co., 42 N.K.It. 77, that the plaintiff having done all that lie 
agreed to do has fully earned his commission and is entitled to 
he paid according to the agreement and that it would have been 
an error on the part of the learned Judge if he had instructed 
them that they could award less than that amount.

NS.

S.C.
1913

ItllUHKU 
Co., l/ru.

iiiuwn, j.

Appeal dismissed.

KENNERLEY v HEXTALL. ALTA.
Alhrrta Supreme Court. Trial hr fare Sluarl, ./. January 9. 1913. ^ q

1. Action (g I It—A) —Prkmatcrk—Kai.k ok lands—Aoknt'n commis- 1013
SION—Pl'RCHASK CHICK CAYAHIK IX ST«M'K—WHIT IHSI'KD lIKKORt -------
ALLOTMENT. .Full. 0.

Where an agreement between an owner of real estate ami an agent 
employed to sell the «mue provide* that the agent'* eommi*«ioii "«hall 
lie line and puyahlc and «ball In* made out of the llr«t in«talmeiit of 
the purehaMo prier* when and a* the «ame i* reeeived hy the owner," 
an action again*! the owner who ha* «old the property for «toek in 
a corporation to In- formed, i* prematurely brought if. at the date 
of the writ no allotment of «Imre* had In-cii made to the owner, nor 
had he yet become entitled to demand the «hare*.

2. CONTRACTS (g II 1)2—I It’» )—TmaXSKKR or I'KOCKHTY—I.A.NDS—8.U.K.
A tranafer of laud* by the owner thereof to a corporation for which 

transfer the owner receive* a majority of the *tm-k of the corpora- 
tion, i* a «ale and not an exchange.

\Hurrhell \. (lomrir. | I fl 101 A.(’. 614. di*tiiigui«he«l.|
3. Contracts (g II 1)2—IflA)—Transfer ok ckockhty—Lands—Execut

OKY COXTKACT KIM» SAU AuKXT'h COMMISSION PAYABLE KWlM
I't sell ASK PRICK.

An executory contract for the «ale of land* made by the owner 
thereof, comes within the meaning of nil agreement between the 
owner and an agent whereby the agent wa* to receive a* commission 
i certain percentage of the gro** celling price of all land* "«old" dur 
ing the coiitinuam-c of the igrecment. «iieli i«immi**ion aeeruing win* 
tlier the «ale he made ny the agent or the owner, and lining payable 
out of the llr*t instalment of the purchase price.

\Nr* v. Canadian Pari fir It. Co., (19111 A.V. 328. applied.]
4. •fl'DOMKXT ( g I K 3—331—CONFORMITY TO PI.KADIXUS — DECLARATORY

JUDOMKMT, WIIKX UKXIKD.
A declaratory judgment will not In* rendered where the «tuteineiit 

of elnim not only dm** not a«k for it. but alto fail* to n*k for dam-

5. Pi .KADI NO tg I If—HI )—PHAYM* for I I HIIIKR MM.IKK. SCOPE UK—S|*M IK1C
AMJMl.vnONR.

A prayer in plaint ilf « statement "f claim a «king for further relief 
i* not sufficient to justify a separate kind of relief, dilièrent alto- 
39—9 D.L.R.
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gather from that suggenteil by tlie facts alleged and apeclHcally 
claimed.

\Cargill v. Bower, 10 CM). 500. followed.]
Pleading ( 8 I L—80)—Relief under pleading*—Action fob dis-

To entitle the plaint iff to an action for discovery lie mutt allege 
in hit statement of claim some facts a* to absence of knowledge oil 
his part constituting a ground for such relief.

Maternent This is an action by the plaintiff, a real estate agent, for 
$140,420.66, as 10 per eent. commission upon the alleged sale 
at $1,404,266.(56 of certain parcels of laud owned by the defen
dant, near Calgary. The plaintiff sets up an agency agreement 
with defendant, under which the plaintiff was to be installed 
in an office and give all his time to promote the sale in parcels 
of all the land in question, and under which he was to be paid 
10 per cent, out of the proceeds of all sales, whether made by 
himself or any other person, from first moneys collected.

The defendant, after his agreement with the plaintiff, or
ganized a syndicate, and, in form, a sale was made of his lands 
to that syndicate, he taking in payment the bulk of the shares of 
the company organized under the syndicate project.

The plaintiff alleges that such a sale, with payment in capital 
stock of the company, was a sale within the meaning of the ag
reement. The defendant sets up that it was not such a sale, and 
further that the stock had not actually been transferred at the 
time the action was brought.

The plaintiff, in addition to claiming the 10 per cent, com
mission, also claims an account and a judgment for the sum 
found due by such account. He also claims, in the alternative, 
discovery of thr sale made by the defendant, and judgment for 
the payment of any amount received by defendant on the sales 
up to the 10 per cent., and. in case of deficiency, judgment for 
any further sums up to the 10 per cent., and such further and 
other relief as the nature of the case may require.

Defendant pleads no sale, no moneys received, no indebted
ness, no cash or shares received at date of writ. Defendant also 
counte-claims for an account.

Judgment was given dismissing the plaintiff’s action and 
the defendant’s counterclaim.

Lnitfjhfid d- Co., and Wm. /'. Taylor, for the plaintiff*.
K. V. Doris, K.C., and Clifford T. Jones, for the defendant.

■tusrt,j. Stuart, J. : On the 21st April, 1911, the defendant, who 
was the owner of certain lands near Calgary, entered into an 
agreement in writing with the plaintiff", whereby he appointed 
the plaintiff his sole and exclusive agent to sell the lands in 
question and whereby the plaintiff undertook and agreed to act 
solely and exclusively as agent for the defendant for the sale
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of the same and to prive lii.s exclusive time and attention to tlie 
business of obtaining purchasers therefor until the land was all 
sold.

The defendant, retained the right of approval of all sales. 
It was also agreed that the defendant- should furnish a schedule 
of prices and should approve a general form of sale agreement, 
reserving the right to alter it, provided the alteration was not 
more onerous to the purchaser. The agreement also provided 
that the defendant should pay to the plaintiff:—

As and for commission ami cunipeiHntinn for his services, time, 
e\|»ense* and outlay, ten per cent, of the gross Helling price of all 
land» which are sold during the continuance of this contract, whether 
the same lie sold by the agent (the plaintiff), or by the owner (the 
defendant), or by any other person, and such payment shall be due 
and payable and shall lie made out of the first instalment of purchase 
price when and a# the same is received by the owner.

The agreement contained otlu-r clauses not material to this 
ease. The lands covered by the agreement were set forth in a 
schedule.

The plaintiff opened an office in Calgary and actively pro
secuted the business of selling the property to the entire satis
faction of the defendant, during the spring ami summer of 
1911. In December, 1911, the defendant went to London, Eng
land. There, on the 7th day of February, 1912, he entered into 
an agreement with a company called Canadian Securities, Limi
ted, whereby it was agreed that the company should, on or be
fore March 30th. 1912, form and register a company under the 
Companies Clauses (Consolidation) Act. 1908. having a nominal 
capital of two hundred and eighty thousand pounds, sterling, 
divided into two hundred and eighty thousand shares of one 
pound each, for the purpose of acquiring the property therein
after set forth, which property included the property covered 
by the agreement between the plaintiff and the defendant but 
also other property belonging to the defendant which was not 
comprised therein. The defendant agreed to sell to the said 
company, Canadian Securities, Limited, and that company 
agreed to buy from the defendant “as on and from the 1st day 
of February, 1912,” the land mentioned in the agreement at 
the sum of two hundred and sixty thousand pound* to In- paid 
and satisfied as follows: As to one hundred and thirty thousand 
pounds by the allotment to the defendant or his nominees of 
130.000 fully paid up shares in the capital of the new company 
of one pound each and as to the balance at the option of the dir
ectors of the new company either in cash or by the allotment to 
the defendant or his nominees of fully paid-up shares in “the 
company” (which by a strict reading of the agreement would 
mean Canadian Securities. Limited, but which, as it was as
sumed on the hearing, and as was evidently intended, meant the
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new conipHiiav i to In- treated as of par value, or partly in caali 
and partly in alia re* fully paid up. There was a proviso that 
the purchase price to the new company should not exceed two 
hundred and sixty-eight thousand pounds and that the balance, 
eight thousand pounds, payable to Canadian Securities, Limited, 
should In- paid in cash and for (by) shares in the same prunor- 
tions as the second one hundred and thirty thousand pounds of 
the purchase price should Ik- payable to the defendant. Til- 
agreement provided that the conveyance should In* completed 
• ui or before May HO, 1912, or at such later date as should be 
agreed upon in London on allotment of all the shares represent
ing purchase money and on payment of not less than fifty per 
cent, of the cash purchase money (if any), the balance (if any), 
of cash, to In- paid within six calendar months thereafter, the 
defendant in the meantime having a vendor's lieu for such cash 
and to In- at liberty to tile a caveat for the purpose of securing 
the same. The defendant was given a power of cancellation in 
case of default upon giving one month's notice in writing. The 
agreement was to he tiled with the registrar in pursuance of 
sec. 89 of the Companies Consolidation Act. 1908. It was also 
agreed that the new company should, upon conveyance, enter 
into a covenant with the defendant to observe and perform the 
terms and conditions of the agreement lirst mentioned lietween 
the plaintitT and the defendant.

In pursuance of this last agreement. Canadian Securities. 
Limited, did promote and organize a new company under the 
name “Itowness Kstates. Limited.’' The memorandum of as
sociation was tiled with the registrar on March 12. 1912. and the 
first object of the company stated therein was

Ii enter into ii ml carry into HTect ( with or without ucxi ideation i
an ngiwiiNMit which hn« « I ready h.*en |ire|inrisl. etc.,

being the agreement In-tween the Canadian Securities. Limited, 
and the defendant.

On March 2Ô. 1912. an agreement was entered into between 
Canadian Securities. Limited, and Itowness Kstates. Limited, 
whereby, after a recital of the two former agreements, the one 
lief ween tin- plaintitT and the defendant, and the one between 
the defendant and the Canadian Securities. Limited, it was 
agreed that Canadian Securities. Limited, should sell to Itow
ness Kstates. Limited, and the latter should purchase the lands 
covered by the second agreement for the sum of two hundred 
and sixty-eight thousand pounds, as provided in the second 
agreement, and that all tin- provisions of the second agreement 
should < except as to clause 1) mutât is mutrtmiix In- deemed to 
In- incorporated therein, and Ibiwness Kstates. Limited. agre«-d 
to make all the payments and do all acts required to In- done by 
the second agreement.
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It will be convenient hereafter to refer to the agreement he- ALTA 
tween plaintiff and defendant as the first agreement, and to that s (. 
between the defendant and Canadian Securities as the second
agreem and to that between the two companies, as the third -----
agreeme. • Kk\niiiwv

The second and thinl ........inents were Imtli filed with the fikmu.
registrar on April 10. 1912. —

The plaint iff took no part in the formation or negotiation of 
the second and third agreements, and gave no assent thereto, 
and was not asked to do so.

The plaintiff commenced this action on April 22. 1912. The 
defendant appeared on May 11. 1912, and on fin- same day the 
plaintiff filed an amended statement of claim, which set forth 
the first agreement and alleged that by an agreement dated 
March 29. 1912 (amended at trial to road February 7. 1912). 
tin* defendant had sold the balance of the land covered by the 
first agreement then remaining unsold, for the sum of two him 
drod and sixty-eight thousand pounds “equivalent to. at par of 
exchange, $1 .41 ,4.2(ili.(ifi. ’'

I'pon which sale it was alleged the plaintiff is entitled to a 
commission of “ten per cent., being tlt140.42li.lifi. as by the said 
agreement provided.”

It was also alleged that the defendant had received as the 
first instalment of the selling price of the said land an amount 
sufficient to pay the plaintiff's commission and compensation 
according to tin* terms of the said agreement. It was also al
leged that the plaintiff had. under instructions of the defendant, 
ami in the course of his duty, paid out money for the defendant 
ami that the defendant had received moneys for commissions 
and for interest on commissions owing and payable by the de
fendant to the plaintiff, ami that accounts had not been stated 
and settled bt*lween them.

The plaintiff claimed: 1) Judgment for +140.421».bii : (2 
An account and judgment for the sum found by such account 
to be due' from the defendant to the plaintiff; (3) Interest: (4) 
In the alternative, discovery of the sale made by the defendant 
and judgment for the payment immediately of any moneys 
xvliich the defendant may have received on the said sale up to 
the amount of the plaintiff's total claim with interest, and as 
to any balance which may he owing, judgment for the same 
payable as and when the same is received by the defendant; 
C>) Such further and other relief as the nature of the ease may 
require; (6) Costs.

The defendant, in his statement of defence, after a general 
denial, pleaded specially the making of the second and third 
agreements and that at the date of the writ, the conveyance of 
the property had not been completed. He also pleaded that no
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moneys on the second or third agreements and was not indebted 
to the plaintiff in any sum, that neither any cash or any shares

Kl XXIRIJCY
had been received at the date of the writ, that the plaintiff had 
due notice of the making of the second and third agreements

1 IrXTAlX. and as to the provisions thereof, that lie thereafter neglected to
perform his obligations under the first agreement, that the 
plaintiff never asked discovery of the terms of the second agree
ment, and that the defendant was always ready and willing to 
make full diselosure of the same. The defendant also counter* 
claimed for an account.

This defence and counterclaim were filed on May 21, 1912.
The plaintiff, in his reply, pleads an estoppel on tin* ground 

that the defendant had, before action was brought, stated to 
the that the lands had been sold, that he had received
cash thereon, and that stock had been allotted to him, and that 
the plaintiff, relying upon these statements, as he had a right to 
do, had declined to perform any further services under the first 
agreement, except for the defendant himself, and on the ground 
that he was not liound to act as agent for the purchaser, tiow- 
ness Estates, Limited, as set forth in the second and third agree
ments, and he pleads also that that clause of the final agreement 
which refers to a uniform contract of sale had been violated 
without his consent.

At the trial no oral testimony was given. The evidence ad
duced by the plaintiff consist ?d of the agreement in question, a 
certain prospectus of Bowncss Estates, Limited, and documents 
connected therewith, and certain portions of the defendant's 
examination for discovery.

The defendant, at the conclusion of the plaintiffs ease noved 
for a nonsuit, which 1 refused, and he then decided to offer no 
evidence.

It is necessary to observe that the defendant "s examination 
for discovery did not take place all on one day. It began on 
June 11th, It was resumed on June 27th, and was hgain re
sumed and completed on October 7th.

In his examination of 27th June, the defendant stated that 
there were public subscriptions for shares in Bow ness Estates, 
Limited, that the property had not been sold, but that, as he 
then said, “it is to be transferred,” that Kenuerley had not 
been asked to consent to the sale, that there was an arrangement 
by which the sale of Bowncss lots in England was withdrawn 
for a year because he had sold to the International Realty (’oni- 
pany on behalf of Bowncss Estates, Limited, eighty acres of 
land on an undertaking not to offer any lots in England, that 
Kennerley had never sold any of the lots in England, and that 
his. defendant's, interest in the property was then (»>., at the

^
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date of his examination) represented by shares in the com
pany. This statement, however, was explained earlier in his 
examination, where lie said that he was not then a shareholder, 
but that he would be. lie explained that he was then a director, 
having applied for a minimum and paid cash, two hundred Kknn“i>;y 
pounds, for the purpose of qualifying as a director. He stated iîkxtaix.
that he then had reason to believe that the directors of Bowness ----
Estates, Limited, were going to give him only fifteen thousand 
pounds in cash and two hundred and forty-five thousand pounds 
in shares; he stated that at that time the transfer of the pro
perty had not yet been made and that the secretary would not 
sign the shares until the transfer had been made.

The transfer of the land in question from the defendant to 
Bowness Estates, Limited, was put in evidence. It is < la ted 
twenty-eighth June, 1912, but was not registered until July 
twenty-third.

in his adjourned examination of October seventh, the de
fendant stated that he had then received the shan*s and the 
money to which he was entitled under the agreements, that 245,- 
870 paid up shares had then been allotted to him, that he could 
not state accurately without going into the figures how many of 
these he owned himself absolutely, but that some of them were 
held for a firm of Astley & Shackle and that that firm had nine
teen thousand pounds coming to them out of the allotment. The 
reason for this is not given, but I presume it was for assistance 
in putting the arrangement through in England.

Aside from the question as to the inclusion in the second and 
third agreements of property not covered by the first agreement, 
the two main questions raised on the argument were, first, 
whether what took place was in fact a sale at all or not, within 
the meaning of the first agreement: and, second, whether the 
action, having been begun on April twenty-seventh, some montlu 
before the defendant was actually allotted the shares stipulated 
for, was not in reality premature.

Counsel for plaintiff cited Burchell v. Gown? and Block
house Collieries Limited, ( 1910] A.C. G14, in support of the con
tention that a sale had actually taken place. That case is cer
tainly a very strong one, at first blush at least, in the plaintiff’s 
favour. There are, however, as it appears to me, certain points 
of difference which deserve some consideration at any rate. The 
sale in Burchell v. Qowrie, [ 1910] A.C. fi!4. was made through 
the efforts of the plaintiff and in pursuance of an intention to 
sell the whole property at once. It was made to accompany 
North Atlantic Collieries Limited, who owned adjoining mines, 
and the price received consisted of three hundred thousand dol
lars in first mortgage bonds of the purchasing company,
*350.000 preferred stock and $450.000 common stock. It does
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vonlrol of the pu reluming company. In the present ease the 
original pur|Hme of the first agreement was that the plaintiff 
should he the exclusive selling agent of the defendant for the
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purpose of selling off. in separate lots, the property in ques
tion. The sale was not made hy the plaintiff, hut hy the de
fendant and Ilia assistants, and as the net result of the pro
ceedings in England which, it is contended, constituted a sale, 
the defendant owns 226,000 out of a total of 280,000 shares 
of the capital stock of the purchasing company. lie, there
fore, controls the company absolutely. And the company has 
hound itself, hy the third agreement at least, to Canadian 
Securities, Limited, to carry out the terms of his contract with 
the in respect to selling off the property in lots. That,
of course, does not mean very much. But certainly, as long 
as ilextall retains his controlling interest in the company, lie 
is able to place Kennerlcy hi as good a position with relation 
to the company as he was with relation to Ilextall himself. It 
does not appear whether Ilextall ever offered to secure for 
Kennerlcy a contract with Bowness Estates. Limited, upon the 
same terms as those of the first contract. If he had done so, and 
Kennerlcy had refused, it would seem clear that Kennerlcy*s 
position would not he quite so meritorious as was BurchcH'a 
case against (lowrie, etc.. Limited. 1 would assume from the 
plaintiff’s pleadings, and from the remarks of his counsel, that 
lie would refuse in any ease to take a substituted contract on 
the same terms, with Bowness Estates. Limited. No doubt, in 
strictness, he is entitled so to refuse.

1 have made these observations, not so much to distinguish 
Burt lull v. Go writ, |1!M0| A.C. 614. on the strict point of law, as 
to the question of sale or barter, because 1 think that in that 
respect the cases are indistinguishable, hut to distinguish De
position of Kennerlcy from that of Bur .11. so far as a meri
torious claim is concerned.

1 think Bnrclull \. Gowric, 11!H0| A.C. 614, is conclusive at 
least of the point that we have here a ease of sale, rather than 
one of exchange or barter. But there are other aspects of 
the question to be considered. Was this a sale within the mean
ing of the first agreement T At the date of the issue of the writ, 
there was nothing mon- in existence than certain executory eon 
tracts of sale. Notwithstanding Hex v. Canadian Pacific Hail
way Company, 11911] A.C. H28, in which a mere executory 
contract of sale was held not to come within the meaning of tin- 
word “sold,” in the ('. I\ R. contract with the Dominion Gov- 
ernment, I think a mere executory contract would come within 
the meaning of the agreement in question here, because the com
mission is declared to he payable “out of the first instalment of

C4B
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tin* purchase price.” These words shew that an executory 
contract was intended to he covered by this agreement.

I have, however, felt some doubt on another ground, whether 
wlmt was clone here, while no doubt, in strictness, a sale should 
he considered to he a sale within the meaning of the agreement. 
If we read the agreement as a whole, the question must occur 
to anyone whether the sale of the whole property ni bloc to 
a purchasing company, in which the vendor acquired about 
four-fifths of the stock, should really be taken to have been 
within the contemplation of the parties, as disclosed by such a 
reading. The agreement refers to a schedule of priées to la* 
fixed, and a regular form of agreement of sale to he approved. 
In It an In II v. Ihnrrit, ut.. Liniihd, 11910) A.C. fi14, a sale of 
the whole of the property was contemplated from the beginning. 
If it were absolutely necessary to decide the point. I should 
feel very much hesitation in holding that the sale to Bow ness 
Instates. Limited, was within the meaning of the words “all 
lands which are sold.” as used in clause five of the agreement, 
reading that clause in the light of all the rest. This would leave 
the plaintiff to a remedy in damages only, and it is to be ob
served that the judgment in /tun In II \. dowrit , 119101 
A.(\ t»14. was itself a judgment for damages. How
ever. in my opinion, the plaintiff cannot succeed in 
his action because* of that portion of clause five in 
the agreement, which says that the commission shall be paid 
“out of the first instalment of the purchase price when and 
as the same is received by the owner.” The evidence shews 
that on April 27th. when the writ was issued, no shares had 
yet been allotted to tin* defendant and he had not yet received 
the sum of fifteen thousand pounds in cash, which lie ultimately 
did receive before trial. It had occurred to me that as the 
second and third agreements were filed on April 10th, it might 
Ik* suggested that by virtue thereof the defendant had lieeoine 
entitled to his shares, and should lie treated as having received 
them. i.f„ as being at that date at any rate, a shareholder. 
Counsel for the plaintiff, however, raised no such contention, 
and 1 think if there was anything in it. lie would have raised it. 
Besides, the second agreement distinctly says that conveyance 
and allotment of shares were to be concurrent.

It seems, to me, therefore, to be clear, that if the rights of 
the parties are to be decided as of the date of the writ, tile 
plaintiff cannot succeed, because at that time the defendant had 
not “received” his purchase price or any part of it, even 
assuming that the sale was one within the meaning of the first 
agreement. This was the chief ground relied upon by the de
fendant. and 1 am unable to see how it can he met. I know 
of no law giving a person the right to sue for money Is*fore
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it is due him ami no authority was cited to me to shew that 
even in this case lu* could do so. I think this was because no 

authority exists.
Mr. Bennett contended, however, that the plaintiff is en

titled to a declaratory judgment. The trouble with this is that 
the statement of claim does not ask for a declaratory judgment. 
Neither does it ask for damages. Both were asked for in 
Burch ill v. (iowric, |1910] A.C. 614. The prayer for relief does 
indeed ask for such further or other relief as the plaintiff is 
entitled to, but it is settled, I think, that this is not sufficient 
to justify a separate kind of relief, different altogether from 
that suggested by the facts alleged and specifically claimed. In 
Cargill v. Rower, 10 C.D. 509. Fry, J., said:—

The notion tlmt the prayer fur further relief will cover a claim for 
the r«»ci**ion of the vontrnct -veins to me to I** excluded hy thin con
sideration, that such u prayer must always be limited by two things 
—the facts which are alleged, and the relief which is expressly asked. 
You cannot, under a general prayer for relief, obtain any relief in- 
i-onsistent with that relief which U expressly asked for.
Now it may be said that a judgment, declaring the plain

tiff to be entitled to ten per cent, of what the defendant has 
received from Bowm-ss Estates, Limited, for the property in 
question, making an allowance for a proportionate part, on 
account of other property being included in the sale, is not 
inconsistent with what is specifically asked for. But 1 gather 
from what Fry, J., says, and from such eases as Vaughan v. 
Sharpe, 6 A.R. Ont. 417; Jessup v. Grand Trunk, 7 A.R. Ont. 
128: Chi Hips v. Royal Niagara Hotel Company. 25 Or. 958, 
and the other eases cited in Ont. Dig. (1903), col. 5377, that the 
facts alleged must be such as to point to such a relief as being 
the proper one to give. In the present ease, however, there is 
not a hint in the facts alleged in the statement of claim, that 
there was any necessity to ask or any intention to ask for a 
judgment declaring the plaintiff’s right as to ten per cent, of 
the money and shares to be received by the defendant. A 
simple sale for two hundred and sixty thousand pounds is 
alleged, and a simple claim for ten per cent, of it is made. 
There is. indeed, a hint, in one of the prayers for relief, namely, 
the prayer for discovery of the terms of the agreement of sale, 
that the plaintiff was not sure of his ground: but a suggestion, 
not in the allegations of fact, hut in a prayer for relief, that the 
real facts are unknown to the plaintiff, is surely no ground for 
saying that tin* statements of fact are sufficient to base a prayer 
for a declaratory judgment upon. No amendment of the plead
ings was asked for. and it seeins to me, therefore, impossible to 
make any declaratory judgment in the plaintiff's favour, even 
if. on the facts proven, he were clearly entitled to one. as to 
which I have some doubt. Damages are not asked, ami were
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not suggested in the argument, except by the defendant s
counsel.

Some suggestion was also made, that the plaintiff was eu 
titled to bring his action for discovery only. There seem to hr 
some cases in which an action purely for discovery may still 
be brought (see Halshurv. vol. 2. p. 119) ; but whether this is 
such a case or not, it would surely be necessary for the plaintiff 
to allege in the statement of claim, some facts as to absence of 
knowledge on his part, which would give a ground for such re
lief. Instead of doing that, the plaintiff has, as I have pointed 
out, given in his pleadings no hint of ignorance of something 
which he wishes to discover, except as to the account.

The result therefore, is that aside from the claim and counter
claim for an account of the dealings of the parties prior to the 
sale in England, the action must be dismissed, and with costs.

The matter of an account was not mentioned on the argu
ment by either counsel, and as no evidence on that subject was 
adduced by either party, I assume that it was intended that the 
matter should be dropped.

The action and counterclaim will both be dismissed with 
costs.

Action and counterclaim both dismissed.
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ROMAN CATHOLIC EPISCOPAL CORPORATION de ST ALBERT v.
R J. SHEPPARD & COMPANY, Limited.

.llhirta Supreme Court. Scott, J. January 14, 1913.
1. LanDMHUI AND TENANT (111 1)—33 ) —LEASE—WAIVER O» FORFEITURE

—Acckptiho rknt from rub-lessee.
Although, under the ternit of a team*, the tenant it prohibited from 

aligning or xuh-lettinu the premise* under penult y of forfeiture, 
still where he doe* •*,, to the knowledge of the landlord, the acceptAIMX- 
of rent from the *uli-le**ee by the Inndlord. constitute* it wnixer of 
sueh forfeiture.

2. Co STB acts (| IKS—7*>)—I.exse Formai, re^iisites ; Statute of

Where a parol agreement provide* for a rental for a year certain, 
with a right of renewal from year to year for two year* more, and 
po*we#*ion i* taken thereunder, the agreement i- mit void under the 
tand Title* Art (Alta.I. nor under the Statute of Fraud*.

Miami v. Hall. 2 Kx. I). .1.1.1. applied.1
3. Landlord ami tenant (1 lie—24>—Oitiox to renew on noth e —

Payment <» rent ox renew xi. term.
Where a rental agreement provide* an option of renewal for oil»»- 

«ineiit year*. the acceptance of rent for |mrtion* of one of *uch *tib- 
sequent years i* evidence of the tenaiiev having been created foi 
that year, a|>art from the <|Ue*tinn of it* effect a* a waiver of an 
alleged forfeiture through failure to give prior notice a* stipulated.

fItishop V. Uniranl. 2 II. * (*. 100. applied.1

ALTA.
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This is an application by the landlord for an order for the 
delivery of possession by the tenant of the demised premises.

Statement
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The applies!ion was dismissed.
•/. I.nmlrii, for landlord.
K. II. K (I wards, K.C.. for tenant.

Scott, J.:—In December. 1910, Dr. Archibald, who then 
owned the premises, entered into a verbal agreement with one 
Campbell to lease them to him. The evidence as to the terms 
of the agreement is contradictory. Campbell states that it was 
a lease for three years at a rental of per month for the tirst 
xear. *30 for the second year, and ♦•’15 for the third year. Dr. 
Archibald states that it was a lease for one year at #25. and that 
Campbell was to have the right to renew for a second year at 
*30 and for a third year at *30. provided that he gave two 
months' notice of his intention to renew for each year. I accept 
Dr. Archibald’s version of the agreement for this reason. 
Shortly after the agreement was entered into a lease for a term 
commencing on 1st January. 1911, cmltodying in effect the terms 
of the agreement as stated by him and containing other usual 
terms, conditions and covenants, was drawn up at his instance, 
and submitted to Campbell, and although it was never executed 
by either party, it appears that at a later date, when <'nmpliell 
was negotiating with one Sheppard for the assignment of the 
lease to the latter, they both state that they spoke to Dr. Archi
bald alsait the matter, ami that they thvii referred to the unexe
cuted lease for the purpose of ascertaining the terms of the 
tenancy. No objection was then taken by Campbell to the terms 
there stated, and I therefore assume that he accepted them as

Camplsdl entered into possession of the premises under the 
verbal agreement and carried on business as a merchant therein 
until some time in the month of January. 1911. when lie sold out 
the business to one Sheppard, and one of the conditions of the 
sale was that the latter should take over the lease of the premises. 
They both state that at that time they together saw Dr. Archi
bald, who agreed to accept Sheppard as tenant for the remainder 
of the term, that lie (Dr. Archibald > then suggested that he 
should execute a new lease direct to Sheppard for that period 
and that lie then took away the lease to Campbell for the pur
pose of having the new lease prepared.

Dr. Archibald, however, denies that lie ever made Mich un 
arrangement with them or either of them or that lie ever accepted 
Sheppard as tenant, and, as the unexecuted lease to Campbell 
contained a covenant on his part that he would not assign or 
sublet without leave, the present landlord contends that there 
was a breach of that covenant. I hold that Dr. Archibald did 
accept Sheppard as tenant. The former admits that he knew 
that, the latter was in possession of the premises, and it is shewn
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1 liMt In* paid tin* mit therefor wliivli accrued during tin* year 
1911. Tin* acceptance by Ur. Archibald of such rent would, in 
uiy opinion, constitute a waiver of tin- forfeit».re.

Some time later in tin* year 1911 Sheppard transferred the 
huai ness and his interest in the lease to the present tenant, which 
then entered into possession. During the year 1912 it has paid 
the present landlord rent for tin* premises at tin* rate of *90 
per month.

The present landlord bought the premises from Dr. Arelii 
bald about January Id. 1912, but it is not shewn whether it has 
obtained a certiorate of title. Dr. A rehibald states that by re a 
son of Campbell not having executed the lease submitted to him, 
he became merely a monthly tenant, lie dis*s not state that 
there was any agreement lietwecn them that that would la* the 
effect of his refusal or omission to execute it. and his statement 
is merely an exprtwsion of his opinion as to the legal effect. In 
my opinion he erred in his conclusion. It was contended on 
behalf of the landlord that the lease to Campbell extended for 
a period of more than three years from the time the agreement 
was entered into and that it was therefore void under the tirst 
section of the Statute of Frauds by icason of its not being in 
writing.

In llnnd v. Ilnll. 2 Kx.l). .'tfifi. it was held by the Court of 
Appeal that a lease for a year certain in which the right was 
reserved to the tenant to renew from year to year for a term 
exceeding three years from the making, was not a lease for more 
than three years from tin* making, and was therefore within the 
exception mentioned in that section. This contention must there- 
fore fail.

It does not appear that the tenant gave notice of his intention 
to renew the tenancy for the year 1912. It may lie that the 
acceptance by the landlord of rent for portions of 1912 at the 
increased rati* would constitute a waiver of the forfeiture which 
may have resulted from the omission to give such notice. It is. 
however, unnecessary to decide that ipiestion on this application, 
as the acceptance of the rent would constitute a tenancy for the 
whole of the year 1912. a term which had not expired when 
this application was made: see Itishn/i v. Howard, 2 It. & C. 100, 
26 R R 291.

It was also contended that the verbal agreement is void under 
the Land Titles Act. See. Ô4 provides that when any lands for 
which a certificate of title has issued is intended to Is* leased for 
a tenu of more than three years, the owner shall execute a lease 
ill the form prescribed by tile Act. and see. 4'l provides that the 
lands mentioned in any such certificate shall Is* subject, among 
other tilings, to any subsisting least nr agreement for a lease for 
a period not exceeding three years where there is actual occupa
tion of the land under it.

l»21
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Statement

A distinction might be drawn between the expiv ion in the 
Statute of Frauds, “leases not exceeding three years It in the 
making thereof” and that in the Land Titles Act, “a lease for a 
period not exceeding three years.” Were it not for the judg
ment of the Court of Appeal in Hand v. Hall, 2 Ex.I). 350, 46 
L.J. Ex. 603, 1 think I would have been inclined to hold that 
the lease to Campbell was within the former statute, but. in my 
opinion, it could not in any event be held to be a lease for a term 
of more than three years, and I therefore think the present land
lord’s title is subject to it.

The agent who purchased the property for the landlord 
and who has since been managing it. was ignorant of the fact, 
that the tenant claimed to hold the property otherwise than ns a 
monthly tenant. When purchasing it lie appears to have relied 
upon the statement of Dr. Archibald that such was the nature 
of the tenancy. 11 is ignorance of what 1 hold to be the true 
nature of the tenant's interest should not and. in my opinion, 
cannot affect that interest.

For the reasons I have stated I dismiss the application with 
costs.

. 1 indication dismissed.

DOMINA v. GUILLEMAUD
Manitoba King's Bench. Trial before Curran, J. January 16, 1913.

1. Brokers (SIMM—131—Real estate krokprs—Reversing right of 
INDEPENDENT HALE AGENT'S OFFER PRODI OED DEIXfBE INDEPENDENT 
BALE LEGALLY EFFECTED.

Where the owner « ring a real estate broker expressly reserves 
the right of independent -ale he will lie liable to the broker for the 
agreed commission on the latter submitting an offer in accordance 
with the listing terni' from a purchaser able and willing to carry it 
out; and such right to commission is not displaced by the owner's 
offer previously made inde|iendeiitly of the agent for the sale of the 
property to a emnpuin subject to approval and acceptance by the 
company's directors. Imt not in fact accepted by them until after the 
offer of the agent’s customer had been submitted, where the owner 
was not legally committed or bound to the company at the time when 
the agent submitted his customer’s offer, and this, although the 
owner completes the transaction with the company and not with ilie 
agent's customer.

|As to real estate agents' commissions generally, see Annotation, 4 
D.L.R. 631.1

Action for commission for the sale of land.
Judgment was given for the plaintiffs.
./. /•'. Fisher, for the plaintiffs.
.1. Dubuc and J. A. Beaupré, for defendant.

Okran, J. :—The plaintiffs sue for commission on the sale 
of certain lands of the defendant. The amount claimed is $720. 
being five per cent, on the total purchase price of $14.400. and 
is the sum to which the plaintiffs are entitled unless their right

89
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is defeated by the defendant '& exercise of the right reserved to MAN.
him in the agency contract of selling the lands himself. K

Certain written admissions were made and put in at the (.» ( ,
trial which confined the matter for determination by the Court —•
to this simple question : Did the defendant himself effect a ,k,1!IXA 
sale of the lands to another not the plaintiffs’ nominee before glillkmu »
the sale of same was made by the plaintiffs and communicated -----
to the defendant in respect of xvhieli they claim commission 1 ' "r,a’' '
If the defendant did so, then the plaintiffs' right to commission 
fails. If he did not. the plaintiffs are entitled to judgment for 
their commission.

All facts material to establish the plaintiffs’ right to the 
commission sued for are admitted “unless the defendant can 
shew that the plaintiffs are disentitled bv reason of the reserva
tion in thu employment above referred to.” The quotation is 
from the third of the written admissions.

Upon this question of a sale by the defendant evidence 
was produced by both parties. Owing to the admissions made 
the onus of proof is on the defendant, and if he fails to dis
charge this onus by proving a prior sale of the lands by himself, 
the plaintiffs will be entitled to a verdict.

The defendant called only one witness, one de la Giclais 
manager of La Compagnie Foncier de Manitoba, Limited, which 
company became the purchaser of the lands from the defendant.
It appears from the evidence of this witness that the defendant 
come to the company’s office in Winnipeg on March LI, 1912, 
about 2.30 o’clock in the afternoon, and saw the witness, and 
wanted the company to buy his equity in the land. Witness 
then and there informed the defendant that the coippany would 
buy the land, but that the sale would have to lie approved by 
the directors, and that no money could be paid over until such 
approval was obtained. The land had previously been owned 
by this company, who had sold it to the defendant and had a 
claim for unpaid purchase money of some $10,000 in respect of 
this sale. The company had full information about the land 
and $00 per acre was the price at which the defendant then 
offered to sell, and which the witness de la Giclais said the com
pany xvould pay. This is the same price at which the land was 
listed with the plaintiffs for sale.

The defendant’s offer was informally—that is, individually 
—approved by the directors on March 14. and formally at a 
directors’ meeting on March 18. The amount due the defendant 
after making necessary adjustments. $3,944.03 was paid to the 
defendant by the company on the 10th of March, two days prior 
to the formal approval of the purchase by the company.

The witness de la Giclais further said that about five o’clock 
on the 13th of March, one of the plaintiffs, Domina, came to 
the company » office with the defendant : that Domina told the
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witness mid the defemlmit thot lie hod found a purchaser for 
the laud, imd offered the defendant a cheque for >(<300 received 
on iieeoiiiit of the purchase price as a deposit, which cheque tin* 
defendant refused to accept.

This, practically, is all the defendant's witness has to say 
alsmt the purchase of the land by this company. Apart from 
any evidence (riven on the plaintiffs’ behalf, does the foregoing 
evidence of de la (Iiclais establish a sale to his company on the 
13th of March, prior to the notification to the defendant by the 
plaintiff Domina of the plaintiffs’ sale, or at all upon this date?

Had de la (iiclais been buying the land for himself prob
ably what took place before Domina appeared on the scene might 
have amounted to a sale of the land to him at common law. and 
might have disentitled the plaintiffs to their commission, as 
admittedly no notice of the plaintiffs' sale reached the defend
ant. personally before live o'clock of the same day. or about an 
hour and a half after the offer to sell had been made by the 
defendant to du la (delais. Kut de la (iiclais was not buying 
the land for himself but for his company. It is not contended 
that lie had authority to purchase without reference to the direc
tors. and in fact lie did not assume to do so but distinctly 
informed the defendant that the proposal must be first approved 
of by his directors Indore the sale could be considered as made 
or any money paid over in respect of it.

The offer of the defendant to the company on the 13th of 
March was not accepted by the company when the plaintiffs’ 
sale was communicated to the defendant by Domina. There was 
then in fact no sale to this company, for, to constitute a sale, 
I think there must not only be an offer to sell by the vendor, 
but an acceptance of that offer by the intending purchaser. The 
matter was wholly tentative, and might come to nothing. It was 
entirely dependent upon the directors' acceptance, and they did 
not act, even informally, until the following day. This informal 
action, even if it constituted a sufficient acceptance of this offer 
on the part of the company, was. in my opinion, t<s> late, as the 
defendant was then bound by the sale made by his agents, the 
plaintiffs, and was no longer free to effect a sale himself.

Counsel for the defendant cited Frnson v. Short , ii D.L.R. 
37(1, 22 W.L.H. 202. apparently to shew that a verbal agreement 
to sell land is valid at common law. and that such a sale was 
here effected. There is no doubt that a verbal agreement to sell 
land is valid at common law. and if I could hold upon the evi
dence. that the defendant did effect a sale which would Ik valid 
even at common law liefore notified of the sale effected by the 
plaintiffs as his agents, possibly that would Ik» sufficient to defeat 
the plaintiffs* claim to commission, and it may well be that such 
a sale, although not evidenced as required by the Statute of 
Frauds, would be sufficient for this purpose. I express no opin-
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ion upon this point, for it is unnecessary, because I liixl mm a man. 
fart that no sah*. i-ven at common law, hy the defendant to thin 
company wax in fact made on March 1.1, «luring the whole of ;
which day it wax open to the plaintiffs to exemsc their right as -----
defendant’s agents hy wiling the land if they could. They «lid
sell it and notified the defendant of the sale before lie had eon- ,,, , Xl u „
eluded any bargain with, or sah* to. this company. At this time
the defendant was fr«*e to carry out the sah- made hy his agents. * ,r"" J*
and was in no way legally committed or hound to the company
in respect of his offer.

Why he refused to carry out the plaintiffs' sale does not 
appear, hut that he wax in a position to do so is certain, lie 
elected to rc t* what his agents had lawfully done on his
behalf, and notwithstanding the fact that they had effected a 
sah*. lie defendant went on and completed the sale to the com
pany. It looks as if In* was endeavouring to avoid paying a 
commission, hut lie cannot he allowed thus to defeat the plain
tiffs’ undoubted rights, and I hold that tin* plaintiffs are entitled 
to succeed.

Then* will In* judgment in favour of the plaintiffs for .f7*20 
with costs of the action.

Jndtfnunt /or /dainlilfs.

WALLACE v. LINDSAY.
\lanilnbn hi nil's Hriirli. Tliill brfnrr Urtcalfr, ./ .lanUUlfl *2S. IHI t

1. Xrw tkiai (| VII—loi Motion .lisisiitmox ox kx rum \cri i
CATIOX.

Section .‘1 .'to iff tin- I'mmty Court» Act. II.N..M, IlMrj. cli. .Ts. pr.« 
viding that “» new trial or a re-hcaring may In* grunted or a judgment 
reserved in any action or «nit or in any matter or proceeding ii|n*ii 
«uHicieul enu«e l**ing «hewn f ir that purpose.'" give» juri»dirtion to a 
County Court .fudge to entertain an application for »iich relief t.r 

although »iich a coiir«e i« not to !»• eouimended.

An action to have a judgment of tin* County Court declared 
voit! and to vacate tin* registration thereof and for a declaration 
that the certificate issued does not hind tin* lands <d' tin* plain
tiff.

The net ion was dismissed.
A. C. I’ampbrll, for plaintiff.
•/. K. Adamson and C. .1. Adamson, for defendant.

MbtcaLVK. •!.:—Tin* plaintiff is fin* owner of the lands in 
tin* statement of claim «lewrihed. lie claims that tin* defemlanfc 
entered an action in tin* County Court of Winnipeg against tin* 
plaintiff and others; that judgment was rendered dismissing 
tin* action against the plaintiff: yet. notwithstanding, tin* de* 
fendants pr«*t«*ml that judgment was suhmspiently recovered 
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against the plaintiff; that the defendants have registered a cer
tificate of such judgment ; and that the plaintiff is thereby hin
dered from dealing with the said lands.

He claims:—
(a) That the County Court judgment be declared void.
(b) That the registration Ik* vacated.
(c) A declaration that the certificate does not hind the lands.

At the trial the plaintiff put in an exemplification of the
judgment. The following entries in the exemplification are 
material :—

July 2(1. 1011. Trial and judgment for plaintiff against defendant K.
Smith for $401.25, debt, together with $--------
coat*. Action dinmisHed as to other defendants.

Aug. fi, 1011. Allidavit of intention to appeal.
Aug. 10, 1911. Paid in as security for cost*. $25.
Aug. 22. 1911. Trial and judgment for plaintiffs for $406.3.>. debt, 

together with $47.4f« costs.
Aug. 24. 1011. Certificate of judgment.
No explanation was given hv the plaintiff as to the reason 

why there was a second trial.
Were it not. for an amendment to the statement of defence,

1 would have had no hesitation in dismissing the plaintiff’s ac
tion. There are various ways in which a new trial might pro
perly lie had, and 1 would assume that the learned Judge of 
the County Court proceeded regularly.

The defendant, however, has set up as an alternative de
fence that 8ulmcf|uent to the first trial the defendants made an 
ex parte application to the County Court Judge, who caused 
the second judgment to be entered. It therefore appears that 
after the action had been dismissed against this plaintiff there 
was a subséquent disposition of the cause without notice to 
this plaintiff, whereby a judgment was rendered and entered 
against him. 1 do not think that practice should lie followed: 
certainly it should not he generally allowed. Hut, if the learned 
County Court Judge had jurisdiction to entertain such an ap
plication ex parte, then the judgment is not a nullity and I can 
make no declaratory order.

Section 330 of the County Courts Act, R.S.M. 1002, eh. 38, 
provides as follows:—

A new trial or n r«- hearing may Ik* granted or a Judgment reversed
or varied in any action or aiiit or in any matter or pna-eeding upon
Kiiflivient cause being «hewn for that purpose.

While it seems to me contrary to all principle that these 
proceedings should have been taken ex parte, I think that this 
section gives jurisdiction to tin* learned Judge of the County 
t 'ourt.

The action will be dismissed with costs.

Action dismiss! (I.
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REX v. DUROCHKR

Ontario Hu promt Court. Kelly. ./.. in t'ham firm. February 25, lRI.'t.
1. Srati tkh (g IF A—1»1)—Pi xAi.TY ros inksaction r\mit doth ranixi.

AND PBDV1NCIAL LAW.
When* an art which i* not nu oMVtivp at common law i« tin* mihjcct 

of a «lintiwt absolute prohibition b> provincial statute on pnl»li<* 
grounds, the olTence *<■ created is one for the wilful eommlaalon of 
which an indictment will lie under the provision» of the Criminal 
Code. R.R.C. 1906, eh. ltd. sis-, hi I. where no other mode of punish
ment is expressly provided by law.

I It. \ Million, 3 O.Ii.lt. 567, referred to. |
2. Klmtion* .MID—76)— Offence*—Municipal klkction*.

It i« an indictable ollence in Ontario by virtue of the Cr. t ode 
(Can. i sec. It;I and the Ontario statute. .1 Kdw VII. eh. I». *«•<•. 19.1 
for a person to fraudulently put into any laillot Ih.x any pa|a*r other 
than the ballot paper which be is authorized by law to put in. at 
the taking of a poll under the Consolidated Act (Ont.i.

Motion by tin* def« for an order prohibiting the Police
Magistrate for the City of Ottawa from proceeding on an infor
mation. on the ground of want of jurisdiction to deal there
with.

The information waa laid under auli-aee. 1 (/> i of aee. 193 of 
the Consolidated Municipal Act. 3 Kdw. VII. eh. 19. which 
provides that “no person shall . . . fraudulently put into 
any ballot box any paper other than the ballot paper which lie 
is authorised by law to put in.” By sub-see. II. a person (other 
than the clerk of the munit y) guilty of any violation of 
the section “shall be liable to imprisonment for a term not ex
ceeding six months, with or without hard labour."

(!. F. Il< nth non, K.C.. for the defendant.
./. A. Ititchir. for the Crown and the Police Magistrate.
Kelly, J. :—The act prohibited by sub set’. 1 (h) of sec. 193 

is not indictable per se. It is urged on behalf of the defence 
that see. 164 of the Criminal Code cannot be applied, as see. 
193 names a punishment : and that, therefore, the Police 
Magistrate ha*, no jurisdiction.

Section 164 of the Criminal Code declares every one to be 
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to one year's imprison
ment who. without lawful excuse, disobeys any Act of the Parli
ament of Canada or of any Legislature in Canada, by wilfully 
doing any act which it forbids, or omitting to do any act which it 
requires to be done, unless some penalty or other mode of pun
ishment is expressly provided by law.

There are many eases dealing with acts done in contraven
tion of statutes prohibiting the doing of such acts. The sub
ject and the application of numerous decisions are discussed in 
Bussell on Crimes, 7th ed. (1909), p. 11 et seq. It is there 
stated that where an act or omission, which is not an offence at

S. C. 
1919

1
0001

1
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ONT. common law, is punishable by a statute, the question
s. c.
I'M |

arises whether the criminal remedies are limited to the particular 
remedy given by the terms of the statute, or. in other words.

Hrx
1)1 KIM II K*.

whether the remedy given by the statute is exclusive of or alter
native to other remedies given by other statutes or the com
mon law ; and that where an act or omission is not an offence
at common law, but is an offence by statute, an indictment
will lie where there is a substantive prohibitory clause in such 
statute, though there be afterwards a particular provision and 
a particular remedy given. The author cites from (V#</// v. 
Karlin (ins (’n.. | IS!Ni| 1 < j.B. .">M2, at p. Ô04: “ Where a duty 
is created by statute which affects the public as the %
the proper mode, if the duty is not. performed, is to indict or 
take the proceedings provided by the statute.” When a new 
offence is created by statute, and a penalty is annexed to it 
by a separate and substantive clause, it is not necessary for the 
prosecutor to sue for the penalty ; but he may proceed on the 
prior clause, on the ground of "da being a misdemeanour: /»Y.r 
V. Harris. 4 T.R. at p. 205.

In Russell on Crimes. 7th ed., p. 12, it is said : “Where the 
same statute which enjoins an act to be done contains also an 
enactment providing for a particular mode of proceeding, as 
commitment, in case of neglect or refusal, it has been doubted 
whether an indictment will lie.” The author, however, adds: 
“But all that the authorities establish on this point is, that 
where there is a substantial general prohibition or command 
in one clause, and there is a subsequent clause which pre
st1 ri lies a specific remedy, the remedy by indictment is not ex
cluded.”

The question was gone into by the late Mr. Justice Robert
son in l{i .r v. Chilian, •! O.L.R. *>b7. both as to the power of the 
Legislature to enact the Municipal Act and to regulate elections 
thereunder, and to prescribe the penalty or forfeiture for a wil
ful breach thereof, and also as to the eases where indictment 
will lie: some of the authorities there cited have a bearing on 
the present ease.

Lord Denman. C.J., in Ifii/ina \. Hinhaiian, s tj.B. at p. 
887, declares that wherever a person does an act which a statute, 
on public grounds, has prohibited generally, he is liable to an 
indictment, lie agrees, however, that where, in the clause con
taining the prohibition, a particular mode of enforcing the pro
hibition is prescribed, and the offence is new, that only
can lie pursued : but he explains this by saying that the case is 
then as if the statute had simply declared that the party doing 
the act was liable to the particular ment ; and he adds,
“But, where there is a distinct absolute prohibition, the act is 
indictable.”

0
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In the present case there is in one clause of the statute a dis
tinct, absolute prohibition, the penalty beinp provided by a 
separate and substantive clause.

It appears to me that these authorities are applicable here, 
and that they are distinctly opposed to the defendant’s eon 
tention.

In that view the application must be dismissed. 1 see no 
reason for relieving the applicant from payment of costs; and 
the dismissal is. therefore, with costs.

ONT

S. ('.
ion

llïX

1)1 KOI III It.

I'roliilnlinn ri fitxi d.

McFARLANF. v. FITZGERALD ONT
(hihli'in Nu inrun ('mill. 1/ iililhlnii. ./. /•'< liruiiri/ 27.

1 • si liooi s l S III A -A.*i i—S< itool. TAXKS I I M i lovs ok HO.XKIi.
Tin* y lioiil I. .anl of a towii-.liip m-IhmiI ili<tri«t in Ontario lia- thv 

l«'g« 1 right itself'to mviw whatever nmney it regularly mil* fur and 
to arrange and I'niuidaie it* own délit» unlinui|iered liv the to\vn»hi|i 
eouueil.

1 1" varioti» prior, ih‘ri»ion-> relating to the an me matter. *>ee
If•' II \issmni (’mil in mi linn Nrhool. 1 |).|„|{. 'JW :| |)|.|{ |Jtû
1 D.L.K. H47.1

s. <*. 
Ittl.1

Fell. 27.

Motion by the plaint ill's for an interim injunction to restrain 
the defendants from acting upon a resolution pawed by the coun
cil of the defendants the Municipal Corporation of the Township 
of West Nissouri.

See h‘i lh mli rso n and Tninislii/i of Wixl Ms souri, :t O.W..Y 
!>•>. 24 O.h.R. -»17; Ur West Sisson ri ('nut in nil lion Srlinnl, 1 
IU-.R. 202. :l D.L.R. lit.'». :i O W N. 47*. 72<1. 25 O.LR. 551); 
lit Wisl Xissonri Continuation Si In ml, 4 D.L.R. *47. o w N
1112.1. 4 O W N. 497.

The motion was turned by consent into a motion for judg

IV. A*. Mm dit It, for the plaint ill's.
(1. S. fiihhnns. for the defendants.

Statement

Middleton, J. : This is another chapter in the unfortunate 
litigation over the continuation school in West Nissouri. The 
facts appear sufficiently in the judgments already reported.

Upon a mandamus being sought to compel the school board to 
apply for the money necessary for the maintenance of the school, 
it was suggested that the county council might repeal the by-law 
for the establishment of the school, to which it was answered that 
it would be contended that the county having created could not 
destroy, and that it was hoped that, even if it had the power, the 
county would not repeal the by-law in question.

When that motion was before me. 1 refused to delay judg
ment, as the demand had to be made before a day named in the

Middleton, J.
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ONT. statute; uud, being of opinion that the trustees were bound to
^"77 make the demand, 1 awarded a mandamus <,4 D.L.R. 847, 3

O.W.N. 1623).
An appeal was had; and, pending the appeal, the demand was 

M« !• mu wi made without prejudiee to the rights of the parties. Upon this 
KirziiMvxi.ii. appeal judgment was reserved to see what action (if any) the

----  county council might take and to allow the validity of any re-
Middifton..!. peaijng by-law to be determined. The county took no action, and 

judgment was then given dismissing the appeal 4 O.W.N.497).
In the meantime the township council was doing its best to 

forward its views and secure a repealing by-law from the county, 
and those interested in the establishment of the school were 
opposing any such by-law, both upon the ground of absence of 
power and inexpediency.

The educational committee of the county council reported 
against any attempt to repeal, “on account of the uncertainty 
of liability resulting from legal action now pending and judg
ments already given;” hut added that, ‘‘as soon as the expense 
and costs are paid by either the school board or municipal coun
cil, the resolution and by-laws should be Repealed.”

To fortify its position, the township council passed a resolu
tion that the township ‘‘guarantee the payment of all legal 
debts” incurred by the school board, ‘‘and that the same he 
deposited with the county treasurer as soon as ascertained.”

This meant that the township intended, instead of obeying 
the mandamus to pay the $2,000 to the school hoard, to have an 
inquiry as to the debts of the hoard and to pay sufficient to the 
county treasurer to enable him to pay the creditors. As the 
mandamus was still in the hands of the appellate Court, this was 
not intended to be contumacious, and was only intended to be a 
means of satisfying the county council that, in the event of re
peal, the debts would he paid.

As a counter-move the plaintiffs brought this suit to restrain 
any action upon this resolution.

The county council finally determined to take no action upon 
the request for repeal, and returned the resolution to the town
ship. There is, therefore, nothing in the action now—beyond 
the q nest ion of costs.

The township had no power to divert the money from the 
school board or in any way to interfere with its affairs. The 
school board has the right to receive the money it calls for and 
to arrange and liquidate its own debts. What the township 
sought to do, when it proposed to pay to the county sufficient to 
pay the debts of the hoard, to be proved before the county trea
surer. is quite foreign to anything that is authorised by the 
Municipal Act, and ultra vires. This ultra vires action of the 
municipality and improper payment of municipal funds can, 1 
think, be restrained by a ratepayer in a class action.
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Looked at from a broader point of view, the costs of this 
action really form part of the expense of an unsuccessful attempt 
by the township to get free from an obligation imposed by law; 
and the fairest disposition of costs is to direct payment out of 
the township funds rather than to impose the burden on the 
individual.

For these reasons the injunction may be made perpetual, and 
the defendant township should be ordered to pay eosts.

ONT.

M. C. 
IBIS

MvKani.ank

Fitziikbaui.

Middleton, J.

Injunction onhntl.

CARVETH v RAILWAY ASBESTOS PACKING CO ONT.
thilario Supreme Court. Middleton. •/. February 2s. IWIfi. s.c.

1. Mam IK* Aim suivant (f I K—221—Gaousmt h»k iuhciiabui I)i*h\tis
FACTION WITH BKSIT.TR—MlSCONDICT—INCOMFCTBNCY.

Where, uiwler a written contract of hiring the «iefemla t« employed 
the plaintitr as travelling anIceman at a fixed «alary ami commission 
for one year certain, the hiring to In» extended for another year if 
defendant* were satisfied with the result*, but there was not expressly 
reserved any right of dismissal fur mere dissatisfaction within the 
first year; and where, under such agreement the plaintill" acted faith
fully. pursuant to instructions, hut because of want of result* the 
defendant* before the expiry of the first year became dissatisfied and 
upon that, ground alone dismissed the plaintiff ; such dismissal was 
wrongful in the absence of misconduct or incmn|»etenee on plaint itr*

2. Cot rra 111 II—121—Jurisdiction ovkb xox.rbsioknts—Contract in
OTIIKR CROVINCK.

A «tatement in a written contract of hiring that the parti»* elect 
domicile at a place located in another province of Canada should not 
l»e construed a* an agreement not to sue in the courts of another pro 
vince to which the plaintiff might otherwise resort.

1 ma
Fell. 28

Action for wrongful «1 ism issu 1 
/>. Inglis Grant, for the plaintiff.
IV. ,V. Tilley and /’. If. Parmin 1er, for the defendants.

Statement

Middleton, J. ;—The hiring was under a written agreement, 
dated the 29th March, 1912, made at Sherbrooke, in the Province 
of Quebec, where the factory of the defendant company is situ
ated.

The agreement is between the company, on the one part, and 
one King and the plaintiff, on the other part. The company 
employed King and Carveth to introduce, sell, and dispose of 
“goods of the plaintiff, being a certain lubricant then about to 
be placed upon the market, manufactured under a certain patent 
granted to the president of the company as inventor.” The 
agreement provided that King and Carveth should place snd 
sell 12.000 shares of the company's capital stock at $1 per sli ire 
before the 1st June, in consideration of which they were to he

MMdMm. J.
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allowed, jointly. 2,00(1 shares at par—presumably paid-up. 
it is then stated that King and Carvcth are hired for one year, 
with the option to the company to extend for a further period of 
a year, if satisfied with the results of their services and work. 
A commission is then provided upon the amount of the sales; 
and it is stipulated that King is to work in the Province of Que
bec only, and Carveth in Ontario only. “Legitimate expenses” 
are to be kept to “a minimum figuredaily reports are to be 
sent ; and, in addition to the commission. King and Carveth are 
each to he paid $2.500 per annum, in weekly instalments.

The product in ipiestion was not upon the market at all. 
Some brands of it were suited for use as a lubricant upon rail
ways and street railways. If a railway or large street railway, 
such as the Toronto Street Railway, could be induced to adopt 
it, the sales would be very large, and the result would be im
mensely greater than what could be expected from sales to in
dividual factories or by retail, where the amount required would 
be. comparatively speaking, insignificant.

King apparently made no success in his endeavours in the 
Province of Quebec; and, in a few weeks, the defendants made 
up their minds to dismiss him. Carveth, at this time, was giv
ing entire satisfaction. It was assumed that a failure to sell the 
12,000 shares by the 1st June would justify discharge. Carveth 
was asked not to sell, so that the company might be in a posi
tion to get rid of King. lie assented. King was got rid of, and 
Carveth continued ; the result being that the terms of the agree
ment would continue to govern, so far as he was concerned, save 
that he was removed from the obligation, originally joint, with 
respect to the sale of the stock.

Carveth, through acquaintances, was able to secure an intro
duction to the Toronto Railway Company, and to the Canadian 
Northern Railway Company. lie began a series of demonstra
tions of the efficiency of the lubricant in question. 11 is success 
was not unqualified, partly because the manufacture was yet in 
the experimental stages, and the product of unequal quality.

Carveth was sanguine and optimistic, perhaps to an unreason 
able degree, and was ready to assume much from any en
couragement that he received from those in charge of the affairs 
of these railways. 1 think that he honestly did his liest to ac
complish the introduction of the wares in question ; and, while 
his correspondence is perhaps too rosy and optimistic, I acquit 
him of any intentional misleading or dishonesty. The import
ance of securing the adoption of the lubricant by these railways 
was quite manifest to the company. Carveth was told to devote 
himself to the street railway and let all else go; and, while in 
the result nothing was accomplished, I am not sure that he was 
entirely to blame.
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It is to be borne in mind that the hiring was for a year 
certain, to be continued for another year if the company were 
satisfied. The position was such, when the dismissal took place 
in August, that the company might well with perfect honesty 
say that the situation was not satisfactory ; but they had not 
by the agreement reserved to themselves the right to dismiss at 
any time if dissatisfied.

I do not think there was any such incompetence or mis
conduct as would justify dismissal. The result was not as satis 
factory as either Carveth or the company hoped for ; and the 
company made up their minds to change the inode of carrying 
on their business and to elose the Ontario office and concentrate 
their endeavours on the obtaining of a foothold elsewhere. As 
a matter of ess policy this was probably wise ; but this did 
not entitle them to take the course they did with the plaintiff. 
In every such hiring, where the master does not expressly re 
serve the right to dismiss at any time, the employee is taken, 
to some extent, for lietter or for worse. There must Ik*, as I 
understand the eases, more than mere dissatisfaction with the 
result : there must be incompetence or misconduct.

It is significant that in this case there is not. throughout the 
correspondence, voluminous and extensive as it is. any com
plaint. The expense accounts were regularly sent in. No doubt, 
these expenses for cigars and entertainment to those
engaged with the two companies in question. The employees 
of these companies were, no doubt, put to some inconvenience, 
and were, no , asked for favours, so these expenditures 
were not without reason: but. beyond that, they were the very 
things contemplated by the expression “legitimate expenses.” 
and there never was any objection to what was being done, until 
the defendants decided to change their plan of operations. The 
evidence of the defendants’ representatives was most unsatis
factory.

The question as to the plaintiffs right to sue in Ontario was 
raised at an early stage, and a conditional appearance was entered. 
The existence of assets within Ontario to an amount exceeding 
♦20ft was admitted at the trial, though it had been denied on 
the motion to set aside the service; so there is now no question 
so far as Ton. Rule lf>2 is concerned.

ONT

l ii l a

MMill. ton. .1.

The right to sue in Ontario is also denied upon another 
ground. By the contract the parties elect domicile at Sher
brooke. where the contract was made. It is said that this not 
only permits but compels resort to the local Court at Sher
brooke. The Civil Code of Quebec, art. 85, provides that in such 
ease “demands and suits relating thereto may be made at the 
elected domicile and before the Judge of such domicile.” 
Article 94 of the Code of Civil Procedure makes it plain that, 
even within the Province, this doe* not prevent suit elsewhere, as
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a defendant may he summoned either before the Court of his 
domicile or the Court of domicile elected, ns well as before the 
Court where served, or. in certain cases, the Court where the 
plaintiff resides.

This falls far short of an agreement not to sue in any foreign 
Court to which the plaintiff might otherwise resort.

Quite apart from this, the right to resort to our Courts is 
determined by the Rules, which have the force of statutes. This 
is so stated in Western national Hank of ('itt/ of .Yew York v. 
Perez Triana tf* ('o., |1891| 1 Q.B. 304: and probably any 
agreement not to resort to our Courts, even when made abroad, 
would be regarded as against public policy and void.

The plaintiff’s claim is exaggerated, and, I think, should be 
confined within the bounds indicated at the trial, namely, for 
the period between his dismissal and the date when he secured 
other employment, plus the $8 due him on expense account: 
in all $358. I think this should be with County Court costs 
and without a set-off.

Judgment for plaintiff.

Re WILSON
Ontario Supreme Court, Middleton ./, March S. MIL!.

1- K NEC I TORS AMI ADMINISTRATORS ( § IV C 1 —108)—DISTRIBUTION —
Separate trusts—Expenses ok administration.

Where 11 testator direct* the creation of a tru«t fund from one of 
hi* properties ami the investment of mime by thv executor* during 
the minority of the licneliciiirie*, the general estate U . hargealdv with 
* he <-0*1* of the creation of the tru*t fund hut not of it* investment 
.iml distribution; the latter cost* are to Iw paid by the fund itwelf 
lien ring the cxpen*e* of it* own administration in like manner iib if 
there hud been a direction to pay it over to *eparute trusta»* instead 
of it* being managed hv the executor* of the testator'* estate.

[He Church. 12 O.L.R. 18. applied.]

Motion by the executors of the will of Samuel Wilson, de
ceased. for an order, under Con. Rule 938. determining two 
question* arising upon the construction of the will.

IV. (!. Thurston, K.C.. for flit1 executor* ami the residuary 
legatee.

F. L. Hutton, for adults interested in the ..........Is of lot 17.
K. ('. Cattanarh, for infants interested in the proceed* of 

lot 17.

Middleton, J.:—Two questions arise on the construction of 
this will : first, with respect to the sum of $2,(X)0 charged upon 
the proceeds of lot 17 ; seeond, with reference to the incidence of 
the executors' compensation and costs regarding the execution 
of the trusts declared as to the same lot.

The testator gave his farm and certain other lauds to his son 
Robert, charged with the payment of $2.500 to his daughter 
Mary. lie then gave his executors lot No. 17 upon trust, with
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power to sell, and out of the proceeds to pay to Mary $2.ôU(), 
‘also to pay $2,000 toward paying my just debts;” the residue 

to be invested for the benefit of the children of the deceased son 
William, and to be divided between them when they attain age. 
The residue of the estate, real and personal, after payment of 
the testator’s debts, is then to go to Robert.

At the time of the testator’s death, he was indebted in a con 
siderablc sum, far exceeding the $2,000. He left property of 
very substantial value other than that specifically devised.

The lirst question is this : can Robert, as residuary devisee, 
call upon the executors for the $2,000 towards the debts, or are 
the proceeds of that lot only to 1m* resorted to if the residuary 
estate is not sufficient to pay the debts?

It is said that the words used are not sufficient to charge the 
proceeds of this realty and to exonerate pro tanto the residuary 
estate, because the residue is to go to Robert “after the pay
ment of my just debts.”

f do not think that this is the real meaning of the will. The
testator, I think, intended $2.(MHI. part of the pro»... ils of lot
17, to he applied in and towards payment of his debts, and 
then gave the residue after the debts had been paid—that is, 
after the residuary estate had been resorted to, to the extent 
necessary to supplement the $2,000 to his son Robert.

Reading the will as a whole, and without seeking to import 
into it technical rules that probably were not present to the 
mind of the testator, his language seems to me plain and suffi
cient.

The second question depends upon the effect to he given to 
the principle laid down in /•'# Vliimlt, 12 O.L.R. 1 \ There the 
testatrix directed her residuary estate to be divided into four 
equal shares, three of which were to In* paid over at once, and 
the fourth to lx* held upon trusts covering an extended period 
of time. It was held that the expense of administering the trust, 
after the share in question had been set apart, should In* Iwrne 
hv the share itself, and not by the general estate.

Applying that principle to this will, the general estate must 
hear all the costs of the creation of the trust fund arising from 
lot 17 : but the costs of investing this fund during tin* minority 
of the beneficiaries, and of its distribution, must be borne by the 
fund itself. It is just as if the testator hud directed his execu
tors to pay the residue of the proceeds of lot 17 to an independ
ent board of trustees. Until the fund should 1m* created and 
paid over, the expens»- would fall upon his general estate. After 
payment over, the fund would have to bear the costs of its own 
administration.

Costs of all parties may conn- out of the estate ; of the execu
tors as lw»tween solicitor and client.
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SASK. DODD v. MATHIESON.

S. C.
1111.1

Simkalcheiraa Nupremc Court. Carkcr. UitMlrr in Chambers. March N, HUM.

1. I t'NfM ( # 1 —14 !—Swi HITV HIM VONT*—DUI.AY IN APPLYING.

Mill (Il S. A motion hy defendant for security for eo-ds is warranted at any 
'•«ge of the proceedings under Unies 714 and 7IS. of the Sask. Vrac- 
iUnies Mill, and may In* granted after the vane has lieen placed on 
the trial list.

11. fill Hr If, ,lc.. t'o. v. Hint. 2*1 (M). MAN a lid Itc Smith. Hum \. Main, 
7S I..T. 40. a|i|died. |

Statement Motion for security for posta. Tliv pleadings had Iippii closed, 
and the ease appeared on the list for trial at the sittings of the 
Court at Regina, on March 11th. The plaintiff contended that 
the defendant is too late in making the motion, and that security 
should not lie ordered at this stage of the proeeedings.

F. H. Jonah, for applieant (defendant).
II. F. Thomson, for plaintiffs.

I'akkkk. M.C. : Our rules 714 and 715 an* similar to Kng- 
lish rule 981. I'mler that rule, in Liffhiiy, etc., Vo. v. Bird, 2d 
C.D. .‘158. 52 L.4. Cli. Ii4ll, security for costs was ordered after 
tin* defence was filed and notice of trial given. This case was 
followed in Iti Smith, limn \. Haiti, 75 L.T. 4fi, where the Court 
ol Appeal held that security for costs might he ordered at any 
stage of the proceedings. There is also an unreported judgment 
of Xewlands. J., St. John \. F riel, decided December 2'lrd, 1905, 
in which the above eases were followed and security ordered, 
although the defence was filed and the action set down for trial.

There will, therefore, he an order that the plaintiffs give 
security for the defendant's costs in the sum of $1100, either by 
Isold or hy cash deposit. The costs of the motion will he costs 
in the cause. Counsel for the plaintiffs made a request that if 
security were ordered the trial he postponed until the next regu
lar sittings of the Court, in April, and the order for security will 
include a provision to this effect.

Security ordered.

SASK. NESS V BABCOCK

S. C.
uni

Saskatchewan Supreme Court. Hauttaia. \ <wlaniis. anti ha mon t. .hi.
March 111. HUM.

March Hi.
1. M ASTIR A NM HKRVANT ( | It*—HU—HKMVIVKM WITHOUT HPMTHV HlN- 

tract—Quantum mkruit.
Where tin* courl finds Iliai Him* wo no mncluded agreement of 

hiring for the w|ieeiflv lvngtli of time contended for hy the employer, 
m Hie employee hail never underslixid that the hiring wan for such 
term, nor assented thereto ami the agreement was not in writing, the 
employee will lie entitled to recover upon a quantum meruit for the 
services lie hud rendered.
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Appeal by tin* |»IhintitV from judgment at trial dismissing 
action brought to recover wagea alleged to be due.

The appeal was allowed.
A". A*. Unrig, for appellant.
No one contra.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by

Newi.andk, J. : The plaintiff brought this action lor wages 
from November 2"», 1910, to March M, 1911, at $10 per month; 
from March Id to August Id. al $dô per month ; and from Aug
ust Id to November 2n, 1911. at $40 per month.

The wages from November 2ô. 1910, to March Id, 1911, are 
admitted to In* due by the defendant, but as to the other wages 
claimed, lie says that on March 10. 1911, the defendant agreed 
to work for him for a year from March Id, 1911, for the sum 
of $dd5; that the defendant worked until November 2Ô. 1911, 
and then left Ids employment without any cause. To this de
fence the plaintiff replies the Statute of Frauds. I think this 
reply is no answer to the defence, for the reasons given by 
North. .1., in Milrs v. Si u* Xialanil Alfont Kstati f V 11 sxi; i. 
d2 Cli.l). 266, at 279.

As to the facts of the ease: the learned trial Judge held that 
the defendant's version of the hiring was the correct one. But 
he says:—

Thv evidence is very miillieling in thi* action, ami I am of I lie opinion 
Ilia 1 the trouble he* ari«*en liecame of tile plaintilT'w failure to tlionsighly 
understand the nature of the bargain made.

Now, if the plaintiff did not understand the nature of the 
bargain made, I do not see bow he call be said to have agreed to 
it, and as the real dispute between the parties is the length of 
time the plaintiff was to work for the defendant, then the pl i'n 
tiff, if he did not understand he was to work for a year from 
March Id, 1911, did not agree to do so, and if there was no 
concluded agreement between the parties, the plaintiff is • i 
titled to recover upon a i/iian/mn mirait, upon which lie < ini ms 
in the alternative. I may say that the learned trial Jink • l*\ 
not giving costs to the defendant, the successful party, has 
shewn that lie thought the plaintiff was not in default, except
ing. as he states, in not understanding the bargain lie is al
leged to bave made.

I’nder this finding of the learned trial Judge. I think the 
plaintiff is entitled to recover the amount claimed, with costs.

S.C.
tali

\ I SM

Aft/mil iilloirnl.
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Saslatehnran Supreme Court, llaultain. C.J.. I,ntruth I, and Brown. JJ. 
March in. 1913.

1. New triai. 16 II—fln i—To depemhnt on kkvkrhixo noxhvit.
While a defendant moving fur a nonsuit at the close of the plain- 

titT*H ease takes the risk of having the case disposed of on appeal 
without evidence for the defence, the appellate court may grant him 
a new trial on reversing the nonsuit, if it lie shewn that he was pre
pared at the trial to adduce evidence in answer had the nonsuit not 
been granted, particularly if it appears that the risk of taking the non
suit was not brought to the attention of defendant's counsel.

fCraiff v. McKay, 8 O.L.R. 631 ; Macdonald v. Worthing ton. 7 A.R. 
531, referred to.]

2. ( onth (6 I—2c)—On appeal- -New triai..
<>n the allowance of an appcil from a judgment granting a non- 

'«lit. on the defendant's application, at the close of plaint id's ease, 
the costs of the appeal and of the abortive trial may lie awarded 
against him as a term of granting a new trial to enable him to adduce 
evidence in answer.

Tins is an action for the recovery of a sum of money al
leged to be due the plaintiff for breaking certain land. At the 
conclusion of the plaintiff’s case, and at the request of counsel 
for the defendant, tile learned trial Judge who tried the case 
nonsuited the plaintiff. The plaintiff appeals from such de
cision to this Court, and asks to have judgment entered in his 
favour. Counsel for the defendant supports the judgment, and 
in the alternative asks for a new trial.

The appeal was allowed and a new trial ordered.
E. L. El wood, for appellant.
T. /). Brown, for répondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Brown, J. :—The trial Judge gives no reason whatever for 

so disposing of the action : and. with deference, I find myself 
quite unable to find any good reason why he should have done 
so. 1 am of opinion that the plaintiff, at the time he was non
suited. had clearly made out a primo facir ease for judgment 
in his favour. This being so. we are now called upon to decide 
the question whether or not there should be a new trial. It 
has been shewn that the defendant was prepared at the trial 
with evidence whieh tended to contravene the plaintiff’s case. 
Although counsel for the defendant, at the conclusion of the 
plaintiff’s ease, asked for a nonsuit, it was not brought home 
to him that in having his request granted he took the risk of 
being denied a new trial in the event of an appeal being suc
cessful. Under such circumstances 1 am of opinion that a new 
trial should he granted : see ('raitj V. McKay (1904), 8 O.L.R.
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651 : Macdonald v. Worthington (1882). 7 A.R. (Ont.). 531.* 
Odgers, 6th ed., 312. on the question of nonsuit, says:-

Strictly, there is no longer «well a thing »< a nonsuit: For v. Star 
Xrwspaper Co., f 1900] A.C. 111. Hut the word i* now used to denote the 
act of the .Tudgp when he withdraws the ease from the jury and directs 
judgment to tie entered for the defendant without (or in spite of) their 
verdict. The projier time for the defen». Hit's counsel to submit to the 
Judge that there is no case for him to answer is at the close of the plain- 
titf’s ea«e. Some Judges, however, decline to allow the question to lie 
argued at thi« «tage of the action, unless defendants’ counsel at once 
announces that he intends to rill no witnesses.

As counsel for the defendant asked for the nonsuit, the de
fendant must pay the costs of this appeal and the costs of the 
trial which has been thus rendered abortive.

Appeal allowed and new trial directed.

UHLENBURGH v. PRINCE ALBERT LUMBER COMPANY

SuxLutcImran Supreme Court, Haultain, C.J., XcicIumIh, ami I.amont, ./•/. 
Ilarch 10. 101.1.

1. Mantkr ami skbvant (6 V’—3401—Workmen's compensation—Assess
ment OF DAMAGES AFTER DISMISSAL OF NEGLIGENCE ACTION.

Where an independent action for damages for personal injury to a 
workman alleged to have resulted from the negligence of the employer 
is dismissed at the trial for lack of evidence to shew negligence, tin- 
trial judge may. on the application of the plaintiff, proceed to assess 
and award compensation under the Workmen's Compensation Act, 
Statutes of Sank. 1910-11. eh. II.

This was an action for $4,000 damages which the plaintiff 
claimed for the loss of his hand, occasioned, as lie alleged, by 
the negligence of the defendants, in whose employ lie was at 
the time. At the trial, on the close of the plaintiff’s case, the 
learned trial Judge found that there was no evidence of negli
gence on the part of the defendants, and dismissed the action, 
but on request of counsel for the plaintiffs proceeded to assess 
compensation under the provisions of sec. 8 of the Workmen’s 
Compensation Act, and found the plaintiff entitled to $2,000. 
The defendants now appeal on the ground that the amount of 
the compensation so adjudged was not arrived at in accordance 
with the principle laid down in the Act.

The judgment was reduced to $1,600.
If. Y. MacDonald, for appellants.
W. M. Martin, for respondent.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by 
Haultain, C.J.:—Section 15 of the Act reads as follows:—

*Tlii« fiâuw- was affirmed tub nom. Worthington v. ilacdonnhl. t) Can. 
S.C.R. T27, where the judgment Ix-low was affirmed with a variation.

SASK.

9. C. 
Mill

Maks

SASK.

S. C. 
1911

March 10.

Statement

Haultain, C.J.
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SA SK. 1 "*• Du* aiimiint of «•«oupcn^oti«»n iwiivvI'hIiU1 iiiiiIim tlii* Act «hull not

8.1*.
I1H.1

exiwif either Htieli «mu iin în fourni to lie et|iiivulriit to the estimated earti- 
■•■g- during the three veur* preceding the injury of u |H*rNon in the name 
grade employed during tlio*e Him- yea i n in a like employment or the

iVi'iliVu’ ■•iiin o| # 1 .sut», whichever i« larger, hut «hull not exceed in any case the 
«lllll of SJ.lKMI.

Li xiiihi ( U.

rile only eviiii-iii‘1- on this point is tin- evidence of the plain- 
litl. wliieli shews that he was engaged during the milling season 
of five or six months in each of the years 1911 and 1912, at a

Hmiltwin, 1 '.J, wage of $2.20 per day. This evidence does not, in my opinion, 
afford a sufficient basis for finding what sum is "'equivalent to 
the estimated earnings during the three years preceding the in
jury of a person in the same grade employed during those three 
years in a like employment.”

The learned trial Judge has found that the plaintiff is en
titled to the maximum eompensation allowed hv tile Act : but 
as there is no evidence to shew that the estimated earnings for 
the three years xvquld exceed $1,800, the amount adjudged must 
In- reduced to that sum.

The notice of appeal in this ease sets up two grounds of 
appeal :—

1. That the Iioiiou ru hie .liMivc who linn le the «uiil award hud no 
juristic!ion under the Workmen's (oni|H*n«ution Act to award eoni|ieii«u- 
lion under the niid Act.

2. That the ««ml honourable dust lee in grunting the «aid coni|ieiiNUtioii 
acted ii|mm a wrong principle in exercising ITh discretion with respect to 
the umount of the nu'uI eoiupeuNution.

The first ground was discreetly abandoned by counsel for 
appellant.

The second ground questions the principle acted upon by 
the trial Judge in exercising bis discretion as to the amount 
of compensation. If that means anything it means that the 
compensation allowed is excessive. The only limit imposed on 
the exercise of this discretion by the Act is as to the maximum 
amount to lie allowed. The Judge may allow any amount up to 
the limits imposed by the Act, but if he decides to allow the 
maximum amount that amount must lie arrived at by the method 
of calculation provided by the Act. The mistake made by the 
learned trial Judge in this ease was that lie did not employ the 
proper method of calculation, or rather, that there was no suffi
cient basis provided by the evidence for that calculation.

The point upon which tile ease turns was not taken by the 
appellant either at the trial or in his notice of appeal : ami 
while the eompensation adjudged must be reduced to $1.800, 
there will In- no costs of appeal.

•/mit/nu ni lu loir rarittl.
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SHAVER v. SPROULE.

Ontario Supreme Court. Ilitton, ./. March 15. litl.'l.

ONT.

S. C. 
min1 Indemnity (§ 1—5)—Covenant in dkei»—Against whom enforce*

* , . , . , . .. March 15.A purchasers covenant lor indemnifying a vendor against all 
claims, action*, or demands in rcnjiect <,f a mortgage of the lands 
conveyed, similar in term* to a prior iavenant on the part of the 
vendor in the convey am e of land* to him, may In* enforced by the 
vendor, notwithstanding that he has not paid the principal interest 
and costs due on the mortgage; Imt the judgment will direct payment 
into court by the defendant of the amount to lie applied in satisfac
tion of the mortgage debt.

\ltc Richardson. cx parte Core mors of St. Thomas’* Hospital. MOlll 
2 K.B. 705, followed.]

Motion by the plaintiff for judgment upon the statement statement 
of claim, in default of defence.

The plaintiff claimed a declaration that the defendant was 
bound, under a covenant of indemnity contained in a convey
ance from the plaintiff to the defendant, to procure the plain
tiff’s release or discharge from his liability to the mortgagor 
from whom the plaintiff bought the lands in question, and to 
whom the plaintiff had giverf a similar covenant of indemnity, 
for principal, interest, and costs under the said mortgage, and 
a judgment directing the defendant to procure such release or 
discharge by payment of the said liability or otherwise and to 
indemnify the plaintiff against the said liability.

George Ilallidav mortgaged certain lands in the township 
of Gloucester to J. I\ Hand, to secure $8,000 and interest. Sub
sequently, Ilalliday conveyed the equity of redemption to the 
plaintiff, and the plaintiff covenanted to pay the mortgage and 
to indemnify the mortgagor against all actions, claims, and 
demands on account thereof. The plaintiff, in turn, conveyed 
the same equity of redemption to the defendant, and the de
fendant gave the plaintiff a covenant of indemnity in the same 
terms. The mortgage fell in arrear, and the mortgagee re
covered a personal judgment against the mortgagor Ilalliday on 
his covenant to pay the mortgage-moneys, and the usual order 
nisi for foreclosure wax made. The mortgagor threatened to 
sue the plaintiff upon his covenant of indemnity, but the plain
tiff, instead of first paying the amount due upon the mortgage 
to the mortgagor or the mortgagee, commenced this action, in 
the Supreme Court of Ontario, against the defendant upon the 
covenant of indemnity entered into by the defendant.

F. A. Magic, for the plaintiff.
No one appeared for the defendant.

Britton, J„ following /«V Hichardson, Ex />. Governors of 
St. Thomas’s Hospital. 11911 ] 2 K.B. 705 (C.A.), and other

41—9 D.L.B.

Britton, J.
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March 19.

Statement

cases cited in Halsbury’s Laws of England, vol. 29, p. 390, 
foot-note (k), held that the covenant of indemnity could be en
forced, notwithstanding that the plaintiff had not paid the debt.

The judgment as entered contained a declaration in the 
terms asked for, an order that the defendant should pay into 
Court to the credit of the cause on or before the 1st April, 1913, 
the amount due to the mortgagee for principal, interest, and 
costs, the same to be applied in payment of what was due to the 
mortgagee; or, if the mortgagor had paid the mortgagee, then 
in payment of what was due to the mortgagor. The judgment 
further directed that, in default of such payment into Court, 
the plaintiff should recover from the defendant the sum due 
for principal, interest, and costs. [See Boyd v. liobinson, 20 
O R. 404.|

Judgment fur plaintiff.

HOWSE v. SHAW.

Ontario Supreme Court. Ttiol bcfoic Britton. ./. March 19, 1913.

1. Solicitors (fill A—22)—Liability to client— Negligence.
A solicitor is not to tie held liable in a negligence action brought 

by his client against him, merely because hi* advice on the question 
of the applicability of a Statute of Limitation# to the client'# case 
against a municipal corporation may have been wrung or was not 
sustained by the court, if the solicitor's opinion was honestly formed 
and given in guod faith upon the question of law.

[Compare Taylor V. ItobertHon. 31 Can. S.C.R. 615.]
2. Evidence (§11 R—105)—<)xvs or proof in establishino ai.lko.v

In an action by a client against his solicitor for damages for negli 
gence in not instituting the client's action against a municipal cor
poration at an earlier date so a# to prevent the operation of a Statute 
of Limitations, the onu# of proof is upon the client to establish that 
the solicitor wa# given and accepted instructions to sue. and not 
merely to write a letter, as he did. demanding a settlement and so 
leaving the question of future proceedings open for further instructions.

Action against a solicitor for negligence.
The action was dismissed.
Gordon Waldron and G. G. Martin, for the plaintiff.
C. St. Clair Leitch, for the defendant.

Britton, J. :—On the 27th June, 1911, the plaintiff, while 
driving upon a highway in the township of South wold, was 
thrown from his “rig” and quite severely injured. The plain
tiff attributed his accident to a defective roadway, lie was 
well versed in municipal law, having, as he stated, been for 
seven years a member of a township council, and also for two 
other years a member of a county council. He knew that it 
was necessary, if he intended to hold the township corporation
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liable for his injury as occasioned by nonrepair of the high- ONT.
way, to give the township corporation notice within thirty s c
days of the time of the happening of the accident, and to bring mi:i
his action within three months. ----

On the 25th July, 1911, William Bole, of West Lome, at ll","s'5
the request and on behalf of the plaintiff, wrote out signed, "imv.
and delivered to the plaintiff to be mailed, a notice in the words Britton'j,
and figures following:—

“West Lome, Ontario, July 23th, 1911.
“To the Reeve of the Township of Southwold,

“Dear Sir:—Take notice that on June 27th I was severely 
injured by being thrown from my rig owing to defective high
way just east of Shedden, and as a result of such injuries I 
claim damages to the amount of $500. If so I can, I will wait 
on your council, when next you meet, if you will let me know 
the date, as having l>een a member of the township council here 
seven terms, and of the county council two terms, I would like 
to talk matters over with you, before further procedure.

“Yours truly,
“Barnum Ilowse,

“per W. II. B.”
This notice was received by the Reeve of Southwold 

—but the exact date of such receipt or indeed of the mailing 
was not shewn. Nothing turns upon that, in view of what hap
pened. The claim was rejected by the township council. The 
plaintiff apparently had hopes of getting a settlement even up 
to and after the 16th August, that being the day when he con
sulted the defendant—and the day when, as he contends, he re
tained the defendant to bring an action against the township 
corporation. The defendant’s account of the interview and 
alleged retainer on the 16th August is, that the plaintiff spoke 
hopefully of a settlement and gave reasons for his hope, and he 
wanted a strong letter—“a bluffing” letter—written to the 
Reeve, as he, the plaintiff, thought that such a letter would assist 
in bringing the settlement about.

There is a direct contradiction between the plaintiff and 
defendant as to what took place at that interview. The plaintiff 
says that he told the defendant to commence the action if no 
settlement followed the letter and to commence it’in time. The 
plaintiff further says that, at other times and later on. he told 
the defendant to issue the writ, and that the time within which 
the writ must issue was discussed between him and the defend
ant. The defendant says that the negotiation was still on be
tween the plaintiff and the council, and he, the defendant, was 
not instructed to issue the writ; but, on the contrary, he was to 
wait until further instructed, and he was not, within the three

L
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months from the time of the accident, instructed so to do. The 
defendant says he was not instructed to commence the action 
until October, 1911. A letter such as the defendant describes 
was written on the 16th August, 1911.

The plaintiff says that up to within three or four days of 
the expiry of the time for bringing his action, he knew that the 
writ had not issued, and he told the defendant’s clerk of the 
delay and complained of it. The plaintiff is not corroborated in 
this, and the defendant denies it, so far as having the matter 
brought to his notice by either the plaintiff or by the steno
grapher or any one in his (the defendant’s) office. As to what 
took place in October, the plaintiff says that he knew he was 
late; and, when the defendant suggested issuing a writ, the 
plaintiff said “no use;” that the defendant looked up the law, 
and came to the conclusion that the three months’ limitation did 
not apply, and that then the plaintiff said : “If you go on, you 
do so at your own risk—I will not be responsible.”

The defendant’s account of it is, that, when the plaintiff 
wanted the writ issued, he (the defendant) raised the question 
of expiration of time, or that it might have been suggested by 
the plaintiff; that he (the defendant) did look up the law, and 
he came to the conclusion that it was a case of misfeasance, and 
so the action was not harred ; that he told the plaintiff so, and 
the plaintiff then directed the issue of the writ, and it was done. 
A special case was agreed upon, which was heard by Mr. Justice 
Middleton, and the action was dismissed : see IIowsc v. Town
ship of Southwold, 5 D.L.R. 709, 3 O.W.N. 1295. This was af
firmed by a Divisional Court : see 5 D.L.R. 709, 3 O.W.N. 1592, 
l’7 OUI. 89.

In May, 1912, the plaintiff determined to look for damages 
from the defendant by reason of the defendant’s negligence in 
not commencing the action in time.

The writ issued herein on the 24th August, 1912. Since the 
issue of the writ, the costs of the action, including the appeal, 
in IJowse v. Township of Southwold, 5 D.L.R. 709, were taxed 
against the plaintiff at $148.66, and on the 10th October, 1912, 
the plaintiff paid to the Sheriff, in full of the amount of execu
tion for these costs and for the Sheriff’s fees, in all, the sum of 
$170.

The plaintiff’s alleged causes of action are: (1) that the 
defendant neglected to commence the action against the township 
corporation until the plaintiff’s right of action had become 
barred by the provision of the Municipal Act ; and (2) that the 
defendant, without consulting with the plaintiff and without 
any instructions from the plaintiff, entered an appeal to a Divi
sional Court from the decision of the trial Judge.
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I am of opinion and so find that the plaintiff is mistaken ONT 
in saying that the defendant was actually retained and in- ^Tc
structed on the 16th August, 1911, to issue the writ without |<n:J
further instructions from the plaintiff.

1 find that the plaintiff did not give further instructions to 
the defendant until after three months from the time of the acci- siiaw. 
dent. No doubt, the plaintiff* knew, as did the defendant, of the FritunTj 
time-limit—but the plaintiff waited until some further oppor
tunity to get a settlement. That was the plaintiff’s desire, and 
he gave the defendant to understand that influence was being 
used on his behalf with the council ; so time went by. The plain
tiff and defendant were both busy men, and the defendant was 
exceptionally busy during September, but not likely to forget 
to have a writ issued, had he been instructed to have that done.

The plaintiff* took his chances of the defendant being right 
in his contention that the limitation clause of the statute did 
not apply, in ease that clause should he pleaded in bar of the 
plaintiff’s claim.

It was, in my opinion, a case of oversight or forgetfulness 
on the part of plaintiff* not to see that the defendant, or some 
other solicitor, was specifically instructed and in time.

1’pon the question of damages, the defendant objects on two 
grounds: (1) that the notice of action, which the plaintiff him
self gave, was insufficient ; and (2) that the plaintiff had not a 
good cause of action against the Corporation of the Township of 
South wold—so that the plaintiff could not have succeeded had 
the action been fought out on its merits.

I think the plaintiff’s notice of the accident and action was 
sufficient in form, and apparently the township corporation 
took no objection to that, but promptly disputed the plaintiff’s 
right to recover upon the facts of the accident, in addition to 
their objection that the action was not brought in time.

As to the second objection, 1 must say that, upon the facts 
so far as presented to me, I have grave doubts as to the plain
tiff’s right to hold the township corporation liable; and, if this 
case does not end with my decision, and if necessary, this ob
jection may remain to be pressed by the defendant.

Mr. Waldron contended that, if the retainer and instructions 
were proved, the plaintiff was, in any event, entitled to nominal 
damages. McLeod v. Jtnulton, It. 84, supports that view.

As the matter stands, the plaintiff* has not satisfied the 
onus which was upon him of establishing his cause of action.
The plaintiff* affirms, and the defendant as strongly denies. The 
account the defendant gives of his part in the matter, as I have 
stated above, is a reasonable one; and that the plaintiff should 
have allowed the time to go by is not improbable.
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The plaintiff, in my opinion, acquiesced in the case being 
carried to appeal in the ordinary way without any undertaking 
on the part of the defendant to do so at his own cost. That the 
defendant should have come to the conclusion that the Corpor
ation of the Township of Southwold, if liable at all, would be 
liable for misfeasance, is not actionable negligence. If an at
torney or counsel can be held to warrant the correctness of his 
opinion, honestly formed and honestly given on a question of 
law, Judges may fear lest an attack be made upon them for 
difference of opinion.

The action should be dismissed, and with costs.

Action dismissed.

THE KING v. Eva WILLIS and Victor Cyril POPLe

Manitoba King's Bench, (lait, J. March 20, 1913.

1. Continuance and adjournment (§11—8)—Criminal trial—Pre
judice of jury by press comments.

The pont|K>nement of a criminal trial tdiould be ordered on motion 
of the accused, where the court is satisfied upon the affidavits filed 
on the motion that the minds of the jurymen in attendance have 
been affected to the prejudice of the accused by the publication of 
press notices stating that the accused had confessed the crime.

\lt. v. Danes, |1900] 1 K.B. 32, approved.]
2. Thial (§11)—20)—Criminal prosecution—Alleged confession—

Opening case.
Counsel for the Crown in a criminal prosecution may not, in open

ing the case to the jury disclose the facts relied upon ils constituting 
a confession by the accused until the court has decided that the evid
ence is admissible. (Dictum per Galt, J.)

Application on behalf of the two prisoners for a postpone
ment of the trial until next assizes.

The trial was postponed.
II. V. Blackwood, for the Crown.
C. II. Locke and J. F. Davidson, lor prisoners.

Galt, J.:—The application on behalf of Eva Willis is sup
ported by an affidavit of Charles Holland Locke, which shews 
that the accused persons were arrested on March 11, 1913; that 
on March 13 the Manitoba Morning Free Press, a paper having 
a very large circulation throughout the city of Winnipeg and 
the Province of Manitoba, published on the front page of the 
morning edition of said paper, in large type, the words fol
lowing:—

Jury return* verdict of murder. Chief March states Mr*. Willi* con
fessed to murder of child,
and following the said heading there was printed a long article
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purporting to ho descriptive of the alleged confession of Mrs. 
Willis, commencing as follows:—

We've killed the child. We've done wrung, hut it is done and cannot 19LI
he undone. Mrs. Yeoman spoke to us about taking the child away, sav-

to place it in a home, hut we could not find a place for it anywhere; we j,- 
then decided to kill it,
and the article then proceeded to give in part what purported 
to be a confession made by the accused Willis to the said chief 
of police.

Several other extracts from the Free Press are also detailed 
in the affidavit, quoting what was supposed to have been ad
mitted by the prisoner.

The affidavit then shews that on the same day The Winni
peg Telegram, a daily paper published in the city of Winnipeg, 
and having a very large circulation throughout the said city, 
published a sensational story in regard to the crime alleged 
herein. On the front page there was printed, in large type:—

■Chief of police gives startling evidence of mother's confession. 
Strangled baby, then left her in boat.

On page 12 of the same issue of the """" g Telegram there 
was a large photograph of both the accused, with the following 
heading:—

Young man and woman who confessed to having murdered bnhv.

The affidavit further states that on the same day an ac
count of the alleged confession was also published in the Winni
peg Tribune,an afternoon paper published in the city of Winni
peg, with a very large circulation, and states that by reading
the articles above referred to and other articles which have been
published in the said daily papers since the arrest of the ac
cused herein, the jurors who will lie called upon to try tin* said 
ease will, before any evidence is tendered hv the Crown and 
before said trial is commenced, be led to believe that both of the 
accused persons above-named have confessed to the murder of 
the child.

The affidavit proceeds to allege certain reasons for a con
tention on behalf of the accused Eva Willis that the alleged 
confession by her would be inadmissible in evidence against her 
at the trial, and Mr. Locke further states that he believes that 
in order that the accused Evu Willis may have a fair trial on 
proper evidence herein before a jury uninfluenced by the pub
lication of statements, such as above-named, it is necessary that 
the trial herein may be postponed until the next assizes to be 
holden for the eastern judicial district, when a jury may be 
summoned who will be able to deal with the ease uninfluenced 
by any consideration other than the evidence which is produced 
before them in proper form.
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MAN. And the affidavit concludes with a statement that the ap-
K p plication is made in good faith and with no other end in view
iota than that the said Kva Willis may have a fair and impartial
—7 trial.

,\u affidavit was also read, made hy Joseph F. Davidson, 
Kva Willis, solicitor for the accused Victor Cyril Copie, stating that the

a"^t j time is too short for said accused to be ready for trial on the
date fixed for it, namely, March 20th, and that he believes a 
fair trial of the defendant could not be had at the present 
assizes on account of the publicity which has been given to this 
matter by the daily newspapers of this city, and that he be
lieves that public opinion at the present time is vei'y much 
against the said accused, and that in consequence thereof his 
interests are very greatly prejudiced.

Mr. Davidson further relates an incident of overhearing a 
certain conversation between two of the jurymen who might 
he called on this trial, hut whom he does not know. One of 
them stated to the other that, “if that fellow comes up for 
trial, and 1 am on the jury, he will not get any consideration 
from me,” or words to that effect.

Mr. Blackwood, appearing for the Crown in this matter, 
opposes the motion upon the ground that no sufficient cause is 
shewn for a postponement ; that all the matters published by 
the papers, with the exception of the headings, were matters 
which were given in evidence at the inquest, to which the 
would be admitted; and he reads an affidavit made 1 himself, 
shewing the difficulty of keeping witnesses here, an 1 offering, 
on helm If of the Crown, to empanel another jur.x if needful ; 
hut he presses the necessity of proceeding with t trial without 
unreasonable delay.

It appears to me that the newspapers in question entirely 
over-stepped the limits of justice and fair dealing towards the 
prisoners in publishing broadcast the items in question, and 
especially the head-lines, which must have been prepared hy 
the newspapers themselves. One of the lirst requisites of our 
administration of criminal law is that everyone accused of 
crime shall have, as far as possible, a fair and impartial trial.

The law with regard to confessions is. perhaps, not very 
clearly understood by newspapermen : but the admissibility of 
a confession is hedged about with many difficulties, for it has 
been found in practice that confessions have been extracted 
from prisoners which were subsequently found to have been 
erroneous in many particulars, and, in some cases, absolutely 
without foundation in fact. 1 only mention this for the pur
pose of shewing that every confession is attended with a certain 
amount of difficulty. This is so well understood by lawyers that 
counsel for the Crown, even when relying upon a confession

5
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which he feels sure of having admitted in evidence, is not al
lowed, in opening his case to the jury, to disclose what the con
fession is until after it has been decided to be admissible in 
evidence by the Judge.

The material before me shews that the newspapers of Winni 
peg have anticipated the course of justice, and deprived tin- i: 
prisoners’ counsel of any benefit which the prisoners might have 
by the confession or confessions being ruled out as inadmissible, 
it is impossible, in my opinion, to say that the two prisoners 
are not most seriously prejudiced by the publication of the 
articles in question.

I have not had much opportunity of looking into this matter 
since granting leave to tin- accused yesterday to bring on tin- 
motion : but I would like to refer to the case of Tin A7m/ v. 
Davits, 11 lx.It. .‘12, as shewing the principles which should 
govern the Court as regards the effect of such publication. 
There the application was on behalf of a prisoner to attach an 
editor for contempt of Court. The following language used by 
Wills, J., in delivering the considered judgment of the Court, 
at 114, indicates the principles on which the Court acted, lie 
says :—

This is an application to commit the defendant for contempt >• 
Court. The circumstances which have given rise to it arc as follows. \ 
woman was arrested on September 2, 1905, on n charge of abandoning i 
child at Morriston, in the county of Glamorgan. She was brought Ik*fore 
the magistrates at Swansea on September The defendant is the editor, 
printer and publisher of the tioulli II ales Ihiil/i /'o*/, a newspaper pub
lished at Swansea. In the issue of the paper published on the evening of 
September 5. there appeared a report of the proceedings before the justices, 
followed by a statement headed. "Antecedents of the accused." and in the 
issue of September 8. another article entitled, ‘Traillc in babies." and in 
the issues of September 0 and 12. further articles relating to tin* accused 
|H*rson. They contained a great nuniltcr of statements calculated to give 
an exceedingly unfavourable impression of the prisoner, and notably the 
article of Septemlier 8 stated that she had Iks-ii guilty of wholesale child 
farming, and alleged her identity with one Dora Johnstone, who, it wa> 
alleged, had more than once been convicted of fraud; hut it is not neces
sary to give any more specific account of their contents, as Mr. Bunkos, 
who appeared for the defendant, admitted that nothing could lie said in 
defence or even in palliation of the act of publishing such articles concern
ing a person under remand ii|H>n a charge which might lead to her com
mittal. He confined his argument to denying the jurisdiction of this 
Court to deal witli the present application, on the ground that as the 
crime charged could he tried at quarter sessions the publication was an 
offence against the quarter sessions, and could not Is* dealt with sum
marily by this Court.

It would perhaps In* enough to say that, inasmuch as the question 
whether the committal should take place to the assizes or quarter ses
sions depended in nil probability upon the mere accident of which tribunal
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MAN. might liold its sittings hcfnro the other, it was just as much contempt of
----- the assize Court ns of quarter sessions, and, if so, our judgment in Hex v.

Parke, f 1903] 2 K.B. 432, applies. We adhere to the view we expressed
__ 'm in that ease that the publication of such articles is a contempt of the

Tin Kino Court which ultimately tries the case after committal, although at the 
r. time when they are published it cannot be known whether there will be a 
\\ iij.in. committal or not. Their tendency is to poison the stream of justice in 

Qtlt j that Court, though at the time of their publication the stream had not 
reached it; and as such articles are calculated to interfere with the power 
of the Court (whatever it he) that tries the ease to do effective justice, 
it is a contempt of any Court which very well may try the case, but in 
fact does not do so. as well as of the Court which actually tries it.

Then the learned Judge goes on to say :—
It matters not, whether the uncertainty at the time the articles were 

published extended only to the forum to which the case should be sent, 
or to the question whether a committal would take place at all, or to lioth. 
In each of such eases the mischief is the same, and the Court which might 
have to try the case would find its authority undermined beforehand.

Then, further on, he says :—
The reason why the publication of articles like those with which we 

have to deal is treated as a contempt of Court is because their tendency 
ami sometimes their object is to deprive the Court of the power of doing 
that which is the end for which it exists, namely, to administer justice 
duly, impartially, and with reference solely to the facts judicially brought 
before it. Their tendency is to reduce the Court which has to try the 
case to impotence, so far as the effectual elimination of prejudice and pre
possession is concerned.

Then, again, at p. 40, he says:—
What then is the principle which is the root of and underlies the cases 

in which persons have been punished for attacks upon Courts and inter- 
fereneea with the due execution of their orders? It will lie found to lie. 
not for the purpose of protecting either the Court as a whole or the in
dividual Judges of the Court from a repetition of them, but of protecting 
the public, and especially those who, either voluntarily or by compulsion, 
are subject to its jurisdiction, from the mischief they will incur in the 
authority if the tribunal lie undermimsl or impaired.

The learned Judge concludes the judgment of the Court *as 
follows, p. 48:—

Thinking as we do that the application now liefore us asks for nothing 
more than the legitimate application to new circumstances of the old 
principles of the common law, we have come to the conclusion that we 
ought to grant the remedy invoked, and it remains only to consider the 
penalty that ought to lie inflicted. We have again looked through the 
articles complained of; they contain a number of statements respecting 
the person charged of a character likely to seriously prejudice her cane, 
to create a feeling against her, and to affect the minds of persons who 
might take part in her trial. In our opinion such a case demands a severe 
punishment. We order David Davies to pay a fine of £100, and the costs 
of these proceedings.
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In the present instance, looking at the material before me, 
I ennnot resist the conclusion that every man upon the jury 
must have had his mind affected by the publication of these 
articles in the Winnipeg papers during the present assizes. To 
what extent our newspapers may circulate throughout the coun
try 1 do not know : but it appears to me that, so far as any trial 
at the present assizes goes, the authority of the Court has been 
undermined to a large extent, and the minds of the jurors can
not but be seriously affected against the prisoners by the pub
lication of their alleged confessions, which may or may not, at 
the trial of the case, be admitted in evidence at all.

Mr. Blackwood has suggested that the Crown would be quite 
willing to empanel another jury in order to proceed e
trial as promptly as possible ; but I do not think, that, under 
the facts as disclosed by the affidavits, that would meet the 
justice of the case. I think it is absolutely necessary, in order 
to secure a fair trial of these two prisoners, that the ease should 
stand over until the next assizes.
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K1NGDON PRINTING CO. v. MALCOLM et al.

Manitoba Kim/* Hench. Trial before Curran, ./. January 15. 1913.

1. Evidence i § II .1—30.*»>—Presumptions ami iivriien of proof—Circum
stances ASH COURSE OF III MXKSB—PRINTING CONTRACT.

In nn action In the plaint ill'.-*, n printing firm, on u «linputcd ac
count for printing work done niul delivered, the following eircuni- 
**tances raise a presumption against the claim (o) nlwtenev of plain 
tiffa customary records shewing the various orders for or the execu
tion or delivery of the alleged work ; (6) plaintiffs delay of ulmut 
four years in pressing the claim after its repudiation by the defendant;
(e) plaintiffs admission that a large portion of the claim is for work 
never delivered.

The plaintiffs seek to recover from the defendant F. II. Mai- statement 
eolm the sum of $5.059.9:1, the amount of a printing account.

The action was dismissed.
H\ II. Curie and F. .1 /. tturbidqc, for plaintiffs.
II. M. Dennistoun, K.f1. and C. II. Locke, for defendants.

Curran, J. :—The ease may be conveniently divided into two cumn.j. 
branches, the one in which redress is sought against the defend
ant F. II. Malcolm, as above, and the other in which relief is 
sought against the wife of the male defendant, in the nature of a 
declaration that she is a trustee for her husband of certain lands 
in St. Boniface to the extent that such lands may be made avail
able to satisfy creditors’ claims against her husband.

It is unnecessary to consider the second branch of the ease

ZZ
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unless 1 come to the conclusion that the defendant P. 11. Mal
colm is indebted to the plaintiffs, and to what extent.

It appeared that the defendant F. II. Malcolm, in and prior 
to the year 1907, had been acting as promoter of an institution 
known as the Colonial Hank of Canada. It was intended to 
change the name of this bank to the National Rank of Canada, 
and to reorganize and commence business under that name. The 
defendant P. II. Malcolm undertook to promote the organization 
of this bank and to secure subscriptions for a certain proportion 
of its capital stock. According to the arrangement made by him 
with the projectors of this institution he was to bear the expense 
of organization in return for receiving a commission on stock 
sold.

In connection with his organization work the defendant F. H. 
Malcolm employed the plaintiff company to do certain printing 
in the nature of prospectuses, applications for stock, circular let
ters. etc. No specific arrangement as to quantities or prices seems 
at first to have been made. The defendant Malcolm had previ
ously done business with the plaintiff company and he and the 
president of that company, Abraham Kingdon, were well known 
to each other. It seems that Malcolm simply placed orders ver
bally with the plaintiffs for such work as was required in the 
earlier stages of his promotion of this bank, the work was exe
cuted, and charged up in the ordinary course as to any other 
customer at prevailing prices.

This course of dealing prevailed during the months of June. 
July ami moat of August. 1007. when, for some reason not dis
closed, the defendant F. II. Malcolm appears to have desired a 
more formal understanding with the plaintiffs as to future print
ing for the National Hank. Possibly one reason for this was a 
desire to secure a more favourable price. Accordingly, on Aug
ust 29. 1907. the defendant P. II. Malcolm wrote the letter, ex
hibit 32. to the plaintiffs.

This letter refers to a previous conversation between them as 
to the National Hank and to verbal quotations as to prices and 
quantities previously made by Kingdon to the defendant P. II. 
Malcolm. This letter purports to confirm these prices and pro
vides for special methods of delivery of the printed matter when 
completed from time to time. The defendant Malcolm swears 
that the president of the plaintiff company, Abraham Kingdon. 
admitted to him that he had received this letter. No formal 
answer to the letter was written by the plaintiff company, and 
although the plaintiffs* president denies having received the 
letter. I accept the statement of the defendant F. II. Malcolm 
upon this point, and hold that the letter was received and was 
acquiesced in by the plaintiff, ami it therefore formed the basis 
of the contract for printing subsequent to its date between the 
plaintiff company and the defendant F. II. Malcolm.
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It was shown in evidence on the part of the plaintilTs that 
their usual course of dealing with orders for printing was that 
such orders should lie entered in a book, called the order hook, 
exhibit 2, by the person who received the same. The plaintiff’s 
foreman then prepared dockets or envelopes of the orders re
ceived, containing specifications and details as to the execution 
of the work. These dockets were used by the plaintiffs’ workmen 
in executing the work, and when completed the executed work 
was charged up in n journal, exhibit 1. From exhibit 1 the items 
were posted direct into the customers’ ledger.

Had this course been followed in the present ease, the plain
tiffs would have experienced much less difficulty in establishing 
their account ; but unfortunately for them, such a course was not 
followed as to a considerable portion of the work which they 
claim Malcolm had ordered on behalf of this bank; that is to say, 
no orders appear in the order book, exhibit 2. for a large? pro
portion of the work included in the plaintiff’s account now sued 
for. No explanation of the omission to so enter these orders is 
forthcoming, and in view of the fact that the defendant F. II. 
Malcolm positively denies having placed orders for any such 
large quantity of work as he is charged for by the plaintiffs, this 
omission raises a grave question in my mind as to any orders 
having been given by Malcolm at all for the work so omitted. 
The defendant F. IT. Malcolm does not deny that the plaintiff did, 
on his account, considerable printing for the National Bank, but 
he claims that the plaintiffs have been overpaid for all work 
which they could legitimately charge him with.

The questions, therefore, for my consideration, are
(1) Did the defendant F. II. Malcolm order the work sued 

for?
(2) If so, did the plaintiffs execute and deliver all of the 

work sued for?
I hold, as to deliveries, that the plaintiff company were bound 

by the terms of exhibit ‘12, and that deliveries could be made 
either to the mailing department of the postal authorities at the 
O.P.R. station, or at the offices of the bank. In the case of de
liveries direct to the bank, receipts shewing such deliveries were 
required to be obtained by the plaintiff company. The checking 
of deliveries, therefore, was to be made from the post office de
partment. return and from such receipts. No delivery receipts 
are produced, but a certificate from the postal authorities shew
ing the number of mailings is put in, exhibit 21».

Unfortunately much of the evidence of a documentary char
acter, which it is said would have assisted the plaintiff in proving 
its account, has been lost or destroyed, such as the receipts shew
ing deliveries to the bank, a large quantity of printed matter, 
some complete and some incomplete, said to have been still in the
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plaintiffs’ hands when the work was stopped, and the dockets or 
envelopes containing the specifications and details of work done.

Work was stopped on October 26, or very shortly after, by 
the plaintiff’s president, on the ground, it is alleged, that the 
banking institution could not be successfully floated, and that 
the project had failed.

It is alleged that there was at this time a large quantity of 
printed matter on hand, some complete and some incomplete, and 
that all this printed matter was subsequently destroyed by King- 
don’s orders, and that inadvertently at the same time other 
papers that would have thrown considerable light on this dis
pute were also destroyed.

The onus is clearly on the plaintiffs to shew that they are 
entitled to payment for the work sued for and to do this they 
must bring themselves within the terms of their agreement with 
the defendant Malcolm as set out in exhibit 32.

Under ordinary circumstances a well-kept set of books veri
fied by those who had charge of them, would have gone a long 
way towards assisting the plaintiffs in establishing their claim, 
but unfortunately, in the present instance, the plaintiff’s books 
are not by any means reliable. It appeared in evidence that work 
was charged up in full as having been actually performed when 
it was not in fact completed, or nearly completed. A certain per
centage of the work charged for in the plaintiffs’ account was in 
this condition. It is impossible to tell how much, as none of the 
witnesses arc in a position to make any statement based on 
knowledge upon this point. A notable instance of charges made 
for work which was not done is to be found in the journal entry, 
exhibit 1, at p. 15. These entries were made by Lat’appelain, the 
plaintiff’s foreman, and he says that the work represented by 
these charges was not then wholly done.

It is admitted by the plaintiffs that some of the work charged 
for was not actually done, but no one has been produced who can 
say to what extent or in what quantities or of what value such 
work was. LaCappelain estimates the value at $700, but admits 
that this is only guess-work on his part. Kingdon says there 
were some waggon-loads of printed and partly printed matter 
in his hands undelivered when the work was stopped by him. 
He claims to lie entitled to payment for this on the ground that 
the printing had been done and the paper used, and if left on 
the plaintiff’s hands it was of no use or value to them. This 
might lie a good argument if the plaintiffs could produce orders, 
which they do not, to shew that the defendant F. II. Malcolm 
had really ordered all of this work to be done. The defendant 
positively denies that he ever gave such orders ami says that it 
was unreasonable ami absurd, under existing circumstances, 
which were well known to the plaintiffs, to print such large quan-
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titles of material as are charged for without definite orders from 
him.

I have gone over the hooks as well as I can, particularly the 
order book, exhibit 2, in which ought to appear, if the plaintiffs’ 
usual course of business had been followed, entries of all work 
placed on order. I find that many entries appearing in the led
ger, exhibit 5, at p. 2150, for work said to have been done, have no 
counterparts in this order book. Notably of the items charged in 
the ledger at p. 350, in September, and in the journal, exhibit 3, 
at p. 15, only the first three, under date of September 5, amount
ing to $761 and three others under date September 1st, amount
ing to $18.45, appear in the order hook. The total cost of the 
work represented by these September items is $4,4*23.45, and the 
value of that for which orders appear is only $779.45, to which 
possibly might be added the charge on September 17th, 150,000 
envelopes $405, as to which there is an entry in the order hook 
at page 60, “F. II. Malcolm, cm ' s.” No quantity is stated,
nor does it appear that this order is in any way connected with 
the National Bank business. It may well be that it was, judging 
from the quantity charged under this date to the bank, and al
lowing that this quantity was ordered, the total value would be 
$1,184.45 of ordered work, as against $4,423.45 for work charged 
in the account.

Again, I find that of the charges to the National Bank on p. 
19 of the journal, exhibit 1, no orders appear in exhibit 2 for 
work to the value of $1,105, being the items charged on October 
4th, unless it is intended that a second order for 20,000 prospec
tuses, 20.0(H) letters and 20,000 applications, appearing on page 
68 of the order book are intended to cover such charges appear
ing in the journal on October 4th. No evidence has been given 
by LaFappelain, who made both these entries in the order hook 
at p. 68. to explain how it comes that two separate orders for the 
same quantities of the same material appear in the order hook 
directly following one another. It seems reasonable to suppose 
that had both orders been given at the same time one entry for 
the whole quantity of each kind would only have been made in
stead of two. It. looks to me as if. by mistake, the entry had been 
duplicated, and that separate orders for these exceptionally 
large quantities were not in fact given, especially in view of 
Malcolm’s evidence generally as to the October printing, deny
ing that he in fact ordered the quantities charged for. If sep
arate orders were given at this date, why did LaCappelain, when 
charging the work in the journal enter it on page 19 as having 
been ordered on different dates, namely the 1st and 4th of Octo
ber. The dates of the orders are. or ought to be, the dates in 
the journal. The change of date looks to me auspicious, and to 
have been made to lend colour to the transaction. I do not think 
that both orders were given, and so hold upon the evidence.
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p. 20 of exhibit 2, under date of Oetober 21, amounting to 
$550.85. It seems strange, then, that if orders for such a large

Pkintinu
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quantity of printing had actually been received from the de
fendant Malcolm on these dates, that the employees who received 
the orders did not take the trouble to record them in the book

Malcolm.
kept for that express purpose, and in conformity with the estab
lished course of conduct of the plaintiffs’ business. As I said

Curran, J. before, no explanation had been given as to why these alleged 
orders do not appear in the order book, and I think the omission 
in this respect is very significant, and strengthens my impression 
that orders were not in fact given for a large part of the work 
charged for.

A reference to the order book discloses that it appears to have 
lieeii systematically used in the plaintiffs’ business, judging from 
the entries appearing therein from day to day. If an omission 
of one or two orders had been found this might have been ex
plainable as the result of an oversight, but I cannot look upon 
these wholesale omissions from the order book touching so great 
a proportion of the work sued for in this light, and I think it 
imposes a still stronger onus on the plaintiffs to shew that this 
work was actually ordered.

It is to be noted that the account in question is of long stand
ing and the defendant F. 11. Malcolm swears that the plaintiffs 
did not apply to him for payment or make any effort to collect 
the account from him until this action was commenced in April, 
1912, a period of nearly four and a half years. This is not 
denied by the plaintiffs ami the only excuse given by Kingdon 
is that the defendant F. IT. Malcolm was financially worthless.
1 do not consider this excuse a valid one, at any rate, in view of 
the fact that when the account was exhibited to the defendant 
F. 11. Malcolm on October 81. 1907, a matter to which I shall 
hereafter refer, the defendant refused to accept the account as 
correct and in fact “ it entirely. It certainly behooved
tin* plaintiffs to have an adjustment with the defendant at that 
time arrived at so that the amount could be fixed, even if pay
ment was not available.

It appears that the account in full was for the first time 
rendered to the defendant Malcolm by one Millier, the plaintiffs’ 
bookkeeper, on Oetober 31, 1907. This is admitted. Millier took 
the account to Malcolm and asked him to O.K. it. The account 
was made out to the National Dank. and would necessarily have 
to Is* presented to the persons representing that institution, and 
at this date Malcolm had. to the knowledge of the plaintiffs, 
severed his official connection with the bank and his place had 
been taken by Mr. II. F. Forrest, who had the custody of the 
bank's funds. This fact was also known to the plaintiffs’ presi-

0221
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dent. The defendant F. II. Malcolm «wears that Iiillirr pre
sented the account to him at his house, and that he then and there 
positively refused to O.K. it, because it was incorrect, and that 
nothing, as he contended, was then owing to the plaintiffs. This 
statement of Malcolm is not denied, and T think there can he no 
doubt that this actually took place. Why, then, did not the 
plaintiffs, if they believed their account was justly owing by the 
hank, or by Malcolm, or by both, take steps to enforce payment 
at the time when the matter was fresh in the minds of the parties, 
and when the hast evidence was available to establish the truth. 
The plaintiffs did not do this, however, and, apart from some 
other proceedings taken by them against other members of the 
bank syndicate to obtain payment, no resort whatever was made 
to Malcolm for payment of the account until the present action 
was brought.

The only direct evidence produced as to actual deliveries is 
contained in exhibit 2b, the certificate from the post office auth
orities, which shews mailings of envelopes containing sets of the 
printed matter—namely, prospectus, applications for shares and 
circular letter—to the number of 54,775. In addition to this, 
there is some evidence of deliveries direct to the bank of some 
7,000 prospectuses, etc., making a total of 61,775. LaCappelain 
says the order book does not contain or shew orders for more than 
62.100 prospectuses, etc., so it would appear that the actual 
deliveries proven very nearly equal the printed matter for which 
orders appear in the plaintiffs’ hooks. LaCappelain says the 
remainder of the printed matter, namely, about 100.000 pros
pectuses. etc., must have remained in the plaintiffs’ shop unde
livered. The total number of prospectuses printed, according 
to the plaintiffs’ account, and charged against the defendant 
F. H. Malcolm, is 157,000, and there would he an equal number 
of circular letters and applications for shares to complete the 
mailing set, of this printed matter.

1 hold that the plaintiffs have failed to prove that all of the 
work charged for was ordered by the defendant F. II. Malcolm, 
or to shew what portion of the account sued for was ordered, 
and its value. In view of LaCappelain’s evidence, and the 
statement made under oath by Abraham Kingdon, that some 
waggon-loads of the printed matter were in the plaintiffs’ shop 
at the time the work of printing was stopped, it is certain that 
all of the work sued for was not delivered. There is no evidence 
upon which a finding could be based as to how much of the plain
tiffs’ account is legally payable by the defendant. I cannot ascer
tain what work was ordered, except such as appears in the order 
hook, and this, according to LaCappelain, was considerably less 
than one-half the quantity charged for. I am unable to find what 
quantities were delivered, except what the postal authorities’ cer

ic. B.
191 :
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lifieate, exhibit 2fi indien tea, and the additional 7,000. before 
referred to. I cannot find the value of these deliveries. The 
prospectuses were of different sizes, varying from 8 to 20 pages, 
and there is no evidence to shew how ninny of each size were in
cluded in these deliveries.

Vpon the whole, there is no evidence, in my opinion, upon 
which any Court could find what amount, if any, is still owing 
to the plaintiffs upon this account, and for which a verdict in 
the plaintiffs’ favour ought to be entered.

1 have been asked to infer or deduce from different incidents 
and circumstances, not amounting to direct proof, that deliveries 
must have been made, or orders given, for the work sued for, and 
in the face of the defendant’s positive denial of his liability, I 
am further asked to hold, upon such inferences and deductions, 
instead of direct proof, that the defendant is liable. I decline to 
do this. It is for the plaintiffs to establish their claim by proper 
evidence, and this, in my opinion, they have failed to do. It 
would appear, indeed, in the view I take of the case, that the 
defendant F. II. Malcolm has considerably overpaid the plain
tiffs ; but as to this I express no opinion, as the question is not 
raised upon the pleadings.

An application for leave to amend the statement of defence 
was made by the defendant’s counsel during the course of the 
trial. I decided to receive such evidence as might be tendered 
and reserve the question of allowing the amendment. I now allow 
the amendment in the terms asked for, in case there should be an 
appeal, and the record will be amended accordingly.

In view of the grounds of my decision, resting as they do 
wholly upon the lack of evidence to support the plaintiffs’ case, 
it is not necessary for me to deal with the second branch of the 
case against the female defendant, or the various legal grounds 
of defence raised by the record, and argued by the defendant ’s 
counsel at the trial.

The plaintiffs’ action will be dismissed with costs.

Action dismissed.
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TONUCCI V. LIVINGSTONE.

Hiitish Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald. C.J.AIrrinfl, Martin, and 
(lalliher, January 7, 10i:i.

1. Principal and aoknt (8 II ('—20)—Auk NT's fraud—Exchange of
lands—Aoknt kkpkkhfntim; doth pkincipaix.

Where a real estate broker acting for lmth parties upon an ex
change of land procures a transfer to his own nominee of the lands 
of one of such parties for the purpose of effecting the proposed ex
change. but closes the exchange agreement by transferring to the 
other party only a part thereof, retaining the remainder for his own 
lienelit ns a secret profit, the property so retained does not belong 
to the customer to whom he pretended it would have to he conveyed, if 
at no time in the negotiations was it offered to the latter; it should 
revert to the party from whom it was fraudulently obtained by the

2. Fraud and df.cf.it (8 VIII—3.*i)—Ukmkdiks—Aoknt for both dim mi
PALS—JVDUXIKNT llK-VKSTINO PROPFRIY TRAN8FKRRKD THROUGH
AGENT’S FRAUD.

Where the plaintiff, the original owner, was rightfully entitled to 
land of which his agent had obtained from him a transfer made 
secretly for the agent's benefit and not in pursuance of the contract of 
the latter with a third party as the agent had represented, has ob
tained and holds a judgment against the agent and the latter's nom
inee in whose name the transfer had ln-en taken, re vesting the pro- 
|«Tty in himself, the plaintiff's rights thereby declared will lie made 
effective in an action against such third party claiming under a decree 
which the latter had obtained against the agent and the agent's 
nominee declaring the retained projierty to lielong to such third 
party as a part of the consideration for his contract, if the court 
in the action by the original owner against the latter finds that it was 
not in fact a part of the consideration and the third party had no 
«•unity as a bond fair purchaser or otherwise to e ill for a transfer 
of same to himself, and further finds that the original owner was not 
a party to the action brought by the third party nor had he ac
quiesced therein by his conduct.

B. C.

(\ A. 
lull

Jan 7

Appeal by plaintiffs from judgment of Clement, J. statement
The appeal was allowed, Martin, J.A., dissenting.
/>. G. Macdonell, for appellant.
S. S. Taylor, K.C., for respondent.

Macdonald, C.J.A. :—I concur with judgment of Galliher, J.

Trying, J.A. :—It is established that Tipping, the real estate irons, j.a. 
agent of the plaintiff, and also of the defendant, by false pre
tences. obtained from Tonueei, lots 7 and 8, by falsely pretend
ing they were part of the consideration which the defendant 
Livingstone was to receive in exchange for one half of the ranch 
which he was conveying to Tonucci. The lots were conveyed to 
a trustee for Tipping. Tonucci never having really assented to 
convey these lots except for that purpose, was entitled to re
cover them hack from Tipping and his trustee. On June 4,
1909, he brought an action against Tipping accordingly. 
Afterwards, in June, 1909, Tipping having informed him that 
he (Tipping) had sold them to a bond fide purchaser without
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B C. notice, a settlement of this action with Tipping was made, Ton- 
ucci, for his interest in the two lots, accepting $550 and diseon- 

11»i:• tinning the action.
That settlement, under ordinary circumstances, seems to me 

"N„/ ' to be an end of his claim against Tipping in respect of the two 
I.ivinostone lots. The conveyance to Tipping’s trustee would then, so far as 

irrtnrJ.A. ^le wns concerned, be unassailable. Later on, Ton ucci learned 
that the lots had not been conveyed to a bond fide purchaser for 
value without notice, but that they were being held by Mrs. 
Dowd, Tipping’s mother-in-law, for Tipping. He thereupon, in 
a second lawsuit (18th April, 1910), against Tipping and Mrs. 
Dowd, attacked the compromise and the original fraud, and suc
ceeded, the defendants making default. A decree (June 28, 
1910) was made against them both, revesting the property in 
Ton ucci.

In the meantime, Livingstone, having learned of the settle
ment of the first action, by which Tonucei resigned his claim 
against the lots, brought his action against Tonucci to have the 
lots declared his. It was at tin» trial of this action that Tonucci 
learned who Mrs. Dowd was; that is to say, that instead of being 
the innocent purchaser, as represented by Tipping, she was 
really Tipping in disguise.

Livingstone succeeded in his action, and obtained (March 2, 
1910) a declaration that the lots had passed to and belonged to 
him, as part of the consideration he had agreed to accept for 
conveying to Tonucci; but before he had succeeded in getting 
his title registered, Tonucci obtained his default judgment of 
June 28, 1910, declaring the lots had not passed from him. 
Tonucci being unable to get his title registered by reason of the 
lis pendens filed by Livingstone, then brought this action against 
Livingstone to set aside the Livingstone-Tipping judgment.

The learned Judge stopped the plaintiff’s case after hearing 
plaintiff’s evidence. He felt that as Tonucci had not repro
bated the settlement that he had made with Tipping until after 
Livingstone had secured his decree vesting the lots in him 
(Livingstone) that it was too late for the Court to put the mat
ter right, particularly in view of the fact that Tonucci was 
aware of the litigation going on between Livingstone and Tip
ping as to these two lots.

But on the other hand Livingstone, when he brought his 
action against Tipping was fully aware that Tonucci had been 
defrauded out of the lots, and there is no evidence yet adduced 
that Livingstone ever bargained that the two lots were to be 
part of the consideration he was to receive.

The learned Judge thought as Tipping was Livingstone's 
agent, he (Livingstone) was entitled to anything Tipping might 
make in the deal, over and above his just commission.
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But Tipping was also Tonucci’a agent. If Tonucci was de
frauded by Tipping, neither Livingstone or any other man can 
claim the benefit of that fraud.

I would set aside the judgment in the action and also the 
judgment on the counterclaim.

B. c.
1 \
lo la

T"\l <•<•!

Martin, J.A. (dissenting):—I think the learned Judge be
low took the correct view and that the appeal should be dis
missed.

1 l\ lXUSToVl.

Martin, J.A.

G ALL! HER, J.A. :—This matter is somewhat complicated 
owing to the different actions between tin? parties.

Shortly stated, the facts are that one Tipping was employed 
by Tonucci as agent to negotiate an exchange of certain city 
property owned by him, and consisting of the east half of lot 12. 
block 16, D.L. 182, Vancouver, known as the Harris street pro
perty, on which was a house, and also of lots 7 and 8 in block 
94, D.L. 264 “A,” Vancouver, for certain farm property owned 
by Livingstone, consisting of 160 acres, being the south-west 
quarter of sec. 28, tp. 10, grp. 1, New Westminster district.

As a result of negotiations through Tipping, the Harris 
street property was exchanged for the north half of the farm 
(80 acres) and agreements for the purpose of carrying this out 
were entered into.

In order to effectuate the said exchange, Tipping had Ton
ucci (who is an Italian and cannot read English) execute a 
deed of the Harris street property, dated May Oth, 1908, and an 
assignment, May 11, 1908, of the agreement, which Tonucci held 
for the purchase of lots 7 and 8 to one Bridget Dowd.

Livingstone executed an agreement in favour of Tonucci of 
the north half of the farm property on May 11, 1908, and took 
an agreement of purchase from Dowd of lot 12. the Harris pro
perty. dated May 28, 1908.

So far there is no dispute between the parties, nor does Liv
ingstone claim that at the time the exchange was made he un
derstood he was to receive or expected to receive more than the 
Harris street property for the north half of the farm. It ap
pears from the evidence before us that for some time after the 
exchange above referred to. Tipping and Tonucci had conversa
tions about the disposal of lots 7 and 8, and matters ran on un
til June 4. 1909, when Tonucci brought action against Tipping 
claiming an account for moneys received by Tipping as his 
agent in respect of lots 7 and 8, and for damages. This action 
did not go to trial, but was settled by Tipping paying Tonucci.

Paragraph 6 of the statement of claim in the above action 
(see A.B. 131 and 132) described Livingstone’s farm as the 
north half and not the whole of the south-west quarter of 28, 
and alleges that Tipping represented that Livingstone would

Oalliher. J.A.
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B.C. trade this north liait for the whole of the Tonucci property
ç, ^ which would include lois 7 and 8, and that Tonucci consented
I9i;i thereto.
----- Paragraph 7 explains how 7 and 8 got into the name of

loXL'cn Dow], paragraph 8 sets out the exchange of the Harris
I,iM\<iSTovK street property for the Livingstone farm as described in para- 

OelHher, 3.A. R^apll G.
In September, 1909, Livingstone sued Tipping to recover 

lots 7 and 8. his claim based on the pleadings above alluded to 
being that Tipping as his agent had received lots 7 and 8 as 
well as the Harris street property (lot 12) for the purpose of 
exchanging them for one half of his farm, and had withheld 
said lots; in other words, that Tipping had represented to Ton
ucci that Livingstone would trade half his farm for the three 
lots, and obtained Tonucci’s consent thereto, and then went to 
Livingstone and represented that Tonucci would exchange lot 
12 for half the farm, and had retained lots 7 and 8 as a secret 
commission.

At the trial of this action, Livingstone subpoenaed Tonucci 
as his witness, but on learning that he would be adverse to him 
he was not called, and was excluded from Court during the tak
ing of evidence, but was present when judgment was pronounced 
in favour of Livingstone granting him lots 7 and 8. This judg
ment was delivered March 2, 1910, and on April 18, 1910, Ton
ucci brought a second action against Tipping to recover these 
lots. This was undefended, and on motion for judgment, Mur
phy, J., who had previously pronounced judgment in favour of 
Livingstone for these lots, ordered judgment in favour of Ton
ucci, and directed the registrar to execute a conveyance evid
ently not appreciating that he had on March 2nd already award
ed these lots to Livingstone, and his attention not being called 
to it.

Livingstone filed a lit pendais against these lots, and this 
action is brought to cancel and remove the lit pendens, and to 
have it declared that the judgment of March 2, 1910, is of no 
effect against the plaintiff.

At the close of the plaintiff’s case the learned trial Judge 
dismissed the action on the ground that the plaintiff was es
topped (a) by reason of his settlement with Tipping in the first 
suit brought ; and {b) by reason of the judgment in Livingstone 
v. Tipping.

From this the plaintiff appeals.
The first important point to settle, to my mind, is: Did Ton

ucci ever turn over to Tipping lots 7 and 8 as well as the east 
half of 12 to be exchanged for the north half of the Livingstone 
farm? In reading the statement of claim in the suit of June, 
1909 (A.B. 131-2), Tonucci v. Tipping, 1 was at first inclined
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to the view that the description of the Livingstone farm in par.
G as the north half instead of the whole of the south-west quarter 
of 28 was a pleader’s error, but on a careful perusal of pars. 7 
and 8, I do not think that is so.

Paragraph 3 described the property owned by Tonucci ; par.
6 described Livingstone’s farm, and stated that Tonucci con- ] 
sented to exchange the properties described in par. 3 for the 
property described in par. G.

Paragraph 7 sets out that in pursuance of such agreement, 
and in consequence of the representations, the agreements for 
lots 7 and 8 were assigned by Tonucci, and finally, par. 8, that 
an exchange was made of the east half of 12 for the said Living
stone farm, referring, of course, to the farm as before described.

The following words, too, at the end of par. 7 arc signifi
cant :—

And the defendant (lipping) agreed with the plaintiff to do his
best for the plaintiff and to make the best possible terms in the trade
or exchange with the said Livingstone.

The best possible terms resulted as set out in par. 8, so that 
whatever attitude the plaintiff may now assume in the action 
before us, it seems impossible to get away from the conclusion 
that Tonucci did give into the control of Tipping for the pur
pose of negotiations with Livingstone for half the farm, lots
7 and 8.

These pleadings are put in by the defendant in this action 
so that he is not in a position to deny the truth of any part of 
them. My reading of these pleadings as a whole then is this:—

Tonucci on the representation of Tipping gave to Tipping 
authority to exchange the east half of 12 and lots 7 and 8 for 
the north half of the south-west half of sec. 28, with, however, 
this limitation that he was to make the best possible terms lie 
could in Tonucci’s interest.

I take that to mean that, while Tonucci was willing to give 
the three parcels of land for half the farm if necessary, Tipping 
was, if possible, to secure it for less.

According to the pleadings. Tipping was Tonucci’s agent, 
and as such agent went to Livingstone and represented as in 
fact was his duty under his agreement with Tonucci, and as his 
agent, that Tonucci would give the east half of 12 for half the 
farm.

Livingstone was satisfied with this, and did not contract for 
anything else, and at that time never expected anything else 
and the deal went through on that basis.

Properly read, these pleadings < ould in no way mislead 
Livingstone, and it was upon these his suit was based, and it is 
the only evidence Mr. Taylor, counsel for Livingstone, can now 
point us to in support of his contention.
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Now, supposing there had been no subsequent proceedings 
and the matter came before us for the first time to decide on the 
state of faets 1 have just outlined as to whether or not Living
stone had any interest in these lots, 1 should not hesitate to say 
lie had not. If, then, Livingstone acquired no interest in 7 and 

k 8 by virtue of the transactions above set out, how can it be said 
(subject to what 1 will say later) that the plaintiff in this ac
tion is estopped by reason of his settlement of the suit of June 
4, 1909, against Tipping. The evidence is that Tipping falsely 
represented to Tonucci that lots 7 and 8 had been sold to some 
third party and could not be recovered back, and Tonucci, 
acting on such representation, and believing that his only re
medy was in damages, made the settlement on that basis. As 
Tonucci says, “1 thought 1 could not get the lots and wanted to 
get what 1 could out of it.” The evidence also shews that Ton
ucci did not discover until the trial of Livingstone v. Tipping, 
some time afterwards that Bridget Dowd, to whom the proper
ties were transferred, was the alter ego of Tipping. On dis
covering this fact he brought action against Tipping and Dowd, 
and had the assignment set aside, and lots 7 and 8 re-vested in 
himself, in the manner 1 have before pointed out.

Tonucci’s evidence in the case at bar is clear that he never 
supposed at any time after the deal with Livingstone went 
through that lots 7 and 8 formed any part of that deal.

Tipping’s evidence, for what it is worth, is to the same effect, 
and no witnesses were called on liehalf of the defence.

There remains, however, the question of the judgment of 
March 2, 1910, vesting lots 7 and 8 in Livingstone. If the de
fendant was an innocent purchaser for value, or if he was acting 
under a misapprehension of his rights, and the plaintiff, know
ing his own rights, stood by and allowed the defendant to ac
quire an interest in the property in dispute, lie would lie es
topped from now attacking that interest.

But is this the position here T 1 have already decided that 
Livingstone had no interest in the property by virtue of the 
transactions between Tonucci, Tipping and himself.

He has, however, a judgment of the Court declaring that he 
is entitled to the property in question. To the proceedings upon 
which this judgment is based Tonucci was not a party, and al
though present on suhpuma as a witness for Livingstone, was 
not called, and was exc from Court by Livingstone’s coun
sel, hearing only the pronouncement of the judgment, and we 
find him asserting his right to the lots to Livingstone even as 
late as the morning of the trial upon which the above judgment 
was pronounced.

\Yc have not before us the evidence taken at that trial, but 
from the judgment which is made a part of the appeal book it is

0
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clear that the learned trial Judge discredited Tipping and his 
witnesses, and 1 think proceeded upon the ground that Tonucci 
had given Tipping authority to exchange the three pieces of pro
perty for one half the farm without qualification, that Tipping 
had only given Livingstone lot, 12 and secretly kept back for 
himself lots 7 and 8.

(’an Livingtsone he treated as an innocent purchaser for 
value? lie gave no value for these lots—the trade of one half the 
farm for lot 12 was all lie was offered, and all he asked for; his 
claim can only have foundation if Tonucci authorized Tipping 
without reserve to give 7 and 8 as well for one-half the farm.

The pleadings, exhibit f>, put in by Livingstone’s counsel do 
not support this, and the only other evidence before us is in 
direct contradiction of such a contention.

Can this judgment obtained without a full dielosure of the 
facts in tin* light, of the evidence now before us be successfully 
pleaded as a bar to the plaintiff’s action? I may In» wrong, but 
it seems to me to so hold, under all the circumstances of this 
ease, would be to work an injustice.

I would allow the appeal with costs.
There should be judgment for the plaintiff below as prayed.

Appeal allowed, Martin, J.A., dissenting.

C. A.
1818

Onlllher. f.A.

COLLINS v. GOULD.
I Ibcrta Supreme Court. Trial before Scott. J. January 14. 1913.

1. Malicious i'imihkcttion (Jll.\ -10» ( in.minai, i'roskcutiox Mm.u k.
In the nhwnee of direct evidence of malice on the part of the de

fendant. in an action against him for malicious prosecution. malice 
may 1m* inferred from the absence of reasonable and probable «au*o in 
taking the criminal proceedings complained of, <>r from the fact, that 
in taking them the defendant wa* actuated by indirect or improper 
motive*.

2. MM M IOI S VROHKCUTION (#11 A -Hi)—CSIMINAI. I'ltOSKel'TION—1 N-
DIBKlT MOT1VH—RKCOVUIY OK l*Klil’KRTY.

That the defendant laid a charge of theft again*! a per-on to whom 
he had entmated a horse for a *ale. merely for the purpose of re
covering possession of the lmr-e which the agent refused Hi deliver up. 
may he an indirect motive from which malice may he inferred against 
him in an action for malicious prosecution, where he knew that the 
agent claimed possession solely for the purpose of selling it on de
fendant.'* a<vomit under an agreement ls*tween them not limited a* to 
time whereby such agent was to ravive for his service* and expenses 
any sum lie should receive in excess of a minimum net price to he 
turned over to the defendant

8. V.
1913

The plaintiff’s claim is for damages for malicious prosecu
tion and for the breach of an agreement whereby plaintiff was 
to be entitled to the possession of defendant’s stallion “Flag
ship” for the purpose of selling same. The plaintiff also claims
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ALTA. $400 balance due him in respect of the sale by him for the defen
s. c.
urn

dant of a stallion named “Passevant.” The defendant counter
claimed for damages for the detention of the stallion “Flag

Collins
ship” and of the pedigree of a stallion named “Iphis.” 

Judgment was given for the plaintiff.
S. A. Dickson, for plaintiff.
//. //. Parlée, for defendant.

Scott, J.:—At the conclusion of the trial, for the reasons 
then stated by me, 1 held that the plaintiff was entitled to re
cover $200 as the balance due him in respect of the stallion 
“Passevant” and that he was not entitled to recover anything 
in respect of his claim for the breach of the agreement relating 
to the stallion “Flagship.” 1 dismissed the defendant’s coun
terclaim and reserved the question of the plaintiff’s right to re
cover in respect of his claim for damages for malicious prosecu
tion.

1 find the following facts:—
About 6th July, 1911, the plaintiff obtained from the defen

dant possession of his stallion “Flagship” under an agreement 
whereby the former was authorized to sell same at a price not 
less than $700, and was to receive by way of remuneration for 
his services and expenses any sum he should receive in excess of 
that amount upon the sale. There was no agreement between 
them as to the time the plaintiff was to be entitled to possession 
for the purpose of making a sale. lie, on that day took it from 
Edmonton into the country and endeavoured to make a sale to 
different persons. A few days prior to 10th July he had the 
animal at the livery stable of one Colquhon at Leduc and was 
then negotiating with some Galicians for its sale to them, lie 
saw defendant in Edmonton about 9th July and told him about 
these negotiations and the latter then told him that he must 
either have the money or the horse. They went together to 
Leduc on the following morning and when there, finding that 
the sale to the Galicians was not going through, the defendant 
demanded possession of the horse. Plaint ill* claimed the right 
to hold it for the purpose of selling it. By reason of these con
flicting claims Colquhon refused to deliver it to either party 
until the dispute was settled. On 15th July plaintiff went to 
Leduc and on pretence of taking the horse out for exercise (a 
privilege which Colquhon had previously aceorded him ) he 
took it away from Leduc and removed it to a stable occupied 
by him near his residence at Stratheona. When Colquhon 
found that the horse was gone he started out to search for it. 
He ascertained that it was at plaintiff’s place, and on 16th 
July he informed the defendant where it was. On the follow
ing day the defendant laid an information before Inspector
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Worslcy, n justice of the peace, charging the plaintiff with ALTA, 
stealing the animal, and shortly afterwards the horse was re- < 7." 
moved from pin inti IT’s stable. The evidence is not conclusive
as to what became of it hut the reasonable inference from the ----
evidence is that it was taken by a constable of the Royal North ' "u r,s 
West Mounted Police and delivered by him to the defendant (

The plaintiff, having heard that a warrant had been issued ))t, j 
for his arrest, saw the defendant, who told him that he had noth
ing to do with it and that it was (Job|Ulion he should look to.
Plaintiff then went to see Inspector XVorsley and it was then 
arranged between them that he should appear on 21st July to 
answer the charge, lie did appear upon that day and the jus
tice, after hearing evidence upon it, dismissed the charge. It 
does not appear that the plaintiff was ever arrested upon it.

It. appears that on Kith July, after Colquhon had told de
fendant where the horse was they went together to see the 
latter’s solicitor who advised him to wait until next day and 
then to get the mounted police to go and take the horse, that he 
went the next day to see Inspector Worslcy and that the latter 
took steps to get it.

Inspector Worslcy, who was examined as a witness for the 
plaintiff, states that he has no doubt the defendant told him 
the whole circumstances of the case and that, from what he told 
him, he thought the proper course was to take the information.

The Inspector appeared to have only a vague recollection 
of the case. He was unable to state whether he had issued a war
rant for the plaintiff’s arrest or whether he had been under ar
rest. In fact, he was unable to state with any certainty any
thing about it which did not appear upon the information and 
the record of the proceedings at the hearing. It is, to my mind, 
open to serious doubt whether the defendant did tell him all the 
circumstances of the ease. All the material facts were then 
within the knowledge of the defendant, and it is unreasonable 
to assume that if they had been disclosed to the Inspector he 
would have taken the information and then afterwards dis
missed it upon the same facts being given in evidence before 
him.

In my opinion, the defendant had not reasonable or probable 
cause for charging the plaintiff with stealing the horse. lie 
knew that the plaintiff claimed to be entitled to its possession 
under the agreement between them solely for the purpose of 
selling it upon the defendant’s account and that he had taken 
it away from Leduc for that purpose alone. Ilis retaining pos
session of it under that claim after demand had been made for 
its return, on his having obtained it from Colquhon by a sub
terfuge after the latter had refused to return it to him, would 
not constitute theft. It does not appear that the defendant
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ALTA. was ever advised that it would, and I am satisfied that he did
S. C.
1913

not so think. His sole object in consulting his solicitor and the 
Inspector and in taking the proceedings he did was to obtain

COLICS
possession of the animal, and in attaining that object in the 
manner he did, he entirely disregarded, or at least failed to con
sider, the effect of the proceedings upon the reputation and
character of the plaintiff.

In order to entitle the plaintiff to recover it must be shewn 
that the defendant was actuated by malice in taking the pro
ceedings. He has expressly denied that he was so actuated, but 
malice may he inferred from the absence of reasonable and pro
bable cause for taking the proceedings, or from the fact that, in 
taking them, the defendant was actuated by indirect or im
proper motives. I have already expressed the view that his 
sole motive was to obtain possession of the horse and that was 
manifestly an indirect motive. I, therefore, think that there is 
sufficient evidence to support the conclusion I have reached that 
there was malice on the part of the defendant.

I give judgment for the plaintiff for $250 on his claim for 
damages for malicious prosecution. If judgment has not yet 
been entered for him in respect of the $200 I held at the trial 
that he was entitled to in respect of another portion of his claim, 
he will now' be entitled to enter judgment against the defendant 
for $450, with costs of suit. The plaintiff will also have judg
ment for costs of defendant’s counterclaim, which I dismissed 
at the trial.

Judgment for plaintiff.

ALTA. BRADEN v. REID & CO.

D. C.
1913

1 Hurla. District Court at Calgary. Judge Carpenter. January 18, 1013.
1. CONTRACTS (I 1IC—140)—TIME—CONTRACT OF HIRING—MONTHLY PAY

AI KNTH A Nil NOTICE.
Where a contract of hiring provides that the «alary is to he payable 

at a certain rate per month and that either party hn« the right to 
terminate the hiring hv giving a month's notice, the hiring ia to all 
intents and purjHiswi a monthly one. although other terms of the 
contract refer to the hiring as lieing upon a yearly basis.

± Master anii servant (8 IK—21)—Right to uihcharge—Disregard
OP INSTRUCTIONS.

An employer i« justified in discharging, without notice, a travel 
ling salesman employed by him where it appear* that the salesman 
disregarded instructions to keep in communication with the em
ployer. and failed to travel with hi- trunks, in spite of instructions 
from his employer that this was absolutely essential, notwithstanding 
that the contract of employment provided that it was terminable by 
either party by giving a month's notice.

Statement Action for the recovery for services rendered to the de- 
I'viiilnnts, travelling expenses and a hotel bill.

Judgment was given for plaintiff.
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ticlwood, for the plaintiff. ALTA.
Wright, for the defendants. j^7

Judge Carpenter-It seems to be immaterial whether the 1,11,1 
eontract of hiring that is the ground of this action was for the ISramkn 
term of a year or a mere monthly hiring. 1 am satisfied that the ^ (
letter of the defendants of January 2. 1909, contained the essen- a 
tiai terms of the contra.*!, and that these terms must be read into
the later contract of hiring that was entered into between plain rer,MM" 
tiff and the defendants. Kmm this letter I gather that, though 
the hiring is spoken of as being on a yearly basis, the salary 
was payable at the rate of $100 per month, and that, either party 
had the right to terminate the hiring by giving a month’s notice, 
and it results in the hiring being to all intents and purposes a 
monthly one. It also appears that it was understood by the 
defendants, and the plaintiff was aware of the fact, that lie was 
being taken into their employment as an experienced crockery 
traveller.

I he plaintill entered into the defendants employment on 
May the ltith, 1909. and on July the 21st of the same year the 
defendants wrote plaintiff that they could not continue him on 
the road under the then existing conditions, and offering to con
tinue him in their < *nt on a commission basis. This
letter plaintiff says he received about July 20, and I think this 
can be taken as the termination of the hiring, as the plaintiff 
did not accept the defendants offer t;o continue with them on 
a commission basis, and in a telegram to the defendants, dated 
August 3. the plaintiff stated that he considered himself wrong
fully dismissed. On July 27 there was a wire from the defend
ants to the plaintiff at Edmonton, stating that as the plaintiff 
had not confirmed their offer of the 20th of July (it appears 
that this should really be the 21st of July) #>., to continue on 
a commission basis, he must consider himself dismissed.

I think the evidence goes to shew that the plaintiff did not 
keep in communication with the defendants as he was instructed 
to do, and that he did not travel with his trunks in spite of the 
instructions from the defendants that this was absolutely essen
tial, and these, I think, were sufficient reasons to justify the 
defendants in dismissing the plaintiff without notice. There is 
further the point that the plaintiff undoubtedly was taken on as 
an experienced traveller, and from what I gather by the evid
ence 1 think 1 mu quite safe in saying that the facts brought out 
by this evidence shew that such was not the ease.

The plaintiff, as I say, entered into the services of the defend
ants on the ltith of May, 1909. 1 have found plaintiff’s salary 
was to be paid in monthly instalments of $100 each. Up to the 
ltith of July two months’ salary had accordingly accrued, making 
a total of $200, and as to this amount there is no question but

5606
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that the* defendants cannot retain it from the plaintitV. The 
defendants in their statement of defence plead that they suf
fered great loss and damage through the plaintiff failing to 
perform his duties and follow their instructions and place this 
loss at $400, which they plead as a set-off and counterclaim. In 

Kkiu a Co. their amended statement of defence, however, although the de-
---- fendants plead that they suffered such loss and damage for

Cwprntrr similar reasons, they apparently do not plead it as a set-off or 
counterclaim, but in any event there has been no evidence given 
to shew what the damage, if any. amounted to through any de
fault on the part of the plaintiff, and so far as any set-off or 
counterclaim is concerned, that must fail.

As to the broken period of time that the plaintiff remained 
in the employ of the defendants, that is, from July 16 to July 26, 
if the plaintiff was rightfully dismissed, that is, dismissed for 
cause, lie cannot recover for such period. If 1 could, I would 
allow the plaintiff his proportion of salary for this period ill 
view of the nature of the communications that the defendants 
were continually sending, which were, to say the least, somewhat 
bewildering.

The plaintiff paid out the amount of $368.60 for travelling 
expenses, and that, with the $200 of salary, makes a total sum 
of $068.60. The defendants have charged up against the plain
tiff the amount of $60.1.18. Of this amount, however, there is 
an item of $100. being the amount of a draft drawn on the 
defendants and endorsed bv a Mr. MacKenzie. The defendants 
refused to pay this amount and it was made good by MacKenzie 
and was subsequently paid to MacKenzie by the plaintiff, so that 
the defendants cannot in any event succeed in regard to this 
item. There is included in this $6.1.1,18 a further sum of $7.1 
which the defendants have charged up to the plaintiff's account,
I icing the amount of a draft drawn on the defendants by one 
Jacquot, a traveller in the defendants’ employ, this draft being 
payable to the order of the plaintiff. Plaintiff swears that he 
did not get any of this money, but that Jacquot got it, and that 
his endorsement was merely as an accommodation for Jacquot. 
There is no evidence to the contrary, and I think this item 
should not Ik* charged to the plaintiff's account. There is a 
further item of $1.18 charged by defendants against the plain
tiff for cancellation of his letter of credit. 1 do not see any 
reason why this should be so charged, so that in all an amount 
of $180.18 must be deducted from the $6.11.18, leaving $471 
chargeable against the plaintiff, which amount is admitted by 
the plaintiff to have been received by him.

There is. further, an item of $46.70, the amount of plaintiff's 
hotel bill at the Alberta Hotel in Calgary, this amount being 
paid by the defendants. In view of the letters of the defend
ants to the plaintiff, instructing him to await the arrival of

670
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Mr. Reid in Calgary, I think that tin; plaintiff was kept waiting 
in ('algarv at the instance of the defendants, and I think that 
the defendants may well pay this account.

The plaint ill s account amounts in all to $508.60. upon which 
there is to he credited the amount of $475, leaving a balance 
still due him of $93.60. and there will he judgment for the plain
tiff for that amount. I pon a consideration of the circumstances 
connected with the matters in dispute. 1 do not feel that I should 
deprive the plaintiff of his costs on the large debt scale and 
the judgment will he with costs on such scale.

ALTA

I). C. 
Hill

Rkid à Co.

./ udtjmcni for plain I iff.

HILBORN v. REILLY. SASK
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Parker, M.C January 27. 1013. s p

1. Wiut and prockrs i8 III—**8)—Ikhmu i.akiucs in whit and skkvick 1013
TIIKBHtF. --------

An objei'tinn "n tin* ground that the address for service of the “
plaintiff endorsed on the cop\ of the writ served on the defendant 
was not within three miles of the place where the writ was issued as 
inquired iiv statutory rules, should Is* raised by a motion to set aside 
the writ itself and copy for service as well as the service and not by 
a motion to sot aside the sorviec alone which can l«* made only for 
irregularity in the method of service.

| A non. 1 Dow. Prne. Cas. 0Ô4, applied.]

Application to set aside the service of the writ of summons statement 
in this action on the ground that the address for service of the 
plaintiff is endorsed on the copy of the writ served on the defen
dant ns being at the office of the plaintiff’s solicitors at Regina, 
instead of some place within three miles of Areola in the judi
cial district of Cannington, where the writ was issued.

The motion was dismissed.
F. L. Bastcdo, for the defendant (applicant).
H. F. Thomson, for the plaintiff.

Parker, M.C. :—The application is supported by the affidavit n.c.
of the defendant’s solicitor proving service of the copy of the 
writ and making the copy an exhibit to the affidavit. The affi
davit is objected to as insufficient on the following grounds : 
that there is nothing to shew f 1 ) that a correct address for ser
vice was not delivered at the time of service of the writ or sub
sequently : (2) that the copy produced was the only copy serv
ed : (3) that a discontinuance was not filed, and (4) that no 
merits arc alleged. It was argued that the application was 
purely technical, that the defendant was not misled, and that 
his affidavit being defective as above mentioned could not sup
port an application which is stridmime juris and without 
merits, and the following eases were cited in support of this
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contention : Scott v. Burnham, 3 Ch. Ch. (Ont.) 399 ; Leslie v. 
Foley, 4 PR. (Ont.) 246, and Hunter v. Thurtell, 4 U.C.Q.B. 
170. ‘

In my opinion, however, the affidavit having shewn the ser
vice of the writ and the wrong address for service is sufficient 
for this application. I am further of the opinion that this 
application is not purely technical or without merits, so that 
these cases do not apply. It was argued that giving a wrong 
address was equivalent to an omission to give an address and 
that therefore the local registrar’s office where the writ was 
issued was the proper address for service. I do not agree with 
this contention. A wrong address is quite a different thing 
from no address, and the defendant might very easily be mis
led by it. In fact, if the application had been to set aside the 
writ, or the copy, or the service, the defendant would probably 
have been entitled to succeed at least in having the copy and 
service set aside though the practice now appears to allow an 
amendment of the proceedings: Annual Practice (1913' 27; 
Lloyd v. Jones, 1 M. & W. 549, and Toby v. Hancock, 16 L.J. 
Q.B. 33.

The application, however, is to set aside the service of the 
writ only, not the writ itself, or the copy and as no irregularity 
in the service has been shewn, the motion must fail. Where there 
is an objection in point of form which applies as well to the writ 
as to the copy, the defendant cannot move to set aside the ser
vice of the writ only, but he must move to set aside both writ 
and copy. There must be some irregularity in the service to 
warrant a motion to set aside the service only : A non., 1 Dow. 
Prac. Cas. 654, Mews’ Digest, vol. 11, p. 146. Where a writ 
was irregular, but the service was regular, and the defendant 
moved to set aside the service for irregularity the Court dis
charged the rule: nasker v. Jarmaine, 1 C. & M. 408, 2 L.J. 
Exch. 166. The motion will therefore be dismissed, but as the 
plaintiff has given a wrong address for service, he will lie or
dered to amend by stating the correct address. There will be no 
costs to either party.

Motion dismissed.
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J GAINER & COMPANY v. THE ANCHOR FIRE AND MARINE 
INSURANCE COMPANY.

Alberta Supreme Court. Trial before Scott, J. January 27, 1913.

ALTA.

8. C.
11» It

1. Insurance (g III E 1—81) —Kirk — Ownership — Statutory condi
tions—Constriction—I n nouent concealment.

When* tlii* huihlitig iii-mml against fir<* under a policy isRiied to 
a partnership in its firm name was tlie property of one of the partners 
alone, the property itiRuml in to |N. eonsidered as owned l»v a party 
“other than the assured" under the statutory condition 10 of the Fire 
Insurance Policy Act. It.S.S. 1!M»1I. so. under which the insurance
company is not liable for loss of property “owned by any other party 
than the assured, unless tlie interest of the assured is stated in or 
upon the policy”; and an action brought by the firm as such will be 
dismissed where the policy did not state the interest of the firm in 
the building insured, although it was shewn at the trial that under 
the terms of the partnership agn-ement it was entitled to possession 
free of rent in consideration of its keeping the property insured.

fhnritlson v. Waterloo Mutual Fire In*. Co., tt O.L.R. :t!)4 distin
guished.]

.Inn 27.

I he plaintiffs’ claim is upon a policy of insurance issued 
to them by defendant company on the 19th November, 1909, 
whereby the plaintiffs were insured for one year to the amount 
of $2.000 against loss by fire in respect of the ahhntoir pre
mises occupied by them in Stratheona.

The notion was dismissed.
Frank Ford, K.O.. and A. L. Marks, for plaintiff.
-I. .1. McOillivran, for defendant.

Statement

Scott, J. :—The premises were destroyed by fire on Septem
ber 24, 1910, and the plaintiffs’ claim is for $1,259,43, being the 
amount which the defendant company's adjuster found should 
be paid by it in ease it should be found liable under the policy.

At the time the policy was issued and up to the time of the 
fire the property was owned by John Gainer who is a member 
of plaintiffs’ firm. It was occupied by the firm under the part
nership agreement by the provisions of which the firm was en
titled to its use during the continuance of the partnership free 
from rent in consideration of their keeping it insured against 
fin*.

There was no application by the plaintiffs in writing for the 
insurance. Their secretary telephoned from Stratheona to 
Magrath, Hart & Company, the defendant company’s agent at 
Edmonton, asking them to place it on the property. No par
ticulars as to the nature or extent of the plaintiff’s interest in 
it appears to have been given, nor were any applied for. and 
there is nothing on the face of the policy to shew what their in
terest was.

The policy is stated to be subject to the usual statutory con
ditions with certain variations thereof.

43—n IM..R.
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ALTA. The defendant company among other defences rely upon
"s~c7 that portion of the 10th statutory condition which provides that
mi i it shall not be liable for the loss of property owned by any other
---- party than the assured, unless the interest of the assured is

staled in or upon the policy.
In Davirlson v. The Waterloo Mutual Fire Insurance Com- 

Am a i Ipatlyi 9 o.L.R. 094, the plaintiff who was the lessee of certain 
machinery and who was held to have as such an insurable in- 

'• Iciest therein, applied to the company’s agent for an insurance 
thereon. There was no application by the plaintiff in writing 
but it appears that at the time the verbal application was made 
I he plaintiff communicated to the agent the fact that he was 
the lessee of the machinery. The agent without knowledge of 
the plaintiff thereupon drew up a formal application in writing 
which he himself signed and forwarded to the company. In 
that application the only question relating to the plaintiff’s in
terest in the property was, “under what title is the property to 
be insured held,” and this was not answered. The policy issued 
by the company did not contain any reference to the plaintiff’s 
.interest in the property. The company in their defence to the 
action, relied upon a condition of the policy, similar to the 10th 
statutory condition referred to. It was, however, held that the 
plaintiff was entitled to recover on the policy.

The circumstances of that case differ from the present case 
only in the fact that there the plaintiff had informed the com
pany’s agent that he was merely the lessee of the property in
sured and it was mainly upon that ground that the plaintiff was 
held entitled to recover, the holding being to the effect that the 
plaintiff, having in his verbal application informed the agent 
that he was the lessee of the property, the company was bound 
by that notice and that under a condition of the policy similar 
to the 2nd statutory condition in the present policy, if the com
pany did not accept the application as for an insurance of the 
plaintiff’s interest as lessee, it was bound to give the plaintiff 
notice to that effect. Meredith, C.J., however, in his judgment 
at p. 398 expresses the view that, from the fact that in the writ
ten application sent in by the agent the only question relating 
to the plaintiff’s interest in the property remained unanswered, 
it was apparent that the company did not deem it important that 
it should-know what the interest was,—Idington, J., in his judg
ment at p. 404, intimates that the company had no right to 
assume from the written application that the plaintiff’s request 
for insurance was to be in the character of an owner in the re
strictive sense unqualified in any way, and he quotes from the 
Standard dictionary, to shew that one definition of the word 
“owner” is one who has possession, and lie refers fo Lister v. 
Lobby, 7 A. & K. 124, as holding that the term “owner or pro-
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p riot or ’ inn v include a lessee. He, however, expressly refrains ALTA 
irom holding that tin1 term used in the 10th statutory condition ^Tp' 
is open to that construction.

Mr. Magrath, one of tin* defendant company’s agents at Ed- 
monton by whom the policy was prepared, in reply to a question 
by plaint ill's’ counsel at the trial, “would it have made any

the plaintiffs bad the right to use the property on condition that
mnerenee to your acceptance of the policy if you had known that Anchor l 
the plaintiffs bad the right to use the property on condition that (
they insure it?” replied that if he had known that the pro- snott.j. 
perty was under lease in that way lie would no doubt have men
tioned it in the policy. I deduce from his evidence that if it had 
been within the discretion of the firm it would have accepted the 
plaintiffs’ application for an insurance of their leasehold in
terest. It appears, however, that, although the firm was author
ized to prepare the policies upon applications received in its 
office, it was not authorized to issue them without first submit
ting them to the defendant company’s manager for his ap
proval.

Notwithstanding the expressions of opinion in tin* reasons 
for judgment in Davidson v. IVatcrlao Mutual Fire Insurance 
Company, 0 O.L.R. 894, to which I have referred. I am forced to 
the conclusion that, by reason of the plaintiffs not having com
plied with the provisions of the loth statutory condition, they 
cannot recover upon their policy.

To hold otherwise would be practically to hold that that con
dition is of no effect as I cannot conceive under what circum
stances it. could be of any effect if it could not be relied upon 
by the defendant company in the present case.

The condition is one that the Legislature has deemed it ex
pedient to permit insurance companies to insert in their policies 
as a reasonable protection. The fact that in this case there was 
no fraud or intentional concealment on the part of the plaintiff, 
does not in my opinion render the condition the less binding 
upon them, as it was clearly their duty to read the policy and 
ascertain what conditions they were required to observe.

1 give judgment for the defendant company with costs.

Action dismissed.
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TURRIFF v. R. L KING.

Saskatchewan Supreme Court. Trial before Brown, J. January 28, 1913. 

1. Physicians and subc.konh (8 II—39)—Dutiks—Deurkk or cask and
SKII.L RKQVIHKIl—M ALPB ACTICE.

Thv public practice of the profension of a physician involves an 
under! liking by the practitioner that lie 1ms tlie ordinary skill and 
knowledge necessary to perform his duty towards those resorting to 
him in that character; but lie will not Is* answerable in an action 
for mal practice merely lieeause some other practitioner might have 
used a greater degree of skill or lieeause he himself might have used 
more core.

f Re veil on Negligence. 3rd ed.. 11112. specially referred to. See also 
Town v. Archer. 4 O.L.R. 383. 388; HoJqinx v. Bantiny, 12 O.L.R,
I IT ; Jomcx v. Crockett, 34 N.B.R. 540.]

Ac tion for malpractice against a physician.
If. Moleaster, for plaintiffs.

E. Gregory, K.C., ami /•’. IV. Holliday, for defendant.

Drown. J. :—The defendant is a medical practitioner, and 
this action is brought against him for damages resulting from al
leged negligence on his part in the treatment of the plaintiff 
Isabella Turriff, whom 1 shall hereafter refer to as “the plain-
tiff.”

About June 23nl, last, the defendant was called in to attend 
the plaintiff, who was suffering from a lumbar abscess. As a 
result of the trouble, the plaintiff was confined to her bed, and 
had been so confined for several weeks. She was suffering in
tense pain in the left side towards the hack ; her left leg was 
flexed, causing much pain ; there was considerable nausea, ac- 
eompanied at times by vomiting; and she also had a marked 
temperature. The defendant diagnosed the trouble either as 
rheumatism of the sciatic nerve or as neuritis, sometimes calling 
it the one and sometimes the other. The plaintiff had been treat
ed for a stone in the kidney by Dr. Moreau, and the defendant 
was so informed on his first visit. The defendant, by way of 
treatment, prescribed medicine and ordered the leg to he mas
saged, and this treatment was continued during all the time that 
the plaintiff was under the defendant’s care. The plaintiff, un
der this treatment, did not shew any signs of improvement, and 
continued to suffer much pain, which was only intensified hv the 
massage treatment. At the defendant’s suggestion, on the 2nd 
day of July, the plaintiff was taken in an ambulance to the 
hospital, in order—as the defendant stated—that the leg might 
be stretched and the temperature reduced, and then* the plain
tiff was given an anaesthetic and the leg was stretched. This 
operation, however, did not appear to have any other result 
than to add to the suffering of the defendant. The leg, when 
released, became flexed again, and the massage treatment was
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continued. After the leg whs thus stretched, tlic plaintiff, under SASK. 
instructions from the defendant, endeavoured to walk around to 
some extent, but this, also, only served to intensify the suffer-
ing. Just shortly before the plaintiff was taken to the hospital, ----
a slight swelling became noticeable over the kidney in the region * 11,1111 i-
of the pain and this swelling continued to get larger anti more (vlv,
noticeable, until, by July 25th, it had become so large that it
caused the ribs in that region to bulge out. On July 24th, 1,1... '
the plaintiff left the hospital, and not having improved at all 
under the defendant's treatment, she called in another physi
cian, Dr. Stewart Reid. On July 25th, Dr. Reid examined the 
plaintiff, and concluded at once that she was suffering from 
kidney trouble, and that the swelling was caused by the forma
tion ot a large abscess. On the day following this examination,
Dr. Reid, accompanied by Dr. Strong, made a further examina
tion, probing the abscess with a needle, and found that it con
tained pus : and he then concluded that it was an abscess of the 
kidney resulting from a stone in the kidney. For this abscess 
irrespective of its cause the evidence is conclusive that the only 
proper treatment was to cut down on it and evacuate the pus.
The plaintiff was removed to the hospital on July 26th, and on 
July 27th, Dr. Reid operated, and took away from the abscess 
about two quarts of pus. Immediately after the operation the 
pain ceased, the leg assumed its normal position, and the con
dition of the plaintiff has ever since continued o improve. The 
defendant states that he was not aware of any swelling in the 
lumbar region, but the great preponderance of evidence is to 
the effect that he must have known of this swelling, that it was 
pointed out to him by the plaintiff, and that in any event lie 
should have seen it and its presence should have constituted an 
important element in the diagnosis of the case. The temper
ature chart which was taken while the plaintiff was under the 
care of the defendant indicated the presence of pus. The 
symptoms which characterised this case- namely, pain in the 
lumbar region and a swelling there; the flexed limb, and its 
painful condition ; the nausea ; and the high temperature—to
gether, point almost conclusively to the existence of a pus abscess 
in the lumbar region; while, on the other hand, flexion of the 
limb cannot be accounted for by any disease of the sciatic nerve, 
and there is no evidence that it is at all characteristic of neur
itis. The condition of nausea has no connection with either 
neuritis or any disease of the sciatic nerve. The swelling over 
the lumbar region is not shewn to be in any way connected with 
neuritis or any disease of the sciatic nerve. In fact, one 
wonders how a mistake could have been made, because the text
books, portions of which were put in evidence, shew that the 
symptoms which characterize this case point conclusively to the 
presence of an abcesa in tbe lumbar region, and that the only
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remedy for such a cast* is the one that was adopted by Dr. 
Reid with such satisfactory results. Neither the giving of medi
cine nor the massage treatment was of any use as a treatment 
for tliis disease.

When a medical man finds that his treatment, after fuir 
trial, does not assist the patient, one wonders that he is not 
willing to nobly admit defeat and advise the calling in of 
someone who may he more expert. Such a course would not, it 
seems to me, he at all humiliating, and in any event no man with 
a proper appreciation of the value of human life should hesi
tate for a moment to adopt it. In this ease it is very fortunate 
that the plaintiff herself called in more expert assistance, as 
otherwise very soon the consequences would probably have been 
of a most serious character. The amount of skill required of a 
medical practitioner is set forth in Beven on Negligence, 3rd 
ed., pp. 1156, 1161, as follows:—

The principle of most extensive scope, prevailing through all classes 
of skilled labour, and not eonlined to medical practitioners, is that 
he who undertakes the public practice of any profession undertake# 
that hi? has the ordinary skill and knowledge necessary to perform his 
duty towards those resorting to him in that character. . . . The 
general rule of skill required from a medical or surgical practitioner 
is formulated by Erie, C.J., that a medical man is certainly not 
answerable merely because sonic other practitioner might possibly have 
shewn greater skill and knowledge; he is bound to have a degree of 
skill and knowledge which is umlellnable, but which must be a com 
petent degree in the opinion of a jury. It is not enough that medical 
men of far greater experience or ability might have used a greater 
degree of skill, nor that the jierson charged himself might have used 
more care. The question is whether there has been “a want of com
petent cure or competent skill" to such an extent ns to lead to the 
bad result; or, as it is stated in an American case, whether the 
amount of care ami skill lieetowed is up to “the average of the reason 
able skill and diligence ordinarily exercised by the profession ns a 
whole, not that exercised by the thoroughly educated, nor yet that 
exorcised by the moderately educated, nor merely of the well educated, 
but the average of the thorough, the well, and the moderate—all, in 
education, skill, diligents', etc.;” and to this must be added—with 
allowance for particular circumstances of position, whether urban 
or rural, near a centre of population or remote.
I am satisfied under the evidence that the defendant did not 

exercise in this ease that degree of skill and diligence that is 
thus required.

As to damages; the plaintiff was put to unnecessary ex
pense at the hospital while the defendant attended her, and she 
unnecessarily suffered intense pain for at least two or three 
weeks, pain which was only intensified by the defendant's treat 
ment. I do not find under the evidence that the plaintiff has 
lost her kidney as a result of the defendant’s treatment, although
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it is so alleged by the plaintiff. The evidence leaves that very SASK. 
much in doubt. I’nder the evidence it is quite possible that her s (7 
kidney is still unimpaired; in any event, it is quite probable 
that, if impaired, tin* impairment largely took place before the — 
defendant was called in to take charge of the case. The dam- 11 mm 1
ages which 1 allow are:— k/nc.

Hoqiitnl account . $ 22.00 ------
Medicine............ ..................... 2.00
For pain ami «uttering 200.00

Total $224.00

1 allow the plaintiffs their costs on the District Court scale, 
but without any right of set-off on the part of the defendant.

Judgment for plaintiff.

MOON v. MOON.

Sashalrhriran Supreme Court. Trial hi fore Ihuirn, ./. •hmuanj 20, 1913.

1. Divorce ami scr um ion (6111 A—is,—fluouxus for separation —
Lfual cruelty—Laxoitauk.

A charge made by a husband against the chastity of his wife without 
a shadow of foundation in fa-t. does not constitute legal cruelty 
justifying an action for alimony on the part of the wife, though the 
charge was made by the husband in the presence of his wife and 
their little girl and as a result thereof they left the husband's house 
and remained away up to the time of bringing the action, the hus
band in the meantime expressing a willingness to take them back, 
but n«>t retracting or apologizing for making the charge, but, on 
the other hand, persisting in denying that he said it.

[KuhscII v. RumkII, [1H97] A.C. 393, followed.]
2. Costs (6 i—2)—Ox dismissal—Special power ix aluioxy actions.

The court may in a proper cise order the defendant husband to pay 
his wife's full costs of an alimony action where satisfied that bis 
conduct has been reprehensible although insuflieient to constitute 
legal cruelty so as to entitle her to a decree.

Trial of an alimony action. statement
The action was dismissed.
J. F. Urgant, for plaintiff.
I). Mundcll, for defendant.

Brown, J. :—This is an action for alimony brought by the Brown, j. 
plaintiff against the defendant, her husband. The parties were 
married in the year 1898, and have lived together as man and 
wife practically all the time since then. They have one child, 
a girl now thirteen years of age, and who, with the plaintiff, 
were the only witnesses put forward by 'he plaintiff at the 
trial.

At Christmas. 1911, the plaintiff and the defendant gave 
a Christmas party, which was attended by a number of the

SASK.

<.c.
1913
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SASK. neighbours and friends, and was continued throughout the
S.C.
1» It

night. The defendant seemed to think that the plaintiff did not 
use him just right on this occasion. He complained that she 
refused to sing and dance with him, and that she was too free 
with other men who were present. There is. absolutely nothing

Mor»X. to shew that the plaintiff was guilty of any impropriety what
ever, and only the jealous disposition of the defendant accounts 
for the complaint which lie made. On the day following the 
party, the defendant used some strong language towards the 
plaintiff, and with the result that considerable feeling was 
aroused between them. A few days after this incident, and, 1 
assume, largely as a result of it, the defendant accused the 
plaintiff of having come home from a dance held some time pre
viously in company with a man called Sapp le, and of allowing 
Sapple to stay with her all night, meaning thereby that she 
had been guilty of adultery, lie made the charge in the pres
ence of their little girl, and persisted in the truth of it notwith
standing the denial on the part of the plaintiff. There was 
absolutely no ground for any such accusation. As a matter of 
fact the plaintiff went to the dance in question and came home 
again with Walter Moon, the defendant’s brother. The plaintiff 
and her little girl, as a result of such accusation, then left the 
defendant’s place and have remained away ever since. The 
defendant subsequently interviewed the plaintiff, and although 
he asked her to return to his home he reiterated the charge, 
saying, “It was God’s truth, and furthermore, that if she had 
a child it would not he bis, because he had not slept with her 
for six months.” The defendant did not, by his pleadings, or 
in his evidence contend that the charge thus made by him was 
true, but simply denied that he ever made it. The evidence 
given by the plaintiff and her daughter at the trial clearly shews 
that the cause of the separation was the charge thus made and 
subsequently persisted in by the defendant. There? were a num
ber of other matters of complaint, covering a period of years, 
put forward by the plaintiff at the trial, but 1 am satisfied that 
at the time the plaintiff left, the defendant none of these mat
ters were regarded as serious by her, that they did not in any 
way cause her to leave the defendant, and have not since in
fluenced her in staying away. In fact, 1 find that if the defen
dant had withdrawn the charge that he made, instead of persist
ing in it, the plaintiff would have gone back to live with him. 
That being so, it cannot be very well contended that the other 
matters complained of constitute a material element in the con
sideration of this ease. The defendant through his solicitors in
formed the plaintiff that he was ready and willing to take her 
back, and during the trial, while in the witness-box, he himself 
made a statement to the same effect. While making this pro
fession of regard for his wife, however, the defendant does not
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in any way retract or apologize for making so foul a charge or 
for his contemptible conduct in connection therewith. 1 am 
not disposed to deal leniently with the defendant under the cir
cumstances, and yet 1 must administer the law as I find it. 
The ground on which the plaintiff bases her right to recover 
is that of cruelty, and under the evidence that is the only pos
sible ground open to her.

Does the charge made by the defendant against the chastity 
of his wife, and persisted in by him without a shadow of founda
tion in fact constitute cruelty such as is contemplated in an 
action of this character? The case which is the recognized auth
ority on the point in question is that of Russell v. lius.ull, 
118971 A.(\ 39.1, being a decision of the House of Lords ; and 
there Lord Herschell, in delivering the judgment of the major
ity of the Court, lays down the law that in order to constitute 
legal cruelty the treatment must be such as to cause bodily in
jury or a reasonable apprehension of bodily injury. The charges 
made by the wife against the husband in that case were of the 
most cruel character, as the word “cruel” is ordinarily under
stood, and yet, although the husband was a member of the 
House of Lords, it was held that legal cruelty had not been es
tablished. In view of the law as laid down by that authority 
I must give judgment for the defendant. In doing so, however, 
1 am glad to have precedent for ordering, and I do order, the 
defendant to pay the plaintiff’s full costs of action.

Judgment fur defendant.

9. 0. 

191.1

Moon

Moon.

McCORMICK v. TRICGS.

British Columbia Court of Appeal, Maeilnnahl. C.J. !.. Ininy, Martin, ami 
(Sallihcr. ././ I. January .10. 101.1.

1. Pleading (fi I X—118) —Anbnomkxtb—At close ok trial — Appli
cant’s HANDS NOT CLEAN. ETKKCT.

Where a plaint ill' suing for purely equitable relief is shewn to ho 
disentitled thereto liecnuse of his own reprehensible conduct in the 
transaction, and his claim at law. if any. is contingent upon a future 
payment by another of certain purchase money, the plaintiff* action 
should lie dismissed without permitting him to amend his pleadings 
so as to obtain a declaration of such contingent legal rights; the 
court, under such circumstances should leave the plaintiff to establish 
such rights by action at law after they shall have accrued.

Appeal by the defendants from judgment of Clement, J., in 
;,n action for specific performance of an agreement whereby the 
defendant gave the plaintiff an option to purchase certain real 
estate.

The appeal was allowed, Martin. J.A., dissenting.
IV. E. Martin, for appellant.
IV. J. Whiteside, for the respondent.

B. C.

C. A.
1013
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B.C. Macdonald, C.J.A. :—This action, as framed in the state-
ment of claim, is for specific performance of an agreement 

1913 whereby the defendant gave the plaintiff an option to purchase
----- fifty acres of land. The plaintiff claims that lie elected to take

McCorxiu k t||(l Jm,j timt ),(. re-sold it to one Nichols at an advance of 
Tki'min $2f> per acre, lie then obtained defendant’s signature to an
------ agreement of sale to Nichols. Afterwards, when it was found

Mcu!a!M that the description of the land was defective or uncertain, de
fendant was asked to sign a new agreement with Nichols with a 
corrected description, which he refused to do. Nichols, who 
is not a party to this action, refused to give up the signed 
agreement, the result being that the defendant became bound to 
Nichols at the request of the plaintiff.

The defendant’s contention is that the so-called option agree
ment was given for the purpose of constituting the plaintiff, or 
his oltrr rqo. the People’s Trust Company, Limited, exclusive 
sales agent for the time therein mentioned, and that it was so 
represented to him. He is willing to carry out the sale to 
Nichols, but contends that he is entitled to the whole purchase 
money, and liable only to the plaintiff for commission payable 
under the express terms of the so-called option agreement. It 
was conceded at the close of the trial that under these circum
stances, the plaintiff could not succeed in this action as framed, 
hut the learned Judge in effect amended the pleadings to con
form to the facts brought out before him, and made a decree 
declaring that the option agreement was valid, and that upon 
Nichols making the first payment of purchase money to the 
defendant, the plaintiff should become entitled to $1,250 there
out. being the amount of his said profit on the re sale.

It is by no means certain that the sale to Nichols will ever 
be carried out, even if it be one which could be enforced, as to 
which I express no opinion.

The plaintiff invokes the assistance of a Court of equity 
in a transaction which, leaving aside any question of pleadings 
for the moment, was entirely discreditable to the plaintiff. The 
relationship of principal and agent prior to the transaction in 
question is admitted, and we have the evidence of Cook, manager 
of the People’s Trust Co., Ltd., for whose benefit the option was 
obtained, admitting in the box that he dared not tell the de
fendant the true nature of the transaction. The learned Judge 
intimates very plainly that in his opinion the defendant, who is 
an illiterate man, was “over-reached” by the plaintiff and 
the said Cook.

In these circumstances, and in view of the equitable nature 
of the relief sought, 1 have, with respect, come to the conclusion 
that the action should have been dismissed, and that the plaintiff 
should not have been assisted by an amendment of the plead-
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ings at the close of the trial, but should have been left to his B.C. 
action at law when the time shall come, if ever, for making and [7^ 
substantiating, if he can, a claim upon the defendant for moneys ]qlfq 
which he shall have received from Nichols on account of the 
purchase price.

I would allow the appeal and dismiss the action. i
Irving, d.A.:—1 agree with the judgment of Macdonald, i-• i 

C.J.A.
Martin, J.A. (dissenting) :—In the light of the view the m \. 

learned trial Judge took of the evidence, which I think he was ' 1
fully justified in doing, and the conclusions on which are em
bodied in the formal judgment, L am unable to see how any 
valid exception can be taken to Ids action in allowing the amend
ment set out at p. 70 of the appeal hook, and it follows, in my 
opinion, that the judgment lie pronounced was the correct one 
in the result. Though the judgment does not expressly so 
state, as it might better have done, yet in substance it really, 
and in effect declares the defendant to be trustee, pro lanto, for 
the plaintiff in the carrying out of the special arrangement made 
between them as to the manner in which their contract should 
he specifically performed. Looked at in this light, on the main 
facts as found, and recited in the judgment, I think, but not 
without some doubt, because of the view taken by two of my 
learned brothers, that it may he supported as it stands, and in 
such ease the Statute of Frauds presents no obstacle, nor is 
there any necessity to make Nichols a party to the action. XVe 
would not be justified in assuming that Nichols will not carry 
out his bargain, nor indeed arc we concerned therein. Any 
objections on his part, so far as they appear, arc simply matters 
of survey and conveyancing and may easily be overcome.

Galmukr, .J.A.:—1 agree with the judgment of Mac- oenihw.j.a. 
dona Id, C.J.A.

Appeal allouai. M artin. J.A., dissenting.

COMO v CANADIAN NORTHERN ALBERTA R 
NORTHERN R. CO

IIhnta Hlipmne Court.

CO. and CANADIAN

Trial before Walsh. ./. January 31, 1913. fcl\
1913

TRKHCAH8Em ink\T hum xix (§111 A—105 )—Expropriation pkxiuxo 
action.

Where, pending an act inn against n railway company for trespass, 
the company takes expropriation proceedings in respect of the land 
in question, judgment may Is- given for tiic plaintiff for such dam
ages as lie has sustained apart from the compensation which he would 
be entitled to claim in the arbitration to he held in respect of the 
expropriation of the land.

Triai, of action for damages for trespass to land.
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ALTA.

8. C.
E. 11. Edwards, K.C., for the plaintiff.
*Sf. B. Woods, K.C., for the defendant.

ISIS Walsh, J.:—I think that the plaintiff’s claim in respect of
( *oM(l all matters which can properly be disposed of by the arbitrators
r. x.

* ( . \. It.

appointed under the order of Mr. Justice Scott on the 27th 
January, 1913, should be determined by that tribunal, and I 
therefore do not. award the plaintiff anything in respect of the 
same as he will get by the award of the arbitrators everything 
that he is entitled to in that respect. 1 think that the sum of
twenty-live dollars paid into Court by the defendant fully covers 
the damage resulting to the plaintiff from the trespasses com
plained of over and above those for which compensation will be 
awarded to him by the arbitrators. The judgment will, there
fore, he for the plaintiff against the Canadian Northern Al
berta R. Co. for twenty-five dollars.

1 think that the plaintiff is entitled to his full costs of suit 
on the Supreme Court scale. lie was within his strict legal 
rights in commencing action as he did, and the defendant the 
Canadian Northern Alberta R. Co. was, upon the facts which 
existed at the time of the commencement of the action, undoubt
edly liable to him for the trespasses committed by it. This con
dition of affairs remained until very near the trial of this action. 
This defendant’s statement of defence was amended on Janu
ary 13. 1913. By this amended defence it alleged a payment 
into Court of twenty-five dollars but the certificate of the clerk 
of the Court, which has been left with me since the trial, shews 
that, as a matter of fact, it was not paid in until the 24th day of 
January. I do not think the expropriation proceedings became 
effective until the order made by my brother Scott on January 
27. 1913, which was within two days of the trial. Upon these 
facts 1 think that this defendant did not place itself in its pro
per position towards the plain tiff until two days before the 
trial began and for this reason I cannot see that he should be de
prived of any of his costs. 1 will, however, fix the counsel fee 
at an amount which will, 1 think, under the circumstances, do 
ample justice to all parties.

1 cannot help thinking, as 1 said during the trial, that the 
plaintiff has, to some extent at least, taken advantage of a mis
take* made by this defendant through some unexplained cause. 
If the agreement which lie signed had been with this defendant 
company instead of with the Canadian Northern he certainly 
would have been confined to its terms in the amount of his com
pensation, and it seems to me that he is, to some extent at any rate, 
taking advantage of this mistake to press the claim which he 
otherwise would not have had. At the same time, this defendant 
is not entirely free from blame. The agreement with the plain
tiff was made on June 13, 1910, and the plaintiff got his title
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in January, 1912. ruder the terms of the agreement the pur
chase money should have been paid to him then, and no reason 
has been given for the long delay which took place after that in 
endeavouring to make a settlement with him. There have, un
doubtedly, been faults on both sides.

As to the defendant, the Canadian Northern It. Co., there 
does not appear to have been the slightest excuse for joining 
it in this action. If the laying of the grade across the plain
tiff’s land was done by this company, as the plaintiff, in his 
evidence alleged, it had the right to do it under the agreement 
to which I have referred. If, on the other hand, this work was 
not done by this company, as I fancy is the fact, then it com
mitted no trespass and can be liable in no manner to the plain
tiff. The action is, therefore, dismissed as against this defend
ant, with costs.

ALTA.
S.<\
Bill

1 c. x. il '
Co.

Will ill. J.

Action dismiss* <1 against C.N.It. Co. and 
judgment for plaintiff against C.N.A.H. Co.

REICHNITZER v EMPLOYERS* IIABILITY ASSURANCE CORPORA 
TION

ONT.

Ontario Nunnnic Court. //-.'/</. 1 \ Fcbruarti 28. 101 a.

1. Bonds (film—2.1 )—Fidelity ixsviiam k iiond.
Tim right of recovery under u fidelity insurance ImiimI, given for 

the purpose of guaranteeing tin* assured agi hist loss by reason of 
any default of a named employee, is not defeated merely by reason 
of the business of the assured living carried on in the name of a com
pany in which the employee had lieen given a right to a share of the 
profit* by his employer to encourage greater business activity on the 
employee's part, where the entire capital had lieen contributed by 
the assured and the insurance or bonding corporation know the true 
state of «finira when it entered into the Immling contract.

s.c.
101.1

Fell 28.

Action to recover from the defendant corporation, $5,000 on 
a policy to guarantee the plaintiff against loss by reason of the 
default of his employee, the defendant Mutins, and to have the 
policy reformed so as to express the true intent.

Sir (it orge C. Ciblions, K.C.. for the plaintiff.
7*. (!. Meredith, K.C., for the defendants.

Statement

Boyd, C. :—The justice of the plaintiff’s claim commends 
itself ; not so the defences raised by the corporation, which 
savour of technicality. For value paid by the plaintiff, the de
fendants (the corporation) undertake to guarantee the honest 
dealing of the defendant Munns in his conduct of the business of 
the plaintiff in Europe and at Berlin. The agent of the defend
ants who made the contract knew that the essence of the trans
action was to protect the plaintiff, and that the Dressed (’asing

Hurt. v.
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ONT. Company was substantially a synonym for the plaintiff, who had
8. C. 
1913

put all the capital in, and merely shared profits with his em
ployee Munns to encourage him to greater exertion and faithful-

---- ness. The guarantee company had no reason to suppose or
l.i.it uni i/i it un(]t>rstan,] that their engagement was other than this. 
Employers' The evidence leads me to believe that Muuns has been guilty 
Vssvrx’nci' cons*dcrable defalcation ; the exact extent cannot perhaps be 
i oBroRA- measured till the accounts are taken as to his interest in the

TIOX. Dressed Casing Company—but, apart from this precision, the
circumstances proved indicate that he has dishonestly made 
away with the money and goods of the plaintiff to the extent of, 
say, $2,000.

The judgment may be entered for this amount with costs, 
subject to variation at the instance of either party by reference 
to the Master. If such reference is desired, and the amount is 
reduced, costs of reference will be paid by the plaintiff; if it is 
increased, costs of reference will be paid by the defendant cor
poration.

The Dominion Dressed Casing Company may be added as a 
party now or in the Master’s office (if there is a reference), and 
is to be bound by the judgment.

Judgment for plaintiff.

N.S. whidden v. McDonald.

8.C.
1913

Vnra Scotia Supreme Court, Sir Chartes Townshcml. C.J., amt Russell, 
Drifsdale, amt Hit chic, J.f. March 3, 1913.

Afar. 13.
1. Fraudulent conveyances (8 HI—10)—Advances made by adminis

trator to heir on account ok share of estate—Deed to admin
istrator—Relation between administrator and heir.

Where the administrator of an estate advance* money to one of 
the heirs on account of his share of the estate, taking n deed to him
self on account of such advances, the advances made do m»t consti
tute the ordinary relation of debtor and creditor, and the deed taken 
is not open to attack ns living in elleet a fraudulent preference ns 
against creditors in contravention of the Assignments and Preferences 
Act, R.R.N.S. 1900. eh. 145.

Stitvmenl Appeal from the judgment of Laurence, J., and the order 
made thereon setting aside a conveyance made to defendant, 
administrator of the estate of John McDonald, deceased, by 
Alexander McDonald, one of the heirs of said John McDonald, 
in consideration of advances made to him by the administrator 
on account of his share in the estate. The deed was attacked as 
made fraudulently against creditors in contravention of the 
statute.

C. J. /lurched, K.C., in support of appeal.
J. B. Kenny, eontra.

KiimcU. J. Ri'Skkll, J. :—John McDonald, the father of Alexander. 
Andrew and Frank McDonald, died in November, 1009, leaving
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an estate worth about $6,000. Administration was taken out 
by Andrew and it was arranged among them that the whole pro
perty, real and personal, should he “pooled.” The previse 
meaning of this term is not explained, but it is fairly to be in
ferred from the conduct of the parties that Andrew was to 
manage it for all concerned and as a matter of fact he proceeded McDonai.h. 
to advance from time to time moneys to Alexander and also to 
Frank on account of their respective shares of the property. A 
question was made at the trial as to the date of this arrange
ment. Andrew said it was made “from the start,” b.v which 
he explained that he meant from the time administration was 
taken out, and the trial Judge so understood it, because when 
Mr. (Jriffîn contended that the plaintiff should have particu
lars as to this agreement, his Lordship said: “We have it that 
it was made immediately after he was appointed administrator.”
Andrew, later on, endeavoured to sell the property and adver
tised it in the Casket, hut there were no offers or inquiries, lie 
then wrote to his brothers desiring that they should take it over.
He did not wish to take it over himself and preferred that they 
should do so, but although they made efforts to buy it they did 
not succeed. One lot, however, had been sold. Failing a satis
factory disposal of the property, Andrew continued to make 
advances to Alexander from time to time as he had been doing 
all along on account of his share. Down to November .‘$0, 1910, 
he had advanced $1,499.22 in this way. There is clear docu
mentary evidence as to part of this amount that it was advanced 
on account of Alexander’s share of the estate. It is in the form 
of orders addressed to Andrew as administrator but signed by 
Alexander as “one of the heirs” to the estate of John McDonald.
The address to the administrator is t by the arrange
ment as to pooling and the signature as “heir” while not in 
itself conclusive, points, prima facie, to an interest in the real 
estate as the subject of the transactions. Hut 1 really do not 
know why I should labour this point because it does not seem 
to me to make any difference whether the money was so ad
vanced on real or personal estate or on both real and personal.
The essential thing is that it was paid by way of advance to 
the brother on account of and as part of his share in the estate 
of their common father. There is a casual expression as to 
which I, at first reading, thought it must be conceded that it gave 
some colour to the notion that the defendant had treated his 
brother as a debtor, but on second thoughts it becomes clear 
that it proves the very opposite. Speaking of a certain receipt 
in evidence lie says he does not remember the date, “but it was 
before I sent Alexander an account that lie was indebted to me 
as administrator.” The admission of the relation of debtor 
and creditor is rendered perfectly innocuous by the last two 
words. If Andrew had been advancing money to Alexander

N. S.

s. c. 
in 1.1

Wiuimi.N
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N.S. on the security of his share the latter would have been indebted
s. c.
l»i:i

to the former personally, not, as administrator. When lie 
speaks of him as being indebted to him “as administrator,” it

WmmiKX
becomes perfectly clear that his advances were made to him on 
account of his share of the estate which had been pooled, as

McDonald. they called it, and which Andrew was managing for the benefit
of all concerned. That this is his meaning is rendered certain 
from the fact that in the same breath in which he speaks of 
Alexander being indebted to him as administrator he refers to 
the receipt as a memorandum of cash and goods* ad va need to 
him on account of his share as one of the heirs of the estate. 
And when we examine the receipt referred to, which was given 
November 111), 1910, long before the conveyance attacked in 
this action, we find that it is an acknowledgment from Alex
ander that he had received from Andrew C. McDonald as ad
ministrator of the estate of their father the sum of $1,499.22 
‘‘on account of my distributive share of the estate.”

It would be impossible after this settlement of accounts for 
Andrew to treat Alexander as a debtor as to this amount. lie 
was not merely lending him money on the credit of his share of 
the estate. He was making him advances as part of his share 
of the estate. If he had at this stage of tin* proceedings sued to 
recover back the money as a loan, there would have been a per
fect defence to the action. It was not a loan, it was an advance 
and was so treated by the brothers. When the amount of the 
so-called distributive share was fully advanced Andrew would 
be entitled to a conveyance and transfer of the interest, real and 
personal of Alexander in the property, and it would be only 
upon a refusal to so convey and transfer that Andrew would be 
entitled to fall hack upon bis count for money received. The 
greater part of the share mast have consisted of real estate, 
because it is in evidence that the personal property only 
amounted to $150, of which Alexander would be entitled to 
only $00. Hut as 1 have already said, I do not know that this 
fact is of any importance one way or the other.

The advances continued after November 30th, anil on the 
date of the final transactions between the brothers, May l.'> 
or lfi, 1911, the so advanced to Alexander on account
of his share of the estate aggregated $1,980. It was then agreed 
that Andrew should take a deed of the unsold portion of the 
real estate at a valuation of $1,690. He then raised $1,500 on 
a mortgage of this property, $1,200 on one lot and $300 on 
another and settled with his brother Alexander on tin- basis of 
the valuation mentioned, paying him $20.02 as tin- balance of 
bis slum-. He also took a bill of sale of Alexander's 
personal property for which he advanced him a further sum of 
$140, the validity of which is not attacked on this appeal.

0571

1746
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It is now claimed on behalf of certain creditors of Alexander 
that this conveyance of the real estate is void against them be
cause made in contravention of the Act against preferences and 
the learned trial Judge, although he seems to have held, as the 
evidence amply warranted him in holding, that the payments 
by Andrew to Alexander were made on account of his share in 
the estate, nevertheless has treated Andrew as an ordinary credi
tor and 1ms set aside the conveyance to him as a preference. 11 is 
exact words arc as follows:—

Tim defendant. Alexander, became indebted to a number of persons, 
the jdaintiir being a creditor to $260, and in payment of his debts, from 
time to time, gave orders on his brother Andrew (the administrator) 
which orders were in most cases paid by Andrew as against Alexander's 
share in the estate until he had advanced or paid in all the sum of $1,080.

Again lie says :—
1 must regard Andrew as to the money advanced by him from time to 

time as representing or on account <»f Alexander's interest or share in the 
land as a creditor to that extent and Alexander his debtor to that amount.

The correspondence between Andrew McDonald and Chis
holm, Sweet & Co., clearly shews that these creditors under
stood that the advances to Alexander were being made as part 
of his share of the estate, and, as to the plainlill’s, it must 
have been plain to them as early as August 111, 11)10, that the 
defendant was advancing on account of Alexander’s interest 
in the property. If tliiij was the understanding between Alex
ander and Andrew, 1 do not see how it can be said, that the 
transfer from the former in pursuance of this undertaking can 
be regarded as anything more than what the transferor 
was equitably under obligation to do. Andrew was in effect by 
his advances purchasing Alexander’s interest in his father’s 
property. They were tenants in common of the property and 
it seems to me a very singular condition of the law if one tenant 
in common can advance to his co-tenant moneys from time to 
time on account of his share in the common estate and when 
he lias at length paid the last instalment and taken a convey
ance of the property, be told that it is a fraud on creditors. 
The enormity of the proposition in the present case is empha
sized when we consider that the money paid by Andrew to his 
brother was lo a very large extent, or at all events to a very 
considerable extent, supplied in order that he should satisfy the 
demands of some of the very creditors in whose interest the 
conveyance is now attacked as a preference. That is to say, 
Andrew- pays for Alexander’s share of the properly in advance 
to enable him lo satisfy pro lanlo his creditors and when lie 
obtains the consideration for his advances he is asked to sur
render it for distribution among the same creditors and come 
in along with them for a dividend on his advances, lie is not
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to be ns well off ns they are even ns a creditor. They get the 
money that he paid for the land, or a large or considerable por
tion of it, and then get their proportion of the land that he has 
already paid for, while lie is restricted to his dividend out of the 
land after having paid for it in full. There must be something 
wrong about that proposition, and I think the fallacy is in con
sidering Andrew in the light of a creditor at all. He is a pur
chaser. When he is advancing money on account of Alexander’s 
share there is an implied agreement that he is acquiring an 
interest, in that share. When he had advanced the whole amount 
of the share it did not require any express agreement that he 
should have the share. That was the very consideration for 
which he was paying out his good money.

The position of the parties may have been equivocal before 
November 30, 1910, and it might have been changed after that 
date if anything had come of the negotiations looking to the 
taking over of the property by Alexander or Frank. But 
nothing came of those negotiations and the situation whatever 
it was in November 30, 1910, remained unchanged except for 
the additional payments which certainly could not affect 
Andrew’s position for the worse. On that date it was definitely 
understood and explicitly acknowledged that the payments 
made by Andrew were advances on account of Alexander's 
share of the property. When one pays money to another for 
property to which the other has the title the implication is 
irresistible that he means to acquire an interest in the property. 
When the other acknowledges receipt of the payment on such 
account he docs not expect to be called upon to repay it and he 
certainly does not mean to hold the money and the property 
too. It must be their mutual intention that when the property 
is wholly paid for it will be transferred to the purchaser.

The essence of fraudulent preference is that something has 
been abstracted from the estate of the debtor and engrossed by 
a single creditor. If Andrew was not a creditor and he did not 
take anything from the debtor’s estate, the money that he ad
vanced for Alexander’s property stood for the creditors in the 
place of the property. If the property was obtained on a 
fraudulent undervaluation, of course the transaction could be 
attacked on that ground, but nothing of that kind is contended 
for, and the transaction was a perfectly honest one. I therefore 
think that the appeal should be allowed with costs.

nryidaie. j. Drysdale, J. :—The advances in this case w*ere made on ac
count of the interest of the defendant, Alexander McDonald, 
the grantor, in his father’s estate. Inasmuch as the personalty 
belonging to the father was a very small proportion of the estate 
the agreement to advance must, I think, in the light of the sur
rounding circumstances In* construed as an agreement to ad-
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va nee money on the share of the real estate coming or belonging 
to the defendant from his father. The advances so made should 
not, 1 think, he treated as creating the ordinary position of 
debtor and creditor, but should be considered as a specific ad
vance on the heir’s interest in the real estate. I do not think 
the position was changed by a common consent to oiler the real 
estate for sale, but. that such oiler should only be considered as 
a fair attempt to ascertain values. No purchaser offering, the 
defendant took a deed of the lands upon which he made the 
advances, and which it seems only fair to say he had the right 
to. This, I think, destroys the suggestion that it was a prefer
ence conveyance and open to attack under the statutes relating 
to unjust preferences.

Î would allow the appeal.
Ritchie, J.:—The plaintiff brings this action on behalf of 

himself and the other creditors of Alexander McDonald.
These creditors, including the plaintiff have received prac

tically the full amount of Alexander’s share in his father’s 
estate, the same having been paid to them by the defendant, 
Andrew McDonald, upon orders drawn upon him by the de
fendant. Alexander. The plaintiff now. on behalf of himself 
and the other creditors asks for a declaration that the deed 
from Alexander to Andrew given in consideration of the ad
vances made hv Andrew, be set aside as being an unjust pre
ference under the statute. If this attempt is successful the 
creditors will have the proceeds of Alexander’s share advanced 
by Andrew, and also (subject to the mortgages) have Alex
ander’s interest in the lands.

This is so obviously inequitable that it shocks the conscience. 
I agree that if the relationship between Andrew and Alexander 
was merely that of debtor and creditor, then to save this con
veyance from being set aside as a preference there must be a 
definite antecedent agreement, but the position of the parties is 
in writing, exhibit G/e as follows:—

Antigonish. Nov. 30. 1010.
$1,499.22.

1 acknowledge having received to date from Andrew C. McDonald, 
administrator of the estate of John McDonald, late of Antigonish, builder, 
the sum of fourteen hundred and ninety-nine dollars and twenty-two cents 
mi account of my distributive «hare of the estate. This supersedes all 
prior receipts if any.

(Sgd.) Alexander McDonald.

The day after this document was given and accepted, shew
ing the real transaction between Andrew and Alexander, if 
Andrew had brought an action for money lent, I think lie could 
not have recovered, because the money was not a loan, but an 
advance on account of Alexander’s share. There is, I think, 
in addition to exhibit G e satisfactory evidence that this was

fiiil
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vance.
Except to a bond fide purchaser for value without notice.

I am of opinion that Alexander could not have made a valid
W HIDDEN

McDttx \iJ).
conveyance of his interest in the lands to any person other than 
Andrew because Andrew having advanced Alexander’s share

Rltrlile, J.
upon the faith of receiving his interest in the estate equitable 
considerations arise from the cire instances of the ease which 
shew it, to lie unconscionable that Alexander should convey to 
anyone other than Andrew. This being so, we have a clear 
case of a trust by implication or construction of law and to 
tnists of this class the Statute of Frauds has no application. I 
do not see how the creditors can be in any better position than 
Alexander.

I agree with the views expressed by my brother Russell, and 
it is therefore not necessary for me to prolong this opinion.

I would allow the appeal with costs.

sifCh.rw sin Charles Townsiif.nd, C.J. :—With considerable doubt, ' , , - , 
l concur in the judgments read. My doubt is in the first place
as to whether there was a valid agreement proved as required 
under the authorities referred to in McCurdy v. Grant, 112 
N.S.R. fi20, in our own Court, and in the next place, whether the 
parties occupied the position of debtor and creditor. That is 
the real doubt I have, hut under the circumstances, I will not 
dissent.

Appeal allowed with costs.

SASK PROCTOR v. PARSONS BUILDING CO.
(Decision No. 1.)

1913 Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Parker, M.C. March 8, 1913.

Mar. 8. 1. Pleading (81—I—05)—Ordering particulars—Employer’s liability

In a workman'* action to recover from his employer damage* for 
personal injuries due to the alleged defective condition of a crane used 
in building operation*, in which it i* alleged in plaintiff* pleading* 
that the crane and it* equipment wa* defective and in an unwnfe con
dition and unlit to In* u*ed for the work, and by way of particular* 
it i* charged : (1) that the crane was badly constructed 2) that it 
was made of poor material, and (3) that it* chain wa* defective, a 
motion for further particular* i* properly refused if it ap|*ear* that 
the defendant* have equal or 1 letter means of knowing, than would 
the plaintiIf, any further detail* a* to the condition of the crane 
which the defendant* were operating at the time of the accident.

[Spctldinti v. Fitzpatrick. 38 Ch.D. 410, applied; Rostrum V. C.X.R. 
Co., 3 D.L.R. 30*2, and l.nfvendal v. Sort hern Foundry Co., 2 D.L.K. 
166, 22 Man L.R. rsfst ed t" I

2. Pleading (8 I—I—05) —Particulars—Res ipsa loquitur.
In *o far a* a personal injury action depend* upon the doctrine of 

res ipsa loquitur, no order for particular* should lie made.
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This is an action for damages for injuries caused by the al
leged defective condition of a crane operated by the defendants 
in the construction of a building at the corner of 5th avenue 
and Broad street in the city of Regina, and in connection with 
which the plaintiff was employed at the time of the accident. 
The defendants make this motion for particulars of paragraphs 
1, 2, 3, and 4 of the statement of claim. Paragraph 1 sets up 
that the plaintiff, at the time of the accident, was employed 
as a carpenter to do certain work on the building in question, 
and particularly to assist in tIn* hoisting of huilding material 
by means of the alleged defective crane.

iV. Fish, for the applieant (defendant).
F. B. Bayshaw, for the plaintiff.

SASK.

s. c.
191.1

Paocroa

Parsons
Bvilui.no

Co.

Statement

Parker, M.C. :—1 do not think any further w of Pertw' Mi°.
the nature of the employment need he given. If there arc any 
further facts in connection with the plaintiff's duties, these 
should be as much within the knowledge of the defendants as 
of the plaintiff himself.

Paragraph 2 is as follows:—
By th<* negligence ami default of the jvfendant Hie said crane with 

it* equipment was defective and in an unsafe condition and unlit to be 
used for the said work which the defendants well knew or ought to have 
known, hut of whieli the plaintilT was ignorant. To wit: the said crane 
was badly constructed, of poor material, and too light to he used for 
the said work, ami the chain of the said crane wan defective and unfit 
and unsafe for the said work.

Counsel for the plaintiff relied on the doctrine of res ipsa 
loquitur and contended that he was not bound to furnish any 
further particulars than those set out in paragraph 2. It seems 
to be well settled that, if the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur applies, 
no particulars arc necessary : McCollum \. Be id, 11 O.W.R. 571.
This doctrine is stated in the case of Bostrom \. C.S.B., 3 D.L.
R. 302, as follows:—

The principle of res ip*o loquitur applies in cases where there was u 
duty to take care, and dauber was to he anticipated unless care was ex
ercised; and means that where, under such circumstances, an accident 
happen*, the occurrence itself raises a presumption of negligence.

This doctrine was applied in the case of Lafvrndal v. Sur
fin rn Foundry Co., 2 D.L.R. 155, 20 W.h.R. 714, 22 Man. L.R.
207, and the circumstances there arc sufficiently similar to the 
present case to impress me with the contention of the plaintiff’s 
counsel, that in this action lie may be entitled to rely upon the 
doctrine in proving the plaintiff’s case.

Aside from this, however, there arc two specific allegations 
of defects, namely, that the crane was too light to be used, and

6009
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SASK t hat the chain of the crane was defective and unfit and unsafe 
for the said work. I do not see how it can be possible for the 

!plaintiff to give any further or better particulars, as any in- 
—- formation upon these allegations, or any others, with respect to

Pimm "'it condition of the crane should be as well, or better known to
pxv* the defendants as to the plaintiff. And as stated by Cotton. 
Bi ilium; fj.J., in Sped ding v. Fitzpatrick, 38 Cli.D. 410:—

The object of particulars is to enable the party asking for them to 
Pntkrr m.c. know wluit case lie has to meet at the trial, and so to save unnecessary 

expense and avoid allowing parties to lie taken by surprise.
If the plaintiff at the trial is unable to rely on the doctrine 

of res ipsa loquitur and is obliged to prove some specific acts of 
negligence, it is quite possible that he may have to rely upon 
the evidence of some of the oflicers or servants of the defendant 
company who may be adverse to him. There seems to me, 
therefore, to be very little likelihood of the defendants being 
ignorant of what case they have to meet, or of being taken by 
surprise at the trial. Under similar circumstances, Anglin, 
J„ in Smith v. Reid, 12 O.W.R. «59, refused to order par
ticulars.

As to paragraphs 3 and 4, the plaintiff sets up several gen
eral and specific injuries, i.e., the loss of the sight of one eye, 
injuries to his right arm and shoulder, his left hand and fore
arm, his hip, his shin, his face, and lastly, his nervous system. 
Paragraph 3 ends with the words, “and is otherwise injured,” 
and it is to these words that the defendants object. I do not 
think further particulars of the plaintiff's injuries should be 
ordered. He will get damages, if at all. only for such injuries 
as he proves resulted from the accident. If he does not prove 
that he was injured “otherwise” than as he alleges, he will get 
no compensation therefor.

I think the motion should be dismissed with costs in the
cause.

Motion dismissed.
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Re TAYLOR and CANADIAN NORTHERN R. CO. MAN
Manitoba Court of Appeal. Howell, C*î. M„ Perdue, Cameron and 

Il apport. J./.A. March 17, 1913.
1. Eminent domain ($111 <' 1—148) —Rioiith of owner—Value at what 

time—Railway Act (Can.).
TIm* exception nf arbitration* then “pending” from the amendment 

made by 8 and fi Edw. VII. (Can.) eh. 32, to the Railway Act, R.S.C.
1906, eh. 37. as to the time in relation to which the value of property 
expropriated is to In» lived where title is not acquired by tin* railway 
within a year from the date of depositing the plans, does n-d apply 
so as to exclude the application of the amending Act. unless the arbi
trators had taken office Indore the statute took elleet after having 
l»eon sworn in under sec. 197: so where prior to (lie amending statute 
(1W)9). an order hid lieen made appointing arbitrators, but one of 
them declined the appointment and a new arbitrator was not ap
pointed until after the passing of the amending Act, the “arbitration” 
was not “pending” when the latter Act was passed.

\ Robinson v. CA R. Co.. 17 Man. L.R. 583, referred to.]

Appeal from award of arbitrators made under tlie pro Statement 
■ions of the Railway Act, R.S.C. 190(i, ch. :17.

Till* appeal was allowed, Cameron, J.A., dissenting.
.1. II. Hudson and 77. Y. Hudson, for Taylor.
V. A. Mnrdouald, for the Canadian Northern R Co.

Howell, C.J.M. :—In this matter, the railway company de- Bowen,c.j.m. 
sired to acquire lands to extend their station grounds, not under 
sec. 177. hut under see. 178 of the Dominion Railway Act, and, 
having got the necessary order, they were required by sub-sec.
6 to deposit with the registrar of deeds “sneh duplicate author
ity, plan, profile, hook of reference and application.” I assume 
that the “application” referred to in that sub-see. is a copy of 
the “application in writing” referred to in clause (h) of sub- 
8oo. 3, a notice of which is to he served on the owner by sub- 
see. 2.

I think see. 191 clearly is intended only to refer to the acquir
ing of the right of way provided for umh r sees. 1.19, 160, and 
177, and see. 192 is for the purpose of », juiring title to this 
right of way, where the owners are unwilling to sell, and I am 
fortified in this by the language used in sub-sec. 7 of see. 178, 
wherein it is provided that “all the provisions of this Act ap
plicable to the taking of lands without the consent of the owner 
for the right of way or main line of the railway shall apply, etc.,” 
and then follows the exception that the requirements of secs.
119 and 160 as to filing plans shall not be necessary in matters 
coining under see. 178.

This matter was submitted to the Board on September 22nd,
1906, and on that day an order was made “That upon and sub
ject to the conditions hereinafter set forth the applicant com
pany he and it is hereby given authority to take and acquire the 
lands and premises hereinafter described as follows:” and the 
papers required by the Act were deposited in the registry office 
on the 1st day of November following.

C. A. 
1918

Mar. 17.
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t Not until flic deposit of this plan did the company have any 
power to take this property. Section 192 states that the deposit 
in the registry office “and the notice of such deposit” shall be 
notice to all. Now what notice does that refer to? I should say 
the notice by publication in the newspaper under sec. 191 which 
it seems to me cannot apply to this case. Section 193 prescribes 
what “the notice served upon the party shall contain” but 
nowhere in the Act that 1 have seen is it declared that such a 
notice shall be served.

On October 2G, 1906, the company served on Taylor a notice 
which complies with the requirements of that section and sec. 
194, wherein they offer the owner the sum of $7,300. It will he 
seen that the notice was served before the deposit of the plans, 
hut all parties acted upon it and appeared before a Judge, who, 
on January 10, 1907, made an order appointing three men, 
Christie, Scott and Galt, “arbitrators to determine such com
pensation” in the language of the order. I assume that Taylor 
had not given notice under section 196 that he accepted the sum 
offered.

Nothing apparently was done under this order, and on April 
19, 1910, the solicitors for Taylor wrote to the solicitors for the 
company as follows :—

Re Taylor v. C.N.R. Arbitration.
Dkar Six:—In this matter, we are willing to consent to your mak

ing another oiler of settlement on condition that same is made at once, 
and upon the further condition that in the event of our client not being 
satisfied to accept same that you will appear with us in Judge's Cham
bers next Monday for the purpose of having the arbitrators appointed.

Please let us have a letter confirming this arrangement.
And thereupon the company served on the owner the follow

ing notice :—
The Railway Act.

To William A. Taylor, of the city of Winnipeg, in the province of 
Manitoba, fruit dealer.

Take notice that the Canadian Northern Railway Company hereby 
withdraws the offer of seven thousand live hundred (7.500) dollars made 
in its notice of expropriation dated the 26th day of October, 1006, and 
served upon you the same day, and substitutes therefor the offer of 
seventeen thousand ( 17,000) dollars, which said sum it is now ready to 
pay as compensation for the pro|iertv described in said notice, being, "in 
the city of Winnipeg in Manitoba and 1 icing in accordance with the 
special survey of said city of Winnipeg and being lot thirty-three (33) 
in block one (1) which lot is shewn on a plan of survey of part of lot 
one (1) of the parish of St. John, registered in the Winnipeg land titles 
ofllee ns plan No. 129.

Dated at Winnipeg this twenty-first day of April, A.D. 1910.
The Canadian Northern Railway Company.

1er Clark A Sweatman,
their solicitors.
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This was followed by an order of Mr. Justice Prendergast, as 
follows :—

Upon the application of counsel for the above named \V. A. Taylor, 
and upon it appearing that by an order of this Court dated tenth day 
of January, 1007, George F. Galt, XV. ,1. Christie and James Scott were 
appointed arbitrators for the pur|*osc of hearing the arbitration herein.

And it further appearing that the said George F. Galt has refused to 
act as such arbitrator, and upon counsel for the said railway company con
senting thereto.

It is ordered, that C. II. Newton, XV. J. Christie and James Scott l*e 
and they are hereby appointed arbitrators for the purpose of hearing and 
determining the arbitration in this matter.

Dated the 4th day of May, 1910.

MAN.
cTa.

1913

ID:
Taylor 

X mi

C. X. 1!.

Howell. C.r.M-

From the minutes tiled, I infer that the arbitrators appointed 
under the last order took the oath of office under section 197 
on May 14th, 1912, and met for the first time on that day as 
arbitrators pursuant to a notice served on the owner. Wit
nesses were called and after evidence was taken the arbitrators 
made an award in writing, which recites that by order bearing 
date 4th May, 1910, they were appointed arbitrators in this 
matter and further that they had taken upon themselves the 
burden of the said arbitration and they awarded to the owner 
as compensation the sum of $16,950.

In taking the evidence the arbitrators assumed that the date 
of deposit of the plans in 1906 was the time at which they should 
consider the value of the property in estimating the compensa
tion to be awarded and they refused to take evidence of the 
value in 1918.

1 shall assume that the deposit referred to in the second 
sub-section of sec. 192 is the deposit required by sec. 178, sub
sec. 6, as well as that required by sec. 160, and this involves a 
consideration of 8 & 9 Edw. VII. eh. 32, sec. 3. That section is 
an amendment to sub-sec. 2 above mentioned, and was intended 
to remedy a manifest wrong, a wrong that would have taken 
place in this case but for my view of the application of the 
amendment to this case. Parliament considered, no doubt, that 
if the owner chose not to accept the offer, he found his land tied 
up, he could not sell and he dare not improve the property xvhich 
he wished to occupy and perhaps even at the last moment the 
company might, under sec. 207, “abandon the notice and all 
proceedings thereunder,” and then* is some authority that this 
might be done by the company even after all the evidence has 
been submitted to the arbitrators and while they are considering 
their award.

Sec. 3 of eh. 32 adds to sub-sec. 2 of see. 192, the fol
lowing :—

Provided, however, that if the company does not actually acquire title
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to the land* within one year from the date of such deposit, then the 
date of siii'h acquisition shall lie the date with reference to which such 
compensation or damages shall lie ascertained ; and provided further, 
that the foregoing proviso shall not prejudice the operation of any award, 
or of any order or judgment of any Court of competent jurisdiction, here
tofore made, or any arbitration now pending and any apjieal from any 
such award, order or judgment shall lie decided as if the foregoing proviso 
had not bien enacted.

This section became law on 19th May, 1909.
Parliament might have said that it should not apply to any 

case where the deposit in the registry office had then been made 
or where the notice under sec. 193 had been served, or where 
arbitrators had been appointed, and the matter then would have 
b*en clear ; but instead of that the limitation is to such an 
advanced step as an award of order or judgment heretofore 
made, and “to any arbitration now pending.” All these are 
put in the *u*me class and this indicates to me that parliament 
intended tl-1 active proceedings must have been taken towards 
finding the value in order to prevent the application of this 
wholesome law.

Section 197 sets fortli the first step to be taken towards an 
award and the order creating the tribunal who made this 
award was issued on 4th May, 1910. They acted solely on this 
order and commenced the actual arbitration by meeting and 
taking the oath and examining witnesses in 1912.

In sections 199 and 201 the word “arbitration” is used, but 
it does not assist in giving a construction to the amendment. 
It might be said that when the company applied to the board 
for the order or at all events after the order was made and be
fore deposit in the registry office an arbitration was “pending,” 
but if the man in the street or even the average legislator was 
asked “when is an arbitration pending,” 1 venture to say that 
he would answer “after the arbitrators have taken office,” or at 
all events after they have been appointed.

Considering the object of this remedial legislation, it seems 
to me that parliament intended by the words “any arbitration 
now pending” to mean any matter where arbitrators had been 
appointed and had taken office at least, under sec. 197. 1 have 
not overlooked the remarks of the Chief Justice of the King’s 
Bench in lfnbinson v. C.N.K. Co., 17 Man. L.R. 583. That ease 
involved only the question of costs and perhaps the acts inci
dental to or leading up to arbitration in expropriation proceed
ings might justly be allowed.

The first offer of the company was $7,500, and four years 
later they decided that this offer was less than fifty per cent, 
of what it ought to be and offered $17,000. Two years later 
the arbitrators fix the value as this sum less $50. One wonders 
if they were influenced by the question of costs under sec. 199.
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During the six .veins apparently the company iliil not par- MAN. 
ticularly require thin land, for they took no proceeding to ae- 
quire possession, as they might have done under sec. 215, and ,g,i
during all that time the owner was crippled in the user of his ----
property for he dare not build or add to the simple stable then l;,: 
upon the land. 1

The two arbitrators who signed the award do not tell ns ' v I;, 
how they arrive at $16,950, the third arbitrator gave details of 1 "• 
how he arrived at a sum more than twice that found by the ii..— u. cj.m. 
majority and amongst these details is an item of $2,500 as ten 
per cent, on the value of the land because of a compulsory sale.
Mr. .lustice Idington, in Dodge v. The King, .'18 Can. S.C.R.
149,155, seems to indicate that a sum of that kind might well be 
added for damages done to business carried on on the premises 
by reason of being turned out of possession ; but I should cor- 
tainl.v think that no such item of that kind ever entered into the 
minds of the majority of the arbitrators. It seems to me the 
facts in this ease shew strongly the reasons which induced parlia
ment to pass the statute amending the Railway Act, of 1906, 
shifting the dote for taking the value to a later period than the 
deposit in the registry office. Having come to this conclusion, 
the other points raised need not be considered.

A great number of eases were cited by counsel, but as they 
do not apply to this branch of the ease, I have not referred to 
them. There is, of course, no evidence upon which this Court 
can fix the value at the date of the arbitration or at the date 
when the company could acquire title under sec. 210, which sec
tion seems to provide that the making of the award really con
fers a title. The appeal is allowed with costs and the award is 
set aside.

I’krdi'e, J.A. :—I have had the privilege of reading the 
reasons for judgment prep#red by the learned Chief Justice of 
this Court, and I agree with them. I would add the following 
oliservations upon what is the crucial point in this ease, namely, 
is the valuation of this land in this case to be made as of the 
date of acquisition, under 8 & 9 Kdw. VII. eh. 32, see. 3, or docs 
this ease fall within the second proviso in that section as being 
an arbitration pending when the above Act came into force?

In considering this question we must endeavour to gather as 
well as we can what was the intention of parliament in making 
the amendment made by the above sect ion. It appears to me 
that the intention was to prevent land from being tied up by a 
railway company for a long time, without steps being taken to 
ascertain its value, and then having the i ion made as of 
a time long past, although the real value of the land may have 
been greatly enhaneeil in the interval. By the amending sec-

5
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MAN. tion a railway company is allowed a year from the deposit of
W\ the plan, etc., in which to acquire title to the lands. If the
1913 company fails to acquire title within the year, then the date of
----  the acquisition shall be the date with reference to which the

Txyuir compensation shall be ascertained. But manifestly it would
xm, be unjust to make this provision apply to awards, orders or

r. N. i:. judgments pronounced before the Act came into force. It was
also deemed proper that an arbitration then pending should also 

itowrii.c.j.M. he excepted from its operation.
What is meant by an “arbitration now pending” as referred 

to in the Act? A suit is pending as soon as it is commenced by 
writ or other process, and remains so until its conclusion. An 
arbitration also is pending as soon as it has been actually com
menced and is proceeding towards completion. Counsel for the 
company contends that before the amending Act came into 
force, the preliminary steps were taken and three arbitrators 
were appointed by a Judge’s order as far back as January, 
1907. These arbitrators were not sworn as required by the Rail
way Act, and never entered on their duties. One of them, Mr. 
fiait, appointed by the Judge, but not named by one of the par
ties, refused to act: see order of 4th May, 1910, in which this 
refusal is stated. In 1910 another notice was served by the 
company making a new or substituted offer of $17,000 instead 
of $7,500 as originally offered. Shortly thereafter the order of 
4th May, 1910, was made appointing a new board of arbitrators, 
Mr. Newton being substituted for Mr. Galt. Still, the company 
contends that all along since January, 1907, arbitration was 
pending.

An arbitration cannot be held to have been commenced until 
arbitrators have been appointed. An arbitrator is not appointed 
until he has both been named in the order and has accepted 
office as such: li in gland v. Lowndes, 17 C.B.N.S. 514; and he 
enters on the reference, not when he accepts the office, or takes 
on himself the functions of arbitration by giving notice of his 
intention to proceed, but when he enters into the actual matter 
of the reference : Baker v. Stephens, L.R. 2 Q.B. 523.

No arbitration had, therefore, been commenced when 8 & 9 
Edw. VII. eh. 32, came into force, and if none had been com
menced. it seems to me clear that none was pending. The pre
liminary steps that had then been taken, such as giving notice 
and appointing arbitrators, only shew that an arbitration was 
contemplated, not that it was actually going on or pending.

Whatever may have been done in this case, with a view to 
arbitration, at the time the above Act came into force, it was 
subsequently abandoned by the company. A new offer of a 
very largely increased amount was made in 1910, after the Act 
had come into force, and the refusal by Taylor to accept this
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new offer formed, under secs. 193 and 19ti of the Railway Act, 
the very basis upon which a board of arbitrators was afterwards 
appointed, a board which actually proceeded with the reference 
and made the award against which this appeal is brought. The 
arbitration which took place in 1912 and which dealt with the 
question of the compensation to be allowed was certainly not 
pending when the amending Act came into force.

It is claimed that the notice given by the company in 1906 
tied up the land so that Taylor could not deal with it. The 
company itself was not bound to take the land. They allowed 
several years to elapse before making a reasonable offer of com
pensation or bringing on an arbitration, and this, while the 
value of the land was largely increasing. Now they contend 
that Taylor is bound to take the value of the land as it was in 
1906. 1 think the intention in passing the amendment, 8 & 9 
Edw. VII. ch. 32, sec. 3, was for the very purpose of remedying 
such an injustice as that. Unless, therefore, the company can 
bring this case clearly within the second proviso in see. 3, so 
that the remedy afforded by the earlier portion of the eccti »n 
does not apply, the date of acquisition is the date with reier- 
enee to which the compensation must )>«• ascertained.

No evidence as to the value of the land at the time of the 
reference was received by the arbitrators. It is, therefore, im
possible for this Court to lind from the evidence the amount 
of the compensation to lu» allowed. It seems to me that the 
only course is to allow the appeal with costs and set aside the 
award.

Cameron, J.A. (dissenting):—This is an appeal from an cemeron.j.a. 
award made under the provisions of the Railway Act, R.S.C. (duwnung) 
ch. 37. The property in question is lot No. 33, fronting on 
Wesley street, in the city of Winnipeg, as shewn on the plan 
filed, which, with certain adjacent property, was dealt with by 
the Hoard of Railway Commissioners in on order dated Sep
tember 22, 1906. By that order the railway company was 
given authority to acquire these lands from the owners upon 
certain conditions, one of which was, that the documents re
quired by sec. 133 (now 192) of the Railway Act to be deposited 
should l»e deposited and the notice provided by sec. 154 (now 
193) should be given on or before November 1st, then next fol
lowing. There was a further provision continuing the use of the 
then existing facilities in connection with a railway siding to the 
owners until possession should lie taken by the railway com
pany. possession in the meantime remaining with the former.

The notice of expropriation under the statute was duly 
given, October 26, 1906, expressing the intention of tin» rail 
way company to take the property and its willingness to pay
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the sum of $7,500 as compensation. The plans were iilnl Nov
ember 1st, 190ti. An order was taken out January 10, 1007, 
appointing W. J. Christie, James Scott, and Ü. F. Galt, arbi
trators. The time for fixing the value of the property as the 
proceedings then stood was, under sec. 102, November 1, 1006.

In 1009, see. 192 of the Railway Act was amended by sec. 
3, eli. 32, 8-9 Kdw. VI1., as hereafter set forth. By notice dated 
and served April 21, 1010, the railway company withdrew the 
offer of $7,500 made in its notice of expropriation and sub
stituted therefor $17,000. By an order dated May 4, 1910, 
made upon the application of the owners, wherein is recited 
the order of January 10, 1907, above referred to, and that 
George F. Galt had refused to act as arbitrator, to which the 
railway company had consented, it was ordered that “C. II. 
Newton, W. J. Christie and James Scott be and they are hereby 
appointed arbitrators for the purpose of hearing and determin
ing the arbitration in this matter.”

Pursuant to this last order the arbitrators made their award 
July 4, 1912, fixing the compensation to be paid at $16,950. 
James Scott did not concur in this, and made a separate award.

The principal question discussed before us was witli refer
ence to the bearing on the ease of the amendment of 1909, which 
is as follows :—

3. Sub-section 2 of see. 192 of the said Act is amended by adding 
thereto the following: “Provided, however, that if the company does 
not actually acquire title to the lands within one year from the date of 
such deposit, then the date of such acquisition shall be the date with 
reference to which such compensation or damages shall be ascertained ; 
and provided further, that the foregoing proviso shall not prejudice the 
operation of any award, or of any order or judgment of any Court of 
competent jurisdiction, heretofore made, or any arbitration now pending 
and any appeal from any such award, order or judgment shall be decided 
as if the foregoing proviso had not been enacted.”

On the taking of testimony by the arbitrators, evidence was 
tendered by the owner of the then present value of the premises 
for the purpose of giving a basis on which to fix the value as 
of the date of the filing of the plan. The arbitrators did not 
receive the evidence. The contention that the arbitrators should 
fix the value as of the date of the award or arbitration and not 
as of that of the deposit of the plan was not specifically taken 
before the arbitrators, and it was urged that we should not now- 
give effect to it. But if the amendment does affect the basis 
of compensation the fact that it was not brought to the atten
tion of, or acted on by, the arbitrators ought not to prejudice 
the position of the owner. That this contention does not ap
pear to l>e plainly disclosed in the notice of appeal cannot be 
material, as it would merely necessitate an adjournment which 
counsel for the railway company decided he did not want.
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The principal point in controversy is whether the arnend- 
ment of 8-9 Edw. VII. applies to this ease so that the const ruc
tion of the words “arbitration now pending” becomes import
ant. On behalf of the railway company it is urged that the “ar
bitration” commenced before the day the amendment came into 
force. On the other hand it is contended that the arbitration 
cannot be said to have commenced until the arbitrators entered 
on their duties long after the date of the amendment.

The notice of expropriation in this case, given October till. 
1906, complied with the provisions of sec. 193, stating (a) the 
lands to be taken, and (/>) “a certain sum,” to wit $7,5(10, 
which the company was willing to pay therefor. If the owner 
does not give notice of his willingness to accept that amount then 
the Judge is, on the application of the company, to appoint a 
sole arbitrator, or, at the request of either party, three arbi
trators. The latter was the course adopted in this case.

If the company desire to desist from or abandon the notice 
or to amend it, it can, where the notice improperly describes 
the lands, or where the company decided not to take them, 
abandon the notice and all proceedings thereunder, and shall 
thereupon be liable for damages or costs incurred (sec. 207). 
No other provision is made whereby the company can withdraw 
or modify the notice, once it is given. The subsequent notice, 
dated April 21, given by the company, increased the amount 
offered to $17,000. This had nothing whatever to do with any 
improper description of the lands or with a decision of the 
company not to take them, and therefore could in no way affect 
the first part of the original notice, stating the lands intended 
to he taken, and, in fact, the company never abandoned its in
tention to take the lands. Nor could it affect the second part 
of the notice as to the sum offered, as the statute gives it no 
such power. The parties might agree that it should be taken 
that the company might increase its offer and in such a case 
the amended offer might affect the costs of the arbitration under 
sec. 199. There was an agreement here that the company might 
amend its first offer, but there was nothing done that was in
tended or could be taken as intended to abandon wholly the 
notice of expropriation. It was intended merely to substitute 
$17,000 for the $7,500 originally offered by the company. It is 
not necessary here to consider what effect that substitution 
could have upon the costs of the arbitration.

In Haskxll v. G.T.H. Co., 7 O.L.R. 429, the company had 
actually taken possession of the land while here the company 
persisted in its declaration of intention to take, which was all 
it could do under the order of the Board. It did not desist or 
abandon, and it had no authority to do so, except on the grounds 
specified in section 207.
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The original order appointing arbitrators was made Janu
ary 10, 1907. The Judge (of a Superior Court or County 
Court) making this order is persona desiynala and his order is 
not subject to review on appeal nor ean he rescind or review it 
himself, except on the grounds set out in section 206, whereby 
if an arbitrator dies or refuses to act, the Judge shall appoint 
another. 1 refer to the judgment of Chief Justice Mathers in 
Chambers v. C.PM. Co.t 20 Man. L.R. 277. The order, there
fore, of May 4. 1910, reciting that Mr. Galt had refused to act. 
and, in fact, appointing Mr. Newton in his plaec, and in terms 
appointing the three arbitrators, two of whom, however, had 
been named in the previous order, must be taken as an exer
cise of the powers conferred by section 206. There; is no order 
rewinding the first order. There was, in law, no authority for 
such. But there was, and is power, to substitute an arbitrator 
in the place and stead of one already appointed who had refused 
to act as had Mr. Galt in this instance. The last order was 
therefore an amendment of the first order made, under the 
authority of the Act, and its precise wording cannot be mat
erial.

Looked at in this light, the arbitration proceedings had 
their origin in the notice of expropriation of October 26, 1906, 
or, at the latest, in the refusal of the owner to express his will
ingness to accept the sum of $7,500 then offered. The arbitra
tors were duly appointed in January following and a substitu
tion was made for one of them in accordance with the provi
sions of the Act by a later order. The arbitrators then en
tered upon the performance of their duties anil made the award 
now appealed from. In those eireuinstances, what is the effect 
of the amendment above set fort'i V

In If. v. Manley-Smith, 63 L.J.Q.B. 171. an arbitration under 
two arbitrators and an umpire had been commenced under 
the Lands Clauses Act. Owing to the death of the umpire the 
parties agreed to submit the mattir to a sole arbitrator. An 
award having been made exceeding <he amount offered it was 
held that the owner was entitled to the costs from the initiation 
of the proceedings, and that the substitution by agreement of 
one arbitrator for the three originally i ppointed, did not put 
an end to the original submission. “Though the agreement here 
might be deemed a fresh submission, it was nevertheless a con
tinuation of the statutory submission origi ally made,” per 
Wright, J„ p. 173.

Once the notice of expropriation is given, the relation of 
vendor and purchaser, to a certain extent and foi certain pur
poses, arises:—

The effect of this (i.e., giving the notice to I rent). »s it now «ellled. 
wns to create a relation lietwcen the company ami the respondent un-
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alogous to that of purchnavr ami vendor, but the price was not jet ascer
tained. Till that was done the land still remained the property of the 
respondent, in equity as well as at law, but the company had acquired 
a right to h ive the price ascertained, and for that purpose to summon a 
jury, and then, when the price is ascertained (by secs. 09 to 89), on 
tender of the price to have the land conveyed to them, or if the land 
owner could not or would not make a title, to deposit the price ascer
tained in the bank, and execute a statutable conveyance, on which the 
lands shall vest absolutely in the promoters of the • undertaking. The 
landowner has a correlative right ; if he pleases, he may at any time 
before the company have issued their warrant for summoning a jury, he 
may by mandamus compel them to do so.

Per Lord Blackburn in Tiverton and North Devon li. (Jo. v. 
Loosctnore, 9 A.C. 480, 493.

Once the owner has allowed ton days to elapse without noti
fying the company of his acceptance of the offer it becomes 
imperative on the company to apply to a Judge for the ap
pointment of an arbitrator and thereupon the proceedings cease 
to be proceedings to arrive at the damages by consent and be
come proceedings intended to fix it by arbitration. Is the term 
“arbitration” as used in the amendment of 1909 confined to 
that part of the proceedings subsequent to the order appoint
ing the arbitrators or subsequent to the time when the arbitra
tors assume the burden of the arbitration by taking the requisite 
oath or does it refer only to those proceedings in which the arbi
trators are actually engaged in the performance of their duties? 
Or, on the other hand, is “arbitration” a comprehensive term 
intended to include the proceedings from the giving of the 
notice or from the time when action under the statute is first 
taken in consequence of the owner’s refusal to accept the com
pany’s offer or from the appointment of arbitrators under the 
Act?

The term “costs of the arbitration” in section 199 has been 
generally understood to include the costs of and incidental to 
the arbitration. But this may he due to the meaning given tc 
the term “costs” by reason of sub-section (5) of the interpre
tation clause. The analogous section of the Lands Clauses Act 
contains the words “or incident thereto” which may make a 
difference between the English statutory provision and our own.

It is a well “recognized rule that statutes should lie in
terpreted, if possible, so as to respect vested rights”: /foin/h 
v. Wind us, 12 Q.B.D. 224, 237, Bowen, L.J. It is not to be 
presumed that interference with existing rights is intended by 
the Legislature, and if a statute he ambiguous the Court should 
lean to the interpretation which would support existing rights: 
Craie’s Iiardeastle, p. 326.

Here we have the case where, on the notice of expropriation
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having been given, the parties stand in a new relation, an
alogous to that of vendor and purchaser, the price not being 
ascertained, but the company having the right to have it as
certained as of the date of the filing of the plan, and the giv
ing of the notice and tender or payment of that price vests in 
the company the right to take possession (section 215) ; and, 
if immediate possession be necessary without an award or agree
ment, that can be had under sec. 217.

The term “vested right” is not readily capable of close de
finition. It may be defined as

A right to do or posses* certain tilings which the partie» had already 
begun to exercise, which is either authorized by the statute or to the 
exercise of which no obstacle exists in the laws which have liven enacted : 
the power one has to do certain actions, or to possess certain things, 
according to the laws of the land.

Cyc. XXXV. 1U9. See also further definitions in Cyc. VIII. 
894.

Here the company Imd a right, vested or existing, to take 
over the possession of and title to the property in question 
upon the compensation or price payable therefor being as
certained in tile manner fixed by the statute then in force, and 
the payment or tender thereof. An amendment to the general 
law lixrd a later period us the date with reference to which the 
compensation is to he fixed and is not positively clear in its 
terms as to whether Parliament intended it to apply to cases 
wherein the proceedings have already lieen commenced to de
termine the compensation payable, but wherein the arbitrators 
have not yet actively entered on the performance of their duties. 
The aim of Parliament was, no doubt, to prevent railway com
panies employing dilatory tactics in these expropriation cases. 
Itut tile general principle that it will be presumed that the Leg
islature did not intend to interfere with existing rights unless 
the contrary appears can he invoked in favour of corporations 
ns well as of individuals and is of uniform application.

Vnder thy statute and under the order of the Railway Board, 
tile company in this case, by giving the prescribed notice and 
filing tile necessary plans, acquired certain rights, the principal 
one of which was to take over the possession of the property 
and the title thereto on payment of tile compensation therefor 
to Iw determined ns of the date of the giving of such notice and 
filing of such plans. Clearly tile amendment of 1909 fixes an 
entirely different measure of compensation from that in force 
at the date of the order of the Railway Hoard and of the ori
ginal order appointing arbitrators, and thereby materially al
ter. and distiirlis existing rights of the railway company. Un
ices. therefore, there is, in the amendment itself, a clear indica
tion of the intention of Parliament that its terms should apply
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to <*ii8P8 whore the arbitration proceedings have been instituted man 
before its passage, it should not be held applicable to such cases, 
and I can read no sueli unambiguous declaration of intention 101:1

in the words of the amendment. It is quite consistent with the • —
policy of Parliament, having due re«**-d for statutory rights 
previously created, to read the term * bit rat ion” as used in %xn 
a comprehensive sense and as including not only the proceed- **• *
ings of the arbitrators when actually in session, but also the _ 
other proceedings necessarily incidental thereto. If we give j.a.
effect to the owner's contention, then, had the three arbitrators ,,,IWtiUn«l 
originally appointed taken their oaths and entered actively 
upon their duties on the 20th day of May, 1909, the amendment 
in question must, nevertheless, have applied. It would seem 
difficult to hold that sueli could have liven the deliberate in
tention of Parliament, and that the legal relations of the par
ties should be so fundamentally and summarily altered ; es
pecially would that lie the ease here where the arbitration pro
ceedings were taken pursuant to an order of the Hoard of Rail
way Commissioners.

The provisions of all expropriation Acts are for the public 
benefit. Without them the construction of railways would, 
manifestly, owing to the excessive demands of land owners, be, 
in many cases, unreasonably costly, and, in some cases, im
practicable. Sueli provisions are, under the Interpretation Act, 
remedial in character, and the amendment of 1909 stands in 
no peculiar position in that respect. So that we come hack to 
the question whether there is expressed in the amendment a 
definite intention that the date fixed by the original statute for 
the ascertainment of compensation shall be wholly altered in 
all cases, saving only those, however, where the arbitrators have 
actually met and entered on the performance of their duties.

Upon consideration and with a due appreciation of the dif
ficulties arising in the matter, 1 have reached the conclusion 
that the arbitration, as the term is used in the amendment, had 
its inception in this ease in the order appointing arbitrators 
made January 10, 1907, and that the date fixed by the Act 
prior to the amendment of 1909, is the date as of which the 
compensation payable to the owner must be determined.

1 have examined the evidence submitted to the arbitrators.
It seems to me impossible to regard the claims for damages in 
respect of the warehouse intended to lie erected by the owner 
as one that could lie entertained. It is entirely too remote and 
speculative. As to the rest of the evidence, I would say that 1 
cannot find that the arbitrators have acted on any wrong prin
ciple or that their award is not warranted by the evidence. 1 
can discover no error of law or fact or excess of jurisdiction
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MAN. on the face of tho award or on the evidence. There is no ade- 
quate reason, therefore, in my judgment, why the award should 

inis l»e disturbed.
II.ukiart, «Î.A., concurred with Howell, and

Pkrdvk. J.A.
Appeal allowed; Cameron, J.A., dissenting.

MAN SCHWARTZ v. WINNIPEG ELECTRIC R. CO.
p . MunitnlfO I'on 11 of Appeal, Howell, O/l/., Perdue, and llagyart, ././ A.
V March 17. 1913.
1913
------  1. Kviiikxck it N K9—203)—Vkksi mitiox—From silence or witiiuihji-

Mar. 17. ixo kviiiknce.
Ill .-in art ion uguiiHt a »t reel railway company for pcmonul injuries 

allege» I to liavv lavn rallied liy starting the car while a pamtenger wan 
getting off the rear platform, the fact tliat the conductor, who, by a 
rule <>f the company, wan required to be on the rear platform when 
the ear was ntopped, was not called as a witness by tho defendant 
company militates against the defence ; and the jury may draw in
ferences against the defendants from the keeping bade of evidence 
which is alone in their possession.

\ F.udid I venue Trust Co. V. Holts. 24 O.L.R. 447. applied.1

Statement Appeal by defendants from verdict for $1,500 in favour of 
the plaintiff on the trial with a jury of an action for damages 
for negligence.

The appeal was dismissed, Pkrdve, J.A., dissenting.
K. A. Cohen, and U. W, McClure, for the plaintiff.
E. Anderson, K.C., and It. I). Guy, for the defendants.

it-—h ' ' N. Howell, C.J.M. :—I have had the advantage of reading the 
judgment of my brother Haggart, and 1 agree with him as to 
the disposition of this ease.

The ear in which the plaintiff was travelling was being 
rather closely followed by another, and the conductor was ap
parently chary about stopping, for he passed one street without 
any attention to the plaintiff’s ringing the bell.

She rang again : it was his duty to stop the ear: she swears 
the car stopped for an instant at all events : the jury find it did 
stop, and I think this finding cannot lie disturbed.

She says she was on the top step with her hand holding the 
rail and lifted one foot to go down, and that is all she remem
bers until in the hospital. She was found by the conductor of 
the closely-following ear lying on the street insensible. Winkler, 
a short block away, says he heard a shriek and looked up and 
saw the ear, which she had been on, moving.

The jury find that the ear started while she was alighting 
and that this caused the accident.
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It was the duty of the defendants to so regulate matters 
that she could reasonably and safely alight, and apparently, 
for further safety, they have a rule requiring the conductor to 
he in the rear porch when the car stops. 1 assume that the con
ductor was there performing his duty when the car stopped. 
The defendants also have a rule that the conductor must at 
once report all accidents, and I assume this was reported. 
Neither the conductor nor the motorman was called as a witness, 
and no evidence is given as to any report. The conductor, an 
officer in the defendants’ employ, could give all the facts in 
this matter, and. to use the language of Sir Charles Moss in 
Euclid Avrnuc v. Mohs, 24 O.L.H. 447, at 450 : “The fact that 
he was not called hv the defendants militates against them.”

The jury is the proper tribunal to draw the inferences of 
fact and it seems to me there was as much to justify their find
ings in this case as in Mali ins v. Viggott, 29 Can. ti.C.R. 188; 
Grand Trunk v. Griffith. 45 Can. 8.C.R. 280. and Ajum Goolam 
Ilooscn if* (1o. v. Union Marine Ins. Co., Ltd., [1901] A.C. 202.

Counsel for the defendants stated that he did not ask for nor 
wish a new' trial. The appeal is dismissed with costs.

Perdue, J.A. (dissenting):—The plaintiff alleged in her 
statement of claim that she was a passenger on one of the de
fendants’ cars on Logan avenue in the city of Winnipeg, and 
had rung the hell as a signal to the motorman to stop the car 
at Gunnell street, a street at right angles to Logan avenue ; that 
in expectation of the ear stopping she arose from her seat and 
walked to the vestibule: that the ear when it reached Gunnell 
street did stop and the plaintiff prepared to alight : that while 
she was in the act of doing so,
the ( aid ear did with a violent jerk move oil, in vons«M|itt*nve <>f which the 
|diiiiitiiT wax thrown from the «aid ear on to the roadway with miicIi force 
that she became unconscious. . . .

She claims that she was severely injured by the fall and 
alleges that it was caused by the negligence of the motorman or 
the conductor of the ear, or lioth of them, in causing the ear 
to 'start without observing whether the plaintiff had alighted, 
and also in causing the ear to start in such a negligent manner 
as to make it jerk violently and at a speed that was not reason
able or proper in starting a ear.

The action was tried before Prendergast. J„ with a jury. 
At the close of the plaintiff’s cue defendants’ counsel moved 
for a nonsuit. The learned Judge, with a good deal of hesita
tion, as he states, refused to enter a nonsuit. The defendants 
put in no evidence.

Eight questions were put to the jury, and upon the answers 
given to these, the Judge entered a verdict of $1,500 for the
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plaintiff. The following are the questions asked and the answers 
given :—

1. Did the car stop at or near the intersection of Logan avenue and 
(iunnell streetÎ A. Yes.

2. Did the plaintilf on the occasion in question, whatever may have 
lieen the cause, meet with an accident in falling off or being thrown from 
the car? A. Yes.

3. If the plaintiff met with such accident, was she injured thereby? 
A. Yes.

4. Did the moturman or conductor, or both of them, at the moment 
when the plaintiff was proceeding to alight, cause the car to start? A. Yes.

5. If so, was the car started with a jerk and at an unreasonable rate 
of sjieed for a car to start? A. Cannot say.

0. If the car was started when the plaintiff was about to alight, do 
you believe it was such starting of the car that caused the accident ? 
A. Yes.

7. Was such starting of the car negligent ? A. Yes.
8. Did the plaintiff notify the conductor by ringing the bell that she 

wished to alight at Gunnell street? A. Yes.
The jury assessed the damages at $1,500.
The fourth question is the all-important one, because it con

tains the very gist of the action which the plaintif!' set out to 
prove. The jury by their answer to that question found in 
effect that while the plaintiff was alighting from the ear it was 
set in motion by the motorman, conductor or both. Let us now 
examine what evidence there .was, if any, to support this finding.

The plaintiff states that on the night of the accident she got 
on the car which proceeded west along Logan avenue. She 
lived on Bushnell street, which runs at right angles to Logan 
avenue and she says she rang the bell to stop the car at that 
street, that the ear did not stop there, that she then rang the 
bell for it to stop at (Iunnell street, the next intersecting street. 
She says the car did stop at Gunnell street, that she passed into 
the vestibule and proceeded to alight, that she had her right foot 
on the first step and hod hold of the rail with her right hand, but 
that after that she remembers nothing. This is all the evidence 
that was placed before the jury to enable them to answer the 
fourth question, and other following questions which depend 
upon an affirmative answer to the fourth. The only other wit
ness called as to the happening of the accident, was one Winkler, 
and his evidence, which 1 shall examine later on, so far from 
assisting the plaintiff, contradicts her in important respects.

Taking the plaintiff’s account of what happened, what negli
gence is there shewn upon the part of the defendants! She sig
nalled to have the car stopped and it was stopped. She was on tin- 
step in the act of alighting while the car was at a standstill : 
hut what occurred thereafter was a blank in so far as her recol
lection is concerned. She cannot say, and does not attempt to
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say, what caused lier fall. We arc left to speculate as to the 
cause of her injury. Did she slip and fall while alighting?
Was she seized with a sudden vertigo which caused her to fall 
from the step? Was she struck by a passing vehicle, or did the 
car move forward and cause her to lose her footing on the s<ll^x,,'z 
step? It appears to me that any one of these guesses is as Wixniwi 
plausible as another. If, indeed, the one the jury is asked to Elkcthu* I? 
make, that the car was started forward before she had reached 
the ground, conveyed the true answer, it would be reasonable im-i-m- j.a. 
to expect that she would have some recollection of the ear mov- 1 
ing and of her losing her footing on the step and her hold upon 
the rail.

It is incumbent on the plaintiff to prove some negligent act 
or to establish facts from which negligence may reasonably he 
inferred. Where two inferences may be drawn one of which 
implies negligence and one which docs not.^ind there is no pre
sumption in favour of one view rather than the other, then 
the plaintiff fails to prove his case: Wakelin v. London and 
8.W. liy., 12 A.C. 41 : Pomfrct v. Lancashire and Y. Ily. Co., 
f 10031 2 K.B. 718. In the Wakelin case Lord Halsbury said:—

It is incumbent mi the plaintiff in thi* cum* to extnhlith bv proof that 
her husband’» death has been cuii-mm! by some negligence of the defendants.
«min negligent act. or sonic negligent omission, to which the injury com
plained of in this case, the death of the husband, is attributable. That is 
the fact to be proved. If that fact is not proved the plaintitf fails, and 
if in the absence of direct proof the circumstances which are established 
are equally consistent with the allegations of the plaintiff as with the 
denial of the defendants, the plaintiff fails, for the very simple reason that 
the plaintiff is bound to establi-li the affirmative of the proposition,
Ei qui affirmai non ci qui ne y at inrumbit prubatio.

The same principle is affirmed by the Privy Council in 
McKenzie v. Chilliwack, 8 D.L.R. «92, [1912] A.C. 888. In that 
case the deceased had been confined in a wooden lock-up pro
vided by the defendants. The lock-up caught fire from some 
unknown cause and deceased came to his death in the fire.
Plaintiffs failed to prove how the fire w*as caused. It was 
held that if an inference was to Is* drawn it would not he un
reasonable to infer that the place was set on fire by the deceased, 
or a fellow-prisoner of his, or both.

I have considered the present case so far upon the evidence 
of the plaintiff herself. But when we come to examine the evi
dence of Winkler, who was called by the plaintiff and is the 
only other witness who gives any facts bearing on the cause 
of the accident, the impropriety of drawing the inference she 
asks to be drawn becomes much more apparent. At the time 
of the accident, Winkler, who was returning to his home on 
Gunnell street, was at the corner of that street and Henry 
avenue, Henry avenue being the next street to Logan and par-
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allcl to it. lie says lie heard some noise and saw a car running 
very last and did not see it stop. He went to the place and 
found the plaintiff lying on the ground injured. A second ear 
had come up and the conductor of that car assisted in removing 
the plaintiff from where she was lying. The plaintiff’s hus
band and the conductor of the second car had both arrived 
on the scene before Winkler. The plaintiff, Winkler says, was 
lying in the middle of Gunnell street, and the place where the 
unfortunate woman had struck the ground was shewn by the 
mark of blood at about the centre or a little to the east of the 
centre, of that street. lie says he saw the car crossing Gunnell 
street and going fast. The following extracts are taken from his 
evidence on cross-examination :—

Q. Could you see it eroding Gunnell street? A. Yes, I saw the car 
crossing.

While it was crossing.Gunnell street about how fast was it going, 
do you say? A. It was going fast and going straight ahead.

Q. Full tilt? A. Yes. . . .
Q. You were up on Henry street and you could see it coining up in 

the light and you never saw it stopping at all? A. No, I saw it go
ing. . . .

Q. You were looking at it going across and you did not see it stop? 
A. No.

Q. And you heard the woman make a noise? A. Yes.
Q. And that was at the lime you saw the car crossing? A. Ye**.
In another part of his evidence the plaintiffs counsel put the ques

tion to him, “it didn't stop?' To this he answered, "No, perhaps a second 
it stopped and then went on.”

Hut throughout his evidence the impression upon his mind 
is shewn, that the car ran rapidly across Gunnell street and did 
not stop there.

The evidence of Winkler, the plaintiff’s witness, and the only 
witness beside herself who gave any facte relating to the acci
dent contradicts her statement that the ear stopped at Gunnell 
street. When one of the company’s cars is signalled to stop at 
an intersecting street, the mode of operation is for the car to 
cross that street and stop at the farther crossing. This is a 
well-known rule in Winnipeg and was, 1 understand, referred 
to by plaintiff’s counsel at the trial. In any event, the com
pany’s book of rules which was put in by the plaintiff shews 
that this is the rule to be observed when stopping cars in re
sponse to a signal (rule 201). The same rule says : “Do not stop 
cars so as to block cross-streets or cross-walks.’’ It is reasonable 
to assume that the company’s servants would in stopping the 
car observe the rule. The plaintiff says the car stopped in the 
middle of Gunnell street to permit her to alight. It is clear 
that she fell from the car in the middle of Gunnell street, or 
a little to the east of that point. If the ear stopped there, it
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was contrary to the above rule. But we have the additional 
fact that Winkler saw the ear running fast across Gunnell street, 
going “full tilt” so that it is impossible that it stopped where 
the plaintiff fell. Taking the whole evidence that the plaintiff 
has presented, the most reasonable inference to draw is, it ap
pears to me, that the plaintiff received her injury by falling from 
the step while the car was in motion and before it reached the Kikctiuc It 
proper stopping place. If such inference is the correct one. she ( 
herself caused the accident by her own negligence. She should ivrduc. j.a. 
uot have been on the step or trying to dismount while the 
car was in motion. If such inference is true, the injury was 
not caused in the manner in which she claims it was caused, and 
which she undertook to prove, namely, by a sudden starting of 
the ear from a standstill while she was in the act of alighting.

The car on which the plaintiff was riding was well tilled with 
people, yet not one of these was called to prove that the ear 
stopped at Gunnell street, or to prove any other fact in connec
tion with the case. The plaintiff’s husband was one of the first 
persons, if not the very first, to appear on the scene after the 
accident, yet he was not called as a witness.

The plaintiff relied on Bridges v. Sorlh London R. Co., L.R.
7 IfJi. 213. Without going into the facts of that well known 
case, it is sufficient to point out that there was in that case an 
inference which could be fairly drawn from the facts proved.
There were not two or more conflicting inferences to 1m* drawn, 
each of them equally consistent with the facts. In Metropolitan 
It. Co. v. Jackson, 3 A.C. 103, where the Bridges ease was com
mented on, the view of Lord Justice Bra in well in the Court of 
Appeal (2 C.1\D. 134) was cited with approval:—

Supposing the evidence to Ik* consistent with negligence, namely, tlmt 
negligence may have caused the matters complained of. it is equally con
sistent with no negligence, namely, that the matters proved may have 
been caused otherwise than by negligence, and it is an elementary rule 
that when evidence is consistent as much with one state of facts as with 
another, it proves neither:

(3 A.C. page 206).
The relative functions of Judge and jury where the subject 

matter of the action is negligence, are declared in Metropolitan 
R. Co. v. Jackson. 3 A.C. 193, by several of the Judges. Lord 
Cairns said :—

The Judge has to say whether any facts have been established by 
evidence from which negligence may reasonably be inferred ; the jurors 
have to say whether, from those facts, when submitted to them, negli
gence ought to be inferred.

Lord Blackburn and Lord Gordon quoted with approval the 
statement of Willes, J., in Ryder v. Wombwcll, L.R. 4 Ex. 32,
38, that,
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there is in every case a preliminary question which is one of law, namely, 
whether there is any evidence on which the jury could properly Hud the 
question for the party on whom the onus of proof lies. If there is not, 
the Judge ought to withdraw the question from the jury, and direct a 
nonsuit if the onus is on the plaintiIT, or direct a verdict for the plaintiff 
if the onus is on the defendant.

The rule laid down by XVdies, J., which I have just cited, 
was accepted by the Privy Council in Middle v. National Fire 
and Marine Insurance Co., |189fi| A.C. 372, which was an action 
by insured against insurers on a policy of insurance. Lord 
Davy, in giving the judgment of the Court, after accepting the 
above rule, considered a nonsuit in the case proper, 
although there may have been some evidence to go to the jury, if the 
proof was such that the jury could not reasonably give a verdict for the 
plaintiffs.

In the present ease there is no evidence to shew what caused 
the plaintiff to fall, and no evidence to prove the negligence 
charged, namely, the sudden starting of the ear while she was 
alighting. Even the plaintiff's evidence, insufficient as it was to 
lay the foundation for the inference she asked the jury to draw, 
is rendered worthless by the contradiction of her own witness, 
Winkler.

The plaintiff was, no doubt, severely injured and the jurors 
and everyone else naturally feel sympathy for her. But the 
defendants cannot be called upon to compensate her in damages 
unless it can reasonably be found that they by their negligence 
caused the accident.

In my view a nonsuit should be entered.

II.xggart, J.A. :—On the 27th of March, 1911, about ten 
o’clock in the evening, the plaintiff boarded a street car going 
west at the corner of Main street and Logan avenue, intending 
to ride to Bushnell street, which runs at right angles to Logan, 
and upon which the plaintiff then resided. Her story is that as 
the car was approaching Bushnell street, she rang the bell which 
was the signal to the motorman to stop. The car did not stop, 
whereupon she rang the bell again to stop at the next street west, 
called Gunnell street. As the car slowed up she went to the 
vestibule, and when it stopped, proceeded to alight, and just as 
she had her right foot upon tin; first step she either fell or was 
thrown from the car, and she remembers nothing more until 
some days afterwards when she recovered consciousness at the 
hospital. She states that the car had come to a stop before she 
proceeded to alight; her words art*: “When the car stopped I 
put my foot on the first step and after that I don’t remember 
anything.” According to the doctors, the injuries sustained 
were serious.
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The plaintiff then called a witness, Winkler, who lives on 
Gunnell street, who had been at the store on Henry street for 
groceries. When at the corner of Henry avenue and Gunnell 
street, a block distant and north of Logan avenue, on his way 
home, he says, “1 heard some noise and I saw a car running 
very fast, and 1 didn’t see it stop and a woman cried or made a 
noise,” and he continues, in answer to the question, ‘‘Did you 
sec the car stop?” he says: ‘‘I could not see the car stop be
cause the car was going fast. I would be on the corner of Henry 
and Gunnell street and I heard a noise from the woman and left 
my groceries and went to her.” When he got to her a second 
car had come from the east. The woman was removed, and the 
second car proceeded on its way. He then rendered what assist
ance he could to the plaintiff’s husband, who was at the scene of 
the accident. Winkler, when asked further, “What happened 
to the car?” he answers:—

The tlrst cur went on. Q. It didn't stop? A. No. perhaps n second il 
stopped and then went on.

Q. That is the ear on which the plaintiff was? A. Yes, I was too far 
away to see much of that.

The defendant’s counsel urges that from the fact that the 
plaintiff was lying in the middle of Gunnell street, ami that 
Winkler swore when he saw the car it was going fast, the legiti
mate inference to be drawn is that the plaintiff walked off or 
fell from the platform when the car was in motion and that the 
plaintiff is contradicted by her own witness when she testified 
that the car stopped in the middle of Gunnell street, when she 
proceeded to step down from the platform, and the plaintiff 
claims that the trial Judge should have withdrawn the case from 
the jury and entered a nonsuit.

Plaintiff relies upon a principle laid down in Odgers, p.
570:—
that, where two equally credible witnesses called by one side contradict 
each other, it is not coni|>etcnt for the party calling them to seek to dis
credit one and accredit the other.

The authority given by the text-writer for this proposition is 
Sumner v. Brown, 25 Times L.K. 745. This was a ruling of 
Hamilton, J., at the Liverpool assizes, in this case the plain
tiff’s claim was admitted and the defendant counterclaimed for 
breach of a contract to soli potatoes. The defendant relied upon 
a railway company’s delivery note which was a receipt for bags. 
The defendant put one of the plaintiffs in the witness-box to 
prove the signature to the delivery note, when the plaintiff stated 
definitely to his counsel that no contract had been made. The 
Judge disposes of the case in these terms:—

Upon the question of the plnintiir I<evesley'» evidence, Mr. Keogh had 
called him with hia eye» open and with full knowledge of what he waa
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likely to sav. and it wan not competent for the defendants to contradict 
him on the vital point of contract or no contract. It was not as if un
expected evidence hail been given or there had been some contradiction in 
details. When two equally credible witnesses called by the same party 
flatly contradict each other, it was not competent for the persons calling 
them to pick and choose between them. They could not discredit one 
and accredit the other.

In the present case there is not a flat contradiction, it 
is never expected that all the witnesses on the same side should 
agree in every particular and a certain amount of discrepancy 
in details will not destroy the value of the testimony, indeed, 
if there is a concurrence in minute details there might arise a 
suspicion that the story was manufactured.

There were two witnesses to this incident, the victim, who 
is quite clear up to the point she fell or was thrown from the 
car, and Winkler, who, a block distant at ten o’clock at night, 
says he heard a woman’s cry and saw a car passing along. The 
distance is considerable and his field of vision would be narrow 
looking along the street. From such different view points, I 
would expect that they might have different impressions as to 
what actually happened.

The question as to how far a party is bound by his own wit
ness was very fully considered in Stanley Piano Co. v. Thomp
son, 32 O.R. 341.

The action was to restrain the defendants from manufactur
ing pianos from a scale or patterns belonging to the plaintiffs, 
and for a return of the scale and patterns. On the opening 
of the case the plaintiff read from the depositions of one of the 
defendants taken on a motion for an interim injunction certain 
questions and answers in which he swore that he had drawn a 
scale from a piano manufactured by the plaintiffs and had made 
his patterns from that scale. It was admitted he had the right 
to do that, as the scale and patterns were neither patented nor 
copyrighted, and that if that was the way they were obtained, 
the plaintiff could not succeed, but plaintiff’s counsel proposed 
to shew that the defendants were manufacturing pianos similar 
to the plaintiff’s, which could only be done from the plaintiff’s 
own scale and patterns, a set of which had disappeared from 
their workshop where this defendant had previously worked, 
and in order to do that, tendered evidence that it was impossible 
to make the scale in the manner in which this defendant testified 
in his depositions he had done. Such evidence was objected to 
as being in contradiction of plaintiff’s own witness, and the 
trial Judge refused to receive the evidence.

On the appeal to the Divisional Court, Chancellor Boyd and 
Ferguson, J., gave carefully considered judgments.

Chancellor Boyd, p. 343, says :—
Though one called as a witness (party or not) may disprove the case
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of the plaintiff calling him, yet that case may be established by other wit
nesses called not to discredit the first, but to contradict him on facts mat
erial to the issue. This proposition was regarded as settled law of long 
standing prior to the statute on the subject passed in England in 1854, 
C.L.P. Act, sec. 22. It was one of the many rules of evidence which have 
grown up as the result of practice so ns to become the law of the land. 
Unless explicitly altered by legislation, these rules arc to be regarded as 
not affected or curtailed by permissive statutory enactments.

Ferguson, J., p. 349:—
It seems to me that the plaintiff had the right, without any ruling or 

leave of the trial Judge, to go on and give his evidence, though such evid
ence, being as it was, relevant to the issue should contradict the evidence 
already given by him and even though it would incidentally have the 
effect of discrediting his former witness. What the plaintiff wanted to do 
was simply to give more relevant evidence. 1 am of opinion that the law 
entitled him to do this, and 1 have not found any decision that I think 
forbids him so doing.

See Ewer v. Ambrose (1825), 1! B. & C. 746, 751 ; Fnedlandcr 
v. London Ass. Co., 4 B. & Ad. 193, at 195; McNab v. Stinson, 
6 U.C.Cj.B. (O.S.) 445; Robinson v. Reynolds, 23 U.C.Q.B. 560; 
Grccnoitgh v. Eccles, 5 C.B.N.S. 786, 802; Odgvrs’ Law ot‘ Evi
dence, 705 (c), 705 (d).

I do not think the plaint iff and Winkler contradict each 
other. Even if they did differ in their versions under the 
salutory rule set forth the jury had the whole evidence before 
them and it was all relevant.

The defendants say there was no evidence of negligence that 
the case should have been withdrawn from the jury.

Metropolitan R. v. Jackson, 3 A.C. 193; Lord Chancellor, 
197:—

The Judge has a certain duty to discharge and the jurors have an
other and a different duty. The Judge has to say whether any facts have 
been established by evidence from which negligence way be reasonably in
ferred; the jurors have to say whether from those facts when submitted 
to them negligence ought to lie inferred.
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Page 198:—
The ’ -gligence must in some way connect itself with the accident.

Page 200 :—
It is, indeed, impossible to lay down any rule except that which, at 

the outset, I referred to, namely, that from any given state of facts the 
Judge must say whether negligence ran legitimately be inferred and the 
jury whether it ought to be inferred.

Lord Blackburn, p. 207 :—
And if the facts ns to which evidence is given arc such that from them 

a further Inference of fact may legitimately be drawn it is for the jury 
to say whether that inference is to be drawn or not; but it is for the 
Judge to determine, subject to review, as a matter of law, whether that 
further inference may legitimately In» drawn.
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The plaintiff was a passenger on the railway, and having 
paid her fare, it was the duty of the defendants to carry her 
safely and ‘land her safely at her destination. The failure to 
stop when signalled at the proper street shews that there was 

Schwab 1/ carelessness or inattention on the part of some one. The story 
Wis.MVMt of the plaintiff" up to the moment she became unconscious is 

Ki.kctkh it. consistent and uncontradicted. She says the ear stopped and 
( ° Winkler does not swear that it did not stop. In a moment she is 

Hugs*rt, r.A. on the road unconscious. 1 would not assume that she courted 
injury. There is a blank, no one saw her fall; no one cun tell 
how long the car stopped. Who can supply or till that blank 
unless it be the defendant’s servants? The defendants have a 
perfect right to say, we will not make the case for the plaintiff, 
but the keeping back of evidence alone in their possession may 
be the subject of comment by Judges, and jurors may draw their 
inferences.

As to Judges making observations, see the remarks of Moss, 
C.J., Euclid Avc. v. Ilohs, 24 O.L.R. 447.

In Iges v. North London It., L.R. 7 II.L. 213, no one saw 
the deceased fall from the car. He was found by a passenger on 
a heap of rubbish in the tunnel. The jury had to draw their 
inferences. In this ease I think the Judge was right in his rul
ing that there were facts established by evidence from which 
negligence might he reasonably inferred, and the jury on those 
facts having found that negligence ought to be inferred, we can
not disturb that verdict.

The observations in the judgment delivered by Lord Atkin
son in Toronto Street It. Co. v. King, 11908] A.C. 260, where the 
tram ear ran against a van and killed the driver, are applic
able :—

Their Lordships are, therefore, of opinion that the defendant* were 
not entitled to a nonsuit, that there was evidence to go to the jury on the 
two issues : (1) whether the driver of the tram car was guilty of negli
gence; and (2) whether the deceased was guilty of contributory negligence. 
The jury have practically found these issues in favour of the plaintiffs. 
They are the tribunal entrusted by the law with the determination of is
sues of fact and their conclusions on such matters ought not to be dis
turbed because they are not such as Judges sitting in Court of Appeal 
might themselves have arrived at.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Appall dismissed, Verdi e, J.A., dissenting.
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GADSDEN v. BENNETTO.
(Decision No. 2.)

Manitoba Court of Appeal, tlowcll, CJ.M., Perdue, Cameron ami 
lluggart, JJ.A. March 17, 1013.

1. Fraud and deceit (8 II—U)—Sale ok shakes—Secret vkoht on vi r-
CHASE RT DIRECTORS.

Wlien officers or director!* of a company combine to dispose of nil 
it* property, the Imhling and disposal of which were the sole object* 
for which the company h:i«l Iwen incorporated, under term* bv which 
they would make a secret profit for themselves, the acquisition by 
them of shares at price* much Mow their real value obtained from 
various shareholders by suppressing the real terms of the oiler received 
for tin* company's property i- a fraud upon such shareholder* in re- 
•jiect of which the court will grant them relief.

f dadnden V. He tine t to, 3 D.L.R. 321). reversed ; l/gatt v. Allen. 8 
D.L.It. 71). applied; Pete ira I V. Wright, f 11)02] 2 Ch. 421, distin- 
giiishe-l ; Carpenter v. Darnuorth, 32 Barb. (N.Y.) 581, distin
guished.]

2. Corporations and companies (§ IVG 4—12)—Fiduciary relation—
Okkicer purchasino stock from hiiareiioijikr.

XV tie re directors of a landholding company pa«»ed a resolution ap
pointing three «if themselves as a committee t«i bring in a proposal 
for disposing of the whole of their lands and also of the corporate 
shares in the company, the responsibility of the members of the com
mittee acting upon such restitution is more extensive than the ordin
ary duties devolving upon company directors; ami. on any proposal 
of purcha-M* lieing received by them which involved the acquisition 
of the land forming the entire assets of the company, the committee 
were umler a duty to the shareholders whose rights as such, would, 
on completion of the sale, lie limited to a reimbursement, pro rata, out 
of the purchase money, to make full disclosure to them as well as to 
the company, a* represented by its directors and officer*, «if the terms 
of the olTer. (Per Perdue. .1.)
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Appeal by the plaintiff from judgment of Mat liera, C.J.K.B., statement 
Gadsden v. Bennetto (No. 1 ), 5 D.L.R. Ô29, 21 W.L.R. 886.

The case below was the trial of an issue directed in winding- 
up proceedings to try the question of ownership in certain com
pany shares and judgment had been given for defendants.

The appeal was allowed.
A. B. Hudson, for the plaintiff.
C. /*. FxdUrton, K.C.. and J. I\ Foley, for defendants.

Howell, C.J.M. :—The company was incorporated simply to howhi. o.j.m. 
purchase, hold and sell one tract of land. Bennetto became 
managing director and treasurer and continued up to the liquida
tion to hold these offices.

The defendant Wellband was vice-president of the company, 
and while these defendants held these positions a resolution of 
the company was passed creating a committee consisting of the 
defendants and A. MeCuteheon “to bring in a proposal for dis
posing of the lands and shares.” Acting on this resolution Ben
netto, with the assistance of X., who was acting as solicitor for
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MAN the company, procured one Cooper to enter into a binding agree
a a.
101»

ment to purchase the lands for #80,000, and further to pay 1 ten- 
net to and X. a secret commission of #18,000. After this binding

Cl ADBDEN

Ben nett».

agreement was entered into the defendants arranged with the 
solicitor to purchase and did purchase the stock in question from 
Walker, a shareholder, accreting from him that the above sale

Howell. TJ.lf.
had been made and procured a transfer, paying at the rate of 
#1,370 per share, alsnit one-half of what each share was worth 
on the lsisis of the above sale.

The fact A found by the learned Chief .Justice should not, 
in my view, be disturbed. With great deference, I do not think 
that the law laid down in I’cnivnl v. Wright, (1902 | 2 Ch. 421, 
and the American case of Carpenter v. Damii'orlh, 52 Barb. 
(N.Y. ) 581, should govern this ease. The two defendants were 
members of the committee appointed to sell this land, and after a 
sale was made, by suppressing the facts, they buy through X., 
but really for themselves, this stock. It is well to observe that 
they were authorized to sell the laml ami slums; probably it was 
thought that as selling the land was really a winding up of the 
company, the purchaser might require to get all the stock in order 
really to make title. The defendants, with X.. r
to suppress the facts and get the shareholders' property. It 
would be strange if in such a tlagrant case of fraud the Court 
could not grant relief, and I see no necessity for citing authori
ties. The very recent case of IJyatt v. Allen, 8 D.L.R. 79. is 
quite applicable, and justifies granting relief to the plaintiff.

The defendants claim, however, that Walker subsequently 
was informed of the fraud and that they bought him off and got 
a full release from him by giving him a portion of the purchase 
price to which lie vas entitled. Walker clearly had no right or 
power to make a settlement with the defendants for the shares 
which he did not own and which he simply held in trust, to the 
knowledge of X.. and. therefore, to their knowledge. In 1908 
Walker assigned all the shares which stood in his name to the 
defendants and his release in 1911 did not give any further 
title, lie had no authority to give a release of this fraud as to 
the shares which were not his.

The onus of proof of this issue is on the defendants, and if 
the defendants fully explained all their frauds to Walker, and 
lie acted and consented to take only part of what lie was entitled 
to, perhaps he is Isuind, but I cannot see bow be can so bind (lie 
plaintiff. It cannot lie said tliat lie was the plaintiff's agent to 
compromise this fraud and take from trustees less than the sum 
to which the plaintiff is entitled.

There is another view of the case which justify relief.
The general manager and treasurer of the company with the 
vice-president procured a sale of the entire assets of the company

C///35D
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iu thv performance of the business of the company, which would 
cause a winding up thereof, and by suppressing all the facts, they 
secretly, in the name of another, bought in the stock of share
holders. Is it not a ease of a trustee suppressing facts and buy
ing in secretly the rights of the aslni </i/< trustf

The fraudulent action of Rennet to in securing #18,000 com
mission and in agreeing to divide this with the person he em
ployed secretly to purchase the stock makes it difficult for a per
son to look at. the whole transaction calmly. The appeal is 
allowed with costs, and the case disposed of in accordance with 
the details set forth in the judgment of Mr. Justice Perdue.

MAN.

C. A.
1013

Gamut*

1 U:\nkito. 

Howell. C.J.M.

Pkhdvk, J.A.:—This is an interpleader issue to determine the i*r<iu-. j.a 
ownership <d‘ five shares of stock in the Kootenay Valley Fruit 
Lands Co. The issue was tried before the Chief Justice of the 
King's Bench, who decided it in favour of the defendants Ben- 
netto and Wei I hand. From this decision the present appeal is 
brought. No difficulty arises in regard to findings of fact in this 
case, as the appellant’s counsel did not object to the Chief Jus
tice's findings in that regard. It is only necessary to give a brief 
recapitulation of the main facts in the ease.

The Kootenay Valley Fruit Lands Co. was incorporated for a 
very limited purpose, namely, to impure and dispose of a single 
tract of fruit land in British Columbia. Apparently, when this 
single venture should he concluded the whole object of. and 
reason for, the company’s existence would he achieved. The 
capital of the company was #40.(MM1, divided into forty shares of 
#1,000 each, all of which had been allotted. Gadsden was the 
owner of two of these shares. The company hud acquired the 
tract of land above mentioned in the spring of 1008, and its 
purpose was to dispose of this land at a profit. At this time 
Bennetto was the managing director and treasurer of the com
pany. In the month of May lie was in negotiation with one 
Janies Cooper, of Saginaw, Michigan, for the sale of the com
pany’s lands to the latter, nominally for the sum of #80,000. hut 
actually for the sum of #98,000, the difference, #18,000. to he 
retained by Bennetto as a secret profit for himself.

On 20th May. 1908. the directors passed a resolution that if 
an offer of #80,000 and liabilities were made it should he accepted, 
thatls to say, #80,000 over and above the company’s liabilities in 
respect of their property. Kit her on that day or the next day 
the directors passed the following resolution : “That a committee 
he composed of Messrs. I. Bennetto. C. Well hand and A. N. Me- 
Cutcheon to bring in a proposal for disposing of the lands and 
shares.” This committee was composed of three directors, two of 
whom were Bennetto (the managing director and treasurer) and 
Wellhand, the vice-president. The purpose of the committee was

4«— 0 D.L.R.
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to find and bring in a proposal, not only for disposing of the 
land, hut. also of the shares.

According to the finding of the Chief Justice, Bennetto, after 
the offer from Cooper had been received, conceived the design of 
buying the shares of the minority faction of the shareholders, 
that is to say, the faction opposed to Bennetto and his associates. 
For this purpose he entered into a partnership with the defen
dant Wellband to carry out this scheme. They employed X., the 
legal representative of the company, to buy the shares, agreeing 
to give him a share of the profits. Sampson Walker, one of the 
minority shareholders, was approached by X.. and Walker agreed 
to sell his shares at the price of $1,370 per share. Walker com
municated with the plaintiff Gadsden, and the latter agreed to 
accept the same price for his shares. Gadsden then transferred 
the two shares he owned to Walker for the purpose of collection 
only. At this time neither Gadsden nor Walker, as the Chief 
Justice finds, was aware of the sale negotiated by Bennetto. 
Upon this sale going through, the shares would, on the basis of 
the purchase price of the land being $80,000, be worth $2,000 
each. Upon receiving the transfer of Gadsden’s shares. Walker 
entered into a written agreement with X. dated 26th May, 
1008, for the sale to X. of twelve shares, two of which were Gads
den’s and three of which were held by Walker as mortgagee only, 
one Teetzel being the owner of the equity of redemption. The 
total price was $16,200, payable in instalments. At the time of the 
sale X. was aware that Walker held Gadsden’s shares as trustee 
only.

The sale of the company’s land to Cooper was carried out 
and confirmed at a meeting of shareholders held on 13th August. 
1008. Cooper agreed to pay the purchase price of $80,000 ax fol
lows : $5,000 in cash and the balance in one, two and three years, 
with interest at six per cent, per annum. After the cash pay
ment. had been made by bim a resolution of the directors was 
passed authorizing the treasurer to divide it amongst the share
holders and to “collect and pay out” the balance of $75,000, as 
collected.

In November, 1008, the plaintiff purchased from Teetzel for 
$1,000 the equity of redemption of the latter in the three shares 
which Walker held as mortgagee. The learned trial Judge finds 
that this purchase was made by the plaintiff for his own benefit, 
but that lie bought them for the purpose of selling them to X. 
for $1,370 per share. It is clear to me that any information 
received by the members of the committee as to the prices that 
could he obtained either for the land or for the shares would lie 
received in a fiduciary capacity, not only for the company, but 
for the individual shareholders. If the intending purchaser 
decided that instead of merely buying the land, he would buy
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the shares at a certain price per share, the committee was hound 
to disclose to the shareholders how much per share the purchaser 
was willing to give. It appears from the evidence that the nego
tiations with Cooper at one time assumed the form of a proposal 
to acquire the shares, hut it resulted eventually in a purchase of 
the property.

The position of the members of the committee in this case is 
very different from that of ordinary directors of a company as 
regards their fiduciary relations, and is quite distinguishable 
from Perdrai v. Wright, f 1902] 2 Ch. 421. In the present case 
the committee were acting outside the ordinary duties of direc
tors, they were appointed for the purpose of securing and bring
ing in a proposal for disposing, not only of the land which was 
the property of the company, but the shares which were the pro
perty of the individual shareholders. On any proposal being 
received by them which involved the acquisition of the shares, 
they were hound to disclose to the shareholders, the interested 
parties, the nature of the proposal and the price offered. If 
the proposal took the form of acquiring all the company’s pro
perty and leaving the shares out of account, the shareholders 
would he immediately interested in that proposal, because their 
shares would become worthless when the property was trans
ferred and they could only look for reimbursement to their share 
of the purchase money on a distribution being made. If the 
committee, acting under its duties to the company and the 
shareholders, secured a highly advantageous offer, they were 
bound to make full disclosure of the offer to the company and 
the shareholders. The members of the committee were the confi
dential agents of the company and the shareholders. Their 
concealment of Cooper's offer, which so greatly enhanced the 
value of the shares with a scheme in view to buy the shares at 
a low price, was a breach of duty and a fraud upon the share
holders whose shares they acquired, by means of that conceal
ment, at a price far less than their intrinsic value : Walsham v. 
8tainton, l !>**<;. -I A 8. 678; Hyatt v. Ml' ». 8 D.L.R. 7!': Hi 
Imperial Land Co. of Marseilles, L.R. 4 Ch.D. fitifi.

The learned trial Judge dealt with the case as if Bennetto 
and Wellband were mere directors of the company and gave his 
decision upon the view that as directors no duty was cast upon 
them to make to the individual shareholders full disclosure of 
the negotiations that were pending with Cooper. Without ex- 
pnntsing any opinion as to the duty of the directors to the in
dividual shareholders in such a case, I think the learned trial 
Judge quite overlooked the fact that the three meml>e rs of the 
committee were, by reason of the resolution appointing them 
and by their acceptance of the duty imposed by it upon them, 
acting outside the scope of ordinary directors, and that a fidu-
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ciary relationship hail been established between them, on the one 
hand, and the company and the individual shareholders on the 
other. The defendants are fixed with notice through McLaws 
that Walker was a trustee for Gadsden as to the two shares.

The trial Judge has found that Gadsden by his subsequent 
conduct ratified the sale that Walker had made of the shares 
at $1,370 each. But this ratification, if such there was, was 
made while Gadsden was ignorant of the fact that a sale of the 
property had been made at $80,000, or really at $98,000, if Ben- 
netto’s secret commission is included. 1 cannot find evidence 
to prove that Teetzel knew the facts of the sale when he sold to 
Gadsden. Gadsden is in the position of Teetzel and is the owner 
of the three shares subject to the lien of Walker for the amount 
of the loan. I do not think that the defendants, who were en
gaged in the perpetration of a fraud, can avail themselves of the 
equitable doctrine of purchasers for value without notice. A 
formal release was given by Walker to the defendants on 15th 
September, 1911, but he had no authority to bind Gadsden by 
this release, either in respect of the two shares or the Teetzel 
shares.

The trial Judge called attention to the defective way in which 
the issue has been framed. The contest between the parties took 
the form of a suit in equity to set aside the sale of the shares 
to the defendants as having been induced by fraud in the cir
cumstances shewn. If he had taken the view that the plaintiff 
was entitled to succeed, he would have been willing to amend 
the issue so that the real question could be determined. Both 
the questions in the issue should be answered as follows :—

In the circumstances disclosed in the evidence the shares re
ferred to in both said questions are the property of the plaintiff 
James Gadsden as against the defendants Israel Bennetto and 
Charles Wcllband. The Judge who will deal with the questions 
reserved until after the trial of the issue, can work out the 
amount of the credit that is to he allowed by Gadsden in respect 
of the shares for money already received by him and by Walker 
from the defendants, and will treat the money in Court as re
presenting the shares and dispose of it accordingly.

The appeal should be allowed with costs ; the judgment of 
Mathers. C.J., should be reversed and the questions in the issue 
answered as above, and the defendants should be ordered to 
pay the costs of the issue.

camrron, j.a. Camkkon, J.A.:—Upon the findings of the Chief Justice, I 
cannot resist the conclusion that the appellant is entitled to 
succeed. The facts here are very different from those set out in 
the eases referred to in the judgment appealed from. When the 
officers of a company combine to dispose of all its property (the 
holding of which was the sole object of its existence) at a secret
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profit to themselves, the acquisition of shares by them from 
shareholders who are in ignorance of the subterranean facta of 
the sale, cannot surely be upheld by the Courts. The considera
tions which affect the transfer by Gadsden of the shares origin
ally bis own. affect also the shares acquired by him from 
Teetzel. Had Teetzel, before he finally disposed of his interest in 
his shares, with full knowledge of the material facts, elected to 
ratify the action of the defendants and discharge them from 
any liability, the situation would be different, but nothing of the 
kind is shewn.

It would be difficult to say that the so-called release of Sep
tember 13, executed by Walker in favour of Wellband and Ben- 
netto, would have been binding on him had he chosen to dispute 
it. He said he never read the part of the document relating to 
the secret commission. At any rate his action could in nowise 
affect Gadsden, who knew nothing of it. As to the Teetzel 
shares, the equity in these had lieen acquired by Gadsden in 
November, 1908. The learned Chief Justice finds that Gadsden 
“bought the equity in these Teetzel shares after the amount of 
the equity bad been figured and stated to him by Walker.”

No doubt the burden of establishing affirmation with know
ledge rests on the defendants here, and “the evidence fails to 
shew that either Walker or Gadsden had elected to confirm the 
transaction with knowledge of the fraud.”

The answers to the questions submitted in the order for trial 
in this matter must, in my opinion, lie that the ownership of 
share certificates Nos. 24 and Ifi is in the appellant James Gads
den as against Israel Bennetto and Charles Wellband. I con
cur in the disposition of the ease and of the costs of the appeal 
and the issue in the maimer stated by Mr. Justice Perdue in 
bis judgment.

Haooart, J.A., concurred.
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Appeal allowed.
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IMP. McPHERSON et al. v. TEMISKAMING LUMBER CO., Limited.
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Judicial Com ni il ter of the Prirg Council. Present: The Earl of Halsbury, 
l.ord Mmnaghten, Lord Atkinson. Lord Shaw of Dunfermline, and Kir 
Charles Pilzjiatrick. November 10, 1012.

Nov. 11». 1. Levy AXII SEIZURE (| I A—10p)—TlMHKR CLAIMS—('ROWX TlMIlKR Ad
(Ont.)—Lick nuke—Exiuiihlity.

The rights of n lieennee under a timlier license obtained under the 
Crown Timlier Act, R.S.O. 1807, ch. 02. are such an interest in lands 
as to In- exigible under the Execution Act of Ontario. 0 Edw. VII. eh. 
47. to the effect that a “writ of execution shall hind the goods and 
lands against which it is issued, from the time of the delivery thereof 
to the sheriff for execution.”

[Canadian Pacific If. Co. v. Hat Portage Lumber Co.. 10 O.L.It. 273, 
disapproved; dlemrood Lumber Co. v. Phillips, [ 10ii4) A.C. 40.1, 70 
L.d.P.V. 02. 20 Times L.R. .131. applied; McPherson v. Temiskaming 
Lumber Co.. 3 O.VV.X. 30, 20 O.W.R. 13, reversed. As to rights to 
timber before and after severance under a mining license, sis- IL Clark
son and Wisliart (Ont.), 0 D.L.R. .170. .180. .187; Itonlcau V. Interna
tional Asbestos Co. (Que.), .1 D.L.R. 434.|

2. Tim her (g I—12)—Crown Timiikh Act (Ont.)—Asmoxaiui.ity NOT
WITHSTANDING WRIT OK EXECUTION.

Au execution against a debtor levitsl under the Execution Act of 
Ontario, !l Edw. VII. eh. 47. does not interfere with the power of the 
debtor to assign or transfer his rights under a timber license obtained 
under the Crown Timlier Act. R.S.O. 18(17. ch. 32. subject to the sec
urity of the execution creditor not 1 icing impaired.

| McPherson v. Tcmiskaminij Lumber Co., 3 O.W.X. 30. 20 O.W.R. 
13, reversed.)

3. Levy and nkizvrk ( § 1 A—10c)—Timiikk claims—Crown Timber Act
(Ont.)—TI^irkr severed iikkohk kxkci ito.n—Exiuiiiii.ity.

Where timlier has lieen cut and is lying on the land of a debtor on 
the date of an execution against him. -iu*li timlier is subject to seizure 
under the Execution Act of Ontario, tt Edw. VII. ch. 47. although the 
debtor is njierntiiig under a license obtained under the Crown Timlier 
Act. R.S.O. 18117. ch. 32.

[McPherson v. Temiskaming Lumber Co.. 3 O.W.X. 30. 20 O.W.R. 
13, reversed.)

4. Levy and seizure igl A—10c)—Timber claims—Crown Timber Act
(Ont.)—Timber rkvkrkii aktkr execution—Exkiibiijty.

Timlier cut by a licensee of timlier land under the Crown Timlier 
Ad. R.S.O. 18117. ch. 32. niilisequent to the date of an execution against 
him is attachable under the execution, notwithstanding that the cut
ting had lieen made by an assignee or a transferee to whom, in the 
interval bet ween the laying on of the execution and the cutting of 
the timlier, the licensee had transferred his rights, unless such trans
fer was made in good faith and for valuable consideration and without 
notice on the part of the transferee of the writ having lieen delivered 
to the sheriff and remaining unexecuted.

| McPherson v. Temiskaming Lumber Co., 3 O.W.X. .3(1. 20 O.W.R. 13, 
reversed.)

Statement Appeal by plaintiffs from a judgment of the Court of Ap
peal for Ontario given on 20 September, 1911, McPherson v. 
Temiskaming Lumber Co., 3 O.W.X. 3(1, 20 O.W.R, 13, revers
ing the judgment of Teetzel, J., McPherson v. Temiskaming 
Lumber Co., 2 O.W.X. 553.

Tin* present appeal was allowed and the ease remitted to the
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Ontario Court of Appeal (now the* Appellate Division of the 
Ontario Supreme Court ) to la* disposed of in accordance with 
the judgment of the Judicial Committee.

Laidlaw, K.C., and Wallaci \ mbit I, K.C. (of the Canadian 
Bar), for plaintiffs, appellants.

Sir Robert Finlay, K.C., and Geoffrey Lawrence, for the de
fendants, respondents.

The judgment of the Judicial Committee was delivered by
Lord Shaw of Dunfermline : This appeal arises out of 

interpleader issues. As put in the question for trial, the issue 
was whether certain goods and chattels consisting of saw-logs 
seized in execution hv the sheriff of tl.e district of Nipissing 
in the province of Ontario, under the writs of fieri facias after 
mentioned, for the having in execution of the judgments” 
upon which the writs were issued, “were at the time of the 
seizure by the said sheriff exigible under the said execution of 
the said execution creditors as against the said claimants, the 
Temiskaming Lumber Company Limited.” The execution 
creditors were the appellants. Allan McPherson and William 
Booth. Executions had been issued upon judgments recovered 
by these appellants respectively, the judgment being for the 
amounts of debts due by A. McGuire & Co., who were or had 
been lessees or licensees of certain timber lands in the district 
of Nipissing, in the province of Ontario. The writs dealt with 
by the trial Judge were three in number and were duly re
ceived by the sheriff as follows, namely : (1) at the instance of 
McPherson, received on the 2nd December, 1909, this being for 
the sum of $3,961 ; (2) and 1), at the instance of Booth, re
ceived on the 26th February, 1910, for $729 and $317, re
spectively. These two latter appear to have been repetitions 
of previous executions for the same amounts received by the 
sheriff on the 16th June, 1909.

The material circumstances of the case so far as the Mc
Guires are concerned, are as follows: Annie McGuire, wife of 
Cornelius McGuire, obtained a timber license in ordinary form 
from the government of Ontario of certain parcels of land in 
the townships of Bryce and Beauchamp, on the 11th January, 
1907. The license was subsequently renewed until the 30th 
April, 1912. Annie McGuire was the sole partner of A. Mc
Guire & Co., and she appointed Cornelius McGuire, her hus
band, as manager. Sin* obtained advances from, and incurred 
debts to, the appellants, who obtained judgments therefor. 
Writs of fieri facias were issued and delivered in regular form 
for payment of the moneys due against (to use the exact lan
guage of the writs) “the goods and chattels, lands and tene
ments, of A. McGuire & Co. in your bailiwick.” In the course
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of the months of January, February, and March, 1910, con
siderable cutting operations were made and the logs cut were 
placed on the ice and floated down the rivers to Lake Teinis- 
kaming. The sheriff acting under the execution took exclusive 
possession of these logs on the 11th June, 1910. The inter
pleader order was issued on the 22nd of that month. There is 
no objection to the form of these proceedings. By the Execu
tion Act in force in Ontario at their date, namely, the consoli
dation statute of the 13th April, 1909:—

A writ of execution slinll hind the good* and land* against which 
it is issued from the time of the delivery thereof to the sheriff for 
execution. Provided that subject to the provisions of the Hills of Sale 
ami Chattel ami Mortgage Act, no writ of execution against goods 
shall prejudice the title to such goods acquired by any person in 
good faith and for valuable consideration, unless such person had, at 
the time when he acquired his title, notice that such writ had been 
delivered to -the sheriff ami remains in his hands unexecuted.
There is no dispute in this case that the respondents, the 

Temiskaming Lumber Company, Limited, had at least full 
knowledge of the writs of execution at the instance of the ap
pellant McPherson. (The position of the company with regard 
to the rights of Booth ami of McGuire’s indebtedness in general 
is hereafter dealt with). Accordingly, norpiestion arises as to the 
application of the proviso, it being an admission that the Temis
kaming Lumber Company, thus charged with notice of the 
execution and proceedings, is in no better position to resist legal 
effect being given to these than the original debtors, Messrs. A. 
McGuire and Company*, would have been.

The point, however, which has been taken by the respond
ents is this, that while it is conceded that under tin? law of 
Ontario execution may proceed against both the goods and the 
lands of a debtor, a timber license and all rights, privileges, 
and interests of the licensee thereunder, constitute, so long as 
the timber stands, neither the one nor the other, but form an un- 
attachable legal entity. This point, and it is accordingly of 
much importance to the pro nee, gravely affects the rights 
of timber licensees, their mercantile credit, and the security 
which they are able to afford in commercial dealings.

It is, therefore, expedient to consider the position of those 
holding timber licenses under the law of Ontario, in view of the 
contention that, valuable as these licenses may be to the licen
sees, they nevertheless constitute no source of legal credit, be
cause they are unavailable to execution creditors. The statute 
regulating the effect of timber licenses in Ontario is that of 
1897, ch. 32, of the Revised Statutes, known as the Crown 
Timber Act. After making provisions for the grant of licenses 
to cut timber on the ungranted lands of the Crown, at such 
rates and subject to such conditions, regulations, and restric-
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tions as may be established by the Lieutenant-Governor-in- 
council, see. 3 provides :—

(1) The licenses shall describe the lands upon which the timber may 
lie cut, and shall confer for the time being on the nominet* the right 
to take and keep exclusive possession of the lands so descrilied, sub
ject to such regulations and restrictions as may lie established.

(2) The licenses shall vest, in the holders thereof all rights of 
property whitroever in all trees, timber, and lumlier, cut within the 
limits of the license during the term thereof, whether the trees, timber, 
and lumber are cut by authority of the holder of the license, or by 
any other person, with or without his consent.

(3) The licenses shall entitle the holders thereof to seize in 
revendication or otherwise, such trees, timber, or lumber where the 
same are found in the possession of any unauthorized person, and 
also to institute any action against any wrongful |*»*»sossnr or tres
passer, and to prosecute all trespassers and other offenders to punish
ment, and to recover damages, if any.
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Provisions tiro made for the continuation of the grant to 
licensees, see. 5 of the statute being to the effect that “license 
holders who have complied with all existing regulations shall be 
entitled to have their licenses renewed on application to the 
commissioner.” A variety of provisions occurs with reference 
to the obligations of licensees, who are bound, inter alia, to keep, 
and keep open to inspection, such records and l>ooks as may be 
required, and to furnish satisfactory proof of the number of 
pieces and descriptions of timber, saw-logs, etc. It should be 
added that, in respect of these rights, the licensee comes under 
liability to taxation and assessment. With reference to tin* land 
itself, the right of the licensee therein is clear and distinct, 
namely, it is a right to take and keep exclusive possession of the 
lands described, with, in the second place, a power to cut and 
remove timber therefrom. As regards the timber, the property 
therein, when eut, is vested in the licensee, and this vesting 
takes place whether the operations of cutting are carried out 
with or without the licensee s consent.

In the present case, Mr. Justice Tt. M. Meredith, observes :— 
I nm still unfortunate enough to Ik* unable to understand why the 

interest in Inml of a limitée under the <’rown lands timber license is 
not an interest in land liable to seizure and sale under a writ of execu
tion a* well as liable to assessment for the purjiose of taxation.
Their Lordships find themselves in the same position. The 

learned Judges of the Court of Appeal, however, hold that the 
matter is concluded by authority, and, in particular, by the 
authority of Canadian Pacific I!. Co. v. Hat Portage Lumber Co., 
10 O.L.R. 273. decided in 190."». This ease will be immediately 
referred to. Hut it is important to note that the scheme of the 
Execution Acts of the province of Ontario was plainly meant, 
and, in their Lordships’ opinion, it is fitted, to attach not only
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goods and chattels, hut also landed rights. In their Lordships’ 
view, the observation of Lord Davey in Qlenwood Lumber Com
pany, Limited v. Phillips, 11004] A.C. 405 at 408, 70 L.J. 
P.C. 62, 20 Times L.R. 531, is applicable to the present case. 
The Act there being construed was a Newfoundland statute 
of a character similar to that now under construction. It 
was decided that, in ascertaining what was the nature of 
the rights under such a statute, the question was not one of 
words, but of substance.

Lord Davey said :—
If the elteet of the instrument is to give the hohlvr an exclusive 

right of occupation of the land, though subject to certain reservations, 
or to a restriction of the purposes for which it may lie used, it is in law 
a demise of the land itself. . . . It is enacted that the lease shall
vest in the lessee the right to take and keep exclusive possession of 
the lands described therein, subject to the conditions in the Act pro
vided or referred to. and the lessee is empowered (amongst other 
things) to bring any actions or suits against any party unlawfully 
in possession of any land so leased, and to prosecute all trespassers 
thereon. The operative part and habendum in the license is framed in 
apt language to carry out the intention so expressed in the Act ; and 
their Lordships have no doubt that the elleet of the so-called license 
was to confer a title to the land itself on the respondent.
All this language is applicable in terms to the statute of 

Ontario now living dealt with, similar provisions occurring 
therein. Their Lordships see no reason to doubt the soundness 
of the view thus expressed by Lord Davey, or its applicability 
to rights of a similar character in the province of Ontario. In 
their opinion, a title to the land itself, subject, of course, al
ways to the restrictions, conditions, and limitations laid down 
in the license, is in the licensee of timber lands. When, accord
ingly, the Execution Act .of Ontario (9 Edw. VII. eh. 47), 
already referred to, states that a “writ of execution shall hind 
the goods and lands against which it is issued, from the time of 
the delivery thereof to the sheriff for execution,” it would ap
pear not open to doubt that timber lands and the rights of a 
licensee therein under a timber license are included under this 
description.

This view appears to he expressly confirmed by section 32 of 
the Execution Act, which provides that any estate, right, title, 
or interest in land shall lie liable to seizure and sale in execu
tion in the same manner and on the same conditions as land. 
Hut apart from that section the nature of the title of a licensee 
is a title (it may lie limited in character) to the land itself, and 
in their lordships’ opinion, accordingly, it falls within the 
scope of the Execution Act. In the Court of Appeal, however, 
the learned Judges did not apparently feel free, if they enter
tained this view, to give effect to it, on account of the decision
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in the Hat Portage ease, above referred to: Canadian Pacific H. IMP- 
Co. v. Hat Portant Lumber Co., 10 O.L.K. 273.

In the Hat Portant ease the execution debtor was the r 1012 
of a permit to cut and remove railway ties from Crown lands. ^ pjJT" > 
He entered into partnership with another person, the object of ' HrKK8°N 
the partnership being to remove the ties in order to fulfil a Tkmih- 
contract with a railway company. I ndouhtedl.v the object of
the partnership was that the ties when eut should be the pro- ' ___
perty of the concern. In the Court of Appeal it rather appeared Lord8hew- 
that the broad question now to be determined was—by reason of 
a concession made at the bar—not one upon which a judgment 
was really asked. It was conceded by the counsel for the ex
ecution creditor that the writ “was not a lien or charge upon 
any of the timber embraced in the Crown timber permit until 
it had been severed from the soil.” contention was that,
once severance of the timber took place, the execution attached, 
notwithstanding any agreements in respect of the timber made 
before the severance. The parties do not appear to have 
entered into actual contest upon the question of the real nature 
of the right of the timber licensee, in so far as the land itself 
was concerned, or in so far as affected the comprehensive rights 
of a licensee in land. In these circumstances their Lordships 
do not feel that the true issue under the existing Execution 
Act of Ontario has been fully dealt with.

It is interesting to observe from the dictum of the learned 
Chief Justice Moss, that “if an agreement is not entered into 
with a colourable purpose, or with an intent to defeat or de
fraud creditors, as by a mere pretended partnership, but is 
“iitered into with the bond fide intention of forming a partner
ship and carrying on a business, it is not open to attack at the 
instance of creditors.” If this dictum points to the impos
sibility of defeating the execution creditor’s rights by the col 
ourable device of partnership or other contract effecting a 
change of title, so formed as to defeat the execution, their 
Lordships agree with it. Hut the right of an execution creditor 
in no case interferes with the proprietary interests of the execu
tion debtor, except to the effect that, while the execution debtor 
is free to deal with his property, the property so dealt with re
mains subject to the rights of the execution creditor therein; 
these last remain unaffected ami unimpaired. The circum
stances of the present case in this regard, and the dealings of 
A. McGuire & Company, with their rights as licensees, while 
the execution stood, will be presently referred to. But when 
the learned Chief Justice states that “the interest transferred 
by the debtor is not one exigible under a writ of execution, and 
is not affected by any lien or charge arising therefrom ; there 
is nothing to affect the debtor's interest, and by no process

8
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could he be compelled to use it for the benefit of his creditors,” 
their Lordships find themselves unable to agree with these pro
positions. In practice they would seem to operate greatly to 
the diminution of the credit otherwise available to timber 
licensees, and they would manifestly destroy the security for 
advances upon timber lands, however valuable, until actual 
severance of the timber. But this consideration might, of 
course, be counter-balanced by others, and in any view would 
have to yield to the fair construction of the words of the Execu
tion Act. These words have been already cited. The subject of 
execution being land, in the broad sense already referred to, 
there seems no reason to question the comprehension within that 
term of timber licenses, in accordance with the principle set 
forth by Lord Davey in the Glenwood case, Glcnwood Lumber 
Co. v. Phillips, [1004] A.C. 405.

It seems not improbable that a judgment in the above sense 
would have been pronounced by the learned Canadian Judges 
had they not felt themselves foreclosed by this authority. In 
their Lordships’ view, however, the construction of the statute 
is clear. Under the Act the position of the holder of a timber 
license, is (1) that he is the possessor of an asset of the nature 
of land; (2) that that asset is, accordingly, subject to execution ; 
(3) that the execution does not interfere with the property of 
the debtor or his power to assign or transfer, subject only to the 
security of the execution creditor not being impaired; (4) and 
when there is cut timber on the land at the date of execution, 
that timber is, of course, the instant subject of seizure ; (5) 
should the timber be cut subsequent to the date of the execution, 
it is then instantly attached, and the execution cannot be de
feated, because the cutting operations had been made by an 
assignee or transferee to whom, in the interval between the lay
ing on of the execution and the cutting of the timber, the licen
see had transferred his rights, and (6) the only exception to 
this is the case of a title being acquired by a third party in 
good faith, and for valuable consideration and without notice 
of the writ having been delivered to the sheriff and remaining 
unexecuted.

It seems to their Lordships that if these principles are 
violated the way is opened up to the defeat of the execution 
creditor’s rights, and, as the circumstances of this case very 
plainly shew, to transactions of a questionable nature under 
which debtors would endeavour to avoid their just obligations.

The principles now set forth, are in entire accord with 
familiar law. That law was expressed thus by Baron Parke in 
what still stands as the leading case of Samuel v. Duke, 3 M. & 
W. 622, 6 D.P.C. 536, 1 II. & H. 127, 7 L.J. Ex. 177:—

Now it I» perfectly clenr to me, both upon the decided entes and the 
reaton of the thing, that if a writ of execution has been delivered to
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the slierilT, the defendant may convey his property, lmt that the sheriff 
has a riglit to the execution notwithstanding the transicr . . ; the
right . . . speaks from the time of the delivery of the writ upon 
the receipt of which the slierilf is to levy. But, subject to the execu
tion. the debtor has a riglit to deal with his property as he pleases, 
and if he transfers it in market overt, the right of the sheritf censes 
altogether.

Under the Execution Act of Ontario the right of the execu
tion creditor is only defeated if the purchaser has acquired a 
title in good faith and for valuable consideration without notice 
of the execution, and has paid his purchase-money. The only 
question, therefore, remaining in this case is whether the Teinis- 
kaming Lumber Company, the respondents, so acquired in good 
faith and for valuable consideration and without notice. It is 
really unnecessary—the documents and admissions of parties 
standing as they do—to enter upon this question in detail. So 
far as the McGuires are concerned, they appear to have deliber
ately set themselves to defeat the rights of the appellants as 
judgment creditors, and, in their Lordships’ opinion, in this 
attempt they obtained the active assistance of one Murphy, of 
the Traders Hank, and of the respondents. The scheme was to 
make a transfer of the license before any timber was cut, but 
to make the transfer in such a way that very substantial inter
ests would still remain to McGuire. The scheme was to develop, 
and has developed, so that, after the transfer was made, the 
cutting thereof was to be ascribed to the transferees, and when 
the execution was levied upon the timber so cut, the execution 
was to be defeated on the plea that the property in the cut timber 
was by that time in the transferees, who were not the execution 
debtors. These, namely, McGuire and Company, would thus 
slip out of liability by the transfer of the license for valuable 
consideration, and by having divested themselves of the right to 
cut timber and invested others who could cut and remove it 
but yet would not be bound by the execution. This operation, 
which is essentially a transaction of bad faith, so far as the 
execution debtors were concerned, might, of course, have been 
possible on the footing that the rights of the licensee were not 
a title to land and were unattachable by execution. Such a state 
of the law facilitated an operation by which the execution debtor 
could evade the rights of his creditors by simply standing 
aside from the active operations of cutting timber under his 
license and by assigning his license, with the right to cut tim
ber, to somebody else. What happened in the present case was 
upon these lines, and, without entering upon the matter at large, 
their Lordships think that the whole scries of transactions was 
simply a juggle to defeat the rights of the execution creditors 
of McGuire. Teetzel, J., appears to be well justified in his ob 
servation :—
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As respects the company and Murphy, both of whom had notice of 
the injunction, it is perfectly plain that, while the agreement for sale 
may not 1m; impeachable as fraudulent as against creditors, the method 
of carrying it out was primarily ad< pted for the purpose of enabling 
McGuire and Company to evade tli injunction and to circumvent the 
plaintiff McPherson in his efforts to realize his judgment out of Mc
Guire and Company's interest in the license and the right to cut timber 
thereunder, and I must say that upon this record the course pursued 
by the Traders Bank was such ns without which the dishonest pur
pose of McGuire and Company could not have Imm-ii so nearly ac
complished.

So far as the respondents, the Temiskaming Lumtier Com
pany, are concerned, their position does not appear to be one 
whit better. By the time of the formation of the company in 
January, 1910, things had reached the stage of legal proceed
ings against A. McGuire and Company, and an injunction had 
been obtained against that firm against parting with its pro
perty. When, accordingly, the offer to sell to the Temiskaming 
Company, dated the 11th January, 1910— that is to say, more 
than a fortnight before even the first meeting of pr ivisional 
directors—was considered, “it was r solved that said offer be 
accepted subject to this: that the transfer of said license shall 
not be made until the pending injunction against A. McGuire 
and Company, restraining the transfer of the said license, shall 
have been disposed of, but in the meantime that the company 
shall go upon the limits and carry on the operation of cutting 
and removing timber therefrom.” The pending injunction was 
not disposed of in fora content ioso, but, as narrated in the ap
pellant’s case, “a bond with sufficient sureties was executed by 
and on behalf of the respondents, and approved by the Court 
for the sum of $10,000, to secure an approximate amount suffi
cient for the payment of all the said writs of execution (t.e., 
both McPherson’s and Booth’s), and the logs were taken posses
sion of by the respondents.”

Their Lordships incline to the opinion that, with reference 
to the particular matter in issue in this suit, namely, the cut
ting of the timber and the rights therein, McGuire and Com
pany simply continued as before the formation of the Temis
kaming Company, so far as the transaction of transfer was 
concerned, Annie McGuire took the entire purchase-price in 
$9,000 of stock allotted to her in the Temiskaming Company. 
But this ostensible transaction made no real difference to the 
working of the license. For although the company was con
stituted in January, 1910, a document is produced, namely, the 
oath of Cornelius McGuire, furnishing a statement “of the 
total number of pieces of saw-logs, boom timber, and other tim
ber, got out by or for the said A. McGuire and Company, or 
otherwise acquired by them, during the past winter.” This
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statement was made in terms of the Crown Timber Act, and is 
dated the 28th May, 1910. It is in these circumstances impos
sible, in their Lordships’ view, for the respondents to set up 
the plea that they acquired the rights of McGuire and Company 
in good faith, and are so entitled to defeat the execution laid on 
at the instance either of McPherson or of Booth. As already 
mentioned, it was upon the timber so cut that execution was 
levied, and to relieve the execution upon it and to meet the 
issue in this action an arrangement as to the setting aside of 
$10,000 was made. In their Lordships’ opinion, the whole cir
cumstances are such as to shew that there has been an attempt 
to defeat the rights of the execution creditors, and that the re
spondents were aware of this attempt, and have pursued a 
course of conduct with a view to its success.

In the result, their Lordships are of opinion that the rights 
of both of the appellants under the three executions referred 
to, fail to be satisfied out of the $10,000 secured hv the bond, 
and that the appellants should be found entitled to the costs of 
this appeal and in the Courts below.

Their Lordships will humbly advise Ilis Majesty that the 
judgments appealed from should lie reversed, that the cause be 
remitted to the Court of Appeal to dispose of the actions in 
accordance with this judgment, and that the costs should be 
dealt with as al>ove stated.

Appeal allowed.

NOBLE v. NOBLE.
(Decision No. 2.)

Ontario Court of Appeal. *Mo»a, C.J.O.. (larroir. Marlaren. Meredith, and 
Ma fire, JJ.A. Xorember 19. 1012.

1. Adverse possession (g II—fll)—Tenant at wilt.—Pbiok mortgagee.
A person admitted into possession ns tenant at will and remaining 

in possession without acknowledgment for ten years after the lapse 
of one year from being placed in possession will not acquire a title 
by adverse possession agiinst the mortgagee of the lands claiming 
under a mortgage made prior to the tenancy at will unless a ten year 
jieriod has elapsed under the statute. 10 Edw. VII. (Ont.) eh. 34, 
-ee. 23. from the last payment of any part of the principal money or 
interest secured by the mortgage.

[Xoblc v. Xoble, 1 D.L.R. 31(1. aflirmcd in part.l
2. Adverse possession (§ II—til)—Tenant at wiU/—Discharge ok prior

MORTGAGE—STATUTORY EFFECT.
Where a mortgage registered under the Ontario Registry Act, 10 

Edw. VII. eh. 60, is paid oil by the mortgagor, and a discharge there
of is registered in the statutory form, the effect is to discharge the 
mortgage as against a person claiming title by adverse possession 
against the mortgagor since the making of the mor‘gage, and the

•Moss, C.J.O., died before judgment was delivered.
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effect is not to convey or reconvey to the mortgagor his original title 
in fee with the right to nosseaaion ns from the date of the repayment.

[Noble v. Noble, 1 D.L.R. 51(1, 25 O.L.R. 379, reversed on appeal 
in part; .Brown v. McLean. 18 O.R. 533, applied; llcndcrson
v. Henderson. 23 A.R. 577; Thornton v. France, [1897] 2 Q.B. 143; 
Itoe d. Raddcletf v. Massert. 17 Q.B. 373; Heath v. 1‘ufjli. fi Q.B.l). 345, 
7 A.C. 235; Ludbrook v. Ludbrook, [1901] 2 K.B. 91»; Cameron v. 
Walker. 19 O.R. 212. referred to.]

3. Limitation of actions (g T D—25)—Tenant at will without rent—
Statute of Limitations (Ont.).

Where a person becomes tenant at will of another's lands without 
paying rent therefor, the .Statute of Limitations, 10 Edw. VIT. Ont.) 
eh. 34. see. fl. begins to run in his favour ns against the owner at the 
end of one year after being let into possession.

[Sub-sec. 7. see. 0, Statute of Limitations, 10 Edw. VIL (Ont.) 
eh. 34, referred to.]

4. Statutes (g TIB—113)—Statutes of Limitation.
Statutes of Limitation are to lie interpreted ns benefleial statutes 

inasmuch ns they are “Aets of peace,” and the rule of strict construc
tion does not apply to them. (Dictum per Harrow, J.A.).

[See. 1(1 of the Limitations Act, 10 Edxx'. VIL (Ont.) eh. 34, re
ferred to.]

Appeal by the defendant from the judgment of a Divisional 
Court, Noble v. Noble, 1 D.L.R. .116. 21 O.L.R. 379. reversing 
the judgment of Muloek, C.J.Ex.D., and declaring the plaintiff 
entitled to recover possession of lands in the eitv of Brantford, 
notwithstanding the defence of the Statute of Limitations.

• The appeal was allowed, Meredith, J.A., dissenting.

.V. K. Cowan, K.C., for the defendant. The son on the 
1st April, 1895, became a tenant at will of the plaintiff: Kcffer 
v. Keffer (1877), 27 C.P. 257. This tenancy at will was never 
interrupted or changed, and on the 1st April, 1906, the plaintiff 
became completely barred. The fact that the plaintiff had 
made payments on the mortgage did not prevent the Statute of 
Limitations running against him: Fisher v. Spohn (1883), 4 
C.L.T. 446; Brown v. McLean (1889), 18 O.R. 533. The being 
assessed as owner or the payment of taxes would not make the 
plaintiff the owner: Lynes v. Smith, [1899) 1 Q.B. 486. The 
registration of the discharge of mortgage did not give any new 
right of entry or starting-point under the statute.

W. S. Brewster, K.C., for the plaintiff. The statutory bar 
was^never complete against the plaintiff. There was ample evi
dence from which a new tenancy at will could he implied from 
the acts and conduct of the parties. During the whole time of 
the son’s occupation, the property was assessed to the father as 
freeholder, and to the son as tenant, and the taxes had always 
been paid by the father, and this had been acquiesced in by the 
son: Foster v. Emerson (1854), 5 Gr. 135; Turner v. Doe d. 
Bennett (1842), 9 M. & W. 643. The registration of the dis-
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charge of mortgage created a new starting-point for the statute, 
and reconveyed to the plaintiff his origin ,i title in fee, with the 
right to possession as from the date of lepayment: Lawlor v. 
Laidor (1882), 10 S.O.R. 104; Henderson v. Henderson (1806), 
23 A.R. 577; ludbrook v. Ludbrook, [1001] 2 K.B. 06. The 
plaintiff, in any event, having paid off the mortgage, is entitled 
to lie subrogated to ue rights of the mortgagee, even though the 
discharge has been executed and registered: Broun v. McLean, 
18 O.R. 533 ; Abell v. Morrison (1890), 19 O.R. 669.

Couvin, in reply.

November 19. G arrow, J.A.:—Appeal by the defendant 
from the judgment of a Divisional Court reversing the judgment 
at the trial of Mulock, C.J.

The action was brought to recover possession of land in the 
city of Brantford. The defence was the Statute of Limitations. 
The ease is reported in 25 O.L.R. 379.

The ease naturally divides into two branches: the first, as to 
the nature and terms of the occupancy of the land by the de
fendant and her late husband ; and the second, as to the legal 
effect of the registered discharge of mortgage.

Upon the first branch, Mulock, C.J., held that the occupancy 
began as a tenancy at will, which was never afterwards inter
rupted or changed, and that at the end of ten years from the 
end of the first year of the tenancy the statutory bar against 
the plaintiff was complete. And, upon the second branch, that 
the discharge of mortgage and its registration did not have the 
effect contended for of giving a new right of entry or starting- 
point under the statute.

I agree with Mulock, C.J., upon both branches.
As to the first, in so far as it depends upon facts concerning 

which there was conflicting evidence, the finding of the trial 
Judge should not, upon general principles, have been disturbed.

But, opart from that, I am, with deference, quite unable to 
see in the evidence as a whole any circumstance which would 
justify the inference drawn by the Divisional Court that the 
tenancy at will originally existing was ever put an end to. or a 
new tenancy of any kind created : see, in addition to the cases 
referred to by the learned Chancellor, McCowan v. Armstrong 
(1902), 3 O.L.R. 100.

The second branch seems to depend largely upon the proper 
construction of the Registry Act, now 10 Edw. VII. ch. 60, sec. 
66a, as added by 1 Geo. V. ch. 17, sec. 31, which provides that 
a certificate of discharge shall, when registered, be (1) a dis
charge of the mortgage, (2) as valid and effectual in law as a 
release, and (3) as a conveyance to the mortgagor, his heirs or 
assigns, of the original estate of the mortgagor.

The plain object intended to be attained is merely by a short 
47—0 n.L.R.
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and simple form to discharge from the title the incumbrance 
created by the mortgage, which, in equity at least, was never 
considered as more or other than a charge, the beneficial owner
ship remaining in the mortgagor.

The section does not say that the certificate is a release or is a 
conveyance, but that it shall—of course for the purpose intended 
—have the effect of a release and a conveyance. Such being the 
clear purpose, it seems to me that the proper construction is that 
placed upon similar language by Street, J., in Brown v. McLean, 
18 O.R. 533, at p. 535, as “merely replacing the mortgagee’s 
estate in the person best entitled to it, without allowing it to 
affect the real rights of any person.”

Nor can it make any difference in the proper construction 
that the question arises in such a case as this, where the estate 
to be benefited is one acquired under the Limitations Act. At the 
time of the registration of the discharge, the plaintiff’s title had, 
under the provisions of sec. 16 of that Act, now 10 Kdw. VII. eh. 
34, if I am right as to the first branch, been extinguished for 
over four years, during which the defendant and those claiming 
under her late husband had been the statutory owners of the 
equity of redemption. Statutes of limitation have been called 
beneficial statutes, inasmuch as they are “Acts of peace,” and 
the rule of strict construction docs not apply to them. That 
does not, of course, mean that the Court should assist an im
perfect title set up under the statute, or overlook fraud or dis
honesty where they are elements in the statutory title attempted 
to be made out. Nothing of the kind, however, appears in this 
case; for I find it impossible to doubt, upon the whole circum
stances appearing in evidence, that what the plaintiff now desires 
to do is to recall, for a reason not avowed, an apparently not un
reasonable bounty intended by him for the benefit of his son, 
now dead. This docs not, of course, prevent him from standing 
upon his legal rights, if any; but, on the other hand, the statutory 
title, if any, acquired by the defendant is not the proper subject 
of prejudice because it was so acquired, but should stand upon 
the same footing as any other title recognised by the law.

In so far ns “land” is concerned (interpreted in sec. 2 (c)), 
the whole estate is prima facie affected by an opposing possession 
—exceptions, however, being made in favour of future estates, 
disabilities, mortgagees, concealed fraud, etc. But none of the 
exceptions can, as I read them, be made reasonably to include 
such a case as this, where the plaintiff’s estate had been abso
lutely extinguished. How it would be if the plaintiff had ob
tained the discharge before the expiry of the ten years need not 
now be determined. That was the situation in Henderson v. 
Henderson, 23 A.R. 577, in which the question was considered by 
Maclennan, J.A., who arrived at the conclusion that the registra-
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lion of the certificate of discharge gave a new starting-point or 
right of entry. Burton, J.A., agreed ; but the other members of 
the Court, Ilagarty, C.J.O., and Osler, J.A., declined to ex
press an opinion upon the point, which, in the view they took of 
the facts, was not necessary.

In the following year, a somewhat similar point was con
sidered in the English Court, of Appeal, in Thornton v. France, 
118971 2 Q.B. 143, in which the authority of Doc <1. lladdclcy v. 
Massey (1851), 17 Q.B. 373, the case upon which Maclennan, 
J.A.. mainly relied, was somewhat shaken, and was certainly not 
followed, but distinguished. In Doc </. Itadddny v. Massey it is 
said (p. 382) that the construction there maintained was neces
sary for the protection of mortgagees. And, if the fact is as 
stated by Chitty, L.J., in Thornton v. France, at p. 157, that the 
mortgagee in Doe </. lladdclcy v. Massey joined in the convey
ance, with the mortgagor, for the purpose of recovering the 
money due on the mortgage, and of conveying the legal estate to 
the purchaser, the conclusion that the purchaser was, under the 
circumstances, a person claiming under the mortgage, as well as 
the mortgagor, was not perhaps unreasonable. In Thornton v. 
France, the mortgage, it is worth noting, was after what I may 
call the adverse possession had commenced, and it was held that 
time was running against both mortgagor and mortgagee ; in 
other words, that the giving of the mortgage, under such circum
stances, did not affect the operation of the statute.

Other illustrative instances in which the purchasers were 
held entitled to claim under the mortgagee, are: lhath v. Fuyh 
(1881), C Q.B.I). 345, in which the whole subject is very fully 
considered in the Court of Appeal by Lord Selborne. L.C., after
wards affirmed in the House of Lords : Pugh v. Heath (1882), 7 
App. Cas. 235; Ludbrook v. Ludbrook, [19011 2 K.B. 96; and, in 
our own Courts, Cameron v. Walker (1890), 19 O.R. 212. In 
Ludbrook v. Ludbrook, differing in this respect from Thornton 
v. France, the mortgage had been executed before the possession 
began, which I assume was the position here, although the point 
is perhaps not very clear. But in that case the plaintiff had 
not only acquired the reversion, but had purchased and kept on 
foot the mortgages (see p. 99) ; and it was, accordingly, held 
that, under the circumstances, he was justified in taking posses
sion in his capacity of mortgagee.

But all these coses differ widely from the present. When 
the plaintiff here obtained the discharge, lie was a stranger to the 
estate, and had, therefore, no estate or interest to he enlarged 
by paying off the mortgage and obtaining a statutory discharge, 
lie might, of course, as in Ludbrook v. Ludbrook, have taken an 
assignment of the mortgage, for he was under no obligation to 
the defendant to pay it, and in that way have fully protected

v. A.
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himself to the extent of the payment. He may even yet, upon the 
principle applied in Brown v. McLean, be able in another action 
to establish a lien to the extent of the payment. With that, how
ever, we have here nothing to do; for, although leave was sought 
at the trial to set up such a claim, the application was, quite pro
perly at that stage, disallowed.

Upon the whole, I am of the opinion that the appeal should 
he allowed with costs and the judgment at the trial restored.

M*ciaren, j.A. M a cl a ren, J.A. :—I agree.

Magee, j.a. Magee, J.A.:—The plaintiff claims possession of a house and
lot in Brantford occupied by the defendant and her infant 
daughter, the oidy child of Frank Noble, her deceased husband, 
son of the plaintiff.

It is not disputed that the plaintiff purchased the property 
for $900; and it was conveyed to him by deed dated the 20th 
February, 1895. On the same day, he mortgaged it to the 
Royal Loan and Savings Company for $650, repayable $50 annu
ally for four years and the balance in five years with interest 
yearly. The son was let into possession on the 1st April, 1895, 
and continued to reside there with his wife until, in April, 1907, 
he was removed to an Asylum for the Insane, where lie remained 
“just a year,” until his death on the 24th April, 1908. The de
fendant had stayed in the house with her child during bis ab
sence, and has since bis death occupied it except during about 
four months in 1908, when it was rented to one Smith, who paid 
the rent to her. The plaintiff paid instalments of $50 of prin
cipal on the mortgage in March, 1896, 1898, and 1899, and con
tinued to pay the interest each year until the 29th February, 
1908, when he paid the $500 balance of principal. lie then 
obtained from the mortgagees a discharge of the mortgage in 
statutory form, certifying that lie had “satisfied all moneys 
owing” upon it, and that it was “therefore discharged.” The 
discharge was registered on the 11th January, 1911, before this 
action.

The other material facts are sufficiently set forth in the 
judgments at the trial and in the Divisional Court. There are 
some misapprehensions of fact in the latter as to uniform pay
ment of taxes by the plaintiff and proof of mode of assessment 
and supply of material for all repairs, and as to the son working 
the whole time for the plaintiff; but these are not, in my view, 
material. What are called the father’s “frequent visits to the 
place,” he himself only describes as “calling to see my son and 
his family.” As to the father leasing the place with the defen
dant’s assent, it may be noted that the learned Chief Justice at 
the trial considered that he did so as the defendant’s agent.
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Two questions arise: first, was the plaintiff’s title as owner 
of the equity of redemption extinguished during Frank Noble’s 
lifetime, under sub-sec. 7 of sec. 5 and secs. 4 and 15 of R.S.O. 
1897, eh. 133, the Real Property Limitation Act? and,second, 
did the registration of the discharge of mortgage confer upon the 
plaintiff a fresh right to possession ? On both questions the 
Divisional Court reversed, in the plaintiff’s favour, the judgment 
at the trial.

On the first question the judgment appealed from proceeds 
upon grounds thus stated by the learned Chancellor, who de
livered the judgment of the Court : “The legal effect of the 
Statute of Limitations, when one is let into possession of land 
as in this case, is, that he becomes a tenant at will, and the right 
of entry to the owner accrues at the expiration of one year there
after. The continuation of the possession is regarded as a 
tenancy at sufferance, unless evidence be given that a fresh 
tenancy has been created. A new tenancy at will is to he implied 
from acts and conduct of the parties which ought to satisfy a jury 
(or the Court) that there is such an agreement. . . In the pre
sent case, during the whole period . . the lot has been assessed 
to the plaintiff as freeholder and to the son as tenant, and the 
taxes have been uniformly paid by the father. This appears to 
me to present an act in pais respecting the property, which 
manifests the very truth that the father was from year to year 
recognised as the owner and the son as occupier or tenant ; and 
this with the express assent and acceptance of the son. . . . 
To give effect to the statute would be to frustrate the clear 
intention of the owner to hold it in his own hands as the 
proprietor.” And the judgment refers to the leasing of the place 
by the father to Smith with the defendant’s assent as being 
“inconsistent with her husband being the owner, and reflects 
light on the real nature of the son’s occupation.”

With much respect, I venture to think that the case is here 
treated by the Divisional Court as if the Statute of Limitations 
actually determined the tenancy at will in one year, and thus 
rendered the creation of a fresh tenancy at will possible and for 
the plaintiff necessary. Therein, as I think, lies the whole ques
tion; for, if the statute did not determine it, there is not a sug
gestion of any other act of the parties or fact which would 
operate as a determination or indicate that the original tenancy 
at will was ever put an end to before the 1st April, 1906, or 
thereafter if it continued to he a tenancy at will until the son’s 
death. The plaintiff does not suggest that anything was ever 
said between him and his son on the subject, and no entry or 
change of title or act inconsistent with continuance is shewn. 
The father’s calls to see his son and his family certainly could 
not bear that construction.

ONT
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The statute, of course, has no such effect as to terminate the 
tenancy at the end of the first year, and the Divisional Court 
did not say that it had, lmt that Court did proceed to infer that 
the parties had in fact acted as if such was its effect, and had 
from year to year created a fresh tenancy as often as the statute 
ended the previous one, and in effect thus made eleven succes
sive tenancies in theory, where there was only one in fact. The 
statute, however, contemplates that a tenancy at will created 
eleven years before action may have continued the whole time, 
and yet, if the landlord has neither received rent nor obtained 
a written acknowledgment, his rights will be barred. If there 
has been a determination in fact of the tenancy, that does not 
stop the statute running if tin tenant continues in possession, 
but it leaves it open to the jury or Court to find that, after such 
determination, a new tenancy at will was in fact created by the 
parties, and so a new starting-point gained by the landlord. But 
this fresh tenancy presupposes the ending of the previous one in 
gome way ; «ml, if that has not been ended, there is no new one. 
True, the acceptance of a new tenancy might, in a proper state 
of facts, imply the surrender of the old one, but that would re
quire very clear evidence, of which there is here an entire 
absence.

Indeed, the Privy Council in Day v. Day (1871), L.lt. 3 P.C. 
751. at p. 7<!3, said: “The language and policy of the statute re
quire that to constitute this new terminus â quo, the agreement 
for ft new tenancy should be made by the parties with a know
ledge of the determination of the former tenancy, and with an 
intention to create ft fresh tenancy at will;” a pronouncement 
which Oh 11, J hesitates to accept in Jarman v. Hale, 11899] 
1 Q.B. in which case, however, there was an actual deter
mination

The judgment of the Divisional Court on this point is based 
upon the case of Fasti r v. Emerson, 5 Or. 135, where the Court 
did go the length of holding that, if the occupancy was shewn 
to lie within the then period of twenty years that of tenant at 
will, the statute would not take effect, and this apparently 
whether the occupancy was under a continuing tenancy twenty- 
one years old, or under a fresh tenancy within twenty-one years, 
it is questionable if such a conclusion was necessary in that 
case. Although Spragge, V.-(\, said that no question arose 
upon actual or presumed determination, yet Ksten, V.-C., said 
(p. 152) that “with regard to Joseph Canniff, the tenancy seems 
to have been determined by the entry of the testator in 1837;” 
and there appear to have been various acts of the parties which the 
Court might well have construed as determining the tenancy. 
But, whether necessary or not, it was not warranted, I think, by 
any of the cases quoted as supporting it, and was contrary to
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some which the Court cited without dis * ion and to the 
Act itself. Due <I. droves v. droves (1847), 10 Q.B. 4S(i, was 
mainly relied on. There Kilo, J., expressly mentions the occa
sional residence of the owner as an answer to the claim of posses
sion, and none of the four Judges, though concluding that the de
fendant was tenant at will and deciding against him, say whether 
it was a continuous tenancy or a succession of fresh tenancies. 
The decision, therefore, docs not warrant the conclusion drawn 
from it in Foster v. Emerson. But in Doc <I. Bennett v. Turner 
(1840), 7 M. & W. 220, and Turner v. Doe d. Bennett (1842), 0 
M. & W. 643, both of which were (pioted in Foster v. Emerson. 
and now in this case by the Divisional Court, the defendant 
claimed possession from 1817 till 1830; his landlord had, how
ever, in 1827 entered and cut and removed stone from a quarry, 
which was held to have been a determination of the tenancy at 
will. The Court said : “If, indeed, the tenancy throughout the 
whole period had been one continuous tenancy at will . . . the 
right, to bring an action . . . would have been barred:” 7 
M. & W. at pp. 233, 234. There was not a continued tenancy 
at will, for the will was determined in 1827, and the jury on a 
second trial having found a new tenancy at will, the Court 
held that the plaintiff was not barred : 9 M. & W. 643. That 
case did not support Foster v. Emerson as to a continued ten
ancy, but was opposed to it.

In Kcffer v. Kcffcr, 27 C.P. 257. the defendant, son of the 
plaintiff, claimed by possession from 1859 till 1876. In 1865, the 
father had, at the son’s instance, mortgaged, and the son paid 
the mortgage, and in 1871 registered a discharge. The Court 
held that the mortgage was not intended to be and was not a 
determination of the original tenancy at will, but that the latter 
had continued throughout ; and that, no fresh tenancy having 
been created, the plaintiff was barred. The cases were reviewed 
by Gwynne, J., and Foster v. Emerson was not followed.

But the Privy Council, in Dai/ v. Day, L.R. 3 C.P. 751, upon 
the corresponding statute of New South Wales, clearly settled 
that the statute took effect, although the occupant continued to 
be tenant at will under a tenancy created more than twenty-one 
years before action; and their Lordships used the language pre
viously quoted as to the creation of the fresh tenancy.

It is clear, I think, that, if the judgment of the Divisional 
Court proceeded upon the basis of the statute not taking effect 
because Frank Noble continued to be in possession itp till the 
1st April, 1906, as tenant at will under the original tenancy, it 
is not in accordance with the statute or the authorities; and, if 
it proceeded upon the basis of an assumed finding of any sur
render or determination of the original tenancy and creation of 
a new tenancy before the 1st April, 1906. and within eleven 
years, it is not supported by any evidence.

OUT.
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The plaintiff’s title to the equity of redemption became barred 
and extinguished on the let April, 1906. Subsequent admissions, 
if any, by the defendant or her husband, however valuable as 
evidence of the nature of the previous tenancy, could not revest 
the estate in the plaintiff.

What then was the effect of the plaintiff’s payment of the 
mortgage and registration of the discharge? The Registry Act 
in force at the registration, 10 Edw. VII. eh. 60, sec. 62 
(formerly R.S.O. 1897, eh. 136, sec. 76. and see now 1 Geo. 
V. ch. 17, see. 31), declares that, “where a registered mort
gage has been satisfied,” the Registrar, on receiving a cer
tificate of discharge in the statutory form, shall register it, 
“and the same shall be deemed a discharge of the mortgage, and 
the certificate so registered shall be as valid and effectual in law 
as a release of the mortgage, and ns a conveyance to the mort
gagor, his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, or any 
person lawfully claiming by, through or under him or them, of 
the original estate of the mortgagor.” Then see. 22 of the Real 
Property Limitation Act, R.S.O. 1897, eh. 133 (now 10 Edw. 
VII. ch. 34, sec. 23), allows “any person entitled to or claiming 
under a mortgage of land” to bring action to recover the land 
within ten years next after the last payment on the mortgage. It 
is contended for the plaintiff that, even if his equitable estate was 
barred in 1906, the discharge reconvened the land to him. and 
that he thereby became a person entitled to or claiming under a 
mortgage so as to have ten years from the last payment, the 29th 
February, 1908, witbin which to bring his action. The plaintiff 
must establish both propositions.

The Divisional Court considered that, “had the son acquired 
a title under the statute as against the father, yet, according to 
Henderson v. Henderson, 23 A.R. 577, the execution and regis
tration of the discharge gave a new starting-point for the 
statute;” and again, “the mortgage in this case being paid off 
by the mortgagor, the effect is not to discharge the mortgage as 
against the assumed statutory owner, but to reconvey to the 
mortgagor his original title in fee, with the right to the posses
sion os from the date of the repayment.” And the Court cited 
Lnwlor v. Laulor, 10 S.C.R. 194, and referred to Ludbrook v. 
Liulbrook, [ 1901 ] 2 K.B. 96, where the assignee of mortgages of 
1876 and 1882, on which interest had been paid till 1893 and 
1888 respectively, was held not barred by possession from 1885 
till 1899, although those having the equity of redemption were 
barred. It is not here questioned that the mortgagee was not 
barred, so that case does not touch the points involved.

In Henderson v. Henderson, title by possession was claimed 
by the son’s widow, but the father had registered the discharge 
of a mortgage before the ten years hail run against him; and,
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therefore, lie was the only person in whose favour the discharge 
could operate as a reconveyance; so that, upon that point, it does 
not touch the present case. But Maclennan, J.A. (with whom 
Burton, J.A., agreed), held that by the discharge the father be
came a person claiming under a mortgage, and gained a fresh 
starting-point, and so was not barred, as but for the discharge 
he would have been, and he considered the ease governed by Doe 
#/. liadthIcy v. Massey, 17 Q.B. 37 3. The Chief Justice and Osier, 
J.A., disclaimed any expression of opinion on this effect of the 
discharge ; so that we have but the view of the two of the four 
Judges.

In Kcffcr v. Kcffvr, already referred to. the mortgagor was 
held barred in 1876, although there also a discharge had been 
registered in 1871, before being barred by possession from 1859; 
but the point does not appear to have been raised.

In LawJor v. Latvlor, the only question was, whether the dis
charge obtained by the mortgagor, and registered while he was 
still owner, restored the estate tail which the mortgage had bar
red. It, therefore does not help us as to either of the points here 
raised. But it is to be noted that in that case Strong, J., said 
(10 S.C.R. at pp. 216, 217) : “I think we arc called upon to con
strue the words ‘release’ and ‘conveyance of the original estate 
of the mortgagor,’ as meaning that the whole estate which orig
inally passed to the mortgagee, and of which the equity of re
demption remains in the mortgagor, should be deemed to pass 
by the effect of the registration.” And again (p. 218): “The 
statute clearly enough expresses that the whole estate held as a 
trustee by the satisfied mortgagee shall pass to his cestui que 
trust, the mortgagor, in as large an estate as that which the 
latter has in the equity of redemption vested in him at the time 
the certificate is registered.” Referring to the fact that by the 
statute the discharge is to be valid and effectual as “a release 
of such mortgage,” Strong. J., also said (p. 217): “I do not 
construe the release here meant as a mere release of the debt, 
for a release of a debt already paid and declared to be paid and 
satisfied by the certificate would be useless. I consider this 
expression as having reference to the legal estate held by the 
mortgagee.” This language bears upon the present case, be
cause here the plaintiff had no estate in the equity of redemp
tion vested in him at registration of the discharge, and here also 
the mortgage money was certified to be satisfied.

It is, I think, clear that the decision of the Divisional Court 
is at least not a necessary result of the cases cited. I may here 
say that, whereas sec. 23 of the Limitations Act was passed for 
the protection of mortgagees, it docs not seem to me at all neces
sary to that protection so to construe it that a mortgagor, satisfy
ing the mortgage made by himself and getting it discharged,
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should h” deemed a person claiming under it so as to prolong 
the time in his favour. So to prolong it is at least contrary to 
the policy in sec. 7(3) (1910 Act), which gives no extension 
where the person entitled to an interest in possession acquires 
another interest in “remainder, reversion, or otherwise” before 
the expiry of the ten years, and which declares both interests 
barred at the end of that time. The applicability of that provi
sion to the ease of a mortgagor was raised in Ludbrook v. Lad- 
brook, hut it was not necessary to decide as to it. Sec Carter v. 
Grasctt (1888), 14 A.R. 685, where discharge of a mortgage did 
not free the owner of the equity of redemption from an easement 
to which the mortgagee was not subject.

Let us look at the discharge. Originally adapted for cases 
where the mortgage was paid punctually without default and 
shewing that the mortgagee’s title never became absolute, it was 
applied by the Legislature to be used in all eases, whether de
fault had been made or not, provided the mortgage was “satis
fied” and was to be “discharged.” Dp till 1865, 29 Viet. eh. 24. 
the statute declared that it would “have the effect of defeating 
any title remaining vested in the mortgagee,” but should “not 
have the effect of defeating any other title whatsoever.” It then 
operated as a conveyance to “the mortgagor, his heirs, executors, 
administrators, or assigns;” but, by 31 Viet. eh. 20, these words 
were added, “or any person lawfully claiming by, through or 
under him or them.” The form of the discharge prescribed is 
a certificate “that . . . has satisfied all money due or to grow 
due on a certain mortgage made by . . . to . . . which 
mortgage hears date,” etc., and “that such mortgage is there
fore discharged;” and, as already mentioned, the form is to be 
used “when a registered mortgage is satisfied.”

It is clear, I think, that, no matter whose name appears in 
it as having satisfied the moneys, the operation of the discharge 
must be always the same in any particular case. That name, 
so far as I can see, may be the name of a stranger to the title 
or of some one having only partial or contingent interest. The 
discharge certainly does not operate as a conveyance to him 
merely because he paid the money. See Lee v. Howes (1870), 
30 IT.C.R. 292, where purchaser under execution acquired title 
by discharge stating payment by mortgagor; and see Carrick v. 
Smith (1874), 35 U.C.R. 348. If the mortgagor still remains 
sole owner, it operates as a conveyance to him. If he has con
veyed all his interest to A. or to A. and B., it conveys, not to 
the mortgagor, but to his grantee or grantees or their grantees 
in turn; and, if there were two grantees, and one alone paid, yet 
the discharge would convey to both. If the mortgagor had 
conveyed or devised to A. for life, with remainder to B., the 
discharge would convey accordingly, and not to the mortgagor.
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The essential element is. that the mortgage-debt is satisfied by ONT. 
some one, and the mortgage is to lie discharged, and so the (1 x 
legal or equitable estate of the mortgagee is to join the estate n^o 
of and vest in the persons entitled to the equity of redemption ;— 
for their proper shares or estates, but cannot, by such a doeu- N,"U,|:
ment, vest in any person not entitled to the equity of redemp- x.m’i.r. 
tion. Thus, if there were a second mortgagee, the legal estate * A
of the first mortgagee would go to him still subject to redemp
tion. If the mortgagor had conveyed or devised to A. in trust, 
the legal estate would go to A. likewise in trust, by the discharge.

I say nothing as to the effect a discharge may have as notice 
of any claim the person paying the money may have, but am 
speaking of it only as a conveyance. 1 would agree with the 
opinion of Street, J., in lirown v. McLean, 18 O.R. 533, that it. 
should be taken as replacing the mortgagee’s estate in the per
son best entitled to it; but 1 would add, as I think he meant, 
of those then having the equity of redemption and in the pro
portions or interests to which they may be entitled.

If the plaintiff’s contention were correct, then, if this de
fendant had herself paid off the mortgage and registered a dis
charge of it, she would thereby have replaced the title in the 
plaintiff, whose right she is contesting, and whose estate had been 
extinguished. Sir Henry Strong, in Lawlor v. Lairlor, would ap
pear to have had in mind that the discharge would only reconvey 
to those having the equity of redemption, when using the words 
I have already quoted, although they do not necessarily carry so 
far. In Lee v. Howes, also, the Court said (30 U.C.R. at p. 298) ;
“The statement in the certificate that the mortgagor had paid 
the debt would not vest in him the title, if he had then no title 
on which it could attach.”

If I am right that the discharge cannot operate in favour of 
one not having the equity of redemption, then it follows that it 
was not a conveyance to the plaintiff himself. He lmd had tin* 
equity of redemption, but that estate was “extinguished” by 
the Statute of Limitations. He still remained liable, however, 
on his covenant to the mortgagee for payment; but that did not 
give him a right to redeem. That was conceded and accepted 
by Stirling, J., in Kinnaird v. Trollope (1888), 39 Ch. D. 636.
If sued upon the covenant, he could require the mortgagee to 
reconvey to him upon payment, and in such case the recon
veyance would express that it was subject to existing equities:
Pearce v. Morris (1869), L.R. 5 Ch. 227. But even this right 
to a reconveyance is not strictly a right to redeem, for he has 
nothing to be redeemed—no pledge which would be restored. It 
is a right based upon the same principle as that upon which a 
surety is, upon payment, entitled to the securities held by the 
creditor. There is no evidence here that there was even a re-

.
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ONT- quest from the mortgagee to pay. A mortgagor having con-
C. A. veyed away his estate is not. even a necessary party to a fore-
1912 closure suit, though remaining liable upon his covenant. Now 
;— s here the mortgagor had not conveyed, but he had suffered such

* °yBLK a state of circumstances to exist between him and the tenant
Noiile. let into possession by him, that the statute stepped in and ex- 

MsgfwTj.A. tinguished his title. Upon principle he equally last his right 
to redeem, that is, to pay the mortgage and obtain a convey
ance, unless forced by the mortgagee to pay. If he did not 
wish the mortgage to be satisfied and discharged, he was not 
hound to accept a discharge: McLennan v. McLean (1879), 27 
fir. 54; and he could have obtained a conveyance from the 
mortgagee by deed to him, or lie might have arranged, as no 
doubt lie could, for an assignment of the mortgage to some one 
for him. If he had a right to redeem, our statute (Mortgages 
Act, 10 Kdw. VII. cli. 51, R.S.O. 1897, eh. 121, sec. 2) would 
entitle him to require an assignment. lie did none of these 
things, but chose to act as if the owner of the land was to be 
benefited by his payment, and that owner was then his son. 
See Lord Gifford v. Lord Fitzhardinge, [1899] 2 Ch. 32, as to 
reconveyance declaring mortgaged property absolutely dis
charged.

Hut to whom did the discharge convey the legal estate, if 
not to the plaintiff? The statute says to the mortgagor or his 
assigns or any person lawfully claiming by, through, or under 
him. According to Tichborne v. Weir (1892), 8 Times L.R. 
713, the son, Frank Noble, would not be assignee of his father’s 
estate. There the defendant was held not to be assignee of a 
lease so as to be liable to the lessor on the lessee’s covenants to 
repair, although the defendant had taken an assignment of the 
lease from one who, however, was really only equitable mort
gagee of it by deposit of deed, and although the mortgagor, the 
lessee, was barred by length of possession. That, of course, 
came up in a very technical shape. But in Dawkins v. Lord 
Fenrhyn (1878), 4 App. Cas. 51 (ILL.), Lord Cairns, L.C., 
said (p. 59): ‘‘The Statute of Limitations . . . says that 
. . . the title shall be extinguished and pass away from him 
who might have had it to the person who otherwise has the title 
by possession.” Lord O’Hagan said (p. 66): “It would 
operate as a complete transfer of title from one person to an
other, and as an absolute extinction of a right.” And Lord 
Penzance (p. 64) quoted with approval the words of the Master 
of the Rolls, that “it is not a bar of the claim, it is a divesting 
of title, or a transference of title to somebody else.” And in 
Thornton v. France, [1897] 2 Q.B. 143 (C.A.), Chitty, L.J., at 
p. 154, spoke of the 34th section (in Ontario 10 Edw. VII. ch.
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34, sec. 16), “which transfers the estate which is barred." 0NT- 
Other eminent Judges have used similar expressions. J7"a

The statute, it is true, only uses the word “extinguished.” 1012
That does not mean extinguished for all purposes. For instance, ----
if a life tenant’s estate is so extinguished, it does not entitle 
the remainderman to enter. If a mortgagor is barred by pos- \om.i. 
session of a claimant, that does not entitle a mortgagee to M ^ ^ 
hold the property free from any redemption. The new 
owner in possession has the equity of redemption. That was 
decided by Lord Brampton (then Hawkins, J.) in Fletcher v.
Bird (1896), reported in Fisher on Mortgages, 6th ed., p. 1025 
where the mortgagor was barred by possession from 1869 till 
1895, but his two daughters took the precaution of having a 
mortgage of 1868, on which interest had been kept paid-up, 
assigned to the plaintiff as their nominee, and the plaintiff was 
held entitled to possession, but the defendant to have the right 
to redeem. I agree with that decision. In the instances re
ferred to of a person claiming the estate of a life-tenant or a 
mortgagor, it cannot be that the statute extinguishes the estate 
for the sole benefit of the third party. It was passed for the 
settlement of disputes and the simplification of proofs and ren
dering unnecessary in many cases the presumption of lost 
grants which would in truth make the defendant an “assign” 
of the estate. It would he a singular effect if it ended the dis
pute by giving the estate to some one else.

The plaintiff, before 1906, had the equitable estate in fee. 
while the mortgagee had the legal estate in fee. In 1906, the 
plaintiff lost his estate in fee. and the son acquired an equit
able estate in fee. lie acquired, by possession and the statute, 
not merely a right to resist ejectment, but an actual title such 
as might be forced upon a purchaser in proper circumstances.
There cannot be two equitable estates in fee at one and the same 
time in the same property. The father had one; he no longer 
has it. The son has acquired one. It can only be the father’s, 
for it was only the father who was barred. Now, whether the 
son is technically an “assign” of the mortgagor or not. In was 
by the mortgagor made tenant, and continued as tenant until 
the statute took effect upon that relationship and extinguished 
the father’s interest in favour of the son. In the present cir
cumstances, Frank Noble was, in my opinion, “a person lawfully 
claiming by, through, or under” tin* mortgagor, within the 
meaning of the Registry Act; and. if the discharge had been 
registered in his lifetime, it would have conveyed the legal es
tate to him, the only owner of the equity of redemption.

If, then, the plaintiff took no estate under the discharge, it 
is really unnecessary to consider the other question, whether he 
would be a person “claiming under the mortgage.” It is more
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difficult to maintaiii that he is so in this Province, win re a 
discharge is used which implies and declares the complete satis
faction and discharge of the mortgage as if no claim existed 
under it, than in England, where the conveyance is by deed to a 
particular person and generally setting out the facts. If this 
plaintiff had been called upon by the mortgagee to pay pur
suant to his covenant, after his own interest in the land was 
barred, and when the payment would be relieving another’s 
land, and if, on payment, he had taken a reconveyance by deed, 
shewing his intention to keep the claim alive, I do not see why 
he should not be looked upon as claiming under the mortgage. 
But, in the circumstances of Henderson v. Henderson, it does 
not seem to me that the mortgagor should be so considered, the 
land being his own when the mortgage was paid. In Doc d. 
Baddclcy v. Massey, referred to by Maclennan, J.A., as gov
erning Henderson v. Henderson, the holders of the mortgage 
had joined with the mortgagor in a conveyance to one Child, 
the predecessor in title of the plaintiff’s lessor, and it was held 
that the latter was a person claiming under the mortgage, and 
it was said that in no other way could the statute be made effec
tual for the protection of mortgagees. But it would appear 
from an admission by the plaintiff’s counsel, although nowhere 
else clearly in the report, that the mortgage was paid off be
fore Child acquired the title; and the Court said that, “on 
payment of the mortgage money, the mortgage ceases to exist 
as a security for money, but the person to whom the mortgagee 
conveys his legal interest claims under the mortgage, although 
his equity of redemption should likewise be conveyed to him.” 
Now that was an action of ejectment at common law, in 1851, 
when the possession of the legal estate was sufficient, there be
ing no relief at law except such ns would be afforded by 7 Goo. 
II. «il. 20 esre. 1859, «'ll. 27, eeee. 74, 75). But now, if 
the mortgage had censed to exist ns a security for money, the 
mortgagee could not obtain possession by virtue of the bare 
legal estate against the owner of the equity of redemption; and, 
if he could not, neither could he confer it by a conveyance. It 
is, I think, manifest that the bare legal estate carried with it 
in that case the right to possession, and that was all the Court 
had to deal with.

Now in Thornton v. France, [1897] 2 Q.B. 143, the Court 
of Appeal considered that Doc d. Baddclcy v. Massey might 
be “open to some question as being inconsistent with the judg
ment of the Court of Appeal in Heath v. Pugh, 6 Q.B.D. 345, that 
to be within the Act the mortgage must be a subsisting mort
gage.” which is practically the same point; and the last-men
tioned judgment was affirmed in Pugh v. Heath, 7 App. Cas. 
235. In Thornton v. France, the holders of a mortgage of 1865
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joined in 1875 in a conveyance to a purchaser, who, after mort
gaging to one Robinson in 1S86, conveyed to the plaintiff in 
1890, and the plaintiff in 1892 paid off llie 1886 mortgage, but 
had not obtained a reconveyance. This absence of a recon
veyance did not affect the decision, as the Court dealt with the 
plaintiff’s equitable rights, and said that he was in no worse 
position because the 1886 mortgagee was not added as a plain
tiff. The Court said that if Doc </. Baddeley v. Massey was 
right “it would . . . apply to the purchase deed of . . . 
1875, s? that the statute would not have run against (the pur
chaser) till . . . 1887 ; but it would not apply to the later 
title of the plaintiff, who, in no possible sense of the term as 
used in the statute, could he said to claim under a mortgage 
until lie paid off Robinson’s mortgage in 1892, when the statute 
had already run against the plaintiff. . . . Whether ques
tionable or not, the decision (in Doe d. Baddeley v. Massey) 
does not govern the present case. In our opinion, the plaintiff 
does not claim under a mortgage within the meaning of the 
Act.” From an earlier part of the judgment, I understand the 
Court to mean that the plaintiff, paying the mortgage made by 
his grantor, was in no better position than if it had been made 
by himself, and impliedly that a mortgagor, paying his own 
mortgage, does not acquire a new right of entry, at least if he 
himself was already barred. 1 also take it that, while Doc d. 
Baddeley v. Massey, if right, would apply to protect a purchaser 
taking his conveyance from both mortgagee and mortgagor, it 
would not apply to protect a mortgagor paying off his own 
mortgage after he was barred. In a case like the present, 
where he voluntarily pays it off and declares it to be “satisfied” 
and “discharged” and “released,” I would have no hesitation 
in holding that, even if he acquired by the discharge the bare 
legal estate, he would not be a person claiming under the mort
gage a right to possession, because under the mortgage no such 
right in equity existed in the mortgagee, and the Courts arc 
now Courts of both law and equity. On this point, also, I 
would find for the defendant.

It was also contended for the plaintiff that the defendant 
was estopped from denying his title because she had obtained 
possession from Smith, to whom he let the property, and who 
obtained possession from him—but this is sufficiently answered 
by the finding of the learned Chief Justice at the trial, that the 
plaintiff acted as the defendant’s agent in the letting, which 
finding was. I think, warranted by the evidence.

The appeal should, in my opinion, be allowed, and the judg
ment for the defendant restored, and the costs of both appeals 
allowed to her.

C. A.
1912
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Meredith, J.A. (dissenting) :—The provincial enactments 
providing for the limitation of actions respecting real property 
are to be deemed remedial, and to be interpreted accordingly. 
Their effect is not to be minimised because of the strong ex
pressions which have sometimes been applied to them, nor be
cause, looking at them from one point of view only, there may 

Mmdith j.a. alwa>'8 b0 instances in which those who feel their weight may 
(dtwemirg). think that such expressions were not misapplied; though in 

truth when fairly looked at from all points of view, in the in
terests of the public generally, their usefulness, if not indeed 
their need, is obvious; and this case conies within them.

The character of the tenure of the plaintiff’s son is not in 
dispute; he became tenant at will of bis father; and, under such 
enactments, the father’s right to begin such an action as this 
first accrued at the expiration of one year after the commence
ment of that tenancy, and was completely barred if not brought 
within ten years thereafter.

But that bar, of that right of action, would not of course 
bar any other right which might afterwards arise; and so if a 
new tenancy were created, giving a new right of entry, this 
action may be maintained if that right also has not been in 
like manner barred.

There is no suggestion of the creation of any new tenure, or 
of any new right of action, except one of the same character. 
It is said that from the conduct of the parties, during the son’s 
occupancy, it may be inferred that a new tenancy at will, or 
new tenancies at will from time to time, were created, which 
would have given a new right, or several new rights, of entry 
within ten years before the commencement of this action. But 
the cpiestion is not what may be imagined ; it is only what was 
the actual fact; and it is not justifiable to magnify or minimise 
the facts in order to prevent the operation of the law.

Upon the whole evidence I can find nothing to warrant the 
conclusion that there was at any time, from first to last, any 
change in the tenure under which the son entered upon and 

» held the land. Why should there be? The relationships, in
all respects, between father and son continued the same through
out; the reasons for giving the use and occupancy of the house 
and lot to the son, and for that occupancy continuing during 
the first year, remained just the same throughout his life.

Four things seem to have been relied upon by the Divisional 
Court as evidence of a new holding: (1) the father paid wages 
to the son and allowed him to live rent-free upon the land; but 
so it was at the beginning and during the first year—if there 
be anything substantial in these facts; (2) the father paid the 
taxes upon the property, but so he did, as much as it was done by

ONT.

C. A. 
1912
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him, from the beginning; and might do consistently with owner
ship in the son; (3) he paid for materials used in the repair 
of the house and was a frequent visitor there: things which in 
no way shew any change in the tenure, and indeed are quite 
consistent, as the other things also are, with ownership in the 
son; and (4), after the expiration of the period of ten years, the 
father let the property, with the widow’s consent, for her 
benefit : a thing again giving no evidence of a change of tenure 
from first to last, and also quite consistent with ownership in 
the son, acquired by length of possession in his lifetime.

Not only was the creation of a new tenancy within the ten 
years not, proved, but, in my opinion, there was no reasonable 
evidence of it. The ease might not be the same as it is if it 
were not one of father and son, and indulgent father, and, in 
some things, improvident son at that.

Upon the other ground, however, the plaintiff is, in my 
opinion, plainly entitled to succeed in this action. Before the 
statute began to run in the son’s favour, the father mortgaged 
the lands, and, admittedly, the mortgagee was never barred by 
length of possession by any one. Then, being seized of the legal 
estate in the lands, and the mortgage being registered, the 
mortgagee gave to the mortgagor a certificate of discharge of 
the mortgage in the manner provided for in the provincial en
actment respecting the registration of deeds; and that certifi
cate, being registered, became, under that enactment, “as valid 
and effectual in law ... as a conveyance to the mortgagor 
. . . of the original estate of the mortgagor;” and so the
father became entitled to a new right of entry which he can 
enforce in this action.

It was contended that no greater effect should be given to 
tbe registered certificate of discharge than if it were a mere 
release of the mortgage; but why so? But for the enactment, 
a reconveyance would be, in this ease, necessary, and tbe dis
charge is a simple method of evidencing payment of the mort
gage and rceonveying the land; the enactment expressly and 
plainly provides that it shall be a conveyance of the land as 
well as a release of the mortgage. It is immaterial whether 
the plaintiff could or could not have enforced redemption; he 
has redeemed, and has a conveyance of the land to him; being 
out of possession, and having lost his right of re-entry, the reg
istered certificate of discharge could be effectual only as a valid 
conveyance of tbe lands to him.

Upon this ground, but upon this ground only, the judgment 
of the plaintiff’s favour should. 1 think, be affirmed.

In view of the contrary opinion which the other members of 
the Court bave now readied and expressed, upon this point, it 
may be fitting that I should add a few words to the foregoing 

48—0 D.L.lt.
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ONT words—which were written at the close of the argument—indi-
P A eating why I am unable to agree in their conclusion or reasoning.
1912 Unless my eyes are dimmed by the sight of a needy widow
-— and child, how can 1 consider that those who are in no sense

NOjHlf. claiming under, but arc claiming against, the mortgagor, are 
Nobi.k. “his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, or any person 

u lawfully claiming by, through or under him or them ?” It is
.iiierntini,!. only because they, and he through whom they do and can alone

claim title—their husband and father—have so long been in 
possession of the land to the exclusion of the true owner, the 
mortgagor, that they have any sort of claim upon it. Hut, if this 
were not so, or if one could disregard the plain meaning of plain 
words, another insuperable difficulty would present itself. The 
obvious purpose of the enactment was, not in any sense to alter 
the legal rights of the parties concerned, but to provide, in the 
circumstances covered by it, a simpler and less costly way of 
obtaining and registering evidence of satisfaction of the mort
gage and a reconveyance of the land ; in short, a short form of 
conveyance ; nothing more; this is incontrovertible ; so a sure 
test of its effect is found when we find what would have been 
done if legislation had not provided this easy means of recon
veyance; in other words, if we consider for a moment what the 
short method has replaced ; and obviously it has replaced a re
conveyance by the mortgagee to the mortgagor upon payment 
by the mortgagor of the mortgage : I speak of course of this case ; 
in which there can be no kind of contention that the money 
xvas not paid and the certificate of discharge obtained by the 
plaintiff for his own benefit and in his own name ; whether or 
not of his own liounty he might, but for this litigation, eventu
ally have let the widow and child have the property free from 
the mortgage.

The plaintiff having paid the mortgage moneys and interest 
for his own benefit, what right have we, what right has any 
one, for charity’s sake, or for any other purpose or reason, to 
convert that payment into a payment made by or on behalf 
of the widow and child ; to so convert it without the consent and 
against the will of him who paid the money and whose money 
it was?

Default having been mode in payment at the times and in 
the manner provided for payment in the mortgage, the legal 
estate was vested in the mortgagee absolutely; and it was within 
his power and right to convey that estate to any one. no matter 
whom ; what right, then, to exclude the mortgagor; and he, hav
ing paid his money for such a conveyance of it to him, why is 
he not entitled to the benefit of such a conveyance, at least, 
whatever might be thought of the effect of a statutory discharge 
of mortgage? Doubtless the Legislature could extract charity
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from the plaintiff for the widow and child, and doubtless it 
could provide that a payment made by one for his own benefit 
should not enure to his benefit, but should benefit some other 
definite or indefinite, certain or uncertain, person or persons, 
but doubtless it never did and never would ; and doubtless, if 
it ever could and did, no one would part with his money to be 
so dispensed against bis will.

Whether the widow and child have, or either has, a right 
of redemption from the plaintiff, is not now in question: it will 
be time enough to deal with it when it arises. All that the 
plaint ill seeks is possession of the lands, and that he is entitled 
to, whether or not any right of redemption exists.

No ease has been found that decides or says anything con
trary to the view of this ease which I have expressed ; indeed 
the cases are, distinctly in favour of it. The observation of 
Street, J., as to what might or would be bis preference in an 
event which did not arise in the case he was dealing with— 
so much relied upon for her—does not help the defendant in 
this ease. “The person best entitled” is a very indefinite ex
pression ; but, in this case, who can be “the person best en
titled” to. at least, the legal estate in the land, but he who 
bought and paid for it with his own money for his own benefit— 
the plaintiff? However, the question is not what preference 
any one may have, not what words may have been or may be 
used elsewhere ; we are bound by the plain words of the statute, 
which, as applied to this ease, arc: “and the certificate so regis
tered shall be os valid and effectual in law os a release of the 
mortgage, and as a conveyance to the mortgagor ... of 
the original estate of the mortgagor;” whether or not it has 
any effect upon the equity of redemption which alone was ac
quired by length of possession.

Of course, if we forget or ignore the fact that, payment 
having been made post diem, the legal estate was absolutely in 
the mortgagee, and could be got back only by means of a convey
ance in some form, the way towards helping the defendant is 
made easier, but it is none the less an illegal way.

In regard to the suggestion that the plaintiff may not be 
a person “claiming under a mortgage of land,” let me ask what 
else can he be claiming under? If we do not lose sight of the 
real position of the parties in the eyes of the law, what ground 
can there be for any such suggestion! The plaintiff was en
titled to an equity of redemption in the land ; the mortgagee 
was entitled to the legal estate and all other interests in it not 
comprised in that equity, and he had the power to sell and 
convey that legal estate to whomsoever he pleased, but subject 
of course to that equity ; it was not necessary that he should 
assign the mortgage : according to the defendant’s contention,

ONT.
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she 1ms acquired by length of possession, and the plaint iff has 
lost, that equity of redemption; and then the plaintiff for his 
own benefit paid his own money to the mortgagee for and ob
tained from him a statutory conveyance, under the mortgage to 
him, of the land; and is now by virtue of it the legal owner: 
his sole right to possession, and therefore to bring this action, 
is under the mortgage: so that it seems to me to be idle to sug
gest that he may not be claiming under the mortgage, which is 
in truth the whole foundation of his right to the land.

It must not be forgotten, in dealing with any of the cases, 
that we have to consider the effect of the Registry Act, a con
sideration which does not apply to many of those referred to 
on the argument of this appeal, and in some of the opinions 
expressed in this Court. The object of that enactment is to 
make plain in the registry offices the title to all lands—gener
ally speaking—in this Province; to guard purchasers against 
rights not registered of which they have not had actual notice. 
In furtherance of those objects it provides for a short and 
simple form of conveyance of mortgaged lands to certain per
sons, so keeping the title plain and clear in the registrar’s 
books; but this Court says that the conveyance, though bought 
and paid for by one of the persons named in the Act—the mort
gagor—and taken, as far as it can be taken, in the short statu
tory form which the Act provides, in his name and in his name 
only, passes no right or title to him, but conveys the land to 
one who, so far ns registration goes, has no title to it, nor docs 
her name in any manner or in any way appear in connection with 
the ownership of or title to the land: a curious method of 
giving effect to the purposes of the enactment. Can it be 
doubted that, if the conveyance lmd been to a stranger, the legal 
estate would pass to him, whatever the form of the conveyance 
might be; and is there any good reason why it should be differ
ent with the plaintiff? To any one having actual notice of the 
right acquired by length of possession, that right would remain 
valid against stranger or plaintiff alike; but a right to redeem 
only, for that is all that was so acquired.

And in this connection let me add that, if we are to be pain
fully technical, what evidence is there that the mortgagor’s 
right of entry first accrued ten years before the commencement 
of this action? Why is the plaintiff obliged to reply upon sec. 
22 of the limitation of actions enactment only? What evidence 
is there that he came within any of the limitation provisions 
contained in it?

In truth the case seems to me a very simple one, affording 
little excuse for the many words I have devoted to it, indeed 
less lines than pages written should make my opinion plain; 
the defendant, by length of possession of her husband, has ousted
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the plaintiff from and lias acquired for her husband’s heirs the ONT.
equity of redemption of the land in question; the plaintiff has q a
acquired, under the mortgage, in his own name, with his own 1912
money, and for his own benefit, the legal estate in the land, -—
at the least; and so the defendant is entitled only to redeem Nom>
the land, from him, at the most; and, consequently, the plain- Nmm.
tiff is now entitled to possession, the only relief which the judg- Mer^~j v 
ment in appeal gives him, and all that he sought in the action. (diFwminp,.

A word should he added regarding the plaintiff’s offer to 
give to the defendant all there is in the land except the sum 
paid by him to acquire from the mortgagee the title which lie 
now has; surely a reasonable offer if viewed from the standpoint 
of the legal and equitable rights of the parties and not from 
that of charity—out of some one else’s pocket. Hy what some 
Judges have called “legalised robbery,” the plaintiff has been 
deprived of his equity of redemption: I decline to be a party 
to that which might, with more excuse for the language, be call
ed “judicial robbery” of the money which the plaintiff paid out 
of his own pocket for his own benefit, and apply it to the bene
fit of those who were guilty of the legalised robbery, upon the 
entirely and palpably untrue in fact ground that it was paid 
for their benefit.

If I am right, there was no need for any amendment of the 
plaintiff’s statement of claim; indeed, if he were in any manner 
—legal or equitable, ils owner of the legal estate or merely as 
in equity entitled to all the rights of the mortgagee—entitled to 
possession, why should any amendment be needed?

On the other hand, if an amendment were necessary, it was, 
in my opinion, the duty of the Court to permit it to l»c made; 
the Hides of the Court imperatively required it, and they have 
the force of statutory enactment; and the interests of all con
cerned—the parties, the Courts, and public interests—re
quired it; those of the parties imperatively; for what excuse 
can be offered for putting them to the great expense in money, 
and all the wear and tear and worry and anxiety of a second 
trial over a question which could have been just as well, indeed 
much better, tried and disposed of in this action?

Appeal allowed ; Meredith, J.A., dissenting.
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laursen v. McKinnon.

(Decision No. 2.)

Hritinh Columbia Court of .1 yyral. Macdonald. !.. Irving, Mai tin, and 
(lallilier, JJ..\. January 7, 1013.

1. Appeal (8 III V—0.1)—Extension op time—Notice to B.C. Court of

The llritiwli Columbia Court of Appeal line no power to extend the 
time within which notice of appeal should be given on an appeal to 
that court.

2. Courts ( 8 V A—207)—Rules of decision—Stark decisis.
Interpretation* of statutory language* which have long bwn ac

cepted. though their correctness may lx» open to doubt, will not 
ordinarily be disturlied particularly where there is not an interfer
ence with a positive right.

| Hamilton v. I laker, “The Sara," »S L.J. Adm. 57, 14 A.C. 200, 221,
222, considered.]

3. Statutes (8 11 c—120)—Re-enacted statutes—Construction of—
Originai. construction, effect of.

Where a statute has boon re-enacted, a construction given to the 
former statute by the courts ought to lie adopted or at least it is a 
circumstance to which weight must be given.

4. Judgment <8 IK—4."»)—Entry—Final judgment prior to fixing
AMOUNT (IF DAMAGES—TIME FOR APPEAL.

Where a final judgment is to be (lerfectcd by the insertion of the 
amount of damages to he ascertained by the registrar, the time to 
appeal will run from the date of the judgment itself and not from 
the date when the judgment was finally perfected by inserting the 
amount of damages.

statement Appeal from judgment of Gregory, J., Laursen v. McKin
non, 4 D.L.R. 718.

The appeal was quashed, Irving, J.A., dissenting.
Hodwcll, K.C., and Ritchie, K.C., for appellant.
L. Ci. Mc Phillips, K.C., for respondent.

Macdonald, Macdonald, C.J.A. :—The notice of appeal having been given 
within the statutory period an application was made to us to 
extend time. The preliminary objection was taken to the juris
diction of this Court to do so, and the authorities, or supposed 
authorities, for and against the objection were exhaustively 
searched and cited to us. I'p to the end of 1897, it is quite clear 
that the Court claimed and exercised the power and jurisdiction 
to extend the time in cases like the present, where reasonable 
excuse was offered, but in that year a change was made in the 
law, which, it is contended on the one side did, and on the other 
did not take away such jurisdiction. Since that change no case 
has been found reported or unreported in which the Court has 
extended the time where the notice of appeal had not been given 
within the statutory period. I’nhappily there is a difference of 
opinion as to what was decided by the full Court, particularly 
in the first cases which came before it after the said change,
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namely : Carroll v. unreported, and Clabon v. La wry, 2
M.M.C. 38. These eases were decided fourteen years ago, and 
were supposed to have decided, inter alia, that the Court had 
no jurisdiction after the change aforesaid to extend the time 
within which notice of appeal should he given. It is now argued 
that the subsequent cases, if they do in fact shew that the Court 
decided the question as above suggested, and were not in fact 
disposed of on other grounds, were decided under the misappre
hension that Carroll v. C.V.li. (unreported), and Clabon v. 
La wry, 2 M.M.C. 38, settled the question.

Mr. MelMiillips referred us to the un reported ease of 
Marlin v. Crown, decided by the full Court in June, 1903. The 
Court was composed of Irving, Martin, and Dull', JJ. I have 
had the advantage of seeing the notes of that cose of my brothers 
Irving and Martin, JJ. Irving, J.’s, note is very short, and does 
not assist me except to this extent that it is not inconsistent with 
the much fuller note of Martin, J. So far as it relates to the 
question before us, Martin, J.’s, note is as follows :—

Mrl'liillips, K.C.j—Then I ask for an extension of time to appeal, 
that tlii* important qnextion should he determined by a full Hench 
as intimated by this Court. It has never been suggested that the two 
actions re extending time should lie rend together.

Martin. J.:—Yes, it has. I made that argument myself in Clabonv. 
Laicrf/. 2 M.M.C. .'IS.

Duff, J.t—Though there may lie doubts in the minds of some of us 
at least as to the soundness of the original decision, yet it has been 
so held repeatedly, and after the rulings the legislature has enacted 
the same sections, which concludes the matter: it is not now open to 
argument.

Martin, J„ reads the extract from .Nohie v. Itlanrhanl, 7 ll.C.R. 
02. as expressing his views.

Pkb Curiam :—No leave to appeal can he granted under the circum
stances. There is no jurisdiction. Prior decisions on the point should 
not be opened up.

The sections of the Aet above referred to were sees. 11 and 12 
of the statutes of 1897, eh. 8. See. 11 standing alone would elear- 
ly give jurisdiction to the Court to extend time in a case like the 
present; but see. 12, so the contention is, was held to modify 
see. 11, so as to limit the power of extension to time other than 
the statutory time within which the notice of appeal must be 
given. Whether that is the right construction or not it is, I think, 
now too late to enquire, particularly in view of the decision in 
Martin v. Crown, unreported.

I do not think it would be seemly on my part to infer from 
the absence of reference, in Judge’s note books, to a particular 
discussion that such a discussion had not in fact taken place be
fore them, and that when subsequently they gave decisions oil 
the assumption that such discussion had taken place, and that
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B. C. they had decided the question in issue, they had forgotten that
C. A. they had not in fact decided what they believed, or were led
1018 to believe, they had decided. It was argued that an interpreta-
----  tion of the said sections was not called for in either Carroll v.

Iavshkn f (un reported), or Clahan v. La wry, 2 M.M.C. 38. Ah to
McKinnon, the former, it was said with truth that notice had been given in

—— time, but for tin* wrong sittings.Macdonald, r
The Court held that the notice had lapsed or must be 

deemed to have been abandoned. That being so, what was more 
natural than that counsel for appellant should ask for an exten
sion of time to give a fresh notice, and that the Court should 
then express its opinion that said see. 12 precluded it from acced
ing to the request. It is a question of fact as to whether the 
Court in the said two cases construed secs. 11 and 12 or not. 
There is no evidence either way except the negative inference 
which might be drawn from the absence of reference to it in the 
note-books of the Judges, and to my mind the much stronger 
affirmative inference to be drawn from the fact that during a 
long course of years some of those Judges, and other Judges, 
have repeatedly acted on the assumption that the question had 
been so considered and determined.

It was not seriously argued that if it could lie stated as a 
fact that the point had been decided as it was thought to have 
been fourteen years ago that nevertheless this Court would be 
justified in re-opening it now and reviewing the correctness of 
the decision. To say that a Court ought not to perpetuate error 
is to give voice to a very pleasing and right sounding abstraction. 
The Court ought not to perpetuate error, but this maxim is con
trolled by a very salutory rule that constructions which have 
long been accepted, though their correctness may be open to 
doubt, should not, save possibly by a higher Court, be disturbed 
to the confusion of those who are accustomed to rely upon such 
constructions. There are exceptions to this rule, but this, in my 
opinion, is not one of them.

The hardship of depriving appellant of his right to appeal 
was suggested, but I would point out that he deprived himself of 
that right. The statute gave him the right, and limited the 
time within which he might exercise it. lie lost it by the care
lessness of himself or his agent. What he now asks for is an 
indulgence. The argument of hardship is perhaps weaker in 
this ease than in almost any other, liecausv in most other cases 
where Courts have been thought to have placed a wrong con
struction upon a statute a positive right has been interfered 
with. The ease of Hamilton v. linker, 58 L.J. Ad. 57, has been 
called to my attention. There the House of Lords, while revers
ing the lower Courts, recognized the gravity of interfering with 
a long-standing construction of a statute, and it was not there
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suggested that nny of the lower founts, certainly not those of 
concurrent jurisdiction, ought to have refused to follow the 
earlier decision.

Jt is further to be noticed that since Martin v. Brown (unre
ported), and a number of other cases of the same kind were de
cided, the Court of Appeal Act. 1Î107, ch. 10, was passed, embody
ing practically without change the sections above referred to. 
While 1 do not attach undue importance to this, yet Courts have 
ever regarded the re-enactment of a statute which has been judi
cially construed as an adoption of the construction, or if not 
that, then a circumstance to he given some weight to. I think, 
therefore, the Court ought not at this late day to re-open the 
matter, hut should leave it to he dealt with by the Legislature, 
if it should think a change desirable.

I would, therefore, sustain the preliminary objection.
I may add that the only other point argued which, if decided 

in appellant’s favour, would enable the Court to deal with the 
appeal on the merits, was that the notice was given in time, hav
ing regard to the fact that the final judgment was to be per
fected by the insertion of the amount of damages to be ascer
tained by the registrar. It was argued that time would run from 
that date and not from the date of the judgment itself. I am 
of the opinion, which I entertained at the close of the argument, 
that this contention is not sound.

The appeal should be quashed.

Irvino, J.A. (dissenting) :—This case—T speak of the juris
diction of this Court to extend the time for appealing after the 
time limited has expired—has been argued before us at. great 
length, and has been fully discussed among ourselves since that 
argument.

I understand that the other members of the Bench have ar
rived at the conclusion that we cannot exercise that jurisdiction, 
or that we are precluded from exercising that jurisdiction. In 
these circumstances, and in view of the course taken by the 
Judges of whom 1 was one in Martin v. Oscar Brown ( un report
ed), as set out in Mr. Justice Martin’s notes, to which notes I 
have had my attention drawn since the argument of this case, I 
see little or no advantage in my going through the eases, either 
to controvert the conclusion at which the other members of the 
Court have arrived—or to suggest that the point should bo re
opened. It will be sufficient to say that, with deference, I do not 
agree with their conclusion on this point.

Then ought we to accede to Mr. Ritchie’s alternative argu
ment that the judgment, being a judgment under rule 481, 
is not perfected until the calculation is ascertained by the officer 
of the Court appointed for that purpose, and that therefore he 
is in time? Rule 481 contemplates the drawing up of an order.

B. C.

C. A. 
1913

McKix mix.

Merdoneld,
C.J.A.

(dissenting).
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B.C. and later on an entering of judgment and otherwise as upon the
0 A finding of a jury upon a writ of inquiry. The writ of inquiry
1913 was a judicial writ, and it issued after an interlocutory judg-
----  ment for damages. That interlocutory judgment was final as

Lmjmkv ii1(l right to recover, and interlocutory only as to the amount : 
McKinnon, see vol. 6, Ene. of the Laws of England 504, art. “Writ of In-

ir»Tn*~j \ quiry,” by Mr. Francis Stringer of the central ofli'-e. In the
mi.*-.Mi,I forms of judgment, Appendix F. to the English Rules, a form

of judgment is given for 0. 36, r. 57. The form speaks of the 
plaintiff having “obtained interlocutory judgment for dam
ages to be assessed,” etc., 1912 Yearly Prac., p. 1983; 1912 An
nual Prac., p. 97. This rule 481 is an old rule of practice, dat
ing hack to the Common Law Procedure Act 1852. The judgment 
in the leading text-book on Pleading, Stephen, 6th cd., published 
in 1860, was called (p. 98) an interlocutory judgment. A pre
cise definition of the meaning of “final” and “interlocutory” 
judgments cannot be given : lie Liwis, Lewis v. Williams, 31 
Ch.D. 627, per Cliitty, J. A judgment or order may be final 
within one rule, but not so within another: see lie Lewis, Lewis 
v. Williams, 31 Ch.D. 627 ; Phcytey v. Phcyscy, 12 Ch.D. 305; 
lie Crossley, 34 Ch.D. 664 ; and see the note to the report, Croas- 
dell, [1906] 2 K.B. 570.

For the purpose of giving notice of appeal this order seems 
to me not to be a final order until the registrar hands it to the 
person entitled to the damages, and after that entered. Tha*. 
seems to me to be the “perfecting” of the order. It seems 
plainer if we consider what the actual practice is. Until the re
gistrar completes the calculation entrusted to him, the trial of 
the action is going on. I think if the registrar in the course of 
working out the direction of the trial Judge, found that it 
was not substantially a matter of calculation, and so advised 
the Judge, the case would still be in the hands of the Judge, 
and he, in my opinion, would have jurisdiction to set aside the 
direction he had given and go into the matter himself, or to refer 
it to a referee under another section. I do not think there can 
be any doubt of that, notwithstanding the fact that the Judge’s 
direction or order had been passed anil entered, if entering 
is necessary; and I would be disposed to think he could do that 
even after the fifteen days limited for appealing from an inter
locutory order had expired. I am therefore convinced that the 
trial is still going on. I would hold that the time for appealing 
did not expire until the judgment was entered upon the regis
trar’s calculation.

Martin. J. A.

«•iithir. j.a. Martin and Gai.liiikr, JJ.A., concurred with the Chief 
Justice.

Appeal quashed, Irving, J.A., dissenting.
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ARCHIBALD v. THE HYGIENIC FRESH MILK CO. N.S.
Nova Scotia Supreme Court. Trial before Graham, E.J. January 3, 1913. C.

1. Corporations and comp wins ( § II—27)—Consolidation or rboboani
z at ion—Liability of transferee to employees. jan j,

Where n person is employed by a company for a jxwîod of years at 
a stipulated salary |*or year, and subsequently during the period of 
employment the company turns over its undertaking and assets as a 
going concern to a new company which assumes all liabilities, and the 
employee is told by the new company that the change would not ailed 
him in his job, and he continues to work for the new company, an im
plied contract of hiring for one year from the date of the transfer to 
the new company may be inferred where the circumstances both as to 
the character of the service with the new company and the method of 
payment indicate that it was more than a monthly hiring.

2. Master and servant (§ I E—23)—Wrongful dismissal—Grounds un
disclosed.

In an action by an employee against an employer for damages for 
wrongful dismissal, the employer may justify the dismissal on 
grounds never disclosed to the servant, and even on grounds that the 
master did not know about at the time of the dismissal. (Dictum 
per Graham. E.J.)

Action claiming damages for wrongful dismissal from the statement 
employment of the defendant company. The defendant com
pany justified the dismissal on the ground of alleged incompet
ency and counterclaimed damages alleged to have been sus
tained by reason of plaintiff’s negligence and incompetence.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff.
T. R. Rogers, K.C., for plaintiff.
A. A. Mackay, K.C., for defendant.

Graham, E.J.:—This is an action for alleged wrongful dis- o«ham.e.j. 
missal.

On the 28th April, 1011. the Maritime Fresh Milk Co., Ltd., 
by its manager, A. Lapierre, offered the plaintiff the position 
of chief maker for the company’s factory at Antigonish for three 
years at a salary of #1,200 a year. On the 20th, the plaintiff 
accepted the offer and entered that company’s employment.
The company had just acquired a patent to use in the Mari
time provinces, a process for homogenising and sterilizing new 
milk and cream, the object being to make it keep for a long 
period. The plaintiff had a very large experience of milk and 
cream, in cheese and butter-making, and he was to proceed to a 
factory at La col le in the Province of Quebec to learn this new 
process and lie did so. On his return to Antigonish he had to 
do with installing the new plant. This continued until October,
1910, when the work of treating milk by this process began.

During the winter and spring of 1911 there is nothing to 
note about the success of the process. In June, 1911, the Mari-
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time Milk Company, through n broker, one Louis Fuller, turned 
over its undertaking and assets as a going concern to a new com
pany, the defendants in this case, the latter company assuming 
the liabilities. The manager and staff remained the same and 
the plaintiff as well as the other employees were told by the 
manager that the change would not affect them in their jobs at 
all, their jobs would be the same.

1 have come to a conclusion about the terms of the contract 
of employment existing between the plaintiff and the new com
pany. 1 think there is an implied contract of a hiring for one 
year from the date of the transfer to the defendant company, 
namely, June 1, 1911.

The payments of salary were made rather irregularly. It 
could not be inferred that it was a hiring by the month. The 
character of the service, too, and the contract with the previous 
company, lead one to infer that it was more than a monthly 
hiring: licnlon v. Collycr, 4 Ring. 309.

On the 16th of October, 1911, the following letter was ad
dressed to the plaintiff by the president and manager :—

At a meeting of our Hoard of Directors it was decided to dispense 
with your services. Henceforth take notice that your services will 
not be required after November 15th.
This letter, no doubt, proceeded on the motion that the con

tract could be terminated by a month’s notice.
The plaintiff says:—

Q. After your dismissal you had an interview with Mr. LapierreT 
A. Yes.

Q. Did he give any reason for dispensing with your services? A. 
Yes, lie told me that the company was not making any money ; that 
1 hud good pay while 1 was with them, and they thought I could do 
without it as well as the company could pay me.

And he says that the only complaint that Lapierre ever found with 
him was on one occasion when a can of cream had not been stulicd be
fore he left the factory in the evening.

Rrymcr, a director and secretary, says:—
Q. You were disappointed in the amount of stock the public took 

up? A. Yes.
Q. And the result is you have been short of capital ? A. Yes.
Q. That has been one of your troubles? A. Yes. 
g. And 1 suppose as book keejier you don't want to expose your 

business; as a matter of fact you have been pretty hard up in running 
this business from the beginning? A. Yes.

Q. You remember the time when this man was dismissed? A. Yes. 
g. You came to the conclusion you ought to be reducing your ex

penses? A. Yes.
g. As a matter of fact your own salary was reduced ? A. Yea. 

Then the plaintiff brought this action and the defendants 
justify, as the law allows them to do, a dismissal for grounds
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never disclosed to the servant, and even for grounds that the N S- 
master did not know about at the time of the dismissal. s c.

But, of course, in dealing with faets, one docs remember that 1913
grounds arc of that sort. So the defendant’s solicitor has, with xitnimuji 
a view of such a defence, held the plaint ill* responsible for all
the milk that turned sour in the process during the summer of T|IK 
1911, and for all of the bad luck attending the process, and puts V’rihh
forward these as the grounds of dismissal. Milk Co.

In respect to any misrepresentation as to the plaintiff’s com- orehai^rK.j. 
potency, I find that there was no misrepresentation whatever.
The officers of the company knew exactly the qualifications of 
the plaintiff. It was a new process as both lie and they knew.
They knew exactly how long lie had been at Laeolle learning it 
and they knew of his success from the time that he commenced 
to use the process at Antigonish, about October, 1910, to the time 
when the defendant company took him over. Apart from the 
process I do not sec very well how they could have got a more 
competent man for the position, and better qualified to learn it.
After his dismissal there was appointed in his place, Fraser, the 
man below him, who learned all he knew of the process from 
him. A brother of Lapierre’s had been taken on in the mean
time for other work, and so the company went on without the 
plaintiff.

I find as a fact that the plaintiff was competent.
In order to shew that the plaintiff was at fault, the defend

ants institute a comparison between the two periods, namely, 
in the summer months of the plaintiff’s incumbency and that 
during Fraser’s incumbency, which is really after action. How
ever, during the month of July, 1911, the percentage of milk 
complained of as sour by the customers was large. The defen
dants attributed it to the plaintiff’s failure to use an instrument 
called an aeidometer. That would disclose the degree of acidity 
in the milk. This instrument is not necessarily connected with 
the new process at all, and I think its use is not mentioned in 
the directions. When is it to be used? It was suggested, twice: 
first, when each customer brings the milk in the morning: then 
when it is turned into the vat. As a fact the factor)- at Laeolle 
did not use it for each customer. The milk would -be all right 
in their case at that time, 9 or 10 o’clock, and also when it would 
be turned into the vat. The difficulty here would be that the 
milk came in in too great an abundance during the summer 
season to he treated by this company’s plant rapidly enough for 
the hot weather, and by one o’clock there was danger of the milk 
being too ripe for the process, ll could not then be turned back 
on the patrons’ hands. It is the fact that while the plaintiff used 
this instrument occasionally, he did not habitually use it but 
depended on his very large experience in testing and smelling
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to ascertain the fitness of the milk for the process. The plain
tiff ‘was as anxious as anyone to discover why the treated milk 
was going bad, and if such a simple thing as using the acido- 
meter would have been effective he would have welcomed its use. 
I think that this is a mere afterthought. The plaintiff attri
buted the souring of the milk, or rather some bottles of it out of 
a large lot, to another cause, and very early, as Bryiner admits, 
he called his attention to it.

In the first place it is to be noticed that it would be only a 
few bottles, 3, 6, 8 and so on, out of a large number that had 
turned bad and would be complained of by the customers. Never 
a whole trayful or anything like that. Whereas, if there had been 
too high a degree of acidity in the milk, the whole vatful, or a 
very large number of bottles, would have shewn bad. The 
plaintiff was led to the conclusion that the cause of some of the 
bottles going sour was due to the capsules or crowns of the 
bottles being defective. In the first place, he says, that with a 
new business there needs to be a great number of new bottles, 
and a certain percentage of these new bottles have uneven 
mouths, which are not capable of being effectively stoppered, 
and it is only after a time that these get weeded out. Some of 
the imported bottles, as from Montreal, were particularly bad. 
The defendants did not use the same capsules as were used at 
the Quebec factory. There they had a tin capsule, smaller in 
size, and with a disc of cork inside of the capsule, which cov
ered the mouth of the bottle. The defendants, instead of cork, 
used a paper disc treated with paraffin wax. There is less elas
ticity about the paper and the paper in the capsules does not 
fill up the uneven edge of the bottle’s mouth as well as the cork. 
Besides, the bottle of milk, after it is stoppered, is subjected to 
a great heat. The milk has to be sterilized at a temperature of 
226 Fahrenheit for twenty-two minutes, and the plaintiff says 
that this heat melts the paraffin wax. Besides, there is great 
pressure and thin tin may lose its grip.

During the plaintiff’s incumbency, the tin used for the cap
sules was thinner and it did not, in consequence, have such a 
strong grip on the neck of the bottle. Besides, as I have in
timated, the mouth was smaller.

Mr. Trade], from the factory in Quebec, whose examina
tion was taken by the defendants, says, in cross-examination :— 

We use a different kind of crown in our factory from that used by 
the defendant company. I have made sonic experiments with the 
crowns used by the defendant company. I did not carry the experi
ments to a very conclusive point. We never use the crowns used by 
defendant company because we would lie afraid to use them. Unless 
the crown is perfectly air-tight the milk works. The French inventor 
of the process of homogenising docs not specify any particular mat
erial for use in the manufacture of the crowns. The manufacturers
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of machinery for homogenising milk issue printed directions for carry
ing on the process of manufacturing such milk. We use a No. 1 
crown, which is a small crown. We use n crown with a cork disc 
inside and is smaller than that used by the defendant company. In 
the crown we use the tin cap is heavier than that used by defendant 
company and we use a cork disc instead of paper. The paper in 
crown used by defendant company is prepared, that is, treated in some 
way. If this paper were treated with paraffin the sterilizing process 
might melt it.

Perhaps it is unnecessary to say that the paper disc is 
cheaper than cork. The defendants used a thicker tin the sec
ond season. The plaintiff says:—

Q. Will you explain why the cork disc is, if it is the fact, more 
likely to keep the air excluded than the others? A. The paper disc 
is very inferior in elasticity to it, and when pressed on to the bottle 
it may be tight for the time being but while the milk is sterilizing 
there is tremendous pressure, the tin gives slightly; the air in the 
bottle passes out; the puraflin wax becomes soft, and that flows out, 
and what is left is merely a piece of saturated paper. When the 
pressure comes off the inside vacuum begins to form. It does not 
spring back and close up the vacancy as this cork would do. The 
piece of cork is also more dense. It will not soak up water or milk as 
the paper.

Q. That is overcome to some extent by the heavier tins now being 
used? A. To some extent it keeps the cap a little tighter on.

Q. When your bottles are new they are rougher, of course, on the 
surface around the neck? A. When there is a batch of new bottles 
used there is bound to be some of them with a little irregularity in 
the top, not perfectly level, and when one of these bottles is cracked 
there might lie a slight vacancy at one side. The cork stopper would 
be more apt to fill up that vacancy.

Later he says:—
Q. You have had a large ex|ieriencc in milk testing? A. Yes.
Q. Have you a keen sense of taste and smell? A. Yes.
Q. With the experience you have had, were you able to tell from 

your sense of taste and smell as to whether milk was in proper state 
for homogenising or not? A. Yes.

Q. Did you allow any milk to be homogenised in this factory which 
would not stand the usual tests without the knowledge or concur
rence of Lapierre, the manager? A. I did not allow any such to go 
Into the vat the time it was received in the morning but I could not 
tell how long it was going to take us to put the milk through the 
process two or three hours afterwards.

Q. If, when you came to put it through the process you found it 
was not in proper shape you would call Lapierre's attention to it? 
A. Yes.

Q. If you have had experience you do not require the acidomcter? 
A. No.
The plaintiff gives an instance of the milk souring before it 

could be put through the process while perfectly fit when it
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came in in the morning, and lie called Lapierre’s attention to 
it, and if there was any bad product Lapierre was responsible 
in that ease. Apparently they poured out four or five hundred 
pounds of it, and tried to reject what had already gone through 
the process but had the appearance of being curdled, putting 
the rest on the market. The plaintiff then says:—

Q. 11° you remember any other occasion on which you called his 
attention to the fact that the milk soured? A. Yes, I called attention to 
the fact that the milk was increasing and the weather was getting warmer 
and that there would be a repetition of this on a great many days 
because our machine would not handle it as fast as it came in; al
though the milk might be lit to sterilize when it came in at nine or 
ten in the morning nobody could keep it fit by the time we could 
finish it. Perhaps at one in the afternoon it was standing at a tem
perature of eighty degrees or more, and he told me we would have to 
get ready to condense the surplus. So we got ready to condense. 1 
was sent upstairs to do condensing as being the only one who could, 
and for some time while condensing I did not know what went on 
down stairs with the sterilizing, ns lie had charge himself.

Q. Over what period were you condensing, off and on, during that 
summer, speaking generally? A. I don’t remember exactly, but three 
weeks or more, I know we made over sixty barrels of condensed milk.

Q. At that time you were put in charge of the condensing depart
ment and he was managing the homogenising department? A. Yes.

Q. As I understand you, you can use milk not fit for homogenising 
for making cheese? A. Yes.

Q. The percentage of acid for cheese making can be as high as 
twenty? A. Yes, there is always a certain percentage of acid required 
in making cheese.

Q. Is it fair to say that a good deal of that milk, over-ripe last sum
mer, could have been made into cheese if you had a cheese plant? A. 
Yes.

It appears that for the second summer the defendant in
stituted a cheese plant, and, therefore, a comparison fails even 
in this respect, because the danger of a loss of the surplus 
which could not be put through this process in time could thus 
be diminished and the manager would not be so tempted to run 
any risk.

In my opinion the defendants have not proved that the fail
ure to use the acidometer was the cause of the milk souring or 
turning bad. I further think that the plaintiff’s theory as to 
the defective capsule is more plausible, and the only person be
sides him who had any scientific knowledge rather corrobor
ates him in that respect.

Moreover, I think that a comparison between the two seasons, 
particularly as the last is after action brought, is not a fair 
comparison.

The defendants have given evidence of another matter. If 
it is given as tending to shew that it was the cause of the milk 
going bad I think it utterly fails.
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The plaintiff found that then? was during cold weather a 
very large percentage of bottles becoming broken, and he ex
perimented to ascertain the cause. If I understand it, two trays 
of bottles standing and capsuled are put into the sterilizer, hot 
water is introduced so as to eover a small part of the bottoms of 
the bottles in the lower tier. Then the steam is introduced 
which sterilizes the milk. The plaintiff tried the experiment of 
introducing hot water sufficient to eover both tiers of bottles 
and then introducing the steam and found that there was a very 
much smaller percentage of broken bottles.

In the first place, I think it is to be inferred that Fraser, 
the plaintiff’s successor, continued this plan. In his description 
of the process he gives it thus: Lapierre was told about the 
change when it was introduced (January, 1911) and he thought 
it was a good plan. The plaintiff consulted someone at the 
Quebec factory about it and lie thought “that it was no doubt 
a good plan.”

The plaintiff says that the breaking of bottles did not occur 
at the Quebec factory because they may have washed them in 
a different way, tempering them at once.

Moreover, it was the month of July when the milk going 
bad was complained of; not in cold weather

I think that the plaintiff had no fault whatever to be found 
with him in this respect.

There is another ground set up as justifying a dismissal. 
This is in connection with cream and has no bearing on the other 
charge.

In respect to cream the patron is paid according to the per 
ccntage of butter fat in the cream. For that purpose the cream 
is tested by a Babcock tester. It was the duty of the plaintiff 
to use this tester. The cream is taken in by another employee. 
The identity of the patron’s cream, although poured into the 
company’s cask, is maintained until some is taken from it in 
a tube and placed aside for testing.

Now, the defendants have searched the records and they 
say that there are tests for some days when there was no cream, 
and cream for some days when there were no tests.

Apparently the plaintiff did not necessarily make the test 
the same day the cream came in. but allowed the tubes to accumu
late until he had a sufficient number of samples to make a lest 
of all together, and he says, and there is no one to contradict 
him, that there would not be any difference shewn in the result 
because of delay.

Then there was a chance of accidents in maintaining the 
identity by the numbers (each portion has a number) being 
shifted. There were in one or two instances cases in which there 
was no test made owing to the plaintiff’s being necessarily en-
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gaged at different work, and Lapierre did not know that the 
tests had not been made before he treated it. Then the customer 
was paid by an average being taken of his cream about that 
period. And this was kno^n and approved of by the manager. 
And there was no complaint from any customer, and it was fair 
to the customer as is proved in the evidence. I think the defen
dants have failed to prove negligence in this respect. The 
plaintiff seems to have had a good deal to do. If perfect re
cords are to lie kept I th’nk the book-keeper might well have 
been employed in entering in a book the figures given by the man 
who took in the cream and the results of the tests made by the 
chief maker.

The defendants also complained about the bottle-washing. 
Now, the bottle-washing was done by a machine with the intro
duction and use of which the plaintiff had nothing to do. lie 
advised against its introduction. Lapierre understood that part 
of the work and he or others attended to it and also the bottling 
and capsuling.

Apparently the bottles had been put through too rapidly 
and the label was sometimes washed off and inside of the bottle. 
Lapierre remedied this by running it more slowly.

On one occasion flics were found by Brymer in a bottle or 
bottles of milk, but Lapierre had a better opportunity of dis
covering the flies on that occasion in the capsuling machine, or 
whoever was attending to it, than any one else.

Also Fraser or other persons who put the bottles into the 
cases to be filled with the milk. The plaintiff would not have 
any such opportunity.

In my opinion, the defendants’ defence fails and no ease of 
incompetence or negligence has been established.

The plaintiff, in my opinion, was wrongfully dismissed. 
There were six and a half months of the year to run. The 
plaintiff managed to earn something during that period after his 
dismissal.

I give judgment for the plaintiff for the sum of four hun
dred and fifty dollars, and I dismiss the counterclaim, both with 
costs.

Judgment for plaintiff.
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Re OAG and ORDER OF CANADIAN HOME CIRCLES. ONT.
Ontario Supreme Court, Kelly, ./., in Chambers. .January 18, 1013. s. C.

1. Evidence (8 HE3—15(1)—l'lnsi mi-riox oi DK.vrii—Aijnkxtki: nut l!l1'
HEARD OF IN SEVEN YEARS. f ^

If it is proved that for a |M-riod of seven years no news of an ah- " 
sentee lias been received by those who would naturally hear of him 
if he were alive, and that such ini|tiiries and searches as the cimmi 
stances naturally suggest have been made, a legal presumption arises 
that lie is dead.

[Ilnytrman v. Strong. N I'.C.Q.B. 291. referred to. |

Application, under see. 1G5 of 2 Geo. V. eh. d:J. for a deelar- statement 
ation as to the presumption of the death of Benjamin Charlton 
Oag. #

\V. T. McMullen, for the appellant.
J. E. Jones, for the society.

Kelly, J. :—A certificate (No. 14177) for $1,000 in the 
Order of Canadian Home Circles was issued to Benjamin Charl
ton Oag. 11 is sister, Margaret Gunn, of Houghton Centre, in 
Ontario, is the beneficiary named therein. She is the only liv
ing member of his family ; his step-mother, however, lives in 
Toronto.

From the time of his father’s death in 1889, the insured 
made his home with his sister, and, from about 1891 until 1904, 
he wnis in the habit of taking employment during the summer 
months sailing on the lakes, but spent every winter, except one, 
during that time, at his sister's home.

In the spring of 1904, he went as usual to his employment 
on the water, and in that season was employed on the vessel 
“Oregon” on the Great Lakes. At the close of navigation in 
the fall of 1904, he received his discharge from the vessel at 
Chicago, and for a day or two in December, 1904, lie was a 
guest at the Atlas Hotel in that city. This was the last trace 
that has been obtained of him, for since that month neither 
his sister nor her husband nor other friends of his nor those 
who knew him in his employment, have heard anything of 
him.

His step-mother says that she has heard nothing of his 
whereabouts for the past eight years.

In addition to inquiries having been made for him amongst 
those who might be expected to know something of him, adver
tisements have been inserted in newspapers in Chicago and in 
Springfield, Massachusetts, asking information about him ; and 
the Chicago city directories have been consulted; but none of 
these efforts have brought any results.

In Ilugcrman v. Strong, 8 U.C.Il. 291, it is said at p. 295:
“The principle itself (that is, the principle of law as to the
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presumption of death) is founded upon the necessity of taking 
some measure of time ns a rule in such cases, in order that it 
may not be forever uncertain at what time an absent person, 
of whom nothing has been heard, may be concluded to he no 
longer living. Seven years has been adopted as a reasonable 
period : the meaning of which I take to be that the law considers 
it possible that a person who has left his domicile and gone 
abroad, may be still living, though nothing has been heard of 
him or from him for seven years; but does not consider it, mor
ally speaking, possible that he should live longer without evi
dence being in some manner afforded of his existence.”

In Ilalsbury’s Laws of England, vol. 13, p. 500, sec. 692, it is 
laid down that ‘‘as to death, on the other hand, there exists an 
important (►( sumption, for if it is proved that for a period of 
seven years no news of the person has been received by those 
who would naturally hear of him if he were alive, and that sucli 
inquiries and searches as the circumstances naturally suggest 
have been made, there arises a legal presumption that he is

Reference may lie also made to Will yams v. Scottish Widows 
and Orphans Life Assurance Society, I Times L.R. 489; Phip- 
son on Evidence, 5th ed., p. 644, and cases there cited.

The evidence before me warrants the making of an order 
declaring the presumption to be that Benjamin Charlton Oag 
is dead.

Costs of the application will be payable out of the insurance 
moneys.

Order accordingly.

NOKFS v. KENT CO. Limited.

Ontario Supreme Court {Mali Court Division). Trial before Middleton, J.
January 22. 191.1.

1. Nkoi.kifxck —IS)—8r.II.KK or APPARATUS To bk installed—
Personal injury to buyer’s employee iivrino work of instal*

A company installing n refrigerating plant for a not lier, it liable
to an emp! ........... the latter who is injured through the negligence of
the installing company, which while still in charge of the plant 
failed to put part of tin- plant in good order after lining given notice 
of its defective condition, where such failure on their part resulted in 
injury to the purchaser'* employee.

Action for damages for injuries sustained by the plaintiff by 
reason of the negligence of the defendants, as the plaintiff 
alleged.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff.
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Shirley Denison, K.C., and II. W. A. Foster, for the plain
tiff.

If. II. Dewart. K.(and Harcourt Ferguson, for the de
fendants.

Middleton. J. :—At the trial I reserved the question of non
suit, and allowed the jury to answer questions which, counsel 
agreed, would raise all the issues necessary for the determina
tion of the action. After the jury had answered these questions, 
the matter was argued at length; the defendants contending 
that, upon the answers, the plaintiff was not entitled to judg
ment.

The action arises out of an accident occurring on the 14th 
August, 1911, by which a quantity of ammonia escaped from a 
refrigerating plant upon the premises of the Harry Webb Com
pany Limited at Toronto, through the packing of the joint be
tween the cylinder and cylinder-head of the condenser, forming 
part of the plant aforesaid.

The plaintiff was an engineer employed by the Harry Webb 
Company, and was at the time of the accident engaged in operat
ing the machine aforesaid. The effect of the inhalation or 
attempted inhalation of the ammonia gas, and of the exertion 
incident to turning off the valves of the engine so as to prevent 
a further escape and injury to others upon the premises, was 
most serious, as the plaintiff was sixty-two years of age and in 
a somewhat enfeebled physical condition, liecause of the fact 
that he suffered from chronic bronchitis and arterial sclerosis. 
Ever since the accident he has been disabled and entirely un
able to work, and is now practically a dying man.

The defendant company contracted with the Harry Webb 
Company to install the refrigerating plant aforesaid. By the 
contract the property in the plant was not to pass to the pur
chasers until paid for. At the time of the accident, the plant 
had been installed and was in operation, but had not proved 
satisfactory, owing to the fact that it did not give sufficient 
refrigeration. For this reason, the Webb company had declined 
to accept it; and some modifications were being made in the 
refrigerating pipes, to remove the objections raised.

The condenser was not manufactured by the defendant com
pany, but purchased by them from the York Manufacturing 
Company, of York, Pennsylvania. It constituted but one link in 
the entire outfit, being supplied by the defendants to the Webb 
company. It was constructed and assembled by the York com
pany, and was shipped by them in a condition in which it was 
supposed to be ready for erection and operation. Before leav
ing the factory, it was tested, and found to lie perfect and in 
running order. It was shipped direct from the factory to the 
Webb company’s premises at Toronto, and was there placed in
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position and connected with the operating dynamo and the pipes 
constituting the refrigerating plant and condenser system.

At the trial some endeavour was made to shew that the 
machine was defective in design, owing to the absence of a 
proper flange to protect the packing constituting the gasket, at 
the joint between the cylinder and cylinder-head. This conten
tion was entirely displaced by the production of the parts in 
question, which shewed them to be properly constructed.

To understand the evidence, it is necessary to know in a gen
eral way how the plant operated. Essentially it consists of a 
closed circuit containing ammonia. The ammonia vapour is 
compressed by the compresser to a pressure of about two hun
dred pounds; and the effect of this compression is to raise the 
temperature very considerably. The compressed vapour is then 
artificially cooled, by bringing the pipes containing it in con
tact with water. The cool vapour is conducted to the refrigerat
ing pipes and permitted to escape into them, practically at atmos
pheric pressure. As in the expansion the temperature is reduced 
precisely to the same extent that it was raised in the compression, 
and as the starting point of this reduction has been lowered by 
the cooling of the vapour, a very low temperature is thus pro
duced, which brings about the refrigeration. The ammonia 
vapour thus expanded is returned again to the compresser, to 
he started once more through the system.

On the morning in question, the plaintiff was about to put 
the machine in operation. He started the compresser. Ile says 
—and the jury have believed him—that he opened the exit valve 
of the compresser, but that, nevertheless, the machine would not 
operate properly; the pressure rose abnormally, and he stopped 
the machine. He started it again, when almost immediately the 
pressure become so great that the ammonia was forced through 
the packing of the cylinder-head, with the result described.

The defendants contended that this was brought about by 
the failure to open the discharge-pipe from the condenser, and 
that in no other way could the pressure necessary to bring about 
the result have been obtained. Plausible as this theory is, the 
jury have rejected it.

It appears that, some time prior to this, while the machine 
was in operation, Nokes drew the attention of the defendants’ 
engineers to the fact that the condenser, which was supposed to 
operate silently, ran with a heavy pounding. Goulet, who was 
in charge for them, admits that he was told of this. He thought 
that it did not indicate anything wrong with the machine; and 
he instructed Nokes to continue its operation.

The jury have, I think, taken the view, and I so read their 
findings, that this pounding indicated that there was something 
wrong with the condenser, and that it then became the duty of
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the defendants to open it up and ascertain the cause, and that 
the defendants were negligent in failing to do so. The jury 
also find, as I understand their answers, that the effect of this 
pounding was gradually to loosen the packing of the cylinder- 
head, so that, when it was subjected to a somewhat unusual 
strain—from whatever cause that was brought about—the 
loosened packing permitted the ammonia to escape.

After the accident, Goulet was called in. He tightened the 
bolts on the cylinder-head, thus compressing the packing; and 
ran the engine without disaster for several days; but he did 
nothing to remedy the defect that existed in the machine, what
ever it was. In the result, about a week thereafter, a somewhat 
similar accident took place, in which the head was blown oil* the 
cylinder, and the discharge valves and other internal mechanism 
at the cylinder-head were completely wrecked.

I do not think that, under these circumstances, I can non
suit; in fact, I think the jury were well warranted in taking the 
view that there was something wrong with this condenser, which 
would have been discovered had the defendants heeded the 
warnings given by the unusual noise in its operation. This de
fect resulted in the escape of the gas on the 14th August, when 
the cylinder-head was loose enough to yield; and it resulted in 
the entire wreck of the machine when the cylinder-head was 
tightened so that it could not yield. It may have l»een that, 
owing to the defective condition of the refrigerating portion of 
the plant, some ammonia was returned to the condenser in a 
liquid form. This, in a compresser, operating at the speed of 
the machine in question, would account for its wrecking, and 
possibly explain the serious effect of the leakage on the 14th 
August, which more nearly corresponds with the discharge of 
some fluid ammonia than with the discharge of mere ammonia 
gas.

Understanding the facts to he as above set out, 1 do not 
think there can be any doubt as to the plaintiff’s right to recover 
in law. The defendants were yet in charge of the machine. 
They owed to the plaintiff a duty which called upon them to 
see that the machine was put in order when they had, as here 
found, knowledge of its defective condition.

No good purpose could be served by reviewing the numerous 
authorities cited upon the argument.

Judgment will, therefore, go, in accordance with the verdict,
for $1,000 and costs
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Middleton, J.

Judgment lor plaintif.
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Ontario Supreme Court, Kelly, J. January 24. 1913.

1. Wills (g HI II—170)—Legacy—Payment in instalments.

.Tan. 24.
Under a clause in a will directing the executors to give to the 

testator's non “the sum of $25.000 as follows, namely, $6.000 within 
three months after my decease and $000 every six months thereafter 
for fifteen years; and should he marry, he shall receive $5,000 
of above $25.000. and the balance at the end of fifteen years after my 
decease,” the semi-annual payments will cease on payment of the 
$5.000 specially payable after the marriage of the beneficiary.

Statement Application by Ralph Ira Dwight Quay, a son of William 
Quay, deceased, for an order, under Con. Rule 938, determining 
certain questions arising upon the construction of the follow
ing clause in the will of the deceased: “I hereby direct my 
executors to give to my son Ralph Ira Dwight Quay, D.D.S., the 
sum of $25,000 as follows, namely, $6,000 within three months 
after my decease and $600 every six months thereafter for fif
teen years. Should he marry, he shall receive $5,000 of above 
$25,000 and the balance at the end of fifteen years after my 
decease.”

The following questions were submitted :—
1. Whether the clause providing for the payment of $5,000 

to Ralph Ira Dwight Quay in the event of his marriage was 
effective and capable of being enforced.

2. Whether, after payment of the $5,000, Ralph Ira Dwight 
Quay was still entitled to receive from the estate of William 
Quay the semi-annual payment of $600.

3. Whether, under the clause in question, Ralph Ira Dwight 
Quay was entitled to receive in all the sum of $25.000 or the 
sum of $24,400.

II. A. Ward, for the
./. M. Kilhoiirn, for the executor and two In-neficiaries.
J. I). Montgoma’y, for Frederick Quay.

Kelly. J. Kelly, J. :—I answer the questions as follows :—
1. The legatee is entitled on his marriage to receive $5,000, 

if at that time there lie unpaid to him (out of the $25,000) that 
sum : if, however, the payments made to him before his marriage 
reduce the unpaid balance of the $25,000 to less than $5,000, 
he will be entitled on his marriage to receive such balance.

2. After such payment to the legatee on his marriage, the 
semi-annual payments of $600 each shall cease until the end of 
fifteen years from the testator’s death, when the unpaid balance 
of the $25,000 shall be payable.

3. The intention of the testator in the paragraph under con
sideration was to benefit this legatee to the extent of $25,000 ;

5249
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this amount is not cut down by the later words of that para- 0NT 
graph, dealing with the mode of payment.

Subsequent provisions of the will relate to the disposition of
this bequest (and bequests to other beneficiaries) on the happen- ----
ing of certain contingencies; the above conclusions are subject 
to whatever effect these later provisions may have on this be- Keiir. J. 
quest, if any of these contingencies arise.

Costs of the application will be payable out of the estate; 
those of the executor as between solieitor and client.

Judgment accordingly.

CAMPBELL v. C. N R. CO. MAN.
Manitoba Kino’s Bench. Trial befor< Metcalfe,,!. January 28, 1913.

1. Railways <8 IV2—91)—C'oxtbiiutoby xkhi.mkxce at ciosbinos — 191:;
Duty to stop, look and i.ihtex. -----

Although a railway company is negligent in leaving ears standing 
upon a sale track at a public crossing in such a way as to obstruct 
the public view of trains approaching the crossing on the main track, 
still a |*»rson operating an automobile over the crossing is guilty of 
such contributory negligence as will bar a recovery against the rail
way company for injuries sustained by reason «if a collision with one 
of its trains if. when approaching the track, knowing that trains, 
yard engine» and hand cars were liable to pass at any moment, and 
finding his view obstructed by tin* standing cars ami realizing the 
danger, he fails to reduce the speed of the automobile which lie was 
operating, and fails to exercise care both by looking ami listening.

The plaintiff claims that while he was crossing the Canadian statement 
Northern Railway track at Marion street in St. Boniface, an 
engine of the defendant was so negligently operated by the de
fendants’ servants that it struck the automobile of the plaintiff 
R. J. Campbell, throwing out the plaintiffs, causing them both 
personal injury and damaging the automobile.

The action was dismissed.
//. ,/. Symington, for plaintiffs.
O. If. Clark, K.C., for defendants.

Metcalfe, —The railway was constructed before the street Urtceife, j.
was opened. On the 28th day of September, 1908. the council 
of the city of St. Boniface passed a by-law in which it was en
acted that “the portion of land coloured pink on the plan hereto 
annexed . . . being the production of Marion street from 
Rue de Neuron to Bourget road, is hereby opened as a public 
street.” The plan attached shews Marion street coloured pink 
up to and beyond the Canadian Northern Railway Company’s 
right-of-way. The right-of-way is not coloured pink.

Thereafter the city of St. Boniface, under see. 277 of the 
Railway Act. made an application to the Board of Railway Com-
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mLssimivrs for Canada for authority to construct Marion street 
across the track of the Canadian Northern Railway, as shewn on 
the plan and profile filed. On the 6th of February, 1911. the 
said Board made an order as follows

Upon the report of un engineer of the Itonrd approving of the subi 
plan and profile, the railway company not offering any objection.

It is ordered that the applicant lie, ami it ia hereby authorized to 
construct Marion street, in the city of 8t. Boniface, across the track 
of the Canadian Northern Railway Company, aa shewn on the plan 
and profile on file with the Board under the Raid file No. 10027 ; in 
accordance with the general regulations of the Itonrd affecting highway 
crossings, aa amended, May 4, 1910.

Tin* profile is headed. “City of St. Boniface, plan and profile 
of proposed paying Marion street between De Meurou street 
and Bourget road.” The street was not paved.

The right-of-way had been fenced. This fence was eut and 
some planks put down for a crossing.

The street shews on the plan as tifi feet wide. The planks 
at the crossing covered a width of probably 30 feet. It is not 
shewn whether this planking was done by the city or the railway 
company.

There is no doubt that thereafter the street was used by the 
public, who passed to ami fro over the railway tracks, using 
the planks as u crossing, ami that such was done with the know
ledge and consent of the railway company.

At the place of crossing and extending either way for some 
distance along the right-of-way are two side tracks, one on each 
side of the main line of the railway company. Having regard 
to the interrogatories, I find that these tracks were cither owned 
or operated by the defendant company.

At the time of the accident some cars were standing on them* 
side tracks. The plaintiff R. .1. Campbell says that as he ap
proached the crossing he saw these ears and realized that it was 
a dangerous crossing. Had the ears not been there it would 
have been the ordinary level crossing, with apparently nothing 
to obstruct the general view, lie says that because of the ears 
l>eing upon the siding next to him and between him and the 
main line, he could not see the main line.

Some ears were standing both to the right and left of the 
planks as he approached. There is some dispute as to just where 
these ears were standing, hut I think that some of them were 
standing on the strip fifi feet wide shewn on tin* plan.

The* plaintiff says that just before approaching the crossing 
he had l>cen driving his ear at about ten miles or twelve miles an 
hour, that just before he reached the planks he slowed down to 
about eight miles an hour. He did not change the gears of the 
ear, hut says he reduced his speed hv lessening the gasoline 
supply. When he was just about the main line he saw a
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locomotive approaching, that he could not then stop quickly man. 
enough to avoid a collision, and that the locomotive ran into his ^7b
motor car. 1013

lie also says that before he attempted to cross he listened and -----
heard no whistle or hell, that he was in a position to hear such ( amchki.l 
if sounded. Purvis, another occupant of the automobile, says c.X. R. Co. 
likewise. Both swear positively that no whistle or bell was — 
sounded. They both say that they did not see the engine nor its 
smokestack, nor any smoke or other evidence of its approach 
until after they had passed the line of vision of the cars standing 
on the side track, and that it was then too late to stop the auto
mobile.

The * ve was a yard engine of the defendant company
returning from the east yard carrying two cars and some work
men. Some handcars with other workmen had just preceded the 
yard engine and another car was following. The engine was not 
going fast. Both handcars were close to the engine. The en
gineer swears he blew the whistle about a quarter of a mile 
from the crossing. The fireman also swears that he did so, as do 
others who were on the engine or upon the tender following.
The engineer says that the bell was started ringing at the yard, 
that it is an automatic bell and when once started contimivH to 
ring; that it was ringing all the way from the yard to the cross
ing, was ringing at the time of the accident, and continued to 
ring thereafter; that the plaintiff complained at the time of tin* 
accident that the engineer had not blown the whistle or rung the 
hell, that he then told the . T he had blown the whistle and
called his attention to the bell still ringing. This the plaintiff 
flatly denies. The engineer is supported in his evidence, how
ever. 1 think there can be no doubt that the bell was ringing.
Under the circumstances l think I must also find that the whistle 
was blown.

The plaintiff contends that the defendant is guilty of neg
ligence for having left the cars standing upon the side track.
Mr. Clark presents an ingenious argument, contending that this 
crossing is not a crossing under the Act. While the municipal
ity, without the sanction of the Board, may not open a street 
across an existing line of railway, I am inclined to the view that 
the proceedings here taken, and the subsequent acquiescence of 
the railway, make the crossing in ion a crossing under the
Act

But whether this is so or not. I think, altogether irrespective 
of any statutory , the railway company should not leave
cars standing upon a crossing of this nature so as to obstruct the 
public, view, and that if it does so it does not do what is prudent 
under the circumstances, and that it commits an act of negli
gence.

Other than this act of negligence, however, I do not find the
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MAN. defendant negligent in any respect. Assuming that it was u
K. B. 
1013

negligent act on behalf of the railway company to leave these 
ears thus standing, was the plaintiff It. .1. Campbell on his own

VAMI'HM 1.
behalf and on behalf of his infant child whom lie had in charge, 
guilty of negligence? What would a prudent man do under the

(’.N. K. Co, circumstances? I am forced to the conclusion that a prudent
man approaching a track where he knows that trains, yard en
gines and handcars are liable to pass at any moment to and 
fro. finding his view obstructed by standing cars, and knowing, 
as the plaintiff admits, that it was thus made dangerous, would, 
when the crossing, reduce his speed to the lowest
possible speed, and would exercise care both by looking and lis
tening. The plaintiff could have reduced the speed of his car to 
one or two miles an hour; instead of that he goes over the cross
ing. as he himself says, at eight miles an hour. There is no 
doubt that the car going at eight miles an hour cannot be stopped 
within as short a distance as if it were going at a lesser rate of 
speed. I fail to understand why, if the plaintiff had exercised 
the caution which I think under the circumstances he ought to 
have exercised, he did not hear the bell, or see the moving top 
of the smoke stack of the engine.

1 am forced to the conclusion that he was not paying the 
attention to his surroundings that, under the circumstances, he 
should have paid, and that his want of care contributed materi
ally to the accident.

The defendant’s engine ran upon two rails and could not 
swerve to the right nor to the left. I do not think the driver 
of the engine could have stopped it more quickly. I think he 
was going at a reasonable rate of speed. The evidence of the 
plaintiff as to the distance within which the engine was stopped 
after striking him strongly supports this view. Had the engine 
been going faster, it is more than probable that the occupants 
of the motor car would have been killed.

There will lie judgment for the defendant with costs.

Act io n dis hi issi d.

ONT. SCARLETT v. CANADIAN PACIFIC R. CO

s.c.
1013

Ontario Hu prune Court, Lennox, «/.. in Chambers, January 31, 1013.

1. Ukatii (glllt—17)—Dam auks ton cavmi.no—Appobtionmknt ok hum
I'AIII IN SKTTLEMKNT.

•luii. 21. (>n an application by a widow of a deceased for apportionment, un 
dvr hw*. 4 and II of the Fatal A évidents Act, 1 Ueo. V. (Ont.) eh. 33, 
between her and the mother of the deceased of a sum of money paid 
over as damages for the death of the deceased, the apjiortionment 
should Is» made in proportion to the damages sustained by each of 
them and the analogy of the Statute of Distributions d«s»s not apply.

|Handerton v. Hamlcrson (|S“7), 3(1 L.T.N.S. 847, disapproved ;
H ni in rr v. It u tmer, 23 Ch.D. 4011. and Iturkhohler V. tira ml Trunk It. 
Co., 3 O.L.R. 428, followed.)

D:.^B
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2. Dratii (g II It—12)—Damages for causing—Claim of wife living 
separate—Liability of deceased fob wife’s maintenance.

The basis of apportionment, on an application by a widow of a 
deceased person, under secs. 4 and 1) of the Fatal Accidents Act, 1 
Geo. V. (Ont.) ch. 33, for apportionment between lier and the mother 
of the deceased of a sum of money paid over as damages for the 
death of the deceased, is not affected by the fact that the widow was 
separated from her husband, in ismuch as ho still continued to lie 
liable for her support, and the amount the husband contributed to 
his mother’s support is immaterial, the only question being, on such 
an application, what the wife and mother would relatively have had 
a right to expect if the deceased had continued to live.

Application by the plaintiff, the widow and administratrix 
of the estate of George Scarlett, deceased, for apportionment, 
under sees. 4 and 9 of the Fatal Accidents Act, 1 Geo. V. eh. 33, 
between her and Jane Scarlett, the mother of the deceased, of 
the sum of $1,000, the amount paid by the defendants as dam
ages for the death of the deceased.

The widow and mother were the only persons entitled to 
share. The action was settled out of Court, before being set 
down for trial ; the defendants paying $1,000 for damages and 
$100 on account of costs.

II. R, Frost, for the plaintiff.
TV. A. Henderson, for Jane Searh- I.

Lennox, J. :—There are expenses in connection with obtain
ing letters of administration and the funeral. I am not in
formed as to whether the deceased left any estate. For three 
years or more before her husband’s death the plaintiff was liv
ing apart from him and supporting herself. The husband, 
during this time, lived with his mother, Jane Scarlett, and paid 
her $10 a week. The plaintiff did not release her husband from 
liability for her support.

The total damages recoverable in the action are to be “pro
portioned to the injury resulting from the death” to the per
sons entitled : sec. 4; and the appointment, when it comes to 
be made, is not to be upon any analogy to the Statute of Distri
butions, as was done in Sanderson v. Sanderson (1877), 36 L.T. 
N.S. 847, hut in proportion to the damages sustained by each 
person entitled to a share: Rainier v. Buhner (1883), 2"> Ch. 
D. 409, at 413; Burl,-holder v. (Irand Trunk /•'. (1o. (1903), 
5 O.L.R. 428.

The fact that the widow was separated from her lmshand 
does not appear to prevent recovery or shift the basis of appor
tionment, according to American eases cited in Sedgwick on 
Damages, 9th ed., p. 1121 ; nor would it appear, on principle, 
to affect the cpiestion, so long as he continued liable for her sup
port. And, so long as the wife continued entitled, the husband 
could contribute to his mother’s support onlv out of the sur-L
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plus of his wages or other income after supporting and main
taining his wife. The question is not so much what was being 
paid to the mother as what the wife and mother would relatively 
have had a right to expect if the deceased had continued to live. 
It is not made very clear why the husband and wife were separ
ated. Prima facie, the wife has the strongest legal claim.

The order will provide that the plaintiff’s costs of the action, 
as between solicitor and client, over and above the $100 received 
on account of costs, and the costs of both parties of this applica
tion, shall be a first charge upon the $1,000; and that, after pro
viding for these sums, the balance of the said $1,000 shall be 
equally divided between the plaintiff and the said Jane Scarlett.

As at present advised, I do not see that the expenses above 
referred to affect this fund: but, if the plaintiff has had to bear 
these expenses personally, I should be spoken to before the order 
issues.

Order accordingly.

JOHNSON v. FARNEY.

Ontario Supreme Court. Trial before Boyd, C. March 17, 1913.
1. Wili.s (8 III G‘2—125)—Life ok fee—Reducing absolute gift to

LIFE ESTATE—EXPRESSION OF TESTATOR'S WISH.
An absolute gift under a will is not to be cut down to a life interest 

merely hv an expression of the testntor's wish that the donee shall, 
by will or otherwise, dispose of the property in favour of individuals 
or families indicated by the testator; a wish or desire so expressed is 
no more than a suggestion to Is- accepted or not by the donee, and does 
not amount to a mandate or obligatory trust.

| Itc Hamilton. [1H9.V) 1 C'h. 373. affirmed [1895) 2 Cli. 370, and lie 
Conolli/. 110101 1 Cli. 219. followed; Hank of Montreal v. Homer, 18 
O.R. 229: He Andrews, 80 L.J. ( h. 370, specially referred to.]

Action for a declaration that the document propounded as 
the last will and testament of Anna Maria Johnson, deceased, 
was not such in fact, upon the ground that she was, when she 
executed it, incompetent to make a will; and, in the alternative, 
for construction of her husband’s will, and a declaration as to 
the estate taken by her under her husband’s will.

The action was dismissed without costs.
,/. If. Hodd, for the plaintiffs.
F. A. Hough, for the defendants.

Boyd, C. :—At the close of the evidence, I held that the will 
of the testatrix was well made, and that the probate of it grant
ed could not be disturbed.

Failing the direct attack, the plaintiff next contended that, 
as to the property coming from her husband, the testatrix had 
no more than a life estate, or a life estate coupled with a trust
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for the ultimate benefit of the plaintiff and others. This in
volves the proper construction af the husband's will, upon 
which I withheld judgment till 1 had examined the cases cited.

The material clauses of the will are these:—
At the introduction it is said: “I leave all my real and per

sonal property to my dear wife.” Then, towards the end, it is 
said: ‘‘I also wish if you die soon after me that you will leave 
all you are possessed of to my people and your people equally 
divided—that is to say, your mother and my mother’s families.” 
Then, in a codicil, he refers to real estate purchased after the 
date of the will, and says: ‘‘Property known as the William 
McGuire property to go to my wife to do as she sees fit with it. 
. . . If she my wife die intestate divide what is left of it 
equally among my brother and sisters and her brothers and 
sisters. . .

The husband died in 1907, leaving about $10,000 worth of 
property; the wife died in 1012, and her property is about 
$17,000. They had no children. A year or so after her hus
band’s death, the widow spoke of the provisions in his will be
ing just and fair to both families, and she wanted it carried out.

But, five years after his death, she apparently changed her 
mind, and thought fit to give all her property among the mem
bers of her own family. 1 think she had the power and the right 
to do this, and that no trust is imposed upon the property de
vised to her by the husband. The codicil implies that she had 
testamentary power over what came from her husband, and 
his direction was to have force only if she died intestate; and 
what would have h " had she died intestate need not be
discussed. But in the will the expression used is that of a wish, 
not a direction; and, according to the present lines of decision, 
the language is sufficient to create an obligation, i.e., a legal 
obligation enforceable in the (’ourts.

As said in one of the later cases, the husband may have 
thought that the influence of an express wish would be sufficient 
to induce the wife to apply the property in the way suggested, 
but it was not put upon her as a duty, a mandate, or a legal 
obligation. He did not mean the second ^tage of the transfer 
to be under his will, but to be bestowed under the influence of 
his expressed wish and by the testamentary act of the wife. His 
words, taken literally, would cover all the possessions of the 
wife, however acquired, and this shews that he did not seek to 
control her free action, but only to give evidence, as he does in 
so many other parts of tin* will and codicil, which need not be 
quoted.

The earlier eases on precatory trusts have been departed 
from, and a stricter rule now obtains, which may be thus ex
pressed: an absolute gift is not to be cut down to a life interest
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merely by an expression of the testator's wish that the donee 
shall, by will or otherwise, dispose of the property in favour 
of individuals or families indicated by the testator.

A wish or desire so expressed is no more than a suggestion, 
to be accepted or not by the donee, but not amounting to a man
date or an obligatory trust. This is the result of lie Hamilton,
[ 1895] 1 (’b. 373, affirmed, |189.">] 2 Oh. 370. The modern view 
as thus expounded is recognised and acted on by Joyce, J., in 
a recent ease, He Conolly, [1910] 1 Ch. 219.

The parting of the ways is marked in our Courts by the ease 
decided by the Chancery Division in 1889, Bank of Montreal v. 
Bower, 18 O.R. 220. 230. The whole situation is fully discussed 
and the eases collected in lie Atkinson, Atkinson v. Atkinson 
(1911), 80 L.J. Ch. 370.

I, therefore, declare that, there is no trust attaching to the 
provisions of the husband’s will, and that the wife held the pro
perty absolutely as her own.

The attack upon the will was ill-advised, in view of evidence 
so easily procurable; but, as some benefit accrues from the con
struction of the will. 1 am disposed to except this case from the 
general rule as to costs being payable by the one who fails 
in the attack, and to dismiss the action without costs. I am e 
also influenced by the fact that, the wish of the testator was, 
that his family should be equally benefited with the family of 
his wife—though he did not take effectual steps to secure that 
result.

Action dismissed.

QUAIL v BEATTY.

Mherta Supreme Court, Walsh. ./. March *22, 1913.
1. Contracts i 6 H D 2—173«)—Constri ction—As to quantity oi land.

A contract for the .sale of “lots 1 to 4“ in a land sub-division is to 
la* construed a< inclusive of nil four of the lots.

[Ilaggart v. Kcnialttiit, 17 V.C.Q.lt. 341. distinguished : Re llronson 
ami Ottawa, 1 O.R. 415, approved. |

2. Vendor and purchaser (JIB—5)—Payment of purchase money—
Exhibiting title.

Where a contract for the resale of a title held under an agreement 
of sale from the registered owner stipulate* that the sale is subject, 
to approval of title by the vendee's solicitor and that tin* contracts 
are to Ik* sent through a specified hank, there is a contractual obliga
tion to exhibit a good title to the purchaser before he can he called 
upon to pay the balance of the cash payment.

f Xcicbcrrjf v. Lungan, 8 D.L.R. 84A. 47 Can. S.C.R. 114. referred to.]

Trial of nn issue upon pleadings.
Blanchard, for vendors.
Brokovski, for purchaser.
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Walsh, J. :—The vendors applied to me in Chambers at Cal
gary for an order directing the cancellation of a caveat re
corded by the purchaser against lands which they had agreed 
to sell to him. I directed that an issue should lie tried at the 
Medicine Hat sittings upon pleadings delivered by the parties 
so that the rights of both parties in these lands under this 
agreement might be effectually disposed of and that issue has 
been so tried.

The arrangement between the parties on the agreement for 
the sale of this property was that it was
subject to approval of title by wili<itor of purchaser, contracts to Ik- sent 
through Hank of Montreal, Saskatoon,

this being the memorandum endorsed upon the cheque given 
by the purchaser for his deposit which was accepted by the 
vendors. They acted upon it by attaching to each of the drafts 
which they passed upon him for the balance of the cash pay
ment all of the requisite evidences of their title. Without con
sidering the rights of the purchaser in this respect under tin- 
decision in Newberry v. Lanyan, 8 D.L.R. 845, 47 Can. S.C.R. 
114, I think the vendors were under a contractual obligation to 
display to the purchaser a good title before.ho could be called 
upon to pay the balance of the cash payment.

The lands under negotiation were described by the parties 
in all of the papers as lots 1, 2, 3 and 4 in a certain block. 
The vendors’ title to the same is under an agreement of sale 
entered into with them by the registered owner. In this latter 
agreement the lands are described as ‘'lots 1 to 4” in this block. 
The objection, and the only one taken to the vendors’ title by 
the purchaser’s solicitor, was. and is, that under this description 
only lots 1, 2 and 3 pass to the vendors, who therefore have no 
title to lot 4. Ills contention, to put it in his own words, is, “this 
would ordinarily be interpreted as inclusive of 1 and exclusive 
of 4, giving three lots instead of four.” No question was raised 
under the Statute of Frauds and the title of the vendors in 
every other respect was and is entirely satisfactory to the pur
chaser’s solicitor, as is also the formal contract executed by the 
vendors and sent by them for execution by the purchaser with the 
evidences of their title. In short, if the lands had been described 
in the agreement under which tin- vendors claim title as lots 1, 
2, 3 and 4 instead of lots 1 to 4 the balance of the cash pay
ment would have been made, the agreement would have been 
executed long ago, and this dispute would not have arisen.

I do not think that the objection thus taken is tenable. I 
am of the opinion that, under the description in question, lot 4 
is covered as well as lots 1, 2 and 3. Mr. Rrokovski referred me 
to DouyaU v. The Sandwich, etc, Co., 12 U.C.Q.B. 59, and City
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of Montreal v. C.P.H., 33 Can. S.C.R. 396, in support of liis 
contention that under this wording lot 4 is excluded, in addi
tion to which t have found Uaggart v. K email an, 17 U.V.Q.B. 
341, which is along the same line of decision. In all of these 
cases it is held that under a description of land as extending 
from one point to another both of these points arc excluded. 
For instance, in the Dougall case it was held that an instrument 
of incorporation authorizing the construction of a road from 
Sandwich to Windsor did not give authority to build tile road 
through Windsor or beyond the entrance to Sandwich. In the 
Montreal case the opinion of the Court appears to have been 
that, if the construction of the agreement, which was for the 
building of a bridge “along Notre Dame street from ! terri 
street to Lacroix street,” had depended simply upon these words 
it would have limited it to the distance between the two nearest 
sides of these streets. And in Uaggart v. Kernahan, 17 U.C. 
Q.B. 341, it was held that the description “from lots 1 to 13” 
excluded both 1 and 13. These descriptions all differ, how
ever, from the one in hand. They are descriptive of land lying 
between two certain points the nearest parts of which to the 
land in question arc properly taken as its boundaries. If the 
description here had been “from lot 1 to lot 4” it might have 
been successfully contended that neither of these lots, hut only 
the intervening lots 2 and ,3 passed, for that form might have 
been used to describe the land lying between the nearest points 
to each other of lots 1 and 4. The words here used, however, 
are descriptive of the lots themselves, and it must be taken, I 
think, that each of the lots thus mentioned is included in the 
agreement. Mr. Justice Osier, in l!c Bronoon anil Ottawa, 1 
O.R. 41.1, at 417, says:—

Then* i* no inflexible rule that word* “from" and “to" when used in 
relu I ion to point* in upon* or |>oiiit* of time are always to lie taken ex- 
clu*ively,
a statement which is amply supported by the authorities which 
he there collects. In my opinion, therefore, the objection raised 
to the vendors' title cannot lie given effect to.

1 am satisfied, however, that the objection was honestly 
taken. The purchaser and one of Ilia witnesses through whom 
he had arranged to finance the matter both swear that he was 
able, ready ami willing to pay the draft for $9,700 on the day 
upon which the papers wen* examined by the solicitor and that 
but for this objection the formal agreement would then have 
l>een signed by him and the draft paid. There is no evidence 
to contradict this and I therefore accept what they say. It is 
true that there was a much longer delay on the purchaser’s part 
in placing himself in a position to make this payment than was 
contemplated when the agreement was entered into, hut I do
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not think that the vendors enn complain of that. They re- ALTA, 
called their first draft on the 9th of January because of the ^7 
purchaser's failure to either accept or pay it. They might, per-
haps, have taken advantage of this failure and have called the ----
deal ofl, but, instead of doing so, they, on the loth of Janu- Quaii. 
ary, passed another draft on him which, with the papers at- Ukattv.
tached, remained in the hands of the bank until the 25th of ----
January, when the solicitor’s examination of the papers was Webh‘J" 
made. The long delay between these dates is unexplained, but 
1 think that so long as the vendors were content to leave the 
draft in the bank for acceptance and payment and the papers 
for examination and execution by the purchaser he had the 
right to close the purchase by signing the agreement and pay
ing the draft.

The purchaser, having therefore refused to conclude the 
agreement under the mistaken but honest belief that the ven
dors’ title is defective and having ever since expressed not only 
his willingness to complete upon the title being perfected but 
his intention of holding the purchasers to it, should, I think, be 
given a reasonable opportunity to close the deal now. The 
principal of the balance of the cash payment, $9,75U, with the 
bank charges on the draft is before me in the form of a marked 
cheque now ready for payment into < 'ourt to the credit of this 
matter. 1 think that, under the circumstances, the purchaser is 
liable for interest on that sum at 8 per cent., the contract rate, 
from the 25th of January to the date when this judgment is 
accepted and acted on by him. 1 think that he is also liable 
for the vendors’ costs of these proceedings as they have been 
occasioned entirely by the taking of an untenable objection to 
the title. If the purchaser, by the 29th of March instant, exe
cutes and delivers to the deputy clerk at Medicine Hat the 
agreement, exhibit 4, and pays into Court the interest computed 
as above and the vendors’ costs of these proceedings, which 1 
fix at $250 and disbursements, the originating summons will be 
discharged and the agreement declared to lie binding upon the 
parties. In that event all of the money so paid in will be forth
with paid out to the vendors. If lie fails to comply with the 
above terms by the above date there will be a judgment relieving 
the vendors from the agreement, permitting them to retain the 
deposit of $250 and removing the caveat. In that event the 
vendors’ costs fixed as above will lie paid to them out of the 

e money in Court and the balance will Ik* paid to the purchaser.

Judgmnil accordingly.
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BELCOURT v. NOEL.

Albnta Supreme Court. Trial before Harvey, CJ. February 19. 1913.

1. Jviximk.xt (| IV R 1—232)— Fobkion j chôment—Action vpox.
An art ion doe* not lie in Allierta upon a personal judgment by de

fault recovered in another province of Canada against a defendant 
served with its process in Allierta. and there resident and domiciled, if 
he did nothing to submit to the jurisdiction of the court of such other 
province and did not acquire any domicile in such other province 
while the proceedings were lieing carried on.

[Dakota Lumber Co. v. Hinderkneeht, fl Terr. 1*11. 210, applied. Sw 
Annotation to this case on Actions upon foreign judgments.]

2. Limitation ok actionh ( 8 I R 1—7)—Effkit ok kokkiox ji iiomkxt
l'l*OX OHIOIXAI. claim.

An extra-territorial personal judgment is not effective to prevent 
the operation of the Statute of Limitations in Allierta as regards the 
original claim upon which the judgment was founded, where the de
fendant had acquired no domicile in the province in which the judg
ment was obta'ned, and had not appeared in the action there brought, 
nor attorned to the jurisdiction of the court.

Tins is an action upon a foreign judgment obtained in the 
High Court of Justice of Ontario.

The action was dismissed.
If. II. Varier, for plaintiffs.
J. Cormack, for defendant.

Harvey, C.J. :—The defendant is and has tievn since a long 
time prior to the issue of the writ in the Ontario action a resi
dent of Alberta. He was served with the writ in that action 
in Alberta and judgment was obtained by default. It appears 
clear upon the authority of Dakota Lnmbir Company v. Vindtr- 
knccht (1905), I» Terr. L.R. 210, 219, and the cases there cited 
that a judgment obtained under such circumstances is not one 
which this Court should enforce. No advantage, moreover, 
would be gained by permitting the plaintiffs to amend so as to set 
up the original cause of action since the Statute of Limitations 
is raised in the defence and is an effectual bar to the plaintiffs’ 
claim upon the original cause of action.

The action, therefore, must be dismissed with costs.

Action dismisiml.

Annotation—Judgment (8 IV—280)—Actions on foreign judgments.

“All judgments are foreign judgment-» which are given by Courts 
whose jurisdiction does not extend to the territories governed by our 
laws": MeFarlane V. Derbithire, 8 U.C.Q.R. 12.

It will be noted that the territory of a foreign judgment may or 
may not be a foreign country in a political sense, but must, of course, 
lie a foreign "law district." In other words, a country, in the political 
sense, means the whole of the district or territory subject to one s»ivereign 
power, such as France, Italy, the United States, or the Rritish Empire;
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Annotation ( t'ont innrd)—Judgment (§ IV—220)—Actions on foreign judg- ALTA.
ments. ------

Annotation
n country, in the legal sense, means a district or territory which (whether _-------
it constitutes the whole or a part only of the territory subject to one ^><rtJj>n'< 0,1 
sovereign ). is the whole of a territory subject to one system of law. such judgments 
as England, Scotland, Ireland, or any of the provinces of Canada, or any 
of the States which collectively make up the Vnited States. Hence the 
territorial division of a foreign judgment is best put as a “law district."

It could not seriously lie contended that a British subject residing in 
any particular province of Canada is subject to the laws of every province 
of the Dominion and of all other parts of the empire: Dakota Lumber 
Co. v. Kinder knerht, fl Terr. L.R 10. 220. 221. 222. A British subject 
is subject only to the laws alfectin »e empire as a whole, and those of the 
particular law district in whf ' resides, and in a limited sense of 
those of the law district in win was born: Dakota Lumber Co. v.
Kinderknerht, 6 Terr. L.R. 222; Turnbull v. Walker (1802), 67 L.T.X.S,
767; Schibnby v. Weatrnkoh (1870). L.R. 0 Q.B. 1JW.

Every domestic law district clings to Its own privilégia and powers in 
suits on foreign judgments.

The origin of the practice now obtaining in most of the Canadian 
provinces will lie found in the English Common Law Procedure Act, 18.V2.
That statute prescribed the practice to lie followed for issuing, serving 
and proceeding on writs of summons against defendants residing out of 
the domestic law district in certain given cases; secs. 18 and 10. Those 
sect ions were intended simply as procedure, conferring no new jurisdic
tion, they are the work of able minds, prescribing exact process, as a 
precautionary Usis. for judgments against defendant debtors residing 
outside of the domestic law district. Their logic is: u defendant debtor, 
residing out of a given domestic law district, would or might lie made to 
pay on a judgment there recovered (a) because he had property there, 
or (6) was there temporarily or (c) had funds there in the hands of 
third parties.

Beyond this, what virtue has a judgment in per noua in against a de
fendant permanently residing out of a jurisdiction: Can he lie sued else
where on Midi judgment? Is it evidence of the debt, or is it valid for 
other, and so, what other practical ends?

The methods prescribed by sees. 18 and 10 of the Common Law Pro
cedure Act, 18f>2 (English) are briefly: (aï special service of the writ 
itself on British subjects out of the law district. (6) such service of a 
prescribed notice of the writ on |iersons not British subjects out of the 
law district, (c) leave of the Court for the issue and service of such 
process. In this connection, it will lie noted that the English Order 
XI. of the rules of the Supreme Court. 1883, is in effect a codification of 
the law as to cases in which absent defendants may lie sued, and that 
this order was passed after and in consequence of remonstrance as to the 
practice of the English Courts and to bring that practice into accordance 
with rules of international law, or. at all events, comity: Field v. Dennett,
M L..Î.Q.B. 89.

The English rules are. in general, the same re*|ierting the enforce
ment of colonial judgments as are those applicable to the enforcement 
of all other foreign judgments. In other words, us to the law district
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Annotation (continued)—Judgment (6 IV—220)—Actions on foreign judg
ments.

of England a colonial law district is foreign: Simpson v. Fogo, 1 II. A 
M. 195.

The rule of law that every person properly and righteously acquiring 
a title to property in one country shall hold it all over the globe, is a 
broad and salutary principle, qualified by special rules applicable to 
different classes of property, such as lands, ships, etc.: Simpson v. Fogo,
1 II. & M. 105, 222, 242. The Simpson case contains a dictumm that be
cause foreign judgments of sister provinces within British dominions are 
appealable to a common Court of appeal, i.c„ the Judicial Committee of 
the Privy Council, such foreign judgments are therefore distinguishable 
in their nature and effect from other foreign judgments. This, except in 
a most limited sense, is not supported by the weight of authority; but, 
on the contrary, each law district with its own law system enforces or 
declines to enforce foreign judgments as a class, whether they chance to 
be under th<* same or under other national flags, upon substantially the 
same principles and doctrines. excepting, of course, such well-known 
safeguards as public policy, barbarous laws, and the like: see Simpson v. 
Fogo. 1 H. t M. 195.

It appears to be established that if the defendant was not domiciled or 
resident within the territorial jurisdiction of the foreign Court when 
the judgment was olrtained, and if he did not appear to the action nor sub
mit himself to the jurisdietion of the foreign Court, an action on such 
judgment cannot lie maintained: Fairchild V. Med illivrag, 16 W.L.R. 
563; Sirtlar durdgal Singh V. Itajah of Faridkotc. [1894] A.C. 070; 
Emanuel v. Sgmon, [1908] 1 K.B. 302.

In an action on a foreign judgment it may lie said that the Eng 
lish Courts consider the defendant hound: (1) where he is a subject 
of the foreign law district; (2) where he was when sued, resident in the 
foreign law district; (3) where the defendant, in the character of plain
tiff, himself selected the forum in which he was afterwards sued; (4) 
where he has voluntarily appe ired; (5) where lie has contracted to submit 
himself to the forum in which the judgment was obtained: Itousillon v. 
Uousillon, 14 Ch.D. 351; Schihsbg v. Wcstcnholz, L.R. 0 Q.R. 155.

There is authority for the doctrine that in an action on the judgment 
of n foreign tribunal, having jurisdiction over the defendant ami the 
cause, the fact that the judgment proceeded on a mistake as to English 
law. is no more a defence to the action than a mistake as to the law 
of some third law district incidentally involved, or as to any other ques
tion of fact, and that it could make no difference as to the binding effect of 
the judgment whether the mistake apjicnrs on the face of the proceedings 
or not: see fiodard v. drag, 40 L.J. Q.B.X.S. 02, 03, 07; 2 Smith's lead
ing <*ases, 3rd ed. 448; Castriquc v. Imric, 39 L.J.C.P. (X.S.) 330.

The true principle, on which foreign judgments are enforced in Eng
land. is that there is a “duty or obligation" to submit to the decree of 
a Court of competent jurisdiction, and anything which negatives that 
duty is a defence to the action: Schibshg v. Wcstcnholz, L.R. 6 Q.B. 155.

A foreign judgment in personam may lie held mit binding elsewhere 
if it ap|M*ars on the record: (1) to lie manifestly contrary to natural 
just'ce; (2) to be based on a class of foreign legislation mit recognized
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by oilier law districts; (3) to Ik- founded on a misapprehension of 
what is the law of the domestic law district in which enforcement is 
sought; (4) to U» founded on a distinct refusal to recognize the laws of 
the country under which the title to the subject matter of litigation 
arose: Simpson v. Fogo, 1 II. & M. 103.

A foreign judgment is prilin') facie evidence of a debt, ami that every
thing was done in the Court in which it was obtained that was necessary 
to support it: Arnott v. Hal fern, 3 lting. 353; unless the contrary lie 
shewn, the domestic Court will presume that the decision in a foreign 
judgment is consonant with the justice of the case.

A judgment of a foreign Court, obtained in default of appearance 
against a defendant cannot Is* enforced in an English Court, when such 
defendant, at the time at which the suit was commenced, was not a 
subject of nor a resident in the country in which the judgment was 
obtained; for there existed nothing imposing on such defendant any 
duty to obey the judgment: see (lodard v. Gray, L.R. 0 Q.B. 130, 147*, 
Smith's Leading Cases, p. 2035.

With reference to the provisions of sections 18 and 10 of the Com
mon Law Procedure Act, 1852, conferring on the English Courts a power 
of summoning foreigners under certain circumstances to appear, and in 
case of default to give judgment against them; Blackburn. .L, con
sidered that, if the principle on which foreign judgments can In- en
forced, 1m* that which is loosely called "comity,” the English Courts 
can hardly decline to enforce a foreign judgment given in France against 
a resident in Great Britain, in circumstances hardly, if at all, dis
tinguishable from those under which the English Courts wutaiia 
mutandis, might give judgment against a resident in France. But giv
ing full force ami otfect to the "duty or obligation” doctrine, precluded, 
in his judgment, the application of the "comity” principle: Nchibsby 
v. WtttenkoU, L.R. 6 Q.B. 155, 159. *

While every tribunal may very properly execute process against pro
perty within its jurisdiction, the existence of such property which may be 
very small fsny an umbrella or the like) adonis no special ground for 
imposing on the foreign owner of that property a “duty or obligation” 
to fulfill the judgment: see London and Xorth Western It. Co. v. Lind- 
say, 3 Mneq. II.L. 09.

A judgment of a foreign Court, obtained in default of appearance 
against a defendant, cannot Is* enforced in an English Court, where the 
defendant, at the time the suit commenced, was not a subject of, nor 
resident in the country in which the judgment was obtained: where 
there existed nothing imposing on the defendant any duty to obey the judg
ment: Sehibsby v. Westenholz, L.R. II Q.B. 155.

An English Court will not enforce a foreign judgment, where it is 
shewn to have been obtained without jurisdiction, or where it was ob
tained by the plaintiff's own fraud, or where the foreign Court know
ingly and perversely disregarded the rights given to an English sub
ject by English law: per Blackburn. J.. in (iotlard v. (Irai/, L.R. ti Q.B. 
1.39, 149.

A violation of natural justice, or the application of barbarous laws as
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a foundation for the foreign judgment, constitutes a ground for refusal to 
enforce: Liverpool Marine Co. v. Hunter, L.R. 4 Eq. 62.

Extrinsic evidence may he admitted, against a foreign judgment, to 
shew (a) no jurisdiction; (6) fraud ; (c) violation of established prin
ciples of justice; (d) non-residence ; (c) non-finality of judgment: see 
Smith's leading Cases, p. 2039, referring to the Sehibsbg case; the Hou- 
nillon case, and Copin V. Adamson, L.R. 9 Ex. 345, 349, 354.

In a legal jurisdictional sense, a “country” means the whole of a 
territory subject to one system of law, such as England, Scotland, or 
Ireland, the different colonies, or such as any one state of the United 
States; in other words, “country,” in this sense, means a “law district": 
Dakota Lumber Co. V. Itinderknecht, 6 Terr. L.R. 211, 221.

The Courts are not, in the strictest sense, bound to enforce foreign 
judgments; they act thereon only dc gratia, ampliare justitium.

A cardinal rule, governing Courts called upon to enforce foreign judg
ments, is that on the spot when and where the foreign judgment itself is 
obtained is the best time “to learn the truth,” which, after all. is the 
paramount purpose of all Court trials: Smith's Leading Cases, p. 2040.

A foreign judgment, even if regularly obtained according to the pro
cedure of the foreign law district, in order to create that “duty or obli
gation” to pay which English Courts will import must lie within one or 
the other of the “five cases” mentions! in Gifford v. Calkin, 45 N.S.R. 
277. citing Emanuel v. Bgmon, [1908] 1 K.B. 309.

An agreement to submit to the jurisdiction of the Courts of a foreign 
law district is not to be implied from the making of a promissory note 
payable in such foreign law district: Gifford v. Calkin, 45 N.S.R. 277.

A foreign judgment does not in Nova Scotia, by reason of order 35, 
rule 38 of the Nova Scotia Rules, stand on a different footing from foreign 
judgments sought to l>e enforced in England. Rule 38 was merely intended 
to give to the defeifllant another defence to an action on a foreign judg
ment, and was not intended to regulate or alter the law of the country 
as to when a foreign judgment could lie enforced.

The “five cases” (more exactly "five conditions") of the Emanuel case 
are considered in the following decisions: Fairchild v. McGillirrag, 4 Sask. 
L.R. 237 ; British American Investment Co. v. Flawse, 4 Sask. L.R. 372.

If a foreign judgment be invalid against defendants, so that it cannot 
be enforced in Saskatchewan, it is invalid for all purposes in the pro
vince, but. of course, the original claim (certain promissory notes) may lie 
sued upon : British American Investment Co. V. Flawse, 4 Sask. L.R. 372, 
following Dakota Lumber Co. v. Rinderkneeht, 0 Terr. L.R. 211.

If a judgment is pronounced by a foreign Court over a person within 
its jurisdiction, and in a matter with which it is competent to deal, the 
English Courts will not investigate the propriety of the proceedings in 
the foreign Court, unless they offend against English views of substantial 
justice. The jurisdiction, which alone is important in such a matter, is 
the competence of the Court in on international sense, that is, its terri
torial competence over the subject-matter and over the defendant : Fern- 
berton V. Hughes, 68 L.J. Ch. 281. Accordingly, the judgment of such a 
Court cannot lie impeached, in English Courts, for a mere error of pro-
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eedure, even by third parties in collateral proceedings, although such error, 
if it occurred, was such as to make the judgment of the foreign Court void 
by the law of the country where it was pronounced. Such a matter ought 
not to lie enquired into by the English Courts: Pemberton v. Hughes, (IS 
IaJ. Ch. 281.

That foreign judgments will be enforced in actions in personam in 
England is well established, and the circumstances under which such judg
ments will l>e enforced in England are concisely stated by Buckley, L.J., in 
Emanuel v. Hyman, [1908] 1 K.B., at page 309.

In the last-mentioned case it was held that the ownership of real es
tate in a foreign country, though it bound the owner to submit to the 
decrees of the Courts of the foreign country so far as they affected the 
property itself, did not involve a submission to the general jurisdiction of 
Uie foreign Courts; ami that partnership in a foreign firm did not without 
an express agreement to that effect constitute a submission to the foreign 
jurisdiction by a person who was neither resident nor domiciled in the 
foreign country: Emanuel v. Hymon, [1908] 1 K.B. 302.

A judgment may lie obtained regularly in accordance with the law and 
practice of the foreign law district, yet it must come within some one of 
the "five eases’*: lliffonl V. Calkin, 4ô X.S.R. 277 and 287.

A judgment in personam of a foreign Court of competent jurisdiction 
may Is* sued upon in Saskatchewan where the evidence stiilleiently es
tablishes the identity of the defendant in the action on the judgment with 
the defendant in the judgment sued upon, and that the Court which ren
dered the judgment had jurisdiction over the defendant in respect of the 
cause of action: Head v. Ferguson, 8 D.L.R. 737.

In an action in a provincial Court on a judgment in personam ob
tained in one of the United States, evidence that the defendant against 
whom judgment was rendered was a resident of the state in question when 
the action was begun, was personally served with the summons which was 
the first step in the action, and submitted to the jurisdiction of the state 
Court by entering an appearance in the action by his authorized attorney, 
is sufficient to establish the jurisdiction of the state Court over the de
fendant at the time of the rendition of judgment : Read v. Ferguson. 8 
n.LR. 737.

In an action on a judgment in personam obtained in one of the United 
States, evidence that the defendant against whom the judgment was ren
dered was a resident of the state in question when the action was In-gun 
and was personally served therein with the summons commencing the 
action is sufficient to shew that he was subject to the jurisdiction of the 
Court which rendered the judgment : Head v. Ferguson, 8 D.L.R. 737, citing 
Cart irk V. Hancock, 12 Times L.R. 39. and Hou si I Ion V. Housillon. L.R. 14 
Cli.D. 331.

As to any Canadian province, the judgment of a sister province in Can 
ada is a “foreign” judgment : see Hritish American Investment Co. v. 
Flaiese. 4 Sask. L.R. 372. In that case Scott. J.. deals with the exact 
meaning of “law' district.” and cites Turnbull v. Walker (1892). (17 L.T. 
X.S. 7(17. for the doctrine that a British subject is not subject to the law* 
of any law district, except his own, with certain very restricted qualifica
tions.
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No province can pass laws to operate outside of its own territory, and 
no tribunal established by a province can extend its process beyond the 
province, so as to subject persons or property elsewhere to its decisions; 
and, consequently, n judgment obtaimsl in one province, by service of 
process out of the jurisdiction, against a domiciled resident of another 
province, who has not in any way attorned to the jurisdiction, has no 
extra-territorial validity, even though regularly obtained under the pro
cedure of the former province. Aliter, where the judgment of such other 
province has been obtained upon the non-resident's own initiative: Deacon 
V. Chad trick, 1 O.L.R. 352. In that case a judgment recovered in Mani
toba against an Ontario defendant was held not enforceable in Ontario. 
Manitoba and Ontario are independent provinces so far as the power to 
make laws in respect of the classes and subjects enumerated in sec. 92 
of the B.N.A. Act is concerned, among which are “property ami civil right* 
in the province," and "the administration of justice in the province in
cluding the constitution, maintename, and organization of provincial 
Courts both of civil and criminal jurisdiction, and including procedure in 
civil matters in those Courts." And to neither is any power given to pass 
laws having any operation outside its own territory, and no tribunal 
established by either can extend its process beyond its own territory so 
as to subject other persons or property to its decisions. “Every exercise 
of authority of this sort beyond its limit is a mere nullity and incapable 
of binding such (arsons or property in any other tribunals": Story on Con
flict of Laws, 8th ed., sec. 539. A distinction is to la- noted between Can
adian and l"nited States laws on this point due to a constitutional pro
vision in the latter country. The constitution of the I’nited St ties pro
vides that “full faith and credit shall be given in each state to the public 
Acts, records and judicial proceedings, of every other utate. And the 
congress may, by general laws, prescribe the manner in which such Acts, 
records and proceedings are to be proved and the effect thereof"; and the 
Act of congress of May 26, 1790, that prescribing the code in which the 
record ami judicial proceedings are to be authenticated, enacts that “the 
state records and proceedings authenticated as aforesaid shall have such 
faith and credit given to them in every Court within the Vnited States 
as they have by law or usage in the Courts of the state from which the 
state records are or may lie taken." From the foregoing it will lie seen 
that there is a distinction, as to their bases, lietween the constitutional 
provisions governing the enforcement of foreign judgments originally sued 
within the British Empire and the limitations of tin1 constitution of the 
I’nited States governing the enforcement of foreign judgments originally 
sued in that country, and in such connection the following cases will lie 
of interest: Deacon V. Chad trick, 1 O.L.R. 352; D'Arcy v. Kctchum (1850), 
11 How. 105; Fennoycr v. Xeff (1877), 95 I'.S. 714, 727; Rand v. Hannon 
(1891), 154 Mas*. 87; Nchibnby v. Weitenholz, I*R. 6 Q.B. 155; Turnbull 
v. Walker. 07 L.T.X.S. 707; Sirdar Gurdyal Singh v. The Rajah of Farid- 
kote, [18941 A.C. 670.

It will lie seen that the Vnited States enforcement in stronger than 
ours; yet even there the want of jurisdiction is always in issue: D'Arcy v.. 
Kctchum (1850), 11 How. 105.
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Procese «eut to a non-resident out of the state, and process published 
within it, are equally unavailing in proceedings to establish his personal 
liability: Deacon v. Chadwick, 1 O.L.K. 352 ; Pen noyer v. Xeff ( 1H77 ), 
95 V.8. 714. 727; Hand v. Hannon ( 18111 ), 151 Mass. 87.

This rule seems to be equally applicable to the provinces of the Dom
inion as to the states of the Vnion, and to lie deducible from the decisions 
in the following cases : Sehibsby v. Westenholz, L.R. (J Q.H. 155; Turnbull 
v. Walker, (17 L.T.N.S. 707; Sirdar (lurdyal Sinyh v. The Pajah of Farid• 
kole, [1804] A.C. 670.

In Fowler V. Vail (1870], 4 Ont. A.R. 207. the pleading was held had 
in failing to aver that the defendant was not a subject of the foreign 
country and not amenable to its jurisdiction. The right to tin exercise of 
the power or authority assumed in hearing and determining the cause 
upon which the foreign judgment is obtained, is the jurisdiction referred 
to u|M>n the enforcing of such judgments: Fowler v. Vail (1870», 4 Ont. 
A.R. 267.

Neither the possession by tlr defendant of property real or personal, 
nor the existence of a partnership of which the defendant is a member, in 
the foreign country, can any longer Is- considered as giving jurisdiction, in 
the absence of any other circumstances, to the Courts of that country, so 
ns to make their judgments enforceable in England: Emanuel v. Symon, 
[1908| 1 K.R. 309; compare Sirdar Gurdyal Sinyh V. PajnIt of Faridkole, 
[1894] A.C. (170. The decisions in Douylaa V. Forrest (1828), 4 Ring. 
(180. and Cowan v. lira id t root I (1840). 1 Man. & (1. 882. nre no longer law 
on this point, and the doubts expressed in Srhibsby v. Westenholz (1870), 
L.R. (1 Q.R. 155, ami PousiUon v. Pousillon (1880), 14 Cli.I). 351, arc 
justified.

In PousiUon v. Pousillon. 14 Cli.I). 351. the discussion of the principles 
on which the Court acts in enforcing or declining to enforce judgments of 
a foreign Court is apt. In this ease the defendant, a Swiss subject, made 
a contract with the plaintiffs, French subjects, residing in France, when 
the defendant was in France on a temporary visit, lie being then domiciled 
in Switzerland but residing in England. The plaintiffs afterwards took 
judgment in a French Court. Defendant was not in France at the com
mencement of, or during the action, and lie had no notice of the proceedings, 
though plaintiffs knew his address in England, where In* was then still 
residing. The judgment was not enforced nor enforceable by the English 
Court in the circumstances. The important case of Srhibsby v. Westenholz, 
L.R. 6 Q.R. 155, was there considered.

A foreign divorce obtained by the wife of a Rritish subject domiciled 
in Canada without service of process on the husband or submission on his 
part to the jurisdiction of the foreign Court is ineffective to dissolve a 
marriage performed in Canada, although the wife had some years before 
applying for the divorce left her husband and taken up her residence in 
the foreign country : P. v. Brinkley, 12 Can. Cr. Cas. 454. 14 O.L.R. 434.

In an action brought in Ontario upon a judgment for the recovery of 
money obtained by the plaintiff in 1908 in the Supreme Court of Rritish 
Columbia, the defence was that that Court had no jurisdiction in re
spect of the subject-matter of the action in which the judgment was ob
tained, as the defendants were not at any time resident or domiciled in
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British Columbia, ami they did not appear or consent to jurisdiction; 
that the cause of action did not arise in British Columbia; and that the 
action was barred by the Statute of Limitations in force in Ontario, where 
the defendants resided. The plaintilf first recovered judgment in British 
Columbia in 1889, and the judgment of 1008 was upon the same cause of 
action, for money lent. It was held that the plaintiff was in no better posi
tion than if the action was upon the judgment recovered in 1889 or upon 
the original cause of action; the binding effect of the judgment sued upon 
depended on the rules of international law; and, the defendants not hav
ing been domiciled or resident in British Columbia when served with the 
writ of summons, the judgment must be treated as a nullity: Brennan v. 
Cameron, 1 O.W.N. 430 (D.C.).

A judgment of a foreign Court of competent jurisdiction, pronouncing 
as to the ownership or title of a movable located within its jurisdiction 
is conclusive against all persons. So a foreign judgment declaring the 
ownership of certain shares of a company domiciled in the foreign juris
diction is primd facie of such title, if the validity of such judgment is 
not attacked and the competency of the Court to pronounce it is not 
questioned: Caraley v. Humphrey, 12 Que. P.R. 133.

A default judgment obtained in a foreign jurisdiction (though liable 
to be set aside) so long as it stands, is “final and conclusive" within the 
meaning of that expression as applied to foreign judgments, but the de
fendant is entitled to challenge the validity of the judgment on the ground 
that it is manifestly erroneous such as being founded on an car facie void 
contract: Boyle v. Victoria. Yukon Trading Co., 9 B.C.R. 13.

Judgment had been given against defendant in Ontario in January, 
1990. on a claim arising out of a promissory note, signed in that province 
in 1898. The action was undefended, although defendant was duly served 
in British Columbia. He left Ontario in 1899 for Winnipeg and after
wards came to British Columbia, where he has since resided. Plaintiff 
sued in British Columbia on this judgment, ami at the trial evidence was 
given of a payment made after the British Columbia action had been com
menced. It was held by the full Court, following Sirdar Ourdyal Singh 
v. Rajah of Faridkote, [1894] A.C. 070, that the defendant had acquired a 
British Columbia domicile, and was not subject to the Ontario Courts. 
The Court also held, following Bateman v. Binder (1842), 11 L.J.Q.B. 281. 
that the payment made could not operate to defeat a plea of the Statute of 
Limitations; and that it was a mere conditional offer of compromise which 
was declined: U’alah v. Herman, 13 B.C.R. 314.

In another case the plaintiffs had recovered a judgment in Ontario 
against W. J. McGrath & Co.—a firm name for one W. J. Magrath. They 
brought an action in Alberta on this judgment, naming W. J. McGrath & 
Co. as the defendants. The writ was served on W. J. Magrath, a resident 
of Alberta, and he entered an appearance. On motion to strike out the 
appearance ami to enter summary judgment, it was held that where a 
person had carried on business in a firm name elsewhere than in All>ertn 
he may lie sued in Alberta in such firm name, and it is no answer that the 
defendant has long since ceased to use such firm name and hail never car-
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ried on business in Alberta under such firm name: Mills v. McGrath, 1 
Alt.,. U, St,

In McCullough v. Dcfrhr, 2 S.L.R. 303. the defendants had ordered 
certain butter-making muehines from plaintiff on the representation that 
with these machines butter could lie made from milk fresh from the cow. 
On receiving the machines they found that they would not make butter as 
represented and immediately returned them. The representation in ques
tion was made by the plaintiff's agent, who did not give evidence, hut it did 
not ap|>enr that he had any ground for believing the representations to 
lie true. In fact the plaintiffs own literature shewed the representations 
to he untrue. The plaintiff recovered judgment in the Supreme Court of 
Alberta for the price of the goods, the defendants not being residents in 
A Hier ta and not appearing and now sued upon the foreign judgment or 
alternately for goods sold ami delivered. The Court held that the repre
sentation was untrue and that the agent had no ground for believing it 
to lie true, and the inference was that it was fraudulently made; the 
defendants were, therefore, entitled to rescind the contract and return the 
goods. It was further held, following Gunlgal Singh v. Ifajah of Faridkote 
[18D41 A.C. 070, that the defendants not being residents of or domiciled 
in Alberta and not having appeared in the action there the plaintiff could 
not now recover upon the foreign judgment recovered by default: McCul
lough v. Drfrhr, 2 S.L.R. 303.

The onus of establishing that a different rule of law on a given sub
ject prevails in a foreign country is upon the party who relies on it. In 
default of proof of its existence, the provincial law will In* applied: (logo 
V. Kouri, 20 Que. 8.C. 47 (C.R.).

Special legislation regulates actions upon judgments recovered in Que
bec and sought to lie enforced in Ontario, and rice versa ; Court v. Scott, 
32 U.C.C.P. 148, 153. See also Holmes ted & Langtou's Ont. dud. Act, 3rd 
ed., 103, 164, 165.

In an action in the province of Quebec to enforce a foreign judgment 
any defence which was or might have been set up to the original action 
basing such foreign judgment may lie pleaded (a) if the foreign judgment 
was rendered out of Canada ; (6) if rendered in any other province of 
Canada, provided the defendant was not personally served within such 
other province or did not appear, or provided the right to immovables in 
Quebec or the jurisdiction of the foreign Court concerning such right, is 
not involved : sees. 210. 211. 212. Code of Civil Procedure (Que.).

In any action brought in Ontario on a Quebec judgment wherein the 
defendant was personally served, no defence that might have been set up 
to the original action can In* pleaded ; but the defence is not so limited 
where there was neither |iersonal service nor defence in the original action: 
Ont. Jud. Act, R.8.O. 1807, ch. 51. secs. 117, 118.

Under 22 Viet. ch. 5. see. 58, consolidated in C.8.L.C. ch. 83, sec. 53, 
sub-sec. 2, a judgment may lie recovered in Quebec, on a personal service in 
Ontario, in an action in which the cause thereof arose in Quebec, so as to 
render such judgment conclusive on the merits: Court v. Scott, 32 U.C. 
C.P. 148.

In an action in the domestic Court to enforce a foreign judgment, if 
fraud upon the foreign Court consists in the fact that the plaintiff has 
induced that Court by fraud to come to a wrong conclusion, the whole
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case may be reojiened even although this reopening calls upon the domestic 
Court to go into the very facts which were investigated and which were 
in issue in the foreign Court ; and the technical objection that the issue is 
the same is technically answered by the technical reply that the issue is 
not the same, because in the domestic Court the question to be considered 
is whether the foreign Court has lieen imposed upon; the fraud practised, 
or alleged to have been practised, on the foreign Court, being mis
leading thereof by evidence known by the plaintiff to lie false; and in that 
was the whole fraud : Abouloff v. Oppenheimer, 10 Q.B.D. 205. While 
there is a recognized general rule in an action on a foreign judgment 
against going into the merits, such rule must lie read with the rule under 
which fraud reopens the foreign judgment ; and, so combined, the two 
rules will be applied in the case in which it is impossible to go into the 
alleged fraud without going into the merits: Piggott on Foreign Judgments, 
3rd ed., p. 302.

The following principle is laid down in Neff v. Pcnnoyer, Fed. Cas. 
No. 10,083 (3 Sawyer 2741), affirmed Pcnnoyer V. Neff (1877), 05 U.S. 
714. A state which has the property of non-residents within its territorial 
limits, has power to subject such property to the satisfaction of the claims 
of its citizens against the non-residents, and in doing this the state may 
adopt any method of procedure which it may deem proper and convenient 
under the circumstances and may, for such purpose, authorize a judgment 
to be given against the non-residents prior to the seizure of their property, 
and with or without notice of the proceedings.

For convenient reference, the doctrines applicable to actions upon 
foreign judgments may be summarized as follows:—

1. In certain cases foreign judgments may effectively be sued upon in 
the domestic law district.

2. The competency of a foreign Court, from which come the foreign 
judgments to lie enforced in the domestic law district, is always a condi
tion precedent to the enforcement: Pemberton v. Huyhes. [1890] 1 Ch. 
781, C.A.; Ro hi II.sun v. It la ml (1760), - Urn t. 1**77 ; (fagi \. Itnll,< /. u 
(1744), 3 Atk. 214.

3. The com|>etent foreign judgment becomes in the domestic law dis- 
tiict a simple contract debt : Dapleia v. DeRoven ( 1705), 2 Vern. 540; 
Walker v. Wilier ( 1778). 1 Doug. (K.B.) 1; (liant V. Easton (1883), 13 
Q.B.D. 302 (C.A.).

4. The original cause of action is not merged by the foreign judgment : 
Rail v. Odber (180flt. 11 East. 118; Smith v. Nicholls (1839), 5 Bing. 
(N.C.) 2f*8; Bank of Australasia v. Ilardiny (1850), 9 C.B. 661 ; Bank of 
Australasia v. Nias (1851), Ifl Q.B. 717; Kehall v. Marshall (1856), 
1 C.B. (N.fc* ) 241; Thompson V. Bell (1854), 3 K. A B. 236.

5. The foreign judgment to he enforceable, must lie a final judgment : 
Nouvion v. Fre< wan, 15 A.C. 1; Plummer v. Wooaburne ( 1825), 4 B. & C. 
«25; Patrick v. Hhcdden (1853), 2 E. A B. 14; Frayes V. IVorm» (1861), 
10 C.B. (N.S.) 149.

6. The finality of a foreign judgment applies to the Court rendering it, 
and, although subject to appeal to a higher Court, it is considered a 
final judgment: as to original Court, see .Von non v. Freeman (1889), 
15 A.C. 1; Patrick v. Bhedd.n (1853), 2 E. A B. 14, and ns to appeal
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ability, see Alivon v. Furnival ( 1834), 1 Cr. M. & R. 277 ; Scott v. Rilking- 
ton (1862), 2 B. & S. 11.

7. A foreign judgment, against the public policy of the domestic law 
district, will not 1m* enforced, where there can be no “duty or obligation'* 
attached thereto.

8. A foreign judgment, obtained by fraud, will not be enforced, where 
the domestic law district can attach thereto no “duty or obligation.”

9. A foreign judgment, against natural justice, will not be enforced, 
where the domestic law district can attach thereto no “duty or obligation.”

10. A penal foreign judgment will not lie enforced, for no domestic 
law enforces the penal laws of another country : Huntington v. At trill, 
[1803] A.C. 150, reversing as to the application of this doctrine, Hunting- 
ton v. Atirill, 17 O.R. 245. 18 Ont. A.K. 136; Re Selot'a Trusts, [1902] 1 
Ch. 488.
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11. A foreign law district cannot bind the rest of the world by its 
laws or procedure : liuclianan V. Rucker (1808), 9 East. 192, 194.

12. There are live cardinal conditions, some one of which is a condition 
precedent to the enforceability of a foreign judgment, and these are: —

(а) That the defendant, at the time of the foreign action was a sub
ject of the foreign law district, hence owing allegiance, with its inherent 
"obligation” to comply with its judgment: Rouaillon v. Rousillon (1880), 
14 Ch.l). 351 ; Emanuel v. Symons, [1908] 1 K.B. 302 (C.A.).

(б) That the defendant, when the action for the foreign judgment was 
begun, was resident in the foreign law district, hence owing a temporary 
allegiance and its inherent “obligation” to comply with its judgment: 
Rousillon v. Rouaillon (1880), 14 Ch.D. 351 ; Emanuel V. Symon, [1908] 1 
K.B. 302 ( C.A. ) ; Schibaby v. Weatenholz, 1 L.R. 0 Q.B. 155; Turnbull v. 
Walker, 67 I*T.N,8, 767; Jaffer v. Williama (1908), 25 Times L.R. 12.

(c) That the defendant himself, as plaintiff in the foreign action, 
selected the foreign forum where tile action was heard, thus raising an 
estoppel : Rouaillon v. Rousillon (1880), 14 Ch.l). 351 ; Emanuel v. Symon, 
[1908] 1 K.B. 302 (C.A.) ; General Steam Xarigatton Co. v. Huillon (1843), 
11 M. & W. 877. 894; Schibaby V. Weatenholz, 1 L.R. Il Q.B. 155.

(</) That the defendant voluntarily appeared, thus raising an estoppel: 
Carrick v. Hancock, 12 Times 1*1.. 59.

(e) That the defendant had clearly contracted to submit to the juris
diction of the foreign Court: Rousillon v. Rousillon (1880), 14 Ch.l). 351 ; 
Emanuel V. Symon, [1908] 1 K.B. 302; Copin V. Adamson (1874), L.R. 9 
Ex. 345; Fcyericka v. Hubbard (1902), 71 L.J. (K.B.) 509.

The conditions (a) to (e) have been so often considered with approval 
by the domestic Courts that they arc universally pronounced the “five 
cases" (or “conditions"), one of which must support each application to 
the domestic Court, and that they hold front rank in every text-book, and 
in the many able decisions of the higher Courts, treating of the nature and 
effect of foreign judgments.

13. The defendant must have notice of the proceedings: Ruchanan v. 
Ruckncr (1807), 1 Camp. «3 (1898), 9 East. 192; Caran v. Stewart 
<18181. 1 stark. US.

14. If the defendant had due notice, and did not appear, he is bound 
by the notice: Schibaby v. Weatenholz, L.R. (I Q.B. 155; Turnbull v. Walker, 
67 L.T.N.8. 767; see also Reynolds v. Fenton (1846), 3 C.B. 187, which 
is overruled.
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ALTA.
8.C.
1913

March 7.

KINNESTEN v MACLEAN.
Alberta Hupicmc Court. Trial before Harvey, CJ. March 7, 11)13.

1. Contracts i 6 II1)4—188)—Excavation work—Svbniiiknck or adjoin-
I NO III'11.1)1 NU OP HAMK OWNER.

It is not to lx* a*siimed that a contractor authorized by the land 
owner to make excavations for footings is to protect adjoining build
ing* belonging to the landowner with whom he contracted from sub
sidence by reason thereof where it was apparent that the work would 
interfere with the support of such buildings; the landowner should 
himself see to such protection and cinnot recover from the contractor 
unless the latter’s work was done negligently.

Ktutement Action for damages for alleged negligent excavation work 
done by the defendant on plaintiff's land.

The action was dismissed.
('. F. Adams, for the plaintiff.
C. T. Jams, for the defendant.

Ham-y.c.j. Harvey, C.J. (oral) :—It is quite clear the defendant can only 
he liable in ease of negligence. I think we may dismiss alto
gether the claim as set up in respect to bricks or lwdts or what
ever it was, falling from the wall. They appear to have been 
of a trivial character and there is no evidence to indicate how 
that came about or whose fault it was or whether it was any
one’s fault. That leaves us then to deal only with the question 
of the excavation. Now it appears to me that the cases which 
have lieen cited have no application to this cam* at all. This was 
not a case of a man building on his own property and requiring 
to take proper precautions not to injure his neighbour; it was a 
case of the defendant being authorized by the owner of the land 
to make excavation for a particular purpose. It would neces
sarily follow, and the parties must have known that it would 
follow, that the making of these excavations would interfere 
with the buildings on the land, and it was not the defendant's 
duty—there is nothing in the agreement to which my attention 
has been called at least—I haven’t had a chance to study it 
very carefully, hut glancing over it I find nothing in it which 
imposes upon the defendant the duty to protect these build
ings against these consequences. It must have been clear to all 
of them that to take away gravel to permit of a three foot six 
footing on the plaint ill’s own land would interfere with the 
support of the building there and it was clearly the plaintiff’s 
duty to protect his own building and not the defendant’s duty, 
and the duty appears to me on the facts of this case not to he 
on the defendant at all to make these protections. It was the 
duty of the plaintiff as between themselves and their tenants to 
protect their tenants in the premises when they had given the 
right to have the support taken from below. As far as the 
gravel is concerned it is quite clear on the evidence and it must
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be quite clear to everyone that you can not excavate under gravel 
as you can excavate in solid soil, the particles of which will ad
here to one another, and the evidence of Mr. Davis especially es
tablishes that it would have been impossible to hold up the 
gravel, in taking out this excavation, against the wall of the 
front '•'•'hr or the wall of the bake-house ; that the gravel would 
neeesst: / fall away. The injury that resulted appears to me is 
chiefly the freezing up which was due to the place being left with
out any outside protection and allowing the weather to get in. 
That is. as I have already indicated, what it was plaintiff’s duly 
to provide against and not the defendant’s. If the defendant 
had been negligent in allowing the gravel which separated the 
wall to get away then lie might he liable, but there is not, as I 
say, any evidence of any negligence on his part, and it was not 
his duty to support the building. As the only consequence of 
the work would be to remove these supports 1 think the case is 
one where the injury and damage resulted from the natural 
consequences of the work which plaintiffs authorized defendant 
to do. There is no evidence of negligence satisfactory to me at 
all.

There is one other point which is a little different, and that 
is the claim in respect to gravel. We have some evidence that 
more gravel was removed than should have been removed. The 
fact that the gravel slipped down would not justify anyone in 
taking it away ; it could have been returned after the taking of 
it out but there is no evidence to connect the defendant with 
the taking away of the gravel. The evidence is that the base
ment work was done by a contractor and not bv defendant, so 
defendant is not connected in any way with the removal of the 
gravel.

The action will 1>e dismissed with costs.
Art inn dismiss/ <1.

801

ALTA.

R.C.
191.1

Kixnksten

Mavlkan.

Il.im y, <*.J,

BOOKER v O BRIEN

Haakatcheiraa Supreme Court. Trial before \cir lands, March 25, 191.1.

I. Brokers i8 II B2—16)—Rkai, estate brokkrr—Ukfavi.t or principal 
—Commission* vanes option contract.

A real v-tutv broker who takes an option contract from the land 
owner with a stipulation for payment out of the purcln*e price of a 
fixed sum as "commiMinn" provided unie is made before the expiry 
date, cannot obtain specific performance of the option of purchase if 
he did not himself become the purchaser ; hut he is entitled to judg
ment for the agreed mm mission in respect of a sale, nvide and noli- 
tied to the owner liefore the expiry of the option, to a purchaser able 
and willing to purchase on the terms authorized although the owner 
decline* to carry it out.

f As to real estate agent’s commissions generally, sm Annot it ion,
4 D UR. 531.1

SASK.

R.C.
191.1

March •».».
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SASK. Action for specific performance or in the alternative for
a. c.
191.1

commission on the sale of land.
Judgment was given dismissing claim for specific perform

Bookkb

O’Bbikn.

ance and giving judgment for the plaintiff for $1,000.
IV. B. Willoughby, for the plaintiff.

Newlaiids, J.
Nbwlands, J. :—The following agreement was entered into 

by the plaintiff and defendant on the 10th day of January, 
1912:—

Moow Jhw, Haek., .Ian. 10, 1012.
For a ml in con<i<lcr:itiiui «»f the Mim «if one «Inllar m-li in liaml paid, 

the receipt of which ia hereby ackn«iwlc«lge<l.
I, T. R. O'Brien, owner of lota eleven (11) and twelve (12) in block 

seventy-two (72), Iwiiig in the town of Swift Current. Province of Sask
atchewan. do by tliene presents sell, grant and convey unto John T. Hooker, 
of Swift Current. Saak., an option to buy lots almve-mentioned at a price 
of sixteen thousand dollars on following terms, viz.: six thousand dollars 
oasli on execution of contract, live thousand to lie paid six months from 
date of contract, live thousand to lie |iaid twelve months from date of 
contract, with 8 per cent, interest.

1 also agm» to pay J«ihn T. Booker one thousand «lollara to be lak«*n 
out «if second payment as commission provided sale of lots herein mentioned 
is made not later than Jan. 25. 1912, on which date this option expires 
at 18 o'clock.

T. R. O’Bbikx.
J. T. Bookkk.

Oil the 25th of January, 1912, the plaintiff, by hia agent, 
wold Hie property to T. II. McVicar for the sum of $1(>,(M 0, pay
able $(>,000 cash, luilanee six and twelve months, lie leceived 
in cash $.100, and it waa agreed that the balance of the firs* pay
ment would be paid “when papers an* executed.** A telegram 
waa sent by the plaintiff to the defendant on the 25th, inform
ing him of the sale, to which the defendant replied, “Wire re- 
ceived at one, option expired, property not for sale at present.** 
As a matter of fact the option had not then expired, and did 
not until (> p.m. on that day. The defendant refused to carry 
out tlie sale, and the plaintiff brought this action for specific 
performance, or in the alternative, $1,000 for commission on 
the sale of the same.

As the plaintiff did not buy the lots himself he is not en
titled to specific performance. He is, however, entitled to re
cover the $1,000 commission agreed to lie paid by the defendant, 
because lie sold the lots In*fort* the expiration of the option to 
a person able and willing to purchase the same on Hie terms 
agret*d to by the defendant.

Judgment for the plaintiff for $1,000, with costs.

Jmlymrnt for plaintiff.
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CLARKE A MONDS, Limited v. PROVINCIAL STEEL CO. ONT.
Ontario Supreme Court, Curt might, M.C. March 2.'», 191.1.

I. IIWOVKKY A Ml INHl-MTIOX l| IV—.11 )—OllKKB OR “HKRVAXT" OF COR 1111.1
I “ORATION—SaI.KM AGENT. -------

Tin* selling agent for a trailing company who is held out as the March 25.
company's “representativoM and who assumed the right to sign the
company's letters relied upon as eonstituting the contract in question
is a “servant" of the company, examinable as such under Rule 12.*i0
(Ont. (*.R. 11;>7). although paid only by commissions.

[35 Cye. 1410 referred to.)

Motion by the plaintiffs tor an order requiring one II. B. statement 
Holloway to attend for examination for discovery as an officer 
or servant of the defendant company, under Con. Rule 1250 
(439a).

The motion was allowed.
Grayson Smith, for the plaintiffs.
O. II. King, for the defendant company.

The Master :—It is admitted that Holloway is not an officer 
of the defendant company, though it is evident, from the corre
spondence and the affidavits filed on the motion, that Holloway 
was the selling agent in Toronto for the company, which has 
its head office at Cobourg. He assumed the right to sign the 
letters leading up to the matter in issue, in the name of the 
company, on the 23rd and 31st October. And on the 5th 
November, a letter was sent from the Cobourg office to the plain
tiffs’ solicitors, in which Holloway is spoken of as “our repre
sentative, Mr. Holloway.” He was paid by a commission on 
sales mode through him.

The real questions between the parties seem to be as to 
the authority of Holloway to bind the company, as the Statute 
of Frauds was stated to be the main defence; and whether there 
was any completed contract.

As all the negotiations were between the plaintiff company, 
on the one hand, and Holloway, on the other, it is clear that he 
is the one who can give all information as to what took place.
This might allow the application of the judgment in Smith \.
Clarke, 12 l\R. 217. See too Leitch v. Grand Trunk A*. Co.,
13 P.R. at 382. However that may lie, it seems that Hol
loway comes within the definition of “servant.” In 35 Cyc.
1430 it is said that the word “servant” means, “especially 
in law, one employed to render service or assirtance in some 
trade or vocation, but without authority to act as agent in 
place of the employer”—see quotation in Ginttr v. Shelton, 102 
Va. 185, 188, where five different grades or cla&ses of servants 
are suggested.

Here Holloway certainly rendered service or assistance to 
the defendant company, whose chief, if not its only, market is 
in the cities and larger towns. The business could not be sue-
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ONT. cessfully carried ou without agents or (to use their own word)
sTc!

1013

“representatives” in such places.
The order will go requiring Holloway to attend again at his

Carl* right. 
M.C.

own expense.
As the exact point is novel, the costs of the motion will be in 

the cause.
Motion granted.

MAN. PULFORD v. LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE.

K. B.
1013

Manitoba King's Bench. Trial before Macdonald, J. March 10, 1013.

1. Landlord and tenant (R III I)—95)—Repudiation of lkahe—Land 
lord's remedy.

March 10. An action iloea not lie by the lessor against the lessee for damages 
for the latter's repudiation of the lease; his remedy is for the rent 
as it accrues, whether the lessee continues in possession or not.

Statement Action for damages for the repudiation of a lease.
An application for nonsuit was granted.
IV. A. T. Sweat man and A. G. Kemp, for the plaintiff.
11. P. Blackwood and A. Bernier. for the defendant.

Macdonald. J. Macdonald, J. :—Under the form of action as framed, I can
not see how the plaintiff could recover damages, even finding 
all the facts in his favour.

The plaintiff alleges that the defendants made a lease with 
him for two years at a rental of one hundred dollars per month, 
and that they entered into possession on the 9th day of July, 
1912, and paid the first month’s rent, and that subsequently 
the defendants repudiated said lease and informed the plaintiff 
that they did not intend to perform the same.

By reason of this repudiation and refusal the plaintiff claims 
damages.

I know of no such cause of action. If the plaintiff’s conten
tion were fully proved, then the lease exists and the term is 
vested in the defendants, and their interest in the premises 
cannot be disposed of or divested by a repudiation. The plain
tiff’s remedy would be for a breach of any provision of the 
lease. If non-payment of rent is the plaintiff’s cause of com
plaint, he has his remedy to enforce payment of the rent as it 
falls due. There is no stieli measure of damages as is claimed in 
this action.

If the tenant has entered to take possession as tenant and 
the terms has commenced, he will be deemed “to hold” during 
the continuance of the term and until it lie legally determined 
by effluxion of time, whether he continue to occupy by himself 
of his sub-tenants or not : Woodfall, Law of Landlord and Ten
ant, 18th ed., 618.

1 grant a nonsuit with costs.
Nonsuit granted.
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HODDER v. LEE.

Alberta Supreme Court, Walsh, J. March 5. 1913.

I. Juby (8 l 1$ 1—10)—Right to juhy tbial—Equitable claim—Sir-
SIDVARY MONEY DEMAND.

An action to set aside on the ground of fraud ft transfer of land, 
in which no claim is made for possession, is not an action “for re
covery of real property" and Hie plaintilf is not entitled to a jury 
trial, although a claim is made therein for a money demand where 
the latter claim is merely incidental to the main issue.

Application by plaintiff for trial of action by a jury. 
Order made for trial without a jury.
Oeo. II. lioss, for plaintiff.
A. II. Clarke, K.C., for defendant.

Walsii, J.:—I do not think that the plaintiff is entitled to 
have this action tried by a jury. The plaintiff seeks to set aside 
for fraud a transfer of certain land made by her to the defen
dant and to compel him to pay to her or to the mortgagee the 
amount received by him under a mortgage placed by him against 
the same. No claim for possession is made. I do not think 
that this is an action “for recovery of real property”: see 
Turner v. Van Meter, 2 W.L.R. 34f>. The claim to the mort
gage money does not in my opinion bring the case within any 
of the other classes of actions which under rule 170 either party 
has the right to have tried with a jury. That is a claim for re
lief which is incidental to the main issue. If the plaintiff suc
ceeds she will be entitled to have the land re-transferred to her 
free from any encumbrance created on it by the defendant 
or in the alternative to a personal judgment against him for 
the amount of any such encumbrance. If she fails on the main 
issue she can have no claim against the defendant arising ont 
of the encumbering of the land.

The order will therefore be for trial without a jury.

Applied lion refused.

BARTLEMAN v MORETTI
Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Parker, M.(\ March 7. 1913.

1. Discovery and inspection (8 IV—20)—Refusal to he sworn—On-
JKCTTON ON «ROUND OF PRIVILEUN FROM ANSWERIN'!!.

An objection by defenda nt to being exnn ined for di wo very in an 
action upon the forfeiture clauw in a land contract claiming the 
cancellation of the contract mil forfeiture of the money paid there
under, i* prematurely taken when the defendant refuted to lie sworn on 
the ground that the action wan one to enforce a penalty or forfeiture; 
the objection of privilege, if available upon the facts. I* to lie raiwd 
not by refuting to lie sworn, but by afterwards taking objection to 
any particular question put to him and obtaining a ruling thereon 
as provided by rule 294 of the Saskatchewan Con. Rules 1911.

fRegina v. Fox, 18 P.R. 343; v. Ifeintzman. 15 P.R. 407.
and Mcsborovgh (Earl of) v. \Yhiticoo<l, f 1807J 2 Q.R. 111. re
ferred to.]

ALTA.

8.C.
1918

March 5.

Statement

SASK

8.C. 
191 ;

March 7.
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SASK This is a motion to strike* out the statement of defence of
s.c.
ion

defendant Morelti on the ground that he refused to he sworn 
and to submit to examination for discovery, or in the alterna

ItAKTI.KMAN
r.

Morktti.

tive for an order compelling the defendant to appear and he 
examined at his own expense.

I\ 11. (Ionian, for the applicant (plaintiff).
J. E. Lussier, for the defendant.

Darker, M.C. :—The defendant refused to he sworn, or to he 
examined on the ground that the action was to enforce a penalty 
or a forfeiture, and relied on the English decision of Mcx- 
borough (Earl of) v. Whit wood, 11897] 2 Q.B. Ill, and also on 
decisions under the old Ontario Evidence Act, R.S.O., eh. 73, sec.
5. In an action to enforce a penalty or a forfeiture it is no doubt 
the law in England that the Courts will refuse either an order for 
discovery of documents or what in our practice is equivalent 
to an examination for discovery where the forfeiture is the only 
issue involved : Annual Practice, 1913, p. 479. And the law 
was undoubtedly the same in Ontario in regard to civil pro
ceedings in that province until R.S.O., ch. 73, was repealed, and 
a new Evidence Act (1909), eh. 43, substituted therefor. 
Weiser v. Ueintzman (No. 2), 15 P.R. (Ont.) 407. See. 5 of 
ch. 73 disappears, and is replaced by sec. 7 of ch. 43. This sec
tion is substantially the same as the Canada Evidence Act, ch. 
145. sec. 5. In the ease of Ucgina v. Vox, 18 P.R. (Ont.) 343, 
it was held, per Ferguson. J., at p. 347, and per Rolivrtson. J., 
at page 349, that this provision (sec. 5 of the Dominion Evi
dence Act) entirely displaces and removes the reason for not 
ordinarily allowing discovery in actions for the recovery of 
penalties. While the action of liegina v. Vox, 18 P.R. (Ont.) 
343, was brought to recover a penalty under a Dominion Act, I 
am of the opinion that the decision applies to this province in 
view of the fact that see. 27 of the Saskatchewan Evidence Act, 
R.S.S., ch. 60, is substantially identical with sec. 5 of the 
Dominion Act.

Assuming therefore the correctness of the defendant's con
tention that the action in question is to enforce a forfeiture and 
that the forfeiture is the only issue involved. I am of opinion 
even in that case that the plaintiff is entitled to discovery. It 
seems to me, however, that there are other issues involved be
sides that of forfeiture The defendant admits making default 
in payment under the agreement sued on, and the plaintiff sues 
for payment under the acceleration clause in the agreement of 
the whole amount payable thereunder, and in default of pay
ment cancellation of the agreement and forfeiture of the moneys 
paid. The defendant in his statement of defence asks for re
lief, not only against the forfeiture, hut also against the ac-
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celeration clause. Ile also sets up a tender to the plaintiff of 
the amount in arrears, and denies other material allegations in 
the statement of claim. I think, therefore, that the defendant 
was wrong in refusing to be sworn or to be examined at all. He 
should have submitted to the examination, if there were any 
particular questions he objected to, he should have proceeded 
under rule 294. There will be an order that the defendant ap
pear and be examined for discovery at his own expense at such 
time and place as may be fixed by the local registrar. The costs 
of the motion will be costs in the cause to the plaintiff in any 
event.

O rdcr accord i n gly.

SASK.

8.C.
1918

Marti.km an 

Morktti.

GRIESE et al. v. WALKER.

SuMkalrheirun Supreme Court. Parker, l/.C. March 7. 11113.

1. Levy a.mi seizure ( § Hi It—40)—Rum is ami liabilities urowixo 
out or levy—Purchaser at sheriff's sale.

In view of the provisions of the Saskatchewan Creditors' Relief Act, 
R.S.f. Mill!», eh. 03, see. !». entitling execution creditors to share 
rateable in the proceeds realized on a sale, where a notice of sale of 
land by the sherilf under an execution stated that the properly v,i 
to Is* *dd subject to “existing encumbrances tiled thereon as di— 
closed by the records," and there w is at the time of the sale in addi
tion to the execution under which the sale was to In* had. a tin peitiltni 
and two prior executions of record, the words “existing encumbrance-." 
must be taken not to include the prior executions unless an express 
agreement, to the contrary is otherwise shewn, as the seizure mid sale 
under execution is a seizure on India If of all creditors entitled to 
share under that statute.

Motion for confirmation of a sheriff’s sale of land under a 
writ of execution.

The motion was dismissed.
IV. If. McEwcn, for the (sheriff).
('. IV. Hoffman, for tin* purchaser.

SASK.

R C 
1913

March 7.

Statement

Parker, M.C. :■—This is a motion to confirm a sale of the i»** r. m.c. 
north-east quarter of section 32, 4(i, range 12, west of
the tltinl meridian, made by the sheriff of the judicial district 
of Hattleford, under a writ of execution for $70.55, dated July 
12, 1911, and filed in the land titles office for west Saskatchewan,
July 14, 1911. All the formalities prior to the sale were com
plied with and the sale took place on Friday, January 31, 1913.
The property was sold to A. M. Panton, the highest bidder, for 
$500. The notice of side stab's that the property was to be 
sold subject to existing incumbrances filed thereon as disclosed 
by the records of the land titles office at Hattleford. An ab
stract of title is produced shewing the following incumbrances 
filed, liesides the execution under which the sale was held, all of 
which are subsequent to that execution : (1) Its patdt ns dated

6141

0567
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October 81, 1011, filed October 31, 1911, by the Imperial Bank 
of Canada ; (2) execution for .$209.55, dated March 2,1912, filed 
March 4. 1912, by J. T. Simpson ; (3) execution for $546.40, 
dated March 15, 1912, filed March 16, 1912, by the Imperial 
Bank of Canada. Although the abstract is dated February 13, 
1913, 1 think it is safe to assume that, all these incumbrances 
were on file on the date of the sale. In his affidavit the sheriff 
swears that lie intended to and did sell the land subject to the 
two subsequent executions and subject to the lis pendens. The 
purchaser on the other hand swears that the sale was subject 
only to the lit pendent. In the absence of an express agreement 
to the contrary, I am of the opinion that the sale could only 
have been made subject to the lis pendens. The Creditors’ Re
lief Ad. R.S.S. cii. ii !. see. 9, provides that
one seizure by the sheriff of the good-t and lands of the debtor shall be 
dœnied a seizure on behalf of all creditors sharing under such seizure as 
hereinl>efore provided.

The words “as hereinbefore provided” refer to those sec
tions of the Act abolishing priority among execution creditors 
and providing for the rateable distribution amongst all execu
tion creditors whose writs were in the sheriff’s hands at the 
time of the levy or within two months thereafter, of moneys 
realized by the seizure. In this ease, therefore, the three execu
tion creditors, whose writs are shewn on the abstract would be 
entitled to share rateably in the proceed" of the sale, mid under 
ordinary circumstances the assumption would be that the sheriff 
sold the land under one execution on behalf of all three. The 
sheriff, however, alleges an express agreement or understanding 
to the contrary and also produces the notice of sale which states 
that the sale was to be subject to existing incumbrances as dis
closed by the records of the land titles office at Battleford. It 
seems to me, however, that the words “existing incumbrances” 
do not include executions, in view of the provisions of the Cre
ditors’ Relief Act above mentioned, and the agreement or un
derstanding to the contrary, being supported only by the sher
iff's affidavit and denied hv the purchaser, is not sufficiently 
proven. The motion to confirm the sale will, therefore, be dis
missed. but there will be no costs against the sheriff.

SASK

9.C.
1013

Motion dismissed.
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CROOME v. LEIR

Saskatcheican Supreme Court, Parker, .1f.C. March 18, 1013.

1. Motions and okdkkm (§11—Oi—Taking out and serving copies of
ORDERS.

Where louve is granted a defendant to enter an appearance and de
liver a defence conditioned on payment of certain costs within a 
stipulated time after taxation, the defendant is in default at the 
expiry of the stipulated time after the costs have been taxed, although 
the party entitled to payment of such costs did not issue and serve 
the order.

| Fa tail in v. Richter, 23 Q.it.D. 124; Hop ton v. Itobertnon, 23 Q.ll.l). 
120 (w); Script Phonography v. (Iregij, 50 L..T. Ch. 400. and Metcalf 
v. Itritish Tea Assoient ion, 46 L.T. 81, referred to.]

2. Judgment (8 VIIC—282)—Relief against default judgment—Con
ditional LEAVE TO DEFEND.

A defendant who is in default under the terms of leave to defend 
granted upon his own application in respect of a default judgment 
given against him. may still lie granted leave to defend if the plain
tiff has not been prejudiced, and if the default of the defendant was 
not wilful but due to a bo mi fiilc misapprehension upon a question of 
practice in taking out the order; but the court may, in such case, ex
pressly limit his right of defence to the merits excluding any mere 
technical defence.

Motion for final cancellation of an agreement for the sale of 
lands.

The motion was dismissed on conditions.
/'. //. Gordon, for the plaintiff.
F. B. Baffshnw, for the defendant.

Parker, M.C. :—This is an action for cancellation of an 
agreement of sale of the north half of lot 13, block 439, Regina, 
on the ground of the purchaser’s default in payment of moneys 
due thereunder. An order for cancellation was made on Nov
ember 18th, 1912, giving the defendant two months in which 
to redeem. On January 17th, 1913, the defendant applied to 
open up and set aside this order, and for leave to enter an ap
pearance and file a defence. On January 28th, 1913, I gave 
judgment setting aside the order nisi made by myself on Nov
ember 18th, 1912, and giving leave to the defendant to
file n defence to the action on payment within two weeks after taxation 
thereof of the plaintiff's costs up to and including the taking out of the 
order nim.

The plaintiffs appealed from this order, and the appeal was 
heard by the Honourable Mr. Justice Newlands in Chambers 
on February 13th. The order made on appeal directed that
upon‘payment of the plaintiffs costs up to and including the taking out 
of the order niai by the defendant within two weeks after the taxation 
thereof, the order nisi dated November 18th, 1912, be set aside and leave 
given to the said defendant to enter an appearanee and file a defence to 
the action.
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Tliis is exactly the order 1 intended to make myself, so that 
the order made by myself on January 28th, 1913. has really not 
been varied. That order was drawn up by the defendant’s soli
citor, and as it was practically not varied on appeal, he was 
well aware of the terms of it. By its terms the costs of the 
action were to Is* paid within two weeks after the taxation 
thereof, and the payment of the costs was a condition precedent 
to the leave given to the defendant to file appearance and de
fence. The costa were taxed on February 20th, 1913, at $59.35 
and the two weeks for payment expired March 6th. The next 
day the plaintiff applied ex parle for an order for final cancel
lation. I refused this and directed it to la» made
by notice of motion. Notice of motion, together with the formal 
order, made by Mr. Justice Newlands on February 13th, was 
duly served on the defendant's solicitor on March 8th, return
able March 12th. In the meantime, on the same day (March 
8th) and prior to service of the notice of motion, the defendant s 
solicitor tendered the costs, $59.35 to the plaintiff's solicitor, 
entered an appearance and served notice of appearance on the 
plaintiff’s solicitor, who, however, refused to admit service 
thereof or accept payment of the costs. The defendant's soli
citor gives as his reason for not paying the costs and entering 
his appearance within the time limited, a conversation with the 
solicitor for the plaintiti on February 17th, 1913, in which the 
said solicitor advised him that he intended to take out and 
servo the order made on February 13th by the Honourable Mr. 
Justice Newlands, and that he (the defendant’s solicitor) was 
waiting to be served wit'll this order. There was. however, no 
legal obligation on the part of the plaintiff's solicitor to take 
out and serve that order. It was held in the earlier cases that 
an order has no effect until it is drawn up and served: Mi teal f 
v. British Tut Association, 46 L.T. 31: Belcher v. Goodered, 4 
(\B. 472: Kenney v. Hutchinson, 9 L.J. Kxeh. 60. Subsequent 
casts, however, have not followed these: Seripl Phonography y 
Gregy, 59 L.J. Chy. 406; Farden v. Biehter, 23 Q.B.I). 124, 
and llopton v. Bobrrtson, 23 Q.B.I). 126 (n). In the case of 
Seripl Phonography v. Gregg, 59 L.J. Ch. 406, it was held 
that an order dismissing an action operated from the moment 
it was pronounced, and that the fact that it was not drawn up 
or served was immaterial. In the case of Farden v. Biehter, 23 
Q.B.D. 124, the defendant was ordered on February 5th to file 
answers to interrogatories within three days or judgment might 
lie signed against him. On February 9th, no answers having 
been filed, the plaintiff signed judgment under this order. The 
order was drawn up, and served on February 9th, and the defen
dant filed his answers on the 11th, as he supposed within the 
three days named in the order. On application to set aside the

11115180
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judgment, it was held that the order did not require to he 
served, that the judgment was therefore regular, and no merits 
being shewn, it could not be set aside. In lloplon v. Kobt-rlson, 
2d Q.ll.l). 120 (a), it was held that an order giving leave to 
sign judgment unless a sum was paid before a day named, need 
not be served upon the defendant before judgment is signed on 
it. In the ease under consideration the order in qm-stion was 
an order opening up a judgment and giving the defendant leave 
to appear and defend on terms, the terms being the payment of 
the plaintiff’s costs within two weeks after taxation thereof. 
Such an order, in my opinion, comes within the class of orders 
referred to in Fardcn v. liichtrr, 2d Q.lt.I). 124, and tlupton v. 
Robertson, 2d (j.li.l). 126 (a), and Script Phonography v. (irrgg, 
f>9 L.J. Ch. 406, and does not require to lx» taken out and served 
on the opposite party. It is probable, therefore, that the doc
trine of Metcalf v. British Tta Association, 415 L.T. dl, would 
now he only applied to eases where service is expressly made a 
condition precedent to the doing of some act, as for example, 
orders under Rule 447 : see Annual Practice, 1913, page 887. 
I think, therefore, that the defendant was in default in not 
paying the taxed costs and entering his appearance within the 
time limited. As his default, however, was not wilful and was 
due to a bond fide misapprehension on his part, and lie has made 
reasonable and prompt eHurts to remedy his default, and as the 
plaintiffs are not prejudiced in any way, he should. I think, he 
given an opportunity to defend at least for the purpose of ask
ing the Court for relief from the forfeiture of the moneys paid 
under the agreement, and for reasonable time to redeem. I 
think, therefore, that the proper order to make is that the de
fendant should pay the plaintiff’s costs of this motion forth
with after taxation thereof, and that lie should within three days 
after taxation be at liberty to file his defence, the appearance 
already entered living allowed to stand. I think, however, that 
he should not be allowed to set up any technical defence, hut 
that his defence should be confined solely to the merits of the 
ease. It was urged by counsel for the plaintiff that there is no 
affidavit of merits filed. I find, however, that such is not the 
case, as an affidavit of merits was filed on the defendant s motion 
to open up the order nisi.

Ordtr act ordinglg.
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GONYEA v CANADIAN NORTHERN R CO.

Saskatchewan Supreme Court, Neiclands, J. March 18, 1913.

1. Master and servant (8 II A 2—49)—Liability ok Master—Course 
OK EMPLOYMENT—SASKATCHEWAN WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION ACT. 

Where n railway employee ia injured while removing |>evsonul lx*- 
longings from the defendants' car with the permuaioii of the defend
ant company, the accident is one arising out of and in the course of 
hia employment for which he ia entitled to compensation under the 
provisions of the Saskatchewan Workmen's Compensation Act, even 
though an action brought by him at common law for damages had 
l>een dismissed on the ground that at the time of the accident he 
was on business of his own and was a mere licensee, if the accident 
occurred during the time he was in defendant's employment.

[liluvclt v. Sawyer, 89 L.T. 6.18, and Morris V. Mayor, etc., of Lam
beth, i2 Times L.R. ±2, followed.]

Application to assess damages under Workmen’s Compen
sation Act.

Cl. II. Barr, for plaintiff.
.7. iV. Fish, for defendant.

Newlands, J. :—I dismissed the plaintiff’s claim for dam- 
ages at common law for the injuries he sustained while in the 
employ of the defendants, on the ground that, at the time he 
received the injuries, he was attending to his own business, 
and was a mere licensee on that part of the defendants’ yard 
where he was injured, and they therefore owed no duty to him 
and were not liable to him in damages. The plaintiff then ap
plied to me to assess the damages under sec. 8 of the Workmen’s 
Compensation Act, which provides that if the action is brought 
within the time limited, and the employer is liable to pay com
pensation under that Act, though not at common law, the Judge 
shall proceed to assess such compensation.

Mr. Pish, counsel for the defendants, took the ground that 
my finding that the plaintiff was about his own business when 
injured disentitled him to such compensation, as the workman 
could only get compensation for an accident “arising out of 
and in the course of his employment.”

Though the plaintiff was attending to his own business at 
the time of the accident, it occurred on the defendants’ pre
mises and during the time the plaintiff was in the defendants’ 
employment, and this seems to bring this case within the de
cisions of the Court of Appeal in Hlovelt v. Sawyer, 89 L.T. 
658, and Morris v. Mayor, etc., of Lambeth, 22 Times L.R. 22. 
in the first ease the plaintiff was injured during his dinner 
hour while eating his dinner, and in the second during the night 
while cooking some food. In this ease the plaintiff was going 
for some clothes and bedding belonging to himself which was 
brought by one of the defendants’ trains from his last place 
of residence, and he did this with the permission of the defen-
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dants. I hold, therefore, that the accident arose out of and 
in the course of his employment, and that he is entitled to com
pensation under the Act. I fix the compensation at $750, with 
a set-off of the defendants’ costs on the Supreme Court scale 
as against what they would have lx‘en if the action had been 
brought in the District Court,

Application granU<1.

DICKSON CO OF PETERBOROUGH v GRAHAM.
Ontario Supiemc Court i High Court Hirision). Trial before Hod gins, J.A.

January 23. 1013.

1. Corporations and comi’axikr (8 IV0 2—llflo)—Powkrn of maxaoer
—AGREEMENT BY MANAGER, RATIFICATION ESSENTIAL, WHEN —
Knowledge.

An agreement ninth* by n general manager or the vice-president of 
h company is only tentative mid will nut hind the company without 
ratification, where the fair inference to he drawn from the evidence 
is that, all the parties to the transaction knew that such agm-inent 
was subject to lieing ratified by the lsmrd of directors of the com
pany.

[NAimirr V. Crown l.ifr Assurance Co., 1 C.W.X. 921. 2 O.W.N. 
047; Xationnl Malleable fastings Co. v. Smith's Polls Malleable Cast 
ings Co., 14 O.L.R. 22; ffusso-Chinrsr liant v. I.i Van Sam. flOllI] 
A.O. 174. referred to; we also Ite Hickson ami Graham. 8 D.L.R. 928.]

2. Landlord and tenant (g Il C—24)-—Leases — Holding over—Lia-
niLITY—“CONSCIOVH THAT IIE HAD NO RIIIIIT To RETAIN INISHES-
8ION,” EFFECT OF.

In an action to recover possession of premises brought hv the 
owner against an overbolding tenant, who lielieved that lie was'hold
ing under a valid renewal lease, while, ns a matter of fact, there was 
no renewal lease, hut only a tentative agreement for a renewal lease 
lietween him and the owner's manager, which agreement had not been 
ratified by the owner, though the court finds that the owner is en 
titled to judgment for possession of the premises, it is not obliges I 
to give double rental value of the premises during the time the tenant 
held over, and will not do so where it does not find that the over
holding tenant was “conscious that lie hid no right to retain pos
session."

[fiirtn/rn v. Baron, fi IT. k X. R4«l. followed ; «*>o also tie Hickson 
ami Graham. 8 D.L.R. 928.]

Action to recover possession of the premises known ns the 
Oriental Hotel in the city of Peterborough.

The defendant held the hotel tinder n lease dated the 31st 
December. 1906. the term in which began on the 1st February, 
1007. and expired on the 30th April. 1012.

The defendant alleged that on the 1st May, 1012. an agree
ment was made between the plaintiff company and himself, 
whereby “the plaintiff company demised and relet the premises 
in question to the defendant for the term of one year commenc
ing on the said 1st day of May. 1012, at the same rental and on 
the same terms (except those relating to the liquor license) as 
those contained in a certain lease dated the 31st day of Decem
ber, 1006, between Richard Hall, trustee, of the first part, the
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Dickson Company of Peterborough Limited, of the hccoiu! part, 
and George N. Graham, of the third part, . . . with the 
further terms, in addition to the provisions in the said lease con
tained, and in substitution of those relating to the liquor license, 
that the defendant should execute a power of attorney to the 
plaintiff company, authorising the said company to execute a 
license-transfer of the defendant’s liquor license on the expira
tion of the said term, or other sooner determination of said re
letting, and that, in ease of sale of the realty, the lessors should 
have the right of purchase of the defendant’s license and hotel 
assets (not including liquor, coal, groceries, and merchandise) 
for $12,000; the terms of said demise and reletting to lie em
bodied in a formal lease by the plaintiffs’ solicitors.”

The plaintiffs, on the 10th and 30th May, 1912, served notices 
to quit on the defendant, and took proceedings, under the over
holding tenants sections of the Landlord and Tenant Act, to 
eject the plaintiff: see Ur Dickson tV Co. and Graham, 8 D.L.R. 
928, 4 O.W.X. 100, 27 O.L.R. 239.

This action was begun on the 21st October, 1912, and was 
tried without a jury at Peterborough on the 30th and 31st De
cember, 1912.

G. II. Watson, K.C., and K. L. Goodwill, for the plaintiffs.
/>. L. McCarthy, K.C., and F. />. I\nr, for the defendant.

IIoDtUNs, J.A. (after setting out the facts) :—Both the now- 
expired lease and the one it superseded contained the following 
clause as to the liquor license: ‘‘And that he (the lessee) will, at 
the expiration or other sooner determination of said term, make, 
procure, or cause to lie made or procured, a proper and suffi 
cient transfer of the license to sell liquors upon the said premises 
to the person specified by the lessor or the company for that 
purpose, and that he will lend his assistance to procure the assent 
of the License Commissioners to such transfer; and, upon the 
completion of such transfer with the assent of the License Com
missioners, the lessee to be entitled to 1m* paid by the assignee 
thereof, as consideration money, an amount equivalent to the 
proportionate part of the license fee for the unexpired part of 
the license term.”

What occurred earlier than p.m. on the 1st May between 
Mr. Shook, the plaintiffs’manager, and Mr. Gordon, the defend
ant’s solicitor, is not, in my judgment, of importance. 
At all events, Mr. Shook could not have been averse to 
negotiating for a sale, and the conversation probably led to 
the interview later in the day—between ô and ti p.m.— 
at which he (Shook), Dickson Davidson, the defendant, and Mr. 
Gordon, were present. At that time the license for 12 months 
from the 1st May, 1912, had been granted to the defendant for 
the sale of liquors in the Oriental Hotel.
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Coming, then, to the agreement which, it is said, was made 
between the persons named, difficulty is at once experienced be
came the writing then made, and said to have been initialled, 
has been lost. Secondary evidence of it is given.

There is nothing in writing which can be said to contain 
any agreement, conditional, tentative, or otherwise, on which all 
parties are united. Hut the defendant contends that there was a 
parol agreement that would he sufficient for his purpose if it 
finally established his position as tenant for a year.

I find that there was no common ground arrived at 
on the 1st May, and that, even if the words used indicated an 
understanding, the minds of the parties never came together 
with regard to the subject-matter of the agreement on the point 
of greatest importance to both parties. The radical difference 
was this: that the defendant, while giving a power of attorney to 
transfer the license, intended to and could defeat its operation, 
if. on his individual application, lie obtained the license for the 
sale of liquor on premises other than the Oriental Hotel.

Hut there remains the question whether, assuming that the 
parties then present agreed upon certain terms, it was any
thing more than a tentative agreement to proposals which had to 
he ratified by the board of directors before the plaintiff company 
were to he bound thereby. Shook was general manager. I find 
nothing to enable me to say that his authority went far enough 
to agree to the terms promised on tie* 1st May.

Notwithstanding the tendency of the Courts to uphold con
tracts made by a general manager within the general scope of 
his authority, where the other party has no notice of any limita
tion see Skinntr v. Crown Lift Assn rant r Co., 1 O.W.N. 921. 
2 O.W.N. (>47; Rational Malhalth Castings Co. v. Smith's Calls 
Malhahlt Castings Co., 14 O.L.H. 22: Ifnsso-Chintsr Hank v. Li 
Van Sam. f 1910] A.C. 174—I think it is a fair inference to 
make from the evidence that all parties knew that the action of 
the general manager was subject to that of the hoard. . . .

I'por the whole, I have little doubt that there was no con
cluded agreement, either in terms or in intention, come to on 
the 1st May, entitling the defendant to a lease for a year, or 
upon the other matters stated to have been discussed then. If 
tlier was. then I find, under the circumstances of this case, 
no authority in Shook or Dickson Davidson to bind the company, 
and that all that was done was done subject to the condition that 
the hoard should ratify it. which the board did not do. 1 have 
not discussed Dickson Davidson's authority as vice-president, lie- 
cause what I have said as to the general manager is applicable 
to him. His position is not shewn to lie of greater practical im
portance, and is certainly of no greater legal authority.

I do not desire to put my judgment upon the ground that 
any of the parties are not to lie lielieved. I n*st it u|»on an
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analysis of the evidence, giving such weight to each part of it 
as I think it deserves, and having regard to the fact that wit
nesses may often be honestly mistaken, and that the surrounding 
facts and circumstances accord more nearly with the contention 
of the plaintiffs than with that of the defendant.

The result is what might be expected. A draft lease was 
prepared and rejected. If there had been an agreement come to, 
it might have been necessary to have examined the terms of the 
draft in order to sec if the defendant was justified in refusing 
to sign it. He, however, relied upon the supposed arrangement; 
and, as that fails, his objections to the various clauses are un
important. I think the defendant’s conduct relieved the plain
tiff company from nominating any one to take a transfer of the 
license or from tendering any instrument of transfer.

I think the plaintiffs are entitled to judgment for possession 
and to an order direeting the defendant to execute an assign
ment or transfer of the license of the plaintiff company, or 
whom they may appoint, the form of which may be settled by the 
Local Master, and to an injunction restraining the defendant 
from dealing with the license and from violating his covenant 
as contained in the lease of the 31st December, 1906, so far as 
it relates to the license, or doing any act which would he a breach 
of that covenant. The plaintiffs are also entitled to payment 
out of Court of the moneys now paid in, and to judgment for 
occupation rent at the same rate weekly until possession is actu
ally given, and for such proportion of the taxes as may accrue 
up to the same date. The exact amount of the occupation rent 
and of taxes and proportion of the license fee to which the 
defendant is entitled, on the transfer of the license as provided 
in the lease, may be ascertained by the Local Master, and the 
latter item should be credited on the amount payable by the 
defendant. I am not obliged to give double value, and I do 
not do so, as I cannot hold in this case that the defendant was 
“conscious that he had no right to retain possession Swinfen 
v. Bacon, 6 IT. & N. 846 ; and see the view of the learned County 
Court Judge on the application before him.

There will be a reference to the Local Master for the pur
poses I have indicated, if the parties cannot agree on the amount.

The defendant should pay the costs of the action and of his 
counterclaim.

The defendant can have a stay of 20 days, which stay should 
(and if I had the power 1 would so direct), on the defendant 
filing with the Local Master an undertaking to pay, pending 
any appeal, the weekly amount fixed in the order of the Divi
sional Court dated the 3rd day of October, 1912, on the terms 
stated therein, and so long as he does so pay, include a stay of 
the injunction granted.

Judymcnt for plaintiff.
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TRAWFORD v. BRITISH COLUMBIA ELECTRIC R CO. B C.
(Decision No. 2.) C. À.

British Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, CJ.A., Irving, and 1913
Martin, J J.A, January 30, 1013.

1. Action < fi I B 2—10)—Rioiit of action—Restoration of benefits—
Attacking prior release.

In iin action brought under the Families Compensation Act, R.S. 
R.C. 1011, oh. 82. by the widow and children of a deceased person, for 
damages for injuries resulting in the death of such person through 
the negligence of the defendants, where the defendants’ statement of 
defence sets up that the deceased during his lifetime accepted com
pensation from them in full satisfaction of the injuries and signed 
an agreement releasing the defendants from all present or future 
liability to himself or to his heirs, the plaintiffs may, without bring 
ing in the personal representative of the deceased as a party, attack 
the validity of such release on the ground that it was obtained by 
fraud.

fTratrfortl v. B.C. Electric It. Co., 8 D.L.R. 102ti, reversed.j
2. Damages ($11113—180)—For caching death — Deduction or

MONEY PAID BEFORE DEATH.
In an action brought by the widow and children of a decedent 

under the Families Compensâti n Act. R.S.B.C. eh. 82. for damages 
for injuries sustained through the alleged negligence of the defen
dants resulting in the death of the decedent, where it appears that 
prior to the death of the demised the latter received a sum of money 
for the injuries sustained and executed a release of the cause of action 
to the defendants, it is not necessary for the plaintiffs to return the 
sum of money received bv the deceased, or to offer to return it. as a 
condition precedent to tiicir right to have the release set aside on 
the ground that it was obtained from tin* deceased by fraud, but such 
money is to lie taken into consideration on the assessment of dam
ages and the amount treated as a payment on account.

[Trairfont v. B C. Electric If. t'n.. 8 D.L.R. 1028. reversed; /.r.- \ 
Lancashire. L.R. 8 Ch. «27. distinguished.]

3. Death (fill B—10)—Action fur « u sing—Right of dependant*.
The widow and children of a deceised person, who. it is alleged, died 

of injuries caused by I he defendants' negligence, bringing an aition 
under the Families Coin|ien«atinn Act. R.S.B.C. Mill. ch. 82. which 
provides that, where there is no executor or administrator, such action 
may lie brought by the person for whose benefit such action would have 
liecn brought by the executor or administrator, are entitled to all 
the rights and privileges with respect to everything Appertaining to 
tin* action as would lie the executor < r administrator.

4. Equity (IIP—37)—Cancellation of instruments—Rfi ease.
Where the equitable defence of a release of the cause of action I* 

set tip. the court, on finding that the release «as frindolently ob
tained. may refuse to give effect to the document without decreeing 
its cancellation or annulment. t/Vr Macdonald. A.)

f>. Pleading ffiV—347)—Reply Avoidance of formal release, pi exded
IN DEFENCE.

The plaintiff may properly plead in reply that a raleiae, which is 
«et tip as a defence in an action for damages for injuries sustained 
through the alleged negligence of the defendant, was obtained by 
fraud, since, under the Judicature Act. both legal and equitable ,,nes-
fions can Is* dis|*>*ed of in tin* one action ; and it is not now ...... an.
as was the former practice, to Hie t hill in equity to restrain the 
defendant from relying on the release as a bar on the ground that it 
was fraudulently obtained. (Per Macdonald. C.J.A.)
82—0 D.L.R.
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0. Release (I lî—11)—Claim for personal in.ivrieh—Effect or rk-
I.KAHK—SVBSKgUKXT DEATH K RO XI IX.IVR1E8.

The right «»f action given by the r.iniilh* Compensation Act, R.S. 
H.C.. ch. 82, to u legal representative or dependant of a deceased 
p. son for damages for injuries resulting in the death of such person 
through the alleged negligence of the defendants, may he barred by 
a v 11 ill instrument of release executed hv the deceased. (Dictum per 
Macdonald, C.J.A. )

| It nul v. (ircat Banter n If. Co.. LU. :i Q.H. 555; Ellen v. limit \or- 
Hum If. Co., 17 Times Lit. 455. referred to.]

7. Death i 8 1—ti)—Limitation of liability for cavsixu.
The test of the light of a legal representative or dv|H‘iidant of a 

deceased person to sue under laird Campbell’** Act is whether an ac
tion could have Ims-ii maintained by the deceased in respect of his 
injuries. (Per Irving, J.A.)

{Williams v. Mersey, [1905] 1 K.H. H04, cited.)
8. Trial (gllt'O—103)—(ji kstiox of accord axii hatihfactiox—Si ti-

M18HION TO .1UHV.
In an action for damages for injuries sustained through the alleged 

negligence of defendant- where the defence sets up an agreement re
leasing them from liability, it is a question of fact whether such 
agreement does or does not amount to an accord and satisfaction, 
and it can Is* hied by the jury at the same time as the other issues.
I /Vr In log, J.A.

An appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of Murphy, J., 
8 D.L.l{. 102b, taking the case from the jury.

The appeal was alloxved.
JIart-Millarg, for the appellant.
Zv. (i. McPhillijis. K.(\, for the respondents.

Macdonald, CM. A. :—The plaintiffs are the widow and child
ren of the late (leorge T raw ford, deceased, who, it is alleged, 
died of injuries caused by defendants’ negligence. There is 
no executor or administrator. The action was, therefore, brought 
by the xvidoxv and children in virtue of the right given by the 
Families Compensation Act, being eh. 82 of the Revised Statutes 
of British Columbia, which provides that if there be no execu
tor or administrator of the person deceased, or if there being 
such, no action shall have been brought within six months of his 
death by the executor or administrator, then and in every such 
case such action may be brought by and in the name of the 
person or persons for whose benefit such action would have been 
brought if brought by the executor or administrator, and shall 
be for the benefit of the same person or persons.

In their statement of defence the defendants allege that in 
bis lifetime, the deceased accepted 1)0,000 from them in full 
satisfaction of the injuries from which he afterwards died, and 
signed an agreement releasing the defendants from all present 
or future liability to himself or to his heirs.

The plaintiffs in their reply allege that, the agreement xvas 
obtained by wilful misrepresentation. When the action came 
on for trial, counsel for the defendants took the point that the
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détendants could not in the face of the release, the execution of 
which by the deceased was proved, succeed, because (1) they 
bad no status to attack the release, not being parties to it, and 
not being the legal personal representatives of the deceased; 
• 2) they had not repaid or tendered the said *1.000; and Cl) 
they had not in terms asked to have the release set. aside, but 
bad merely set up in their reply the defendant's fraud in 
obtaining it.

.Mr. Mcliarg, for the plaintiffs, advanced an argument which, 
if sound, would meet all of these objections, namely, that the 
plaintiffs were by the said statute given an independent right 
of action which the injured man had no power to defeat by any 
act of bis own. This contention, however, is effectually dis
posed of against the plaintiffs by the decisions in Ht ad v. (in at 
Easurn If. Co. (1808), L.K. .‘1 Q.B. 555; Griljifhs v. Earl of 
Diirihu {1882), 0 Q.B.l). 1157 ; and Ellen v. Great Northern li. 
Co. (1901), 17 Times L.R. 453. It was argued on the other 
side that /'//mi v. Gnat North*rn It. Co. (181)3), 4 It. V S. 390, 
and Seward v. The “Vera Crus” 1884). 10 A.C. 59, were 
authorities to the contrary, but I do not so read them. Lord 
Blackburn, in the last mentioned case, does not, as I under
stand him, in any way modify his views as expressed in the 
earlier case of Head v. G.E.H.. Lit. 3 Q.B. 555.

The trial was not allowed to proceed, the only evidence taken 
being the proof of the deceased s signature to the release. The 
learned Judge thought the action should be dismissed because 
the plaintiffs had not repaid the said sum of *1,000, The ease, 
therefore, must be eonsidemLas if it were before the Court on 
demurrer. We must assume that the allegations made in the 
statement of claim and in the reply are true, and that the re
lease was obtained by the defendants by fraud.

The first objection rests upon this, that tin» legal personal 
representative only of the deceased could attack the release. 
The (piestion resolves itself into two parts. First, are not these 
plaintiffs in contemplation of the statute the legal personal 
representatives of the deceased in respect of everything neces
sary to assert their rights in an action of this kind? And 
secondly, had they not an interest in the subject matter of 
the release, inehoate though it may have been, when the re
lease was obtained, yet which independently of representative 
capacity entitled them to shew that a document set up against 
them as destructive of that interest was obtained by fraud.

We were not referred to any authorities upon this (pies
tion, but giving the statute and every provision and enact
ment thereof “such fair, large and liberal construction and inter
pretation as will heat insure the attainment of the object of the 
Act. and of such provision or enactment, according to their
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true intent meaning and spirit,” I think the plaintiffs were in
tended to be put in just ns strong a position with respind to 
everything appertaining to the action as would be an executor 
or administrator. To hold otherwise would, in some eases at all 
events, be to defeat the manifest intention of the Act.

The authorities above referred to on another branch of this 
ease make it clear that the deceased could by a valid instru
ment of release have barred the right of his legal personal repre
sentative or dependents, but have not those who, in the absence 
of fraud, would have been barred, a right independently of any 
representative capacity to attack a fraudulent instrument set 
up against them ? It occurs to me that this question is not neces
sarily one of rescission.

Then as to the second part of the question. Is it not suffi
cient. when the fraudulent nature of the release is admitted or 
proven to sav that defendants shall not be allowed to defeat the 
plaintiff’s right by means of an instrument so obtained ? Be
fore the Judicature Act, the practice in such cases as this was 
to file a bill in equity to restrain the defendant from relying on 
such an instrument in an action at law. Since that Act like 
relief can be obtained without multiplicity of action. In Shirart 
v. G. IV. R. Co. (1865), 2 DeO. J. & S. 319, it was not rescission 
but an injunction that was granted, and now both the legal and 
equitable questions can be disposed of in the one action, and 
if the Court finds fraud it. 1 think, should refuse to give effect 
to a plea of release where it is shewn that the release is fraudu
lent without necessarily rescinding the instrument.

I shall deal with the other objections together. Shortly, 
they are that the proper course for the plaintiffs to pursue 
was to ask for the rescission of the fraudulent agreement and 
to repay or tender to defendants the said sum of $1,000. Per
haps, though I do not say so, the plaintiffs’ pleadings may be 
open to some objection. But no motion was made to strike out 
any part of them as embarrassing or rs shewing no ground for 
relief. From the several cases to which we were referred it 
would appear that the course adopted here is that usually fol
lowed since the Judicature Act ; that, at all events, is the infer
ence which in the absence of full statements of fact and plead
ings in said cases, I should draw. In any ease, I do not think 
the proper course at the trial was to dismiss the action because 
of any defect in the pleadings, nor do 1 understand that that 
was the ground upon which the learned Judge did so. It was 
that the $1,000 had not been repaid. The case principally re
lied upon by the respondents was Lee V. Lane. cC* Yorkshire R. 
Co. (1871), 6 Oh. App. 527, where Sir W. M. James, L.J., in
cidentally mentioned the practice which obtained where rescis
sion was asked for on the ground of mistake. In that case no 
fraud was alleged.
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In Lagunas Nitrate Co. v. Lagunas Synd., [1899] 2 Ch. 392, BC 
Lindley, M.R.. said at 423 :— c A

A fifth principle is that a voidable contract cannot be rescinded or I!IW 
set aside after the position of the parties has been changed so that 
they cannot be restored to their former position. Fraud may ex- RAwmim
dude the application of this principle, but I know of no other ex- Hkitish
• option. Coi.vmhia

There are many erases in which it lias been laid down that in ']{ 
order to obtain rescission of a contract even when obtained by -—» , , , Miicton*ld,fraud, the party claim mg rescission must be in a position to c.j.a. 
make restitution, for instance, were a purchaser to seek to re
scind a contract for the sale of land, or of a chattel after the 
land had been conveyed or the chattel delivered, he could not
have rescission if unable to re-convey the land or to re-deliver 
the chattel. Here no specific thing has been conveyed or de
livered, but a sum of money has been paid. The defendants a ri
ent it led to have it taken into consideration on the assessment 
of the damages. Moreover, the doctrine of restitution is an 
equitable one, originating in the Court of Chancery, and is 
based upon the maxim that he who comes into equity must do 
equity. But its application must depend on the circumstances 
of the particular case. I think it would be most inequitable to 
hold in the circumstances of this case that because the plaintiffs 
did not repay the money paid to the deceased, they should la- 
denied the relief which but for defendants’ fraud they could 
have claimed, and, on the facts as we must assume them, could 
have obtained. As I hate already said the inference I draw from 
the cases cited in argument is that what is, I think, in this con
nection inaptly called restitution does not seem to have been 
insisted upon in cases like the present. In Stewart v. G.W. //. 
Co., 2 T)e(i. .1. & S. 319. the release was. as in the present case, 
obtained by fraud, and a small sum of money had lieen paid 
to the injured man. He afterwards brought an action for 
damages for his injuries, and the release was set up as a de
fence. He tiled a bill in equity to restrain the defendants from 
setting up the release, and this was the relief granted. It was 
not suggested there that he must first repay the £15 which had 
been paid to him. It appears to have been assumed that the 
£15 could be treated as a payment on account. It may be said 
that in that ease, the document was no other than a receipt, but 
the Court granted a relief on the assumption that it was more 
than that. In Johnson v. Grand Trunk //. Co. 11894). 21 A.R. 
(Ont.) 408, the release was got after the statement of claim was 
delivered, and behind the back of the plaintiff’s solicitor. The 
defendants pleaded the release in their defence and the reply 
alleged that it was improperly obtained. The learned trial Judge 
first dealt with the issue respecting the release, and held that it
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BC. could not Ik; set up against the plaintiff. On appeal he was
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sustained. There is no suggestion in that ease that there was 
any serious objection to the pleadings, which appear to have 
taken the same form as those in the ease at bar. A number
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of other eases are of the same character. For these reasons, 1 
think the learned trial Judge was wrong in dismissing the 
action.

There should be a new trial.

Irving, J.A. :—1 would allow this appeal.
The test of the right to sue under Lord Campliell’s Act is 

whether an action could have been maintained by the deceased 
in respect of his injuries: Williams v. Mrrstt/ Dorks ami Har
bour Hoard, 1190.1] 1 K.H. 804.

The release, if it amounts to an agreement of accord and 
satisfaction, is a bar to the action ; if it does not. then I can see 
no reason why the plaintiffs should not proceed with their 
action. A receipt is never conclusive evidence of an agreement, 
though it is evidence of it.

Whether the agreement does or does not amount to an accord 
and satisfaction is a question of fact, and can In* tried by the 
jury at the same time that the other issues raised are being 
tried.

It is admitted, that if the personal representatives were 
party to this action, it would be open to them to contest the 
validity of the release. As sees. 3 and 4 shew that another 
claimant proceeding under Lord Campbell's Act is to have all 
the rights of the executor, that admission seems to me to he 
conclusive in the plaintiff’s favour.

As to bringing the amount of money paid by the defendants 
to the deceased as a < precedent to setting aside the re
lease, in Hr Lrr v. Lancashire (1871). L.R. H Ch. f>27, it was 
said that if the plaintiff wished to set up the contention that he 
gave the receipt under mistake lie would be compelled to bring 
into Court the money he had received, In that ease fraud was 
not set up. The only equity set up. was that the plaintiff claimed 
that he had signed the receipt subject to r stipulation that in 
a certain event he should not be bound by its terms, and that 
as that event had happened, resort to equity was necessary. 
James, L.J., points out that if the plaintiff had set up a different 
equity, viz., that the document had been given under a mistaken 
impression as to its effect brought about by the agents repre- 
Sf !>ns. then in such a case a return of the money paid to
the company would be necessary; but the ease set up here is 
wholly different. The reply set up .in this ease is undue influ
ence and misrepresentation. Mistake stands on a different 
footing from fraud. On the footing referred to by James, L.J., 
there had been no real contract, no meeting of the minds, the

93
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money had therefore never been paid for value, and as the 
Courts of equity had a general rule that where a person was 
entitled to money, he was entitled to have that money secured, 
so that there would he no loss to him, that was .just and right 
in a plea of that kind; hut it was not just and right where 
fraud is set up. In Stewart v. G.W’.li. (181*5), 2 DeG. •!. & Sm. 
dit), where fraud was charged, there was not talk about paying 
into Court.

In this ease the plaintiffs have no money in their hands be
longing to the defendants. It is quite consistent with the case 
set up in the reply that the $1,000 or a great part of it would 
properly belong to the estate of the deceased. Supposing for a 
moment that the fs did pay over to the defendants the
$1,000 and that the trial went on, if the plaintiffs won. the 
$1.000 could not he taken into account by the jury in fixing the 
compensation. The deceased’s estate would have $1,000, the de
fendants would have $1,000, and the successful plaintiff would 
have their damages, but for the privilege of suing they would 
have paid $1,000. Or take the other contingency ; if the plain
tiffs lost the action, the defendants would still retain the $1.000. 
If the Court is right in directing that the plaintiffs ought to 
repay the $1,000 as a condition to going to trial on a charge of 
fraud, it would he absurd to expect that the Court would, 
after the charges had failed, order the money to Is* repaid to the 
plaintiffs.

The plain sense of the matter is that this is a new and 
independent action to which the defendants are liable and the 
plaintiffs wish to shew that the bar the defendants would set 
up is not really and truly a bar.

Martin. J.A., concurred in allowing the appeal.
A pi» nl allow fl.
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HOUNSOME r. VANCOUVER POWER CO B.C.
British Citium l>iii Court of Apurai. Uanlonahl. CJ.A.. hr inti. Marlin ami

(iallihrr. JJ.A. January 80, 191.1. u*
11)13

1. M ahtkh am» mkbvaxt ( I III B 2—SOI I—Ixiim-.XDBXT rox-mcme
Liability ok kmkloykb—Ixjvbiks to aiuoixi.no ow.nkh. j,m ;w

Where contractor* fur the blasting operation* incidental to the pre
paration of a railway right-of-way canned large quanti tien of the din- 
lodged rock to lie deponited on the land of an adjoining owner, the 
company owning the right-of way may In» held liable for the damage to 
the land. if. in letting the contract in which the hhmting operation* 
were included, no care wan exercised by it to provide againnt the re 
Militant damage to the adjoining property which damage wan nueli an 
should reasonably have lieen anticipated; it in. in nuch cane, the duty 
of the property owner upon whose property the endangering work in 
living carried on to nee that reasonable nkill and care in exercised by 
the contractor to prevent injury to the adjoining property and tho 
owner of the latter in not restricted to a claim ag.iinnt the contractor.

| Bhn l v. Chrintrhurrh Finance Co., f 1H94 | A.C. IS; Hughe* v. Per 
rival. H A.C. 448; Ballon V. Angun, tl A.C. 740. and Boirrr v. Pente. I 
Q.B.D. .121, considered.]

A4B
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Railways (8 IIR—21)—Construction am» ockbatiox—Farm cboss- 
ingh— RELEASE or SEVERANCE CLAIM BY LANDOWNER.

Where a railway corporation buy* a strip of land to 1m* used as a 
right-of-way for a railway across a farm and takes with the deed of 
the atrip the vendor’s release of all claims for severance or deprecia
tion without any reservation to the vendor of any right to cross the 
railway over such strip, the vendor is not entitled as of right upon the 
■.ulisequent passing of a statute (B.C. Statutes, 1911, ch. 44, sec. Itl7) 
directing the company to make farm crossings for “persons across 
whose lands the railway is carried” to compel the company to provide 
a crossing over the strip so conveyed.

[Compare sec. If$9 of B.C. Stat. 1911, ch. 44. as to the power of the 
British Columbia Minister of Railways to order a crossing.]

Appeal by tin- plaintiff from the judgment of Morrison. J. 
The appeal was allowed in part.
A*. A. Brown, for the appellant.
L. G. McPhillips, for the respondent.
Macdonald, C.J.A.:—I eonetir with the judgment of Galli- 

her. J.A.

irons, j.a. Irving, J.A. :—On June 18. 1910, the plaintiff having con
veyed to the defendants and executed to them a release, ceased 
to have any interest in the strip of land which had been con
veyed. The statutory right to a crossing was conferred by an 
Act which came into force on March 1. 1911. That statute in 
my opinion has no application to the plaintiff’s two pieces of 
property between which the defendants’ land lies. This view 
can be supported on many grounds. Com mon honesty tells us 
that where you have executed in 1910 a conveyance and re
lease. such as we have here, you are not entitled to come back 
in 1911 for a claim for a statutory crossing. The railway is 
not carried across the plaintiff’s lands within sec. lf>7 of the 
Railway Act of 1911. it is on defendant’s own land.

The other question raised on the argument presents more 
difficulty. In Bower v. Peatt 1876 . i Q.B.D. 821, 4.'» 
L.J.Q.B. 440. where the defendant stipulated that the contractor 
should take upon himself the responsibility of shoring up the 
plaintiff’s house and satisfy any claims for compensation the 
plaintiff might make, the Queen’s Bench Division thought that 
the defendant could not escape liability. The Court thought 
the defendant was not in the position of a man who simply had 
authorised and contracted for the execution of a work from 
which, if executed, with due care, no injury could arise. They 
then went on to say :—

The answer to the defendant’s contention many, however, a* it ap 
pears to u*. tie placed on a broader ground, namely, that a man who 
orders a work to In* executed, from which, in the natural course of 
thing-., injurious consequences to his neighbour must lie expected to 
arise, unless means are adopted by which such consequences may he 
prevented, is bound to sin» to the doing of that which is necessary to

B. C.

C. A. 
1013

VAN! (IVVKK

Statement

Macdonald.
C.J.A.
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prevent the mischief, and cannot relieve himself of his responsibility 
by employing some one else whether it lie the contractor employed to 
do the work from which the danger arises or some independent per
son—to do what is necessary to prevent the act lie has ordered to lie 
done from becoming wrongful.

The plaintiff in that ease recovered judgment against the prin
cipal. Botter v. Venir, 1 Q.B.l). 321. was approved in Dalian 
v. Angus (1881), L.R. f. A.C. 740. 829, hv Lord Selborne, at 791 ; 
but in Hughes v. Perdrai (1883). L.R. 8 A.C. 443, Lord Black
burn, after setting out the passage I have just read, said :—

I doubt whether this is not too broadly stated. If taken in the 
full sense of the words it would seem to render a person who orders 
post-horses and a coachman from an inn liound to see that the coach
man. though not his servant but that of the innkeeper, uses that 
skill and care which is necessary when driving the coach to prevent 
mischief to the passengers. But the Court of Queen"* Bench had 
no intention, and indeed not being a Court of Error had no power, 
to alter the law laid down in Qiairman v. liurnett.

B. C.

C. A. 
11H3
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Vamih vek

lie was of opinion that Hatter v. Piaft, 1 Q.B.D. 321. was pro
perly decided because the defendants had caused an interference 
with the plaintiff’s right of support, and therefore did not then 
think it necessary to inquire how far the general language 
should be qualified.

In his speech, however, he refers to (Juannan v. Ilurne it 
(1840), 6 M. & W. 499. as being the leading authority, where 
at pp. 509, 510 and 511, Parke. B., bases his judgment on the 
opinion of Lord Tenterden anti Mr. Justice Littledale in 
Laugher v. Painter (1820). 5 B. & ('. 547. In Laugher v. 
Pointer, 5 B. & C. 547. and again in ILtpson v. Cubilt (1842). 9 
M. & W. 710. the difference is pointed out between the liability 
of the owner of a chattel and the owner of real property, and 
several eases are referred to where occupiers of lands or build
ings have been held responsible for acts of others than their 
servants done upon or near or in respect of their property.

In my opinion the defendants, in blowing out their track, 
owed a duty to tin* plaintiff to this extent, that they did not 
shoot their rock over his land in such a way as to amount to a 
trespass or a nuisance. The evidence established that their 
contractors did this, and I think in the circumstances that as the 
result was something that might easily be expected to occur, 
it was the defendants’ duty to see that reasonable skill and 
care were exercised to prevent such injury being done. And 
that in the circumstances they are liable for their contractors* 
neglect of duty. Black v. Christchurch Finance Co., [1894] 
A.C. 48, seems to me to lie in the plaintiff’s favour.

This is not a case of collateral negligence. I agree as to 
amount of damages.
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Martin, J.A.:—With respect to the question of damages I 
am of the opinion that the appeal should he allowed because 
the evidence brings this case within the principle laid down by 
Bower v. Beale (1876), 1 Q.B.D. .121, wherein Cockburn, O.J., 
says at p. 326:—

. . . A man who orders a work to lie executed, from which, in 
the natural course of tilings, injurious consequences to his neighbour 
must lie expected to arise, unless means are adopted by which such 
consequences may be prevented, is bound to see to the doing of that 
which is necessary to prevent the mischief, and cannot relieve him
self of his responsibility by employing some one else—whether it be the 
contractor employed to do the work from which the danger arises 
or some independent person—to do what is necessary to prevent the 
act lie has ordered to be done from liecoming wrongful. There is an 
obvious ditlercnce between committing work to a contractor to lie 
executed from which, if properly done, no injurious consequences can 
arise and handing over to him work to lie done from which mis
chievous consequences will arise unless preventive measures arc 
adopted.

And compare also Longmore v. McArthur (1910), 43 Can. 
S.C.R. 640. The evidence, practically undisputed, shews that 
the damage amounts to $500, and therefore there is no obstacle 
to our directing judgment to he entered for that amount.

Then as to the right of way. Reliance is placed by the de
fendant on the following release in the conveyance of the right 
of way executed while the work of construction was in pro
gress :—•

And the said grantor releases to the said grantee all his claims 
upon the said lands, and further release-, the grantee from all claims 
and demands for severance or depreciation arising out of the ex
propriation, or taking by the grantee of the said lands, or the con
struction. maintenance and operation thereon of a line of railway. 
The language is very comprehensive and far-reaching, and in 

my opinion the learned trial Judge was right in taking the view 
that in the circumstances the defendant as vendor could not, 
after conveying a right of way which necessarily created a sev
erance of his farm, receiving compensation therefor, and giving 
a release from the consequences thereof, later turn round and 
by seeking to invoke a subsequent general statute, compel the 
purchaser to make a “farm crossing,” as the statute calls it, to 
connect those portions of his farm which were severed by his 
own act for valuable consideration. 1 do not doubt that on 
these facts alone the said release relieves the purchaser from 
such a liability to his vendor. The case is much stronger in 
this respect than any of the • thorities cited to us, which also 
establish the further cont ion that the statute is not to be 
construed retrospective1

Galliiier, J.4 -I vcrold allow the appeal in part.OeUlber, J.A.
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I think there should be judgment for the plaintiff (appel
lant) for $500, which upon the evidence T fix as the amount of 
damage sustained by reason of the rocks being shot over on the 
plaintiff’s land.

As to the claim for a crossing such as the plaintiff insists 
upon, 1 would dismiss the appeal.

The plaintiff should have the costs of appeal.

BC

(\ A. 
11)13

Appeal allowed.

laursen v. McKinnon.
(Decision No. 3.)

British Columbia Supreme Court, (Srcf/ory, ./. February 24, 11)13

1. Appeal ( § III K—93)—Extension m timiv—Noth k <if appeal.
The Supreme Court of British Columbia Inis jurisdiction to enlarge 

tlic time f<ir giving notice of appeal from tint court to the Court of 
Appeal, although the application is mit made until the time for giv 
ing such notice has elap-ed, its jurimliction in that respect differing 
from that of the Court of Appeal itself under seen. 23 anil 2.» of the 
Court of Appeal Act. R.S.lt.V. 1911, eh. 51, (formerly 1U'. Statut»**.
1907. eh. 10, lees. 23 and 23. )

[Laursen v. McKinnon (No. 2), 9 D.L.R. 758. considered.]

Application Sty the defendant to extend the time for giving 
notice of appeal.

The application was granted.
IV. II. A. Ritchie, K.C., for appellant.
L. (I. McPhillipx, K.(\, for re*
Gregory, J. :—This is an by the defendant to ar**our.J.

extend the time for giving notice of appeal against a judgment 
of my own, notwithstanding the fact that the time for giving 
such notice has elapsed, and a similar application to the Court 
of Appeal has been refused.

It is urged in opposition that I am bound by the decision 
of the Court of Appeal in Laursen v. McKinnon (No. 2), 9 
D.L.R. 758.

Although it was there only held that the Court of Appeal 
had no jurisdiction to grant the extension, I would certainly 
feel bound by it if the reasons given could Ik» * to the
Supreme Court, but it seems to me quite clear that they can
not.

The right of a Judge of the Supreme Court to grant such ex
tension is governed by O. 64, r. 7 of the rules of 1906. At the 
time of the passing of those rules the Supreme Court Act of 
1900-4 was in force, and secs. 94 and 98 of that Act had to be 
considered in connection with that rule. These sections have 
been taken out of the Supreme Court Act by the Court of Ap
peal Act of 1907, and the rule stands alone, and alone governs

l eb. 21.

BC.
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B.C the question ; and standing alone there is no room for doubt
s. c.
IMS

that the Supreme Court or a Judge thereof has the right to 
enlarge the time for giving notice of appeal, although the ap
plication is not made until the time for giving such notice has 
elapsed—for the rule expressly and in terms confers this right.

McKinnon. The position ot the Court of Appeal is different, for sections
Grcgoiy, J. 94 and 98 of the Supreme Court Act of 1903-4 are still in force 

so far as it is concerned, for they have in effect been re-enact
ed in the Court of Appeal Act (ch. 10, 1907) as secs. 23 and 
25, and the Court of Appeal based its judgment on the restric
tive effect of sec. 23, feeling that 'it was better to follow the pre
vious decisions of the old Full Court, which had similarly in
terpreted a similar restriction contained in sec. 12, ch. 8, 
Statutes 1897.

Shortly, the right of the Supreme Court to extend the time 
is wholly found in 0. 64, r. 7 (which by the way is more ex
plicit, in this respect, than the old rule 743 of the rules of 
1890) ; while the right of the Court of Appeal even if 0. 64, r. 
7, applies to it, is also affected by secs. 23 and 25 of the Court 
of Appeal Act.

Having jurisdiction, it stems to me that this case is one in 
which such jurisdiction should be exercised. - The point in
volved is extremely important to the community at large, 
affecting as it does the practice in the Crown lands office* and of 
surveyors generally. There ha» been no doubt from the be
ginning of the intention of the defendant to appeal, and I do 
not think he should in these circumstances be prejudiced be
cause his counsel interpreted the rules of Court differently from 
the majority of the Court of Appeal. It is worthy of comment 
that the many cases in our own Courts to which I have been re
ferred as shewing he is not entitled, were decided under rule 
684 of 1890, and those eases in reality decided that the words 
“special leave,” etc., meant that special circumstances should be 
shewn. I think they have been shewn here, but in any ease 
those words are not now in our rule, which is the same as the 
English rule, Order 64, r. 7, and under which the former prac
tice has been materially modified: see Itumbold v. London 
County Council. KM) L.T.N.S. 259, and Baker v. Faber, [1908] 
W A "

The time for giving the notice of appeal will lie extended un
til March 11, 1913.

On the hearing the question of costs was not discussed. I 
should think the defendant should pay them, but if counsel 
cannot agree they may be spoken to.

Application granted.
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MEIGHEN v. COUCH.

Manitoba King's Bench. Trial before Macdonald, J. March 10. 1913.

1. Contracts ( g I E .1—93)— Sufficiency of writing—Letters.
A contract for the sale of land contained in correspondence is »ufli- 

ciently evidenced so as to satisfy the requirement» of the Statute of 
Frauds, where the vendor in reply to the purchaser’s letter submitting 
offer, purported to accept the offer hut stated that the terms were to 
Iks “cash or its equivalent." and in reply to this the purchaser wrote, 
‘‘I take this to mean, terms cash, unless we can agree on other terms 
mutually satisfactory, and this is. of course, all right so far ns 1 am 
concerned, if we cannot agree 1 will pay cash" ; the agreement was 
completed by the last-mentioned letter as the payment was to 1m* cash 
if the equivalent could not lie arranged.

2. Specific performance (glK—35)—Contracts for real property—
Absence of title in vendor—Innocent mintake.

Specific performance will not be granted, where a widow, in the 
honest belief that she could deal with the property of her deceased 
husband, entered into an agreement for the sale of certain lands Ik»- 
longing to the estate of the deceased, of which she was administrator 
in another province hut not in the province where the lands were 
situate and in which she had tqxm her husband's intestacy a Inmehcial 
interest to the extent of one-third only after the debts of the estate 
should be paid.

3. Specific performance (§ 11—42)—Partial title—Cy-pres execution
WITH COMPENSATION.

The court will not order specific performance etj-près with compen
sation of a contract made in her individual capacity only by the widow 
of the deceased owner for the sale of the fee where her interest was in 
fact only a one-third share after the payment of the debts of the es
tate.

[Compare Barytes v. Wood. L.R. 8 Eq. 424; Hooper v. Smart. LR. 
18 Eq. 083; and see Fry on Specific Performance, 5th ed., 010-023.]

4. Vendor and purchaser (g IC—10)—Breach of contract to convey—
Inability to make title—Absence of fraud.

Where upon an agreement for the purchase and sale of land, if the 
vendor is unable to make title to the land which formed the subject- 
matter of the contract the purchaser is not entitled to damages for the 
loss of hi* bargain.

[Bain v. Fothergill, L.R. 7 ILL. 158, followed.]

Action for specific performance of an agreement, made by 
correspondence for the sale of certain lands.

The action was dismissed.
IV. J. Cooper, K.C., for the plaintiff.
J. E. Adamson, for the defendant.

Macdonald, J. :—By an agreement made through correspon
dence commencing in May, 1910, and ending on 2nd June, 1910, 
the defendant agreed to sell to the plaintiff the north-east quar
ter and the east half of the north-west quarter of see. two in 
township ten, range eight, west of the first principal meridian 
in Manitoba.

On the 10th June, 1910, the defendant having between the 
2nd and 10th June discovered that the land did not belong to

MAN.

K. B. 
1913

March 10.

Statement

Macdonald. J.
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MAN. her, but to the estate of her deceased husband, wrote the plain
k. n.
i«u:i

tiff advising him of that fact, and that she was told she, could 
not sell it, and stating that she wished to sell for the purpose of

x""r"'x
clearing up a debt on the estate. She was the administratrix 
of the estate in Saskatchewan, where she resided, but adminis
tration of the estate in Manitoba had not been applied for.

M«(-<1otiii1<I. .1. No further correspondence followed between the plaintiff 
and the defendant excepting through her solicitors in Saskatche
wan, and on July 23, 1912, the plaintiff brings action for speci
fic performance of the agreement contained in the correspon
dence referred to, and in the alternative, damages for breach 
of the said agreement.

By her statement of defence the defendant (inter alia) de
nies the agreement to sell and sets up the Statute of Frauds as 
n defence. She also sets up that she is not and never was the 
owner of the lands, and that she cannot make title, and further 
that if such a contract was entered into by her, that it was by 
mistake or error and ignorance as to c and authority
and power in connection therewith.

The correspondence to my mind forms a complete agreement. 
It is strongly urged by counsel for the defendant that by the 
letter of June 10, 1910, the terms were not concluded, but 1 
take it they were. The plaintiff in reply to the acceptance of his 
offer by the defendant by which she says terms cash or equiva
lent, says: “I take this to mean terms cash, unless we can agree 
<in other terms mutually satisfactory, and this is. of course, all 
right so far as 1 am concerned. If we cannot agree I will pay 
cash.” This then completed the agreement, as the payment was 
to he cash if the equivalent could not he arranged.

From the facts as above stated specific performance as claim
ed is not possible as the defendant has no title to convey. Her 
prompt action in advising the plaintiff of the condition of the 
title seems to me an answer to any suggestion of improper con
duct on her part. The evidence ses of any question of
fraud. The agreement as stall'd was by correspondence. There 
was no representation as to the title. The defendant could 
make no provision for compensation. I believe she was honest 
in the belief that on the death of her husband she could deal 
with the property, and upon discovery of her mistake, she im
mediately advised the plaintiff. As the widow it is urged that 
she is the owner of one-third interest in the property, and that 
to the extent of this interest, sin* should he ordered to convey. 
It is true she is entitled as the widow to one-third of the estate 
after payment of debts. She has no ascertained or fixed in
terest in this land, and it is impossible until the debts of the 
estate are paid to know what her interest may lie. So that the 
cy-prh principle cannot 1hi invoked. 1 doubt if indeed it could

1867

3
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even were she the absolute owner of 11 one-third interest, such man 
interest being so out of proportion to the entirety. ^ ».

Now. as to compensation, it is well established that in a case p»ia
of this kind, following the doctrine laid down in Bain v. -----
Fothergill, L.R. 7 II.L. 158, a purchaser is not entitled to com- l| r 
pensation by way of damages for the loss of his bargain. Cm « i

The action must he dismissed with costs.

Action 11 ism isued.

Re LAÇASSE. ONT.
Ontaiio ft lip mur Court. Itritton. •!. March 22. 101.1. S~C

l. W'n.i.N ( g III (i 4—1381 —(onhthvctiox—Kstati; mix condition — lOl.'l
Gift over ox wiimiw’h bk-m.uuu.\<ik. ------

Where there h a provision in a will whereby the entire e-tlnte i* ''‘iivli 11. 
given tn the widow during her natural life but -object to a direction 
that if she re-marriei “everything aluill In* divided between the child 
ren.” and thin i* followed by a n -idunry elatt-e in favour of the widow 
alone the elfect is that >*he takes the whole nt the property ami estate 
absolutely, subject to her lieing divested of it should she marry again 

[Hurges* v. Hurrtnni, 21 V.C.C.P. 4211, applied.1

Motion by the executors of the will of Napoleon Laçasse, <utement 
deceased, under Con. Huh* .938, for an order determining a ques
tion arising upon the construction of the will.

./, /\ Vinci nt. for the executors and the widow.
A. (\ T. Lewis, for the Official Guardian.

Britton, J. :—Napoleon Laçasse died on the (i?h October, nrnum,j. 
lOOfi. His will was made on the day immediately preceding his 
death, and is as follows :—

“I revoke all former wills or other testamentary disposition 
by me at any time heretofore made, and declare this only to 
he and contain my last will and testament.

“I direct that all my just debts funeral and testamentary 
expenses be paid and satisfied by my executors hereinafter 
named as soon as conveniently may he after my decease.

“I give devise and bequeath all my real and personal estate 
of which I may die possessed in the manner following that is to 
say :—

“First, my wife Leocadie will have and possess everything 
that belongs to me during her natural life—if she does not 
change her name, but if she shall get married everything shall be 
divided between the children. I give to her the money that is 
deposited at the post-office of Clarence Creek.

“All the residue of my estate not hereinbefore disposed of I 
give devise and bequeath to my wife Leocadie.”

Then he named his executors.
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s. c. 
ini:i
Re

On the 1st June, 1907, Mr. Justice Magee made an order for 
the partial distribution of the estate, but declined then to con
strue the will. Ilis order was without prejudice to any applica
tion by the widow or executors or any child of the testator for 
its construction.

I am of opinion that, under this will, the widow takes the 
whole of the property and estate absolutely, subject to her being 
divested of it should she marry again. I come to this conclusion 
upon consideration of the whole will; and in no other way can 
full effect he given to the clause as to residue. Nothing of the 
testator’s estate will descend to his heirs-at-law. It was not 
the intention of the testator to die intestate as to any part of his 
estate in case his widow should not marry again. If she does 
marry again, then, at once thereafter, all the property shall “be 
divided between the children.”

Apart from the residuary devise, the widow would take an 
estate for life, with power of disposing of the fee should she not 
marry again; but the estate for life would be subject to the 
widow being divested of it, should she marry again. The power 
of disposing of the property can be exercised by her by will.

For all practical purposes and apart from any technical 
terms in regard to an estate in fee or an estate for life with 
power of disposing of the fee if the widow should not marry, 
either construction will give the same result. The case of Bur
gess v. Burrows, 21 V.C.O.P. 42f>, is very like the present. The 
language of Gwynne, J., at p. 429 of the report is: “The widow 
took under the will either a fee simple estate in the property in 
question, or an estate for life with power of disposing of the 
fee if she should not marry again, but both estates subject to 
being divested if she should marry again, in cither of which 
cases the heir is excluded.” That case fully discusses the whole 
question in the alternative as above stated. It came before the 
Court after the death of the widow. In the present ease, the 
widow is living.

Costs of the executors and widow for whom Mr. Vincent 
appeared and costs of the Official Guardian to be paid out of the 
estate.

J ml yuit nt accordingly.
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GERTZBEIN v. BELL. ONT.
Ontario Supreme Court. Trial before Meredith. V.J.V.P. January .10, 191.1. s. ('.

1. SPICCDIC PmoBMAXCB ( I I E 2—30 |—IMPOHITIOX <*• I KKMH OX ORDER 1^13
COMPLKTIXU HALK—.ill OCTAL IHHCRKTloX—Jl’DOMKXT IX TUB ALT KB* ■
X ATI VP. 30.

lu hii action for wpeeifle |H*rforiinmve of an agreement for the wale 
of lutiil. where it ii|i|H>ara that the ngriwment in <|iiewtiun waw drawn 
lip by the plaintiff, and prepared in inch a manner aw to leave room 
for want of understanding on the part of the defendant of the mean
ing which the plaintiff asserts it wsa intended to convey, and where 
the term-, in regard to a purchase money mortgage on the land con
tained in the agreement are nmhiguou». the court may in its din- 
cretion order spécifié performance according to the defendant's inter
pretation or in the alternative a dismissal of the action.

[ Hullen V. WilkiiiHon, 2 O.W.X. 1202. 3 O.W.X. 229, 2 D.L.R. 199,
3 O.W.X. 859. referred to.)

Action for specific performance of a contract for the sale statement 
and purchase of land.

The action was dismissed.
K. V. O'Sullivan, for the plaintiff.
J. Hit km II. K.( for the defendant.

Meredith, C.J.O.P. :—The plaintiff may have judgment for Mmdtth. cj. 
speciffe performance of the writing in <|uestion according to the 
defendant’s interpretation of it, that is, price $7,000, $2,000 be
fore deed given, with a mortgage for $5,000, payable as provided 
in the writing, without costs. Otherwise the action will be dis
missed without costs.

I am unable to give any credence to the story that the writ
ing was to be subject to changes to suit the defendant; but, on 
the other hand, it was prepared by the plaintiff, and prepared in 
such a manner as to leave room for want of understanding by 
the defendant and her son of the meaning which the plaintiff 
asserts it was meant to convey ; and is, at least, not expressly 
definite on the important subject of a first mortgage.

I am quite sure that it was never intended by either party 
that the first mortgage might be such as the plaintiff might 
choose and be able to put upon the property ; nor. on the other 
hand, that all that should be at the election of the defendant.

Very plainly, payment of the $2.000 before deed, and pay
ment off of the mortgage now on the land, are provided for; 
the provisions as to a second mortgage for the rest of the pur
chase-money—$5,000—and for the right to create a first mort
gage, are by no means so clear.

The case is, therefore, one in which the Court may properly 
refuse to compel specific performance, whatever the very strict 
rights of the parties under the words of the agreement might 
he: see Buttett v. Wilkinson, 2 O.W.X, 1202. 3 O.W.X. 229, 2 
D.L.R. 190, 3 O.W.X. 859.

53—0 D.L.R.
Action dismissed.
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ONT WALLER v. TOWN OF SARNIA.

S. C.
11)13

Ontario Supreme Court (Appellate Division), Mulorl, CM.Ex., Clute, 
Riddell, and Sutherland,March 8, 1913.

March 8.
1. Municipal corporations (8 IF (*—222)—Liability fob allowing in-

DEPENIIENT CONTRACTOR TO PLACE DANGEROUS IMPI.KMKNT IN STRKET
—Attraction to children.

Where a municipal corporation allowed an inde|iendent contractor, 
engaged in repairing a street, to negligently place a cauldron of boiling 
pitch in a busy street without taking any precautions to protect the 
public, and where it might be an attraction to children, the municipal 
corporation is liable in damages for injuries sustained by a child, who, 
while playing in the street, was splashed with the boiling pitch, by 
reason of the breaking of the wooden handle of a ladle used by an 
employee of the independent contractor in handling the pitch.

[Waller v. Corporation of Sarnia, 8 D.L.R. 029, affirmed.]
2. Highways ( 8 IV D 2—235)—Defects—Notice of injury—Personal

INJURY FROM REPAIR OPERATIONS.
An action brought against a municipality for personal injuries from 

negligence in the operations under way for making repairs to its 
streets, but not due to any defect in the condition of the street itself, 
is not within the Ontario Municipal Act, 3 Edw. VII. ch. 19, sec. 600, 
so as to require a preliminary notice of injury.

Statement Appeal by the defendants from the judgment of Lcitch, J., 
Waller v. Town of Sornia (No. 1), 8 D.L.R. 629, 4 O.W403. 

The appeal was dismissed.
T. G. Meredith, K.f1., and J. Cowan, K.C., for the defend

ants.
D. L. McCarthy, K.C., for the plaintiffs.

Sutherland, J. The judgment of the Court was delivered by Sutherland, 
J. :—The creosote wood block pavement on Front street, in the 
town of Sarnia, had become out of repair, and the municipal 
corporation, the defendants herein, called upon those who had 
laid the pavement and had guaranteed to keep it intact, or in 
good condition, for a stated period not yet expired, to make it 
right. The United States Wood Preserving Company thereupon 
undertook the work, supplying plant and materials and em
ploying the workmen.

While the work was being done, the cauldron in which the 
asphalt pitch used in connection therewith was melted, was 
placed on Lochiel street adjacent to the point on Front street 
where the pavement was being repaired. The melted pitch was 
dipped out of the cauldron into pails by means of an iron ladle 
with a piece of pine board nailed on to it to form a handle.

In the course of the work the pitch would adhere to the ladle, 
and it was found necessary from time to time to clean it off. 
The course pursued by the workman, under instructions from 
his employers, was to thrust the ladle into the fire at the base of 
the furnace so as to burn off the accumulations. This resulted
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in the wooden handle catching fire from time to time, being 
partly consumed, and gradually weakened.

On the 19th April, 1910, the workmen “had put out the 
second batch of pitch for the day.” One man was cutting up 
more barrels of pitch for the next batch, and the man in charge 
of the ladle was cleaning it in the manner indicated. lie saw its 
contents burning and drew or jerked the ladle out of the fire, 
whereupon the handle and ladle separated, the workman stepped 
aside to avoid injury to himself, the ladle was rolled over a pile 
of sand kept on hand to dump the pitch on when cleaning it, 
and its melted and blazing contents thrown in the air. Some of 
these fell upon the face and clothing of the plaintiff Reginald 
Waller, a boy of about six years of age, who was a few feet in 
the rear of the workman, and injured him somewhat severely.

Ilis father brings this action on his own account for ex
penses incurred by him, and also as next friend for his son for 
damages in consequence of the injuries sustained by him.

The defendants plead that the injuries were not caused by 
them or their servants; that no notice in writing of the accident 
was given, as required by the statute in that behalf; that neither 
the defendants nor their servants were guilty of any negligence; 
and that the accident occurred in consequence of the negligence 
of the plaintiff Reginald Waller in going where he was injured 
after being ordered and directed to keep away from the work 
being done.

There was, I think, ample evidence to warrant the findings 
of the trial Judge.

There was a statutory duty on the part of the defendants to 
keep the street in repair. The defendants themselves could have 
undertaken the work of repairing the pavement in question, and, 
if so, would have been under the obligation of taking such pre
cautions in doing it as not to expose the public to danger of 
injury. The work of heating the pitch and handling it when 
heated was necessarily dangerous and required care and pre
caution. Under such circumstances, a duty was cast upon the 
defendants, th • responsibility for which they could not escape 
by delegating it to an independent contractor.

Reference to Halsbury’s Laws of England, vol. 21, secs. 796 
and 797; Dalton v. Angus, 6 A.C. 740, 829; Penny v. Wimbledon 
Urban District Council, [1899] 2 Q.B. 72.

In TIolliday v. National Telephone Co., [1899] 2 Q.B. 392, 
Halsbury, L.C., at 398, says:-*

There was here an interference with a public highway, which would 
have been unlawful, but for the fact that it was authorized by the proper 
authority. The telephone company, so authorized to interfere with a public 
highway are, in my opinion, bound, whether they do the work themselvee, 
or by à contractor, to take care that the public lawfully using the high
way, are protected against any act of negligence by a person acting for 
them in the execution of the works.

ONT.

8. C. 
1913

Town of

Sutherlind, J.
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ONT. Clements v. County Council of Tyrone, [1905] 2 Ir. R. 415,
s. c.
1913

542; held, per Pâlies, C.B.,
that where n body having lawful authority, authorizes an interference with

Waller

Town op

a public road, or authorizes works which, in the natural course of things, 
will result in such an interference, there is a duty cast upon that body to 
use due care to prevent danger to the public using the road being caused 
by the execution of the works authorized ; that that duty extends to seeing

Sutherland, J,
that the workmen actively engaged arc careful ; and that such body cannot 
relieve itself of the obligation by delegating it to another, who fails to 
perform it.

It was contended on behalf of the defendants that what oc
curred here was not something in connection with the actual 
doing of the work, hut was of a casual and collateral character.
I am unable to agree with this contention. It is perhaps diffi
cult, upon the authorities, to state in any general way just what 
is meant by casual and collateral. What the man was doing here 
was something necessary to be done in furtherance of the work 
of repair. See also Ballentinc v. Ontario Pipe Line Co. (1908), 
16 O.L.B. 654, 662; Hardaker v. I<li' District Council, Is!"'
1 Q.B. 335; Kirk v. City of Toronto (1904), 8 O.L.R. 730; 
Valiquette v. Fraser (1907), 39 Can. S.C.R. 1 ; Longmore v. J. D. 
McArthur Co. (1910), 43 Can. S.C.R. Ü40.

As to any necessity for a notice of action, I do not think the 
cases cited by the appellants’ counsel, referring to actions for 
damages arising oui of the non-repair of streets, apply. This is 
not an action for damages against the defendant corporation in 
consequence of its liability to repair highways, but an action for 
damages in consequence of negligence in the doing of repairs.

The defence of negligence on the part of the plaintiff Reg
inald Waller was not m ade out.

I think the appeal must be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

ONT.
REYNOLDS v. FOSTER

( Decision No. 2.)
8.C.
1913

Ontario Supreme Court (Appellate Division), narrow, .1 faclaren, Meredith, 
Magee. and Hodgins, JJ.A. January 27, 1013.

Jan. 27. 1. Contracts (5 ID—62)—Omission of terms of mobtoace from con
tract—Incomplete CONTRACT.

The omission from a written contract for the sale of lands of the 
time when the principal is to mature under a mortgage to be given 
by the purchaser as security for payment of a portion of the pur
chase price, the contract specifying only the amount and the rate of 
interest, is of such a material portion of the agreement as to render it 
incomplete in a particular that could not be supplied by implication, 
and enforcement of the contract will be refused where no case is made 
out for a reformation of the document.

[Reynolds v. Foster, 3 D.L.R. 606, 3 O.W.N. 983, affirmed ; McDonald 
V. Murray, 11 A.R. 101, referred to.]
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2. Mohtuaue (I I E—24)— Agreement fob mohiuaoe—Maturity i»ate ONT
NOT SPECIFIED. -------

A written agreement to give a mortgage back to the vendor on the 
purchase of real estate is too indefinite to lie binding where only I lie 1913
amount of the mortgage money and the rate of interest is specified ——
and it does not appe.ir for how long the mortgage is intended to run; Reynolds
under such circumstances the court will not oblige the proposed mort- n.
gagee to accept a mortgage which might lie paid off whenever the Foster.
purchaser chose in his lifetime.

[Reynold* v. Fouler, .1 D.L.R. f>06, 3 O.W.X. 983, affirmed.]
3. Contracts (| IID 2— 17:1a)— Description or lands mold—Indefinite-

Where the subject of a written contract of sale is therein referred 
to as premises “known” by a specified name indicating a building such 
as an apartment house and as also “known" by the street number 
also specified in the agreement, it is not to lie assumed, in the ab
sence of evidence to prove what property is in fact “known” by such 
indefinite description, that all lands used in connection with the 
lands upon which the buildings stood are to lie included. ( Dictum per 
Meredith, J.A.)

Appeal hv the plaintiff from the judgment of Teetzel, J., statement 
Reynolds v. Foster, 3 D.L.R. 506, 3 O.W.X. 983, 21 O.W.R. 833, 
dismissing an action for specific performance of an alleged con
tract for the sale and purchase of land, or for «lamages for 
breach of contract.

The appeal was dismissed.
('. A. Moss, and T. Moss, for the plaintiff.
Wallace Nesbitt, K.C., ami E. E. Wallace, for the defemiant.

The judgment of the majority of the Court was delivered by
Meredith, J.A.;—The conclusion of the trial Judge, that Mewuth. j.a. 

there never was any concluded agreement between the parties as 
to the time for payment of the balance of the purchase-money—
$4.000—the payment of which was to be - cured by a mortgage 
upon the land in question, seems to me to quif in accord with 
the evidence, and so ought to be acre; 1 as the fact ; and, that 
being so, there never was, expressly a all events, a completed 
agreement between the parties for the sale and purchase of the 
property. If one substantial part of an agreement be wanting- 
one link missing—the contract is incomplete, and there is nothing 
binding, however well the parties may have been agreed in all 
other respects ; that is, of course, where there is hut one contract, 
and it is incomplete in an essential part.

But it is contended that the law supplies the missing part of 
this contract. That the law does sometimes make that certain 
which the words of the parties lias not covered, is unquestion
able. in many eases of contract, in which no time has been 
expressed, the law implies a reasonable time. But such an impli
cation could hardly arise in such a case as this, in which the 
time ought to have been wpecifleil and set out in the mortgage ; 
the mortgage would lie quite incomplete without it; and, in any
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ONT

S.C.
1913

Reynolds

Mrrrdlth. J.A.

case, who could say what is a reasonable time in such a vase ; with 
what measure is it to be ascertained ? But, indeed, this was not 
contended for in this case upon the argument here. That which 
was urged was, that, no time having been agreed upon, the mort
gagor was at liberty to fix the time or times for payment as he 
chose—to elect, as it was said.

But I am quite unable to see how there could be any such 
right in such a case as this; and, if there could, it is quite clear, 
upon the whole evidence, that the parties never intended that 
there should, or even thought that there could, be; that it was 
intended by each to be entirely a matter of agreement between 
them; as it plainly was a matter upon which they could subse
quently easily agree if they still remained of the same mind, one 
anxious to sell and the other to buy ; the difficulty arose entirely 
from its being an exceptional case, one in which the purchaser 
rued, and consequently has adopted every means in his power 
to be rid of, the purchase.

It does, indeed, seem from the case of McDonald V. Murray, 
2 O.R. 573, at 581, and in appeal, 11 A.R. 101, at 122. that 
Wilson, C.J., and Patterson, J.A., thought that there was such a 
right, in a case not unlike this in this respect; but that case 
went off, in each Court, on grounds which made it unnecessary 
to give effect to that view.

The ancient rule of law that where there be a condition, 
without a limitation of the time within which it is to be per
formed, he who has the benefit of it may do it at such time as 
he pleases, was doubtless the basis of the views of these learned 
Judges; but is it applicable to such a case as thisT Even assum
ing that, if a mortgage were given, in these days, without any 
limitation as to the time in which it should be paid off, and 
without any agreement on the subject, the rule might be applied, 
that is very far from giving any warrant for considering that 
in such a case as this any Court would decree specific perform
ance, in which the vendor would be obliged to accept a mort
gage which might be paid off whenever the purchaser chose in 
his lifetime. To do so would be to enforce upon the parties that 
which they not only never agreed upon, but also something 
they never would have agreed upon, and something that every 
business man would consider absurd. In this case no one seems 
to have ever thought of a longer time than five years; 4t would 
seem that the vendor would have made it not more than three 
years, whilst the purchaser would have been content with five; 
but it is not proven that .either or any other term was actually 
agreed upon.

The trial Judge was, therefore, I think, right in hia ruling 
upon this point, though it is really a broader one than one 
merely resting—aa he seems to have put it—upon the Statute of
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Frauds; it is a question of contract or no contract in fact; and 
also adding to, by parol, a written formal document ; as well as 
of a violation of the provisions of that statute; ami, in my opin
ion, a judgment in the plaintiff's favour would be contrary to 
legal right in all these respects.

So, too, I think that, without reformation of the writing, the 
action fails, on the latter two grounds, in another respect.

The land described in the agreement is not that which was 
really sold; that ia admitted on all hands, and is shewn in the 
deed which the vendor prepared and intended to deliver. The 
particular description does not cover the whole of the property; 
a quite substantial part is not included in it; nor can I think 
that the general description, “the premises situate on the north 
side of Bloor street west, known as King George Apartments, 
known as No. 568 and 570 Bloor street west, plan No. as 
registered in the registry office of the city of Toronto,” is. in 
the entire absence of evidence as to any such plan, and as to what 
was known as the “King George Apartments” or as “No. 568 
and 570,” can be held to supply the omitted part and rights. It 
would, of course, have been a very different ease if the words 
were, “all the vendor’s property known as and used in connection 
with the King George Apartments,” for the omitted parts are a 
part of and rights used in connection with the land upon which 
the apartments are built; but there is no evidence to identify 
them with the apartments, which are the buildings, nor with 
Nos. 568 and 570, which are only, as far ns appears in evidence, 
the street numbers.

The vendor has resold the property, and so specific perform
ance and equitable rules are out of the question; the parties are 
upon their strict legal rights in that which is now an action for 
damages for breach of contract only.

I would dismiss the appeal.

ONT.

8.C.
1913

Rkyxoldh 

Foster. 

Memtttli, J.A.

Garrow, and IIoDtUNs. JJ.A.. concurred.

Appml ilismissfil.

I In row, J.A.
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ONT. SNELL v. BRICKLES.

s.c.
1913

Ontaiio Supreme Court. Trial before Falconbridgc, C.J.K.B. 
January 28, 1013.

Jan. 28. 1. Judgment (8 I F 2—51)—Entry nunc pro tunc as of date of argu
ment—Death of party in the interim.

Where the defendant dies after the argument in a case tried without 
a jury, no order to continue the proceedings is necessary to enable 
the court to give judgment, and the judgment may, by virtue of Rule 
304 (Ont. C.R. 1807), l*e pronounced and entered as of the date on 
which the argument t4*>k place.

[See (Sunn V. Harper, 3 O.L.R. (103; Couture v. Bouchard, 21 Can. 
8.C.R. 281, and Ecroyd v. Coulthard. [1807] 2 Ch. 554.)

2. Vendor and purchaser (8 I A—4)—Rights and liabilities of par
ties—Tender of deed.

Although in the absence of a specific provision in an agreement, for 
the sale of land it is incumbent upon the purchaser to prepare the 
conveyance at his own expense, yet where the agreement recites that 
part of the purchase price was “to be paid upon the acceptance of 
title and delivery of deed,” with a mortgage to lie given to the vendor 
on the property for the remainder, “said mortgage to lie drawn on the 
vendor's solicitors' usual form," the duty is on the vendor to prepare 
and tender to the vendee the conveyance especially where the ven
dor's solicitors wrote to the vendees’ solicitors enclosing a draft deed 
for approval, and on the following day wrote again enclosing a cor
rected description of the lands to be conveyed.

[Foster v. Anderson. 15 O.L.R. 362. 371 ; Stevenson V. Davis. 23 Can. 
8.0.R. 620, 633, referred to.]

Statement An action for specific performance of a contract for the sale 
of land by the defendant to the plaintiff.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff.
W. Proiidfoot, K.C., for the plaintiff.
J. E. Jour*. for the defendant.

Falcon bridge, 
OJ. Falconbridoe. O.J. :—I am informed that since the argu

ment in this case the defendant has departed this life. I have 
not yet been notified of probate of will or order of revivor; 
hut it appears that in such a case no order to continue pro- 
cedings is necessary to enable the Court to give judgment, 
and the judgment may he pronounced and entered as of the 
date on which the argument took place : Con. Rule 394; notes 
in ITolmested and Langton’s Jud. Act, 3rd ed. p. 603, and 
cases there cited.

It is an action for specific performance, the defence being 
that time was of the essence of the contract, and that the plain
tiff neglected to close the transaction on the proper date, where
upon the defendant assumed to rescind the contract.

The transaction was not closed on account of the illness 
of the plaintiff’s solicitor and his consequent absence from his 
office on the date of closing and the day preceding.

The plaintiff replies that he accepted the title to the lands, 
and that it was the duty of the defendant, on or prior to the
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15th March, to tender to the plaintiIT a properly executed con
veyance thereof, with a mortgage, drawn on the defendant s 
solicitors’ usual form, or, at any rate, to have supplied such 
form as required in and by the terms of the said agreement.

The clause of the contract is as follows :—
. . for the price or sum of seven thousand
five hundred dollars................................................ $7,500

“payable as follows : five hundred dollars.................. 500
“paid to 0. W. Ormerod as deposit accompanying this 

offer, to be returned to me if offer not accepted,
two thousand dollars ............................................ 2,000

“to be paid upon the acceptance of title and delivery 
of deed, and give you hack a first mortgage on the 
property for the remainder, repayable in 5 years 
from the date of closing ...................................... 5.00C

$7,500
“with interest from date of closing at 6 per cent, per annum, 
payable half-yearly, said mortgage to be drawn on the vendor’s 
solicitors’ usual form.”

The general rule, in the absence of other provision, is, that 
the purchaser prepares the conveyance at his own expense : 
Foster v. Anderson (1007), 15 O.L.R. 362, at 371; Steven- 
son v. Paris (1803). 23 Can. S.C.R. 620, 633. But I think that, 
here, the reading of the whole clause is, that it was the 
duty of the defendant to prepare and tender to the plaintiff the 
conveyance. And I think the defendant’s solicitors recognised 
that duty, because on the 21st February they wrote to the 
plaintiff’s solicitors enclosing a draft deed for approval, and 
on the following day they wrote enclosing a corrected descrip
tion of the lands to be conveyed.

I am of the opinion, therefore, that the plaintiff is not 
in default so as to entitle the defendant to invoke against him 
the clause in question.

The result is, that the usual judgment for specific perform
ance will he directed, with costs of action, and a reference to 
the Master to settle the conveyance, if the parties cannot agree. 
There will be three months’ stay from the date of the argu
ment (26th November, 1912).
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Judgment for plaintiff
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ONT. Re BEAIRD.

STc
1913

Ontario Supreme Court, Lennox, J. January 31. 1913.

1. Receivers (5 I A—2)—A pi-ointment as to decedent’s estate—Mis
conduct op EXECUTOR.

.Tan. 31. A receiver of n decedent’s estate may be ap|>ointed where the exe
cutor has been guilty of misconduct or has improperly managed the 
estate, or lias been guilty of a breach of duty.

[Middleton v. Dodsicell, 13 Ves. 2<i0, referred to.]
2. Executors and administrators ($111 A—05)—Suit to protect es

tate—Appointing receiver on executor’s default.
Where it appears that the executor of a decedent’s estate lives out 

of the jurisdiction and no one is left in charge of the estate and the 
executor wholly ignores the Surrogate Court when called upon to ac
count, an order apjaiinting a receiver of the moneys and projiertv of 
the estate will, if the property is in danger, lie made on the ex parte 
application of a beneficiary under the will of the deceased.

[//tiiraon v. Itaicson, 11 L.T. 595, referred to.]
3. Infants ($ III—40)—Action to protect infant's property—Receiver-

A receiver will be appointed to a decedent’s estate where it appear» 
to be necessary in order to protect the interests of an infant.

(Kerr on Receivers, 0th cd., p. 16, referred to.]

Statement Motion by Annie Regan, a beneficiary under the will of Wil
liam Beaird, deceased, for an order appointing the Union Trust 
Company receiver of the moneys and property of the estate, 
for the reason that the executor lived out of the jurisdiction 
and had refused to account.

IV. J. Elliott, for the applicant.

Lennox, J. :—1 think the beneficiary Annie Regan has made 
out a case for the appointment of a receiver in this matter.

A receiver will be appointed where the executor has been 
guilty of misconduct, or has improperly managed the estate, or 
lias been guilty of a breach of duty: Middleton v. Dodsivell, 13 
Ves. 266 ; Gawthorpe v. Gawthorpe, ( 1878] W.N. 91 ; Evans v. 
Coventry, 5 DeG. M. & G. 911.

The time which has elapsed without accounting and with
out information, and the executor’s disregard of the proceedings 
in the Surrogate Court, clearly bring him within these rules 
and principles.

So, too, a receiver should be appointed where it appears, 
as it does in this case, to be necessary in order to protect the 
interests of an infant : Kerr on Receivers, 6th ed., p. 15; and 
where a sole executor resides beyond the jurisdiction of the 
Court : Soad v. Itackhousc, 2 Y. & C. Ch. 529; West by v. Westby, 
2 Coop. Temp. Colt. 210, and particularly if the beneficiaries are 
unable to get an account from the persons left in charge of the 
estate : Dickens v. Harris, [1866] W.N. 93, 14 L.T. 98.
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Here the ease is stronger, for there is no one left in charge, 
and the executor wholly ignores the Surrogate Court when called 
upon to account.

Generally speaking, however, the order should not be made 
ex parity but it may be where the property is in danger: Haw- 
ton v. Hawson, 11 L.T. 595; and upon the ground of absence 
from the jurisdiction and other causes above-stated.

I have not found in the papers filed anything to shew that 
Albert E. Knox renounced or is dead. Before the order issues, 
there must be an affidavit filed shewing that John Beaird is, 
and how he became, sole executor.

The order shall reserve the right to the executor to make 
application to be reinstated within twenty days after service 
upon him of the order.

Judgment accordingly.

ONT.

SC.
1913
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CAMF.RON v. HULL. ONT.
Ontario Supreme Court. Trial before Ho yd, C. January 10, 1013. s. c.

1. Specific performance (| I B—35)—Doubtful titles—Dmsiox ox
VENDOR AXD PURCHASER APPLICATION.

A ilitmiss.il of a summary application made by a vendor under the 
Vendors and Purchasers Act (Ont.), is not decisive on the question 
of title wo as to preclude the vendor from bringing an action for 
specillc performance, since the whole case is not exhaustively treated 
on a vendor and purchaser summons, but the proceedings merely deal 
with isolated points arising out of or in connection with the contract

[Re 1 Vela*. [18110] 1 Ch. 521, referr.il to.]
2. Judgment (| IID 2—118)—Summary application uxdeb Vendors and

PuaciiABKRH Act (Ont.).
In an action for specific performance of a contract for the sale of 

land, any point previously decided on a summary application under 
the Vendors and Purchasers Act (Ont.) relating to that contract 
cannot be reviewed. (Dictum per Boyd, C.)

[Thompson v. Roper, 44 L.T. 507, referred to.]
3. Vendor axd purchaser (§1 C—10)—Doubtful title—<'.instruction

op will—Summary application.
Where the vendee of land, under a contract for the sale thereof, 

raises a question of the doubtfulness of tin» vendor'* title by reason 
of testamentary language in a will In the vendor's chain of title, the 
proper practice is for the matter of eonstructlon to be brought up on 
originating summons with all parties licfore the court, and this may 
lie «lone pemling a summary aiiplication under the Vemlor* anil Pur
chasers Act (Ont.) for an opinion on some point arising out of or 
connected with the contract.

[Re Xichntaa, [1010] 1 Ch. 45, referred to.]

1913

Jan. 10.

An ai-tioii for specific performance of a contract. Sec lie 
Cameron ami Hull, 1 D.L.R. 917, 3 O.XV.N. 807.

Judgment was given for tlic plaintiff.
II. O. -V. Wrtkei, for the plaintiff.
T. 0. Meredith, K.<\, for the defendant.

Statement
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Botd, C. :—Cameron is vendor and Hull is purchaser of 
forty acres of land in North Dorchester. The purchaser ob
jected that Samuel James Henderson, under whom the vendor 
claimed, had not the fee of the land, and required that a release 
from the heirs of Mary Jane Henderson should be procured. 
On this point the vendor applied in a summary way under the 
Vendors and Purchasers Act to have it declared that the objec
tion was not valid, the outcome of which was that the motion was 
dismissed with costs “leaving the vendor to seek such other re
medy, it any, as he may be advised in the matter:” 3 O.W.N. 
807, 1 D.L.R. 917.

This action being brought in apparent pursuance of that 
leave, it is now broadly objected by the defendant < purchaser) 
that the question of specific performance, as between them, has 
been definitely and finally settled by the dismissal of the sum
mary application, and that such decision is to he treated as res 
judicata.

The situation must be examined. The testator diaposed of 
the land in these words : “I give to my mother Mary Jane 
Henderson and to my brother Samuel James Henderson jointly.
... the farm on which we live to have and to use or to sell 

as they may choose; each to be entitled to the licneflt of one- 
half of the product of the farm and chattels. Rut it is hereby 
clearly understood and designed that my mother shall have no 
power to sell or convey any part or portion of the whole of 
what is hereby given to her by this will ; but is only to have a 
share of the proceeds for her use during her life. And at my 
mother's death then the whole of my Interest in this estate . . . 
is to go to my brother Samuel James Henderson as above to have 
and to hold as and for his own or to dispose of as he may wish.”

This will was made in August, 1894 ; the testator died before 
February, 1896, when the will was registered (no probate has 
been issued) ; and the mother has died—no attempt having been 
made to sell the land during her life.

Pending the summary application, a direction was given by 
Mr. Justice Clnte that the representatives of the deceased 
mother should be added as parties and lie bound by the proceed
ings and order to be made therein. These representatives are 
also made parties to this action, hut have in no way, earlier or 
later, intervened actively in the litigation.

Sutherland, J., doubted as to the power to bring in the re
presentatives of the mother; and, as to the will, though he 
thought the mother took no more than a life estate, still he 
thought it possible that a different opinion might be held by 
another. He made no further order, though he may have 
thought that, as between the parties, the title was too doubtful 
to be forced on an unwilling purchaser.
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The title whs not found to be bad ; and 1 think, after the 
length of time possession was held under the brother, it could 
fairly be said to be a good holding title, even if the frame of the 
will was doubtful.

Speaking for myself, I would say that the Judge might well 
have held that the title was good without any release from the 
representatives, and I can clearly and unquestionably so de
clare in the present action, to which the representatives are 
will was doubtful.

It was with a view of some such proceeding as this that the 
leave was given by Mr. Justice Sutherland, as I have ascertained 
from him. Even without that leave, there was no res judicata 
on the question of title. The summary proceedings under the 
Act afford a convenient and inexpensive way of getting the 
opinion of the Court on isolated points arising out of or con
nected with the contract. The real question here was, whether 
a release from the heirs of the mother was needful in a proper 
conveyance of the farm. Sutherland, J., abstained from declar
ing that the title could not be forced on the purchaser, and 
rightly so. because, as pointed out by Kekewick, J., in lie 
Walsh, [1999] 1 Ch. 521, the whole cast» is not exhaustively 
treated on a vendor and purchaser summons, and to reach such 
a conclusion is really a matter for decision in an action for 
specific performance.

Any point expressly decided by a Judge summarily cannot 
be reviewed in an action for specific performance, and this is 
all that is meant or decided in the case relied on by Mr. Mere
dith of Tkamp$on i Roper, H L.T. 507 1881

Apart from the question on the will raised before my 
brother Sutherland, the purchaser started a claim that the ven
dor had released him from ‘ho contract and had sold to another. 
This contention is also set up in the pleadings before me (par. 
8 of defence), but no evidence was offered to substantiate it. 
But for this contention ‘he proper practice in cases of doubtful 
title arising out of testamentary language is for the matter of 
construction to be brought up on originating summons with all 
parties before the Court, and this might have been done pending 
the application under the Vendors and Purchasers Act : see lie 
Si, hulas. [1910] 1 Ch. 16.

The claim as to cancellation of the contract called for an 
action to determine the whole controversy; and, as a conse
quence of this excessive litigation, much outlay for costs has 
been incurred. The purchaser obtained his costs under the 
vendor and purchaser application, and he should pay costs of 
this action, in which he fails. But the Taxing Officer should not 
allow for any of the documents copied out in extenso in the 
statement of claim.

The application was dismissed on the 6th March. 1912, and

ONT.

s. c.
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ONT. the order was entered on the 23rd March. On the 16th .March,
8. C.
11113

the purchaser wrote withdrawing from the contract and refus
ing to complete. The action for specific performance was begun

Cameron

Hrii.

on the 4th May, 1912. The purchaser might have taken pos
session had he chosen ; and notice was given him that the vendor 
would, without prejudice, dispose of the hay on the land and
look after the weeds pending the result of the action. Evidence 
was given that the property had become deteriorated to the ex
tent of #300. But that is far beyond the mark ; the deteriora
tion will be far more than covered by the $75 to be paid for the 
hay—a sum which will enure to the benefit of the defendant, 
Hull. Judgment will be for the balance of the price, $2,800, 
and in strictness he should also pay interest, some $160 or so. 
But I will act on the offer of the plaintiff to take $2,800 and 
the $75 without interest. The land is vested in the defendant, 
who is to pay $2,800 in a month and costs of action—with a lien 
on the land till paid; the plaintiff is to collect the $75 from 
Broughton.

Judgment for plaintiff.

MAN. COX t. CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE

C. A.
1013

(Decision No. 3.)
Manitoba Court of Appeal, Perdue. Cameron, Baggart, JJ.A. 

February 24. 1013.
Feb. 24. 1. Costs (| I—2(d) )—Taxation—Counterclaim.

Where the plaintiff fails in his action and the counterclaiming de
fendants succeed on their counterclaim, the rule is to allow the de
fendants their general cost* in the action and additional costa so far 
as the costs have been increased by reason of the counterclaim.

[Cox v. Canadian Bank■ of Commerce, 8 D.L.R. 30, affirmed; Saner 
v. Billon. 11 Ch.D. 416. and .4I/o* .1létal Co. V. Miller, [1898] 2 Q.B. 
600. applied; he» Soeur* v. Forrent, 20 Man. L.R. 301. applied.]

Statement Appeai. from decision of Qalt, J., Cox v. Canadian Hank of 
Commerce, 8 D.L.R. 30.

The appeal was dismissed.
J. Galloway, for plaintiff.
C. II. I.ocke, for defendants.
Perdue, J.A. :—This is an appeal from an order of Galt, 

J., Cox V. Canadian Hank of Commerce, 8 D.L.R. 30, affirming 
the taxation of the cost* allowed to the defendant by the senior 
taxing officer.

The derision of the Court under which the taxation took 
place is reported, Cox v. Canadian Hank of Commerce, 21 Man. 
L.R. 1, affirmed Cox v. Canadian Rank of Commerce, 5 D.L.R. 
372, 46 Can. S.C.R. 564.

The suit was brought to compel the return of a note made 
by the Finch Co., Limited, and endorsed by the plaintiffs as 
sureties, on the ground that the note had been handed to the 
bank for discount only, that the hank had refused to discount
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the note and had improperly retained it. The defendant* de
nied that the note had been left with them for discount and 
alleged that it was lodged with and held by them as collateral 
security for past and future advances to the Finch Co. The 
bank counterclaimed for the full amount of the note. The 
plaintiffs filed a defence to the counterclaim, denying that the 
note had been negotiated to the bank or that the bank was the 
holder in due course. The plaintiffs further claimed that there 
was not, at the commencement of the suit, any indebtedness 
owing to the defendants from the Finch Co.

The case was tried before Mathers, C.J., who gave judgment 
in favour of the plaintiffs and dismissed the defendants’ counter
claim with costs both of the main action and of the counter
claim. On appeal to the Court of Appeal this judgment was 
reversed, the plaintiff’s action was dismissed with costs, the 
counterclaim was allowed with costs and a judgment entered 
for the Bank against the plaintiffs for the full amount of the 
note. This judgment was affirmed on appeal to the Supreme 
Court of Canada.

The objection to the taxing officer’s ruling applies wholly to 
the fees allowed by him in respect of the counterclaim at the 
trial and in the Court of Appeal. He allowed $60 to senior 
counsel and $30 to junior counsel at the trial, and $100 in the 
Court of Appeal, all in respect of the counterclaim.

The plaintiffs’ contention is that the costs were not substan
tially increased by reason of the issues raised by the counter
claim, and that nothing more than a nominal fee should have 
been allowed at each hearing.

Where there is a claim and a counterclaim, it has already 
l»een decided by this Court, that, for the purposes of taxation, 
the counterclaim is to l>e regarded as a separate action : Les 
Soeurs v. Forres!, 20 Man. L.R. 301.

In taxing the coats of a counterclaim where the defendant 
has succeeded both in respect of the plaintiff’s claim and of the 
counterclaim, the defendant, in addition to receiving the costs 
of the plaintiff’s action, should receive such additional costs as 
were incurred by reason of the counterclaim: Saner v. Hilton, 
11 Ch.D. 416; Allas Metal Co. V. Miller, (1898] 2 Q.B. 500; 
Fox v. Central Silkstone Colliers, [1012] 2 K.B. 597. If the 
work in respect of which a fee on a counterclaim is claimed 
related both to the claim and the counterclaim, the fee should 
be apportioned between the two.

In the present case the plaintiffs denied that there was any 
sum due to the defendants from the Finch Co. when the suit 
was commenced, and that, therefore, the principal debt hav
ing been paid, the defendants had no claim upon the note in 
question. They also contended that if the note had been lodged 
with the bank as collateral security, it was only intended to
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apply to trade discounts and not to apply generally to the 
indebtedness of the Finch Co. Roth of these contentions arose 
directely under the defendants' counterclaim. Considerable 
evidence was directed to the elucidation of these two points 
and a very considerable portion of the argument, at all events, 
in the Court of Appeal, was directed to these points. It would 
therefore appear that the counterclaim and the defence thereto 
raised substantial issues, which were quite separate and dis
tinct from the issues raised by the plaintiffs’ statement of 
claim. I am, therefore, of opinion that the taxing officer was 
justified in allowing the fees complained of.

While in full accordance with the conclusion at which Galt, 
J., arrived, 1 would, with great respect, differ from the view 
he appears to take that because a successful party loses a large 
amount on his bill by reason of the statutory limit being ap
plied, the taxing officer might take that into account in dealing 
with the costs of a counterclaim in the same action. 1 think 
the taxing officer must be guided by the principles referred to 
in the above cases, and allow only such casts in respect of 
the counterclaim as were incurred by reason of it, and were 
not incurred by reason of the plaintiffs’ claim.

The appeal will be dismissed with costs.
Cameron, J.A., concurred with judgment of IIaogart, J.A.
Haucjart, J.A. :—The plaintiffs having failed in the original 

action pay the general costs of the action, and the defendants 
having succeeded on their counterclaim, should have additional 
costs so far as they have been increased by reason of that coun
terclaim. This is the principle laid down in Saner v. Hilton, 
11 Ch.D. 416, by Mr. Justice Fry, after consultation with the 
taxing masters and which was followed by the Court of Appeal 
in Atlas Metal Co. v. Miller, 11898] 2 Q.B. 500.

The plaintiffs contend that the counterclaim involved no 
matters of law or of fact different from those involved in the 
claim, that no extra work was entailed, no increased amount of 
costs was incurred by reason of the counterclaim and that the 
counterclaim was in effect disposed of by the disposition of the 
claim.

A perusal of the proceedings does not sustain this con
tention. It is plain that there were additional issues on the 
record and additional evidence was necessary and was given. 
It was for the Master to ascertain what additional costs were 
incurred and as he proceeded upon the correct principle, I 
would hesitate before interfering with his finding. I think 
$190 for the extra costs for the trial and the appeal is not ex
cessive. I would dismiss the appeal against the judgment of 
Mr. Justice Galt, who affirmed the decision of the taxing master.

Appeal dismissed.
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O’REGAN v. CANADIAN PACIFIC R. CO. N. B.
\>ir Brun wrick Supreme Court. Barker, C.J., Landry, McLeod, White, and s P 

UcKeoun, June 21, 1012.

1. Master and servant (8 II B 2—133)—Servant’* ashkmition ok risk
—Gangway—Shii*i*ino cases.

Where a longshoreman is engaged by shipowners to assist in unload
ing a ship, he must he taken to haw assumed tin- risk of defects in 
the placing and securing bv the ship’s officers of the gangway over 
which he must hoard the ship to got to his work.

[Saint John dan l.iylit Co. v. Hatfield. 23 Can. R.C.R. ltll. distin
guished; Cold rick v. Cartridge, Janes «(■ Co.. [1910] A.V. 77. referred 
to.]

2. Master and servant 11 11 E A—243)—Fellow servants—Common
EMPLOYMENT- SELECTION OK WORKMEN BY A TRADE IMOX—AS
SIGNMENT TO SERVICE.

Where an agreement had lieen made lietween shi|>owners and a 
society or union of longshoremen whereby the latter undertook to sup
ply to the shipowners the requisite numlier of men ns and when re- 
«juired at a stated rate of wages payable individually to each man em
ployed and for the time only for which he worked." the fact that the 
selection of the employees was left to the union and that the ship
owners had agreed not to discharge any of the men except through the 
unions foreman employed along with them does not prevent their 
being employees of the -diipowners when they are assigned for duty 
and enter upon the work, where the foreman himself might have been 
dismissed by the shipowners and the latter were not only the pay
masters but retained the jmwer of controlling the work; and the long
shoremen are, therefore, to Is* considered fellow servants with the 
officers and men of the ship in a common employment.

f Sadler V. Hemlock. 4 El. A ltl. 370; Jones v. Seul lard. [1808] - 
Q.B. 563. ami Cameron v. \y»from, [1898] AX’. 308, referred to.]

3. Evidence (§111—3(10)—Secondary evidence—Matters in writing.
Where secondary evidence of the contents of a written document 

has lieen given without objection, or a statement has lieen made by 
counsel and accepted by both aides as a correct version of the doeu- 
ment, although there is no evidence of its loss or destruction, the 
court must construe its meaning in the same manner as if it had 
been produced.

Motion to set nside the verdict for plaintiff in an action statement 
to recover damages for negligence causing personal injuries to 
the plaintiff, while employed in unloading one of defendant 
company’s steamers at St. John, N.B.

The ease had lieen tried before Barry. J., and a jury in 
the King’s Bench Division at the Saint John Circuit, and a ver
dict entered for the plaintiff for $2,000 upon the answers of the 
jury to questions as follows:—

Question* by the Court.
1. Q. Were the defendants’ employees upon the steamer guilty of neg

ligence in the placing and lashing of the gangway? A. Yes.
2. Q. Did the defendants' agents upon the steamer give reasonable 

warning to the plaintiff not to ascend the gangway at the time he did?
A. No.

3. Q. Did the defendants' agents upon the wharf give reasonable warn
ing to the plaintiff not to ascend the gangway at the time he did? A. No.

54—0 D.L.R.
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gangway at the time he did T A. No.
5. Q. Was the plaintiff forbidden by Detective Welch to go up the 

saloon gangway, and told to board the vessel by the forward gangway?
O'Rkoan

v.
CPR. Co.

\ 1 <
0. Q. If the injury was caused by the negligence of the defendants' 

servants, was the plaintiff a fellow-servant of the company with such

Statement servants and engaged with him in a common employment? A. No.
7. Q. At what amount, if any, do you assess the «lamages? A. 

$2,000; 2Va years at $400 = $1,000; doctor and drugs, $200; 4 years at 
$200 = $800. Total $2,000.

Questions by defendants.
1. Q. Was the plaintiff injured by the negligent act or omission of 

the defendants, or their servant or servants? A. Yes.
2. Q. If “Yes," by whose negligent act or omission was the plaintiff 

injured? A. By steamer olllcer.
3. Q. If "Yes," could the plaintiff, by the exercise of ordinary care, 

have avoided the consequence of such negligence? A. No.
4. Q. If the injury was caused by the negligence of the defendants, 

or their servant or servants, in what did such negligence consist? A. 
Of not fastening the gangway.

Argument F. It. Taylor, for the defendant, moved to set aside a verdict 
for the plaintiff and to enter a verdict for the defendant, or 
for reduction of damages or for a new trial. There was misdirec
tion in charging that there was no evidence of contributory 
negligence on the part of the plaintiff. The evidence was clear 
that the plaintiff rushed up the gangway without waiting to sec 
if it was secure. * The negligence charged was that Latta, one 
of the officers of the defendant's steamship, did not lash tin 
gangway. The plaintiff was a fellow servant of Latin's an 1 
took the risk of his negligence. The grade of employment makes 
no difference where the two servants are servants of the same 
master: Morgan v. Vale of Neath 1!. ('o., L.R. 1 Q.B. 149; Tun- 
noy v. 1/idlond R. Co., 1- B. 1 C.P. 261 ; H iUon v. Merry 1868 . 
L.R. 1 ILL. (Sc.) 326; Howells v. Landore Siemens Steel Co., 
L.R. 10 Q.B. 62; lledley v. Pinkney Steamship Co., (1894] 
A.C. 222; Charles v. Taylor, 3 O.P.D. 492; Swainson v. The 
North-Eastern It. Co., 3 Ex. D. 341 ; White v. Canadian Northern 
It. Co., 20 Man. L.R. 57. We submit there is no evidence of 
negligence.

Baxter, K.C., for hhe plaintiff, contra:—There is another 
clement in this case besides common employment. The plaintiff 
was directed to go upon the gangway by the defendant’s shore 
captain. There was no common employment until the plaintiff 
got on board the ship. The plaintiff was invited to go on Iward 
by defendant’s agent, who should have known that the gangway 
was safe. The plaintiff is a ship labourer or longshoreman. These 
men are supplied by the local society, and the defendant had no 
choice of them.
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(Parker, C.J., referred to 11 tit field v. The St. John Has Light 
Co., 32 N.B.R. 100.).

The men here had r.„t, arrived at their work. The plaintiff 
and Latta were not employed in any common scheme. They 
came into contact in their work ; that is all. The plaintiff 
did not expect to incur risk until he got on I ward. The ques
tion whether then* was common employment was a question for 
the jury and I am entitled to the liviielit of their finding because 
there was evidence to support it: Union Stramship Co. v. G’/or- 
idge, [1894] A.C. 185; Bevel) on Negligence, 1908, 3rd ed. 
(Can.), p. 672; Smith v. London <[• St. Katharine Docks Co., 
L.R. 3 C.P. 326.

F. /»*. Taylor, in reply :—The statement of claim alleges that 
the plaintiff was in the employ of the defendant so that the 
plaintiff’s employment must have begun.

Barker, C.J. :—The plaintiff was one of a gang of longshore
men employed to discharge the cargo of the steamer “Kmpnv<s 
of Ireland” belonging to the defendants on her arrival at St. 
John on one of her voyage* from Liverpool. He was proceed
ing to go on I ward the steamer in company with others of the 
gang to commence work, by means of a gangway provided by 
the steamer and which was ln-ing secured for that purpose 
by one of the officers of the ship, when the fastening gave way 
and the plaintiff was thrown to the steamer’s deck, and seriously 
injured. At the trial before Barry, J.. and a jury, a verdict 
was entered for *2.iXNl, the amount assessed by the jury, who 
found that the accident took place through the negligence of the 
defendant’s servant, and that then* was no contributory negli
gence on the plaintiff's part. So far there is not any sulwtantial 
difference between the parties. This l>eing an action at common 
law, the defendants have set up the defence of common employ
ment and it is to that point I shall direct the few observations 
I deem it necessary to make in view of the thorough manner the 
facts have been dealt with by my brother McKeown. Among 
other questions submitted to the jury was the following:—"If 
the injury was caused by the negligence of the defendant’s ser
vants, was the plaintiff a fellow servant of the company with 
such servants and engaged with them in a common employ
ment!” This question was answered in the negative and upon 
that finding in conjunction with the answers to the other ques
tions. the Judge entered the verdict in favour of the plaintiff. 
It is now contended that notwithstanding that finding, the evi
dence sustained the defence of common employment, and judg
ment should be entered for the defendants. There is no objec
tion made to the admission or rejection of evidence, none as to 
the direction to the jury and none as to the form of the ques-
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lions. The question which I have given is an exact copy of 
one submitted to the jury in Hatfield v. The Saint John Gas 
Light Co., 32 N.B.R. 10(). When that case came before the 
Supreme Court of Canada the finding of the jury was con
sidered sufficient to sustain the judgment of this Court in 
favour of the defendant: Saint John Gas Light Co. v. Hatfield, 
23 Can. S.C.R. 164. On my first consideration of this present 
case I came to the conclusion that it was really disposed of by 
the ease I have just cited, and though I should not myself have 
reached the same conclusion as the jury did, there seemed to me 
sufficient evidence to support it. On further consideration, I 
think that notwithstanding the answer of the jury, the verdict 
should have been entered for the defendants. There is this dis
tinction between the two eases. Saint John Gas Light Co. v. 
Hatfield, 23 Can. S.C.R. 164, depended altogether upon oral 
testimony from which the jury were to determine whether or 
not Hatfield was at the time of the accident in the employ of the 
gas company as their servant and in that way a fellow servant 
with the company’s servant whose negligence caused the acci
dent. In the present ease the relation between the plaintiff and 
the defendants arises from a written contract which it is for the 
Court to construe ; for although this action is not based on the 
contract, its terms must be looked to and construed in determin
ing whether as a result of its provisions the relation of master 
and servant regards this special work was created. For some 
reason which does not appear from the report of the trial, this 
written agreement was not produced, nor is there any evidence 
of its contents, except in one or two particulars, given by the 
witnesses. Mr. Taylor the defendants’ counsel made a state
ment of its contents or perhaps of the effect of its contents 
and that statement was accepted without objection as a correct 
version of the agreement, and as such, I feel bound to treat it. 
In Taylor on Evidence, see. 36, the following rule is laid 
down :—

If a document be lost. and oral evidence lie given of it* content*, tlie 
Judge must, count rue it* meaning in the name manner a* if it had been 
produced, hut the jury may. of courue, in such a ca*e lie called upon to 
declare whether they believe the oral tentimony, 
for which the author cites Lerwick v. Horsfall, 4 C.B. (N.S.) 
450. This rule is in my opinion applicable to the present ease 
where secondary evidence of the contents has been given with
out objection or a statement made and accepted by both sides as 
a correct version of the instrument, although there is no evi
dence of the loss or destruction of the instrument itself. The 
statement of Mr. Taylor the defendants’ counsel is thus re
ported, in the official stenographer’s report of the trial:—

An agreement wa* made between the Canadian Pacific railway and a 
number of men who signed the agreement and put up a deposit of $1.000
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guaranteeing that they would work for the Canadian Pacific railway dur
ing a certain period of year», at a certain rate of wages stated in the 
agreement. This money was deposited with two trustees; and the Can
adian Pacific Railway hires those men and agrees to hire them to do their 
work aa long aa they work at that rate of wages and do the wu*!r in a 
satisfactory way, and the particular men out of this crowd for any par
ticular vessel are selected by someone who is a member of the Longshore
men's Union, I presume, and lie picks such men as have entent! into this 
agreement.

The evidence shews and it is not disputed, that the foreman 
picks out the men for his gang, that the defendants have no 
right to discharge the men, but if the foreman won’t discharge 
the man the defendants can discharge the foreman. The de
fendants also pay the men individually and not through the 
foreman, and the men are working for the defendants. The evi
dence also shews that these men take their orders from the de
fendants’ marine superintendent Capt. Elliott or ('apt. Walsh, 
that the men are under their charge and orders and that every
thing to do with the docking of the ship and discharge of her 
cargo and baggage is done under the directions of the super
intendent. This evidence is not disputed.

It was the duty of the defendants on the arrival of their 
steamer to discharge their cargo for St. John and deliver on the 
wharf tiie baggage of the passengers landing there. To have 
this done by the steamer’s crew is not an up-to-date method of 
doing such work and in consequence the plaintiff and others in 
similar lines of work are employed for the purpose. The 
employment was therefore to do work which the defendants 
were bound to do and which was therefore their work. In what 
capacity then was the plaintiff acting? Was he an independent 
contractor? Clearly not. Was he the servant of the defendants 
whose work he was to do and by whom he was to be paid, or was 
he the servant of the union of which he was a member and 
under whose control he was to some extent acting under the 
immediate orders and control of the foreman of the gang in 
which he was working? In other words does the agreement mean 
that the union or some other officer of it was to do the work for 
the defendants by men selected from those who were parties to 
the agreement or does it mean that the union were only to select 
and furnish the men for the purj>o8e to the defendants who were 
to work as their servants though under their own foreman. 
The latter is to my mind the correct conclusion. The union did 
not as such carry on the business of discharging steamers. They 
regulated the conditions upon which the members should do 
that work for others. To hold otherwise would I think be at 
variance with the ordinary meaning of the language as found 
in a contract of the kind under discussion. In flail and Wife 
v. Lee $ ct al., (1904) 2 K.B. 6(>2, it appeared that the defend-
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ants were a committee of an association called the Oldham Nurs
ing Association whose1 object was to provide nurses to attend the 
sick in that neighbourhood. The female plaintiff was com
pelled to undergo an operation, and for the purpose two nurses 
were procured on the application of her medical attendant. 
Through the negligence of one of them she was seriously in
jured. She and her husband brought this action alleging that 
the nurse was the servant of the committee for whose negligent 
acts they were responsible. There were printed rules and regu
lations subject to which the nurses were employed. The ques
tion was whether the nurse was the servant of the committee 
at the time of the accident, or that of the patient for whom 
and by whom she was employed. The jury found in answer to a 
question left to them that the defendants undertook to nuree 
the plaintiff through the agency of the two nurses as their ser
vants. The question was whether that finding could be sup
ported. Collins, M.R., says (p. 611) :—

Under the circumstances the question seems to me to be, not one of 
fact for the jury, but really one of law for us—namely, what, upon 
the construction of the rules and regulations of the association and other 
documents, there being no dispute of fact involved, was the true nature 
of the contract entered into by the defendants? It appears to me clear, 
when the rules and regulations of the association and other documents are 
examined, that what the association undertook to do was merely to find 
and supply nurses, in selecting whom they had employed all reasonable 
care and skill in order to ensure their being competent and efficient.

At page 614 the Master of the Rolls continues:—
Therefore, when the association sent the nurses, I do not think they 

were sending them to do in their place that which they had themselves 
undertaken to do. They never undertook, ns it seems to me, to nurse 
the female plaintiff, but only to supply a competent nurse for that pur-

There are other elements entering into the question than the 
mere contractual employment. Who is the paymaster liable to 
the servant! Who has the control of the work! Who has power 
to discharge the ment These arc all questions pertinent to the 
main inquiry. In Sadler v. Jlcnhck, 4 El. & Bl. 570, Crompton, 
J., says (p. 578) :—

The twt is whether the defendant retained the power of controlling the

In Charles v Taylor Walker <[■ Co., 3 C.P.D. 492, at page 
498, Lord Thesiger relies u|>on the payment and the power to 
discharge, and Lord Russell in Jones v. Scullard, [1898] 2 Q.B. 
565, at p. 573, says that the important element to determine 
whether a person is the servant of one person or the other in 
relation to a particular business is which of the two had the 
control of him in the conduct of that business. So in the case
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of stevedores who, according to English authorities at all 
events, arc not servants of the owners of the ship, but independ
ent of them with entire control over their men (Murray v. 
Currie, L.R. 6 C.P. 24), the Lord Chancellor in Cameron v. 
Nxjstrom, [1898] A.C. 308, at p. 312, says:—

Reliance was place»I upon expressions used in the evidence, with regard 
to the extent to which the mute and master had the right to direct and 
control the acts of the stevedore's servants. That does not seem to their 
Lordships in the least inconsistent with their being the servants of the 
stevedores and not the servants of the shipowners. There was no express 
agreement with regard to \he extent to which the master and mate should 
have control over them. That control is only to be implied from the 
circumstances in which they were employed. The relation of stevedore to 
shipowner is a well-known relation, involving no doubt the right of the 
master of the vessel to control the order in which the cargo should be 
discharged and various other incidents of the discharge but in no way put
ting the servants of the stevedore so completely under the control and at 
the disposition of the master as to make them the servants of the ship
owner, who neither pays them, nor selects them, nor could discharge them, 
nor stands in any other relation to them than this, that they are the ser- 
vanta of a contractor employed on behalf of the ship to do a particular 
work.

There is nothing in the evidence here to shew that the de
fendants had not complete control over the plaintiff and the 
work in which he was engaged. It is true that he was subject 
to the immediate orders of the foreman as all such workmen 
necessarily are, but the foreman was the defendants’ foreman as 
to that work and subject to dismissal by them. The only ob
jection of any force is that the defendants were by the express 
terms of the arrangement precluded from discharging any of 
the men except through the foreman. The evidence is not alto
gether clear on this point, hut assuming the fact to be as I have 
stated it—and this is the view most favourable to the plaintiff’s 
case—the defendants undoubtedly had the right to dismiss the 
foreman. So slight a limitation on the defendants’ authority to 
dismiss is unimportant in view of the other facts in evidence.

There is nothing in the point that the work had not com
menced when this accident took place. The employment had 
commenced and the men were at the time on their way to the 
part of the ship when* they were to work and going as they 
were directed by the defendants’ officers: Coldrick v. Part- 
ridge, Jones & Co., [1910] A.C. 77 at p. 80.

The risk of accident such as that which happened was one 
known to the plaintiff, who was familiar with the means for 
boarding the steamers, and he must be taken to have assumed 
the responsibility of the risk as an implied term of the contract.

I think the judgment should be entered for the defendants.
Landry, McLeod and White, JJ., concurred.
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McKeown, J. :—The plaintiff is a ship labourer residing at 
St. John, N.B., and on the 2nd day of January, 1909, started to 
go on Ixnird the defendant company’s steamship “Empress of 
Ireland,” then lying at her dock at St. John West, to assist in 
discharging freight from the vessel’s hold. It appears that an 
arrangement had been made between the defendant company 
and a number of men, whereby the latter agreed, for a certain 
time, and at a certain wage, to load and discharge the defend
ant’s vessels at the port of St. John, and the defendant com
pany on its part agreed to give to such men whatever work of 
that nature it had to do at that port. It is not very specifically 
stated in the evidence, but I think it is to be gathered, that such 
men belonged to the Longshoremen’s Union, an unincorporated 
labour organization in the city of St. John, but whether its full 
membership is party to the agreement or not does not appear. 
In working out the agreement, the facts seem to be that when a 
ship, belonging to the defendant company is docked, the union 
is notified, through its foreman, that a certain number of men 
will be required to discharge her freight, and men who are party 
to the above mentioned agreement are selected, presumably by 
some member of the union, to do the work.

The men thus put to work are paid individually by the 
defendant company through its officials. They do their work 
under the direction of gang foremen, who are subject to the 
instructions of the shore captain of the vessel. I think the 
learned trial Judge summed up the evidence upon this point 
fairly and accurately by saying to the jury:—

The crew, the captain, the first officer, the second officer, the extra 
second, the third and fourth, ami nil the men are, no doubt, servant* and 
employees of the defendant company. These stevedores and the foremen, 
I think—at all events, I ao direct you, and you will have to take my state
ment of the law—were also servants of the railway company.

It seems clear from the evidence that the shore captain has 
full control of the work of discharging and loading the vessel, 
and, both through their foremen and directly of himself, has full 
control over the men who do the work, and where occasion arises 
exercises his right to directly discharge them. The evidence 
discloses no controversy upon this point. On the day in ques
tion plaintiff was ascending the gangway leading from the 
wharf to the vessel’s deck for the purpose of going to work to 
discharge the cargo, and unfortunately the fastenings of the 
gangway gave way, allowing it to fall, whereby the plaintiff was 
precipitated to the dock and sustained considerable injury, and 
this suit is brought to recover damages therefor. In answer 
to a question upon that point, the jury have found that the 
gangway fell because of the negligence of Robert 0. Latin, extra 
second officer of the steamship, who undertook to make it secure,
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and did partially fasten it; and there is evidence upon which N.B. 
such finding can fairly be based. The jury also found that 
there was no contributory negligence on plaintiff’s part, and 1912
assessed damages for his injuries at $2,000, for which amount a ----
verdict was entered for plaintiff, with leave reserved to de- 0 Rboan 
fendant to move to have a verdict entered for it. C.P.R. Co.

Notwithstanding the findings of the jury to the effect that mck^.j. 
the injury of which plaintiff complains, was caused by a servant 
of defendant company, and that such servant was not a fellow 
servant of plaintiff, 1 am of opinion that plaintiff is not entitled 
to hold his verdict for the reason that he and Mr. Latta ( the 
extra second officer through whose negligence in securing the 
gangway plaintiff's injuries were caused) were in fact both 
servants of the defendant company, and that the risk of such 
injury was assumed by plaintiff in the contract of hiring and 
service between the parties to this suit. In determining the 
liability of a defendant in a case like this, and where there 
an* no disputed facts 1 is to the relationship of the defendant 
to the negligent and injured parties, the pronouncement of a 
jury as to whether the latter are fellow servants or not can In* 
of no assistance to the Court, for the liability in such case must 
turn upon the answer to the question—“What risk the plaintiff 
must be taken to have known and assumed when he entered de
fendant’s employ?M I11 other words, in each individual case, 
ns above, does the contract of hiring and service contain an 
implied condition that the employee assumes the risk in ques
tion T Where the facts are admitted to the extent that they 
are in the present case, it is then. I take it, a matter for the 
Court to determine in the construction of the contract whether 
it was an implied condition thereof that such risk was assumed 
or not. There are cases in which it may In* doubtful whether a 
plaintiff is, in fact, the servant of a defendant whose employee 
has caused the injury. See Hat field v. The Saint John Gas 
Light Company, 32 N.B.R. 100, and 23 Can. S.C.R. 164, in which 
defendant’s liability turned upon whether the plaintiff was 
defendant’s employee, or whether he continued to be the em
ployee of one F. W. Wisdom with whom the gaslight company 
had arranged to do certain work in connection with carrying 
the gas from the company’s main to various buildings and street 
lamps. If Hatfield in the ease referred to had left Mr. Wisdom’s 
service, and had become an employee of the gas company, it 
seems to have been admitted that he would have no ground of 
action : while if he remained the servant of Mr. Wisdom (which 
the jury found was the case) the action was maintainable.
Dealing with this question of fact in the above case, the jury 
found that Hatfield was acting under the direction of defendant 
as a servant of Mr. Wisdom and under Mr. Wisdom’s control, 
and answered “No” to the following question:—

»

♦.]
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If the Injury was caused by the negligence of the defendant'* servant, 
was the plaintiff a fellow servant of the company with such servant, and 
eng.iged with him in a common employment!
and a verdict was entered for the plaintiff. On appeal to the 
Supreme Court of Canada from the judgment of this Court, 
dismissing a motion to enter a verdict for the defendant, or for 
a netv trial, Mr. Justice (IWynne remarked (p. 171) :—

It is sufficient to say that the question whether the plaintiff was the 
defendant's servant and under their control, and a co-labourer employed 
in one common employment with the persons who, being servants of the 
defendants, negligently caused the plaintiff the injury of which he com
plains, was a mere question of fact, which it was the office of the jury 
to determine,
and tile verdict was sustained. Ill cases such as the above, where 
there is dispute as to whether a plaintiff was in defendant’s 
employ or in that of another party, no doubt it is for the jury 
to say in whose employ plaintiff really was, and in that way 
to make a finding as to whether the injured party anil tile negli
gent party were fellow servants; but, as in the present case, 
where the undisputed facts shew that both jiarties were in the 
employ of the defendant company, I think the question of de
fendant's liability cannot lie determined by answering a question 
such ns is quoted nlmve, which is word for word the same as 
question 6 submitted to the jury in this ease, and to which they 
also returned a negative answer; but I think the real question 
is; “Is there to be implied, in the contract of hiring and service, 
a condition that plaintiff assumed the risk of negligence on the 
part of Mr. Lai ta, the defendant's servant who failed to secure 
the gangway, thereby occasioning plaintiff’s injuriesf’ No 
controversy is raised as to Mr. Latta's conqietency and it seems 
to me to be a quest ion ns to whether, under the contract, plain
tiff i 'dly assumed the risk in question, and I am of opinion 
that he did. In tile ease of finir V. Theatre Uenjal, (1907] 1 
K.H. 544, it appeared that the plaintiff was engaged as a 
chorus girl and as she was leaving the stage at the close of a 
performance, some object fell and injured her. Scenery was 
being shifted at the time and there was evidence to shew that 
her injury was caused by the fall of a piece of the scenery 
handled by the scene shifters. At the conclusion of plain
tiff’s case, it was contended that plaintiff could not recover be
cause the evidence disclosed that the scene shifters whose negli
gence caused the accident were in common employment with 
plaintiff, and the learned Judge adopted that view and non
suited the plaintiff. This course was upheld by the Court of 
Appeal, and in his judgment, Collins, M.R., said as follows 
(p. 553)

The basil underlying the doctrine of common employment In all the 
rases appears to be that, under the circumstances, the Injured person

4
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must be taken to have accepted the ri*ke involved by putting hinixclf in 
juxtaposition with other persona employed by the same employer, whose 
presence is incidental to the occupation in which he is engaged, and 
cannot complain of that which is a necessary or reasonable incident of 
the situation in which he has voluntarily placed himself. The principle 
so stated affords an answer to the argument which has often been intro
duced in these cases, namely, that the person injured is not in the same 
grade of employment as the person whose negligence occasioned the mis
chief. That argument appears to be based upon a misconception of the 
true principle which governs these cases. There may lie such a difference 
between the relative positions of two persons employed by the same em
ployer as to make it plausible to sav that they cannot lie considered as fel
low labourers. Hut that consideration does not determine the question really 
involved, which is whether the jiossibility of negligence on the part of 
the person who has occasioned the mischief is not one of the risks which, 
under the circumstances, must lie taken to have been accepted by the 
person injured as incidental to the employment;

and in the report of the same case published in L.J. Rep. X.S. 
vol. 76, 459, at page 467, the Master of the Rolls is reported as
saying:—

The doctrine of common employment, in fact, is only a branch of the 
wider doctrine that a person who voluntarily places himself in juxta
position with other persons, must be taken to accept the perils which are 
the ordinary incidents of the relationship into which lie has chosen to 
enter. No one can lie heard to complain of that which is a reasonable con
sequence of the position in which he has deliberately placed him-elf.

The same principles an- discussed in the later case of Cold- 
rick v. Partridge, June* d1 Co., Ltd., [19091 1 K.B. 530 and 
[1910] A.C. 77. The facts were that the defendants, who were 
colliery proprietors, possessed a railway in connection with their 
colliery and ran a train thereon for the carriage of their colliers 
free of charge from the colliery towards their homes after the 
day’s work. One of the colliers while being so carried met his 
death through an accident occasioned by the negligence of ser
vants of his employers engaged in the repair of a bridge over 
the railway. The point was taken for plaintiff—as in the case 
now before us—that even if the relationship of fellow workmen 
existed between the injured and negligent parties, while at work, 
it could exist only during the hours of labour, and not while 
plaintiff was returning from his work after the day’s labour 
ceased. The opinion of the Court was, that such relationship 
exists while going to and returning from work, ns well as 
during the actual hours of employment, and the liability of an 
employer with reference to means of access to, and departure 
from, his scene of labour, and its bearing upon the doctrine of 
fellow servant, was given thorough consideration. The ease 
was tried before Mr. Justice Bray and a jury, and in answer to 
questions they found that the accident was caused by the negli-
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(fence of a mason and engineer, both in defendant’s employ, and 
they could not agree as to whether plaintiff was guilty of contri
butory negligence. The defence of common employment being 
raised it was agreed that no question should be put to the 
jury on that point, but that, if any facts were disputed, bear
ing on this defence, the Judge himself should find tiiem. As 
far as the report discloses there does not seem to have been 
any disputed facts bearing upon this question. Both the negli
gent and the injured parties were there, as in the case before us. 
in the employ of the same master, and the reasoning of the trial 
Judge, as well as that of the other Judges, seems to me to In
applicable to the present case.

In his judgment Mr. Justice Bray says in part as fol
lows (pp. 535, 536, 537) :—

Now the train running on this railway wa* one of the mean# provided 
by the defendant* to enable their servant# to leave the work#. They 
might use the train or walk along roads or ways running through the 
works. What is the position of a workman who is walking through hi# 
employer'» works in order to reach or leave the place where he ha* to 
work? I think this is really the question I have to answer, because I 
cannot think that a workman travelling by one of these trains is in any 
different position from a man walking through the works. The railway 
is one of the modes of access provided by the employers just a# much a* 
any rood or way. The workman chooses which lie likes just as much as a 
man may choose to walk up stairs or go up a lift where one is provided. 
What is his |m*ition then? First, is such a man engaged in the course of 
hi* employment? ... It seems to lie impossible that the contract of 
the employer with his servant should be different during the period 
when he i# passing through his employer's works, to or from his work, 
from that during the period when he is actually at work. The risk the 
servant run# is of the same character, namely, the risk of some negli
gence on the part of his fellow servants with whom he is brought into 
juxtaposition. Why is it to be implied in the absence of any express con
tract that the employer ha* taken upon himself the additional responsi
bility of being liable for the negligence of those fellow servants? There 
seem* to me to he no reason why be should, or why the servant should, 
ask that he should ... I can see no reason why the risk which the 
servant accepts when he enters on his employment should not include 
the ri*k he runs while he is actually on hie employer's premises going to 
or from his work ... A workman may be engaged at large docks. 
In the course of hi# employment he may have to cross a movable bridge 
or gangway, and he has to cross the same bridge or gangway when he 
goes to hi* work or leaves it. If the servant having the control of the 
bridge or gangway be careless, an accident may happen and the man 
crossing may fall into the water and be drowned. The employer would 
not be liable in the first case. Is it reasonable in the absence of any ex
press contract that he should he liable in the second? . . . The master 
does undertake to use reasonable care in that part of the work which he 
personally undertakes but does not undertake that fellow servants shall 
u*e reasonable care, the risk from negligence of the fellow servant* being
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one which the servant accepts. I come, therefore, to the conclusion that 
the defence of common employment is properly raised here and is an 
answer to the action, and judgment must be entered for the defendants.

In the judgment on appeal Vaughan Williams. L.J., said 
(p. 542):—

All the decisions on the subject appear to me to proceed on the foot
ing that the doctrine of common employment and the consequent exon
eration of the master from liability rest upon the basis of its being an 
implied term of the contract of employment that the servant undertakes 
the risk of negligence by his fellow servants ... It was argued that 
the implied contract only extends to risks which may arise during the 
time when the workman is actually at work as the servant of his em
ployer. I do not think that there is any such limitation as suggested. 
For my part I think that the implied term of the contract of service to 
which I have referred extends to all eases where there is obviously occa
sion for the use by the workman of means of access to and departure 
from his work, which are provided by the master and which will be under 
the management of his servant*, so long as those means of access and 
departure are so provided.

And Lord Justice Farwell in the same ease at page 544 of 
the report says :—

It is true that the contract of employment is. as a rule, silent as to 
anything beyond the nature and period of the employment and the re
muneration for it; but. ns in the case of many other contracts, terms have 
to be implied and read into it. in order to give effect to what must bo 
presumed to have been the intention of the parties.

After referring, with approval, to the judgment of Shaw, 
C.J., in the American case of Farwell v. Boston and Worcester 
Railroad Corporation, 45 Mass. 49. the learned Lord Justice 
goes on to say ( p. 545) :—

Therefore, in my view, the question must depend on the true con
struction of the contract between employer and employed whether express 
or implied.

On the ease being carried to the House of Lords, the appeal 
was unanimously dismissed, see [1910] A.C. 77. In deliver
ing his judgment in the House of Lords, the Lord Chancellor 
said (p. 80) :—

The real argument, if the appeal is to prevail, must be that the risk 
was not really incidental to the service and that, therefore, there was no 
contract to be implied on the part of the deceased to take the risk of 
that journey . , .On these facts are we to imply a condition that the 
deceased took the risk of the negligence of the servant who left the scaffold
ing too near the line and thereby caused this accidentî I think Vaughan 
Williams. L.J., states the conclusion accurately in his judgment : “The 
implied contract which arose as lietween the defendants and the ser
vant was this:—Whenever I avail myself of the means of access which 
I see provided for myself at this colliery for the men on occasions of 
access or departure. I will take the risk of the negligence of those ser-
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vantg of yours who have the control of the railway, or have the control 
of—not the running of the carriages—hut also the roadway itself and 
its necessary adjuncts, such as bridges or reparation of the four-foot way 
or anything else. I take these risks.”

Now the plaintiff in this present ease has been a longshore
man for some fifty years or thereabouts. He knew that to reach 
the deck of a vessel it is necessary to go up a gangway which 
must be attached to the ship to ensure safety. Unfortunately, 
in the instance before us, it was not securely fastened and for 
that reason he was injured. Hut, accepting the finding of the 
jury that his injury was caused by the negligence of the ser
vant of the defendant company in not fastening the gangway 
and apart from the guidance afforded by the authorities alluded 
to, docs it not appear conclusive that plaintiff must have 
known and assumed the risk of such negligence? If not, I would 
find it difficult to imagine any risk whatsoever which plaintiff 
could lie considered to have taken upon himself. For the reasons 
given in the decisions above referred to, I think this appeal 
should he allowed, and that judgment should be entered for the 
defendant.

Appeal allowed.

B. C.

1912
C. A.

Nov. 5.

GEORGE v. MICHELL.

GEORGE v. HUMPHREYS.
British Columbia Court of Appeal, Macdonald, C.J. I., Irving, and 

Martin, JJ.A. November 5, 1912.

1. Waters ($ IIJ—156)—Use of water for irrigation—Rights of
OWNER OF LAND—PRE-EMPTION—POWERS OF PROVINCE—“TERMS OF

Where by the “terms of union” tho Province of British Columbia 
relinquished to tho Dominion its right to administer lands up till then 
held by the Crown in right of the Province, and these lands were to 
lie ascertained when the route of tho Canadian Pacific Railway was 
fixed, and were subsequently defined and accepted by an Act of the 
Dominion Parliament, and by the terms of union, the Province agreed 
not to sell “in any other way than under right of pre-emption requir
ing actual resilience of the pro emptor on the lands claimed by him”; 
the granting of water or the right to divert the some for the purpose 
of irrigating lands already pre-empted was notwithstanding the “terms 
of union” within the powers of the Province until the lands relin
quished to the Dominion were defined and accepted by the Act of the 
Dominion Parliament.

George v. Michele.

statement An appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of Gregory, J., 
Oeorqe v. Mich i ll, 16 B.C.R. 510, diamiasing an art ion for 
wrongful obstruction and diversion of water.

The appeal was allowed.
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Maclean, K.C., for the appellant B-c
Craig, for the respondent. ^7,

Macdonald, C.J.A. :—This action was brought for an injune- -----
tion to restrain the defendant from abstracting water for irri- George 
gating land from a stream sometimes in the case called Peter- michell.
son creek and sometimes “Jacko.” I shall call it Peterson creek -----
because it appears to me to make no difference in the result by Maj°j?d'
which name the stream or any part of it is called. The plaintiff 
claims damages resulting from said abstraction in the years 
from 1906 to 1910 inclusive.

The plaintiff’s lands, which are agricultural lands, were pre
empted under the provincial land laws by her predecessors in 
title, Jones and Mellors, in 1876, with the exception of one lot 
which was purchased from the Province in 1878. The pre
empted lots art* numbered 453 and 454, and the purchased lot 
410, all in group 1, Kamloops Division of Yale District. Lot 
410 was patented in 1879, and the others on the 20th October. 
1884. Authority pursuant to British Columbia Statute. 38 Viet, 
eh. 5, sec. 48, to divert four hundred inches of water from 
Peterson creek for purposes of irrigation was recorded by the 
proper executive officer of the Province in favour of Mellors on 
the 12th February, 1877, he then being the pre-emptor of said 
lot 454 ; 500 inches from the same stream in favour of Jones 
for farming purposes was recorded on the 27th August, 1877, 
he then being the pre-emptor of said lot 453; and 500 inches 
from Jacko Lake, an expansion of Peterson creek, in favour of 
Jones and Mellors was recorded on the 25th of June, 1883. 
In the argument before us no attack was made upon the validity 
of these transactions commonly called water records, save that 
the stream being within what is now the “railway belt” the 
Province could not, because of the terms of union (an agree
ment entered into between the Province and Dominion in 1871) 
legally make these grants of water. There were other water 
records made in favour of the plaintiff's predecessors, but they 
are subsequent to the 19th April, 1884, and for reasons which 
will hereafter appear I think are invalid, though the status of 
the defendant to question them, or the ones above mentioned, 
may be doubted. As to this I express no opinion as the point 
was not argued.

The question of the validity of the three records mentioned, 
being exhibits 1, 2 and 4, depends upon the answer to the ques
tion, when did the Province cease to have jurisdiction to alienate 
water to settlers for irrigating purposes within what is now the 
“railway belt”? Was it when the terms of union were entered 
into, or was it when the “railway belt” was, by subsequent 
statute or statutes, transferred to the Dominion.

These terms and statutes have been judicially noticed and
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construed ns to some of their consequences in The Queen v. Far- 
well. 14 Can. S.C.ÎÎ. 392. in which the Court appears to have 
thought that it was not until 19th April, 1884, or at earliest 
19th December. 1883, that the legislature of the Province had 
put it out of its power to deal with the lands agreed by the terms 
of union to he conveyed to the Dominion. Ritchie. C.J., p. 420. 
said

Therefore, so soon u the Act of tin* Dominion (47 Viet. cli. tl. April 
19th, 1884) adopting anil confirming the legislation of the Province 
(47 Viet. ch. 14, 19th December, 1883) wee paused, the line of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway thus selected by the Dominion Government 
and ndopted by British Columbia passed out of the control of the 
executive Government of British Columbia, and was held by the Crown 
as represented by the Governor-General of Canada.

And Lord Watson, in Atty.-Gcn. of Brit. Columbia v. Atty.- 
Gen. of Canada, 14 A.C. 295, 301, speaking with reference to 
the terms of union and to the said Provincial statute, said:— 

The obligation (by the terms of union) is to “convey” the lands, 
and the Act (B.C. 19th Decemlier, 1883) purports to “grant” them, 
neither expression being strictly appropriate, though sufficiently intel
ligible for all practical purposes. The title to the public lands of 
British Columbia has all along been and still is vested in the Crown; 
but the right to administer and dispose of those lands to settlers, 
together with all royal and territorial revenues arising therefrom, had 
been transferred to the Province before its admission into the Fed
eral union. Leaving the precious metals out of view for the present, 
it seems clear that the only “conveyance” contemplated was a trans
fer to the Dominion of the provincial right to manage and settle the 
lands and to appropriate their revenues.

I infer from this that until the actual transfer of the rail
way lands by the statute of 1883, confirmed by the Dominion 
in 1884, the Province had not by the terms of union parted with 
its right to manage and settle its public lands, including those 
which should afterwards be ascertained by the location of the 
line of railway to he those to be conveyed to the Dominion, hut 
that such right would cease only when the transfer should have 
taken place and with respect to those lands only. Rut if I am 
wrong in supposing that such inference may be drawn from 
the language above referred to, and right in thinking that no 
opposite inference may lie drawn affecting this case. I am still 
of the opinion that the Province had not parted with its right 
to settle its public lands, including those afterwards defined as 
the “railway belt/’ until after the transfer effected by the 
statutes aforesaid. I have not overlooked the Provincial Act. 
43 Viet. ch. 11 (1880), but assuming that Act to have been of 
any effect before its terms were assented to by the Dominion, 
there is no evidence in this ease that the waters in question here 
are within the belt there defined, which is different, from Kam-
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loops easterly, from that finally selected. This statute would, 
in any event, only affect the record of the 25th of June, 1883.

The respondent’s contention, and that apparently adopted 
by the Court below, was that by the 11th art. of the terms of 
union, which provides :—

That until the «oiimiencemcnt within two years us at'orcsai-1 from 
the date of the union of the construction of the said railway, the Gov
ernment of British Columbia shall not sell or alienate any further |»or 
tions of the public lands of British Columbia in any other way than 
under right of pro emption requiring actual residence of the pre emptor 
on the lands claimed by him ;

The Province hail surrendered its powers of disposition over 
its lands, including waters, except to alienate by such right of 
pre-emption, and that while the settler might acquire land by 
right of pre-emption under Provincial laws, yet the Province 
could not grunt him water privileges under the same laws 
although without such the lands would be useless for agricul
tural purposes—the purposes for which it was intended he 
should acquire them. It was so notorious that 1 think I may 
take judicial notice of the fact that a wide belt through which 
the railway would pass was a dry territory commonly called the 
“dry belt,” which fact must have been known to the parties 
to the articles of union ; and as a settler’s right of pre-emption 
in this territory without the right to obtain water for irrigating 
the lands pre-empted would be valueless, 1 cannot think that a 
construction of the lltli art. which would bring about that result 
is the correct one. The line to be followed by the railway was 
not defined. The articles of union would therefore apply alike 
to all the public lands of the Province, and not to a defined, or 
even a roughly defined, area. If the water records now under 
consideration arc invalid, so arc all water records made in the 
Province between 1871 and 1884, whether within the limits of 
what was afterwards defined and transferred to the Dominion 
or not. I think the intention, made sufficiently manifest by 
the terms of union, and the course of conduct of the parties 
afterwards, was that the Province should retain its jurisdiction 
over its public lands except as expressly limited in the articles, 
and should be permitted to settle those lands in the honest sense 
of that term, which could not be done if the settlers were to be 
deprived of the appurtenances to their holdings which the Uind 
Act authorized them to acquire, and which were essential to a 
profitable cultivation of the soil. I can find nothing in the lan
guage of the articles of union to justify the conclusion that an 
interregnum in the administration of the public lands was to be 
created between their date and the final transfer of the railway 
lands to the Dominion. Until their transfer the Dominion could 
exercise no jurisdiction over them. That the settlement of the 
lands should go on, on the part of one or the other party to the
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articles, is plainly indicated in the articles themselves, and in 
the final terms arrived at at the time of the transfer, and 
embodied in the Dominion Act of 47 Viet. eh. 6.

It follows that, in my opinion, the three records, exhibits 1. 
2 and 4, are valid.

It is unnecessary to say anything about the defendant’s 
records save that they arc invalid as they were made hv the 
Province long after the railway belt was transferred to the 
Dominion: Burrard Power Co. v. The King, [10111 A.C. 87. 
The learned trial Judge thought the last, mentioned ease was 
authority for holding that the records which 1 have held to be 
valid were not so. Their " i had not there to consider
the status of records made before the transfer of the railway 
belt, but only those made thereafter, and the language relied 
upon by the learned Judge I think must be confined to the facts 
of that case.

On tin* merits I have come to the conclusion, after reading 
the evidence, that the plaintiff is entitled only to nominal dam
ages. It is beyond question that the defendant interfered with 
and diverted water for several years prior to 1910, which plain- 
till' was entitled, had she insisted on it, to have flow down Peter
son creek into Jacko lake, and thence through the continuation 
of Peterson creek to the plaintiff’s lands, but until the year 
1910 the parties were not at arm’s length. Some protests were 
made by or on behalf of the plaintiff, but after various discus
sions between the parties, there was up to the end of Î909 such 
condonation on plaintiff's part of defendant's trespasses as to 
estop her from claiming damages. There was, however, no such 
estoppel in respect of what was done in 1910, but there is no 
satisfactory evidence of actual damage in that year. The evi
dence is that that was an exceptionally dry year from the very 
beginning, and having regard to the lack of convincing proof 
that defendant’s interference in that year with the water in 
Peterson creek resulted in damage to the plaintiff, and the find
ing of the learned Judge who, after a view, held that even if 
the water had not been interfered with by the defendant, it 
would, owing to the exceptional dryness of the season and con
sequent scanty flow of water in the creek, have been absorbed 
by the soil before reaching the plaintiff, I cannot say that a 
case of actual damage was made out.

I would allow the appeal, direct that judgment be entered 
for the plaintiff for a perpetual injunction, and one dollar dam
ages, with costs here and below.

irring, j.A. Irvino, J.A.:—I would allow this appeal. The plaintiff’s 
property was pre-empted in 1876, and immediately applications 
to record water weri‘ made. In point of time they were the first 
to record water on the creek.

8366
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The defendants, without doubt, used the water, disregarding B c- 
the rights obtained by the plaintiffs under their reeords. q~a

The learned trial Judge based his judgment on the decision hhj 
given by the Judicial Committee in the Burrard Bower Co. case,
11911 ] A.C. 987, which in his opinion declares, in effect, that Lhoruk 
the Provincial Parliament had no authority subsequent to the Mjchki.i.. 
21st July, 1871, to legislate with respect to waters and water —* 
rights within the railway belt. 1 do not think there is any- ln‘"k 
thing in the report of the Judicial Committee’s decision that is 
inconsistent, with what has been generally regarded as the rule, 
viz., that the 11 tli article did not come into effect so as to deprive 
the Province of its right to legislate in respect of water until 
the 19th December, 1883, or possibly until the Province and the 
Dominion had agreed upon and defined the lands to be granted, 
that is, until 19th April, 1884, when the Dominion Parliament 
passed 47 Viet. eh. fi. ratifying the s« entered into by
the Provincial and Dominion Governments.

In The Quern v. Farwe.ll (1887'. 14 Can. S.C.R. 392. when 
the title to the site of the present city of Revelstoke was in 
dispute, it was held that a grant made to Farxvell by the Pro
vincial Government in 1885 was of no effect. Strong. J.. took 
tile view that the provincial statute. 47 Viet. eh. 14. passed on 
the 19th December. 1883. was self-executing and operated imme
diately and conclusively so soon as the event on which it was 
limited was to take effect, that is. as soon as the line of the 
railway was finally located. This date, he said, could be fixed 
by evidence. Ritchie. C.J.. who assumed, but without so decid
ing, that, legislation by the Dominion was necessary to transfer 
the proprietary interests, fixed the 19th April. 1884. as the true 
date. In The Quern v. FnnrrU (1893). 22 Can. S.C.R. 553,
King. J.. said the railway licit was transferred by the Provincial 
Act. of 1883. 47 Viet. eh. 14. that is, on 19th December. 188)1, 
and in The Queen v. Demers (1894), 22 Can. S.C.R. 482,
Gwynne, J., in whose judgment all the other members of the 
Court concurred, seems • the view that it was to the joint 
action of the two parliaments, ami not the 11th article that the 
title of the Dominion to the railway belt should lie attributed.
That case would therefore fix tin* 19th November, 1884. In the 
Precious Metals Case. Atty.-Gcn. II. C. v. A tty.-Gen. Canada.
14 A.C. 295, at 300, Lord Watson says the lands forming the 
railway licit were granted by an Act of the Legislature of Bri
tish Columbia. 47 Viet. ch. 14. see. 2 (19th December, 1883).

The Act of 1880 was passed to aid the Dominion Government 
in constructing the Canadian Pacific Railway between Burrard 
Inlet and Yellowhead Pass, and at the end of the first section 
an1 these words:—

The grant of the land shall In* subject otherwise to the conditions 
of the said 11th section of the terms of union.

1517
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What these words include is difficult to say, because the term 
of two years within which work was to commence had long since 
expired, and the term of ten years was fast running out. Pos
sibly it was intended to reserve to the Province—notwithstand
ing the wide words “and there is hereby granted”—the right 
to continue to dispose of the lands under the pre-emption laws.

The line from Burrard Inlet to Yellowhead was never pro
ceeded with, and on 12th May, 1883. an Act was passed by the 
Province in settlement of all claims by the Province against the 
Dominion in respect of delays in construction of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway. The Act of 1880 was amended by eliminating 
all reference to the Yellowhead Pass, and a new grant was made 
with reference to the line “wherever it may be finally located.’’

This Act in turn was repealed on the 19th December, 1883, 
by 47 Viet. ch. 14, which substituted a new agreement, which, 
however, was not to be binding until ratified by the Dominion 
Parliament.

In determining the exact date when the administration of 
the railway belt passed to the Dominion so as to put an end to 
the power of the Provincial Government to make grants of water 
therein, regard must be had to the fact that here we arc con
struing “statutory compacts”—to use Lord Watson’s expres
sion—between two governments. Until acceptance there was 
no compact, and having regard to the express provision for 
ratification by the Dominion Government set out in the pre
amble to 47 Viet. ch. 14, I would say that the date of the 
assent to the Dominion statute. 19th April, 1884, was the true 
date, and that all records obtained by the plaint i IT prior to that 
date were good and valid. At any rate, if that view is not cor
rect, the date referred to by Strong, J., would lie the true date 
of the transfer.

I do not think it is necessary to refer to any of the Land 
Acts prior to the Land Act, 1875. The Land Act of 1874 had 
been disallowed in March, 1875, by the Dominion Government 
on the ground that no reservation had been made in respect of 
the railway belt or for the Indians. By the Act of 1875, sec. 
48, provision was made for the diverting of unrecorded and 
unappropriated water, on giving one month’s notice, a record 
was made by the proper officer and thereupon the applicant 
became entitled to divert the stream.

In Carson v. Marthy, 1 B.C.R. pt. 2, 281, Hartley v. Carson, 
20 Can. 8.C.R. 634, much discussion took place as to the neces
sity for proving compliance with the terms of the Act, and as 
to the omission of details in the application and in the records, 
but the majority of the Supreme Court of Canada held that 
the provisions as to notices, etc., were merely directory, and 
that records imperfect in form should be upheld.
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It would appear then that between the pre-emption of the B. C. 
plaintiff’s property and the 19th December, 1883, the plaintiff’s 
predecessors in title had obtained some five records covering jg|.>
some 1,900 inches of water from the creek in question, and ----
before the 8th May, 1880, the day of the Royal assent to the Gborcie 
first Act of the Province, two records of 200 and 500 inches Michell,
respectively. With reference to these two records it seems to ----
me the plaintiff’s case is absolutely unassailable, and, on those 
two records alone, that judgment ought to have been entered 
for the plaintiff.

Hut the plaintiff, in my opinion, is entitled to more. All of 
her records obtained prior to 19th April, 1884, are good and 
valid, and a declaration to that effect should be made, and an 
injunction granted to restrain the defendants from interfering 
with her rights. The plaintiff is also entitled to damages ; there 
may be difficulties in the way of proving the amount of dam
ages, but there is abundant proof that she suffered damages 
year by year by reason of the defendant’s interference with her 
water rights.

I think the questions settled by this lawsuit might very well 
have been determined by raising the point of law for decision, 
and then, if necessary, the question of damages could be settled 
later. •

Gkokce v. Humphreys.
Appeal by the plaintiff from the judgment of Gregory, J., 

at trial in favour of the defendant.
The appeal w’as allowed.
//. A. McLean, K.C., for the appellant.
C. W. Craig, for the respondent.

Macdonald, C.J.A. :—The principal question of law in- H^deeeid. 
volvcd in this case is the same as that in (Icorge v. Michell 
(ante), in which I have just handed down my conclusions 
and the reasons therefor. It is, therefore, only necessary to 
consider those phases of the ease which differ from the one above 
mentioned. The only water records upon which the plaintiff 
can rely as being prior to the transfer of the railway belt to 
the Dominion, are exhibits 3 and 5, recorded the 8th of Aug
ust, 1882. and 9th of November, 1883, respectively, and they 
relate to the waters of Jones lake and Anderson creek only, 
the defendant’s records having been obtained long after the 
transfer of the railway belt to the Dominion cannot in my view 
of the case avail them. As in the Michell case the only ob
jection urged against the plaintiff’s said records was that the 
waters in question being within the said railway belt, the pro
vince had no jurisdiction over them after the agreement of the 
Union in 1871.

♦j
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In both cases the question of riparian rights was discussed, 
but it is clear to my mind that in this case neither party had 
riparian rights in Jones lake or Anderson creek. The lands 
of neither party touched these waters, Jones creek, the outlet 
of Jones lake, was an artificial channel, and the ownership of 

Hi mi’hbf.ys. lauds abutting on it as defendant’s lands did, gave no riparian 
---- rights in respect of it. The defendants, therefore, have no

Macdonald 0 1
c.j.à. ' rights, riparian or otherwise, in the waters of Jones lake and 

Anderson creek, which are the waters in dispute, and which 
the defendants admit they diverted before they reached Peter
son creek through the channel called Jones creek. It follows, 
therefore, that the plaintiff’s rights under her said records have 
been infringed by defendants, and that she is entitled to a per
petual injunction and damages. In this, unlike the Mit lull 
case, there is evidence that the plaintiff objected to defendants” 
use of the water in 1909 as well as in 1910, and that she suf
fered injury through defendants’ interference in those years. 
The learned Judge having decided against the validity of her 
water records, made no finding on the question of damages. I 
would, therefore, remit the case back to the Court below to have 
such damage assessed. I would allow the appeal with costs here 
and below.

ining, j.a. Irving, J.A. :—I would allow this appeal.
In my opinion the provincial government were administering 

the lands included in the railway belt till the 19th April, 1884. 
In the case of George v. Mu lull (ante) I have set out 
my reasons for fixing that date as the correct date of the 
transfer of the railway belt to the Dominion. The plaintiff is 
entitled to a declaration of the validity of her records of water 
obtained before the 19th April, 1884, an injunction, and an 
enquiry as to damages.

The learned Judge took a view of the premises and found a 
number of facts on the strength of his investigations. The con
clusions derived from an inspection in the autumn would be 
of little value as to what the conditions were in June or July, 
but, with deference to the learned trial Judge, I think the true 
object of taking a view was forgotten. A view is for the pur
pose of enabling the tribunal to understand the questions that 
are being raised, to follow the evidence, and to apply the evi
dence: see London tlcmral Omnibus Co. v. Lavcll, 83 L.T. 453.

Martin L.J. Martin, J.A., concurred with Macdonald, C.J A.

B C.

C. A. 
Itii

ÜEOItQE

Both appeals allowed.
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Masters and Referees.

REX v. RYAN.
Ontario Supreme Court (Appellate Division), Gar rote. Marlarcn, Meredith, 

Matjcc. and Uodyinn, JJ.A. January 15. 1913.

Bribery (§ I—1)—Counselling and Procuring.]—Crown
case reserved by Latchford, J.

The defendant was charged under the Criminal Code with 
counselling and procuring another to bribe a peace officer, and 
was convicted. The rpiestion raised was. whether there was evi
dence to support the conviction.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by Meredith, 
J.A.:—The defendant was convicted of having counselled and 
procured the bribery of a peace officer ; but there was no evidence 
of the peace officer having lieen bribed, nor indeed of any at
tempt to bribe him having been made ; so how can the conviction 
stand ?

On the other count there was a verdict of “not guilty ;M and 
no case has been reserved as to it, so nothing further need lie 
said as to it.

I would answer the second question in the negative ; and di
rect that the defendant lie discharged ; see the Criminal Code, 
see. 1018. The disgraceful conduct of the defendant would lie 
no excuse for his conviction, except as the law provides. J. 
Haverton, K.C., for the defendant. E. Ilaglg, K.C., for the 
Crown.

Prisoner discharged.

WILLIAMS et al. v. KLINGEL et al.

Satkatchi u’an Supreme Court, Itrown, J. January 20, 1913.

Principal and Agent (§11 A—8)—Authority to sell Land.] 
—The plaintiff Williams alleges in his statement of claim that 
Simon Klingel was the owner of the land in question, and that 
on or about the 18th day of August, 1910, A. S. Klingel agreed 
to sell on liehalf of an undisclosed principal, which undisclosed 
principal the plaintiff alleges was Simon Klingel, to Ben Matzka.

On January 3, 1911, B. Matzka, who was added as a plain-

ONT.

8.C.
1913

SASK.

S.C.
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tiff after action commenced, assigned to Williams all his interest 
in the agreement for sale with A. S. Klingel. Williams then 
notified A. S. Klingel as the vendor named in the contract of 
this assignment. The defendants then repudiated the contract 
and refused to complete the sale.

In the alternative the plaintiff alleges that in 1907, A. S. 
Klingel purchased the land in question, and paid therefor and on 
April 18, 1908, caused the same to be conveyed to Simon Klingel, 
his father, who gave no consideration, and such transfer being 
voluntary and without consideration Simon Klingel therefore 
holds the land in trust for A. S. Klingel. and A. S. Klingel being 
beneficial owner is therefore bound by his agreement with 
Matzka. The defendants refuse to complete the sale, and plead 
that A. S. Klingel had no authority from Simon Klingel to sell 
the land.

The action was dismissed.
Alex. Iioss, for plaintiffs.
II. Y. MacDonald, for defendants.
Brown, J. :—The authority of an agent not expressly auth

orized to sell real estate to exercise such power is not readily 
inferred: 31 Cyc. 1361. After carefully going into the evidence, 
including those portions of the examination for discovery of the 
defendants which were put in evidence herein. I am of opinion 
that I would not be justified in finding that A. S. Klingel had 
authority to enter into the contract in question on behalf of 
Simon Klingel, or that Simon Klingel had subsequently ratified 
such contract. Both of the defendants deny such authorization 
or ratification, and while there are suspicious circumstances 
connected with their evidence, yet in view of their positive denial, 
and in the absence of any positive evidence shewing authoriza
tion to sell, I am of opinion that the plaintiffs' action must fail. 
I am not required to consider what remedy the plaintiff may 
have as against A. S. Klingel, as no such relief is sought for in 
this action. Judgment will, therefore, he entered up in favour 
of the defendants, with costs.

Action dismissed.

CHAPMAN v. McWHINNEY

Ontario Supreme Court (Appellate Dirition). Meredith, C.J.O., Maclaren, 
Mogee, awl IIorigin*, JJ.A. January 27, 1913.

[Chapman v. McWhinney, 4 O.W.N. 417, varied.]

Brokers (§ Il B—12)— Sufficiency of Brokers’ Services — 
Evidence.]—Appeal by the defendant from the judgment of 
Lennox, J., Chapman v. McWhinncy, 4 O.W.N. 417.

Tub Court varied the judgment below by reducing the
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amount to be recovered by the plaintiff for commission from 
$fi,675 to $5,675. In other respects judgment below affirmed. 
No costs of appeal.

Gordon Waldron, for the defendant.
A. F. Lobb, K.C., for the plaintiff.

ERRIKKILA v. McGOVERN

Ontario Dirimonal Court, Falconbridge, C.J.K.B., Britton, and Riddell.
December 24, 1012.

Taxes (§ III F—148«)—Irregular Sale—Validating Act— 
Setting aside Tax Deed.]—Appeal by the defendant from the 
judgment of Lennox, J.. 4 O.W.N. 195, where the facts are 
stated.

The appeal was allowed.
J. Bicknell, K.C., for the defendant.
Qlyn Osier, for the plaintiff.
Britton, J. :—I am of opinion that the appeal must be al

lowed, upon the sole ground that the sale of the land was vali
dated and confirmed by 10 Edw. VII. ch. 124, sec. 4.

That Act recites that the corporation represented that all tax 
sales and deeds held and given prior to the passing of that Act 
should be confirmed. The request was for an Act validating 
tax sales held, and deeds for lands so sold for taxes.

Section 4: “All sales of land in the city of Port Arthur, made 
prior to the 31st December, 1908, and which purport to be made 
by the corporation of the said city for arrears of taxes in respect 
to lands so sold, are hereby validated and confirmed, and all 
deeds of lands, so sold, executed by the mayor and treasurer of 
the said city, purport ing to convey the said lands so sold, to the 
purchaser thereof, or his assigns, are hereby validated and con
firm.•.!. ...”

The tax sale at which the land in question was sold was held 
on the 15th November, 1908, and the sale purported to be made 
for taxes on said land for the years 1905, 1906, and 1907, and a 
deed purporting to convey said land to the defendant was ex
ecuted by the mayor and treasurer of said city on the 19th 
January, 1910.

In this case, and solely by reason of the statute, the defendant 
is protected.

The appeal should be allowed with costs and the action dis
missed without costs.

Falconbridge, C.J.K.B., and Riddell, J., concurred in the 
result.
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McCATHERIN v. JAMER.
ROLSTON v. JAMER

1912 Supreme Court of Sew If run» wick. Darker, C.J.. Landry, MoLeod, White, 
and Barry, JJ. June 21, 1012.

False imprisonment (§ II B—12)—Liability of Magistrate 
—Issuing Warrant Without Sworn Information—The Peddlers 
Act, C.S.N.B. 1903, ch. 175.]—Appeals by plaintiffs against the 
nonsuit entered in each case at the trial of actions for false 
arrest.

T. J. Carter, K.C., for plaintiffs.
W. P. Joncs, K.C., for defendant.
The opinion of the majority of the Court (Landry, J., dis

senting) was delivered by
McLeod, J. :—These actions are exactly alike and can be de

cided together. The defendant is a magistrate of Victoria 
county, living somewhere near Perth. These actions are brought 
against him for false arrest. It appears that the warden of Vic
toria county telephoned the defendant at bis borne that the 
plaintiffs were in Victoria county and bad no license to
do so, and asked him, the defendant, to issue a warrant for 
their arrest.

The defendant on that, issued a warrant for the arrest of the 
plaintiffs, no information having been laid before him, and gave 
it to a constable named Smith for service ; and he. Smith, ar
rested the plaintiffs under the warrant and took them to Perth. 
The defendant happened to be at Perth and saw the plaintiffs 
and told Smith to take them ln-fore Mr. MeQuarrie. a police 
magistrate, who lived at Andover. Smith did take them to 
Andover and the defendant went there at the same time or soon 
afterwards. Mr. MeQuarrie read the warrant on which the 
plaintiffs were arrested, and asked as to the information on which 
it was issued. The defendant said he had none. The defendant 
then asked MeQuarrie to try the case, but MeQuarrie refused. 
The defendant then refused to go farther and the men were 
dismissed. There is no question about the facts. As to the 
arrest, there is no question that the defendant issued the warrant 
without having information laid ; but it is contended on behalf 
of the defendant that as the constable who arrested the plain
tiffs could have done so under the Act without a warrant, the 
magistrate would lie protected. There is no doubt but that there 
is a provision in the Act (sec. 6, ch. 175, Con. Stat. 1903, “Re
specting Peddlers”), that a constable finding people peddling 
can arrest them without a warrant.

In this case, however, the constable did not do that : he ar
rested them by virtue of this warrant. On the trial of the case 
the jury found, in answer to a question, that the arrest was made

N.B.

S.C.

99
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by Constable Smith by virtue of the warrant issued by the de
fendant. Whatever defence Constable Smith might have had if 
he had been sued I think it is not open to the magistrate. The 
magistrate himself had no authority to issue a warrant for such 
arrest without sworn information being first laid. He did issue 
the warrant and ordered the arrest without having any infor
mation laid. He issued the warrant without jurisdiction and 
the constable arrested them under that warrant. Therefore he 
is liable. The ease was tried and the facts submitted to the 
jury ; and they assessed the damages in each ease at $15. The 
learned Judge, after having the damages assessed, ordered a 
nonsuit to be entered reserving leave to enter a verdict in each 
case for the plaintiff for $15. The rule therefore will be that 
the nonsuit be set aside and a verdict entered for the plaintiff in 
each ease for $15.

CONNELY V. HAVELOCK SCHOOL TRUSTEES

Supreme ComI of Xew Brunmriek, Barker, C.J., l.amh ii. McLeod, White, 
Barry, and McKcoim, June 21, 1012.

Mechanics' liens (§ V—35)—Public School Property.]— 
Appeal by defendants from the judgment of the County 
Court (County of King’s) allowing the plaintiffs’ lien for work 
and materials supplied as sub-contractors on the construction of 
a public school building: upon a claim made under the Mech
anics’ Lien Act, C.8 N B 1908, eh. 117

G. IV. Fowler, K.C., for plaintiffs.
IV. //. Harrison, for defendants.
Barker. C.J. :—The answer set up by the school trustees is 

that they, as well as their property, are exempt from the opera
tion of the Lien Act, not by express words, but as a legal result 
of their holding and using the property as trustees for the bene
fit of the public, without profit to themselves, and as a part of a 
general public educational system for the province in effect car
ried on as a department of the Provincial Government. The 
Lien Act certainly does not bind the Crown. In order to do 
that the Crown must be specially mentioned. If the contention 
can he upheld at all it is on the theory that the school buildings 
and property from their use and nature are within the protec
tion which the Crown, by its prerogative right throws around 
its own property or property held and used for its purposes. 
In England the question has undergone much discussion, more 
especially in reference to the liability of certain descriptions of 
property held and used for public purposes to be rated for poor 
rates. The conflicting decisions on the point seem to have been 
eventually settled by the House of Lords in Jones v. Mersey
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Docks, 11 II.L.C. 443, to which Mr. Harrison turned our at
tention. (Reference to London County Council V. Church
wardens, [1893] A.C. 562, 585; The Queen v. West Derby, L.R. 
10 Q.B. 283 ; Durham v. Churchwardens, [1891] 1 Q.B. 330, 
and T uncliff » v. liirkdale Overseers, 20 Q.B.I). 450, as to the 
application made in these cases of the decision in Jones v. 
Mersey Docks, 11 H.L.C. 443 ; and to Coombcr v. Justices of 
Berks, 9 A.C. 61, and Grcig v. University of Edinburgh, L.R. 
1 ILL. (Sc.) 348.)

The Mechanics’ Lien Act was passed in the interest of work
men and contractors so as to afford them some security by way 
of a lien on the buildings which had been created by their lab
our. If the principle is worth anything, it is equally as valu
able, in the case of a school building paid for by an assessment 
on the inhabitants of a school district as in the case of an in
dividual taxpayer erecting a building for his private purposes. 
The Legislature has expressly exempted from taxation the 
property of the Crown and the property belonging to common 
school districts (sec. 3, of ch. 170, C.S.N.B. 1903, “Respecting 
Rates and Taxes”), and if it was the intention of the Legisla
ture to exempt school property from the operation of the Lien 
Act it is fair to assume that a special provision for the purpose 
would have been made.

It was also contended that inasmuch as the enforcement of 
the Lien Act involved a sale of the property in ease of the non
payment of the money, it was inapplicable to a case like this 
where the buildings could not be seized under execution : Scott 
v. The School Trustees, Burgess, etc., 19 U.C.Q.B. 28, was cited 
ns an authority to shew that school buildings could not be seized 
under execution. Lord Blackburn, in Coomber v. Justices of 
Berks, 9 A.C. 6], at 72, disposed of a similar objection in this 
way. “I do not ranch doubt that, if the premises were taxable, 
means would be found for obtaining payment.”

I quite agree in thinking that the public school buildings are 
not liable to seizure under execution. The Legislature has 
made ample provision in the Municipalities Act (R.S.N.B. 1903, 
ch. 165, sec. 131), and in the School Act (R.S.N.B. 1903, ch. 
30, sec. 82), for the collection of any judgment against a muni
cipality or against the school trustees. In both cases, as is 
usual in the ease of public corporations holding property for 
public purposes, special provision by way of assessment or 
otherwise is made for obtaining the money to pay the debt, and 
in such eases it is obviously the intention of the Legislature 
that the method so provided should be adopted. No order for 
the sale of school property need, therefore, be made.

I have not thought it necessary to consider the question as 
to whether under Lien Act, an owner can be made liable for an
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amount in excess of his contractual liability. The question 
only arises here ns furnishing an argument against a construc
tion of the Act involving such a result or in favour of an im
plied exemption of the school trustees if that proved to be the 
true construction. This question lias been the subject of much 
discussion in the Ontario Courts. The cases are all reviewed 
in Farrell v. Gallagher, 23 O.L.R. 130, and, so far as that is an 
authority, the Lien Act of Ontario does not subject the owner 
to any liability beyond that which he has himself created. It 
is difficult to suggest any good reason for imposing any greater 
liability on owners, even for the protection of wage-earners, 
where the owner has assumed no such obligation, contractual or 
otherwise. The question must, however, be determined by the 
provisions of our own Act; and if its language is too plain and 
positive to avoid such a construction, it bears upon public bodies 
and private individuals alike, and both must make provision to 
meet, the loss as they would do in the case of any other loss in
cidental to building operations.

Landry, McLeod, Barry, and McKeown, JJ., agreed with 
Barker, C.J.

White, J., concurred in the result, and expressed the op
inion that school property could not be sold under execution, 
having regard to the provision of the School Act, whereby 
owners whose land has been expropriated for school purposes 
are entitled to get the land back under the terms and conditions 
of that statute, should the land no longer be required for school 
purposes.

MOLSONS BANK v. KLOCK.

<Juebee Court of King's Bench (Appeal Bide). Arehambcault. C.J., Tron- 
holme, La vergue. Cross, and Carroll, JJ. October 31, 191*2.

[Klock v. Jfoisons Bank, 2 D.L.R. 448, 41 Que. 8.C. 370, affirme<I.l

Judgment (§ IT A—f>6)—Set-off — Res judicata.]—Appeal 
by the defendant the Molsons Bank from the judgment in Klock 
v. The Molsons Rank, 2 D.L.R. 445, 41 Que. S.O. 370. The ap
peal was dismissed. H. J. Hague, and Eugene Lafleur, K.C., 
for appellant. Henry Aylen, K.C., and Errol M. McDougall, 
for respondent.

KAISERHOF HOTEL CO. v. ZUBER.
Supreme Court of Canada, Sir Charles Fitzpatrick. C.J., and Idington. Duff, 

Anglin and Brodeur, JJ. June 14, 1912.
\Kaiserhof Hotel Co. v. Zuber. 25 O.L.R. 194, affirmed.]

Mortgage (§VIG2—105)—Sale under Power.]—Appeal 
from a decision of the Court of Appeal for Ontario Kaiscrhof
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Hotel Co. v. Zubir, 23 O.L.R. 194, affirming the judg
ment of a Divisional Court, Kaiscrhof Hotel Co. v. Zubcr, 23 
O.L.R. 481, bv which the judgment at the trial in favour of the 
plaintiffs was revere the action dismissed.

The appeal was dismissed.

Record, K.C., for the appellants.
Watson, K.C., for the respondents.

The defendant Zuber was bolder of a seeond and a third 
mortgage on hotel property and the plaintiffs owned the equity 
of re Cnder powers of sale contained in his mort
gages Zuber took proceedings to sell the property and the plain
tiffs brought action to restrain the sale, and obtained an interim 
injunction which was afterwards discharged. The property was 
then put up for sale at auction. One Boehmer, acting for the 
appellants, instructed a man named Fish to bid and he ran the 
price up to $43,300, the respondent Rons having bid $43,000. At 
request of Zuber’s solicitor the auctioneer inquired of Fisli if he 
was prepared to pay the money if the property was knocked 
down to him and lie requested and was given half an hour to 
satisfy the mortgagee of his ability to do so. ITe did not return 
at the expiration of that time and Roos withdrew his last bid. 
The property was offered for sale again and knocked down to 
Roos at $39,500, and was conveyed to him a few days later by 
Zuber.

The appellants then proceeded with their action to restrain 
the sale, adding Roos as a party, and alleged that it was not con
ducted in a fair, open and proper manner; that Roos was not the 
highest bidder ; that the conditions of sale were unduly onerous; 
that there was collusion between Zuber and Roos to enable the 
latter to obtain the property for less than its value ; and that 
Roos was acting ns agent for Zuber and the sale was not bond 
fide.

The trial Judge gave judgment for the plaintiffs on the 
grounds that the conditions of sale did not furnish full informa
tion ils to the first mortgage and as to existing leases and liens; 
that the deposit to be made by the purchaser was fixed at twenty 
per cent. ; and that only seven days were given for the purchaser 
to make objections to the title. This judgment was reversed by 
a Divisional Court, which held that no one was deterred from 
bidding by reason of the conditions and that there was no omis
sion or misstatement of any fact material to be known ; that the 
price obtained for the property was a fair one; and that Roos 
had a right to withdraw his bid when Fish foiled to put up the 
deposit. This judgment was affirmed by the Court of Appeal 
and the plaintiffs then appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada.

3

^863
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The Court after hearing counsel for both parties reserved 
judgment, and at a subsequent date dismissed the appeal with 
costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs

WARREN, GZOWSKI & CO. v. FORSŒ A CO.
Ontario Supreme Court. Trial before Middleton, ./. February 3. 1013.

[ Warren v. Font, S D.L.R. 040. 40 Can. S.C.It. 042. irfcrrod to.l

Contracts (§ IV E—366)—Breach and Us Effects—Shares— 
Pledge—Tender of Shares—Time.]—An action by a firm of 
brokers against another firm of brokers for damages for breach 
of a contract with respect to 10.000 shares of Tcmiskaming Min
ing Company stock, of which the defendants refused to take de
livery. The second trial of the action took place lsd'ore Middle- 
ton, J., at Toronto. At the first trial, before Sutherland, .1., 
there was judgment for the plaintiffs (2 O.W.N. 222); but the 
judgment was set aside and a new trial ordered by a Divisional 
Court (22 O.L.R. 441. 2 O.W.N. 404) ; and the order of the 
Divisional Court was affirmed by the Court of Appeal 24 O.L.R. 
282, 2 O.W.N. 1.412). and by the Supreme Court of Canada, 
Warren v. Forst, 8 D.L.R. 640. 46 Can. S.C.R. 642. Then* 
was a conflict of evidence as to the nature of the trans
actions between the parties and as to what was said and done. 
The learned Judge (reviewing the evidence) accepts the state
ments of the plaint ills and their witnesses, and finds that the 
stock was tendered by the plaintiffs to the defendants within a 
reasonable time. Judgment for the plaintiffs for the amount 
claimed. $2.082. with interest thereon from the 29th June, 1909, 
to the date of judgment, and costs. No costs of the former trial 
nor of the appeal to the Divisional Court. F. Arnoldi, K.C., 
and E. F. B. Johnston, K.C., for the plaintiffs. /. F. Ihllmnth. 
K.C., and A. McLean Macdmull, K.C., for the defendants.

Re SOULLIERE and MrCRACKEN.
Ontario Supreme Court. Middleton, J.. in Chamber*. April 9. 1013. 

[•/oAiihon v. Farnry. 1) D.L.R. 7R2. referred to.)

Wills (§ III A—75)—Precatory Trout.]—An application 
by the vendor, under the Vendors and Purchasers Act, turned 
by consent into an application for the construction of the will 
of David Soullirre, under Con. Rule 938. The testator gave all 
hia real and personal property to his wife, the vendor, sibling 
this clause : “It is my desire that she takes good rare of all my 
children as much as it ia possible to do, and I also desire that
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at her death she will divide the estate that I now give her among 
our children in the most just manner possible.” It was argued 
that this constituted a precatory trust, and that it operated to 
cut down the gift to a life estate, with a power of appointment 
among the children. The learned Judge said that at one time 
this would probably have been so; but the tendency of the more 
recent decisions was all the other way. In this will the gift to 
the wife was absolute, and the clause quoted recognised this and 
fell far short of what was now regarded as necessary to cut down 
the absolute estate given. In addition to the cases referred to by 
the Chancellor in Johnson v. Farncy, 9 D.L.R. 782, the learned 
Judge referred to lie Williams, [1897] 2 Ch. 12, and lie Old
field, [1904] 1 Ch. 549. No costs between the vendor and pur
chaser. Costs of the Official Guardian to be paid by the vendor. 
F. D. Davis, for the vendor, (irayson Smith, "for the purchaser. 
J. 11. Meredith, for the Official Guardian.

GRAY v. BUCHAN.
(Decision No. 3.)

Ontario Supreme Court (Appellate Division), Falconbridge, C.J.K.B., Itrit- 
ton, and Riddell. February 3, 1913.

[Gray v. Buchan, fl D.L.R. 876. affirmed.]

Judgment (§IQ—55)—Modification—Motion to Vary— 
Dealing in Company-shares—Brokers—I'roof of Actual Sale— 
Itcfural to Give Further Evidence.]—Motion by the plaintiff to 
vary the minutes of the judgment of a Divisional Court, 6 D.L.R. 
875, I O.W.X. 320.

Riddem,. J„ gave the judgment of the Court in these words: 
We gave leave to the defendants to prove by affidavits an actual 
sale, which the plaintiff says he disputes; the defendants decline 
the offer—and, when an opportunity is once more offered them, 
they again decline. We did not think that, under the circum
stances at the trial, more proof was needed. The defendants 
refuse to give further proof now, and the plaintiff will have 
full advantage of this refusal upon the appeal. But we cannot 
change our judgment. No costs. J. J. Gray, for the plaintiff. 
n. S. White, for the defendants.
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writing—New trial ...............................................................................  45U
Jurisdiction—Statutory power to grant alimony—Extension—NS.
Law. 1003, eh. 64. 1904. eh. 35 ............................................................ 150
Jurisdiction of County Court to grant application for new trial___025
Jurisdiction of Supreme Court of Canada—Absence of tlnal judg
ment or order........................................................................................... 303
Jurisdiction over non-residents—Contract in other province.........  031
Jurisdiction to set aside appearance—Action commenced in another
county—Cause of action arising in still another county................... 275
Rules of decision—Stare decisis ........................................................... 758
Stare decisis—Previous opinion on the merits by same Court. . 170
Supreme Court (Can.)—Habeas corpus jurisdiction..........................  304

COVENANTS AND CONDITIONS—
In deeds. See Deeiih.
Covenants running with the land—Assignee of covenantor............. 450

CRIMINAL LAW—
Former jeopardy—Identity of offence* ............................................... 207
Procedure—Waiver or loss of right—Cr. Code. 1900, see. 1010.......  139

CROSS I NOS—
See Railways.

CY PRÈS
Doctrine of. See ClIARITIKH AMI ClIVBVHEH.

DA MACKS--
Drench of contract for the sale of land—Right of parties................. 142
Drench of contract to convey- Inability to make title—Right to
damages ...................................................................................................
Death of plaintiff’s son—Power of appellate Court to assess dam
ages ......................................................................................................
Excessive verdict us ground for new trial .............................. 148
For causing death—Deduction of money paid before death HI7
Mitigation or reduction of damages- Minimizing loss of profit- 125 
Trespass to land—Entry "under claim of right”— Quantum . 319

DKATH-
Action for causing—Right of defemknts ............................... . 81,
Damages for causing—Apportionment of sum paid in settlement 78» 
Damages for causing -Claim of wife living separate—Liability of
deceased for wife’s maintenance ............................................................ "81
Limitation of liability for causing...........................................................8*8
Power of appellate Court to assess damages for death of plain
tiff’s son ..........................................................   ***
Presumption of. See Evidence.

DEEDH-
Covenants of indemnity in—Against whom enforceable «41
Estate created—"In fee simple” without use of word “heirs.” effect 
of ................................................................................................................  «
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DEEDS—Continued.
Estates tail—Use of words "in fee simple"' read with habendum
clause—Construction—liar of entail .................................................... 27
Real property—Estates created by deed—Construction ................... 20

DEFAMATION—
See Liiiei. and Slandkb.

DEMURRER—
See Pleading.

DEPOSITIONS—
Right to take—Commission at instance of plaintilf...........................  532
Right to take—Examination of plaintilf at his own instance 502 
Right to take—Requirements ..............................................................  632

DISCHARGE—
Of servant. See Mahtkr and Servant.

DISCOVERY AND INSPECTION—
Officer or “servant" of corporation Sales agent................................ 803
Refusal to be sworn—Objection on ground of privilege from
answering ................................................................................................  805
Relevancy of interrogations under pleading........................................455

DISCRETION—
As to coats. See Coats.

DISMISSAL AND DISCONTINUANCE—
Statutory denial of right of action—Supplying defence

DISSOLUTION—
Of injunction. See Ixjvxmox.

DISTRESS—
For rent. See Landiobd and Tenant.
For taxes. See Taxes.

DIVORCE AND SEPARATION—
Applicability of Divorce Court procedure. X.S.. to action for
alimony ................................................................................. • •
Grounds for separation—Legal cruelty—Language.......................... 1170
Interim alimony- When refused Independent means of support 418

DOWER—
liar by mortgage- Limited eliect .........................................................

ELECTIONS—
Contest of—Remedies of contestation and quo warranto-.luri*
diction of Courts ....... ......................................................................
Offences—Municipal elections .......................................-.....................

ELECTRICITY—
Compensation for water power used to operate eleetrie power plant 191 
Contributory negligence - Employee touching live wire—Course of
employment ............................................................. ............................... ^
Generation of light ami power-Contrart .......................................... 191
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ELECTRICITY—Continued.
Sale of electric power Incase of land and water for generating elec
tricity—Rental varying with amount of electrical horse power 
generated and used and sold—Method of calculating—Construction 101

EMINENT DOMAIN—
Expropriation by railway—Costs of arbitration—Statutory notice 453
Expropriation pending a trespass action ............................................. 083
Rights of owner—Value at what time—Railway Act (Can.).......... 095

EMPLOYER’S LIABILITY—
See Master and Servant.

ENCROACHMENT—
Necessity of strict description of land—“Secundum allegata et pro 
hat*"...........................................................................................................  132

EQUITABLE MORTGAGE—
See Mortgage.

EQUITY—
Cancellation of instruments —Release .... ....................... 817
Doctrine where fraud vitiates verbal contract.....................................  142
Equity principles—“He who seeks equity must do equity"............. 249

ESTATES TAIL-- 
See Deeds.

ESTOPPEL—
By inconsistency in acts—Levy and sebum* I bind for delivery of
goods and special stipulation ..............................................................534
By judgment on inconsistent pleading................. 306
By receiving Wneflts— Improvements on lands induced by promise
to grant ............................................................................................... . 503
Equitable estoppel by conduct ........................................................... 321
Subscription for shares by president of company- Annual returns 
—Winding up 4*4
Vendee of land -Estoppel by cropping — Resoles on — Damages— 
False representations .............................................................................  448

ESTREAT -
Orders for—Right of appeal ................................................................  432

EVIDENCE—
Burden of proof Shifting- Assignment of stock - Pledgee's rights
in interpleader ................................................................................. 461
Contracts—Suggestive facts .................................................................. 321
Damages—Personal injury—Employer's liability insurance—Rele-

Marks—Private cost marks.................................................. ................ 537
«huis of proof in MtaKMÉR allegations................................................. S4Î
Parol evidence as to writings—Statute of Frauds Quebec C.C.

145
Party's acts and declarations—Proof of scope of agent's authority 674 
Presumption—From silence or withholding evidence .................... 706
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K VI DENTE—Continunl.
Presumption and lmnlcn of proof—Circum»tanee* and munie of
business—Printing contract ........................................... 651
Presumption of death—Absentee not heard of in «even years . 771
Secondary evidence—Matter» in writing........................ . 849
Similar act» of facta Admbwibility ..................................................... 153
Stenographic menvmmda Admissibility a* evidence or to refresh
memory ...................................................................................................... 574
Strict proof of description of land—Possessory action Encroach
ment .......................................................................................................... 132
Sufficiency of Personal injuries- Infected vaccine . 132
Weight ami effect—Stale demands . 267

EXAMINATION FOR DISCOVERY—
See Diavovrjiv ami Ixnra-nox.

EXCAVATIONS—
Lateral support Adjoining building owned by *ame party HOO

EXECUTION— •
Against what—Execution creditor -Prior mortgagee or pledge*
Sale of company shares English practice, when guide 401

EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS—
Distribution—Separate trusts—Expenses of administration 634
Suit to protect estate Appointing receiver on executor’* default 642

EXTENSION OF TIME
For appeal. See A mutt..

FAILURE OF CONK!DERATION - 
See Costs acts.

FALSE IMPRISONMENT—
liability of magistrate—Issuing warrant without saom informa 
tlon-The Peddlers Art. C.RJfJL Ipoa. rh 17» 676

FARM CROSKINC5
Duty of railway mmpanx aa to. See RailwaTS.

FATAL ACCIDENT* ACT- 
Rre Dkatii.

FENCE
Right of railway to fence right »f way—Interference with nrress to
•print ................................................................................................. 146

FIDUCIARY RKI.ATIONS-
< Hiker purchasing stork fmm shan older ........ 71»

FIRF. INSURANCE 
See Inntiusre.

PORKUMURE
Of mortgage See Motisuit
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EORF.IIIN COMMISSION—
Sen Dkvumitioxh.

n »R KK1N ( X >H PUPATIONS—
See foHPUHATlOXH AXI) COMPANIES.

Kl IR Kl( IN JV l*i M EXT—
Sin» JriMilfEXT.

FORFEITURE—
Of lease. See Laximahm» ax» Tkxam

FORMER JEOPARDY—
Sve CeiMiXAL Law.

KRAl'D AND DECEIT -
l!« iii«<lu-—Agent for both principal*—Judgment re-vesting pro
|M»rty triumfi-rml through agent'* fraud............................................ UAH
Sale of *harn*—Secret profit on purchase by director* .710

WlArimUCXT CONVKVANCEH—
Advam-c* made *»y ndmini-trator to heir on av<N>unt of *harc of 
c*tatc Deed to N«lmini*trator Relation between udmini*trator 
ami heir ................. ..................... .....................

cooowill—
Rile "i iii

HABEAS CORPUS—
Jurisdiction of Supreme Court of Canada to grant writ «if.......... IWI

HEALTH
Kphlemh** Omtagiou* or infection* di*ea»e Primary ami second-

J.-n

IIIOIIWAVB—
Defects Notice «if injury- Permutai injury from repair o|ier»li«in* 834
Diversion- Municipal by law .................................... ........................ 487
Establishment by statutory or municipal authority-- Irregularities 
in piwreadlag* for the o|s»ning and rloeing of highway* ami street* 400 
Improvement* Contract for exemption with donor of tarn!—“Coat
of opening'* ................    400
liability of municipal rorp«iretion for injurie* by snow ami ice on 
...l.salk. . 2Of

HOMICIDE -
Engaging in unlawful act (toostruetive homicide 3H9
Munkr Manslaughter Pro-wi it
Self-defence— Danger — Placing in fear of violence—Counte tinck 31

HUSBAND AND WIPE
liability of deeenseil for wife’s maintenance < laim of wife living 
•eperate for damage* for hu*hand‘* death 781
Repairing building belonging to wife on credit of hu*laind Arrest 

husband <Jua*l.u>g «apis* 120
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IMPROVKMKNTB-
('onipcniMKtian for, where benefit i* token adtintage of—Wliat are 
improvements ........................................................................................... 603

INDEMNITY—
Covenant in «Iced—Against whom enforceable................ 041

IXDEPEXI>KXT CONTRACTORS—
Lability for art* of. See Mahtkh axii Skhvaxt.
See Mvxicipai. Cobpobatiokb.

INFANTS—
Action to protect infant's property—Receivership........................... 842
Liability of municipal corporation for allowing contractor to place 
«langerons implement** on stre«*t Attraction to cbihlren N.14

injunction-
Aflldavits—False  600
I benevolent societies Amendment raising assessment Notice of 2 1.1
Contract rights Competing business   321
Dissolution and continuance Allierta practice...................... 660
Protection of trade name by injunction Attempting to "pass off" 100

INSTALMENTS
Payment of legacy by. See Winh.

INSTRl tTION TO JCRY—
S«*e Appbam TBIAIs

INSI trance
Fin*- Ownership Statutory comlitions—Construction
concealment........  ..................... .......................
Fin* insurance on gmsN Change of location 
Fire p<tlicy—Meaning of "railway" ... •

INTERPLEADER—
By sheriff—Good* unib'r seir.ure Claim by tliiril party IVght to
interplead tests .......... 634
By sheriff -Separate claimants .. . . ........ 460
By sheriff—Stock certideates not held by sheriff Alleged prior as
signment - Right to interplead 460

INTOXICATING LIQCORS
"Disposal" of liquor in prohibited hours Previous sale contract 617 
Whst is s disp.-si" '17

IRRIGATION
t’se of waters for Rights of owner of land—Powers of province 
—Terms of "union" ................... .................................................................

Jl'DGKS
Dis4|iisli6estion by interest—Procedure in naming substitute 264 

JUDGMENT -
Actions on bweign judgments .............................................................. 788
(Wornuty of pleadings Declaratory judgment, when «tenied 60P

— Innocent
;

2.11
46.1
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JVIXiMENT—Con I in uni.
Entry—Final judgment prior to fixing amount of damage*- -Time
for appeal ..................................................   758
Entry nunc pro tunc as of date of argument Death of party in the
interim ................................................................................................................ 840
Foreign judgment—Action upon ................................................................. 788
Modification—Motion to vary—Dealing in company-share*—Broker*
—Proof of actual aale—Refusal to give further evidence...................882
Relief against default judgment—Conditional leave to defend.. 809 
Res judicata—Conclusiveness of order—Application fVir winding-up
order—Different material and parties, hut similar purpose...............430
Set off—Res judicata ............................................................  879
Summary application under Vendor* and Purchaser* Art (Ont.).. 843

JVDICIAL DISCRETION—
Decreeing specific performance on terms—Judgment in the alterna 
tive .......................................................................................................................  833

JUDICIAL SALE—
Bids and bidding—Reserved bid on second sale.........................................383

JURISDICTION—
Of Courts. See Covrth.

JURY-
Qualiflcation of juror Right to question after verdict ... ......... 138
Right to jury trial—Equitable claim—Sub*id:ary money demand 895 
Trial by—Personal injury action ................................................................  457

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE-
Liability for false imprisonment- Issuing warrant without sworn
information ......................................................................................................... 874
Preliminary enquiry—Jurisdiction- Defendants rightly before the
justice....................................................................................................................  235
IVeliminary enquiry—Transfer of case to another justice............. 235
Preliminary enquiry—When exclusive jurisdiction acquired by jus
tice taking information ................................................................................. 235

MNI)I/)RD AND TENANT—
Agreement to supply water free ................................................................  125
Distress for rent—Costa of distress—Poundage charges............. ... 77
Distress for rent—Settlement not equivalent to sale .......................... 77
Lease—Covenant for pre emption—Termination upon non-payment
of rent ................................................................................................................ 4
Lease—Rescission—Altering demised premises—Effect on rescis
*:on claim ................................................ ........................................................
Lease- Waiver of forfeiture—Accepting rent from sub lessee 619
Leases -Covenants in ................................................................................ 24
liesses Holding over—Liability—“Conscious that he had no right
to retain possession," effect of ..................................................................... 813
Option to renew on notice—Payment of rent on renewal term 619 
Repudiation of lease—landlord** remedy 804
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LAND TITLES (TORRENS SYSTEM)—
Caveats— Land purchase contract— Stipulation against transfer
without consent—Priority between assignees ...................................  301
Transfer—Time of deposit for record ................................................. 123

LATERAL SUPPORT—
Excavation work—Subsidence of adjoining building of same 
owner ........................................................................................................  800

LEAVE TO APPEAL—
See Appeal.

LEGACY-

LEGISLATURE—
Functions ami power of province—Provincial Act altering condi
tions of loan—Effect on extra territorial rights ............................. 337

LEVY AND SEIZURE—
Mode and sufficiency—Entry where goods lie ..................................  534
Mode and sufficiency—Physical entry near goods and intimation of
intention to seize ...................................................................................  534
Property in custody of law—Keeping sheriff's officer in possession. 534 
Rights and liabilities growing out of levy—Purchaser at sheriff’s
*»•«’   807
Rights and liabilities growing out of levy—Sheriff abandoning
possession .....................................................   534
Timber claims—tYown Timber Act (OnU Licensee -Exigihllity 728 
Timber claims—Crown Timber Act (Ont.)—Timber severed before 
execution—Exigibility ...........................................................................  726

LIBEL AND SLANDER—
Privilege—Relationship Repetition of hearsay without investiga
tion—Excess of privilege ..................................................................... 72
Re|ietitlon—Lack of investigation as affecting malice ami privilege 73

LICENSE -
To cut Crown timber Assignability—Exigibility .............................. 726

LIFE INSURANCE—
See Ixbvbance.

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS—
Effect of foreign judgment upon original claim...................................  788
Improvement assessments by municipal corporations — Action
arises, when—Year to year levies ......................................................  564
Mortgage- Vacant lands—(instructive possession—When statute
begins against mortgagee . ...................................................................  372
Statutory conditions precedent to action for personal injuries—
Notice of action .......................................................................................  162
Tenant at will without rent -Statute of Limitations (Ont.).........  738
Trusts-Fraudulent representation of authority Express trust . 552
When statute begins to run—Injury to lands by diverting surface 
water N|

67—» D.L.B.
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LIQUIDATION—
Of companies. See Corporations and Companies.

LIQUOR LICENSE—
Sen Intoxicating Liquors.

LLS PENDENS—
Setting aside ............................................................................................ 259

LOCAL OPTION—
Offences. See Intoxicatino Liquors.

MALICIOUS PROSECUTION—
Criminal prosemition—Malice .............................................................. 005
Criminal prosecution—Indirect motive—Recovery of property........ 005

MANSLAUGHTER—
See Homicide.

MASTER AND SERVANT—
Defective system—Recovery under common law ..............................  244
Employer's liability—"Inexcusable fault.” definition of—Elements
constituting ..............................................................................................  209
Employer's liability—"Inexcusable fault," examples of...................  269
Fellow ser-ants —Common employment—-Selection of workmen by
a trade union—Assignment to service ................................................ 849
Grounds for discharge—Dissatisfaction with results—Misconduct
— Incompetcncy........................................................................................... 631
“In course of employment." construed—Workmen's ConrpeniuUion 
Act (B.C.)—Adjusting lwlt. as motor in servant's work, in ad
juster’s absence ....................................................................................... 392
Independent contractor—Liability of employer—Injuries to adjoin
ing owner ..................................................................................................  823
Liability of employer—Act of employee lieyond scope of employ
ment ........................................................   MS
Liability of employer when guilty of “inexcusable fault"—Partici
pation by employer ................................................................................. 269
Liability of master—Course of employment—Saskatchewan Work
men’s Compensation Act .......................................................................  812
Right to discharge—Disregard of instructions ..................................  068
Servant's assumption of risk—Gangway—Shipping cases 849
Services without specific contract—Quantum meruit 636
Use of dangerous machinery—Recovery under Factory Act, R.8.O.
1897, ch. 256. see. 19 ............................................................................... 24*
Workmen's common law tort cumulative to statutory right when
—"Inexcusable fault," effect of.............................................................  209
Workmen's compensation- Assessment of damages after dismissal
of negligence action .................................................................................
Workmen's compensation law—Unsuccessful negligence action 392
Wrongful dismissal—Grounds undisclosed  763

MATERIALMEN. LIEN OF—
See Mechanic*’ Lien*.
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MAXIMS—
“Audi alteram partem" ......................................................................... 179
“Dans causam contractui” ..................................................................... 474
“Ei qui atlirmat mm ei qui ncgat incumhit probatio".................. 711
“Locus a non lucendo"............................................................................. 349
“Molli I in sequuntur personam"........................................................ 348,350
“Re* ipsa loquitur" .................................................................152, 692, 693
"Secumlum allegata et probata"............................................. 132. 133. 134

MECHANICS* LIENS—
(Completion of work by contractor'* creditors—Furnishing proof
that no other liens arc chargeable ............................ ......................... 97
Materialmen - Work including materials at lump sum...................... 410
Of sub contractors and materialmen--Extent of lien on contrac
tor's failure to complete ..................................................................... 114
Process by other lienholder ............................ ....................................  239
Public school property ........................................................................  875
Rights of lienor's assignee or substitute—Creditors' representative
completing contract on contractor's default ............. .....................  97
Statutory percentage to lie detained to protect sub contractors—
Trusteeship ................. ............................................... .......... 114
Sub-contractor—Effect of paying principal contractor .................  416
Sub contractors and materialmen—Wage-earners ............................ 114
Time of registering Hen—Judgment in action of other lienholders.
effect of—‘Mechanics' and Wage-earners' Lien Act (Ont.)............239
What fier sons have a right to file a mechanic's lien........................105

MILITIA—
Officers of—"Senior officer present at any locality." meaning of.... 283 
Strike—Calling militia to quell—Statutory liability of municipality, 
requirement as to compliance .............................................................. 282

MIXES AND MINERALS—
Miners' liens.......................................•.................................................... 439
Minent* liens—For what work or materials—Wood cut for mine
diverted ....................................................................................................  439
Miners’ lien*—How waived or defeated—Excessive claim, effect of. 440 
Miners' liens—Mechanics' lien law*—Potential right to lien until
launched ................................................................................................... 439
Miners’ liens—Prior nmrtga gee—Priorities—Notice ........................ 439
Miners’ liens—Procedure Particulars of work done, requirement* 439

MONEY HAD AND RECEIVED—
See CoxTBAcm.

MONEY LENDERS
Recovering back loan under almrtive scheme—lender's right* 337 

MORTOAOR-
A grec ment for mortgage Maturity date not specified..................... 837
Effect of liar of dower in ............................................................ 449
Right of entry—Vacant land* - Constructive possession — When
Statute of Limitations liegin* against mortgagee ......................372
Sale under power ................................................................................ 877
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MOTIONS AND ORDERS—
Taking out and serving copies of orders .......................................... 809

MOTOR VEHICLES—
See Automobiles.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS—
By-laws—Closing hours for shops—Requirement of signatures of
three-fourths of occupants—Validity ................................................ 84
By-laws—Closing hours for shops—Validity of hy-law dependent 
upon number of signatures—Effect of obtaining signature by fraud 85 
By-laws—Closing hours for shops—Validity of by-law dependent 
upon number of signatures—Taking names from directory is not
compliance with ordinance ................................................... ........... 85
By-laws—Closing hours for shops—Validity of by-law dependent 
on number of signatures—Effect of ratification of signature of
agent after motion to quash ................................................................ 85
By-laws—Highways....................................................................................487
By-laws—Quashing unnecessary by-laws ........................................  487
By-laws of—Closing hour of barber shops—Validity of by-law de
pendent upon numlier of signatures—Signature by agent ............... 84
Liability for allowing independent contractor to place dangerous
implement in street —Attraction to children ....................................  834
Liability for damages—Notice condition precedent to liability—
Irregularity liberally construed, when ................................................. 0
Liability for damages- -Notice of claim, purpose of......................... 10
Liability for damages—Raising street and sidewalks to injury of
adjoining owner ....................................................................................... 28
Liability for damages—Torts not under power of council—Form of
action ...................................... •............................................. -...............  555
Liability of. for injuries by snow and ice on sidewalk ................... 299
License—Power to revoke license to carry on business......................... 411
Presenting claims against—Arbitration—Injury to lands by grading
street .........................................................................................................  558
Revocation of pool-room license—Right of licensee to be heard be
fore town council ..................................................................................... 405
Revocation of pool-room license—Right of town council to revoke. 405

MURDER-
See Homicide.

NEC.LIOENCE—
Contributory—Employee touching live wire—Course of employ
ment .......................................................................................................... 1®®
Contributory negligence of children injured on highways of streets
through negligent driving ......................................................................  522
Duty of street railway company—Usual stopping place Running
past stationary ear ..................................................................................568
Injury caused by automobile- Contributory negligence of children 521
Liability of railweye to licensee .......................................................... 586
Liability of eolleitor to client ............................  842
Seller of apparatus to lie installed- Personal injury to buyer's 
employee during work of installation 772
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NEWSPAPER—
Criminal trial—Prejudice of jury by pres* com mont* ... ... U40

NEW TRIAL—
Admission of evidence—Damages Employers' liability insurance—
Employer and employee .......................................................................  20
Criminal vase—Substantial wrong—Instruction* ............................. 175
Criminal case—Substantial wrong-Misdirection ............................. 5N9
For error of Court—Failure to take down evidence in writing—
Division Court* Act (Ont.) ................................................................. 450
Motion—Jurisdiction on ex parte application.................................... 023
Partial misdirection a* to constituents of crime..............................  589
To defendant on reversing nonsuit .................................................... 03H
Verdict—Excessive damages ................................................................ 148

NON RESIDENT—
Jurisdiction over—Contract in other province ................................  031

NOTICE OF APPEAL—
See Appeal.

NOTICE—
flowing highway—Statutory requirement*—Notice of sale of same—
Sufficiency of ...........................................................................................  487
Of action—Statutory condition—Irregularity in .......................... 9
Of injury. See Hiuiiways.

NOVATION—
What amount* to—Payment of note part in cash and renewal note 
for balance................................................................................................ 144

NUNC PRO TUNC—
Entry of judgment. See Judgment.

OFFICERS—
Of corporation*. See Connutationa and COMPANIES.
Power of mayor—Right to instruct solicitor to defend action—Ab
sence of interest ... ............................................................................. 275

PARTIES—
Action by town solicitor—Right of mayor to intervene—Condition
as to costs ................................................................................................
Intervention of mayor—Locus *tandi of a ratepayer ..................... 277

PARTNERSHIP—
Creation—What constitute*— Agreement between physicians-Em
ployment followed hy partnership .................................................... 385
Same owner* of two partnership*-Creditor* ................................... 91

PART PERFORMANCE—
See Cox ream.

PAUPER-
See Foot xxn P<*»a Lavra.

PEN ALTIES—
Preach of covenant not to engage in luieine*» Penalty for 18
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PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS—
Duties—Degree of care and skill required—Malpractice ................. 076

PLEADING—
Amendments—At close of trial—Applicant’s hands not clean, effect «81 
Establishing allegations or claims—Burden of proof—Order for
particulars, when refused ...................................................................... 403
Establishing allegations or daims— Burden of proof—Surplusage
in pleading ............................................................................................... 404
Judgment on—Inconsistent pleas- - Estoppel ...................................... 306
Ordering particulars— Employer's liability action .............................  092
Particulars- Res ipsa loquitur..............................................................  «02
Prayer for further relief, scope of—Specific alléguions.................  609
Relief under pleadings—Action for discovery .... ................ «10
Relief under pleadings Vendor and purchaser Asking right to
redeem, practice ....................................................................................... 672
Reply—Avoidance of formal release pleaded in defence...................  817
Striking entire pleading—I A-ave to amend—Action against munici
pality—Loral improvement by-law .......................................................564

POOR AND POOR LAWS—
Paupers—Poor Relief Act. Nova Scotia—Incorporated town—lia
bility after notice .................................................................................... 24

POWERS—
Of appointment- Enlarging life estate—Wills..................... 436

PRECATORY TRUST- 
See Wiixn.

PRESENTATION—
See Bii-mi axd Norm.

PRESU MPTION- 
See Evinner.

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT—
Agent's fra ml- Exchange of lands—Agent representing both prin
cipals .......................................... ........................................................................ «•19
Authority to sell land ................................................................................... 871
Fire insurance—Knowledge of agent .....................................................  464
Real estate agent—Sale of part rati6ed by principal 381

PRIVILEGE -
Sea Linix asd Slamdrb.

PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
See Dimtivrnr ami hsitmos.

PROIIIHITKiN-
Inlerlm proceedings in Procedure .......................................................... 235
Justice of the peace— I Weeding» after dismissal of ease 234
Parties or stranger may apply ...................................................... 236

PROMISSORY NOTE- 
See IliUM am* Nutts.
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PROPERTY AND CIVIL RIGHTS—
Sco Constitutional Law.

PUBLIC LANDS—
Cancellation of patent—Scire facia#................................................... 278

QUANTUM MERUIT—
Right of servant to recover on—Absence of specific contract <130

QUI TAM ACTION—
See Penalty.

Ql’O WARRANTO-
OuNting Prom office- Incapability to hold office a# ineligibility-
incapacity not waived by failure to content .................................... 201
Ousting school commissioner from office—Inability to read or write 201

RAILWAYS—
Construction and operation- Farm crossing# - Release of severance
claim by landowner ........................................................................... *24
Contributory negligence at crossings—Duty to atop, look and
listen ...................................................................................................  777
Licensees and permissive users of right-of-way Ml
Right to fence right-of-way—Interference with access to spring.. 148

RATIFICATION—
See Estoppel.

REAL ESTATE AGENTS—
See IlROKKM.

RECEIVERS—
Appointment as to decedent's estate Misconduct of executor 842
Debenture holders'action-Power to continue the business 476
Debenture holders' action-Using company's name 476
Powers and liabilities ....................................................................................

REDEMPTION -
From tax sale. See Taxi*.

RELEASE
Claim for personal i a juries—Effect of release-Subsequent death 
from injurie»....................................................................................................  **•

RENEWAL-
01 lease, flee Laxmohd AND Tenant.

RESCISSION
Of contracts flee Conte act».
Of lease, flee Landumui and Tenant.

RES JUMCATA-
See JfDOMENT.

REVERSION 
See WllO*.

RIPARIAN RIGHTS-
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SALE—
Stoppage in transitu--<îood« in customa............................................... 002
Stoppage In transitu—Insolvency of vendee............................................ 002

SCI IOOIX-
('ommisaioner of—Inaliility to read and write a* dinpialiflration
for ofllre—Incapacity not cured by failure to contest election.......... 201
Commissioner of—Regularity of appointmeiH—Ability to read and
write ........................................................................................................ 201
Liability of public school property to operation of Mechanics* Lien
Art. X.B. ................................................................................................  876
School taxes—Functions of board ........................................... . 029

S5JCRET PROFIT—
On purchase by directors—Sale of shares.......................................... 719

SECTRITY—
For costs. Sec (\mi.

SET OFF AND COCXTERCLAIM
As against assignee—Non fulfilment of contract end upon 476
Of judgment

SETTLEMENT—
See Oinraiiiitar and SmLr.Mr.xr.

SHERIFF—
ItaililT Distress for rent — Cliarges Schedule A. RS.BC. 77

SILENCE—
Prreumplion from. See Ktnttn

KLANDER-
See I .tail axo Si.vxnra.

SOLICITORS
liability of cl-eet for breach of roeaarl* aadrrtakiag
Uablltly to rtieni XeghgHKc ...........................................................
SriiU*r»t negotiations Rceeeersià* ................................................

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE—
0*1 rarts (or reel property Absence of till# Hi vendor—I aanrral
■Make............................................... .................................................. .
Ilea*trs In Ilea of—Raforreawat pen rated by Hbsli>| « si*f 
iWwbtfwl title*- lirr sine «* i*s4"t and pnrrbasor epplieeUee 
lepne.tme of lena* oe order «afWttSi sale Js4»ol fwirtas

Jedgwoot Hi Ibr alternative ......................................
Partial title <ypr+* ramitlna altb rm*p»aiat*aa ... .

«tare tnri«i«
See Oarwta.

«TATVTE OF FRA1IW
hand evtd*ao as la vtgbt* IU
See (bvitirtt
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STATUTE OK LIMITATION—
Nn Limitation or Action».

STATUTES—
Effect of marginal headings ..........................
Construction of—Reference to subsist uenl art -Laglalntlve mt-nt 
Penalty for lafrartion under both Fnheal end PierlMelal law 
lle enartnd elatutee Onnatrortlon of—Original nonetrurtkm. effect
ot
Retroactive, when—Subatanllve right a dlellngu ahed from pro
cedure. aa lo retroactive effect ................................ .......................
Statutes of Limitation ........................................................................

STATUTORY CONDITIONS—
See iNOVBiacg.

STAY OF PROCEEDINtts—
Unpaid costs Veeal loo» art km Discretion of t'oort 

STENOGRAPHERS—
Admissibility of stenographer's notes See KvnmscT

STOPPAflK IN TRANSITU—
See Sale.

STREET RAILWAYS—
Duly of railway rompe») -Usual stopping piece Negligently ran 
mag past stationery rar
Franchi— Mtarlm Agrromeel with menlrtpulHy-*..lrteu
—Use of highways
Fremhue farastrwetlan Agréeront Wsos rallnay amt count) 

Juried St me of pros local hoard -Use at highways

STRIKINtl OtT-
<H ptrodiag Sa. Pi asm sa

WltOONTRACPOR—
Idea at the Mareasiru' Lrasa
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